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PREFACE 

WHEN I first \vent to Nepal I needed the book you 
are about to read. It  was because I couldn't find 
such a book that, finally, I came to write this one. 

Lumbering slowly up from India in one of the 
small planes that not long ago were the most so- 
phisticated link between the Kingdom of Nepal 
and the outside world, I came to the Kathmandu 
Valley in late 1965. Although it was my husband's 
job with the United States A I D  mission that 
brought us to Nepal, as an anthropologist I had 
been recruited by the Smithsonian Institution to 
collect ethnographic materials. Because of an elev- 
enth-hour bureaucratic switch of assignment, we 
were almost totally ignorant of the country to 
which we had come. And so, as our official car 
squeezed through the crowded lanes of the medi- 
eval capital city, Kathmandu, we could only mar- 
vel at the storied temples and the diverse peoples 
about whom we had everything to learn. 

From our quarters, those first days in Kathman- 
du,  we gazed out at a distant and mysterious shrine 
on a green hillock. T h e  white and gilt-spired mass 
of the shrine repeated the shape of the more distant 
Himalayan peaks. American colleagues knew it  011- 
ly as the "Monkey Temple"; the Nepalese identi- 
fied it ;IS S v a y a m b h ~ ,  a Buddhist shrine and "very 
old." Rut who built it, for what purpose, and in 
what age, none could say. Traditionally, Nepalese 
interest does not turn to history. T h e  Nepalese an- 
swer echoed the response of a Puerto Rican elder 
I once asked about the age of a Catholic church, 
"cuando yo naci, estaba" (when I was born, it was). 

Wherever I turned, I found either contradictory 
information about the shrines and deities, or none 
at all. One  person wisely asserted that a god was 
Sivn, another said V i s ~ ~ u ,  while elsewhere the same 
image was at once named Devi, I n d r i ~ ~ i ,  and 

Ajimi. And i f  another god was indeed Ganeia, as 
all the children certified, why was this rotund 
prankster being offered a bleeding chicken instead 
of the sweets and flowers welcomed by his Indian 
counterpart? And where, in the Buddhist vihciras, 
full of domestic life, were the saffron-robed monks 
I had known in the monasteries of Cambodia, 
Laos. or Ceylon? 

The  temples of Kathmandu called to mind those 
I had encountered elsewhere in Asia-the pagodas 
of Vietnam, the ancient towers of Champa, the 
multiroofed wats of Thailand and its neighbors, the 
tiered temple towers of Bali. H o w  had they come 
to Nepal, I wondered. O r  had they, as many Nep- 
alese asserted, originated there? 

I read what I could find in Western languages. 
Taken together, these published sources not only 
failed to answer my questions, but raised more. In- 
formation on temples and shrines, sculptures and 
other aspects of Nepalese culture was in short sup- 
ply, and what there was was often confused and 
contradictory. 

Take  for example Kisthimandapa, a significant 
building and the namesake of the capital city. T h e  
sources asserted that it was a temple, that it was 
built in A.D. 1595, and that Laksmi Narasimha was 
the reigning king of the time. But it was immedi- 
ately clear that something was wrong: Laksmi 
Narasimhn was not reigning in 1595, even accord- 
ing to these same sources. Ultimately I discovered 
that Kisyhimandapa was not a temple, but a com- 
munity rest house, that it was built not later than 
A.D 1143, and that Laksmi Narasimha reigned dur- 
ing neither of those times. 

Most records of events, wars, and kings were 
similarly confused, often outdated altogether. For  
example, the sources universally referred to the con- 
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quest of Nepal in the early fourteenth century by 
one Harasimha of Mithil:, a kingdom on its south- 
ern borders. Harasimha was held to have introduced 
the important goddess Taleju into Nepal. This was 
of profound cultural and political importance. Hav- 
ing discovered on a multitude of occasions how un- 
reliable the historical sources were-no two sources 
seemed to agree even on the basic dates of a king's 
birth, death, or reign-I was suspicious. Indeed, I 
later found out that Harasimha died a refugee 
without even reaching the Kathmandu Valley, and 
that Taleju had been familiar in Nepal at least two 
centuries before Harasimha's birth. 

Sylvain LRvi's monumental study, Le NPpal, 
published at the turn of the century, might have an- 
swered my questions had it been written three- 
quarters of a century later. But as a pioneer 
investigator, Livi was neither in Nepal long 
enough nor permitted to move about freely enough 
to substantiate his work through adequate field re- 
search; moreover, much historical material has only 
come to light in the twentieth century. For exam- 
ple, LCvi's reconstruction of the history of the Lic- 
chavi period, ca. A.D. j oo  to 879, is based on fewer 
than fifty inscriptions. But the history of that pe- 
riod as published here is based on almost two hun- 
dred inscriptions and, in addition, is supplemented 
by archaeology and art historical studies. 

In sum, the best efforts of earlier scholars did not 
seem to provide a cogent, or even credible, history, 
and was often at odds with the cultural evidence 
that slowly began to unfold. More significant, these 
works did not provide a rational explanation of 
the origins and evolution of the remarkable culture 
so grandly evident in the Kathmandu Valley. 

With respect to available dynastic and political 
history, there seemed little to be done except to 
make the best of what there was and to fit the cul- 
tural aspects into it as best I could. Thus I turned 
increasingly to my own disciplines-anthropology, 
archaeology, and art history-as the means of un- 
derstanding the physical remains that crowd the 
Valley-the temples and shrines, the stone sculp- 
tures, and the old cities themselves. 

Soon I was spending my days in the streets 
among the Nepalese, poking into courtyards, study- 
ing shrines and sculptures, and (with help) the in- 
scriptions which, although unnoticed by most Nep- 

alese, often identified and dated the monuments. 
I attended the yearly cycles of ~ u b l i c  festivals and, 
as an invited guest, observed family rites in homes. 
As my competence in the Nepali language grew, 
I began to learn from priest and temple guardian, 
yogi and merchant, farmer and urchin, a rich folk- 
lore and tradition. 

Although excavation was not possible, I soon be- 
came aware of the potential of "surface archaeol- 
ogy." Through it, for instance, I was able to affirm 
that the old cities had been walled, and even to re- 
construct accurately their bounds. The  walls were 
recoverable not only from physical indices-half- 
buried gate thresholds, for example-but in peo- 
ple's memories and in their rites. Similarly, bits 
and pieces of ancient buildings, lying forgotten by 
the wayside or reused to other ends, began to speak 
eloquently of bygone architecture. As art historian, 
I looked with fresh eyes on the images of the 
gods, many unstudied and others too well known. 
Take, for instance, a seventh-century stone master- 
piece that had long been disdained as a work of 
the seventeenth century. With a Nepali colleague, 
I was able to show it to be earlier than the sculpture 
it was alleged to copy. 

In  two years of unremitting field work, the first 
haphazard notes had become a notebook, then two, 
and finally a dozen. The  towns and monuments 
were photographed and mapped; where possible 
they were identified and securely fixed in time. By 
1967 I believed I had a book, though it was un- 
assembled and unwritten. 

At first I gathered the material for myself alone. 
Then I thought to write a serious guide to the 
Kathmandu Valley cities and their compelling 
monuments. The  Smithsonian Institution Press 
thought so too, and contracted for the work I 
planned to do. But when, in the third year of resi- 
dence in Nepal, my book was almost done, I made 
a startling discovery, at once exciting and sobering. 
In the course of studying the Nepali language I 
stumbled on a hitherto unsuspected and untapped 
reservoir of historical data. Quite unknown in the 
West, this data had been quietly accumulating for 
a quarter of a century in Nepali-language journals. 
The  contribution of the historical society known as 
SamSodhana-mandala (Correction Circle) was par- 
ticularly important. Their work derived from justi- 

xii 
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fiable dissatisfaction, that mirrorcd.my own, with 
historical interpretation that preccdcs sound evi- 
dence. It was based on incontrovertible documented 
evidence, and was uncompromising in accuracy. It 
was also voluminous. 

Scattered among Nepali-language writings I 
found recorded more than a hundred early, other- 
wise unknown, inscriptions for the Licchavi Peri- 
od. These more than doubled the inscriptions pub- 
lished in Raniero Gnoli's compendium in 1956, 
heretofore the primary source for the period. It was 
in these same sources that I found proof that Hara- 
simha had not conquered Nepal, but had died a 
refugee on its borders; that Taleju was worshiped 
in Nepal from at least the early twelfth century; 
that Sthitimalla, one of Nepal's greatest and most 
enigmatic rulers, had not come "from Sankhu," a 
Kathmandu Valley village, to marry a Nepalese 
princess, but "from the south." 

The latter, one might think, is surely a minor 
point. But this bit of evidence makes all the differ- 
ence. No wonder, if Sthitimalla came "from the 
south" (most probably the Indian state of Mithili), 
rather than a Nepalese village, that his political and 
cultural impact was so great: he was an outsider. 

It became increasingly clear as I made my way 
through this wilderness of unexplored sources that 
here was the material from which the broad out- 
lines of Nepalese history could be set down. This 
had purposely not been done by the Samiodhana- 
mandala, who felt that such a venture was pre- 
mature. First, they said, let us gather the data. 
Assembly of it as history lies in the distant future. 
They thus provided the pieces, unevaluated and 
uninterpreted, but not the structure that I needed 
to make the cultural materials understandable. 

Slowly forming in my own mind was a narrative 
account of the Kathmandu Valley, at variance with 
the Western-language sources not only in detail, 
but in broad concepts. Accepted history averred, 
for example, that there were four distinct periods, 
the Licchavi, Thakuri, Malla, and Shah, with a 
political rupture bringing each dynasty to power. 
From the Nepali sources I could now see that from 
A.D. 300 to 1769 there was an unbroken political 
continuum that harmonized with what was clearly 
an unbroken cultural continuum. 

I felt I had no choice but to abandon my first 

book, togcthcr with thc comforting contract to 
publish it. I began anew. Thanks to a generous 
grant from thc JDRjrd Fund, I spent the next 
two years in Nepal dividing my time between 
field work and Nepali-language research. My grant 
allowed mc to bring in othcrs to hclp with thin 
task-notably, a young draftsman to translate my 
sketches into finished architectural renderings and 
readable city plans and maps, and two young 
Nepali historians to assist me in reading and com- 
prchending the sources. My photo archivc cx- 
pandcd to more than ten thousand prints and 
slides recording the physical aspccts of Kathmandu 
Valley civilization. T o  thesc werc addcd two 
thousand more slides taken in frcqucnt treks into 
thc mountains and visits to the plains. I also made 
several trips to India to comparc Indian with 
Nepalese art and architccturc. 

It took me a decade to answcr the questions that 
had sprung to mind whcn I first cncountcrcd the 
enchanted and mysterious Valley. Could 1 have 
seen the work entailed, who knows?-I might not 
have asked the questions. But, as it turns out, I 
asked them just in time. For although the culturc 
of the Kathmandu Valley has continued for two 
thousand years, it is becoming progrcssively more 
difficult each year to salvage the past. In the fifteen 
years prior to 1965, when I began my study, thc 
closed kingdom opened to the outside world and 
forces of acculturation and change began their 
work. Between 1965 and 191 ,  when I left Nepal, 
these forces had rapidly accelerated and were tak- 
ing their toll. The fine old brick buildings, mantled 
w,ith exquisite wood carving, daily ceded to con- 
crete. People began to slough off their traditional 
ways, loosing the ancient bonds that had linkcd 
them to family and gods. Transistor radios and 
Datsuns came to be valued more than ancestral 
paintings and images. The latter were increasingly 
sold to tourists, whose numbers have grown from 
none in 1950 to over ~oo,ooo a year as I write in 
1976. That a large, high-quality exhibition of Nc- 
palese art could be assembled recently in New 
York from American collections (mostly private), 
speaks eloquently in this regard. 

It is the nature of our world that civilizations 
founder and pass. But in this case I have tried to 
read the past from the rapidly changing present 
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before it is too late. This I have done in as much 
detail and with as careful explanation of the evi- 
dence as possible. I have sought to rectify widely 
accepted inaccuracies of fact and, without polemics, 
have contradicted many established notions. I have 
tried not to romanticize, but also not to deny the 
wondrous romance of Nepal Mandala. That ro- 
mance now rests on as secure a historical founda- 
tion as I have been able to perceive. My primary 
aim has been to render in broad outlines as cogent 
and comprehensive a history of Nepalese culture as 
is now possible within the limitations of one book. 
I do not presume that this will be the final word. 
The story is only begun. But I have taken pains to 
provide future scholars with a solid accounting. 

There are many persons who by their counsel, 
encouragement, or assistance have helped with this 
book. Most are here nameless, but my gratitude to 
them is no less sincere. Some must be named, for 
without them the book could not have achieved 
its present form. Foremost are two Nepali col- 
leagues, Mahesh Raj Pant and Gautamvajra Vajra- 
charya, Sanskritists and impeccable historians of 
SamSodhana-mandala. For more than a year we 
worked as a team. I asked questions; their knowl- 
edge of Sanskrit, Newari, and Nepalese culture 
unlocked doors for me. T o  Mr. Pant I owe a special 
debt for his unwavering friendship and support 
over the years I have been writing in Washington, 
D.C., and in Tunisia. Despite his own scholarly 
commitments, he has never been too busy to tell 
me of new Nepali research, to seek some needed 
reference, to check something in the field, or to 
read critically some troubling manuscript pages. 
Words cannot express what his friendship has 
meant to me. 

Though I did not work personally with other 
members of SamSodhana-mandala, I would like to 
record my appreciation of their contributions, 
which are in my bibliography. The work of Naya 
Raj Pant both as uncompromising teacher and 
author is particularly important, while the studies 
of Dhanavajra Vajracharya have provided the 
backbone of almost everything we know today 
about the Licchavis. Upon their works I have there- 
fore drawn unabashedly and with gratitude. 

Dr. Pratapaditya Pal's generous acceptance of 
me as a colleague, his willingness to review criti- 
cally drafts of the formidable manuscript, not once 
but twice, the insights reached during numerous 
animated discussions, the hospitality of his home, 
his own publications, and especially his unflagging 
enthusiasm and support, are gifts beyond measure. 
Without Dr. Pal there would be no Nepal Mandala. 

I am grateful to Mr. Porter A. McCray, former 
director of the Asian Cultural Program of the 
JDRjrd Fund (now the Asian Cultural Coun- 
cil) and to his successor, Richard Lanier, and to its 
Trustees, who provided the means to expand and 
conclude the research I had begun alone. 

T o  my sister Dorothy Shepherd Payer I also 
record my profound gratitude for help with the 
manuscript, and especially for her inexhaustible 
moral support, which was indispensable to its be- 
coming a book. I can never properly thank my 
husband and mentor, Robert, for his continued 
faith and forbearance through the highs and lows 
and the forced separations that have accompanied 
it. 

T o  Yeorgos Lampathakis I owe the supervision 
and coordination of all the graphics in manuscript, 
the imaginative creation of the maps and their skill- 
fully planned colors and distinctive symbols, the 
inventive frontispiece, and many of the text figures. 
Aside from his exceptional artistic skills, Mr. Lam- 
pathakis' unstinting gift to me of endless time, wise 
counsel, enthusiasm, and confidence can never be 
adequately recognized or compensated. 

Catherine Dick, A. Peter Burleigh, and Liane 
Norman have all rendered services far in excess 
of the decent demands of friendship. It is a pleasure 
to acknowledge my thanks to Dr.  Margaret H. 
Case, who as editor for Princeton University Press, 
provided sound criticism cush,ioned with chivalrous 
devotion. 

I owe much to my predecessors who also quested 
for understanding of, or made valuable observa- 
tions on, the Nepalese past-two seventh-century 
Chinese, the envoy Wang Hsiian-t'se and the pil- 
grim Hsiian Tsang, the Capuchin missionaries, 
Colonel Kirkpatrick, Brian.Hodgson, Dr. Oldfield, 
Daniel Wright, Bhagwanlal Indraji, Cecil Bendall, 
Sylvain Livi, and many others, without whose 
work my own would not have been possible. 

xiv 
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I owe a still greater debt of gratitude to the brick and mortar, stone, copper, paint, and gilt; 
Nepalese kings and nobles, priests, pandits, and and the living Nepalese who shared with me, a 
monks who for almost two millennia, year after stranger, their festivals and their gods, their memo- 
year, set down their records on stone and copper- ries and themselves. 

plates, in chronicles, journals, and manuscripts; to Washington, D.C. 
the artists and artisans who left their records in ,978 





ORTHOGRAPHY AND TRANSLITERATION 

THERE 1s a considerable gulf between written and 
spoken Nepali. In written form, Nepali conforms 
to Sanskrit in preserving the "inherent vowel," 
that is, the short "a" understood to accompany each 
consonant in Devanagari script. Thus, one writes 
Bhimasena but says Bhimsen, while NZriyana be- 
comes Narayan (or Narain). The letters "v" and 
"b" are largely interchangeable; one writes Bhai- 
rava but says Bhairab. There are many other differ- 
ences. 

Whether to render Nepali as it is written or 
spoken is a dilemma without a satisfactory solution. 
Rather than resort to awkward and inconsistent 
spellings, which in any event are inaccurate repre- 
sentations of Nepali pronunciation, I use the writ- 
ten form. The inherent vowel is preserved; if the 
symbol and sound which the interchangeable "v/b" 
represents occurs as "v" in Sanskrit, I follow. In 
instances where it seems useful, I have supplied an 
approximation of the spoken word in parenthesis, 
thus Ganega (Ganesh) or Brahmani (Brahma- 
yani). 

The system I use to transliterate Devanigari 
characters to Roman letters is consistent with that 
accepted by most scholars of Sanskritic languages. 

With three exceptions, transliteration will place no 
burden on the nonspecialist reader, who can ignore 
it. The exceptions are in the use of S, s, and c. The 
two letters i and 5 differ almost imperceptibly in 
sound and both may be pronounced "sh," thus 
Siva, "Shiva," and Visnu, "Vishnu." The letter c 
renders the Devanigari character "ch." Thus, 
cnitya is read "chaitya," Cirumnti, "ChZrumati." 
The combination "ch" is reserved for the Devani- 
gari "chh," as in Macchendranitha or Licchavi. 

For ease in reading, I believe the fewer trans- 
literated words the better; scholarship must be 
wedded to common sense. Thus the following cate- 
gories of words are rendered without diacritical 
marks: place names in Nepal and India in common 
usage, the names of authors, and proper nouns in 
current usage from the beginning of the Shah 
Period (late eighteenth century); thus Prithvi 
Narayan Shah, not Prthvinirayana Saha. Also 
exempted from transliteration are several Sanskrit 
words that have entered English usage and occur 
in Webster-Aryan, Himalaya, Hindu, stupa, lin- 
ga, sati, dharma, yogi, mandala, tantrism, Brah- 
man, and many more. 

xvii 





DATES 

THE SYSTEM of paired dates used in the text, for 
example A.D. 590 (s.s. 512), may seem distracting, 
but has a purpose that transcends pedantry. The 
Nepalese in the course of their written history have 
employed four different eras (Appendix I) .  The 
epoch year for two of them has been determined 
only in very recent times. Agreement is still pend- 
ing whether they began in the spring or the fall; 
conversions to corresponding Christian era dates 
can thus still be wrong by a year. Even when the 
exact conversion is known, namely from A.D. 879 

on, there is a purpose to the paired dates. Hy pro- 
viding the original dates, Nepali readers can con- 
vert with ease and accuracy directly to their own 
familiar era, the Vikrama Sawvat. In all instances, 
the retention of the original dates permits verifica- 
tion against the cited documents. 

Because of the variety of era designations, to 

avoid ambiguity I have usually modified all dates 
with the abbreviated era designation. In cases of 
omission, the year is to be understood as A.D. 





PART I 

DRAMATIS PERSONAE: 
THE MORTALS 





C H A P T E R  1 
- -- - 

THE KATHMANDU VALLEY is a very small part of 
the earth's surface. Embracing scarcely more than 
two hundred square miles, it lies at an average 
altitude of forty-four hundred feet among the steep 
southern ridges of the Himalayan foothills. These 
ridges, together with the towering peaks behind, 
comprise more than eighty percent of the territory 
of the Kingdom of Nepal, of which the Valley is 
a part (Plates r ,  2, 4, 5, 7-13).l T h e  kingdom, like 
the Valley, is small, a narrow rectangle some five 
hundred miles long and an average one hundred 
miles in width (Maps I and 2).' It  lies between 
China and India, a tender "yam between two 
rocks," as Prithvi Narayan Shah, one of Nepal's 
outstanding kings, once said with reference to the 
delicate political situation of his country." 

T h e  Kathmandu Valley is a deep, slightly ellip- 
tical free-form bowl (Map 3).  Dotted with hamlets, 
its terraced and wooded sides sweep up to an 
irregular rim dominated by peaks ranging in 
height from six thousand to more than nine thou- 
sand feet. Beyond the northern rim loom the snow 
peaks of the Himalaya proper, from the Valley 
normally visible only from October to March. T h e  
saucer-shaped, intensively farmed bottomland is 
punctu:~ted with compact villages and scattered 

More than one-third of Nepal's territory consists of 
snow-covered mountains. Of the remainder, about a thirtl 
lies in the Tarai, geographically part of the Gangetic Plain, 
while the rest consists of the lower mountains and hills 
that encolnpnss the Valley. 

farmhouses, occasional hillocks, and low ridges. 
It is traversed by deeply eroded ravines through 
which course rivers and streams. Of these, the most 
important is the sacred Hagmati. This, together 
with its main confluence, the Vishnumati, is tribu- 
tary to the Ganges River, and like that sacred 
stream in India, both Bagmati and Vishnumati 
play an important role in Nepalese religious life. 
The  Valley extends some fifteen miles from east to 
west, and is about twelve miles at its maximum 
width. One can cross i t  on foot in less than a day. 
Woodcutters and dairymen, for example, walk as a 
matter of course a daily round trip from villages 
high on the Valley's rim and beyond to markets 
in the center of the Valley floor. O n  foot one can 
make the circuit of shrines around the Valley in a 
single day. 

T h e  Kathmandu Valley achieved a cultural im- 
portance wholly disproportionate to its relative 
physical insignificance. It was the scene of a re- 
markable cultural efflorescence and continuing de- 
velopment that is unmatched elsewhere in the 
Kingdom of Nepal. There were other pockets of 
culture in this territory; the Sakyas of the Tarai 
and the Khasas of the Karnali Basin in western 
Nepal, for example, had their brief moments of 

Its 54,400 square miles make Nepal comparable in size 
to the state of Tennessee, but small as it is, it is twice the 
size of Ceylon and three times the size of Switzerland. 

" "Yo ~ G j r  diti dlrrirrgi~o tarr,lo jato rahccha" ( N .  Pant 
et al., 1968:322). 
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glory (Plate 209). But it is only in the Kathmandu 
Valley that a cont inuun~ of cultural development 
can be traced through some two millennia into con- 
temporary culture. T h e  historic line may waver, 
; ~ n d  political dynasties break off altogether, but the 
present always remains firmly bonded with the 
~ n s t .  T h e  tangible ancestral monuments of the 
Valley-temples and shrines, sacred sites and 
images-are by no means disconnected "historic" 
monuments. They function vigorously in contem- 
por;lry Nepali culture. Through legend and folk- 
lore the names of rulers whose dynasties have been 
extinct for a thousand years or more remain vividly 
alive, if historically garbled. Outstanding tantric 
practitioners and the remarkable deeds that won 
them fame live on in legend as if such persons had 
but recently crossed the stage of Valley history. 
T h e  great body of primary institutions that govern 
contemporary Nepalese life-religious, social, and 
often politic;il-are the lineal descendants of those 
that governed Valley society of the past.' Indeed, 
it is perhaps the total merging of the past and 
present that gives to the Kathmandu Valley the 
c h a r m - o r  perhaps more properly, mystique-that 
captivates most outsiders who make their way 
within. 

T h e  Kathmandu Valley, a diminutive pocket 
of flatland among the wrinkled ridges surrounding 
it, is geographically isolated. Before airplanes 
(from 1949) and the even more recent motor 
roads (from India, 1956; from China, 1966) (Plate 
13), the Valley could only be entered along the 
timeworn footpaths packed hard by human feet- 
ancient routes still frequented by the majority of 
Nepalis (Plates 12, 14). Often difficult and dan- 
gerous, many Nepali paths can still be appropri- 
ately described in the words of a n  early eighteenth- 
century Catholic missionary. 

While the Sherpa or the Tharu, by virtue of their in- 
corporation into the nation, are no less "Nepalese" than 
the inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley, they have other 
cultural antecedents. Hence, it is not to these Nepalese I 
refer, but only to those who come within the confines of 
the study, the Kathmandu Valley. " description of the section across the Kodari Pass 
leading to Kuti, from Father Georgi's compilation of the 
Catholic missionaries' descriptions of the route from India 

T h e  tracks are very narrow, steeply inclined ; ~ n d  
wind constantly around extremely high moun- 
tains. Often chasms are crossed by suspension 
bridges without guard rails. It  is necessary to 
traverse a dozen times these narrow, shaky little 
bridges made of sticks and branches. T h e  trav- 
eller's terror is increased even more to see be- 
neath him the steep abyss and to hear among 
the boulders at the bottom the noise of the 
rushing waters. Especially, there is one place 
part ic~~lar ly difficult which frightens to the ut- 
most the timid or the novice, so much that the 
fear of falling augments even more his chance 
of it. It is a projecting rock about sixteen feet 
long which slopes steeply downward over the 
precipice and is made slippery by the waters 
which course from its summit to bathe and 
polish it. O n  it depressions have been scratched 
and d u g  out from step to step where the travel- 
ler can place, if not his entire foot, at least the 
ball." 

Similarly, the tenth-century Tibetan lama, Mar- 
pa, about to go  home at  the conclusion of his 
studies in India, listed among the chief anxieties 
of travel the "swaying rope bridges" and mountain 
passes, the mere contemplation of which made him 
"tremble more than q~icks i lver . "~  

Separated from the Tibetan plateau by the high 
ramparts of the Himalaya, most of whose passes 
are closed much of the year (Plate I I ) ,  the Valley 
can be reached only with difficulty from east or 
west. T h e  steep and serried ridges and valleys are 
north-south oriented, with rushing torrents bridged 
by primitive structures unsuited to animal trans- 
port (Plate 1 5 ) . ~  Although relatively open toward 
the south, the Valley was traditionally sealed off 
from the Indian plains by a swath of deadly 
malarial jungle that made a n  effective barrier for 
more than half the year. Father Giuseppe, an 

to Tibet via Nepal (Ltvi 1905:1, 126). Father Griiber tle- 
scribed it much the same way earlier, and Lantlon later 
(Landon 1928:11, 34). The  Chinese road linking Tibet an(! 
Nepal now follows the historic route (Plate r j ) ,  anti is 
often closed by landslides and other calamities. 

Snellgrove and Richardson 1968: I 18-120. 
' On the fearful bridges of Nepal see Hagen et al. 

1961 :PIS. 44-46. 
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eighteenth-century Capuchin missionary in Kath- 
mandu, observed that the good roads of India could 
be reached by the "bad, narrow, and dangerous" 
Nepalese mountain paths within a matter of four 
days. But "at the foot of the hills the country is 
called Teriani [Tarai] ;  and there the air is very 
unwholesome from the middle of Murch to the 
middle of November; and people in their passage 
catch a disorder called . . . Aul, which is a putrid 
fever, and of which the generality of people who 
are attacked with it die in a few days."" 

Other early missionaries to Nepal and Tibet also 
noted the pestilential fever and one of them, forced 
to cross the Tarai in December, almost died of it." 
T h e  fearful Tarai fever did not escape the notice 
of nineteenth- and twentieth-century observers. 
Perceval Landon, for example, remarked on the 
Tarai's reputation as the "unhealthiest region in all 
Asia," particularly at  night. "Sundown in the 
Tarai," he wrote, "has brought to an end more 
attempted raids into Nepal and has buried more 
political hopes than will ever be known. T h e  Eng- 
lish learned their lesson early [and] withered and 
retreated before the miasma of this paradise. . . . 
T h e  local pestilence is known far and wide as awal 
[aul], a name which hums an undertone of death 
throughout the chronicles of Nepal. Between Octo- 
ber and March its teeth are drawn.'"' 

T h e  Tarai remained as described by these early 
observers until scarcely a decade ago, when the 
malarial eradication program of His  Majesty's 
Government and the United States A I D  Mission 
to Nepal opened the Tarai to year-round passage 
and homesteading. 

Despite its geographic insignificance, isolation, 
and relative inaccessibility, the Kathmandu Valley 

Giuseppe 1801 :30 7. 
gLPvi rgog:t, 121 and n. 
lo Lanilon 1928: I, 172-173. 
l1 LPvi 1905:11, 63; 1go8:11t, 181.185. Srivasti, one of the 

eight holy places of Buddhism, is today the dusty little 
village of Set Mallet on the Rapti River; at this time it lay 
at the junction of two great Indian trade routes, and was 
also a terminus on the trans-Himalayan route (Map I). 
Its importance as a trading center is made clear in Bud- 
dhist literature. Almost all the cast of characters from 
Srivasti are bankers, Iiloney lenders, merchants. shopkeep- 
ers, traders, or  caravaneers (Mitra 1971:19-22, 24-25, 28). 

l2 Although the Artlrailistrd (Treatise on Polity) may not 

was long a renowned centcr of trade. Tha t  traders 
were already making their way into the Valley in 
the fifth and sixth centuries H.C. is sulr;lr;csted by 
I3uddhist accounts of monks at Srivarti, an impor- 
tant trading emporium, who attached themselves 
to a troupe ol wool merchants bound for Nepal.'' 
This venture is m:de credible by the Mauryan 
statesman, Kautilya, who referred in the Artha- 
iistra to woolen blankets from Nepal." T h c  con- 
tinuing importance of Nepalese ujmmercc in the 
Licchavi Period, about A.D. 300 to 879, is also evi- 
dent from Licchavi inscriptions. One frequently 
encounters the names of persons identified as chiefs 
of merchant companies and caravaneers; the Lic- 
chavi exports they carried--such as musk, wool, 
yaks' tails (for fly whisks), iron, and copper-were 
appreciated in India.'Wsiian-tsang, a Chinese pil- 
grim to India in the mid-seventh century, heard in 
Vaiiili about the "red copper, the Yak, and the 
Mingming bird" produced by Nepal, and noted 
that "in commerce they use coins made of red cop- 
per ." 'Wor did the busy commercial activity of 
Licchavi Nepal go unnoticed by the Chinese envoy 
Wang Hsiian-t'si who, en route from the T'ang 
court to that of Harsavardhana at  Kanauj, visited 
the Kathmandu Valley in the mid-seventh century 
A.D. "The merchants there, fixed and itinerant, are 
numerous," he observed in his memoirs, but "cul- 
tivators rare."" Perhaps with an eye to trade, the 
Nepalis sent among their presents to the T'ang 
court-always appreciative of foreign exotics-rare 
plants such as spinach, some kind of onion, a "bit- 
ter leaf vegetable," a "vinegar leaf vegetable," and 
an aromatic "Western celery."'" 

The  Valley's specific relationship to the trans- 
Himalayan trade exercised a ~ r o f o u n d  influence on  

be dated In its entirety to the age of Kaurilya in the fourth 
century LC., the bulk of the material is generally regartletl 
as precuptan.  
'9. Vajracharya 19jj:inscrs. ro, 12 (50-54 59-60). see 

especially colnrnentary pp. 52-54, Go, 313-314; Livi I ~ O ~ : I I ,  
I 12-1 13. 

l4 Beal 1914:11, 80. 
l%Pvi 1905:1, 164; Jayaswal 1936:238. 
I" Schafcr 1963:147. It can scarcely be coincidence that 

the name the Chinese recorded for spinach, polingo, ant1 
said to be the name of a countr), bears a close resemblance 
to the Nepali word for spinach, piluigo,  similar forms of 
which occur in most north Indian languages. 



D R A M A T I S  P E R S O N A E :  T H E  M O R T A L S  

its development and history. Of some two dozen 
passes into Tibet, the lowest are a few miles north- 
west and northeast of the Valley, at Rasua Garhi 
and Kodari, respectively the gateways to the Ti-  
betan entrepbts, Kyirong (sKyid-grong) and Kuti 
(Nyalam Dzong) (Map 2 ) .  Following the bed of 
the Hagmati to cross the southern rim of the Val- 
ley, or through the hills via the Chandragiri Pass 
on the western rim (Plate 8), the traditional routes 
through the Kathmandu Valley were important 
arteries whose southern termini abutted the great 
northern Indian trade route, the Uttariipatha. From 
at least the sixth century B.c., this route linked the 
eastern Gangetic basin with the civilization of the 
Near East.I7 T h e  Uttarapatha was also joined by 
another great trade route, the Daks in5~atha ,  along 
which trade flowed as far south as Vidis'a (the 
town near the Buddhist community at Siifichi 
and Ujjain (Map I)." T h e  importance of the Nep- 
alese route was increased in the early seventh 
century A.D. by the establishment of the Tibetan 
nation and the resulting tranquility this brought 
to the surrounding territory. T h e  route through the 
Kathmandu Valley and Tibet was shorter than the 
traditional land and sea routes that linked the cities 
and mo~lasteries of the Gangetic lowlands with the 
Chinese urban centers. When secure, which it fre- 
quently was not, the Tibet-Nepal route was a pre- 
ferred north-south highway.lg 

T h e  position of the Kathmandu Valley was un- 
questionably a primary determinant of its econom- 
ic and, ultimately, its cultural development. Since 
snow closed the mountain passes in  winter and 
malaria the jungle paths of the Tarai  in the sum- 
mer, traders found it expedient to cross one or the 
other as they could, and then pause in the Valley 
to await the onset of summer (for the northern 
passage) or of winter (for the southern one) in 

" Irwin 1973:717, fig. C. 
l R  Kosarnbi I ~ ~ L : I Z Z - 1 2 6 ,  139-140. 
'Wvdgson 1971:part 2, 94-95, 'writing in 1830 or 1831 ,  

still reco~nrnendcd this route for its con~~nercial atlvan- 
rages in British India's trade wit!> Tibet and China. But 
partly because of the Nepal-China war at the entl of the 
precetling century, and the difficulty of reaching an ac- 
conlmodation with Nepal, the British found other routes. 
Hy the late nineteenth century trade hat1 almost entirely 
\Iliftccl eatt to an improved route through Sikkin~ and the 
Cllumbi Valley (Landon 1928:11, 51-52, I 12-1 13;  Canillia~lll 

order to continue their journey."Thus, the Kath- 
mandu Valley became a vital entrepbt in the trans- 
Himalayan trade, and until the late eighteenth cen- 
tury, trade was the primary source of the Valley's 
wealth, its fundamental raison d'ttre, and the cor- 
nerstone upon which were erected the cities filled 
with golden-roofed temples and monasteries over- 
flowing with magnificent bronzes, stone sculp- 
tures, and paintings. Moreover, the Valley's posi- 
tion made it not only a trade entrep6t but a 
cultural transfer point between pilgrim and scholar, 
mendicant and monk, artisan and ambassadorial 
entourage, where exchanges took place between 
hands and minds that profoundly affected Nepa- 
lese history. In  the Tibetan view, because of its 
"abundance of wealth and religion . . . [Nepal 
was] no mean c o ~ n t r y . " ~ '  

But the flourishing trade and wealth of the Val- 
ley tempted nearby hill princes, most notably Prith- 
vi Narayan Shah of Gorkha, who took the coveted 
basin for his own in A.D. 1769 (Plates 71-75). T h e  
role that trade played in the Kathmandu Valley 
was a major factor in his strategy of conquest. By 
instituting a n  economic blockade, Prithvi Narayan 
not only sealed off the Valley from its normal rev- 
enues, but by blocking basic consumer goods-salt 
and cotton, for example-he exacerbated an inter- 
nal social discontent that aggravated the already 
crumbling political structure.?' T h e  firmness with 
which the blockade was enforced is attested by 
Father Giuseppe's complaint about the "horrid spec- 
tacle" of the bodies of would-be blockade runners 
hanging from the t rees .?~ronical ly,  the protracted 
blockade and constant military action in and 
around the Valley permanently diverted trade to 
other less troublesome routes, and at  length de- 
stroyed, along with its fabled wealth, the ancient 
basis of the Valley economy.?' 

1951 :149-1go). 
Pa$hupati Rana 1973:219. 

21 Wylie 1970:1z. 
N. Pant et al. 19683484, 489, 818-819, 1009-1014; Giu- 

seppe 1801 :317; Shakya and Vaitlya rg7o:colop11on 23 
(xiv-xv, 49-50); Stiller 1973:121-122; Bantla 1 9 6 2 : ~ ~ .  56, 
64 (126-127, 133-134). 13ancla (133.134) writes about how 
happy the people were after the conquest because these 
goods flowed freely again. 

2%iuseppe 1801 :317. 
241'ashupati Ran.1 1973:22o; 1.b.i r905:1. 174 170. 
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T h e  Kathmandu Valley owed its .prosperity and 
cultural development not only to trade and the 
wake of other wayfarers, but also to its equable 
climate and remarkably fertile soil. Fields do not 
lie fallow but produce a year-round succession of 
crops. Not  unlike the fertile river valleys that 
cradled the growth of civilization elsewhere, the 
Valley was able to support dense populations and 
its agriculture promoted the growth of prosperity. 

"Nepal" long meant the sequestered mountain 
valley, until surrounding tribes and principalities 
began to be united with it from A.D. 1769 to form 
the greater nation. N o w  commonly called the Kath- 
mandu Valley, after the capital city, traditionally it 
was known as Nepilamandala (Circle or Country 
of Nepal), the Nepal Valley, or merely Nepal. 
Even now unsophisticated Nepalis still think of 
the Valley as "Nepal." Those whom one meets on 
the trails leading toward the Valley, and at  times 
not a day's journey distant, still speak of "going to 
Nepal." 

There is no question that the political boundaries 
of ancient Nepal transcended the exact physical 
limits of the Kathmandu Valley, in a pattern fluc- 
tuating with the ambitions of its rulers and the for- 
tunes of war. As indicated by the distribution of 
the stone inscriptions of the Licchavis, the first his- 
torically attested dynasty, ancient Nepal almost al- 
ways embraced the contiguous ridges and valleys 
eastward through Banepa and Palanchok to the 
Sun Kosi and even beyond, north to Nawakot, and 
at  times, at least, even west to Gorkha (Map 
Occasionally, as is made clear by inscriptions and 
other documents, there were fingers of power 
stretching temporarily this way or  that far beyond 
these limits. Tha t  these more distant regions were 
under nominal, and probably ephemeral, control of 
the Licchavis is suggested by an inscription recent- 

25 D. Vajracharya 1968b:gG-97; 1973:inscrs. 23, 73, 74, 82, 
92, 104, 141, 151, I R ~  (previously published by M. P. 
Khanal 1971:inscr. I [I-31; Shakya 1969 a:inscrs. 4-7 [8- 
141; Vaidya and Vajracharya 1972:inscrs. I ,  2 [rr-141; 
Rana and Vajracharya 1972:1~-19) .  D. Vajracharya 1973 
(Licc/~ar~ikci/al(aa nbhilekha ILicchavi Period Inscriptionl). 
represents the most recent, conlplete, ancl authoritative 
compendium of Licchavi inscriptions known to date, and 
will be cited, therefore, as the primary reference to them. 
All Licchavi inscriptions published up to 1973 are listed 
i l l  chronological order in Appendix IV in accordance with 

ly found at Gorkha. Significantly, i t  is addressed 
to jdnapada (inhabitants, subjects) as distinguished 
from paura (citizens), the term used to address the 
residents of the Valley.20 Thus, to view the "Ne- 
pala" mentioned in early sources as a large, perma- 
nent state comparable in any way with the present 
nation should very likely be attributed to national 
enthusiasm rather than to adherence to fact." 

In any event, despite the appeal of the issue to 
the Nepalis, the exact boundary of ancient Nepal 
has limited relevance to a study of the Kathmandu 
Valley. Whether, as the Nepalis hold, there was 
indeed a larger Nepal, and whatever its size may 
prove to be, the Kathmandu Valley was unques- 
tionably its most important segment. The  Valley 
has served every principal dynasty of Nepal as the 
political, cultural, and economic center, the site of 
the capital city, and the seat of royalty. It  is within 
its confines that generation after generation of art- 
ists and scholars, priests and monks, have lived and 
worked-inscribing on stone, metal, and paper the 
record of their passing; raising glory after glory of 
temple and shrine; and shaping in stone, metal, 
and paint the infinite forms of the gods. For  
the gods, too, have especially preferred Nepal Man- 
dala as their dwelling place. 

T H E  BEGINNINGS 

It is only well into the Christian era that we begin 
to move into the realm of documented history in 
the Kathmandu Valley. T h e  first tangible docu- 
ment and the epochal dividing line between the 
prehistory of the Valley and its history is a dated 
stone inscription corresponding to A.D. 464 (Plates 
47, 48).'* T h e  historic period and its monuments 
most deeply concern us, but to understand them 

Vajracharya's numeration. Six others, largely later finds. 
provide an addendum. The date and name of issuing ruler 
(if present) and the location of each inscription is listed 
together with a concordance in which the places of pre- 
vious publication may be readily consulted. 

2G D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 151 (578-579). 
2i D. Vajracharya, ed. 1g6=:niain part. 21-28: G.  Vajra- 

charya 1964:43-45. 
28 11. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 2 (9-30). See Appendix I 

for an explanation of Nepalese eras ancl the methotls of 
converting them to Christian era dates. 



D R A M  ATIS PERSONAE: T H E  MORTALS 

we must briefly examine the undocunlented more 
distant past. 

Legend avers that the Valley of Kathmandu WAS 

once a hill-ringed Iakc. The  Bodhisattva Malijuiri 
(or in Hindu opinion, Vis11u as Kysna) cut with 
his sword a passage through the hills, draining the 
Valley of its w c ~ t e r s . ~ V r o m  this time forth, men 
worked and worshiped in the fertile vale give11 to 
them by the gods. Modern research confirms that 
the legend mythologizes an actual geological event. 
T h e  Valley is filled with alluvial soils deposited un- 
der lacustrine conditions with characteristic telltale 
ripple marks, diatomaceous clays, and peat lenses. 
The  presence of fossils dates the soils to the Pleisto- 
cene age." 

In time, the relatively level expanse of grazing 
and farm lands and the exceptionally fertile soil of 
the former lake bed began to attract settlers. Where 
they came from and when, we d o  not know. A re- 
cent chance find of a Neolithic polished stone axe 
provides our first clue to early man's presence in the 
Valley." But the limited archaeological excavations 
undertaken so far in the Kathmandu Valley reveal 
nothing before the historic horizon.32 W e  can only 
surmise that Valley prehistory is one of gradual in- 
filtration of people from the surrounding hills, 
some groups of which may have drifted south from 
the harsh Tibetan plateau. These immigrants were 
probably ancestral to contemporary Nepalese hill 
tribes, the Magar, Gurung,  Kiranti (Limbu, Rai) 
and others living outside the Valley, and to the 
Tamang, who are also well established on  the 
slopes within. All are of Mongoloid physical type, 
and speak related languages belonging to Tibeto- 
Burman stock (Plates 16 to 1 8 ) . ~ ~  

Historical documents establish the presence in 
the Kathmandu Valley at least by the Licchavi Pe- 
riod, about A.D. 300-879, of representatives of 
SanskritIPrakrit-speaking groups-Licchavi, Vyji, 
Sakya, and Koliya-peoples well-known to north 
India from the time of the Buddha." But in the 
instance of the Licchavis and Vyjis, we d o  not 

2'' Often mistakenly identified as the Chobar Gorge, in 
the middle of the Valley, i t  is in fact the gorge known as 
Kotwal (Kotvar, Kotwaldar) (Sword Cut) through which 
the Bagmati cuts through the southern rim of the Valley 
on its way to the Ganges (Map 3). 

30 Kathmandu Valley 1969:31-32. 

know whether they were of Mongoloid or  Cauca- 
soid origin.: 'If  they were Mongoloid, major pen- 
etration of the Valley by Caucasoid peoples took 
place only in late historic times. 

T h e  Muslim conquests in northern Indi :~ at the 
end of the twelfth century propelled rnany Indian 
refugees into Nepal. Some, such as orthodox Brah- 
mans from Mithil5 directly south of the Valley, 
and Buddhists from the devastated monasteries of 
Hihar, found refuge in the Kathmandu Valley, 
while others settled in the hill regions of western 
Nepal. T h e  latter belonged to well-defined Hindu  
castes, particularly the Brahman pricsthood, the 
Kshatriya military aristocracy (known as Chetris 
in Nepal), and, at the bottom of the social scale, 
occupational castes such as tailors, shoemakers, 
and  blacksmiths (Damai, Sarki, Kami) .  This  in- 
flux fortified other Indian immigrants who had 
long filtered northward, and had mixed in var- 
ious measure with the established local p o p ~ ~ l a -  
tion. T h e  latter essentially issued from two streams: 
the Khasa, Indo-Aryans who spoke a Sanskritic 
language ancestral to Nepali, and who for centuries 
had drifted eastward through the Himalayan foot- 
hills; and the Mongoloid tribes, particularly the 
Magar and Gurung.  Like the locals, the Indian im- 
migrants farmed or pursued their traditional caste- 
ordained roles and occupations. By the sixteenth 
century, an ethnically mixed military aristocracy, 
who often claimed Rajput descent and emulated 
the latter's preoccupation with military chivalry and 
the purity of H i n d u  religion, had carved out  numer- 
ous petty hill states. Gorkha, immediately west of 
the Valley, was one of these (Plates 72, 73). I t  was 
founded by Dravya Shah in A.D. 1559; his descend- 
ant, Prithvi Narayan, conquered the Nepal Valley 
in the latter half of the eighteenth century. By this 
time the Valley inhabitants had been transformed 
by centuries of miscegenation and acculturation, 
and were known as Newars (NevSra) (Plates 23- 
28, 39, 4 3 4 5 ,  46,48). At  the time of the Shah con- 
quest, the Newars were politically organized into 

31 Uanerjee and Sharma 1969:56. 
32 Deo 1968. 
:'"3iista 1967:29-79, 9198. 
34 G. Vajracharya 1965; D. Vajracharya 1g6Rl,:gg-101; 

Ltvi 1908:181-185. 
35 Uashan~ 1967:41; R. Majumtlar 1966:lr (rg71), 7. 



scveral culturally Indianized city-states goverrled hy 
rulers with the dynastic name of Malln. 

K l R A T A  A N D  N E W A R  

T h e  name Newar to signify the indigenous (or 
virtually indigenous) population of the Kath- 
mandu Valley is now well established, but it ap- 
pears to be of very recent origin. It may have been 
bestowed by the Gorkhalis" and given currency by 
the domiciled Catholic missionaries; both appeared 
on the scene in the seventeenth century, when the 
name became prevalent. I n  Nepalese inscriptions 
the name Newar occurs for the first time in A.D. 

1654;' and in 1667, a diarist mentions a "Newar 
from Lubhu  illag age]."^^ T h e  word Newar is gen- 
erally assumed to be interchangeable with and de- 
rived from the word Nepal and to signify simply 
the people of Nepal Valley, specifically the in- 
digenes. 

T h e  origin of the name Nepal is even more ob- 
scure, although a number of interpretations have 
been ~uggested.~ '  T h e  first unquestionable usage 
occurs in the famous pillar inscription at  Allaha- 
bad, India, inscribed in the fourth century A.D. 

Linked, as it frequently would be, with Kirna- 
rupa, Nepal's southeastern neighbor, "Nepila" is 
listed as a frontier state:' T h e  Allahabad pillar ref- 
erence may be   receded by that in Kautilya's Ar- 
thaiistra, but whether in  this instance we are con- 
cerned with an original entry dating from Mauryan 
times or a later interpolation, we do not know. 
Similarly, although the name Nepila appears in 
Buddhist and other Indian literature, most of these 
works are equally difficult to date with exactitude." 

" 1 shall use the term Gorkhali to designate the Nep- 
alese who, speaking Nepali (Gorkhali) as their mother 
tongue, came from or are historically associated with 
Gorkha. Gorkhalis are also ParbateIParbatiya (Parvatiyi), 
"mountain people," a term that embraces all hilldwelling 
ethnic groups. "Bhote" is a colloquial (and somewhat pejo- 
rative) term applied to Tibetans and Tibetanized northern 
border peoples; "Madhese" to the peoples of the Tarai. All 
citizens of Nepal, all categories-Gorkhali Newar, and all 
ethnic groups of the hills and plains-are "Nepali" or 
"Nepalese." 

37 D. Regmi 1969:14. Only a small part of the lengthy 
inscription has been published (D. Regmi 1966:part 4, 

'I-akcn together, they d o  seem 10 cstahlish the cur- 
rency of the name Nclx~l in the early ccnturics of 
the Christian ern." In any evcnt, the name must 
have heen employed by the Licchavis for their 
adopted country. Their contcmporarirn of 'T'nng 
China transcril,cd the name of the cou~irry as "Ni- 
pJ-l0,"'~ and on occdsion the name Ncpnl r ~ c u r s  in 
Licchavi inscriptions. ? h e  first local occurrence is 
in the early seventh century, when King AtpSuvar- 
man began an cdict with the expression suosri nc- 
palcbhyah (peace to the Ncpalis)." Seventh- and 
eighth-century Licchavi inscriptions follow with 
mention of Nepila and Nepilamand;~la.'" 

It seems probable that the scctor of the Ncpalew 
people who have k e n  so reccntly designated "Ne- 
war" are descendants of the Kirita,  a name familiar 
in early Indian literature, and one with strong tra- 
ditional associations in Nepal. In Indian literature 
the name Kirita has been employed ubiquitously 
to denote a people (or peoples) of the Himalaya. 
In the epics the Kirita are often merltioned. In  the 
Mohibhdrata we find Kiritas enlisted on  the side 
of the Kauravas, and it was in the guise of a Kirita 
that Siva appeared to Arjuna to give him the cele- 
brated weapon, PaSupita. In the Roghuuomio, K i -  
lidisa describes Raghu's subjugation of the north 
countries and his encounter with the Kiritas of the 
mountains. In his play Kidambari, Bina includes 
Kiritas in the palace retinue, along with hunch- 
backs, dwarfs, and other unusual persons. In  these 
and similar references," it is conceivable that rather 
than "Kirita," a specific ethnic group, the word is 
in fact kinita. As suggested by the components 
kira (edge) and at (to roam), &rim may refer 
broadly to any aboriginal people who "roamed the 
edge" of the Aryanized settlements of the Gangetic 

inscr. 52 [9091]) .  
38D.  Regmi ~y%:part 3, app. I I I ,  80. 

Ltvi ry5:11 ,  6668; D .  Regmi 1969:17-1g. 
'O Flect 1970:8, 14 n. I ;  Sircar 1$5:2(;2-268. 
'' LKvi r g o g : ~ ~ ,  Grdg; I ~ O ~ : I I I ,  184; Bharati 1+5:60. 

LCvi 1go5:11, 6263. 
4 3 1 i v i  1905:1, 163; Jayaswal 193G:rqr; Beal I ~ I ~ : I I ,  80. 
4 4 D .  Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 74 (310-314); J. Regmi 

1970:4. 
'=D.  Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 118, 150 (448451, 573- 

577). 
'O LKvi 1905:11, 74-77; Chatterji 1974:27-28. 30-36. 
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plains. The Puranas, however, leave no doubt that 
there was also a  articular people by the name, 
since they specify the Kirita as one of the peoples 
of the MadhyadeSa." Kirita territory is generally 
held to be in the Himalaya, and at times is located 
adjacent to Kimarupa (Prigyotisa), an ancient 
kingdom of Assam (Map r ) . " T h u s  it seems prob- 
able that the Kirita were once a specific Himalayan 
people, but that the term was later expanded to 
embrace any hill tribe." 

That such a ~ e o p l e  did dwell in the Himalaya 
also appears to be supported by the Nepalese testi- 
mony. One of the largest single ethnic groups in 
Nepal today is known as the Kiranti (Kiriinti) 
(Plate 17).~ '  Subdivided into smaller tribal units 
such as the Limbu and Rai, the Kiranti inhabit a 
large area in the eastern middle hills known as the 
Kirant Prade~h.~ '  Kiranti tradition traces a long 
succession of rulers, the last of whom, at least, was 
a historic person whose land and people were an- 
nexed by Prithvi Narayan Shah." Father Giuseppe 
noted that at a distance of five or six days journey 
east of the Valley there was an independent nation 
"called Ciratas, who profess no religion."" The 
early chronicles identify the Kiranti with the Ki- 
rita when they affirm that the Valley Kirita, van- 
quished by the Licchavis, settled in the region be- 
tween the Tamur and the Arun rivers, a region 
embraced by the Kirant Pradesh (Map z ) . ~ ~  The 
late chronicles also imply this relationship by writ- 
ing that the Kirita "dwelt originally to the east- 
ward."j5 Traditional ties of these eastern hill people 
with the Kathmandu Valley are apparent from cus- 
toms that ordain the annual return to the Valley of 
some Kirantis for the observance of religious cere- 
m o n i e ~ . ~ "  

That some of the Kirita were dwelling in the 
Kathmandu Valley at the time of the Licchavi con- 

" Sircar 1971 :31, 35, 46. 
' R  Sircar 1971 :16o-165. 
'"This is the considered view of Sircar 1971:roz. See 

also LPvi rgo5:11, 74-83, and Ronnow 1936. 
50 Bista 1967:29. 
5' Bista 1967:29-47. 
5 2  Chelnjung 1g67:part 2; Bista 1967:jo. One of the most 

exciting anthropological studies that might be carried out 
in Nrpal would be that of the Kirantis' relationship with 
the Newars. 

'Wiuseppe 1801 308.  

quest is lent a certain credibility by Nepalese rec- 
ords. The early chronicles (vamiivalis), primary 
sources for Nepali history," provide impressive ge- 
nealogies of the Kirita kings. These kings, claim 
the chronicles, wrested the Kathmandu Valley 
from certain pastoral dynasties, the Gopila and 
Mahisapiila (Cow and Buffalo herders), before they 
were in turn conquered by the Lic~havis.~ '  The 
Licchavis are silent about their own conquest of the 
Kathmandu Valley, but in a unique occurrence the 
isolated word Kirita or kirita appears in a newly 
discovered but disappointingly fragmentary de- 
scription (Plate 53) .'" 

More telling with reference to Kirita occupation 
of the Kathmandu Valley is the vocabulary of Lic- 
chavi inscriptions. Although written in Sanskrit, 
they rely heavily on a non-Sanskrit vocabulary for 
many administrative terms, personal names, and 
more than eighty percent of the place names."' The 
latter include hamlets, towns, rivers, ponds, and 
other physiographic features. These names have of- 
ten survived to present times with little change, fre- 
quently as alternate names employed exclusively by 
Newari speakers. Certain other non-Sanskrit words 
used by the Licchavis are also clearly recognizable 
in modern Newari," a language that appears to 
be closely related to that of the Limbu (Kiranti), 
Tamang, and similar hill tribes." The marked 
Sanskritization of the Newari vocabulary tends to 
obscure this relationship, but it becomes evident 
when comparing the vocabulary of Old Newari 
documents with that of contemporary hill lan- 
guages. Thus, although the non-Sanskrit aspect of 
Licchavi inscriptions awaits intensive study, tenta- 
tively it seems justifiable to identify it as "proto- 
Newari" or, as a more exact term, Kiriti. 

The name Kiriita is also inextricably woven into 
the web of Valley tradition, and is perpetuated in 

5 '  Gopi1ari;a-uamiivali, £01. 18b. 
5 W r i g h t  1966:58. 
50 See Chapter 5. 
57 See Chapter 2 respecting the reliability of these chron- 

icles. 
6s Ltvi 1905:11, 78-83; D. Regmi r969:56-59. 
" D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 91 (374-376). 
"OD. Vajracharya 1gG8a; B. Acharya 1963. 
"' 1). Vajracharya 1gh8a:6. 
" G.  Vajracllarya 1964. See Appendix 11 for a descrip- 

tion of Newari. 
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folklore and legend. Traditional sites where Kirita 
fell in battle or with which they ,were believed to 
be otherwise associated are commemorated in place 
names. Ruins of Kir5ta palaces and the sites of their 
capital cities are gravely pointed out by the Nepa- 
lese, and an impressive Sivalinga of Licchavi date is 
worshiped as Kiriteivara (Plate 336). The belief 
that the Kirita once peopled the Kathmandu Val- 
ley is by no means confined to popular tradition, 
moreover, but is widely shared by the Nepali in- 
telligentsia. Some Nepali scholars have even been 
so bold as to define a Kirita art style, apart from 
Indian currents, and have viewed certain sculptures 
as the portraits of Kirata kings.03 

Although the chronicles declare that the Lic- 
chavis conquered the Kirita kings, there is no 
mention of fire or sword, or of a diaspora of the 
indigenes," and the Licchavis made no boasts re- 
specting their conquest. Indeed, on the admittedly 
slender evidence of Siva's prophecy in the Paiupati- 
purina, there is a suggestion to the contrary: "the 
powerful king of Vaiiili will conquer the Kir5ta 
king and reign by inspiring confidence through 
gentle words."" It seems reasonable to suppose that 
whatever dynastic changes took place with the ad- 
vent of the Licchavis, the common people were not 
severely dislocated. The frequent reference in Lic- 
chavi inscriptions to persons bearing non-Sanskrit 
names-Rogamicau, Sindrira, and Kedumbita, 
for example-is also suggestive in this respect." 

On  the basis of varied evidence-literary, histori- 
cal, anthropological, linguistic, and that of tradition 
-we may, then, speculate that the Kirita, meta- 
morphosed by millennia of miscegenation and ac- 
culturation, form the matrix of the Kathmandu 
Valley population, which in contemporary Nepal 
is designated Newar. 

The Newars are today fully integrated into the 
nation. They participate in the civil service, staff 
the palace secretariat, enjoy a leading role in busi- 
ness and commerce, and i l l  the Kathmandu Valley 

Rangdel 1969; Kaisher Bahadur 1960. For opposite 
views, see D. Vajracharya 1962:main part, 199-203; D. Reg- 
mi 1g69:136-138. 

Gopljlar~ija-uam~riuali, fol. rgb. 
"Chapter 18, if. 12; D. Vajracharya, ed. 1962:main part, 

206. 
O G  D. Vajracharya 1968a:6; 1973:inscrs. 8, 149 (44-47, 

563-5721, 

are the chief artisans and farmers. With the excep- 
tion of the conservative farming communities, the 
Newars usually speak as a second tongue Nepali, 
the national language," wear national dress, and to 
the casual observer blend indistinguishably with 
the general Nepalese milieu (Plate 28). The 
Newars are nonetheless still a well-defined group of 
people who preserve their mother tongue and their 
own distinctive customs and instit~tions.~' As a 
group they would be considered predominantly 
Mongoloid, although there is wide individual vari- 
ation in physical appearance. The Newars compose 
more than half of the population of the Kath- 
mandu Valley,""nd they are the chief component 
of a number of old Newar towns just outside, such 
as Banepa, Panauti, or even further away, Dolakha 
(Map 2). Particularly since the eighteenth century, 
in the exercise of their traditional metiers-trade 
and the arts-the Newars have spread far afield 
into the bazaar towns throughout Nepal, where 
their combined numbers now almost equal the 
Newar population of the Kathmandu Valley. 
Newars are also numerous in neighboring Sikkim 
and Bhutan. In Tibet, as a consequence of recent 
political events, the once flourishing colony of 
domiciled Newar traders and artisans has now 
largely dissolved. 

Like Nepalese society in general, the Newars are 
profoundly influenced by the caste-oriented values 
of the Indian subcontinent. They are hierarchically 
organized by occupational castes and subcastes into 
two parallel groups according to their faith, Bud- 
dhist or Hindu. But Newar society is particularly 
distinguished from other sectors of Nepali society 
by its pervasively communal nature. This is evident 
in the Newar preference for compact urban settle- 
ments, with houses closely packed along the nar- 
row streets and lanes (Figure 4; Plates 8-10, 34-42, 
83, 85, 94). Even the farmers are town dwellers, 
occupying special quarters of the large towns, or 
established in separate, tightly knit villages sur- 

er  See Appendix 11. 
G8 Amplification of Newar anthropology nlay be found 

in Chattopadhyay 1923; Nepali 1965; Rosser 1966; Furer- 
Haimendorf 1956; Bista rg67:15-28. 

Os The 1971 census tabulates 1,496,971 persons for the 
Bagmati Zone, an administrative division roughly corre- 
sponding to the Kathmandu Valley. 
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rounded by their fields. More than sixty percent of 
the Valley Newars live in the three largest towns, 
Kathmandu, Patan, and B h a k t a ~ u r ,  all ancient 
foundations and former capitals of medieval Newar 
city-states. T h e  remainder dwell in some thirty-five 
essentially all-Newar villages, many of which also 
date back at least to Licchavi times. T h e  commu- 
nality of the Newars is also apparent in the closely 
knit social organization of the patrilocal, extended 
(joint) family, a traditional pattern that is now 
beginning to erode under pressure of moderniza- 
tion. 

T h e  communal nature of Newar society is most 
conspicuous in the innumerable associations of 
common interest groups, corporate bodies known 
as guthis. Originating in the go;r!hi of ancient India 
and Licchavi N e ~ a l , ~ "  the gtrthi is a basic integrat- 
ing factor of Newar society, whose primary func- 
tion is to enable the individual Newar to fulfill his 
many socio-religious obligations through group 
action. Association is in some instances voluntary, 
in others compulsory, and in either case entails a 
balance of privilege and responsibility. Recruitment 
for and purposes of the g&hi are variable. In  some, 
membership may be determined by common 
descent, and in others by locality. T h e  gtrthi's pur- 
pose may be the collective responsibility for the 
funerals of its members, the worship of a particular 
deity, the upkeep of a given shrine, or one of a host 
of other obligations, including organizing social 
events and feasts. Each guthi  is headed by a thakili ,  
the oldest living male of the association group. 
Traditionally, one of the chief functions of the 
guthi  (and of the ancestral gosthi) was the admin- 
istration of the proceeds from lands given as en- 
dowments to certain deities and their temples, 
shrines, and monasteries. Indeed, the unbroken 
continuity of Nepalese socio-religious institutions 
and the monuments themselves is closely related 
to the gtrthi system. In modern Nepal, however, 
this tradition is fast losing ground, and many en- 
dowments are allowed to lapse or the proceeds 
filtered off to other purposes than the original 
usage inter~ded.~ '  This  factor has had a marked 
effect on  the physical condition of the monuments 
of the Kathmandu Valley (Plates 59, 176, 177, ~ I O ) ,  
for whose care funds must now be sought largely 

7OSircar 1965:226-227; 1966:118; D. Vajracharya 1967a. 

in the treasury of His  Majesty's Government. 
Among contemporary Newars the most distinct 

sector comprises the  Jyapu (Jyapu), a name broadly 
applied to Newar farmers, a group that is further 
internally stratified by numerous subcastes. T h e  
Jyapu are the least educated and the least accultu- 
rated to national Nepali norms. T h e  most tradi- 
tional sector of Newar society, the Jyapu preserve 
and assiduously observe what are clearly very 
ancient customs rooted in the Newar heritage. 
Some of these, like the gsthi ,  can be traced back 
to the beginning of written records in the Kath- 
mandu Valley, and others to the Neolithic period 
in India. Most of the Jyapu cling to a distinctive 
costume, carry their burdens suspended from a 
shoulder pole (nol), as no other Nepalis d o  (Plates 
25-27, s), and are enthusiastic in the celebration 
of innumerable Valley festivals. T h e  majority of 
festivals, linked to the calendar round of farming 
activities, reveal their agricultural origin. As the 
principal repositories of indigenous culture in the 
Kathmandu Valley, the Jyapu afford a window on 
its past. 

T o  focus on  the Newars is not to disparage the 
culture, history, or contribution to the nation of the 
Parvatiya, the hill peoples. But that is another 
story, whose genesis and development was not in 
the Kathmandu Valley, the subject of this study. 
Such development of Parvatiyi culture-especially 
Gorkhali-as did take place within the Kathmandu 
Valley dates only from the eighteenth century, and 
is therefore unrelated to the origin and develop- 
ment of the Valley monuments before the recent 
historic ~ e r i o d .  But both streams, Newar and 
Parvatiyi, were influenced by Indian culture, and 
with the Gorkhali conquest their confluence was 
in the Kathmandu Valley. 

I N D I A N I Z A T I O N  

As the close southern neighbor of Nepal, India has 
been, despite the malaise of the intervening Tarai, 
a fundamental force in the development of Nepa- 
lese culture. But while the Valley's cultural debt 
to India is unquestionably immense, it must be 
recognized that the Nepalis have always exercised 

On gcichi tenure of land see M. Regmi 1976:46-70. 
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choice and fashioned new combinations that 
formed the unique Valley culture, one by no 
means "provincial Indian," but distinctively Nepali. 

When the long and continuing process of Indi- 
anization of the Kathmandu Valley began we do 
not know. There is evidence that contact had begun 
at least from the time of the historic Buddha, the 
sixth century B.c., and that it was well under way 
with the early centuries of the Christian era. T h e  
Buddha Siikyamuni was born at Lumbini in the 
Tarai, a region now within the Kingdom of Nepal 
(Map I ) .  But despite the persistence of Nepali 
legend that affirms otherwise, there is no evidence 
that he came into the Kathmandu Valley. O n  the 
contrary, on the basis of the well-known details of 
the Buddha's life, we may be almost positive that 
he did not. W e  cannot be so certain about the visits 
of his disciples and of Buddhist monks of his time. 
Tha t  some actually did come into the Kathmandu 
Valley receives support from the vivid accounts 
in a Buddhist text: monks with the Buddha at 
Sriivasti, a trade center on the Uttariipatha, espying 
a troupe of wool merchants bound for the Valley, 
asked their permission to go along. T h e  hardships 
of the journey and the discomforts of the Valley 
altitude induced them to return at once with an- 
other southbound caravan." Although this tale is 
part of the fundamental body of the text,i3 suggest- 
ing it to be an authentic happening, it could be 
interpreted as a later gloss to excuse a tardy intro- 
duction of Buddhism in the Valley. Despite the 
probable exaggeration of another account, concern- 
ing the mission of Ananda, the Buddha's favorite 
disciple, to the Valley, its simple intimacy in de- 
scribing his weather-beaten hands and feet-results 
of the hardship of the trail-gives the tale a ring 
of authenticity.?' 

There is no evidence that the Kathmandu Valley 
was part of the Mauryan Empire of India or, 
despite the widespread belief to the c ~ n t r a r y , ' ~  that 
ASoka, its ruler from about 269 to 232 B.c., visited 
it. T h e  ample Indian and Ceylonese sources con- 

i 2  The Mlila-sar.ucistiuadi-uinaya-samgraha, Livi 1 9 5 :  
11, 63; 1go8:111, 181-185. 

l3 Ltvi 1go8:111, 184-185. 
'-' Ibid., pp. 182-185. 
'"n exception is Baburam Acharya, as attested by his 

thoughtful essay "AOoka and Nepal" (B. Acharya 195ja). 

cerning the Mauryan ruler are silent about Nepal 
or a Himalayan visit. Abka 's  closest approach to 
the Kathmandu Valley seems to have been the 
Tarai, where in 257 B.C. he erected at each of two 
places, Rummindei (Lumbini) and Nigali Sagar, 
an inscribed pillar to commemorate his pilgrimage 
to these holy Buddhist sites." Nor may the four 
large mounds spaced around the outskirts of Patan, 
locally designated "Ashok stupas," be attributed to 
A b k a  (Map 8; Figure 26; Plates 220-221). That  
these stupas date from Mauryan times is possible, 
however, for in their primitive and unembellished 
form they closely compare to the characteristic 
mounds erected by the Mauryas. It is also quite 
possible that the Patan mounds are in fact pre- 
Mauryan and pre-Buddhist cult objects." Similarly, 
the "Ashok chaityas," small Buddhist votive monu- 
ments that the Nepalese traditionally assign to the 
emperor's time, almost certainly belong to a much 
later period." 

If there is no evidence for Abka 's  presence in the 
Kathmandu Valley, there is even less for that of 
an alleged daughter, by name Cirumati.  She is 
supposed to have married a Valley prince, to have 
cofounded with him the sacred city of Deopatan 
surrounding PaSupatinitha, and to have established 
a Buddhist monastery to which she subsequently 
retired. As with Aioka's supposed Himalayan con- 
nection, the Indian and Ceylonese sources are sig- 
nificantly silent about the  existence of such a 
daughter or her deeds. In fact, the written account 
concerning both ASoka's visit and the exploits of 
such a daughter appears initially in an eighteenth- 
century chronicle of Buddhist persuasion.'@ There- 
after the tradition seems to have captured the 
imagination of Nepali and Westerner alike, and 
has now gained credence as historic fact. 

T h e  earliest Indian influences in the Kathmandu 
Valley were certainly not planned imperial implan- 
tations, but limited and casual. Indian accultura- 
tion must have begun with the random importation 
of objects and ideas by unconscious agents of 

i8Sircar 1965:6768; Mukherji 1969; Irwin 1973:714. 
ii See Chapters 5, 6, 10. 

See Chapter 7. 
'@Wright 1966:74-75. As the name of a river, the word 

Cirumati is mentioned in the Suayambhri-purina, chap- 
ter 6 .  
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cultural expansion, pilgrims and especially traders, 
in their passage through the Kathmandu Valley. 
More intensified contact with Indian culture oc- 
curred through the Licchavis, the first historically 
known dynasty of the Kathmandu Valley. 

Since the northern border of Nepal now coin- 
cides with the Chinese border, one might wonder 
whether the Kathmandu Valley had not been simi- 
larly marked by the Chinese tradition. But it must 
be remembered that until recent times these polit- 
ical frontiers did not coincide; the two countries 
were separated by the vast Tibetan plateau and its 
distinctive culture. China was thus infinitely more 
distant from Nepal than was India, its traditional 
routes to the south lay e l se~he re ,~ '  and the great 
Central Asiatic trade routes ran well north of the 
Himalayan ramparts." Although there was occa- 
sional intercourse between the countries, as we shall 
see, only slight and superficial influence on Nepa- 
lese culture can be traced directly to China. These 
are essentially in art motifs, and with few excep- 
tions they are confined to the late historic period. 

In the formation of Tibetan culture one can 
discern traits of both the Indian and Chinese 
civilizations. Because of the close social and com- 
mercial relations of the Nepalese with Tibet over 
the centuries, there was naturally an exchange of 
ideas. By way of Tibet were also transmitted some 
influences from China and Central Asia. But in 
contrast to the great Indian flood, the southward 
flow into Nepal was a very small stream indeed. 

T H E  CONTEMPORARY MILIEU 

Beginning at the end of the eighteenth century, 
with the advent of Prithvi Narayan Shah, the 
Kathmandu Valley became essentially closed to 
foreigners other than to Indians, who shared the 
social and religious conceptions of the Nepalese. 
Under the Ranas, the oligarchy in power from 
1846 to 1951, foreign exclusion became the policy. 

Schafer 1963:14. 
81 This factor undoubtedly spared Nepal from the rav- 

ages of the Black Death, which was carried westward 
along the Asian trade routes to decimate medieval Europe 

(Dols r977:35-58). 
"For the calendar year 1974, the entry into Nepal of 

No more than a few score Westerners were allowed 
into the Tarai to participate in official hunts, and 
fewer still permitted into, but no farther than, the 
narrow confines of the Kathmandu Valley. Except 
for the most superficial trappings of Western cul- 
ture, imported by the Ranas for their own delecta- 
tion (Plates 77-81), the Kathmandu Valley re- 
mained suspended in time as it had been under the 
later Mallas in the seventeenth century. Malla 
culture itself, as we shall discover, was firmly 
rooted in the past, and preserved ancient cultural 
patterns of Nepal and India that may frequently 
be traced back for millennia. 

With the overthrow of the Ranas and the res- 
toration of the Shah kings to power in 1951, the 
Nepalese policy of exclusion came to an end, and 
the gates were flung wide to the twentieth century. 
Western and Asian diplomatic and economic mis- 
sions were established within the country in ever- 
increasing numbers. The  Nepalese intelligentsia, 
freed from Rana restraint, increasingly ignored the 
Hindu taboo against defiling contact with out- 
castes (as non-Hindu Iforeigners-mlerchas-are 
traditionally viewed), and went not only to India 
but farther afield to study. This quarter-century of 
accelerating traffic into and out of the country, and 
the resulting exposure to the twentieth century, has 
affected both the physical and psychological milieu 
of Nepal, and particularly of its nucleus, the Kath- 
mandu Valley. 

Since the completion of the Arniko/Aniko Raj 
Marg, the Lhasa-Kathmandu highway, in 1966 
(Plate 13), road building has been accelerated in an 
effort to create a network of routes suitable for 
vehicular traffic. The  cow pasture (gorara) near 
PaSupati temple, whereon grazed sacred cattle 
when the first plane landed in 1949, has been con- 
verted by stages to Gauchar, a modern jet airport, at 
which daily arrive people from every quarter of the 
globe. From an initial trickle of foreign visitors, by 
1974 they had swelled to an overwhelming tide of 
some 75,000 overseas  tourist^,'^ and with them 

72,601 overseas tourists and 17,000 Indians was registered, 
while the estimated total number of tourists expected in 
1975 was 90 to roo,ooo (Foreign Econon~ic Trends and 
Their Implication for tlre United Stares, U.S. Department 
of Commerce, October 1975). Moreover, these tourists not 
only visited the Kathmandu Valley; in fiscal year 1974- 
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came a concomitant increase in hotels, restaurants, 
travel agencies, and other tourist-related services. 
With the assistance of foreign missions, light indus- 
tries have been developed, rural electrification 
projects undertaken, a forestry program estab- 
lished, the telephone system expanded and mod- 
ernized, and Western-style buildings constructed. 
Hand  in hand with development has gone progress 
in health, education, and social welfare. With 
foreign help, programs of malaria eradication and 
family planning, the upgrading of clinic and hos- 
pital facilities, the establishment of additional 
leprosariums, and the expansion and moderniza- 
tion of the education system have all been under- 
taken to improve the quality of Nepalese life and 
to bring the hitherto medieval country into the 
twentieth century. 

T h e  Nepalese confrontation with the twentieth 
century has unquestionably begun to affect the 
traditional system of values, particularly of the 
younger intelligentsia of Kathmandu Valley. This, 
as might be expected, is primarily expressed in a 
relaxation of the individual's ties to his family and 
his gods in favor of the primacy of self. F o r  some, 
therefore, the ancestral gods and the practices asso- 
ciated with their worship have been laid aside, or 
at least retired to a less significant role. More espe- 
cially, the nuclear family has increasingly begun 
to replace the traditional joint family with its built- 
in system of social services for the orphaned, needy, 
physically and mentally handicapped, and the aged. 

After a quarter-century, however, the impact 
of these various outside influences, although felt to 
at  least some degree by all Nepalis, has so far pro- 
foundly affected only a very small sector of 
so~ie ty . '~  Some Jyapu may ride a bus, attend school, 
o r  even hold a government post, but the majority 
still follow their ancestral ways. F o r  most Nepalis, 
even the sophisticated, the vast concourse of deities, 
an invisible host inhabiting the Kathmandu 
Valley, is still paramount. T h e  traditional devotion 
is rendered with undiminished fervor. This  is ex- 
pressed in individual daily worship (puj i )  and in 

the collective observance of a seemingly endless 
cycle of family, local, and national festivals. T h e  
life of most Nepalis is not only circumscribed by 
the physical limits of their milieu-in the Kath- 
mandu Valley a diminutive oval of terrain-but 
by their traditional values and institutions. Moving 
between temple and vihira, deity and sacred site, 
each linked to each in an ancient web of interrela- 
tions, the Nepalis worship their gods in traditional 
ways under the influence of traditional beliefs 
colored by legend, and by the pervasive influence 
of tantra-derived mysticism and magic. 

If the psychological climate of the Kathmandu 
Valley has resisted the impact of the outside world, 
so too has its physical appearance. Progress, it is 
true, has wrought undeniable (and unforgivable) 
changes, but the Valley is still today a palimpsest 
whereon the ancient designs are clear. T h e  walls 
of the Malla capital cities and other towns have 
fallen away through disuse and planned demoli- 
tion, and in Kathmandu and Patan the amorphous 
suburbs closely impinge. But the heart of each of 
the three capital cities is still the palace, o r  darbar, 
square filled with the temples of the gods, fitting 
neighbors to the house of the king and its one- 
time immortal resident, the incarnate Vispu 
(Plates 29-33, 93). F o r  the most pafi, the Western- 
style Rana mansions, the new royal palace 
(Narayan Hit i ) ,  the police club, civic center, large 
hotels, and multistory office buildings lie well 
beyond the confines of Old Kathmandu, and such 
structures are almost nonexistent in or near Patan 
and Bhaktapur. Even within Old Kathmandu, the 
most changed of the three cities, the increasing 
number of three and four-story concrete houses 
has not yet been able to disrupt the traditional 
harmony of the Newar town (Plates 84, 85). 

T h e  Newar town plan is characterized by com- 
pact settlement along narrow streets and congested 
lanes (gall;) (Maps 7 9 ;  Figure 4; Plates 35-38). In 
most villages and towns there is at least one main 
street wide enough for vehicular traffic,8' often the 
old trade routes along which the community devel- 

1975, the Nepalese Central Immigration Office extended ing through the Kathmandu Darbar Square was the only 
permits to almost 15,000 persons for trekking in the hinter- one in the city that a four-wheeled carriage could be 
lands (The  Rising Nepal, August 21, 1975). driven on, and Ltvi rgog:~; 56 commented that i t  was the 

83 Recommended reading in this respect is Malla 1973. only paved one. 
Oldfield 1880:1, 98 said that the diagonal road pass- 
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oped. The capital and former capitals, Kathmandu, 
Patan, and Bhaktapur, have several large temple- 
filled squares, one of which is a royal ~ l a z a ,  the 
Darbar Square, and seat of the ~ a l a c e  compound. 
From them, and from the main streets or from 
some important temple square in smaller towns, 
radiates a web of narrow lanes. These open out at 
irregular intervals into minor squares, each a 
neighborhood ( to l )  center and each with its own 
assembly of temples, shrines, images, and tradi- 
tional community buildings (Plate 34). Still largely 
cobbled, bricked, or of rutted dirt, the streets are 
traditionally pedestrian ways. They are closely 
hemmed with tall, multistory houses of mellow 
brick, tile, and intricately carved wood, whose 
neighboring eaves almost canopy the narrowest 
passages below (Plates 35-40, 83, 100-IO~)."' LOW 
narrow doorways lead into interior courts (Plate 
40). These usually contain a caitya or domestic 
shrine, and if the house is a traditional one, are 
surrounded wi.th elegan,t fa~ades of brick and 
carved wood. Everywhere the streets and squares 
serve as the accepted extension of personal living 
space and in them the people work, play, and rest. 

The busy streets, often cluttered with offal and 
human feces, are also the realm of ,the gods, where 
shrines, temples, and images are in familiar juxta- 
position with the dwellings and daily activities of 
the mortals (Plate 42). Some of the images are 
authentic representations of the Hindu-Buddhist 
pantheon. Many are superb works of art that date 
to the early centuries of Licchavi rule. Others-a 
natural stone or a nail-studded timber-although 
appearing to the uninitiated as mere curiosities, are 
just as venerated as the sculptured or painted gods, 
and each, no less than they, receives i.ts daily due 
of worship. Each day as dawn breaks ,the ritually 
purified and fasting devotee hastens to attend the 
gods. Bearing a brass tray or an intricately chased 
vessel, he or she makes the round of the sacred 
places of the neighborhood, and ohen more distant 
ones, offering a flower, a scattering of rice, a 
lighted lamp, or a touch of vermilion (Plates 43, 
44). In the nonsectarian ambience of the Kath- 
mandu Valley, these gods indude without distinc- 

I am writing of the time to 1971, when I left the 
Kathmandu Valley, but the extensive beautification of the 
city at the time of the coronation of February 197j included 

tion Hindu, Buddhist, and ancient indigenous 
gods and demigods. Although the identities of 
many are often unclear to the worshipers, their 
needs and influence on mortal lives are conceived 
to be no less significant for that. 

Among the houses, and at first glance scarcely to 
be distinguished from them, are the Buddhist 
shrines, the wihirar (Plates 145, 152) .  Monasteries 
in name only, the wihiras now double as lay 
residences and Buddhist temples. Vihiras are few 
in Bhaktapur-a city whose orientation is strongly 
Hindu-but there are still almost a hundred in 
Kathmandu, and their ubiquitousness in Patan 
gives that city its distinctive character (Map 8; 
Plates 97, 98). But everywhere Buddhism is mori- 
bund as Hinduism gains the field. 

In the villages there are no commercial centers 
per se, and commerce is conducted in a few stalls 
and shops incorporated into private houses. 
Similarly, although commercial activity in the 
cities is concentrated around the Darbar Square or 
along the main arteries, as in Bhaktapur, their 
homes often serve Newar merchants as a shop and 
Newar artisans as atelier (Plates 45, 46). At home, 
usually on the ground floor, are hammered out 
the copper and brass pots that since at least the Lic- 
chavi Period have been the favored Nepalese 
household and ritual utensils. In his home labors 
the stonecarver, the potter, woodcarver, and gold- 
smith, the weaver, dyer, and, particularly in the 
residential part of the wihiras, the bronze caster. 
The  villages have no special quarters, since they 
are inhabited by a homogeneous population of 
farmers, but the cities are very loosely ordered in 
accordance with occupational-and therefore caste 
-groups. In Patan, for example, most of the farm- 
ing Jyapu dwell in the northeastern sector, the 
bronze casters in the vihiras in the southeastern 
sector, the goldsmiths in the northwest, and the 
coppersmiths near the city center. In Bhakta~ur,  
the Brahman quarter is contiguous to the pal- 
ace square, while less exalted caste groups live 
progressively farther away. Occupations are also 
frequently the specialties of certain towns; for ex- 
ample, the dyeing and printing of cloth is character- 

considerable street resurfacing and still further modifica- 
tions in the appearance of the traditional Newar town, 
particularly the capital city, Kathmandu. 
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istic of Bhaktapur, pottery making of Thimi, oil 
pressing of Khokana, and metallurgy of Patan. In 
Patan, as in the other two large cities, the out- 
castes (a condition invalidated by law but not by 
custom) still dwell on  the city periphery, just 
beyond what were once the city walls. 

Through its essential architectural unity, not the 
least important element of which is the common 
house, the Newar town achieves a pleasing visual 
continuity (Plates 8-10, 29-37, 41, 83-85, 9294, 99- 
104, 111, 112). Despite the narrow streets and 
density of struotures-the tall, closely packed 
houses, temples, shrines, and crowding images- 
the Newar set,tlements do not seem closed in. Con- 
gestion is avoided and the perspective given variety 
by the incorporation of open spaces that are skill- 
fully balanced against the occupied areas. Space is 
provided not only in the many open squares, but 
by means of ponds and fountains, and occasional 
semi-enclosed garden areas (Figure 4; Plates 41, 
112, 231). Many of the ponds and fountains, like 
the surrounding sacred structures and images, are 
ancient foundations that have remained in con- 
tinuing use to the present. For  the majority of the 
Valley population, it is the ponds and fountains, 
together with the rivers and wells, that still must 
satisfy domestic needs for water. 

T h e  Newar town is aesthetically satisfying both 
in its internal design and in its relation to its sur- 
roundings. I t  is logically fitted into the terrain, its 
compact form accords with the Newar's thrifty 
regard for the intensively farmed land, and its 
earth tones and sloping roofs are in harmony with 
the total landscape into which it blends (Plates 8- 
10, 84, 92, 94, 99, roo). 

T h e  artistic sense of the Newars is expressed not 
only in the harmony of their town and cityscapes, 
but in the sensitive shaping of the land. T h e  slop- 
ing sides of the Valley, together with its random 
hillocks and ravines, has led-as everywhere in 
upland Nepal-to an elaborate system of terrac- 
ing to obtain sufficient flat terrain suitable for wet 
rice culture. Shaped over millennia from the earth 
itself by no more than man's will and a single tool, 
the short-handled hoe (Newari, ktr, Nepali, 
kodili),  the terraces rise tier upon tier, their reced- 

ing steps mirroring the terraced pit fountains and 
the tiered roofs and stepped plinths of the charac- 
teristic Newar temple ("pagoda") (Plates 5 7 ,  9) .  
And just as the urban roofs and temples assume 
different shapes and colors with changing skies and 
light, so also the terraces and diked bottomland 
alter their appearance from one season to another. 
After the fall harvest the land, sere and geometri- 
cally austere against the white Himalayan back- 
drop, may be sown with winter wheat, with 
vegetables, or serve for a spell of domestic brick pro- 
duction. Turned to gold in the latter part of the 
winter by the brilliantly flowering mustard plants, 
each paddy and each miniature pocket of terraced 
land is transformed by June rains into innumerable 
shimmering lakes and p l s  in which are reflected 
the turbulent monsoon sky (Plate 4).  After the 
collective preparation of the fields, the watery 
reaches soon turn to the greens of the maturing 
rice; and at length, closing the yearly cycle, to 
harvest golds. Accompanying the annual farming 
cycle is a corresporiding cycle of ceremonies, 
domestic and communal. These guide each individ- 
ual through his li4e and define his reciprocal rela- 
tion with the gods and demigods with whom he 
shares the splendid Valley of Kathmandu. 

As I have already pointed out, the Valley is not 
a Newar preserve, but is shared with the Parvatiyi, 
who are both townspeople and farmers. Effectively 
absent from the Newar villages, the Parvatiyi, and 
particularly the Gorkhalis-traditionally fighters 
rather than builders-have unobtrusively fitted 
themselves into the existing Newar cityscapes with 
minimal disruption. Parvatiyi farmers, as late- 
comers to the Valley, tend to dwell on the higher 
slopes of the Valley rim, typically in isolated houses 
attached to their terraced farms o r  in amorphous 
settlements of a few scattered houses (Plates 7, 
82). Possessed of the same warmth and deep 
spiritual qualities that mark the national charac- 
ter, these people, no less than the Newars invite 
serious study. But here we are essentially concerned 
with the indigenous roots of the Valley culture, 
which are to be found in the Newar community, 
and the emphasis must of necessity lie there. 



C H A P T E R  2 

A . D .  3 0 e 8 7 9  

SOURCES FOR NEPALESE HISTORY 

THE HISTORIC PERIOD of the Kathmandu Valley 
may be divided for convenience into seven political 
periods, most named for the successive dynasties 
that controlled the destiny of Nepal Mandala. 
These periods are: 

I. Licchavi ca. A.D. 300 to ca. 879 

2. Transitional ca. 879 to 1200 

3. Early Malla 1200 to 1382 

4. Late Malla 1382 to 1769 

5. Shah 1769 to the present, but in- 
terrupted by loss of power 
for a century 

6. Rana 1846 to 1951, when a local 
family usurped the power 
but not the throne of the 
Shahs 

7. Shah "restoration" 1951 to the present 

These bones are often tantalizingly bare. The  
history of the Transitional and Early Malla years, 
almost to the end of the fourteenth century, is 
really unknown. Relieved only occasionally by the 
certainty of some specific event-a temple repaired, 
a fire, or a famine-ur knowledge of the Valley 
for these six centuries is essentially a tentative, 

fragile, and variable reconstruction of a succession 
of phantom rulers known to posterity almost by 
name alone. By contrast, the history of the Licchavi 
Period is far more ample, and the later Malla Pe- 
riod is quite well known. Archaeology is still an 
infant study in Nepal, and except for token excava- 
tions has not yet been brought to bear on the prob- 
lems of Valley history. What is known is derived 
from a variety of sources, local and foreign. These 
include inscriptions on stone slabs (jilipatra) and 
pillars, on sculptures and paintings, on copperplates 
(timrapatra) and gilt copperplates (suvarnapatra) . 
Coins are another source. So also are documents 
and manuscripts written on palm leaves (tdlapatra, 
t&fapatra) or on handmade paper. A particularly 
important source is the manuscripts' closing pas- 
sages, the colophons, which are frequently dated 
and include the name of the reigning king and the 
locale where the manuscript was copied. Still other 
sources for Nepali history are the local chronicles 
(vamiivalis), religious texts (mahitmyas and pu- 
rinas), journals (~hyisaphus), letters, and glean- 
ings from the literature of India, Tibet, China, and 
the West. There is also the very important artistic 
testimony of the monuments themselves, which at 
times speak more eloquently of Valley history than 
the written documents. 

Most of the historical sources for the history of 
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Nepal have already been described by Sylvain LCvi 
and, more briefly, for the period roughly A.D. 750 
to 1480, by Luciano Petech.' However, two other 
important sources for the history of the Late Malla 
and Shah Periods have not hitherto received the 
attention they deserve. They are land transfer rec- 
ords and private journals. The former, known by 
the same name as the palm l ed  manuscripts, tila- 
patra, tridapatra, are written on narrow strips of 
palm leaf that coil tightly for storage (Plate 63). 
Stamped in clay with an official seal, the tdlapatras 
may be dated with exactitude, and since they fre- 
quently bear the name of the reigning king, they 
are of value in establishing the chronology of Ne- 
pali rulers.' Such transfer records have been in use 
since at least A.D. 1283, the date of the earliest such 
document now known.' Despite their importance, 
these records have been largely ignored by scholars, 
and many tilapatras-perhaps the majority-have 
found their way into dust bins or the shops to be 
dissipated as ~ u r i o s . ~  

More important than the trilapatras because of 
the variety of dated information they contain are 
the journals in which priests and pandits recorded 
the daily minutiae of the religious and political life 
of their time. Known as thyrisaphu after the type 
of accordion-folded paper manuscripts on which 
they are usually written (Plate 62), such journals 
are fairly abundant, beginning with the early sev- 
enteenth century. They have been put to good use 
by Nepali historians, and a few have been pub- 
lished.' Most remain unpublished, in private hands. 

Another primary source for Nepali history, the 
vamjriualis, call for special comment. Literally ge- 

l Ltvi 195:1, 75-218; Petech 19585-12. 
Cf. D. Regmi 1g66:part 3, app. v, 130-135; Burleigh 

1976. 
Nepal Sapvat (N.s.) 403 Migha (D. Regrni 1g66:pnrt 

3, app. v, 130). 
4Cf. Burleigh 1971, one of the first European scholars 

to call attention to the importance, and loss, of this na- 
tional resource. Jayaswal 1936:192 and n. I noted how 
abundant they were in Nepal in contrast to India, where 
only the clay seals have endured. 
' D. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. 111; G. Vajracharya 1967, 

r&a, I@, 1968, rg68a. 
Hasrat 1970. 
N. Paudel 1963, part I ;  and Lamshal 1966, part 2. 

Concerning the late chronicles see Hasrat 197o:xv-xix; 

nealogies, the chronicles are in fact abridged 
dynastic histories in which the decds of kings 
respecting the gods are the first consideration. 
These chronicles comprise two groups, one com- 
piled in the fourteenth century and one in the 
eigh,teenth and nineteenth. The later chronicles rely 
heavily on the early ones, and in the political 
sphere, at least, are generally less reliable. They are 
usually redacted in Nepali, and there are both 
Buddhist and Brahmanical rescensions. The Bud- 
dhist vamiriualis are exemplified by the History of 
Ncpal edited by Daniel Wright, first published in 
1877 and as a third edition in 1966. The Brah- 
manical rescensions essentially follow the Buddhist 
chronicles, despite a difference of emphasis, and 
exist in a number of manuscript and printed 
forms. One version is published in Englisha and 
another, as the Bh&duamiivuli, in N e ~ a l i . ~  Other 
useful published Brahmanical chronicles, also in 
Nepali, are the RZjabhogamdlriB and the Rrijavam- 
i r i~a l i .~  

The older chronicles are represented by a frag- 
mentary text known as the VK (Vamiavuli from 
the Kaisher Library)," by a lost work apparently 
very similar to the VK published in pan by Kirk- 
patrick in 181r," and by the Gopdlardja-vamiavali, 
the Chronicle of thc Gopdla Kings. Of these the 
most important is the Goprilardia-vamidvuli, so 
titled by modern Nepali scholars because it begins 
with the history of the Gopala kings. It is also 
known as the Bendall Vamidvali (VBd) after its 
discoverer, Cecil Bendall, and segments of it are 
known as V1, V', and V3 for the separate portions 
that comprise the chronicle.12 The existing works 

Ltvi 195:1, 193-198; Petech 1958:8-10. 
Rijabhogamili 1969, 1970. 
B. Sharrna 1968; 1968a; 1969. 

lo Petech 1958:73 describes the VK and transliterates it 
in app. v, pp. 213-217; D. Regrni 1966:part 3, app. C, 158- 
163 publishes the VK in Devanagari. 

l1 Kirkpatrick 1969255-15. 
l2 First discussed by Bendall 1903:3-5, reported by Ltvi 

1go5:1, 198-199, and described by Petech 1958:5-7, who 
transliterates a portion as app. VI, pp. 21p224. The corn- 
plexity of the language employed--corrupt Sanskrit and 
scarcely known classical Newari-has defied a full transla- 
tion. Two Devanagari versions are available (Naraharinath 
1959a and D. Regrni 1y56:part app. B, 112-157). Both 
transcriptions have been greatly improved by scholars of 
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are redacted in corrupt Sanskrit and Old Newari. 
Although the Gopilarija-vamjiuali and the other 
early chronicles were not compiled until the late 
fourteenth century at the court of Sthitirija Malla 
(ca. A.D. 1382-1395), they do attempt to outline the 
reigns of all the preceding kings. Oral tradition 
was surely the chief source of information for the 
chroniclers, supplemented by documentary mate- 
rials that have largely disappeared.ls While the 
political and cultural events to which the chronicles 
of both periods allude were never wholly forgotten, 
they were often chronologically misplaced, and at 
times muddled to the point of being misleading. 
All the chronicles share a common fault of time 
exaggeration, particularly in the matter of regnal 
periods of improbable duration. 

By themselves, none of the chronicles is wholly 
reliable. But because the assertions of the chron- 
iclers about events even quite remote from their 
own time can frequently be corroborated by other 
evidence, considerable weight can be placed on 
their testimony. This has been amply proven by 
the analysis of folios of the Gopilarija-vamjivali, 
which describe the Abhira Gupta rulers and their 
deeds.I4 Further, although often dismissed as a 
minor historical source "serving the economic in- 
terests of the priests and their faith,'"' the chron- 
icles, early and late, are actually of prime im- 
portance. Not only are the historical indices of the 
early chronicles often quite accurate, but the cul- 
tural materials they supply are of great signifi- 
cance. The chroniclers' interest in recording pious 
undertakings frequently assists in clarifying the 
history of the Valley monuments. There is no 
doubt that certain material that the chroniclers, 
especially the later ones, set down as political or 
religious history is fantasy. But even these entries 
are valuable in providing an extraordinarily per- 
ceptive insight into the cultural environment of 
the writers' times. 

SOURCES FOR T H E  LICCHAVI PERIOD 

The primary source for the history of the Lic- 
chavi Period is their own inscriptions, a preponder- 
ance of which are on stone, the iilipatras. Many are 
royal edicts and charters engraved on thick stone 
slabs and erected as public proclamations to the 
concerned subjects (Plates 50-52, 54). Others, of 
kings and wealthy persons, relate to acts of piety 
(Plate 49). Many jilZpatras still stand in towns and 
villages, in the busy squares, the crostroads, at the 
temples, and particularly in the public fountains. 
Often a mute stele now addressed only to the sur- 
rounding paddy fields bears testimony to a Lic- 
chavi set.tlement long disappeared, and many 
inscriptions surely lie underground. Inscriptions 
are also found engraved on the pedestals of lingas 
and images, on votive pillars and architectural 
fragments, on waterspouts, reservoirs, and other 
objects. Contemporary Nepalis, except for a Eew 
scholars, cannot comprehend the inscriptions, and 
subject the steles to varying local conditions. In 
some instances they are conceived as mysterious 
and sacred, and like any deity are honored with 
vermilion daubs or other offerings. More often, 
they serve utilitarian purposes-a handy rack for 
drying clothes, a building stone, or an occasional 
prop (Plate 55)-and they are particularly attrac- 
tive to the destructive attention of children at play. 
Miraculously, many inscriptions have weathered 
all ,this and are remarkably preserved; others are 
damaged almost beyond usefulness (Plates 52, 53). 

Since Raniero Gnoli's compendium of ninety- 
one Licchavi inscriptions appeared in 1956," pub- 
lished Licchavi inscriptions have more than 
doubled through ,the efforts of Nepali scholars 
publishing in diverse Nepali-language journals. 
One hundred eighty-nine of them have been 
brought together by D. Vajracharya in the com- 
pendium Licchavikilatji abhile{ha (Licchavi 

the SamSodhana-mandala, Kathmandu, but publication is 
awaited. Recently another rescension of the Gopilarija- 
u a r n i i u d  has come to light in Nepal, but also awaits study 
and publication. 

l 3  Ltvi J ~ o ~ : I ,  198 reports that both Bhagvanlal lndraji 
and M. Minayeff, both sound scholars, saw in Patan "long 
bands on which were inscribed in chronological order all 
the kings of Nepal." Ltvi did not see these, nor did I ,  nor 
have I heard of them. But if they did exist, they may 

have represented a traditional system of recording royal 
succession also used by the chroniclers. One wonders, how- 
ever, whether the reference is actually to a type of scroll 
paintings, horizontal cloth banners preserved in some of 
the uihirac, which do depict certain historical events in a 
religious context (Plate 508). 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1972, 1973, 1973a. 
l 5  Livi 19o5:1, 200. 
la Gnoli 1956. 
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Period Inscriptions). For  the most part arranged 
in chronological order, the inscriptions are pub- 
lished in the original Sanskrit, together with a 
Nepali translation and extensive commentary." 
Most of the inscriptions have also been published 
by Hari  Ram Joshi, Nepilako pricina abhilekha 
(Ancient Nepalese Inscriptions), together with a 
very useful index to the contents of each.'' A con- 
cordance of the serial numbers employed in the 
two works will be found in Appendix IV, "An 
Inventory of Licchavi Inscriptions," together with 
reference to previous publica.tion. T h e  inventory 
also contains the name of the ruler and date of 
issue of each inscription (when known), the 
inscription's location, and the type of object on 
which it appears. Inscriptions can thus be quickly 
traced by means of one of these indexes. 

After the inscriptions, the most important source 
of Licchavi history is in art and architecture. Scora  
of stone sculptures, some bronzes, and the ruins of 
buildings speak eloquently d the Licchavi past. 
Other  sources for Licchavi history are the uam- 
iivalis and the brief but important notes in foreign 
records, especially the memoirs of two seventh- 
cen,tury Chinese travelers, the pilgrim Hsiian- 
tsang and the envoy W a n g  Hsiian-t's;. Curiously, 
although copperplate inscriptions such as those 
used in ancient Indialg are found in Nepal from at  
least A.D. rrooZ0 and are referred to in Licchavi 
stone inscriptions," no Licchavi copperplate in- 
scriptions have been recovered. Some may have dis- 
appeared in the foundry melting pots in order to 
finance other projects, as we know occurred with 
royal archives in later times.22 And although 
"coins made of red copper" are reported by Chinese 

l7 D. Vajracharya 1973. Unfortunately, this convenient 
source and its invaluable Nepali translation and commen- 
tary was not available during the period I was engaged in 
research in Nepal. There are 190 entries but inscription 171 
does not appear to belong to the Licchavi Period (Pal 
1g72:60-61, n. 10). There are six more Licchavi inscrip- 
tions that were either inadvertently omitted from the coni- 
pendium or discovered later, making a total of 195 published 
inscriptions through 1977. The additions to the compen- 
dium will be found in: M. P. Khanal 1973:inscr. 37 (79); 
H. R. Joshi 1973:inscr. 105 (381-382); G. Vajracharya 
1976a:inscrs. I, 2; D. Vajracharya and Shrestha rg76:doc. 
I (3-4) ; and Manandhar 1977: 86-87. 

''H. R. Joshi 1973. 

travelers, and there are ample refcrenccs to them 
in the inscriptions, Licchavi coins are disappoint- 
ingly few and of limited assistance as a historical 
re~urce.~Qnsidering the relative paucity of 
sources for Licchavi Nepal, it is surprising not that 
we know so little about it, but that we know so 
much. 

T H E  L l C C H A V l  PERIOD 
CA. A.D. 300 TO CA. A.D. 879 

T h e  name "Licchavi" is familiar in Northeast In- 
dian history for almost a millennium, from the time 
of the Buddha into at least the fourth century A.D. 

The  Licchavis were the chief element of the Vrji 
tribal confederation, and their republic bordered on 
the left bank of the Ganges, south of what is now 
Nepal. Vaiiili (modern Basarh), their capital, lay 
across the river from Pitaliputra (modern Patna), 
the capital city first of the Mauryas and later of the 
Imperial Guptas (Map I) .  T h e  closeness of the 
Licchavis and Guptas was not in geographic prox- 
imity alone, for a t  least by the time of the Imperial 
Guptas they were allied through the marriage of 
Candragupta I (ascended A.D. 320) and a Licchavi 
girl, Kumaradevi. This  relationship was proclaimed 
on the Gupta coinage of the time, and Candragup- 
ta's son and heir, Samudragupta, later proudly ac- 
knowledged the Licchavi relationship in his Alla- 
habad pillar inscription." 

In Nepal, King Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590-604) and 
his descendants claimed to belong to the Licchavi 
lineage. T h e  common expression used to describe 
this relationship is Licchavi kulaketu, literally 

I-ircar 19653139, 270-274, 287, passim. FI-hien notes, 
in the fourth century A.D., that land grants were recorded 
on metal plates in Mathura and in Ceylon (Legge 1965:43, 

109). 
20M. R. Pant and Sharma 1977. Until the recent dis- 

covery of this copperplate, dated N.S. 221 Mirga, and a 
second, N.S. 282 Mirga (A.D. 1161), the earliest corre- 
sponded to A.D. 1333 (N.s. 454 Mirga) (D. Regmi 1966: 
part 3, app. A, inscr. 27 [18-191). 

D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 126 (474-478). 
22  See Chapters 8, 9. 
23 Ltvi 1g05:1, 164; Beal 1969:11, 80; Walsh 1908; S. Joshi 

I g60:4562. 
24 Fleet 1970:8; Sircar 1965:262-268. 
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"glory of the Licchavi clan," which occurs in the 
panegyric (praiasti) prefacing the king's name. 
The first and only epigraphical record of the con- 
nection of these Licchavis of Nepal with the Indian 
Licchavis occurs in an inscription of King Jayadeva 
I1 established at PaSu~atinitha temple in A.D. 733.25 
Beginning with an impressive list of Puranic ances- 
tors of the solar dynasty ( S ~ r ~ a v a m i a ) ,  Jayadeva at 
length comes to an illustrious ruler by the name of 
"Licchavi." This name, he writes, thereafter re- 
placed the more general dynastic designation, "so- 
lar." Some scholars have doubted that the rulers 
prior to Sivadeva I belonged to the Licchavi dy- 
nasty, because they did not expressly refer to them- 
selves as Liccha~is.~" Such doubts can be dispelled 
not only because Jayadeva, an avowed Licchavi, in- 
cludes many of these same early kings in his gene- 
alogy, but also because the daughter of Minadeva 
I, the first king for whom there are inscriptions, 
states expressly that he was "born into the Licchavi 

The chronicles, both early and late, explicitly sup- 
port the Indian ancestry of the Licchavis. In con- 
formance with Jayadeva's inscribed genealogy, the 
Gopilarcija-vamiivali traces the Valley Licchavis 
to Iksviku, legendary founder of the solar dynasty 
and son of Manu, the Hindu lawgiver: "Into this 
dynasty ViSila a king was born, after him ten 
more, and then after conquering the Kirita king 
the Licchavi dynasty began with Vik~ksi ."~ '  The  
Bhisivamjivali also takes the southern Licchavi 
source of the Nepali kings for granted: "In the 
time of the reign of the Kirita king Galija, Nimi- 
stinkaravarmi, Lord of Vaiiiili and a descendant 
of King ViSila, came from the south with many 
soldiers, and having made war became king."29 

We do not know what circumstances impelled 
certain Licchavis of India to establish a new state 

25 Minadeva Samvat (MS.) 157 Kirtika (D. Vajracharya 
1973:inscr. 148 [548-5621). Respecting Licchavi eras and 
their conversion see Appendix I .  

28 D. Regmi 1969:rzo-121. 
2'D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 20 (82-87); D.  Pant 1964. 
28 FoIs. 19a, b. 
29 N .  Paudel 1963:51-52. 
30 Irwin 1973:718-719; H. Jha 190:71-74. 
3'The later history of the Licchavis in India, at the 

time of this matrimonial alliance, is by no means clear. It 
is unknown where their seat then was, and there is even 

in the Himalayas in the early centuries of the Chris- 
tian era. In the time of the Buddha, the Licchavis 
were noted for their prosperity, and Vaiiili was the 
most opulent city of northern India. This condition 
apparently was related to the Licchavis' strategic 
location on the great northern trade route, adjacent 
to the Ganges trafic." Politically assimilated by 
the expanding Mauryan empire, the Licchavis 
nonetheless continued to command a certain 
respect in northeast India into the fourth century 
A.D., as witnessed by the Guptas' proudly contracted 
ma,trimonial alliance with them3' Perhaps some 
of these renowned traders, recognizing the advan- 
tages of controlling the Nepal Valley, determined 
to seize the prosperous entrepbt for themselves. In 
any event, the well-known republicanism of the 
Licchavis of India must by then have been a thing 
of the past, for in Nepal Mandala the regime was 
clearly monarchial. 

Beyond the chronicles' record of the Kirita de- 
feat, we have no information about the circum- 
stances under which the Licchavis established 
themselves in the Nepal Valley, o r  when it hap- 
pened. Without preamble, their history opens 
dramatically with the Changu Niriyana pillar in- 
scription of King Minadeva I dated Saka Sawvat 
386 Jyestha (A.D. 464) (Plates 47, 48).a2 However, 
three preceding rulers, V~sadeva (the furthest re- 
moved), Sahkaradeva, and Dharmadeva, are 
named in the Changu inscription, again in Jaya- 
deva's PaSupatinitha inscription, and are con- 
firmed by frequent reference in the  chronicle^.^^ 
The chronicles also name still earlier kings, some 
of whom appear to be historical personages. An 
example is Haridatta~arman.~'  Jayadeva in his 
Paiupatinitha inscription further extends the an- 
cestral line by some thirty-seven kings previous to 

the possibility that Kumiradevi came from the Licchavis 
of Nepal (R. Majumdar 1966:111 [ I ~ I ]  3-4). 

a 2 D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 2 (9-30). If Licchavi reck- 
oning is kirttikodi, as it now seems, the corresponding 
Christian era date is A.D. 465, as discussed in Appendix I.  

33 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 148 (548.562) Cf. the lists 
in LCvi 19og:11, 92 or D. Regmi 1969:66. The spelling of 
these names, as well as those of the documented kings, 
varies. For example, Dharmadeva is found as Dharmadatta 
and Dharmagatadeva, and Vrsadeva as Viivadeva. 

34 See Chapter 9. 
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Vysadeva."' The most remote is the Hindu crea- 
tor, Brahma, followed by SGrya, another deity and 
the eponym of the lineage; then come legendary 
figures of Hinduism, Manu and Ikgvak~. The thir- 
teenth king antedating Jayadeva is another Jaya- 
deva, referred to by historians as Jayadeva I ;  the 
twelve kings between the two Jayadevas are un- 
named. At an average twenty-year reign per king, 
Jayadeva I would have ruled sometime in the sec- 
ond century A.D. Thus, although the first historical- 
ly fixed king is of ,the fif,th century, as a conserva- 
tive estimate it seems reasonable to assume that the 
beginning of the Licchavi Period in Nepal is no 
later than A.D. 300. Most likely it is earlier. 

A terminal date for the Licchavi dynasty is no 
less difficult to establish. The last known dated rec- 
ord issued by a Licchavi king is Jayadeva's Paiupa- 
tinitha inscription in A.D. 733. The next most prom- 
inent landmark in Nepali history is the institution 
of a new era, the Nepal Samvat, on 20 October A.D. 

879. Between these two dates, A.D. 733 and 879, there 
are a few inscriptions, the last in A.D. 877,38 which 
continue to use the Licchavi script and era. None is 
a royal issue, but they refer to kings named Bali- 
rija, Baladeva, and Minadeva. We know nothing 
about these kings or whether they were even the 
lineal descendants of the known Licchavis, either 
in the main line or collateral ones. All the evidence 
at our command suggests, however, that there was 
no dramatic extinction of the Licchavi dynasty af- 
ter Jayadeva 11. In weakened and attenuated form 
some of the Licchavi descendants may have held 
sway over parts of Nepal Mandala for several more 
centuries. This was politically and culturally a tran- 
sitional period. The Nepal Samvat epoch year one, 
A.D. 879, will provide a convenient, if arbitrary, di- 
viding line between the Licchavi Period proper and 
the succeeding Transitional Period. 

Despite our increasing knowledge about Licchavi 
Nepal, one can still only crudely reconstruct the 
dynastic and political history. In this work I shall 
set aside the conflicting evidence of the uamiivalis, 
which despite decades of intensive juggling have 

S5 A few effaced letters preclude an exact count. 
38The Suj,-uta-ramhiti (rahottara-tantra), a treatise 

on Ayurvedic medicine, dated M.S. jo t  Vaillkha (D. Vaj- 

failed to yield a reliable chronology of rulers, and 
depend solely on the inscriptional evidence. This 
method leaves lacunae, and by i t  one cannot estab 
lish exact regnal dates. But the inscriptions provide 
a sound framework that can be amplified in time 
with the discovery of new inscriptions or other per- 
tinent evidence. Hence, in Table 1, Appendix 111, 

I have listed in chronological order only the verified 
rulers together with the range of their dated in- 
scriptions. I have not attempted to reconstruct their 
regnal dates, which are unknown. The names of 
persons who almost certainly ruled but for whom 
no incontrovertible dated documentary proof has 
been found are given in brackets. The Roman nu- 
merals are a convenience used to distinguish rulers 
of the same name, but they do not occur in the 
original documents. 

The Early Licchavi Kings 

Our information respecting the kings who reigned 
before Minadeva I is derived from the latter's 
Changu N i r 5 y a ~ a  pillar inscription, from Jaya- 
deva's Paiupatinitha inscription, and from the 
chronicles. From these sources we know that Mii- 
nadeva's great-grandfather, V~sadeva, who must 
have reigned about the beginning of the fifth cen- 
tury, was probably a ruler of some consequence. 
Jayadeva, who only listed the Licchavi rulers he 
believed had enhanced the glory of the lineage, re- 
fers to him as a matchless and most excellent king 
(rijottoma). Whether he was one of the "frontier 
kings" whom the Imperial Guptas claimed paid 
them obeisance, is unknown. However, we are told 
that Vrsadeva was "not given to war," so he may 
have accepted a subservient status for Nepal Man- 
dala vis-i-vis the powerful Gupta Empire. Vpa- 
deva was a Buddhist who ensured his everlasting 
fame by the foundation of Svayambh~ stupa, the 
most important Buddhist monument in Nepal 
(Plates 2,217, 223,225).37 Among Vradeva's many 
sons, "well-trained, bold, and brave," Sahkaradeva 
was the one to succeed him. The sources a f i m  
that Sankaradeva was reputed for his valor, ruled 
well, and made the country prosperous. His son, 

racharya rg7j:inscr. rgo [599]). 
37 Respecting Vysadeva's foundation, see Chapter 10. 
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Dharmadeva, according to the words of his succes- 
sor, Minadeva, embodied the virtues of an ideal 
king (rijarsicarita). Dharmadeva's reign was cut 
short by sudden death. That 'this was caused by an 
accident of some sort seems evident from Mina- 
deva's inscription: we are told that the panic-strick- 
en servants interrupted the religious devotions of 
Queen Rijyavati with the terrible news. Leaving 
her rites unfinished, the queen left the temple de- 
termined to immolate herself with the deceased 
king. She was dissuaded by her son Minadeva's 
threats to commit suicide in her wake. 

Because of the long inscription Minadeva caused 
to be inscribed on the Changu N i r i y m a  pillar, to- 
gether with a number of shorter inscriptions, he is 
the only Nepali king before the end of the sixth 
century who emerges as a person of substance. H e  
therefore occupies an important and heroic place 
in Nepali history, which may be greater than is in 
fact warranted. From the Changu Niriyana in- 
scription we know, however, that Minadeva was 
a strong-willed person determined to keep intact 
the patrimony that Dharmadeva's untimely death 
had vested in him.38 On  learning of Dharmadeva's 
death, various tributary chiefs (simantas, mahi- 
samantas) seem to have seized the occasion to free 
themselves of Licchavi suzerainty. They abstained 
from coming to the Licchavi court when called to 
make obeisance to the new, and apparently very 
young, king. Furious at this flouting of authority, 
Minadeva, with his mother's permission, seems to 
have set off with an army to force them into sub- 
mission. H e  first went to the east, where the feuda- 
tories again accepted the Licchavi ruler as suzerain 
without a struggle. Referred to in the inscription 
as iatha (deceitful, wicked), these eastern feudato- 
ries were most likely the Kiritas. Then, "un- 
daunted, like a lion shaking his mane," Minadeva 
turned to the west in an effort to negotiate the sub- 
mission of the Mallapuri feudatories. These appar- 
ently lived west of the Kali Gandaki River in what 
is now western Nepal (Map ~ ) . ~ % e s s  tractable 
than the eastern feudatories, the western ones had 
to be subdued by arms. In this venture Minadeva 
was aided by a maternal uncle who seems to have 

38 D. Vajracharya 1973:22-27. 
as D. Vajracharya 1973:25-27. 
'O On the Saka Samvat, see Appendix I.  

come with a separate army from some nearby In- 
dian state. Conquering the rebellious western si- 
mantas and reintegrating them into his kingdom, 
the victorious Minadeva recorded all these exploits 
in A.D. 464. For this purpose, at the prestigious hill- 
top temple of Niriyana near Changu, he raised the 
customary Garuda-crowned pillar of victors, the 
Garuda standard (Garudadhvaja) (Plate 47). The 
text is written in Sanskrit, inscribed in the script 
then current in the Gupta Empire, and employs the 
Indian Saka Samvat." It seems likely that the pil- 
lar's original crowning emblem is the anthropo- 
morphized Garuda now on the ground, and that it 
represents a portrait of the king (Plate 64). 

If Minadeva issued any edicts or granted any 
charters in his long reign of some forty-one years, 
as did most of his successors, they must have been 
on copperplates or other media now lost; no jib- 
patras have been found. The pillar inscription is 
supplemented only by a number of short stone in- 
scriptions, for the most part concerned with the 
consecration of Sivalingas and Visnu images (Plate 
395). Minadeva also established at least one Bud- 
dhist vihcira, and probably two important stupas, 
royal gifts to be examined further along. It is also 
most likely that it was he who built the first known 
Licchavi palace, Minagrha, from which all subse- 
quent kings of the Licchavi family ruled until the 
middle of the seven,th century. 

The  name of this celebrated Nepali king occa- 
sions special comment. The names of other Lic- 
chavi kings, before and after, for the most part 
derive from well-known Hindu dei t ie~ .~ '  But in in- 
corporating the vocable mina, Minadeva's name 
compares to that of various Indian saints and schol- 
ars. In Sanskrit mina  has two homonyms, one 
(from the root ma) signifying "measure," the other 
(from man), "to think," and in both the idea of 
"pride," "self-esteem" appears to be innate." We do 
not know what the Nepali king's name signifies. 
But LCvi asks whether it may be interpreted as "the 
king who entertains for God (deva) an esteem 
equaling that in which he holds himself." As a 
motto that seems applicable to the king bearing 
such an unusual name, .he proposes "Who takes 

Ltvi 1905:1r, 104-105 seems to have been the first to 
draw attention to this anomaly. 

4 2  Monier-Williams 1899:783, Bog. 
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pride in himself, Fortune follows whether she 
wishes or In any event, the prefix mana was 
attached to many things related to this king, and 
occurs with regularity in various applications 
throughout the subsequent history of Nepal. 

At least eight Licchavi kings reigned in the cen- 
tury after Minadeva's death in A.D. 505. Some, such 
as Mahideva, are known only from Jayadeva's ge- 
nealogy. Others, such as Manudeva, Vimanadeva, 
and perhaps Rimadeva, are known from a single 
inscription each. For  others, namely Vasantadeva 
and Sivadeva I, a number of inscriptions have been 
found (Appendix rv). Those of Vasantadeva, be- 
ginning in A.D. 506, represent the first of the royal 
charters and edicts. Each is engraved on a substan- 
tial stone slab, rounded off a t  the top and decorated 
with sacred symbols; below is the Sanskrit text, in- 
scribed in Gupta characters and framed in accord- 
ance with a well-established formula. T h e  latter 
corresponds to the formulae used in the late Gupta 
Period in India, where they were engraved on cop- 
perplates rather than stone." Both in physical form 
and formula, the type of stele instituted by Vasan- 
tadeva persisted throughout the Licchavi Period 
and afterward (Plates 50, 51, 54, 56). Tha t  Vasan- 
tadeva or the other sixth-century kings were not of 
Minadeva's stature seems probable from the power- 
ful role that the d m a n t a s  and other nobles were 
allowed to play at  their courts. T h e  most important 
of these were the Abhira Guptas and the J m a n t a  
AmSuvarman. 

The Simanta Amiuvarman 

There is no doubt that Amiuvarman (alternately, 
Ams'uvarmi) is one of the most interesting, best 
known, yet enigmatic kings of Nepal. Not  unlike 
Minadeva, he is one of the few rulers of ancient 
Nepal to emerge from the arid genealogies as a 

d 3  Livi 19o5:11, 105. 
LCvi 1905:11, 118. 

4 5  The first dated inscription in which his name appears 
corresponds to A.D. 594 (s.s. 516 Jyestha), but is preceded 
by slightly earlier undated ones (D. Vajracharya 1973: 
inscrs. 5860 [233-2481). 

D. Vajracharya 1973:235-236. 
." D. Vajracharya 1gir3:inscrs. 58-65, 68-70 (233-265, 

274-289). Sircar 1966:289 defines slimanto as a feudatory 
ruler, subordinate chief, or minister. I t  seems that in 

distinct and powerful personality. ArpSuvarman's 
declared rule lasted from about A.D. to 621, but 
his assumption of power at the court of Sivadeva I 
preceded this by a decade. Beginning about A.D. 

594, his name appears regularly in the inscriptions 
of Sivadeva as a powerful officer of the realm." 
Moreover, from the beginning, when we first en- 
counter his name, it is clearly Arpiuvarman who 
wields the power, even though the inscription is 
issued in the name of the Licchavi king.'" In this 
inscription and other early ones Arpiuvarman has 
even attached the honorific h i  to the title simanta 
and soon refers to himself as h i  mahisdmanta (il- 
lustrious high feudatory)." Later, probably at Siva- 
deva's death, when Arpiuvarman became sole ruler, 
he continued to use the title i r i  mahisrimanto. Still 
later, perhaps as he consolidated his position, he 
abandoned it in favor of "iri Arpiuvarman," Arp- 
iuvarman the Illustrious. O n  one undated coin issue 
he assumed the exalted title King of Kings (mahi-  
rcijadhirlija), as no Licchavi predecessor had, to- 
gether with the brief identification "iri A ~ ~ u . " "  
Although the chronicles aver that Arpiuvarman 
was Sivadeva's nephew-"the son of Sivadeva's sis- 
ter"-Arpjuvarman was almost certainly not a 
Licchavi." H e  not only did not claim this relation- 
ship, but symbolized by his coin device that he be- 
longed to the family of the moon (Somavamia), 
rather than the solar lineage the Licchavis claimed. 
Further, although he was one of the most outstand- 
ing rulers of the period, his name is pointedly 
omitted from the Licchavi genealogy recorded by 
Jayadeva I1 only a century after Aqiuvarman's 
reign.50 It  is doubtful, however, that he was a for- 
eigner, nor was he a Thakuri,  a meaningless des- 
ignation when applied in a dynastic sense." 

Shortly before or immediately after Sivadeva's 
death, Amjuvarman had built for himself a new 
and opulent chancery, naming it after Siva's atmde, 

effect both senses should be understood as used in Nepali 
inscriptions, since scimantas such as AmSuvarman were 
apparently both feudatories and ministers at the court. 

4 B  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 71-74, 77-79. 8186 (290- 
314, 320-341, 345-365), also p. 295; S. Joshi 1960:55. 

Gopilarija-vamjiuali, fol. 22b; N. Paudel 1963:84; 
D. Vajracharya 1973:235-238, 295-296. 

50 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 148 (548-562). 
See Chapter 3. 
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Kailisakuta-bhavana, the Mansion of Kailisa Peak. 
From it were issued all of his edicts as sole ruler. 
He assured the maintenance of the older palace, 
Minagrha, and scrupulously ~rovided for the Lic- 
chavis, whose seat it continued to be. One of the 
Licchavis, Udayadeva, was ~ointedly named crown 
prince in Arps'uvarman's later inscriptions, and in 
fact did succeed him on the throne. The location of 
the two seats, Minagrha and Kailisakuta, is yet to 
be proven. As discussed in Chapter 5, it seems al- 
most certain that Minagcha lay in what is now 
Hadigaon (Maps 4, 5) and Kailisakuta in Kath- 
mandu. It is not impossible that the latter repre- 
sented the traditional territory over which Amiu- 
varman's family held feudal rights. It is also not 
impossible that Ams'uvarman was related to the 
Abhira Guptas, as we will examine below. 

Far more interesting than Amiuvarman's ances- 
try or his right to rule Nepal is the man himself. 
Of all the kings of Nepal (insofar as our docu- 
ments reveal) it is Ams'uvarman who most closely 
approximates the Indian ideal of kingship, virtues 
epitomized in the celebrated King Vikramiditya." 
As records of the Licchavi Period go, Amiuvar- 
man's are prolific. Together with those issued 
jointly with Sivadeva, they account for more than 
a fifth of the total number of known Licchavi in- 
scriptions. They reveal his deep concern for the 
state over which he presided; almost without ex- 
ception they refer to administrative matters, and 
often with surprising attention to minor details. 
The  creation of judicial regulations, according to 
his own words, gave him "pleasure like unto a fes- 
tival." Not only the impersonal state but the lives 
of its individual subjects were Amiuvarman's com- 
passionate concern. This is evident from his own 
words as they speak to us from one of his inscrip- 
tions, "How can I make my people happy?" His 
good deeds, moreover, were noted in the records of 
others. H e  was a man of sensibility and learning, 

62 King of Ujjayini, India, patron of letters for whom 
the era with an epoch year corresponding to 57 B.c., the 
Vikrarna Samvat, is named. In Nepali legend, King 
Vikramiditya is often identified with Minadeva I. 

D..Vajracharya 1964:q-7; 1g73:inscrs. 77, 85, 88 (320- 

335, 357-3639 368-369). 
54 Beal 1969:r1, 82. Beal writes jabdauidyci and translates 

as "sounds." But the treatise must refer to the Sanskrit 
preoccupation with iabdilamkira (embellishment of the 

who proudly claimed to have studied the histrar 
night and day.53 H e  is credited with having writ- 
ten a treatise on rhetori~,~ '  to have introduced the 
study of Sanskrit grammar into the Valley," and 
to have convoked in his reign a symposium on 
Sanskrit grammar and other s~bjects.~' Rather than 
use the conventional exalted titles favored by most 
rulers, he distinguished himself with a more indi- 
vidualistic expression. This was "Srikalahibhi- 
msni," literally, "proud of dissension with Laksmi 
(goddess of wealth)," that is, he placed wisdom be- 
fore ~ e a l t h . ~ '  Ams'uvarman was apparently above 
all a devotee of Siva. H e  chose the name of the 
god's Himalayan abode, Kailisa, for that of his 
own palace; he was the first Nepali king to declare 
himself "favored by the feet of Lord Paiupati," an 
avowal adopted in the prajastis of almost all his 
su~cessors;~' and he was the first to introduce the 
reclining bull, Siva's beloved companion Nandi, as 
a symbolic and .decorative motif on inscriptions 
(Plate 51). Like other Nepali kings, Amiuvarman 
was by no means sectarian. H e  often employed 
Vaishnavite, and sometimes Buddhist, symbols in 
his inscriptions (Plates 50, 52) and made bountiful 
donations to all the other gods of the Nepali 
pantheon. 

It was in the reign of Amiuvarman that the use 
of a new era became current. It began either in 
October A.D. 575 or, less probably, in March 576, an- 
tedating by more than a quarter-century its first 
known use. This was in Amiuvarman's first per- 
sonal inscription, established in Bungamati village, 
and dated Sapvat 29 Jyes!ha (A.D. 605).~' The  new 
era appears to have been introduced by a second 
Minadeva, after whom it is now known to Nepali 
scholars, viz. the Minadeva Samvat. Because it was 
first observed in Amiuvarman's inscriptions, it was 
long thought that he was the founder. It was there- 
fore known as the Amiuvarman Samvat. Since the 
epoch year of the new era predated its apparent use 

sound of a sentence, a figure of speech) or rhetoric ancl 
aesthetics. 

55  Kirkpatrick 1969:220. This is an overstatement, of 
course, since inscriptions previous to Arniuvarman's attest 
to the command of Sanskrit. 

58 Gopilarcija-vamiivafi, £01. 22b. 
5' D. Vajracharya 1964:5. 
50  See Chapter 9. 

M.S. 29 (D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 71 [qo-3001). 
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by twenty-eight years, scholars generally concluded 
that it must commemorate Arpiuvarman's then un- 
declared assumption of power.'O Although we now 
know differently, until documents dated prior to 
M.S. 29 are discovered, AmSuvarman must be cred- 
ited with putting the new era into active use. 

Considering the limited size, minor political in- 
fluence, and sequestered nature of Amiuvarman's 
kingdom, it is astonishing that his fame was not 
confined to the Valley or restricted to his lifetime. 
Rut more than a decade after his death his praises 
were sung to the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, 
Hsiian-tsang, probably at Vaiilli, who set them 
down in his important passage concerning Licchavi 
Nepal: "Lately there was a king called Amiuvar- 
man (An-chu-fa-mo), who was distinguished for 
his learning and ingenuity. H e  himself had 
composed a work on 'sounds' (dabdauidyri) ; he es- 
teemed learning and respected virtue, and his rep- 
utation was spread everywhere."" Given the brev- 
ity of the pilgrim's memoir on Nepal, the fact that 
so much of it was devoted to a deceased king seems 
particularly revealing of Amiuvarman's stature and 
renown. Moreover, in his own country Amiuvar- 
man was remembered for his wisdom. Even after 
his death, the title he himself preferred, Srikala- 
hibhimlni, was still applied by others with exclu- 
sive reference to him." 

The Abhira Guptas 

On the testimony of contemporary stone inscrip- 
tions, it is clear that from A.D. 506 to 641, almost a 
fourth of the period of Licchavi reign in the Kath- 
mandu Valley, their power was intermittently con- 
tested by another lineage, the Abhira Guptas. In 
contrast to the Licchavis, who claimed descent 
from the solar dynasty (Siiryavamia) these Gup- 

e0 Jayaswal 1936:170-171; Petech 1961:230-231. 
Beal 1g6g:11, 81. 

OZD. Vajracharya rg64:6-7; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 

92 (377). 
63 G. Vajracharya 1966b:6-7; D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 

38, 115 (170-1749 433-437). 
e4 This is made clear by entries in the Sanskrit lexicon 

Amara(oia (s.v.), and is further substantiated by Licchavi 
inscriptions in which Brahmans and Kshatriyas are desig- 
nated Gomi; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 29, 61, 125 (141- 

142, 249-252, 472-473). 

tas claimed lunar descent (Somavamh) and to bc 
Abhira or Gomi ( G ~ m i n ) . ' ~  Although these names 
are often translated "cowherd," and have been con- 
sidered caste or occupational designations, their lit- 
eral sense is "cattlemen," wealthy persons who 
were the proprietors of herds but were not them- 
selves herdsmen." As in Gupta India, gomin also 
seems to have been afixed to names as a sign of 
re~pectability."~ For reasons unknown, the Guptas 
abandoned the Abhira and Gomi designation in 
their later documents."' 

The identification of these Guptas poses a prob- 
lem. It is doubtful that they were in any way re- 
lated to the well-known Guptas of India; if they 
were, the relationship is still to be demonstrated. 
The name Abhira, however, is familiar in India 
from ancient times. The Abhira apparently once 
inhabited the desert regions of northwest India, but 
drifted south, and by the third century A.D. had es- 
tablished a kingdom in the Deccan. The Puranas, 
however, list the Abhira among the inhabitants of 
several regions of north India, a location in which 
Indian epic literature identifies certain tracts of land 
as theirs.e7 Thus, while it seems probable that the 
Indian and Valley Abhira are related, there is noth- 
ing to document it. 

The Abhira Guptas who dwelt in the Kath- 
mandu Valley in the Licchavi Period may be the 
same as the Gopila, the seemingly legendary cow- 
herders with whom the chronicles begin the dynas- 
tic history of Nepal. This is suggested by the fact 
that all of the Gopala kings bear the Gupta name, 
and that the chronicles, early and late, identify the 
Guptas of the Licchavi Period as Goplla.B8 Per- 
haps, as some scholars have speculated, the chron- 
iclers mistakenly assigned to the Gopilas a separate, 
anterior chronology instead of one parallel to the 
Liccha~is.~' We know that they erred in this way 

O5Ltvi 1905:11, 129-131; Jayaswal 1936:204-205; Sircar 
1966:118. Cf. also its usage in the above-noted inscriptions. 
Gomin seems originally to have denoted a learned Bud- 
dhist lay brother. 

se G. Vajracharya 1966b:6. 
e7 Sircar 1971:30, 32 n. 7, 39, $3. 

Gopilanija-vamiivali, fols. 21b-22b; Rijabhogamiila 
rg6g:part 2, 18-19; N. Paudel 1963:81. Curiously, thc 
Buddhist rescension is silent about the Guptas. 

68 D. Regmi 196g:5354. 
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when chronicling the Abhira Guptas of the Lic- 
chavi Period; they listed in succession kings who 
actually ruled at the same time." That  the Gopila 
and Abhira Gupta are in fact two distinct sets of 
kings, probably belonging to the same family but 
separated by some years of Licchavi rule, seems evi- 
dent from the testimony of the chronicles. The  
early chronicles affirm that in reasserting them- 
selves, the Abhira Guptas were merely reclaiming 
what the Licchavis had taken away. The  Gopila- 
rcija-vamiivali expresses it thus: "King Bhimadeva 
[Bhimirjunadeva] reigned 14 years. After that 
the Gopila dynasty conquered the solar dynasty 
and reigned powerfully again."" Similarly, Kirk- 
patrick's source states: "Ilhem Deo Burmah [Bhim- 
irjunadeva reigned] 16 [years]. In his reign the 
Aheers [Abhira], who were originally the sover- 
eigns of Nepaul, recovered their d~minions ." '~  
The late Brahmanical chronicles simply state that 
the GopilalGupta conquered the Siiryavamia 
(Licchavis) and established themselves in their 
place." 

Whether the Gopalas were, in fact, the ancestors 
of the Abhira Guptas, and whether the latter there- 
fore had a legitimate right to the throne is a matter 
that cannot be settled in the present state of our 
knowledge. From documented history we only 
know that the Abhira Guptas first make their ap- 
pearance as functionaries at the Licchavi court. 
This is attested by more than fifty Licchavi Period 
inscriptions-almost a third of the corpus-in 
which the Abhira Gupta name appears. But some 
of the Guptas soon emerged as powerful individ- 
uals who, like Amiuvarman, shared the rule with 
the Licchavis in name, and i l l  fact wielded the real 
power. Moreover, in three instances the Guptas ap- 
pear for a time to have shaken off the Licchavis 
altogether and governed alone. 

Petech 1958:26-27. 
Fol. 21b. 

' 2  Kirkpatrick 19O9:260. 
-. ' "  Rijabhogam5ll 1cj69:part r, 18-19; N. Paudel 196j:R1. 
" I). Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 22 (91.109); Sircnr 1966: 

103-104. 
i 9 i r c a r  r$d:Ro, 259, 302, and paslim. See D. Vajra- 

charya IY73:114-120 for the specific meaning of these 
terms in Licchavi inscriptions. 

'"D. Vajracharya 19j: inscrs .  24, 25, 26, 27, 31 ,  32 
(1 12-137, 145-152). 

The Gupta bid for control of the state seems to 
have come into the open first in the reign of Va- 
santadeva, the successor of the illustrious Minadeva 
I. In his first edict, Saka Samvat 428 Mirga (A.D. 
506), Vasantadeva employs a Virocanagupta as his 
official envoy (dutaka), one of the most important 
ofices of the court." In Vasantadeva's subsequent 
edicts this key role is enjoyed by one Ravigupta, 
who for almost two decades as both mahipratihira 
(chief chamberlain) and sarvadandaniyaka (com- 
mander- in~hief )~ '  was one of the most powerful 
personages of the realm.7a O n  at least one occasion 
he was joined by one Kramalila, who in the Lic- 
chavi king's own edict boldly styles himself mahi- 
rrija mahisimanta i r i  Kramalila.?7 Ravigupta ap- 
parently retained his power until his death about 
A.D. 532 (s.s 454 Jyestha), the date of his last oficial 
record; in the following year he and other members 
of the Gupta lineage were honored posthumously 
with the consecration of a Sivalinga (Plate 49).7R 
The  family ties of Ravigupta to an even more pow- 
erful successor, Bhaumagupta, are unknown. 

Bhaumagupta (alternately, Bhiima- or Bhiimi- 
gupta) was apparently the first Abhira Gupta to 
assume the full political power that in effect made 
him a king. 'Wis name first appears in Saka Sam- 
vat 462 Jyestha (A.D. 540), inscribed on a Sivalii~ga 
consecrated by his mother in the memory of her 
deceased husband, A n ~ p a r a m a . ~ '  But we first hear 
of him in ofice in s.s. 479 Vaiiikha (A.D. 557) in 
the reign of Ganadeva; like Ravigupta, he en- 
joyed simultaneously two of the highest administra- 
tive posts, mahipratihira and sarv~dandandyaka.~' 
Bhaumagupta's name appears regularly thereafter 
in Ganadeva's inscriptions, s.s. 482-487 (A.D. 560- 
565), and that of Gahgideva, s.s 489 Srivana (A.D. 
567) under whom he continued to hold these same 

7 7  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 31 (145.146) .  
D. Vajracharyn 1973:intcrs. 32, 34 (147-152, 155-157). 

7 Y I t  is assumed by most scholars that all three names 
refer to the same person. However some, such as n. 
Acharya I ~ ~ O : I O - I I ,  19, belietfe that Rhiimagupta and 
Rhaumagupta were two different persons, father ant1 son. 

D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 38 (170.174). 
R' D.  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 42 ( 1 8 2 - 1 8 ~ ) .  The ruler's 

name is missing from this damaged inscr~ption, hut i t  may 
almost certainly be assigned to Ganadeva. 
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high Tha t  he may have exercised nearly 
absolute authority sometime in his career is sug- 
gested by Ganadeva's last inscription, which con- 
fers upon him a royal title "paramadaivatairi Bhau- 
r n a g ~ p t a , " ~ q y  two posthumous inscriptions that 
name him as a former king," and by the chroni- 
cles, early and late, which also refer to him as a 
king." There are no documents of his own time, 
however, that name him king. Bhaumagupta may 
have wielded his power during some part of the 
undocumented quarter-century between Gangi-  
deva's single record, s.s. 489 Srivana (A.D. 5@), and 
the first of Sivadeva I, s.s 512 Jyesfha (A.D. 5 9 0 ) . ~ ~  
At that time he was very likely the de facto ruler, 
in company with a Licchavi de jure incumbent; 
this would correspond to the subsequent relation- 
ship between Sivadeva and Ambuvarman. In any 
event, in A.D. ggo it is the Licchavi Sivadeva who is 
named king, and Bhaumagupta chief chamberlain 
and commander-inthief. 

By about A.D. 594, however, Bhaumagupta either 
had died or had bee11 displaced by Ambuvarman as 
the power behind the throne, and for the next quar- 
ter-century the name Gupta or Gomin is rarely 
recorded." W e  know that Am8uvarman had desig- 
nated the Licchavi prince Udayadeva to succeed 
him on the throne. Tha t  Udayadeva did so is evi- 
denced by a single inscription, dated a month after 
one in which Amiuvarman was still reigning, A.D. 

"D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 44, 50, 51 (187-188, 198- 
207). Previous sources identified this king as Ganatleva 
rather than Gangideva, as D. Vajracharya reads it, but i t  

seems plausible that the same person is meant. 
RSD.  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 50 (198-203). 
R 4 D .  Vajracliarya 197j:inscr. 109 (414-418), "bhat- 

tir.o~an,uhririja.~ri-Va.~ur~ciia . . . hi-Gnnadeucisrnatpitli- 
r~~ahairi-Rl~ir~~~a~~~pta ity etaih pirrnnrijabhir (venerable 
great kings Sri-Vasuriija . . . iri-Ganadeva, and my grand- 
father, iri-Bhiirnagupta, these former [kings])," and inscr. 
124 (463-471), in v.lhicli Narendradeva bitterly refers to 
the misconduct of Sri-Bhi~magupta in arrogating to royal 
use the proceeds from lands that predecessor kings had 
assigned to the support of a temple, and which by this 
edict Narendradeva resritutes. 

RV~opi la r r i j a -~~mjr i t~aCi ,  fol. 22a; Kirkpatrick 1969:261 ; 
Rijabhogarrzilti 1969:part 2, 19; N. Paudel 1963381-82. The  
Mafijuiri-rnrila-kalpa, a work redacted between about the 
eighrh and tenth centuries, lists Rh5gupta/Bhiigupta as a 
Nepalese king (Jayaswal 1936:213). 

621." The  new king's rule was apparently very 
brief. With the restraining presence of the power- 
ful Amiuvarman removed from the scene, the 
Abhira Guptas once again usurped Licchavi au- 
thority. The  lawful sovereign, Udayadeva, was ap- 
parently deposed; his heir, Narendradeva, fled to 
Tibet. By A.D. 624, a puppet Licchavi, Dhruvadeva, 
had succeeded to the Licchavi throne and to the 
traditional seat, M i n a g h a .  But authority was 
vested in an Abhira Gupta, a grandson of Uhauma- 
gupta, by name Jisnugupta." His  seat of authority 
\was the chancery so recently vacated by Amiuvar- 
man, Kailisakuta-bhavana. 

In the first document in which his name appears, 
Jisnugupta ruled jointly with Dhruvadeva, and af- 
terward with the latter's successor, another pup- 
pet, Rhimirjunadeva. This  partnership apparently 
marks the first attested occurrence of dual sover- 
eignty in Nepal Mandala, a typical pattern in later 
years."' Jisnugupta was clearly a ~ o w e r f u l  person- 
ality. H e  probably played a key role in altering the 
rightful order of Licchavi succession after Amiu- 
varman's death and, like his grandfather, apparent- 
ly also ruled alone for a time. H e  minted a coin in 
his own right and issued two inscriptions in his 
name alone; there are two more inscriptions, one 
posthumous, that name him a king. T h e  chronicles 
also concur that he was a king." 

Finally, a third Gupta appears to have arrogated 

Vajracharya 1973: inscrs. 51 (204.207) and 54 
(214-224). J. Regmi 1969:19 helieves that he ruled the en- 
tire period, and the Gopi1ari;a-uamiiuafi, fol. 22a, fol- 
lowed by the later chronicles, credits him with an exag- 
gerated forty-five-year rule. 

871t does occur occasionally, however, for we find the 
boundary of endowment lands measured from "the land 
of AdityaguptaV; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 80 (342-344). 

D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 93, 104 (378-379, 39R- 

400). 
891f Bhiimagupta and Bhaurnagupta are different per- 

sons, father and son (B. Acharya rg7o:ro-II, 19). then 
Jisnugupta was the son or  nephew. rather than the grand- 
son, of Bhaurnagupta. 
" Bhaurnagupta, however, may also have ruled jointly. 

G. Vajracharya 1966356 considers that joint rule actually 
began following the reign of Vasantadeva, who ruled ca. 
A.D. 506-532 (inscriptions from s.s. 428-454). 
" S. Joshi 1960:56; D. ~ a j r a c h a r ~ a  1973:inscrs. 112, 113, 

I 14, I 19 (426-432, 4 5 ~ ~ 5 3 )  ; Gopilarija-uamiiruafi, fol. 21 b 
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the Licchavi throne for a time, and to have ruled 
s~p re rne .~ '  This was Vi~nugupta, Jisnugupta's son. 
Visnugupta's role as supreme monarch is attested 
by an edict issued from the Gupta seat alone, Kailz- 
sskii~a-bhavana, rather than, as was customary, 
from both Kail isak~ra and the Licchavi seat, Miina- 
grha. Although the ruler's name is now missing 
from the inscription, it seems clear that it is Visnu- 
gupta's, since the dtitaka is the crown prince (yu-  
uarcija) Sr~dharagu~ta ,  who was the dzitaka in 
other inscriptions issued by his father." That  Vis- 
nugupta was a king is also affirmed by the chron- 
icles, which unanimously accord him royal status." 
His deeds in the cultural realm also suggest the 
great power that this third and last known Gupta 
wielded in Licchavi Nepal (Plates 65, 376)." 

During the period of increased Gupta influence 
in Nepal Mandala, the Guptas exercised the real 
power, while the Licchavi kings were essentially 
figureheads. This is abundantly clear, even though 
the Licchavi kings' names are cited first in the in- 
scriptions, and though they claimed the traditional 
royal palace, Miinagrha. For example, while an in- 
scription at Thankot village purports to be a joint 
issue of Bhimiirjunadeva and Jisnugupta, it is clear 
that only Jisnugupta speaks.9e In memory of a - .  

Gupta ancestor's intimate association with a partic- 
ular village--certainly no concern of the Licchavi - 

Bhimirjunadeva-Jisnugupta abolished one of the 
villane taxes to reaffirm the former Gupta tie. Sim- - 
ilarly, in another inscription, issued jointly with 
Dhruvadeva, the words "my grandfather King 
Bhimagupta," reveal that in fact only Jisnugupta 
speaks." More importantly, from Jisnugupta's time 
the Guptas' sons, not the Licchavis', were boldly 
named to the succession as crown princes. Jisnu- 

(where he is called Jivagupta; D. Reg~ni  rg6h:part 3, app. 
B, 117 reads "Sivagupta"); Kirkpatrick 1969:261; Rija- 
bhogamil i  1969:part 2, 19; N. Paudel 1963:81. 

S Z  J. Regmi 1969:14, 16-19, 27-28 considers that only 
two Guptas became kings, BhaumaIBhima and Jisnu. 

S3D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 116 (438-441). 
94  Gopilarija-wam6vafi, fol. 22a; Kirkpatrick 1969:260; 

Rijabhogamilri 1969:part 2, 19; N. Paudel 1963:81. 
" Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:82-1q, 127, 131. 
9 6 D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 115 (433-437). 
'' D .  Vajracharya rg73:inscr. 109 (414-418). 
O8 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 118 (448-451). 
0 9 0 n e  more inscription, issued in Visnugupta's name, 

gupta's son, Visnu, succeeded his father as joint 
ruler with Bhimiirjunadeva, and Visnugupta's son 
in turn, S r i d h a r a g ~ ~ t a ,  was named the next crown 
prince. The  latter apparently did not succeed his 
father, for after Visnugupta's last dated inscription, 
issued jointly with Bhimirjunadeva in A.D. 641 
(M.s. 65 Philguna)," the Abhira Guptas disappear 
from Licchavi history. 'Two years later, A.D. 643, 
Udayadeva's son, Narendradeva, apparently re- 
stored with Tibetan help, was ruling alone and un- 
encumbered; he had also abandoned Miinag~ha 
palace for Kailiisakiita, the prestigious residence of 
Ams'uvarman and the Abhira Guptas.'Oo 

There are a number of factors that suggest that 
Ams'uvarman was in some way related to the 
Abhira Guptas. H e  emerged in the period of Gupta 
influence, between Bhaumagupta and the latter's 
descendants, Jisnugupta and Visnugupta, and we 
find Jisnugupta at once occupying Ams'uvarman's 
seat in Kailisakiita-bhavana. As evidenced by Am- 
s'uvarman's coin devices, he claimed lunar descent 
like the Abhira Guptas; his nephew, Bhogavarman, 
designated himself Gomi, as the Guptas did."' An 
intimate family relationship between the nephew 
Bhogavarman and the Guptas is suggested by an 
inscription at Changu Niiriyana, in which Visnu- 
gupta expresses his concern about a dilapidated 
fountain, a previous gift of Bhogavarman.lo2 This 
family intimacy is also suggested by an inscription 
of Ams'uvarman's sister-in-law, who donated a 
fountain in memory of her deceased husband.'03 
She mentioned only the reign of Jisnugupta, totally 
ignoring the Licchavi incumbent, Bhimirjunadeva. 
But beyond such circumstantial evidence, there is 
nothing to document Ams'uvarman's ties to the 
Gupta line.'" 

may follow, but it is undated and its chronological position 
unverified (D.  Vajracharya 1g73:inscr. I 1 9  [452-4531). 

loo In M.S. 67 Pausa-Sukla (D.  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 
123 [458-4621). 

lo' D.  Vajracharya 1973:296; inscr. 61 (249.252). 
'02 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 119 (452-453). 
lo3 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 114 (431-432). 
'04H. Jha I ~ ~ O : I I I ,  145 also speculates that Ambuvar- 

man may have been a Gupta, but D. Vajracharya, the most 
eminent authority on the Licchavis, has not mentioned 
this relationship (D.  Vajracharya 1973:235-238, 295-296). 
If AmSuvarman was the "son of Sivadeva's sister," i t  may 
be that she had married a Gupta; if so, it is a situation 
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The  Later Licchaui Kings 

Only three Licchavi kings are known to have ruled 
after the termination of Abhira Gupta influence. 
These were Narendradeva, his son Sivadeva, and 
his grandson, Jayadeva 11. Whether such kings as 
Baladeva, Balirija, and two more Minadevas 
(whom historians designate the third and fourth) 
were lineal descendants of Jayadeva, or even Lic- 
chavis, is unknown. For each of the three known 
Licchavis-Narendradeva, his son, and grandson- 
there are several inscriptions. But these charters, 
edicts, and dedications tell us relatively little about 
the kings themselves or their particular reigns. Na- 
rendradeva's was one of the longest of the Licchavi 
Period; Jayadeva seems to have been absorbed by 
judicial matters; all appear to have been sovereign 
monarchs who governed their state without inter- 
ference from powerful officers like those who 
shared and often usurped the rule of so many pred- 
ecessors. But it seems possible that Narendradeva, 
beholden to the Tibetans for his throne, and his son 
after him may have been subservient in some way 
to Tibet, a relationship discussed below. All three 
kings ruled from Kailzsakiita, the chancery that 
had once been Amiuvarman's and then the Abhira 
Guptas'. 

The period from about A.D. 600 to 733 is espe- 
cially significant in the history of Nepal. It was 
dominated by these three Licchavi kings and by 
three non-Licchavis: Amiuvarman, Jisnugupta, 
and Visnugupta. Whatever may have been the in- 
ternal problems occasioned by dynastic succession, 
Nepal Mandala was then viewed by its neighbors 
as a country of consequence. In maintaining the 
essential independence of their small mountain 
state-squeezed like Prithvi Narayan Shah's pro- 
verbial yam between vigorous empires on either 
side-these rulers ensured a stable and prosperous 
milieu. In it were created some of the greatest tri- 
umphs in the history o£ Nepalese art. 

Foreign Relations: India, Tibet,  and China 

The most important cultural ties of Nepal have 
been with India, and to this tradition the period of 

similar to that of modern Nepal, where the royal family 
often chooses as marriage partners the very family, the 
Ranas, that so long vied with i t  for political power. 

the Licchavis was no exception. Originating in In- 
dia, the Licchavis naturally brought to the Nepal 
Valley their Indian heritage. Although it is doubt- 
ful that they introduced Hinduism or Buddhism, 
their arrival and continued presence in the Nepal 
Valley must have nurtured the seeds already dis- 
seminated through casual introduction by traders, 
monks, and mendicants. The Licchavis established 
Sanskrit as the court language, used the script they 
had known at home, and their society was clearly 
ordered in accordance with the accepted patterns of 
contemporary India. Many of the administrative, 
judicial, and legislative terms found in Licchavi in- 
scriptions are familiar in Indian documents. The 
Licchavis used an Indian era, the Saka Sawvat, un- 
til the late sixth century, and their coinage had the 
same names, and therefore probably the same val- 
ues, as Indian coins of the time. 

We know very little about the political relations 
of Licchavi Nepal with the succession of Indian 
states on its southern exposure. In its initial years 
Licchavi rule of Nepal Mandala just overlapped in 
time that of the Kusinas, who controlled northern 
India for the first three centuries of the Christian 
era. The reigns of the early kings-Vysadeva 
through Rimadeva--correspond in time to that of 
the Imperial Guptas of India, A.D. 320 to ca. 540. 
Amiuvarman, Jisgugupta, Visgugupta, and Na- 
rendradeva were contemporaries of Har~avardhana 
of Kanauj (A.D. 606-647), while the reigns of Naren- 
dradeva's son and grandson, Sivadeva 11 and Jaya- 
deva 11, apparently the last Licchavi rulers of emi- 
nence, drew to a close with the emergence of the 
Pila dynasty of eastern India, about A.D. 750. 

The relations between Nepal and these Indian 
states appear to have been cordial. In the mid- 
fourth century, the Imperial Guptas claimed to 
command obeisance from the "frontier king" of 
Nepal.'Os Perhaps they did. But the Gupta assertion 
may also have been confected of the same stuff as 
those of some of the Nepali kings-Minadeva's 
claims of conquest in India, or Jayadeva's to have 
exercised supremacy over "Anga, Kimarfipa, 

'06Thii claim is on a pillar erected by Candragupta 11 
at Allahabad, but records an undated issue of his prede- 
cessor, Sarnudragupta, who ruled ca. A.D. 350-380. The 
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Kiiichi, and Magadha.""' Strong rulers such as 
Minadeva I or Ams'uvarman, who took a firm po- 
sition against "bowing with joined hands before 
other kings,"ln7 seem to have successfully guarded 
their own country's sovereignty. Geographic isola- 
tion must have also helped in the avoidance of the 
recurrent squabbles that characterized the relation- 
ships of neighbors on the open Gangetic plain. 

Politically independent, the Licchavis were by 
no means cut off from their Indian neighbors. That 
there was constant intercourse of their peoples 
through commerce and through pilgrimages can 
hardly be doubted. North India was the continuing 
fountainhead of Nepalese Buddhism, and the Lic- 
chavis' intimacy with their southern neighbors 
is registered in their e m n t  ar.t monuments. The  
products of the ateliers of Kusiina Mathura are 
echoed in a host of early stone sculptures, and the 
imprint of the art of Gupta India is apparent in 
all the known arts of Licchavi Nepal. 

The  two countries were also brought together 
through frequent matrimonial alliances between 
Indian and Nepalese royal families. Miinadeva's 
mother, RCjyavati, was apparently an Indian prin- 
cess whose brother came with his army to help her 
son Minadeva suppress the rebellious western feu- 
datories. Ams'uvarman's sister, Bhogadevi was 
married to Siirasena, who is probably to be identi- 
fied as a prince of the powerful Maukharis of 
Kanauj.los Their son, Bhogavarman, was dutaka 
in the joint edicts of Sivadeva and Ams'uvarman, 
and later, in Amiuvarman's, was mahd~dmanta. '~~ 
Bhogavarman himself married a daugh,ter of 
the later Gupta king Adityasena of Magadha, 
and their daughter, Vatsadevi, became the queen 

sf  Sivadeva 11. Similarly, Riijyamati, the bride 
of Jayadeva 11, came from some nearby Indian 
state. She was a daughter of an unidentified 
King Harsadeva, described by Jayadeva as a de- 
scendant of the famous Bhagadatta lineage arid 
"lord of Gauda, Odra, and other lands as well 
as Kalinga and K~s'ala.""~ The claimed extent of 
this Harsa's empire, however, may probably be 
viewed as poetic excess.ll1 That Licchavi Nepal also 
had relations with the neighboring kingdom of 
Kimar ipa  is suggested by the mission that King 
Narendradeva is alleged to have sent to bring the 
yogin Matsyendranitha to Nepal. Of this more will 
be said in Chapter 12. 

More dificult to resolve is the question of the po- 
litical relationship of Licchavi Nepal and Tibet. 
The  external sources-Chinese, Tibetan, and Indi- 
an-concur that Nepal was for a time a dependency 
of Tibet. The  T'ang Annals, Old and New, twice 
report this relationship. "Recently the orders of the 
Empire passed by this kingdom [Nepal] and from 
it spread afar. Now it depends on T'ou-fan [Ti- 
bet]."112 Elsewhere the Annals explain that Nepal 
became vassal to Tibet in return for Tibetan help 
in restoring the legitimate heir to the throne. "The 
father of Na-ling ti-po [Narendradeva] was de- 
throned by his younger brother. Na-ling ti-po fled 
in order to escape his uncle. The Tibetans shel- 
tered him and restored him to the throne. In con- 
sequence he became their ~assal.""~ The T'ang 
historians further aver that about A.D. 705 Nepal re- 
belled against Tibet, the Tibetan emperor took the 
field against them but was killed, and Nepal threw 

reference to Nepal reads: ". . . whose imperious commands 
were fully gratified, by giving all [kinds of] taxes and 
obeying [his] orders and coming to perform obeisance, 
by the frontier kings [protyanta-nripati] of Samatata, 
Dvika, Kirnarupa, Nepila . . . and other [countries]" 
(Fleet 1970:8, 14 n. I ;  Sircar 1$5:262-268). According to 

Fleet the wording of the inscription is imprecise respect- 
ing the political position of these countries; Ltvi 1go5:11, 
115.116 seems to show conclusively that Nepal was not 
a tributary, but one of the frontier countries beyond the 
Gupta imperial domain. 

loo D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 2, 148 (9-30, 548-562). 

lo' D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 84 (354-356). 
lo8 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 85 (357-363). R. Majum- 

dar 1g66:111 ( 1 9 7 1 ) ~  101-102 identifies Surasena as a prob- 
able Maukhari, although neither the inscription nor D. 
Vajracharya alludes to this relationship. 

lowD. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 61, 62, 81 (249.256, 345- 

347) 
'lo D. Vajracharya 1g7j:inscr. 148 (548-562). 
"'Sircar 1971:r65-166; R. .Majumdar 1966:11r (1971) .  

138. 
ll2Lkvi ~ g o j : ~ ,  159; Jayaswal 1936:243. 
113 Levi 1905:1, 165. 



off the Tibetan vassalage."' T h e  story of Nepal's 
successful revolt is also recorded in the Maiiiuiri- 
mila-kalpa, an Indian text redacted between the 
eighth and tenth centuries.l15 

T h e  Tibetan records are silent about Nepal's vas- 
salage o r  its revolt against Tibet. However, they 
do contain an account of two Buddhist princesses, 
one Nepalese, the other Chinese, who were sent to 
wed Srong-brtsan-sgam-po (alternately, Song-tsen 
Gampo), the powerful king of Tibet about A.D. 627 
to 650. Under the queens' influence, so says tradi- 
tion, Srong and his people were converted to Bud- 
dhism. Known variously as Bhrukuli, Bhrikuti, 
Brbtsun, o r  Khricuna, the Nepalese princess is al- 
leged to have been the daughter of a "King Go-ci"; 
this name is generally taken to be the Tibetan ren- 
dering of Amiuvarman, "Radiant Armor.""' 
Bhrukuri is said to have carried Buddhist images 
and texts with her and to have been accompanied 
by a retinue of Nepalese nobles as far as the Kyi- 
rong pass (Map 2).li7 Although Nepalese tradition 
does not corroborate the matrimonial alliance be- 
tween a local princess and the Tibetan king, the 
marriage between a Chinese princess and Srong- 
brtsan-sgam-po ca. A.D. 641 is supported by Chinese 
sources."' A similarly contrived alliance between 
Nepal and Tibet may not be altogether impossible. 
Moreover, the strength of the tradition that these 
two princesses existed and introduced Buddhism 
into Tibet cannot be lightly set aside. Each was 
canonized as a particular manifestation of T i r i ,  
and the holy relics the princesses are said to have 

11' The date ascribed to the Nepalese revolt varies be- 
tween A.D. 703 and 705; some accounts write of an 
attack by Tibet in 703, provoked perhaps by withholding 
the annual tribute, followed by the successful Nepali 
revolt in 705 (Jayaswal 1936234-235; D. Regmi 1969: 
218-219; 1966:part I, 60, 63, 66; 1960:162; H. Jha 1970:167; 
Petech 1958:29). 

l I 5  Jayaswal 1936:zlr-214. 
"0 Apparently with equal correctness, the name G o c i  

can be translated in other ways (D. Regmi 1969:roq). The 
name Bhrkuti is one of the manifestations of the Bud- 
dhist goddess T i r i ,  but the other terms are said to mean 
"eyebrow." Tucci 1971:606 translates K'ri btsun as "the 
royal wife." 

117 Ltvi 1go5:1, 155, 156 n. 1. 

brought with them are enshrined in temples at 
Lhasa.''' 

If a marriage did take place about A.D. 641 be- 
tween a Nepali princess and the Tibetan king, then 
it is most unlikely that she was Amiuvarman's 
daughter, since he had been dead for twenty years, 
but more probably the daughter of the reigning 
king. Thus  Bhrukuti's father would have been 
Bhimi junadeva or Visnugupta or, given the in- 
exactitude of the wedding date, even Narendra- 
deva, who came to the  throne in A.D. 643. In view 
of the latter's apparent intimacy with Tibet, dis- 
cussed below, this paternity seems the most like- 
ly.12" It  is also possible that Rhrukuti was in fact 
the daughter of some minor chieftain. A Nepali 
king might have been pleased to contract a mar- 
riage alliance with the Hindu Maukharis or the 
illustrious line of Bhagadatta; for reasons of caste 
it is not likely that he would willingly have given 
a princess to a barbarian outcaste (mlcccha), as 
Srong would certainly have been viewed. Al- 
though this problem is sometimes resolved by 
tracing Srong's ancestry to the noble families of 
India,''' a solution based on this fiction will hardly 
do. T h e  time of Srong-brtsan-sgam-po marked a 
period of Tibetan militaristic expansion, which 
T'ang China-and therefore surely Nepal-re- 
garded with respect.12' Thus, it does not seem un- 
likely, however the actual event was later embroi- 
dered, 'that the Tibetan king did demand and 
receive princesses from both countries. In  any event, 
the tradition of the Nepali princess is a fact in 

ll8 Snellgrove and Richardson 1968:27, 275; Tucci 197L 
llm Snellgrove and Richardson 1968:73; Snellgrove 1957: 

145. There is also a bronze image of the Nepali princess 
enshrined in the Potala (Snellgrove and Richardson 1968: 
facing p. 89). Dated by Snellgrove and Richardson as 
possibly of the fourteenth century, the Lhasa image is 
probably considerably later, and may be closely compared 
to seventeenthcentury images of Malla queens which, with 
their royal consorts, surmount several pillars in the 
Kathmandu Valley. Tucci 1971:610-611 concludes that 
until documentation is discovered, the existence of a 
Nepali wife should be treated skeptically. 

12'JD. Regrni 1969:186 also holds this view. 
lZ1 H. Jha 1970:160. 
lZ2 Richardson 1962:28-30. 
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Tibet-in recent years it has become firmly en- 
trenched in Nepali folklore-and may be sugges- 
tive of the status of Licchavi Nepal vis-a-vis sev- 
enth-century Tibet.lZ9 

Modern Nepali scholars hold that at no time was 
Nepal under even brief domination by Tibet. In 
support of this view they turn to the evidence of 
the Licchavi inscriptions. During the period corre- 
sponding to the alleged vassalage, in the reigns of 
Amiuvarman through Narendradeva (ca. A.D. 605- 
679), no inscription-of the sixty-seven now known 
-affords the slightest hint of Tibetan vassalage, 
and the Nepali kings bear full royal titles. But this 
is not convincing. If they were vassals, one would 
hardly expect the kings themselves to announce it. 
More importantly, the lack of evidence provided 
by the inscriptions must be weighed against the 
foreign sources; they unanimously attest to Ne- 
pal's subservient political status vis-a-vis Tibet. 
There are also other Nepali records, contemporary 
and later, to be considered. The  Gopdlardja-vam- 
idvali twice affirms that Nepal was subject to 
"Bhota." In a sequence at marked variance with 
the chronology established through contemporary 
inscriptions, the chronicle lists a number of Lic- 
chavi kings and the durations of their reigns. This 
terminates with Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590-1504), im- 
mediately after which follows the terse entry, "Af- 
ter that Bhota came."'z' Further along, after a sim- 
ilar list concluding with a King Vasantadeva, who 
probably reigned in the ninth century, the chroni- 
cle again avers this dependency: "After then the 

I z 3  Because of an erroneous identification of the Bal-yul 
of the Tun-huang chronicle as Nepal, the fact that Tibetan 
kings of the eighth century spent their summers there is 
often adduced as evidence of Tibetan suzerainty over 
Nepal (Snellgrove 1957:140; Rose 1g71:rr). However, 
Bal-yul has been conclusively shown not to be Nepal 
(Tucci 1958:34-36). Other considerations aside, the patent 
improbability of a summer sojourn in Nepal is attested by 
Tibetan behavior today; for whereas Tibetans enjoy 
spending the winters in the Kathmandu Valley, the mon- 
soon summers there are avoided as a pestilence. The  
possibility of the rule of a ~ i b i t a n  king "Namoyiti" in 
Nepal (Petech 1958:29) may also be discarded, since the 
interpretation apparently depends on a faulty transcrip- 
tion of the text (D. Regmi 1g65:part I, 6667, a view in 
which scholars of the Sambodhana-mandala concur in dis- 
cussion). 

Bhota king came and ruled over Nepal. [After 
that] King hi-Rudradeva reigned 27 years. He 
reigned up to the bank of the Kumbhi [River?] 
freely."lZ5 That by or in the reign of this Rudra- 
deva, another undocumented king of the ninth cen- 
tury, the Nepalese had regained their sovereignty 
is also made explicit in the VK:  "again [Rudra- 
deva] reigned unhindered up to B h ~ t a . " ' ~ ~  These 
three entries seem to suggest one of two things: 
that there were two periods of Tibetan domina- 
tion, or one that lasted for more than two centuries 
until Rudradeva, o r  a predecessor, regained Ne- 
pal's independence. This might have occurred at 
the time of the dissolution of the Tibetan Empire, 
A.D. 842. 

Caution is enjoined respecting these later sources, 
however. At least by the time the chronicles were 
redacted, the name "Bhota" signified two quite dif- 
derent places. Bhoya, Bhot, Bhotah, Bhaurtah in 
Sanskrit and Nepali refer to Tibet (from the Ti- 
betan "Bod") ; "Bhote" is the somewhat derogatory 
Nepali referent to all northern border peoples, Ti- 
betan and Nepali. But in the Malla Period "Bhota" 
also signified the "Kingdom of Banepa," which lay 
just east of the Kathmandu Valley.lZ7 Newars still 
refer to the people of Banepa as "Bh6mi." Thus al- 
though the chronicles seem to refer to Tibet, we 
cannot discount the ~ o s s i b i l i t ~  that they actually 
mean the Banepa kingdom."' 

There is one further piece of contemporary Ne- 
pali evidence to consider in this connection. In A.D. 
695 (MS. "9 Phslguna), Sivadeva I1 instructed his 

lZ4 Fol. 21b. 
lZ5 FoIs. 22b, 23a. 
1 2 W K  ( I )  (F'etech 1958:213). On the evidence of these 

folios, Petech 1958:30 writes that Rudradeva "expelled the 
Tibetans from Nepal and made the country secure." The 
chronicle entries are less explicit, and the Tibetan domina- 
tion may have been broken by one of his predecessors. 
Actually, we d o  not know when this Rudradeva ruled, but 
it was presumably previous to A.D. 879 and the reign of 
Righavadeva, whom the chronicles place after Rudradeva 
in their chronology. 

lZ7 See Chapter 4. 
l Z 8 I n  support of his thesis that Nepal was never 

subordinate to Tibet, D. Regmi 1y55:part I, 66-68 con- 
cludes out of hand that the references to Bhota are all to 
the Banepa kingdom, an unfounded assumption, however 
possible it may be. 
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officers to take as forced labor "five porters for the 
annual trip to Bhotta." Most scholars have taken 
this to refer to the transport of tribute to Tibet, but 
others have disagreed.'" There is nothing to sug- 
gest that at that time the name Bhotta also referred 
to Banepa, then part of the Licchavi realm. In any 
case, it seems unlikely that the king would have 
sent an annual expedition there. Banepa, after all, 
is not twenty miles from Kathmandu, the place at 
which Sivadeva issued his edict. But if Bhotta did 
imply Tibet, as it seems, it is peculiar that only five 
porters would be thought sufficient to make an 
annual trip to that country either for trade or to 
bear tribute.laO At best, the inscription is very pro- 
vocative respecting Nepal's position vis-a-vis Tibet. 

Despite the absence of reliable Nepali sources, 
the general tenor of all available evidence, internal 
and external, suggests that Nepal was Tibet's de- 
pendent for a half-century or more. We know 
through a recently discovered inscription that Uda- 
yadeva, Narendradeva's father and the Licchavi 
crown prince whom Amiuvarman named in his 
later documents, was the Nepali king in A.D. 621 

(h5.s. 45 Asidha).lsl This corresponds to the date 
of the .last reference to AmBuvarman as king, and 
presumably dollowed his death by a month. How- 
ever, three years later the documents reveal Dhru- 
vadeva and Jisnugupta to be in command. These 
inscriptions seem to support the assertions of the 
T a n g  Annals that Narendradeva's father was de- 
throned by his brother. If there was a Licchavi 
usurper, he was very likely assisted by the Abhira 
Guptas, who afterward shared the throne. Accord- 
ing to the Chinese historians, Narendradeva was 
restored to his throne by the Tibetans almost a 
quarter-century later, as a consequence of which 
Nepal became at least nominally their suzerain. 
Narendradeva's son, Sivadeva 11, ruled at least 
from A.D. 694 to 705, the range of his known in- 
scriptions. In A.D. 695, if we take the evidence re- 
specting 'the annual ,trip to Bho!ta at face value and 
with reference to Tibet, the subordinate position of 

lZ9D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 139 ( 5 1 ~ - 5 1 8 ) ;  pp. 504- 
506, 517-518; 1967c:113-114 points out that since all labor 
associated with the Licchavis' foreign affairs was forced, 
the corvCe for the annual trip to Bhotta signifies nothing 
beyond the fact that there were relations between the 
two countries. 

Nepal was unchanged. Thus i t  is not impossible 
that the Tibetans did play some role in helping the 
legitimate Licchavis regain the throne of Nepal in 
the person of Narendradeva. In that case, it would 
not be surprising if Narendradeva and his son 
Sivadeva I1 maintained friendly relations with Ti- 
bet, and even sent annual presents out of grati- 
tude, if not as tribute. And we must not forget that 
Tibetan and Nepali soldiers are alleged to have 
fought side by side to avenge the insults laid upon 
the Chinese envoy Wang Hsiian-t's2 by some Indi- 
ans.13' 

Even if the chronicles' references to the Tibetan 
expulsion by Rudradeva more than a century and 
a half later were true, it would be wrong to pre- 
sume that for the entire period between the reigns 
of Narendradeva and Rudradeva, Nepal was po- 
litically dominated by Tibet. In describing his 
father as one who had conquered his numerous 
enemies, Jayadeva I1 may be telling us that his 
father, Sivadeva 11, was a sovereign monarch.lJa 
On the other hand, the political history of the pe- 
riod between Jayadeva and Rudradeva is quite un- 
clear, and considering the militant nature of the 
Tibetans at this period, it is not impossible that they 
did indeed at least raid Nepal Mandala from time 
to time. 

The equivocal political relationships between Ti- 
bet and Licchavi Nepal notwithstanding, there 
were clearly economic and cultural ties. Trade be- 
tween the two countries was of long duration, but 
was intensified through Srong's consolidation of 
the Tibetan Empire. The Bhrukuti legend aside, 
Nepal obviously exercised some influence on Tibet 
in the propagation of Buddhism. Nepal was a gate- 
way to the great monastic centers of the south, 
through which constantly passed by way of Lhasa 
Buddhist monks and teachers traveling the route 
between India and China. In the time of Srong- 
brtsan-sgam-po, however, Nepal itself seems to have 
had only a limited appeal as a source of Buddhist 
doctrine. Tibet turned to Kashmir, a prestigious 

130 There is, of course, the possibility that porters were 
also requisitioned from other communities for this annual 
trip. 

131 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 104 (398-400). 
132 See below. 
133 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 148 (548-562). 
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center of learning that then equaled Magadha as 
the Buddhist holy land. It was also to Kashmir that 
Srong sent his ministers in search of a script that 
would serve the Tibetan language.13' Moreover, in 
the two centuries following Srong's death in A.D. 

650, a period corresponding to the final centuries 
of Licchavi strength, Tibet continued to turn to 
Turkestan and China for Buddhist learning. There 
was even opposition to teachers from Nepal and 
India. At one point, when Buddhism met with re- 
verses in Tibet, the gods and religion of Nepal 
were designated as particularly reprehensible. Later, 
in a Tibetan edict of A.D. 821-822, Nepal was com- 
pared unfavorably to China.lS5 

In time, Nepalese art would profoundly affect 
that of Tibet, but it is doubtful that there was any 
appreciable impact in the Licchavi Period. Similar- 
ly, the arts of Tibet may have been the intermedi- 
ary through which a few isolated Asian art motifs 
were transmitted. One  of these was almost certainly 
the "flying ribbons" attached to the necks of the 
symbolic deer of contemporary Buddhist reliefs 
(Plate 324). 

Although China was far removed from Nepal 
Mandala and had little cultural impact on it, the 
relations of Licchavi Nepal with China are none- 
theless of some consequence. These did not com- 
mence until the mid-seventh century, when the 
activities of Srong-brtsan-sgam-po made the route 
from China to India possible by way of Lhasa and 
Nepal. But from then until the close of the Licchavi 
Period, there were cordial relations between the 
two governments, and a constant flow of Chinese 
pilgrims and diplomats passed through the Nepal 
Valley. It  was by way of Nepal that Harsavardhana 
of Kanauj had sent an emissary to the T 'ang  em- 

134 Snellgrove 1957:140-144. 
135 Snellgrove 1957:148, 150. 
13". Majumdar 1966:111 (197r), 120.121; the three 

embassies appear to have been preceded by an earlier 
Chinese embassy under Ambassador Liang-hoai-King, but 
there is no record respecting the mission's route. 

137 Although in modern literature one encounters ref- 
erences to Hsiian-tsang's visit to Nepal, the internal evi- 
dence of the pilgrim's memoirs admits little doubt that 
he himself did not go there, and his notes on Nepal were 
con~posed from hearsay (cf. Ltvi 1go5:1, 152 n. I). 

peror in A.D. 641, and three of the ensuing Chinese 
embassies to Harsa's court dollowed the same 
rou te .13The  first of the three took place as the 
celebrated pilgrim, Hsuan-tsang, began his own 
roundabout homeward journey, which did not lead 
him through the Kathmandu Valley.13' T h e  first 
attested Chinese diplomatic mission to India, via 
the Kyirong-Rasuwa Pass, traversed the Valley 
about A.D. 643 o r  645, the last in A.D. 657. In  all of 
them, first as lieutenant envoy, then as ambassador, 
was W a n g  Hsuan-t's6. Perfect diplomat and man 
of perception, the envoy's attentive eye and indus- 
trious hand left an account of Nepal Mandala for 
which there is no parallel in early Nepali history. 
Apparently compiled in China ca. A.D. 665, and the 
original subsequently lost, the envoy's memoirs are 
only preserved in brief and scattered notes in the 
Annals of the T'ang Dynasty.13' 

T h e  cordiality of the relations between Licchavi 
Nepal and China is evidenced by the somewhat bi- 
zarre events that, according to the Chinese, sur- 
rounded W a n g  Hsiian-t's6's last mission to Harsa's 
court. Arriving at  Kanauj in  A.D. 647, the Chinese 
entourage found Harsa dead and his throne 
usurped by a petty prince, who is supposed to have 
attacked them. T h e  ambassador alone escaped 
death and fled to Nepal in  search of help. Muster- 
ing a force of Tibetans and Nepalis provided by 
Srong and Narendradeva, W a n g  Hsiian-t's6 re- 
turned to India to avenge the honor of the T'ang. 
Victorious, he returned to China with considerable 
booty and the usurping prince as his prisoner.13" 

In  addition to this service to Imperial China, Na-  
rendradeva also sent his own gift-laden embassies 
directly to the emperor.140 F r o m  the Nepali side, at 
least, these gifts d o  not seem to have been meant as 
tribute, although they have been so construed by 
the Chinese. Among the illumi~lated manuscripts, 

1 3 8 T h e ~ e  exist in two redactions, the Chirr Tang-shu,  
the "Old" History, and the Hsin Tang-sRu, the "New" 
History, from which later Chinese sources also drew (Ltvi 
1905:1, 158 n. I ,  159 n. I, and 163 n. 2). The  portions of the 
Annals respecting Nepal may be most readily consulted in 
Ltvi rgoo:440-443 with commentary pp. 443-447; 1go5:1, 
157-159, 163-166; and in part in Jayaswal 1936:238-43. 

1 3 0 L 6 ~ i  19o5:1, 165.166; cf. R. Majumdar rg66:111 
( I ~ T I ) ,  124-126 on the authenticity of this event. 

140 Ltvi 1go5:1, 162, 166. 
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bronze images, intricate jewelry, and wood carvings 
that must have been included in the porters' bas- 
kets, there were almost certainly many plants. A 
number of these were not native to Nepal but rep- 
resented fancy exotics originating in other coun- 
tries, and passed on to the Chinese by way of the 
Nepalese entrep8t.14' 

Like the Chinese court, the Buddhist church also 
profited by the newly safe seventh-century route 
through Lhasa and Nepal to India. From about the 
fourth century A.D., when Chinese monks and 
scholars began to visit India directly in search of 
Buddhist texts and teachers, they traveled largely 
by sea o r  by the long overland route through Cen- 
tral Asia. They were quick to adopt the Tibet- 
Nepal route, however, and Chinese Buddhist pil- 
grims must have been frequently encountered on 
the swaying bridges and precipitous paths that led 
to India through Nepal. One  of these pilgrims was 
Hieundtch'ao who, passing through Lhasa soon af- 
ter the arrival of Srong's Chinese bride about A.D. 

641, was assisted on his way by her. Of some fame 
by the time of his return toward China about A.D. 
663, Hiuen-tch'ao was provided by the Nepali king 
with an escort as far as Tibet. Other Chinese be- 
came permanent residents of the Nepalese monas- 
teries. T w o  are known to have lived in Siva-vihira; 
another, by name Tao-fang, after visiting India 
settled in a vihira in  the Valley, where he died 
about A.D. 690. Many other returning Chinese pil- 
grims had the misfortune to die en route in the 
Nepal Valley, most probably from the malaria they 
had contracted in an ill-timed passage of the Tarai. 
By the eighth century and the close of the Licchavi 
Period, the Chinese had largely ceased to travel to 
India in search of Buddhist instruction, although 
one last mission seems to have traversed Nepal as 
late as the end of the tenth century."' T h e  cessa- 
tion of Chinese travel to India, the breakup of the 
Tibetan Empire in A.D. 842, and the years of politi- 

14' Schafer 1963: 146-14;. 
14' LPvi 1905:1, 159, 161, 166 n. I. 

The remarks in this section, and the corresponding 
sections in Chapters 3 and 4, are to be considered an intro- 
ductory essay that, where appropriate, will be enlarged 
on in the following chapters. An understanding of Lic- 
chavi culture may be amplified by consulting the bibli- 
ographic entries consecrated to Licchavi studies by D. 
Vajracharya, and particularly his voluminous commen- 

cal turmoil between China and Tibet effectively 
severed Sino-Nepalese relations. T h e  Chinese seem 
to have totally forgotten thc little mountain-ringed 
country until the fourteenth century, when the 
Ming emperors sought to resume diplomatic rela- 
tions with it. 

Lrcchavi Culture 

Licchavi inscriptions leave no doubt that the state 
was skillfully administered in accordance with rig- 
orously established law, and that society was regu- 
lated by complex institutions that not only gov- 
erned the relationship of ruler and ruled, but of 
men and gods."3 T h e  monarch was absolute. Hc 
administered the state through various offices, some 
corresponding to those familiar in contemporary 
India and others that were indigenous holdovers. 
A certain amount of autonomy was enjoyed by re- 
ligious congregations, and by lay communities 
through their local administration, the paficilis or 
paicrilit(as. Diverse taxes were levied by the state, 
and compulsory labor (vI!ti) was exacted; these 
were returned to the people in the form of irriga- 
tion systems and similar beneficial public works. 
Some taxes were used to fund national religious 
celebrations or public spectacles, such as bull fight- 
ing in the capital city. Frequently the ruler's grati- 
tude for his subjects' cooperation in state undertak- 
ings led to the remission of taxes or the granting of 
special favors and privileges to them. Land tenure 
was closely regulated, and the state concerned itself 
with the farmers' production in agriculture and 
animal husbandry. Trade was fundamental to the 
economy, and that Licchavi caravaneers plied the 
trade routes themselves is clear from inscrip 
tions."' Trade was facilitated through the use of 
metal currency, known as t(ir!apna and purina, 
as were also the coins of contemporary India. 

Insofar as possible, Licchavi society was regulated 

taries in the compendium of Licchavi inscriptions (1973). 
Other useful works devoted to the Licchavis are D. Regmi 
1969; J. Regmi 1969; and H. Jha 1970. N. Pant. D. Pant. 
and M. Pant, G. Vajracharya, M. P. Khanal, and H. R. 
Joshi, among others, have also written on certain aspects 
of Licchavi culture and together have been especially in- 
strumental in publishing i"scriptions and clarifying the 
numbers and eras used in them. 

ld4D. Vajracharya rgj3:inscrs. 10, 12 (50-54, 59-60). 
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in accordance with the norms of contemporary In- 
&a, but many of the local indigenous patterns con- 
tinued to flourish. This is evident in what appear to 
be distinctive survivals in Newar culture. Inscrip- 
tions attest that the Indian gojthi (common inter- 
est group) was a fundamental institution, that soci- 
ety was hierarchically stratified by caste, and that 
occupations were not only caste-determined but 
enforced through a special office, the bhayta'dhikd- 
rana. The cow was an object of respect, polygyny 
was the rule, divorce possible, and sati (widow 
immolation) a One inscription explains that 
all women are not good, and sets down elaborate 
rules of conduct. Other inscriptions provide 
frequent insights into daily life, and illuminate di- 
verse aspects such as food, drink, and entertain- 
ment. Even the Chinese envoy's notes are illustra- 
tive in this respect. In addition to observations on 
Nepali clothing, ornamentation, and personal hy 
giene, Wang Hsuan-t's? noted that the Nepali uten- 
sils were of copper, and that they eschewed spoons 
and chopsticks but ate, as they still prefer to, with 
their hands."' 

Although the indigenous population clung to its 
mother tongue (Kiriti, proto-Newari), Sanskrit 
was the official language of Licchavi Nepal and the 
script of Gupta India was employed in writing. 
The  simple, pure Sanskrit employed in the inscrip- 
tions testifies to the high level of literacy at the 
court and to the existence of accomplished poets 
and  panegyrist^."^ Familiarity with the rich body 
of Sanskrit literature is evident in the epigraphic 
allusions to the religious texts (jastras, Puranas) 
and to the epics. That  the Licchavis were also fa- 
miliar with the poetry of Bina, Kalidisa, and others 
is equally apparent through reference to them and 
from the obvious influence these poets exercised on 
the Licchavi literary style. Drama and music were 
also a part of Licchavi life, as evidenced by their 
inscriptions and by the comment of Wang Hsiian- 
t's? that they "enjoy drama and the blowing of 
trumpets and beating of drums." The calendrical 
reckonings required for dating their inscriptions 
testify to a mastery of this and allied arts, a matter 

145Sati was by no means compulsory, however, as 
attested by the survival of Minadeva's widowed mother, 
Rijyavati; of Anuparama's widow, the Abhiri; or of Siva. 
deva's queen, Vatsadevi. These women observed instead 
sativtuta, that is, rules of behavior believed proper for the 

Wang Hsuan-t's2 also thought worthy of record: 
"They understand rather well fortune telling and 
researches in physical philosophy. They are equally 
capable in the calendrical arts.""' In the first cen- 
turies of their rule the Licchavis employed the In- 
dian Saka Samvat, but in A.D. 575 (or less likely, 
576) they instituted their own, the Minadeva Sam- 
vat. 

The Licchavi religious climate, not unlike neigh- 
boring India of the time, encouraged the practice 
of many faiths. Foremost were Hinduism and Bud- 
dhism, but the Vedic tradition and popular cults 
also flourished. Only the Jain religion seems not to 
have prospered in Nepal. Not only were all the 
deities of the dormal Hindu-Buddhist pantheon 
worshiped, but also autochthonous mother god- 
desses and a multitude of godlings and demigods, 
many of which must have originated in local cults. 
By the fourth century at the latest, the paramount 
deity of Nepal, Siva Pagupati, was worshiped in the 
form of a symbolic linga on the sacred bank of 
the Bagmati (Plates 343, 344). At about the same 
time, another illustrious deity, Dolas'ikhara-svimin 
(Changu Niriyana) was installed in a sanctuary 
crowning the Hill of the Palanquin (Cangum) 
(Plate 410). The frequency of inscriptional refer- 
ences and the number of extant symbols and images 
of Siva and V i s ~ u  attest to the high esteem with 
which the Licchavis regarded these two principal 
Brahmanical deities. That  worship was also ren- 
dered the paramount demale deity of Hinduism, 
Durga (Bhagavati), is also attested through inscrip- 
tions and sculptures. Epigraphs and images reveal 
the presence of tantrism and the cult of a host of 
lesser Brahmanical deities, some of whom we will 
encounter later. 

By the beginning of the fifth century, the arch 
holy place of Buddhism, the stupa of Svayam- 
bhunitha-almost certainly a foundation of Vrsa- 
deva-crowned Cowtail Hill (Syengurp) (Plates 2, 

217). Gifts of successor kings, other exalted stupas 
soon followed it-Dharmadeva (Chabahil), Bodh- 
nitha, and others (Plates 215, 218). Clustering 
about the stupas, in the vihiras and domestic court- 

Hindu widow. 
Livi rgog:~, 163-164. 

14' Livi rgo5:11, 111-112; N. Pant 1973. 
1 4 9  LCvi rg05:1, 164. 
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yards, by the wayside, and at the fountains, were 
thousands of miniature stupas or caityas of stone, 
exquisitely carved (Plates 254-266, 268-271, 273-279, 
282-288). Both Theravida ( S r ~ v k a ~ i n a ,  Hinayina) 
and Mahiyina Buddhism were practiced, and by 
Ar&varman's time at least, Vajrayina (tantric) 
Buddhism. There were scores of monasteries (uihi- 
ras), many of which were royal foundations. In 
them dwelt separate communities of monks and 
nuns as affiliates of a number of different sects. 
These communities, as well as their Hindu coun- 
terparts in the mathas, enjoyed considerable auton- 
omy and played an influential role in secular affairs. 
Images of the Buddha, the Vajrayzna pentad, and 
certain favored Bodhisattvas were consecrated, as 
both epigraphs and extant images attest (Plates 
273-277, 281-283, 286, 448-452, 455-457, 464). The 
cult of the Bodhisattva Avalokitebvara, which 
would burgeon in the following centuries, was 
firmly established. The ancient indigenous deity 
Bunga-dyo, installed at Bugiyumigrima (modern 
Bungamati village), had already been assimilated 
into the Bodhisattva's cult as Buga-Lokeivara, ap- 
parently in part by King Narendradeva's influence. 
In this guise the village god (grimadcvati) would 
remain until his durther transformation centuries 
later as the yogin Matsyendranitha (Plate 593). 

As the corpus of inscriptions attest, religion in 
Licchavi Nepal was an all-pervasive influence char- 
acterized by tolerance and nonsectarianism. Vrsa- 
deva may well have been a Buddhist; his descendant 
Minadeva perhaps Vaisnava, perhaps Buddhist; 
and with the exception of the puppet rulers, Dhru- 
vadeva and Bhimijunadeva, from the time of 
A m h a r m a n  all kings, Licchavi or Abhira Gupta, 

their primary allegiance to Siva Paiu- 
pati. But whether Buddhist, Vaisnava, or  Saiva in 
name, each ruler gratified the other gods as well, 
establishing images, endowments to 
temples and monasteries, and supporting Brahman 
and bhiksu without distinction. One of the most re- 
vealing inscriptions in this respect is the hymn of 
praise composed by Buddhist monks for the 
avowed Saiva Srikalahibhimini (Ambuvar- 
man).14' Even at Vaiiili it was well known that 

14g D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 88 (368-369). 
15"eal 1969:11, 81. 
16' Ltvi 1905:1, 164; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. I (18). 

the Valley temples and monasteries stood harmoni- 
ously side by side, a marvel the pilgrim Hsiian- 
tsang's informants thought worthy of mention to 
him.lJO 

Licchavi inscriptions teem with references to 
towns and to types of structures that filled them- 
temples and shrines, stupas and monasteries, dhar- 
maiilis, fountains, votive pillars, and other archi- 
tectural features. Although most of the principal 
national shrines, the temples and stupas, can be 
traced to Licchavi foundations, for the most part 
the superstructures represent restorations. But there 
are a few extant Licchavi shrines, votive pillars, 
and a number of fountains (Plates 230, 240-242, 
245, 246, 250-253) ; the many scattered architectural 
fragments above ground attest to the splendor of 
Licchavi architecture, and permit us to reconstruct 
its history. There was more than one royal palace, 
and Kailisakuta, built by Ambuvarman, was almost 
certainly the object of Wang Hsiian-t'si's admira- 
tion. 

We know nothing with certainty of Licchavi 
wood carving or painting beyond documentary ref- 
erences that they existed. Wang Hsiian-t's:, our 
faithful reporter on Licchavi Nepal, observed that 
the wooden houses were sculptured and painted, 
and one of the earliest Licchavi inscriptions refers 
to a Buddhist shrine decorated with paintings of 
Jstaka stories.16' The Licchavis were highly skilled 
in the metallurgical arts. They minted coins of 
"red copper" and fashioned their everyday utensils 
of it,lS2 were masters of the art of repoussC work, 
bronze casting, and gilding, and must have prac- 
ticed the delicate art of the goldsmith in the mak- 
ing of jewelry and ritual objects in precious metals, 
crystal, and gems. The image of Changu Niriyana 
bears a gilt repoussC sheath given by Amiuvarman 
in A.D. 607, and there are a number of extant cast 
bronzes from the siath and seventh centuries (Plate 
448). Judging by Wang Hsiian-t'se's admiration tor 
the metal decoration employed in Narendradeva's 
palace and from other documentary evidence, the 
Licchavis also used metal as an important architec- 
tural adjun~t.'~' If examples of Licchavi jewelry or 

lS2 Beal 1969:11, 80; Ltvi rgog:~, 164. 
Is3 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 76 (317-319) ; Slusser 

1976. 
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ritual objects have survived, they have not been 
identified. But ritual vessels are frequently depicted 
in stone carvings (Plates 423, 454), and the diverse 
styles of jewelry that were worn in abundance by 
gods and kings is evident from existing sculptures 
in stone and bronze. Wang Hsiian-t's? reports that 
Narendradeva ornamented himself with pearls, 
mother-of-pearl, rock crystal, coral, and amber, 
golden earrings, jade pendants, and a belt decorated 
with golden plaques ornamented with images of 
the Buddha.'" Although the common people in 
Wang's time may have worn bits of bamboo and 
horn as ear ornaments, as he says, on occasion at 
least they wore more sophisticated jewelry. As a 
mark of royal satisfaction for special work some 
villagers had accomplished, Bhimarjunadeva and 
Visnugupta granted them permission to wear all 
kinds of ornaments, with the exception of a speci- 
fied few.15' 

T o  these diverse arts the Licchavis joined the mas- 
tery of stone carving. The earliest sculptures date 

15' Lkvi 1go5:1, 164. 
15W. Vajracharya 1g73:inscr. 117 (442-447). 

from about the third or fourth century and are 
strongly influenced by early Gupta art, in which 
there lingers much of the Kusiina idiom (Plates 
349, 350, 360, 380, 431, 545-5451> 551) works 
have much in common with developed Gupta art, 
but are unmistakably the realization oE ~ e p a l i  
hands in ateliers in Nepal Mandala (Plates 335, 338, 
347, 371, 372, 376, 386, 387). The  Licchavis created 
sculptures of their deities in the round and in high 
relief, and some of them are remarkable colossi that 
later hands were unable to emulate. Visnugupta 
alone commissioned three immense images during 
the decade of his power, ca. A.D. 633 to 643 (Plates 
65,376) .I5' Narrative reliefs were also popular, serv- 
ing both decorative and didactic purposes (Plates 
346,347, 454). The delicately carved caityas further 
attest to the excellence of the lapidary arts in Lic- 
chavi Nepal. Fortunately, the heavy stone carvings 
have been largely spared the outward migration of 
the portable bronzes and remain as familiars in 
Nepal Mandala. 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:84-124, 127-131 ; 1g7ja. 
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THE TRANSITION: 
LICCHAVI DECLINE, 

A . D .  879-1200 

T H E  SOURCES 

FOLLOWING the inscriptions of Jayadeva I1 (A.D. 713- 
733), the last Licchavi ruler of political conse- 
quence, a hush falls upon the history of the Kath- 
mandu Valley, which will not be fully lifted until 
the fourteenth century. Considering how much we 
know about the Licchavi years, it seems paradoxi- 
cal that the next centuries should be so obscure. But 
it is not unlike European history, where a well-doc- 
umented classical age is followed by the "Dark 
Ages." In both cases it is not that history stopped, 
but that the documents to reveal it are few. Be- 
tween A.D. 879 and 1200, there are fewer than a 
dozen brief stone inscriptions, no coins, and no 
foreign accounts concerned with Nepal.' T h e  his- 
tory of this period is largely pieced together drom 
nlanuscript colophons, later chronicles, and the sur- 
viving monuments. 

There are thousands of manuscripts for the pe- 
riod, the majority of which are Buddhist texts from 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Patiently copied 
in the Valley vihriras, they have been preserved 
there and in the monasteries of Tibet, in library 

According to the chronicles, King Sivadeva (ca. A.D. 
1099-1 126) had his own coinage, the jivakirika of the VK, 
the suki of the later chronicles, but if so, no examples 
have been found; VK (5 ) ;  Hasrat 1970:48; Wright 1966: 

collections in Nepal and abroad, and in private 
hands. Most of them close with a colophon in 
which the scribe identifies where the manuscript 
was copied, under whose reign, the date of com- 
pletion, and similar remarks. Brief though they are, 
colophons are the chief source for the names and 
dates of rulers. Polychrome miniatures that some- 
times embellish the manuscripts are a further 
source of cultural information (Plates 244, 494, 
594). 

O n  the basis of the chronicles, it would be haz- 
ardous to attempt an ordered political history for 
the Transitional Period, A.D. 879-1200. T h e  com- 
pilers are often uncertain of a ruler's chronology or  
the length of his reign. But they clearly remember 
his pious-and on  occasion, impious-undertak- 
ings, and so help to dispel our ignorance of the 
period. For  example, the date of King BalH j u n a -  
deva's succession may be omitted, but not an event 
of such importance as the presentation of his crown 
to the Valley's adored deity, Bugma-LokeSvara.' 
Although the early chronicles disagree about the 
duration of Bhiskaradeva's reign, they are in per- 
fect accord ,that he became blind because "he sold 

109; S. Joshi 1960:61; Petech 1958:55, 177.178. 
GopClarija-uantjriuafi, £01. z3a; the VK ( I )  writes 

durgabhaftiraki. 
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his father's crown and destroyed the golden image 
of M3neS~ari."~ Such remembered events, more- 
over, deserve serious consideration since, as has 
been amply demonstrated, they often can be sub- 
stantiated Erom other sources: 

T H E  POLITICAL MILIEU 

Western-language sources usually refer to the first 
four and a half centuries following the Licchavis 
as the Thakuri Period. The  late chronicles use the 
term "Thakuri" in relation to Ams'uvarman, his 
supposed descendants to about A.D. 1043, and two 
other lineages who ruled between the last known 
Licchavi and the first king to adopt the title malla, 
A.D. 1200.~ Modern writers have employed the 
chronicles' designation, with the implication that 
the name has a dynastic or ethnic connotation. 
There is, however, no contemporary evidence for 
the application of this name to any of these kings. 
Nor is the term used with reference to them by 
the compilers of the early chronicles. The  word 
thakuri is erroneously employed in capitalized form 
as a name of a people or a family. Derived from 
Sanskrit thakt(ura (chief, man of rank), it is only 
a title to denote superior rank. For example, begin- 
ning with the fourteenth century, the kings of the 
Malla Period regularly attached the title prabhc 
thakura (supreme lord) to their names as a sup- 
plementary honorific.' 

It appears that the custom of calling earlier kings 
"Thakuri" originated only in the late eighteenth 
century when the chroniclers, not having a more 
specific genealogy for these little-known kings, be- 
gan in retrospect to apply this honorific to them. 
From then on it came to be understood as a dynas- 
tic or  ethnic name. Scholars are aware of the anom- 
aly of using a title in this way, but almost all con- 
tinue to do so for convenience.' An exception is the 
historians of the SamSodhana-mandala, who have 

Gopilarija-uamiciuali, fol. 23b; VK (3) .  
Slusser and Vajracharya 1973. 
Petech 1958:25. 
' As."thakurini," it was apparently first used with refer- 

ence to Devaladevi, a Malla figure of considerable im- 
portance, in N.S. 457 Pausa-krsna (A.D. 1336) (Gopilarija- 
uamiciuali, £01. 49b). Thakur is also a name used in 
modern Nepal to designate either the ritually and socially 

coined the term post-Licchavi (Licchavi pachi) to 
cover not only the kings usually labeled Thakuri 
(Amiuvarman excepted), but also those of the 
Early Malla Period.' I believe neither term is suit- 
able. The  continued use of the term Thakuri per- 
petuates a false impression of the history of the 
period, implying dynastic change and a single line 
of rulers that can be identified by a family name. 
The term post-Licchavi obscures the probability 
that these kings are in part descended from the Lic- 
chavi dynasty. Until the period of the Licchavis' de- 
cline and demise is elucidated, we cannot say when 
the Licchavi Period ended. And since all Nepali 
history after Jayadeva 11, the last certified Licchavi 
king, is in effect "post-Licchavi," the term is too 
broad and imprecise. As a label that seems best to 
define and characterize the obscure years between 
what I have defined as the Licchavi Period, ca. A.D. 

300-879, and the Malla Period, beginning with the 
thirteenth century, I will use the term "Transi- 
tional Period." 

In cultural terms it would be more correct to pro- 
long the Transitional Period through the following 
century or more. For broadly speaking, whatever 
can be said about the life of Nepal Mandala in the 
period between the Licchavis and A.D. 1200 applies 
with equal validity to at least the first obscure cen- 
tury of the Malla Period. Indeed, it is only with the 
rise of Sthi'timalla from A.D. 1367 that we begin to 
discern new cultural patterns. It is in consideration 
of this trend that Sams'odhana-mandala historians 
have selected A.D. 1380 as the terminal date for the 
post-Licchavi ~e r iod .  It corresponds approximately 
to Sthitimalla's accession to the throne. I have taken 
A.D. 1200 as the dividing line, because 1380 seems 
too late, and more especially because it is awkward 
to exclude two centuries of rulers whom historians 
usually name "Malla" from a historic ~ e r i o d  by 
their name. 

The  transitional nature of the period between 
Jayadeva and A.D. 1200 is made ~articularly clear by 

supreme class of Chetris (Kshatriyas) or to differentiate a 
distinct caste ranked between Brahman and Chetri. The 
Shah dynasty and many other noble families belong to the 
Thakur caste/class. The Shahs did not employ the term 
fhakuri as an honorific, however. 

'D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  105-106; 1969:162; Petech 
1958:25. 

Abhilekha-samgraha 1963: 13. 
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the nature of the epigraphs. There is no appreciable 
rupture in number and kind between the few post- 
Jayadeva Licchavi Period documents and the few 
that initiate the Transitional Period. The former 
are written in late Licchavi script, employ the 
Minadeva era, and are brief epigraphs mostly con- 
cerned with the consecration of fountains and 
images.' Following the last of them, a palm-leaf 
manuscript tantra dated h4.s. 301 Vaiiikha (A.D. 
R77),1° there are no written records for at least the 
next thirty years. When they resume it is in the 
form of another palm-leaf tantra, now dated in the 
year 28." If, as it seems, the unspecified era is the 
Nepal Samvat, the manuscript (written in Kirtika) 
was completed in A.D. go7 and represents the first 
known document of the new era.'' In keeping with 
Licchavi documents, the tantra is composed in San- 
skrit and uses Licchavi numbers. But it employs a 
different style of writing, evolved from the previ- 
ous script, which is designated by paleographers as 
Old Newari or  Nepilikhala. The next document 
to use Old Newari script and the Nepal Samvat 
is a Buddhist text copied in NS. 40 Bhidra (A.D. 
gzo) in the reign of a King Sahkaradeva.13 After 
these two manuscripts, there is nothing for more 
than' a half-century. Then there are three more 
terse records. Of the first, a damaged iilripatra in a 
Patan fountain, almost nothing remains except the 
date. It is N.S. 100 Kirtika (AD. 979), inscribed ex- 
actly a century after the beginning of the new era." 
The other two documents are drom the reign of 
the first Gunakimadeva to rule in the Transitional 
Period, one a stone inscription dated N.S. 107 Migha 

' D. Vajracharya 1973 lists thirty-seven inscriptions after 
number 152, Jayadeva's last record. Many d o  not postdate 
it, but are simply out of chronological order (153, 155. 
159, 165, 166, 169, 183). Others are gathered at the end 
of the text because damage or some other reason precludes 
exact chronological placement. Inscription 171 appears to 
bear a Nepal Samvat date. Setting these aside, there re- 
main fewer than a dozen inscriptions that postdate Jaya- 
deva. 

lo D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 190 (599). 
l1 N. Pant 1965:4 n. I. 

12By placing a question mark after the abbreviation 
"N.s.," N. Pant 1965:4 n. I apparently entertains some 
doubts about this ascription. On the method of era con- 
versions, see Appendix I. 

l3 Abhilekha-samgraha 1963:15 n. I. 

(A.D. 987),15 the other a palm-leaf manuscript cop- 
ied in N.S. 110  (A.D. 990).1° With these three docu- 
ments begins a steady, if not copious, flow of con- 
temporary records. 

The first five records of the Transitional Peri- 
od, together with those that follow to its close, dif- 
fer from the dozen post-Jayadeva Licchavi Peri- 
od inscriptions in the era designation and type of 
script. But both era and writing appear to evolve 
directly from their predecessors.17 Them is no dif- 
ference in language, content, or purpose of the in- 
scriptions, and in neither category is there a royal 
issue. All documents arc in Sanskrit and serve the 
same religious end in the dedication of the same 
kind of fountains, of images belonging to the 
same pantheon of deities, or as colophons of manu- 
scripts that are similar in content and identical in 
appearance. 

Although we know that the kings in whose 
reigns the fountains and images were dedicated and 
the manuscripts were written were not a new dy- 
nasty named Thakuri, we do not know who they 
were or by what mandate they ruled over Nepal 
Mandala, or fragments of it. There is no hint what- 
soever, not even legendary, of any foreign intru- 
sion, nor until long afterward evidence for a new 
lineage of any kind. That some rulers were de- 
scendants of the Licchavi kings seems evident. 
Even the latter's names-Sadcaradeva, Minadeva, 
Narendradeva, Udayadeva, Jayadeva, and others 
-are perpetuated. Some rulers must have issued 
from collateral lines, have been non-Licchavi no- 
bles, srimantas, or others who, like the Abhira Gup- 

l4  Abhilekha-samgraha 1g61f. 
l5 Abhilekha-samgraha 1963~. The inscription is en- 

graved on the pedestal of a relief image of Urni-Maheivara 
in Patan, which was offered in the reign of a king 
Gunakimadeva. A carehl  reading of the damaged date, 
a chronogram, by the scholars of Samiodhana-mandala and 
by Hem Raj Shakya, cpigrapher of the Department of 
Archaeology, His Majesty's Government, establishes it to 
be almost certainly 107 rather than 307, as published by D. 
Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, inscr. 19 (g), the date usually 
followed in other sources. Petech 1%8:73-74 believed the 
inscription to be undated, but assigned it to the reign of 
Gunakimadeva 11, which would accord with the Rcgmi 
dating. 

l6 Abhilekha-samgraha 1963314. 
l7 See Appendices 1, 11 .  
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tas, engaged in the struggle kor ~ l i t i c a l  control of 
the state, or at least of their own holdings. 

Significant ~olitical documentation is lacking for 
the Transitional Period. Rut such as it is-but- 
tressed by the rather abundant cultural evidence- 
it invites us to speculate that these years mark a 
polit~cally unstable period between the Licchavi 
state and the order that Sthitimalla would reestab- 
lish in the mid-fourteenth century. We can only 
surmise that after Jayadeva 11, the central govern- 
ment, then most likely still at Kathmandu, endured 
for a time;'' but there were no strong successors, 
even though the throne was at least occupied by 
such kings as Miinadeva I11 and IV, Balirija, and 
Baladeva. These kings left no records of their own; 
their names have only survived because some pious 
donor chanced to include them in his dedicatory 
inscription. Some of the early kings of the Transi- 
tional Period, like Rudradeva or  Biili junadeva, re- 
membered by the chroniclers, may have also seated 
themselves on the Licchavi throne. Gradually, how- 
ever, under a succession of weak kings even the 
fiction of a central government must have col- 
lapsed, and the Licchavi state was carved into 
scores of petty kingdoms that subsequently charac- 
terize the political history of Nepal Mandala. By 
the twelfth century, at  least, Ka,thmandu had even 
ceased to be the seat of royalty. Political power had 
shifted to Bhaktapur, at the eastern end of the Val- 
ley, and to Banepa just beyond, two cities that 
spawned various lines contending for the throne of 
Nepal Mandala. In A.D. 1147 it fell to Anandadeva 
who, according to the chronicles, "obtained the su- 
preme kingship."'We established himself in Tri- 
pura, a new palace he built at the western end of 
Bhaktapur. O n  his death twenty years later, other 
kings from other lines took his place in Tripura, 
and Bhaktapur remained the nation's capital until 
the close of the fifteenth century. 

The  very number of rulers, frequently known by 
name alone, is itself an index to the turbulent and 
unstable political si,tuation of the transitional years. 
Only rarely was an individual able to impose his 
rule over the entire Valley and its nearby exten- 
sions. The  sources leave no doubt that there were 

lB On the capital cities, see Chapter 5. 
lWopilarija-vamiivali, fols. 24b, 25a; VK ( 6 ) ;  Petech 

I 958 :6267. 

a number of separate petty kingdoms or city-states, 
miniature holdings that were at times fragmented 
by divided authority (duairdjya, ardhardjya).'O The 
situation was further aggravated by numerous he- 
reditary lords and hilltop barons who held parcels 
of land in their own names. A t  times they cob- 
tested the royal authority, and occasionally played 
the role of kingmaker. Some may have gone so far 
as to give their allegiance to foreign kings. With 
the exception of a century of relative stability, A.D. 

1382 to 1482, this fragmentation of the Valley 
among legitimate kings and powerful lords would 
persist to the end of the Malla Period. The  struggle 
for power between kings and nobles typified much 
of Licchavi political history; it colored a century 
and a half of the Shah Period, and was resolved 
only as recently as 1951. 

The  few brief stone inscriptions of the Transi- 
tional Period tell us nothing about these shadowy 
kings. The  colophons do scarcely more, although 
occasionally the casual mention of some royal dona- 
tion gives substance to what is otherwise just a 
name. W e  must turn to the chronicles for any in- 
timacy with these kings, but even from this source 
we learn very little. There are only a few entries 
in the early chronicles that do more than relate the 
name of the king, the duration of his reign, and 
perhaps his ancestry. Moreover, while they tell us, 
for example, that Bhiskaradeva sold his father's 
crown and destroyed the golden image of a god- 
dess, we are left to wonder whether he was moti- 
vated by insanity, impiety, or  greed. In other in- 
stances also, the information is scanty. W e  learn, 
for example, that Baladeva's reign was one of peace 
and prosperity and that he founded Haripura 
(Hadigaon village), that Minadeva relinquished 
his throne and retired to a vihira, that Rudradeva 
was a Buddhist, and, in a tantalizing entry, that 
Pradyumnakimadeva (Padmadeva) "reestablished 
the custom of wearing a crown."21 But despite these 
entries, there is no king who emerges from the dy- 
nastic lists with any substance. 

A possible exception is a king or kings named 
Gunakimadeva. Even in this instance we do not 
know whether we are glimpsing one man or  a 

20 Petech 1958:32, 37, 38, 40; LPvi 19o5:11, 187.188. 
Gopilardja-ua~~liiz~ali,  fol. zjb; VK (3-4); Wright 

1966:109; VK (4). 
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composite of three widely separated rulers of the 
same name. One  of these Gunakimadevas was ap- 
parently a Licchavi ruler, known to us only from 
the chronicles and from an undated coin issue, the 
gunan&. H e  left no documents of his own, nor 
can he be securely fixed in time. Another Guna- 
kimadeva (the first of the Transitional Period) 
ruled in the tenth century. T h e  early chronicles 
record his lavish donations to P a i ~ p a t i ; ~ '  the late 
chronicles credit him (erroneously) with the found- 
ing of Kathmandu, and attribute to him numerous 
important shrines and temples and the institution 
of many damous festivals.'The third Gunakima- 
deva (Gunakzmadeva 11, the second of the Transi- 
tional Period) ruled in the twelfth century. One of 
these three kings, probably Gunakimadeva I, seems 
to have been an outstanding personality. This  is 
suggested by the ubiquitous preservation of the 
name Gunakimadeva in folklore and legend. Typi- 
cally, almost anything assigned to the remote past 
is said to have occurred in his reign. Our  misfortune 
is that there are no documents of Gunakimadeva 
like those that give such amplitude to Amiuvar- 
man. Paradoxically, the well-documented Amiu- 
varman has not survived at all in legend and folk- 
lore. 

It  is evident that a reliable chronology of rulers 
cannot be established for the Transitional Period. 
T h e  heroic attempts to do so are of necessity deli- 
cately engineered reconstructions, both subjective 
and debatable.24 Sources are insuficient and con- 
flicting, and yet they provide too many names of 
persons who were referred to as kings. Institutions 
of divided rule aggravate the problem, since often 
it is not clear whether certain kings ruled at the 
same time or  in sequence. Another complication is 
that apparently the throne did not pass from father 
to son, as in the Licchavi Period, but alternated be- 
tween parallel royal families (a pattern that persisted 
into the early years of the Malla Period).26 Nonethe- 
less some effort must be made to marshal the bewil- 
dering number of  people who were styled "kings." 
T o  that end I have prepared a chronological list of 

22 Gopilarija-uamiiuali, £01. 23b. 
23 Wright 1%5:103-105; Hasrat rgp:46-47; Lamshal 

1966:~~-24 .  
2 4 A m ~ n g  the most important are that of Ltvi 1go5:11, 

172-209; Petech 1958:25-77, genealogical table A, facing 

those for whom incontcstablc contemporary records 
are available (Appendix 111, Table 2). The  names 
of a few kings for whom such documentation is 
lacking, but whose chronological position is rela- 
tively certain, are included but distinguished by 
brackets. For  the later kings, where we are on 
firmer ground, the ascertained dates are expanded 
with the help of the chronicles to provide, for con- 
venience, the years of their probable reigns. Other- 
wise, conflicting evidence is excluded; I have made 
no reconstruction of parallel kingdoms or  periods 
of divided rule. For  guesses in this domain, the 
sources that deal with dynastic history may be 
consulted. 

F O R E I G N  RELATIONS : 
T I B E T  A N D  I N D I A  

T h e  unstable political conditions of the Transi- 
tonal Period must have made the Valley vulnerable 
to foreign incursions. But of this we know very 
little. T h e  political role of Tibet vis-i-vis Nepal is 
by no means clear. If the Bho!a of the chronicles 
refers to Tibet and not the Banepa kingdom, as dis- 
cussed in the preceding chapter, it suggests that 
even into the ninth century Tibet exercised some 
control over Nepal as the outcome of its assistance 
to Narendradeva. But whatever the Nepal-Tibet 
political relations were, there is no doubt that the 
traditional trade routes between the two countries 
continued to be heavily traveled. Musk, salt, wool, 
yak tails, and other Tibetan commodities almost 
certainly were exchanged against the produce from 
Valley farms and the output of the ateliers, as well 
as for trade goods gathered into this highland en- 
uepat from farther afield. Tha t  the turbulent politi- 
cal conditions of the Transitional Period at  times 
hindered trade in any direction is suggested by the 
excuse of the eleventh~entury Buddhist teacher, 
Atiia, who blamed the blocked roads of feuding 
Nepal for his failure to leave Tibet and rejoin 
Vikramaiila University at  the promised time.26 

p. 224; D. Regrni 1965:part I ,  51-199, particularly the table 
of comparative genealogies and ascertained dates, pp. 198- 
'99. 

25 Petech 1958:25, 49, 54, and pun'm. 
26 Snellgrove 1957:196. 
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From the ninth century on, Buddhism suffered a 
period of neglect in Tibet (the reign of Ral-pa-can, 
A.D. 815-838, excepted) but began to recover toward 
the end of the tenth century. Turning from the 
traditional doctrinal source adjacent to Tibet's west- 
ern borders, the Buddhists of central Tibet (the 
Lhasa region) began to look southward,27 and un- 
til the twelfth century the Tibetans sought teach- 
ers, texts, and cult objects in this direction. Not only 
did the Tibetans study in the great monasteries of 
northern India, whence Indians went to teach in 
Tibet, but Tibetans also came to study in the mon- 
asteries of Nepal. If, as seems possible, the legend 
cycle of Khotan was transferred to Nepal, i,t was 
probably by the Tibetan intermediary during this 
time." In any event, there was a period of some 
two centuries of intimate contact between Tibe,tans 
and Nepalese through a common interest in Bud- 
dhism. 

It has been suggested that three Indian kingdoms 
played a role in the politics of Nepal Mandala dur- 
ing ,the years under discussion. One of these is the 
Pila dynasty, which occupied what is now modern 
Bengal and part of Bihar from the mid-eighth into 
the early twelfth century. LCvi first speculated on 
some sort of Pila hegemony." More recently Pe- 
tech has discussed the evidence for it, postulating 
two separate occasions of influence. According to 
Petech, one of these was about A.D. 800, the other 
in the eleventh century, when one of the hilltop 
lords whom he believed to dwell at Dhulikhel, east 
of the Kathmandu Valley, appears to have ac- 
cepted, or  placed himself voluntarily under the 
suzerainty of a Pala king." Regmi vigorously op- 
poses this view.31 But in ei,ther case, the assumption 
of such influenm rests on weak evidence upon 
which it would be daring to plead a case and 
against which it would be tedious and irrelevant 
to pursue the arguments.32 That there were inti- 

27 Snellgrove and Richardson 1968:94, I I 1-1 13. 
Z u  Brough 1948. 
z9 Livi 1go5:11, 188-189. 
30 Petech 1958:30, 53-54. The identification of Dhavala- 

srota, the place named in the colophon, as Dhulikhel is 
now disputed (M. Pant and Sharma 1 ~ 7 : 2 2 - 2 4 ) .  

D. Regrni 1965:part I, 144-149. 
32 D. Regrni rg65:part I, 87-105, 144-149. 

mate cultural ,ties between the Pilas and Nepal is  
not in doubt. This is expressed chiefly in religious 
developments and practices. But, contrary to widely 
accepted opinion, Pila influence on Nepalese art 
was minimal. 

The  second Indian kingdom that was, in theory, 
involved in Nepalese politics was that of the Cilu- 
kyas of Kalyini in the Deccan, who frequently 
claimed Nepal among their vassal states from -the 
eleventh to the early thirteenth century." In Nepali 
documents ,there is no evidence for Cilukyan polit- 
ical domination. Significantly, the chronicles writ- 
ten soon after the period of claimed vassalage arr 
silent about it. But the fact remains that there are 
certain ties with the Calukyas ,that have yet to be 
explained. No matter how unlikely contact be- 
tween the two geographically distant areas may 
seem, some familiarity with the Calukyas was pos- 
sible through the numerous mercenaries who for 
more than three centuries served ,the nearby Pala 
 ruler^.^' Moreover, it does not seem mere coinci- 
dence that exactly during the period of suzerainty 
claimed by the Calukyas, when several of the Ci-  
lukyan kings were named Sorneivara, suddenly, 
about A.D. 1178-1 183, one of the Nepali kings should 
also have this exotic name." The influence of South 
Ind,ian Brahmans at Nepalese shrines may also 
have had its inception at this 

A third Indian state, Mithilii (alternately known 
as Videha, Tirabhukti, and Tirhut) on the nearby 
southern plains, unquestionably exercised a distinct 
political and cultural influence in 'the Nepal Valley. 
In A.D. 1097, Nanyadeva, a chief from the Karnita- 
ka country (the western part of southern India), 
proclaimed himself king of Mithilii and established 
a new capital at Simarimapura, referred to in Ne- 
pali sources as Simraongarh (Map I ) . ~ ~  H e  immedi- 
ately raided the Valley and thereafter, until A.D. 1311, 
destructive Maithili raids were frequent. But neither 
the initial raid of Ninyadeva nor more than two 
centuries of repeated attacks by his descendants led 

33L6vi 1905:11, 203205; D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  

189-191; Petech 1958:70. 
34 Sircar 1960:211-21~. 
35 D. Regrni 1g65:part I ,  186-188; Petech 1958:51-52 and 

n. I ,  70.71. 
Petech 1958:70. 

37 Petech 1958:52. On the history of Mithili, see below. 
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to the establishment of Maithili rule in the Valley, 
as is commonly but incorrectly thought." T h e  Mai- 
thili came as destructive and rapacious raiders who, 
despite their Hindu  faith, did not spare even the 
temples from looting and burning. T h e  winter raid 
of A.D. 1311, for example, included the destruction 
of temples in the palace square in the heart of 
Patan." 

T h e  raids of the Qoya, as the Tirhut i i  o r  Mai- 
thili are frequently called in the chronicles, are 
revealing about these politically unstable years. For  
so anarchic had conditions become that frequently 
the contentious Nepalese nobles themselves 
summoned the foreign raiders as partners against 
their fellow adversaries." Nevertheless, the Valley 
still preserved suficient unity to contain the Mai- 
thili to brief raids that did not lead to sustained 
rule. As I will discuss in the next chapter, the cul- 
tural influence of Mithili, besides the negative one 
of destruction, came largely with the extinction of 
Ninyadeva's dynasty by the Muslims in A.D. 1324- 
'325- 

T H E  C U L T U R A L  MILIEU 

In these obscure centuries, as the throne is divided 
and shuttles between legitimate claimants, as "little 
kings, from within and without, invade, pillage, 
and kill each other,"" we seek to understand Ne- 
pal Mandala on  other levels. H o w  many of the for- 
mal patterns of Licchavi culture may have contin- 
ued into the Transitional Period, and for exactly 
how long they survived, we are not able to say. 
Tha t  some endured even in the Malla Period and 

38 R. Majumdar 1966:~ (1971)~ 48; refuted by Petech 
1g58:51-53, 92, and others as discussed in Chapter 4. 

38 D. Vajracharya 1965:26. 
I0 lbid. 
41 Ltvi 1g05:11, 193. 
'2D. Vajracharya 1967a:z 
4 3  Copilarija-w~iiwali, fol. 61a; D. Regmi rg66:part 

3, app. A, inscr. 27 (18-19). 
'4 D. Vajracharya 1g67:12-16. 
45 Petech 1958:175; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 72 (301- 

308). Like the Licchavi term gosfhi and paticifi, some of 
these words also became transformed as they drifted into 
corrupt Sanskrit and finally Newari. For example, in a 
passage of the Copilarija-uamjdvali, fol. 37b, pratihira be- 

beyond is certain. T h e  Licchavi institution of the 
golfhi is documented in the Transitional Period," 
and as the grithi becomes a characteristic institu- 
tion of the Malla Period and of modern Nepal. T h e  
existence of the Licchavi office and administrative 
division, the poijcrili o r  poi jcol i~i ,  in the Transi- 
tional Period can be surmised by its existence in 
the fourteenth ~ e n t u r y . ' ~  Further modified to poij- 
co, poAcosomuccoyo, and finally poijciyoto, the name 
and institution continue into modern times." T h e  
continued use into the Transitional and Early Malla 
Period of a number of familiar Licchavi titles, of- 
fices, and administrative terms-simonto, mohisi- 
monto, prorihiro, mohdprotihdro, cimorodhiro, 
uirtto, for examplegb-provides evidence of the sur- 
vival of at least some aspects of their administrative 
system. Enduring concepts of Licchavi land tenure 
may be surmised by the continued use of the Lic- 
chavi designation for landowner, rdosuimi, later 
modified to to lop~t i . '~  Some survival of the Lic- 
chavi system of weights and measures is reflected 
in the continued use of the name of their grain 
measure, the mini,  mini@, which at  length be- 
came the mino  measure of modern Nepal." Tha t  
Licchavi coins continued to circulate, or that the 
name of their units persisted, also seems apparent. 
T h e  name of the coin i i u o t i n ~ o ,  said to have been 
issued by King Sivadeva in the twelfth century is 
paralleled in the names of Licchavi coins, the mi -  
ndnto  and g u n i n t o ,  issued by Minadeva and 
Gunakimadeva." T h e  Licchavi t i rs ipono,  or the 
name of its weight, torso, seems to have survived 
into the fourteenth cen tury . 'Wi th  the Licchavi 
decline many other cultural patterns, deprived of a 
strong central authority, doubtlessly became atten- 

comes patihara, and cdmaradhira becomes cdmragiha. The 
title virtta so familiar to Licchavi inscriptions (D. Vajra- 
charya 1973:inscrs. 44, 50, 58, 60, 65, 67, 93, etc.) emerges 
four centuries later in a manuscript dated N.S. 40 (A.D. 

920) (Abhilckha-samgraha rg63:15; Petech 1958:43). 
'"D. Vajracharya rg66a:r 1-13. 
47  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 2, I I ,  12, 39; Abhilckha- 

ramgraha 1963a; D. Regmi 1g66:part 3, app. A, inscr. 3 

(2-3). 
48 A king for whom no documents have been found, 

although he is known to the chronicles. Hc may have 
ruled between Minadeva I1 and Sivadeva I (D. Regmi 

1969: '54-155). 
48 Petech 1958:177-178. 
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uated and at last withered and ceased to function 
altogether. But the overall socio-religious and eco- 
nomic life of the fields, villages, and towns certainly 
must have continued in the same rhythms as be- 
fore. Merely because institutions are not recorded 
does not mean they had vanished. The vigorous re- 
appearance of the pazcili in Malla documents after 
centuries of silence is convincing evidence of rhe 
continued function of this institution throughout 
the meagerly documented centuries of the Transi- 
tional Period. This must have been equally true of 
less formal patterns. Support for this assumption is 
also afforded by documentary clues. For example, 
some of the same rites and holy days recorded in 
Licchavi Nepal appear in Malla records, or  may be 
discerned in modern Nepal. The  Licchavi king 
Narendradeva lists Haribodhini-ekadas'i, a Visnu 
celebration, as a day of special observance, and so 
it remains as one of the most important sacred days 
of modern Nepal.5o Similarly, another of Naren- 
dradeva's inscriptions mentions a method of wor- 
ship known as varsavardhana, it occurs again in an 
inscription of the Malla king Ranajit of Bhaktapur 
in N.S. 854 Jyestha (A.D. 1734), and endures in mod- 
ern practice as the busidhanu p ~ i j i . ~ ~  

The same sites, villages, towns, and special places 
within them continued to be occupied in the transi- 
tional years as before. Some old villages, deprived 
of state-supervised irrigation systems and other sus- 
taining works, fell into decay, and certainly some 
new settlements developed. But more numerous 
were the places that, with but slight alteration, or  
none, in their names, continued to be inhabited as 
before. The same temples and monasteries contin- 
ued in use, and the same gods venerated within 
them. Sparse though the records of the Transitional 
Period may be, there are numerous references to 
the well-known gods of Licchavi Nepal, the gifts 
made in their names, repairs to their sacred dwell- 
ings, and similar religious concerns. Occasionally, 
in company with the villages that had clustered 
around his shrine, a Licchavi deity fell into oblivi- 
on. Hut the fortunate were resurrected and recon- 
secrated by later hands. Such, for example, was the 
history of the Visnu-Lying-on-the-waters commis- 
sioned by V i s n u g ~ p t a . ~ ~  

Although Vajrayiina Buddhism was known to 

D.  Vajracllarya 1973:inscr. 129 (465.489). 
"D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 128 (481-484); Abhilekha- 

Licchavi Nepal, its full flowering was in the Transi- 
tional Period. Conservative monastic life based on 
strict discipline and celibacy ceded to J quite dif- 
ferent philosophy unbound by orthodox conven- 
tions. The hardwon mastery of occult tantras, yoga, 
and similar arts of mind and body, enabled skilkd 
practitioners, the yogins and siddhas, to control 
their environment and with it the gods themselves. 
They discarded celibacy, in keeping with the bur- 
geoning emphasis on the elemental force of the fe- 
male principle. But even the Great Perfected Ones 
(mahisiddhas) usually remained attached to a 
monastic center, foremost of which were Niilanda, 
Vikramaiila, Bodhgaya, and Odantapuri in the 
Pila domain. The  practice of Vajrayiina was not 
confined to these famous centers, however, but 
flourished in a host of lesser establishments in In- 
dia, Nepal Mandala, and from the end of the tenth 
century, in Tibet. 

In the Kathmandu Valley, with the decline and 
dissolution of the Licchavi state, it is probable that 
the secular powers of the Buddhist samghas dimin- 
ished. But the scores of existing vihiras continued 
to thrive, many more were added to them, and to- 
gether they formed a strong cultural force. It is 
likely that Patan, perhaps in emulation of the great 
Indian centers, became a sort of Buddhist university 
town, host in its warren of vihiras to Nepali and 
Indian masters and their many disciples. The  his- 
torical records are explicit about the busy traffic be- 
tween the Indian and Nepalese vihiras, and at 
length with 'the goripas of Tibet. Nepalis were 
counted among the brilliant teachers of the Bud- 
dhist university centers of India, and Nepali princes 
and priests journeyed thither to learn. Tibetans came 
to Nepal to study Sanskrit and doctrine, to seek 
texts and cult objects, and, incidentally, to acclima- 
tize ,themselves before descending to the torrid 
plains. Numerous also were the famous yogins and 
siddhas who traveled through or sojourned within 
the Valley. Among them were almost certainly 
Matsyendra and his disciple Goraksaniitha, of 
whom we shall hear again. With the Muslim de- 
struction of the Indian Ruddhist centers at the 
close of the twelfth century, the Kathmandu Val- 
ley became one of rhe ~rincipal  centers of refuge 
for the Buddhist survivors. 

samgraha 196zh:w 
5 2 S l u ~ ~ e r  and Vajracharya 1973:87 n. 54. 
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Into the Nepalese vihiras and the domestic chap- 
els of the laity were increasingly introduced new 
tantric divinities. Their manifold powers were out- 
wardly expressed in a multiplicity of heads, limbs, 
and symbols, and their ardent embrace symboli- 
cally demonstrated abstract concepts of Vajrayina 
Buddhism. In the vihiras the new gods did not 
displace the older Buddhas and Bodhisattvas from 
the principal sanctuaries, but were installed in near- 
by subsidiary chapels. T h e  proliferation of new 
deities and new methods of worshiping them not- 
withstanding, the immensely popular cult of the 
Bodhisattva Avalokitejvara grew, as did the cult 
of the stupa. Svayambhu continued to be the para- 
mount Buddhist shrine, as it would in all time. 
Like other stupas, it was successively enlarged and 
embellished, and to accord with changes in doctrine 
was architecturally modified from time to time. 

T h e  new religious currents as expressed in Vajra- 
yina were by no means confined to Buddhism. 
T h e  transitional years also witnessed the emer- 
gence in India and Nepal of Hindu  cults that were 
similar in content and practice to Vajrayiina. In  
Nepal the intense Buddhist activity during the 
Transitional Period, when there was even an oc- 
casional Buddhist king, caused the Tibetans to 
view it as a Buddhist country. But this belied the 
actual religious climate in which then, as in all 
times, the two faiths comfortably coexisted. T h a t  
the Brahmanical gods had lost none of their luster 
is evident not only in the number of extant Brah- 
manical manuscripts and images of this time, but 
by the continuing cult offered such luminaries as 
Pas'upati, Changu Nir iyana,  and the host of lesser 
Hindu  divinities. I t  is almost certain that many 
Nepalis, Buddhist in name, trod without embar- 
rassment the traditional paths to Paiupati's vener- 
able sanctuary on the Bagmati, and to Visau's on 
Changu hill. Buddhist o r  Hindu,  all almost cer- 
tainly worshiped Bunga-dyo, the  ancient and ven- 
erable rain god of Bungamati village. Identified by 
then as the Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara (Lokei- 
vara), the composite deity could also be worshiped 
in the guise of the other Lokeivara, Siva, Lord of 
the World. 

Even in the Kathmandu Valley, however, where 
the congenial relations among diverse divinities is 

53 Wright 1966:7942; Hasrat 19p38-40, 45, 47; Lam- 
shal 1966:18. 

legendary, i t  seems apparent that all was not har- 
monious among their adhercnts. The  echo of Hin-  
d u  reform preached by the renowned ninth-century 
Indian theologian, Sahkara, unquestionably revcr- 
berated in the Himalayas. Although it is doubtful 
that he actually came to Nepal, as legend affirms, 
Sankara's name and the expanding circle of his 
ideas made a lasting impression there. As Sahkari- 
cirya, the great reformer's name appears frequently 
in the chronicles, and he is a familiar figure in the 
Valley's legend and folklore." His burning of Bud- 
dhist books and similar acts in the name of Siva 
are frequently depicted in later paintings, and Sah- 
kara's name attaches to many a Valley locale where 
he is claimed to have personally contested Bud- 
dhism. Legends imply that thesc were bloodless 
confrontations in which the principals, Brahman 
reformer and Buddhist Master of the Thunderbolt 
(vajradrya), each pitted his magic powers against 
the other. Tha t  these differences of opinion be- 
tween adherents may at  times have taken the form 
of violent conflict is also suggested by legend and 
tradition. There are a number of places where 
champions of the opposing causes--by then in real- 
ity one by their common embrace of tantrism-are 
said t o  have perished by the scores. By the twelfth 
century the zealous Hindu  orthodoxy of the Senas, 
inheritors of the P i la  domain and firmly opposed to 
Buddhism, may have been reflected in the religious 
climate of the Kathmandu Valley. It  is approxi- 
mately from this time that Buddhism began a de- 
cline that accelerated with each passing decade. 

T h e  thousands of manuscript copies of Buddhist 
religious texts that poured from the viharas, and to 
a lesser extent from the Hindu mathas and private 
homes of the Brahmans, attest to the literary cli- 
mate of the transitional years in Nepal Mandala. 
Most of the manuscripts appear t o  be texts redacted 
in India. N o  thorough study has yet been made of 
the Nepali contribution to religious literature, how- 
ever, and there is some evidence of original work.'' 
T h e  manuscripts copied and  reserved in Nepal 
are important keys to reconstructing texts that are 
lost in India, and immeasurably enrich Indological 
studies. 

T h e  manuscripts were composed of stacked strips 
of palm leaves or, less commonly, oE thick home- 

s4 Copdarija-vamiiuOli, fol. 25a. 
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made papers in the same format. Paper was often 
dyed blue-black for the receipt of texts written in 
gold and s~lver (Plates 60, 61). The  composition of 
the dyes is said to make the paper resistant to 
termite attack, and may be a factor accounting for 
the preservation of many texts that would other- 
wise not have survived the ravages of time. The  
texts were written in a variety of ornate scripts 
that remained popular into the fourteenth century. 
They were developed by the copyists from the cur- 
sive script used by the later Licchavis. Sanskrit re- 
mained the literary and sacred language. Although 
the Nepalese were well clualified to teach the quest- 
ing Tibetans, the luster of Licchavi Sanskrit had 
begun to dim. Toward the end of the period, in 
A.D. I 173, the indigenous language, Newari, first 
appeared in written form; but it was a language 
that would long be confined to epigraphic use. 
From the eleventh century on, many of the manu- 
scripts were embellished with miniature paintings 
of deities and sacred places (Plates 244, 494, 594). 
These do not always illustrate the text, but won- 
derfully ornament it. Wooden manuscript covers, 
placed at the top and bottom of the stacked leaves, 
are also frequently painted inside and out, carved, 
or  sheathed in gilt metal repoussi. Less well known 
than Buddhist manuscripts, the illuminated Brah- 
manical texrts are very important, not only to the 
history of painting, but because they are the only 
surviving illustrated Brahmanical manuscripts 
from the Indian subcontinent. 

The  abrupt appearance of superb and sophisti- 
cated painted temple banners (patas, paubhis) in 
the fourteenth century suggest that they are the 
lineal descendants of others that have not survived. 
Stylistically, both the banners and the miniature 
manuscript paintings are rooted in the Gupta tra- 
dition, which Pila painting also shared. The  Ne- 
pali style appears to continue the Buddhist tradi- 
tion, especially as rnaniiested in the murals in the 
distant caves of Ajanta, India. 

Despite the anarchic pditical milieu, the bronze 
casters and goldsmiths seem to have gone about 
their work in the f o ~ r ~ d r i e s  and shops. Many of 
them were Buddhist monks working in the uihi- 
ras. Their skill was no less than, and perhaps sur- 
passed, their predecessors'. There is a treasure of 
surviving works from the Transitional Period, cast 

5 5  Foucher rgoo:18; Petech 1958:36. 

and repoussC, and some dated. T o  judge by their 
quantity, bronzes and ritual objects must have left 
the ateliers in a never-ending stream. The  arrival 
of so many new deities of endless and complicated 
forms, together with the demand for them as cult 
objects, must have stimulated the metallurgist's 
skills and accelerated his production. In addition to 
the local market, from the tenth century on there 
was also an insatiable demand for cult objects in 
Tibet. How familiar the Nepalese artisans were 
with the ateliers of the Indian monastic centers we 
do not know. The  portability of bronzes suggests 
that they were often included in the baskets and 
bundles carried both ways across the mountain 
paths, and that therefore artisans of neither region 
worked in isolation. In any event, they were rooted 
in the same Gupta tradition. But, as in the paint- 
ings, the styles of the two areas are distinct. 

Inexplicably, considering the distinguished work 
in other arts, the stone sculptures of the Transi- 
tional Period evidence the beginnl~lg of decline of 
one of the outstanding arts of Licchavi Nepal. The 
traditional Gupta emphasis on volume begins to 
cede to a linear idiom, and the chisels are far less 
assured. But the carvings are clearly Nepalese, and 
have little discernible relation with the sculptures 
created for the Palas and Senas to the south. 

Hand in hand with painting and sculptures in 
bronze and stone went the companion art of archi- 
tecture. Despite a continuing use and veneration of 
older buildings, the architectural crafts were by no 
means static. Even the most sacred shrines, such as 
Pahpat i  or  Changu Niriyana, were regularly al- 
lowed to suffer decay, and as regularly had to be 
restored. They were also frequently destroyed by 
fire, earthquake, or foreign mercenary, and had to 
be erected anew. All through the transitional years 
the colophons and chronicles record the building 
of new palaces, monasteries, temples, and water 
sources. Some buildings were of such beauty as to 
elicit special praise from the normally terse scribes. 
One monk, for example, writing in A.D. 1015, de- 
scribed a certain Hlim-vihira as "the greatest or- 
nament of At least one of these new build- 
ings still stands, the Wooden Pavilion, Kastha- 
m a n d a ~ a ,  once a free lodging for holy men in the 
old central square of Kathmandu (Plates 85,204).~' 

The  art of wood carving, unquestionably rooted 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:180-212. 
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in the art of Licchavi Nepal, was an important cor- 
ollary of architecture in the Transitional Period. 
The chroniclers of the Gopilarcija-uamiciuali par- 
ticularly recalled that the great Yodyam temple 
built by King Sorneivaradeva was "decorated most 
beautifully with wood."" Little of this art has been 
thought to have survived. But many of the superb 

Fol. 25b  This is an unpublished reading by G.  Vajra- 
charya. Petech 1958:71 reads the passage "a most beautiful 

carvings on temple and v ikra ,  heretofore conceived 
as Malla works, may prove to be far more ancient 
survivals. The resplendent wood carvings that can 
be dated to the thirteenth century on documentary 
evidence, no less than other Nepalese arts, did not 
suddenly come into being, but originated in a long 
anterior tradition. 

wooden structure on the great temple of Yogha." 



C H A P T E R  4 

THE MALLAS AND SHAHS: 

FROM MULTISTATES TO HINDU KINGDOM, 
A.D. 1200 TO THE PRESENT 

T H E  SOURCES 

THE HISTORY of the Early Malla Period, A.D. 1200 to 
1382, depends on records scarcely more abundant 
than those of the Transitional Period. Thereafter, 
the records become increasingly copious. From the 
closing years of the fourteenth century on, there 
are many inscriptions on stone, copper, gilt copper, 
and wood. Manuscripts are numerous, and the 
chronicles now keep pace with contemporary 
events. The  palm-leaf land grant records (rdla- 
patra), in use since at least the thirteenth century, 
become common enough to provide an important 
historical source Erom the sixteenth century on.' 
Coinage is also available from this period and after- 
w a r d ~ . ~  In the seventeenth century, the daily jour- 
nals (thyrisaphu) become a major historical source; 
at this time letters3 and other new archival mate- 
rials become a~a i l ab l e .~  Foreign records are increas- 
ingly important for the whole period. So, too, is the 
staggering legacy of monuments for more than half 
a millennium. 

ID.  Regrni 1966:part 3, app. v, 130; Rajvarnshi 1967. 
= T h e r e  was a single coin struck in the reign of Anan- 

tamalla, the late thirteenth to early fourteenth century 
(Petech 1958:loj-104). See also S. Joshi 1960:62-65. 

T h e  letters written by Pratiparnalla to the Sena rulers 

T H E  MALLA PERIOD, 
A.D. 1200 TO 1769 

The Name "Malla" 

The  period of Nepalese history between A.D. 1200 

and 1769 is usually referred to by the name Malla. 
This name has been widely understood to refer to 
a new dynasty, probably outsiders, who acceded to 
power in the Kathmandu Valley after the demise 
of the Thakuri. But we cannot establish any prob- 
able external source for a people, or a dynasty, by 
this name. As applied in medieval Nepal, malla, 
like thakziri, was a title of honor. 

There was a confederation called Malla in north- 
ern India in the time of the Buddha. But in view 
of the antiquity of these Mallas, they can hardly be 
connected with the rulers of this period of Nepalese 
history. In the fifth century A.D., King Minadeva I 
campaigned against Mallapuri, a place or people 
probably located in western Nepal beyond the Kali 
Gandaki River .The  Mallapuri appear to have been 

of western Nepal are the earliest so far known (Parajuli 
1970; M. P. Khanal 1971:28-32). 

*D. Vajracharya and Nepal 1957; Tewari, et al. 1964. 
9. Vajracharya 1973:25-27. See Chapter 2. 
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feudatories who, profiting by King Dharmadeva's 
sudden death, attempted to break away from Lic- 
chavi rule. But the young Minadeva reafirmed 
Licchavi sovereignty by force of arms. Because of 
this struggle, Sylvain LCvi was led to speculate that 
it was these Mallas, after centuries of continuing 
dispute with the Licchavis, who had at last gained 
mastery of the Kathmandu Valley.' LCvi and oth- 
ers after him assumed that, rather than a n  easily 
intimidated feudatory, the= Mallas were a constant 
threat to the Licchavis, who consequently assessed a 
special tax, the mal la~ara ,  either as a tribute to 
them or for defense against them.' This  tax (kara), 
frequently mentioned in Licchavi inscriptions,8 has 
now been shown not to have been a special tax, 
but a routine farm levy, like that assessed against 
the production of pigs, chickens, and fish. T h e  mal- 
lakara was almost certainly a tax on the most im- 
portant domestic animal, the water buffalo. In 
some Newari dialects even today the water buffalo 
is known as malleme.8 

"Malla" was also the title borne by the rulers of 
the small Khasa kingdom comprising parts of 
western Nepal and adjacent Tibet from the elev- 
enth to the last half of the fourteenth century.1° 
Their  relation to the M a l l a ~ u r i  is both unknown 
and doubtful. Between A.D. 1287 and 1328, the Kha- 
sa came infrequently to the Kathmandu Valley as 
raiders, and sometimes as pilgrims. But their visits 
began almost a century after the use of the title 
malla had become current in the Valley, and we 
cannot look to them as the source of a new dynasty 
named Malla. 

There are no records of wars o r  conquest of Ne- 
pal Mandala by any people at the beginning of the 
thirteenth century. N o r  is there any evident rup- 
ture in the cultural continuum such as would at- 
tend a permanent foreign intrusion. In January A.D. 

1200 (N.s. 320 Migha)  we have the last document 
of the Transitional Period king, Vija~akimadeva,  

O Lfvi 1905:11, ax 1-212. 
' Ltvi 1go5:11, 212. 

D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 54,67, 83, I I I,  I 15. 
gD .  Vajracharya 1973:221-223; inscrs. 71,  83 (290-300, 

351-3531. 
l o  Tucci 1956:106, 108. 
l1 D. Regrni 1g65:part I, 195-196, 207. 
l 2  See Appendix 111, Table 3. 

and in October of the same year (t is. 321 K3rtika), 
the first of a new king, Arirnalla." Subsequently, 
until the axcndancy of Sthitimalla around A.D. 

1382, there appear ten more kings, hall of whom 
employ the suffix -malls, while half retain the char- 
acteristic earlier suffix deva.12 Thereafter, from the 
time of Sthitimalla to the Gorkhali conquest, mdla  
forms a part of the kings' names as regularly as 
deva had before A.D. 1200. It seems evident that 
rather than foreign intervention or the installation 
of a new dynasty in the year 1200, the descendants 
of previous rulers simply chose to add the hon- 
orific suffix -malla to their names. This  was also 
apparently the case with the Khasas of western 
Nepal, the "Western Mallas." 

Like the title ~ h a k u r i  o r  the s u f i  -deva. that of 
-malla by itself is normally not an ethnic o r  dynas- 
tic name." In Sanskrit the word ma110 means, 
among other things, "wrestler," "athlete," o r  "vic- 
tor." It is not uncommon among Indian kings to 
have adopted the title to assert their physical prow- 
ess or to commemorate a victory. T h e  first to use it 
seems to have been the Pallava king, Narasimha, 
in the seventh century A.D., who adopted the titles 
mahimalla and arnitramall~. '~ Other Pallava kings 
followed suit. T h e  Cilukyas of Badami, their arch 
enemies, celebrated their victories over the Pallavas 
by appropriating their titles. In  the eighth century, 
the custom of using the malla title was adopted by 
the Cilukyas of Gujarat." T h e  later Cilukyas of 
Kalyini revived the usage when Tailapa, the found- 
e r  of the dynasty in A.D. 973, took the name Ahava- 
malla. His  descendant, Someivara I11 (who pre- 
tended to include Nepal among his vassal states in 
the twelfth century) assumed the name Bhdoka-  
malla. By this time the title malla had become 
commonplace. It is evident that the original users 
attached to it a precise value. Later kings must have 
been similarly influenced, adding the title in emu- 
lation of others, to emphasize a nobility with which 

1 3 L i v i  1905:11, 210-214; Petech 19587982; D. Regrni 
rg65:part I ,  202.204. HOW the word apparently became the 
proper name of the Malla confederation in ancient India is 
still to be explained. 

LCvi 19og:11, 210-214. 
l S T h e  mode even passed into Ceylon, where in the 

twelfth century there werekings who bore the title (Ltvi 
I905:11, 214). 
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they had tenuous relationships, or a nobility to 
which they aspired. This seems to be what hap- 
pened in Nepal. Even the chroniclers' account of 
rhe derivation of the name of Arimalla, the first 
king to adopt the title, testifies to this. The  issue is 
merely clouded by their reference to the alternate 
meaning of malla, "wrestler," "athlete." According 
to the chronicle, Arimalla's father, the then king, 
was exercising when the news of his son's birth 
reached him. "Consequently he conferred the title 
Malla on the child, and thus was [the] family name 
changed from Deva to Malla."'o 

As will be seen in the dollowing pages, the Nepa- 
lese kings who bore the malla title came from vari- 
ous families, and did not properly constitute a dy- 
nasty. But unlike the misleading designation Tha- 
kuri, applied centuries after the fact to a miscellany 
of kings, including Amiuvarman, the title malla 
was chosen and actually borne by the kings in 
question. We do not know their family names and, 
if we did, no line ruled long enough to provide a 
meaningful label for the period. The  familiar name 
Malla-a label without ethnic or dynastic iwplica- 
tions-therefore provides a convenient one with 
which to tag the succession of kings who ruled 
Nepal Mandala between A.D. 1200 and 1769. 

The Mallas, A.D. 1200 to 1482 

The  complexity of Malla political history can be 
most easily comprehended by dividing it into three 
basic periods broadly corresponding to its develop- 
ment, apogee, and decline: I )  A.D. 1200 to 1382, rep- 
resenting a continuation of the Transitional Period, 
but in which the rulers began to assume the title 
malla; 2) A.D. 1382 to 1482, a century of relative PO- 
litical stability, in which the state began to achieve 
unity under strong rulers; and 3) A.D. 1482 to 1769, 
the breakup of the kingdom into several sovereign 
city-states and, at last, the extinction of Malla rule. 

The  early Malla years, A.D. 1200 to 1382, are the 
least well documented, and necessarily the most 

l8 Hasrat 1g70:49. 
l7 See Appendix 111, Table '3; and Petech rg58:8~-131, 

and Genealogical Table B, facing p. 224. 
lR Patan has been widely held to be the de  jure capital 

of the Mallas, a misconception that will be dispelled in the 
following chapter. Bhaktapur was both the de jure and de 
facto capital of Nepal from at least A.D. 1147, when Anan- 

speculative part of the history of the Mallas. But 
they are critical. The period saw the continued 
attrition, final extinction, and replacement of many 
lingering Licchavi institutions. Some of the old 
Licchavi titles, which had survived perhaps only 
as empty traditional terms rather than real offices, 
begin to cede to new ones-mahitha, jodhdpati, 
tvathanriyaka, for example-in which are reflected 
new administrative concepts. The political pattern 
of the preceding years continued in the dispersal of 
power among kings, aspirant kings, and powerful 
nobles. The  debilitating effect of internal anarchy 
was compounded by destructive raids of foreign 
adventurers. Insofar as the records attest, there were 
no outstanding kings and they are barely known 
beyond their names. That  they did not represent a 
single dynasty is clear and, as in the Transitional 
Period, the throne seems to have alternated be- 
tween two or more families." 

The seat of Malla power, and of the nobles who 
most vigorously contested it, was at the eastern 
end of the Valley and just beyond (Map 3). Since 
the mid-twelfth century, Bhaktapur (Bhatgaon) 
had been the capital city, de facto and de jure, and 
the kings who titled themselves malla continued 
to rule from it." A few miles eastward, just over 
the Valley rim, embracing the Banepa (Bhop)- 
Panauti-Palanchok area, was the "Banepa King- 
dom," the Bhotarijya. It was the fief of hereditary 
nobles who at this time seem to have been infinitely 
more powerful than those of Kathmandu, Patan, 
Pharping, and other city-states. They paid only 
nominal allegiance to the crown at Bhaktapur, and 
for all ~ractical purposes were independent. The 
Banepa nobles also held influential posts at the 
Bhaktapur court, where they played key manipula- 
tive roles. Moreover, some of the Malla kings orig- 
inated in Banepa. 

The  first king to style himself malla, Arimalla 
I, A.D. 1200-1216, was succeeded by a century of 
rulers whose little-known reigns need not detain 
us here.'' The last ruler of the thirteenth century 

dadeva I established his capital there and built his royal 
palace, Tripura. I t  may have begun to serve in this way a 
decade earlier if Petech 1958:61 is correct that Narendradeva 
I1 (documents A.D. I I ~ ~ - I I ~ ~ )  ruled there in some ca- 
pacity. 

running account of the succession of early Malla 
kings, largely extracted from the chronicles, the primary 
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was Anantamalla, about A.D. 1274-1307. H e  is said 
to have distressed his subjects by his "deceitful con- 
duct," and after bestowing his treasure on Paiu- 
patinitha, to have gone into retirement at Banepa, 
where he died the following year." His successor, 
Anandadeva 11, a native of Banepa, probably began 
his reign in A.D. 1308, and continued to wear the 
crown until 1320. H e  was ineffectual as a ruler. By 
A.D. 1317 the real power was exercised by Rudra- 
malla, one of the principal Bhaktapur nobles. Not 
a king but a kingmaker, Rudramalla's actions pro- 
foundly affected the subsequent history of the Mal- 
las. Born in A.D. 1295 (N.s. 416 Mirga) of royal 
descent," Rudramalla emerged to a position of ex- 
traordinary influence as a mere youth, a position he 
maintained until his death in A.D. 1326 (N.s. 4 6  
Asidha). The extent of his power is well illustrated 
by the fact that it was he, rather than the reigning 
monarch, who presided over the Matsyendranitha 
festival and repaired nationally important temples 
and images. But his outstanding political achieve- 
ment was in crowning a new king of his choice, 
Arimalla 11, in as.  1320 (N.s. 40 Caitra).z2 This 
took place in Deopatan, while King Anandadeva 
still lived, and the reign endured to A.D. 1344 But 
like his predecessors, Arimalla was essentially a 
puppet king, ruling in name only. 

Even after Rudramalla's death, his ambitious 
spirit continued to hover about court politics. His 
only surviving child was a daughter, Niyakadevi, 
who was declared his legal heir. She was raised by 
Rudramalla's astute mother, Padmulla- or  Padu- 

source for the period, may be found in Petech 1958:82-131 
and D. Regrni 1g65:part I ,  200-344. 

z0 Gopilariia-uamiiuali, fols. 26a, b, 42a; D. Vajracharya 
1965:27. Anantamalla did not rob the treasury as reported 
by D. Regmi 1965:part I, 247. 

21 Deviprasad Bhandari 1964; Petech 1958:107-108. 
z 2  Gopilurija-uamiiuufi, fols. 27a, b; VK (11); Petech 

1g58:xog. 
23 D. Vajracharya 1965~:14-20; T. Vaidya 1969. 
24 D. Vajracharya rg6z:main part, 232-241. According to 

the chronicles, Harasimha was going to Dolakha, a prin- 
cipality east of the Kathmandu Valley, but died (from 
awul?) in a small village called Tinapitana before even 
reaching the foothills. D. Regrni 1g65:part I ,  275 is mis- 
taken that Harasimha's presence in Bhaktapur is confirmed 
by the account given in Samskrta-~andeia, 1:5, 41-43 

maladevi, assisted by one Devaladevi. For almost 
the next three decades Devaladevi appears to have 
played the same powerful and manipulative role in 
Nepalese politics as had Rudramalla. 

Until recently historians have assumed that De- 
valadevi was the wife of Rudramalla. Recent re- 
search, however, has established that she was the 
wife of Hara- or Harisimha, the last king of Mi- 
thili, or Tirhut, an Indian state formerly straddling 
the Bihar-Tarai border (Map I).'' Ousted from his 
kingdom by the Muslims, Harasimha with his £am- 
ily and court was seeking refuge in Nepal when he 
died en route in A.D. 1326 (NS. 446 Magha)." The 
widowed Devaladevi, with her son Jagatasirpha, 
pressed on. They were given refuge in Rudramal- 
la's palace, Yuthunihrnam, at Bhaktapur just a few 
months before Rudramalla's death. Because of the 
marked similarity of their names, it is not impos- 
sible that Devaladevi was related to Padumaladevi, 
and for this reason was welcomed in her son's pal- 
ace. This would also explain the fact that Devala- 
devi was permitted to assume such a prominent 
role in raising Niyakadevi, Rudramalla's heir. 

Niyakadevi was first married to a prince of Be- 
nares, Hariicandra, but the marriage was expedi- 
ently terminated by poisoning the prince, A.D. 1335 
(N.s. 455 Jye~tha) .~ '  She was then remarried to 
Jagatasimha, son of De~aladevi.~' In A.D. 1347 (NS. 
467 Pausa-klsna) a girl, named Rijalladevi, was 
born to them. Niyakadevi died a few days later 
and, inexplicably, Jagatasimha was taken to prison 
and disappears from histo~y.~' Padumaladevi by 

which is actually a late sixteenthxcntury legendary version 
long after the fact. Although Harasimha did not even 
reach the Kathmandu Valley, as several scholars have dem- 
onstrated (D. Vajracharya 196z:rnain part, 232-236; Petech 
1958:92, 1x1-113; D. Regmi 1g65:part I, q1-293), a most 
common misconception of Nepalese history, bequeathed 
by the late chroniclers, is that he conquered it. A similar 
misconception obtains with respect to the supposed con- 
quest of Nepal by Harasimha's ancestor, Ninyadeva, more 
than two centuries earlier. 

D. Vajracharya 1g65c:14-16. 
26 A relationship made explicit by the entries in the 

chronicles (Goprilorija-uamiiuafi, fols. 28a, b; VK [ I  31 ), 
thus confirming Petech's astute guess (1958:115-I 16). 

27 D. Vajracharya 1965~:14-20. 
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this time was dead, so Devaladevi once more as- 
sumed the charge of rearing an orphaned princess, 
this time her granddaughter. 

Devaladevi seems to have exercised tremendous 
power in Valley affairs. How, as a widowed foreign 
queen, a refugee domiciled with those who appear 
to have been her relatives, she came to control the 
Nepalese affairs of state we do not know. (It is also 
difficult to explain her own rise in light of the al- 
most immediate liquidation of her son.) Her name 
figures with greater frequency in the chronicles 
than the crowned sovereigns, on occasions she 
seems to have been granted full royal titles, and it 
is to her name that the honorific title thakuri is 
first a t t a~hed .?~  A measure of her authority, more- 
over, is indicated by the fact that she counted 
among her most ardent supporters the powerful 
feudal lord, Anekarimavarddhana. He was the 
master of neighboring Banepa, and served as prime 
minister (mahitha, literally, elder) to at least two 
Bhaktapur kings, Arimalla I1 and his successor, 
Rijadeva (ca. A.D. 1347-1361). Together with De- 
valadevi, he was the real power behind the throne. 
In A.D. 1354, shortly before Anekariima's death," 
and long before her own in A.D. 1366 (N.s. 486 
VaiSiikha), Devaladevi had carefully selected a 
husband for her then eight-year-old granddaughter. 
The  groom's name was Sthiti- or Sthitirajamalla.30 
H e  was soon LO accede to the Malla throne and be- 
gin a new chapter of Nepalese history (see Chart). 

While these events were taking place in A.D. 1200 

to 1354, as weak kings wore the crown but the 
nobles ruled at the court and in their own fiefs, 
Nepal Mandala was almost continuously the scene 
of devastating foreign raids that the impotent and 
politically fragmented country was powerless to 
prevent. The raids of the Maithili (Tirhutii, Doya) 
continued as in the Transitional Period. Five de- 
structive attacks were made between A.D. 1244 and 
1311.~' The  raid of A.D. 1299 (N.s. 420 Pausa) 
reached the Tripura palace of Bhaktapur, and in 

2s D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  309; Gopilarija-~amiiuali, fol. 

49b. 
2Vn N.S. 476 Asidha (A.D. 1356); D. Vajracharya 1965~:  

23. The earliest record of Anekarima as mahitha is N.S .  

452 i i v i n a  (A.D. 1332); D. Vajracharya 1 9 6 5 ~ : 2 1  n. 2. 

30 Twenty-three out of twenty-six documents publishetl 
by I'etech 1958:131-137 refer to this person as Sthitirija 
Malla but, inexplicably, historians use simply the awkward 

the final raids of A.D. 1311 (N.s. 431 Migha and 432 
Kirtika), the temples in the heart of Patan were 
destroyed and Deopatan was sacked. The raids 
ceased only when the troublesome Kingdom of 
Mithil?~ was itself attacked, A.D. 1324-1325, by the 
Muslim GhiyZs-ud-din Tughluq, returning to Del- 
hi after his invasion of Bengal. 

Alternating almost monotonously with the raids 
of the Maithili at the end of the thirteenth and be- 
ginning of the fourteenth century were those of 
the Khasa from western Nepal. The  Khasa con- 
trolled the basin of the Karnali River and parts of 
western Tibet (Guge) from about thc eleventh 
century A.D. until well past the middle of the four- 
teenth century. Their capital was variously north 
of Jumla at Serpji, or closer to the Tarai at Dullu. 
Their later kings assumed the same title, malla, as 
the Valley kings, but were not related. It is unlikely 
that they were descended from the Mallapuri, who 
apparently once dwelt in western Nepal under the 
Licchavis. Ruins of stone temples, images, fountains, 
and inscriptions are scattered throughout the old 
Khasa kingdom, but so far have only been super- 
ficially studied (Plate Z O ~ ) . ~ '  Like the Maithili, the 
Khasa made repeated raids into the Valley, and a 
half-dozen attacks are recorded between A.D. 1287 
and 133.1." In contrast to the Maithili, the Khasa 
plundered the people but spared their shrines and 
temples. At Deopatan, for example, they shot ar- 
rows at the populace but fell devotedly at PaBu- 
pati's feet. The  shrines of Paiupatinitha, Svayam- 
bhiinitha, and Mat~~endranii tha were objects of 
special devotion. In fact, the Khasa ruler Ripumalla 
seems to have entered the Valley in A.D. I313 (433 
Philguna), not as a raider but solely as a ~ i l g r i m  
intent on paying his respects to these famous holy 
places.3' 

According to the late chronicles, the Valley suf- 
fered another raid, this one by King Mukundasena 
of Palpa, western Nepal (Plate 66). The date the 
chroniclers propose could hardly be correct, and 

name Sthiti or amplify it with the honorific prefix jaya. 
31 D. Vajracharya 1965. 
32Naraharinath 1956a; Tucci 1956; P. Sharma 1972; 

D. Vajracharya 1965b; 1 9 7 ~ ;  R. Pandey 1969; Devichantlra 
and Shrestha 1972; S. Joshi 1971. 

33 D. Vajracharya r965b. 
3' D. Vajracharya 1965b:24. 
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CHART. The  Malla Success~on ca. A.D. 1300 to 1482 
-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 

Tungamalla Padumaladevi 

~udramalla  I>evaladevi + Hararimha of 
b. 1295 governess I 347 Mithili 
d. 1326 d. 1366 d. 1326 

I 
-- ~ -.7...- .. 

[HariS- + Niyakadevi 
I 

jagatasimha 
candra of - -- - -. -. - - - 

Benares, 

d. 13351 -1 
Rijalladevi + Sthitimalla 
h. 1347 crowned ca. I 382 
marriage 1355 d. 1395 
d. 1385 

Dharma 
I 

Jyotir Kirti 
joint rule to 1408 

I 
rules alone 
to ca, 1428 

I 

Riya Raula Rana Rirna Ari Piirna 

the event difficult to authenticate.J5 But the king 
in question may be Mani Mukunda, a n  ancestor of 
the Khasa king, Jitiri  Malla. T h e  invasion would 
thus be dated to the mid-thirteenth century.30 

Muslims also, led by Sultan Shams ud-din Ilyss 
of Bengal, in A.D. 1349 made one devastating week- 

S5 Wright 1966:115-116; Hasrat 1970:51; D. Regmi 1965: 
part I, 239-+40, 261, 266-267. 

36 Petech 1958:193-194. That in fact the raid took place 
in the early sixteenth century has now been demonstrated 

long sweep across the Valley from east to west, 
pillaging and plundering as they could.37 T h e  in- 
scriptions leave no doubt that they looted Paiupa- 
tinitha and wilfully smashed the four-faced linga, 
one of the oldest and most venerated symbols in 
the Valley. They also severely damaged Svayarn- 

by D., M., and N. Pant (Ptirnimi 42 and 43, I I : ~ .  3 [V.S. 
2036 Caitra and Pausa (19791980)], 67-102, 105-152). 
97D. Vajracharya 1966. Petech 1958:119 is mistaken 

about a Muslim raid prior to that of A.D. 1349. 
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bhiinitha and a number of other ~ i t e s . ~ V u t  while 
they were iconoclasts and had no reason to spare the 
holy ~laces,  i t  must be remembered that theirs was 
a single seven-day orgy of a moving army bent on 
plunder. As such, their role in the destruction of 
the Nepalese monuments looms less large than is 
commonly ~ u ~ ~ o s e d . ~ ~ m i n e n t l y  more destructive 
were the successive raids of the Maithili and the 
constant natural calamities of earthquake and fire, 
the jeremiad of the chronicles. 

By now, the middle of the fourteenth century, 
the once-strong state was long a thing of the past. 
Fragmented by internal strife and prey to foreign 
incursions, the kingdom's duture seemed very bleak. 
The Valley's fortunes began to turn with the ar- 
rival of Sthitimalla (Sthitirija, Jayasthiti), the hus- 
band Devaladevi had selected for her granddaugh- 
ter. 

Sthitimalla's origin, despite the passionate inter- 
est it holds for historians of Nepal, has never been 
ascertained. Like certain other princes before him, 
he was summoned from outside the Valley. But the 
early chronicles, written at his own court, only tell 
us that he "came from the Other contem- 
poraneous records are even less revealing, for they 
claim nothing more substantial than that he be- 
longed to the solar dynasty.41 However, there is 
every reason to believe that Sthitimalla was a Mai- 
thili whose family and personal promise Devala- 
devi knew well when she selected him to be hus- 
band of Rijalladevi, her granddaughter. Certainly 
such a marriage would have fortified the Maithili 
influence at the Bhaktapur court, already strategi- 
cally established by introducing Jagatasimha's 
blood into Rudramalla's lineage. It is doubtful that 
Sthitimalla also came from the royal family, since 
his bride descended from it, but came rather from a 
noble or well-endowed Maithili family; in the Hin- 
du  milieu it would be unthinkable to have joined 

3 8  D. Vajracharya 1966:8-10. 
3Vetech 19583119-120. 
'OD. Vajracharya 1g62:rnain part, 33. He did not come 

by way of the "forests of Sankhu," a misreading of the 
pertinent passage of the ~opcilar2ja-uamiriuali (D.  Regmi 
1965:part I ,  323). 

41 D. Vajracharya 162:main part, 40-41. 
4 2  Hindu kinship is governed by caste, gotra, and thar; 

endogamy is possible within a thar (loosely, "clan") if i t  
does not belong to the same gotra. The latter is an exten- 

together in marriage two persons of the same line- 
age." 

Most of the late chronicles, despite profound con- 
fusion of detail, also understand Sthitimalla to be 
somehow connected to Mithili. But they errone- 
ously trace his descent from Harasimha in the fe- 
male line.43 Certainly by the seventeenth century, 
Sthitimalla's descendants set great store by their 
presumed ties with the rulers of Mithili. But by 
then they had forgotten their actual descent through 
Jagatasimha and the daughter of a Bhaktapur noble, 
or chose to ignore it in favor of a spurious lineage 
proceeding from Nanyadeva, Harasimha's ancestor 
from South India and the founder of the dynasty 
in Mithil i .491so suggestive of Sthitimalla's Mai- 
thili origins is the fact that among the Malla Period 
kings it was he who, like his Vaisnava contempo- 
raries enthroned at Mithil:, first adopted the name 
Niriyana as part of his laudatory titles.45 

In any event, it is clear that Sthitimalla's right to 
rule in Nepal Mandala rested solely on the rights of 
his wife, the granddaughter of Rudramalla. This de- 
pendence was vividly perpetuated by designating 
Sthitimalla as "husband of Rijalladevi." Even his 
own sons referred to him in this way more than a 
half-cen.tury after the marriage,'%hich took place 
at Bhaktapur a few months after the betrothal, in 
A.D. 1355 (N.s. 475). Rajadeva, an obscure king orig- 
inating at Palanchok, a part of the Bhotarijya, oc- 
cupied the throne; but Devaladevi and Anekarima, 
the prime minister, were the forces behind it. With- 
in a few years, however, all three had been over- 
taken by death. Anekarima died a year after the 
wedding and was succeeded in his influential post as 
mahatha by his son, Jayasimharima. Soon thereaf- 
ter, in A.U. 1361, King Rijadeva seems to have been 
accidentally burned to death in his sleep and was 
succeeded by his son, Arjunadeva." H e  had no 
greater authori~ty than his father, and Arjunadeva's 

sive kin group that traces its line to one of the legendary 
Hindu patriarchs, the rishis (rsir), who provide the epo- 
nym of the gotra. 

43 Wright 1966:118, 121-122; Hasrat 1g70:53-55; Petech 
1958:123. 

44LLt~i 19o5:11, 200; Petech 1958:92, 191-196; D. Regmi 
1965:part I, 223-225, 259-268, 273-275. 

45 LLtvi 1905:11, 234-235. 
D. Vajracharya 1g62:main part, 40-41. 

"Petecli 19583124. Arjunadeva seems to have been 
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twenty-year incumbency was the scene of Sthitimal- 
la's rise to power and, finally, kingship. By A.D. 1370, 
although Arjunadeva still wore the crown, he had 
been effectively eclipsed by his foreign rival. For  
example, that year the nobles of Patan received Sthi- 
timalla with deference in their city and made no 
resistance when, in a show of power, Sthitimalla 
laid hands on some Patan thieves who had robbed 
the treasury of Paiupatinitha." By A.D. 1372 (N.s. 
492 ASvina) Sthitimalla had become coruler with 
Arjunadeva, whom he soon banished, then impris- 
oned, and finally destroyed so that he might himself 
assume the crown. This  apparently took place in A.D. 

1382, after the demise of the king, and a few years 
before Rijalladevi's death." 

Sthitimalla's triumphant accession to the Malla 
throne was bitterly opposed by various nobles. 
Among them the most obstinate was Jayasimha-ri- 
mavarddhana, the prime minister at Bhaktapur and 
master of the Bhotarijya. It  was a relentless contest 
of wills between two exceptional men, during which 
Jayasimha was twice imprisoned. I t  ended only with 
Sthitimalla's liquidation of Arjunadeva, also a na- 
tive of the Bhotarijya, whom Jayasimha earlier had 
personally crowned. Reconciled at last to the inevita- 
ble, Jayasimha crowned Sthitimalla, and his role as 
kingmaker is the boast of his  descendant^.^' H e  
then enjoyed high office under Sthitimalla until the 
latter's death, A.D. 1395 (N.s. 515 Bhadra), and con- 
tinued to serve his sons and successors in the same 
influential capacity until his own death, A.D. I400 
(N.s. 521 K i ~ t i k a ) . ~ '  

Sthitimalla is unquestionably one of the major fig- 
ures of Nepalese history. Ruthless in his usurpation 
of the throne, he gave Nepal a stability it had not 
known for  centuries. Although he was not able to 
extinguish the nobles, he curbed their powers, and 

particularly their manipulation of the throne. Fur- 
ther, he gave to the country an internal strength 
that defied destructive raids from the outside, such 
as those that had debilitated it during the transi- 
tional and early Malla years. Hy A.D. 1372, for exam- 
ple, when Sthitimalla already ruled but did not yet 
have the crown, it was at last possible to restore the 
great stupa of Svayamhhunitha, twenty-three years 
aher its devastation by the Muslims.5z 

With Sthitimalla's reign, new concepts of admin- 
istration, nascent in the early Malla years, became 
clearly established. T h e  documents from his time 
and thereafter bristle with new names-pradhina, 
prdmana, and many others-denoting new offices 
and titles that then achieved permanence. Hut he 
cannot be credited with introducing the caste sys- 
tem into Nepal, nor with singlehandedly infusing 
hierarchy into Nepalese society, two deeds on which 
his fame popularly rests.53 T h e  Indian caste system 
was in effect in the Nepal Valley from at least the 
beginning of the Licchavi Period, as inscriptions 
attest.54 Similarly, the complex system of subcastes 
that ordain Valley social behavior must be viewed 
as the product of centuries of gradual accretion, not 
a sudden imposition by law. Significantly, Sthiti- 
malla's own annals make no mention of these un- 
dertakings; nor do they refer to the panel of Brah- 
man pandits who are supposed to have helped him. 
As with the spurious lineage of Maithili kings, we 
owe the story, it seems, to a nineteenth-century 
fabrication, or at least embroidery. This  was per- 
haps engendered by the name Sthiti, which means 
stability, rules, regulations, o r  customs. Nonethe- 
less, Sthitimalla may well have codified the particu- 
lar social patterns that had developed by his time, 
and thus given established local custom the dorce 
of law. Sthitimalla was a Hindu  raised in the ortho- 

crowned in the preceding year, N.S. 480 Vaiiikha (Gopi- 
larijn-vamiiuafi, fol. 54a). which suggests that Rijadeva, 
then only forty-four years old, was already disabled from 
active rule when he died. His mother was apparently a 
princess from the Karnita (D. Regmi 1965:part I, 325). 

D. Vajracharya 1965c:25. 
4e D. Vajracharya 1g62:main part, 9495; Rajvamshi 

197o:inscr. 52 (37-38); the exact date of Sthitimalla's coro- 
nation is unknown, but apparently took place soon after 
Arjunadeva's death, N.S. 502 Migha (Petech 1958:1p-131; 
D. Regmi 1965:part I, 345). 

Tewari, et al. 1967. Sthitimalla, it should be noted, 

was accorded the pattibhisrka, a coronation ceremony dis- 
tinguished from the puryi- (or puspa-) abhiscka that 
Arjunadeva enjoyed (see M. Pant 1975a respecting these 
types of consecration). 

5l D. Vajracharya 1962:rnain part, 38; 1965c:jr-32; Te- 
wari, et al. 1g67:132. 

52D. Vajracharya 1g66:11; 1g62:main part, 9495. 
" Wright 1966:123-11; Lamshal 1g66:37-39; Petech 

1958:17~189. The error of this attribution is demonstrated 
by N. Pant 1964c and D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  366-367, 651- 
654. 

54D. Vajracharya 1971; D. Vajracharya 197j:zB-30. 
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dox milieu of Mithil;?. Through codification, he 
may have sought to intensify the prior drift of the 
Newar Buddhist community into a pattern he 
deemed more compatible with the accepted mores 
of the Hindu  tradition. T h e  late Buddhist chroni- 
cles, a t  least, substantiate this ~ u r m i s e . ~ "  

During Sthitimalla's rise and subsequent reign, 
the unity of the country was marred by the contin- 
uing virtual independence of such peripheral states 
as Nawakot, Pharping, and the Banepa "kingdom," 
the Bhotarijya." Even in the heart of the Valley, 
the lords of Patan-seven particular families-while 
nominally accepting Sthitimalla as the country's 
king, continued to exercise the real authority in 
that traditionally turbulent city. Known as pi t ra ,  
mahipi t ra  (vassal, chief vassal), a term reserved 
exclusively to designate the hereditary nobles of 
Patan and Kathmandu, the Patan mahipritras are 
already heard of in the Transitional and Early 
Malla P e r i ~ d . ' ~  But it is only with the kourteenth 
century that we begin to see clearly the extent of 
their power; they were vassals in name only. 

Withour doubt, during the fourteenth century it 
was the nobles of Banepa region who posed the 
most serious threat to the unity of the country and 
the stability of the throne. T h e  R i m a  family's influ- 
ence was not confined to their own territory and 
to the court of Bhaktapur, but was also felt 
in Kathmandu. Jayasimha-rimavarddhana had 
curbed the power of the hereditary nobles there, 
only to replace it with R i m a  control. And  whatever 
his fortunes vis-A-vis the Bhaktapur government, as 
mahitha or as political prisoner, Jayasimha con- 
tinued to exercise the traditional R i m a  family au- 
thority over the Bhoyarijya." I n  this he was ably 
assisted by his younger brother, Madanasimha. 

G5 Wright 1966:125-126. 
SaThere  is another small state, Dolakha (Dolakhl), 

well west of the Sunkosi River, which although outside 
our study should be mentioned here. Today a village by 
the same name, Dolakha was an important center of trade 
that facilitated Valley commerce with Limbuan and east- 
ern Tibet. There are a number of documents from Dolakha 
of the Malla Period, ranging from A.D. 1370 to 1554 (N.s. 490 
Philguna to 674 Caitra) (M. P. Khanal 1971:3-16). At 
least one coin was struck there in the name of "Dolakhl- 
dhipati Sri Sri Jayendrasimhadeva" (B. Acharya 1969:part 
2, preface p. 2). Kings and nobles are named in these in- 
rcriptions, but the history of Dolakha has yet to be ex- 

Although in principle the Rimas acknowledged 
the authority of the Malla king, they lfrequelltly 
dropped the pretense. In  documents, both within 
and outside their own territory, Jayasimha is often 
frankly named king, and the Banepa territory is 
elevated to the status of a kingdom. F o r  example, 
in the Bhoprijya, the death of Sthitimalla was the 
immediate occasion for conferring full, i f  imagi- 
nary, royal titles on their lord, Jayasimha-rimavard- 
dhana." 

Tha t  the Rimas  behaved like kings of a bona 
fide kingdom is well illustrated by their relations 
with China. O n  the initiative of the early Ming 
emperors, diplomatic relations were again opened 
with Nepal. T h e  fact that the Chinese came by 
way of the Kuti-Kodari pass, east of the Valley, 
meant that the envoys first traversed the R i m a  do- 
main. Negotiating directly with the Chinese, the 
Rimas  passed off the real rulers a t  Bhaktapur as 
their vassals, and arrogated to themselves the pre- 
mier place. T h e  deceived Chinese believed the 
Rimas  to be the kings of Nepal, and it was with 
them .that they exchanged numerous ambassadorial 
missions between A.D. 1384 and 1427." 

Like real kings, the Ramas were munificent do- 
nors and patrons of art, not only within the Bhoya- 
rijya, but elsewhere in the Valley. They hand- 
somely endowed the imposing Saiva temple of 
Indres'vara Mahideva at Panauti, and offered gold- 
en images t o  a Buddhist monastery in Kathman- 
du." Madanasimha contributed handsomely toward 
the restoration of S v a ~ a m b h u n i t h a ,  and Jayasimha 
commissioned the copying of a remarkable palm- 
leaf edition of the Mahibhirata .  It  was also he, the 
mahitha,  rather than the king proper, who donated 
a new linga to the temple of Pas'upatinitha, eleven 

plored, as does its position vis-A-vis the Valley kingdoms. 
" The hereditary nobles of Pharping were called ributta, 

a deformation of rrijapufra, king's son. Feudatories at 
Nawakot were known as sdtnanfa or mahisimanta, titles 
familiar in Licchavi times. Gopilarija-z!antjiwali, fol. 253; 
D. Regmi 1965: part I ,  175, 423-424; Petech 195R:lq. The 
earliest known reference to the Patan pritrar occurs in a 
land transfer dated N.S. 403 Aivina (A.I). 1283) (D. Regmi 
rg66:part 3, app. v, doc. r [ I ~ o ] ) .  
" Petech rggR:145-154. 
" D. Vajracharya 1965c:z7-30. 
"" Prtech 1958:201-21 I. 
O1 Tewari, et al. 1967; D. Vajracharya 1965c:32-36. 
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years after the Muslims had smashed the original.u2 
T h e  influence of the Ilimavarddhanas in the his- 

tory of the Kathmandu Valley, and of the Mallas 
in particular, cannot be overestimated. For  two cen- 
turies the names of the Banepa nobles are inextri- 
cably woven into Valley affairs. Already at the be- 
ginning of the fourteenth century it was JyotiAma 
who held the influential post of mahitha, to which 
his son and grandson s~cceeded ."~  It is almost cer- 
tain that, deprived of Anekariima's support, the 
history of Rudramalla's descendants would have 
been very different. T h e  star of Ilevaladevi, a for- 
eign queen, could not have risen alone. And i f  it 
had not risen, Sthitimalla would not have appeared 
to guide the helm of the faltering Malla state, 
deeply torn by internal divisions, separated into 
petty states, and helplessly exposed to the attacks of 
all comers. 

Sthitirnalla's role in stabilizing the kingdom and 
the throne is attested by the succession after his 
death in A.D. 1395 (see Chart, p. 57). Rather than 
returning to a series of kings in name only, manip- 
ulated by the nobles, the throne was jointly inher- 
ited by Sthitimalla's three sons, Dharma, Jyotir, 
and Kirti. They ruled collegially, harmoniously, 
and well for some years. T h e  deaths of two of the 
brothers returned the throne to a single incumbent, 
Jyotirmalla. H e  was succeeded by his son, Yaksa- 
malla, who was crowned about A.D. 1428. Yaksa- 
malla enjoyed a long and successful reign until his 
death in A.D. 1482 (602 Magha)." H e  maintained 
his grandfather's control over the state and 
presided over the liquidation of the Bhotarijya. Ac- 
cording to the Chinese annals, the Rimas' descend- 
ant, Madanasimha's son Saktisir~ha, was still cling- 
ing to Palanchok in A.D. 1427-the last record of 
the R i m a  family.a5 T h e  first Malla document in the 
Banepa territory is dated in Yaksamalla's reign."" 
T h e  Patan mahipi t ras  and other traditionally semi- 
independent pockets successfully maintained their 
resistance to central rule. Nonetheless, the country 

"2 D.  Vajracharya rg62: main part, 9596. 
O3 D.  Vajracharya 1965c:13. 
O4 Rajvamshi 1965a:38; D. Vajracharya 196z:main part, 

'47. 
O 6  Saktisimha's last known inscription occurs at Palan- 

chok, dated N.S. 525 Asidha (A.D. 1405); the last Chinese 
mention of the Rimas was in A.D. 1427 ( D .  Vajracharya 
1965~:32; Petech 1958:208-210). 

was sufficiently stable to permit Yakgamalla, almost 
alone among the Mnlla kings, to embark on con- 
quests outside the Valley, ephemeral though they 
were."' Yaksamalla's documents are numcrous and 
widely scartered throughout the Vallcy. H e  was a 
dedicatcd builder of tcmples arid shrines, and of 
many utilitarian works, fountains, tanks, canals, 
and fortifications. 

Like his grandfather before him. Yaksamalla 
died leaving thc kingdom to his surviving sons, 
who were to rule jointly. H e  did not divide the 
kingdom and assign its segments to them-an act 
of which he is consistently and unjustly accused.An 
In fact, Yaksamalla had six sons, in order of sen- 
iority: Kaya, Ratna, Kana, Rima,  Ari, and I'Grna. 
They, togethcr with Hhima, their sister's son, at first 
ruled jointly, as they were expected to do. But almost 
immediately some grew restless and began to carve 
out from the single state morsels over which they 
might rule supreme. This turn of events had far- 
reaching repercussions and brings us to the last 
phase of Malla history. 

The Three Kingdoms, 
A.D. 1482 to 1769 

T h e  dissolution of the consolidated state that Sthiti- 
malla had built hardly a century before began soon 
after Yaksamalla's death. Nepal Mandala was 
started on the course that would soon reduce it to 
the multiple ministates and near anarchy that, ex- 
cept for the preceding century, had characterized 
it since the decline of the Licchavis. Ratnamalla, 
Yaksa's second surviving son, was ,the first to show 
his discontent with joint rulership. Although at 
first he continued to rule in company with his 
brothers and their cousin, Ratnamalla was ambi- 
tious to govern a part of the joint inheritance, 
Kathmandu, in his own right. Assisted by some of 
his brothers, he easily thrust aside the Kathmandu 
nobles, reemergent after the relaxation of R i m a  

BOD. Regmi ]&:part I ,  407 states it to be N.S. 582 
(1462) Llut 1 have not been able to trace thc document. 
Another inscription, from Sanga, the border town betwccn 
Banepa and Bhaktapur, dated N.S. 573 Migha (1453) might 
qualify as the first (D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  434). 

Oi Petech 1958:1G6-167. 
O8 Petech 1958:168; cf. D. Vajracharya 1962:main part, 

133-134 for counterevidence. 
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authority, who by hereditary right still claimed the 
local government. In A.D. 1484 (N.s. 604 Vaii ikha) ,  
not quite three years after his father's death, Rat- 
namalla seized the city, and Kathmandu became an 
independent state. Sharing its rule briefly with Ari- 
malla, a younger brother, Ratnamalla soon ruled 
Kathmandu alone. It  was his private kingdom un- 
til his death in A.D. 1520 (N.s. 640 Bhidra)O0 

Rayamalla, the eldest brother, held premier place 
in his family's ancestral capital, Bhaktapur. But to- 
gether with his brothers, including the separatist 
Ratna, and the nephew Bhima, he ruled collegially. 
At Riyamalla's death, Bhaktapur continued to be 
ruled jointly at first, but the crown soon passed ex- 
clusively to his descendants. 

Banepa, which after the long struggle with the 
Riimas had so recently been incorporated into the 
Malla state, broke away again to become independ- 
ent under Ranamalla.70 H e  was succeeded by other 
Malla rulers. One  was KeSavamalla, perhaps Rana- 
malla's son, for whom there is a Banepa inscription 
in A.D. 1530 (N.s. 650 Philguna)." N o  further rec- 
ords of rulers are found in Banepa until an inscrip- 
tion of the Bhaktapur king, JagatprakiiSa, in A.D. 

1649 (N.s. 769 Phalguna). This  provides a secure 
terminus a d  quem for the reincorporation of Ba- 
nepa into the Bhaktapur kingdom. 

Ratnamalla also sought to impose his personal 
rule in Patan. But neither alone nor with the help 
of his brothers was he able to master the strongly 
entrenched hereditary nobles, the mahipitras. They  
had begun to control Patan long before the time 
of Sthitimalla, and by the reign of his grandson, 
Yaksamalla, had become supreme.72 By then mas- 
tery of Patan had become vested in three of the 
seven chief noble families, the saptaku6umbaja. 
Contemporary inscriptions in the Patan territory 
reveal that these families nominally accepted the 
joint rule of Yaksamalla's sons, but apparently not 
of their tlescendants.'"n the quarter-century after 

O0 D. Vajracharya 196z:niain part, 133-134, 136.138, 140. 
7 n  Only two inscriptions of Ranamalla have been found 

at Hanepa (Rajvalnshi 196j:inscrs. 19, 20 [9]).  
" I). Regmi 146:part  4, inscr. 4 (5 ) .  This belics the 

Buddhist chronicle's afirlnatiol~ that Banepa had rejoined 
the nllaktapur kingdom in the reign of Suvarna- (=Bhu- 
vans-) malla (A.D. 1505.1519) (Wright 1966:129). 
" S~niSodhana-mandala 1$7a:334-336. 
73D. Vajracharya 1962:main part, 139; D. Regmi 1966: 

Ratna's death, the rnahdpatras' pretense to Malla 
vassalage was blatantly cast aside. Among them a 
single family arrogated to itself sole rule of the 
Patan territory; this had been accomplished at least 
by A.D. 1546 (N.s. 666 Asidha), when a copperplate 
was affixed to a Patan uihara "in the time of Sri-' 
jaya-Visnusimha-ju."74 By 1548 (668 Bhidra),  as the 
head of a recognized, fully independent state, Vis- 
nusimha was dealing on  equal terms with the 
Malla kings of Kathmandu and Bhaktapur, and 
the hereditary lords of Pharping. In  the next years, 
while fondly clinging to the old title, mahipdtra, 
Visnusimha ornamented his name with all of the 
typical honorific royal titles. H e  also coined a new 
one unique to Patan, maniglidhipati, Lord of 
Manigal, that is, Patan." This  new title, of some sig- 
nificance in Patan's history, was ignored by Visnu- 
simha's sons, but adopted by most subsequent kings 
of Patan. 

It  was Ratnamalla's descendant, Sivasimha, king 
of Kathmandu, who under unknown circumstances 
in A.D. 1597 wrested Patan back from the upstart 
dynasty and restored it to Malla rule.70 At  first 
Patan was merely annexed to the Kathmandu king- 
dom, but at Sivasimha's death about A.D. 1619, Kath- 
mandu was given to one grandson, Patan to an- 
other. Hence, it is only with the early seventeenth 
century that the fictional rule of the Mallas over 
Patan became a fact, and three separate Malla-ruled 
states emerged. There were occasions in the follow- 
ing years when Patan and Kathmandu, geogra~hi -  
cally separated only by the shallow course of the 
Bagmati, were again briefly under the rule of a 
single king. O n  one occasion, during the especially 
farcical political turmoil of eighteenth-century Pa- 
tan, Bhaktapur briefly loaned the city its own king. 
But these were mere formalities to avoid a vacant 
throne, and in no way implied the unification of 
Patan with either of these states. 

T h e  period following Yaksamalla's death in 1482 

part 3, app. A, inscr. 89 (102-103). 
74  D. Vajracharya 1962:main part, 11-12. 
75  SamSodhana-mandala 1967a:336-338. 
7Vurle igh  1971 :5; 1976:30 cites a tdlapatra in which as 

manigalidhipati Sivasimha deeded land to a Patan resident 
in N.S. 718 Kirtika, the earliest record so far recovered for 
Sivasimha in his capacity as ruler of Patan. The last in- 
scription of Purandarasimha, a son of Vi~nusimha, is Jatetl 
only six months before, in N.S. 717  Jyestha, hence the 
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to the final extinction of the Malla rule in 1769 is 
complicated politically, and ~t is easy to become 
hopelessly entangled In the details. In broad terms, 
the Malla "kingdoms" were actually minuscule 
city-states. Their principal holdings were squeezed 
into an area that may now be traversed on foot in 
a day. Each kingdom cons~sted of its capital city- 
Kathmandu, Patan, o r  Bhaktapur-together with 
the surrounding territory with its towns and vil- 
lages. T h e  exact limits of the kingdoms cannot be 
defined, for their borders were in constant flux as 
territory changed hands in the course of perpetual 
petty warfare. 

In  general, the Bhaktapur kingdom lay east of 
the Manohara River and embraced the old Rhota- 
rijya, toward the Sunkosi. Bhaktapur also laid 
claim to Dolakha, east of the Sunkosi, and as far 
as the Dudhkosi, which flows south of the Everest 
region." But, with the possible exception of Do- 
lakha, the latter almost certainly represents an ex- 
aggerated claim to hill territory that was essentially 
in tribal hands. T h e  Kathmandu kingdom lay 
north of the Bagmati, extending to and sometimes 
controlling Nawakot on the Trisuli Gandaki, the 
border with the hill state of Gorkha. Patan's terri- 
tory lay south of the Bagmati, including at times 
Pharping, nearby Chitlang Valley, and abutting 
Makwanpur state in the hills to the south. 

Each capital city was actually a walled fortress, 
pierced by gates that could be closed and defended 
from watchtowers above. Patan and Bhaktapur al- 
so had the protection of moats o r  partial moats. T h e  
still semi-independent states such as Pharping or 
Nawakot were also similarly fortified, as were the 
small towns and villages. There were, in addition, 
innumerable small forts on every ridge and hilltop, 
in the forests, and along the paths. These fortifica- 
tions were not all a product of the period of the 
Three Kingdoms, but often merely perpetuated 
those established in the preceding turbulent cen- 
turies. 

T h e  Three Kingdoms were ruled by a bewilder- 
ing number of kings (see Appendix 111, Tables 4-6), 
for whom, despite the number of documents and 
their relatively recent date, exact reigns before the 

eighteenth century are rarely fully established. 
Even then there are many uncertainties. But these 
are matters of limited importance; for among these 
many kings few, as far as the records attest, could 
qualify as men of stature. Those who do belong 
largely to the seventeenth century, and it is prima- 
rily they who will be encountered in the following 
chapters. Certainly the dominant figure among 
them all is Prata~amalla ,  ruler of Kathmandu A.D. 
16qr-167~, a person of extraordinary interest who 
deserves his own biography (Plates 67, 575). T h e  
last three kings of Hhaktapur-Jitamitra, Bhtipa- 
tindra, and Ranajit-have a certain importance to 
our study as donors and builders. In Patan it is 
only a father, son, and grandsonSiddhinarasimha, 
Srinivisa, and Yoganarendra-who are outstand- 
ing kings (Plate 68). They presided over seven- 
teenthtentury Patan and are responsible for much 
of the remarkable beauty of that city. 

Except for some of the last kings of Patan, the 
rulers of the Three Kingdoms had common de- 
scent from Sthitimalla, but their relations were es- 
sentially antagonistic and unpleasant. Motivated by 
greed, jealousy, and mutual suspicion, a major part 
of their energies was expended in intriguing against 
each other; intrigues were often inflamed by 
their influential ministers, the cautiris. Of the lat- 
ter, some, such as Cikuti and Laksminirayana JoSi 
of K a t h r n a n d ~ , ' ~  Bhagiratha Bhaiyi of Patan, and 
Bhigirima of Bhaktapur (Plate 384)-all seven- 
teenth-century contemporaries-were key figures in 
Malla affairs. 

During the period of the Three Kingdoms, the 
order of the day consisted of insults, feuds, quar- 
rels, and brief skirmishes of open warfare. T h e  
quarreling was accompanied by constant formula- 
tions of solemn treaties of eternal friendship, occa- 
sionally in concert but more frequently bilateral 
and prejudicial to a third. Treaties were fragile. 
They were broken at once when it was to the ad- 
vantage of one of the signatories to do so. These 
jealous and touchy relatives were especially quick 
to profit drom any momentary weakness of the oth- 
ers brought about, perhaps, by the death of a king, 
an unsuccessful battle, or devastation from natural 

change of dynasty must have occurred between about May Lakgminiriyana JoSi is the subject of a modern play. 
and October of A.D. 1597. Crrutlrci Loksminririyana, a careful historical study of the 

7' D. Vajracharya 1962:main part, 181. minister and of his times (Tivari 1968). 
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calamity. The  state of affairs among these cousin 
kings is well revealed in the following entries in 
a seventeenth-century ~hydsaphu: 

Samvat 818 Asiidha . . . [Sunday, June 16981 
this day Patan was isolated as Kathmandu and 
Bhatgaon signed an agreement of mutual friend- 
ship. 

Sarpvat 818 Bhadrapada . . . this day [the] 
three cities again became friends. 

Sarpvat 819 Kiirtika . . . this day Patan and 
Bhatgaon became friends isolating Kathmandu. 

Samvat 819 Miirgasira . . . this day the three 
cities had united, but the Riijiis of Kathmandu 
and Bhatgaon were not on speaking terms. 

Samvat 819 Magha . . . this day Kathmandu 
attacked Thimi [a border village between Kath- 
mandu and Bhaktapur, which frequently was a 
bone of contention], but the invaders were com- 
pelled to flee at night and Patan protected them. 

Sawvat 819 VaiSiikha . . . this day Patan 
was isolated. 

Samvat 819 Bhadra . . . this day the three cities 
became friends, and one elephant Dalabhanjana 
by name was presented to Kathmandu. . . . 

Samvat 821 VaiSikha . . . this day Bhatgaon 
was isolated. 

Samvat 821 Sriivana . . . this day Sri Sri Vira 
Yoganarendramalla juju [king of Patan] was 
isolated. 

Sarpvat 822 MHrga . . . this day Bhatgaon and 
Patan combined, Kathmandu became alone. O n  
Pausa-krsna . . . the three cities were friends 
again.'= 

Curiously, despite the squabbling that the thyd- 
saphu so eloquently reveals, there was also a very 
intimate relationship among the bickering kings. 
They put aside their quarrels to assist at the cere- 
monies attendant on the Hindu samskliras and all 
of each other's rites de passage-the birth and pu- 
berty rites of princes and princesses, marriages, 
coronations, and funerals. Frequently, in cases of 
disputed accession, the kings of one or two king- 

D. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 333-334. 
D. Regmi 1g66:part 4, inscr. 50 (8638). 

e l  D. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 202. 

doms had a hand in establishing a new incumbent 
on the throne of the third. This was particularly 
true during the political comedy of eighteenth-cen- 
tury Patan. It was also customarily one of the cousin 
kings who performed the special rites sanctify: 
ing the coronation. At times the royal families as- 
sisted at each other's court spectacles and attended 
each other's special religious ceremonies and festi- 
vals; they regularly worshiped at the shrines and 
temples located within each other's territory. 

The fundamental inability of the Malla kings to 
get along with each other at length resulted in the 
ruin of their petty preserves, and brought their rule 
to an end. Their quarrels began to spread beyond 
family and Valley. The  Malla kings became in- 
volved with the petty hill states, particularly those 
of the Caubisi Riijya, the confederation of Twenty- 
four Kingdoms of the nearby central and western 
hills. Although they sometimes fought against the 
hill states, as did Prata~amalla, for example, who 
boasts that he defeated the armies of Dambara 
Shah of Gorkha and seized his elephant," they 
frequently took sides in outsiders' disputes, partic- 
ularly those between nearby Makwanpur and Vi- 
jaya~ur.  More often, however, just as the Maithili 
(Tirhutiii, Doya) had been summoned by the con- 
tentious nobles of the Transitional Period, the 
Malla kings called upon these outside dorces to take 
sides in their own conflicts. At one point they even 
unsuccessfully solicited the British in India to inter- 
vene.'l But they turned most often to three of the 
western hill states, Lamjung, TanahG, and particu- 
larly, G ~ r k h a . ~ '  

Gorkha was one of the most important of the 
Twenty-four Kingdoms whose capital lay three or 
four days march to the west of the Valley (Plates 
72, 73). Founded by Dravya Shah in A.D. 1559, 
Gorkha almost at once entered into close relations 
with the Valley kingdoms. Rims Shah, raja of 
Gorkha A.D. 1614 to ca. 1636, concluded a treaty of 
friendship with Siddhinarasirpha of Patan and in- 
vited Newar traders to settle in G ~ r k h a . ~ '  Plthvi- 
pati Shah was honorably received at the court of 
Kathmandu in A.D. 1678. In a ceremony attended by 
officials from Bhaktapur and Patan, he became the 

02 N. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:749, 768-769, 776-778. 
8Wevipra~ad Bhandari 1964a:50-53; D. Regrni 1961 : I  8, 

21-22. 
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avowed blood brother (mita, friend) with the 
Kathmandu king, Nypendra." A few years later, 
A.D. 1686, Plthvipati came again to Kathmandu to 
meet with Nlpendra's successor, Panhivcndra." 
Prthvipati's son, and later his grandson, were guests 
at the court of Bhaktapur, and Kathmandu and 
Gorkha kept permanent representatives at each 
other's courts in the eighteenth century.'" 

T h e  year A.D. 1685 marks the embarkation of the 
Gorkhalis on the long course dedicated to winning 
the Malla realms. Tha t  year, Gorkha made the first 
of many alliances with one o r  more of the Valley 
kingdoms against one or  more of the others. In this 
first instance, Gorkha joined with Bhaktapur and 
Kathmandu in a treaty from which Patan was ex- 
cluded." A few years later, A.D. 1701 (N.s. 822 

Miirga), Gorkha, Makwanpur, Tanahii, Patan, and 
Bhaktapur signed a treaty prejudicial to Kath- 
mandu. And in A.D. 1731 (N.s. 851 Migha), Ranajit- 
malla rewarded the citizens of Bhaktapur, Thimi, 
and other villages in his realm for repulsing the 
combined attacks of Patan, Kathmandu, and Gor- 
kha against one of his forts.88 Soon the Gorkhalis, 
under their dynamic king, Prithvi Narayan Shah, 
were fully engaged in the conquest of the strategic 
Valley. Continuing to profit by whatever divisive 
alliances he could make within the Valley, the Shah 
king also undertook piecemeal conquest around the 
perimeter. This  began in A.D. 1741, with the seizure 
of the strategic hilltop fortress town of Nawakot, 
commanding at once the trade route to Tibet and 
the northern approaches to the Valley (Plate 74). 
During the next twenty years the little Valley was 
completely encircled by Gorkhali holdings, and 
underwent a debilitating economic blockads. Seek- 
ing relief, the ever-turbulent leaders of Patan en- 
treated the Shah king himself to take its throne. 
Instead, he sent his brother Dalmardana Shah, who 
became sovereign of Patan for a brief period in 

R4 Banda 1962:61 n. I ;  D. Regmi r$,h part 2, 455. This 
was by no means a unique occasion (N. Pant, et al., eds. 
r968:659). Mila larrnu, literally "to make friends with," is 
still a practice in Nepalese society. and is a ritual exchange 
between persons through which a sacred and immutable 
bond of brotherhood is established. Matrimonial alliances 
between hill and Valley royal families seems to have been 
eschewed, but Mahindra, king of Patan A.D. 1709-1714, was 
born at Tanahfi, the son of Yoganarendra and a concu- 
bine from this hill state (G .  Vajracharya 1968:374). 

A.D. 1@4-1$5. When his presence did not alleviate 
Patan's sufferings, the throne was retrieved and 
bestowed on one more-and last-Malla king. Yet 
although the Malla kings appreciated the common 
danger inlellectually, they were unable to overcome 
the stronger emotion of m u ~ u a l  antagonism that 
had so long governed their behavior. Just ten years 
before the debacle, Jayaprakiia wrote Prithvi Na- 
rayan Shah to assure him that Kathmandu would 
not hinder Gorkha's conquest of Patan but, to the 
contrary, would assist in the undertaking."' Thus, 
to the very end, these foolish kings still turned to 
the enemy against their cousins. And finally, as it 
had to happen, in A.D. 1768 the king of Gorkha, 
Prithvi Narayan Shah, seized Kathmandu, then 
Patan, and after more than a year's grace, Bhakta- 
pur in A.D. 1769. Thus  ended the reign of the Mallas 
in the Valley of Kathmandu. 

Foreign Relations and Acculturation 

Maithili and Muslim 
In  keeping wih the traditional Nepalese practice, 

the Mallas continued to maintain close cultural ties 
with their neighbors on  the southern plains. Like 
the Licchavis, the Mallas often turned to India for 
suitable marriage partners. Some, such as Niyaka- 
devi's ill-fated husband, Hariicandra (and a broth- 
er, Gopilacandra), came from Benares; others- 
two favorite wives of Pratipamalla, for exarnple- 
from Cooch Behar and the Karni ta;  while others, 
like Jagatasimha, Sthitimalla, and perhaps Padu- 
maladrvi, originated in Mithili. 

Mithili was a nearby neighbor, straddling what 
is now the border between the Nepalese Tarai and 
Bihar state (Map I ) .  It has a long history and many 
names, among them Videha, Tirabhukti, and Tir-  
hut.'" Its people are variously known as Maithili, 
Tirhutia, and colloquially in Malla Nepal, Doya. 

Banda r962:61 n. I. 

B8D. Regmi 1961:24; N .  Pant, et al., eds. 1968:973974; 
D. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 490. 

87 D. Regmi rg66:part 3, app. 111, fol. 58 (26). 
"Tewari, et al., eds. 1964:40-44, 52-56. 

N. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:752-753, 973977. 
BOAbout the eighth or seventh century B.C. the state. 

bounded by the Kosi, Ganges, Gandaki, and Himalayan 
foothills, was known as Videha and its capital city Milhila. 
The latter's location has not been identified, but may cor- 
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From at least A.D. 1097, when Ninyadeva came 
horn the Karnita and established himself in a new 
capital, Simarimapura, known to Nepalis as Sim- 
raongarh," Mithili was very influential in Valley 
affairs. The relentless plundering of the Valley un- 
der Ninyadeva's dynasty made Mithili's influence 
largely pernicious at first. But after its conquest by 
the Muslims in A.D. 1324/1325, Mithili came to play 
a quite different role. At that time its king, Hara- 
simha, and his family sought refuge in Nepal; in 
their wake came other Maithili, among whom were 
many of the Brahman intelligentsia. Tradition as- 
signs to Mithili the origin of a number of Newar 
Hindu caste groups, and in contemporary Nepal 
there are others who claim this descent?' 

Politically a Muslim ward after A.D. 1325, Mithili 
remained by and large outside the Muslim cultural 
orbit. In fact, after scarcely a quarter-century of 
Muslim governors, the territory was again en- 
trusted to Brahman command.93 The conservatism, 
orthodoxy, and learning of Maithili Brahmans is 
legendary.,Mithila, for example, was the home of 
Kulinism, an elaborate system of genealogical re- 
cord keeping designed to avoid any possible misal- 
liance through marriage that might sully Brahman 
purity. As might be expected, the influx into Nepal 
of Brahman pandits and other Hindus raised in 
this environment-strengthened by the general In- 
dian revival of Hinduism at that time-had a pro- 
found cultural impact on the Kathmandu Valley. 
The Buddhist drift toward Hinduism, already ap- 
parent for some time, was accelerated, and in the 
Hindu camp there was an intensification of ortho- 
dox Brahmanical pra~tice. '~ Brahman preceptors 

respond to the Nepali town of Janakpur. About the time 
of the Buddha, Videha was conquered by Magadha, and 
subsequently the name of the destroyed capital, Mithili, 
came to replace Videha as a territorial name. An alternate 
is Tirabhukti, from whence derives the modern territorial 
name, Tirhut. On Mithili see: Thakur 1956; Sircar 1960. 
A number of supplementary references are cited by Petech 
1958:52 n. 4. 

O1 It no longer exists except as a jungle-covered ruin, Rau- 
tahat District of the Tarai (Hodgson 1835; Ballinger 

'973). 
O 2  Wright 1966:11g; Allen 1g75:38-39, 42. 
"Thakur 1 9 5 6 : ~ ~ .  
O4 There is nothing in the documents or monuments of 

the previous periods, however, that would seem to warrant 

such as Sivadisa and Dvijarija U p a d h y ~ ~ a ,  whom 
the Gopdlardja-vatnidvali frequently mentions, be- 
came particularly influential at the court.05 Maithili, 
and all Indian Brahmans had a reputation for learn- 
ing that surpassed that of the local Brahmans. They 
were therefore often sought after, even into late 
Malla times. Yaksamalla, for example, imported 
Brahmans from the Deccan to supervise the great 
national shrine of Pas'upati. Sivasimha, a seven- 
teenth-century Kathmandu king, is said to have 
suffered with a family priest (purohit) who was 
"very ignorant and unlearned and could not pro- 
nounce Sanskrit words correctly. Therefore the Ra- 
jah sent some presents to the Rajah of Tirhut with 
a request that he would furnish him with four 
Tirhutia Brahmans to supply the place of purohits. 
Accordingly the Rajah of Tirhut sent four Brah- 
mans . . . who ever after settled in the country and 
received a grant of land for their maintenan~e."'~ 
Even now, some of the Deo-Brahmans of Patan, 
Newar Hindus, claim descent from Brahmans 
who were invited from Mithili to serve the Malla 
kings.'7 

Siva Pas'u~ati has probably always been foremost 
among the deities who crowd the Kathmandu Val- 
ley. Wimth the attrition of Buddhism and the inten- 
sification of Brahmanical orthodoxy, however, Siva 
in all his forms seems to have been accorded in- 
creased devotion. The colophon of a late text, de- 
spite its obvious exaggeration and error regarding 
Harasimha's role, is illustrative in this respect. 
It informs us that beginning with Harasimha's 
entry into Nepal, "the Nepalese became Shivaite 
(Sivamirgiya). There were many Brahmans from 

the sweeping assessment that the position of the Nepalese 
kings from the beginning of their history was like "that of 
most of the hill Rajas of the same period: an easy-going 
sort of Hinduism, with a good deal of laxity in the ob- 
servance of its social code" (Petech rg58:179). While the 
kings of the Transitional Period might conceivably be 
thus categorized, as Petech himself observes, we do not 
know. Certainly there is nothing in the Licchavi records to 
justify this opinion, and on  the contrary, the ample docu- 
ments give quite the contrary impression. 

O5 Petech 1g58:140. 
Be Hasrat 1970:64. By this time, of course, Mithili was 

no longer a sovereign state with a "Rajah," but under 
Muslim overlordship. 

O 7  Allen I975:42. 
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the Karnatak and from Mirhili and their Nepa- 
lese pupils by thousands; many k!atriya, many 
iudra, worshippers of Durgi and worshippers of 
Siva by the  hundred^."^' That there is some truth 
to the account is also suggested by an entry in the 
Gopdlardja-uamiiuali, which states that in A.D. 1370 
(N.s. qgo Vaiiikha), Sthitimalla received a warm 
welcome in Patan, the Buddhist stronghold, and 
"from that time on the religion of Udayelvara 
Siva prevailed again."" 

As a Vaisnava center of some renown, Mithili 
also influenced developments in Visnu's cult in 
Nepal Mandala. For centuries Visnu had been one 
of the most highly regarded deities in Nepal, as 
Licchavi records and monuments testify. Hut from 
Mithili now emanated a new devotional cult 
known as bhaktiuada. It was particularly evident 
in the worship of Krsna, one of Vis~u 's  avatars. 
Devotion to one deity did not necessarily exclude 
another. Thus, while Sthitimalla may have been a 
stern protagonist of Siva, he was at the same time 
an ardent devotee of Visnu and of Rima, another 
of the deity's  incarnation^.^'^ In emulation of Mai- 
thili practice, Sthitimalla was the first Nepali king 
to include the name Nirlyana among his royal 
titles and epithets (praiasti) and the first to pro- 
claim himself Visnu incarnate."' But in this he 
had been already audacioudy anticipated by the 
Banepa noble, Jayasimha-rimavarddhana? Sthiti- 
malla also assiduosly courted Matsyendranatha, the 
Valley patron, a god of indigenous origin who by 
then had become essentially a Buddhist deity. Si- 
multaneously, he was deeply devoted to the goddess 
Taleju, a form of Durga. 

It is a common misconception that Harasimha 
of Mithili introduced the goddess Taleju into Ne- 
pal.''' But we know that he died without even 
reaching Nepal Mandala and, in any event, Taleju 

O B  Petech 1g58:17~180.  
90 Fol. 56b. The significance of "Udayeivara" Siva is un- 

known. 
loo Petech 1958:139-140. 
lo' Visnugupta implied this by having a self-portrait 

made in the guise of Visnu, but left no documents in which 
he avowed himself the god incarnate. 

lnZ D. Regrni 1g66:part 3, app. A, inscrs. 30, 35 (24-27, 

33-35). 
lo3 Wright 1g66:118-1x9, 1 2 1 ;  Hasrat 1g70:53; Lamshal 

1966:34; Petech 1g58:112-113. 

was worshiped there before his time. The Gopila- 
rdja-vamJauali noted that the evil events of about 
A.D. 1316 were presaged by the sweating of "Tala- 
moode," an alternate name for the goddess, and 
Rudramalla knew her.''' As MineSvari, one of the 
strands woven into the complex personality of the 
Nepalese manifestation of the goddess, she was 
known in Licchavi times.lOWonetheless, Taleju 
was widely worshiped in MithilH and in other parts 
of India,'" and with the Maithili influx into the 
Valley in the fourteenth century, Taleju's cult re- 
ceived new impetus. Her popular association with 
Mithili is illustrated by one of her nicknames, 
Domaju, the Mother Goddess of the Qoya (Mai- 
thili). She was Sthitimalla's immutable lineage 
deity (kuladcuatd), and he chose her as his per- 
sonal deity (i(tadeuata), a practice emulated by 
many succeeding Malla kings.lo7 Sthitimalla also 
inaugurated the use of Taleju's name in the Malla 
royal praiastis, a custom the Rimavarddhanas £01- 
lowed.lo8 Although outranked in official records by 
the venerable Palupati, Taleju appears to have been 
first in the hearts of the Malla kings. By the time 
of the Three Kingdoms, she was invoked as the 
divine witness of royal edicts and inter-kingdom 
treaties, she was regularly accorded a rich treasury 
of offerings, and hers are among the most imposing 
temples in the Kathmandu Valley. 

Contrary to popular belief, Sthitimalla played a 
limited role in organizing traditional society into a 
rigidly hierarchical caste system. But there seems 
no doubt that his regime is to be identified with a 
tightening of the social system, and with making 
Nepal more positively Hindu. Sthitimalla's reform- 
ist energies would have been particularly directed 
toward the then extensive Buddhist community, 
which had burgeoned and reached its apogee dur- 
ing the Transitional Period. The Buddhists' loosely 

lo' Fols. 44a, b. 
lo5 On TalejuIMincivari, see Chapter I I .  
'OED. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 593; Sircar 1948:14; Allen 

1975:48-49. 63 n. 5. 
lo7 LokaprakiJa, however, chose Krpna as his i~fadcvari  

(D. Regmi rg66:part 4, instr. 128 [271-2741). 
lo8D. Regrni 1965:part I, 368-369. Visnumalla did not 

use it (D. Regmi 1g66:part 4, inscr. 140 [28g-2931) and 
some of the Patan kings after Yoganarendra, who were 
not of Sthitimalla's lineage, do not claim her in their 
titles. D. Vajracharya 1 9 6 5 ~ 3 4 .  
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structured society, in which caste distinctions tradi- 
tionally had been minimized, and the Newars' re- 
laxed attitude toward the remarriage of widows, 
together with their repudiation of sati, must have 
been particularly uncongenial to an orthodox Hin- 
du. Thus, although the steady drift of Newar Bud- 
dhists into the rigid, caste-structured social system 
imposed by Hinduism was quite apparent by the 
end of the Transitional Period,log Sthitimalla's or- 
thodox origin and disposition must have helped to 
accelerate it. Moreover, as in modern Nepal, the 
Buddhist switch to Hinduism must have been 
worth the candle for the material benefits it con- 
ferred in an increasingly Hindu  society. 

T h e  impact of Mithila is not only registered in 
politics, in religion, and social organization, but 
also in language and writing. Maithili is a rich, 
Sanskrit-derived language whose literary tradition 
dates from at least the fifteenth century A.D. It  soon 
took its place beside Sanskrit as a prestigious lan- 
guage at the Malla courts, and was favored in the 
composition of poetry and dramas, often by the 
rulers themselves. From the early seventeenth cen- 
tury, works in Maithili were particularly popular 
at the Malla c o ~ r t s . " ~  From the time of Sthitimalla, 
most of the fanciful Old Newari scripts devel- 
oped in the Transitional Period dropped out of 
use, and Newari script became scarcely distinguish- 
able from the script used in Mithili. 

Throughout most of the Malla years, Muslim 
rule was firmly imposed on the contiguous Indian 
plains. Muslim onslaughts on the Buddhist centers 
of the Pala domain in the twelfth century, and 
Mithilii in the fourteenth, drove countless refugees 
Erom the broken communities into the Kathmandu 
Valley. But the Valley itself miraculously suffered 
only a single, though pitiless, raid in A.D. 1349, and 
remained free of Muslim rule. IHowever, a coin 
struck in the time of Anantamalla, A.D. 1274-1307, 
bears on the obverse the legend " 'AlS ud-din Khnl- 
ji" in Arabic, which suggests some sort of suze- 
rainty by the Delhi dynasty, if only perhaps brief 
and nominal."' Further, Mahendramalla, ca. A.D. 
1560-1574, is said to have gone to the Mughal court 

lo"ee Chapter 10.  

Sce Appendix 11. 
"' Petech 1958:103-104; D. Reg~ni 1gG5:part I ,  3 ~ - 3 1 3 .  

at Delhi bearing gifts of swans and hawks, which 
so  leased the emperor that he accorded the Nepa- 
lese ruler permission to mint coins in his own 
name. There seems no reason that a n  independent 
sovereign should need this permission, and some 
doubt the event."* But there is no question that the 
coins struck by Mahendramalla are the first avail- 
able after an almost total absence following the 
Licchavi coins. This  might be interpreted as indi- 
cating some kind of dependency. 

As close neighbors of long duration, the Muslims 
did have considerable influence on the culture of 
Malla Nepal. This  was most pervasive at  the court, 
where the Malla nobility, while resisting the taint 
of Islam, warmly embraced the secular aspects of 
Islamic culture. This  was especially true in the later 
Malla period; it in part coincided with Mughal 
rule in India (A.D. 1526-1858), and with the time 
of the Mughal-influenced H i n d u  Rajputs domiciled 
in India and the Nepalese hill states. Tha t  there 
must have been some intercourse of the Malla aris- 
tocracy with the Mughal court itself is indicated by 
the degree to which they adopted Mughal and 
Rajput dress--even down to details of ornamenta- 
tion and personal weaponry. T h e  representations of 
Malla royalty in bronzes and paintings from the 
mid-seventeenth century on are indistinguishable 
from Mughal and Rajput models (Plates 67, 68, 70, 

76, 239). 
At  the Malla courts albums of erotica, like those 

enjoyed at  the Mughal court, were circulated; the 
baiji, or  professional courtesan singer, was a popu- 
lar institution; and harems were the fashion. With 
few exceptions, the exterior appearance of the Mal- 
la palaces remained faithful to local architectural 
traditions. T h e  Mughal and Rajput palaces de- 
picted in the late paintings did not, in fact, exist in 
the Kathmandu Valley. A rustic version of the 
domed mosque, however, began to serve the Mal- 
las as Hindu  temples from the seventeenth century 
(Plate 213). Details such as cusped arches and the 
so-called cypress columns that appear in late wood 
carving also seem to be inspired by Islamic art."' 
Interior decorations and furnishings reflected Mu- 
ghal tastes, at least in a provincial way. F o r  exam- 
ple, the characteristic interior wall niches of the 

Wright rg66:140; S. Joshi 1960:6g-72. 
"Wee 1969:22. 
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Mughal buildings are to be found in those of the 
Mallas, and the Mallas affected the same dais-like 
thrones and bulky supporting bolsters. 

T h e  influence of Persian and Arabic also began 
to be registered in the vocabulary of Newari. Coins 
were even occasionally minted with Arabic 
script."' By the sixteenth and seventeenth centu- 
ries, moreover, the Malla court had adopted from 
the Mughals a host of new honorific titles and of- 
fices, such as hakima, vakila, umarZo, and many 
more. 

Muslim and Mughal influence in the Kathman- 
d u  Valley, while greatest at the court, was also felt 
at the popular level. Madheses, that is, southerners, 
the inhabitants of the Tarai and Indian plains who 
were acculturated to Islam i f  not actually Muslims, 
were recruited for the Malla a r m i e ~ . ' ' ~  Direct con- 
tact with Indian Muslims was even possible in the 
Valley bazaars. F o r  in the early eighteenth century 
the Kathmandu king, Mahindrasimha, invited 
Muslim merchants to settle in his capital to manu- 
facture perfume and bangles, and to serve as court 
m~s ic ians . "~  This  forced proximity with Islam, 
and more particularly, competition in the market 
place, met with some resistance at first. But a rec- 
onciliation was soon effected, and the Muslim mer- 
chants worked side by side with the Newars. T h e  
popularity of the hookah, widely enjoyed through- 
out Nepal, no doubt dates from the time of in- 
creased contact with those already habituated to it. 
Many other aspects of Muslim and particularly 
Mughal material culture may be similarly traced 
in the Kathmandu Valley. 

The Nepalese Hill States 
T h e  close relationship, both in friendship and 

enmity, of the Valley kingdoms and the Caubisi 

11' See Appendix 11; S. Joshi 1960:80. 
N. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:828-829. 

l lC D. Regmi rg66:part 2, 173-174. 
11' I>. Vajracharya 1g6z:nlain part, 180.187. 

See Appendix 11. 
""The employ of mercenaries is said to have been 

started by Ratnamalla in the sixteenth century (D. Regmi 
rg66:part 2, 460). Their appearance at the Malla court 
probably long antedates this time; i f  we are to believe the 
chronicles, it was a disaffected Magar whose tales of the 
fabled wealth of his former Inasters incited the Palpa ruler, 
blukunclasena, to attack the Valley about the middle of the 
thirteenth century (Wright 1966:115). Mercenaries in the 

Riijya, the Twenty-four Kingdoms of the western 
hills, was not confined to kings and their courts. 
By the seventeenth century, the hill rajas' subjects- 
Brahman and Chetri caste groups (some of whom 
claimed Rijput descent), and indigenous ethnic 
groups, the Khasa (proto-Nepali) and Magars- 
had gained a foothold in the Valley. This  was not 
only through uncontested infiltration, but through 
lands bestowed upon them by royal patronage."' 
T h e  immigrants were soon well entrenched. By the 
mid-seventeenth century their language, Nepali, 
had begun to assert itself as a common tongue of 
Nepal Mandala."' Khasas and Magars were at- 
tached to the Malla courts in the capacity of cour- 
tiers, were often extremely influential, and were 
enrolled in the paid standing army.l13 That  they 
were also established as permanent farming com- 
munities is attested by eighteenth-century edicts 
that restrict them from cutting firewood in the for- 
ests of Sankhu and Changu Ni r iyana  for sale in 
the Bhaktapur market.''' T h e  presence in the 
Kathmandu Valley of increasing numbers of these 
Hindu immigrants unquestionably acmlerated the 
drift of Malla Nepal toward Hinduism, and helped 
to establish a receptive climate for Prithvi Narayan 
Shah's Hindu kingdom. T h e  presence of these im- 
migrants, many of whom professed Rajput descent, 
also served to intensify the trend toward Mughal 
culture apparent in the culture of the Valley at 
this time. 

Tibet and China 
If there is some suspicion that Tibet briefly exer- 

cised political control over Nepalese territory in the 
Licchavi and Transitional Periods, the reverse is 
true in the Malla Period. Traditionally, Yaksamalla 
is credited with having extended his dominions on 

service of the Three Kingdoms included not only Ma- 
dheses, Khasas, and Magars, but Bhotes, or Bhotiyas, that 
is, Tamangs and similar hill peoples who professed Bud- 
dhism and were Tibetanized (D. Vajracharya 1962:main 
part, 188, 191). At the fall of Bhaktapur, Ranajitmalla 
doubted Bhote loyalty, it is said, and thereiore had the 
mercenaries burned alive in their barracks (Wright 1966: 

'73). 
"OD. Reg~ni 1966:part 2, 491; D. Regn~i 1g66:part 4, 

inscrs. 137, 138 (286-287); Tewari, et al., eds. 1964:65-66. 
This was not an economic measure but an effort to preserve 
the vanadrtrgas, the "forest fortresses," stands of virgin 
forest. The vanadurga not only served military ends in 
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the north "by a distance of seven days' march" to 
include, among other places, "Sikarjoong" (Sel- 
dkar-rdson), a trading post on the way to Lhasa.lZ1 
Pratipamalla boasts of seizing border territories up 
to Kuti, Khasi, and Kyirong.'" That these kings 
actually did so seems probable, since the tradition 
of a more northerly Nepalese border was remem- 
bered by the Shah kings."' But like the Tibetan 
hold on Nepal, these Malla territorial gains at the 
expense of Tibet were ephemeral. 

Of far greater consequence were the trade rela- 
tions between Tibet and the Kathmandu Valley. 
Important in all times, trade seems to have been 
intensified in the late Malla Period, particularly in 
the reign of Pratipamalla. Newar traders passed to 
and from Lhasa, as did Tibetans to the Kathmandu 
Valley. The latter were sufficiently numerous to 
warrant the assessment of a visitor's tax to swell the 
Nepalese royal t r ea s~ r i e s . ' ~~  Many Newar mer- 
chants and artisans, known as Uriy (Nepali, 
Udas), became permanently domiciled in Tibet. 
One such merchant, for example, was Narasimha 
Bharo of Asan-tol, Kathmandu, who traded at 
Tashilunpo monastery, and another was Budhi- 
ciirya Jiianiiriija of Panauti, whose commission of 
a stupa in honor of the Buddha was completed 
while he was away in Lhasa.lZ5 Newar stanzaic 
poetry is filled with songs that treat of husbands 
gone to Tibet to trade.''' A certain Bhimamalla, 
k i z i  (minister) first to Laksminarasimha and then 
to his son Pratipamalla, is well known to Nepalese 
history for his successful role as a commercial en- 
voy to Tibet. Bhimamalla arranged a trade treaty 
advantageous to Nepal, is said to have established 
numerous commercial firms in Lhasa, and to have 
encouraged Nepalese traders to go to Tibet. The  
minister apparently not only sent back glowing 
tales of the fabulous gold and silver mines guarded 
by the barbarian "Gurukas," but sent such a quan- 

time of war, but helped to protect the rich treasuries of 
the temples, which were located by preference within their 
fastnesses. 

Vrhatsicipatram part I,  110; Kirkpatrick 1969:266; 
Petech 1958:167. 

12' D. Regmi 1966:part 4, inscr. 50 (86-88); Lamshal 
1966:83. 

lZ31n a letter written to Rana Bir Khatri in v.s. 1846, 
Rana Rahadur Shah mentioned that the Nepalese boundary 
in Pratipamalla's reign passed through Kuti. 

tity of bullion as proof that a special treasury had 
to be constructed in Hanurnan Dhoka palace to 
hold it. At least so the chronicles would have it.12' 

In exchange for Tibetan gold bullion, in an ar- 
rangement extremely advantageous to Nepal, the 
Nepalese mahendramalli was circulated in Tibet as 
the coin of the realm. Its debasement by the last 
Malla kings was a bone of contention between the 
two countries (as the question of Nepalese coinage 
supplied to Tibet against gold would remain under 
the Shahs).'" The  Tibet trade was of such impor- 
tance to the Malla kings that it was the subject of 
treaties with Gorkha. One between Jayaprakis'a- 
malla of Kathmandu and Prithvi Narayan Shah 
stipulated, among other things, that Kathmandu 
would not encourage the Tibetans to pillage 
Gorkha.12" 

In the early and middle years of the Malla Period, 
approximately up to the time of the Three King- 
doms, the cultural influences largely flowed from 
Nepal to Tibet. But by the sixteenth century the tide 
had turned, and the cultural influences flowed the 
other way. Even by the close of the Transitional Pe- 
riod, when Nepal was still the acculturator, Tibetans 
had ceased to look southward to India (where Bud- 
dhism had been crushed) or  to Nepal for Buddhist 
doctrine and texts. By then the labor of centuries 
had gathered and rendered into Tibetan most of 
the texts, freeing Tibetans from dependence on 
Sanskrit. Indeed, the Tibetans had now come to 
regard Buddhism as their 0 ~ n . l ' ~  Nonetheless, in 
the early years of the Malla Period Tibetan stu- 
dents and monks still trickled southward into the 
Kathmandu Valley to study and to visit the famous 
Buddhist shrines such as Svayambhtnatha and 
Bodhnitha. The  long residence of the Tibetan 
Dharmasvimin in the Valley drom about A.D. 1226 

to 1234, for example, is well known, as are this 
erudite monk's commentaries on Nepal.131 More- 

lZ4 D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  527. 
lZ5 Hriday 1971:rrz; Rajvamshi 1963:inscr. 220 (85) .  
lZ0 Lienhard 1974:nos. 62, 63, 87, 183-184, 212, among 

others; see Appendix I on stanzaic poetry. 
lZ7 Lamshal 1966:83-85; D. Regrni 196G:part 2, 60.64, 

492-493. 
lZ8 Kirkpatrick 1969:339-340. 
12W. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:127-128. 
130 Snellgrove and Richardson 1968:146-147. 
lS1 D. Regrni 1g65:part I ,  559-560. 
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over, at this time the Tibetans still turned to Nepal 
as a primary source of Buddhist cult objects. 
For example, when the great Nor monastery 
(Ngor Evan Chos-ldan) was built a t  the beginning 
of the fifteenth century in Tibet, all the contribut- 
ing artists were summoned from There 
is also the well-known example of AnikoIArniko 
(Aneka ?), who at the instance of Kubilai Khan 
was brought to Tibet with a retinue of craftsmen 
to construct a golden stupa.lS3 But on a more com- 
monplace level, Nepalese artists at work in the 
Kathmandu Valley or  in Tibetan towns and mon- 
asteries produced for their Buddhist brethren the 
varied images in bronze and in paint on cloth, to- 
gether with many of the ritual vessels and objects 
the cult required. T h e  Nepalese aesthetic tradition, 
with that of China and Central Asia, became a 
principal source for Tibetan art. 

Beginning in the sixteenth century, and fully ar- 
ticulated in the seventeenth century, there was a 
reversal of roles between acculturator and accul- 
turated. By this time the monastic system in the 
Kathmandu Valley was defunct, Buddhism was 
moribund, and Tibet had become the Buddhist 
holy land. There are many accounts of Nepalese 
sojourning in Tibetan monasteries, especially at 
Tashilunpo in Shigatse. A "monk" returned from 
Tashilunpo, for example, one Padmadhvaja by 
name, established in Bhaktapur A.D. 1667 (N.s. 787 
Vaiiikha) "with the approval of his wife, daugh- 
ter and son" a vihdra, together with an image of 
Dipankara Buddha and an endowment of gSthi 
lands. Frequently manuscripts were copied in Tibet 
by domiciled bhikjus, such as a former resident of 
Paiupati-vihiira in Bhaktapur, who in the reign of 
Jagatprakiia completed a text in Lha~a. '~'  Tibetan 
Buddhism gradually came to be favored by the 
Nepalese merchants and artisans domiciled in Ti- 
bet because it allowed them far greater 4reedom 

132 Tucci 1949:1, 277; 1967:roo. 
133 Petech 1958:ggror. Petech (99) believes that Anan- 

tarnalla's documents reflect a particularly close relationship 
with Tibet when the Sa-skya abbot petitioned Nepal for 
these artisans. 

13'Shakya and Vaidya 197o:inscr. 33 (130-134); colo- 
phon 18 (39-40). Note that this uihira was named after a 
Brahrnanical divinity. 

I s 5  D. Regmi 1966:part 4, inscrs. 150, 151 (307.319); Levi 
1go5:11, 5-6. 

than the closed system that had by this time fully 
evolved in Nepal. It was even possible for people 
such as they to be ordained as monks, which was 
impossible in Nepal, where Buddhist religious of- 
fices now belonged to hereditary castes. 

By the period of the Three Kingdoms, it was the 
Tibetans who undertook the care and rehabilitation 
of the prestigious, but decaying, Buddhist shrines 
in the Valley. In A.D. 1751,  for example, Tibetan 
lamas came to repair the deteriorated stupa of Svay- 
ambhijnitha.13Vndeed, they introduced a Tibetan 
style with their many donations, such as the encir- 
d ing  prayer wheels and the purely Tibetan gonpaz 
established within the great stupa's precincts. It  was 
probably in the late Malla Period that the stupa of 
Bodhnitha was totally rebuilt to Tibetan taste, per- 
haps in conformity with the celebrated Tibetan 
stupa at  Gyangtse. Namobuddhi, another famous 
Buddhist tirtha in Nepal, located in the hills not 
far from Palanchok, also probably acquired its 
Tibetan appearance at about this time (Plate 504). 
T h e  Tibetan concern with the Nepalese Buddhist 
monuments continued into the nineteenth century. 
Hodgson remarked that although Bodhnatha and 
Svayambhiinitha were in Nepal, they were "almost 
exclusively in the keeping of the Tibetans, and 
Lamas are the permanent ministering functionar- 
ies.~~13G 

By the period of the Three Kingdoms, the Ti-  
betans had become self-sufficient in cult objects. I n  
fact, they now frequently made for the Nepalese 
merchants in Tibet bronzes, paintings, and ritual 
objects. Such paintings (pata, paubhd in Nepal, 
thanka in Tibet) are purely Tibetan except for a 
stock dedicatory inscription in the Newari lan- 
guage and script. T h e  paintings seem to date only 
from the very late seventeenth century, and many 
were painted at Tashilunpo monastery. At this 
time Tibetan artistic influence-and Chinese motifs 

130 Hodgson 1971:21 note. Oliphant 1852:8081 observed 
that at the time of his visit to Kathmandu, "the temple of 
Bhood [Bodhnitha] . . . had just been furbished up and 
whitewashed by a great man from H'Lassa, an crnissary of 
the Grand Lama's." In 1862 Jang Bahadur Rana inter- 
viewed "three Chinese architects who had been invited to 
execute repairs of the temple of Shambhunath and other 
Buddhist pagodas in the kingdom" (Pudma Rana 1974: 
259). 
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by way of Tibet-also became evident in the arts 
produced by the Nepalese. Motifs exotic to the 
Nepalese tradition became increasingly popular, 
such as the dragon, typical Chinese-style clouds, 
and the omnipresent cloud vehicle (tai) of Chinese 
inspiration (Plate 408). These Tibeto-Chinese ele- 
ments are most apparent in paintings. In some in- 
stances northern influence is so strong that the 
plain blue cotton borders of Nepalese paintings 
have been discarded in favor of painted borders 
imitating the dragon brocades of Tibetan than- 
4as.l3' T h e  new motifs also occur in late wood 
and stone carvings (Plates 228,315) and are evident 
in the metallurgical arts. 

There is some evidence that by the mid-eight- 
eenth century Tibetan Buddhists again became in- 
terested in the Sanskrit sources of their faith. One  
such was the lama Si-tu Pan Chen. H e  came more 
than once to Nepal in the reigns of the last Malla 
kings, who, according to the lama's memoirs, gave 
him a warm w e 1 ~ o m e . l ~ ~  T h e  renewed interest in 
the Sanskrit tradition may have been engendered 
in part by Tibetan familiarity with the domiciled 
Nepalese in Tibet, the Uriy.  These Nepalese were 
honored not only for their craftsmanship and 
wealth, but as repositories and exemplars of tradi- 
tional Indic Buddhism. 

There was no direct contact between China and 
Nepal in the Early Malla Period. Indeed, after the 
long break in relations with Nepal, the Chinese 
seem to have been quite misinformed about the 
country. This  is evident from the Ming  effort to 
establish contact with Nepal in the late fourteenth 
century. It misfired when they made their ambas- 
sadorial exchanges with the Rimavarddhanas in- 
stead of the Malla kings. 

T h e  Nepalese attempted to establish ties with 
China in the mid-eighteenth century. T o  protect 
their own autonomy after Tibet had come under 
Chinese control, in A.D. 1732 the three Malla kings 
sent a joint petition "written on golden sheets" to 
the emperor of China offering tribute."'" This  was 
a matter of marginal interest to the emperor, who 
referred the offer back to local officials in Tibet. 

13'Such a painting may be seen, for example, in the 
collections of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 
accession number M71.gr.1. 

Lokesh Chandra 1969. 

After  receiving a "letter of nomination" admitting 
them as tributary nations, the three kings sent off 
their promised tribute in 1734. It  included, among 
other things, fabric, coral, amber, rhinoceros horn, 
incense, and herbs, and from the Patan king an 
image of a B o d h i ~ a t t v a . ~ " ~  There is no record of 
any further tribute to China by the Malla kings. 

T h e  cultural influence of China was limited to 
the transmission of a few art motifs by way of 
Tibet. Political contacts were not reestablished un- 
til the late eighteenth century, when the Sino- 
Nepalese war of A.D. 1792 erupted, and the Chinese 
armies descended almost to the Valley's northern 
rim. 

The  Cultural Milieu 

It  is difficult, if not impossible, to characterize 
briefly five-and-a-half centuries of Malla culture. 
T h e  early years were most akin to the Transitional 
Period, itself rooted in the Licchavi past, the mid- 
dle years were marked by Mithili, and the final 
ones both by the Maithili legacy and Mughal in- 
fluence. T h e  Malla Period is unified, however, by 
dependence on aspects of Licchavi culture as its 
primary cultural determinant. These, to recall only 
a few, are surviving institutions such as the gosthi 
and p a z d l i ,  enduring titles and offices, vestigial 
aspects of weights, measures, and coinage, and the 
continuing worship of the same gods, often with 
the same rites, by the same names, in the same 
temples and vihiras, in the same towns and vil- 
lages. 

T h e  Malla years, particularly from the time of 
Sthitimalla, mark the increasing Hinduization of 
the Kathmandu Valley and concomitant decline 
of Buddhism. While this had profound repercus- 
sions on Valley society, it seems to have little af- 
iected the deities themselves. None was dismissed, 
although some were outdistanced in popi~larity. At  
ancient Gum-vihira, for example, the magnificent 
bronze Buddha image installed about the eleventh 
century (Plate 458) gradually ceded its premier 
place to the tantric Vajrayo.gini.lJ1 By the late Malla 

1 3 ~  Ltvi I ~ O ~ : I ,  172 gives the date as 1731 ; Houlnois ant1 
Chen 1972:131 place the event in 1732. 

Boulnois and Chen 1972:131-140, 151-154. 
l 4 I  The Mother Goddess image is believed to have been 
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Period, although still worshiped, this ljuddha had 
become a minor accessory godling, ir~explicably 
known today as the "Blacksmith's Queen." Other 
deities took on new attributes or names that made 
them more acceptable to the Sivamiirgis (adher- 
ents of the "way of Siva," that is, Hindus). T h e  
celebrated deity of Dungamati, which in the Malla 
Period merged with the yogin Matsyendranitha, is 
a case in point. 

Sivamfirgi or Buddhamirgi in name, the people 
of Malla Nepal were now united by the all-per- 
vasive bond of tantrism. In this milieu the gods 
were not only worshiped but manipulated. Images 
of the deities were thought animate. They made 
known their views and desires when they bled, per- 
spired, suddenly sprouted an unwonted fang, or 
spoke from within their shuttered shrines. Even 
normal accidents o r  natural events-the collapse of 
Matsyendranfitha's chariot, the sudden arc of a 
comet-were signs of the immortals' intervention 
in man's affairs. And to the gods were joined aux- 
iliary demigods-ghosts and goblins, witches and 
haunts of every kind. Together they surely ex- 
ceeded the number of earthly subjects within the 
Malla realm. T h e  influence of tantrism is clear 
f rom the entries that thread the chronicles, thyi- 
saphus, and inscriptions, and is perpetuated today 
in legend, folklore, and practice. 

It  is not surprising that Malla Nepal was so to- 
tally concerned with the gods, given the social 
milieu. F o r  to judge by the records, the country 
was subject to a century of constant harassment by 
foreign pillagers whom the Malla kings were too 
inept to  defy. Worse, the Nepalese people were 
further subject to the personal vagaries of rule and 
misrule of these same kings. T h e  subjects of Anan- 
tamalla, for example, in the chroniclers' words, 
"were oppressed by his deceitful conduct," but 

thosc fortunate ones under Jayasihamalla wcrc not 
oppressed, and "the land was hapl>y.""' Yet both 
kings wcrc equally pious, the one donating a flag- 
staff to Paiupati, the other golden ornaments and a 
jewclcd chariot. Further, the Kathmandu Valley 
scems to have been const;~ntly ravaged by earth- 
quakes, fire, drought, famine, and pestilence, the 
repented visitations of which thread the chronicles in 
a plaintive leitmotif. T h e  reign of Ahhayamalla 
was particularly filled with disasters, h u ~  was not 
atypical."Vn A.D. 1232 a famine decimated the 
population by "one-third to one-sixth," and rice, 
oil, and salt sold at astn)nomical prices."' But de- 
spite daily royal propitiation of Pajupati with spe- 
cial costly sacrifices, there was again famine and 
epidemic that destroyed the people and their live- 
stock."' Interwoven with these catastrophes were 
several disastrous earthquakes. In A.D. 1242 (N.s. 
362) there was a severe shock that buried many 
people and their livestock alive in their houses. 
When the bodies of the dead were extricated "the 
crows flew over them to eat the carcass[es], and 
even on the living they made an attack.""\\ few 
years later another devastating earthquake oc- 
curred, leveling temples and houses. Again "one: 
third to one-sixth" of the population perished, 
among them King Abhayamalla.L'7 In later years, 
although the people were at last spared the harass- 
ment of foreign invaders, famine and epidemics 
were their constant companions. And the terrible 
goddess of smallpox, Sitali, was often abroad."' 

T h e  Malla rulers without exception professed 
Hinduism; with rare exceptions they worshiped 
Siva Paiupati as the paramount deity. jyotirmalla 
(A.D. 1408-1428), was the first Malla king to emu- 
late the Licchavis in adopting a formula to this ef- 
fect in his p r a j a ~ t i , " ~  but we encounter the germ 
of the practice with the first Malla king. Arimal- 

introduced from the Dacca region of Bengal about A.D. 

1350, when the Muslims overran East Bengal (B. Bhatta- 
charyya 1968:248-249). 

1 4 2  GopikarZja-wamjiwd, fols. 26a, b. 
143  Gopilariia-vamjiwnli, fols. 25b, 38a, 39b; VK ( 9 ) ;  

D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  211-212; Petech 1958:go. 
14* N.S. 352 Caitra (Gopilarija-wqiiwafi, fol. jgb). 
145  Gopilat.ija-wamiiwali, fols. 37a, b. 
1 4 0  D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  212. 

Gopilarija-wamjiwali, fol. 38a. 
Because the great east-west trade routes of Asia ran 

well north of the Himalayas, the Nepalis were spared the 
Black Death, which ravaged the Middle East and Europe 
at this time. Originating in Mongolia about A.D. 1331, the 
plague kept to these main arteries, inching progressively 
toward Europe and also to Peking (Dols 1977:42-44. 49- 
50). One can but wonder how Nepalese history might 
have been affected had the pestilence struck Nepal and the 
Hhaktapur families in the critical period corresponding to 
Sthitimalla's career. 

" 9 .  Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, inscr. 47 (47-50). 
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la.'" The  majority of their successors followed suit, 
as is made clear by a perusal of Malla  document^.^^' 
Nonetheless, the Malla kings also held Visnu and 
Taleju in similarly high regard and, no less than 
their subjects, embraced all the gods without dis- 
tinction. Sriniv~sa of Patan, for example, one of 
the most pious of Hindu kings, passed over Paiu- 
pati in his praiasti to declare himself the devotee of 
Matsyendranitha, a deity who, despite his syncretic 
nature, is essentially B ~ d d h i s t . ' ~ ~  

The Malla kings' impartiality is demonstrated by 
the eighteenth-century restoration of Svayambhfi- 
n.itha. Undertaken on the Tibetan lamas' initiative, 
the restoration was funded by the Hindu king of 
Kathmandu, JayaprakiSa, and assisted by the Hin- 
du king of Gorkha, Prithvi Narayan Shah, who 
supplied the immense replacement beam for the 
rotted central mast. Moreover, the Malla rulers had 
no prejudice against Christ or his apostles. They 
granted freehold lands to the exotic teachers of the 
new creed, the Capuchins who in the eighteenth 
century came to establish missions in the Malla 
realms. The Malla kings included in their palace 
staff both Brahman and Buddhist preceptors. The  
famous Lambakirna Bharta and Jamana Guviju, 
two famous tantric priests-ne Brahman, the oth- 
er Buddhist-served brilliantly in Pratipamalla's 
e n t 0 ~ r a g e . l ~ ~  

Like the Licchavi kings, all of the Malla kings 
and many of their ministers and nobles built 
temples and vihiras, commissioned diverse images, 
Buddhist and Hindu, and in accordance with 
dharma donated water tanks, fountains, and rest 
houses, together with lavish endowments for their 
maintenance. The  rulers also offered costly sacri- 
fices such as the kotihoma (kotyihuti), a burnt of- 
fering that continued for days or weeks, and was 
accompanied by munificent gifts to the Brahmans, 
bhiksus, and the needy. Less frequently the kings 
performed tulidina, a sacrifice of gold and jewels 
equal to the weight of the monarch. The  immense 

150 Petech 1958:colophon I I (84). 
lS1 There are countless examples, a few of which are 

Vrhatsicipatranz part 3, 38, 44; Petech 1958: 132 (colophon 
6),  166 (colophon 2);  D. Regmi 1g66:part 3, app. A, 
inscrs. 31, 57, 58, 69; D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  374, 437, 469, 
470. 

lS2D. Regmi 1g66:part 4, inscr. 78 (168-170). 
lS3 At least according to universally accepted legend. A 

cost of such a sacrifice made it the prerogative of 
kings alone. Or  of de facto kings like Jayasirpha- 
rima, whose munificence in this respect was leg- 
endary. The  Malla kings also frequently initiated, 
elaborated, or resuscitated great festivals dedicated 
to the gods. One such, for example, was Matsyen- 
dranitha's chariot procession, previously regulated 
by the Licchavi king, Narendradeva, which Srini- 
visa further elaborated and codified. 

The  Malla Period was the scene of intense liter- 
ary activity. In the early years, as in the immediate- 
ly preceding period, there was intensive copying, 
and occasional composing, of religious texts, prepon- 
derantly Buddhist and tantric. These were supple- 
mented over the years with a vast output of manu- 
scripts on astrology and astronomy, language and 
literature, dramas, mythology, history, and medi- 
cine.'" All of the Malla rulers were dedicated pa- 
trons of the arts, and the courts of their time saw 
an impressive output of literature in Sanskrit, Mai- 
thili, and Newari. Newari continued to be the com- 
mon language of the Kathmandu Valley, and its 
ascendancy over Sanskrit as a written language be- 
gan with the time of Sthitimalla. Written records 
became increasingly, and finally almost wholly, 
Newari, which in the composition of poetry and 
plays at the court, finally claimed a status beside 
the more prestigious languages, Sanskrit and Mai- 
thili. Nepali appeared in the Valley as a spoken, 
and by the mid-seventeenth century, a written lan- 
guage. 

Dramas, dance dramas, poetry, and music were 
composed by the learned pandits and the nobility 
at the courts. This was true even in the troubled 
times of the Three Kingdoms. The  rulers seem to 
have divided their time in a balanced way among 
fighting each other, pious undertakings, and intel- 
lectual dilettantism at their courts. Yoganarendra 
of Patan gained contemporary fame as a musician 
and Pratapamalla as a poet. Pratipamalla particu- 
larly boasted of his intellectualism, and adopted the 

recently discovered palm-leaf document, a mystical diagram 
known as the Saptasati Yantra, dated v.s. 1762 (A.D. 1702) 
and signed by Lmbakirna Bhattta, suggests that he in 
fact postdated Pratipa~nalla by many years (The Rising 
Nepal, 14 April 1974). 

15' Cf. the National Archives list of texts, the Nrpila- 
rija~i~~ct.Vira-pu~ta~iIayartha-pustakin&wrhatsicipatran~; 

D. Regmi 1965:part I, 634639. 
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title kavindra (king of poets). Reminiscent of Srlka- 
lahibhimini of Licchavi times, he sometimes used 
it to the exclusioll of his own name and all other 
titles. Many other Malla kings after his time also 
affected titles of this nature.''' 

T h e  art of metallurgy continued to flourish in the 
Malla Period, achieving its apogee during the sta- 
ble years of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
Its fame is attested not only by the demand for 
Nepalese cult objects in Tibet, but by the particular 
example of Aniko and his companions, who were 
called thither to erect a golden stupa at the instance 
of Kubilai Khan. T h e  traditional techniques of 
casting and repoussi work were passed on without 
apparent change by families who continued to 
work from generation to generation in their small 
foundries and ateliers at home. Not  only did the 
vast output of images for home consumption and 
the Tibet market persist but, under the continuing 
demand for tantric images, they proliferated. T o  
judge by the extant palaces and temples, gilt metal 
repoussi as an adjunct to architecture was in in- 
creasing demand, especially during the period of 
the Three Kingdoms, as each king rivaled the oth- 
ers in the splendor of his capital city. Similarly, the 
goldsmiths continued to confect jewelry and ritual 
objects for the consumption of gods and men, pro- 
ducing objects in gold and silver inlaid with pre- 
cious and semiprecious stones that are often master- 
pieces. 

T h e  excellence of Nepalese bronze casting was 
maintained almost to the end of the Malla Period. 
Only with the seventeenth century do the works re- 
flect a diminution of quality. In  quantity, produc- 
tion was unabated, and large numbers of images 
were produced even into the succeeding Shah Pe- 
riod. Of the later images, most must fairly be called 
mediocre, although even into the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries some outstanding images were 
created (Plates 243, 364). 

There was a prolific output of tantric stone 
images during the Malla Period. As in the allied 
arts, the art of the stone carver continued to be 
rooted in the Gupta aesthetic tradition. Only rarely 
did it draw directly on  the parallel PPla branch of 

155 B. Paudel rg64:q; Tewari rg64a:46. 
15e Jayaprakiia, for example, is known to have enrolled 

mercenaries from Kangra in his army (D. Regmi 1966: 

that tradition. In marked contrast to the bronzes, 
the creative spirit in stone was spent much earlier, 
and few works after the fifteenth century are of 
more than iconographic interest. 

Under the Mallas, the art of painting continued 
to flourish. Although the basic tradition did not 
change, there are changes in styles coinciding with 
the beginning of the Malla Period that reflect 
stronger regional characteristics. Ry the following 
century, when the kingdom begins to crystallize, 
there had evolved from thew innovations a distinc- 
tively Nepalese style. In the early seventeenth cen- 
tury, during the period of the Three Kingdoms, a 
dramatic change took place with the appearance of 
the Rijasthini and Pahiri styles, concomitant with 
Mughal influence (Plates 66-68, 70, 374, 375, 402, 
403, 408). Although generally considered to have 
been an Indian import, the exact source of these 
styles is an art-historical problem that is by no 
means settled.'" It is possible that the Kathmandu 
Valley itself was also an important contributor in 
the evolution of this distinctive style. Although the 
earlier traditions survived to some extent until the 
end of the Malla Period, this new style became the 
popular standard for manuscript illuminations, and 
paintings on cloth and on multi-layered paper. T h e  
RHjasthini style was particularly popular for wall 
paintings inside the late Malla (and Shah) palaces, 
and even occasionally on and inside temples. T h e  
theme of the god-hero K r ~ n a  and his heroic deeds 
and amorous adventures outshines all others in 
popularity. This reflects the widespread influence 
of bhaktivada and of the Krsna cult, which had 
swept northeastern India and penetrated the Val- 
ley in the Malla period. In  late Malla times, Tibet- 
an influence in Nepalese painting is also clearly dis- 
cernible (Plate 583). 

An outstanding Malla legacy is the architecture 
and associated decorative work in carved wood and 
metal repoussi. Much of the extant traditional ar- 
chitecture in the Kathmandu Valley dates from 
Malla times, ~articularly the period of the Three 
Kingdoms. But although it has always been as- 
sumed that few pre-Malla structures survived the 
destructive raids and natural calamities of the Mal- 

part 2, ISS), and occasionally illustrated manuscripts from 
centers such as Kangra and related Indian hill states are 
encountered even now in the Kathmandu Valley. 
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la Period, there is evidence that there may be a far 
greater number of older survivals, particularly the 
vihdras, than has heretofore been re~ognized. ' '~ 

T h e  number of opulent seventeenth- and eight- 
eenth-century temples in part reflects intense rival- 
ry, which did not stop at politics among the courts 
of the Three Kingdoms. Each Malla ruler strove 
to outdo the others in the beauty and magnificence 
of his own capital. Each, through the sensitive 
hands of his subjects, succeeded in creating a re- 
markable Darbar Square (darbdr, Persian; lriy@, 
Newari),  an architectural complex unique to the 
three capital cities (Plates 29-31). In it the palace 
of the king, who believed himself divine, was a 
close neighbor of fellow deities, preponderantly 
Hindu,  whose temples, shrines, and images jostled 
each other. Royal temples to Taleju, in her role as 
lineage and personal deity of the kings, were 
erected in the Darbar Squares, and in front of 
them were installed the great bells and drums con- 
secrated to her worship. In each square a Malla 
king in devotional attitude, richly garbed as a Raj- 
put noble, gazed down from a tall pillar on the 
beauty he and his people were capable of creating 
when not a t  odds with cousin kingdoms. T h e  bal- 
ance, unfortunately, was weighted on the latter 
side, and spelled the Mallas' end as another dy- 
nasty, lusting for the rich Valley, pressed its claims. 

T H E  S H A H  PERIOD,  
A.D. 1769 T O  T H E  P R E S E N T  

Returning from his wedding at Makwanpur, 
Prithvi Narayan Shah, the youthful prince of 
Gorkha, stood on the Valley rim and for the first 
time gazed out across the Malla domain. "Which 
is Nepal?" he asked of his companions. "They 
showed me, saying 'That is Bhadgaon, that is 
Patan, and there lies Kathmandu.' T h e  thought 

''7 See Chapter 7. 
158N. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:376; Stiller 1968325.26. 

Although it is generally agreed that Prithvi Narayan spent 
some time in his youth as a guest at the court of Ranajit- 
malla in Bhaktapur, it must have postdated the year A.n .  

1736 or 1737 and his marriage at Makwanpur; Prithvi 
Narayan himself in his final cousel, the diuya-upadeia, 
deliverecl not long before his death, says this. The 

came to my heart that if I might be king of these 
three cities, why, let it be ~0.'''~~ 

Some thirty years later, in A.D. 1768, as the matllre 
and brilliant King of Gorkha, Prithvi Narayan had 
encircled the Nepal Valley with his conquests m d  
had seized most of the smaller towns within. Hut 
of the three coveted cities he was still not master, 
for within the walls of each still sat enthroned a 
Malla king. Strategically choosing the occasion of 
the absorbing Indra-jitrr? (the joint annual celebra- 
tion of the city's ancient patron, Indra, and the di- 
vine virgin, the Kumir i ) ,  the Gorkhalis at last 
attacked Kathmandu. Breaching the carelessly 
tended city gates at several points, they swarmed 
toward the palace square, where the festivities were 
at their height. T h e  ritual dispensation of beer 
flowed from the mouths of the Dhairavas and the 
bemused and celebrating crowd was unable to re- 
sist the sudden attack. Neither could Hanuman 
Dhoka palace be defended by its guards o r  by its 
guardian deities, Haniiman outside the gate and 
the fierce Narasimha just within (Plates 394, 399). 
Jayaprakas'a, the last Malla king of Kathmandu, 
fled the palace. At  "eleven ghadi past night," the 
evening of 25 September 1768, Prithvi Narayan 
took his place within as the new master of Kath- 
mandu (Plates 71, 75).15' 

By decree of Jayaprakas'a, the Indra-jitri  was the 
occasion in which the K u m i r i  annually reaffirmed 
the Kathmandu king's mandate to rule the king- 
dom. It  is said that Prithvi Narayan had a throne 
brought into the public square and arrogated to 
himself, the first Shah king, the Kumari's conse- 
cration. T h e  mountain king later condemned the 
"three-citied Nepal [as] a cold stone" and dreamed 
of building a new capital on  a hill far from the 
intrigue of those "who drink water from wells."160 
But until his death in A.D. 1775, Hanuman Dhoka 
would remain his palace and Kathmandu his capi- 
tal. 

classic source on this famous discourse is Naraharinath 
1959, but the definitive study is N .  Pant, et al.. eds. 196R. 
An excellent English-language study is Stiller 1968. 

150 A ghadi equals twenty,four minutes. In late Septem- 
ber in Kathmandu dark falls around six o'clock; thus the 
capture of the darbar took place around 10:30 P.M. 

loo N. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:323; Stiller 1968:43. 
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Meanwhile, on the evening of the conquest, Jaya- 
priikiia took refuge with the Patan king, Tejna- 
rasimha, and a few days later they together aban- 
doned Patan for Bhaktapur. Soon after, in early 
October, with no greater defense than the closed 
city gates, Patan also fell to Gorkha. For  more than 
a year Prithvi Narayan suffered Ranajit, his one- 
time host, to keep his capital city. There the three 
Malla kings, united at last, huddled together. Fi- 
nally, the Gorkhalis attacked the last Malla capital, 
and aher  a bitter fight on the night of 13 Novem- 
ber 1769 invaded the palace itself. Prithvi Narayan 
was king of the three cities. His  youthful dream 
was fulfilled. T h e  Malla rule, and misrule, had 
ended, and Nepal, the nation, was born.'" 

As for the three deposed kings, their ends were 
various. Jayaprakih, wounded in battle, was al- 
lowed to die at the sacred ghats of PaSupatinitha. 
Ranajit was exiled to Benares; pausing en route at 
the Valley's southern rim, he gazed over his former 
domain and "bade farewell to Tulja (Turja or 
Taleju), Pashupati, and G u h j e ~ w a r i . " ' ~ ~  T h e  Patan 
king, Tejnarasimha, was imprisoned, but how or 
when he died is not known.lG3 

T h e  conquest of Nepal Valley removed the chief 
obstacle to Eurther territorial expansion of the Gor- 
khalis. With the Valley, they possessed new wealth 
and mastery of the trade routes between India and 
Tibet. Now Gorkhali energies, more than three- 
quarters of a century of which had been dissipated 
in the Valley conquest, could be diverted else- 
where. Under Prithvi Narayan's successors the 
Twenty-four Kingdoms, and at length the Twenty- 
two Kingdoms-a confederation of hill states in 
far western Nepal-were joined to the expanding 
kingdom. Continuing expansion brought the new 
Nepal into conflict with Tibet and a protective 
China on the north, and at length with the British 

16'0r reborn, if the view is accepted that Licchavi 
Nepal closely corresponded in extent with the nation's 
present boundaries. 

lG2 Wright 1966:174. 
"'%iuseppe 1801:322 reports that he was "confined in 

irons till his death" and Kirkpatrick 1969270 affirms that 
"having rendered himself personally obnoxious during the 
war to Purthi Nerain, [Tejnarasimha] was treated with 
extreme rigour, if not actually put to death by order of 
the conqueror." 

104According to Boulnois and Chen 1972:151-154, 

East India Company on the south. Defeated by the 
former at Nawakot in A.D. 1792, Nepal was forced 
to send periodic tribute to the Chinese court.'" 
Finally, in A.D. 1814-1816,  having overreached its 
ambitions on its southern front, Nepal lost a border 
war to Britain. At the treaty settlement, a crescent 
of its newly won lands was forfeited. With sub- 
sequent minor modifications, the boundaries estab- 
lished then are those of modern Nepal. Further, as 
stipulated by the treaty, a British resident observer 
was imposed at the court of Kathmandu. This  was 
no small exaction; foreigners had been unwelcome 
since Prithvi Narayan's expulsion of the domiciled 
Capuchin missionaries, whom he distrusted as for- 
eign spies. Worse, the Nepali conflict with China 
and India sundered forever Nepal's mastery of the 
trans-Himalayan trade. Following the war with 
China, the nationals of Tibet and Nepal were for- 
bidden to enter each others' country. Later, when 
the British sought to establish a trade route be- 
tween India and China, they were rebuffed in Ne- 
pal, and they pressured instead neighboring Sik- 
kim. By the end of the nineteenth century they had 
obtained from it a new route through the Chumbi 
Valley .'05 

By the early nineteenth century, the Kingdom of 
Nepal had been formed through the welding of 
hill states, tribal groups, and the Malla domain. But 
in a familiar pattern, the new nation was wracked 
with debilitating power struggles among the no- 
bles. Each of two powerful families, the Thapas 
and the Pandeys, sought to seize for itself the in- 
fluential post of prime minister. For  a time the 
Thapas were victorious and their most able, if a t  
times ruthless representative, Bhimsen Thapa, held 
ofice from A.D. 1806 to 1837. Characteristically in 
those troubled times, when in the fastness of the 
mountain kingdom an enemy could be flayed alive, 

the Gorkhalis had sent tribute to China as early ac A.D. 

1788, and i t  continued until A.D. 1908. On the Shah rela- 
tions with Tibet and China, see Ltvi 195:1 ,  174-192; 
D. Vajracharya and Nepal 1957:letter 13 (56-74); Camp- 
bells' account in Hasrat 190:175-176; Landon 1gz8:11, 
apps. xxi, xxii, 272-288; Kirkpatrick 1969:apps. 1, 11, 339- 
366; Cammann 1951:121-143; B. Acharya 1954; Stiller 
1973:190-215; Pudma Rana 194:172-191. See also the 
amusingly biased version of the Nepal-China war in the 
Nepalese chronicle edited by Wright 19663177. 

lG5 Cammann 1951:131-132, 149-150. 
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impaled, maimed, or blinded, Bhimsen met a vio- 
lent end.'" There followed a chaotic decade that 
culminated in a bloody massacre of the nobles in 
military headquarters, the Kot (fortress) of Kath- 
mandu, on 14 September 1846. After this terrible 
event, the coveted office of the prime minister was 
vested in the hands of Jang Bahadur Kunwar  of 
the Thapa faction (Plate 77). Jang Bahadur as- 
sumed the honorific title r i n i  and ushered in more 
than a century of hereditary autocratic rule by his 
descendants (Plates 78-80). Once again, the shadow 
of the Abhira Guptas' seizure of constituted Lic- 
chavi authority hung heavy over the land. 

It  was the misfortune of the Shah dynasty that 
from Prithvi Narayan's grandson to the twentieth 
century, the Shah kings acceded to the throne as 
minors o r  as inexperienced youths. Of necessity 
they were placed under the tutelage of regents and 
ministers who manipulated them as symbolic fig- 
ureheads. Absolute power was vested within the 
Rana oligarchy, and Nepal was administered as 
their private estate. Sealed off from the outside 
world by Rana command to protect Rana interests, 
Nepal was bypassed by modernizing currents.lo7 
It  was only in A.D. rggr that Prithvi Narayan's de- 
scendant, Tribhuvan Vikram Shah, courageously 
freed the throne of Rana control and initiated a 
new era in Nepal.lE8 

Gorkhali enthusiasm, like that of the Rijputs 
they emulated, traditionally turned more toward 
war and politics than to art. Their  principal con- 
cern was to maintain and increase their state, not 
to beautify it. They merely moved into the Malla 
house, taking over their cities, palaces, and temples 
and creating no new forms. Prithvi Narayan, the 
Spartan warrior, longed to escape this oppressive 
"pomp and splendor" in the capital city of his 
dreams. 

T h e  new masters of the Kathmandu Valley were, 
however, conscientious patrons of the Newar artists 
and artisans. Prithvi Narayan Shah's distrust of the 

Livi 19o5:11, 294. 
la' Nepal fought tenaciously to defend itself from 

British colonization, and even to thwart the imposition of 
a single British resident observer in the Valley. But para. 
doxically, recently a Nepali observer blamed the British 
for Nepal's lack of development, which he notes that very 
colonization conferred on India (Malla rg73:26R-zfio). 

On the history of Nepal after A.D. 1769, see D. Regmi 

political intentions of Mughal India led him to ex- 
clude from his newly independent state "their boo- 
ligans and prostitutes who in rooms lined with 
paintings cause the Nepalese to forget themselves 
in melodies woven on the drum and sitar. . . . For 
your entertainment," he counseled his subjects, "at- 
tend the Newar dancers of the three cities of Ne- 
pal which are in accordance with the icistras. In 
giving to [the Newar dancers] the wealth of your 
country remains at home."10" 

In  urging his own people to patronize the Ne- 
wars, the Shah king guaranteed their continued 
functioning in the familiar way. Indeed, it is to 
Prithvi Narayan's interest in native culture that 
we owe much of its survival into modern times. 
H e  personally visited the uihiras and temples, at- 
tended the religious festivals, and patronized such 
groups as the Harasiddhi dancers.17" Most of the 
buildings of the Shah Period vividly reflect this 
dependence on  the Newars, and temples and foun- 
tains of traditional design built even into the late 
nineteenth century cannot be distinguished from 
those of the Mallas. 

T h e  new-style domed temple, a rustic and even 
pathetic imitation of Mughal architecture that had 
appeared in the Valley in the Late Malla Period, 
achieved its greatest popularity in the nineteenth 
century, and most of the domed temples date from 
that time (Plate 214). It  was during the Shah Pe- 
riod that the Dharahari ,  a tower imitating the 
Mughal minarets, was erected just outside the 
Kathmandu city walls, where its fanciful form 
still dominates the city skyline. 

With the nineteenth century, the Valley also wit- 
nessed new forms of art that did not have a tradi- 
tional Asian inspiration. T h e  Ranas traveled abroad 
and returned to erect scores of incongruous Euro- 
pean-style mansions, each a miniature Buckingham 
Palace set within its own walled estate (Plate 81). 
Window glass and similar architectural exotica 
from Europe reached the remote Valley over pre- 

1950, 1961, 1975; Joshi and Rose 1966; Rose and Fisher 
1970; Kumar 1967; Livi 1905:1r, 261.305; Landon 1928:1, 
59-170; 11, 54.210; Pudma Rana 1974. Nepali-language 
sources are too numerous to list, but an outstanding con- 
tribution is N.  Pant, et al., eds. 1968. 

'OD N. Pant, et al., eds. 1968:331. 
Randa 1962:38-39. 
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cipitous mountain trails on the, backs of men. In 
this way, also, came the Victorian bric-a-brac the 
Ranas had admired abroad--cry~al chandeliers, 
grandfather clocks, bronze nymphs, marble tables, 
and brocaded chairs that jostled massed trophies of 
the hunt, oddly juxtaposed in incongruous palace 
setting6."' 

Under the new dynasty, Newar architecture and 
the familiar Newar arts and crafts in stone, metal, 
crystal, clay, and paint continued. Yet although the 
same families wielded the chisel and mallet, and 
carried out the same complex steps in the home 
foundries, the creative genius had been spent. With- 
out exception, in the Shah Period all these arts de- 
clined. In painting, the Pahari style remained pop- 
ular through the nineteenth century, and wall 
paintings differing little from those found in Malla 
palaces continued to be enjoyed even in the Euro- 
peanizing Rana milieu. A few are still extant in 
their derelict mansions (Plate 512). In the nine- 
teenth century, however, the emphasis turned to 
portraiture in European fashion, most often exe- 
cuted by European hands. Contemporary artists 
such as Lain Singh Bangdel o r  Laxman Shrestha, 
trained at home and abroad, largely paint in the 
international abstract styles that are seen in the 
West. Stone sculpture from the eighteenth century 
on is grotesque; it is a rare metal image that recalls 
the one-time mastery of the Nepalese metalworker. 
Indeed, the most outstanding bronzes of the period 
are the imposing equestrian statues of the Rana 
prime ministers that now dot the Kathmandu pa- 

lT1 The Ranas emulated the British in material things, 
but were very concerned about maintaining Hindu purity 
and upholding Rajput ideals. For example, in the late 
nineteenth century they sent an embassy to Udaipur in 
Rajasthan to "inquire into the customs and manners of the 
ladies and gentlemen of the palace of Mewar, and from 
this time began the visits to Mewar of these pmples" 
(Riccardi 1g75a:zoo). 

1721n 1851 Jang Bahadur Rana brought back, among 

rade ground, the Tundikhel. These were cast in 
European foundries and joined the other European 
imports in the ~ a i n f u l  traverse of  the narrow moun- 
tain trails. 

T h e  most significant artistic contribution of the 
Shah Period is in literature, encouraged by the 
printing press, which began to replace manuscript 
only after the turn of the twentieth century.lTz 
Sanskrit continued as the prestigious literary lan- 
guage, but those who employed it failed to produce 
works of significance."Written Newari, which 
had just come into its own, suffered an eclipse un- 
der the Ranas, but is now making a comeback. T h e  
major literary contribution has been in Nepali, the 
national language. T h e  works of writers and poets 
such as Bhanubhakta, Motiram Bhatta, Lekhnath, 
and others of more recent date, while unknown 
outside Nepal, nonetheless represent significant 
contributions to world literature and, in fact, de- 
serve a wider audience. 

With this understanding of the political and cul- 
tural history of Nepal Mandala, we may now turn 
to the monuments themselves. As the setting for 
the palaces and shrines, and for the men and gods 
who live o r  lived within, we shall first consider the 
cities, medieval monuments in their own right. 
Their history is long, complicated, and like the po- 
litical history of which they are a part, confused. 
But only by establishing order in this sphere can 
we properly place the monuments the cities con- 
tain, and so come still closer to understanding the 
cultural history of Nepal. 

other curiosities from his London visit, the first hand- 
operated printing press known to Nepal. By 1870 there 
were two, and the first public printing house was estah- 
lished in 1893, from which time a trickle of printed news- 
papers and books began. After 1912 the output was ac- 
celerated by the introduction of an electrically operated 
press (Malla 1973:270-271). See also Malla 197ja:t I 1-1 15. 

lT9 On Nepalese literature, see the informative essay by 
Y. N.  Khanal 1973. 
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DESPITE its pastoral charm, the Kathmandu Valley 
supports a dense population gathered into an im- 
pressive number of settlements (Map 3). The most 
populous are the former capitals of the Three King- 
doms: Kathmandu, now the national capital, with 
some hundred fifty thousand inhabi.tants; Patan, 
with sixty thousand; and Bhaktapur, with forty 
thousand.' There are about thirty-five fair-sized 
towns and villages, some just over the Valley rim, 
each with from one to ten thousand inhabitants. 
These are augmented by scores of hamlets with 
populations of a few dozen to a few hundred 
people. 

The hamlets are for the most part Parvatiyi 
settlements, usually Chetri or Tamang. They often 
bear such names as Bistachap or Basnyetgaon, after 
the families of Bistas or Basnyets who inhabit 
them. As the most recently founded, the Parvatiyi 
hamlets tend to occupy the agriculturally least de- 
sirable upland plateaus (tars) and the steep slopes 
of the Valley rim (Plates 7, 8). These hamlets 
have no town center, and few have streets, shops, 
large temples, or community buildings. They are 
simply agglomerations of families whose individual 
houses, linked by pathways, are dispersed among 
their terraced fields. Typically, these upland houses 
are two-storied, thatch-roofed, have an ample ve- 

' The 1971 census figures for the populations of the 
three town panchayats are Kathmandu, 150,402; Patan, 
59,049; and Bhaktapur, 40,112. Gutschow and Kolver 

randa, and are decorated with a wide swath of 
whitewash, contrasted with one or more of ochre 
(Plate 82). They are very different from the Ne- 
war house, described in the next chapter (Plates I 1 I- 

'23). 
The cities, larger towns, and villages are old 

Newar settlements, many of which were familiar 
to the Licchavis, and some of which antedated 
their coming. Typically, they bear modified indig- 
enous (Kirita) names such as "Bhelbu" or "Kisi- 
pidi," or Sanskritized ones such as "Kirtipur" or 
"Gokarna." Tight clusters of densely packed multi- 
story houses, the Newar settlements have an urban 
character that persists even in the smallest villages 
(Plates 8-10, 34-38, 41, 94). For even villages have 
streets of some sort, squares, shops, temples, and 
community buildings. Surrounded by their diked 
and terraced fields, the Newar towns and villages 
are generally oriented toward the rivers and 
streams that course through the more level Valley 
floor. But once in a while they, too, occupy upland 
sites. Macchegaon, for example, lies well up the 
western rim of the Valley, and Pharping, once a 
city-state under the ributtas, is perched high, for 
defense, on the southern rim. Similarly, an occa- 
sional Parvatiyi village occupies bottomland-Mo- 
titar near Patan, for example-a coveted location 

1975:13 counted 5,216 households in Bhaktapur and 
estimated the total number of inhabitants at 36,000. 
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often representing a special land grant from the 
state.' 

As a slightly off tenter  nucleus of the Valley, at 
the confluence of its two largest rivers, the Bagmati 
and Vishnumati, lies a sprawling urban complex. 
It embraces two of the capitals of the Three King- 
doms, Kathmandu and Patan, and numerous Ne- 
war villages. T h e  Malla Kathmandu, "Old Kath- 
mandu," now exists only as a core within the mod- 
ern Greater Kathmandu complex (Map 4;  Plates 
84, 85). Nearby villages have been absorbed as 
Kathmandu city quarters or suburbs, to survive, if 
at all, only in name or as derivatives of names. EX- 
ceptions are Patan, still a distinct city coterminous 
with the old capital, and Hadi- o r  Harigaon. Con- 
sidered a Kathmandu suburb, Hadigaon nonethe- 
less retains both its name and physical definition 
(Map 5). In fact, Greater Kathmandu extends far 
beyond these administrative limits, on the north to 
the suburbs of Maharajganj and Bansbari, on the 
east through Deopatan (Map 6) a1mos.t to the 
Manohara River (the former boundary with the 
Rhaktapur kingdom), west across the Vishnumati 
to include right-bank suburbs such as Kalimati o r  
Tahachal, and south across the Bagmati. In  this 
direction Kathmandu embraces the expanding sub- 
urbs northwest of Patan, which are oriented toward 
the capital city rather than toward Patan. 

T h e  consolidation of Old Kathmandu and the 
surrounding villages into the dense population 
complex of Greater Kathmandu is a phenomenon 
of recent times. It  was achieved in two stages. In  
the early Shah Period, with the choice of Kath- 
mandu as the national capital came the gradual 
expansion of Old Kathmandu beyond the walled 
confines of the Malla city. This  process was accel- 
erated under the Ranas, 1846-1951. Their  great 
mansions, the many darbars and bhawans, were 
flung up in separate fiefs of surrounding farmland 
or in usurped village emplacements around Kath- 
mandu and across the Ragrnati north and west of 
Patan (Plate 8 1 ) . ~  

' On the various kinds of Nepalese land tenure, see M. 
Regmi 1976. 

V t  is said that much of this land was confiscated from 
Patan vihiras, which had already lost acreage in support 
of military operations in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries against the Tibetans and British, further reduc- 
ing endowed (g i lh i )  lands that they hat1 held for cen- 

T h e  second stage began with the economic de- 
velopment and social change of the post-Rana pe- 
riod. T h e  Rana estates, no longer practical, gradu- 
ally began to break up;  the mansions frequently 
served as government offices, and the lands were 
subdivided into building lots. These have rapidly 
filled with single-family dwellings, mostly undis- 
tinguished concrete bungalows that represent a 
sharp break with the architectural and social tradi- 
tions of the Kathmandu Valley. They accommo- 
date nuclear fanlilies that have dissolved their 
economic and residence ties with the once charac- 
teristic extended, o r  joint, family. Patrilineal and 
patrilocal, the extended family shared a common 
treasury, and authority was vested in the senior 
members. Scattered broadcast over the rapidly di- 
minishing open lands, these pedestrian little houses 
intensify the feeling of population pressure, and 
severely compromise the natural beauty of the 
Kathmandu Valley. T h e  Newar tradition of com- 
pact settlements, skillfully articulated with the 
land, preserved uncluttered expanses of fields and 
leafy groves. This  minimized the visual impact of 
human crowding which, in fact, existed. T h e  low 
buildings with their pitched roofs and earth tones 
of brick, tile, and wood blended with the land- 
scape and complemented the natural beauty that is 
the Valley's rich endowment (Plates 5, 8-10, 84, 92, 
94, 99, 100). Rut it seems quite pobable that in a 
decade or  two the Valley as the Mallas knew it, 
which had miraculously lingered into the twentieth 
century, will be but a memory. 

EARLY S E T T L E M E N T  

Settlements were numerous and widespread in the 
Licchavi Period. Licchavi remains-chiefly inscrip- 
tions, stone sculptures, and architectural fragments 
-attest to a total occupancy of the Kathmandu 
Valley, probably of the small neighboring valleys 
on the east and west, and to a lesser degree over 

turies (Allen 1973:g). The traditional respect accortlsd 
irrevocable guthi land tenure (M. Regmi rg76:46-70 and 
especially 53-54) suggests, however, that this question 
needs further study. The  history of forty of the nlost 
important of the Rana mansions, accompanied by excellent 
photographs, may be found in Kathnzandu Valley 1975:11. 
112-125. 
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a widening circle much farther afield. Eastward to 
the Sun Kosi, Licchavi settlements included, 
among others, the villages known today as Sanga, 
Ihnepa, Nala, Panauti, Khopasi, Palanchok, and 
Dumja, and beyond the river, probably Dolakha 
(Maps 2, 3).  O n  the south, Licchavi settlements 
spilled over the Valley rim in communities such as 
the present Lele village; on the west into the Chit- 
lang Valley and nearby Tistung; and northwest to 
places like Kebalpur and Gorkha. There may have 
been settlements even farther away, as suggested 
by inscribed votive cairyas recovered from Jumla.' 
Inside the Valley proper, the principal Licchavi set- 
tlements were at the junction of the Bagmati and 
Vishnumati, at Deopatan around Paiupatinitha, at 
Hadigaon on the Dhobi Khola, north around Bu- 
dhanilkantha, and at the western end of the Valley 
around Thankot." 

It is evident from the abundance of non-Sanskrit 
names that the Licchavis perpetuated as the names 
of towns, rivers, and other features, that the Valley 
was previously occupied and dotted with perma- 
nent settlements called prri. But we know nothing 
of their size o r  number, and can only deduce that 
physically they compared broadly to the descend- 
ant Newar villages. In any event, whatever their 
number and kind, it is clear that the Licchavis im- 
posed upon them much the same administrative 
structure as they had known in India.') 

T h e  smallest and most characteristic unit of Lic- 
chavi settlement was known as a gr ima,  a term used 
in India.' In English, the word gr ima  is usually 
translated as village, a place normally regarded as a 
cluster of dwellings numerically midway between a 
hamlet and a town. In ancient India gr imas were 
very numerous, and there does not seem to have 
been any  articular limitation on size or density 
that made them uniformly  village^."^ T h e  Mau- 
ryan gr ima  as defined by Kautilya could number 
between one hundred and five hundred houses 
spread over an area of two to four miles.' But since 

' D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 189 (598). 
D. Vajracharya 1968b. 
But the Licchavis also adopted a number of local 

customs and ofices such as nzapcoka, lingual, ant1 others 
unknown to lndian administration. On Licchavi admin- 
istration see D. Vajracharya 1966a, 1966b, 1967, 1968, 
1969, 1969a. 1969b, 1970, 1972a. 

we derive thc names of so many grimas from Lic- 
chavi inscriptions it would be difficult to imagine 
that their numbers were proportionately large, con- 
sidering the s i x  of the Valley, o r  that they could 
have been as big as those that existed in contem- 
porary India. Given the compact nature of the dc- 
scendant Newar villages, most Licchavi gramas 
must have been very much smaller, and the terms 
were merely fitted to the existing local settlements. 
This seems evident in the frequent survival of the 
indigenous suAx prri, to which the redundant 
gr ima was appended. Thus  we commonly encoun- 
ter such names as Kicaprngriima or Khoprngrima, 
pleonasms like the English Hagmati River. In any 
event, as in India, these gr imar enjoyed a certain 
measure of autonomy. There is no evidence that 
they were walled; their boundaries were merely 
defined by tradition and by individual land hold- 
ings, buildings, o r  physiographic features such as 
those frequently referred to as boundary markers 
in Licchavi inscriptions. 

A few villages composed a tala."' When the size 
of contiguous gr imas or  their density warranted, 
they were federated and administered as a drariga. 
This seems to have been a small urban complex 
that, as seems probable in Gupta India, may have 
facilitated administration and specifically the col- 
lection of taxes." There were also settlements 
known as koctas (forts), which were defended but 
unfortified. This seems to have been a privilege, 
but the exact nature of the t(otta in Nepal has not 
been determined." 

Larger administrative units were the uisaya, 
bhukti, and mandala, names also familiar in an- 
cient India." In India these terms cannot be satis- 
factorily defined. They were often used loosely and 
interchangeably to signify district, province, and 
even country, as in Tirabhukti, an alternate name of 
Mithili. In Indian inscriptions a visaya is sometimes 
larger, sometimes smaller, than a mandala, or the 
two terms are undifferentiated. But in Nepal, u--ya 

7 Sircar 1966:119120; D .  Vajracharya 1968b:9798. 
a Sircar 1971 256-263; Ray 196422-35. 

D. Vajracharya 1968b398. 
' 0  D.  Vajracharya 1g66a:r 1-13. 
I' Sircar rg66:loo-101. 
l2 Sircar 1g66:161; D .  Vajracharya rg68b:gg. 
l3  Sircar 1966:57, 194-195, 377-378. 
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seems to have been more uniformly the smallest 
unit, signifying district; bhukti signified province, 
and mandala, country, as in Nepilamal>dala. 

Among the numerous gr imas known to the 
Licchavis, many are no longer identifiable, sur- 
viving only through inscriptional reference. Others 
have endured into modern times as Newar villages, 
sometimes with new o r  much modified names, but 
just as often with the original ones virtually un- 
changed. T h e  Licchavi Sangigrima, for example, 
is now modern Sanga village. Kurppzsi became 
modern Khopasi, Bugayumi is Bungamati, and 
Testunga, Tistung. Still other Licchavi grtimas 
have been absorbed as lols (neighborhoods) and 
suburbs by the expanding cities. For  example, the 
Licchavi village of Jamayambi-Jamala village in 
the nineteenth century-is now Jamala-tol, a neigh- 
borhood in Greater Kathmandu, while Gullatanga 
apparently became Patan's Guita-tol. In  some in- 
stances the location of a Licchavi village is known, 
although the name has been eclipsed. A n  example 
is Jofijondingrima, now known as Naksal, a sub- 
urb of Kathmandu. 

Some grimas have not only survived intact with 
their ancient names still attached, but seem to have 
retained their ancient associations, as well. T h e  vil- 
lage of Kisipidi, for example, was the Licchavi 
Kicaprngriima, or Elephant-village Village (in 
modern Newari, kisi means "elephant"), and in 
the Transitional Period for literary purposes it was 
called Hastinapura, Elephant City. Tha t  the name 
actually reflects a special role this village once oc- 
cupied with respect to elephants is suggested by a 
Rana practice. Apparently in conformity with long- 
established custom, the Ranas designated Kisipidi, 
inconveniently distant at the westernmost end of 
the Valley, to supply grass for their elephant stables 
located in Kathmandu." 

T h e  Licchavi drarigas, federations of grimas, 
have suffered the same uneven histories as the com- 

l4  B. Acharya 1963:6. 
ISD. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 77, 129 (320-335, 485- 

489). 
l6 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 109 ( 4 1 4 . ~ 1 8 ) .  
I'D. Vajracharya 1968:89. Because the site of Siti- 

tikidranga, with many surface remains, is largely rural and 
unencumbered with the cities or temples that make archae- 
ological investigations in~possible in so much of the Valley, 
it would be an ideal place to dig. Perhaps more rewarding, 

ponent villages. Hamsagrhadrahga, for example, 
once a thriving Licchavi community and seat of 
one of the most important Visnu temples, has left 
scarcely n visible trace beyond its name in inscrip- 
tions.I5 Nuppunadranga, some sixteen miles west 
of the Valley, has a similar history.'' Lembatdran? 
ga is today the obscure hamlet of Lele, and Siti- 
,tikidranga, once a populous community in the 
Thankot-Balambu area, is represented only by a 
few villages, the remainder of them being ruins in 
and under the cultivated fields.17 Three other im- 
portant drarigas, Yupagrima, Daksinakoli and 
Khoprn, contrinued to develop all through the 
Transitional Period to become at  length the Malla 
Period cities (deia, sahara) Kathmandu, Patan, 
and Bhaktapur, and finally the capitals of the 
Three Kingdoms. Similarly, Gvala, an ancient set- 
tlement around P a i u ~ a t i n i t h a ,  emerged as Deo- 
patan; while a no less important settlement, Vrji- 
karathya, engendered Hadigaon. 

L I F E  H I S T O R I E S  
O F  F I V E  C O M M U N I T I E S  

T h e  study of Nepalese history, political and cul- 
tural, has been severely hampered by lack of sound 
information about the history of the Kathmandu 
Valley settlements. This  applies particularly to the 
five last-named communities, Kathmandu, Patan, 
Bhaktapur, Deopatan, and Hadigaon. Even the 
existence of one of them, Deopatan, has been vir- 
tually ignored despite the crucial role it has played 
in the nation's past. T h e  accepted dates and circum- 
stances of the foundation of the three largest- 
Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktapur-which have 
been repeated heedlessly and ad infinitum in both 
popular and scholarly writings, are for the most 
part a t  variance with the actual archaeological and 
historical evidence. T h e  evolution of the cities has 

and even less encumbered, is the site of Harnsagrhadranga. 
It is on the south side of the Valley in the vicinity of 
Anantalingeivara, a temple site where Narendradeva's 
inscription addressed to the Hamsagrha inhabitants still 
stands (D.  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 129). Profoundly in- 
teresting would be recoveiy of the remains of the famous 
Hamsagrha Niriyana temple, one of the four allegedly 
founded by Haridartavarman in about the fourth century 

A.D.  (see Chapter 9) .  
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been accompanied by a kaleidoscope of changing 
names which, despite their importance as historical 
indices and keystones to other research, havc been 
equally confused. A reliable history of all these 
places is necessary as a framework within which 
other studies can be securely c o n d ~ c t e d . ' ~  The  fol- 
lowing is a n  attempt, within the limits of presently 
available research, to provide such a history, tracing 
these five important places from thcir genesis as 
indigenous hamlets (prn) ,  through thcir growth 
into Licchavi gramas and drangar, Malla deiar, 
and modern Shah cities." 

T h e  last half of this chapter is addressed to the 
problem of identifying the various early capitals of 
Nepal Mandala. With respect to the Licchavi seats, 
it is a curious fact that despite the number of places, 
and even palaces, the Licchavis write of, they 
never specify the name of the city, or cities, they 
ruled from. As the most tantalizing unresolved 
problem of Nepalese history, the identity of the 
Licchavi capital has been sought for more than a 
century. Perhaps it eludes us still. However, there 
are two strong candidates, Hadigaon as the capital 
of the early Licchavis, and Kathmandu as the capi- 
tal of Arpiuvarman, the Abhira Guptas and the 
later Licchavis. 

Commanding far less attention than the search 
for the Licchavi capital, but fraught with the same 
misconceptions, is the identification of the capital 
cities of the Transitional and Early Malla Periods. 
Given the troubled times of the former, it is doubt- 
ful that there was a single capital, although there 
are reasons to believe that Kathmandu, which 

"Those that come first to mind are the brilliant investi- 
gations of Niels Gutschow and his colleagues on the 
organization of space (Gutschow 1976; Gutschow and 
Kolver 1975; Gutschow and Shrestha 1975; Gutschow and 
Bajracharya 1977; Auer and Gutschow 1974). Funda- 
mentally sound and exciting as the rcsesarch embodied in 
these various studies is, many conclusions reached there, 
as Gutschow and I have frankly discussed, are unavoid- 
ably vitiated because of the unavailability of the knowl- 
edge embraced in this chapter. 

l 0 I n  addition to the acknowledgments made in my 
prefatory remarks, 1 wish to underscore my thanks to the 
three Nepali scholars who have most facilitated the writ- 
ing of this chapter-Dhanavajra Vajracharya, Gautamvajra 
Vajracharya, and Mahesh Raj Pant. Without D. Vajra- 
charya's translation into Nepali of the full corpus of 

sccms to be the last stat of the Licchavis, was still 
viewed as the traditional seat. From the late twelfth 
century to the period of the Three Kingdoms, the 
capital of Nepal Mandala was Rhaktapur. It seems 
almost certain that Patan, the almost universally 
accepted site of both the capital of the Licchavis 
and thcir successors, did not enjoy this prestige. If 
before the seventeenth century it was a capital city 
at all, it may have so served the Kirita, whosc as- 
sociations with that city are particularly evident. 

Kathmandu 

The  Svayambhti-purana, a medieval Buddhist ma- 
hcilmya, affirms that Kathmandu was the miracu- 
lous creation of the Bodhisattva Mafijuiri.'O Hav- 
ing cut through the southern rim of the Valley 
with his divine sword Chandrahas, Destroyer of 
Evil, and drained away the primordial Kilihrad 
to make Svayambhti-in-the-Formef-Light accessi- 
ble, he needed devotees to worship the sacred sym- 
bol. Maiijuiri, assisted by the heavenly architect 
Viivakarman, therefore created a populous city, 
Maiijupattana, on the opposite bank of the Vishnu- 
mati, patterning it after the blade of Chandrahas. 
Indeed, Maiijuirinaka-vihiira, the monastery where 
Buddhists even now affirm that Maiijuiri so- 
journed for a time, still stands in Old Kathmandu, 
while just north of the town is Vikramaiila-vihira 
(Tham-bahil), which they claim as the Bodhisat- 
tva's miraculous creation (Map 7: r ,  55). 

The  late chronicles are more conservative x- 
specting the antiquity of the city. They assign its 

Licchavi inscriptions (unfortunately available only long 
after I had left Nepal), Licchavi documents spoke to me 
only through the voices of my valued assistants, M. Pant 
and G. Vajracharya, both accomplished Sanskritists. The 
Nepali translations, therefore, mgcther with the invaluable 
commentary accompanying them, opened for me person- 
ally the doors that led deep into the corridors of the 
Licchavi past. But before that, without the interest, dedica- 
tion, and support of my young assistants, both in the field 
and in the labyrinths of Nepali-language source material, 
the insights expressed in this chapter could never havc 
been achieved. TIiey are, however, my own and I take full 
responsibility for any errors of interpretation. 

20 On Svoyombhri-purdno, we H. Shastri 1894; Mitra 
1971: 245-255; Levi 1go5:1, 207-213, 330-333; Chapter lo; 
Appendix V. 
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ioundation to a King Gunakimadeva in the year 
3824 of the mythical Ki l i  Samvat, a date corre- 
sponding to A.D. 724." W e  know, however, that 
although there were three kings named Gunaki -  
madeva, none of them ruled at that time; rather, 
Jayadeva I1 was then firmly seated on  the Licchavi 
throne. This  Gunakiimadeva allegedly also chose 
the shape of a sword for  his city plan: the sword 
of Durg i ,  the formidable Hindu  goddess, or, alter- 
nately, of Laksmi, the goddess of prosperity. 

Colorful as the legends respecting the city's 
foundation are, Kathmandu was not founded as a 
city in accordance with a formal plan. It represents 
a haphazard accretion of hamlets, villages, and 
towns over untold centuries. Indeed, this process is 
still at work. Such old settlements as Joiijondingri- 
ma (modern Naksal), Vrjikarathyi (Hadigaon), 
and Ycpagrima (Patan) are even now in different 
stages of absorption into the expanding capital city. 

T h e  choice site on which Old Kathmandu lies- 
whether selected by a Bodhisattva or a mythified 
king-marks it as among the earliest of Kathman- 
du settlements. There, at the confluence of the two 
principal rivers, the Bagmati and Vishnumati, on 
the bluff they had carved in the fertile bottomland, 
lay not only a measure of defense but rich soils 
and an assured water supply.22 Although one or 
more hamlets must have occupied this bluff long 
before the Licchavi irruption, the first historical 
record of settlement relates to the Licchavi grimas. 

We do not know how many gr imas  crowded 
this small area of less than two square miles, but 
to judge by the present city-wide distribution of 
Licchavi remains, the bluff was extensively settled. 
But the names of only three of these gr imas  have 
been recovered: Koli, Daksinakoli, and Vaidya. 

Wright 1$6:103; Hasrat 1970:46 and Lamshal 1966: 
22-24 cite the date as Kil i  Samvat 3825; the Buddhist 
chronicle gives 3824. 

2'The popular belief that the river confluence once lay 
further north at the Intlrachok crossroatls is belied by 
geological evidence, since no riverine features are dis- 
cernible there. lndrachok lies almost at the center of the 
featureless knoll over which the city eventually spread 
(Map 7: h 9 ) .  The steep bank of the river-cut bluff lies 
much farther south, corresponding to the southern limits 
of Old Kathmandu. The  bluff toward the Vishnumati 
has been extended through the accumulation of centuries 
of refuse. This makes a somewhat unstable foundation for 

T h e  name Koligrima has not been found in Lic- 
chavi inscriptions, but both name and location are 
preserved in manuscript colophons of the four- 
teenth and fifteenth centuries. These were written 
"in Koligrima" in Itum- and Jana-bahal, existing 
vihiras of the northern half of the city, although 
the name Koligrima has not survived there as a 
to1 designation (Map 7).23 T h e  name suggests that 
it was a settlement of the Koliyas, who in the time 
of the Buddha dwelt east of Kapilavistu, the capital 
of the Sikyas, and, like them and the Vrjis, had 
gained a foothold in the Kathmandu Valley.24 If, 
as the colophons attest, Koligrima embraced what 
is now Kel-to1 on  the arterial highway through 
Kathmandu, the town was strategically located on 
what appears always to have been the main west- 
east trade route through the Valley (Plate 85). As 
such, KoligAma probably was a small trading 
post. 

T h e  second of the three known Licchavi grimas, 
Daksinakoligriima, Southern Koli Village, was ap- 
parently more important and more populous than 
its northern namesake. Its citizens are addressed in 
four Licchavi inscriptions, all of which are still in 
situ in the southern half of Kathmandu, three in a 
crumbling fountain known as Yangal-hiti, and one 
at Bhairava Dhoka, the former emplacement of a 
Malla city gate (Map 7: m-8, 0-5)." I n  the two 
latest inscriptions, dated respectively A.D. 640 and 
643, Daksinakoli is referred to as a dranga, signify- 
ing its increased importance as a federation of 
villages. Some of these were apparently quite dis- 
tant, as suggested by the latest inscription, which 
places a particular temple in the dranga's charge. 
It  was in MiineSvara, a village that most likely lay 
in the general region of suburban Naksal (Map 

multistory houses, as attested by the collapse of many of 
them in the 1975 rainy season. Unpleasant though i t  might 
be, excavations in this ancient but still active midden 
could be exceptionally rewarding in unraveling the city's 
past. One can only imagine the broken pots, limbless 
images, and other discards concentrated there. 

23 D. Vajracharya 1968b:93; G. Vajracharya 1974:90. 
24D. Vajracharya 1968b:101; G. Vajracharya 1965; 

Kaisher Bahadur 1969; D. Vajracharya 1973: 172.173. 
25 D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 107, r r r ,  117, 124. The 

Bhimirjunadevacvisnugupta inscription (no. I I I )  was 
n o  longer in the fountain at the time of my research. 
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4).2n Shorn of its suffixes, the name Daks i~akol i  
may have survived the Licchavis into the twelfth 
century as a neighborhood name, Daksina-tol,2' but 
even this probable vestige apparently soon disap- 
peared. 

Vaidyagrima, the third Licchavi village on the 
Kathmandu bluff to be identified by name, is 
known from a single iildpatra. This is an edict of  
Sivadeva 11, dated A.D. 695, in which he requisi- 
tioned from Vaidyagrima or  its environs five por- 
ters for the annual trip to Tibet." Originally, when 
a rubbing was taken, the stele stood in Lagan-tol, 
in the southeastern part of the city (Map 7: n-8/g), 
but it subsequently disappeared. 

T h e  indigenous names for the two villages that 
the Licchavis baptized Koli and Daksinakoli, were 
almost certainly Yambu and Yangala. These earlier 
names must always have endured in the common 
tongue, although it is only with the abundance of 
manuscripts in the Transitional Period that they 
begin to be known in written form. Both are en- 
countered for the first time in eleventh-century 
manuscripts, Yambu in A.D. 1054, and Yangala in 
1069.~' Thereafter they are two of the most ubiqui- 
tous place names for manuscripts copied in the 
vihiras in the Kathmandu locale, and are encoun- 
tered in inscriptions to the mid-seventeenth cen- 
tury (Yangala) and late eighteenth century (Yam- 
bu). It  has been universally assumed that the two 
names are synonymous and interchangeable with 
reference to Kathmandu. In  fact, they originally 
referred to two quite separate entities, in essence 
Koligrima and Daksinakoligrima, a duality to be 
examined below. 

I3y the early twelfth century, Daksinakoli/Yan- 
gala, or at least the northernmost part of this sector, 
began to be known by a new Sanskrit name, Kis- 
thamandapa, the Wooden Pavilion. This  rather 

20 D. Vajracharya 1968b:9495. It is probably the existing 
co~nmunity known as Migal, south of Hadigaon, as 1 
will discuss below. 

Z7 Shakya and Vaidya 197o:colophon 8 (xi-xii, 15-16); 
D. Regrni 1966:part 3, app. A, inscr. 10 (6). 

2R D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 139 (514.518). 
Shakya and Vaidya 197o:colophon 2 (3-4); Petech 

1958:45, colophon I. 
Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:180-212. 

31 D. Vajracharya 1962:main part, 110. 

32Shakya and Vaidya 197o:colophon 8 (15.16); D. 

curious name derived from an exceptionally large 
and imposing public rest house (sattal, dharma- 
jila) that stood beside the west-east trade route, as 
it still does, not far south of what was Koligrima/ 
Yawbu (Map 7: j-6; Plates 85, 204).=' T h e  first re- 
cord of Kisthamandapa as a place name is encoun- 
tered in a colophon dated A.D. 1143 (NS. 263 Ai- 
vina)." Although it seems doubtful that this im- 
pressive Sanskrit name achieved any immediate 
currency in the bazaar, it does appear occasionally 
in documents of the twelfth and thirteenth cen- 
t u r i e ~ , ~ '  and with increasing frequency t h e ~ e a f t e r . ~ ~  
By the fourteenth century the new name must have 
begun to signify the whole city, rather than just the 
area around the dharmaiild, since at  this time city- 
denoting suffixes such as -pura, - p i ,  -nagara, and 
-mahinagara began to amplify the already lengthy 
name. By the seventeenth century, it was by a mod- 
ified version, KirhmidaO (Kathmandu), that the 
Gorkhalis knew the city, and which, as its new 
masters, they perpetuated. 

The  Gorkhalis also called the city Kintipura 
(Kantipur),  an alternate name still used. T h e  name 
Kintipura seems to have made an appearance in 
Mahendramalla's time (A.D. 1560-1574)'' and was 
particularly popular at the court of Pratipamalla. 
But in situ inscriptions indicate that under the 
Mallas the name Kintipura only applied to the 
northern half of the city, Koligrima/Yambu, in 
contradistinction to Kisthamandapa, the name ap- 
plied to the southern half, Daksinakoli/Yangala. 
After the Gorkhali conquest, however, both names 
came to be used interchangeably to designate the 
entire urban complex. 

There were also other less well-known names for 
the city or its parts. "Gangula-pattana," for exarn- 
ple, achieved a certain popularity in the late Malla 
Period as an alternate name for Y a m b ~ ; ~ \ o  did, 

Vajracharya r96z:rnain part, I 10-1 11. 
3S B. Acharya 1g53:26-27; Naraharinath 1953; D. Vajra- 

charya rg62:main part, 110-115; Thapa 1968:37-38. 
34 The first known occurrence is in an inscription dated 

N.S. 684 Migha (A.D. 1564) (D. Regmi 1966: part 4, inscr. 
17 [zo-211). 

35 D.  Regmi 1966:part 4, inscrs. 17, 39, 45 (20-21, 61- 
64, N o ) ,  and in a number of unpublished rrilapparras in 
the National Archives. On Gangula-patyana see also Shres- 
tha 1963, who mistakenly correlates it with Deopatan. 
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as a literary name, at least, "Suvar~a-prahili-na- 
gara," the City of the Golden Fountain. This im- 
pressive name was derived from the miraculous 
gold-dispensing fountain, also known as Thi-hiti 
(Upper Fountain), which was covered over with 
a stupa in A.D. 1432 (Map 7: d - ~ o ) . ' ~  

These Sanskritized literary names notwithstand- 
ing, the Newars themselves always clung doggedly 
to Yambu and, less determinedly, to Yangala, al- 
most certainly the original names of what became 
the two sectors of the city. But today Yambu (and 
Yam in colloquial usage) no longer bignifies only 
the northern sector. It is applied to the entire city 
of Kathmandu, all of whose denizens are known 
to Newars as Yami. Hill people who speak related 
languages also call Kathmandu Yambu, while the 
Tibetans employ a similar version, Jangbu or Jam- 
be. Since these hill people are ,for the most part 
Buddhists, they confound the ancient name Yam- 
bu with Simbhii, the familiar designation for Sva- 
yambhii. T o  them, the great stupa on the city's 
western outskirts has become synonymous with the 
city itself. 

It would be tempting to follow the hill people's 
lead and assume that the name Yambu is derived 
from its prestigious neighbor, Svayambhii. But not 
only does the settlement almost unquestionably pre- 
date the stupa, but the etymology of Yambu is in 
fact far more commonplace. According to the San- 
skrit-Newar version of the lexicon, Amarakoja, 
yam or  yZ in Old Newari means north; bu means 
field, and is the component of many Newar place 
names-Bhelbu and Ralambu now, for example, or 
Thambii and Salambii in Licchavi  inscription^.^' 
Thus the name may merely mean Northern Field. 

Although the name Yangala endured to at least 
the mid-seventeenth century3' it is now eclipsed. 
In modern usage it survives only as a local name 
applied to a Licchavi fountain and its environs, 
Yangal-hiti and Yangal-hiti-tol, which lie well 

36 The unpublished inscription states that the stupa 
was built in N.S. 552 VaiS5kha ( A . D .  1 ~ 3 2 )  in the time of 
the pitra Mahendrarija, and renovated in N.S. 644 (A.D.  

152.4)~ in the time of Slryamalla, the latter date of which 
Snellgrove 1961:99 mistakenly took for the foundation 
of the stupa. 

37 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 105, 143 (402, 532). 
G. Vajracharya 1974:93. 

within the former confines of Dak$i~jakoli/Ya". 
gala (Map 7: m-8). The  etymology of the name 
Yangala is unknown.30 

There is no question that the names Yambu and 
Yangala once designated quite separate, and appar- 
ently at times rival, entities that only became united 
as one town in fairly recent history. This is evidellt 
from documents and custom. The  Gopilaraja-vam- 
hivali refers to Ya~nbu and Yangala as two places 
when, for example, they list a series of fourteenth- 
century forts." The  Blue Annals, a fifteenthxen- 
tury Tibetan chronicle, also speaks of Yangala and 
Yambu as separate places." That  the distinction be- 
tween them prevailed into the late sixteenth cen- 
tury is demonstrated by a banner painting, dated 
A.D. 1565 Asidha (N.s. 685) (Plate 495). Concerned 
with the restoration of Svayambhiinitha, the paint- 
ing includes a schematic map of the Valley in 
which both places are named, Yangala symbolized 
by Kisthamandapa, and Yambu by the White 
Matsyendranitha of Jana-bahal (Plates 86, 87). In- 
deed, the duality endured even into the seventeenth 
century through the use of two names, Kintipura 
for Yambu/Koligrama, and Kislhamandapa for 
Yangala/Daksinakoli. 

The  oldest copperplate inscription affixed to Kas- 
~harnandapa, dated A.D. 1333 (N.s. 454 Marga), re- 
fers to it as the "building of the three royal fami- 
lies" (tribhaya chem)." This seems to support the 
tradition that in Kathmandu of the Transitional 
and Early Malla Periods there were three distinct 
political segments known as the ~vamde ia , ' ~  the 
three cities. Each was perhaps a fief of the pitras, 
or as the chronicles prefer, the Vaisya Thakuris. 
T w o  of the deias must correspond to Yambu and 
Yangala, but the third segment has not been iden- 
tified. Most likely it occupied the very limited area 
of the central part of what is now the Darbar 
Square, sandwiched between Yambu and Yangala. 
This area was referred to as videia in the seven- 

39 B. Acharya 1963:26-29 unconvincingly theorizes a 
derivation from Indragrha, the name of an imaginary 
palace to which even legend does not refer. 

40 FoI. qob. 
41 Roerich rgqg-1953:1. 392; 11, 850-851. 
i2 D. Regmi 1g66:part 3, app. A, inscr. 27 (18.19). 
43  Gopilarija-uamiiuati, fol. 61a. 
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teenth c~ntury .~ '  The third "city" probably has 
nothing to do with Vaidya, the third known Lic- 
chavi grima of Kathmandu, which was apparently 
coterminous with the southern limit of Yahgala. 

The exact boundaries of the other two sections of 
the svamdeia, Yarpbu and Yahgala, have not been 
determined, but they can be roughly delimited by 
the distribution of inscriptions." Yarpbu lay north- 
east of what is now the Darbar Square, and ex- 
tended north at least to Tha-hiti; Yahgala lay 
southwest, extending south at least as far as Lagan- 
to1 (Map 7: d-10, n-8)."' The dividing line was in 
the environs of Makhan-tol, the northcrn end of 
the Darbar Squarc, which lay within Yarpbu. A 
twelfth-century mansucript written in "iri-Yambu- 
kramiyirp Makhanatollaki" provides this clue," 
and i t  is probable that the pair of stone lions found in 
Makhan-to1 during recent road repairs oncc flanked 
the Yambu city gate. The rest of the Darbar 
Square, or at least Maru-tol, the seat of Kistha- 
mapdapa at its southern terminus, belonged to 
Yaiigala. This is evident from inscriptionsd8 and 
from the fact that in the Svayambho painting the 
city is symbolized by the dharmaiild (Plates 86, 
495). From Makhan-to1 the dividing line between 
the two cities ran northwest to the Vishnumati, 
terminating somewhere north of Kahkeivari tcm- 
ple (in Yangala), and southeast to the neighbor- 
hood of Te-bahal (in Yarpbu) (Map 7: g-3, k-XI) .  

Despite the survival into recent times of the 
names and concept of two cities, YangalaIDak- 
sinakoli/Kisthamag~apa and Yambu/Koligrima/ 
Kintipura, one must suppose that at least fm the 
time that Ratnamalla made Kathmandu his king- 
dom, A.D. 1484, the duality (or perhaps trinity) was 
more tradition than fact. But the memory of the 
dichotomy lingered in custom, the most vivid of 
which is known as Sithi-nakha or Sithi-khasti, col- 
loquialisms for the festival Kumira $a$thi, in which 
it occurs. Annually celebrated on Jyestha-iukla- 
saghi, the sixth day of the bright half of Jyestha, 
Kumira $asthi is an important festival with many 

4 4  In an entry dated N.S. 741 (A.D. 1621) in an unpub- 
lished yhybophu. 

45 G. Vajracharya 1974. 
16G. Vajracharya 1974:94; Rajvamshi 1q:inscr. 86 

(63). 
Petech 1958:74, colophon z. 

ramifications in Nepalese culture. The aspect that 
conccrns us here is a battle that until the mid-ninc- 
tcenth century took place annually bctwacn the 
northern and southern halves of the city, and which 
had oncc terminated with the sacrlfie of prison- 
ers.'* The role of this battle in territorial rivalry war 
remembered even in the early nineteenth century. 
when Hamilton heard that "Kathmandu was 
[oncc] subject lo two Rajas, and that the rkir- 
mishings first arose among their respective follow- 
e r ~ . " ~ ~  The bloody rite was prohibited in the rnid- 
eighteenth century by Jayaprakib, the last Malla 
king of Kathmandu, but later, fearing that he had 
offended the gods, the monarch prudcntly decided 
to respect the tradition." The battle rwvived in 
less violent form, to be abolished at last by Jang 
Bahadur Rana in A.D. 1846.'' 

There are other customs that in their exclusive 
concern to one or the other half of the city still pcr- 
petuate the Yarpbu-Ya~ala  duality. G e h i  mem- 
bership in the vihiras, for example, is strictly rc- 
gional. Duality is alu, apparent in the celebration 
of piricadina, whcn the particular Buddhist ccclc- 
siastics (plrubare, khyabarc) who arc entitled to 
the final donations of the day confine their mllcc- 
tions to that part of the city in which they dwell, 
thine (the upper half) or  kvanc (the lower). Or 
again, the festival of Pacali Hhairava, which is cn- 
thusiastically celebrated by the residents of the 
southern tols but largely ignored by those living in 
the northern ones. By the same token, the festival 
of Chakandyo (Dipahkara Buddha) concerns on- 
ly the northern tols. In all instances, Hanuman 
Dhoka palace at the center of the Darbar Square 
is the limit to which the fesitvitics of each sector 
extend. 

Despite this evident duality, by AD. 1484, whcn 
Fbtnamalla made Kathmandu the capital of his 
kingdom, centuries of growth and amalgamation 
of prns, grimas, drongas and the fiefs of the pihas 
must already have created one city approximately 
coterminous with the Old Kathmandu we know 

Sams&o-~ondciu, I :6 (v.s. 2010 Aivina), 7; D. Regmi 
1g66:part 4, insu. 17 (20-21). 

Scc Chapter I I. 

60 Hamilton 1 9 7 1 : ~  
Ltvi rg05:11, 36. 
Wright 1966:105 n. 167; Hamilton 1971:43+. 
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today. It must have been far less congested, how- 
ever, for even in the late eighteenth century, when 
Kathmandu had become the national capital, Fa- 
ther Giuseppe estimated that it contained only 
eighteen thousand houses.53 

Although progress is rapidly effacing the old city 
as a distinct entity, it is still ~ossible  to arrive at a 
very close reconstruction of its extent as the Malla 
capital. T h e  bluff above the rivers-which, except 
toward the northeast, drops away quite steeply to 
the surrounding fields and riverbeds-naturally 
tended to restrict the developing city. It  is to this 
knoll that the densely packed city was clearly con- 
fined. From the nucleus of the Darbar Square, and 
coinciding with the natural bluff, a rough oval may 
be inscribed that includes an impressive concentra- 
tion of historic monuments. Here are to be counted 
almost a hundred uihiras, several monumental 
stupas, hundreds of temples, shrines, and foun- 
tains, together with innumerable caityas, stone 
sculptures, and inscribed stelae (Map 7). Beyond 
this core, historic monuments are scattered, and 
many are characteristically located at  the outlying 
cremation grounds (Map 4). 

T h e  locus of traditional festivals is another index 
to the bounds of the Malla capital. F o r  it is within 
this same oval, delimited by terrain and the density 
of monuments, that the Kathmandu community 
festivals take place. Heginning or ending at the 
Darbar Square, where some part of the principal 
action unfolds, festival processions pass from one 
ancient to1 to another, always within the defined 
area, o r  one of its halves, and often in a definitely 
prescribed pattern of precedence. 

T h e  limits of Old Kathmandu were once defined 
by a protective wall pierced with numerous gates. 
But from the time of Prithvi Narayan Shah, who 
considered the Kathmandu Valley itself a fort 
within the ramparts of the surrounding hills, the 
walls around all the Valley cities became superflu- 
ous and were allowed to decay." Such remnants of 

53  Giuseppe 18or:308. While this ratio seems correct in 
relation to the 12,000 families he estimated for Bhaktapur, 
i t  is difficult to correlate i t  with Patan's estimated 24,000 
houses, since after the Gorkhali conquest, as discussed 
below, Patan began to decline. 

54N.  Pant, et al., eds. 19683322.323. Prithvi Narayan 
likened the whole of his mountainous kingdom to a "fort 

the Kathmandu walls as had survived were pur- 
posely destroyed in the nineteenth century. By the 
time of my research in Nepal, Kathmandu's en. 
circling walls had long been forgotten, but it 
seemed to me  that it must be possible to identify 
their former emplacement and to thus establish the 
exact limits OF the old Malla city. This  challenge 
was taken up on several levels, chiefly the amplifica- 
tion of historical records through linguistic, archae- 
ological, and ant.hropolop;ical evidence recovered in 
the field. In  the end, the various clues made it pos- 
sible to recover the line of the old walls, together 
with more than half of 'the gateways that pierced 
them. T h e  reconstruction is shown on  Map 7. 

T h e  Malla records provided a n  important insight 
respecting the city walls, and nineteenth-century 
foreign accounts are quite lavish with pertinent 
notes.55 Linguistic evidence was also revealing, for 
although the walls may be long gone, Newar resi- 
dents still distinguish between that which they con- 
sider to lie "inside the gates" (dlruika dune) and 
that which lies outside (dhuika pine)." Place 
names like Kva-bahal (Fortress Vihira) ,  Dhoka- 
to1 (Gateway Neighborhood), Ikha-pukhu 
(Boundary Pond), o r  Bhosiko-to1 (Lower Border), 
also substantiate the emplacement of the walls. In 
some places local names, like Rhairava Dhoka, 
commemorate a former gateway, although no ~ h ~ s -  
ical trace can now be found. 

Archaeology also provides tangible clues to old 
gate emplacements. F o r  example, one that was at 
Khica Pokhari still effectively constricts the street, 
and Gana-bahal gateway still stands (Map 7:l-10, 
m-9). Even a number of gate thresholds, consisting 
of long narrow slabs of fine-grained black stone 
bored for the tenons of a swinging gate, are to be 
found (Plate 88). One  such threshold is at Nyeta- 
~ a c h o  (High  Ground),  site of one of the gates that 
we know was breached by the forces of Prithvi 
Narayan Shah during the city's conquest in 1768 
(Map 7 : f-5). 

built by nature" (Malla and Rana rg7j:rg). 
5W. Vajracharya rg64a; Wright rg66:R; Oldfield r8Ro:1, 

95-96, 102-103, 111; Oliphant 1852:81, 133. A nineteenth- 
century map sketches a Kathmandu encircletl by walls 
(Boulnois and Chen 1972:145). 

"Another word for gate is lakhu, but this is the com- 
mon locution. 
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T h e  most explicit revelation of the emplacement 
of the city walls, however, was provided by a n t h m  
pology. An important clue was offered by the loca- 
tion of communities of the once untouchable Pode 
and Cyime sweepers, and the low-caste Kasiin 
butchers. Formerly strictly forbidden to live within 
the city walls, they clustered on the outside as closc- 
ly as p~ssible .~ '  Today, a1,though no longer con- 
strained by such laws, most continue to dwell in 
their accustomed quarters, and thus indicate rough- 
ly the wall's perimeter. But the actual revelation of 
the line of the city wall resulted from observing a 
Newar religious rite known as upiko  vancgu, 
"walking around the town." T o  the Gorkhalis, 
many of whom have adopted the rite, it is the deia 
gumne. T h e  Kathmandu upriko vancgu or deia 
gumne is one of the many special rituals of the In- 
dra festival. Toward the end of August (the eve- 
ning of Bhadra-Sukladvidaii), members of families 
who have been bereaved during the past year pass 
clockwise in procession around the old core city 
along an ordained route. Where necessary, arrange- 
ments are made to permit passage through private 
property, and the route is defined with hundreds of 
miniature oil lamps, duplicating those borne by the 
processionalists. According to participants, the sa- 
cred way once paralleled the city wall, but when 
the latter ceased to exist, tradition maintained the 
old route as closely as possible. This  route I have 
shown as a separate line paralleling what appears to 
have been the actual line of the city wall (Map 7). 
There are a few places where the two lines do not 
coincide. Some of these'deviations are caused by the 
interruption of Rana mansions or  other latter-day 
constructions, some by the inclusion of shrines that 
once lay beyond the walls, and some I cannot ex- 
plain. 

Oldfield specified that the Kathmandu city wall 
was pierced by thirty-two g a t e ~ a y s . ~ '  Through one 
form of evidence or  another, I have been able to 
identify nineteen of them (Map i ) ,  and can sur- 
mise the location of many more for which I could 
find no substantiating evidence. 

It is not clear to most of the modern procession- 

s' Oldheld 1880:1, 95; Ltvi rgog:~, 56. 
s8 Oldheld r880:1, 9596. 

Volwahsen 1969:46; Dutt 1925:32, 33, 124. 
eODutt 1925; Shukla 1960:227-300; T. Bhattacharyya 

alists why they perform the upiko  vancgu or  fol- 
low the route they do. Originally, the rite war per- 
haps designed to conduct the souls of the departed 
outs~de the habitat of the living, and to dcman- 
strate the boundary between the two separate 
worlds. It secms likely that the ultimate origin is 
to be found in the Vcdic ritual circumambulation 
of the town that took place along a processional 
road (pradaksind patha) laid out along thc interior 
of the city wall for this purposc.lm At a brisk pace, 
the entire route of the updko vancgu takes less than 
two hours to complete. As thus defined the area of 
Old Kathmandu, the cap~tal of the Kathmandu 
kingdom, is scarcely a mile and a half from north 
to south and less than a half-mile from east to west. 
From the Darbar Square, its farthest boundary can 
be reached on foot within tell minutes. 

The  existence of a sacred pradaksind patha co- 
terminous with the line of the city wall introduces 
another dimension of the history of Old Kath- 
mandu-and to anticipate, of all the cities-that of 
conscious city planning. It is well known that in 
ancient India (theoretically, at least), towns were 
planned in accordance with strict principles stipu- 
lated in the vrittci-idstras, the numerous architec- 
tural treatises.'" Although many Indian villages, 
particularly those of Bengal, show little evidence of 
conscious planning, others accord quite clearly with 
the dictums of the idstrus. Even small towns were 
supposed to be laid out as mystic diagrams, often 
designed with considerable fantasy, in which the 
deities, the various castes, the markets, shops, water 
sources, cremation grounds, and everything per- 
taining to the community had its assigned place, in 
harmony with the universe. Capital cities, as the 
dwelling place of the head of state, were particular- 
ly well planned, optimally in a grid of eighty-one 
squares (padas) in which the royal palace, council 
house, and other places pertaining to the crown 
were positioned in the most auspicious central 
padas, according to well-defined rules?' Among 
the various types of communities known to ancient 
India, the capitals were most likely to be actually. 
rather than theoretically, planned. This  accorded 

r963:85, 222-223, and pazfim; Volwahsen 1969:43-50. 
Dutt 1925:4446, 146, 195-246; Shukla 1960: 195-196, 

579 
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with the dictum that each new dynasty should lay 
out its own capital. It was thought ~art icular ly 
dangerous to take over another king's capital, for 
as the iistras enjoin, "a king residing in a city 
founded by his enemy o r  even by another king will 
meet death in no time."0z 

Despite Nepali legend that asserts that Kath- 
mandu was laid out in the form of a sword, and 
other cities in even more fanciful patterns, there is 
little evidence for this kind of formal planning in 
any of the Valley towns. ( A n  exception may be 
Hadigaon.) T h e  ground plans generally reflect 
haphazard growth, as indigenous hamlets and 
grimas fused into towns and cities. Although, as in 
India, it is possible to alter an existing town in con- 
formance with the vistzi-iistras, there seems little 
evidence that the physical layout of the Nepalese 
towns was so affected.B3 It is possible that local 
modifications followed the frequently chronicled 
devastations by fire and earthquake. W e  know of 
one such modification in the recent past, when 
Juddha Shumshere Rana pushed the wide N e w  
Road through the rubble of the 1934 earthquake. 
Certainly Nepali architects were fully conversant 
with vis t lvidyi  (architectural science), including 
town planning, as the numerous Nepali architec- 
tural manuals attest (Plates 89, 108-110). T h u s  
formal town planning in accordance with the vistzi- 
i istras was quite possible, and some of the com- 
ponent villages may, in fact, have been planned. 
But the splendor of the Newar town design seems 
to emanate more from an innate sense of aesthetics, 
a natural rhythmic articulation achieved over a 
long time span rather than a conscious organiza- 
tion of space according to dictate. 

T h e  informal physical plan of the Valley towns 
notwithstanding, at some time there does seem to 
have been a conscious attempt to bring into con- 
formance with the vistu-iistras the social and re- 

O 2  Dutt 1925:jEI-40. 
03Dutt 1925:165-194. Gutschow and Bajracharya 1977:' 

postulate that a grid pattern was superimposed on Kath- 
mandu. Perhaps so. But the dominant pattern relates to 
the main highways that threaded its many settlements, 
that is, the diagonal trade route leading east from the 
Vishnumati, a straight road leading north from the 
Bagmati and the southern 101s (Daksinakoli), and the 
streets radiating from busy Asan-tol, repeated in more 
distant Chetrapati, outside Old Kathmandu (Map 7; 

ligious structure of the towns, particularly the capi- 
tals. Perhaps this began in Licchavi times, and it 
was surely accelerated under the orthodoxy of 
Sthitimalla and his successors. Given the nature of 
the existing Newar communities-their compact 
settlements and closely knit society, once predomi- 
nantly Buddhist-this socio-religious structuring 
could at best be only an approximation. But, even 
so, the palace occupied a large central area, as or- 
dained in the uistti-iistras; or, as in Bhaktapur, i n  
a central, if shifting, place along the winding main 
road. High  castes tended to cluster around this ex- 
alted nucleus, the lower castes lived progressively 
further away, and, outside the wall, were the out- 
castes. Finally, well beyond the city wall lay the 
realm of the dead, the i m a i i n a  (Nepali, masin), 
the various cremation grounds and ghats. Superim- 
posed on such human ordering were various other 
orderings related to the divinities. These were in 
the nature of mystic diagrams, mandalas in which 
particular sets of deities were linked in concentric 
rings of protection inside and outside the city. 
These divine mandalas will be considered in later 
chapters. 

T h e  part of modern Kathmandu that is essen- 
tially coterminous with the old walled city is funda- 
mentally an antique lightly veneered with mo- 
dernity. It  is the most densely settled part of Greater 
Kathmandu, an area of roughly two square miles 
that embraces more than half of Kathmandu's to- 
tal population (Plate 85):' Some of the residents, 
in various stages of change and whose numbers I 
would not dare to  estimate, are part of the modern 
veneer.B5 It is they who frequent the cafes, restau- 
rants, and Western-style stores of N e w  Road, gravi- 
tate to the proliferating luxury hotels, rub elbows 
with doreigners, travel abroad, and choose when 
possible nuclear family residence in concrete dwell- 
ings. They speak Nepali (plus Newari, if Newars) 

Plate 85). In any event, it is an aspect of Valley city 
history that needs further research. 

O' Kathntandu Valley 1969:72 estimated that there were 
more than 45,000 persons per square kilometer in the old 
city. 

O 5  Malla 1973; Malla and Rana 1973:18-23. Tile lines 
that follow should not be construed as the anthropology 
or sociology of Kathmandu. Rather, they are broad gen- 
eralizations meant to convey an impression, a sense of the 
twentieth-century city. 
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and often English, tend to wear Western clothes at 
least on occasion, and maneuver Hondas and Dat- 
suns over an increasing number of macadamized 
streets punctuated by automatic signals. They are 
high school and often university gradwtes, work 
for the government or clerk in stores, and are in- 
creasingly involved in the burgeoning tourist trade. 
They represent the upper and median castes, and a 
great majority, Newar or Gorkhali, claim Hindu- 
ism as their faith. In short, they are drawing closer 
culturally to the foreign readers of this book. 

Physically close, but culturally light years distant, 
is the bulk of Kathmandu denizens. Many live in 
extended families in the same type of houses, and 
often even in the same houses, as their ancestors 
did. They wear only somewhat modified versions 
of traditional dress, and rarely are conversant with 
any other language than the national one and, if 
Newars, their own. With little significant variation 
they conform to the ancestral life style. Along the 
diagonal street tha,t bisects the town-the millen- 
nial trade route from India to Tibet-and along the 
lesser arteries, Newar merchants do business in 
open-front stalls, as they must have always done. 
Dominating the trade, they are joined there by a 
few "Madheses" from India and the Tarai, and a 
few Muslims, many of whom are descendants of 
eighteenth-century settlers (Plate 2 2 ) .  Seated shoe- 
less and cross-legged on straw-matted floors, the 
merchants buy and sell, drink sweet milky tea, 
chew betel, indulge in the hookah, or converse 
over a game of chance with customers or fellow 
merchants (Plate go). O n e  senses that the scene has 
not changed much since the Malla Period or, for 
that matter, from the time when Wang Hsiian-t'st 
observed the abundance of valley merchants, fixed 
and itinerant. 

Back from these main arteries, threaded by 
crooked pedestrian ways, dwell the Jyapu farmers 
in physical and cultural surroundings little dif- 
ferent from contemporary Newar villages, and 
surely not significantly different from those of the 
Kathmandu past. This  is particularly true in the 
southern tols (Yangala/Daksinakoligrima), where 
there is almost no other ethnic o r  caste intrusion. 
There the women, and often the men, do not even 

Oe Slusser 1g7za:g-12. 
67  Wright 1966:10, 9091; Hasrat 1970:43-44; Oldfield 

speak Nepali, and arc unlettered in any language. 
Remote from the events on nearby New Road, 
from birth to death the Jyapu pursue the rhythm of 
community life ordained by their tradition. 

Hut the old city, crowded as it is, has room for 
others. For Kathmandu is also the domain of 
the gods. Once a predominantly Buddhist town, 
Kathmandu's religious part is still evident in some 
hundred structures called monasteries, although 
for centuries this has been true only in name 
(Map 7). These monasteries ( v i h t a s  and col- 
loquially bahilbahil,  bahi-bahil), scattered among 
the houses, and themselves now serving as secu- 
lar dwellings, still contain functioning Buddhist 
shrines. Although often in poor condition, the 
buildings and their contents are still among the 
great artistic treasures of the Kathmandu Valley, 
as a perusal of the plates attests. Interspersed with 
the vihiras, crowding the neighborhood squares, 
and especially clustered in the Darbar Square, are 
the temples and shrines that house the Hindu  
gods, now numerically and culturally more im- 
portant than their Buddhist counterparts (Map 7; 
Figure I ) .  And everywhere, in the quiet court- 
yards and busy streets, at the public fountains, the 
crossroads, and the squares, the sacred images and 
objects are familiar adjuncts of daily life. Some 
are masterpieces left from the Licchavi occupa- 
tion, some by the Mallas, and a few by the Shahs. 
Others, to  the secular eye at least, are mere curiosi- 
ties, but they are sacred to someone nonetheless. 
Even the carved fish at the bustling crossroads of 
Asan-tol, walked on and driven over by the un- 
heeding, daily receives ,the offerings of the many 
faithful who know that it is divine.'' T h e  texture 
of Old Kathmandu may be changing, but it still 
offers much beauty, a profound interest, and many 
visible links with its long past. 

Like Kathmandu, Patan has a legendary origin 
and allegedly a formal plan, in  this instance 
Buddha's Wheel of .the Law!' But, like the capi- 
tal, Patan was not founded as a planned city, but 
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slowly evolved as diverse settlements coalesced 
(Plates 9294).  

Occupying high ground in the midst of well- 
watered bottomland, the site of Patan must have 
been among the earliest settled in the Kathmandu 
Valley (Map 3) .  Snellgrove suggested that it may 
have originated well before the beginning of the 
Christian era as a Buddhist community, and com- 
pared i,t with such centers as Sriivasti or Vaiiili, 
north Indian towns familiar to the wandering feet 
of Gautama Buddha (Map I)." Legend and cus- 
tom support this conjecture, at least respecting 
Patan's antiquity. Patan, alone among the Valley 
towns, is persistently associated with the tradition 
of the Kiriita, the people who appear to have been 
the Valley indigenes. A mound, and p rob able 
stupa ruin, at the city center is traditionally held 
to have been the palace of Patuka, a Kir i ta  king 
who, it is said, abandoned his palace in Gokarna 
to rebuild in Patan (Map 8: e-7)." T h e  mound is 
known simply as Kirinchem, the Kirata palace 
(literally, House), or as Patukadom, Patuka's Hil- 
lock. T h e  Newar name for Patan, Yala, is gener- 
ally believed to perpetuate the name of another 
Kiriita king, Yellung or Yalambara, the alleged 
founder of the dynasty and of the city.'Wthther 
Patan locales are similarly associated with the Ki- 
riitas. T h e  name Chyasal-tol, for example, the 
Neighborhood of the Eight Hundred,  is popularly 
held to commemorate eight hundred fallen Kir i -  
tas, slain there in battle with the Licchavis (Map 8: 
e-lo). 

Even more intriguing than the legendary asso- 
ciation of the Kir i ta  with Patan is modern custom 
that provides a link with the Kiranti of eastern 
Nepal, a people who are perhaps Kiriita de- 
scendants (Plate 17). There are two sites in Patan 
where the Kiranti maintain traditional ties. O n e  
of these, the Siddhilaksmi temple near Tyagal-to], 
attracts certain Kiranti families kor the annual 
worship of their clan god, the tluladeuati (degu, 

Snellgrove 1957:93+4. 
G V r i g l i t  1966:75. 
70  D. Regmi r969:56; Kirkpatrick 1969:257. 

I am indebted to Hem Raj Shakya, Department of 
Archaeology, His Majesty's Government, for having 
brought these associations to my attention. 

7 Z  D. Vajracharya r97j:inscr. 88 (368.369) The pub- 

devili) (Map 8: i-11). At  another site, Tikhc], 
southwest of the old city proper, Kirantis recently 
restored a shrine in deference to their tradition 
that a Kirita temple once stood there.71 T h e  image 
within the shrine could hardly predate the seven- 
teenth century, and the most ancient visible re- 
main, until ils recent removal to the Archaeologi- 
cal Garden of Patan, was a Licchavi iilipatra.'2 
Neither of these associations of the Kiranti with 
Patan can be satisfactorily explained. What, i f  not 
some ancient association, should bring modern 
Kirantis of distant and inaccessible eastern Nepal 
to a particular temple site in Patan, o r  induce them 
to foregather about their clan god at a secluded 
spot in the interior of the city? 

Further suggestive of Patan's antiquity are the 
four large tumuli, popularly known as Ashok stu- 
pas, which lie on the city outskirts (Map 8;  Figure 
26; Plates 220, ZZI).'%S the name Ashok implies, 
the mounds-to which sometimes is added the 
centrally located Kirlncherp midden-are tradi- 
tionally believed to date to the time of the Mauryan 
Emperor As'oka, who reigned over much of north- 
ern India in the third century B.C. Although it is 
unlikely that As'oka was personally associated with 
the mounds, they closely compare to Mauryan stu- 
pas in size and shape, and could be coeval. It  is not 
impossible that they are even older, and originated 
as pre-Buddhist funerary mounds which, as in In- 
dia, were converted into Buddhist  monument^.'^ 
While the precise history of the mounds must 
await archaeological investigation, these primitive- 
looking structures, .taken together with the city's 
association with the Kir i ta  in legend and custom, 
do suggest that Patan embraces a very ancient set- 
tlement. 

T h e  apparent antiquity of Patan notwithstand- 
ing, we cannot speak authoritatively of its history 
before the written records of the Licchavis. It  was 
clearly one of their principal settlements, as the 
number of inscriptions, sculptures, and fragmen- 

lished provenience is given "from a field on the way to 
Pharping Dak~inakili temple." Actually the stele came 
from Tikhel (Gomkhya), which is much closer to Patnn 
than to Pharping. 

'3 On the mounds, see Chapter 6. 
'* Irwin 1973:714-720. 
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tary architectural remains scattered th r~ughout  
the city attest. O n  the basis of the comparative 
quantity of archaeological remains, the Patan com- 
munities were more important than those across 
the Ragmati-Koli- and Daksinakoligrima, the 
later Kathmandu. Indeed, in the concentration of 
visible Licchavi remains, Deopatan is Patan's only 
competitor (Map 6). 

Licchavi occupation was concentrated at what 
is now called Mangal Bazaar, the Patan Darbar 
Square, together with lands lying north and east. 
This area corresponds in part to the high ground 
above the Bagmati and Lukhusi, rivers toward 
which the land slopes quite steeply (Map 8). In 
this confined area there were a number of grimas, 
the names and approxima,te locations of several of 
which have been recovered from in situ inscrip- 
tions. Probably just west of the Darbar Square lay 
the three villages Gzhsul, ihiilavitiki, and Tham- 
bii, the latter surviving as a to1 name in western 
Patan at least into the seventeenth century." An- 
other village, Miitingrima, was at Sundhara-tol, 
a short distance east of the Darbar Square, and 
still another, Gullatangagrirna, apparently em- 
braced much of the eastern quarter of the present 
city, from Yangu-bahal-to1 through Guita-to1 (Map 
8: g-10, g - ~ z ) . ~ O  T h e  latter, Gullatahgagr5ma, seems 
to have endured as a somewhat distinct physical 
enti,ty even to the present day, as an examination 
of the Patan map reveals. Very likely the name 
Guita-tol, popularly held to derive from the em- 
placement of a legendary temple of nine storys 
(Newari, gui, nine, tala) (Plate 186), may be, 
rather, a corruption of the older name. Another 
Licchavi town, not yet identified by name, almost 
certainly lay at  Chyasal-tol, clearly one of the old- 
est quarters of the city. 1.t is perhaps significant 
that Guita- and Chyasal-to1 are almost exclusively 

i 5 D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 105 (40~-404) .  Another 
Thanibl, corresponding to modern Thaiba village, lay 
still further away. 

70 D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 79, 133 (339-341, 496-498). 
7 7  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 52, 123, 146 (208-210, 458- 

462, 543-546); D. Vajracharya 1g68b:gr92; Shakya 196ga: 
inscr. 3 (5-6). 

i s  D .  Vajracharya 1968b:gj. 
;!'One is tempted to see in the ancient Patan tumuli 

and the names Yala and Ycpagrima, an analogy with pre- 

inhabited by the Jyapu farming community, sug- 
gesting again that among the Jyapu are to be 
sought the cloxst ties with ancient Nepal. 

The  most important of the Licchavi settlements 
in the Patan area was YijpajiArna, which occupied 
what is now the Darbar Square south toward 
Tamgah-bahal (Minaniitha) (Map H: f-7/H)." Thi5 
Sanskrit name, Yiipagrama, is a rather unusual 
one. The  word ytipa refers to the post to which 
sacrificial animals wcre fastened in Vedic ritual 
(Plate qjq), and does not seem ever to have xrved 
as a village name in India. Given the general x -  
quence of town names in the Kathmandu Valley, 
it is unlikely that the Sanskrit name antedated 
Yala, the indigenous one for this crossroads vil- 
lage, and later all Patan. The  Newari word vala 
means the same as ycipa, and, morc broadly, sig- 
nifies any sacrificial post, pillar, o r  s tandard. 'The 
tall poles raised for Bisket- and Indra-iiitrs, and 
on many other ritual occasions, are known to 
Newars even now as yalasin (wooden poles). Per- 
haps both names, Yala and Ycpagrima, were de- 
termined by the existence of a small community 
associated with Vedic sacrifice at this crossroads. 
But, if Patan legend remotely reflects its history, 
the indigenous name may in fact originate in the 
name of a Kiriita chief, Yellung or  Yalambara, as 
tradition affirms. If so, the Licchavi translation as 
"Yupagrzrna" was mistakenly imposed." 

In any event, Yala/Yiipag&na in time achieved 
the status of a drariga, absorbing many gramar 
that can no longer be identified?' While the name 
Yiipagrama did not survive the Licchavi period, 
the settlement continued to be known by what is 
almost certainly its older name, Yala. By the tenth 
century, Yala had spread further westward and, 
at least for literary purposes, had acquired a new 
Sanskrit name, or ~ e r h a p s  revived an older one, 

nuddhist pillars and tumuli of northern India. Objects of 
worship, the pillars and tumuli dotted the Uttaripatha, 
the great northern trade route, and clustered around the 
trading centers (Irwin 19jj:j14-720). Patan, almost cer- 
tainly a stopover on the trans-Himalayan trade route, 
whose southern terminus intersected the east-west Utta- 
ripatha (Map I ) ,  may mark the northernmost extension 
of this practice. 

D. Vajracharya 1968b:gr. 
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Lalita." In time, this designation was further elab- 
orated with city-denoting suffixes, first -4rama and 
-brrrmd, then -pura, -nagara, and -pattana/pat- 

In Sanskrit documents the name Lalita con- 
tinued in ~opularity, both under the pitras and as 
one of the capi,tals of the Three Kingdoms. As 
Lalitpur (and Lalitapura when written), the name 
thrives among Nepali speakers today as an alter- 
nate name for Patan. The more familiar name, 
Pitan, is the Nepali simplification of Lalitapat- 
tana, and its use dates only from the seventeenth 
century. By that time it was even employed by the 
Malla kings when they corresponded in Nepali 
with Gorkha." 

At about the same time that the Sanskrit name 
Lalita began to achieve literary currency, another 
name for Patan also emerged. This was Manig- 
vala, as it is spelled in its first recorded usage," 
although subsequent spelling variations are many. 
As a literary name, Miinigvala long equaled and 
perhaps surpassed Lalitapura in popularity. It has 
now completely disappeared except in the corrupt 
form, Mangal Bazaar, the name applied to the 
Darbar Square shopping area. 

The indigenous name Yala, despite the more 
sonorous literary choices, apparently always main- 
tained its popularity as the common name of the 
city. Modern Newari speakers use only this name 
with reference to Patan, and hill peoples who 
speak related languages speak of Yelan, or related 
variants. The common appellation Yala (spelled 

S1 The name "Lalita" for Patan may be much older 
than heretofore imagined, as indicated by a newly discov- 
ered inscription on a bronze Buddha image in the Cleve- 
land Museum of Art (Slusser 1976). It was cast in 
"Laditagrirna" in Samvat 513 (A.D. 691), but the name 
is not encountered again until in a manuscript colophon 
dated N.S. 40 (A.D. 920) (Abhilehha-samgmha 1963:15). 
Ladita may not be the same as Lalita, since it is an epithet 
of Siva. But in later times the use of both expressions to 
signify Patan is fairly common. 

8Z Abhilehha-samgraha 1963:15. Przyluski 1928: 170 
argues that in pre-Mauryan India the suffix -patcanal-pat- 
tana meant a royal city, a prestigious connotation it re- 
tained even when later it had come to mean any city. But 
certainly by the time -pattana/pat!ana was employed in 
the Kathmandu Valley, it had the same significance as 
-noguru and -prtra, and was used interchangeably with them 
to denote "city" and to add prestige to any community, 
often those of very modest size and in~portance. R. 

Y;ila, Yahram, Rala) appears regularly in written 
Newari, particularly in the early chronicles and 
the later thyasaphui; however, its use is infrequent 
in  inscription^.^^ It was apparently the familiar 
Yala, rather than the elegant alternates, Lalitapura 
or Manigvala, that the Ming ambassadors to Ne- 
pal heard, and which they transcribed as Yeh-lan 
or Ya-Crh-la." The Tibetans, familiar with the 
Newar traders' name for the city, rendered it in 
Tibetan as Ye-rang. Despite its obvious derivation 
from Yala, Ye-rang may be translated as Eternity 
ItselLa7 Given what appears to be Patan's consid- 
erable antiquity, the translation, though wrong, is 
not altogether inappropriate. 

Unlike Old Kathmandu, fast dissolving into the 
Greater Kathmandu urban complex, Patan has yet 
to be absorbed. A softly colored huddle of rose 
bricks, ochre tile, and weathered wood, it remains 
a distinct town, in part still surrounded by rice 
paddies (Plate 94). It did not develop beyond its 
Malla perimeter after the Gorkhali conquest, as 
did Kathmandu. The Gorkhali military and court 
officials naturally gravitated to the crown at Kath- 
mandu; Newars who had served the Patan crown 
may have followed suit; and incoming Parvatiyi 
farmers established their own separate farming 
communities. Perhaps Patan's strong Buddhist 
character inhibited Hindu intrusion. But, whatever 
the reason, Patan declined. Oldfield, writing 
toward the end of the nineteenth century, noted 
that "ruined buildings and deserted shrines, 

Acharya 1963:10, 19 writes that the written pattana of the 
Transitional and Malla Periods often became patfanu in 
the Kathmandu Valley, both because paftana reflected 
Newari pronunciation, and because it emulated Maithili 
fashion. It was thus the retroflex t form that influenced 
the Gorkhalis and engendered the modern spelling of 
Pitan. 

8". Acharya 1963:r9. 
R 4  N.S. I07 (A.D. 987); Abhilehha-samgraha 1963c:24. 
R 5  D. Regrni 1966:part 3, app. I I I ,  17, 38, 50; D. Vajra- 

charya 1965c:24-25; Abhilekha-samgraha 1963g, 1963h. 
RGPetech 1958:207.~08. It may be noted that Petech 

1958:45. 67, 76 is mistaken that Yangala applied to Patan; 
the name exclusively signified southern Kathmandu. There 
was, however, at one time a Yambu-to1 in Patan (D. Vaj- 
racharya 196z:main part, 13; Petech 1958:121, colophon 

4). 
s7 Snellgrove 1957:94. 
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broken archways and mutilated sculptures, meet 
the eye at every turn . . . the city looks much too 
large for its  inhabitant^."^^ T w o  other nineteenth- 
century observers, Egerton and Oliphant, also de- 
scribed the generally desented and dilapidated ap- 
pearance of Patan, which gave the impression, in 
Oliphamt's words, that "everything seemed to have 
been blighted by time."'" Although it later pros- 
pered a little, Patan never attracted the Ranas; 
they buik their mansions at some distance from i.t. 
Even as recently as I&, very few nontraditional 
buildings had been erected within the confines of 
the old cilty. Since then, unfortunately, the same 
prosaic structures that have already so compro- 
mised the charm of Kathmandu are beginning to 
take a similar toll in Patan. Families often remodel 
the handsome old houses as soon as funds permit, 
preferring concrete boxes with window glass to 
mellow brick and carved wood. 

At  least by the time of Sthitimalla, who had to 
knock at Patan's gate for admittance, the city was 
walled.80 As the royal seat of one of the constantly 
sparring Three Kingdoms, the walls were carefully 
maintained, presumably to the end of Malla rule. 
A n  edict of King Srinivisamalla, issued in A.D. 

1673, details the citizens' responsibility for their up- 
keep, and the penalties to be exacted for defaultY1 
From  he same king's court poet, Kunu  Sharma, 
we have an idealized description of the walls, 
watch towers, and gates, and from him learn that 
Patan was also girdled by a moat, "tree-shaded and 
dark as the u n d e r w ~ r l d . " ~ ~  Of this no positive trace 
can be seen today, although one can surmise where 
certain stretches must have lain. Since city walls 
were no longer needed after the Gorkhali con- 
quest, those of Patan, like others in the Valley, 
were allowed to decay. 

RR Oldfield 188o:r, I 16-117. 
'Wliphant 1852:r31-133; Egerton 1852:1, 202. 
"And surely before then, since a halfsentury previous- 

ly the Khasa had unsuccessfully laid siege to Patan for 
twenty-two days (Gopilariia-uamiivali, fol. 46a). 
" Abhilekha-~amgraha 1963f; D. Vajracharya 1964a:p- 

32. 
32 D. Vajracharya 1g64a:26-28; Naraharinath 19612, 40. 
O9 Oldfield 188o:1, 95. Field research indicates that these 

former outcaste communities, no longer forced to live 
where they do except by custom and economics, feel some 

There is no "walking around the [own" (updko 
vanegu) in Patan to help dcterrnirle where thc 
walls were, hut the emplacement can tic recon- 
structed through other indices (Map 8 ) .  Residents 
have a very clear conception of what is dune, in- 
side of them, and what is pine, outside. The rccur- 
relit use of the ward i k h i  (boundary) in place 
names, for example Ikhalakhu-to1 (Houndary Gate 
Neighborhood) or Ikhache-to1 (Boundary House 
Neighborhood) is also helpful. Although the stric- 
ture against outcastes living within the city was 
less rigorous than under the Gorkhalis in Kath- 
mandu, in Patan they also tended to dwell beyond 
the walls."' Thus the current location of outcaste 
communities also corresponds to the former city 
boundary. Christian missionaries likewise had to 
live outside the walls. W e  know from Father Ciu-  
seppe that the Matsyendranitha temple was adja- 
cent to his habitation, a significant fact for the vex- 
ification of the line of the city wall in that quarter. 
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century European ac- 
counts also have left valuable notes concerning the 
walls which, although in ruins, were still stand- 
ing?' 

A long stretch of the wall itself, disintegrated 
and scarcely recognizable as such, still hems much 
of the northern and northeastern perimeter of Pa- 
tan (Plate 95). For the rest, however, there are only 
a few remnants, largely confined to the southwest- 
ern quarter. T o  judge by these abraded remains, 
the walls were at least ten feet thick and thirty feet 
high. They were composed of rubble of broken 
brick, tile, pottery, stones, and quantities of refuse 
from the numerous foundries of the bronze casters. 
Whether the walls were brick-faced is not clear, 
although certain vestiges suggest that they were. 
One cannot judge whether or not they were cren- 

stigma a b u t  residing "outsidc the walls." Their members 
frequently clainled with some vehemence that their corn- 
~nunity was dune (inside) even when all other evidence 
was against this testimony. More exact information was 
obtainable from highersaste citizens who were not so 
emotionally involved. 

94 Giuseppe 1801 :31o, 319; Landon 1928:11, 230; Oliphant 
185z:rp;  Oldfield 1880: I .  82, 95, 117, 124-125. Oldfield is 
parcicularly helpful and, lacking other clues, his conunents 
alone would permit a rough reconstruction of the wall's 
former course. 
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elated. In their current ruined condition the walls 
give the impression of very crude ramparts. Even 
in their heyday, they were   rob ably consliderably 
more modest than the hyperbole of the seventeenth- 
century court poet would have it: "The walls are 
exceedingly high, a thing of wonder. They stop 
speeding arrows in midflight, and against them 
what recourse has the enemy? Their watchtowers 
are so tall that the colliding clouds, deceived that 
they have reached the pole, weep under pretense 
of rain.'ln5 

Only two among an unknown original number 
of Patan's gateways are still standing, but accord- 
ing to residents many were still in place up to the 
19-44 earthquake. One  of the extant gates is the 
well-known Patan Dhoka which, curiously, was 
the drily one to be repaired after the quake. T h e  
other is near Alko-hiti (Map 8: b-8). It is a simple 
brick gateway, seemingly more appropriate to a 
private compound than to a city wall, and it looks 
totally ineffective as a serious deterrent to aggres- 
sion (Plate 96). One  panel of the swinging wooden 
gate is still in place, and like the common house 
(Plate I I ~ ) ,  closes from the inside with a woodeli 
bar bolt. Besides these two gates, the emplacement 
of another fifteen can be verified through physical 
remains, the survival of their names, or because 
people remember where they stood. Patan, as de- 
fined by these walls, was smaller than Old Kath- 
mandu." It  covered a total of about three-quarters 
of a square mile. Its longest axis may easily be 
crossed on foot in twenty minutes. 

Like every village and town in the Kathmandu 
Valley, modern Patan has a considerable number 
of H i n d u  temples, shrines, and images (Map 8). 
But even in rapidly Hinduizing Nepal, Patan re- 
mains essentially what it seems long to have been, 
a Buddhist town (Plates 97, 98). In its confined 
area there are even now more than 150 buildings 
known as uihiras, each with a functioning shrine. 
Within and around the uihiras are legions of re- 
lated Buddhist monuments-stupas, caityas, and 
images. All are objects of continuing worship by 
the almost wholly Newar and largely Buddhist 
community. Festivals of H i n d u  gods such as Kcsna 

!'Waraharinath 1961 :3. 
9 0 T h i s  fact makes it particularly difficult to reconcile 

the late eightecnthientury estimate of 24,000 houses in 

or Hhimasena, celebrated with particular verve in 
Patan, attract its residents, but the most wide- 
spread enthusiasm is for the scores of Buddhist 
festivals that succeed each other through the year. 

T h e  same modernizing currents that course 
through Kathmandu, a scant two miles distant, are 
also affecting Patan, particularly the newer, west- 
ern yols. But just as in the Jyapu-occupied .tols of 
southern Kathmandu, these currents have scarcely 
touched the older quarters, north and east of the 
Darbar Square. One  wanders through their con- 
gested ways, listening to the cadence of spoken 
Newari and observing a friendly and gay people 
busy in the streets and courtyards with their farm 
and household tasks. In  such a milieu, hemmed in 
by the tall houses of brick and carved wood, the 
omnipresent temples, vihiras, and images, one can 
easily drift back centuries, even millennia, in time. 
One  pauses to admire an ancient relief of the 
Buddha, which worn and broken though it may 
well be remains a continuing and beloved object 
of reverence (Plate 450). Licchavi, and even Malla, 
inscriptions that stand in so many public places 
are now mute to all save antiquarian specialists. 
But a wanderer in these old tols, bemused by the 
ambient past, would not be unduly surprised to 
see an excited crowd discovering in them what a 
seventh-century AmBuvarman or  a seventeenth- 
century Srinivisa has most lately ~ubl i shed  as his 
royal will. 

Bhaktapur, the third largest city of the Kath- 
mandu Valley, lies about seven miles east of 
Kathmandu and Patan (Maps 3, 9;  Plates 99, loo). 
Like those cities, nothing is known with certainty 
about its history before the Licchavi Period. Tha t  
it was an indigenous settlement, however, is sug- 
gested by two factors. T h e  first is its superb loca- 
tion on a ridge between two streams in the midst 
of the best farmland in the Kathmandu Valley. 
T h e  second is the indigenous character o l  its pri- 
mary name, Khopln which, with variations, is as it 
appears in  Licchavi inscriptions,"' or Khvapa (pro- 

Patan as against 18,000 in Kathmandu (Giuseppe 1801: 
308). 
" D. Vajracharya 1973:251, inscrs. 10, 57, 61, 62. 
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nounced Khopah), as it continues to be known in 
Newari. 

T h e  native town Khoprn must have occupied 
the eastern part of what is now Bhaktapur, the 
location of the known Licchavi inscriptions. The  
Licchavis amplified the old village name with the 
customary, if redundant, g r ima  suffix, thus Kho- 
prngrima, Kho-village Village. In time Khopr"- 
griima achieved the status of a dranga, but unlike 
most other federations, this dranga seems to have 
had limited i~nportance. Despite the recovery of 
some magnificent Licchavi Period architectural re- 
mains in Bhaktapur (Plates 241, 242, 310), only 
four Licchavi inscriptions have been found there, 
and stone sculptures of the period are likewise few. 

Besides Khopln, in Bhaktapur the name of no 
other early town is known. Tradition claims a set- 
tlement east of the old city (Map 9: c/d-12) and 
farmers in this area report finding massive brick 
walls that they dismantle for reuse. According to 
them, there once existed a rijat(ula, a royal palace; 
its courtyard encompassed the Garuda-daha, an ex- 
tant fountain that has all the earmarks of consider- 
able antiquity. But until controlled excavations are 
carried out, there is no positive evidence for such a 
settlement or its date. Possibly the remains repre- 
sent the eastern extension of Khoprngrima. 

T h e  exact extent of "Kho" as prn, gr ima,  or 
dranga is not known. But it was apparently focused 
at the eastern end of the present town along the 
winding trade route to Tibet, a route still serving 
as Bhaktapur's principal artery. Very likely Tacha- 
pal, the easternmost of Bhaktapur's three chief 
squares, corresponds to the center of the old settle- 
ment (Map 9: d-10). As a dranga it must have 
spread further afield, and ~ e r h a p s  embraced much 
of what is now known as the Upper Town 
( th ine ) ,  the northeastern cultural division of pres- 
ent Bhaktapur. 

As the old city grew, it spread especially west- 
ward along the trade route. Perhaps it absorbed 
other villages and hamlets whose names and loca- 

9R Abhilekha-samgraha 1961g. The inscription is on the 
pedestal of a now lost image, used as a stepping stone 
for a well. It is possible, therefore, that i t  was carried from 
another part of town, but this seems unlikely consitlering 
its present simple utilitarian use. 

99 See Chapter rr. Auer and Gutschow 1974:9899: Guts- 

tions have not been identified. This westward 
growth may have been largely a phenomenon of 
the Transitional Period, accelerated in the twelfth 
century. Then Anandadeva I (A.D. r 147-1 166) 
adopted i-lhaktapur as his capital, and built his his- 
toric palace Tripura on the site of the present Dar- 
bar Square at the western end of the city (Map 9: 
d/ej /6) .  Although in a setting of no specific time, 
Bhaktapur legend also recalls the city's westward 
growth in this way. An ambitious king, so goes the 
tale, wished to increase his realms. H e  therefore 
sought the advice of Cum5 Ganeia, the deity one 
consults before new undertakings, who then hum- 
bly resided in a hollow tree (Map 9: c-7). Ganeia, 
in turn, advised the king to appeal to a withered 
hag hunched by the roadside. So doing, the sup- 
pliant king addressed none other than Bhadrakili, 
the divine patroness of Hhaktapur in disguise. Flat- 
tered by what she assumed was the monarch's rec- 
ognition, the goddess invested him with her own 
sword. With it the now invincible monarch 
claimed as his own the lands beyond Ganeia's 
shrine, and expanded his kingdom westward. 

Be that as it may, by the early eleventh century 
this western sector of Bhaktapur, roughly corre- 
sponding to the present Lower Town (kuanc), 
must have been considered a part of Khvapa. This 
is affirmed by an inscription found at Taumadhi, 
the central one of the three chief squares of Bhak- 
tapur (Map 9: e-6); it is dated at Khvapa A.D. r q  
(N.s. 125 C a i t ~ a ) . ~ '  Customs associated with the 
Navadurga dancers, who d o  not perform in the 
westernmost tols, suggest that there was a contin- 
uing westward expansion even after this time, 
probably before or perhaps during the Malla Pe- 
riod." 

In the Transitional and Early Malla Periods the 
enlarged town continued to be known as Khvapa, 
and even by the apparent archaism Khrprm- 
b r ~ m i i . ' ~ ~  It  was certainly by the old familiar name 
Khvapa that the Ming ambassadors knew the 
town, and which they transcribed as K'o-pan."' 

chow and Kolver 19j5:16-18, in researching the spatial 
organization of Bhaktapur, also concluded that the western 
part of the city represented later growth. 

loo In a manuscript colophon dated N.S. 159 Vaisiklla 
(A.D. 1059) (Petech 1958:39). 

lo' Petech 1958:208. Actually, they reversed the name of 
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Hut like so many other towns at this time, Khvapa 
acquired, or perhaps revived, supplementary San- 
skrit names. One of them was Tripura, after the 
name of the Tripura palace and the dynasty that 
ruled from it. Another was Bhaktagrima, as it is 
first encountered in a twelfth-century manuscript. 
The suffix grdma was soon replaced with a num- 
ber of interchangeable city-denoting ones such as 
-pura, -pattuna, -patlanu, and others.lo2 In Newari 
khuapa literally means "good cooking," and may 
allude to Khopcn's fame in this respect (even now 
Bhaktapur is famous for its yogurt). Thus it is 
generally assumed that the Sanskrit bhakta, some 
of whose cognate meanings are "food, meal, cooked 
rice," represents a Sanskritization of the indigenous 
name. While this may be so, bhakta also means 
devotion, which would seem more probable as the 
intended meaning. It is possible, however, that the 
choice was a play on words to perpetuate the older 
name and to signify Bhaktapur as the City of De- 
votion. If so, the inherent meaning would be Hin- 
du  devotion, emphasizing the orthodoxy of what 
had become a predominantly Hindu town,' and 
distinguishing it from Buddhistic Kathmandu or 
profoundly Buddhist Patan. 

Gorkha and other hill states thought of the city 
as Bhaktapur, a name that they modified to BhCd- 
or Bhatgaon. The  Malla kings favored this form 
when corresponding with Gorkha,'O3 and it en- 
dures as a popular and even preferred alternate 
today. 

By the time Bhaktapur emerged as the capital 
of one of the Three Kingdoms, it must have rough- 
ly corresponded territorially to the city as we know 
it today. Its massive walls, as described in the fif- 
teenth century by King Yaksamalla, were defended 
by watchtowers and surrounded by a moat.'O' But 
both wall and moat have disappeared with scarcely 
a trace. A few vestiges may be discerned along the 
western perimeter of the city in the form of earth- 
works, a fragment of the moat, and several stone 
thresholds that mark former gateways (Map 9) .  

The emplacement of a number of other city gates 
can be found at various points around the city, 
either in the form of thresholds or as remembered 
names. The  location of outcaste settlements sug- 
gests where others were, and broadly defines the 
general line of the walls. A single city gate still 
stands, the Harbacho Dhoka at the western end of 
the city on the main trade route leading through 
Taumadhi-to1 (Map 9: e-6; Plate 100). The  re- 
stored gate at the entrance to the Darbar Square 
was not a city gate, but the western gate to the 
palace compound, whence the adjacent to1 name, 
Laskhu Dhoka (lakhu, gate, or perhaps ultimately 
from ldyt(ti, palace). The  eastern palace gate is pre- 
served only in the neighborhood name, Sukul 
Dhoka, Straw Mat Gate. 

I was not able to collect sufficient data to hazard 
a reconstruction of the emplacement of the Bhak- 
tapur city wall. Furthermore, there is a total lack 
of agreement between what could be reconstructed 
of the wall's emplacement-guaranteed by the lo- 
cation of the gateways-and the present pradaksini 
patha.lo5 In Kathmandu there is no doubt that the 
pradaksind patha followed the city wall (Map 7). 
But in Bhaktapur it circumscribes a much smaller, 
irregular area of the city, well within what must 
have been the area enclosed by the walls, and with- 
out any visible relation to them. Although the dif- 
ference between the two cities in this respect has 
yet to be explained, ~ e r h a p s  it relates in some way 
to the superimposed concentric mandalas of divine 
protection that are even now so evident in Bhakta- 
pur.los It may also conform to some earlier stage 
in the city's growth.lo7 

Two other anomalies respecting the Bhaktapur 
pradaksini patha call for investigation. Its course 
seems quite unrelated to some of the most sacred 
monuments of the city, excluding as it does such 
temples as Vikupati Nariyana and Tilamidhava 
Visnu, both venerable shrines (Map 9: d-11, f-6). 
Perhaps more astonishing is the exclusion of the 
Taumadhi-to1 Bhairava, but the inclusion of his 

the city and that of its rulers, thus mistakenly applying the 
name K'o-pan to the Rhaktapur "prince" (see below and 
Chapter 4) .  

lo2 B. Acharya 1963:15. 
lo3 R. Acharya 1963:14, 19. 
lo' D. Vajracharya 1964a:zz-26; D. Regmi 1966:part 3, 

app. A, inscr. 64 (73-76). 
Io5I did not find time to trace out in exact detail the 

Bhaktapur pradak~inci patlia, and for this information have 
relied on Auer and Gutschow 1g74:23. 

'OR See Chapter I I .  
Io7 Gutschow and Kolver 1 9 7 5 : ~ ~ .  
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divine companion housed in the nearby Nyitapola 
temple. T h e  other anomaly concerns the annual 
procession of Dipankara Buddhas (Plates 500, 
501), described in Chapter 10. They pursue the 
pradaksind patha in a "left-handed" counterclock- 
wise pattern.''' 

There is a further problem respecting Bhakta- 
pur's history that remains to be clarified. Like 
Kathmandu, but with no identified historical base 
to explain it, the city has two theoretical divisions, 
the Upper and Lower Towns (thane and kvane), 
the one with Tachapal as its main square, the other, 
Taumadhi. W e  do not know how the division 
came about or upon what it is predicated. But it 
clearly represents a territorial rivalry similar to that 
which obtained between Yangala and Yam. It sur- 
vives even now in an annual, and at times bitter, 
contest between the two sectors of the city, when 
each tries to gain possession of Bhairava's chariot 
at Bisket-jitrZ.log 

Despite the physical similarities among Bhakta- 
pur, Patan, and Kathmandu, there is a fundarnen- 
tal difference that becomes apparent by comparing 
Maps 7, 8, and 9. This concerns the cities' religious 
orientation. As the map symbols reveal, Patan is a 
Buddhist town, Kathmandu mixed, and Bhakta- 
pur Hindu.  I n  Bhaktapur, Hindu  temples, shrines, 
and mathas, one-time Hindu  monasteries, far out- 
number Buddhist remains. One cannot identify 
more than a score of sites associated with vihiras, 
and there are scarcely a halfdozen intact vihdra 
buildings left. T h e  extant monuments suggest, 
however, that K h o p r i ~  and Khoprngrima may 
have been Buddhist like Patan and, ~robably,  like 
Kathmandu. This  is argued by the character of 
in situ Licchavi stone sculptures that I was able to 
find. O f  the relatively few of that period, almost 
all relate to the Buddha (Plates 451, 457). None, 
however, is now worshiped in his name; they have 
been metamorphosed into various godlings who, 
like so many others in the Kathmandu Valley, de- 
mand and receive blood sacrifice. 

There would seem, then, to have been a con- 
scious Hinduization of Bhaktapur at some time, 
probably initiated during the Transitional Period, 

' O R  Ibid., 44 n. I .  
loo Anderson 1971 :44. I suspect this mystery could be 

cleared up by a thorougl~ investigation of the in situ in- 

when its particular coloration was emphasized by 
the name Bhaktapur, City of Devotion. This proc- 
ess must have been accelerated when it served as 
Sthitimalla's capital, and continued under accom- 
panying Maithili orthodoxy. In the late Malla 
Period the Capuchin missionaries observed the dis- 
tinction between Buddhist Patan and Hindu Bhak- 
tapur."' Nonetheless, even today there are still a 
few Buddhist communities and functional vihdra 
shrines. And while primary city-wide enthusiasm 
is accorded Bhairava and the Navadurgi the an- 
nual procession of Dipankara Buddhas is very well 
attended. 

Abreast of the Siddha Pokhari, on the western 
outskirts of Bhaktapur, the vehicular way into the 
city takes leave of the old trade route to parallel it 
for a short distance on the north and rejoin it east 
of Taumadlhi. Thus travelers coming from Kath- 
mandu by car soon enter the Bhaktapur Darbar 
Square (Figure 3 ;  Plate 33). Despite the ensemble 
of temples and images clustered around the much 
reduced palace at the northern side of it, this 
square, except for tourists and their taxis, seems al- 
most eerily empty. There is none of the mmmercial 
bustle that characterizes the Kathmandu and Patan 
Darbar Squares, or Taumadhi and Tachapal fur- 
ther east in Bhaktapur, and the square is quite 
open and unencumbered with buildings. This was 
not always the case. Sketches made prior to the 
devastating 1934 earthquake reveal it to have been 
as crowded with structures as the other squares, 
perhaps even surpassing them in visual harmony 
(Plate 31). 

It  seems doubtful, however, that the quiet square 
ever resounded to the hum of common life so evi- 
dent in Taumadhi and Tachapal. Many aspects, 
both physical and ritual, suggest that this palace 
area was tacked on, as it were, to the older city, and 
that despite its hierarchical preeminence as a royal 
domain, it in fact lay beyond the city's real orbit. 
Even now the Darbar Square is excluded from the 
city by the pradaksind patha and by other ritual 
functions. Broadly, the situation must compare to 
one in Kathmandu. There, in the nineteenth cen- 
tury a new palace, Narayan Hiti, was established 

scriptions, amplified by documents and customs. 
ll%Ltvi 1905:1, 320. 
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outside the city, in whose ritual integration it plays 
no part (Map 4). Although the Bhaktapur Darbar 
Square surely must relate to Anandadeva's intru- 
sion from Banepa, exactly what it signifies histori- 
cally is one of the many aspects of the city's past 
that await investigation. 

T h e  three squares of B h a k t a ~ u r  and their monu- 
ments, the parts of the city fleetingly viewed by 
tourists, compose only a small part of the ancient 
town. Beyond them B h a k t a ~ u r  is a warren of an- 
cient yols, traditional Newar communities organ- 
ized by caste, each with its own local deities, and 
each with its particular "way of the dead," the pre- 
scribed route along which its defunct residents 
must be borne in their passage to the cremation 
ghats."' In all these zols, as in much of Patan and 
parts of Kathmandu, life throbs to rhythms very 
different from those heard today on N e w  Road in 
the capital city. 

Bhaktapur, lying seven dusty and foot-weary 
miles distant from Kathmandu, as it long did, has 
been even less affected by the changes coursing 
through 'that city than tradition-oriented Patan. 
Bhaktapur is almost exclusively Newarl" and the 
language is distinct from the Patan-Kathmandu 
dialect. Rut a decade and more of cars, buses, and 
now a Chinese-built electric trolley has brought 
Bhaktapur a comfortable half-hour distant from 
N e w  Road. What  this augurs for the city's future, 
one call only guess. For  the moment, at least, 
I3haktapur remains one of the remarkable treas- 
ures of the Kathmandu Valley-indeed, of the 
globe. 

Deopatan 

There is a fourth settlement in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley that must have long vied in importance with 
the towns I have just described. This  is Deopatan, 
"City of the Gods" (Map 6; Plates 101, 102). H u d -  
dled around the shrine of Siva Paiupati and strag- 
gling westward to the Dhobi Khola, the once ex- 
tensive town is an all but forgotten place, its former 

ll1 Gutschow and Kolver 1975:14, 26-27, 34-42, 49-51, 

55-58 
112Gutschow and Kolver 1975:14, 40 write that there 

are only fifty residents of Bhaktapur who are non-Newnr, 
and that of the Newar majority, more than sixty percent 

grandeur long past, its name signifying little more 
than a Kathmandu suburb, and Nepali and for- 
eigner alike scarcely aware of its one-time separate 
existence. Indeed, were it not for Pas'upatinitha, 
the premier divinity of Nepal, Deopatan would 
likely have sunk into an oblivion as complete as 
the once thriving communities of Lembati- or 
Hamsagrhadranga, now known only from inscrip- 
t i o n ~ . " ~  

Like all the towns and villages of Nepal Man- 
dala, the beginnings of Deopatan can only be 
imagined. Legend claims it as a Buddhist commu- 
nity founded jointly by a Nepalese prince and a 
daughter of the Indian Emperor Ajoka, a mythical 
beginning that cannot be substantiated. However, 
in view of certain unexplainable aspects of legend 
and contemporary practice related t o  Pa iupa~i ,  it 
is not improbable that the legend glosses some 
early Buddhist association with the site. But for 
Deopatan's history we reach firm ground only 
with the Licchavi Period. Then  it assumed great 
importance; it contains the greatest concentration 
of Licchavi monuments in all Nepal. These are 
most numerous around Paiupatinatha, but are scat- 
tered throughout the area. Everywhere in Deopa- 
tan one stumbles on Licchavi inscriptions, stone 
sculptures, stupas, votive caityas, and architectural 
fragments; almost forty of those illustrated in the 
accompanying plates were photographed in Deo- 
patan. Even the old paving blocks may hearken 
back to Licchavi times (Plate 101) .  

T h e  importance of Deopatan continued in the 
Transitional and Early Malla Periods. O n  two oc- 
casions kings were crowned there,"hnd only five 
other towns-Rhakta~ur, Banepa, Patan, Nawa- 
kot, and Pharping-are mentioned in the early 
chronicles with the same frequency. What  caused 
the decline of Deopatan, or when it began, we do 
not know. Most likely it relates to the emergence 
of Bhaktapur as the Nepali capital in the late 
twelfth century. By the seventeenth century the 
original community must have dwindled away to 
the existing clusters of Newar households, permit- 

are Jyapu. 
113D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 70, 129 (282-289, 485- 

489). 
~opilarrijo-varniivali, fols. 37b, 44a. 
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ting the rather extensive Parvatiy! settlement that 
characterizes much of the environs. 

T h e  Licchavis knew the town as Devagriima, 
Navagrha, or simply Paiupati, the latter a name 
signifying then as today the deity, his shrine, and 
the con~munity in its e n ~ i r o n s . " ~  The  name Deva- 
g r ima  in time became Devapura and Devapat- 
tanalpattana, from whence the Gorkhali Deva- 
pattana and the current name, Dev-, Deu-, or 
Deopatan."" T h e  third name, Navagrha, survived 
into the nineteenth century in modified forms such 
as Navahara and Navagraha."' As Navali-tol, the 
westernmost extension of the town, it endures still 
(Map 6; Plate 102). T h e  Newar name that is 
roughly equivalent in meaning to Deopatan is 
Gvala (pronounced Gola), Place of Deity, or spe- 
cifically, of Siva. In  written form the name Gvala 
is unknown before the Malla Period,"' but, like 
Yam and Yangala, Yala and Khvapa, Gvala is 
doubtlessly the town's indigenous name, and re- 
lates to the important Siva shrine in its midst. It 
is still preferred to "Deopatan" by Newars. 

W e  d o  not know the size and extent of Gvala/ 
Deopatan at any time in its history. Its limits may 
be defined for us by the existing pradaksini patha, 
the Newar upiko  vanegu annually performed on  
Rhadra-iukla-dvidaii, during Indra-jZtr5. Embrac- 
ing an extensive area in the Paiupatinitha-Chaba- 
hi1 area, the Deopatan upiko  vanegu includes set- 
tlements and shrines west of the Dhobi Khola, to 
almost intersect with the Hadigaon upiko  vanegu 
(Map 6 ) .  W e  know that in the Early Mslla Period, 
at least, Deopatan was ~ a l l e d . " ~  As in Kathman- 
du, it is therefore possible that the processional 
way is coterminous with the line of these walls. 
But the very size of the Deopatan circuit, which 
requires three hours of dedicated walking, makes 
one suspect that it is not. This is further suggested 
by the emplacement of a city gate, the only one I 

115 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 39, 126 (175-176, 474- 
478); B. Acharya 1963:11-12. In inscription 39 the name 
is spelled Dovagrirna, but it is clear that Devagrima is 
meant, since in a most unusual occurrence in Licchavi 
inscriptions, this particular one not only evidences bad 
Sanskrit but bad calligraphy (D.  Vajracharya 1973:176). 

llU B. Acharya 1963:ro; D .  Regrni 1966:part 4, inscr. 125 
(266-268). 

117 Copilarija-uat~ziriuali, £01. 63a; G. Vajracharya 1965: 

was able to recover, at the western end of the 
clustered houses. It is well east of the Dhobi Khola, 
and bears no relation to the sacred way. This  gate 
emplacement is still considered the western termi- 
nus of Deopatan. 

In any event, at its apogec Deopatan seems to 
have lain largely on the right bank of the Bagmati 
around the shrine of PaSupatinStha, extended west- 
ward along the Daksipakoli road, and northward 
to embrace the community now known as Chaba- 
hil. The  latter name began to be applied to this 
part of Deopatan when the vihira known as C i -  
bahil became an important stopover in the seven- 
teenth- and eighteenth-century Tibet trade. But 
that it was part of  Deopatan is evident in the names 
Devapura and Devapattana that continued to be at- 
tached to it at least into the eighteenth century."" 
Chabahil, however, is now thought of as a distinct 
settlement, quite apart from Deopatan. Current- 
ly, Deopatan signifies only the clustered households 
from P a i u ~ a t i  westward, together with the modern 
bungalows and Parvatiyii farmsteads south be- 
tween the Bagmati, Dhobi Khola, and Dilli Bazaar 
on the road to the airport (Map 6). As an alter- 
nate place name for Deopatan, Paiupati refers only 
to the settlement in the immediate vicinitv of the 
shrine. 

Hadigoon 

Lying on  the edge of a high bluff above the rich 
Dhobi Khola bottomlands that its inhabitants 
farm, Hadigaon, despite inevitable absorption into 
Greater Kathmandu, as yet remains a distinct Ne- 
war village (Maps 4, 5). This is particularly evi- 
dent when viewed from the heights of the Valley 
rim, where the monochromatic huddle of Hadi- 
gaon is deeply etched against a variegated scatter 
of Rana palaces and suburban bungalows. Hadi- 

13; the name Navagraha occurs in an unpublished inscrip- 
tion dated N.S. 982 (A.D. 1862) standing in the courtyard 
of the Jayavigiivari temple. 

"8 B. Acharya r963:lo. 
"9 Gopilarija-uamiiuali, fols. doa, 46a; D. Regnli 

1965: part I ,  242; Petech' 1958:102; B. Acharya 1963:7. 
l Z 0 D .  Regmi 1966:part 4, inscr. 125 (266-268); B. 

Acharya 1963: to. 
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gaon's principal street, unsurfaced and a rutted 
quagmire in the rainy season, parallels the edge of 
the river bluff (Map 5; Plates 103, 104). From it 
depends at right angles two or three short vehicu- 
lar streets intersected with various pedestrian ways. 
Like any Newar village, tall houses of brick and 
wood parallel these streets and lanes, and among 
them are interspersed the familiar shelters (patis), 
fountains, shrines, temples, and images of the gods. 
Of these gods the most important is Satya NarS- 
yana, whose temple compound is reached midway 
down the long stairway and continuing path that 
descends to the river (Map 5: 24; Plates 240, 381). 

But like modern Deopatan, the humble little 
community of Hadigaon does not reflect its for- 
mer grandeur. For this we must depend on the 
archaeological record, which clearly reveals it to 
have been a place of some eminence in Licchavi 
times. Whether the settlement predated the Lic- 
chavis, as did so many Valley communities, is not 
clear. The Newar name for Hadigaon is eNara, 
which does not sound like the name of an indige- 
nous prn. IT is very likely derived from Niriyana, 
the most famous deity of the locale (Plate 381). 

By the time the settlement is recorded in Lic- 
chavi inscriptions, Hadigaon, or a part of it, was 
Vrjikarathyi, the Vrji Highway Settlemenlt.lzl 
Like Koli- and Daksinakoligrima, the town ap- 
parently derived its name from immigrant north 
Indian traders; the Vrjis were a confederation of 
peoples to which the Licchavis also belonged. Just 
as the Koliya apparently established a small trad- 
ing post where the trans-Himalayan trade route 
crossed the Vishnumati, the V ~ j i s  may have done 
likewise further east at this strategic place, next to 
a bridge or ford over the nearby river. 

The name Vrjikarathyi, corrupted as Vijayara- 
t h a ~ i t h a ,  lingered into the fifteenth century and, 
deformed still further as Vijarathapitanc, into the 
sixteenth century.lzZ Like so many other settle- 
ments in the Kathmandu Valley, this one also ac- 
quired a supplementary Sanskrit name in the 
Transitional Period. This was Haripura, the City 

Iz1 G. Vajracharya 1965. The author has since reconsid- 
ered the location of Vrjikarathya, and it is on his unpub- 
lished research that its identity as Hadigaon is posited. 

lZ2D. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, inscr. 48 (50.51); 
Rajvamshi 197o:inscr. 64 (47-48). 

of Hari, that is, Visnu/Niriyana, the same pres- 
tigious deity that most likely accounts for the 
Newar name, Nara. Haripura, as an alternate ape]- 
lation, probably dates from the eleventh century 
when, according to the early chronicles, King Bala- 
deva (ca. A.D. 1048-1060) "built Haripura [in] Vaja- 
rattha."lZ3 But the Newars even then must have 
called the town more or less as they do today. For 
the GopalarZja-vamhivali refers to it as Nandala, 
a name we also encounter in a Hadigaon inscrip- 
tion dated A.D. 1589.lZ4 But Haripura survived as 
an alternate name, downgraded in time, it seems, 
to Harigrima, then Harigaon, and finally cor- 
rupted to Hldigaon, literally Clay-pot Village. 
This peculiar name derives from a special clay ex- 
tracted here, formerly much ~ r i z e d  for the making 
of glazed (telici) bricks.lZ5 

That Vrjikarathyi became a settlement of some 
importance is evident. As its name, Vrji Highway, 
and the existing road patterns attest, it lay on one 
of the ~rincipal  routes proceeding northeast from 
Daksinakoli to DevagrimaIGvala and, ultimately, 
Tibet (Maps 4, 5). The town proper and its en- 
virons yield rich remains pointing to extensive 
Licchavi occupation. These consist of inscriptions, 
architectural fragments, sculptures, and middens 
filled with b~icks, terra cottas, coins, and o h e r  
wondrous things that such rubbish heaps often 
hold (Plates 50, 240, 381, 385, 392, 418, 419, 441, 
561 ) .12' . . 

The extent of Hadigaon as Vrjikarathyi, Hari- 
pura, or Harigrima is unknown. But like the two 
settlements it lies between, Kathmandu and Deo- 
patan, Hadigaon has a sacred way that may reveal 
the line of a wall that girdled it at its apogee (Map 
5). The  Hadigaon ~ p a t ( 0  vanegu, the "walking 
around the town," like the corresponding rite in 
Kathmandu, takes place annually at Indra-jitri. 
The extensive course, often dislocated by intruding 
Rana compounds, requires two and a half hours 
to complete, and far exceeds the present village 
limits. It barely misses overlapping the western 
course of the Deopatan upcit(o vanegu. At Hadi- 

lZ3 VK (3-4). 
lZ4Fol. 21b; Rajvamshi 197o:inscr. 78 (57). 
lZ5 13. Acharya 19p:6;  see Chapter 6. 
lZ0 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 9, 35, 41, 72, 77, 116, 178; 

Deo 1968. 
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gaon tradition affirms that the sacred way conforms 
to the emplacement of former walls. Given the size 
of the circuit, this hardly seems possible. Nonethe- 
less, the Newar farmer who was my guide when 
retracing the processional way made careful note 
when we passed "through Singha Dhoka," the 
Lion Gate of the city, which has survived at least 
in Newar memory (Map 5). 

T H E  C A P I T A L  CITIES 
OF N E P A L  M A N D A L A  

The Licchavi Prrivd Capitals 

The  later chroniclers of the history of Nepal Man- 
dala are prodigal with the names of the various 
capital cities from which former kings are said to 
have ruled.lZ7 They bravely dip into the remote 
past, telling us the exact places from which the 
semilegendary dynasties, the Gopila and Mahisa- 
pila, ruled, and the subsequent moves made by the 
Kirita kings. T h e  history of the Licchavi capitals 
is equally fulsome. For  example, one Bhumivar- 
man, they say, established the Licchavi capital in 
Baneswar, a Kathmandu suburb, where it re- 
mained until Sivadeva I (ca. AD. 590-604) moved 
it to Deopatan. His  successor, A ~ i u v a r m a n ,  again 
shifted the royal seat, this time to an unidentified 
"place named Madhyalakhu." Finally, following 
the reign of Narendradeva (ca. A.D. 643-679), one 
Varadeva, finding the earlier palace uncongenial, 
moved his capital to the then newly founded city 
of Patan. 

These accounts reveal that the chroniclers did, 
in fact, know something of the history of Amiuvar- 
man's move, which is well documented by Lic- 

lZ7 Wright 1966:54, 61, 65, 72, 75-76) 83, 93, and passim; 
Hasrat 1970:35-36; N. Paudel 1963:53-54. The chronicles' 
history respecting the capital cities is best approached 
through the summary provided by Ltvi 1go5:1r, 69-73, 83, 

95. 
lZBL6vi 1y5:1 ,  157-158 In this connection it seems 

worth reporting, despite its doubtful significance, that ap- 
parently there is a local tradition that identifies a ruin at 
Dahachok, a Parvatiyi village on the western slope of the 
Valley, as the palace Minagrha (D. Regrni 1969:238). West 
of Dahachok, now the closest existing settlement, lies a 
pond of considerable cultural importance, known to the 

chavi sources. Thus perhaps their stories respecting 
a prior shift of capital by Sivadeva, a subsequent 
one by a Varadeva, and the several other palaces 
and capitals they list have similarly sound histori- 
cal bases. But the names, places, and chronologies 
are so inexact that as history they can only be 
approached with circumspection. If nothing more, 
the accounts suggest a tradition of shifting capitals 
that cautions against seeking one, or even two, im- 
mutable Licchavi capital cities. But to locate any 
of them, it appears we must begin again with such 
evidence as we now have. 

Despite the rather extensive written records of 
the Licchavis, studded with the names of places 
and royal palaces, none identify the city, or cities, 
from which they and the Abhira Guptas reigned. 
Wang Hsiian-t'si, the Chinese envoy who thrice 
visited the court of Narendradeva between about 
A.D. 643 and 657, very likely tells us the name of 
the then capital, but we cannot correlate it with a 
particular place. The  fragmentary Chinese account 
of the missions states that "they went to Ni-po-lo, 
toward the southwest. Having arrived at P'ouo-lo- 
tou, !they went to the east of the village [to visit a 
flaming pond]." Further on  the annals specify that 
this pond was "southeast of the capital a short dis- 
t a n ~ e . " ' ~ ~  Thus P'ouo-lo-tou seems to be the Chi- 
nese transcription of the name of the capital, but it 
might be merely the name of the village nearest 
the celebrated pond. But in either case, it cannot 
be identified."' 

From the Licchavis themselves we know only 
the names of a number of royal palaces, to some 
of which considerable attention has been directed 
in past efforts to identify the capital city in which 
they stood. Although modern writers have usually 
referred to these "palaces" as if they were the name 

Nepalis as Indradaha and to the Newars as Yankidaha 
(Kathmandu Vulley 1975:1, 255). Against the tradition of 
the Licchavi palace site, near which lies Yankidaha, one 
must juxtapose Wang Hsiian-t'st's famous commentary: 
"southeast of the capital a short distance there is a lake of 
water and fire. On going one 'li' eastward, one finds the 
fountain A-kipo-li [or alternately, A-ki-PO-mi]." 

'z9 D. Regmi 1969:240 attempted to correlate it with 
"Patan," palpably in~possible considering the time differ- 
ence involved in the use of these names. On two possible 
identifications, see below. 
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of an entire complex, it now seems that some of 
the names may only signify a particular building, 
the chancery, or the oficial secretariat within. Koy- 
al edicts and charters were issued from three 
different headquarters: Minagrha (House of Ma- 
na[deva?]),  KailisakGta-bhavana (Mt.  Kailisa- 
summit Mansion), and Bhadradhiviisa-bhavana 
(Auspicious Place Mansion). Minagyha is the old- 
est of the three. O u r  first acquaintance with it oc- 
curs the year after the death of Minadeva I, in A.D. 

506 (s.s. 428 Mirga) ,  when the new king Vasanta- 
deva issued his first edict from it.'" From then 
until A.D. 641 (~1.s. Gj Phiilguna), the last record of 
Bhimarjunadeva (who was then ruling as the pup- 
pet of Vis~>ugupta), '~'  all edicts issued in the Lic- 
chavi. name emanated from Miinagrha. As sug- 
gested by the name Minagrha and the immediate 
occupancy of it by Minadeva's successor, the palace 
was probably built by King Minadeva I sometime 
during his long reign between A.D. 464 and 505. 
But since Minadeva issued no edicts or charters, or 
at least none is preserved, we lack this evidence. It  
seems probable, however, that given the name 
Minagrha, the palace was closely associated with 
the king, either as the builder or a long-time occu- 
pant. T h e  palace name accords fully with similar 

lSO D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 22 (91-109). AS architec- 
tural monuments, the palaces are discussed in the follow- 
ing chapter. 

131 D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. I I R  (448-451). In the ear- 
lier conlpendium (Gnoli 195G:inscr. 12 [18]) the name 
Minagrha is bracketed because at  the time of Gnoli's study 
it had been effaced from the stele. Fortunately, the name 
is clear in an early rubbing preserved in the National 
Archives. 

':j2 D. Vajracharya 1973:9596. 
13%.s. 520 Caitra (A.D. 598); D. Vajracharya 1973: 

inscr. 68 (274-278); B. Acharya 1g70:15. 
'" D. Vajracharya 193:276-27H argues vigorously that 

these two 1itr.i~ had nothing to d o  with the palace, but 
most likely were connected with Paiupatinitha. Scrupu- 
lously leaving blank what seems to be allnost surely the 
eflaced syllable kits, restored by Gnoli, inscr. 31, Vajra- 
charya argues that the Khopasi inscription antedates by 
too long (seven years) thc first edict from Kailisakljta 
(A.D. 605, inscr. 71) to have had any connection with the 
palace. T o  him, Ambuvarman's wonder at Kailisakita, 
"the auspicious beauty spot on the earth's face," in A . D .  

608 (inscr. 78) shows it to have been recently built. But 
this ignores the fact that some forty years later his suc- 

incorporation of the vocable tn ina in the king's 
name, in his coinage, the minin l (a ,  the lings M i -  
neivara, what was probably his tutelary Mineivari, 
and the royal vihira  he founded, iri-Mina-vi- 
hira."" 

It  seems certain that Amiuvarman (ca. .4.u. 605- 
621) built the second palace, or more likely a 
chancery, Kailisakuta-bhavana. H e  may have se- 
lected the name to underscore his public support 
of Siva, whose own palace was called Kailiisa. 
Construction may have taken place during the 
lifetime of Ar-pSuvarman's predecessor, Sivadeva 1, 
at the end of the sixth century. This  is suggested 
by an edict to the citizens of Kurppisi (modern 
Khopasi, Map 3) in which they were instructed to 
furnish fifty varieties of jukla?nrittiki (white 
earth, clay, loam) for the "door opening festival 
and the Kailiisa[kuta?] f e ~ t i v a l . " ' ~ ~  T h e  reference, 
however, may be to some ceremony connected 
with Paiupatinitha rather than with the palace.ls4 
In  any event, a few years later, A.D. 605 (k1.s. 29 
Jyestha), it is from Kailisakuta-bhavana that Am- 
iuvarman's first edict was prorn~lgated, '~\s  were 
all subsequent edicts of this monarch. 

W e  have a single inscription of Amiuvarman's 
successor, the Licchavi king Udayadeva, but un- 

cessor Narendradeva was still marveling at it (inscrs. 123, 
129). Tha t  the clay was to be delivered annually also sug- 
gests to Vajracharya that it concerned a recurrent religious 
obligation, rather than the consecration of a palace, and 
that in exchange for certain privileges it was designed to 
bring the distant villagers into Paiupati's orbit. This may 
be so, but palaces were also sacred in their way, and there 
is reason to believe, as will become evident in this chapter, 
that they too had their recurrent festivals. Further, as I 
will show in Chapter 7, Indian palaces were described as 
"white like a cloud," ant1 perhaps the clay was destined 
for an annual whitewash, an honor such as that still an- 
nually conferred on  many Nepalese caityas. However, in 
support of Vajracharya's position, we do know that rulers 
did involve the villagers in national affairs: Sivadeva I1 
the Balambu villagers with Paiupati (inscr. 143). for exam- 
ple; Narendradeva the people of Ha~nsagrha  with a festi- 
val of  V i r a h i  (inscr. 129); or Jisnugupta the people of 
Thankot  with bull-fighting in Daksinakoligrima (inscr. 
115). Further, many sacred ceremonies-coronations. for 
example, or  the annual rites of Matsyendran i t l~a-do  rc- 
quire the use of several varieties of soils or clays. 

135 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 71 (290-300). 
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fortunately the portion in which the palace name 
would appear is effaced.'" Thus we do not know 
from which palace he isued it. Almost certainly it 
was Minagrha, since immediately afterward, dur- 
ing the period of increased Abhira Gupta power, 
this was the seat of the Licchavi puppets Dhruva- 
deva and Bhimiriunadeva, and the Gupta seat was 
Kailisakuta-bhavana. 

After the Gupta liquidation and the return of de 
facto rule to the Licchavis in the person of Naren- 
dradeva, about A.D. 643-679, the newer, more opu- 
lent palace that AmSuvarman had built and the 
Guptas had subsequently occupied became the seat 
of the Licchavi rulers. Most of Narendradeva's 
edicts and all those of his son, Sivadeva 11, were 
issued from Kailisakuta. Jayadeva I1 lived there 
as crown prince, and as king issued his commands 
from it.I3' After the close of his reign, about A.D. 

733, we no longer encounter the name Kailisakiita 
in Licchavi inscriptions. 

T h e  palace name Bhadradhivisa-bhavana ap- 
pears only in three inscriptions, all of them issues 
of King Narendradeva and the last of his reign, 
one in A.D. 671, the others in 679.13There is no 
mention of such a palace before or after these three 
instances, and there is nothing to explain a shift 
in residence. There are, it seems, three possible ex- 
planations: I )  Bhadradhivisa served for a while 
as an interim headquarters while Kailisakiita was 
being repaired after some calamity such as severe 
earthquake damage, 2) it was an auxiliary palace 
such as those later enjoyed by the Malla kings, or 
3 )  it was simply another name for KailisakO~a it- 
self. 

T h e  meaning of Bhadradhivisa is "auspicious 
place, seat, residence," and the name may well have 
been a creation of Nuendradeva's fantasy, perhaps 

I" Ibid., inscr. 104 (398-400). 
13' Ibid., inscrs. 139, 140, 143, 150, 151 (514.522, 530- 

536, 573-5791. 
I" IIbid.. inscrs. 132-134 (494-506). 
'39 The Gopilarija-vunriit~ali, fol. 23a, credits hi11 with 

thirty-five. 
"O Hasrat 1970:45; Wright 1966:93. According to leg- 

end, the old king was summoned from the oi l~ i ru  to assist 
in the quest for Matsyendran5tha (see Chapter 12). 

I-" Wright 1966:93; Lamshal I@:I-2. Hasrat 1970:45 
lists Varadeva in the same succession, but does not men- 
tion n shift of the capital. 

a product of his dotage since it seems probable that 
he lived to a ripe old age. Following a long sojourn 
in Tibet he reigned thirty-six years, according to 
the span of his  document^.'^^ T h e  latcr chronicles 
write that he lived to be ninety-eight, and that 
"having lost his love of the cares of su te  and 
worldly riches" he retired to a vihira where hc 
lived alone.'i0 Thus it seems likely that Bhadra- 
dhivisa is not a separate palace, but is Kailisakijta. 

Four Claimantr 
as LiccAaui Capitals 

In the course of more than a centurv of trying to 
identify the cities where these palaces stood, schol- 
ars have proposed three candidates. Patan, L)eopa- 
tan, and Hadigaon, to which recently has been 
added a fourth, Kathmandu. 

Patan 
Patan is the most widely accepted candidate for 

the Licchavi capital, although it appears to be the 
least worthy. Its identification as a capital rests pri- 
marily on three factors: I )  the late chronicles' as- 
sertion that one Varadeva, an undocumented suc- 
cessor to Narendradeva, moved the captial there,'" 
2) that the name Patan, since it is derived from 
pattana or pattuna, likely signifies a royal city,"' 
and 3) that Msnigvala, one of Patan's alternate 
names, derives from the presence of Minagrha in 
that city.''' 

With respect to the shift of capital, the last 
known document of Narendradeva employs Siva- 
deva I1 as dritaka, but the first reference to the lat- 
ter as king is not encountered for another fifteen 
years.''' Thus it is not impossible that there was 
an as yet undocumented interim ruler called V a n  

Snellgrove 1 9 5 7 : ~ .  
""he elucidation of this argument may be found in 

Petech 1958:199, but it is one widely held by Nepalese and 
particularly by all who would popularize Nepalese his- 
tory. Even serious scholars have sorneti~nes espoused this 
idea, if later rejecting it (Pandey and Pant 1%7:13: 
N. Pant rg~oa) .  Petech 1958:19~200,  apparently alone 
anlong scholars, has also argued for Patan as the seat of 
Kailisakiita-bhavana (see below). 

ll'D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 134, 138 ( 4 9 5 0 6 ,  512- 

5'3). 
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deva. But with the exception of the three edicts is- 
sued from Bhadradhiv~sa, a place most likely 
synonymous with Kailisakuya, Narendradeva and 
Sivadeva 11 both issued their edicts from Kailasa- 
k u p .  Therefore they must have ruled in  the same 
place, and a shift of capital by an interim ruler is 
unlikely. It  would seem, therefore, considering the 
tenuousness of the evidence, that the first reason 
for naming Patan as the capital is insubstantial. 

So also is the second reason, which sees in the 
name "Patan" evidence that it had been a royal 
city."' Except perhaps in most ancient India, as 
Przyluski writes, the terms pattana, pattana did 
not signify a royal city so much as an important 
one, especially a mercantile center."" Thus  it was 
widely employed as a suffix attached to any large 
or  important place. In  the Kathmandu Valley, the 
use of this and other city-denoting suffixes did not 
become popular until the Transitional Period. 
Then  patrana/pattana embellished not only the 
name of the little town of Lalita, but of many other 
towns, notably Bhakta- and Deopattana/paltana. 
In wish£ul aggrandizement it was even widely at- 
tached to much smaller places, such as Sankhu 
(Sankarapattana), Thecho (Dundupattana), and 
many more. Thus  it seems pure chance that of the 
many Valley towns that bore this literary suffix, 
the immigrant Gorkhalis simplified one of them, 
Lalitapat~ana, to Patan. 

T h e  third and principal argument for consider- 
ing Patan to have been the capital rests on the pre- 
sumption that Minigvala, a name for Patan emer- 
gent in the tenth century, derives from Managrha, 

1 4 ~ n e l l g r o v e  1957:94 seems to have been much swayed 
by Przyluski r928:169-177. 

',I6 Przyluski 1928:170. In addition, the word patfana al- 
so meant duties levied on merchants in the ports, and pat- 
tnrrn in its broadest meanings also denoted a township, town, 
city, or people (Sircar 1966:246; Monier-Williams 1899: 
s.v.; P. Acharya 1927: 331-333; 19z8:40; Shukla 1960:254 
(Shukla, p. 252 also defines pattana as "the second resi- 
dence of the king"). Whatever lexical diflerences between 
the two forms, in the Kathmandu Valley patfana, palanu 
have been used interchangeably to signify "city." 

1 4 7  Perech 1958346, 50, 121, 125, 126. Petech's observa- 
tion (1958:199) that the a is always long is inatl~nissihle. 

14@ D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. I ,  2, I I ,  12, 39. 
'"" Ibid., inscrs. 39, 53, 5R 
I" Gopirlarrija-uamiionli. fols. 212, 23b; R. Pautlel 1965b: 

45, 48 notes. 

and therefore reveals the presence of that palace in 
Patan, specifically at the site of the present Darbar 
Square. 111 spite of its allure, this argument, too, is 
extremely weak. Given its important bearing on 
Nepalese studies, it nonetheless requires critical ex- 
amination, and we must rather closely look at.the 
name Manigvala. 

T h e  spelling of MSnigvala is variable, both in its 
initial and final component. Mani is spelled with 
short or long a and i, and with dental or retroflex 
n :  min i ,  mini ,  mini ,  mani, or mani.ld7 With the 
same variability of spelling, and doubtlessly of ori- 
gin and meaning, this component was common in 
Licchavi times in many proper names besides 
Miinadeva and Minagrha:  mini ,  rnrinita,ldR or 
Manimati,'"' for example. T h e  popularity of the 
m i n i  component, variable in spelling and meaning, 
continued in later years in combinations such as 
Mine6vari,lm Manohara,'" Manamat?,'" and 
Mal~ike6vara.I'~ 

T h e  second component of Miinigvala occurs in 
four forms: guala, gala, gla, and gara. In Old 
Newari the form gala, like grha, meant house; in 
modified form it survives even now in locutions 
like ha ig i  or k h i g i ,  poultry house.'" But the root 
word in Minigvala is not gala but guala, of which 
the other forms are variant spellings, or misspell- 
ings.l5"t is as guala that the word first occurs as a 
component of the Patan place name, MiinigvaIa,l5' 
and later as Manigvala and Minigvala.'" Guala 
(and variants) was a common place name in Lic- 
chavi Nepal, for example in villages like Magval, 
Gigval, Tegval, and Ytigval.'" It  survived as the 

151 Petech 1958:96-97, colopho~l 10. 
l" 2. Reg~ni  1966:part 4, inscr. 70 (140.143). 
'"9Ahltilr~ha-samgraha 1963d. 
15'1 am dependent for the analysis of Minigvala on 

G. Vajrachar~a,  whose conlpetence in the languages in 
question has been amply demonstrated in his publications. 

155B. Acharya 1g63:26-~H in theorizing that the name 
Yangala is derived from a mythical palace, Indragrha, also 
equates gala with g!.ha. T h e  observation of D. Regmi 1969: 
237 that gala means "pit" is in error, since that word is 
p l i .  

Abhilekha-sarngraha 1963c. 
I" Petech 195R:50, colopI?on 3; 57, colopllons 2, 3: 163, 

colophon 16. Subsequently there are almost endless varia- 
tions (cf. N. Pant 1970a:303-304). 

'"D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 106, 146 ( 4 ~ 5 - 4 ~ 6 ,  543- 

546). 
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Newari name for Deopatan, Gvala, and in the 
name for southern Kathmandu, Yangala. It lin- 
gers in the modern village name Satungal, and in 
many to1 names, such as Tyiigal, Tangil ,  and Kili- 
gal. 

Thus, rather than as gala, related to grha, the 
ubiquitous suffix gvala should be understood as 
"place." Like the no less ubiquitous suffix in cur- 
rent use, tol, gvala signified neighborhood or locale. 
Its fundamental meaning appears to be "place of 
deity" from Old Newari gva, deity, and la, place. 
T h e  word gua has been largely supplanted by San- 
skrit and Nepali alternates, and its original mean- 
ing all but forgotten. But, pronounced "go," 
there are sufficient survivals to recover its local def- 
inition as "deity."'" T h e  goddess Piirvati, for exam- 
ple, is known to Newars as Gva-maiju or Gva-mii 
(literally, Mother Deity)."" Gva with the mean- 
ing of "deity" also survives as a component of 
Siva's sacred lake, the Gvala-hitidaha or, as it is 
now usually called, Go~ainkund. '~ '  In modern 
Newari the name for the sacrificial rice cakes of- 
fered to the deities is gvalaji (pronounced goji).  

From the wide range of spellings and meanings 
of the m i n i  component of the city name, Minigva- 
la, and the evident meaning of gvala as place rather 
than house or palace, it is risky to associate the 
name with Minagrha, and to assume therefore that 
Patan was the Licchavi capital.ls2 Equally hazard- 
ous is the asumption that the name Miinigvala is 
"presumably connected with the goddess Mine-  
ivari" or, as the late chroniclers aver, with Mani- 
yogini.lG3 But because of its bearing 011 Patan his- 
tory, it will be of interest to pursue the name 

150 The fact that it is pronounced go, a Sanskrit word 
meaning "cow," also accounts for some of the dilution in 
the meaning of gwa. 

loo For example in the Suasthini-wrata-kathi, a popular 
Saiva text, and at the joint temple of Pirvati and GaneSa 
in Naksal, where the Ganeia is in fact known as the 
Gvami (pronounced Gomi) Ganela. 

lG1 D. Regmi 1966:part 4, inscr. 70 (140-143). 
lW D. Regmi 1969:236-237 repudiates the view that 

Minagrha was in Patan, and on similar but less con\rincing 
grounds attempts to demonstrate the fallacy of the deri- 
vation of Minigvala from the palace name. For other un- 
convincing reasons he concludes, nonetheless, that Patan 
was the Licchavi capital (1969:239-240). 

Petech 1958: 199; Wright 1966:gogr. 

Minigvala further, to clarify not only its real mean- 
ing but how it  came to signify the city. 

That Minigvala was a special name that applicd 
to the city center is clear. I t  is only at the city cen- 
ter, thc 1)arbar Square, that the name has survived, 
now corrupted to Mangal Bazaar and formerly as 
Mangal-tol.'" There are also special placcs within 
the central square that are known by some com- 
bination of the name, for example, Mangal-hi!i, 
the deep fountain at the northern end of the pal- 
ace, the Manimandapa pavilion beside it, and 
Manikeivara, a neglected linga in the Hhandarkhal 
(bhandirakhila) behind the Malla palace."Vn 
late Malla and early Shah times the court of law 
in the Darbar Square was known as Mangal-bhat- 
ta.'"' This name signified the whole square in the 
nineteenth century, and survived in colloquial 
usage into the early twentieth century."' Inscrip- 
tions and colophons situate both Kumbhejvara 
temple and Svata-to1 "north of Minigal," as they 
are with respect to Mangal Bazaar (Map 8: e-H, 
C-8).lBR The  first recorded occurrence of the nilme 
M5nigvala is on the pedestal of a stone sculp- 
ture enshrined a short distance north of the Darbar 
Square (Map 8: d/e-8/9).'" A twelfth-century 
manuscript refers to Miinigvala as the madltvama- 
$01, that is, the central neighborh~od."~ 

The  m i n i  component of the name, it becomes 
evident, does not derive from Miinagrha palace, 
but from an Old Newari directional term, mini ,  
meaning center. T h e  term survives in Newari 
even now to denote the central peg of the house- 
hold grinding stone (mini)  and in words such as 
m a d ,  the middle floor of the house, or ghami,  the 

'04 B. Acharya 1963320. 
lss Abhilrkha-samgraha I 963d. 
'GsSo named in an undated and unpublished inscrip- 

tion of the Shah period over the door of the northernmost 
palace quadrangle. With respect to the continuum of cul- 
ture in the Kathmandu Valley, it is of interest that there 
is an inscription of Narendradeva standing in the court- 
yard of old Mangal-bhatta that refers to the office of 
bhaffa; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 123 (458-462). 

lo7 Wright 1966:93; B. Acharya 1963:zo. 
'OR D. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, inscrs. 35, 46 (33-35, 

47) ; Petech 1958: 126-127, colophons 6, 9. 
lG9 Abhilekha-samgraha I 963~. 
170 Petech 1959:57, colophon 2. 
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middle part of a cart, that is, the shaft. It becomes 
abutldantly clear that M k i g v a l a  simply means 
"central place," the main square, and that the 
places within this square (Mangal-bhatta, Mangal- 
hit?, Manikes'vara) take their names from it. More- 
over, the term was not used exclusively for the 
Patan main square, but could denote any main 
square. Thus  we find a manuscript written in 
northern Kathmandu in A.D. 1039 at  "Sri-Yambu- 
k r a m j  iri-Minigvala."lil 

Ry the fourteenth century, at least, Minigvala 
had become synonymous with Patan city in gen- 
eral, and the constituted authority there in particu- 
lar. T h e  frequent references to Patan in the early 
chronicles, for example, are largely in terms of 
such entries as "the gates of M5nigv;lla were 
opened," or "Minigvala combined with Tripura 
[ ~ h a k t a ~ u r ]  against Gvala [Deopatan]." T h e  most 
influential of the mahipi t ras  resided in the central 
tol. In the fifteenth century, Yemkulivarman, the 
illustrious predecessor of Visnusirpha, lived there 
in his palace of Vamthunihmam, "where dwelt 
also [the linga] Manikeivara-bhattaraka.""' I t  was 
perhaps Visnusimha's domination of this central 
part of Patan that led him to be the first to adopt 
the title tnaniglidhipati, Lord of the Central 
Square, and by extension, Lord of Patan. T h e  
Mailigal-rijya, or territory of Patan, also embraced 
a number of dependent villages."Qfter the ma- 
hipitras'  traditional grip on  Patan was at last 
broken, the Malla rulers built their own palaces in 
the same prestigious central square, and adopted 
the same resounding title. Thus  it is clear from the 
linguistic evidence that the town name Minigvala 
is in no way derivative from Managrha, and does 
not reveal the presence of that palace in Patan. 

As final evidence that Minagrha palace was 
not in Patan, and that Patan, however rich and 
important it may have been, was not therefore the 
Licchavi capital, we may turn to the Licchavi in- 
scriptions. It  was the custom in Licchavi Nepal to 
cite various things as boundary markers when de- 

li' D. Regmi 1965:part I, 118-119. 
l i 2  Abhilekha-sa~!~gl.aha 1963d. 
'7%opljla1~iia-~at11ijvali, €01. 51b. 
'7' Snellgrove r961:6. It is a widely accepted popular 

view, engendered perhaps by Ltvi's observation that the 
name "Kailisa-kc!;, still remains attached to a hillock sit- 

limiting lands for endowments or any other 11ur- 
poses-a particular uihara, a main road, a bridge, 
some person's property, a memorial pillar, or other 
similar landmark. Yet in not one of the many 
Patan inscriptions is Minagyha, or any other pal- 
ace, cited as a point of reference. It  seems incon- 
ceivable that such a prestigious landmark in an 
Area so small as Patan would have been omitted. 
had it actually existed. W e  must therefore con- 
clude, until more substantial evidence to the con- 
trary is forthcoming, that Patan did not serve as 
a capital city in the Licchavi Period. 

Deopatan 
Another reasonable candidate proposed as a Lic- 

chavi capital is Deopatan. This choice rests pri- 
marily on two factors: I )  the correspondence of 
the name Kailisakhta with Kailisa, the name o l  
the bluff adjacent 'to Pas'upatinitha (Map 6: 23),17* 
and 2) the affirmation of the late chronicles that 
there was a Licchavi palace in this city.li"nother 
factor ,that may bear o n  this question is the choice 
of Deopatan as an Early Malla coronation venue. 

With respect to the corresponding names Kailisa 
and K a i l i s a k ~ t a ,  ideally all Nepali temples dedi- 
cated to Siva include within their compound a 
raised area called Kailisa. T h e  name derives from 
Siva's own palace, and the mound symbolizes the 
11xture of the god's mount, Nandi  the bul l ."Thus 
it would not be surprising that a natural bluff ad- 
jacent to Siva's temple would be so designated. Its 
presence may even have influenced the choice of 
the site. More importantly, it would be unthinkable 
for Ams'uvarman, the apparent builder of Kailasa- 
kfita, to situate his own dwelling higher than that 
of the deity, by the dust of whose feet he claimed 
to be favored. As one who chose Siva as his para- 
mount deity, however, it would be natural to share 
the name of his ~ a l a c e .  It  seems, therefore, that the 
names of both the Deopatan mound and the royal 
palace have a common source. Beyond that there 
is no apparent reason to connect the two. 

uated to the north and just above the temple of I'aiupati" 
(1go5:11, 138). Unless the bluff was so called in his time. 
the addition of the suffix k i f a  seems to have been gratui- 
tous. 

' :Wright  1966:Rj-87, Bggo; Hasrat 1970:40, 43. 
liG Uernier rg70:108. 
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'The Ki~iliisa bluff, like Palupatinatha and all of 
Deopatan, does reveal a heavy concentration of 
Licchavi remains. Many are architectural frag- 
ments, columns, thresholds, door jambs, and re- 
lated units derived from opulent buildings long in 
ruins (Plates 289,298,316, 317). But such fragments 
are scattered throughout Deopatan and, like them, 
the Kailisa pieces probably signify little with re- 
spect to Kailkakuta. They most likely originate in 
;I number of different structures that once beauti- 
fied the old city. 

The  late chronicles, which despite their deficien- 
cies are often quite correct, affirm the existence of 
a Licchavi royal palace in Deopatan. According to 
the Buddhist rescension, Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590- 
604) abandoned a palace in Baneswar (a Kath- 
mandu suburb south of Deopatan) to build anew 
in D e ~ p a t a n . " ~  Having done so, he created "nine 
new tols," "founded and peopled Navatol," or, 
alternately, built a city at the crossroads named 
Naubali.I7@ These must be allusions to Navali-tol, 
the local name for western Deopatan, which is al- 
most certainly derived from Navagrha, one of the 
Licchavi names for the city. Sivadeva, we are in- 
formed, also built a nine-story palace and estab- 
lished or revived the worship of a number of dei- 
ties, many of whom are familiar to this particular 
area. 

Continuing their story, the chroniclers affirm that 
A m h a r m a n ,  the documented successor of Siva- 
deva, "left the Durbar at Deva Patan, and removed 
to one which he had built, with many beautiful 
courtyards, in a place named Madh~alakhu .  H e  al- 
so caused his Kajis and ministers to be accommo- 
dated with houses in the same place." Narendra- 
deva, Ams'uv;~rman's successor several kings re- 
moved, also "settled down at Madhyalakhu.""" 
Here it should be emphasized that the chronicles 
say nothing at all about this court being near Deo- 
pntan, although Wright footnoted Madhyalakhu as 
"some ruins on the road south of Dev Patan." 
These could not be located by Livi some quarter 
of a century later.''' 

177 Wright 1966:83-84. The Brahrnanical version (Has- 
rat 1 9 7 o : ~ o )  says he left "his old Darbar of ViigeSvari" for 
that purpose, a confusing reference since Jayavigiivari, a 
Licchavi image (Plate 537) is enshrined at the very cross- 
roads at which tradition afirrns the new palace was built. 

17R Wright 1966:83-84; Hasrat 1970:40. 

Inasmuch as the shift of palace, or chanccry, from 
Msnagrha to Kailisakfita actually look place dur- 
ing this royal succession, the location of Madhya- 
lakhu assumes an extraordinary importance. If it 
did lie south of Deopatan, as Wright affirmed, it 
may perhaps be identified with Mini- or Manila- 
khu, farmland known to the Newars of the area 
by that name (Map 6). Since it is now surround- 
cd by Chetri settlers who are strangers to the 
regional traditions, it was necessary to find Deo- 
patan Newars who could guide me to the sitc. 
Although not identical, both Madhyalakhu and 
Manilakhu have essentially the same meaning. 
The Sanskrit madhya and Newari mini  both mean 
"middle," while lakhtr is the Newari word for 
"gate." Thus both names mcan C ~ n t r a l  Gate, per- 
haps defining a second gate in Deopatan's wall or 
a main gate of a palace compound. The  word 
lakhu is in fact very close to liykri, the Ncwari 
term for palace, and thus conceivably the names 
actually once meant "Central Palace." 

In  any event, within the general area that Newars 
know today as Manilakhu there is a rather extensive, 
high, and grass-covered midden that reveals sub- 
stantial brick deposits from a former occupation. 
The  nature and possible identification of this 
mound must await archaeological excavation. Giv- 
en the marvelous surprises the Kathmandu Valley 
so frequently offers the inquisitive, it may one day 
reveal some of the "many beautiful courtyards" of 
Amjuvarman's palace. Whatever the midden rep- 
resents, it is surely significant that the Deopatan 
sacred processional way, the Newar u p i @  vanegu, 
makes a very precise detour for the sole unex- 
plained purpose of circumambulating the hillock 
of Manilakhu (Map 6). 

Another factor that might suggest Deopatan to 
have been a Licchavi capital is related to events 
of the Malla Period. With two exceptions prior to 
the period of the Three Kingdoms, we do not 
know where any king of Nepal was crowned. T h e  
exceptions are the coronations of Jayadeva in A.D. 

1 7 W r i g h t  1966:89, 93; Hasrat 1970:43. 
lPO Wright r966:89 n. 127. In an author's colnmentary 

Hasrat 1970:43 n. I, locates it "near Devapatan to the west 
of it" and somewhat gratuitously adds. "except for ruins. 
there is no trace of the place at present." L6i.i 1905:II, 138. 
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1256 and of Arimalla I1 in A.D. 1320.'~' Each a king 
from the rival dynasties established in the then 
capital of Bhaktapur, their coronations took place 
in Deopatan. These coronations suggest that Deo- 
p ~ t a ~ ~  had been a capital which, although aban- 
doned in favor of Bhaktapur, retained its ancient 
mystique. W e  may cite a comparison from our 
time. T h e  coronation of the reigning king of Ne- 
pal, rather than being performed in the new Na- 
rayan Hiti  palace, took place in Hanuman Dhoka. 
Abandoned as a royal residence more than three- 
quarters of a century ago, Hanuman Dhoka was 
chosen because of its traditional associations as the 
more fitting venue for the coronation. But it must 
be remembered that Paiupatinitha, the foremost 
national shrine of Nepal Mandala, is in Deopatan, 
and perhaps the Early Malla coronations were held 
in the vicinity of the temple for some other reason. 

Finally, though doubtful, there is the chance that 
W a n g  Hsiian-t'st's P'ouo-lo-tou transcribes PaSu- 
pati (or Paiupatau, the locative case), one,of the 
Licchavi names for Deopatan; this would identify 
the seventh-century capital. 

Taken together, the sum of the evidence that 
can be assembled in support of Deopatan as a Lic- 
chavi capital city is inconclusive. T h e  fact that there 
is stronger evidence for other places-Hadigaon 
and Kathmandu-suggest that Deopatan did not 
play this role. 

Hadigaon 
With the discovery in Hadigaon of the then 

earliest known inscription of AmSuvarman by Syl- 
vain LCvi at the turn of the century, speculation 
followed that this might be the site of one i f  not 
both palaces, Minagrha and Kailisakuta, and that 
Hadigaon was therefore the capital of the Lic- 
chavis. T h e  inscription, paired with a later issue, 
was fixed in a low platform where the main street 
widens to form a small plaza at the head of the 
stairway to Satya Ni r iyana ,  the location where 
both inscriptions still remain (Map 5: 19; Plates 

lY' In N.S. 377 Mirga and 440 Caitra (Gopilal.rija- 
uarniiuafi, fols. 37b, 44a). 

'"JLP\.i 1908:1u, inscr. 13  (82-go); D. Vajracharya 1973: 
intcrs. 72, 77 (301-308, 320.335). 

'*"Li.vi 1go8:111, 83-85. 
le4 LCvi I ~ ~ : I I ,  138. 
le5 D .  Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 71 (290-300). Previous 

50, IO.~).'" Dated x1.s. 30 Jye~tha  (A.D. 606) alld is- 
sued from KailisakGta-bhavana, the earlier in- 
scription is concerned with stipulated allotments 
to the occupants, sacred and secular, of a palace, 
together with references to a coronation horse and 
elephant. As the assumed first issue of Ams'uvar- 
man, this was believed by LCvi to concern Amiu- 
varman's coronation and the organization of his 
new palace, Kailisakuya.ln3 Because the inscription 
also mentioned "Minagrha gate" as a royal bene- 
ficiary, LCvi concluded that it referred to a gate 
of the new palace, so named because it faced the 
old palace, and that they therefore lay near each 
other. In  this he may have been influenced by 
what appears to be Wright's gratuitous footnote 
that Madhyalakhu, the site of AmSuvarmanls pal- 
ace, lay south of Deopatan, the traditional seat of 
his predecessor's palace. But it was difficult to rec- 
oncile this information with the fact that an in- 
scription apparently referring to both palaces lay 
some distance away in Hadigaon. "In any case," 
said LCvi, "the new royal residence, be it north, 
south, o r  west, was in the immediate vicinity of 
Deopatan . . . and of the Licchavi palace M i -  
nagrha.'"'' 

Meanwhile, the inscription of AmSuvarman at 
Hungamati has been shown to antedate the Hadi- 
gaon inscription by a year,'" thus weakening the 
assumption that the latter concerned his coronation 
and installation in Kailisakuta. Enthusiasm for 
Hadigaon as a palace site has also waned following 
limited excavations at what seemed the most prom- 
ising site (Map 5: 12). These, though yielding Lic- 
chavi remains, revealed nothing that seemed to be 
a palace.''%ese problems notwithstanding, one 
can marshal a substantial body of evidence that 
Hadigaon was the seat of Mznagrha. But its suc- 
cessor, Kailisakfita, almost certainly lay elsewhere. 

T h e  most compelling evidence that Minagrha, 
the earlier palace, lay in Hadigaon is provided by 
two inscriptions. One  is that which aroused specu- 
lations in the first  lace; the other is an edict of 

readings deciphered the date as 34 (Bhag\ranlal and 
Biihler 188o:inscr. 6; Gnoli'rg5h:inscr. 39), but N. Pant 
1965:4-5 has shown it to be 29. 

I a n  Deo 1968:3-46. D. Vajracharya 1973:95-96 in intro- 
ducing this celebrated palace avoids speculating about its 
location, stating only that i t  is unknown. 
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Jayadeva I1 (ca. A.D. 713733). T h e  latter, badly 
damaged and its date illegible, stands at a locality 
known as Narayan Chaur, a grassy elevated plot 
in Naksal, a short distance almost due west of 
Hadigaon (Maps 4, 5).lS' It  is a lengthy edict con- 
cerned with judicial affairs and the delimitation of 
the terrains they concern. In keeping with Licchavi 
custom, the boundaries of these terrains are care- 
fully defined by means of the names of villages, 
roads, paths, temples, vihiras, dharrnaiilris, and 
other familiar objects and places. Indeed, the Jaya- 
deva inscription provides a veritable map of the 
Narayan Chaur neighborhood in his time. Unfor- 
tunately, most of the places mentioned have disap- 
peared or can no longer be identified with any 
certainty. An exception is the MiineSvara-rijanga- 
nali, the MineSvara royal palace, which almost cer- 
tainly corresponds to Minagrha. 

From the inscription it is clear that the MZneS- 
vara palace lay on  the western bank of a river 
named Japtikhu. This could be the indigenous 
name for the Dhobi Khola, the Washerman's River, 
a recent Nepali appellation. T h e  river's name seems 
to have been inconstant, having been once known 
as the Rudramati and now, for Nepali speakers, 
the Dhobi Khola, but to Newars the Hijii-khusi. 
It is the Newars' word for stream, khusi, that ac- 
counts for the final svllable of Japtikhu. If it is in- 
deed the Dhobi Khola, then Mineivara palace lay 
on its western bank, not far from Narayan Chaur, 
a site corresponding to the location of Hadi- 
gaon.lSR 

T h e  part of Jayadeva's inscription in which the 
name M5neivara-r i i janga~li  appears is concerned 
with delimiting the territory over which the dau- 
vririka, an oficer of the crown, shall have jurisdic- 
tion. Since it embraced only half of the existing 
palace compound, the portion in the dalivririka's 
charge is specifically delimited with such locutions 
as "after entering the eastern gate," "passing 
through the front of the king's palace," and "exit- 
ing from the western gate." Also named as a fur- 

ls' D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 149 (563-572). I believe 
Narayan Chaur would be another rewarding site for ar- 
chaeological investigations, since it is relatively unencum- 
bered and was an area o f  concentrated settlement, as the 
inscription shows. 

lS8 I t  seems somewhat surprising that the foremost schol- 

ther specific in separating the jurisdictions is "the 
distinguished Mineivara." 

This famous Sivalinga, which tradition assigns 
to Minadeva 1, still exists in Had5gaon (Map 5: 
13). As an almost forgotten accessory to the wor- 
chip of the goddess MineSvari, into whose temple 
it is somewhat casually incorporated, the grey stone 
linga is impressively large and bears the glistening 
polish one associates with Licchavi craftsmanship 
in stone. The  associated goddess, Miineivari, has 
long been synonymous with Taleju, the Malla 
kings' tutelary. But given the name, incorporating 
that highly interesting vocable, mdna, it seems pos- 
sible that she once had a distinct personality and 
was. as LCvi speculated, the Licchavi tutelary."' 
Although today the shrine is primarily devoted to 
the worship of the goddess as Taleju, the souvenir 
of the two divinities within endures in the other- 
wise unexplainable reduplication "MinamineSva- 
ri," as the temple is known. Thus either the two 
divinities, Mineivara and MineSvari, as Siva and 
Sakti have been known in the locale since Lic- 
chavi times, or the preexisting deity MineSvara, 
prompted the Mallas to install the goddess of like 
name in the same place. Tha t  the existing temple 
elevation dates from the Malla Period signifies 
nothing, of course, since any number of successive 
temples may have risen over the same foundation. 

W e  know that after Kailisakfifa became the seat 
of the de facto rulers, beginning with AmSuvarman 
and continuing with the Abhira Guptas, Mina- 
g ~ h a  continued as the Licchavi seat. Even after the 
restoration of their dynasty to the throne in the 
person of Narendradeva, who opted to rule from 
the newer palace, the old palace would have con- 
tinued to house Licchavi kin. This may be com- 
pared to the situation in contemporary Nepal, 
where the king and his closest relatives reside at 
Narayan Hiti, the new palace, but distant ones. 
"poor cousins," so to speak, still have the right to 
parts of old Hanuman Dhoka. By the time Jaya- 
deva referred to the old palace by the name of the 

ar of Licchavi Nepal does not relate this palace to M i -  
nagrha but speculates that it lay in Lajirnpat, a Kathmandu 
suburb, because the narne.Lajimpat is derived from Raja- 
pattana, signifying a royal city (D. Vajracharya 1973:3q).  

lsO Lkvi 1905:11, 105.106. 
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prestigious linga attached to it, Minagrha seems to 
h;~vc been jointly held by darrvirikas and purScilis, 
royal and local administrators, a right perhaps de- 
pendent on their Licchavi descent. Since by this 
time no king had reigned from Miinagrha for al- 
most a century, it is likely that physical deteriora- 
tion was ;heady well under way. In the years of 
Licchavi decline that followed Jayadeva's reign, it 
must have continued to decay. Miinagrha's history 
may well parallel that of a better known palace, 
probably antedating it by not too many years, 
erected by the Roman emperor Diocletian (A.D. 
284-305) on what is now the Yugoslav Dalmatian 
coast. Accompanying the decline of the empire, 
the palace fell into decay and was slowly invested 
by squatters, centuries of whose successive dwell- 
ings,- tacked between elegant columns and formal 
porticoes, eventually all but obliterated it. T h e  
memory of the palace, its compound now become 
a small town, endured, however, in the Italian 
name Spnlatum, now become .@he Yugoslav town 
of Split. But in Nepal, where traditional architec- 
ture of  wood and brick is less enduring, the inva- 
sion and decay were more complete. Perhaps as- 
sisted by earthquakes, the palace in time became 
totally effaced except for the sturdy Miinelvan 
linga that stood nearby. 

With this background, it would now be well to 
reexamine Ams'uvarman's Hadigaon inscription. 
Symmetrically paired with the later issue, which 
postdates it by two years, it may or may not stand 
in its original place. But this location, in the main 
street by the stairway to the celebrated Niiriiya1.u 
temple and the continuing path to Deopatan and 
Paiupati, the crossroads would certainly have been 
an idea1 place to publicize announcements like 
these two. T h e  later one stipulates the exact sums 
to be dispensed in favor of certain principal deities 
and shrines of Nepal Mandala; the earlier one, 
payments to be made to occupants of a palace. 

Observing that he is acting "in accordance with 

'!"'LPvi 1go8:1r1, 87. That  it was not Paiupati to which 
the entry referred is made doubly certain by the inclusion 
of the \vord "each" (protyt=kati~). Further, all the deities 
listed are intimates of the palace, and if Paiupati had been 
named among them, it  is almost certain that he would he 
first, not last. Allotted "prr 6, pa 2," double the sun1 stipu- 
lated for the palacc deities. Paiupati heads the list of tlivine 

the c ~ ~ s t o n ~  of former kings," ArpSuvarman det;lils 
more than two dozen of these palace occupants as 

beneficiaries of state largesse, each one followed by 
the stipulated sum of pt4 and pa (purinas and 
kirsipunus) the individual is to receive. I % e g i n ~ ~ i n ~  
with several palace deities, each to have "prr 3, pu 
I," the list continues with a few dignitxies, each 
to receive "pzr 25." Then  follow the sacred corona- 
tion elephant and horse (each "pu 3, pu I") and 
many others in the service of the crown: the stand- 
ard-bearer, fly 'whisk holder, supervisor of the 
throne, of the water supply, of processions, various 
gates (that is, attached offices), down even to the 
palace charwoman. But what concerns us is the 
entry immediately following the palace deities, 
namely that "each illustrious lord" (iribhattiraka- 
p i d i n i m  pratyekatn) shall receive twenty-five prr- 
rinas, the largest designated stipend, and enjoyed 
by only a few beneficiaries. Ltvi wrongly identified 
iribhal(iraka as PaSupati. In fact, it is a direct and 
exclusive reference to members of the Licchavi dy- 
nasty.''' Pas'upati is regularly called bhat~iraka,  
but the name is never prefixed with jri, nor is the 
locution ever applied to AmSuvarman or the 
Abhira Guptas, as a perusal of the corpus of in- 
scriptions shows. T h e  Licchavi kings are consis- 
tently identified with the honorific formula "great 
king, illustrious Lord So-and-so." From the time 
of Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590-604), the honorific was 
further amplified with the specific "belonging to 
the Licchavi dynasty." Even puppet Licchavis, like 
Dhruvadeva and Rhimirjunadeva, were so labeled. 
As a random example one may regard an inscrip- 
tion in which "iri-Jisnugupta" unquestionably 
wields the power, but his Licchavi counterpart en- 
joys the resounding title Licchaui-kula~etrr-bIta(ti- 
raka-mal~irija-iri-Dhr~ruadeva.'" Thus, there is no 
doubt that the sum set aside for "each iri-bhatti- 
rakapidu" of the palace referred to the Licchavi 
kings and crown princes. As such, it unequivocally 
identifies the palace referred to ns the Licchavi seat, 

beneficiaries in the companion inscription (I>. Vajracharya 
1973:inscr. 77 [po-3351). This inscription, too, it may he 
noted, accords another stipend, "prr 6, pn 2," to iri-bhatfi- 
rakapirda and "prr 3, pa I" to Mineivara. We tlo not know 
why the "dhiri-M.ineivara," literally, the Mineivara foun- 
tain, was accorded a similar sum. 
'" 11. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 109 (414.418). 
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Minagrha."" Since the inscription referred to the 
Licchavi palace and the gods, royalty, and func- 
tionaries within, it seems logical that Arpiuvarman 
would have placed his announcement near the 
things and people with which it was wholly con- 
cerned. If in the course of time the edict has been 
displaced, which seems unlikely, given its particu- 
lar location and symmetrical arrangement with the 
twin stele, it would still not have been far away. 
T h e  edict, Minagrha, and its occupants-the Lic- 
chavi kings, their tutelaries, their throne, their cor- 
onation elephant and horse, and even the lady who 
swept up for them-were in Hadigaon. 

If one needs further persuasion that the palace 
Amiuvarman referred to was Minaglha, not Kai- 
Iisaktita, the inscription perhaps contains another 
bit of evidence in its particular date. This is Sam- 
vat 30 Jyestha-iukla-sasthi, the bright half of the 
month of Jyestha, A.D. 606. Known as Kurnira- 
*sthi (Kumira's,  or Ksrttikeya's, Sixth) and col- 
loquially as Sithi-nakha, Sithi-khasthi, or simply 
$asthi or Sithi, Jyestha-iukla-saslhi has long been 
an important ceremonial date in Nepal. W e  have 
already encountered it as the one on which, for 
unknown reasons, the traditional battle between 
Yam and Yangala, the rival sectors of Kathmandu, 
took place. It  is the traditional day toward the end 
of May or early June, just previous to the onset of 
the monsoon rains, for concluding the worship of 
lineage deities (ljuladevatd, degu, devrili), for 
cleaning wells (since the holy serpents are away 
worshiping their own clan gods), and for repair- 
ing buildings. T h e  choice of Jyestha-iukla-sasfhi as 
the date for this edict, a date on which buildings 
are repaired, suggests it to have been particularly 
appropriate respecting a venerable structure like 
M i n a g ~ h a ,  but one with no particular application 

2 .  Vajracharya 1973:304 also defined "hi-bhaf!iraka- 
pida" as former kings and crown princes honored by this 
allotment. But he did not spell out that these were Liccha- 
vis, or take i t  as evidence that the palace concerned was 
Minagrha. Elsewhere he appears to argue for Hadigaon 
;IS the site of Kail isaki~a (r973:308). 

I" Kathnandtr Vallcy 1975:11, 88, 103; Gutschow 1977: 
9091;  but published as Kirttikeya by Slusser 197z:94. PI. 
XLIXa. 

lo' Rao 1968:11, part z, 428-419. 
'" Dutt 1925:97. 
I" The ninthxentury date proposetl for the image on 

to the new and opulent KailisakSta. Given the 
continuum of culture that so charactcriz~s Nepal 
Mandala, there can bc little reawnable doubt that 
the date had much the same significance in A.D. 

as it did in Malla times and in modern Nepal. 
The evidence provided by these inscriptions- 

one of Arpiuvarman, the other of Jay;ldeva-that 
Minaglha lay in Hadigaon is bolstered by still 
other evidence. Just northwest of Minlcivar:~ 1-Mi- 
neivari temple, is a superb image of Kirttikeya, 
(Kumira,  thc martial son of Siva), which has been 
erroneously identified by devotee and scholar alike 
as "Bhagavati" or, at best, Visnu or "Mahivisgu" 
(Plates 418, 419)."" With six heads and twelve 
arms, s a t e d  on Visnu's mount, and arrayed for 
battle against Tamkisura. Kirttikeya is enshrined 
at the western edge of the compact part of the Had- 
igaorl settlement (Map 5:16). This imagc, correctly 
identified, becomes significant to the history of 
Hadigaon when we consider the deity's role in the 
traditional Indian city. T h e  dgamar prescribe the 
appropriate types of Kirttikeya images for differ- 
ent kinds of towns. T h e  one that "must grace a 
temple constructed for this deity in the rdiudhrini 
(the capital city) of a reigning sovereign is to be 
one with six faces, six arms, twelve eyes and twelve 
or six ears."'"' When we add this prescription to 
the fact that the western gate of a city traditionally 
was called SainJpatya, from Senipati, that is, Kir t -  
tikeya, Commander-in-Chief of the gods,'06 can we 
doubt that this particular image, established at the 
western edge of the town, corroborates the mount- 
ing evidence that Hadigaon was the Licchavi capi- 
t a l ? I N E v e n  the markedly regular plan of Hadi- 
gaon suggests to me that it may have been formally 
laid out as a capital in the  res scribed padas, beside 
or englobing the little trading post of Vrjikarathyi, 

clylistic considerations by Pal 1974:13p140, fig. 249, i f  
correct, need not disturb us. The image lnay well have 
replaced an earlier one, a not uncommon practice In 
Nepal. Well-known examples are the Palanchok Uhagavati, 
discussed in Chapter I r ,  or the seventeenthxentury Ileopa- 
tan fiankara-Niriyana supported on a petlestal belonging 
to a sixth-century predecessor (D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 
50 [198-2031; Pal 1970;128-133, fig. 103; 1974: 35. fig. 52). 
The probable relation of the Hadigaon Kirttikeya to the 
temple of Sasthi, one of the divine designates of Amiu- 
varman's largesse toward Minagrha ant1 its dynasty. will 
be discussed in relation to these same divinities in Kath- 
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which had long lain at this strategic site at the river 
crossing. This may also explain why there seems to 
be no previous indigenous name for Hadigaon. 

Finally, as further illumination of Hadigaon's 
history, there is the Newar name for the nearby 
community of Magal. As a study of the Hadigaon 
plan shows (Map 5), there are two clusters of set- 
tlement known to Newars by this name, which I 
have distinguished as Magal (or Maligaon) A and 
B. Mag;i1 B is Miligaon, literally Gardeners' Village, 
as it is known in Nepali, which straggles along 
what was the main Daksinakoli-Devagrima road. 
Magal A, separated from B by fields, lies a short 
distance north, just south of Miinamines'vari tem- 
ple and, significantly, inside the limits of the Hadi- 
gaon tipi40 vanegtl. Given the considerable weight 
of the foregoing arguments respecting Hadigaon 
as a capital city, I believe that Magal A, both in 
name and place, is related to Minaglha, the linga 
Miineivara, and to the village Miines'vara, so known 
to the Licchavis for the prestigious linga and pal- 
ace it lay beside.''? Quite simply, by clinging to the 
name Migal,  the Newars have placed at  this'spot 
a sign writ large: "the place of Mi," be it Miina- 
deva, MInagyha, MIneivara, or Miines'vari. It is 
somewhat the same sign one reads on the Dalma- 
tian coast, but there spelled "Split." And in Dal- 
matia, were it not for extant ruins, amply docu- 
mented, it would also take exceptionally effective 
sleuthing to recover the palace of Diocletian from 
such a place name. 

T h e  attentive reader may fairly ask why, i f  
Miinaglha stood near Mineivara-Mineivari in 
Hadigaon, were its ruins not recovered during the 
archaeological excavations carried out at that very 
place? These explorations were "tappings, essen- 
tially small-scale and with limited  objective^."'^^ 
T h e  entire Hadigaon exploration, together with 
that of another site, was completed in a month. 
Since it yielded not only Licchavi coins but re- 
mains of Licchavi structures and bricked terraces 

mandu. Another divine recipient, the Dev i  w h o  heads the 
list, I believe to be the Licchavi tutelary, Mineivari,  as I 
will cliscuss in Chapter Ir. 

13' D. Vajracharya rg73:572, in tliscussing what is surely 
this M.inc<varagrima, suggests the parallel with Paiupati, 
another celebrated linga whose name also signified the 
surrounding village, as i t  does to our clay. Manantlhar 

and courtyards, it would seem that the excavations 
were neither thorough enough or extensive enough. 
As Miinag~ha may have consisted of ephemeral 
quadrangles of wood and brick,"" perhaps the re- 
covered terraces and courtyards, deemed u ~ l w o r t h ~  
of such a celebrated palace, in fact pertained tb 
that very place. Thus  it seems the only way to set- 
tle properly the question of Minagrha's emplace- 
ment is to dig again. Were it my spade, I would 
dig it deep in various directions from "the distin- 
guished Miines'vara," and would not omit a scratch 
or two at Magal A. 

As for Kailisakuta, there are compelling reasons 
to believe that it lay in Daksinakoligrima, but 
there are nevertheless two factors that support its 
location in Hadigaon. Both of the Hadigaon in- 
scriptions were issued as direct orders of Amiuvar- 
man himself, rather than through the usual dele- 
gate (dutaka). This omission suggests that the 
edicts were issued not far from where the king 
himself was, namely, his headquarters, Kailisakuta. 
T h e  recovery of bricks stamped with Amiuvar- 
man's name from the environs of Hadigaon raises 
the possibility that they might have originated in 
his palace.200 But, even so, considering what we 
know of this great personage, the "scholar king," 
grammarian, innovator, and builder, it would not 
be surprising to find remnants of other buildings 
he had raised, not only in a place as important as 
Hadigaon, but most likely in many other places 
as well. Aside from these factors-which are of 
considerable weight-there seems no other reason 
to believe that KailiisakG!a should be sought in 
Hadigaon. Certainly the troublesome "Minagrha 
gate" of the inscription, upon which Levi and oth- 
ers leaned so heavily in arguing the palaces' prox- 
imity, is a very insi~lstantial one, leading only to 
error. O n e  has but to reflect on Indian cities to 
grasp the weakness of this argument. There is a 
Lahore Gate in Delhi, named because it leads to 
Lahore, not because Lahore stands by the gate. 

1977:86 also speculates that the name Migal  relates to 
Minagrha and correspontls to the location of the palace. 

'"Den 1968:r. 
""' A question explored in Chapter 7. 

D .  Vajracharya 1973:294-295, 308; Manantlhar 1977: 
8687. 
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Likewise, the "Bhairava Dhoka" of Kathmandu 
was not named for a deity by the gate but for Pacali 
Hhairava, to whose somewhat distant shrine that 
gate led. In  locating Kailisakiita, therefore, it will 
be well to look elsewhere. 

Kathmandu 
Until recently, evidently misled by the presumed 

credentials of other cities as Licchavi capitals, schol- 
ars have failed to examine Kathmandu as a con- 
tender for the site of the Licchavi capital. But it has 
even more impressive credentials than they. I t  
seems almost certain that it was the seat of Kaili- 
~ a k i i ~ a - b h a v a n a . ~ ~ ~  

T h e  most important prima facie evidence re- 
garding the location of Kailisakuta in Kathmandu 
is provided by two fourteenth-century colophons 
first publ~shed by Pctech. Both name a certain no- 
bleman, the mahipritra Sri-Udayasimha, as "de- 
scended from the dynasty [uaja, that is, uamiaja] 
of Kailisakiita in Y a n g a l ~ a d e 6 . " ~ ~ ~  Petech mistak- 
enly equated Yangala (southern Kathmandu) with 
Yala (Patan) and inferred from the colophons that 
Kallisakiiya-bhavana was in Patan. Subsequently, 
in pointing out the egregious error of place identi- 
fication, scholars have not attached much impor- 
tance to the entries themselves, and have dismissed 
the colophons al t~gether .~" In  short, the baby has 
been thrown out with the bath. There is no doubt 
from the colophons that the K a i l i s a k f i ~  dynasty 
belonged to Yailgala. Since no one denies that 
Yangala denotes Kathmandu, it follows that I£ the 
"dynasty of 5ri-Kailisakiifa [was] of YangaladeSa," 
it was of that city. And  since we have now estab- 
lished the limits of Yangala, then Uda~asimha's 

201 Schooled in the anthropological concept of field 
work, this was my research approach respecting the loca- 
 ion of the Licchavi capitals, and a methodology I was 
committed to teach my Nepali assistants under the terms 
of the JDR3rd Fund grant that made my work possible. 
Working closely with me through 1970.1971, G.  Vajra- 
cllarya continued these techniques in assisting me from 
afar on lny return to Washington. At that time, and dur- 
ing a period of independent work otherwise funded, it be- 
came increasingly apparent to Vajracharya that Kailisa- 
ktita should be sought in Kathmandu. For the writing of 
this chapter, documented results of Vajracharya's research. 
prepared in Nepali, were not available. Only a brief allu- 
sion to this startling proposition had appeared in English 

family lived somewhere in Kathmandu south of 
Maru-tol/Kasthamandapa. 

Continuously throughout the history of Nepal 
Mandala, the names of dynasties and of the palaces 
they traditionally occupied are correlated. The  Lic- 
chavis' traditional identification was long with 
Minagrha, and the non-Licchavi de facto rulers 
such as ArpSuvarman and the Abhira Guptas was 
with a rival chancery, Kailisakfi~a. Only with the 
Licchavi restoration, when luxury or some other 
factor outweighed tradition, did the king move to 
Kailisakiita and leave Minagrha to the royal poor 
cousins. In the Malla Period the same word, rrija- 
kula, literally royal lineage, applied with equal 
validity to the dynasty and to the seat they occu- 
pied; dynastic and palace name were synonymous 
and inter~hangeable.'"~ Thus the name Tripura re- 
ferred not only to the Bhaktapur royal palace, but 
equally to the town in which it stood, and to the 
lineage of the Tripura-rSjas who dwelt in both 
Tripuras-palace and town. I t  seems that the word 
vaja of the two colophons, a detormation of uam- 
iaja (lineage or dynasty) must be understood in 
the same double sense as the Malla equivalent, 
@la. The  expression, therefore, means "the dy- 
nasty by name Sri-Kailisakiiti" and/or "of the seat. 
by name Sri-Kailisakiita." As far as we know, in 
Licchavi Nepal the name "Kailisakfita" did not 
have a dynastic connotation, since it became the 
chancery of persons of various lines: Arlliuvarman, 
the Abhira Guptas, and the later Licchavis. But 
later on, the palace name Kailisakiita, like Tripura, 
must have come to signify both meanings of rrija- 
kzrla, the building and the lineage who had the 
right to dwell in it. Thus it seems clear that in tell- 

(P. Sharma 1975:"). The following discussion, therefore, 
is based on our joint held work and subsequent communi- 
cation by letter and in person. But the indepth story of 
Kailisaklta is G. Vajracharya's, and must be sought in his 
publication, now available as Hantimcindhoki rijadara- 
bira (1976). 

202 Petech 1958:zoo. 
203 D. Regnii 1969238; Snellgrove 1961:6 n. I ;  B. Achar- 

ya 1963:jo. 
Z0'D. Vajracharya 1971a writes that this is a local ap- 

plication, and that in Indian usage ri;akrr/a connoted only 
"royal dynasty." But Monier-Williams 1899:87r also gives 
the second meaning as famitiar to Sanskrit literature, viz. 
"a royal palace or  court (where also law is administered)." 
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ing us that Udayasimha was a descendant of the 
Kailisakita family of southern Kathmandu, the 
colophons also tell us where to seek the location of 
their traditional seat, namely Kailisakita. 

From many documentary references relating to 
Kathmandu, we know that at least from the mid- 
twelfth century until the late fourteenth century, 
there existed a place in Yangala known as Ke- 
lachem, literally, the Kela House (building, pal- 
ace, mansion). T h e  name is first encountered in a 
manuscript colophon dated A.D. 1143 (N.s. 263), 
with reference to a scribe who lived at "Kelichem 
in K i ~ t h a m a n d a p a . " ~ ~ '  Other references follow. In 
A.D. 1372, for example, an inscription at Svayam- 
bhiinatha defines someone as a member of the fam- 
ily of " K e l i c h e ~ ~  Qhoka," and a few years later, 
about 1385, Sthitimalla is known to have sent a 
gift to "Yangala K e l i ~ h e m . " ~ ~ ~  

T o  my knowledge, prior to G.  Vajracharya's in- 
terest, no particular attention had been accorded 
Kelichem, nor was it identified or located. But as 
we realized the significance of Kelichem in our 
search for the site of Kailisakita, its location ns- 
sumed considerable importance. Following the ex- 
act determination of the limits of Yangala, the sec- 
tor of Kathmandu in which it lay, it was clear that 
Kelache-m should be sought from Maru-to1 south. 
It  seems almost certain that the site is in Yangala 
near Jaisideval, the Jaisi or Jos'i temple (Map 7 :  
m-6), so named from the donor, Laksmi Nar iy ina  
Joii. 

T h e  first clue to this exciting discovery was hap- 
penstance, a chance find related to other research. 
T h e  verification of the dubious published version 
of an inscription on the pedestal of an image of 
Mafijunatha enshrined at Mafijuiri-to1 (Map 7: 
m-6; Plate 474), revealed that in A.D. 920 the donor 
dwelt in a nani (court) named Kelagargya.'07 In- 
vestigation i l l  the neighborhood led to nearby 
Kel5y-chok, a small domestic courtyard surrounded 
by ordinary houses. Next to the court is a minor 
shrine dedicated to Sithi-dyo, as Newars call both 

"'"I). Vajracharya rgG2:r ro. 
'"%.s. 492 AASvina (D. Regnil rg66:part 3, app. A, inicr. 

20 121-241 ) ; GopRla~.Zja-uati~iiuali, fol. 63a 
20'The published inscription ( D .  Reg~ni  1966:part 3, 

app. A, inscr. 2 [z]) was guess-dated. Given the impor- 
tance of the image, T reques~cd C;. Vajracharya to examine 

Kirttikeya (Kumara) ,  the martial son of Siva, and 
Sasthi, a mother goddess intimately associated with 
his legends. Among other things, $asthi is the per- 
sonification of the sixth day after the birth of a 
child, and it is she who is courted for her powers 
to bestow progeny. 

In  modern Nepal the popularity of both these 
deities has declined. Indeed, although $asthi wor- 
ship lingers in neighboring Bengal,20H where reli- 
gious practices are similar, in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley it may fairly be cons~dered defunct. Numerous 
Kirttikeya images scattered around the Valley at- 
test to a one-time cult of $asyhi's companion (Plates 
416-419). But as Brother Ganes'a's star ascended, 
Kirttikeya's declined, and for some centuries he 
has been of little significance in the Kathmandu 
Valley.2" I t  is a rare citizen today who can even 
identify his old images. In  Hadigaon, at what is 
undoubtedly his most wondrous manifestation in 
all Nepal, he is worshiped as the goddess Bhaga- 
vati; elsewhere occasionally as Visnu Garudisana 
(although Kumira's vehicle is the peacock); and 
most commonly as "Bell Ears" (Ghantakirna) be- 
cause of his particular ear ornaments. Given this 
milieu, it seems all the more remarkable that the 
Sithi-dyo of Keliy-chok is properly identified, has 
a functioning shrine, however humble or rare the 
worshiper, his own attendant (who, contrary to 
normal expectations, is a priestess), and, finally, an 
annual if little-noted three-day festival. It  culmi- 
nates on that by-now familiar date, Jyestha-iukla- 
sasthi, Kumira's Sixth, and Ams'uvarman's choice 
for dating the Hadigaon edict. T h e  officiants for 
Sithi-dyo's affair come from two distant villages, 
Thasi (Sanagaon) south of Kathmandu and Ba- 
lambu on the east (Map 3). T h e  rationale, say 
these villagerc, is that the Keliy-chok Sithi-dyo 
was stolen from Balambu-leaving Thasi partici- 
pation unaccounted for-and although unable to 
secure the god's return, as former custodians they 
won the right to administer his annual festival. 

Putting all these fragments of history and an- 

the inscription, in the course of which he not only estab- 
lished a secure date for the image (see Chapter 10)  but 
found a clue to the probable recovery of the site of 
Kailisaklta. 

2"* Ijanerjen 1956:384 n. I .  
20!' See Chapter g. 
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thropology together, it may well be that the almost 
forgotten Keliy-chok Sithidyo has led us to the 
places where ArpSuvarman walked more than a 
millennium past. There is good reason to believe 
that the humble shrine of Siyhi-dyo is all that re. 
mains of the Sasthidevakula, the temple to $asthi, 
that must have stood near Kailisakita, Amiuvar- 
man's royal seat-just as surely as one did in 
M a n a g h a  and in Indian royal palaces of the same 
time. This is made clear by the Hadigaon inscrip- 
tion, which allots a n  equal sum of purinas and 
kirscipanas to four deities connected with M i -  
nagrha and the Licchavi dynasty who dwelt with- 
in: to Devi (probably to be identified as the Lic- 
chavi royal intimate, the i!tadeuati Minebvari) ;'I0 

to Agni, the Vedic god of fire; to the Licchavi lin- 
eage deity (kuladeuati); and to the temple of 
Sasthi, the Sasthidevakula. Tha t  these four were 
indeed the palace and dynastic deities is made ex- 
plicit by the poet-playwright Bina, who has left 
such vivid descriptions of the court of Harsavard- 
dhana, a contemporary of Narendradeva who ruled 
at Kanauj from A.D. 606-647 (Map I).'" In  his plays 
B5na clearly portrays what must have been the 
practices of Minadeva and his successors vis-a-vis 
these four. In  Kidambari,  the Indian king, after a 
purificatory bath, first worshiped at the temple of 
what was apparently his ~ e r s o n a l  deity, then he 
proceeded to the Agnibili  to ~ e r f o r m  homa (where 
then as now in the Valley, an eternal fire presuma- 
bly burned). His son, returning to the palace, at 
once resorted to the dynastic kuladeuati, and, fi- 
nally, at the news of a prince's birth, there followed 
the worship of Sasthi. And, what is most intrigu- 
ing, the Sasthi of Harsa's palace, no less than our 
Sithi-dyo of Keliy-chok, was also in the charge of 
a priestess. 

Given all these factors, the little bands of Thasi 
and Balambu villagers who yearly filter into Kath- 
mandu, ignored by the polished folk of N e w  Road, 
take on  new significance. While perhaps we can 
never know the underlying reason of their annual 
pilgrimage, to me it suggests that in the little Sithi- 
dyo at Keliiy-chok we are not dealing with a local 

210 See Chapter I I .  

211 1 am indebted to D. Vajracharya 1973:303-314 for 
pointing out the parallels with Indian practice. 

Pal 1970:128-133, fig. 103; Pal 1974:35, fig. 52; see 

gc~dling, a gramadeuati as it were, of Jaisideval-tol, 
hut a deity whose one-time significance to a royal 
dynasty ordained some obligation on the part of 
these outlying settlements. Perhaps like the people 
of Kurppisigrima (today's Khopasi), who were to 
deliver annually fifty kinds of clay for the "door 
opening-jitri and the Kailisa-jitri," whatever 
they may mean, the Thasi-Balambu people had 
their own particular assignments, which even now 
they continue Faithfully to discharge. 

The  Sithidyo now worshiped in Kelay-chok ap- 
pears to be a Malla Period image of polychrome 
painted wood (Plate 421). But like the Sai~kara- 
Niriyana of Gancha-nani in Deopatan, the Palan- 
chok Rhagavati,"' and a host of similar images, it 
is most likely the lineal descendant of an earlier 
deity, lost to fire, earthquake. or some other calam- 
ity. Of Karttikeya's companion $asthi no image of 
any kind has survived. But can it be mere coinci- 
dence that compels women of all walks who desire 
children to seek divine intervention at a hypaethral 
shrine mere steps away? 

With respect to these two divinities, so closely as- 
sociated in legend and practice, and in contempo- 
rary Nepal known by the same name Sithi (Sixth), 
one must wonder whether A ~ i u v a r m a n ' s  choice 
of Kumiira's Sixth to date the Hadigaon inscription 
had a wider application than as the traditional day 
for the repair of old buildings. Given Sasthi's pres- 
ence in the palace deuakula, and perhaps an even 
more resplendent Kirttikeya nearby, one questions 
whether this special day may also have been re- 
lated to them. 

Important as it seems, we are by no means de- 
pendent on the Sithidyo of Keliychok to estab- 
lish the probability that Kailisakura is to be sought 
in Kathmandu, and specifically Daksinakoligrima. 
W e  know from the Licchavis themselves that there 
was a Palace of the South, Daksinarsjakula. It is 
mentioned in more than one inscription; in fact, 
in a iilipatra standing opposite the Jaisi temple, 
ArpSuvarman refers to Daksinarajakula as a point 
toward the northeast.'13 It seems possible that this 
was the name of the entire palace compound of 

Chapter I I .  
'I3 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 58, 80, 150 (?jj-.jg. 342- 

344, 573-577). It is inscription 80 that stands at the Jaisi 
temple. 
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Daksi~~akoligr ima,  and that Kailisakiita was one 
of the buildings that lay within. Contemporary 
references to Kailisakfita, examined in Chapter 7, 
can only be construed to refer to a tall building, not 
a spread-out compound. Wang Hsiian-t's;, for ex- 
ample, specifically referred to a marvelous "seven 
story tower" in the "middle of the palace," and 
Narendradeva, whom the envoy visited, likened 
Kailisakuta to Mt. Kailisa and the moonlit Hima- 
laya.'" That  some palace lay in the Keliy-chok/ 
Jaisi temple area is evident from Malla records. A 
sixteenth-century Kathmandu land transfer in this 
locale uses a "palace ruin" as one of the property 
boundary markers,"-and until sometime in the 
seventeenth century, when the infamous c a u ~ r a  
Laksmi Niirayana Jos'i erected his imposing temple 
facing Keliy-chok-from whence the to1 name 
Ja,isideval (Joii temple)-the neighbrhood was 
known as Lamjugvala. Derived from a former 
Newar designation for king, Lamjugvala literally 
means King's Place. Perhaps it survives in Hlugal- 
devi, the name of a Mother Goddess who dwells 
there just beside the Jaisi temple (Plate 536). 

Documents from the Licchavi Period provide 
one, and perhaps two, more clues that point to 
DaksinakoligrJrna as the later capital. An  edict 
issued jointly by Jisnugupta and Bhimiriunadeva 
to villagers near Thankot favors them with a re- 
duction in the taxes they had been obliged to remit 
in support of bullfights held in Daksinakoli- 
g r , ?ma. ' lWhy,  one must ask, should a village be 
compelled to contribute to such an affair in a dis- 
tant town if it were not the capital city where 
their de facto ruler lived? Nor can one help but 
speculate that when a certain relative writes that 
Jisnugupta, the king, lived in Yaprilgrama, in re- 
ferring to the ancient prn of Ya, she also referred 
to the capital city Yangala."' 

Without spadework over a large area of Yail- 
gala/Dak?i~akoli,  or even c~ncen~trated in Jaiside- 
val-tol, we have no way of knowing beyond the 
evidence I have presented that this was indeed the 
site of the later Licchavi palace. Moreover, the mat- 
ter is further complicated by the recent discovery 

21*Li\.i r905:1, 165; D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 123, 129 

(458.462, 485-4891. 
'lWD. Regmi rgG6:part 3, app. v, 133. 
'la D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. I 15 (433-437). 

at Hanuman Dhoka of an inscription which, 
though severely damaged, refers to "old Licchavi 
palaces" that Ams'uvarman had apparently re- 
stored (Plate 53).218 Since the inscription is carved 
on an immense block, now part of the Degutale 
temple platform, it seems likely that it has always 
been in pretty much the same place. But one can 
hardly conceive of a palace, or series of palaces, 
however extensive, spread over an area as large as 
Hanuman Dhoka, to Jaisideval-tol. This is a riddle 
awaiting solution, but it certainly suggests that Rat- 
namalla's fifteenth-century palace was by no means 
the first to be erected at this strategic place. 

If Daksinarajakula and its wondrous building 
Kailisakiita did lie in Daksinakoli/Yangala, one 
can imagine that its later history closely paralleled 
that of the older palace in Hadigaon. Deprived of 
a strong central government in charge of its up- 
keep, the palace, like others before it at Hanuman 
Dhoka, must have slowly decayed. At some time 
the villagers of Khopasi, if that was their purpose, 
ceased to deliver their loads of clay for the annual 
whitewashing of Kailisakuta. More faithful, or 
merely closer perhaps, those of Thasi and Ralambu 
continued to maintain their ordained relationship 
with the palace Sasthidevakula, an obligation they 
honor yet. Humbled by time and natural calami- 
ties, Kailasakiita must have endured in some form 
as the traditional residence of former kings. But 
during the Transitional Period, just as a certain 
Rijapattana (Royal City) became Lajimpat, so did 
the Kathmandu ruins, both architectural and dy- 
nastic, become known as Kelichem. Tha t  they 
long commanded a special prestige is illuminated 
by the gift Sthitimalla sent them from Bhaktapur 
around A.D. 1385. For  the gift he sent to Yangala 
Kelichem, whatever its content or purpose, was 
apparently sent for no other reason than that it 
was " ~ r d a i n e d . " ' ~ T o  me, at least, this speaks 
clearly about the past of Kelachem and the little 
court of Keliiy near where I believe it and its cele- 
brated ~redecessor, Kailisakiita, lay. 

T h e  mysteries of Nepal Mandala have only be- 
gun to be explored by means of a hitherto neglected 

'I7 IOid., inscr. 114 (431-432). 
"' lbitl., inscr. 91 (374-376). 
'lo Gopilarljja-ua~~~iciuali, fol. 63a. 
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but major source, the oral traditions and customs 
of the Newars themselves. Tradition and custom 
are of immense help when, as in Hadigaon, they 
point to Miinagrha, or in Yangala to Kailisakita 
and the Sasthidevakula. Hut history, I think, will 
have to explain why Amiuvarman's twin inscrip- 
tions in Hadigaon are direct issues, while those in 
or near Kathmandu are through a delegate (du- 
taka).220 I t  is an important reason for thinking, as 
does D. Vajracharya, that the king's chancery is to 
be sought in Hadigaon. Thus we must be cautious 
in assigning Kathmandu the role of the later capi- 
tal city. But as of now, the two most probable 
ancient capital cities, one early, one late, were Hadi- 
gaon and southern Kathmandu. The  shift from 
one ,to the other may have been guided by the 
iistras' dictum that each new dynasty should lay 
out its own capital, for a king residing in another's 
"will meet death in no time." Given AmSuvarman's 
apparently ,tenuous right to rule, such a move might 
have seemed particularly prudent. 

The Later Capitals 

It seems probable that following the reign of Jaya- 
deva I1 (ca. A.D. 713-733), KailHsakifa, wherever it 
lay, continued to be occupied by ineffective suc- 
cessors like Miinadeva 111 or Balirija, who pre- 
sided over the Licchavi decline. Given the scant 
information about the political status of Nepal 
Mandala during these years that slipped imper- 
ceptibly into the Transitional Period, it seems fruit- 
less to speculate about the location of a capital city 
at that time. As the nation fell apart, to be recon- 
stituted in innumerable independent city-states and 
fiefdoms, each with a "king," it is unlikely that 
there was a capital in the true sense. But tradition 
may have looked to the seat of the last reigning 
Licchavis. If we must speculate, this was most 
probably Kathmandu, since that is where Sthiti- 
malla sent the gift ordained by custom. 

As for the capital city of the early Mallns, it has 
been almost universally regarded as Patan, as if it 

220 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 83, 84 (351.356). 
22.1 Petech 1958:47, 58, 62, 171; D. Regmi 1965:part I,  

508.509; D. Regmi 19693240. 
222 Petech 1058:172. 

were an established fact.''' Little is said a b u t  any 
other candidate except Hhaktapur, a city character- 
i7xd as an occasional capital, and "seat of the rulers 
opposing the legitimate kings of P ~ a n . " ~ ~ ~  Even 
during the reign of Sthitimalla and his successors, 
when Bhaktapur was clearly the capital, it is pic- 
tured as having usurped this role from the legal 
capital city, Patan. 

The choice of Patan as the early Malla capital 
rests on a very insubstantial foundation. The  "gen- 
eral contents" of the early chronicles, specifically V3, 
rather than pointing to Patan direct us to Hhakta- 
pur. The  number of manuscripts emanating from 
Patan has no bearing on its political role.223 These 
manuscripts were not political documents, but 
largely Buddhist texts that were naturally numer- 
ous in Buddhist Patan. The  belief that Patan was 
the later capital rests essentially on the assumption 
that it was the Licchavi capital. This assumption, 
as I have established, is unfounded. So also is Pa- 
tan's role as the royal capital of the Early Malla 
Period. 

The  late chronicles tell us that Narendradeva's 
successor, an undocumented Varadeva, "removed 
his court" to Patan."' But we know that Naren- 
dradeva's documented successors, Sivadeva I1 and 
Jayadeva 11, ruled from Kailiisaki~a, the same place 
as their immediate predecessors. Unless Rhadra- 
dhiviisa, "auspicious seat," as the aged Narendra- 
deva was pleased to call his chancery, was actually 
a different palace in a different place, which seems 
unlikely, then all ruled from Kailisakita. And 
the one candidate with no claim whatsoever to 
Kailisakita is Patan. In this instance the chron- 
icles appear to have wandered from the path 
of history. There is no other evidence to support 
Patan as a royal capital at any time before the 
seventeenth century and the period of the Three 
Kingdoms. A colophon that has been construed to 
mean that Jyotirmalla (A.D. 1408-1428) ruled from 
Palan, thus revealing it to be the royal capital, is 
i n a d m i ~ s i b l e . ~ ~ ~ ~ o t i r m a l l a  ruled f,rorn Bhaktapur, 
as his many documents testify, and the colophon 

22Vetec l~  rg50:171, n. I. 

224 Wright 1966:93. 
22". Regmi 1965:part I, 508-509. 
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in question does not name Patan as the king's capi- 
tal, but that of the mahipitras.22"These noblemen, 
~>articularly the seven powerful families known as 
the sapta{utrrmbaju, were clearly already in cotltrol 
of Patan by the eleventh century. That  is when the 
tnahipitra Varapila is credited with the power to 
"enthrone and dethrone both royal fa mi lie^."^^' 
Meghapiila's inscription of A.D. 1357 is not just a 
~ e r s o n a l  inscription of a court official seeking 
heavenly merit by restoring Pim-bahal, devastated 
by Muslims; it is an inscription of a powerful 
tnahipdtra who boasts of his traditional authority 
in that office, and neglects even to mention the 
name of the ruling monarch.228 Later, the noble 
Yerpkulivarman maintained his palace in the very 
center of the city, and his descendants, Visnusimha 
and his sons, emerged as the undisputed masters of 
Patan, who treated with the Malla kings on equal 
terms. It is above all the presence of these powerful, 
semi-independent feudal lords throughout this long 
period of Patan history that more than any other 
factor belies its role as a capital city. 

T o  say that Patan was not a royal capital is not to 
deny its importance. It  was a cultural center and a 
politically turbulent city of some influence. But this 
influence proceeded not from the king, but from 
pdtras and nlahipitras nominally submissive to 
him. Like Patan (and perhaps also Deopatan), 
Kathmandu had its pritras and mahipitras, Phnrp- 
ing ribrrttas, and Nawakot simantas. Alone among 
these semi-independent fiefdoms, Bhaktapur had 
no lords, governors, or vassals to rule it other than 
the king himself. 

2 2 T h e  colophon reads: "In N.S. 545 Phdguna-krsna . . . 
in the reign of Jayajyotirmalla ancl in the time when the 
order of Mahipi t ra  Rijasimhadeva and Mahitnatya N5- 
tliasimha is obeyed, the copying [of this riianuscript] is 
completed. 

"In Nepal thcrc is a place known as Lalit5puri which 
is accepted as a cspital [~.cijudhrini]. All pitras live here 
like the gods in heaven. . . . May the three pifras  belong- 
ing to the seven families be happy" (Shastri rgog-rg16:11, 

50-51 1. 
22iAn entry dated N.S. 219 Migha (A.D. 1099) in the 

Gopiilar.iia-oar?~iriuafi, fol. 3 I a. 
22RPetech 1958:118; D. Regtni 1966:part 3, app. A, 

inscr. 28 (19.21). 
2 2 ~ ~ p i l a r d j a - t ~ a ~ ~ ~ i d u a l i ,  fol. 25a. T h e  VK (4-5) af- 

13haktapur moved to the fore as the political capi- 
tal of Nepal at the end of the Transitional Period, 
when Anandadeva I (A.D. 1147--~;1. r 166) selected i t  

for this p ~ ~ r p o s e . ~ ~ W e  was apparently ;I native of 
nearby Banepa, a co~lnectioll made evident in the 
name bhvanta, a person from Bhota (Banepa), 
consistently applied to his  descendant^.^'" Not  only 
did Anandadeva's dynasty live in Bhaktapur, but 
that city hosted another royal family. T h e  two be- 
came known as the rrbhaya-rijakula, a term de- 
noting not only the two dynasties but the two royal 
palaces from which they wielded authority.231 
These palaces were named Tripura and Yuthu- 
nihmarp, and although they remind us of the dual 
palaces maintained by the Licchavis and the de 
facto rulers, they cannot in  any way be connected 
with Miinagrha and Kail i isakuta-bha~ana.~~~ 

Little is known about Yuthunihmam or where 
it lay in Bhaktapur, but its existence is made evi- 
dent by the early chronicles.233 It was the seat of 
the royal line from which descended Rudramalla, 
the powerful noble of early fourteenth-century 
B h a k t a p ~ r . ~ ~ '  Rudramalla himself lived there, and 
into it he received Harasimha's widowed queen, 
Devaladevi, a welcome whose far-reaching reper- 
cussions were examined in the previous chapter. 
In  Yuthunihmam she raised her orphaned grand- 
daughter, Rijalladevi, and to Yuthunihmam came 
the orphan's groom, Sthitiriijamalla, who also lived 
there for a time. 

T h e  Tripura palace, rival of Yuthunihmam, was 
built by Anandadeva when he chose Bhaktapur as 
his capital in A.D. 1147. T h e  golden fountain, which 

firms that Sivatleva (ca. A.n. 1099.1126) built a palace at 
Kirti-Bhagatagrama. Petech 1958:55 identifies the city as 
Kirtipur, but it may well have been Bhaktapur instead, a 
more likely choice since Kirtipur was traditionally part of 
the Manigal-r5jya, in thc grip of the Patan r)~ahipJfr~as .  

230 Jayadeva, I3hiniadeva. Arjunade\fa, and JayaSak~i are 
specifically referred to in this way (GopJ lar i ja -var~~i i~~a l i ,  
fols. 373, b, 40b). 

2" Sec above or D. Vajracharya 1971a on the two meall- 
ings of rijakrrla. 

2" Petech 195R:rzo n. 2 theorizes that they tnay bc. 
2SVts recognition by l~istorians was long in corning, 

however, and for this credit goes to D. Vajracharya rghgc: 
14 n. 2. 

?"-' Petech 195R:groups C and D, chart facing p. 224. 
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so puzzled I'etech, stood there-not in ;i palace in 
Pa tan ."The  name Tripura may' be translated as 
"three buildings," perhaps a reference to its style of 
architecture, or as "three cities." Widely employed 
in Indian mythology, the word Tripura signifies 
many things, any one of which may have influ- 
enced Anandadeva's choice of the name. It is the 
name of a palace made of gold, iron, and silver 
whose demon occupants Siva destroyed; i t  signifies 
the city in which dwelt the Brahmanical triad, 
I3rahmii, Siva, and Visnu; and as Tripura-sun- 
dari, the Fair Goddess of Tripura, it is a name 
applied to Dfirga.2so T h e  name Tripura may have 
been chosen with an eye to all these Hrahmanical 
associations, just as was probably the name Hhak- 
tapur, City of Devotion, in which it stood. 

Tripura lay in part at the site of the present 
Bhaktapur palace, and probably over part of what 
is now the rubble tract on its east, a legacy of the 
1934 earthquake (Map 9: d/e-6). Anandadeva's im- 
mediate successors, Rudradeva and Amrtadeva, 
each made substantial additions to it, the one add- 
ing a wing on  the southern side, the other to the 
northern, and it continued to be occupied by their 
 descendant^.'^' Sthitimalla, on ridding himself of 
the Tripura-raja Arjunadeva,'" at once moved in- 
to the dead man's palace. This was apparently a 
symbolic act that established his unquestioned au- 
thority as the ruler of Nepal Mandala.*" That  his 
grandson Yaksamalla also lived in Tripura is cer- 
tain. H e  used one of its walls to publish an edict 
respecting the upkeep of the city walls.24" Like- 
wise, his sons and nephews are known to have 
lived in "Tripura-~jakula."~"'  T h e  last known 
mention of Tripura as a royal residence is with 
reference to Pranamalla in A.D. 1548 (N.s. 668 
Bhndra)."' After that the name disappeared, and 

'35 Ibid., I). 66. 
230Rao 1g(i8:11, 164-165; Tripuri is the name of a 

rnorlern state in eastern India, as well as that of an ancient 
kingdom (Sircar 1971 :gj) .  

Gopilarija-uan~iivali,  fol. 25a; Croup B lineage, and 
probably A (Petech 1958:chart facing p. 224). 

23R Gopilardja-uunliit,ali, fol. 60b. 
230 But contrasts with AmSuvarnian's behavior in similar 

circumstances. 
2 4 0  D. Vajracharya 1964a:22-26; D. Regmi 1966:part 3. 

app. A, inscr. 64 (73-76). 

we do not know what the palace was called during 
thr incumhcncy of thc later kings, whore court we 
will invcstigate in Chapter H. The  Hhaktapur pal- 
ace is now usually known as the "Fifty-five Win- 
dow Darbar" after one o£ its quadrangles (Platcs 
31-33). But nearby, in the rubble midden cartward, 
the old name Tripura seems to linger on at thc 
forlorn little shrine of Tripura-sundari, the Fair 
Goddess of 7'ripura. As one of the Navadurgi wc 
will meet her again in Chapter I I .  

The  Tripura dynasty also at one time main- 
tained a royal residence, not a palace, in Patan at 
an unidentified site called Tibhae.l'"Ithoufih thc 
Gopilaraja-uum~awali Ieavcs no doubt that this 
rdjawusa (kings' seat) belonged to Tripura, para- 
doxically and inexplicably it was built by Kudra- 
malla of the rival Yuthunihmarp line. Constructed 
in A.D. 1319, it w:is soon destroyed in a Khasa 
raid on Patan.'" Scveral times referred to in the 
chronicle as a fort (kvatha), this rrijavasa (and per- 
haps others before and after) was presumably used 
by the Tripura kings when they came to Patan to 
conduct affairs with the pdtra~.  Their relations 
seem to have fluctuated between enmity and amity. 
At one time, for example, we find Anandadeva 
looting M i n i g ~ a l a " ~  and, at another, concluding 
a marriage alliance with the pi t ra  Rajendrapila.240 
This was apparently considered advantageous to 
Tripura, inasmuch as the chroniclers are at pains 
to mention the relationship. 

The  name Tripura (Tripula, Tipura) studs the 
pages of the early chronicles, where it is synony- 
mous with Hhaktapur and the royal authority 
emanating from that city.'" One must suppose 
that it is in fact to the Tripura lineage that the 
Ming records refer in the hitherto unexplained 

B. Paudel 1965:19-20; D. Regmi [@:part 3. app. A. 
inscrs. 77, 79 (8889, 9092). 

'"D. Reglni 1966: part 3, app A, inscr. 97 (108-111). 
2 4 3  Gopilurd;a-oat!~iiu&, fol. Ma. The reading "rilu- 

grima" of the published transliteration is defective (1). 
Regmi 1966:part 3, app. B, 137). 
'" Gopi1ard;a-vamiiwali, fols. 44a, 55b 
245  Ibid.. fol. 451). 
2m VK (13-14). 
' I i  Gopirlorcija-uan~iiuafi, fols. jjb, 39b, qzb, 45b, ant1 

purrinz. 
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name Ti-yung-t'a.2'R The  Chinese seem to have 
transposed the dynastic name, Tripura, and the in- 
digenous town name, Khvapa. Thus  Khvapa be- 
came K'o-pan, the name of the Bhaktapur "prince" 
-since they supposed the Riimavarddhanas to be 
the "kingsw-and Tripura, as Ti-yung-t'a, the 
name of the Valley kingdom. 

Although it seems certain that the Tripura line, 
these bhvanta, originated in Banepa, why and how 
they came to take over Bhaktapur is u n k n ~ w n . ~ " '  
Hut that Bhaktapur was their capital and that of 
Nepal Mandala from the mid-twelfth century until 
its division into Three Kingdoms at the close of 
the fifteenth century, cannot be questioned. 

I am under no illusions that the last word has 
been said about the history of the cities and towns 
of Nepal Mandala and, particularly, where its vari- 
ous capitals lay. But insofar as one may now per- 
ceive, a sound working hypothesis emerges: the 
Kiriita seat was at Patan, the early Licchavis were 
installed at Hadigaon, and Ams'uvarman shifted to 
Kathmandu, where the Abhira Guptas and later 

2 J 8  Petech 1958:201-202, 205-206, 208. 
2 4 V h e  question might possibly be illuminated by field 

research directed in the Tachapal and Golmadhi tols of 

Licchavis subsequently ruled. After a long break, 
with no united kingdom, a capital was reestab- 
lished at Bhaktapur, and there it remained until 
the period of the Three Kingdoms, each with a 
separate capital. Finally, with the Shahs, came the 
return of the royal seat to Kathmandu alone, the 
inner mansion of the mandala that is the Kath- 
mandu Valley. 

Having investigated all these key cities of Nepal 
Mandala, we may now turn to the architectural 
monuments within them. For  reasons that will be- 
come apparent in the next two chapters, I will be- 
gin with the existing structures, largely a legacy 
of the Malla Period. O n  this solid foundation we 
are then able to reconstruct something of the Lic- 
chavi architectural past, including the palaces 
whose locations have given us such concern. Final- 
ly, before broaching the world of the immortals, the 
subject of the final section, we  shall investigate the 
physical remains of the palaces of the Three King- 
doms. And in so doing, we shall briefly regard 
some of the mortals who dwelt therein. 

Bhaktapur, where i t  appears most of the Banepali now 
have their houses (Gutschow and Kolver 1975:38). Cor- 
responding field work is indicated for Banepa. 
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THE SEIZURE of the Kathmandu Valley by Gorkha 
put a n  end to the Malla kings, but not to their pal- 
aces, temples, and shrines, or to the towns and vil- 
lages over which they had ruled. T h e  modest up- 
land farmhouse excepted (Plate 82), the Gorkhalis 
introduced no competing styles of architecture, for 
as exponents of "military culture,"' they had none 
to introduce. Even at Gorkha and at Nawakot they 
had turned to the Newars for the construction of 
temples, palaces, and citadels, and such urban ar- 
chitecture as existed in these modest centers was 
chiefly Newar (Plates 72-74). After the conquest, 
Prithvi Narayan Shah and his court moved into 
the palaces and town houses vacated by the van- 
quished Mallas. As a ~ract ical  matter-which con- 
formed to the Shah king's admonition to patronize 
Newars-subsequent building also fell to the con- 
quered people. Coupled with Prithvi Narayan's dis- 
trust of foreigners and their virtual exclusion from 
Nepal until 1950, this meant that there was little 
change in the traditional architecture. With the ex- 
ception of the Rana mansions, the majority of 
which were built from the 1890s architecturally 
the Kathmandu Valley continued until recent 
times to look much as it must have under the 
Malla kings. Undisturbed by the Shahs, even now 

' T h e  term is used by B. Acharya 1963a in  contradis- 
tinction to Newar "artisan culture" (Malla and Rana 

the Mallas' lofty portraits and the temples in which 
they worshiped dominate the palace squares (Plates 

9 - 3 5  239). 
T h e  Valley into which the Gorkhalis moved in 

the last half of the eighteenth century, and whose 
ambience they so little altered, was filled with 
Newar towns and villages whose origins may be 
traced to ancient prris and gramas, indigenous ham- 
lets and Licchavi villages. So too, the structures 
that filled them have venerable antecedents. A 
number of monumental stupas, thousands of small 
counterparts, many fountains, and a few shrines 
and pillars are extant Licchavi works, and the 
foundations of many temples and some monastcr- 
ies can be attributed to them. Until now thought 
to be irrecoverable without archaeological investi- 
gation, Licchavi architecture can be deduced from 
other indices, the subject of the following chapter. 
W e  know, therefore, that in architecture, as in  so 
many other aspects of Valley culture, there was an 
unbroken continuum. T h e  Valley of Prithvi Nara- 
yan Shah and of the rulers of the Three Kingdoms 
from whom he wrested it was in the main not un- 
like that of Sthitimalla, of A m b a r m a n ,  or even 
Miinadeva I, kings who ruled Nepal Mandala in 
the fourteenth, the seventh, and the fifth centuries. 

1973:II-12). 

2Karhtwandrr Vallty 1975:~~ 112-125. 
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But to appreciate this, we should first examine tra- 
ditional Nepali architecture as it can now be ob- 
served in the Kathmandu Valley. 

Traditional Valley architecture encompasses tem- 
ples and shrines, monasteries and stupas, the resi- 
dences of kings and their subjects, community 
buildings, fountains, votive pillars, and a number 
of other minor features. None can be rigorously 
categorized as sacred or secular, for all serve both 
gods and men. The  common houses and royal pal- 
aces alike have private chapels, shrines, and special 
places for worship. Community buildings provide 
amenities for man, but also incorporate shrines and 
imnges of the gods. Even the fountains, ponds, and 
wells are not merely utilitarian. They are usually 
created as acts of piety, are surrounded with sacred 
images and symbols, and water itself is divine. By 
the same token, buildings that are devoted to the 
gods are shared by men. T h e  temples' colonnaded 
porches serve as places to rest and gossip, to buy 
and sell, to dry a bit of laundry, have a haircut, 
cook a meal, or to shelter overnight. Their tiered 
plinths provide bleachers for viewing spectacles in 
the squares, and are sometimes stages for them. 
Even the inner sanctum of some temples, normally 
reserved to the deity's image and its attendants, is 
invaded for secular purposes, serving on occasion 
as storeroom, workshop, or indigent's shelter. T h e  
one-time monastery buildings are also the common 
property of God and man in which, in a modern 
reversal of roles, man now enjoys the lion's share. 

In the Kathmandu Valley, divinity is omnipres- 
ent, investing not only sophisticated images in 
bronze and stone, but a variety of symbols and 
objects, including trees, bodies of water, and espe- 
cially natural stones. Gods and goddesses, godlings 
and powers for good and evil may be worshiped 
(and propitiated) in various places-in the home, 
the village, and the town, at the crossroads, by the 
wayside, at the riverbank or pondside, in a secluded 
forest, an open field, a cave, or on a hill. In  all 
these places there may be no permanent dwelling 
for the gods, simply an unprotected image or sym- 
bol, a mandala for temporary invocation, o r  a 
hypaethral shrine (Plates 34, 178, 179, 533). Rut in 
these same places, the gods may also have enclosed 
dwellings. Like those of the mortals who build 

W o  stupa would be consecrated to a Hindu divinity, 
but the nonsectarian ambience does not preclude the wor- 

them, they n ~ ~ y  be modest in sizc and appoint- 
ments, or richly endowed mansions. Although 
temple types are few, their modifications in terms 
of size, opulence, style, iconography, and other 
variables seem infinite. 

Characteristically, the sophisticated deities of the 
Hindu  pantheon such as Siva or Visnu, are wor- 
shiped in temples that are free-standing and there- 
fore visible and accessible from all directions 
(Plates 185, 187-189, 208, 209, 213, 2 1 4 )  Conversely, 
the preferred place for the worship of Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas is in sequestered temples enclosed in 
the quadrangles called uiltiras (Plates 145, 147, 
149-161). Typically, the uihira temple is integrated 
into one wing of a quadrangle enclosing a small 
open court that provides the temple's only ap- 
proach. But Buddhists also worship their deities in 
free-standing stupas (Plates 215-225), or build, on 
occasion, free-standing temples quite outside the 
uihiras, or standing alone within the courtyard 
(Plates 146, 210). But excepting the stupa, which 
is a purely sectarian shrine exclusive to Buddhism,' 
Buddhist temples can be distinguished only icono- 
graphically from the temples that house the Hindu 
gods. Moreover, while the enclosed courtyard tem- 
ple is typically Buddhist, it is not exclusively so. 
Durga, the foremost Hindu  goddess, is worshiped 
in courtyard shrines that, except in iconography, 
are indistinguishable from uihira shrines (Plate 
129). In short, just as in one way or another all 
Nepaii buildings serve gods and men, all kinds of 
temples serve all kinds of gods. 

T h e  dwellings of the gods of Nepal are quite 
unlike those in many other parts of the world that 
are designed to house both the divinity and a 
congregation assembled to worship. Despite many 
collective sacred rituals, Nepali worship is funda- 
mentally an individual matter. T h e  temple, there- 
fore, needs to make no provision for a congre- 
gation. With notable exceptions, the worshiper 
ordinarily does not penetrate the temple at all. H e  
tenders his offerings through a priestly intermedi- 
ary from whom, in return, he receives the physical 
sign of the god's blessings (prasida). Further, not 
only is the god within the temple an object of wor- 
ship, but so is the temple itself. Where possible, 
both are reverenced by respectful circurnambula- 

ship of Hintlu deities who may be associated with the 
stupa (see Chapter 10) .  
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tion, a clockwise passage known as pradaklini- 
literally, "moving to thr right," h a t  is, turning the 
right side of the body toward that which is re- 
spected. 

Many of the architectural features in the Kath- 
mandu Valley-their construction and preserva- 
tion-are the result of the Hindu-Buddhist quest 
for religious merit. It  can be earned not only by 
the building, maintenance, or improvement of a 
temple, but in the construction and upkeep of 
amenities for man. Thus the building or subse- 
quent care of a good road, a public shelter, or a 
water source, is undertaken by commoner or king 
not only because it may be needed, but for the reli- 
gious return it ensures. By this means the gods are 
pleased and merit accrues not only to the donor 
but to all his kindred, past, present, and future. 
Collectively, such meritorious deeds are known as 
"glory" (kirti, tirtana)." Architecture, it may be 
readily understood, is therefore by no means a 
secular matter in the Kathmandu Valley. Even in 
such seemingly secular matters as raising a farm- 
house or digging a well, construction is hemmed 
with the same sanctions and rituals that accom- 
pany the building of a temple. T h e  differences are 
essentially of degree, not kind. In  all instances the 
builder must call in his family priest to determine 
that the proposed site is auspicious, acceptable to 
the gods, and that it is not already occupied by 
serpents, the sacred overlords of the Valley soil. 
Each subsequent stage of construction-ven the 
preparation of the bricks and timbers-is accompa- 
nied by specific ritual and prescribed worship of 
numerous deities. Nepali documents are studded 
with references to temple building, and they often 
include the precisely determined, auspicious mo- 
ment a given temple's foundation was laid, its 
doors fitted, the structure completed, and the deity 
installed and consecrated (Plates 106, 107): T h e  
lunar mansion (naksatra) Punarvasu is particu- 
larly favored as an auspicious time for building, 
and many Valley monuments have been con- 
structed under its benevolent sign. 

Excepting certain temples-specifically the ii- 

' D. Vajracharya 1973:1Ro-rRr, 209. 
W. Regnii 1g66:part z, 118; part 4, inscr. 27 (37-44). 
V. Sharnia 196R:gr; Snellgrove 1961:ror; Bernier 1970: 

vi, viii. 

kharu, rutno derrl ("jewel temple," :I modcst vari- 
ant),  the Mughalderived domed temple, and the 
stupa (Platn 59, ZOH-214, 215-225)+he vast ma- 
jority of traditional Nepali buildings follow a com- 
mon architectural style. Whether farmhouse, pill- 
ace, or lofty temple, construction is post-and-lintel 
(trabeate), and the primary building materials are 
wood and earth (brick, tile, clay mortar, sparsely 
supplemented with stone), combined in a specific 
and distinctive way. A practical label for this Ne- 
pali canon has not been found. The  well-en- 
trenched name, "pagoda style," does not distinguish 
it from the Asian tiered-roof temple distributed 
from China to Bali, and falsely implies a morpho- 
logical relation with them, when often their only 
common denominator is in the multiplication of 
roofs. "Pagoda style" and substitute terms such as 
"storied," "tiered-roofed," or "multi-stage,"" ex- 
clude the one-story, single-roofed buildings that 
are more numerous than multi-roofed ones, and 
stylistically no different. Local Newari or Nepali 
terms for temples, for example, "?nandir," "dcgu." 
"deval," are too broad, since they refer with equal 
propriety to temples of other styles. Other local 
terms are noninclusive, referring only to the form 
or function of each particular building. I have 
therefore chosen the term "Newar style" as a spe- 
cific label for Nepali trabeated buildings of brick 
and wood, which characterize the architecture of 
the Kathmandu Valley.' 

The  term "Newar style," however, is only a 
label, and should not be construed as a denial of 
external relationships. It  is quite evident that the 
architects of the Kathmandu Valley did not work 
in isolation from India. They shared a repertory 
of structures that includes, among other things, the 
stupa, the iikhara, domed and "jewel" temples, cer- 
tain kinds of community buildings, tanks, foun- 
tains, and votive pillars. The  names applied to 
these structures, the various elements of which they 
are composed, and the motifs that decorate them 
are often shared. T h e  Nepali builders' intimate 
knowledge of the Indian science of architecture 
(vristzc-uidyi) is further attested by the existence 
in Nepal of classical Indian architectural manuals 

'This term has been pre\riously introduced by Slusser 
and Vajracharya 1974:170. Hernier 19jo:vii prefers the 
more general term, "Nepalese style." 
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known as vcistu-iistrar,' together with documen- 
tary evidence that they were actually used by Ne- 
pali builders. For example, a iilcipatra beside the 
entrance to Pimche-bahal, a vihira quadrangle 
built in Kathmandu in the sixteenth century, speci- 
fies that i t  was built in accordance with the Kriyi-  
samgraha-paiijiki, a celebrated text in use in India 
since around the eleventh century.' Manuscript 
copies of this text also exist in Nepal.'' The  Ne- 
palis' own manuals are modeled after the Sanskrit 
classics, and in many ways adhere both to the 
practical and ritual aspects of building defined in 
them (Plates 89, 108-110). Numerous Nepali archi- 
tectural manuals are in library collections in Kath- 
mandu" and abroad, others are in the care of 
temple priests, and many are still in use by the 
traditional carpenter subcaste. The  name "Sthapit," 
which many Nepali artisans bear, de~ives from the 
Sanskrit sthapatr, builder, and ulnimately from 
Sthapati, the designer-paintertarpenter son of ViB- 
vakarman, one of the four heavenly architects.12 
Trad~tion affirms that each issued from one of Brah- 
mn's faces, and, in time, they confided their knowl- 
edge of architecture to M5nasari and other medi- 
eval sages; this knowledge became canonized as 
the vristu-iistras. Thus it must not be thought that 
Nepali architecture, any more than painting, carv- 

More than fifty pages are required to list the best- 
known works (P. Acharya 1927:app. I,  749-804). 

"he inscription recorcls the founding of Piniche- (or 
Otu-)bahal in A.D. 1593 (N.s. 713 Vaiiikha) (D. Regtni 
1966:part 4, inscr. 27 [37-44]), and provides a fascinating 
glimpse of the icistraardained ritual that accomplished i ~ s  
construction. First a priest inspected and pronounced fit 
the proposed site, which was then measured with ropes, 
and the boundary verified. Then came the worship of 
Agni, Kumiri, and an additional eighty-one divinities. 
The planting of barley sprouts followed, together with 
other rituals. Among them was the worship of the aus- 
picious water vessel (p i rna  kaliia). After this and much 
more, construction began with the making of the wooden 
pegs for joining the timbers. Then came the brick laying, 
an interim feast, the framing of doors and windows, the 
construction of the roof, and at last the installation of the 
finial. The inscription is of further interest in documenting 
traditional Nepali nonsectarianism. Although the vil1ir.a 
is a Buddhist establishment, the deities mentioned by 
name are largely Hindu. 

"'One such is described and summarized by Mitra 
1971: 103-107. 

ing, bronze casting, or related arts, was self-gener- 
ated or developed in isolation. 

T H E  NEWAR STYLE OF BUILDING 

House and Palace 

In its simplest, most elemental form, the traditional 
building style of the Kathmandu Valley, the Ne- 
war style, is to be found in the Newar farmhouse. 
This is, of course, also a "town house," since Newar 
farmers are town dwellers. A farmhouse, more- 
over, is no different from the houses of neighbor- 
ing artisans (who may also farm). Houses of 
wealthy merchants or, formerly, the nobility, and 
palace and monastery quadrangles are only more 
elaborate versions of the farmhouse. Community 
buildings and temples also share its basic structure, 
and even some aspects of design and decoration. 
But the Newar house is architecturally important 
in its own right. It is the basic unit of the tradi- 
tional village and town, and fundamental to their 
harmony. Some houses, by virtue of a two-century 
antiquity (and more), are also "historic monu- 
ments"; and some, no less than the neighboring 
houses of the gods, are masterpieces of the builders' 

l1 Among those in the National Archives (formerly Bir 
Library) there are, for example, the A4ayasanzgraha, 
Variiistra, Vktuiristra, Vistupijavidhi, Tulali-deuati- 
jir~roddhdra-kalajadhvaja-rohanauidh and the Tadiga- 
ditri-nir?ninavidhi, the latter devotecl to the construction of 
fountains, wells, and ponds. Additional manuals are 
housed in the Kaisher Library, including the Tinatale 
devala 1.a niramdrvalako namunci (no. 379), the Ghira 
banicine naksi (no. 534), and tlie Ss t r iya  nlandira (no. 
345). Unfortunately, the present study coincided with the 
reorganization and microfilming of the rich collections of 
the archives, and it was not possible to make use of these 
manuscripts. Investigation of them ant1 of other Nepalese 
manuscripts will certainly illuminate many critical aspects 
concerning the origin ancl practice of Nepalese architec- 
ture. That it will most likely be possible to compare cer- 
tain texts with the corresponcling monuments is clear 
from Auer and Gutschow rg74:111, who illustrate a page 
from a Bhaktapur painter's manual. It depicts an octagonal 
pavilion that is almost certainly the one that stood in the 
Bhaktapur Darbar Square until 1934 (Plate 31). 

l 2  P. Acharya 1928:165. 
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art. For  these reasons it seems appropriate to begin 
the survey of traditional Valley architecture with 
the ubiquitous Newar house. If it is the progenitor 
of the more elaborate Newar style buildings, rather 
than deriving from them, this would be another 
reason. Since the houses, like the temples and other 
buildings, are not only monuments but institutions 
and going concerns, we will want to regard not 
only their form but their function. 

T h e  basic unit of the Newar house is a narrow, 
brick-walled rectangle, usually about eighteen or 
twenty feet wide, of variable length, and longi- 
tudinally divided by a bearing wall (Figures 5, 6; 
Plates I I I,  I 12, 123). Typically, there are three stor- 
ies, plus an attic half-story, crowned with a tiled, 
double-pitched (saddle) roof. Windows, doors, 
and almost all other structural elements are of 
wood. In most communities, the houses are joined 
end-to-znd, paralleling the streets, and frequently 
adjoining houses share a single end wall (kilisa). 
Variation in height, length, and treatment of fa- 
cade avoids the monotony of row houses, and con- 
tributes to the pleasing design of village and town 
(Plates 41, 94). 

As wealth permits or increased family requires, 
additional rectangles may be joined to the original, 
until four make a quadrangle around a central 
sunken courtyard, the "chok" (coka, Nepali; cu ta ,  
Newari), itself an important element of the house 
(Figure 6; Plates "7, 142). Such a quadrangle is 
usually not architecturally integrated; the rectan- 
gles composing it are pushed together somewhat 
like dominoes. Often the additions are "half-units," 
composed of two parallel walls instead of the stand- 
ard three, and correspondingly narrower. 

There are also quadrangles in which the four 
wings are built at the same time (Figure 7;  Plates 
"3, "4). These "unitary quadrangles" are archi- 
tecturally superior to the accretive ones, and typify 
houses of the well-to-do, the palace compound, and 
the monastery (Plates 73, 149). 

T h e  roofs have a wide overhang, and although 
they are double-pitched, the addition of a short 
pented collar to the gable ends of free-standing 
houses makes them seem hipped. T h e  roofs usually 
consist of a framework of wooden beams, rafters, 

' T h e  latter is typical of the poor; i t  was apparently 
once imposed on the lower castes by forbidding them to 

trusses, and posts pegged together, covered with 
lathes and n thick layer of clay into which small 
interlocking tiles are pressed (Plate I 16). Lcss frc- 
quently, thatch is used.'Xarger tiles protect joints, 
and the corner tiles (kumpu) are often avibrm, 
giving the otherwise straight roof profile the char- 
acteristic upswept "pagoda" look (Plates I I I ,  I I 4- 
116). There are usually one or two openings for 
light and ventilation, known as "cat windows" 
(bhauviihyri). They are dormers or merely holcs 
protected with specially shaped tiles (Plates 41, 112, 

"5). 
Such a roof, with its burden of wood, clay, and 

tile and its wide projecting eaves, is vcry heavy. 
Wooden brackets known as tunrilas therefore as- 
sist the brick walls in supporting i t  (Plates I r I -  

I 15). They are set at a forty-fivedegree angle, and 
are braced between the roof beams and a brick 
cornice, or individually against slightly projected 
beam ends. In quadrangles, corner brackets longer 
and larger than the others support the most exten- 
sive overhangs of the roofs. 

The  artistic genius of the Newars does not mani- 
fest itself in their masonry work. Foundations con- 
sist of a shallow jag of crushed rock or river stones. 
What appears to be a foundation platform of brick 
and dressed stone is, in effect, only an accessory 
"collar" that surrounds the building below and 
above ground level, but contributes nothing to its 
support (Plates 112-115). Its chief role is as a step- 
ping stone and a pleasing frame for the building. 
Walls rise directly from the jag, and are rather 
crudely constructed of homemade brick-kilndried 
for exterior walls, sundried for interior ones-mor- 
tared with clay. When facing brick is used it is 
not well bonded, and brick is not tied in at the cor- 
ners. At the lower levels, particularly, bricks tend 
to erode and fall out, vertical cracks develop be- 
tween them, whole walls bow, and the structure is 
ready to collapse under the stress of heavy mon- 
soon rains or earth tremors (Plates 38, 46, 83, 

A slightly course of brick sometimes 
demarcates stories (Plates 36, 122), the top row of 
which may serve as n bracing cornice for the tuni-  
las. Outside walls are decorated chiefly by the sym- 
metry of placement and the carving of wooden 

have tiled roofs (Wright 1966:124). 
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door frames and windows. Less frequently, there 
are plaster medallions or a framing band around 
the doorway, painted with auspicious symbols or 
representations of the gods (Plates 46, 142). Inte- 
rior walls may or may not be plastered and white- 
washed. 

The  poorly bonded walls of these tall, heavily 
roofed houses must be very thick, at least fifteen 
inches, and in the larger houses, twenty to twenty- 
four. Frequently, some part of the ground floor 
(celli) facing the street, courtyard, or both, is an 
open porch; the masonry wall is replaced with 
wooden columns set above stone piers and sur- 
mounted with "crutch" capitals (Plates I 12-114). 
Otherwise, openings in the walls are kept to a min- 
imum.on the lower levels, both for privacy and to 
maximize the bearing function of the walls. Door- 
ways are very small-normally less than five feet 
high and correspondingly narrow-but there may 
be two, three, or, exceptionally, as many as five in 
a very long house (Plate I 11). T h e  entryway is en- 
larged by a corbeled lintel and divergent walls, and 
closed by double-leaved swing doors, bolted by a 
wooden bar from within and padlocked on the 
outside (Plate I 18). 

The  few windows that are set into the ground 
floor are blind or correspond to the tikijhyi (lat- 
tice window) characteristic of the second floor, 
known as the m i t 2  ("middle layer") (Plates 111- 

115). T h e  tikijhyi consists of a stationary wooden 
frame-square, rectangular, and less frequently of 
other shapes-latticed in ways that are often com- 
plicated, and with intricate designs (Plates 46, I I I -  

115, 119). T h e  frame is set flush with the exterior; 
on the interior, corbeled beams provide both sup- 
port for the thick wall above and a wider spread 
of light (Plate 119). Such windows on the lower 
floors maintain privacy and minimize interruptions 
in the bearing walls. They  also check the winter 
cold and suinmer sun and are important design 
elements of the faqade. 

Only the top floor (traditionally the third, but 
sometimes the fourth or fifth) has large windows, 

l4  I do not have a satisfactory translation of the word 
s i j h y i .  It has been variously defined for me as "wintlow 
to be openetl," "window of heaven," ant1 in other fanciful 
ways. Since the usual number of openings is three it 
probably simply means "tripartite" ant1 tlerives from svir, 

sijhva ("window to be opened") (Plates 111-115, 
120).l' These are large, with movable lattices that 
are usually swung overhead to canopy a wide inte- 
rior window seat (Plate 121). T h e  sL?jhyis are nor- 
mally lavishly carved and are the primary design 
element of the fa~ades,  both those facing the street 
and those on the interior court, if there is one. It  
may have a single opening, but typically has three 
or even five or more sections, and in some quad- 
rangles develops into a continuous gallery of win- 
dows. T h e  common house usually has only one 
large s2jhyi in the center of the facade, but in the 
longer houses it may be flanked with smaller win- 
dows. It  is set flush with the outside wall, projects 
a little beyond it, or, supported on short brackets, 
leans forward as a n  angular bay window. It  is then 
known as a deep (gi-),  roofed (patha-),  or bent 
window (t(ochujhya). There are also special corner 
windows ( t t l jhyi)  (Plates 37, 122) and a number 
of other types, each with its own name. 

Doors and windows are anchored to the brick 
wall by wooden members attached to horizontally 
extended lintels and sills. In  the common house, 
these long lintels and sills are essentially function- 
al, but in the unitary quadrangle of the well-to-do, 
they are elaborated as important fields for decora- 
tive carving (Plates I I I ,  "3). 

T h e  interior of the Newar house is divided 
lengthwise through the two lower floors by a thick 
bearing wall (Plate 123). Each lower floor is thus 
divided into two narrow rectangles, which may be 
subdivided by masonry walls or wooden partitions 
into variously sized rooms. These are small, and 
with their little tikijhya are dark and close. O n  the 
third or top floor, a row of wooden columns usu- 
ally replaces the central brick wall. T h e  top floor 
is not further ~art i t ioned,  and with its columns 
and airy s i jhy i  is a relatively large, light room. 
All rooms, however, are low-ceilinged, measuring 
scarcely six feet high. 

Each successive floor is supported on thick, 
closely spaced wooden beams whose ends are ex- 
posed outside the house-just below each project- 

the Newari wortl for three. That windows with five open- 
ings are distinguished specifically as "fivers" ( n y o p i )  also 
suggests this tlerivation. For simplification, however. I 
employ the one term slijhyi generically for this type of 
wintlow, regardless of the nun~ber of openings. 
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ing brick course, when it is present (Plates 11 1- 

I 15, 122). In the common house these beams are 
usually cut flush with the wall and are undeco- 
rated. T h e  flooring is of lathes, over which is 
spread a thick layer of clay, kept hard-packed and 
smooth by daily rubbing with a mixture of water, 
fine clay, and cowdung. Occasionally floors are 
tiled with small unglazed squares, but these are 
usually confined to passageways. Steep, ladder-like 
stairways, closed with a double-leaved trapdoor 
and secured like the entrance doors, give access to 
the upper floors (Plate 123). 

T h e  standard number of stories is three plus an 
attic, but there are two-storied houses as well as 
four- and sometimes five-storied ones. More than 
five floors is apparently precluded by such things 
as the compression strength of brick and a gener- 
ally inadequate masonry technique, and by cus- 
tom, which once restricted the height of the corn- 
moll house. 

Each story and the attic has particular functions. 
T h e  way the ground floor (celli) is used depends 
on the occupation of the owner. Farmers use it as 
a barn, stable, and tool shed; craftsmen as a work- 
shop (Plate 45); and merchants as a store. The  
columned ~ o r c h e s  are particularly handy as shops, 
and they and the courtyard bays also serve as a 
sheltered place to work or rest. In  the quadrangu- 
lar houses of the well-to-do, a segment of the 
ground floor is used as a porter's guardroom and 
reception hall (phalaci). T h e  low benches at either 
side may relate to the w e d i e  (raised seat) that the 
vristu-jristras instruct the builder to install at either 
side of the house door.'" 

T h e  middle floor (mat;), partitioned into sev- 
eral small cubicles, is for sleeping. Clothes are 
stored in chests or on wall hooks, and straw mats 
and cotton-filled  ads, rolled up during the day, 
serve as beds. 

T h e  "top layer" (cota) (and usually the "fourth" 
and "fifth," as they are called, of taller houses) is an 
all-purpose c lace devoted to work, recreation, and 
storage. It  is furnished with straw mats-the cus- 
tomary place to sit-and with household gear. En- 
tertaining may be done here, and it is the place 
for spinning, weaving, sewing, and food storage 
(Plate 121). At ~ e a k  harvest time the farmhouse 

cola is spread with drying produce, and all year, 
large straw-mat granaries huddle in the corners or 
encircle the columns. Hraids and baskets of onions, 
garlic, peppers, and other foods hang from the 
rafters, and continue outside the house under the 
eaves as visible signs of wealth (Plates 35, 36, 83 ) .  
The  wide window seat of the scijhyri serves for 
taking the air and keeping in touch with the ac- 
tivities in the street or court. Some houses have a 
narrow balcony attached to the cota, or a small 
open terrace (kausi), usually fitted into the angles 
between wings (Plate qr ) ,  but these may be non- 
traditional. 

The  attic (baiga), the terminal half-story of the 
Newar house and the farthest removed from the 
public, has three functions. It contains the kitchen- 
dining area, the family chapel, and the storeroom 
for precious things. T h e  cooking and eating area 
may be partitioned off, or just fill a particular cor- 
ner. In  either case it is furnished simply, with a 
low clay stove fueled with wood or dried cowdung. 
some water jars, a few pots, baskets, plates, cook- 
ing utensils, and straw mats. Its out-of-the-way 
place facilitates family privacy and the observance 
of strict caste-determined sanctions respecting 
kitchen use, interdining, and the giving and taking 
of drinking water. 

The  household chapel (rigama) is also a family 
preserve, usually a separate attic room kept closed 
and locked. It  may contain an image or symbol of 
the lineage deity (degrr, devrili), various other 
images, paintings, perhaps a manuscript or two, 
and various sacred things used in domestic wor- 
ship. At times, if a family is particularly wealthy. 
rather than using an attic chapel they build an 
rigamachem, a full-scale temple in the courtyard 
(Plate 124). It  is consecrated to the worship of the 
lineage deity, and is the joint property and respon- 
sibility of a number of related families. 

The  religious aspects of the Newar house are 
by no means confined to the attic chapel or the 
rigamachem, however. Elaborate rituals such as 
those laid down in the Indian grhasitras (rules 
for domestic conduct) precede the building of a 
house. The  family priest is called in to approve the 
site, and once construction begins worship accom- 
panies each successive building stage from the lay- 
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ing of the foundations through the placing of the 
last roof-tile." Each part of the finished house is 
associated with a divine being: for example, the 
foundation with the primordial cosmic support, 
the serpent Ananta/Sev; the wlumns with Siva; 
their capitals with Pirvati;  and the rafters with the 
Sixty-four Yoginis.17 Even the threshold is con- 
ceived as a "goblin" (vetila),lR and upon it and the 
symbolic diagram (mandala) embedded in the 
street outside, rites are performed to keep unkind 
spirits at bay. Images of the gods are set in niches 
beside the doorways and at other strategic places 
throughout the house, and may be painted on the 
facades together with auspicious symbols. T h e  in- 
ner courtyard also has one or more shrines, often 
a central caitya for a Buddhist family (Plate 142) 
or a Sivalinga for a Hindu  one. And always se- 
creted under a rubbish heap in the corner is Luku- 
Mahrideva, the Hidden Siva.lQ 

T h e  traditional Newar house is, of course, un- 
heated and without running water or sanitary fa- 
cilities. In the cold season people may huddle 
around a little clay bowl of glowing charcoal, and 
they transfer as many of their daytime activities 
as possible into the streets and squares, drenched 
by the warm mountain sunshine. Traditionally, 
illumination is with oil lamps, bathing is done at 
the fountains and tanks, and the toilet is the fields, 
riverbanks, and narrow alleys scavenged by dogs 
and pigs. 

T h e  residential quarters of the late Malla and 
Shah palaces are fundamentally Newar-style 
houses, differing little in form and function from 
the unitary quadrangle of the well-to-do common- 
er (Figures 8, 9; Plates 73, 125-141). This  is evident 
in  comparing the elevation and section of Sundari- 
chok, a quadrangle of the Patan palace built in 
A.D. 1647,~' with that of a nearby century-old pri- 
vate dwelling (Figures 7, 8).  They are three-story 

laNepali 1965:6o-62. According to Wright 1966:125, 
in the time of Sthitimalla these rites were to be performed 
by Brahmans or Kshatriyas for homeowners of these same 
castes, but by "Daivagyas" (? )  for the lower castes. N o w  
such rituals are supervised by whatever priest, Rud(lhist 
or Hindu, the family normally e~nploys for domestic 
rituals. 

quadrangles of corresponding design, although 
this particular palace quadrangle uses half-unit 
construction, making its rooms especially cramped 
and corridor-like. 

But a king's residence departs from those of his 
subjects in the functional modification and decora- 
tion of the quadrangle, the multiplication of quad- 
rangles to form large aggregates, and in the devel- 
opment of a compound embracing within i t  
diverse features not associated with the ordinary 
house. 

In kind and degree, the decoration of the palace 
residential units has more affinity with the dwell- 
ings of the gods than with those of merchants and 
cultivators. Wood is used in the palace for the 
same functions as in the farmhouse, but its treat- 
ment far transcends the demands of function; it 
is richly carved and often polychrome painted. 
Roof brackets are sculptured in the round and with 
diverse themes (Plates 128- I~o) ,  columns are often 
['aired and exuberantly carved (Plates 125, 130, 132, 
325), and the simple brick courses and flush beam 
ends of the house facade become decorative fea- 
tures. T h e  ends of the floor beams are allowed to 
project, and are carved as grotesques or into bird, 
beast, or human heads. Such carvings are often 
incorporated into elaborate courses of decorative 
tile and carved wood, which on one or more levels 
encircle both court and street facades (Plates 127- 
130, 133, 140). Where such moldings and cornices 
turn outer faces of corners, they are accentuated 
with complicated crossings of wood and tile (Plate 
129). This  seems to be nonfunctional, a distinctive 
feature typically associated with the more flamboy- 
ant decorative style of the dwellings of the gods 
(Plates 201, 202, 206). But even in domestic archi- 
tecture similar features occasionally occur, as on 
the columned porch of the Pharping house (Plate 

"4). 
In form, design, and disposition, palace win- 

dows are like house windows, but even more di- 

l 7  For particulars, see Appendix v on the Stl~irobllaua- 
v i t y a  (Prayers Reatl at the Consecration of a House). 

lR As Riccardi 1971:13-14 p.oints out, there is no English 
equivalent for vctala. This goblin-like creature is cliscussetl 
in Chapter 12. 

'!'See Chapter 9. 
20 On the history of the palaces, see Chapter 8. 
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verse, and decorative concerns far outstrip func- 
tional demands (Plates 33, 130, 133-135). Occasion- 
ally s i jhyi ,  the upper floor windows, are expanded 
to a continuous gallery and the "roofed" and ''bentV 
windows (pikhi- ,  kochujhyi) are projected on 
short brackets to make a latticed promenade (Fig- 
ure 8; Plates 130, 135). Such promenades, repeated 
on several stories, are the outstanding feature o l  
the Vasantapura pavilion of h e  Hanuman Dhoka 
compound (Figure 9 ;  Plates 125, 135). 

Starting with the functional sills and lintels of 
the house doorway, the palace architect enlarges 
these features, and between their attenuated ends 
often fits a vertical nonfunctional panel, one on 
either side of the door, lavishly carving the whole 
ensemble (Plate 136). Even the swing doors are 
sometimes carved (Plate 139). Over the doorways 
and windows a free-standing, canted tympanum 
(torana) of carved wood or gilt copper repoussC 
is frequently installed (Plates 33, 128, 140).'l Gilt 
metal is occasionally used to sheath roofs-as in an 
eighteenth-century rooftop pavilion in Hanuman 
Dhoka (Plate 125)-0r  windows and doors (Plates 
140, 141). In  the use of both the torana and gilt 
metal, the palace draws closer to the temple than 
the house. Tableaux such as those installed over 
the Sundari-chok entry or the Hanuman Gate 
(Plate 141) seem to be unique to palace architec- 
ture. But the palace shares with the houses of com- 
mon men the practice of placing sculptured or 
~ a i n t e d  sacred images and symbols near the entry- 
way, and with those of the gods in the use of 
guardian lions (Plates 127, 140, 141). 

T h e  brickwork of  palace walls seems generally 
no more refined than that of the house. But the 
palace uses for exterior wall facing a deep red, lus- 
trous brick (telii, Nepali; c ik i  appi ,  N e ~ a r i ) . ~ '  
Tiles are also used as a protective cornice and dec- 
orative transition between carved windows and 

21 In India such tympanums are known as candraiali 
(moon room, nloonlight), and torana refers to a gateway, 
such as those at Siiichi. 

22  Because of the name te l i i  (oiled), their sheen was 
long thought lo  tlerive from oil added to the clay during 
the ~nanufacruring process. Rut recent research shows that 
the lustrous, "oily" finish actually derives from a glaze 
(Sanday 1g74:7-10). This is made from a special clav 
found at Hadigaon (Clay-pot Village) that is temperetl 

doorways and the plain walling (Plate 133). Inte- 
rior walls are frequently plastered, and they and 
the wooden room partitions are painted with geo- 
metric patterns, images, or the legends of the gods 
(Plate 403). Floors are of packed clay or, occasion- 
ally, tile. 

With modifications, the functions of the vari- 
ous stories of the palace quadrangle compare with 
those of the house-the top floor was an all-purpose 
space, the middle one was for sleeping, and the 
ground floor was used according to the occupation 
of the householder. The  palace celli thus incorpo- 
rated a phalaci, a guard/reception room like a 
wealthy merchant's home, but the remainder was 
for ceremony and functions of royal office. There 
was no chapel, storeroom, or, apparently, kitchen- 
dining area in the quadrangle. The  royal chapel 
was a separate igamachem, and there were various 
other royal temples scattered throughout the com- 
pound; the treasury was located in the attached 
gardens, known as the Bhandarkhal (bhdnddra- 
khila).  There are no ventilating "cat windows" in 
the palace roofs, suggesting that cooking and eat- 
ing was done someplace else in the compound. 

Like the farmhouse, the expansion of the palace 
dwellings was by lateral juxtaposition of new units, 
but these were unitary quadrangles rather than 
simple rectangular wings. T h e  needs of kings ex- 
ceeded those of the ordinary family, and the con- 
stant addition of new quadrangles resulted in 
great rambling complexes (Figures 1-3). Accord- 
ing to tradition, the Rhaktapur palace once 
boasted ninety-nine separate quadrangles, and 
Kathmandu fifty-five. T h e  Patan palace, more 
modest, had fewer than a dozen. Unfortunately, 
it was also a common practice to replace old quad- 
rangles with new ones, o r  at least to renovate them 
extensively. This, together with the toll of recur- 
rent fires and earthquakes, has left almost nothing 

and colored by a microscopic red fungus produced by 
moist rice straw in the monsoon season. The process of 
making teli i  brick has long been abandoned ant1 alnlost 
forgotten. Rediscovered, new te l i i  are being produced for 
use in restoring the temples and palaces in which the 
glazed bricks were originally en~ployed. .The use of such 
bricks seenls to show that, traditionally the outside walls 
were not plastered or painted, although this was sonle- 
times done in the Shah Period. 
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of the early structures, and each of the ~ a l a c e s  now 
has only a few seventeenth- and eighteenth-cen- 
tury quadrangles. T h e  Bhaktapur palace may be 
an exception, since its principal court, the Mul- 
chok, appears to be much earlier.z3 

In the Malla Period, the common man, it is said, 
feared only thieves and kings. But kings had the 
same fears, compounded by fractious nobles and 
disaffected subjects. Hence, the palace was not only 
a dwelling, but a fort. W e  know this from docu- 
mentary evidence, rather than from the much di- 
minished and modified palaces themselves. W e  do 
not know exactly how the palaces were defended, 
and, in fact, they seem to have been quite ap- 
 roacha able. W e  are told, for example, that to re- 
dress a wrong the subjects of Jitimitramalla for- 
cibly dragged him from the Bhaktapur palace; and 
those of ViSvajit of Patan stoned him as he sat in 
the palace window." Nonetheless, the palaces were 
called "forts" (kuichem) and were able to serve 
as defenses. Tripura, the early Rhaktapur palace, 
was known alternately simply as Kvichem, and 
the palace of the Patan kingdom as Caukota, the 
Four-cornered Fort, after a fortified building that 
stood at its northern end.25 W e  know that Tripura 
was walled, since Rudramalla had it repaired with 
bricks "from afar,"" and the emplacement of two 
of the compound gates, Laskhu and Sukul Dhoka, 
are known. T h e  compound may still have been 
defended by walls in the time of Ranajit, the last 
Bhaktapur king, since the forces of Prithvi Nara- 
yan Shah, though immediately able to breach the 
city walls, needed two full days to invest the pal- 
ace.27 

In addition to the residential quadrangles and 
associated royal temples, the palace compound in- 
corporated pleasure pavilions, ponds, ornate foun- 
tains, baths, and gardens. Of the pavilions, only 
that of the Kathmandu palace, the towering Nau- 
tale (Nine-story) or, alternately, Vasantapura, still 
stc~nds (Figurc 9; Plate 125).~'  It  largely dates from 

?" See Chapter 8. 
" D. Reglni rg6fi:p:lrt 2, 225, 362. 
2WD. Vajracharya 1964b:4R 
2%op;llarija-t~an~iU~ali, fols. qgh-463. 
27 D. V:~jracl~nrya rg64b:50-51. 
2 n  The  Hhaktapur palace, for example, also had a pleas- 

ure pavilion known as Vasantapura (Mansion of Spring), 
but t l~is  was razed with many companion Ix~ildings in the 

the Shah Period, but is a traditional, i f  exagger- 
ated, Newar-style building; the use of rooftop pa- 
vilions on the adjacent quadrangle, however, is an 
exotic.'" 

Vihira and  Matha 

Architecturally closely related to the house and 
palace are the quadrangles that were once monas- 
teries, the Buddhist vihdras and the H i n d u  mathas 
(Figures lo, 11; Plates 142-184). AS institutions, 
both kinds of monasteries are essentially defunct.30 
Their buildings still stand, however, most of them 
serving in part as social and religious centers, and 
in part as common dwellings. Vihiras are particu- 
larly numerous in Patan and Kathmandu, where 
they may be counted in hundreds, and they are 
scattered in the towns and villages; of mathas 
there are fewer than two score, most of them in 
Bhaktapur. 

T h e  Sanskrit word vihira, and the colloquial 
derivatives, Nepali bahillbahil, and Newari bahril 
bahi, need to be defined. T h e  word vihira is rooted 
in the concept of "walking for pleasure," and with 
reference to Buddhism was applied to the halls 
where the monks met and "walked about."31 Thus 
in pre-twelfth-century India and Nepal, the term 
could be properly translated "monastery." Vihiras 
were physically extinguished in India by the Mus- 
lim incursions, but in Nepal as the institutions 
gradually faded away, the buildings were left in- 
tact, as was the name vihira attached to them, 
however inappropriate it had become. Vihira is 
now only a convenient label for Buddhist build- 
ings, which now have nothing whatsoever to do 
with monasticism. Further, in contemporary Ne- 
pal the word vihira (and mahdvihira, chief or 
great monastery) is stretched even further, and is 
also applied to Buddhist shrines that arc totally 
unrelated to monastic architecture, and certainly 
to monasticism. But because they have Buddhist 

devastating 1934 e;lrthquake. 
2 W ~  the dating of the pavilion, see Chapter 8. 
" 'A few small celibate Buddhist corn~nunities have rr-  

c e n ~ l y  bee11 estal;lishetl, ant1 one or two i i~athnr harbor 
celibate Hindu ascetics known as Niithas, most of whom 
originate in India or the Tarai. 

:" Monier-Williams 1899:s.v. 
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institutional connections they are. also called vihi- 
ras. One such is the family shrine established in 
domestic courtyards (Plates 142, 1 4 3 ) . ~ ~  Usually at- 
tached to the house wall, the shrine contains a 
Huddhist image, which is the object of daily family 
worship. T h e  court may also contain a ~ a i t y a , ~ "  
and some part surrounding both it and the shrine 
may be especially tiled to demarcate the sacred 
precinct. T o  distinguish this type of vihira from 
others, I have labeled it "family vihira." 

Another vihira that has nothing to do now or 
ever with monastic architecture or monasticism is 
the "residential courtyard vihira," as Joseph has 
rather aptly named it (Plates 144-146)." This type 
of vihira is a Buddhist temple surrounded by nu- 
merous dwellings occupied, for the most part, by 
Buddhists of diverse castes. Thus, it is not unlike 
a "family vihira," except that the shrine is a major 
building and those who worship at it far more 
numerous. T h e  residential courtyard vihira usu- 
ally consists of an extensive court, tiled or grass- 
grown, dotted with caityas, images, shrines, a 
fountain or a well or two, and often a large cen- 
tral stupa (Plate 144). O n  all sides houses face the 
court (often referred to as a nani), which is a 
common work and play area, and sandwiched be- 
tween them is the god's house (Plate 145). Among 
dozens of such establishments, there are five in 
which the shrine is not placed at the side in this 
way, but occupies the center of the court as a free- 
standing temple. Four of them are Newar-style 
temples dedicated to the worship of Avalokiteivara 
(Plate 146),~Qhe fifth a iikhara consecrated to 
Buddha Sikyamuni (Plate 210). Usually such a 
compound is entered through a narrow portal 
guarded by paired lions, surmounted by a torana 
carved with Buddhist themes, above which may 
rise a tiered-roof cupola (Plate 147). 

32Not  a11 courtyards with a Buddhist shrine are 
uil~riras, however. 

33 On the use of the terms cairya and stupa, see below. 
" A  very complete description of this kind of uihjra  

is providetl by Joseph 1971:1-2, E, 16-17, figs. 5, 25, 36. 
Three are in Patan, the Dharmakirti-~nahivillira 

(Tall-bahal), which together with the Bunganlati temple 
is the chief shrine of Rato Matsyendranitha (Plate r46); 
Jyesthavarna-~nal~i \r ihh (Tamgah-bahal), consecrated to 
the related Minanitha; and the modest little Twaya-bahal. 
The fourth is in Kathmandu, the Kanakacaitya-mahi- 

More numerous than these family and residen- 
tial courtyard vihiras are the quadrangles that ei- 
ther once did house Buddhist celibate communities 
of monks or nuns (samghas), or are built in a cor- 
responding style (Figures ro, 11; Plates 148-179). 
For the most part, their elevations date from the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, although a 
few are later, and a number belong to the Early 
Malla Period. T h e  foundations of these vihiras, 
however, are frequently far more a n ~ i e n t . ~ "  

The monastery quadrangle is morpholo~ically 
akin to the houses of commoner and king. As an 
examination of the accompanying figures and 
plates reveals, it shares with them the same general 
layout of rectangular wings around a central 
court, two or three stories,"' and the use of brick, 
tile, and wood combined in a specific way that I 
have defined as Newar style. Hut just as the palace 
differs from the house in particular ways, so the 
monastery quadrangle differs in its particular ways 
from them. Some differences are determined by 
the vihira's function as the residence of a samgha, 
others by its role as the house of It, together 
with the free-standing temple, represents the ex- 
treme limit in stylistic elaboration of the basic 
farmhouse. The  link between them is the palace 
quadrangle. 

The  monastery quadrangles vary in details of 
plan and elevation, the allocation of space, and de- 
gree of opulence. T w o  institutionally determined 
architectural types may be ~erceived. Nepalis dis- 
tinguish them as bahil and bahil (or, in Newari, 
bahi, bahi), terms it will be practical to keep. But 
there is also a third type, which although referred 
to as a bahil, in fact shares features of both. T o  
distinguish it, the coined term bahi-bahi seems 
useful. Except where it is necessary to distinguish 

vihira (Jana-bahal), the shrine of Sveta Matsyendranitha. 
Therc is a sixth uihzra, Bhimche-bahal, Patan, which is 
somewhat anomalous in having a free-standing temple at 
the side of the residence-surrounded court. 

3G See Chapters 7, 10. 

37 The old wihara~ are more uniformly two stories. 
which is apparently tht "classic" elevation. but there are 
also many uihirac with three stories. 

In primitive Buddhism there was no deity, of course, 
but the Nepali uiharac all relate to later Buddhism-mat- 
ters discussed in Chapter 10. 
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among them, however, I will use the inclusive 
term uihira or "monastery quadrangle." 

Although a few monastery quadrangles are very 
rich, and the gilded and tiered roofs of their shrines 
beckon above the surrounding houses (Plate 148). 
for the most part they are very unobtrusive build- 
ings. Hemmed in by adjoining houses and other 
uihiras, it is a rare building that can be observed 
in its entirety from the outside (Plate 149)  At 
best, one usually sees the principal fagade (Plate 
150), or occasionally it and one adjoining wing. As 
befits a monastery, the uihrira presents a bleak and 
shuttered exterior to the secular world, which in 
crowded Valley cities so closely encompasses it. 
The ground-floor outside walls are windowless, 
fitted with a few blind windows, or closely latticed 
tikijhyi, like those between the roof brackets in the 
shadows of the overhanging eaves. The  interior 
can only be reached through a low, narrow door- 
way, usually single, pierced in the main fagade, 
and typically guarded by fierce lions (Plates 149- 
151). In crowded quarters, where the uihit-a is sur- 
rounded by residential quarters, companion uihiras, 
or various enclosed courts, entry may be through a 
side door with a companion exit or1 the opposite 
side (Plate 152). One can often-in Patan particu- 
larly-pass rabbit-like through an extensive war- 
ren of uihiras and adjacent courtyards of Buddhist 
families without having to go into the public way. 

Stepping through the doorway, one enters a 
vestibule (phalaci) (Plate 153) such as a merchant 
or king also incorporates in his house. At either 
side, there are the same low benches or platforms. 
In the vihira, this vestibule and its benches not 
only serve for resting, but it is one of the preferred 
places-now, at least, and perhaps traditionally- 
for men to assemble for the performance of devo- 
tional music (hhajana) (Plate 497). Enshrined 
above these platforms are images of the ubiquitous 
guardians, GaneSa, left, and Mah3kila, right.3" 
From the phalaci one looks across the sunken 

"Although we are now concerned primarily with 
architectural matters, it may be noted that Ganeia belongs 
to the Hindu pantheon and in the Valley uihii~ar has 
ousted Hiriti,  a Buddhist goddess, from her traditional 
place as a vihar.a protector (Slusser rg72:104, fig. LVb). 

d o o n  the sy~nbolisni of the gajura see (in Newari) 
Shakya 1g6g:jo-33. 

court, dotted with myriad cult objects, to the uihira 
shrine that takes up most of the opposite wing 
(Plates 154, 155). Although the rest of the uihira 
is now secularized, and serves as lodgings and 
workshops for Buddhist families, the shrine is in- 
tact, and is in effect a Buddhist temple. It incor- 
porates two superimposed sanctums, the principal 
and public one on the ground floor, and an igama 
of restricted access above it. The  former contains 
images of Mahlyina deities-Buddha Siikyamuni, 
the Five Tathigatas, or Avalokiteivara, for exam- 
ple-the latter, Vajrayina (tantric) divinities such 
as Heruka or Vajrayogini. T o  demarcate the sa- 
cred space, the shrine is always taller than the rest 
of the building, height being achieved in one of 
several ways. The simplest is the use of a finial, 
a member known as a gajura; it surmounts the 
roof of almost all Nepali shrines and announces 
the presence of divinity (Pla,tes 109, 143). The  com- 
mon form is a squat, gilded spire (sometimes even 
of tile) but the gajura can also be the gilded model 
of a stupa or a iikhara, or consist of a complicated 
multi-part crest (Plate 172).~' Other ways to 
achieve shrine elevation is by raising the roof it- 
self, superimposing a second roof,41 or adding a 
small, square belvedere (Plate 155). In all cases a 
gajura surmounts the highest elevation. 

The  sectors of the two wings adjoining the pha- 
laci and the shrine, together with the side wings, 
are divided by masonry walls into variously sized 
rooms accommodating a stairway at each corner 
of the building, and providing space for storage 
and quarters for the resident monks or nuns (Fig- 
ure 10). In each of the side wings, there is also a 
large colonnaded bay corresponding to those in the 
cetli of house or palace. The  upper stories are sim- 
ilarly divided and used, except that the columned 
bays are absent and the space immediately over 
the phalaci serves as a common room. All these 
rooms are lighted and ventilated by tikijhyi except 
the latter, which has a splendid szjhyi, or the re- 

"Snellgrove 1g61:roq commented that "most of the 
main uihiras seem to have three-tiered temples . . . with 
just the two upper roofs towering higher than the other 
roofs in the courtyard." An examination of all the vihir.as, 
however, shows that the triple-roof shrine is in fact very 
infrequent. 
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lated "roofed," "deep," or "bent" window, over- 
looking the court (Plate 153). Thus this room 
broadly compares to the third-floor all-purpose 
room of the house or palace, which is lighted and 
ventilated in the same way. 

At first glance, the monastery quadrangles look 
very much alike and the foregoing description 
roughly applies to them all. But analysis shows 
that the bahil, which the Nepalis distinguish for 
institutional reasons, may also be distinguished 
architecturally (Figure 11). In contrast to the ba- 
hal, the bahil is elevated in some way, usually on 
a stepped plinth (Plates 156, 157). T o  enter a bahil, 
therefore, one must climb a stairway, often a con- 
siderable one, as at Patan's Pulchok- or Kvanti- 
bahil, both of which are situated on knolls. As 
another distinguishing feature, the elevated door- 
way is surmounted by a balcony, oEten a very im- 
posing one, and thus has no torana such as nor- 
mally garnishes the bahal entry (Plates 149, 156, 
157). T h e  bahil doorway is less frequently guarded 
by lions. T h e  bahil is further distinguished by inte- 
rior features, such as a different kind of ground- 
floor shrine, different floor plans, and a di&rent 
kind of stairway. T h e  baht1 shrine is smaller, 
square, or almost square, and surrounded on three 
sides by a narrow enclosed circumambulatory 
lighted by a very small t ikijhyi pierced in the outer 
wall (Figure 11; Plate 158). Typically, the roof 
above a bahil shrine is surmounted by a belvedere 
(Plate 158), although this feature is also often 
found in a bahal. In bahil architecture, with the 
exception of its outer walls and enclosed shrine 
(above which is the usual i g a m a ) ,  the use of ma- 
sonry walling is very limited. T h e  phalaca is sep- 
arated from the adjoining space by solid wooden 
partitions, and much of the rest of the standard 
two stories is open colonnade. Often this is com- 
plete, but other times only the front half of the 
wings adjacent to the court are open (Plate 158). 
Floor space is increased on the upper story by ex- 
tending the floor beams to support a projecting 
balcony that encircles the quadrangle, passing even 
in front of the iganza, and the whole may be 

l 2  An idea of the variety may be had from the exhaus- 
tive iconographic analysis of Chusya-bahal, Kathmandu 
by Van Kooij 1977. 

' a  Of a total of thirty-five interior brackets at Pimche- 

screened with lattices. As opposed to the buhd, 
which has several wooden stairways like those of 
house and palace, the bohil has a single flight of 
broad masonry stairs, usually installed in the cor- 
ner at the left of the phalad. 

The  third, and somewhat uncommon, architec- 
tural type of vihdm, the bahi-bahi, shares features 
of both the other kinds (Figure I I ;  Plates 159, 160). 

Typically, such a vihira is three-storied. It  is a 
two-story bahd upon which is superimposed a col- 
onnaded story comparable to that of the bahil or 
the cota of the house. O n  this story each wing may 
bc furnished with a s i jhyi ,  or the related project- 
ing or outward-leaning window, or have a contin- 
uous latticed balcony. 

As we have seen, in fundamentals the monastery 
quadrangle is closely related to both house and 
palace. Differences are essentially superficial ones 
imposed by function. And because it is a house not 
only for monks but for God, it often surpasses 
even the palace quadrangle in decorative splendor. 
There are, of course, modestly endowed vihiras 
whose buildings are correspondingly modest; in 
others, decay, dissolution, and renovation have 
taken their toll (Plates 176, 510). Even a number 
that appear to be munificently endowed and have 
endured well are compromised in other ways. As 
the objects of too much love, they have been all but 
obliterated by a shower of nontraditional offer- 
ings (Plate 161). But-if in bits and pieces-ne 
can even now recover the obvious former architec- 
tural splendor. 

In the monastery quadrangle, decoration is large- 
ly achieved by the carving of functional wooden 
elements, fanciful molding of tile, and lavish ap- 
plication of metal. In this, the vihira especially 
compares with the palace quadrangle. Roof brack- 
ets are carved in the round with a galaxy of di- 
vinities drawn from the complex Vajrayina 
pantheon:* and in the oldest vihiras with exqui- 
site yaksis (Plate 162). Rarely do these brackets 
employ erotic themes, common to both palace and 
Hindu  temple, but there are exceptions (Plate 
163).~' Carved brackets typically embellish the in- 

bahal, Kathmandu, eight represent the Eight Mothers, 
deities by right belonging ,to the Hindu pantheon, and 
only these include panels of erotica. Stylistically, the eight 
brackets seem to postdate the uihira's foundation in A.D. 
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terior court, and frequently adorn the otherwise 
bleak exterior (Plate 172). Vying with the brack- 
ets, and often serving to brace them, are the com- 
plex cornices and moldings of brick or tile and 
wood that the vihira shares with the palace (Plate 

164). 
T h e  wooden doorways, doors, and windows are 

special fields of embellishment. Except in the bahil, 
both entryway and shrine doorway are surmounted 
by a torana, intricately carved in relief with themes 
related to the principal enshrined image (Plates 
165, 482, 483). Lintels also bear a small carved em- 
blem related to the deity. T h e  vertical wings often 
added to palace doorways (Plate 136) are not pop- 
ular in uihiras, although they are used as small- 
scale window adjuncts. Greater emphasis is placed 
o n  pilasters, which are multiplied and carved in 
infinite variety (Plates 166, 167). Although the 
uihira entry door is like an ordinary house door, 
the leaves of the shrine door are latticed. In the 
older uihiras, the complexity of construction and 
variety of design defy description (Plates 166, 168). 

If the windows carved for mortals are magnifi- 
cent, they are no less so for the gods. But in the 
uihira, as befits a cloister, there is a greater use of 
blind windows. They are of modest size, and usu- 
ally flank doorways and functional windows-es- 
pecially on the shrine fagade-as important contri- 
butions to the symmetry of design (Plate 159). 
Such windows provide fields for exuberant carv- 
ing, and frequently are chefs d'oeuure in their own 
right. Frames are carved with endless variety, lin- 
tels are surmounted by torana-like members, and 
sills are expanded with decorative aprons (Plates 
169, 312). T h e  "window" itself may be fitted with 
latticing or, more frequently, a solid panel of relief 
carving. Sometimes this panel is in the form of a 
heavenly face peering, as it were, from the sanc- 
tum, and is distinguished as inkhi jhyi ,  literally, 
"evil*ye window" (Plate 197). More commonly, 
the panel depicts a deity or other divine being. 
Measuring no more than a few inches, and all but 
lost among the wealth of uihira decoration, such 
relief insets are often superb works of art, and 
some clearly date at  the latest to the Early Malla 
Period (Plates 170, 467, 468). Even the sometimes 
ruthless hand of renovators seems to recognize this 

fact, and while failing to salvage much else, will 
incorporate such reliefs at random in the recon- 
structed walls. 

A second kind of window typical of uihira archi- 
tecture consists of a very narrow horizontal frame 
pierced with five, or less often three, small open- 
ings that are separated by elegantly carved pilas- 
ters and other elements (Plate 171). This window 
is used somewhat like an ordinary t ikijhyi where 
a little light is needed, but privacy is to be main- 
tained. Thus  it is the standard window for the 
shuttered igama,  but may be used elsewhere in 
the uihira. It  also sometimes occurs in domestic 
architecture. 

Vihira architecture incorporates extensive wood 
carvings, which are related to functional elements 
only in the broadest sense, if at all. T h e  most nota- 
ble is the torana (Plates 165, 482, 483). Rut some 
carvings hang as pennants from the eaves (Plate 
153), others as bands of facing on balconies and 
under eaves (Plates 153, 157, 319, 320)~  and else- 
where are panel alternates to turned balusters 
(Plate 157). Filled with luxuriant vegetation, birds, 
animals, and an extensive repertoire of varied mo- 
tifs, such carvings are generally unobtrusive, but 
encompass some of the most consummate artistry 
in the uihira precinct. 

In the monastery quadrangle, the use of gilt 
metal far exceeds the somewhat modest use of met- 
al in the palace quadrangle. I t  is particularly ap- 
plied to one or more roofs of the shrine and to its 
faqade. Roofs may be entirely sheathed in copper- 
usually then gilded-and garnished with a fanci- 
ful gajura, rows of animal or human faces, birds, 
pennants, streamers, bells, lace-like valances, and a 
multitude of related elements (Plates 146, 172). 
T h e  shrine door, doorway, and torana above it are 
also sometimes of gilt copper, often concealing 
earlier wood carving underneath. Frequently such 
doorways are splendid monuments to the Nepali 
art of metallurgy and, like the wood carvings, of- 
ten contain miniatures of great artistic and icono- 
graphic importance (Plates 173, 174). 

T h e  most outstanding example of the use of 
metal as a decorative adjunct in the uihira is Pa- 
tan's so-called Golden Temple, the popular and 
well-endowed uihira known to Nepalis as Kva- 

1593 (N.s. 713 Vaiiikha) (D. Regmi rg66:part 4, inscr. 27 the erotica o n  these brackets is almost unique to uiliiro 
[3j-d4]) and prol~ably were a later offering. In any event, architecture. 



bahal. T h e  glittering roofs of its imposing multi- 
tiered main shrine and subsidiary cupolas dominate 
its neighborhood (Plate 148), and the amount of 
silver and gilded copper lavished on its shrine fa- 
cade is legendary. Much of it, however, is of recent 
times and of dubious artistic merit. A smaller vi- 
hira  shrine exhibiting a prodigious use of gilt 
metal is that of Minanitha, Patan, a free-standing 
temple of a residential courtyard vihira. 

As in the use of wood carving and metallurgy, 
painting is also used on the vihiro for embellish- 
ment and for didactic purposes. For the most part, 
extant paintings are of limited quantity and qual- 
ity, and like those on  private houses, confined to 
a few scattered medallions, an isolated panel or 
two, or a band of polychrome painting emphasiz- 
ing a doorway (Plates 166, 175, 507). There is 
much to suggest, however, that mural painting 
was once a major part of vihira decoration (Plates 
176, 177). It probably compared favorably with the 
well-known Nepali paintings on  cloth and in man- 
uscripts, major artistic achievements. But less re- 
sistant to the vicissitudes of time, extensive mural 
painting of any kind has scarcely survived, and 
doubtless there will soon be none. 

Finally, in the art of vihira architecture we must 
reckon with the sunken courtyard that the quad- 
rangle surrounds. It  is a hallowed precinct, and 
the site of a wealth of sacred and artistic objects 
in stone and metal. Foremost are the votive coityos, 
of various kinds and ages, that march along the 
central axis facing the shrine (Plates 155, 159, 176). 
T o  these may be added, among other things, 
images of the gods and of donors in devotional 
attitudes, assorted pillars, bells, inscriptions, and 
mandalas. Mandalas are of many kinds, and their 
preferred location is before the shrine door. One 
is the sunken fire pit (yajiia-kunQa or yajtio-man- 
dala) used for burnt sacrifice; others are simple 
inserts in the paving; and many are elaborate cre- 
ations of engraved brass (Plates 154, 178, 179). 
Such mandalas become a vajra-dhathu-mandala 
when raised upon a pedestal and combined with 
a vajra, symbolic thunderbolt and preeminent Bud- 
dhist emblem (Plates 161, 223). 

T h e  Hindu  counterpart of the vihira is the 
matha, and although institutionally defunct, the 

buildings still stand (I'lates 180-184). They d o  not 
have a welldefined plan and elevation like the 
vihira quadrangle, hut are essentially houses that 
provided quarters for a community of male Hindu 
ascetics gathcred around a religious leader (mo- 
honra). As a community prospered, it expanded 
into contiguous houses or, alternately, established 
separate branches. Thus mo~hos  such as the cele- 
brated Pujari-matha in Hhaktapur are large ram- 
bling affairs composed of several domestic quad- 
rangles of variable size, condition, and age (Plate 
180). The  mayha, therefore, inside and out is nei- 
ther more nor less than a house, or cluster of 
houses, although it is usually distinguished by ex- 
ceptionally extravagant wood carving (Plates 39, 
181, 183). As with domestic architecture, metal 
work and painting are virtually absent. The  motho 
incorporates a modest Siva shrine of no fixed form 
or location except, as in the house, it is usually in 
the inner court, the chok (Plate 184). 

There are about thirty-five extant buildings in 
the Kathmandu Valley that once served as mothor. 
Bhaktapur has thirteen, most of which cluster 
around Tachapal, the eastern square; Patan has six 
(Maps 8, 9). T h e  remainder are scattered by ones 
and twos in various other communities. With the 
exception of the newly renovated Pujari-mafha, 
most are decayed, some uninhabitable or barely 
livable, the rest serving as ordinary dwellings. Un- 
like the vihiras, that is now their exclusive func- 
tion. T h e  Valley mothas have venerable anteced- 
ents, architecturally and institutionally, that will 
be explored in subsequent chapters. 

The Temple 

T h e  temples, fleetingly glimpsed in the context of 
the domestic and monastery quadrangles, belong 
to the same architectural canon as the houses of 
the artisans who made them, the differences be- 
tween them being largely stylistic. T h e  temples 
themselves are various. From one to another they 
differ in plan, elevation, and section, the number 
and kind of roofs, size and overall opulence, and 
many other aspects (Figures 12a-j, 13, 14; Plates 
185-199, 201, 202). 

T h e  Newar-style temple is most vividly distin- 
guished by its frequent use of tiered hipped roofs, 
a strikingly effective feature that has earned it the 
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misnomer "pagoda" (Plate 185). Many temples 
have only one roof, however, and others have at 
most a simple crowning belvedere (Plates 105, 243, 
555). But the majority have two or three roofs, 
two teniples have four (at Nala and Harasiddhi), 
two have five (Plates loo, 185). and legend affirms 
the existence of a nine-roofed temple (Plate 186). 
Most roofs are square o r  rectangular, corresponding 
to the ~ l a n  of the temple they crown, but on occa- 
sion round or octagonal roofs rise over square sanc- 
tums (Plates 126, 128). Until 1934 an exotic temple 
with one rectangular roof, one octagonal, and one 
round stood in a corner of the Patan Mul-chok,'" 
and there was a two-roofed competitor in the 
Rhaktapur Darbar Square (Plate 31). 

T h e  most common temple plan is square, a per- 
fect Absolute, the familiar mandala of Hindu- 
Buddhist thought, fraught with cosmic symbolism. 
Almost as common is the rectangle, the typical 
plan for incorporated bahil and bahi-bahi temples 
and for many free-standing ones. Very infrequently 
the octagon and circle serve as temple plans, but 
they are exotics; there are not a half-dozen bf the 
former, and only two of the latter. Of these two, 
probably only the Kotilinga, a small Siva temple 
enclosed in the Pas'upati compound, is a true chat- 
trat(a (parasol-shaped temple in honor of Siva), 
while the other, incorporated in the corner of a 
palace quadrangle, apparently has only a round 
superstructure over a square basement (Plate 126). 
Although, broadly, all temples serve all gods, cer- 
tain shapes are more typically assigned to some 
than to others, and for some they are ordained and 
immutable. For  example, when alone, Mother 
Goddesses can occupy either square or rectangular 
temples, but as ensembles only a rectangular 
one, the fixed form of their close associate, Bhai- 
rava. T h e  rectangular temple is also proper for 
Bhimasena (Plate 243). N O  deity but Klsna is wor- 
shiped in an octagonal temple, although K ~ s n a  can 
occupy those of other shapes. Typically, Siva, 
Visnu, and Ganeia, three of the most popular dei- 
ties of the H i n d u  pantheon, are worshiped in 

~sattvas are at square temples; Buddhas and Bodh' 
home in temples of either shape. 

T h e  basic geometry of the temple plan-square, 
rectangular, or octagonal-is further diversified 

(Figures 1 2 4 ,  13, 14). One  variable, from which 
many others follow, is the kind of sanctum cx- 
acted by the deity. T h e  majority are housed on the 
ground floor-the cella, sanctum, or garbha g!.ha 
("womb house"). Especially proper for Can& 
and Mother Goddesses are sanctums that are ex- 
posed (Plates 34, 187). Though such sanctums may 
be amplified with a complex superstructure, they 
are closely related to the hypaethral shrines that 
preceded them, and are still particularly popular 
for Mother Goddess worship. Elsewhere, the sanc- 
tum is simply a room entered by a single door 
facing the image (Figure 12a). Such a sanctum is 
proper for a wide variety of deities whose images, 
usually stone relief sculptures, are set toward the 
rear wall. O r  again, the square temple is a mandala 
in which the deity, the "Sovereign of the Mandala," 
occupies the inner mansion (t(utagira), the center 
o t  the sanctum, and is approached from a door 
pierced in each f a ~ a d e  (Figures 12c, 13; Plates 185, 
188, 1 9 ) .  Sanctums such as these are appropriate 
for the worship of a Sivaliilga, a Caturvyuha 
Visnu, or the four-faced Brahmi, symbols and 
images that are meant to be viewed from all sides. 
Other manifestations of these same deities would 
be worshiped in a different type of sanctum, how- 
ever. 

Some deities, o r  specific manifestations, require 
housing on  the second story. Bhimasena is one 
such, so are the igama gods of the uihiras, and 
some Bhairavas and some Mother Goddesses pre- 
fer this location. In  free-standing temples, these up- 
stairs sanctums tend to be little more than a parti- 
tioned-off section partly surrounded by hall-like 
space that is used ~ r i m a r i l y  by the guthiars for 
their conduct of the god's affairs (Figure I ~ D ) .  
Such sanctum/halls seem particularly popular in 
the villages-Lubhu, Khokana, Sunaguthi, for ex- 
ample. Many have as their chief deity (grimade- 
uati) a Mother Goddess whose second-story shrine 
also serves communal purposes. 

T h e  ~ l a n  of free-standing temples is further al- 
tered by enclosing the entire sanctum with a second 
wall (Figure 14B4), which in effect provides an 
enclosed ambulatory reminiscent of the bakil tem- 
ple. It  is particularly common in the square man- 
dala-type sanctum; the outer wall is then also 

4' Landon 1928:1, 213. 
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pierced with four equidistant doorways (I'late 
185). Except in a few temples-Yakwivara in 
Rhaktapur and Cira  Ni i raya~a  in Patan come first 
to mind-the use of this passage is £orbidden to 
anyone except the temple priests. If it ever was an 
ambulatory, it is no longer. T h e  devotee who 
wishes to perform pradaksinri circumambulates 
the entire temple, not just the inner sanctum. As 
a variation, the enclosing wall is replaced by col- 
umns (Figures IZC, j; 13; 14Br-3; Plate 188). T h e  
resulting portico is public, and can be used as an 
ambulatory, a shelter, or for other secular purposes. 

Typically, multi-roof temples rise in diminishing 
stages above the sanctum, the first stage supported 
either by the cella walls or, alternately, by an en- 
closing wall or colonnade. These stages are not 
"stories" (except in the case of second-floor sanc- 
tums), but merely brick-walled chambers whose 
primary function is to provide a tower to which 
the tier of roofs can be attached. This is clarified 
by comparing the drawing of a temple section with 
a temple ruin (Figure 13; Plate IF) .  T h e  latter is 
a simple cella whose single ground-floor wall sup- 
ports the first superior stage, a function performed 
by columns in Figure 13. In both cases, this wall is 
the partial support of the lowest roof. I n  the temple 
ruin, the next stage is supported on the cella's roof 
beams and projects through the first stage. In this 
way a double wall is created, corresponding to the 
double-walled ground-floor sanctums of certain 
temples. It  suggests that the latter, and the col- 
umned portico tha't proceeds from it, is an architec- 
tural happenstance, rather than a planned ambula- 
tory. 

Many temples appear to be standing on a low 
platform that barely exceeds the width of the tem- 
ple (Plates 105, 187, 189, 190). These are, of course, 
the nonsupporting masonry "collars" common to 
the canon. But many temples, including the bahil, 
are elevated on a stepped plinth, the number of 
steps commonly corresponding to the number of 
roofs. In  extreme cases, such as Kathmandu's two 
strikingly tall Siva temples, Jaisi- and Msju-deval 
(Plate 188), the number of steps far exceeds the 

4 5  It is likely that the one influenced the other. Jaisi- 
deval was built in A.D. 1688 (N.s. 808) by Laksniiniriyana 
JoSi, Miju-deval in 1692 (N.s. 812) by Rddhilaksmimalla, 
the widowed queen he served as minister and, apparently, 

number of rmfs." Uniquely, the chicf Tnleju tcm- 
ple of Hanuman Dhoka is elevated to its com- 
manding position by placing both temple and 
stepped plinth atop a truncated pyramid.'" Still 
other temples achieve prominence by virtue o f  their 
position on top of storied buildings, a practice typi- 
cally associated with temples for Taleju (Plate 128). 

Finally, there are the "ambulatory temples" 
whose only foundatio~ls are a wagon bcd or thc 
shoulders of men. Chariot temples (rathas), pulled 
by worshipers, scrvc a number of deities as a tem- 
porary dwelling during their annual procccsion 
(Plate 191). In many ways a bona tide Newar-style 
temple, decorated with carved wood and metal 
rcpoussC, the ratha is dernountablc for storage bc- 
tween festivals. T o  anticipate, there is also a ii- 
khara counterpart, particular to Avalokiteivara in 
his manifestations as the White and Red Matsyen- 
dranitha (Plate 597). For these, the ordinary 
ratha's tiered roofs are replaced with a spire of 
interlaced bamboo and greenery that is discarded 
alter the festival, although the remainder is dis- 
mantled and stored. In the case of the ratha of the 
Patan-Bungamati god, RIto Matsyendranatha, 
every twelfth year even the sanctum and chariot 
are discarded. Only the metal parts are reused 
(Plate 363), and the ghamci, the enormous wooden 
shaft, is scavenged by devotees to use as an auspi- 
cious bench in some neighborhood square in Patan 
(Figure 23). 

A counterpart of the ratha is the khata, a small 
palanquin-like temple borne aloft on  the shoulders 
of men (Plate 114). Like the ratha, it serves as a 
temporary sanctum in the various comings and 
goings of the gods. In  traditional practice, the 
khata sometimes even serves man. When Newar 
men and women reach seventy-seven years, seven 
months, and seven days they are entitled to the 
bhimaratha ceremony, in which they are borne in 
a khata by their families in procession. 

Temples vary in size and opulence. Some are so 
small that their sanctum scarcely exceeds the height 
of a man (Plate I$), and others are towering 
structures like Nyatapola or Miju-deval, which 

lover (see Chapter 8). 
4 0 0 1 1  the date and symbolism of the temple see Chap 

ter 8. 
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make of man a dwarf (Plate 188). In plan the two 
largest are Indreivara Mahadeva of Panauti and 
Changu Nir iyana,  respectively thirty and thirty- 
two feet square (Figures 15, 16; Plate 410). (Kis-  
thamandapa, more than twice as large as the 
C h a n g ~ ~  temple, is n dhurma!ili [Figure 22, Plate 
2041.) TO some extent, opulence is correlated with 
size, and both are often dependent on the original 
funding. But there are many exceptions. T h e  An- 
n n p u r ~ ~ a  temple in Asan-tol, Kathmandu, for ex- 
ample, is of very modest size but exceptionally 
rich with decoration, while the towering Maju- 
deval (Plate 1118) is quite sober. T h e  opulence of 
a temple often depends in large measure on its 
popularity and the donations it subsequently at- 
tracts. Frequently, however, rather than embellish 
the temple, such offerings compromise it aestheti- 
cally (Plate 161). Even gilt metal repoussC, which 
as a later offering often covers original wood carv- 
ings, is frequently inferior to them. 

It  will not be necessary to tarry over the deco- 
ration of the temples, since in this aspect those out- 
side the ui/zira differ little from those within. But 
if not in kind, there are a few differences of de- 
gree between the uihira temples and their free- 
standing counterparts, the greater number of which 
are consecrated to Hindu  deities. One  of these con- 
cerns the ttrnilas, the slanting braces between wall 
and roof. In both kinds of temples, these brackets 
are normally carved in the round with representa- 
tions of the immortals and their attendants. Al- 
though exceedingly rare in uihiras, the brackets of 
free-standing temples consecrated to H i n d u  gods 
are frequently emblazoned with a panel of mortal 
erotica, often very explicit (Plate 193). T h e  prac- 
tice does not seem to relate to any particular deity, 
and occurs on temples to Siva, Visnu, GaneSa, 
Durga, and others. Such erotica also sometimes 
amplify the trdnilus of palace buildings that are 
morc secular than sacred, notably Vasantapura, 
the eighteenth-century pleasure pavilion of H a n u -  
man D h ~ k a . ' ~  T h e  use of such explicit panels prob- 
ably does not predate the mid-seventeenth century, 

" Tucci 1969:145-rg(i provides a coniprehensive cover- 
age of Vasantapura erotica as well as of selectetl temples. 
'' Desai 1075:r. 3. 
'" Ibitl.. 5. 
50Tucci 1969 subtitles his book on Nepali temple 

for although they may be found on  temples con- 
structed prior to that time, they are carved 011 

brackets that typity the seventeenth and eightee~lth 
centuries, and must be replacements. With their 
stereotyped and pieced-together tantricized deities, 
often painted in garish polychrome, these brackets 
are individually of limited artistic appeal, depend- 
ing for their aesthetic impact wholly on the ensem- 
ble. There are earlier brackets, such as the thir- 
teenth-century splendors of Indreivara Mahideva, 
that also include erotica, which must be the fore- 
runners of these later panels (Plate 194). Rut they 
are very restrained-and also very beautiful. 

T h e  representation of erotica on temples is a 
pan-Indian feature whose vogue spanned the pe- 
riod between about A.D. 900 and 1400.~' T h e  pmc- 
tice may have evolved as a substitute for outmoded 
fertility rites; the themes may also have been meant 
to separate graphically the mortal domain from 
the spiritual one within the temple-although the 
behavior of the Brahmanical pantheon in this re- 
spect seems quite mundane. It  is sometimes said 
that tantrism is irrelevant to the development of 
temple er~tica,~"ut in Nepal, considering its obvi- 
ously late vogue, coinciding with the ever-burgeon- 
ing cult of the Mother Goddesses, it seems likely 
that such iconography is in fact tantra-infl~enced.~" 
T h e  Nepalis themselves have other explanations. 
T h e  most common are that the erotica protect the 
temple by repelling the virgin goddess of light- 
ning; or, alternately, that it excites worshipers to 
procreate and thus maintain the national popula- 
tion. One  thing is certain, however: it is a very 
potent tourist attraction. 

Corner brackets of the temples incorporated in 
quadrangles and those that are free-standing also 
differ in degree. T h e  often immense overhang at 
the corner of the hipped roof exacts especially long, 
strong brackets, and thus they tend to receive more 
attention than those that support double-  itched 
roofs. In both cases, however, corner brackets are 
characteristically carved in the form of chimeras, 
griffon- or lion-like, which not only support the 

erotica "an interpretation of the tantric imagery of the 
temples of Ncpal," and itlentifies tantra, nntl particularly 
Vajrayina Budclhism, as its primary inspiration. If so. one 
I I I L I S ~  wonder why the oihdras, the Vajrayina seals. almost 
completely ignored this practice. 
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roof but are temple guardians (Plate 195). They 
may be male or female, and ofteri the two, lion 
and griffon, are used alternately, either on  oppos- 
ing corners, or each kind supporting a different 
roof. 

A minor distinction between a typical incorpo- 
rated temple and a free-standing one concerns the 
treatment of doorways. Exactly like the incorpo- 
rated temple doorway in almost every other respect, 
the free-standing temple doorway, like the palace 
door, makes greater use of the vertical wing fitted 
between lintel and sill, thus increasing the amount 
of carving or metal repoussi that can be applied 
to the f a ~ a d e  (Plates 185, 190, 196). Unlike the 
vihdra quadrangle, the free-standing temple also 
frequently increases the design field by the use of 
a triple doorway, the flanking ones usually false 
(Plates 185,410). Both types of temple make exten- 
sive use of blind windows, and in the free-standing 
temple they are an especially important design ele- 
ment of the uninhabited superstructure (Plates 188, 
190, 197). As in the vihira, such temples also fre- 
quently use gilt metal repoussi with abandon 
(Plates 198, 199, 243) and once in a while, mural 
painting (Plate 368). 

There can be little doubt that the Newar-style 
temple, in some of its variations, at least, is a three- 
dimensional mandala." There is, first, the testi- 
mony of specific plans. Certainly, square temples 
with four equidistant doorways and a centrally 
placed image can only be interpreted this way 
(Figure 13; Plates 179, 200). Second, there is the 
testimony of Nepali records, which frequently 
specify that a temple wis  constructed as a man- 
dala. T w o  such, for example, are dedicated to 
Taleju, one in the Patan palace (Plate 128), the 
other in Hanuman Dhaka." Finally, decorative 
aspects of the temple suggest this correspondence. 

T h e  most obvious decorative comparison is pro- 
vided by the nonfunctional tympanum that sur- 
mounts the temple's doorways. Like the symbolic 
gateway of the linear mandala, it is called torana 
(gateway) and corresponds to the decorative tym- 
panum linearly projected above the mandala gate- 
way. Even the paired jewel-emitting makarar are 
common to both styles of torana (Plates 165, 179, 
199, 200, 482, 483). It also seems probable that the 

" Snellgrove 1g61:1o7-109; Bernier 1971:298-310. 

distinctive cornices that encircle the temple are not 
only decorative and functional, but symbolic; they 
appear to correspond to the various "walls" (pra- 
@a) and "circles of protection" (raksaca@-a) that 
in linear mandalas surround the enshrined deity, 
the "Sovereign of the Mandala." These cornices, 
it will be recalled, are seen in their most elemental 
form as moldings on the house facade, where a 
projected row of bricks sometimes parallels the 
row of flush-cut floor beams and accentuates the 
division into stories (Figure 5; Plates 36, 37, 722). 
In all other related buildings of the canon, this 
simple feature is developed into an outstanding 
decorative feature. The  beam ends are projected 
and carved into heads as a row of distinctive cal- 
ients incorporated into a wide band of carved 
wood, canopied with projected brick or ornamen- 
tal tile (Plates 129, 161, 185, 205, 206). In  the struc- 
tures most closely related to the house with its 
several plain moldings, that is, the palace and 
vihdra quadrangles, there may be more than one 
of these decorative moldings or, alternately, a sin- 
gle median string course or a cornice against 
which the roof brackets are braced (Plates 125, 129, 
130, 145, 155); on  free-standing temples the mold- 
ing.is used only as a cornice, although multiroofed 
temples may have several cornices (Plate 185). 

The  carved ornament of these moldings varies, 
but typically consists of four bands, the most dis- 
tinctive of which is the row of beam ends carved 
into diverse heads (Plates 201, 206). These heads 
alternate with low relief ornament, which often 
repeats the eigh't auspicious symbols (ajtamangala) . 
Above the heads is a row of plain, dentil-like orna- 
ment, and beneath it a row of variously decorated 
chevrons, a band of scalloping, and finally, a fringe 
of bead and tassel or other ornament. Although 
certainly it is not possible to show a one-toane re- 
lationship between this ornament and the prdkdra 
and rat(jacakra of linear mandalas, they are unde- 
niably similar. For example, the symbolic temple 
wall of the Mandala of AmoghapiSa (Plate zoo) 
is defined by exactly the same type of bead and 
tassel one finds in the temple carving, while the 
first large "circle of protection," like the temple 
ornament, is scalloped. Similarly, the inner square 
of the brass Itum-bahal mandala evokes the dentil- 

5 2  Hasrat 1970:69; Wright 1966:140. 
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like ornament of the temple cornice, while the 
outer one again repeats the bead and tassel (Plate 
179). In other mandalas one also encounters re- 
peated sets of aslarnarigala in the p r i t i r a  and r a t -  
~ a c a t r a . ' ~  

The  crossings that accentuate the exterior angles 
where such moldings and cornices meet (Plates 
202, 206) seem to have no parallel in the linear 
mandala, but they are of interest from another 
point of view. O n  the corner of a free-standing 
temple these salients are decoratively sound, but 
on the barely ~ro jec ted  facades of temples incorpo- 
rated in quadrangles they are not (Plates 129, 164, 
177). In the latter context they look like compli- 
ance with tradition, and can barely be squeezed 
into the available space. It  suggests, therefore, that 
the incorporated temple of the vihira is modeled 
after the free-standing temple, and represents an 
exotic to the quadrangle plan. This would, of 
course, be in keeping with doctrinal history, in 
which the primitive vihira did not have a temple 
because there was no image to house. 

When one compares a quadrangle-incorporated 
temple with a free-standing one, one has the im- 
pression that the latter and its surrounding court 
have literally been turned inside out to achieve the 
former. For virtually all the things one finds en- 
closed in the quadrangle court one finds surround- 
ing the temple (Figures 15, 16; Plates 47, 185, 187) 
-shrines and images, mandalas, pillars, inscrip- 
tions, and a host of assorted cult bric-a-brac. Be- 
tween the two styles of temple such accessories vary 
only in certain components and in iconography, 
and the free-standing temple has a slight edge in 
variety. T h e  free-standing temple, it may be noted, 
is itself not universally "free." Reminiscent of 
some of the residential courtyard vihiras, the tem- 
ple, together with its surroundings, is sometimes 
enclosed by a masonry wall, a quadrangle of dhdr- 
tnaiilas, houses, or a mix of all these (Figures 15, 
16). Occasionally a large temple is even partly en- 
gaged to other buildings-the Mahalaksmi of Lu-  
bhu, for example, or the celebrated Harasiddhi 
temple. 

"Despite these apparent sin~ilarities, it remains to be 
confirmed, however, whether the rnantlaln is the inspira- 
tion of all Newar-style renlples, as scholars have sometimes 

proposed (Snellgrove 1961 : 107-109, r I 2 ;  Bernier 1r)70:14ff., 

The  Dharmal i l i  

Finally, among the buildings that compose the 
Newar-style canon, there is the ubiquitous public 
shelter (Figures 17-23; Plates 203-207). Constructed 
and maintained as a means of earning meri teby 
anyone who can afford to do SO, shelters may be 
conveniently designated by the Sanskrit term dhar- 
mnii l i ,  literally "charitable asylum." More numer- 
ous even than temples and monasteries, if normally 
less imposing, dharmaii l is  are an important archi- 
tectural and institutional feature of town and coun- 
try. Their paincipal function is shcl,ter, a place for 
people to rest, work, and socialize, and for the way- 
farer-hillman, distant townsman, o r  wandering 
holy man-to pass the n'igh,t. Except for the cus- 
tornary pairing with a water source, the dhartna- 
i&'s only amenity is basic shelter. In the towns, 
however, there are also slightly more elaborate 
dhartnaiilis that serve the surrounding community 
in supplementary ways; some of these are also quasi 
temples. 

T h e  most rudimentary and omnipresent shelter 
is the p i t i  (Nepali) or phalaci, phale (Newari) 
(Figure 17; Plates 18, 34, qr, 103, 104, 20.3, 227). It 
is little more than a roofed rectangular platform, 
usually a lean-to in the towns, but free-standing 
along the trails. Closely related to i t  is the mandapa 
(manu, Newnri), a square (or slightly rectangu- 
lar) platform protected by n roof supported on  six- 
teen columns (Figure 18). An invariable feature, 
the columns bestow upon the mandapa the collo- 
quial name sohra tu!ta, the "sixteen legged." Ex- 
clusively a town feature, the mandapa ~rov ides  
common shelter and more. It  is the town meeting 
hall and, formerly, was the public weigh station 
and a center for market price exchange. Some 
mannapas, like M a n i m a ~ ~ d a p a  of the Patan Darbar 
Square, were royal council houses and coronation 
si 

A third type of shelter is the sattal, a name de- 
rived from Sanskrit sattra, almshouse (Figures 19- 
21; Plates 204-206). It  is simply a multistoried pati 
or mannupa (Figures 19, zo), but differs from them 

1971:307-310), or for that matter, which in fact inspired 
the orher (Mallrnann r975:41). 
" On the pi r i  and n2arrdapa see Slusser ant! Vajrachnrya 

1974:171-175. 
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in having some enclosed space suitable for the 
more permanent occupation of wandering ascetics, 
and in incorporating a shrine. Thus the sattal is 
half shelter, half temple. T h e  outstanding exam- 
ple is the celebrated Kisthamandapa, a sattal built 
prior to the mid-twelfth century at the juncture of 
trade routes in what was then Yangala (Figure 21; 
Plates 85, 86, 204). Dominating Kathmandu's Ma- 
ru-to1 (from madu, mandapa), the sattal engenders 
the name of both the city and the neighborhood. 
As traditional Nepali buildings go, this satral is 
enormous, measuring sixty-six feet across; the 
ground plan is twice the size of the largest temple 
(Figure 22). Essentially a three-storied columned 
mandapa, Kiis!hamandapa is distinguished by the 
use of many columns, masonry piers, pilasters, 
corner pavilions, and other features not found in 
the more modest shelters. In keeping with sattal 
architecture, it incorporates a shrine. This is sim- 
ply a railed and canopied enclosure of the deity's 
image (Goraksanitha) in the middle of the ground 
floor; the semiwalled and colonnaded space around 
it serves in all the ways of an ordinary mandapa. 
T h e  upper stories, reached by steep stairways, are 
partly walled and partly enclosed by latticing to 
provide semiprotected quarters. As such, they are 
quite unlike the empty masonry chambers of the 
temple s u p e r s t r u c t ~ r e . ~ ~  

More typical of the sattals one encounters in the 
towns and villages is the Sundhara-sattal, in effect 
a two-story pip'  (Figure 20; Plates 205, 206)." O n  
both stories the enclosed back portion contains a 
shrine; the front part is the public shelter: the up- 
per floor closed by lattices, the lower, an open por- 
tico. Like many other sattals, Sundhara-sattal is 
extravagantly decorated, and in keeping with its 
role as a temple incorporates fea,tures typifying the 
dwellings of the gods (Plate 206). In  contrast, 
ntandapas and pitis are usually quite soberly deco- 
rated, but occasionally they incorporate superb carv- 
ings (Plates 207, 391). 

In addition to these public shelters, there is a 
fourth type of community building known as 
capita (capdda, capdva, capila), a term often also 
used alternatively for dhavmaidlis. Although the 

55 On this singular building and Dattitreya, a smaller 
satfal in Rhaktapur, see Slusser and Vajracharya 1974: 
180-216 

capafa partly serves in the ways dharrnaiilis do, 
it is more particularly the community hall of a 
g@hi association. Typically, it is a long, rectangu- 
lar, two-story building (Figure z j ) ,  superficially 
somewhat like the digi, the uihdra council hall 
(Plate 146). The rear two-thirds of the capi~a 's  
ground floor is divided by masonry walls into 
storerooms for the guthiars' affairs (musical instru- 
ments, cooking cauldrons, firewood, and MJ on) ,  
while the columned front sector is simply a pdfi. 
The  upper floor, walled on three sides, is a colon- 
naded hall used for the guthiars' feasts and other 
communal activities. At one end there is a shrine 
for Nisadyo, the god of dance (now equated with 
Siva Natarija) and, traditionally, the adjacent hall 
was the place for instruction in sacred songs, dance, 
and drama. 

The  dhartnaia'ld is related to the other buildings 
of the canon in terms of construction, materials, 
and decoration, and in ground plan it specifically 
corresponds to certain temples. Rut which is the 
model of the other has to be determined. For exam- 
ple, the ground-floor shrine of a temple like Mahi- 
laksmi of Thankot (Plate 187) is simply a pi!;, 
and the temple compares broadly with the Sun- 
dhara-sattal (Plate 205). Similarly, the mandapa 
may be distinguished as the plan of other temples, 
such as the Brihmani temple of Panauti (Plate 
189). T h e  temple is built on a square plan, and 
its single wall is pierced by four doorways, open- 
ing to a central sanctum demarcated by a square 
of four columns. In miniature it repeats the same 
pattern as the Kas!hmandapa shrine (Figure 21b, 
c).  In both cases, the four columns are fundamen- 
tal to the support o l  the next stage. In the Brah- 
mani temple, moreover, the four interior columns, 
together with the pilasters beside each doorway 
and at the corners of the building, make of it, in 
effect, a sohra tut ta ,  a sixteen-legged mandapa. 

The  i i thara (literally, "mountain peak") is a tow- 
ered temple of brick or stone believed to have been 

5 6 B ~ i l t  in N.S. 820 Asidha (A.D.  I ~ O O ) ,  Shakya and 
Vaidya 197o:inscr. 53 (189.192). 
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developed in Gupta India about the sixth century 
A.D.~'  Previously assumed to have entered the Val- 
ley around the seventeenth century," the iikhara 
is in fact of considerably greater antiquity in Ne- 
pal. This is attested by archaeological evidence, 
discussed in the next chapter, and by a half-ruined 
iikhura still in use in the Pas'upatinstha compound. 
O n  stylistic evidence, the latter can only belong to 
the Late Licchavi or Transitional Period. 
There are other i i tharas  that can be securely dated 
by inscriptions to at least the beginning of the f i f -  
teenth century. One of these, for example, stands 
in Bhaktapur: a squat little neighborhood temple 
which, according to an in situ inscription, was 
erected in the reign of Yaksamalla (A.D. 1428-1482) 
(Plate 59). T h e  iiklrara was also familiar to the 
Mallas of the old Khas kingdom in western Nepal, 
as the ruins dotting the Karnali zone attest (Plate 
209)." It is a popular style in the Valley, and 
serves without distinction all deities of the Hindu- 
Buddhist pantheon. 

Typically, the Nepali iikhara is built of dressed 
stone, but it is sometimes of brick. Its elemental 
form is a small square cella surmounted by a ta- 
pering tower, together symbolizing cave and moun- 
tain (Figure 12-1; Plate 208). T h e  temple is usu- 
ally elevated on a stepped plinth, followed by a 
number of molded courses, the cella, and the tower. 
T h e  latter is supported on corbels and tapers to a 
constricted apex. It  usually terminates in a flat- 
tened ribbed disc known as an itnalaka after the 
fruit it resembles in form (Plates 208, 209). T h e  
imaluka may, in turn, be surmounted by a gajura, 
the finial typical of the Newnr-style temple. 

Entra~ice to the cella is by means of a single 
portico, or four equidistant ones, three of which 
may lead to blind doors (Figure 12-1; Plates 208, 
210). T h e  number of porticoes, together with the 
number of rathas-normally three, five, or seven 
vertical salients that break the tower into planes- 
determines the ground plan." A maverick is the 
octagonal eighteenth-century Cyising-devala of 

"On the North Indian i i~lraru,  see Kra~~lrisch 1946; 
Agrawala 1968; Wu 1968:21-22; and Volwahsen 1969. 

5 R  Snellgrove 196r:rro. 
"lTucci rg56:hgs. 18, 40, 42, 49; P. Sharma 1972; 

Pantley 1c16r):pls. 1-4. 
""!jee Volwahsen 1g611:52 for a graphic presentation of 

the Patali Darbar Square (Figure 12k). Like the 
octagonal Newar-style temple from which it per- 
haps borrows the plan, it is consecrated to Krsna. 
Most iikhurus have only the single ground-floor 
sanctum, but the Cyising-devala and the neigh- 
boring Krs13a temple with square cella are excep- 
tions, as is the Mahibauddha temple, which incor- 
porates subsidiary shrines in  the tower (Plate 210). 

A characteristic feature of the jiklrara is the tur- 
ret, somet~imes free-standing, sometimes engaged. 
There are often. four; together with the central 
tower, these in effect make of the jikhara a patjci- 
yatana. T h e  latter is a shrine of quincuncial plan 
preferred for domed temples, and occasionally used 
even for Newar-style temples and, to anticipate, 
the stupa. T h e  Jagannitha temple of the Kath- 
mandu Darbar Square is a Newar-style example 
(Figure I ) .  

T h e  turret is also a basic feature of the "jewel 
temple" (ratna deul), a variation of the iikhara 
that developed in Bengal about the seventeenth 
century.61 It came to Nepal about the same time, 
and remained popular through the next century. 
T h e  ratna deul is of brick, and is surmounted with 
several turrets, the ratnas, or "jewels." T h e  central 
tower around which they cluster is often truncated, 
and is sometimes replaced by a true dome. 

T h e  decoration of the jikhara temple, despite 
obvious differences, shares many elements with the 
Newar-style temple, although it is rendered in 
carved stone and molded brick rather than wood. 
T h e  most ornate is the square Krsna temple of the 
Patan Darbar Square, whose lintels are carved with 
scenes from the R i r n i ~ a n a  and the Mahihhirata 
(Plate 212). T h e  Mahabauddha temple of Patan, 
covered with hundreds of molded terra-cotta Bud- 
dhas, is unique (Plate 210). According to the 
chronicles, it was modeled after the celebrated 
temple of Bodhgaya by a returned sixteenth-cen- 
tury Patan pilgrim, who carried with him a model 
for this p ~ r p o s e . ' ~  

Exotic to the Valley are the domed temples, 

the r atlru. 
O1 Pal 1959. 
"' Wright rg66:1jR-139, 141. The temple is only vaguely 

reminiscent of Hodhgnya, itself renovaretl, ant1 ~nuct 
have been ~nucll ~llodihetl after the 1934 earthquakc. A t  

tha t  t i n~e  the whole tower collnpsetl (R .  R a n n  1g3h:plnte 
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structures of limited artistic merit that are rustic 
interpretations of Mughal buildings (Figure 12m; 
Plates 213, 214). Often supposed to have been a 
Rana import, the form was actually introduced in- 
to Nepal in the Malla Period (Plate 213). Its 
vogue, however, corresponds to the Rana Period. 
Domed temples were favored by the Shah rulers 
and their prime ministers, who erected them par- 
ticularly in and around Kathmandu, the seat of 
their power. T h e  Jagannitha beside the Kathman- 
du  city jail was donated by Rana Bahadur Shah in 
A.I). 1797, and there are several domed temples in 
the old compound of Bhimsen Thapa (prime min- 
ister 1806-1837). In 1851, Jang Bahadur Rana re- 
placed a ruined Newar-style temple in the middle 
of the Rani Pokhari with a domed temple, and in 
1874 he constructed the Kilamocana, a Visnu tem- 
ple, on the Bagmati (Figure 12m; Plate 214). 

Among the many built before and after it, Kila- 
mocana is the largest, but it is otherwise quite 
typical of the domed temples. It is constructed in 
the center of a large quadrangle partially enclosed 
by dharrnaii l is .  Elevated on three steps, the tem- 
ple rises in three stages: a large cube (the main 
shrine), a transitional smaller cube, and finally the 
onion dome topped by a glittering finial. Large gilt 
chimeras (salvaged from an earlier temple) rear 
at the roof corners of the lower story, displacing 
to intermediary positions the subsidiary turrets 
usually placed there. Small octagonal turrets finish 
the corners of the second story. Four ornate domed 
chapels, octagonal and bearing Mughal decorative 
motifs, stand on low platforms in the paved court- 
yard near the corners of the temple. These, like 
the turrets of the temple itself, make with the 
main building the typical pa6ciyatana pattern 
favored for the domed temple. These ancillary 
chapels are also placed at the corners of the Rani 
Pokhari temple-which has a columned ambula- 
tory, in contrast to the Kilamocana-and they are 
repeated in larger scale at the distant corners of 
the pond. 

Unfortunately, the dome was considered an ap- 

propriate way in which to reconstruct damaged 
Newar-style temples, and following the earth- 
quake of 1934 many such ill-advised architectural 
marriages were made. 

T H E  STUPA 

Whereas the temples indiscriminately serve Rud- 
dhist, Hindu, or folk gods in Nepal Mandala, the 
stupa belongs exclusively to Buddhism (Figures 
24-28; Plates 215-225). It has been ;I familiar fca- 
ture of the Kathmandu Valley since at least the 
time of the early Licchavis and, in fact, probably 
long antedates their coming." Although the build- 
ing of monumental stupas did not survive the 
Malla Period, stupas of modest size are constructed 
even now. There are fewer than a dozen very large 
monuments extant, among which Bodhnitha is 
supreme; it dwarfs the two- and three-story houses 
encircling it, and the diameter of its total ground 
plan exceeds three hundred feet (Figures i 4 ,  25; 
Plates 215, 216). T h e  celebrated Great Stupa of 
Silichi is about half its size." Considerablv small- 
er, but still very imposing, monuments are Svayam- 
bhiinitha, the most venerated; the four " A b k a l ~ "  
stupas of Patan; Dharmadeva (Chabahil) ; the 
stupa in south Kirtipur; and a few others, such 
as those at Yatkha- and Sighah-bahal, and Mahi- 
bauddha-vihara, Kathmandu (Figure 24; Plates 
217, 218, 220, 221). These are supplemented by 
scores of stupas of more modest size-typified by 
those at Tukan- and Te-bahal, Kathmandu, or 
Guita-tol, Patan (Figure 24; Plate 219)-and hy 
thousands more ranging in height from about six 
feet to less than two (Plates 142, 146, 153. 155, 159. 
164, 225, 310-336). 

'The Nepali stupas are typically found in the 
towns, like the vihira quadrangles to which they 
are often attached. Most of the largest monuments 
are in a vihara setting. Their small counterparts 
cluster around the larger stupas, are set in vihira  
and domestic courtyards, and are erected in the 

facing p. 115). A fair-sized shrine in the courtyard is said Great Stupa as 36.6 meters. Zirnrner 1968:1, 237.238 assigns 
to have been built with the materials left over after the the dome a diameter of 105 feet plus a 5.5-foot-wide 
reconstruction. raised circurnarnbulatory, while Hrown 1965:14 writes that 

a"ti~pa history is considered in Chapter lo. the diameter of the dome alone is 120 feet. 
64 Volwallsen rgGr):17-r1. 9 0 4  gives the diameter of the 
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city squares and streets, and at the fountains. Three 
of the Patan stupas are not in the usual urban set- 
ting; they are peripheral to the town and may once 
have been associated with vihdrar. T h e  North 
Stupa is adjacent to three vihiras, and is well in- 
side the line of the city walls (Map 8). Bodhniitha 
gives the impression of having been constructed 
as an isolated monument beside the trade route to 
Tibet, in time attracting to it the picturesque set- 
tlement that now encircles it (Figure 25; Plate 
216). However, it is almost certainly a Licchavi 
foundation, and may actually have been constructed 
in a town that eventually fell into ruin, much like 
nearby Deopatan. Another exception to the stupa's 
normal urban location is Namara/Namobuddhii, 
a Tibetan-style bell-shaped chorten constructed 011 

a high hill southeast of Panauti (Map 3; Plate 
504). It is a Buddhist tirtha celebrated by Nepali 
Buddhists as the scene of the Vyiighri-iitaka 
(Plate 503). 

In the Kathmandu Valley there are no cave 
monasteries with enclosed stupas, such as typify 
the early Buddhist rock temples of India." T h e  
closest parallel is a medium-sized stupa at G u m -  
vihira, Sankhu-a site now better known as Vajra- 
yogini-which is completely enclosed in a Newar- 
style temple. T h e  stupa can most likely be dated 
to the Licchavi Period, but the temple, dedicated 
to the Buddhist spell goddess Mahimiiyuri, does 
not appear tc antedate the seventeenth century. An 
enclosure of a stupa of this size makes it unique 
in Nepal. Small stupas-specifically, those of the 
Licchavi Period-are often enshrined, however 
(Plate 288). 

All of the Nepali stupas, large and small, an- 
cient and modern, owe their origin to the Asian 
earth mounds (Sanskrit, ~ t u p a ) ~ '  used in antiquity 
for the burial of important persons. Such funerary 
mounds were a familiar feature of the Gangetic 
basin the wandering Buddha knew, and were wor- 
shiped as folk ("pagan") cult objects." At the 
Buddha's death, in keeping with his request, the 
funerary mound was chosen as his sepulcher. In 

Dehejia 1972. 
GG So defined by Binisti rg60:42-47. Coomaraswamy 

1931:193 proposes a different origin. 
" Irwin 1973:717-720. 

On the Indian stupa see Cornbaz:1c)33-1936; Binisti 

fact, according to tradition, his remains were di- 
vided among eight stupas, each erected by a de- 
voted prince of the region; the remains were ap- 
parently further divided at the Emperor A60ka'~ 
command. At  length, however, rather than the relic 
within, it was the e~lclosing mound itself that was 
worshiped as symbolizing the Buddha. As the chief 
symbol of early Buddhism, the stupa proliferated 
as the doctrine spread." 

Although the terms stupa and caitya are now 
used interchangeably to designate the symbolic 
monument sacred to Buddhism, they once had 
different meanings. In early Indian usage, stupa 
applied specifically to the mound-like monument; 
caitya had a far broader meaning as a generic term 
for any sacred place, shrine, symbol, or object. 
Thus  a stupa was also a caitya. T h e  transference 
of the general term to the specific apparently came 
about when the stupa was enshrined in a building, 
or more usually a cave. T h e  complex was known 
as a caitya grha, broadly, a "house of worship" 
and, narrowly, a "place where the stupa is wor- 
shiped." In Valley usage, however, there seems to 
be some ill-defined distinction in the application 
of the two words to Buddhist mounds. Monumen- 
tal stupas like Svayambhuniitha or Bodhniitha are 
referred to either way, caitya or stupa, but stupa 
alone seems to be preferred with reference to the 
four distinctive Patan mounds, the so-called Ashok 
stupas. Further, there seems to be some preference 
for the word caitya to designate the smallest cate- 
gory of stupa. T h e  Newari word cibi, apparently 
derived from caitya, is applied to all stupas/caityas 
whatever their relative size, and the name for 
many large stupas, Cilandya, probably has the 
same source. Since the Nepalis themselves do seem 
to favor n slight distinction between the Sanskrit 
terms as applied to large and small monuments, it 
will be useful in the following discussion-while 
keeping in mind their essential interchangeability 
-to use stupa and caitya as size indicators, the one 
referring to the large monuments, the other for the 
reduced counterpart. T h e  latter, however, can 

1960; and Bareall 1962; also Zimmer 1968:1, 2j?-.jq; 
Brown rg65:rj; Volwahsen 1g6g:Rg-go; Rowland 1967: 
48-51; Snellgrore 1957:3j-40; and Dallapiccola and Zingel- 
Av6 Lallemant, eds., 1980. 
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scarcely qualify as architecture. Indeed, the orna- 
mented stone caityas of the Licchavi Period, rarely 
exceeding three feet high, come closer to sculp- 
ture. For this reason, and because they provide 
very important indices in unraveling the Valley's 
architectural history, I will delay discussing them 
until the following chapter. The  caityas of later 
date are for the most part only of religious signifi- 
cance and icorlographic interest. 

In Nepal today, as in early Buddhism, the stupa 
itself is worshiped as the symbol of the Buddha in 
general, and at the same time often of particular 
Buddhas. Svayambhu, for example, is conceived 
as the primordial Adibuddha. But in addition to 
being in effect an image, the stupa is also a temple 
of the Vajrayiina pentad and their consorts, and 
always the multiarmed goddess UsnisavijayH is be- 
lieved to dwell within the dome. T h e  stupa is also 
viewed as a sacred reliquary, enclosing perpetual 
flame (the Svayambhu tradition), jewels of great 
worth (the four Patan stupas), or the corporeal 
relics of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and saints!' Bodh- 
nitha, for example, is held to be the reliquary of 
the mortal remains of KiSyapa Buddha, the prede- 
cessor of the historic Buddha Sikyamuni. The  
smaller stupas, as of old, are also reliquaries for 
mortal ash, are ex-votos, or commemorate some- 
thing or someone. Like temples, stupas can be 
raised by anyone, and religious merit is earned by 
so doing. Tradition, amplified by legend, claims 
that by preference stupas are erected above a water 
source, usually described as a miraculous spring, 
fountain, or pond. 

T h e  fundamental element of the Nepali stupal 
caitva is the mound from which it originated, the 
"egg" (anda), "womb" (garbha), or "pot" (t(um- 
bha). It is supported on a d rum pedestal (medhi),  
and surmounted by a multistage finial. This pri- 
mary trio--drum, mound, and finial-is essential 
to every stupalcaitva, whatever stylistic elaboration 

e' According to a Buddhist monk I once talked with 
at SvayambhO, they also contain ritlril-c, a divine substance 
which in the form of firm, white variously sized beads 
mysteriously spews out of stupas on occasions. They are 
exceedingly precious and, wrapped in brocade and silk, 
as I was shown, are conservetl in phials as reliquaries. 
Nepali Buddhists distinguish the various stupas according 
to what they believe they contain: I )  "dhathu stupa," 

may embellish it. Differences of style can be only 
very broadly charted chronologically by their rela- 
tion to the evolution of the Buddhisl doctrine. 
Aside from these iconographic aspects, it is doubt- 
ful that a meaningful picture of the architectural 
evolution of the Nepali stupa could be obtained 
without sectioning the monuments themselves. 
Stupas are not only repaired and renovated, they 
are often periodically enlarged; they are onions, so 
to speak, of which only the core is original (Plate 
452). Thus, if  there were evolutionary changes in 
the character of the drum, dome, or finial, the 
newly renovated stupa was very likely made to 
conform to the existing vogue. In architectural 
terms, then, the fact that the foundation of Svayarn- 
bhu, Bodhnitha, and the Dharmadeva stupa can 
be traced to Licchavi kings signifies little. Even 
the four Patan mounds, which very likely antedate 
the Licchavi Period by centuries, must today only 
broadly correspond to the originals. Among the 
remaining stupas, inscriptions concerning their 
foundation is a rarity; the northern Guita-to1 stupa, 
Patan (Plate 219), has been "confidently" dated on 
the circumstantial evidence of a dated, but mov- 
able, sculpture enshrined in one of its niches." 
T h e  only safe course seems to be to treat the Ne- 
pali stupas as an ensemble without regard to dif- 
ferences of date. T h e  latter will be relevant when 
we return to them as historical, rather than archi- 
tectural, monuments. 

In form, the pedestal (medhi) of the stupa is 
undistinguished, consisting simply of a drum or 
disc of varying height, and exceeding by only a 
few feet the diameter of the mound it supports 
(Figi~res 24-26; Plates 218-221). Often this is the 
only substructure; or, at most, the medhi rises 
from a modest circular platform. But stupas are 
also frequently raised on distinctive plinths, in this 
way comparing with the replica caitya in which 
the plinth is often the dominant feature (Plates 

mortal remains of the Buddha, 2) "paribhog stupa," things 
belonging to him (garments, bowl), 3) "dharrna stupa," 
texts of his teachings (rirtrar), and 4 )  "udeshya chaitya," 
the small counterpart containing amulets, mantras, jewels. 
or texts (Kathmandu Volley 1975:'. 33). 

'O Snellgrove 1961 :93-94; the inscription is dated N.S. 

368 M.igha (A.D. 1268) (D. Regmi 1$6:part 3, app. A, 
inscr. 22 [12]). 
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159, 225. 254-257). At the simplest, the stupa plinth 
is a low square platform, each corner provided 
with an ancillary chapel, as exemplified by the 
eastern Guita-to1 stupa. But plinths may also con- 
sist of a number of superimposed terraces, e ~ c h  
with a number of evenly spaced chapels and caityas 
placed upon it, which raise the stupa proper to 
considerable height. T h e  Pim-bahal stupa is ele- 
vated this way (Plate 222); SO is the Kirtipur 
stupa, and Dodhnitha is another (Figure 25). 
Hodhnitha's great plinth consists of three broad 
terraces of intersected squares and rectangles, the 
salient angles of the lower terraces are provided 
with caityas, and on each side a broad staircase 
ascends to the stupa proper. It is thought to emu. 
late the plinth of the Gyangtse stupa in western 
Tibet, but might simply repeat the form of the 
plinth common to caityas (Plates 225, 256, 257). I t  
is known as vimiatikona, a platform of twenty 
angles, one of the forms prescribed in the Kriyd- 
satngraha." 

Despite the simplicity inherent in the dome 
( a ? ~ d a ,  garbha, kutnbha), there is some variation 
of shape. Those of the four Patan stupas-which 
are likely to be the oldest, and three of which may 
not have been fundamentally altered-are some- 
what flattened hemispheres, simple mounds that 
must be similar to the progenitive funerary mound 
(Figure 26; Plates 220, 221). T h e  domes of the two 
Guita-to1 stupas are quite different, very flat with 
almost vertical sides sharply flared to join the 
tnedhi (Figure 24; Plate 219). T h e  Guita-to1 domes 
may reflect a style popular in the Transitional and 
Early Malla Periods, i f  no renovation postdates 
early sculptures associated with them. One  of the 
chapels of the eastern stupa contains a relief that 
may be dated stylistically to the eighth or ninth 
century (Plate 466), and another, the previously 
mentioned one dated A.D. 1268, is enshrined in a 
niche in the northern stupa. T h e  domes of most of 
the rest of the stupas, however, are much the same: 
oblate hemispheres, attenuated in varying degree, 

Binisti 1960:95, fig. 6. 
i 2  Oldfield 1880:1r, zro-zrz. 
'3 Nepali tradition affirms that the tlorne was niatle by 

clustering small caityas around a core caitya and then 
covering the whole with earth (Kathmandu Vallr~! rg75:1, 

33). 

~111til some are almost as tall as they are broad 
(Figure 24; Plates 215-218). Among this type, 
Bodhnitha comes closest to being a hemisphere. 

Most of what we know about the construction 
of the stupa dome comes from Oldfield, who either 
watched the construction of one or carefully in- 
formed himself." According to him, a masonry 
chamber was constructed at the center of the 
tnedhi and divided into nine equal compartments. 
In eight of them "certain precious and particular 
kinds of wood and of grain" were deposited, to- 
gether with various images and "pictures of vari- 
ous scenes in Buddhist history," and, if the stupa 
was for memorial or funerary purposes, human 
relics. T h e  central ninth compartment served as 
the mortise for the yasti. This is the great central 
timber mast, both functional and symbolic, which 
pierces all stupas and to which the finial attaches 
(Plate 222). After the construction ceremonies, the 
chamber was sealed.i3 Over it and around the pro- 
jecting y a ~ t i ,  a mound was built of "brick, earth, 
and clay, and its outer rounded surface was faced 
with brick and covered with plaster." Now, at 
least, three of the Patan stupas have no other 
facing than the grass that almost conceals their 
bricks, and nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 
reproductions reveal the grass-grown bricking of 
S ~ a ~ a m b h u n i t h a . ~ " u t  in the latter case it appears 
that plaster facings have partly fallen away. All 
of the extant Nepali stupas, except the three Patan 
mounds, are plastered and whitewashed. 

A n  outstanding feature of the stupa dome is the 
engaged chapels. There are usually four, facing the 
cardinal directions; but Svayambhunitha has five 
(two facing east), Namara has a single outsize 
chapel, and Bodhnitha none. Some chapels are 
quite modest and little affect the dome (Plates 220, 
221), while others, quite commanding, are largely 
engaged to it (Plate 218). T h e  chapels are an in- 
novation of later Buddhism related to the concept 
of the Five Tathigatas, or Jinas, that they en- 
shrine.'"rchitecturally, the chapels are reminis- 

:' Oldfield 1880:11, facing 219. 
75 These have come to be widely known as "Dhyini 

Buddhas" since the mid-nineteenth century, when Brian 
Hodgson introduced the purely local term coined by his 
assisting pandits. It does not occur in earlier Rutldhist 
texts, and the correct term for the set of five Buddhas who 
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cent of the ceremonial gateways (torana), one or 
more of which gave access to the ambulatory path . . 
around Indian stupas, and they may be a com- 
pressed expression of them. 

Like the domes, the finials vary somewhat. Typi- 
cally, however, they are attached to the timber 
mast (yafti), and are composed of three principal 
parts: a corniced cube, a tapered mid-section, and 
a crowning parasol (Plates 215-219). There are al- 
so many secondary features. T h e  cube is derived 
from the pavilion (harrnikd) that surmounted 
early Indian stupas; the mid-section, tapered in 
thirteen stages, iymbolizes the thirteen stages of 
perfection (bhimis) ;  and the parasol is the em- 
blem of royalty. T h e  latter relates to the Buddha's 
position as a Cakravartin, Universal Monarch. Two 
bf the Patan mounds barely conform to the ac- 
cepted finial formula, while the third bears a mod- 
est-sized stupa (Figure 26; Plates 220, 221). The  
most vivid element of the finial of the Nepali 
stupa is the pair of eyes that appear to gaze out 
from each side of the harrniki (Plates 215, 217, 
218). They cannot be satisfactorily explained: They 
are generally interpreted as representing either 
Adibuddha, the all-seeing primordial Buddha, or 
Prajipati or Purusa, the Universal Man." Accord- 
ing to the Kriyisamgraha, however, the harmiki  
was the dwelling place of the Lokapilas, the four 
guardians of Buddhism and of the four quarters 
of the universe." Thus  it seems quite possible that 
the eyes are, in fact, those of the Lokapalas, each 
of whom surveys the quarter of the universe for 
which he is responsible.78 In  any event, that the 
eyes should be pHinted there is compatible with the 
conception of the stupa as a cosmos analogical to 
man, g n d  more specifically to the Buddha himself. 
in which the harrniki represents the head." 

preside over the directions is Tathigata or Jina. 1 use the 
former to avoid confusion with the Jinas of the Jain re- 
ligion, which has only a token representation in modern 
Nepal. 

7"~wland 19673158. 
BCnisti 1960:91, roo-101. I am indebted to Prata- 

paditya Pal for calling this to my attention. 
lR Three early cailyar may have some bearing on this 

interpretation: a reliquary from Ceylon, a ~lionolithic 
c d y a  from Ajanta Cave 19, and another from Gandhari. 
The first two have divinities placed at the cardinal points 
above the harmiki; and the third, addorsed heraldic birds 

The decoration of [he stupa varies widcly from 
those like the sober pair at Guita-tol, with virtually 
none, to Svayambhii, a dazzling rcpository of gilt 
metal repoussC. At Svayambhii and elscwherc, thc 
finial is the most often used field for ernbellish- 
ment. Even plain srupas usually have at least a 
gilt umbrella. The most extravagant finial, at Sva- 
yambhii, is entircly gilt, and even the more typical 
masonry steps are thcrc t ra~~sformed into a cone 
of gilt rings (Plate 217). T h e e  are, in turn, sur- 
mounted by an elaborate parasol, and draped with 
gilt metal streamers. O n  each sidc of the cornice 
there are pentad-shaped toranus emhlairnncd with 
relief images of the Tathigatas, and the cornice 
itself is encircled with a lacy gilt metal valance. 
For stupas like Svayambhu or Bodhnstha-which 
also usa an impressive amount of gilt on the 
finial--only the dome is kept whitewashed; others 
are often coated from top to bottom, not only to 
beautify the stupa but to honor it, and by so doing 
earn religious merit. The  whitening is normally 
renewed annually, since each summer much of it 
washes away under the hard rains (Plate 218). In 
this way smaller stupas (cairyas), often less ex- 
posed, may build up a thick enveloping cloak 
through which peer the enshrined images at the 
sides. T h e  great dome of Bodhnitha like no other 
stupa, is as an additional honor occasionally painted 
with ochre garlands of saffron water (Plate 215). 

Like all temples, the chapels of the Tathagatas 
at each side of the stupa attract a host of pious of- 
ferings, in some instances ones that are costly and 
permanent. By the constant donations of gilt roofs, 
toranas, flags, protective netting, and similar gifts, 
the chapels of Svayambhti, for example, have been 
turned into rich golden temples (Plate 223). At  
the other extreme, the Guita-to1 chapels are very 

in the same position (HCnisti r#o:ror; Lyons and Ingholt 

1957:pl 496). 
79BCnisti 1960:gr; Volwahsen 1969:y. Although the 

practice of painting eyes on the stupas is so typically 
Nepali it is often thought to be a Nepali innovation. its 
roots are apparently very ancient. For example, one of 
the stupas represented among the decoration at Sihchi 
bears a pair of superimposed ovals on the anda that are 
generally interpreted as eyes. Combaz 1gj3.1gj6, vol. 4, 
fig. 7 ,  illustrates a caitya f r ~ m  Bihar, of far more recent 
times, with the characteristic "Nepali" eye pattern on the 
hatntiki. 
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sober. Some otherwise plain chapels, like those of 
the Dharmadeva stupa, have removable gilt orna- 
ments that are only affixed to them on festival days. 
T h e  ornaments used in stupa decoration corre- 
spond to those of the temple, although on the stupa 
they are virtually never expressed in carved wood. 

Carved stone reliefs are an important part of 
stupa decoration, and a favored place for their in- 
stallation is at the base of the dome. Svayambhi 
has a number affixed to it; they ring the Dharma- 
deva stupa; and at Bodhniitha, enshrined in 108 
niches at the base of the dome, they are an espe- 
cially distinctive feature (Plates 215, 218). More 
rarely, relief carvings are applied to the drum 
(Plates 218, 224, 453,454). Only Dharmadeva stupa 
and Kathmandu's Tukan-bahal stupa have these 
now, but they are reminiscent of the decorative 
plaques applied to Indian stupas (riyigapata, i rya-  
wt i ) ,  and may have once been more common. 
Occasionally one comes across plaques carved with 
Buddhist themes, which though now put to other 
uses, most likely originated as stupa decoration 

(Plate 454). 
Like the courts of the vihira quadrangles and 

the temple compounds, the environs of prestigious 
stupas attract a host of sacred accessories. Foremost 
is the miniature replica stupa (caitya). Around a 
stupa as venerated as Svayambhi, for example, 
they cluster in hundreds (Plate 225), elsewhere by 
dozens. Sometimes drawing as close as possible to 
the sacred aura of the larger stupa, they stand on 
its very plinth. A popular stupa also attracts to it 
a host of shrines and images devoted to diverse 
gods of the Hindu-Buddhist pantheon. Scattered 
among them are the usual donor images, pillars, 
bells, flags, mandalas, inscriptions, and other sacred 
bric-a-brac, which together represent an accumula- 
tion of centuries of pious donations (Plates 222, 
223). At  Rodhnitha and Svayambhini tha (and a 
few vilzira temples) the Tibetans have added a 
special cachet in recent years by the donation of 
prayer wheels and, impermanent though they may 
be, their streamers of prayer flags often gaily flutter 
above the accumulated artifacts (Plates 215-217). 

so Occasionally, when the lack of water has been par- 
ticularly severe-a perennial problenl for Patanw-old 
fountains are remembered, cleared, and rehabilitated. In 

T H E  W A T E R  SOURCES 

Structures related to the storage, distribution and 
access to water-the riverside ghats, the reservoirs, 
wells, and fountains-are ubiquitous elements of 
the cultural landscape of the Kathmandu Valley 
(Plates 41, 226-238, 343, 568). Often the result of 
considerable architectural and engineering achieve- 
ment, water-related constructions, despite their ob- 
vious utility, are almost never utilitarian alone. 
Function is combined with form in ways that both 
create individually attractive monuments and em- 
bellish urban design. As social centers and, in ef- 
fect, hypaethral shrines, the water sources serve hu- 
man needs far beyond the mere provision of water. 
Water itself is sacred, as is everything that relates 
to it-the vessel, 'the well, or pond that contains it, 
the fountain from which it issues, o r  the stream in 
which it flows. Providing access to water is thought 
to be especially meritorious, a significant kirti 
whose value to society is matched by the religious 
merit accruing to the donor. Thus  ccntury after 
century of construction by king and commoner, 
each according to his means, has left no corner of 
the Valley without a liberal number of water 
sources. Many that were built in past ages have 
fallen into ruin, but as many more continue faith- 
fully to serve the community, often as its chief or 
only water supply.'O 

Access to the rivers, whose waters are sought not 
only for domestic but for religious purposes, is by 
means of ghats. Constructed of dressed stone and 
brick, the ghats transform the river bank into a 
broad flight of stairs that provide safe and easy 
access to the water's edge (Plates 343, 568). Ghats 
facilitate both mundane use of the river water and 
ritual bathing, an important prelude to most reli- 
gious observances. T h e  preferred rendezvous with 
Death is at the riverside, bathed in its waters if 
possible, and afterward, as ash, reintegrated 
through it with the cosmic stream. Thus, at regu- 
lar intervals the steps are interrupted with large 
masonry platforms, usually circular, known as 
tnasdn (Sanskrit, imaidna) for the purpose of cre- 
mating the dead. 

the dry winter of  1971, for example, a buried fountain 
near Uku-bahal was excavated by the neighborhood people 
and Iound to be still functioni!ig. 
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Water for domestic use is obtained from rcs- 
ervoirs and wells, or from running fountains. 
Large reservoirs, usually known as pokhari, da- 
ha, or in Newari, puklzl, arc brick-lined tanks 
surrounded by continuous ghat-like steps for safe 
access, and sometimes protected by a low wall 
or balustrade. They are conveniently located here 
and there in the towns or on their outskirts (Maps 
4, 7-9; Figure 4; Plates 41, 112). A number of the 
largest reservoirs, situated on the city periphery, 
were the donations of kings, and are in effect small 
brick-lined lakes, costly engineering achievements 
measuring several hundreds of square feet. The  
Rani Pokhari, for example, consecrated at Kath- 
mandu in A.D. 1670, took several years to com- 
plete.'l Correspondingly large royal ponds lie at 
the western edge of Bhaktapur. One of them, the 
ruined Tawa-pokhari, was the donation of Jagaj- 
jyotirmalla (A.D. 1614-1637)." T h e  nearby Siddha- 
pokhari, apparently also the gift of a Bhaktapur 
king, was twice restored in the Shah Period, once 
by the order of Bhimsen Thapa, and again by 
Jang Bahadur Rana. Reservoirs are also typical 
accessories of the palace compounds, some quite 
large, like that of the Patan Bhandarkhal, others 
scarcely more than a glorified bathtub (Plates 6, 
226). Typically, these royal baths are associated 
with a nearby fountain of running water. 

Formerly, as a meritorious act, drinking water 
was often made available by means of small cov- 
ered reservoirs known as "spigot fountains," tute- 
d h i r i  in Nepali or jahrC in Newari (from Sanskrit 
jaladroni) (Plates 227-230, 233, 234). They consist 
of a stone trough, elevated on  a masonry support 
or built into a wall or the side of a fountain. Usual- 
ly holding a few gallons and replenished by means 
of a funnel arrangement in the rear, the tutedhdri 
is furnished with one or more stoppered spigots. 
In keeping with the traditional way of drinking 
from a spouted vessel held overhead, one could 

Clark 1957; Slusser 1972a:j6-47. 
a2B.  Paudel rg64a:lr-12. It was maliciously destroyed 

by Pratiparnalla of Kathmandu. but rebuilt by Jitimitra, 
a later king of Bhaktapur. 

s3 One of the most famous is the elegant Tusahiti (un- 
fortunately, only the edge is barely visible in Plate 130); 
exceptionally. very large fountains have complex forms, 
such as the immense Sundhiri adjacent to "Bhimsen's" 
tower and, like it, wrongly ascribed to the minister. The 

llrlstopper the spigot at will and drink directly bc- 
neath it. In use from the time of the Licchavis 
until very recently, the tutedhdris were established 
at temples and tirthas, in the streets and squares, 
and often near a well or fountain to facilitate re- 
filling them. Usually a grithi endowment was es- 
tablished for this purpse .  N o  longer, or rarely, 
used, most are in ruins, and their troughs aban- 
doned or adapted to other uses (Plate 230). 

Deep, brick-lined circular wells ( i n b a ,  tuna) 
with high stone copings are also characteristic wa- 
ter sources of the Kathmandu Valley (Plates 117, 
231). Water is drawn up by hand; the grappling 
hook for retrieving things dropped into its depths 
is a typical household tool. 

The  most distinctive water source is the "deep 
fountain," the Nepali gaihridhdri or Newari ga- 
hiti, a terraced pit into which one descends to the 
source (Plates 232, 233). Mirror image of the 
stepped plinths and tiered roofs of the nearby tem- 
ples, the fountain is terraced in diminishing stages, 
each bricked and paved, and traversed by one or 
more stairways. Fed by gravity flow through un- 
derground clay pipes, one or more spouts emerge 
from the lowermost retaining wall, and drains are 
provided to carry away the overflow. In size and 
depth the gaihridhiri  vary greatly. At some places 
water is near the surface, and only a shallow pit 
with one or two terraces is needed. Others must be 
dug  very deep, and they are therefore at the sur- 
face very wide, with a correspondingly large num- 
ber of terraces. Most gaihridhiri  are rectilinear- 
square or cruciform-but smaller fountains are of- 
ten oval, rectangular with apsidal ends, or fash- 
ioned in other aesthetically pleasing and symbolic 
shapes.e3 They are, in fact, conceived as cosmic 
diagrams, the ubiquitous mandala, and even the 
underground clay pipes may be arranged accord- 
ingly.@' 

Where hydrological conditions permit, fountains 

fountain was built by the queen he served, Lalita-tripuri- 
sundari, in v.s. 1885 Philguna (A.D.  1828) (Naraharinatha 
1955:1, R6). This and the Tusahiti are illustrated in 
photographs and architectural renderings by Nicholais 

1971, 1974. 
a4Auer and Gutschow rg7q:jg. A Bhaktapur acquaint- 

ance once affirmed that he had witnessed repairs to a 
fountain whose only underground source was a manu- 
script tantra. 
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are constructed at ground level, or o~ l ly  a step or 
two below. They are a rarity in the Valley floor 
communities; the many-fountained Patan has only 
one, the popular Sundhara, east of the Darbar 
Square. Such fountains are usually nearer the slop- 
ing periphery of the Valley, where springs feed 
both them and natural pools (krrnda). Together 
they are important tirthas that attract large num- 
ber of Nepalis for ritual bathing. T o  accomn~odate 
crowds, the fountains usually have numerous 
spouts, such as the nine at Godavari or the twenty- 
two at Balaju. Muktinltha, a tirtha high in the 
Annapurna range, has 108 spouts. T h e  natural 
pools are also contained in tank-like structures, 
with steps provided for safe entry. Some of the 
most famous complexes are Godavari, Balaju, and 
Matatirtha, but there are many others on the high- 
er slopes, such as Sarasvati Kund  (Lele), Maha- 
deva Pokhari, and Manicuthan. T h e  most distant 
and most celebrated natural pool is Gosainkund, 
in the Himalaya proper, the source of the Trisuli 
River (Map 3). 

Just as the water sources themselves are not 
merely utilitarian, so also the spouts from which 
the water issues. Of stone (Nepali, dhungedhi r i ;  
Newari, l6hiti) or, more rarely, of metal (sun- 
d h i r i ,  Iut.n/zi~i), they are carved and cast in  forms 
of symbolic creatures (Plates 233-237) T h e  most 
common shape is the makara, a mythical water 
dragon much employed in Nepali art, and espe- 
cially ubiquitous in pairs on the toranas (Plates 
165, 482, 483). T h e  makara's body is an open chan- 
nel with removable cover, the water flowing from 
its open mouth beneath an upheld elephantine 
snout. Frequently the makara holds in its mouth 
a telescoping series of one or more animals-ram, 
goat, bull, or chimera-from which the water at 
last issues (Plates 234, 235). Both channel cover 
and sides are often embellished with opulent carv- 
ings or metal repousse of a variety of creatures or 
things associated with water (Plate 237). In  older 
fountains, many of which date from Licchavi 
times, the heavy spouts are symbolically sup- 
ported by paired atlantes (Plate 306). In  the Malla 
Period, it was more common to set beneath them 
a relief carving of Bhagiratha, a sage whose pen- 

Vbhilekha-samgr.aha 1g61d. 
B a  A few are, for example, D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 

ance induced the descent of the Ganges to earth, 
Set into a frieze of tnnkarus, Bhagiratha may be 
seen on the Bhaktapur tutedhdrd, conch in hand, 
safely leading the water to the fountain (Plate 
228). 

There are literally thousands upon thousands of 
carved stone tnat(ara spouts in the Kathmandu 
Valley, not only those in the fountains, but those 
put to other uses outside, such as stair steps, build- 
ing blocks, pillars and posts, temple courtyard ac- 
cessories, or simply lying about abandoned. The  
brass and copper spouts are more typically a fea- 
ture of palace fountains, where gilding earned 
them the name "golden" (sundhir i ,  lumhiti). 
N o w  without gilding, a number of metal spouts 
also embellish the public fountains (Plates 234, 

2.35). 
In  addition to their utilitarian use and architec- 

tural interest, the water sources are culturally im- 
portant in many other ways. Because they have al- 
ways served as social centers where people gather 
not only for water but for social interaction, they 
were a logical place to p b l i s h  proclamations that 
concerned the c o m m u ~ ~ i t y .  This  is attested by the 
many inscriptions preserved within them (Plate 
51). Typically constructed as a meritorious act, the 
reservoirs, the fountains, and their individual 
spouts-and even the coping stones of wells-of- 
ten bear dated dedicatory inscriptions that are also 
important historical sources (Plate 57). One of the 
earliest known inscriptions in the Newari Ian- 
guage, for example, dated N.S. 353 K k t i k a  (A.D. 

1232) is preserved as a dedicatory inscription on a 
t ~ t e d h l i r i . ~ O t h e r  water sources have Licchavi in- 
scriptions associated with them."; 

Because of the sanctity of water itself, the water 
sources were also fitting places for the installation 
of sacred images. Many sources are outdoor mu- 
seums that povide  rich materials for art-historical 
studies. There is scarcely a fountain or tank, for 
example, that does not have at least one or more 
S i v n l i i ~ ~ a  or cuitya associated with it, and most 
have many, together with numerous sacred images 
(Plates 232, 236). A gaihridhirz adjacent to Kum- 
bhes'vara temple, for example, contains a half- 
dozen major and several minor stone sculptures, 
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while others conserve some of the most significant 
art monuments of Nepal (Plates 273, 275, 281, 286, 
306, 318, 353, 382, 404, 472). And with their fine 
carving and superb metalcraft, the spouts them- 
selves are often important art objects (Plate 237). 

T h e  water sources are also significant for their 
place in Valley folklore, cultural focal points that 
often illuminate political, art, and religious history. 
T h e  Rani Pokhari alone is the center of a mine of 
legend that helps us better to understand the sev- 
enteenth-century Nepal in which it was built." 
There is scarcely a source that does not have some 
tale to tell. T h e  unusual snouts of the stone ma- 
taras at Narayan Hiti  turn back in disgust from 
a royal parricide (Plate 235);" a well at Rijari- 
jeivari-ghat had to be sealed because it too faith- 
fully mirrored the future; and the most famous 
well of all, the Bihra-barse Inara, the Twelve-year 
Well, took as many years to dig, and even now 
leads to the u n d e r w ~ r l d . ~ ~  

PILLARS A N D  PLATFORMS 

Among the most arresting features of the Darbar 
Squares are the tall stone pillars crowned by the 
gilt images of some of the late Malla kings who 
helped to build them (Plates 30-33, ~ ~ 9 ) .  Each, in 
devotional attitude, faces the temple of the Malla 
tutelary, Taleju (Durga), to whom the pillar and 
the royal portrait (sometimes joined with family 
members) is dedicated. T h e  earliest, A.D. 1670, was 
raised by Pratipamalla, the innovative king whose 
genius most marked the architecture of the Kath- 

C' Slusser 197ra:36-47. 
They were thought to be the only ones in the Katli- 

mandu Valley, but G. Vajracharya and I also stumbled on 
one used as a paving stone in the Jayavigiivari temple 
courtyard, Deopatan. 
" See Chapter 12. 

Subedi et al. 1954. In addition to the king there are 
seven family members, two favorite queens, the queen 
mother, sons, and a grandson. All are identitied by name 
in the bilingual text on the pillar. 

01 N.S. 813 Migha (A.D. 1693) (Rri;abhogamJI> 1970: 

part 4. 7). 
"The image is of King Bhipatindramalla (A.D. 1696- 

I ~ Z I ) ,  but it may actually have been raised by his suc- 
cessor, Ranajit (Lamshal r966:54; B. Sharma 1968a:rg). 

mandu palace square?' A quarter-ccntury later 
Patan followed suit, when Yogannrendra raised n 
corresponding pillar to T a l e j ~ ; ~ '  and finally in 
Jjhaktapur came the portrait of Hhtjpatindra- 
malla.B2 

These familiar pillar images, however, represent 
no more than three particular points in a long tra- 
dition that, rooted in antiquity, continues in recent 
and modern Nepal (Plates 71, 214). T h e  source of 
the tradition itself appears to be the sacred pillars 
widely worshiped as the axis mundi in Neolithic 
times, but which at length, as in Mauryan India. 
gradually metamorphosed into emblematic stand- 
ards and ex votos." It  was this later tradition that 
the Licchavis apparently brought to Nepal, for 
they, too, dedicated pillars to certain deities and 
placed them before their shrines (Platcs 47, 240- 
242). 

Pillars not only support human portraits; they 
are the preferred seat for the wihanas of many 
gods, typically of the birds or, more rarely, the 
beasts that serve them in their comings and goings. 
Half divine themselves, the vehicles face the tem- 
ple doors of the deities they serve. Far and away 
the most familiar of such emblematic standards is 
that of Garuda, the sunbird and inseparable com- 
panion of Visnu. In  Nepal Mandala one can trace 
an unbroken lineage of dated Garuda standards 
(Garudadhvaja) from the fifth to the late nine- 
teenth century. They begin with the Changu N i -  
riyana and Hadigaon Garudas, respectively of the 
fifth and sixth century;" we meet them again on 
twelfth- and fifteenthtentury pillars in Bhakta- 
pur," in the seventeenth century at the Patan Dar- 

"I t  has generally been thought that all Indian pillars 
with animal capitals were raised by the Emperor Aioka, 
but a number apparently long predate him, and were more 
closely related to the earlier cult ant1 symbolism (Irwin 

1973, 1974, 1975. 1976). 
"D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 2, 35 (9-30, 158-164). 

There is, of course, some doubt about the Changu Garuda, 
since neither it nor the pillar it most likely crowned is now 
in situ. 

96 At the temple of Tilamidhava, dated N.S. 283 Jyestha 
(A.D. 1163) and Vikupati Niriyana, N.S. 528 Migha (A.D. 
1 4 d )  (Abhilekha-fonigraha 1g61c [the numbers are in- 
correctly transcribed as "238" in Rajvamshi 1963:5]; 
Petech 1958:144, document 15). 
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bar Square," and in the mid-nineteenth century 
again in Bhaktapur (Plate z43).07 In addition to 
these works, there are scores of other Garuda 
standards at Visnnu's shrines, some dated; some 
;Ire on pillars, others on low pedestals. 

111 Nepal Mandala the bird Garuda is often an- 
thropomorphic, in effect a human wearing a cape 
of  bird wings. T h e  highly individualized mous- 
tached faces of some of them, notably the fallen 
Changu Garuda, the Hadigaon example (Plates 
64, 240)~ and a Licchavi work at Makhan-tol, 
Kathmandu,OB suggest that they are portraits of 
the donors in vihana guise. In  contemporary India, 
only symbolic animals are known to have served 
as pillar emblems. Thus, if the Nepali pillar Ga- 
rudas are portrait images, the Licchavis may have 
originated the custom. T h e  practice of making 
portrait images as offerings to the gods was cer- 
tainly known to them. There is the portrait of 
Visnugupta, depicted in the very guise of Visnu 
himself (Plate 65), and in A.D. 505 one Nirapeksa 
recorded the consecration of portrait images of his 
parents.OVt seems likely that the twelfth- and fif- 
teenth-century standards of the Bhaktapur temples, 
each bearing anthropomorphized Garudas with 
highly individualized faces, continue the tradition. 
Ry the seventeenth century, these pillar portraits 
became frankly human in the realistic portraits of 
the Malla kings. Given what we know of Pratipa- 
malla, who raised the first of those known, it seems 
likely that he started the practice.'"" 

Other familiar Nepali pillar standards are the 
peacock, Kaumiri's vehicle, and the lion. T h e  Iat- 
ter, usually in heraldic pose with one raised paw, 
has a wider symbolism and application than as 
the vihuna of a specific deity, however. T h e  lion 
belongs to D u r g i  but, inexplicably, is rarely raised 
as a standard before her temples. An exception is 
the imposing sinlhudhvaju facing the chief Taleju 

"'Raised at the square Krsna temple at t l ~ e  time of its 
consecration, N.S. 757 Pli.ilguna (A.D. 1637) (Parnjuli et al. 

1954). 
!I7 At 1)attitreya sattal-tcmple, Tachapal-tol, the pillar 

inscribetl \\,it11 an unpuhlishcd iledication dated v.s. 1908 
Vaiiikhn (A, [ ) .  1851) .  

gR Slusscr and Vajrachnrya 1973:fig. 28. 
! ' 9 , s s .  427 K3rtika (D. Vajracliarya 197j:inscr. 19 179- 

HI]) .  
I n n  ".I). 1663 (N.s .  784 Pausa-krsna) may mark tlic first, 

temple in Hanuman Dhoka.lol In Nepal, the ]ion 
is also assigned to Bhimasena, and such standards 
are typically associated with him (Plate 243). The 
lion standard is also encountered in the vihdra 
courts, and facing stupas (Plate 222). T h e  minister 
Bhimsen Thapa (A.D. 1806-1837) even raised a lion 
standard to memorialize his civic gift of the first 
vehicular bridge from the capital to Patan. It  stands 
on the riverbank still. There are also many other, 
less common, emblems-vihanas of other deities, 
their cognizances, such as Visnu's conch or cakra 
(Plate 47), or the image of some particular deity. 
There is also the emblematic nigat(i:tha, a some- 
what related form (Plate 226). 

Emblematic pillars are known to Nepalis by 
many names, the most common being stambha, 
iilistambha (pillar, stone pillar), dhvaja (standard, 
flag), or dhvajastambha, words often modified 
with the name of the specific emblem, as in "Garu- 
dadhvaja" or simhadhvaja. T h e  pillars themselves 
are always of stone, square, or ascending in stages 
from square through octagonal to round. Some, 
like the axis mrrndi of old, rise directly from the 
ground, but others are mortised into a low pedes- 
tal, in the Malla Period frequently in the form of 
a tortoise. This choice relates, no doubt, to the tor- 
toise that supported Mt. Meru in the legendary 
Churning of the Ocean; very likely it is meant to 
imbue the pillar with symbolic stability. Pillars are 
also often wreathed at base or summit with a 
carved serpent guardian. T h e  capital, usually cush- 
ioned by an imalut(a, is typically a full-blown lotus 
whose broad surface ~ r o v i d e s  ample space for the 
crowning emblem (Plates 240, z4r). T h e  capital of 
Pr .~ t i~~amal la ' s  ~ i l l a r ,  as might be expected from 
such a king, is very individualized (Plate 239). 

In the Malla Period, the royal  ort trait emblems 
are almost always of gilt copper. T h e  twelfth-cen- 
tury Garuda capital of the Tilaniidhava pillar is 

the date when Pratipatnalla erected a gilt portrait image 
of himself ant1 two sons facing the chief Taleju tctiiple 
(D. Regmi 1966:part 4, inscr. 64 [129-1311).  

'nlEstablished in N.S.  761 Jyestha (,\.n. 1642) as a gift 
of Pratipamalla: it stands behind the 1663 portrait pillar 
of the king and his sons, ant1 Oesitle one of I'artlii\~e~iiira- 
malla ant1 a queen, probal,ly Rdiihilnk~mi, established in 
N.S .  801 Miiglia (A,!, .  1682) (D. Regmi igl;h:~)art 4, inscrs. 

44, 88 173-78, 188-1931). 
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stone, as are the two extant Licchavi emblems. If 
metal emblems were also used in the Licchavi and 
Transitional Periods, as they were sometimes in 
ancien't India,'"' they have not endured. 

T h e  pillars of Nepal Mandala are arresting archi- 
tectural monuments to which we owe the safe pres- 
ervation aloft of a number of important stone and 
metal sculptures, although some emblems, lost to 
quake or rapacity, have been less fortunate (Plate 
130). Like the fountains, the pillars also provide 
valuable indices to the history of art and architec- 
ture, religion, and politics-visual information am- 
plit'ied by the inscriptions they frequently bear. 
Concerning the pillars, there are also legends that 
help us to appreciate better the time in which they 
were raised. One of them even opens a window 
on a far more distant past. History affirms that 
Yoganarendramalla died by enemy poison at 
Changu Niiriiyana, and was cremated at Patan 
with numerous satis.lo3 Tradition affirms, however, 
that he lives and will one day reascend his throne: 
his death will be confirmed only when the gilded 
bird perched above his pillar portrait takes wing.'"' 
Heard in the twentieth-century bazaar, how close 
the story takes us to a tale the pilgrim FS-hien 
heard in fourth-century India. There had been con- 
tention between Buddhists and "heretics" over 
rights to a particular pillar. T o  establish the Bud- 
dhist claim, some supernatural sign was needed. 
This was supplied when the lion capital "gave a 
great roar" and caused the abashed heretics to with- 
draw.loS 

Architecturally insignificant but of considerable 
institutional importance are the masonry platforms 
known in Nepali as dabali (Newari, dabzr, pha- 
laci, phale) and in inscriptions as nzandapu, vedi- 
a i ,  or vedi. Rectilinear in form, they vary in 
height and width, but typically are two or three 
feet high and twelve or fourteen feet wide. They 
are made of brick and dressed stone, one or both 
of which may be decorated. Usually donated in 
pursuit of merit, dabalis are established next to 
temples, in the public squares, and in the royal 

lo' Irwin 19j3:716. 
'OW. Regmi rg66:part 4, inscr. 128 (271.274); Raj- 

vamshi 1965:38-40. 
'04 There are many versions of this tale, one of which 

is recorded by Wright 1966:rGg. 

compounds, where they serve as open-air stages 
for sacred purposes (Plate I 25). Kings are crowned 
on a dabali; images of the gods are displayed there 
(Plate 442); it was the traditional place for the 
performance of sacred dance dramas; and some da- 
balis have special names and designated uses. One 
adjacent to the Hanuman Dhoka chief Taleju tem- 
ple, for example, is named TriSiili-dabali, while in 
the court of the Hhaktapur Taleju there is the 
Sneha-mandapa. The  latter was :I gift of King 
Jagatprakiia for the annual exposition of his gilt 
portrait image and the display of lamps on desig- 
nated festival days.'00 Another in Patan was con- 
secrated exclusively to the use of the Navadurg.? 
dancers from Harasiddhi, a famous troupe that 
still performs on occasion in Patan and other Val- 
ley communities. Dabalis used to be imbued with 
a sanctity that forbade all but the ritually privi- 
leged to touch them. An unpublished inscription 
adjacent to a dabaii in western Patan, for example, 
warns even the sacred cows to keep off. With the 
passage of time, however, although the dabalis 
may at times serve in the traditional ways, they 
have also entered the secular domain. Today they 
more often serve the community at large as handy 
seats, and the merchants as display space for their 
wares. 

Another architecturally modest but ritually im- 
portant structure may also be defined here. It is 
the "burnt offering pond" or "diagram," the yajfia- 
kcrnda or yajia-mandala, a small sanctified place 
proper for conducting the yajfia or homo, the pre- 
sentation of burnt offerings to the gods (Plates 
492, 493). Typically, the yajfia-aunda or mandala 
is a shallow pit, hardly exceeding a square foot, 
simply sunk into the temple courtyard or elabo- 
rated with a raised metal frame (Plates 159, 
16r).1°' Some, however, are simple surface arrange- 
ments, several feet square, demarcated by a partic- 
ular pattern of bricks, as in Nasal-chok, Hanuman 
Dhoka, or by special paving surrounded with a 
balustrade, as at the square Krsna temple in the 
Patan Darbar Square. When in use, such yajfia- 

Io5 Irwin 1973:715; Legge rg65:50-51. 
1°G B. Paudel 1965b. 
'07 Note that the Uku-bahal yajfia-mandala is carefully 

provided with the four equidistant doorways the mandala 
exacts. 
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mundala may be converted into a firepit by stack- to consider what may have preceded it. As exam- 
ing bricks around the periphery. They are also ined in the next chapter, the structures that we 
likely to be protected with a baldaquin. know are apparently descended directly from those 

With this survey of the extant architecture of we do not. Architecture, like other aspects of the 
the Kathmandu Valley, we are now in a position culture of Nepal Mandala, is a continuum. 
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THE TRADITIONAL architecture with which we are 
familiar in the Kathmandu Valley could not have 
evolved without antecedents. But since it is gener- 
ally assumed that such antecedents have almost 
wholly disappeared or are underground, the study 
of early architecture has been either ignored or 
put off, awaiting systematic archaeological investi- 
gations. Clearly the final assessment will rest with 
the spade, but in the Valley, where almost every- 
place is sanctified by the presence of God, it may 
be long in coming. Meanwhile, we need not re- 
main totally ignorant of the buildings constructed 
in the course of more than a millennium of human 
activity. There are other indices to show us that 
the architecture we now know-the palaces, tem- 
ples, monasteries, fountains, pillars, and even the 
modest ceremonial platforms-are but end prod- 
ucts, and often duplicates, of a continuum whose 
source is far removed both from the Malla Period 
and the Kathmandu Valley. 

One  index to the kind of structures familiar in 
ancient Nepal is provided by the records of those 
who used them. Inscriptions of the Licchavi Peri- 
od are studded with references to palaces and dhar- 
rncrjalh, monasteries and temples (even chariot 
and palanquin temples), to stupas, fountains, res- 
ervoirs, pillars, and platforms. Similar references 
continue in the stone inscriptions and manuscripts 
of the Transitional and Early Malla Periods, al- 
though, like the records of those periods them- 

selves, they are less complete. But while the docu- 
ments provide an inventory of the kinds of struc- 
tures familiar in ancient Nepal, only rarely do they 
tell us what they looked like. 

For this evidence, however, we have other 
sources. One source is the monuments that have 
survived. For the Lichavi Period we have pillars, 
deep fountains and inscribed spouts within, spigot 
fountains, caityas (and, of course, the unseen cores 
of stupas), and quite unexpectedly, even some 
standing shrines. Certified to the Transitional Pe- 
riod is a dated series of votive pillars and the 
largest traditional building in Nepal, the celebrated 
Kisthamandapa. 

T h e  second source of evidence respecting the ap- 
pearance of these early buildings is the ruins still 
above ground. There are extant foundations and 
abundant bits and pieces in the form of stone col- 
umns, lintels, sills, door jambs, and decorative 
fragments. Scattered about in abandon or reused 
as convenient building blocks, these fragments 
have not previously been tapped as a source for 
the history of Nepali architecture. But they pro- 
vide an opportunity for conducting "surface archae- 
ology" in lieu of the more traditional subsurface 
method. Together, the ruins, the surviving monu- 
ments, and the documentary references provide a 
certain understanding of early Nepali architecture 
making it possible to compare it not only with the 
known successors of the Malla Period, but with 
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contemporary architecture of ancient India. By 
means of these comparisons, some of the origins 
of Nepali architecture become far less mysterious. 

T H E  DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

House and Palace 

It is to Wang Hsiian-t's;, the Chinese envoy who 
thrice came to Nepal Mandala in the mid-seventh 
century A.D., that we very likely owe our only pre- 
eighteenth-century document respecting the com- 
mon house.' That  the seventh-century Nepali house 
was no hovel is evident from the envoy's observa- 

his edicts. It  is probable that the diplomat's mem- 
oirs, surviving in the scattered words of others, are 
much altered, and in any case reflect a certain 
measure of hyperbole. But in general, the two no- 
tices must in fact reflect something of what he saw. 
H e  is said to have written: 

In the capital of Nepal there is a storied structure 
more than zoo tch'etr high and 80 pou (400 feet) 
in circumference. I t  can accommodate ten thou- 
sand men. It  is divided into three terraces, each 
divided into seven stories. In  the four pavilions 
there are sculptures to make one marvel. Gems 
and pearls decorate them. 

T h e  later rescension has: 
tion that "their houses are built of wood. T h e  walls In the middle of the palace there is a tower of 
are sculptured and ~ainted." '  For the residences of seven stories roofed with copper tiles. Its balus- 
Nepali kings, we have the more voluminous de- trades, grilles, columns, beams, and everything 
scriptions of the Chinese annals, based on  the same therein are set with gems and semiprecious 
envoy's observations, together with a number of stones. At each of the four corners of the tower 
references provided by the Licchavis themselves. there descends a copper waterpipe, at the base of 
From Jayadeva's Narayan Chaur proclamation we which the water is spouted forth by golden drag- 
know that Mrinagrha, the earliest known Nepali ons. From the summit of the tower water is 
palace, was an extensive walled compound, pierced poured into troughs [which issuing at length] 
with several gateways, and that it contained a from the mouths of the dragons, gushes forth 
"pretsanamandapi," a viewing platform. From 

like a fountain.' 
Amiuvarman we learn that M i n a ~ r h a  housed not -. - 
only the royal family, but the chief officers of the 
crown and many other fun~tionaries .~ Among 
them were the treasurer (bhdndandyaka), the su- 
perintendent of waterworks (piniyakamirintata),  
and a host of retainers such as the standard bearer, 
fly-whisk holder, and supervisor of the throne. 
From the same edict we also know that the M i -  
naglha compound included a number of shrines 
and temples, as well as the stables for the corona- 
tion horse and elephant. 

It is almost certainly to Kailisakuta-bhavana, 
the chancery that Amiuvarman built around A.D. 

600, that two separate notices in the Chinese an- 
nals refer. Both no doubt derive from the com- 
mentaries of Wang Hsiian-t'st, whose several audi- 
ences with Narendradeva must have taken place 
in the chancery from which the king then issued 

' Al~ l~oug l l  the envoy's original ~nemoirs no longer 
exist, t l~ey are apparently the principal source for the scat- 
tered notices on Nepal in the T'ang Annals ant1 subse- 
quent rescensions (1,fvi rgog:~,  157, 163). 

A further impression of the palace is obtained from 
the envoy's description of the king and the throne 
room. H e  observed that the bejeweled king "sits 
on a lion throne in a room spread with flowers and 
perfumes. T h e  nobles, officers, and the entire court 
are seated to the right and left on the ground, and 
beside him are ranged hundreds of armed sol- 
d i e r ~ . " ~  

O n  three separate occasions, the Nepalese them- 
selves singled out Kailisak~ta-bhavana for special 
praise. Ams'uvarman likened it to an "auspicious 
beauty spot ( t i l i ta)  on the earth's face at which 
the curious multitudes gaze unblinkingly." Na- 
rendradeva writes in one inscription that Kailasa- 
ktita "has the splendor of Mt. Kailisa, is beautiful, 
world famous, and a feast for the eyes," and in 
another that it is a "luminary of the universe, like 

Ltvi 1905:1, 164. 
9. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 72, 149 (301.308, 563.572). 
" Lfvi rgog:r, 159, 165. 
"bid., pp. 164-165. 
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unto moonbeams gleaming on  the Himalaya's very 
peaks."Vn later years he may have referred to it 
as his "auspicious residence" (bhadradhiviro). 

It is evident from these early references that the 
palaces of the Licchavi Period were walled com- 
pounds large enough to accommodate a variety of 
structures. These included the king's quarters and 
symbol of authority, from which he issued his proc- 
lamations; residential quarters appropriate for high 
officers, general retainers, and a work force; a 
treasury,? temples and shrines, ceremonial plat- 
forms, stables, and various water sources. Given 
the complexity of the water system described for 
Kailiisakuta, including rooftop storage, copper 
piping, and spouting fountains, it is little wonder 
that the superintendent of waterworks also dwelt 
within the palace compound. 

Kailiisakuta, as we have seen, seems to have been 
incorporated into the Daksinarijakula compound 
in Daksinakoligrima (southern Kathmandu). 
Tha t  i,t was an impressive building there is no 
doubt. I t  was apparently roofed with metal, deco- 
rated with sculptures and perhaps precious inlay, 
and equipped with an elaborate and sophisticated 
water system. Narendradeva's comparison of it to 
snowcapped mountains, together with the proba- 
bility that the Kurppisi white clays were destined 
for the p a l a ~ e , ~  suggest that it wa;s whitewashed. 
Such, at least, was true of important buildings in 
contemporary India and Ceylon, where texts fre- 
quently allude to great edifices "gleaming white like 
a c loud ."To  read of Kailiisakuta one might be in- 
clined to think, as did the pilgrim FS-hien of the 
splendid Mauryan palace of Piitaliputra, that it was 
"made by spirits [who] . . . piled up the stones, 
reared the walls and gates, and executed the ele- 
gant carving and inlaid sculpture-work-in a way 
which no human hands of this world could ac- 
complish."'" 

It  seems unlikely, however marvelous it was, 
that the "storied structure" of the Chinese annals 
could actually accommodate "ten thousand men" 

W .  Vajracharya rc)7j:lnscrs. 78, 123, 1'9 (336-338, 458- 
461, 485-489). 
' A treasury (bhiridagiira) is not named, but the fact 

that the treasurer (bhindatriynka) lived in the compound 
leavet l~ttle tloubt-as does comlnon sense--that that 1s 
where the treasury was. 

or that the throne room could contain even a frac- 
tion of the persons said to surround the king. Rut 
this may be a clue that the Licchavi palace build- 
ings, like those of the Mallas, were also quadran- 
gles composed of four wings around an open 
court. If Narendradeva's lion throne was installed 
in one of these wings facing a large court-like 
the Mohan-chok audience hall facing Nasal-chok 
in Hanuman Dhoka-the Licchavi king might 
well have found space for an extensive court and 
the Chinese ambassadorial entourage. One must 
also wonder whether the envoy's reference to "four 
pavilions" refers to the four wings surrounding 
such a court. In any case, even the most cautious 
observer can scarcely fail to make a comparison 
between the metal-roofed, multistoried Kailisa- 
kuta and the Newar-style temple, palace pavilions, 
and sattals of later times. The  inventory of struc- 
tures in the Licchavi compound-the royal temples, 
treasury, stables, ceremonial platforms, and foun- 
tains with golden makara spouts-is also familiar 
in the Malla Period palaces. And like the Mallas 
and Shahs, the Licchavis also sat upon a lion throne 
(simhisana) . 

W e  may never know much about the architec- 
ture of the Licchavi ~a laces  beyond what the doc- 
uments reveal. For despite the apparently lavish 
use of metal and carved stone, wood was probably 
a primary building material, as it was in contem- 
porary Indian palaces." That  brick was also used 
in Nepali buildings of the time we know from the 
Hadigaon excavations, from existing bricks 
stamped with Amiuvarman's name, and from an 
inscription that refers to a structure of brick and 
wood." Thus it seems likely that even if further 
excavations should be carried out in Hadigaon, or 
initiated in Kathmandu-the two most promising 
sites for the location of Licchavi Period palaces- 
the yield would prove meager. 

There are a number of documentary references 
to the lriykci or rijakula, the palaces of the Transi- 
tional and Early Malla Periods. Sivadeva, a king 

@Discussed in Chapter 5. 
Rrown 1965:6. 

lo Legge 1965:77. 
l1 Coomaraswarny 1931 :19g. 

D. Vajracharya rgj3:inscr. 79 (339-341). 
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who ruled about A.D. 1099-1126, is said to have 
built a palace in a place called Kirtibhaktagrima," 
and there were others, such as Vamthunihmam in 
Minigvala (Patan) and Yuthunihmam and Tri-  
pur.1 in Hhaktapur. But, with the exception of a 
few comments on T r i ~ u r a ,  none is described. 

W e  know that Tripura was erected by Ananda- 
deva I when he made Bhaktapur his capital about 
.A.D. 1147. It then included "tripura [three pcrras]. 
seven ganfhaktita, and a golden fountain." Anan- 
dadeva's successor, Rudradeva, added five more 
ptrras ( p a ~ ~ r a p u r a )  on the southern side, a thanda-  
rota ,  and another golden fountain; the next king, 
Amrtadeva, added another panraplrra on the north- 
ern side." But this is not much help, because we 
do not know what these puras, khandacotas, and 
ganthaktitas were. In Old Newari pura signified 
both "mansion" and "temple." As used in the chron- 
icle, one suspects the term pura may also have 
designated Newar-style quadrangles by means of 
which the palace was enlarged as needed, as were 
later palace compounds. Gan!haktita must refer 
to some kind of shrine or temple. A similar word, 
gandhaktlti, is well known in India, where it 
meant "fragrant cell," a place where Gautama 
Buddha (and later his image) was housed. O n  the 
Bharhut stupa reliefs, the word is inscribed direct- 
ly on a typical barrel vault building with a clere- 
story window.'' Slightly varied in spelling (gan- 
dhatzrti), the term was applied to a Buddhist 
shrine of unknown appearance erected in  Patan in 
AmSuvarman's time.'"ut in Nepal, since the six- 
teenth century, at least, the term has apparently 
been used with exclusive reference to iikhara tem- 
ples. Purandarasimha applied the term, spelled 
ganthaktltu, to a i i thara he consecrated in the 
Patan Darbar Square in A.D. 1589," and an unpub- 
lished eighteenth-century thyrisophu refers to the 
gilt r'ikltara used as the finial of a Patan temple as 
a granthaktrfa. This term is still used with refer- 
ence to certain jitharas.lR If the term was also used 
in this way in the fourteenth century when the 

l3  Gopilar2ja-t~anii~uali, fol. 24a. 
l4  lbid., fols. z5a, b. 

Zimmer 1968:1, 335; 11, pl. 31e. 
'W.  Vajracharya rg7j:inscr. 95 (382.383). 
l 7  N.F.  710 Kirtika (A6li i le~l ia-sa~~igraha rg6zf). 
l V a ~ l ~ ~ ~ i a ~ i d u  Valle)~ rg75:1, 34-35. 

Gopilurrija-var!ljiuali was compiled, it would idrn- 
tifv Tripura's "seven ganthaktita" as jikhara trm- 
ples incorporated into the palace compound. 

That  Tripura was fortified is evident from its al- 
ternate name, Kvachem (fort).  Perhaps this sim- 
ply referred to its encircling walls, a feature whose 
existence is confirmed by Rudramalla's docu- 
mented repair of them in A.D. 1324." 

Despite the number of puras, khundacotas, 
ganthattltus, and srindhircis described for Tripura, 
we can surmise that the splendor of palace build- 
ings like Kailisaktta had long been a thing of the 
past. Tripura and contemporary palaces and man- 
sions of kings and nobles must have been much 
more modest, in keeping with the limited holdings 
of each. Some, in all likelihood, were but a cut 
above the wealthy commoner's house. If, as it 
seems, these later palaces were ephemeral struc- 
tures of brick and wood, we will probably never 
know much more about them. 

Tenrples 

Licchavi inscriptions frequently include the names 
of deities with references to their temples (deva- 
t ~ l a ) . ? ~  Rut among the many references, there is 
only one that provides clues to the appearance of 
the temples. In  A.D. 610 (h1.s. 34 Prathama-pausa) 
AmBuvarman donated funds for the restoration of 
a temple in Matingrima (Sundhara-to], Patan).?' 
This was because "the bricks had been disturbed 
and holes formed so that the mongoose chased 
the mice . . . and [because] the doors and windows 
were broken and the timbers employed in making 
them had become old." T h e  mention of disturbed 
bricks and broken timber windows and doors 
raises the suspicion that the decaying temple was 
in the traditional brick and wood Newar style. 
This supposition is also supported by Wang 
Hsuan-t'sc's description of "multi-story temples 
[so tall] one would take them for a crown of 
 cloud^."^? 

'Wopi lavdja-ua~~rj l iual i ,  fols. 451'-46a 
20 For example. D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 5. 6, 72, 77, 

108. 124, 139, 140, 145, 149. 
" Ibitl., inscr. 79 (339.441). 
22Liv i  1905:r, 158.159. This entry continues, "under 

the pines 2nd bamboos the fish 2nd dragons follow Inan, 
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130th kinds of ambulatory temples, the wheeled 
chariot and the palanquin (ratha and khata) ,  were 
familiar to the Licchavi scene. Jayadeva stipulated 
;I sum of money to be given a certain officer "at the 
time of the ceremony of lifting the khata" that was 
to be used in a khata jitrri, and other sums for the 
upkeep and embellishment of a palace chariot 
(ratha) ."' T h e  ratha may have been for royal rather 
than divine use, but the description of its care would 
be equally fitting for the preparation of the chariot 
temple used today. These references, together with 
the fact that Narendradeva is credited with regu- 
lating Matsyendranitha's fes t i~a l ,~ '  in which the 
ratha j i t r i  is a salient feature, makes it reasonable 
to infer the presence of the chariot temple in sev- 
enth-century Nepal. This seems all the more prob- 
able when we consider that the Chinese pilgrim, 
FS-hien, traveling in the Gupta realm in the fourth 
century A.D., described a procession in which "there 
may be twenty cars, all grand and imposing." The  
pilgrim also recorded seeing a similar chariot pro- 
cession in Khotan, and in each instance, both in 
the description of the chariots and the pattern of 
the processions, they closely resemble the ratha 
jitrds performed in Nepal today.z5 

T h e  documents of the Transitional and Early 
Malla Periods also provide many references to 
temples. From the early chronicles we learn, for 
example, that in the eleventh century Sankaradeva 
I1 built a temple, in the twelfth century Sivadeva 
donated a golden roof to Paiupati, Anandadeva I 
established two deities in a temple in Bhaktapur, 
Somelvaradeva "built the great Yodyam temple 
which was decorated with wood," and in A.D. 1294 

the widow of the Bhaktapur crown prince built 
the "temple of Indrak~ta . "~ '  T h e  "golden roof" 
donated to Pa iupa~i  and the Yodyam temple "dec- 

tame and confident. They approach Inan in order to be 
fed. Who does then1 violence brings ruin to himself and 
family." Hyperbole or no, one cannot help but draw a 
~aral le l  with the tamed fishes at Balaju-the spring-fed 
pools where Visnugupta's syncretic Niriyana i~nage is 
installed-which "tame and confident . . . approach man 
in order to be fed." It would also be extremely unlucky, 
and therefore unthinkable, to harm these "fish and drag- 
ons." There are similar fish in the sacred pools at Sekh- 
Niriynna near Pharping, which approach nlan in order 
to be fed. 

p3 D. Vajracharyn 1973:inscr. 149 (563-572). 

orated with wtmd" suggest the existence of the 
Newar-style temple in the twelfth century, and 
Indrakuta, built in the thirteenth, must confirm it. 
The  latter has recently been identified as the im- 
posing temple of Indreivara Mahideva in Panauri 
village; i t  is the earliest known extant Newar-style 
temple, a typical three-roof structure of brick and 
wood remarkable for the virtuosity and sublimity 
of its wood carving." 

Banner paintings and illuminated manuscripts 
of the Transitional and Early Malla Periods often 
contain representations of shrines and temples, but 
on the whole they are of such conventional nature 
that they convey little information a b u t  the ap- 
pearance of the buildings themselves. 

Both kinds of ambulatory temples, ratha and 
khata are recorded in Early Malla documents. The  
Bhaktapur noble, Rudramalla, presided over Ma- 
tsyendranitha's ratho jdtri in AD. 1383 (NS. 503 
Caitra), and one Miyigi Ganu offered a golden- 
roofed khota to a deity known as Kocche-bhat- 
tirika.*' 

Vihdras and Mathas 

Licchavi inscriptions are studded with the names 
of vihdras, and a number of inscriptions originated 
in the uihiras t h e m s e l v e ~ . ~ ~  Tha t  there were large 
numbers of them is evident from the frequency 
with which they are cited as points of reference 
when delimiting terrains." Amiuvarman stipulates 
donations to a number of vihiras, both ordinary 
ones ( s d m d n y a u i h d r i n a ~ )  and five specified by 
name--Gum-vihiira, iri-Minavihira, iri-Rijavihii- 
ra, Khajurika-vihzra, and Madhyama-vihira. Na- 
rendradeva also lists a number of vihdros by 
name.31 

24 GopiIari;a-c.a~lji~,ali,  £01. z3a. 
Z 5  Legge 1$5:18-19, 79. The comparison is also made 

in the foreword to Banda ~gGz:Rz-Oj. 
28 Gopdar2ja-~an1iCivali, Eols. q a .  25a, b. z6b, 2ja; the 

VK (10-11) also confirms the Indrakuta ascription. 
27 Slusser 1 9 p .  
20  Gopi lar i ja -~a t~~j iua l i ,  fol. 2gb. 
Z0D. Vajrachar~a 1973:inscrs. 1, 88, 95 ( 1 8 ,  363-369, 

302-3831. 
"'LLtvi rgo5:11, 169 also made this point. 
31 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 77, 133 (320.335, 496- 

4g8); the commentary follows inscr. 134. 
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The  prefix i r i  attached to some of the vihira 
names, two in Amiuvarman's list and one in Na- 
rendradeva's, indicates that they were royal foun- 
da t ion~ .~ '  The  Gopilarija-vamiivali also records 
several foundations of Licchavi kings, which in 
some instances correspond to those known from 
the latters' inscriptions. According to the chronicle, 
the Buddhist king Vrsadeva founded Singu-vihira- 
caityn-bhaltirika, King Dharmadeva founded a 
Riijavihara, his son Minadeva the Mana-vihira, 
A m S ~ t v a r m a ~ ~  another R.?javihara, and Sivadeva I1 
still another.33 

The  locations of some of these Licchavi Period 
vihiras can still be identified. Vrsadeva's Singu- 
vihim was associated with Svayambhu stupa, Dhar- 
madeva's Riijavihira with the stupa he founded at 
Deopatan (Chabahil), and Minadeva's vihira is 
generally thought to be Patan's now modest Cuka- 
bahal (Cakravarna- or Minadeva-samskirita-cakra- 
var1la-mah5vihiira)." The  vihira founded by Siva- 
deva I1 is traditionally identified as Uku-bahal, 
Patan, a vihira restored in the twelfth century by 
Rudravarna (Rudradeva II)." T h e  only other Lic- 
chavi Period vihira whose site can be identified is 
Gum-vihiira, one of those designated as a royal 
beneficiary by A m h a r m a n .  It  was located on the 
ridge east of Sankhu, a site now largely occupied 
by the goddess Vajrayogini; as suggested by the 
vihira's non-Sanskrit name Gum,  its foundation 
may antedate the Lic~havis .~ '  

The  majority of the written documents of the 
Transitional Period are Buddhist manuscripts 
copied in the uihiras; hence there are countless ref- 
erences to the monasteries, although there is the 

" D. Vajracharya 1967c:107-108. 
" Fols. .oh, .la, b, 2.b. 
"More will be said about tlie history of these sites in 

Chapter 10; Minacleva's uihrira is likely to be tlie "irirnon 
A4rirtadevas~~a-uihirc" in which a manuscript was copied 
in A.D. 1063 (Petecli 1958:44, colophon I ) .  

""hakya 1970; Levi 1go5:11, 208. Pal 1974a:6 errs in 
assigning Patan's Kva-bahal to Sivadeva and Rudravarna, 
for there is no known connection of these kings with that 
uihtira. 

"Livi  rc)o8:111, 92; G. Vajracliarya 1966a:H-9; D. Vaj- 
racliarya r g p b .  

:j7 Perecli 1958:35, colophon I .  However, there is some 
question respecting rhe reatling of the name. 
" Foucl~er 1900: 18; Petecli 1958:36, colophon 3. 1). Pant 

itsual paucity of description. An exception is pro- 
vided by Sri-Hliim-vihira, a monastery that cannot 
be located, but that seems to have existed in the 
Kathmandu Valley at  least by A.D. 1008.'~ In  a most 
unusual, but nonetheless not very helpful, cqm- 
mentary, dated A.D. 1015, we are told that the vi- 
hira  was "founded by the royal families as the 
greatest ornament of Nepal [and that one] cele- 
brates [its] great glory . . . which shines like the 
eye of Nepal."" Hut the same Hlim-vihira  manu- 
script contains two miniature paintings of vihdras, 
apparently both viewed from the interior of their 
courtyard. One of them, identified only by the 
name of the raitya enclosed in the courtyard, is 
one-storied with a flat roof, latticed windows, and 
is faced by a Garudadhvaja, or similar bird stand- 
ard. T h e  other vihira is labeled the "Vulbhukavi- 
tarigakrta Candranavihirah" of an unidentified 
place known as "Supiicanagara" (Plate 244). T h e  
vihira is two-storied, and has a flat roof and cov- 
ered gallery such as the pilgrim I-tsing described 
for Nalanda." Despite the anomalous roof, the 
building and court otherwise cannot fail to evoke 
the familiar Newar-style monastery q ~ a d r a n g l e . ' ~  
T h e  second-floor gallery is reminiscent of the bahil; 
and the decorative molding and cornice, the ti- 
kijhyi, caitya, and votive pillar are all familiar 
features of the buildings that now exist. Neither of 
the two representations is identifiable as a Nepali 
vihira, and like some of the companion miniatures, 
may illustrate famous sites elsewhere. But the illu- 
minators were Nepalis who may never have gone 
outside the Valley. Thus, however conventional 
the paintings may be, the artists probably took as 

1974:118-11g, 125 reads "glatlly founded by the previous 
kings to tlecorate Nepal, Sri-Hlimvihira is liked by all. 
There Bucldhist texts are recited repeatetlly." 
" Foucher 1yo:pls. I, 5 and I ,  6 ;  p. 49. 
'* According to Foucher rgoo:26, the illu~ninations 

were not all completetl at tlie same date as the writing of 
the text, but they were finishetl soon afterwartl, ant1 in 
any case before the end of the century. Irrespective of the 
dare of execution, tlie paintings represent a tradition even 
oltler; thus the lniniature reproduction coultl actually 
provide a backwartl glance .at Nepali monastic arcliitec- 
Lure consitlerably anterior to tlie date of the actual painting 
or of tlie tlate of con~pletion of the manuscript. Pal 
1974x7, figs. 5, 6 has alsc~ conipared the manuscript illumi- 
nation with n contemporary Nepali l~~onas te ry  ruin. 
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models vihiras such as they themselves most likely 
lived and worked in. 

There are scant references to the Hindu monas- 
tery, the matha. Hut it was a common institution 
of the Licchavi Period when the community and the 
buildings that housed it were both known as man- 
dali. One, for example, existed near PaSupatinitha, 
where the "dhirtnika gana" (followers of the law) 
practiced yoga and cared for a linga known as 
Vaires'vara." 

Stupas and Caityas 

Paradoxically, considering the copious references 
to vihiras in Licchavi inscriptions, there are almost 
none to stupas o r  c a i t y a ~ . ' ~  But the Gopilarija- 
vamiival i  informs us that Vrsadeva established the 
Singu-caitya (Svayambhii), that King Dharmadeva 
established "Dhamode caitya," that Minadeva did 
penance at Gum-vihira under the influence of 
which "a large caitya rose up and remained," and 
that Sivadeva I "established the big Khasau caitya 
[B~dhn. l tha] ." '~  All of these early stupas exist now 
as the hidden cores of enlarged structures. 

Documents of the Transitional and Early Malla 
Periods are more generous with references to stu- 
pas. One is the previously noted illuminated manu- 
script copied at Hlam-vihiin in A.D. 1015, another 
is a companion manuscript dated A.D. 1071; to- 
gether they illustrate eighteen large stupas and 
numerous minor ones (caityas).  Most of the iden- 
tifiable monuments are foreign to the Kathmandu 
Valley, but one depicts "Nepile Svayambhfi-cai- 
trah" (Plate 494).44 It  appears to be a purely con- 
ventional representation, however, that tells us lit- 
tle about what Svayambhti really looked like in 
the eleventh century. T h e  other miniatures depict 
highly ornamented stupas that are equally nonde- 
script. They do have tall pointed finials, but of ;in 
inconstant number of stages-five, nine, and occa- 

D. Vajracharya rg67c:rog-116; 1973:inscr. 128 (481- 
484): see also Chapter 9. 
" 1 know of a single reference, an inscription of AmSu- 

varman in which S\rayarnbhicaitya appears to be named 
(D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 89 [370-3711). 

'3 Gopilarij~-r'~tnii~,~/i, fols. lob, 2x3, b. 
' I  Foucher rcjoo:45. 214, Calcutta nu. A I ~ .  miniature 

no. 37. 

sionally thirteen. It seems likely that thirteen stages 
became the standard number for the Nepali stupas 
after the eleventh century, following the appearance 
of the Kriyisamgraha-paffj iki .  Hut the practice of 
painting eyes on the harmiki  may not have be- 
gun until about the fifteenth century. This is sug- 
gested by evidence derived from two banner paint- 
ings on cloth, one dated A.D. the other 1 5 1 5 . ' ~  
Stupas shown in the earlier ~ a i n t i n g  are without 
eyes, those in the later one, with. 

That the practice of erecting dhurrnaidlis was 
well established in Licchavi times is made clear by 
inscriptional entries such as "a building and a field 
connected with a fountain," "near the little Pondi- 
mandapa," "the Brahmans who live in Simha- 
mandapa," or "the water source east of the place 
where the people rest their burdens.'"' 

The  documents of the Transitional and Early 
Malla Periods continue with many references to 
dharmai i l i s .  W e  learn, for example, that in .4.D. 

1171 "the wise man Jayacandra commissioned a 
spout of pure water together with the nearby pat- 
t i t i ,  granted a field as a trust for keeping the road 
clean, and gave four coins to roof the pdti." King 
Somejvaradeva (ca. A.D. I 178-1 I 83) built a sattal, 
and about A.D. 1328 an unidentified donor offered 
in Bhaktapur a rnandapa together with a dhiri." 

Of paramount importance to the study of early 
Nepali architecture, and to that of the dhurmai i l i  
in particular, are the inscriptions beginning in A.D. 

1 1 4 3  that refer to Kisyhamandapa. But in this in- 
stance we know what the sattal looked like, since 
it still stands (Plate 204). In its unity with the 
more modest ntan?apas and sattals we know from 
later times, Kiis!hamandapa ~rov ides  a significant 
clue to that which preceded it. It is the key link in 
what appears to have been a continuous chain." 

'"0th paintings are Vasudhara mandaloz, the earlier 
one illustrated in Thang&a Art (Catalog of Doris Wiener 
Gallery, 1974, T), the later one in the collection of the 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, acc. no. 69.24.185. 

4 G  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 58. 70, -118, 149. 
4 '  Abhilekha-samgr.aha 1g61e; Gopilarija-vuntii~,ali, fols. 

25b, 27b. 
48 Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:180-212, 216-218. 
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Water Sources 

Deep fountains (pranilis) are frequently men- 
tioned in Licchavi inscriptions. T h e  earliest refer- 
ence is A.D. 550, when one Bhiimvi, a grandson of 
King Minadeva I, established a fountain in Hadi- 
gaon.'!' Twenty years later he gave Manidhiiri to 
Yupagrima (Patan) and established a gcthi  for its 
care." Another deep fountain was built by the res- 
idents of Jolijondingrima, an achievement earning 
for them a special dispensation from the king, 
Amiuvarman (Plate 51). The  king himself is 
thanked by monks for donating a fountain to their 
uihira. His sister-in-law consecrated and endowed 
a fountain near Bode village, the water of a foun- 
tain donated by Jisnugupta is pronounced "tasty, 
clean, and cold"; and Narendradeva proclaimed on 
a iilipatra established within the precincts of his 
donation ,the rules and regulations governing its 
use." T o  these and many other Licchavi references 
may be added the Chinese memoir respecting the 
golden matara fountains that the entourage saw in 
the palace compound. 

It  was also a Licchavi practice to establish "spigot 
fountains," reservoirs of drinking water then 
known as jaladroni, or sometimes iilridrotli. There 
are many references to these fountains, a number 
of which are inscribed on the now-abandoned 
troughs themselves." Large reservoirs (khritaka) 
were also familiar to Licchavi Nepal. Minagupta 
Gomi, an ancestor of the Abhira Gupta kings, 
donated one near Thankot, and his descendant, 
Jisnugupta, mentioned four khitaka as points of 
reference in delimiting certain terrains." Tha t  
four reservoirs should lie so near each other sug- 
gests that they were as common then as now. T h e  
Licchavis also built canals for irrigation purposes, 
referring to them as tilamaka."' 

As we should now expect, the documentary evi- 
dence for these architectural features associated 

'" ln  s.s. 472 Philguna (D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 41 
I I ~ - I ~ I ] ) .  
""I. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 52 (208-210); Shakya 

196ga:inscr. 3 (5-6). 
" h i d . ,  inscrs. 84, 88, rro, "4, 134, (354-356, 368-369, 

419-422, 431-432, 499-506). Other references to fountains 
may be found, for example, in inscriptions 93, 106, 133, 

139. 
"Ilhitl., inscrs. 120, 138, 147, 169, 175, 179, 181. In 1884- 

with the provision of water continues uninterrup- 
edly into the records of the Transitional and Early 
Malla Periods. When listing the activities of suc- 
cessive kings, the Goprilara'ja-uamia'uali frequently 
recalls their pious donations of fountains and tanks. 
King Sivadeva (ca. A.D. 1099-1126) not only erected 
various images, repaired temples, donated a silver 
lotus to Pas'upati and a golden roof for his temple, 
but he "built many fountains, wells, and ponds." 
Prince Mahendradeva "excavated the large pond 
[Mahendmsaras/Madanasaras] of Yodyam," and 
on its completion in N.S. 239 (A.D. I I I ~ ) ,  "gave a 
half dramrna to each worker." T h e  golden spouts 
given by the twelfth-century kings Anandadeva 
and Rudradeva are also meticulously noted, as is 
also the spout offered by JayaSaktideva to Indrei- 
vara Mahiideva, the commemorative linga and 
temple his mother established in A.D. 1294. T h e  
chronicle also mentions a p[rlanrili constructed at 
Tilamidhavasthiina in Bhaktapur about A.D. 1328. 
It is probably the existing fountain adjacent to 
Tilamidhava Visnu temple, the style of whose 
anthropomorphic nine planets (Navagraha) ac- 
cords perfectly with this date (Plate 233).5" 

Pillars and Platforms 

There are several references to votive pillars in 
Licchavi inscriptions. Minadeva I inscribed on his 
own donation at Changu Ni r lyaaa  (Plate 47), 
"my father ornamented the opulent earth with 
handsome pillars"; a queen during the same king's 
reign appointed a person named Kedumbi t i  to 
erect a iilristambha; and Jayadeva mentions a pil- 
lar as a point of reference in delimiting terrains.'" 
W e  learn from the same inscription that the Lic- 
chavis also used ceremonial platforms, then known 
as "viewing platforms" (preksanamandapi) . 

Our  only documentary evidence for votive pil- 

1885, when Ijendall 1974:80 recorded one of these inscrip- 
tions, he was not able to identify precisely what was meant 
by jaladrotti, nor was Dr. Biihler. 

53  D. Vajracharya rg73:inscr. I 15 (433-437). 
"Ibid., inscrs. 105, 107, 133, 139, 140. 
" GopilarJ.ja-uan7jJ.t1aIi, fols. 243, b, z5a, 27a, b. 
" 6. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 2, 8, 149 (9-30, 44-47, 563- 

57'). 
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lars during the Transitional Period is provided by 
the Hliim-vihSra manuscript miniatures. They are 
prominent features of both of the uihdra court- 
yards I have mentioned, one pillar apparently a 
typical Garudadhvaja, the other surmounted by 
;In elephant capital (Plate 244). 

Rich and provocative as the documentary evi- 
dence is respecting the early architecture of the 
Kathmandu Valley, it provides limited clues to its 
appearance. For amplification we must turn to the 
physical evidence. 

T H E  PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

Extant Architecture 

There are several standing shrines that, although 
hitherto unrecognized, can be dated to the Licchavi 
Period (Plates 245-249). At its simplest, such a 
shrine is merely a monolithic roof supported on 
four short columns above a Sivalinga. An almost 
intact one, still in use, stands in the shadow of Pa;- 
upatinitha (Plate 245), and an abandoned cluster is 
at Sarasvati Kund near Lele village, once the thriv- 
ing drariga of Lembati (Plate 246). As ruins, the 
massive roofs and individual columns of these 
shrines are found in many places (Plates 247-249). 
In  their present stage, the Sivalinga shrines are not 
very different from some of the primitive shrines 
depicted in early Indian reliefs-the well-known 
niga shrine on the Great Stupa at SGichi, for ex- 
ample5'-and at best provide the meagerest of shel- 
ter for the Sivalinga. T h e  spaces between the col- 
umns may originally have been enclosed with stone 
slabs, plain or decorated with relief carvings. This 
is suggested by a crude slab set between one pair 
of columns of the PaSupati shrine, and by frag- 
ments scattered around the Sarasvati Kund shrines. 

T h e  columns of these simple shrines are engaged 
directly in the ground, and project above it less 
than three feet; they are almost triangular in cross 
section, flat on  the two exterior faces but concave 
on the inner one (Plates 245, 246). They are em- 
bellished on the upper portion with moldings, 

57 Brown 1965:pI. 18, fig. 5. 
" Viennot 1968:24. 
=OD. Vajracharya 1g73:inscr. 87 (366-367). Vajracharya's 

above which arc decorative emblems rcminisccnt 
of, and probably derived from, the caitya window 
or "ox-eye" (gaua~sa)  motif encountered in more 
developed form on other Licchavi remains (Plates 
263, 269, 271). There are often low relicf fcstoons 
beneath the moldings, and still farther down the 
shaft, the image of a guardian (duirapilrr, prati- 
hiro) carved in high relief (Plates 247, 248). Whcn 
present, these figurcs are carved on all the columns 
of a give11 shrine, on one or both exterior face. l 'he  
pratihiras are usually in thc guise of Siva, in kcep- 
ing with the tradition of representing the attend- 
ants or acolytes of a deity in a form duplicating 
the deity's own. 

The roofs of the Sivalinga shrines invariably 
consist of a massive monolithic slab, four to eight 
inches thick, flat on top but with four sloping sides 
reminiscent of a hipped roof. None of the slabs is 
quite square, but measure roughly three, and even 
four, feet across. T h e  periphery of the underside is 
thinned by chiseling. but the columns make direct 
contact with the thicker section. Although the 
PaSupatiniitha shrine and some of those at Saras- 
vati Kund have flat roofs now, this was not always 
the case. As has been shown by Viennot,  roba ably 
no early temples in the Indian tradition had flat 
roofs,'' and these simple Nepali shrines are no ex- 
ception. This is evident from a number of Saras- 
vati Kund shrines that have retained all or part of 
their finials, mostly in the form of separately 
carved, stubby intalakas (Plate 246). 

There is no doubt that these shrines were con- 
structed in the Licchavi Period. T h e  remains of 
two of them bear inscriptions-a fact that led to 
their identification as Licchavi. Such shrines were 
established as memorials, ex votos, or simply as 
airti for public welfare. Sometimes the donors in- 
scribed their gifts. One such dedication is engraved 
on the edge of a typical but previously unidentified 
roof, now broken and used to cover a spring in 
Bankali, near Palupatinitha. T h e  donor was a 
queen of Amiuvarman, who established an un- 
named image for the salvation of the deceased 
king, referred to only by his scholarly title, "hi- 
kalahiibhimini."5Q T h e  image can now be safely 

failure to identify the inscribed fragment as part of one of 
these shrines caused him to falter about the meaning of 
the inscription, since no image was specified. The fact that 
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identified as a Sivalinga, and the shrine that shel- 
tered it may be dated to around A.D. 621, the date 
of Arpiuvarman's last known inscription and the 
first of his successor. T h e  second inscription, un- 
dated but in Licchavi script, occurs on an aban- 
doned column imbedded in the ground near Bhu- 
vaneivara temple, near Paiu~atiniitha (Plates 248, 
249). The brief inscription says "this is the &ti 
[meritorious work] of PradyumnaprSna." Such 
shrines are almost certainly the Sivalinga shrines 
referred to as "ivarana" (cover) in Licchavi in- 
s c r i p t i o n ~ . ~ ~  

In the same way as caityas proliferate in the vi- 
cinity of an especially venerated stupa (Plate 225), 
so do lingas cluster around important Siva temples. 
Amhvarman's widow was not alone in choosing 
the environs of Paiupati as a fitting place for her 
memorial. Linga shrines of recent date are massed 
in serried rows opposite the temple0' and the first 
known reference to Paiupatinitha, A.D. 533, is pro- 
vided by a Sivalinga established in its shadow 
(Plate 49).62 Still earlier, in A.D. 505, Minadeva's 
daughter Vijayavati consecrated a linga in the 
name of her illustrious father, whom she likened 
to the "full moon in the firmament of the Licchavi 
clan" (Plate 3j2).G3 Her  donation now lies aban- 
doned on the slopes of the deep gorge of the Bag- 
mati, at Siiryaghat, the stillness broken only by 
monkeys at play in the sacred stream. Nearby clus- 
ter companion lingas, long exposed to sun, rain, 
and the grey growth of lichens, but once sheltered, 
we may guess, in shrines perhaps as simple as the 
one on nearby RajariijeSvari-ghat. Together they 
probably resembled the constellation that still man- 
ages to just stand at Sarasvati Kund. And near the 
latter is the grass-grown ruin of a temple that was 
once undoubtedly a Siva center of renown in 
Lemba~idranga. 

There is a considerably more sophisticated ver- 
sion of the simple iuarana, an example of which 
exists in a temple courtyard in Ranepa (Plates 
250-253). Although the Banepa shrine has the same 

kind of roof and columns as the iuaru!lu, i t  is some- 
what larger and of more elaborate construction. I t  

is raised on a socle of molded courses, the linga is 
elevated on a platform, and there is an attempt to 
engage the columns into the hollowed-out lintels 
that, together with beams, separate the columns 
and roof (Plate 252). T h e  roof is crowned with a 
large finial composed of diminishing square and 
octagonal slabs, an imalaka, and finally a bulbous 
terminus. Like the Paiupati iuarana, one side of 
the Banepa shrine is closed, but at Banepa the wall 
is a relief carving set between decorative pilasters 
(Plates 251, 253). T h e  subject is Umi-Maheivara, 
the familiar and familial scene representing Siva, 
Pirvati, their son Kirttikeya, and attendants in 
Kailisa palace. If the relief is coeval with the tem- 
ple, as seems certain, its style would place the tem- 
ple in the Late Licchavi or Early Transitional Pe- 
riod, probably somewhere between the ninth and 
eleventh centuries. 

There is one other extant temple that almost 
certainly belongs at the latest to the Early Transi- 
tional Period. It stands inside the Pajupati com- 
pound, which is reserved to Hindus (and by ex- 
tension, Buddhists) of accepted caste, and where 
neither photography nor sketching is permitted. 
But the temple has been described to me  by two 
Indian scholars, Dr.  N .  R. Banerjee, then advisor 
to the Department of Archaeology, His Majesty's 
Government, and Dr.  Pratapaditya Pal of the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art. T h e  temple in 
question is a small stone iikhara, now a truncated 
semi-ruin, still in use. It  bears on  its outer walls 
several high relief sculptures, such as a dancing Siva 
and others common to medieval Indian Saiva tem- 
ples. These provide rather secure dating for the 
temple, and leave no doubt that it long predates 
the Malla Period. 

There is another type of extant shrine that be- 
longs to the Licchavi Period, the small stone 

i t  is on the ronf of a typical Sivalinga shrine leaves no 
doubt concerning the deity's identification. Gnoli 1956: 
inscr. 46 (6r) ,  wondered if tlie slab might not be the ped- 
estal for the image that tlie dedication concerned. 
" OD. Vajracharya 1g7j:inscrs. 113, 182 (429-430, 596) ; 

Sliakya 1969a:inscr. 8 (15-16). 

O1 Illustrated by Singh 1968:178-179. 
02s.s. 455 Caitra (D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 34 [155- 

1571). 
O3 s.s. 427 Asidha (D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 20 [82- 

871 ). 
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caityar that Buddhists raised in somewhat the 
same way as their Hindu contemporaries did the 
Sivalinga, and with even greater frequency (Plates 
254-263, 2 6 ,  266, 268-271, 273-279, 281-288):' Most 
are inconspicuous monuments, some scarcely two 
feet high, and none surpassing four feet. Hut minor 
as they are in terms of "architecture," they are 
monuments of great significance to the study of 
Nepali architecture. It  will therefore bc necessary 
to examine them closely. 

All of the existing Licchavi caityar are of stone, 
some monolithic and others composed of several 
separate sections. Some are severely plain, others 
flamboyant vehicles for the exercise of the stone- 
cutter's art. But they are all composed of the three 
principal parts of the stupa-the drum, dome, and 
finial-and almost all are raised on a plinth. For 
the most part, they are simply miniature stupas in 
which the symbolic dome takes precedence, or is 
at least visually as important as the plinth that sup- 
ports it (Plates 254, 255, 265, 279,287). But it is the 
plinth, together with the adjacent d rum (medhi) ,  
that is the most variable part of the caitya, and 
that makes it such an important object of study. 

Occasionally the plinth is only a simple platform 
-such as supports the eastern Guita-to1 stupa, for 
example-and is followed by a few molded courses 
of the medhi, then the dome, and finial (Plate 279). 
But for the most part, the plinth is an elaborate sub- 
structure visually as important as the caitya itself, 
and sometimes more so. O n  occasion it is virtually 
a temple, itself standing on  a stepped plinth and 
crowned with a stupa dome (Plates 256, 257). AS 
such, it is comparable to a type of square temple 
with exterior niches facing the cardinal directions, 
known in India as the sarvatobhadra (all-around 
auspicious). Another distinctive type of plinth con- 
sists of four addorsed standing images of the Bud- 
dha, or of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, above which, 
almost as an accessory, is placed the stupa dome 

OILicchavi cailjlas remain to be counted. Hem Raj Shak- 
ya, the person probably most familiar with the Nepali 
caitjms, verbally estimated some 150 in Patan and 130 in 
Kathmandu. I believe this to be a gross underestimate, 
and that a count of all of them-there are some even in 
Gorkha-would come to well over a thousand. 

O5 In addition to the four illustrated here, there are two 
others, one at Tham-bahil, Kathmandu, the other in the 

(Plates 273-277) Sometimes the dome may be u, 
vestigial that the monument really ceases to be a 
cuitva at all (Plate 275). Such plinths are rare, how- 
ever, numbering only a halfdozen exarnples.A5 Ty- 
pologically they may be compared with catur- 
mrt~ha/caumrrkha (four-faced) shrincs popular 
with the Jains in India, and in Nepal with the 
catrrrmu~haliriga icons (Plates 39-++I) ,  with rep- 
resentations of Visnu in which four emanatory 
forms (caturvytiha) are combined (Plates jH6-3HH), 
or with syncretic icons in which four different dei- 
ties are joined (Plates 360, 431). The  well-known 
Dhvaka-bahal caitya combines both caturmu~ha 
and sarvatobhadra, the standing images relating it 
to the former, and the elaborate recessed shrines to 
the latter (Plates 276, ~ 7 7 ) . ~ '  

Typically, the plinth of the Licchavi caitya is 
composed of diminishing stages of the same. or of 
variable, plan (Plates 254-257, 262, 2 6 ,  269, 273, 
276, 278, 279, 282, 286, 287):These may be square, 
round, octagonal, cruciform, or of intersected 
squares and rectangles, like the triratha plan of 
iikhara temples. They then correspond to the vim- 
iatikona, the platform of twenty angles, one type 
prescribed by the Kriyisamgrahae7 and employed 
so vividly at Bodhnatha (Figure 25). 

One or more of these stages accommodates 
niches, usually one to each side, but frequently 
more (Plates 254, 255). Popular combinations are 
eight niches of equal importance, or four major 
niches separated by four or more minor ones 
(Plates 254, 257, 269, 286). T h e  eight-niche com- 
bination may refer to the Eightfold Path or to the 
eight principal events of Sikyamuni Buddha's life. 
Most niches are empty, but a few contain images 
carved as one with the monument (Plates 281-283, 
286). As a unique example, the entire plinth of 
one caitya is carved as a stylized mountain with 
rocky caves, formed by the niches, each of which 
contains a figurative caitya (Plate 287). But for the 

courtyard of Cirumati-vihira, Chabahil. Both are illus- 
trated by Pal 1974a:figs. 33-35, and in pp. 8-20 the ico- 
nography and dating of five of the six known shrines is 
discussed. 

"This coitya was first discussed by Krarnrisch 1964327- 
29, and has recently been, cxhausti\'ely analyzed by Pal 
1974a:8-10. 

O' Btnisti 1960:95, fig. 6. 
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most part the images now in the niches long post- 
date the monuments (Plates 257,258,260, 278,285). 
Often they seem to have been introduced one by 
one as it suited the fancy of a donor. For example, 
set into one niche of a caitya at Kvenani, Chapat- 
tol, Patan, is a Buddha image inscribed and dated 
N.S. 582 (A.D. 1 ~ 6 2 ) :  stylistically the three compan- 
ion images are of still later date. The  rough back 

~ncon-  walls of the empty niches (Plates 266, 268), ' 

sistent with the lapidary perfection typifying the 
Licchavi caitya, suggest either that the images were 
later removed or that they once held removable 
images of metal or stone. Perhaps such images 
were only installed on occasion, as in the modern 
practice of temporarily adorning stupas on Bud- 
dhist festival days with precious gilt metal images 
and ornaments. (For one interpretation of the 
empty niches, see Wiesner 1980.) 

The  ornament of the plinth, and sometimes of 
the adjoining medhi as well, displays a dazzling 
repertory of motifs of human, animal, vegetal, 
geometric, and architectural origin, all of which un- 
questionably have their roots in the classical tradi- 
tion of Indian art (Plates 254-288). Ornament in- 
cludes the face of glory (kirtimukha), the goose 
(kalahanlsa), the semidivine half-man, half-bird 
(kinnara), the inmate of the celestial paradise 
(gandharua-mukha), the vase of abundance (pzir- 
na {alaia, pzirna ghata), foliated scroll (patralati), 
the mythical dolphin-elephant (makara), gnomcs 
(gana), the chimera, the figurative caitya, the deer 
worshiping the Wheel of the Law, and a host of 
associated motifs. 

An idea of the wealth of ornament on the Lic- 
chavi caityas may be gained from an examination 
of a handsome example, number eigh,t of eleven 
grouped around Dharmadeva stupa, Chabahil (Fig- 
ure 29; Plates 265, 266). 0 1 1  each face of the lower- 
most decorated stage of the plinth, the vacant 
niche is framed by short pilasters consisting of a 
rosette motif and an imalaka, cach crowned with 
a makara that spews symbolic jewels (frequently 
pe:irl-like, here a plain band) toward an irnalaka- 
crowned kirtimukha at the apex of the niche. 
Flanking the niche, as corner guardians of the 
caityu, are couchant lions in high relief, which 
sharc a common head and forequarters. A niche 
on each face of the next stage, partially engaged to 

the drum, is surmounted with an imalakn, prob- 
ably a shorthand rendering of the i imala~a-  
crowned kirtitnukha below, and is framed by the 
magnificent foliated scroll tails of kinnaras perched 
at either side (Plate 266). Beneath the niche is a 
squatting gana holding in each hand a foliated 
scroil. T h e  corner elements are harnsa with foliated 
scroll tails engraved within a framing border. A 
related cuitya, number four in the Dharmadeva 
compound, depends for its decoration on variations 
of a number of these same motifs, but to frame 
the upper niches it includes, in addition, remark- 
ably beautiful geese with foliated tails (Plate 268). 

Another illustration of the brilliant ornamenta- 
tion of the Licchavi caityas, but with a simpler in- 
ventory of motifs, is in the courtyard of Om-bahal, 
Patan (Plates 282-284). T h e  lowermost section of 
the plinth rests directly 011 the courtyard tiling, 
inset with lotus mandalas. Each face displays a 
major niche surrounded by a wide band of foliated 
scrolls, and flanked by minor niches. Carved in the 
principal niches are the directional Buddhas, one 
in each: Ratnasambhava, A m i t ~ b h a ,  Amoghasid- 
dhi, and Aksobhya-four of the Five Tathagatas 
who comprise the Vajrayiina pentad. Above each, 
in the four niches of the next stage, is an image ot 
Vairocana, the fifth Tathiigata (Plate 283). T h e  
upper niches are surmounted with the imalakn- 
crowned kirtimtlkha (attached to the medhi), and 
are framed by the foliated tails of magnificent cor- 
ner guardian lions. Typically, the latter sharc n 
common head and forequarters (Plate 284). Above 
them, framed by the elaborate tails, is a series of 
recessed moldings. They correspond to moldings 
above the lions on the Dhvaka-bahal caitya, with 
which the Om-bahal caitya is generally closely re- 
lated (Plates 276, 277). Among the molded courses 
of the Om-bahal caityn drum is a row of dentils, 
seriate blocks of architectural derivation, also em- 
ployed at Dhvaka-bahal, but more aggressively. 
Since the images on both these and other Licchavi 
caityas (Plates 273-275, 281, 286) are concerned 
with the doctrinal history of Buddhism, rather than 
with architectural history, I shall postpone further 
examination of them until Chapter 10. 

A caitya now elevated on a high platform oppo- 
site the Mahiikiila temple in Kathmandu will serve 
as a last example of the extraordinary range of 
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ornament on the Licchavi caityas (Plates 269-2711. 
The  massive square basal section of the plinth is 
rather simply adorned with four slightly orna- 
mented niches and a series of recessed moldings at 
the corners similar to those on the Dhvaka- and 
Om-bahal caityas. T h e  round midsection, encircled 
by a row of dentils, bears eight niches of uniform 
size, each surmounted by a kirtimukha. T h e  niches 
are framed by the foliated tails of kinnaras which, 
each on a lotus pedestal, adore an empty, or emp- 
tied central lotus pedestal (Plate 270). The drum 
is carved together with the dome, and like the pre- 
ceding stage is encircled with dentils. It is further 
ornamented with eight caitya windows (gaviksa) 
alternating with a lotus-supported stupa decorated 
with flying banderoles (Plate 271). T w o  cnityas in 
the Dharmadeva compound, numbers six and ten, 
and one at Lainchaur, Kathmandu, are rather sim- 
ilarly ornamented (Plate 286). 

T h e  numerous architectural motifs incorporated 
into the plinths and drums of these caityas are sig- 
nificant to the history of Nepali architecture. One 
such is the niche. Normally it is in the shape of an 
inverted U but with the apical arch characteristi- 
cally inset from the vertical jambs (Plates 266, 268, 
277, 283). It  is often surmounted with a torana- 
usually some variation of the kirtimukha and 
makaras theme (Plates 258, 259, 265, 270, 277, 283) 
-and is framed with pilasters. These are often 
carved in minute detail (Plates 254-263, 265, 276, 
277, 281). At times the pilasters are used as i f  they 
were the supports of the next higher stage of the 
plinth, and then are combined with bracket-capi- 
tals in the typical combination employed in post- 
and-lintel construction (Plates 254, 255, 260, 263, 
277). In keeping with the Licchavi sculptors' flair 
for converting almost anything into a scroll, some 
of the bracket-capitals look like meaningless orna- 
ment, but actually are of architectural origin 
(Plates 254, 260). Other typical architecturally de- 
rived motifs found on the ~ l i n t h s  and drums are 
dentils, festoons, imalakas, and caitya windows. 
T h e  caitya window or, alternately, gauiksa (ox- 
eye) is quite complex (Plate 271). It  i samparab le  
to the doorw;iys and clerestory windows that pierce 
the fagades of rock-cut temples (caitya grhas) of 

"R Ghosll 1960. A5 Coomaraswamy 193r:rgg-196 points 
out, the term is a misnomer, since i t  also occurs in the 

northern and western India, from which it derives 
one of its names."' O n  the Ncpalesc coityos, the 
window motif may be with or without gandhorvo- 
mukhas, who symbolize the celestial beings dwell- 
ing within the shrine, and who also often pccr out 
of niches in the same way (Plates 261, 262). To a11 
these motifs of plinth and drum I shall return 
shortly. 

In stark contrast to the abundantly decorated 
plinth and drum, the dome of the Licchavi coitya 
is a plain, polishtd hemisphere with slight varia- 
tions in form and size that do not seem to be sig- 
nificant. A number of the domes are now sheathed, 
or partially sheathed, in elaborately ornamented 
repoussC gilt metal (Plates 161, 288). But these em- 
bellishments are later offerings (some are dated), 
which may be compared to the sheathing of pre- 
existing images or the wood carvings of temple 
doorways. 

The  original finials of the Licchavi caityas were 
very different from those that now surmount most 
oE them. Typically, they consisted of a plain cube, 
the harmiki, expanded by successive stepped mold- 
ings to a broad cornice, above which was a squat 
pyramid of three or four steps (Plates 278, 279). 
Hardly a dozen of the original finials are intact, 
and for the most part they crown the plainest 
caityas. The  finials of figurative caityos, such as 
those carved on some of the caityos themselves 
(Plates 271, 287), seem to lie midway between the 
squat ones and the thirteen-stage spires that now 
characterize Nepali stupas. Since tradition holds 
that valuable relics are placed inside the dome just 
under the finial-and some finials, to judge by a 
broken one I have seen, must be hollow-some of 
the old finials may have been despoiled by treasure 
seekers. Most likely they were removed and re- 
placed in response to doctrinal considerations. Per- 
haps the change reflects the popularity of the 
Kriyasamgra/~a-pafij iki ,  a text in vogue with Ne- 
pali builders at least throughout the Malla Period, 
in which the thirteen-step finial is recommended. 
But whatever the reason, it seems that the old fin- 
ials must have been purposely removed. But when 
this transpired, and when they were replaced, we 
do not know. In any event, the new finials are 

representations of palaces. 
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grossly disproportionate, are of different materials 
and workmanship, and are usually crudely ce- 
mented into place. 

While there can be no doubt that the inspiration 
of these caityas is Licchavi (or more ~roper ly  In- 
dian, as we shall see), the actual dating of them 
poses a problem. Some of the caturmukha or Jar- 
vatobhadra type of shrines can be fairly well dated 
by the style of the images on them, which range 
from the seventh to about the ninth ~ e n t u r y . ' ~  Rut 
even so, some escape dating altogether, such as the 
S v a ~ a m b h u  caitya (Plate 274), which seems almost 
certainly to be very early, but which, as Pal dis- 
cusses, may in fact be late. Of the many hundreds 
of  caityas I have examined, only five bear inscrip- 
tions, and only one (Plate 256) has a legible date, 
x u .  182 Asidha (A.D. 758).1° Three of the five in- 
scriptions may be dated on  paleographic evidence 
to the preceding century: one, at Tyagal-tol, Pa- 
tan, uses a script current in AmSuvarman's time; 
the other two, one also at Tyagal-to1 and the other 
the Dhvaka-bahal caitya, are of Narendradeva's 
time.?' T h e  fifth inscription, unpublished, is on 
the separate square platform that supports number 
eleven of the Dharmadeva stupa group. It  is in 
Bhujinmol script of about the time of Sthitimalla, 
hence fowteenth century, and records the commis- 
sion of a dharmadhatu caitya by one Rirna.?* This 
inscription, in keeping with so many images, could 
conceivably have been added at a later date, per- 
haps following a restoration, but this seems un- 
likely. 

Tha t  most of the stone caityas may be assigned 
to the Licchavi Period seems evident, on the basis 
of both ornament and the impeccable, gem-like 
stone carving that marks Licchavi sculpture. T h e  
unadorned examples, some wimth their original squat 
finials, may be among the earliest surviving archi- 
tectural works in the Valley, to be dated at the 
very latest to the fifth century A.D. T h e  decorated 
caityar, on stylistic comparison with Indian art, 
could not predate the fifth century, and most were 
probably created in the seventh century, culturally 
a particularly fertile epoch in Nepal Mandala. 

O3 Pal rg?4a:8-20. 
'OD. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 174 (592); G. Vajracharya 

1973:inscr. 8 (129).  
71D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 98, 165, 167 (387-388, 

Some of the caityas, although faithfully emulating 
Licchavi models, may have been made in the 
Transitional Period-and if we are to accept the 
inscriptional evidence of the Chabahil caitya num- 
ber eleven, even into the Early Malla Period. Tha t  
this would not be impossible will be demonstrated 
further along. 

As I have mentioned previously, and will docu- 
ment in Chapter 10, there are at  least four extant 
monumental stupas that can be identified as the 
donations of Licchavi kings. T h e  oldest, Svayam- 
bhu, is almost certainly a foundation of the Bud- 
dhist king, Vrsadeva, the great-grandfather of 
Minadeva I, who ruled about the beginning of 
the fifth century. T h e  stupa of Chabahil can be 
credited to Dharmadeva, Minadeva's father; and 
Bodhnitha to King Manadeva h,irnself, or per- 
haps a successor, Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590-604). 
Probably to Minadeva may also be assigned the 
large stupa that fills the temple of M a h i m i y ~ r i  at 
the site of Gum-vihira near Sankhu. 

In the course of their long histories, these four 
stupas-and almost certainly others-have been re- 
paired and renovated, some have been enlarged, 
and some completely transformed. Nepalese re- 
cords abound with references to repairs and reno- 
vations of stupas. It  was the custom in Nepal, as 
in India, to enlarge existing stupas, while carefully 
preserving the original sacred structure within. 
One  is frequently startled to encounter sacred 
images that belong to earlier structures peering out 
through chinks in the stupa's outermost casing. A 
superb Buddha attached to one of the inner cores 
of a small stupa in the North Stupa compound of 
Patan is a case in point (Plate 452), but there are 
many other, if less dramatic, examples. 

Of the four royal donations, Dharmadeva stupa 
(Plate 218) and the enclosed Mahamiyuri stupa 
probably most nearly approximate their original 
size and appearance. Both domes-particularly that 
of the Mahimiyuri  enclosure-retain the low, 
hemispherical profile comparable both to the 

587.588). 
7 2  Orally so identified by G. Vajracharya. Pal 1974a:7 

mentions a Licchavi inscription on  one of the Chabahil 
caitym, but I was not able to find it. 
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domes of the Licchavi caityas and to the Mauryan 
stupas of Siiichi. But like the caityas, both stupas 
have been overpowered with latterday finials. Giv- 
en the early foundation date of Dharmadeva stupa, 
about A.D. 450, it is quite possible that i t  did not 
originally have the four projected chapels. If not, 
these features, in accordance with doctrinal evolu- 
tion, would have been added to accommodate the 
Tathlgatas. Dharmadeva stupa bears decorative 
plaques which are almost certainly later donations, 
since stylistically they postdate the stupa's founda- 
tion by two centuries (Plate 453)." However, they 
are conceptually related to the dydgapata (relief 
plaques) that adorned stupas long anterior to it, 
for example at Amarivati or Nigirjunakonda. 
Whether, like early Indian stupas, Licchavi stupas 
were also railed, we do not know. Some of the 
stupas illustrated in eleventhtentury manuscripts 
were." And there is evidence respecting a lost rail- 
ing fragment of Patan's South Stupa, discussed in 
Chapter 10. 

T h e  two largest and most prestigious stupas in 
the Kathmandu Valley, Svayambhhnitha and 
Bodhnitha, have both been utterly transformed by 
centuries of adoration into something very differ- 
ent from the modest mounds the Licchavi kings 
almost certainly consecrated. As the premier Bud- 
dhist site, Svayambhii has attracted gift after trans- 
forming gift, and has a long documented history 
of restorations that seem to recur at least once in 
every century. Bodhnitha is less well documented, 
but at some point in its history-perhaps because 
of its prominent location on  the main trade artery 
through the Valley-the Tibetans gravitated to it 
and made it their own. At length it became essen- 
tially a Tibetan preserve, and it was transformed 
into the mandala form it now has, perhaps in imi- 
cation of the stupa of Gyangtse in western Tibet. 
But there is little doubt that concealed within the 
immense dome is a primitive Licchavi core. 

W e  are particularly well provided with examples 

l v a l  1974:pls. 158-161. 
l4 Foucher 1goo:54, 60, pl. I ,  figs. I ,  5. 
l 6  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 170 (589590) ; Abhilekha- 

samgraha 1962g. 
D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 162 (586) ; G. Vajracharya 

of extant Licchavi architecture in the structures 
concerned with the storage and distribution of 
water. A number of deep fountains (gaihridhiri) 
are certified as Licchavi works hy inscriptions still 
in place within them; others may be almost as sc- 
curely dated on the circumstantial evidence of the 
Licchavi Period caityas and sculptures found with- 
in them. Many of the characteristic stone makara 
spouts may also be firmly established as the work 
of Licchavi hands. There are not only thosc cir- 
cumstantially dated by the fountains in which they 
are incorporated, but an occasional spout itself bears 
a Licchavi inscription." Terra cottas gathered from 
a Licchavi midden at Dhumvarahi also included 
miniature replicas of makara spouts. Also recov- 
ered at the same site were a number of clay tiles 
that once channeled underground water from the 
source to the fountain spout. T h e  characteristic 
paired caryatids often found beneath the spouts of 
ancient fountains (Plate 306) can also be dated to 
the Licchavis, not only stylistically, but on the basis 
of inscriptions sometimes engraved on them.'' 

There are also the remains of many Licchavi res- 
ervoir fountains, then known as jaladroni or iih- 
droni. Like successor fountains of the same type, 
the tutcdhdri or jahru', none now functions. But 
the characteristic stone troughs, drilled for one or 
more spouts, have often survived, and a number 
are inscribed and dated by the donor." Usually the 
troughs are   la in, but a decorated one has been 
found that on the basis of style can also be dated 
to the Late Licchavi or Transitional Periods (Plate 
230). T h e  face of the trough is decorated with con- 
fronted kinnoras, each possessing an enormous, 
space-filling foliated scroll tail. Each bears a sacred 
water vessel that it seems to empty toward the for- 
mer emplacement of the spigot. This unique jala- 
droni is now employed upside down as a stair step 
behind the Bhairava temple of Taumadhi-tol, 
Bhaktapur. 

N o  existing tank has been identified as a Lic- 
chavi work, but given the number of inscriptional 
references to khitaka, it would not be surprising if 

1973:inscr. 7 (128), fig. 7. According to a communication 
from G. Vajracharya, there is also another inscribed carya- 
tid pair set into a Patan wall. 

1 7 D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 93, 120, 122, 127, 138, 
147. 769, 175, In, 179, 181, 184. 
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some of the Valley reservoirs were theirs. None of 
the irrigation canals-known to both Licchavis and 
their successors as tilarnaka (and to the latter, some- 
times rijakrrlo [royal canal])-has survived from 
any per i~d .~@But  at two places in the Valley I 
have seen remnants of immense, monolithic U -  
shaped troughs that almost certainly were sections 
of the old systems. One of them lies beside a mod- 
ern canal that parallels the Chapagaon road, the 
other beside a gaihridhiri in Panauti. 

T h e  most famous extant Licchavi pillar is that 
at Changu Niriyana, the standard upon which in 
A.D. 464 Minadeva inscribed his exploits, and in so 
doing ushered the Valley into history (Plates 47, 
48).'@ T h e  pillar originally faced the temple door, 
but was felled under unknown circumstances and 
at an unk~lown time, to be reerected at the north- 
west corner of the temple. But the original stub, 
with some of the inscription, is still in place. It has 
no pedestal, and like ancient Indian pillars rises di- 
rectly from the earth itself. T h e  lower two-thirds 
of the displaced part of the pillar is square, as is the 
stub, and in cross section both measure approxi- 
mately fifteen inches. By means of a transitional 
section of facets, first eight, then sixteen-ach out- 
lined with an engraved line-the pillar terminates 
in full round. It  is crowned with an imalaka and a 
lotus that now bears a glittering cakra. A primary 
cognizance of Visnu, the ca&-a is companion to a 
Malla or Shah Period gilt conch standard paired 
with it at the opposite corner of the main fapde .  
According to Bhagvanlal Indraji, who first studied 
the pillar, the cakra was the gift of a royal physi- 

7 B  An extensive irrigation system was constructed by the 
late Malla kings of Bhaktapur (B. Paudel 1964a:13-15), and 
a "tilamuaka" is cited as a boundary marker in an inscrip- 
tion of Rhiskaramalla in N.S. 835 Philguna (A.D. 1715) 
(M. P. Khanal 1969:50-51). 

D. Vajracharya rg73:inscr. 2 (9-30) (published as two 
separate inscriptions by Cnoli 1956:inscrs. I ,  2).  Bhagvan- 
la1 and Ruhler 1flSo:163-166 and Ltvi rgo8:111, 1-18 par- 
tially translate the inscription and discuss the pillar at 
some length. 

Bhagvanlal and Bijhler 1880:163. 
R1 Slutser and Vajracharya 1973:130 n. 138 overlooked 

t!ie observation of Bliag\~anlal and Biihler 1880:163 that 
"the weight of the Garucla seems to have been the cause 

cian around A.D. 1860; the physician was also ap- 
parently responsible for reerecting the pillar.80 In 
1880, when Bhagvanlal visited Changu Niriyana, 
"fragments of [the pillar's] capital and of the Ga- 
ruda [were] also lying about." A quarter century 
later Ltvi wrote that the "debris of the ancient 
capital and of the Garuda which crowned it are 
preserved in a kind of latticed cage in the middle 
of the court." Since LCvi was not permitted beyond 
the courtyard doorway, he must have been misin- 
formed, or else he misunderstood his informants. 
T h e  cage has contained the gilt images of Rddhi- 
laksmi and her son Bh~palendra  since they were 
donated in A.D. 1$4 (Plate 69). Seated beside it, 
however, offside and at ground level near the brok- 
en stub of the pillar, is the Garuda tha,t almost cer- 
tainly was originally seated aloft (Plate 64).R' It 
seems likely that it was to the Garuda, rather than 
to the cage, that Ltvi's informants pointed. 

A second Licchavi Period Garudadhvaja faces 
the temple of Satya Ni r iyana  below the Hadigaon 
bluff (Plate 240). Like the Changu standard, the 
pillar changes from square to round through a 
faceted midsection, but at Hadigaon, where the pil- 
lar is much shorter, the sections are corresponding- 
ly compressed. T h e  pillar is surmoullted by a full- 
blown lotus upon which half kneels the original 
and hauntingly beautiful anthropomorphized Ga- 
ruda image.82 T h e  pillar is inscribed with a long 
undated panegyric composed by someone named 
A n ~ p a r a m a . ' ~  Perhaps it is the same Anuparama 
who was the father of Rhaumagupta, an impor- 
tant figure in the history of the Abhira Guptas. 
Anuparama died just prior to A.D. 540, as attested 

of the pillar's fall." Unfortunately, we d o  not know 
whether this is only the scholar's conjecture or wheth- 
er it in fact records a tradition passed on to them by 
temple personnel who had heart1 about the fall of the 
pillar and its heavy capital. If the latter, the observation 
corroborates the writer's opinion that the Garuda repre- 
sents the original emblem, and is therefore a dated work 
of the fifth century A.D. For another view, see Pal 1974:72, 
fig. 98. Tha t  the pillar fell before A.n. r@q can be deduced 
from the position of the portraits of Rddhilaksmi and her 
son, since it is unlikely that they would have heen in- 
stalled directly behind the pillar. 

82  As on the Changu pillar, there is no visible petlestal. 
" D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 35 (158-16~). 
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by his widow's inscription.8' If the author of the 
panegyric is the same Anuparama, then A.D. 540 
would provide a secure terminus ad quem for the 
pillar. This date is in perfect correspondence with 
the paleography of the inscriptiona8' 

T h e  third, and certainly the most beautiful, ex- 
tant Licchavi pillar stands isolated in the center of 
a neighborhood square near the Dhimasena temple 
in eastern Bhaktapur (Plates 241, 242). Crudely 
sunk by later hands into a concrete foundation, 
the ornate and variform pillar rises from a lotus- 
filled sacred vessel supported by four squatting 
caryatids, now half engulfed in cement (Plate 242). 
T h e  rustic, top-heavy lion capital does not seem to 
belong with the pillar it crowns. Since the pillar is 
not directly associated with a temple, and does not 
seem to be even in its original place, it is quite pos- 
sible that, rather than a votive standard, it was once 
a structural column in some Licchavi building. 
Very likely, by the addition of the crude lion the 
column was converted in recent times to a sirnha- 
dhvaja, the typical standard offered to Bhlmasena, 
whose temple stands nearby. 

Fragmentary Surface Remains 

T h e  third source of evidence for the reconstruction 
of the architectural past of the Kathmandu Valley 
is provided by the remains of earlier buildings that 
still lie about above ground in bits and pieces. 
Though less abundant than what is to be seen in 
Rome or Constantinople, the architectural debris 
of the Kathmandu Valley speaks no less eloquently 
of the past. Some of these fragments are still part 
of foundations upon which now stand elevations 
only a few centuries old. Others have been scat- 
tered and exist only as isolated pieces, abandoned 
or, more often, reused. Among them are stone col- 
umns, door jambs, sills, lintels, foundation courses, 
steps, roof elements, pedestals, toranas, decorative 
fragments, and many unidentified pieces. 

One of the areas in which archneological surface 
debris is particularly abundant is Gvala, the an- 
cient settlement surrounding Paiupatiniitha, di- 
vided today into the two separate communities, 
Deopatan and Chabahil (Map 6; Plate lor).  The  

@' S.S. 462 Jyestha (D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 38 [170- 
1741 ). 

Licchavi past of Gvala-Dcopatan-Chabahil is evi- 
dent not only in the venerable Paiupati, a rich 
epigraphy, sculptures, fountains, stupas, caityas, 
Sivalihgas and their shelters, but by the fragments 
of earlier structures that also once adorned it. O n  
Hijarijeivari-ghat and scattered along the street 
leading from the river to the main road are the 
remains of numerous auaranas, the distinctive 
Sivalihga shelters; the roofs now serve as random 
paving blocks, and the columns are abandoned or 
incorporated into later shrines (Plate 247). At the 
Paiupati end of the same ghat, near the footbridge 
spanning the Hagmati, are other kinds of archaeo- 
logical fragments. One of them is a large slab of 
polished blue stone, decorated with stepped mold- 
ings and a serpent king exquisitely carved in high 
relief (Plates 316, 317). Employed now as a com- 
mon foundation stone, the slab once stood upright 
as part of a door jamb. O n  it the noble Nigarija,  in 
his characteristic role as dvarapda, tended comings 
and goings through the doorway it flanked. Not far 
from the jamb, among assorted archaeological de- 
bris assembled in front of the Vatsaladevi temple, 
are sumptuously carved fragmentary columns. O n  
Kailisa, the hill above Paiupati, parts of compnn- 
ion columns stand here and there (Plate 29R), and 
the stairway leading to them is almost wholly con- 
structed of fallen columns, sills, and lintels (Plate 
289). Returning along the main street, west of Pa- 
bupatinitha and paralleling the Bagmati, one en- 
counters another fragmentary column standing 
casually by the wayside (Plate 300). Less exuber- 
antly carved than the columns on Kailisa and at 
Vatsaladevi, the roadside column's crisply faceted 
shaft rises from a sober and masterfully carved pot 
overhung with lush foliage. Distant a few feet, 
embedded in the soil at the threshold of Bhuvanei- 
vara temple compound, is the fallen column of the 
modest linga shrine that Pradyumnapri~la once 
established as his @ti (Plates 248, 249). Within 
the compound itself are many decorative architec- 
tural fragments (Plate 313). and another handsome 
column fragment serves as a building block (Plate 
299). Near P a i ~ ~ a t i n i i t h a ,  in fact, there is scarcely 
a fountain or shrine that does not incorporate some 
remnant of the architectural past (Plates 311, 322). 

D. Vajracharya r973:158. 
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Wandering westward through Gvala, one con- 
tinues to stumble upon many other architectural 
remains, some of which I mentioned in discussing 
the history of Deopatan. By the roadside, for ex- 
ample, one spies superbly carved ganas; originally 
the caryatids of some Licchavi structure, today they 
are casual inclusions in a minor temple platform. 
At the Chabahil crossroad stands the shrine of 
Jayav5giivari, apparently an ordinary Malla Period 
Newar-style temple, notable only for its unusual 
cruciform plan and for the colorful mural that fills 
one exterior wall. But a closer look reveals antique 
foundations incorporating thresholds decorated 
with lions peering out from rocky caves. T h e  worn 
doorstep is the halved plinth of a Licchavi caitya, 
magnificently carved with beribboned deer ador- 
ing a flaming wheel, and protected by conjoint lions 
with flamboyantly foliated tails (Plate 324). Peer- 
ing through the latticed doorway into the dim 
cella, one can discern the cult image itself, wor- 
shiped there since the late fifth or early sixth cen- 
tury, when it was "commissioned by Guhasoma" 
(Plate 537)." Annexed to the principal shrine is 
an ancillary one devoted to still older Mother God- 
desses, the shrine replete with broken columns, a 
free-standing kirtirnukha torana, and the remark- 
able images of the goddesses themselves (Plates 
548, 549). One of the paving blocks of the temple 
courtyard is a rnakara spout with recurved snout, 
like the celebrated pair at N5riiyana Hit i  (Plate 
235). It very likely originated in the Sundhara 
across the way, a Licchavi foundation." T h e  exist- 
ing spouts are supported by typical Licchavi gana 
caryatids (Plate 306), and the terraces abound with 
decorative fragments, caitya domes, and sections of 
their decorated plinths. T h e  fountain was also the 
provenience of the well-known relief of the Nativ- 
ity of the Buddha, probably a Late Licchavi or 

"D. Vajracharya 1g;rj:inscr. 156 (583). The  inscription 
is undated, but on  the basis of paleography, D. Vajracharya 
assigns it to the time of Amiuvarlnan (ca. A.D. 605-621). 
For the same reason, C. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 3 (124) 
gives i t  a still earlier date, between ca. A.D. 450 and 550. 
The  image is so richly adorned that it is impossible to 
determine its age on slylistic groutids; many of the orna- 
Incnts   hems elves originate as the last offerings of satis, 
wlro until not many tlecades ago passed this way en route 
to the I~urning ghats of Paiupatiliitha. 

Transitional Period work, now transferred to the 
National Museum.Be 

Continuing westward from the Sundhara, one 
comes upon a foundation of brick and dressed 
stone, its superstructure long crumbled away 
(Plate 307). But beneath the empty mortises, the 
Licchavi caryatids who once supported it still faith- 
fully crouch in their rocky caves. Scattered along 
the same street and its intersecting lanes are other 
sills and foundations, columns, decorative frag- 
ments, and the abandoned domes and platforms 
of the ubiquitous Licchavi caityas (plate 102). 
Passing at last through Gvala's western gateway, 
one comes to the ruins of Kutu-bahal ( M = ~  6: 5). 
Licchavi caityas adorn its courtyard, and Licchavi 
sculptures are within the shrine. T o  reach them 
one must cross a massive stone threshold. Its mor- 
tises are emptied of tenons, but it is sumptuously 
decorated with lions smiling from within their 
rocky caves, guarding between them a gnome from 
whose hands spring floral sprays (Plate 314). Fi- 
nally, continuing on to Chabahil, one comes to 
Dharmadeva's stupa, the old uihiras, sculptures, 
caityas, and inscriptions that are concentrated in 
,this part of old Gvala (Plates 218, 265, 266, 268, 

453). 
Such surface debris is by no means restricted to 

Gvala. It  is encountered wherever one turns in the 
Kathmandu Valley. For  example, minor ghats on 
the Tukucha Khola below the temple of Sarasvati, 
north of Old Kathmandu (Map 4: ro), are con- 
structed almost entirely of such fragments. They 
originate at nearby Sakhona, an abandoned Lic- 
chavi settlement, and include sculptures, columns, 
irnalnkas, and sections of pedestals and plinths 
(Plates 261, 350). At  Rhaktapur, in Taumadhi-to], 
magnificently decorated stone columns have been 
used as fill (Plate ~ I O ) ,  and a column like those 

R 7  The  eminent historian Baburam Acliarya knew of a 
Licchavi inscription that once stootl in the fountain, but 
which has now disappeared without a trace. Remaining 
inscriptions record a restoration by Sthitimalla (D. Regmi 
1965:part r, 354, document IZ) ,  and most recently by the 
Rana prime minister, Chantlra Shumshere. 

R R  Illustrated by Kramrisch 1g6q:pl. 11, and as the cover 
illustration of Pal r974a, who  discusses (22, 33) the prob- 
lem of dating the work. 
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incorporated into the steps at Kailisa is em- 
~ l o y e d  as a dabali foundation stone. An identical 
column underlies the wooden threshold of a gate- 
way into the Kumbheivara temple compound in 
Patan (Plate 290). 

In Patan, also, haphazardly set into the wall of 
the Sundhiira, is a fragment of what was probably 
a long decorative frieze around a building or above 
a doorway. It consists of alternating pSrna kalaia 
and gaviksa motifs, above which is a row of alter- 
nating plain and stepped pendants, severely sober 
and perhaps unfinished (Plate 305). Nearby, in- 
corporated into a temple foundation, are four ex- 
quisite, highly polished stone columns, a compan- 
ion to which has been set up at the shrine door of 
Dhathu-bahil at relatively distant Guita-tol. All 
five columns-and none is identical-are richly 
carved with pot and foliage, floral sprays, kirti- 
mukha, leaf-like fringes, imalakas, and varied 
moldings (Plates 302, 303). O n  one column, minia- 
ture pilasters frame a wildly dancing Bhrngi, Siva's 
too-faithful devotee reduced to a skeleton by the 
jealous Pirvati (Plate 303). 

In Banepa, to continue our sampling of above- 
ground archaeological wealth, one finds two large 
relief panels of gandharva-mukha set at random 
into an alley wall (Plate 323). They are most likely 
from a building of the Transitional Period. Near- 
by is a stairway flanked by a pair of majestic but 
now headless reclining deer of polished stone. 
They were once almost certainly part of an impos- 
ing approach to a Licchavi vihira or stupa, rem- 
nants of both of which are nearby (Plates 455,456). 
At Panauti village an abandoned tilamaka section 
lies unnoticed. Nearby, half-buried by the wayside, 
stands a column decorated with moldings, a foliate- 
tail kinnara, and a relief pratihira in the guise of 
Siva. T h e  numerous shrines at the extensive Pa- 
nauti bathing and burning ghats reveal an almost 
endless variety of architectural fragments reem- 
ployed in the foundations of later shrines. In  
Sunaguthi village, some of the immense monolithic 
polished foundation courses of the ancient Brng5- 
reivara temple still remain, and at Sarasvati Kund 
are the ruins of a Siva temple surrounded by linga 
shrines (Plate 246). Finally, in Old Kathmandu 
are a number of pictorial reliefs that were once 
clearly architectural embellishments (Plates 346, 

347), and everywhere the fields abound with mid- 
dens that yield fragments mixed with bricks, coins, 
and terra cottas (Plate 441). 

By themselves, these fragments tell us little more 
than that the Licchavis possessed a sophisticated 
architecture that paralleled their achievements in 
the other arts. But used as a supplementary source 
of comparison with the architecture of their Malla 
successors and Gupta contemporaries, these frag- 
ments are very revealing. 

ARCHITECTURAL RELATIONSHIPS: 
LICCHAVI A N D  MALLA 

The  fragmentary surface remains are reflected in 
the caitya decoration. The  temple-like plinths must 
duplicate not only these fragments, but the larger 
buildings of which they were a part. Some of the 
plinths are virtually models of storied temples of 
mandala plan (Plates 256, 257), reminiscent of 
those we know today in the Newar-style canon 
(Plates 185, 190). Despite functional and other ob- 
vious divergences, both miniature and full-scale 
temples have a stepped plinth, four equidistant, 
torana-surmounted doorways framed with pilas- 
ters and other carved ornament, median cornices 
elaborated with decorative bands, and overhanging 
hipped roofs with upswept corners. Other caitya 
plinths are perfect mandapas (Plate 255). One has 
only to imagine four interior columns, and they 
become the typical sohra kutta, the "sixteen-legged" 
mandapa used in the Newar-style canon for tem- 
ples and dharmaiilis (Figures 18, 19; Plate 189). 
The  colonnaded temple of octagonal plan may al- 
so be foreshadowed in the caitya plinth (Figure 
12j, k ;  Plate 254). It  seems apparent, then, from 
the miniature temples preserved as caitya plat- 
forms, from fragmentary surface remains, and 
from extant Licchavi structures that Licchavi archi- 
tecture in many ways prefigured the architecture 
of the Mallas. 

It  is no less apparent that Nepali architecture, 
Licchavi and Malla, is often in turn prefigured by 
Indian architecture. Almost every architectural ele- 
ment and decorative motif that is preserved either 
as a fragment from some ruined building or in the 
decoration of the caitya may be traced in two di- 
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rections. In one, they find a parallel in Indian 
architecture, particularly the tradition that pre- 
vailed in much of north and central India during 
the fifth and sixth centuries A.D.; in the other, they 
continue essentially unchanged into late Malla 
architecture. In support of this thesis, let us first 
examine the internal evidence, both in terms of 
shared architectural element and ornament, and in 
the inventory of structures employed by each. 

Element and Ornament 

Stone columns are among the most abundant kinds 
of architectural remains found above ground in the 
Kathmandu Valley (Plates 289, 290, 298-300, 302, 
303). One type is especially common, and must 
have been very popular with Licchavi builders. 
Several of these are seen in the Kailisa stairway, 
one is in Patan (Plates 289, 29o), and they are en- 
countered in many other places. Typically, the 
square and undecorated lower part of the column 
gives way to a transitional midsection. This is an- 
nounced by an incised crescent, an inverted U ,  on 
each face, immediately above which the beam is 
chamfered into an octagonal form, each individual 
facet of which is outlined by a similar inverted U .  
Above, there is further faceting until the column 
becomes full round. T h e  column terminates in a 
number of seriate blocks, octagonal or square, be- 
tween which is sandwiched an dtnalaka or a fluted, 
derivative form, finished with paired rows of in- 
cising. 

As abbreviated miniature pilasters, such columns 
often occur in the decoration of Licchavi caityas 
(Plates 255, 256. 260, 261). They are usually em- 
ployed as if they supported the roofs of the temple- 
like plinths: for example, the Su-bahal-hiti caitya 
dated A.D. 758 (Plate 256). Despite their small size, 
in almost all instances caitya pilasters of this type 
bear the distinctive incised crescent that, in the ex- 
tant columns, announces the transition from the 
plain lower end to the decorated upper end. Like 
them, the pilasters also include an imalaka, even 
i f  sometimes rudimentary. This and other types of 
pilasters encompassed in caitya decoration are of- 
ten combined with bracket-capitals such as typify 

post-and-lintel construction (Plates 254, 255, 260, 
261,263,277). 

There can be little doubt that the caitya pilasters 
faithfully mirror the distinctive stone columns and 
brackets that the Licchavis actually employed in 
large buildings. T h e  columns and their miniature 
replicas also closely compare to the Garudadhvajas 
at Changu Niiriyana and Hadigaon, although the 
two standards' special role as a vehicle for an in- 
scription caused modifications in the shaft (Plates 
47, 240). Nonetheless, the Changu pillar employs 
the same transitional faceting outlined by incising, 
and has the imalaka cushion; the Hadigaon pillar 
has the faceting in compressed form and the rnodi- 
fied imalaka of the structural columns, making it 
particularly like the Kumbheivara column (Plate 
290). T h e  latter and its fallen companions could 
antedate the fifth- and sixth-century Garudadhva- 
jas, or postdate the eighth-century Su-bahal-hiti 
caitya, to both of which they compare. Once 
evolved, the style was never abandoned, and con- 
tinued virtually unchanged in the pilasters and 
columns in stone and wood of later buildings, both 
Newar-style and other types, and in miniature 
replicas of them (Plnte 315). In wood, such col- 
umns are found in some of the oldest structures, 
like K.?sthama~>dapa and Itum-bahal, Ka~thmandu; 
Uku-bahal and Dhathu-bahil in Patan; and many 
others. They are also found in various buildings of 
later date (Plates 291-294). Not  only the column 
type, but also the form of the accompanying brack- 
et-capitals has persisted virtually unchanged 
through the centuries. Although none has been 
detected among the surface fragments, bracket- 
capitals are preserved for us in the caitya decora- 
tions. T h e  distinctive convoluted brackets on the 
seventh-century Dhvaka-bahal plinth, for example 
(Plate 277), are faithfully reproduced in wood at 
least six centuries later at Kisthamandapa, and in 
various later buildings of undetermined date 
(Plates 293, 294)." T h e  fundamental form persists, 
even when cloaked with ornament (Plate 295). 

The  vase of abundance (purna talaia, puvna 
gha!a) is a recurrent theme of fragmentary stone 
columns and reliefs. It  occurs at the base of the 
13haktapur simhadhuaja (Plates 241, 242), on sev- 

*"Othrr examples may be seen in Slusser and Vajra- charya 1974:figs. 18, 28. 
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era1 of the columns in Deopatan (Plates 298-~oo), 
on the columns and the relief fragment near the 
Patan Sundharii (Plates 303, 305), in pictorial re- 
liefs such as those on the Chabahil and Tukan- 
bahal stupas (Plate 224), and as frequent decora- 
tion on the top of Licchavi stone inscriptions 
(Plate 50).~" Like the faceted column and con- 
voluted bracket, this motif also persists in the art 
and architecture of late Malla times, where it is 
particularly well rendered in various wooden col- 
umns (Plates 301, 304). In stone we encounter it 
carved on  the mid-nineteenth-century Garuda- 
dhvaja offered to Dattiitreya (Plate 243). 

Leaf-shaped ornaments, pendant or upturned, 
are also common to the art of all periods, both in 
form and use. They are seen below the octagonal 
member of one of the Patan Sundhara columns 
(Plate 302), on the Banepa shrine (Plate 253), in 
miniature on the caitya pilasters (Plates 257, 258, 
276, 277), and on wooden columns incorporated 
into later buildings (Plate 292). Pendants of the 
same type also serve as free-hanging ornaments on 
metal votive lamps and other ritual objects widely 
in use today. T h e  festoon often found on the col- 
umns of the linga shrines (Plate 249) also appears 
on the caityas (Plates 258, 259), and is repeated on 
buildings of the Malla Period (Plates 197,201, 312). 
One of the latter examples, from the Bhuvanei- 
vara temple cornice, is a millennium distant but 
mere steps away from Pradyumnaprina's festooned 
column (Plates 201, 249). 

Another recurrent motif in early architecture is 
the rotund gnome (gana) employed as a caryatid. 
It  was particularly favored by Licchavi artists as a 
psychological, if not functional, support for stone 
water spouts, pillars, and-carved on foundatior! 
courses and sills-whole buildings (Plates 242, 298, 
306, 307). In Malla buildings also we find the 
caryatid supporting pilasters, pillars, and founda- 
tions (Plate 309), and it is the preferred support of 
the tundla images found on some of the earliest 
known Malla buildings (Plates 162, 207, 308). Still 
another of the many motifs that Licchavi and 
Malla architecture share is the flying, garland- 

" Gnoli 1956:part 2, pls. 31, 36, 37, 75. 
" pill 1974:fig. 252. 
!'2 A foliatetl conch shell that rises from vegetation, or 

bearing attendant, the vidyadhara. It is employed, 
for example, on the stone column used for fill in 
Hhakta~ur,  and in a relief plaque, now a random 
inclusion in a Deopatan shrine (Plates 310, 311). 
In almost identical form, including the back- 
ground of rolling cloud, we also encounter the 
vidyddhara in wood carvings Malla buildings: 
for example, the striking parallel provided by a 
carving beneath a blind window at Itum-bahal 
(Plate 312). A very late example, in which a mar- 
riage has been made with Chinese ideas, may be 
seen on a tutedhdrd in Bhaktapur (Plate 229). 
These recent vidyidhara bear auspicious vessels of 
water toward the fountain spigot, just as do the 
kinnoras on the Licchavi jaladroni serving as a 
stair step a few feet away (Plate 230). 

The  styiized cubist configuration meant to rep- 
resent rocks, rocky caves, and mountains is so corn- 
mon to the art of both periods that attention 
scarcely needs to be drawn to it. T h e  Licchavis 
used it on caityas and as the background for relief 
images (Plates 273, 287, 306, 307, 314, 347). In  the 
Malla Period it was used in the same way, and 
particularly at the base of roof brackets (Plates 192, 
308). One Malla Period work in which it appears, 
the Yatkha-bahal torana (Plate I$), is uncannily 
similar to the well-known seventh-century relief of 
the Niigaraja and worshipers that is attached to the 
Dharmadeva stupa." 

The  foliated scroll motif (patralatsi) was used by 
the Licchavis to frame or fill space, alone or in 
combination with other motifs, in very character- 
istic ways. It springs from a pot (Plate 242), a 
conch shell," or general ornament. It  is held in the 
hands of persons (Plates 266, 313, 314), and is used 
with abandon to elaborate the tails of birds and 
animals (Plates 266, 268, 284, 285, 324), and of 
makaras and kinnoras (Plates 230, 258, 259, 265, 
270, 318). I t  is also used to complete the body of 
the Pas'upati Nigaraja (Plate 317). T h e  foliated 
scroll was equally popular with Malla craftsmen, 
who interpreted it in wood in the same ways: it 
occurs alone, exudes from vases and pots, is held 
by persons, and forms the tails of birds, animals, 

from which emerges vegetation, was also favoretl as an 
ornament for the upper parts of Licchavi stone inscriptions 
(Gnoli 1g56:part 2, plates 35, 37, 51. 55, 57, 60. 65. 66, 72). 
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and mythical creatures (Plates 304, 315, 319, 320). 
Another floral motif favored by Licchavi sculp- 
tures is a nucleated, four-~etal  rosette used, for ex- 
ample, to outline the niche framing the Dhvaka- 
bahal Padmapini or to decorate one of the stone 
inscriptions of Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590-604).03 This 
distinctive pattern also survives in Malla border 
designs; a few repeats of it are seen, for example, 
on the weathered door sill of the Jayavigiivari 
temple (Plate 324) and in ornament at Uku- 
bahal (Plates 319, 320). 

As the guardians of the four corners of shrines 
and temples, the Licchavis frequently used lions, 
often with one head for two bodies (Plates 265, 
277, 284). They also used a horned chimera in the 
same way, or some other mythical creature in the 
round (Plates 285, 322). 'These animals prefigure 
the lion- and griffon-like chimeras that guard later 
temples either as corner brackets, or posing ramp- 
ant on the temple roof (Plates 195, 214). Even the 
distinctive conjoint lions are preserved in wood 
where, as on the caityas, they flank image-filled 
niches (Plate 325). 

The  comparisons between the many architec- 
tural elements and motifs shared by Licchavi and 
Malla builders could be virtually endless, but to list 
one last example, there is the gandharva-mukha. It  
occurs on the Licchavi caityas (Plates 261,262,459) 
and on large fragments from buildings of the Trnn- 
sitional Period (Plate 323). AS we should now ex- 
pect, it continues in Malla temples as the inkhijhya, 
where the celestial inmates peer out of modest 
windows of stone or are framed by the sumptuous 
wood carvings of the Malla craftsmen (Plates 197, 

2'37 295). 

Structures 

Correspondence between seventh- and seventeenth- 
century architecture of the Kathmandu Valley does 
not, of course, rest merely on striking parallels be- 
tween structural elements and decorative motifs. It 
also rests on similarities between the monuments to 
which these were applied. W e  have already seen by 
means of the documentary evidence how closely 
the inventory of structures in the two ages corre- 
spond to one another. This is not only in expected 

" Kramrisch 1964:pl. 5; Gnoli rg56:part 2, pl. 36. 

forms, such as temples and monasteries, palaces and 
dharmairilis, but also in minor aspects, such as vo- 
tive pillar, ratha, khata, dabali, and drinking-water 
reservoir. Further, although in the absence of 
systematic excavations many links are missing be- 
tween the structures of one age and those of an- 
other, in some instances the actual monuments 
reveal an unbroken continuum of type. For  exam- 
ple, it is evident that Amiuvarman's subjects would 
have felt no less at  home bathing under the ma- 
kara spouts of "Bhimsen Thapa's" Sundhira  con- 
structed in A.D. 1828 than in the Nil i i i l i  fountain 
built in the reign of their own king. Similarly, the 
subjects of Pratipamalla would have found the 
Licchavi jaladroni a no less familiar place to 
quench their thirst than the Malla tutedhira (nor 
surprised that a gtithi should be charged with keep- 
ing it filled). 

A number of Malla Period monuments, while 
less exact mirrors of Licchavi prototypes than the 
fountains, evidence a close relationship with earlier 
structures. T h e  inscribed portrait pillar of Pratipa- 
malla is not greatly removed in essential elements 
and in form, function, and positioning from the 
Changu Ni r iyana  pillar of Minadeva. T h e  cluster 
of Licchavi linga shrines that must once have stood 
on Riijarijeivari-ghat were merely reinterpreted in 
the latter-day assembly of enclosed shrines on the 
opposite bank of the river. In  form and decoration, 
the caityas and stupas changed as the Buddhist doc- 
trine changed, but the roots of the Malla structures 
are clearly to be found in Licchavi examples. H o w  
closely the palaces of the two periods compare we 
have no idea beyond the meager indices already 
examined. For the dharmaii l i ,  we must rely on 
the evidence of Kiis~hamandapa, a Transitional 
Period b u i l d i n g ~ b v i o u s l y  no different than 
structures built in  later centuries, and that might 
just as well mirror those built centuries before." 

More elusive and intriguing are the architectural 
relationships between Licchnvi temples and viha- 
ras, and the corresponding structures of the Mallns. 
Tha t  such a building as the Newar-style temple 
existed in Licchavi times can be deduced only on 
three pieces of internal evidence. O n e  of these is 
the evocative Chinese reference to storied palaces 
and temples. Another is the M a t i n g r h a  inscrip- 

" Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:175-206, 
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tion, which clearly refers to a brick temple with 
wooden windows and doors; and the third is the 
Indreivara Mahideva temple of Panauti. T h e  earli- 
est known Newar-style temple, erected in A.D. 

1294, the Panauti temple represents a fully devel- 
oped style, unchanging in later centuries, that must 
have been based on centuries of antecedents." That  
these were, indeed, Licchavi will perhaps best be 
brought out in the external evidence examined be- 
low. A provocative internal comparison, however, 
is provided by two temples that stand side by side 
in a temple compound in Sankhu (Plate 330). T h e  
elevation of the Newar-style temple appears to be- 
long to the Late Malla Period. There is nothing by 
which the stone temple may be dated, although 
the slab construction of walls seems unconven- 
tional for Malla architecture. If, like the linga 
shrine previously discussed, it is in fact an unidenti- 
fied Licchavi work, the comparison between the 
tiered roofs of the two different temples is exciting, 
indeed. But unlike the linga shrine, the stone tem- 
ple and others like it have not been certified by 
associated Licchavi inscriptions. Until such certifi- 
cation, there is nothing to indicate that it is not a 
copy of the adjacent temple, rather than a model. 

Even i f  the Malla vihira is also rooted in Lic- 
chavi architecture, the doctrinal changes reflected 
in the styles of later stupas and caityas must have 
been similarly reflected in the vihiras. T h e  early 
Buddhist monasteries in India were, of course, con- 
structed to house the community (samgha) in cells 
around an open courtyard, wherein stood the sym- 
bolic stupa. There were no images, and therefore 
no temples. If such a uihira type existed in Lic- 
chavi Nepal (or pre-Licchavi Nepal, i f  GUT-vihira 
antedates the Licchavis), it is indicated by the fre- 
quent presence of ancient stupas in the center of 
the courtyard of extant vihiras. T h e  large stupas 
of Yatkha, Sighah, Tukan,  and other vihiras pro- 
vide examples, as do the enshrined Licchavi caityas 
in the center of venerable monastery courtyards 
such as Kva-bahal, Pntnn, or Itum-bahal, Kath- 
mandu. 

In Indian rock-cut vihiras, the temple was added 
to the rear around A.D. 450." But we do not know 

" Slusser 1979a. 
" Dehejia 1972:g, 9394. 
" Villagers claim that the image was found elsewhere 

when the temple structure was placed at the side 
of the Nepali vihira courtyard. T h e  eventual exca- 
vation of a vihira ruin in the Valley of the Tiger 
(Taslung), near Budhanilkantha, may perhaps be 
helpful. The  weathered Buddha image (now wor- 
shiped as a goddess) that stands within the ruins 
closely compares stylistically to the sixth-century 
Buddha of Chabahil, and may indicate the date of 
the Taslung ruin." If the excavated ground plan 
should conform to that of the extant vihiras, we 
would have at least a rough terminus a quo for 
the fundamental form that typifies the Kathman- 
d u  Valley vihiras. 

That  the architecture of the Licchavi vihdras 
may be reflected in the vihiras we know today may 
be conjectured on the basis of documentary and 
archaeological evidence. T h e  well-known Patan 
vihira, Uku-bahal (Omkuli-Rudravarna-mahivi- 
hira) ,  a particularly well-endowed but otherwise 
typical Valley vihira, is traditionally held to be a 
royal foundation. If, as it seems, it was a donation 
of the Licchavi king Sivadeva 11, restored in the 
twelfth century by Rudradeva I1 (Rudravarna), it 
seems probable that a continuity of structure is 
preserved, at least in the ground plan if not the 
total elevation. That this is so is suggested by the 
presence in the courtyard of a highly venerated 
Licchavi caitya that very likely dates from the time 
of the vihira's foundation. I t  is further suggested 
by the vihira's repertory of structural and decora- 
tive elements-its bracketed columns, vidyidharas, 
foliated scrolls, gandharva-mukhas, and a seeming- 
ly endless repertory of motifs that at many points 
translate into wood what we now know well to be 
of more ancient inspiration. There is also the evi- 
dence provided by the illuminated Hlim-vihira 
manuscript (Plate 244). Just as the Transitional 
Period dharmaii l i  Kisthamandapa and the Early 
Malla Period temple Indreivara Mahideva seem to 
reflect midpoints in a continuing style of dharma- 
i i l z  and temple, so does the miniature for the 
vihira. 

A further consideration in comparing the archi- 
tecture of the Kathmandu Valley vihira is the 
close physical correspondence of the extant exarn- 

in the environs and placed in its present location in recent 
times. Both images are illustrated by Pal 1974:figs. 166, 
168. 
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ples to the palaces and common house. Whether 
Newar domestic architecture is modeled after the 
uihdra, or vice versa, is a question yet to be an- 
swered, and one of great importance in determin- 
ing the ultimate source of the Newar-style canon. 
That the domestic quadrangle was also a feature 
of the Licchavi milieu is suggested by the frequent 
presence within existing courts of centrally located 
and long-established caityas of Licchavi date. Rele- 
vant, perhaps, is F2-hien's observation that each 
Khotanese family had "a small tope [stupa] reared 
in front of its door.''9s 

O n  the basis of the research summarized here, 
it may be necessary to revise drastically our esti- 
mates of the ages of some of the buildings standing 
in the Kathmandu Valley. Perhaps not so many of 
them are late Malla structures as has been generally 
believed. If buildings such as Kisthamandapa, 
long considered a late sixteenth-century structure, 
may be traced to the late eleventh or early twelfth 
century, there seems no reason to doubt that other 
buildings similarly survived the calamitous effects 
of war, fire, and quake, and are equally old. Ruild- 
ings such as Uku-bahal, Itum-bahal, CZrumati-vi- 
hiira, Dhathu-bahil, and a host of others-all with 
in situ Licchavi caityas, and many containing Lic- 
chavi Period sculptures-may well, like the modest 
linga shrine, in fact be Licchavi structures. Altered 
and renovated they must certainly be. But there is 
no question that the tiled courtyard, foundation, 
and much of their elevation, including wooden 
columns and other structural and decorative ele- 
ments, could survive into modern times. This is 
attested by the parallel example of the wooden 
temples of Chamba in the Panjab Himalaya. For 
there, in valleys no more geographically secluded 
than the Valley of Kathmandu, and certainly po- 
litically less so, surviving wooden temples are 
thought to go back to the seventh and eighth cen- 
turies." Thus, while caution is certainly enjoined, 
many of the undated Nepali buildings should be 
carefully reexamined in the light of this hypothe- 
sis to determine if some may not be similarly ven- 
erable structures. 

gs Legge 1965:17. 
Goetz 1955. 

loo T o  save the reader the task of consulting other works 
for co~nparati\'e materials, I have included a few selected 
illustrations, 111ostly from the Dasavatira temple at Deo. 

Summing up the internal evidence, it is clear 
from the material presented here that despite in- 
complete comparative material, differences dic- 
tated by changes in religious doctrine and social 
institutions, and differences ordained by the pas- 
sage of time, the architecture of the K:~thmandu 
Valley appears to represent a unified tradition frorn 
the Licchavis through the Mallas. Given the de- 
monstrable continuum of culture evident in other 
spheres, and, until the eighteenth century, the gen- 
erally unbroken political continuum, this should 
not be surprising. 

E X T E R N A L  A R C H I T E C T U R A L  
RELATIONSHIPS:  NEPALI  A N D  I N D I A N  

T h e  close examination of Licchavi architectural 
remains will have made it apparent that, in detail 
at least, Licchavi architecture had much in com- 
mon with Indian architecture of the Gupta period, 
about A.D. 300-600. AS demonstrated by study of the 
structures by which Gupta art is known-Deo- 
garh or Bhumara, Siirnith or Mathuri,  Nalanda, 
Sanchi, Ajanta, Ellora, Badami, Aihole, and a 
host of other sites in northern and central India- 
the parallels in decorative motifs are constant and 
ubiquitous. One  finds in great profusion on the 
Indian structures the characteristic ornaments-in- 
deed, the complete repertory and more-that the 
Licchavi builders enjoyed: the purna kalaia, vidyd- 
dhara, hamsa, tnakara, kinnara, kirtimukha, ga- 
uiksa, gandharua-tnukha, caryatid gnomes, offset 
niches, conjoint animal corners, and the foliated 
scroll in its same exuberant application to birds, 
animals, persons, and mythical creatures (Plates 
264, 267, 272, 321, 326-329).l0@ Within the limited 
area of decoration in a single example drawn from 
seventh-century Nalnnda may be seen more than a 
half-dozen typical ornaments used by the Licchavis 
(Plate 272). T h e  niches not only conform tc the 
standard pattern of those of the Licchavi votive 
caityas, but like some of the latter, notably at 
Dhvaka-bahal (Plate q 7 ) ,  they are bordered with 

garh, which cannot be dated later than the seventh cen- 
tury and is generally regarded as a sixthsentury structure. 
Reference to the usual source books on Indian art and 
architecture will underscore these many parallels. 



contrasting ornaments. Of these, one is the nuclc- 
ated, four-petal rosette common to Licchavi and 
Malla architectural decoration. In the Nalanda ex- 
ample may be seen also the gauiksa, the hanrsu 
with foliated scroll tail, a uidyidhara, the ubiqui- 
tous pearl band of Licchavi inscription and man- 
dorla decoration, and the prirna halaiu. Moreover, 
peeping from the foliage that issues from the upper 
left-hand pot is a seed pod duplicated in the foliage 
of one of the Patan Sundhi r i  columns (Plate 3 0 9 ,  
and again on the Bhaktapur pillar (Plate 242). 

Even the column so typical of Licchavi and suc- 
cessor architecture (Plates 289-294) is clearly Gup- 
ta, an order seen not orlly at Sinchi (Plates 296, 
297) but at Eran, Tigawa, and elsewhere."" More- 
over, in incipient form the column may be ob- 
served in miniature on K u s i ~ l a  remainsIu2 Ap- 
parently, by this time the distinctive inscribed 
crescent had developed that persisted in Gupta col- 
umns, and in Nepal from Licchavi to late Malla 
times. Even at the remote K u ~ i n a  period, corre- 
sponding to the first three centuries of the Chris- 
tian era, the column is combined with a somewhat 
convoluted bracket that seems to foreshadow the 
bracket type of Dhvaka-bahal and its Malla dupli- 
cate in wood. 

Except in the instance of the linga shrines and 
the fountains, it is not possible for us to reconstruct 
from internal evidence alone the actual Licchavi 
structures of which the surface fragments form a 
part. But the pervasive presence not only of sym- 
bolic and decorative motifs, but of structural ele- 
ments like the column, strongly suggests that the 
Licchavi builders were consciously influenced by 
the Indian tradition. If so, then the Gupta temple, 
particularly the faqade as it is so perfectly exempli- 
fied at Deogarh, could well have provided the in- 
spiration for Licchavi buildings, whether in stone 
or  in brick and wood. As a parallel instance, one 
could cite the Chamba temples, where the same 
phenomenon took place.lo3 Tha t  this sort of re- 
cessed and elaborate door frame existed in Lic- 
chavi Nepal can be construed from remains such 
as the massive recessed jamb lying at Paiupatinitha 
(Plate 316). But lacking sufficient comparative ma- 
terials of Licchavi date, it is the successor structures 

lo' Agrawala 1g68:fig. 74. 
lo2 Rosenfield [&:PIS. 28, 29. 33, 34. 38, doh. 
lo3 G O C ~ Z  1955. 

that in this instance arc most instructive. The  fa- 
cades of the Malla buildings-many of whose clc- 
mcnls may be clearly parallclcd in Licchavi rc- 
mains-are thcmsclves very rcminirccnt of the 
Gupta temple faqades (I'latcs I()(,, p r ,  jd). They 
are similar not only in the overall impression of 
the dccurativc dcmrwav umtrastcd with expanses 
of sobcr walls, but in the specific corrcspr~ndcnce 
of elements, such as the cxtcndcd lintel centcrcd by 
the emblem of the enshrined deify (ldatabimbha), 
rows of animal-head beam ends, dcntils, and simi- 
lar essentially nonfunctional treatments. On same 
Gupta temple fa~adcs one even secs the decorative 
wings of doorways that arc used on ccrtain Newar- 
style buildings, filled, moreover-as so oftcn in 
Nepal-with a yaksi and rnakara uihana hrackct 
motif.''' 

That the Licchavi builders were copying Gupta 
models also seems evident in parallels between 
Licchavi and Indian caityas. The  simplest, and 
probably earliest, Licchavi caitya type, with squat 
and often terraced finial, mirrors figurative repre- 
sentations at Ellora, Sifichi, Ajanta (Plate &), 
and elsewhere. '"So does the evolved saruatobha- 
dra, such as the Dhvaka-bahal caitya, reflect Gupta 
figurative representations. There are several sarua- 
tobhadra shrines depicted among the relief decora- 
tions on the Dalivatira temple of Deogarh, for 
example Plate 328, whose relationship with the 
Dhvaka-bahal monument is evident. In the Nepali 
monument the superstructure of gauiksa and ima-  
laka of the Deogarh shrine has been replaced with 
the stupa, making i t  somewhat reminiscent of the 
elaborate shrine depicted on  the facade of Cave 26, 
Ajanta (Plate 329). In other instances, also, there 
are parallels between the Licchavi miniature 
shrines and Gupta structures. The  superior niches 
of the Na-bahil caityu, for example, with their 
bracketed columns, dentils, roof, and crowning 
gauiksa-so clearly temples in miniature (Plates 
262, 263)-may be compared to the decorative 
shrines on the facades at Ajanta (Plate 264) or the 
carved cornice decoration at Deogarh (Plate 326). 

Respecting his studies at Chamba, Goetz re- 
marked on the "amazing affinity" between the art 
of the Drahmor kingdom and Nepal, and deduced 

lo' Agrawala 1968:pI. rzc. 
log BCnisti 1960:60. 
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that the similarity was due to their common de- 
pendence on the Gupta style.'Oe I had not read the 
Goetz study until long after leaving Nepal, and 
I had quite independently drawn the conclusion 
that Nepali architecture is a living remnant of the 
Gupta tradition, in effect, corroborating Goetz' de- 
duction. That  Nepali painting and sculpture has 
its roots in the same tradition lends further support 
to our deductions. Deo was also aware that the 
wood carvings on the late Malla structures re- 
flected certain aspects of Indian architecture.lo7 H e  
believed them to be Cilukyan, however, tracing the 
parallels not to a common Gupta source, but 
through tenuous political relations based on well- 
established, but nonetheless erroneous, assumptions 
about Nepali history. 

Obviously, on the basis of the limited Licchavi 
remains now at our disposal, we cannot know 
whether temples like those of Gupta India ever 
actually stood in the Kathmandu Valley. However, 
that whole Gupta-style columns, door jambs, i m a -  
lahas, and large-scale caitya window devices have 
been recovered merely by observing the surface de- 
bris seems to anticipate what the archaeologist's 
spade may eventually reveal. 

It  is evident, in conclusion, that the Licchavi 
architectural repertoire, in modified expression, 
continued into Malla architecture. It  is therefore 
probable that the post-and-lintel style of architec- 
ture, consisting principally of brick and wood, the 
basic ingredients of Malla architecture, is also de- 
rived from the Licchavis. If so, in Licchavi Nepal, 
as we have amply demonstrated for the Malla Pe- 
riod, the style was in all probability used for royal 
buildings, temples, vihiras, dharmaiilis,  and com- 
mon houses alike. T h e  existing evidence for Lic- 
chavi stone architecture, perhaps of the kind that 
prevailed in contemporary northern India, is ex- 
tremely fragmentary. But in  association with the 
st,anding Late Licchavi or Transitional Period 

'Oe Goetz 1955:104-105. 
'07 Deo 1+9:44-45. 
' O B  In this connection, it may be pointed out that Indian 

architectural styles that have almost completely disap- 
peared in India have been preserved in pictorial form in 
the frescoes of western Tibet (Snellgrove and Richardson 
rg6R:rqo). 

log An assessment now tempered by the study of Ulrich 

iihhara temple in Pas'upnti compound, and the 
ubiquitousness of iikharas in Malla architecture 
from at least the fifteenth century, it does lead us 
to believe that stone and brick iikhara-style temples 
were also known in Licchavi Nepal. Significant is 
the discovery of the linga shrines that seem to have 
been quite common in the Licchavi Period. Possi- 
bly they were once equally familiar in India, but 
there-in perhaps a not inappropriate analogy with 
the brick and wood "pagoda"-the duarana has not 
been preserved.'OR W e  have a rather clear idea of 
the form of the Licchavi stupa, simply because the 
wealth of evidence offered by the caityas affords 
comparison with the basic form common to India 
and the Buddhist world in general. And finally, 
one of the most distinctive features of Licchavi 
architecture, and one that, like the votive pillars, 
has a demonstrable continuing history, is the water- 
related architecture. Here again, through the deep 
fountains and jaladronis, there may have been par- 
allels with ancient India, although no examples are 
known to have survived there or in  Further India 
for comparison. In Further India, however, the 
omnipresence of ponds and tanks-as, for example, 
at Anuradhapura and Polunarawa, Ceylon, or 
Angkor in Cambodia-suggest that the Nepali 
parallels were similarly Indian-derived. Further, in 
the water pot and gourd dipper that every Cambo- 
dian vil1,ager provides for the passer-by, it would be 
d~fficult ,to avoid comparison with the Nepali jala- 
droni and pqedhira, or not to wonder if they have 
a common source. 

Despite the obvious comparisons of the Nepali 
architectural spectrum, in form and ornament, 
with India, I have no intention of coming to grips 
here with the thorny problem of the origin of the 
Newar-style architectural canon. This is a question 
that has intrigued generations of observers, but has 
engendered no satisfactory answer.loD Suffice it to 
say that I believe Nepali architecture to be firmly 

Wiesner (1978), published after this study had gone to 
press, in which the Indian source, Kusina and Gupta, of 
the Newar-style temple is convincingly demonstrated, 
amply corroborating the conclusions reached in this chap- 
ter. Bernier 1971 attempted to show the origin of the 
Newaratyle temple in his well-documented doctoral dis- 
sertation but while fully cognizant of India's contribution, 
concluded that essentially the Newar-style temple was a 
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rooted in India, particularly the Gupta, and even 
Kusina, tradition. Tha t  the Nepali product may 
represent a marriage of Indian tradition with a 
local one is not impossible. I t  may be elucidated i f  
we can determine which structure was, in fact, the 
progenitor-common house or vihira quadrangle. 
Artistic ingenuity and inventiveness are clearly ap- 
parent in all other aspects of Nepali art, particularly 
sculpture and painting, and it is logical that these 
qualities would operate in the architectural realm, 
as well. 

local invention. Perhaps this was because Dr. Bernier re- 
stricted his study almost entirely to one time and one 
style of building, the Malla "pagoda," rather than to a 

Having regarded the buildings of Nepal Man- 
dala purely in architectural and art-historical terms, 
it will be of interest to turn now to the specific 
histories of some of them and of those who have 
used them. Since in this section we are still con- 
cerned with mortals, the following chapter will be 
limited to palaces and princes. Subsequently, we 
will look into some of the temples and shrines, 
such as PaSupatinitha and Changu Niriyana, and 
contemplate the immortals who dwell within. 

broader base, historically and typologically, that would 
surcly have tempered his conclusions. 
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OF PRINCES AND PALACES: 

THE COURTS OF 

THE THREE KINGDOMS 

OUR FINAL CONCERN with the mortals of Nepal Man- 
dala will be to consider the palaces of those who 
ruled over the Three Kingdoms. W e  shall look at 
them as historical, rather than architectural, monu- 
ments, and in so doing will glance briefly at the 
lives of some of the persons who lived in them. 
T h e  palaces were called liykzi (Newari),  in literary 
context rcijaktrla pr is ida (Sanskrit), and at length, 
emulating Mughal practice, by the Persian name 
darbir. As we have seen in previous chapters, 
the later palaces are the descendants and occupy 
the sites of earlier ones, either of Licchavi kings 
(Kathmandu), of twelfth-century rulers (Rhakta- 
pur),  or the mahipi t ras  (Patan). As the residence 
of Visnu incarnate in the king, each palace com- 
pound was more sacred than secular. It  incorpo- 
rated shrines and temples, and was in close contact 
with the surrounding temple-filled square. This 
was the public part of the liykt?, or to perpetuate 
the anomalous Anglo-Persian name, the Darbar 
Square. Palace and square occupied thc citv center 
(P:itan and Kathmandu). or were at least near the 
main road (Bhaktapur). In the case of the Patan 
and Kathmandu pal.~ces, the Darbar Square 
doubled as the rnarkctplace, was the stage for 
numerous festivals and ceremonies, and was the 

scene of some of the most intense activity of the 
realm. 

Within the three compounds there passed a suc- 
cession of Malla-and in Kathmandu, Shah-kings, 
their queens, concubines, children, priests, magi- 
cians, retainers, regents, and cautiris,  the prime 
ministers who played such prominent roles in Ne- 
pali history. T h e  rooms and courts of the three 
palaces witnessed the reigns of wise kings and 
foolish ones, of boy kings and mad kings, of those 
who governed well and those who were governed 
by others. Here kings murdered and were mur- 
dered, here met the frequent councils that led to 
war? and here were signed treaties governing sub- 
sequent uneasy peace. Here also transpired the roy- 
al births and deaths, coronations and sometimes 
cremations, and the numerous rites that marked 
from birth to death each kingly passage. 

T h e  activity within these palaces was by no 
means confined to war and palace intrigue. With- 
in them moved a royal society given to the per- 
formance, and often the composition, of sacred 
dance dramas; of poetry in Newari, Sanskrit, and 
Maithili; and of music, sacred and secular. Petty 
and quarrelsome these kings may have been, but 
the titles they preferred were sumati (wise), tavirz- 
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dru (king of poets), or rijarsi (sage among kings) .' 
The  palace temples and courtyards were also the 
scenes of costly sacrifices designed to please the 
gods, foremost of whom was the Malla tutelary 
deity, Taleju (Durgz). Within the palace confines 
were conceived and commissioned countless royal 
donations to the realm-temples and shrines, 
images, fountains, ponds, and dhurmaii l i r -each 
gift both a pleasure to the gods and an embellish- 
ment of the state. Rivalry among the kingdoms lay 
not only in the political but also in the artistic 
domain. Nowhere was it more intense than in 
each king's beautification of his palace, the splen- 
dors of which were financed by the seenlingly in- 
exhaustible treasury that lay within. 

Of the three palaces and their contiguous 
squares, Patan's has best preserved the history of 
its individual components, and most faithfully re- 
produces the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
milieu of the Malla kings. The  history of the exist- 
ing components of the Rhaktapur palace is diffi- 
cult to reconstruct, and in the post-Malla years the 
palace has suffered reduction in size and extensive 
alterations. T h e  original character of the surround- 
ing square has also been altered by the loss in re- 
cent times of many of its most picturesque struc- 
tures. The  Kathmandu palace, as the national seat 
for well over a century, has undergone even great- 
er change; although in company with the Darbar 
Square it has retained much of its charm and orig- 
inality. Together, the three palaces contain the 
best of the arts of the Late Malla Period. 

H A N U M A N  D H O K A  PALACE, 
K A T H M A N D U  

T h e  late Malla and Shah palace of Kathmandu, 

' Cf. D. Regmi 19hh:part 2,404-407 
Erected by Pratipamalla in N.S. 792 Vaiiikha, together 

wit11 a second Hnnii~nin image nearby (Ahhilckho- 
saritgrnha rg6rh). As pre\*ioltsly noted. I was not able to 
procure n copy of G. Vajracharya's study of Hanuman 
Dhoka i ~ n t ~ l  long after this part of my study was corn- 
pleted, hence references to it are rare. But many of the 
documents cited here will also be found in the later work 
(G. \'ajracharya 1 ~ 7 6 ) .  Some published there for the first 

surrounded by the temples of the Darbar Square, 
lies at the center of the city on the southern side of 
the traditional trans-Himalayan trade route (Map 
7; Figure I ;  Plates 29, 85, 125, 126, 141). The  cur- 
rent name of the palace, Hanfim?in Qhoka (Hanfi- 
man Gate), is derived from the popular image of 
Hanumiin, the deified monkey servitor of Rima,  
who since A.D. 1672 has guarded the main entry- 
way (Plate 399).' Beyond variable and indefinite 
references to the palace in seventeenth- and eight- 
eenth-century fhyisaphur by such names as Gutha, 
Gunapo, or Gupo,Qhe previous name of the pal- 
ace is unknown. 

The site of Hanuman Dhoka corresponds in 
part, at least, to the emplacement of Licchavi pal- 
aces.' It is probable that some of the buildings sur- 
vived here in some form or another during the 
period of Licchavi decline, as did the apparent rem- 
nant of KailisakGta, as Kelichern, further south 
at Jaisideval-tol. Given the traditional association 
of Kathmandu with a king Gunakimadeva (prob- 
ably the tenth-century ruler), one is tempted to see 
in the otherwise unexplained names such as Guna- 
po and Gupo a reflection of his name. This sug- 
gests that kings of the Transitional Period also oc- 
cupied the palace site. In  any event, Ratnamalla 
must have conceived this as the proper place to 
enthrone himself when he seized the city. Accord- 
ing to a thyisaphri, he settled in Hiti-chok, a quad- 
rangle that once lay on the north side of the road 
near the Kot (kota), the military headquarters 
(Figure I) .  Ratnamalla's successors must have con- 
tinued to occupy the traditional mid-city location, 
although we have no documentation before A.D. 

1563.' After the Gorkhali conquest, the Kathmandu 
palace became the national seat, a role it played 
until the end of the nineteenth century. Abandoned 
as the royal residence in A.D. 1896 in favor of a 

time. for example document 7. were discovered in the 
course of our joint research. 

3D. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 141; part 3, app. 111, p. 5; G .  
Vajracharya 1967:34. 

See Chapter 5. 
V n  inscription on the cult image of the Jagannitha 

temple, a CaturrnGrti Visnu, donated by Mahendramalla 
in N.S. 683 Magha (C;. Vajracharya 1976:docurnent 7 

1x971 ). 
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European-style mansion "based upon Government 
House in Calcutta," which lay outside the old city, 
Hanuman Dhoka was shorn of its political role.' 
As the traditional royal seat, however, it is imbued 
with ;L mystique absent from the new Narayan Hiti  
palace and continues to play an important role in 
national affairs. The  royal temples are maintained, 
and many religious rituals of national and local 
significance take place within and nearby the old 
palace precincts. A number of royal rites are also 
conducted in Hanuman Dhoka, among which the 
most important in recent times was the coronation 
of His Majesty Rirendra Bir Bikram Shah in 1975. 

T h e  Hanuman Dhoka compound was once much 
more extensive than it is today. In A.D. 1819 Francis 
Hamilton remarked on its "astonishing magni- 
tude," and in 1880 Henry Oldfield reported that it 
had "forty to fifty different courts of various sizes, 
each having a separate name."l References to many 
of the earlier quadrangles are encountered in the 
fhyi~aphus,  but few can now be identified. An 
exception is the Hitti-chok, the elephant stables, 
that stood in the open Vasantapur Square near the 
Kumiiri Ghar (Figure I ) .  But this and other parts 
of the palace were cleared away when the wide 
New Road was thrust through the rubble of the 
devastating earthquake of 1934. Other palace sec- 
tions were demolished as recently as 1967 (Figure 
I :18). Now only a few sections of old glazed brick 
are scattered among newer buildings southeast of 
the palace compound as a reminder of some of 
these ancient palace quadrangles. 

Today there are fewer than a dozen quadrangles 
in Hanuman Dhoka, of which only seven are re- 
lated to the residential quarters, and few of which 
preserve their traditional Newar style. T h e  temples 
are essentially royal preserves, and the domestic 
buildings arc largely deserted except for special 
lodgings, the seats of minor government offices, 
and the Numismatic Museum. Only a small part 
of the compound is open to the general public; the 
two Taleju temple compounds are opened to those 

OLandon 1c)z8:11, 79, and illustration I ,  185. The ncw 
mansion was the rcsitlcnce of Pritne Minister Rana Uddip 
Singh, who was assassinated there in A.n. 1885. It is rhe 
nuclcus of rhe present-day royal palace, Narayan Hiri, 
wltose principal building is a-modern structure completed 
in \,cry recent rimes. 

of Hindu and Buddhist faith once a year, on ma- 
hinavanzi, the ninth day of the Dasain festival. 

Hanuman Dhoka palace, despite attrition, is 
still a sprawling architectural complex spread over 
some five acres, more than half of the total space 
of the Darbar Square. It consists of a three-century 
accretion of interconnected palace buildings for 
the domestic and official use of royalty, together 
with private royal temples and shrines, sacred 
ponds and fountains, votive pillars, inscriptions, 
statues in stone and metal, wood carvings, re- 
poussi metalwork, and paintings. It  is still as Old- 
field viewed it a century ago, a "mass of small 
quadrangles, detached buildings, temples, etc. . . . 
[which] appear to be a confused labyrinth of 
courts, passages, and doorways."' I t  is the product 
of a succession of rulers, the Malla kings of the 
Kingdom of Kathmandu and the Shah kings and 
Kana prime ministers of the larger Nepal. 

W e  know very little about the building activities 
of the rulers of the Kathmandu kingdom in the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. T h e  first 
king, Ratnamalla, is known to have established a 
sm;ill Taleju temple "near Tana-devata" in A.D. 

1501.' Tana-devatii can be identified as a Mother 
Goddess whose temple stands at the northern end 
of the palace compound (Figure 1:53), a founda- 
tion that tradition assigns to Sankaradeva (ca. A.D. 

1069-ro83).1° If it still exists, Ratnamalla's founda- 
tion may be the Mul-chok Taleju temple (Figure 
r :24)  Like vihira temples, it is incorporated into 
one side of the quadrangle, and serves as Taleju's 
temporary shrine during a part of Dasain. But for 
the certified history of the Mul-chok quadrangle, 
we only know that it predates Pratapamalla (A.D. 
1641-1674)~ in whose reign it was restored." 

T h e  oldest identifiable buildings of the palace 
and surrounding square were constructed in the 
reign of Mahendramalla (ca. A.D. 1560-1574). They 
are the temples known as Jagannitha, Kotilingei- 
vara Mahiideva, Mahendreivara, and the chief 
Taleju temple (Figure I :39, 49, 52, 56). Facing the 

' Hamilton 1971:21o;  Oltlfield 188o:1, 97. 
Oldfield 188o:1, 97. 

".s. 621 MIiglla (Wright 1966:137). 
'"LC\ti 19og:11, 196. 
" D. Regmi 1906:part 2, 909. 
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palace is also an image donated by one of Mahen- 
dramalla's queens (Plate 355).IZ Of the king's do- 
nations, the most important is the Taleju temple, 
erected in A.D. 1564 (N.s. 684 Migha).13 It  is a typi- 
cal Newar-style temple of square plan, elevated on 
a stepped plinth and crowned with three roofs. It 
is unique, however, in being raised on a truncated 
terraced pyramid, which supports the temple and 
numerous ancillary chapels grouped around it. 
According to the chronicles, the unusual design 
was of tantric inspiration. Mahendramalla had 
once lived at the court of Bhaktapur, where he 
assiduously worshiped that kingdom's celebrated 
Taleju. "At last she was pleased, and directed him 
to build a high temple in his Durbar in the form 
of a jantra [yantra, a magic diagram]. H e  then re- 
turned to Kantipur and told the architects to build 
the temple on the plan he proposed, but they were 
at a loss how to build it. At  last they were enlight- 
ened by a Sannyasi, and built it . . . and Turja 
Bhawani entered it in the form of a bee."" Soon 
thereafter the king "offered a flag to the deity and 
performed kotyrihuti yajGa. T h e  Rimiyana drama 
was presented and a large image of Bhimalsena] 
was exhibited."'" 

Mahendramalla's successor, SadGiva (ca. A.D. 

1575-1581), seems to have been more concerned 
with satisfying his physical appetites-which at 
length cost him his throne-than with improving 
the palace.16 Of the next incumbent, Sivasimha, 
who ruled until 1619, we know only that he con- 
structed another temple to Taleju, the Degutale, 
which was apparently rebuilt by Pratipamalla." 
T h e  reign of the next king, Laksminarasimha, who 
relinquished the throne insane, also seems to have 
witnessed little building in the royal palace. It is 
under his son and successor, Pratipamalla, the in- 
cumbent from A.D. 1641 to 1674, that Hanuman 

l 2  According to an inscription on the pedestal dated N.S. 
699 Asidhi-iukla-pratipada (A.D. 1579) (G .  Vajracharya 
1976: document 7 [197]). Vajracharya 1976:19, 197 identi- 
fies the donor, Jayantika, as the mother of Mahendramalla; 
M. Pant 197745-88 establishes that she was his wife and 
the mother of SatliJi\,arnalla. 

13Lamshal 1966:58; G. Vajracharya rg67:jo-31; D. 
Regmi 1966:part 4, inscr. 17 (20.21). 

l4 Wright 1g66:140-141; Hasrat 1970:63-64. Both chron- 
icles cite an erroneous date, N.S. 669 (A.D. 1549) for the 
construction of the temple. 

Dhoka and the surrounding Darbar Square seem 
to have become the scene of feverish activity that 
created the seventeenth-century l i y @  as we know 
it today (Plates 29, 125, 126, 141). 

Pratipamalla was one of the outstanding kings 
of Nepal (Plates 9, 239, 575). Hischaracter, like 
that of his illustrious predecessor Amiuvarman, 
emerges largely from his own prolific inscriptions 
and the deeds they record. His self-assessment may 
have been justified when, with unabashed egotism, 
he proclaimed "there is no one like me, the pearl 
in the diadem of kings, neither in heaven nor on 
the earth nor anywhere in the ten directions, nor 
in the hills and forests."" Licentious and boastful, 
quarrelsome with neighboring states, Valley and 
hill, he was at the same time a man with an avid 
interest in the arts, with profound intellectual curi- 
osity, and genuine devotion to the gods. Ardent 
patron of poetry and dance, he was also a poet and 
playwright, and claimed as his favorite title kauin- 
dra, "king of poets." In contrast to other kings who 
occasionally affected the same title, he often em- 
ployed it to the exclusion of all others. In this he 
compares to "~rikalahibhim5ni," the scholarly Am- 
juvarman. T h e  Malla king considered himself pro- 
ficient in all branches of learning, natural and 
esoteric, and surrounded himself with scholars, 
priests, and tantric preceptors from the Valley, the 
Deccan, Tirhut, and Tibet. H e  was a connoisseur 
of art who commissioned countless images of stone 
and metal, and whose unerring judgment intro- 
duced into his ~ a l a c e  some of the finest Licchavi 
stone sculptures known (Plates 404, 405). H e  was 
also a builder who renovated old and commir- 
sioned new temples, shrines, vihriras, and stupas 
throughout the realm. An extensive renovation and 
enlargement of the royal palace soon followed his 
accession to the throne. 

I%. Vajracharya 1967:31. 
lG D. Regrni 1966:part 2, 44-46. The overlapping date 

of his reign and that of his successor, Si\.asirnha, ca. 1578- 
1619, apparently reflects a period in which Sadiiiva still 
ruled a part of Kathmandu (D. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 4950). 
li Lamshal 1966:59. 
lBD.  Regrni 1966:part 4. inscr. 60 (114.120). Scores of 

similar inscriptions, together with the chronicles, thyisa- 
phrrs, and a large body of legend and folk memory, define 
the king's character. See D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 64.106; and 
Ltvi 1go5:11, 250-256 for a review of his reign. 
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One of his tasks was to refurbish the main entry- 
way (Plate 141). Although he endowed it with a 
low, narrow ~ o r t a l  no larger than that of a Newar 
farmhouse, the door leaves (now removed to Mo- 
han-chok) were elaborately carved and painted 
with auspicious symbols and protective deities. T h e  
king had guardian images of stone, wood, and 
polychrome painting placed outside the gateway, 
and later improved the security by setting up the 
Hanuman image (Plate 399). "In frightful wars 
[he] brings destruction on the enemy and victory 
to us and defends the home," he stated in the ded- 
icatory inscription on the pedestal. H e  modestly 
identified himself thus: "in the handling of we:rp- 
ons, the reading of jistras, the singing of songs, 
and in all fields competent, King of Kings, chief 
of Nepal, extremely clever, chief of all kings, twice 
illustrious great king, poet laureate, the enthroned 
lord Jaya Pratiipamalla Deva."l9 

T h e  refurbished entrance led to the heart of the 
palace, the Nasal-chok, a spacious, rectangular 
court surrounded by residential quadrangles, tem- 
ples, and shrines (Figure I ) .  Named for Nasadyo 
( h a  Natariija), the God of Dance-an image in- 
stalled by Pratipamalla in an undistinguished 
shrine on the eastern wall-the Nasal-chok was 
the center of court ceremony. Within a yajiia-man- 
dala, a special square of patterned brick at the 
southern end, frequent costly oblations were cotn- 
mitted to the flames for the delectation of the gods. 
T h e  dabali, a raised central platform, restored by 
Rajendra Rir Bikram Shah," served as the corona- 
tion dais and the stage for a host of rites and per- 
formances. T h e  most frequent at Pratnpa's court 
seem to have been the sacred masked dance dramas, 
among which the most honored were those staged 
by the dancers of Harasiddhi village. 

It is to Pratiipamalla's predilection for the dance 
that we owe one of the few fine stone carvings of 
the time, an image of Visnu as Narasimha en- 
shrined in the Nasal-chok (Plate 394). According 
to the king's own words inscribed on the pedestal, 
he himself had impersonated Visnu in a dance- 
drama in the Nasal-chok. Long after the dance 
the god remained, investing the king's body. T o  
rid him of this troubling host, Pratipa's tantric 

'"Abhilekha-snmgraho 1961 h ;  N .  Pant 1964:26. 
2" Banda 1962:308. 

preceptors advised the creation of an image into 
which the god's spirit might be transferred. Ac- 
cordingly, the king assembled his best craftsmen, 
commissioned the image, and with its consecration 
in N.S. 793 Asadha (1673), regained his spiritual 
peace.'l 

T h e  commanding image of polished black stone, 
ornamented with gold and silver appliqui, repre- 
sents the man-lion incarnation of V i s ~ ~ u .  Terrible 
to behold, Narasimha is engaged in the destruction 
by trickery of the invincible demon, Hiranyaka- 
Sipu. T h e  latter could not be destroyed by man, 
beast, o r  weapon; nor on land, in the water, or in 
the air. Thus Narasimha, the man-beast, clutches 
the limp demon in his own neutral lap, and with 
his bejeweled but weaponless hands eviscerates the 
hapless demon, and once again restores order to a 
troubled world. 

T h e  Karnel- (Karna, Kundel, Mas5n)chok is 
probably the oldest residential unit of the palace 
(Figure 1 :26), but whether Pratiipamalla restored 
it is unknown. Today only a single wing survives, 
the western one paralleling the main axial route 
through the city, and overlooking the Darbar 
Square. A relatively modest structure, the Karnel- 
chok wing closely compares to the residence of a 
wealthy merchant, only the gilding of its corner 
window now distinguishing it as a royal abode. 
T h e  Hhagavati temple, whose gilt roofs rise above 
the quadrangle roof, represents a much later addi- 
tion, and dates from the time of Jagajjayamalla 
(1722-1734), who consecrated there an image of 
Ni r iyana  in the name of Mahi~at indramalla . '~  
T h e  Ni r iyana  image was later stolen, so Prithvi 
Narayan Shah availed himself of the empty shrine 
to house a favorite image of Bhagavati that he 
brought from Nawakot. 

Within a few years after his succession, Pratipa- 
malla constructed two new residential quadrangles 
giving on to Nasal-chok (Figure I :25, 42). Having 
"amassed four crores of rupees [through the Tibet 
trade], which he buried in a place according to 
Rastu-Chakra [v is tu cakra, a foundation-laying 
ceremony] and having placed four flags, he built 
the Mohan-chok over it." This was in N.S. 770 
(I$o), and for long Mohan-chok remained the 
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principal residential quadrangle of the p a l a ~ e . ~ "  
Popular belief still holds to the existence of vast 
treasure under the building. T h e  key to its recov- 
ery is thought to lie in the mysterious polyglot 
verses inscribed on the outer wall (Plate 57). The  
other residential quadrangle, the Sundari-chok, 
was probably built in imitation of the Sundari- 
chok of the Patan palace, which had been com- 
pleted shortly before. Both of the Kathmandu 
quadrangles were remodeled in the nineteenth cen- 
tury and, in their publicly visible aspects, at least, 
no longer reflect the buildings that the Kavindra 
frequented. 

Pratapamalla's building activities within the pal- 
ace compound were by no means confined to hic 
own personal comfort, but were devoted also to the 
gods. In one corner of the Mohan-chok the king 
erected an imposing three-roofed igamachem, and 
in another, an unusual temple with five superim- 
posed roofs (Plate 126). It  was dedicated to the 
Five-faced (paficamukhi) Hanuman. H e  also com- 
pletely restored the Mul-chok, and offered Taleju 
a gilt torana for the temple incorporated in its 
southern wing. H e  gave lavishly to Taleju's prin- 
cipal temple, donating at one time, for example, 
the gilt repoussC doors;24 in A.D. 1642, a lion pillar; 
and in 1663, a second pillar bearing the golden de- 
votional effigies of himself and his two favorite 

few years later, in 1670, o n  the advice of 
the priest Lambakirna Bhatta, he built, or perhaps 
only improved, another temple for Taleju, the roof- 
top Degutale facing the Darbar Square (Figure 
I :35). In front of it he consecrated to the goddess 
still a third pillar, this time bearing a gilt image 
of himself, two of his favorite queens, and a num- 
ber of sons (Plate 239) .zG 

Nor did Pratipamalla neglect to establish tem- 
ples and dharmaii l is  within the public square. 
Immediately adjacent to the palace is the Vamia- 
gopila, a charming temple of octagonal plan dedi- 
cated to K ~ s n a  in N.S. 769 Philguna (1649).'? This 

2 W r i g l i t  1966:145; Ln~iishal 1966:83-85; D. Regmi 
rg66:pnrt 2 ,  79. 

24 D. Regnii 1966:part 2, 908.909. 
2WD. Reglni rg66:part 4, inscrs. 44, 64, dated. respec- 

tively. N .S .  762 Jyestha and N.S. 744 Pnusn-krsna. 
?" Sori~sl(rta-sandeja, 2:4-6 (v.s. 201 I ) ,  26-28: Clark 

1957:179. 

was in sacred memory of two beloved Indian 
queens, R6pamati from Cooch Behar, and Raja- 
mati from the Karniita, both of whom had died 
that year. But Pratapamalla took the occasion in the 
dedicatory inscription to boast, "I defeated the army 
of Dambar Shah and took his elephant." 

Also near the palace Pratipamalla established a 
modest Siva temple known as Indrapura (Plate 
~ 9 ) . ' ~  It may have served as a substitute for the 
prestigious but distant tirtha of Indreivara Maha- 
deva in Panauti village. T h e  ttmple is adjacent to 
the site of the Indradhvaja raised annually in 
celebration of Indra-jatri. At that time, Indra's 
image apparently was exposed in the second-story 
pavilion (more open now than in the nineteenth- 
century reproduction). In N.S. 774 Migha (1654), 
the king had inscribed on the plinths of the adja- 
cent Jagannitha temple a lengthy hymn to Taleju 
as Kiilika (dear little Kil i )  in her hideous aspect 
as the ministrant of death. At the same time, facing 
the temple, he had companion verses carved on a 
tutedhini set into the outer wall of the Mohan- 
chok (Plate 57). These are the famous polyglot, 
multi-script verses in which the ruler boasted to 
have mastered fifteen languages together with their 
scripts. Those who can understand the verses, 
writes the king, are great pandits, but those who 
can only decipher the scripts are ~ o r t h l e s s . ' ~  Tra-  
dition holds that "great pandits" received milk, 
rather than water, from the lutedhiri,  but to ob- 
serve, among scraps of Arabic, Devanigari, and 
Bhujinmol, isolated exotics such as "winter," "l'hi- 
vert," and "automne," one suspects that great pan- 
dits were few and that little milk ever coursed 
through the waiting spigot. 

Just opposite Kisyhamandapa sattal, in Maru-tol, 
the southern end of the Darbar Square and the 
principal city crossroads, Pratipamalla erected an- 
other large sattal that he named Kavindrapura, 
"Mansion of Kavindra" (Figure I :j). In the new 
sattal the king consecrated a dancing Siva, Nii- 

zi D. Regnii 1966:part 4. inscr. 50 (86-88). 
25 Wright 1966: 145. 
29 D. Reglni rgG6:part 2, 71; part 4, inscr. 52 (9091) ;  

Livi 1905:tr. 393-394; Banda 1961:214; Giuseppe 1801: 
313.314 In the Sanskrit version on the temple steps there 
are only fourteen scripts, and those who cannot rend the 
verses are proclaimed thieves, not merely worthless. 
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~ a d ~ o . ~ '  The  minor image, now headless, receives 
the special homage of dancers who pass this way 
at festival times. 

In his efforts to beautify the palace, the sur- 
rounding square, and his realm beyond, Pratapa- 
malla built fountains and ponds, and took care to 
adorn and sanctify them with images of the gods. 
In the newly created Sundari-chok, for example, 
he established a sunken bath together with a golden 
spout, and surrounded it with a host of sacred 
 image^.^' H e  built a small tank, the N i g a  Pokhari, 
in the palace, and to adorn it plundered the nriga- 
+&ha, a guardian serpent of wood and gilt, from 
a royal pond in B h a k t a p ~ r . ~ ~  Erected in the center 
of the Kathmandu pond, the glittering serpent still 
rises from its mysterious, tree-shaded depths. 

One of Pratiipamalla's outstanding contributions 
to the palace compound is the Licchavi stone sculp- 
tures he introduced into it. One is the monumen- 
tal Jalaiayana N2riiyana, located in the Bhandar- 
khal, the garden-treasury area east of the quadran- 
gles (Figure I : z I ) . ~ ~  Having constructed a new 
tank, fed by waters channeled from the distant 
pool of the Rudhanilkantha Jalaiayana N i r i y a ~ > a ,  
the king wished to sanctify it with a similar image. 
O n  consulting with the Budhanilkantha Ni r iya-  
na, he was told not to make such an image. Ac- 
cordingly, the king brought an old one that was 
lying in a nearby pond and installed it in the Bhan- 
darkhal pool. H e  must have also brought the at- 
tending Garuda, a superb Licchavi sculpture that, 
like the master image it still adores, may be dated 
around the seventh century A . D . ~ '  

Pratipamnlla salvaged from a Licchavi ruin 
north of the capital city two other magnificent 
stone sculptures with which to embellish a foun- 
tain in Kalindi-chok, adjacent to Mohan-chok. One 

" Wright 1966: 145; Samsk!.ta-sattdcia, I :4 (v.s. 201o), 
I -6. 

31 Tlte fountain is not open to the public, but a photo- 
graph publishecl by Landon rg.H:r, 130 shows it to be 
similar to the Tusahiti in the Patan palace Sundari-chok, 
a fountain created just before that of the Kathmandu 
palace. 
" 2. Regrni rgh6:part 2, 75-76 
" Slusses and Vajracharya 1973:125-126, fig. 17. 
" '  \hjracharya and Slusser 1974. 
"Wright 10fi6:rqh; it was relocated at a V i ~ n u  tetnplc 

of these, a Garuda, he later banished on the advice 
of his preceptors, because it gave "much annoy- 
a n ~ e . " ~ ~  T h e  other is the Kiliyadamana, in which 
the child god Krsna overpowers the maleficent ser- 
pent Kiiliya (Plates 404-405). This image also prob- 
ably dates from about the seventh century and is 
perhaps the most perfect Nepali stone masterpiece 
of all time.3G Regrettably, it is not on public view. 

T h e  immense and menacing Kila  (Black) Bhai- 
rava in the Darb.m Square, erroneously considered 
to be a commission of Pratipamalla, is another 
salvaged image. It  was recovered from near the 
place where the Jalaiayana Niriiyana had been 
found (Plate 367).37 Known also as the Adilat, or 
Court, Bhairava, Kilabhairava for long played an 
important social, as well as religious, role in the 
affairs of NepaL3' 

Given Pratipamalla's dedication to the arts, we 
may be almost certain that the rooms of his palace 
were decorated with mural paintings such as we 
know for the Rhaktapur palace. But no paintings 
of his time have been identified, and the few ex- 
tant paintings in the Mohan-chok, unavailable to 
Western study, were commissioned by a nine- 
teenth-century successor (Plate 520) .3" 

With the death of Pratipamalla in A.D. 1674 (N.s. 
794 Caitra), the intensive activity that characterized 
that remarkable king's incumbency of Hanuman 
Dhoka came to a halt. H e  was succeeded by minor 
sons and grandsons who were governed by re- 
gents, and a series of powerful prime ministers 
(cautirris) whose minds turned more toward po- 
litical intrigue and violence than to improving the 
palace. Pious deeds there were, of course-pilgrim- 
ages to distant Gosainthiin, gifts to Changu N i r i -  
yalja, repairs to Paiupatinitha, and in the palace 
the inevitable courting of Taleju. Parthivendra- 

near Narayan Hiti; Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:135-137, 
fig. 24. 

391usser ant1 Vajracharya 1973:135; Pal 1g74:66-67, 
figs. go, 91. It is barely possible that the image is of much 
later clate, a matter to be cliscussed elsewhere, but if so, 
this in no way tliminishes the quality of the sculpture. 

"Wright  1966:146; Hasrat 1970:75; Larnshal 1966237; 
Sijapati 196r):r-3. 
" See Chapter g. 
3!'TThey have recenrly been briefly reported by Shim- 

khada 1974:40-42, figs. 5. 6. 
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malls, for example, one o i  Pratipamalla's sons and 
successors, emulated his father by offering to Tale- 
ju a pillar crowned with gilt images of himself and 
his family, and a new finial was later given to the 
royal temple in the name of the boy king, Bhis- 
karamalla.'O But apparently, in the turbulent quar- 
ter-century and more following Pratipamalla's 
death, no new temples or residential courts were 
built in the palace compound. Indeed, the only sig- 
nificant works in the Zciyktl were the establishment 
of an image of Garuda, and three temples, all in 
the Darbar Square. 

One of the royal temples, Trailokya Mohan (now 
known as DaSivatira) was consecrated to Visnu 
in A.P. 1679 (N.s. 800 Kartika) by Parthiven- 
dramalla. But the monumental Garuda that faces 
it was not established until a decade later, N.S. 810 
Kirtika (A.D. 1689)." Closely modeled after the 
ancient Garuda that Pratapamalla had installed in 
the nearby Bhandarkhal, the new one was a joint 
gift of the boy king Bhupilendra, the regent queen 
mother, Rddhilaksmi, and the caut&ii Laksmi Ni- 
riyana JoSi-three names that evoke a tumultuous 
period of Nepali history.42 Laksmi Nir iyana was 
a ruthless regicide who, after poisoning King Par- 
thivendra, had had the blameless caut ir i  Ciki~t i  
murdered for the ~ r i m e . ~ V p p a r e n t l y  seducing the 
widowed queen Rddhilaksrni, he enthroned her 
youthful son, Bhupilendra, and assumed the va- 
cated ministerial post. T o  secure his position, he 
had Mahipatindra, the last surviving son of Prati- 
pamalla, hunted down and hacked to pieces. A few 
months after the Garuda donation, he himself was 
cut down by the knives of his enemies in the 
Square nearby. For  awhile pourer lay in the hands 
of Rddhilaksmi alone (Plate 69). During this time, 
in N.S. 812 (1692), she erected one of the tallest 
buildings in the Darbar Square, a Siva temple 

40 N.S. 802 Migha (D. Regmi 1g66:part 4, inscr. 88 [188- 
1931); D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 161. 
" D. Regmi 1966:part 2. 141; part 3. npp. 111 ,  10; Slusser 

and Vajracharya 1g7j:fig. 26. 
4 2  D. Vajracharya 1962:117ain part, 273-284. 
4 3  R. Tewari 1964. 
." D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 151. 
"D. Vajracharya 1962:81-86; R. Tewari 1964a; D. 

Regmi 1g66:part 2, 126.150. 
4 G  D. Vajracharya 1962:nlain part, 261-262. 

known as Mijudeval,  which towers on a nine-step 
plinth just opposite the Garuda donation (Figure 
I:z~; Plate 188)." At length her son Bh6pilendra 
asserted his royal prerogative, and exiled his mother 
to the hills and oh l iv i~n . '~  Hut under the same un- 
lucky stars as his murdered father and uncles-the 
nine4V1l-fated sons of Pratipamalla-Rh61,ilendra 
himself died soon thereafter at the age of twenty- 
one. Some yearc later his widowed queen, Rhu- 
vanalaksmi, consecrated one of the last temples of 
note in the Darbar S q ~ a r e . ~ '  Long known as Rhu- 
vanalaksmeivara, after the donor, it is now re- 
ferred to as Kig-  or Kikeivara Mahideva, a dis- 
tant hillside tirtha for which it has become a 
convenient substitute on  the Valley floor. Originally 
a Newar-style temple, Kigeivara was restored with 
a dome after the 1934 earthquake, a very unfortu- 
nate architectural marriage. 

The  reign of the last Malla king from Hanuman 
Dhoka, the tyrannical Jayaprakiia (A.D. 1735-1768) 
(Plate 70), was marked by a succession of in- 
trigues and violence, events that the "Gorkhali 
Raja was very glad to hear Beset by internal 
revolt, a pathological distrust of his associates, 
struggles with the Gorkhalis and with his cousin 
kings, Jayaprakiia also suffered the personal trag- 
edy of losing his only son. This was when "Sitala, 
the goddess of smallpox, to bring ruin in Nepal, 
entered Mohan-chok, and Jyoti-prakasa, the son of 
the Raja, died of that disease. T h e  Raja took the 
dead body with great pomp to the Rai-ghat at 
Pashupati and burned i t . " ' W i t h  the corpse went 
the customary satis." Desperate h r  funds to finance 
his defence against the constant Gorkhali menace, 
Jayaprakaia "took away the treasure of Pashupati- 
natha and also that of Ja~abageswari. H e  even took 
away the gajuras of the temples to support the 
sepoys [Khasas, Magars, and Madheses], vowing at 

4'  This was probably in A.D. I 711, since G. Vajracharya 
1976:81 gives the clate as V.S. 1768, although he supplies 
no source. P. Sharmn 1975:55, in sun~rnarizing Vajra- 
charya's study, must err in giving the date as .A.D. 1681. 
a time when 13hGpilendra was still a baby. and long 
preceding his marriage to Bhu\ranalaksrni. 

4n Wright 1966:153; D. Regrni rg66:part 2, 182.203. 
Wright 1966:155. 

"D. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 197. 
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the sklme time that he would repay double of what 
he took, if he were successful against his enemy.""' 
Nonetheless, the beleaguered king found time and 
money to repair "the foundation of Taleju, and 
the ceremony of consecration was ~ e r f o r m e d  with 
great pomp and rejoicing. Images of Bhimasena 
and others were placed in the temple amidst grand 
musical performances and  dance^.'"^ 

Jayaprak.?ia also instituted a chariot festival in 
honor of Durg i  in her virgin (ktimiri) aspect, and 
in A.D. 1757 built a temple in the Darbar Square, 
the Kumir i  Ghar, for her Known also 
as the Kumiri-bahal (Rijdaksmikula-vihm),  the 
building has the form and in part the function of 
a typical Nepali vihirn. Its primary role is domi- 
cile and temple for the state Kumari, successive 
immature virgin girls who play for a time the role 
of a living goddess.'Wnly the courtyard of the 
temple is open to the public (in which may be 
studied some splendid molded terra-cotta tiles of 
light-hearted secular scenes), but in the private 
quarters are superb paintings of the Mother God- 
desses, together with a life-size portrait of the 
building's donor, Jayaprakiia, the last Malla king 
of Kathmandu (Plate 70). 

Under the Shah kings and Rana prime minis- 
ters Hanuman Dhoka palace and the Darbar 
Square witnessed continued building activity. In- 
deed, the most unusual building of the palace- 
and of the Kathmandu Valley--dates from this 
time. This is the Vasantapura Darbar at one end 
of Nasal-chok, a dual structure, each part origi- 
nally with a separate name (Figure 1:17,lg; Plate 
125). One of them, the Vasantapura proper, is a 
tall, four-roofed pavilion of nine stories, from 
whence its alternate name, Nautale. T h e  other part 
of the building, annexed to the tower's eastern side, 
is a four-story quadrangle crowned with three 
variform pavilions. Originally named Vi l~saman-  
dira, but long called Lohom-(Stone)chok, the 
quadrangle is known today simply as Hasantapur 
or Tejarat-chok, for the government loan office 
(tejirata) once installed there. 

Wright 1966:155; D. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 198. Father 
Giuseppe 1801:311-312 also writes of Jayaprakiia's at- 
rempts to take the treasure of PaEupatinitha from "Tolu" 
(Gvala). See Chapter 9. 
" ?Wright 1966:155. 
"Qccorcling ro a tli~lisaphrr, the uihdra was begun in 

Inscriptions, later records, and oral tradition all 
credit the two buildings to Prithvi Narayan Shah. 
An inscription over the entry door of each names 
him as the builder, and dates the completion of the 
structure to the spring of A.D. 1770 ( h k a  Samvat 
I 691 Caitra) ." T h e  Triratna-saundarya-githa, an 
important later source, also specifically states that 
Prithvi Narayan Shah had the building site selected 
and the proper ground-breaking rituals per- 
formed." Oral tradition adds that the nine-storied 
p;ivilion was patterned after the Shah king's multi- 
story headquarters at Nawakot (Plate 74), although 
the only similarity between the buildings is their 
common Newar-style ancestry. 

T h e  two palace buildings themselves tell a dif- 
ferent tale. They suggest that both were standing 
as smaller buildings, and were only vertically en- 
larged after the palace was occupied by Prithvi 
Narayan. Detailed substantiation of this postulate 
is precluded here, but several building stages seem 
to be discernible. This is evidenced in many anom- 
alies, such as the otherwise unexplainable entomb- 
ment of roof brackets, windows, and sections of 
exterior faqade, accompanied by many structural 
discrepancies in the interior. 

But whatever the exact architectural history of 
the two buildings, they represent superficially 
Mughalized Newar-style buildings constructed or 
enlarged by Newar hands working in the same 
traditional way as those that had bui1.t for the 
Malla kings. Prithvi Narayan believed in patron- 
izing the Newar artisans, and Sundarananda Ban- 
da specifically states that for the undertaking the 
king gathered together "artists from the various 
castes [together with] clever artisans and ma- 
sons."" T h e  lower three stories of the Tejarat- 
chok conform perfectly to the residence of a 
wealthy Newar merchant, and are notable for ex- 
tensive wood carvings of traditional style; the ex- 
otic roof-top pavilions are imitative of the roof-top 
pavilions popular with Mughal builders, although 
only one represents any real departure from the 
Newar style of building. Its vaulted "elephant ear" 

N.S. 877 Philguna (G. \'ajrncharya 1976:4?). 
" On this institution, see Chapter I I .  
"N. Pant et  al. 1968:427-435. 
"" Bantla 1962:137. 
57 lbid. 
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roof was certainly copied from structures such as 
those in the forts of Delhi and Agra. The  pavilions, 
commanding a remarkable view over the city, the 
Valley, and the shimmering mountains beyond, 
each had its own special name-Laksmivilisa, the 
pavilion of octagonal plan, Vilisamandira, square, 
and Bangala (bungalow), r e c t a n g ~ l a r . ~ ~  Curious- 
ly, but altogether in keeping with popular miscon- 
ceptions about Valley history, there is an almost 
universal belief that these pavilions were for the 
use of the three Malla kings. Yet these kings and 
their kingdoms were extinct by A.D. 1770, when the 
pavilions were conceived and erected by Prithvi 
Narayan Shah. 

T h e  towering Vasantapura, the Mansion of 
Spring, according to Prithvi Narayan's inscription, 
was created as a pleasure pa~i l ion .~ '  Its lower three 
stories essentially conform to the Newar farm- 
house, while the fourth has a screened promenade 
on the projected beams and decked-over roof brack- 
ets (Plate 135). T h e  fifth and eighth stories are 
merely transitional, one a latticed promenade, the 
others open, columned rooms reminiscent of the 
screened pavilions of the Mughal palaces. Prithvi 
Narayan Shah was, of course, well acquainted with 
what he considered the pernicious rooms of 
"Mughlina [where] one abandons oneself to the 
music of drum and sitar."OO Considering the Malla 
capital cities great only in intrigue, and places for 
pomp and pleasure+£ which Vasantapura pavil- 
ion held its share-the ruler's desire was to build 
a new palace on the open hillsides, a dream 
thwarted by his untimely death. 

With the exception of the neoclassical Gaddi 
Darbar erected in A.D. igoR, no other new residen- 
tial unit was added to the palace. All of the earlier 
buildings were remodeled time and again to con- 
form to nineteenth-century taste. In  one of these, 
adjacent to Vasantapura, are Riijasthini-style mu- 
rals, but they are not on public view, nor is the 
date of their execution known.61 

"'So narned by Sundarananda Randa 1962:r36. 
5 T o r  tliat reason it was consecrated at the Phagu 

(Hol i )  celebration, a riotous spring rite of Hindu culture 
related to the earth's fecundity. 11s function also probably 
accounts for the extraordinary develop~nent of the erotica 
on the roof brackets, probably the most explicit and bizarre 
in all Nepal. According to the inscription, the consecra- 

A palace wing detached from Hanuman Dhoka 
by the construction of New Road stood until I& 

a t  the corner of the marketplace (Figure I :IS). It 
was a handsome three-story Newar-style building 
of unknown ancestry, faced with glazed telii brick, 
complemented with superb wood carvings. At 
some time a fourth floor had been awkwardly 
tacked on, and was occupied in r g e  as a private 
dwelling; except for continued use of the stair- 
ways, the original structure was an abandoned 
shambles. It was also an unparalleled document of 
Nepali palace architecture. All of the interior 
woodwork, notably door and window frames, were 
elegantly carved, and every room was adorned 
with Rajisthini-style polychrome painting, in 
which brilliant reds predominated. The  plastered 
walls were covered with murals, wooden room- 
divider screens were painted with diverse bands 
of floral motifs, and even the ceiling beams and 
window frames were painted with floral and geo- 
metric designs and images of the gods (Plate I 38). 
The  murals, by then defaced with graffiti, and 
many partially covered over with the traditional 
clay and cowdung mixture used to smooth and 
purify floors and walls, were varied. One, for ex- 
ample, recorded a scene of worship in which life- 
size royal personages tendered homage to an en- 
throned, snake-canopied Visnu, correspondingly 
large. In contrast, the opposite wall was entirely 
covered with miniatures, scenes arranged in suc- 
cessive registers of narrative comparable to paint- 
ings on cloth scrolls (Plate 508). Identified with 
captions in archaic Nepali inscribed in gilt, scene 
after scene unfolded the popular Krsna legend as 
it is told in Book Ten  of the Bhagavata Prrrino. 
There were hundreds of miniature figures of Ne- 
palis in eighteenth-century dress; together with 
their beloved gods, they moved through an exub- 
erant landscape whose horizons were the snow- 
capped Himalayas so appreciated by Nepali painters 
of the time (Plate 403). Regrettably, this priceless 

tion cerelnony of Vasantapura cost more than the tenday 
celebration of Dasain. 

N .  Pant et al. r968:33r. 
Like the paintings in the Mohanshok, these paintings 

are unavailable to the scrutiny of Western scholars. Shim- 
khada r974:42-43. fig. 7 illustrates a fragment that seems 
to be quite correctly dated 10 the late nineteenth century. 
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document of the royal past, the splendid building 
and the stunning paintings it contained, was re- 
placed with a concrete building, and is no more. 

A similarly irreplaceable heritage was lost to 
Nepal more than a century before, when the Prime 
Minister Bhimsen Thapa had Pratipamalla's con- 
stricted palace portal enlarged (Plate 141) .  Al- 
though the original carved doors were saved by 
moving them to Mohan-chok, the price of the large 
gilt replacements was exceptionally high. Accord- 
ing to an inscription above them, the costs were 
met by selling off the palace archives of copper- 
plate inscriptions to the foundries in the bazaar. 

Among the Shah kings, the one to leave the 
greatest imprint on the Darbar Square was Rana 
Bahadur, whose turbulent reign, A.D. 1777-1799, 
closed the eighteenth century. Ascending the 
throne as a two-year-old, the king's acts were long 
governed alternately by the queen mother and an 
uncle, Bahadur Shah, two antagonists who waged 
a bitter struggle for supremacy as regent. After 
many reverses, Bahadur Shah secured the post, and 
for a decade, 1785-1794, was an instrumental figure 
in the royal donations. It  was at  this time-taking 
Hanuman Dhoka as the pivotal point of the na- 
tion-that measured markers were set at two-mile 
intervals ( 4 0 s )  in all directions from the capital. 
Many still stand along the foot trails threading the 
encompassing hills. A more pious undertaking was 
the erection of the Siva-Pirvati temple, an archi- 
tectural gem in the Darbar Square, perfectly com- 
patible with the nearby Malla  structure^.^^ Since 
the Navadurgii, a group of Mother Goddesses, is 
enshrined on the ground floor, the temple is a 
single-roofed rectangular building, in  keeping with 
the form required for all Nepali temples devoted 
to the worship of Mother Goddesses in groups 
(Figure I :32). T h e  temple takes its name from the 
charming wooden manikins of Siva and Pirvati 
who lean from an upper window, like a king and 
queen, observing the constant activity in the square 
below. 

O2 Banda 1$52:146-14j. 
In v.s. 1852 Bhitlra; Banda 1962:148. 

"In $aka Sarnvat 1719 Asidha (am. 1797) according 
to an inscription on  the bell (Naraharinath 195564.67). 
According to Banda 1962:146-147 and to N .  Pant in a 
foreword to the work (p. 39), both the Siva-Pirvati temple 
and the Taleju bell were erected by Bahadur Shah "on 

A second donation in the reign of Ran:i Bahadur 
Shah is the impressive gilt head of Seto (~ue ta ,  
white) Hhairava installed beside the Degutale tem- 
ple (Plate 364). Offered on the occasion of Indra- 
j i t r i  in 1795,'"he image still plays an important 
role in the annual Indra festival when, from a 
concealed reservoir behind his mouth, the god dis- 
penses ritual beer to the clamoring crowd. N o  less 
fearsome than Pratipamalla's salvaged Black Bhai- 
rava nearby, the immense White Bhairava with 
glaring eyes, exposed fangs, and dreadful orna- 
ments, is one of the most awe-inspiring of Nepali 
images. Superbly wrought, it is witness to the con- 
tinuing skill of the Nepali metalcrafter even into 
the late eighteenth century. 

T o  these same artisans Rana Bahadur turned 
again soon after when, in the following year, he 
commissioned the colossal bronze bell suspended 
nearby as an offering to Taleju.G4 T h e  bell, to- 
gether with the adjacent drums (nigari) ,  a dona- 
tion of his son Girvan Y ~ d d h a , 0 ~  was to be used 
in the daily worship of the goddess, but the cus- 
tom is now in abeyance. Formerly, both bell and 
drums also doubled as an alarm signal, and were 
considered efficacious agents in  putting to flight 
ghosts and other haunts who might find their way 
into the Darbar Square. 

Rana Bahadur's gift of the bell to Taleju was 
one of the last constructive and devotional acts of 
an ill-starred king. Although in principle at last 
free of his uncle's tutelage, in A.D. 1799 Rana Raha- 
dur  abdicated in favor of his infant son, Girvan 
Yuddha (Plate 76), to lead the life of a religious 
mendicant (sannyasin). A few months h e r ,  how- 
ever, his beloved third queen, Kintimati Devi, a 
Brahman widow whom the king had married de- 
spite intense orthodox opposition, died of smallpox. 
Maddened with grief, the king ordered the heed- 
less gods dragged from their temples and their 
images smashed. Foremost among them was his 
istadevati, Taleju, and Sitali, the goddess of small- 
pox. Finally, under the alternate names of Sv imi  

the command" of (he king. Ilut if so, the bell, at least, 
whose date is fixetl by its inscription, posttlates Bahadur 
Shah's regency. 

" V n  v.s. 1864 Srivana (,\.I,. 18oj), according to a cop- 
perplate in possession of descentlants of the ~ilaker of the 
drums. 
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Mahinirvinanda or Paramananirguninanda, Rana 
Bahadur led the life of an ascetic in Henares before 
returning to Nepal and eventual assassination in 
A.D. 1806. For the salvation of his soul, one of his 
surviving queens erected the imposing temple of 
Tripureivara on the banks of the sacred Ragmati, 
just outside the old capital city."' 

Only a few more Nepali kings were destined to 
dwell in Hanuman Dhoka, and none apparently 
made any donations of note to it or the surround- 
ing square. They seemed at last to tire of it alto- 
gether, and before the end of the nineteenth cen- 
tury the royal residence was abandoned. 

C A U K O T  DARBAR: 
T H E  P A T A N  PALACE 

Like Hanuman Dhoka, the Patan palace lies in 
the center of the city, and adjacent to a temple- 
filled square (Map 8; Figure 2). I t  incorporates a 
similar inventory of quadrangles, temples, pillars, 
ponds, fountains, and sacred images, but is much 
smaller. There are only four quadrangles, annexed 
in a precise row at  one side of the Darbar Square, 
and there is no evidence to suggest that it was ever 
larger. T h e  Patan palace has been spared extensive 
remodeling in the post-Malla period, and thus pre- 
serves much of the atmosphere of the seventeenth- 
century Malla court. Although the temples are pri- 
vate, the quadrangles all serve modern utilitarian 
purposes-police station, museum, school, and mi- 
nor government offices-and in part, at least, are 
freely accessible to public inspection. T h e  Bhan- 
darkhal, the garden area behind #the palace. is an 
open-air museum of stone sculptures and inscrip- 
tions, the Patan Archaeological Garden. 

The  site of the Patan Darbar has a venerable his- 

Oa Sources for these events are Banda 1962:39-46, 154- 
155, 189.190, 218-219; G. Vajracharya 1961; D. Vajra- 
charya 1962:main part, 210-213. According to Banda 1962: 
156, Kantirnati Devi actually died of tuberculosis, but the 
folk tradition firmly holds that i t  was snlallpox. Ap- 
parently Rann Bahadur believed so also, as witnessed by 
his escesses against the slnallpox goddess's chief shrine 
at Svaynmbhtinitha. After his return from Benares, at 
the time of a s~~lal lpov epidemic he ordered the unprece- 
dentc(l espulsioll of all children from the Kathmandu 
Valley in an effort to contain the disease, and specifically 

tory. It lies at what we must assume was a very 
ancient crossroads, around which clustered an in- 
digenous community. There is ample evidence for 
subsequent Licchavi occupation," although the 
Licchavi palaces lay elsewhere. In the Transitional 
Period, the crossroads became the site of the man- 
sions of the principal nobles, the pradhina mahipi-  
tras. One of the mansions, Varpthunihmam, appar- 
ently lay behind the present palace. A number of 
in situ inscriptions from the fourteenth through 
the sixteenth century attest to the mahiparrar' close 
association with the site.''' Purandarasisha, who 
controlled Patan for much of the late sixteenth cen- 
tury, established two temples here, both facing the 
present palace. One, the Newar-style Cira  NSra- 
yana, dedicated to Caturvyuha Visnu, was erected 
in A.D. 1566; the other, a iikhara, in 1589 (Figure 
2x5, 17):' The  latter was dedicated to Visnu in 
his Narasimha avatira, in memory of the donor's 
brother, who bore the same name. The  nlahipitras 
also had apparently established a Taleju temple 
here, which they refurbished in honor of Sthiti- 
malla's visit to Patan." 

At the annexation of unruly Patan by the Kath- 
mandu king, Sivasimhamalla, in A.D. 1597, the tra- 
ditional locale from which it had been governed 
by the mahipitras continued as the Malla seat. T h e  
chronicles affirm that Sivasimha built a temple to 
Degutale here.7' Tha t  he constructed other build- 
ings, or adopted those of the mahipitras, is clear 
from the chronicles' observations that the works 
of successor kings were "better than before." One 
of the buildings known to have predated the sev- 
enteenth century was a fortified palace building 
known as Caukot or Caukvatha, the Four-Cor- 
nered Fort." It  stood at the northern end of the 
present compound, next to Manidhiri,  and gave 
the palace its once familiar name, Caukot Darbar. 

to protect his son, Girvan Yuddha. The latter incident is 
recorded in a touching ATewar song respecting the forced 
exodus (Lienhard 197~:232-~34) .  

D .  Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 52, 99, 1.3, 170. 183, 184. 
6SAbhile~ha-samgraha 19621, 19G3d, 1963i; D. Regrni 

1966:part 4, inscr. 18 (21.23). 
6 9 ~ . s .  686 Migha (Samskrta-smdeia, 1:8 [v.s. 20101, 

1-8) and N.S. 710 Kirtika (.4bhilekha-santgraha 1962f). 
'O Gopilar3ja-~on1ii1~nli, fol. 56b. 

Larnshal 1966:59. 
l2 D. Vajracharya 1g64b:4& 



S E T T L E M E N T  AND S T R U C T U R E S  

The  nilme has been obsolete since the mid-nine- 
teenth century, and the palace is nonf known 
simply as liykri or the Patan Darbar. 

However venerable its foundations may be, the 
existing palace is essentially the work of two Malla 
kings, Siddhinarasimha and ~riniviisa (Plate 68), 
father and son, whose successive reigns spanned 
most of the seventeenth century (A.D. 1619-1684). 
S iddhinaras i~ha  came to the throne as a ~ o u t h ,  
and must at first have accepted the palace as it 
was, for not until twenty years after his corona- 
tion do we learn of any new building activity in 
the palace. From that time, there was intense ac- 
tivity. The  king's first involvement with the palace 
structure, in A.U. 1641, was to build the Degutale 
temple "better than before."'"eferred to in the 
dedicatory inscription as nyitapola, the temple had 
five roofs. Six years after rebuilding the Degutale, 
Siddhinarasimha gilded one of the temple roofs as 
a further offering to the goddess. O n  this occasion, 
"he feasted a number of Brahmans, and gave each 
a mohar [~o in] . "~ '  T h e  temple was completely de- 
stroyed by a disastrous fire in the reign of Srini- 
visa. 

The  year N.S. 767 (A.D. 164611647) was particu- 
larly eventful in the history of the palace, for it was 
then that the remarkable quadrangle and its sunken 
bath, the Sundari-chok, was created, as well as the 
adjacent tank and fountain in the Bhandarkhal 
(Figure 2:3, 4; Plates 130, 132-134, 137). It  was 
also the year of the birth of ~ r i n i v i s a  (N.s. 747 
Kiirtika), in whose reign the palace would be en- 
tirely r e n ~ v a t e d . ' ~  T h e  Sundari-chok represented a 
totally new construction, and expanded the palace 
southward over land previously occupied by a 
vihira. T h e  latter, familiarly known as Hatko- 
bahal, a donation of King Laksmikamadeva in the 
late twelfth century, was dismantled and relocated 
west of the square, the present Haka-bahal (Ratna- 
k i r a - m a h i ~ i h i i r a ) . ~ ~  I t  seems probable that Hl tko-  
villira itself had been built over or near a ruin 
associated in some way with a stone of particular 

'"N. 761 Philguna (Abhi/e~/!a-sat~~grn/ra 1962j; Lam- 
shal 1966:62). 
'+ An unpublished thj-risapl~rr, the Bhrigivantjavoli (Lani- 

shal 1g66:62), and Wright r966:162 all date this event to 
N.S. 757 Jyestlia (.A,[). 1647). 

'"I). Rcgnii 1966:part 2, 274. 
rr,\Vrigllt 1966:159; L6vi rgo5:11, 192.193. 

importance. This corner is known in various doc- 
uments by names such as hatapatra and hatapatala, 
which may be loosely translated as "marketplace 
ruin." T h e  seventeenth-century court poet, Kunu 
Sharma, mentions a large stone here, and an alter- - 
nate name for Sundari ihok was Stone- (dhurige, 
1ohonl)chok. One  suspects that both stone and 
ruin were artifacts, now dispersed, that were once 
associated with this crossroads site.?' 

T h e  Sundari-chok is an especially well-propor- 
tioned three-story quadrangle, an outstanding ex- 
ample of seventeenth-century Nepali architecture. 
Structurally in  keeping with the vihira and com- 
mon house, the ~ u i d a r i - c h o k  reflects its role as a 
royal residence in its rich ornamentation. Its prin- 
cipal entryway, facing the Darbar Square, was 
originally provided with a golden door surmounted 
by a golden window. T h e  latter is intact, but the 
doors have disappeared, to be replaced with brick 
fill. T h e  original guardian images placed in front 
of the quadrangle by Siddhinarasimha-Hanu- 
miin, Narasimha, and a Five-faced GaneSa, all pe- 
destrian stone sculptures such as one associates 
with the Late Malla Period-are still in place by 
the blocked-up doorway. T h e  interior of the quad- 
rangle is particularly attractive, with columned 
bays, ornamental windows and doors, and on the 
top floor a screened gallery that overlooks the Tusa- 
hiti, the royal bath. T h e  latter, built to the "ac- 
compatliment of tantra-j~stras," is a striking ex- 
ample of a royal fountain, and it is no wonder 
that Pratiipamalla wished to have it duplicated in 
his own palace." Sunken and of oval plan, the 
fountain is furnished with a gilt spout supporting 
repoussC images of Laksmi-Niiriyana on Garuda. 
Its retaining walls are divided into two registers 
of niches, each of which is fitted with a miniature 
image of a tantric divinity (Plate 562). Most of 
the images are stone, but there is an occasional one 
of gilt metal. Still other images and shrines sur- 
round the fountain, and a protective serpent encir- 
cles the brink. 

i7Given the traditional attitucle in Hindu culture 
toward the inauspiciousness of crossroads, it seelns sur- 
prising that such ;I site \r~ould have been conceived proper 
for the palace. Hanulllan Dhoka, likewise, is also very 
close to the principal crossroads of Kathmandu. 

is La~nshal  1966:62. 



COURTS OF T H E  T H R E E  KIN<;IlOMS 

Like other Malla kings, Siddhinarasirpha took 
pains to please his tutelary, Taleju. For that reason, 
while building for himself the Sundari-chok in 1647, 
he created in her honor gardens and a large foun- 
tain and tank complex in the adjacent Bhandarkhal 
(Plate 6).'"11 the center of the tank he placed a 
golden lotus, and at the side constructed a charm- 
ing stone pavilion. It is skillfully decorated with 
stone relief carvings of sacred subjects and-a most 
unusual feature-with a number of light-hearted 
genre scenes (Plate 238). As his daily offering to 
Taleju, the king was accustomed to gather lotuses 
from this pond; his unparalleled piety, it is said, 
permitted him to walk on the pond's surface to 
do so. Years later, in A.D. 1675 (N.s. 796 Kirtika), 
when Siddhinarasimha had effectively abandoned 
the throne, with his son for a witness he set up a 
lengthy tablet in this same fountain-tank detailing 
the rules and regulations governing its use?" 

Siddhinarasimha's building activity was oriented 
to spiritual ends. Known as the rijaysi (sage among 
kings), he was an abstemious and meditative man 
devoted more to the gods than to the enjoyment 
of kingly splendors." Before embarking on the 
palace buildings, he had already adorned the adja- 
cent Darbar Square with two of its finest build- 
ings. One is Viiveivara (or, alternately, Viiva- 
ni tha) ,  a Siva temple in Newar style built in A.D. 

1627; the other is the superb stone iikhara temple 
consecrated to Krsna, erected together with the 
Garudadhvaja a decade later (Figure Z:I~) . '*  The  
completion of the Viiveivara temple was celebrated 
with the kotyihuti (kotihoma) sacrifice, in which 
costly goods were consigned to the flames. An even 
more elaborate kotihonla was performed on the 
completion of the Krsna temple. Before commenc- 
ing the latter, the king had to rout his enemies, 
who "on the auspicious day of consecration in- 
vaded Patan and occupied the fort."83 T h e  toti- 
homn went on for twenty-four days on the yajtia- 
nzanQala in front of the temple, and gifts of gold, 

' O  N.S. 767 Vaiiikha (D.  Regmi rg66:part 4, inscr. 49a 
[851); Wright r966:162. 
'' A6hilckha-~anig)aho 1962k. 
R1 Cf. D. Regmi rg66:part 2 ,  268-281 for a thumbnail 

sketch of this most interesting Malla king. 
R Z  N.S.  747 Migha (Abhilekha-~st~~grahn 1962a) and 757 

Pl~ilguna (1637);  Parajuli et al. 1954. 
"From the dedicatory inscription (Parajuli et al. 1 9 5 ~ ) .  

jewels, clothing, foodstuffs, slaves, horses, and ele- 
phants were distributed to the Brahmans, bhikru~,  
and the poor. Sacred dances were also performed, 
and a g u ~ h i  established for the upkeep of the tem- 
ple. 

Finally, having long groomed his son to take 
over his kingly duties, Siddhinarasimha relin- 
quished the throne in A.D. 1652 in favor of an ex- 
tended holy pilgrimage to Iknares." Although he 
eventually returned to Patan, he did no[ resume 
the throne, but loosely governed in some joint ca- 
pacity with his son. According to an unpublished 
thydraphu, proven completely accurate in ocher 
details, he lived to be 104 years old, dying in NS. 
830 Jyestha (1710). Lcgcnd attests that he lives 
still. The stone guardian elephants of his temple 
Viiveivara will signal that death has at last come 
when they descend to drink in the Manidhiri.  

When Sriniviisa finally became sole ruler in A.D. 

1661, he renovated the palace from "Hatapatra to 
Caukot," that is, from one end to the ~ t h e r . ~ O n e  
of his first tasks was to rebuild the Degutale tem- 
ple, which was destroyed by fire in the second year 
of his reign."' H e  did not replace the five roofs, 
settling for a more conventional three-roofed struc- 
ture, as i t  exists today (Figure 2:r j ) .  It was ele- 
vated on a three-story building, a style that Pratii- 
pamalla copied a few years later for his own Degu- 
tale. The  first Patan Degutale temple must have 
been elevated on the same building, since the ded- 
icatory inscription for the earlier temple is affixed 
to the building's rear wall facing the Nasal-chok. 
The  temple proper was completely razed in the 
1934 earthquake, and the present one is a recon- 
s t r ~ c t i o n . ~ '  It was also extensively restored in 1969. 

Srinivisa totally restored "larger than before" 
the Mul-chok, the main palace courtyard lying be- 
tween the Degutale temple and Sundari-chok (Fig- 
ure 2:6; Plates 127-129). This was in A.D. 1666 (N.s. 
786 i ~ i v i n a ) . ~ '  At that time, he introduced the 
practice of celebrating the Dasain sacrifices in this 

B + ~ . ~ .  772 Migha (D. Regmi 1$6:part 2, 275). 
65  Lamslial 1966:71. 
B O ~ . s .  783 Kirtika (D.  Regmi 1966:part 2, 285). An 

unpublished thyi~aphrr records (hat the gajrrra was placed 
on the temple in N.S. 743 Vaiii5kha (1663), which may 
therefore be taken as the date of the temple's foundation. 

B. Rana 1936:115 and facing plate. 
Abhilekha-samgrahn 196rm; Lamshal 1966:66. 



S E T T L E M E N T  AND S T R U C T U R E S  

quadra~~gle ,  which formerly had been conducted 
in the "stone priri of Thamthyika (thamthydka 
l o h o ~ i p i r a ) . " ~ ~  For this purpose he built the rather 
awkwardly roofed Taleju temple into the south 
wing. The  large gilt copper repoussC images of 
Gnhgii and Yamunfi, deifications of the two most 
sacred rivers of Hinduism, which flank the temple 
doorway, may date from the previous reign (Plate 
129)." Similar pairs of river goddesses of corre- 
sponding date guard the companion M u l i h o k  
temples of Kathmandu and Bhaktapur. T h e  stun- 
ning golden doorway and torana (regrettably van- 
dalized in 1970) were donated by Rddhinarasimha- 
malla in A.D. 1716." 

T h e  existing chief Taleju temple apparently re- 
placed a previous one. It was constructed in A.D. 

1671 (N.s. 791 Vaiiikha), when Sriniviisa erected 
it as a rooftop temple at the northeast corner of 
the Mul-chok (Plate 128). It  has three superim- 
posed roofs of octagollal shape, crowned with a 
gilt gajura in the form of a miniature jikhara tem- 
ple. T h e  smaller companion Taleju temple is fin- 
ished with a gajura of similar design. Srinivisa 
also established two other Taleju-related shrines 
in the palace grounds, one to Domi ju  (presumably 
"Mother Goddess of the Doya," that is, Taleju) 
i l l  the Bhandarkhal in A.D. 1670," the other to 
Yantiiju in the Mul-chok, at the time of its con- 
struction, A.D. 1666.'~ T h e  former has not been lo- 
cated, but the latter is the now decrepit little shrine 
at  the center of the Mul-chok courtyard (Plate 
128). Abandoned, the identity of its deity quite for- 
gotten by the public, the shrine was of profound 
significance in its time. Yanyiiju was an important 
irtadeuati (personal deity) of the Malla rulers, a 
goddess who with her companion Taleju presided 
for five centuries over their affairs. 

In A.D. 1679 (N.s. 799 Vaiifikha), Srinivisa built 
a new cigamachem in the northwest corner of the 
Mul-chok, transferring to it the igarna deities that 

RVr). Regrni 1966:part 3, app. 1 1 1 ,  77. 
"OD. Regmi 1$6:part 2, 914 attributes them to Siddhi- 

narasimha without documentation, but if so they must have 
been lnoved Iroln an earlier tcrnple doorway by Srinivisa. 

91 N.S. 836 AHvina (D.  Regrni rg66:part 4, inscr. 122 

[2631). 
"2 N.S.  790 Jye~tha (~lnpublislled thyirsaphu). On the 

identification of Domiju see also Chapter rr. 

until then had been housed in the neighboring 
court." T h e  temple was razed in the 1934 earth- 
quake, and only a few inscribed, dated roof brack- 
ets remain, now unceremoniously stacked in the 
adjacent court. W e  know from photographs that it 
was an unusual temple, with three differen;ly 
shaped roofs: one rectangular, one octagonal, and 
one round. It  may have been inspired by a pavilion 
that formerly stood in the Bhaktapur Darbar 
Square (Plate 31). Srinivisa undoubtedly saw it a 
few years earlier, when he spent a fortnight at 
Jitiimitra's court. This was on  the occasion of the 
marriage of the latter's brother, Ugramalla, when 
the Patan king "watched the dances and gave ten 
r~pees . " '~  

T h e  quadrangle corresponding to the old Cau- 
k o ~  marks the northern extension of the palace 
proper (Figure 2:18). Although a rhykaphu spe- 
cifically states that the "foundations were laid" by 
Srinivisa,'"e must only have restored or en- 
larged the preexisting quadrangle. T h e  consecra- 
tion ceremony (pratisthi) of the rebuilt quadran- 
gle, then alternately called Miinigalbhatta (Central 
Square Law Court), took place in A.D. 1680." A 
few years later, in A.D. 1693, "the southern part of 
Caukot fell down"" and scarcely a half-century 
after its consecration, the building was razed by 
Visnumalla, who "built it anew."" Today known 
as Minikeiava, after a small Kes'ava Visnu temple 
in the courtyard, or more commonly, Lumjhya, 
for its golden window, the quadrangle has suffered 
extensive nineteenth-century renovations both in- 
side and out. T h e  awkward fourth-floor corner 
pavilions date from this time, as does the golden 
door (Plate 140). Like Bhimsen Thapa's costly 
Hanuman Dhoka gateway, the cost of the MHni- 
galbhatta doors was also exceedingly high. They 
were financed by selling the gilt antiquities from 
the palace treasury.loO 

Like his father, Sriniviisa also established tem- 

O 3  N.S. 786 AIvina (Abhilekha-samgr-aha 1962rn). 
O 4  Larnshal 1966:71, ant1 unpublished tltyisaphu. 
"Landon 1928:1, 213; H. Paudel 1964:zr. 
'' G.  Vajracharya rg67a:1H. 
" NN.  800 Jyestha (unpublished fhyd~aphrt). 
" NN.  813  Cai tra (unpublished fhj~isaphar). 
!'I' N.S.  854 Migha ( A . D .  1734) (Lanishal r966:76). 
loo According to an inscription above the door. 



C O U R T S  O F  T H E  T H R E E  K I N G D O M S  

ples in the adjacent square. One of these is the 
Bhimasena temple (Figure 226) .  The  temple, to- 
gether with a large sunken yajtia-kunda in front 
of it, was constructed in A.D. 1680 (N.s. 801 Mirga), 
"at a time when the three towns were in harmony 
as one.""" T h e  lion-crowned pillar facing the tem- 
ple was offered to Bhimasena several years later 
by a guthi associat i~n. '~~ Another of Srinivisa's 
Darbar Square temples is an undistinguished NH- 
riyana temple built in memory of his deceased 
brother in A.D. 1652 (N.s. 772 Aivina) (Figure 
2:16).lo3 Perhaps by coincidence, it stands just be- 
side a similar memorial to a brother, the temple 
that Purandarasimha, the Patan mahdpdtra, had 
erected more than a half-century before (Figure 
2x5) .  

T o  Srinivisa's able minister, the cautdrd Bhagi- 
ratha Bhaiyi, may also be attributed a temple on 
the square, a second Viivanitha, popularly known 
after the donor as Bhiideval. It was conceived as 
a substitute for the Viivanitha temple in Benares, 
which, long a beacon to Nepali pilgrims, had been 
destroyed by the zealous A~rangzeb . '~ '  Dismayed 
when it was not rebuil,t, the minister, with his 
king's blessing, built the substitute temple in the 
Patan Darbar Square in A.D. 1678. '~~ This was in 
keeping with the general Nepali custom, practiced 
even in Licchavi times, of establishing conveniently 
located substitute tirthas (pilgrim sites).lo6 Fol- 
lowing the ravages of the 1934 earthquake, the 
Bhiideval was restored with a dome. But as certi- 
fied by the dedicatory inscription and the chroni- 
cles, it was originally a three-roof Newar-style tem- 
ple.''' 

In essence, the Patan Darbar and its adjacent 
square physically perpetuate the seventeenth-cen- 
tury world of Patan's two most outstanding kings, 
Siddhinarasirpha and Srinivisa. T h e  most notable 
additions to the darbar by their successors are all 

IU' Abl~ile~ha-san~gra/ lo 19621-1. 
lo2 N.S. 827 Rhidra (1707) (in situ inscription). 
lo3 D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 275. 
lo' In A.D. 1669 (Kane 1968:1 [ ~ n d  ed. 19751, 908). 
1°5 N.S. 798 Migha (Abhiletlta-sarlzgraha 1962-0; D. 

Vajracharya 1965a:26-28. 
loG Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:121-122. 
"': Wright 1966: 167. 
los N.S. 821 Caitra (Abhilekha-ranzgraha 1962b); Slusser 

outside the palace proper, in the adjacent square. 
These arc principally Yoganarendra's pillar, his 
royal council hall (the Manimandapa built in A.D. 
1701 to replace an earlier hall),1nR the Sahkara- 
N3riyana temple built by his sister Rudramati 
about A.E. 1706,"'~he Cyisingdevala, an octagonal 
iikhara erected by a daughter in A.D. 1723,"" and 
the ponderous bronze bell offered to Taleju by 
Virnumalla and his queen in A.D. 1737.''' Accord- 
ing to Wright, the bell was established by the king 
' 4 '  In order to terrify his enernie~.""~ It  replaced a 
smaller bell previously offered by Yoganarendra, 
which was transferred to the nearby Macchendra- 
natha-bahal."" 

It is evident that through the years the Patan 
rulers built and rebuilt the palace quadrangles to 
suit their temporal and secular needs. But the 
greatest enthusiasm of kings and their queens, of 
princes and princesses, of mahdpdtras and cautdrds 
alike, was clearly directed toward pleasing the 
gods. Temple after temple gradually filled the 
palace and adjoining square, and each temple, and 
the god i t  housed, was a magnet for continuing 
gifts. Sometimes a gift took the form of a costly 
sacrifice performed on the mandalas before the 
temple; on other occasions the gift might be -a 
new image in stone or bronze, a painting, some 
ornament for the deity, or-perhaps most often- 
some opulent embellishment of the god's house 
itself. Century after century of royal commissions 
kept a host of able artists and artisans working for 
the beautification of the court and the satisfaction 
of the gods. Each donor may have been primarily 
concerned with the heavenly glory he believed that 
he and his whole line, past, present, and future, 
reaped by such gifts. But together, the donors and 
the artisans who so skillfully carried out their com- 
mands, created in the Patan Darbar Square com- 
plex one of the outstanding monuments of Nepal. 

and Vajracharya 1974:174-175. 
l o W r i g h t  1966:169; D. Vajracharya 1962:rnain part, 
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110 N.S. 843 Migha (D. Regrni 1966:part 4, inscr. 128 
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112 Wriglit 1966:170. 
113 Shakya and Vaidya 197o:inscr. 56 (xxiii, 198-199). 



SETTLEMENT AND STRUCTURES 

"As an ensemble," as Landon remarked, "the D;w- 
bar Square in Patan probably remains the most 
picturesque collection of buildings that has ever 
been set up in so small a space by the piety and 
the pride of Oriental man.""' T h e  seventeenth- 
century Patan panegyrist, Kunu Sharma, was of 
the same opinion. Hut he phrased i,t more succinctly 
in his oft-repeated rhetorical question, "Isn't it like 
a piece of heaven?""' 

TKIPUKA LAYKD, BHAKTAPUR 

In contrast to Kathmandu and Patan, the Bhakta- 
pur palace and adjoining temple-filled square lie 
at the edge of the city, out of the mainstream 
(Map 9; Figure 3).  Palace history begins with 
the mid-twelfth century, when Anandadeva estab- 
lished Tripura at the site, a name the palace con- 
served until at least the late sixteenth c e n t ~ 1 r y . l ~ ~  
At one time it was the largest of the Malla royal 
compounds, spreading from the western gateway 
(now the portal to the Darbar Square) eastward to 
Sukul Dhoka, a gateway preserved only as a to1 
name (Map 9: e-7). Tradition affirms that the pal- 
ace contained ninety-nine courtyards. Even in Old- 
field's time, when the national capital was in Kath- 
mandu, he reported the Bhaktapur palace to be the 
"largest and most costly of any in Nipal."'" But 
time has taken its toll, and the modest palace we 
see today reflects little of its former grandeur. Only 
the memory of the fort, or fortified part of the 
palace, which lay at the western end of the com- 
pound, survives in the neighborhood name, KvS- 
chem-tol.llR Nothing remains east of the palace 
proper except temple ruins in the immediate vicin- 
ity and, farther east, a rubble waste, legacy of the 
1934 earthquake. As it now exists, the palace has 
shrunk to a cluster of fewer than a half-dozen 
quadrangles huddled around the main quadran- 
gle, the Mul-chok (Figure 3).  T h e  elevations of 

'I' Landon r9zH:r. 208. 
1l"'Stc,argako tuk1.a 110 ki?" used often between verses 

in his description of Patan, the "Ranner of Glory," written 
in A . I ~ .  1652 (Naraharinath 1961). 

ll"ee Chapter 5. 
117 Oltlfield 1880:1, 97. 
"W. Vnjracharyn rg64b:gr. 

most of the buildings accessible to the general pub- 
lic date from the seventeenth century, and have 
suffered extensive nineteenth-century renovation. 

T h e  main quadrangle, the palace Mul-chok, is 
entirely devoted to the worship of Taleju and is, 
in effect, her temple (Figure ~ : I I ) .  T h e  divinity's 
chief shrine occupies the southern wing, and her 
temporary one, used at Dasain, is in the western 
wing. T h e  court they face, filled with sacred para- 
phernalia, is open only to Hindus and Buddhists, 
but can be glimpsed by others through the doorway 
facing a public court . l lVt  seems likely that the 
Taleju complex is the oldest existing part of the 
palace; it is not improbable that it is one of the 
original three pciras that composed Tripura. This 
is all the more probable when we consider that 
there are other existing buildings of comparable 
date, Kistharnandapa and the temple of Indres'vara 
Mahiideva, for example, documented to A.D. 1143 
(at the latest) and 1294, respectively. T h e  cult of 
Taleju had been known in Nepal for at least a 
century before the founding of Tripura, and there 
is mention of her celebrated Bhaktapur manifesta- 
tion as early as A.D. 1316 . '~~  But as is true of much 
of the rest of the palace, there is no inscriptional 
documentation for the Mul-chok prior to the seven- 
teenth century.lZ1 Indeed, the only structure of the 
Darbar Square that can be certified before that 
time is Yakses'vara, an imposing temple that Yak- 
samalla is believed to have established as a replica 
and substitute for Pas'upatinitha (Figure j : ~ g ) . ' ~ '  

Beginning in A.D. 1614, the incumbents of the 
Bhaktapur palace left an almost continuous record 
of their constructions, repairs, and donations. Of 
these, the works of the last three kings of Rhakta- 
pur, Jitimitramalla, his son Bhijpatindra, and 
grandson Ranajit, are the most significant. It is 
to Jitimitra particularly, who occupied the palace 
for almost a quarter of a century, A.D. 1673 to 1696, 
that we owe much of its present character. Ascend- 
ing the throne as a child at the untimely death of 

""The main temple facade is illustratetl in  color by 
Singh 196H:xg6-197. 

120 N.S. 436 Asidha (GopJlardja-~~at~~iric~ali,  fol. 44a). 
Iz1  Abhilekha-san~gral~u rg6,d, rqhze; H. Pnutlel 1g64n: 

19;  I). Reglni rg66:part 2, 218, 220. 
I z 2  A. Paudel 1965. 
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his father Jagatprakiia, with whom "nine women 
went sati," Jitiimitra was aided in his royal tasks 
by an able prime minister, Bhigir5ma Pradhi- 
11;inga. Little given to the affairs of state, the king's 
personal interests turned more to intellectual pur- 
suits, drama, poetry, and art. This he proclaimed 
in his self-chosen title sumati, The  Wise. His ar- 
tistic and intellectual interests were matched only 
by his desire to satisfy Taleju, the Malla tutelary 
whom he had also selected as his personal guide 
(istadeuati).lZ3 AS a mere youth he began to make 
these interests apparent in the embellishment of 
his immediate surroundings. In A.D. 1677, in com- 
pany with his minister Bhigirlma, he undertook 
extensive renovation of Eta- (now Kumiri-)chok, 
a quadrangle adjacent to Mul-chok and possibly 
equally old (Figure 3:9).12' Among the decorative 
wood carvings, he installed a "window that is not 
to be opened as it is only for beauty." H e  had the 
walls ;mbellished with paintings of the yoginis 
and the story of the Rimiyana.  Possibly they cov- 
ered earlier murals, as similar paintings did in the 
adjacent M u l - c h ~ k . ' ~ ~  

Jitimitra was deeply devoted to Taleju, and year 
after year "to please my istadevati" he made lavish 
offerings in her name-to the goddess herself, to 
her dwellings, or to her immediate surround- 
ings . I2Vor  this purpose, in the year immediately 
following the Eta-chok restoration, and "in the 
time of the Prime Minister Bhigirima Pradhinin-  
ga," Jitimitra built a new palace wing, the Than- 
thu Darbar, northeast of the Mul-chok (Figure 
3:13).lZ7 T h e  undertaking also included a garden, 
pavilion, fountain, and tank (Plate 226). A decade 
later, the king consecrated "ten good ropanis of 
land" to defray the fountain's upkeep, and in- 
stalled a new metal spout (Plate 237).'" Of gilt 
copper repoussi, charged with water-symbolizing 
imagery, the spout is an outstanding work that 
testifies to the continuing vitality of metalcraft in 
the Late Malla Period. T h e  gilt metal serpent coiled 
above the spout may have been installed then, or 

Iz3  B. Paudel 1964: 19hqa:11. The dual role of Taleju as 
~rtladci,atri and rsmdeoati is examined in Chapter 11. 

12' N.L. 797 Bh.itlra (B. Paudel 1964a:15-16). 
'2"i~ingh 1968:26, 214-315. 
I?". Pautlel rgS~a:~h-rR. 
12' In N.S. j yH  Asidha ( H .  Paudel 1964a:12-13). 
I z R  N.S. 808 Srivana (1688) (B. Paudel r96qa:r4-15). 

may date from thc original consecration (Plate 
579). Regrettably, despite the king's express injunc- 
tion that his successors maintain all these construc- 
tions, the palace wing is a ruin, and the superb 
fountain neglected."" 

The king's devotion to Taleju also occasioned 
the comrnissio~~ of a painting on cloth of consider- 
able iconographic and historical interest (Plates 
383, 384). It is a Visnu-mandala painted in A.D. 

1681 to commemorate a particular celebration of 
the sacred ananta vrata rite for the purpose of 
pleasing Taleju. The  officiant was Candra Sekhara- 
siwha, minister to Jitimitra's father, JagatprakiSa. 
Candra Sekhara had been much loved by Jagat- 
prakiia who, once merging their names as "Jagac- 
candra," avowed that "though two creatures they 
are Candra Sekhara is depicted in the bot- 
tom register of the painting performing the homa 
sacrifice; facing him, on the right, is the Crown 
Prince ~ h i ~ a t i n d r a ,  the enthroned Jitimitra, his 
brother Ugramalla, and the minister Shigir ima 
(Plate 384). 

O n  another occasion, in A.D. I*, Jitlmitra ex- 
pressed his devotion to Taleju by offering her a 
pair of immense copper drums (ncigorci) to be used 
in her daily worship.131 They rest in the columned 
porch of La1 Baithak, a much renovated quadran- 
gle of which little from Malla times is viiible ex- 
cept the columns and splendid doorway (Plate 
1 ~ 6 ) .  These same drums, according to an unpub- 
lished inscription on them, were rededicated to 
Taleju many years later by Jitimitra's grandson, 
Ranajit. 

Jitimitra, like his cousin kings in Kathmandu 
and Patan, did not confine his building works to 
the palace proper, but extended them into the Dar- 
bar Square and, of course, into his realm beyond. 
One of his donations, in the final year of his reign, 
A.D. 1696, was the rather ill-proportioned iikhara 
dedicated to Vatsaladevi as Siddhilaksmi (Figure 
j:23).13' T h e  paired guardians, animal and hu- 
man, ranged at successive levels on either side of 

'2" wing of the darbar was still standing and repara- 
ble in 1966, but the condition was worsening each year, 
and it ~iiust by no\\. have fallen to the ground. 

l" B. Paudel 1966. 
I3l N.S. 811 Kirtika ( R .  Paudel rgGqa:~j). 
I:"-'N.s. 816 Magha (B. Paudel rg65b:qg-50). There are 

three temples dedicated to Vatsaladevi in the Ijarbar 
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the steps, is characteristic of several other temples 
in Bhaktapur, the most notable of which is Nyita- 
pola; guardian pairs are also placed on the western 
terraces of the Kathmandu Taleju, traditionally a 
Bhaktapur inspiration. Such figures are exotic to 
traditional Nepali architecture, and probably re- 
flect the Tibeto-Chinese influence registered in 
other forms of art at this time (Plates 229, 315). 
They may be compared to similar concourses of 
protective beings at the Ming tombs. The  Ming 
guardians were also copied in another palace com- 
pound affected by Chinese cultural influences, the 
Annamite capital of Hue  (Vietnam). 

Jitimitra's influence on the physical appearance 
of the Bhaktapur palace persisted even after his 
death. For almost twenty years thereafter, his de- 
voted queen, Lilamati, continued to make offer- 
ings to the king's beloved goddess in the name- 
and on two occasions in the form-of her deceased 
lord.'" The minister Bhigirama remained in the 
service of the throne, and his name is recorded in 
a number of inscriptions postdating Jitimitra's 
reign. 

Jitimitra's son, Bhupatindramalla, continued to 
repair and renovate the palace, to add new seg- 
ments of his own, and to leave his personal imprint 
on the Darbar Square and nearby Taumadhi-tol.ls4 
T o  him may be attributed the reconstruction of 
the Malati- or Jiswa-chok (Figure 3:10).ls5 Rebuilt 
again in the nineteenth century, the Malati-chok 
preserves little of the seventeenth-century structure 
except its charming courtyard fountain and the 
Lion Gateway facing the square. Flanked by im- 
mense stone lions and the protective images of 
Hanumiin and Narasimha-both inscribed and 
dated N.S. 818 Phalguna (1698)'~'-the entry is 
closed by wooden doors, beautifully carved in a 
chiaroscuro of geometric pattern (Plate 139). 

The well-known Fifty-five Window quadrangle, 
named for the continuous gallery of projected win- 
dows on its upper floor, also traditionally dates 
from the time of Bhupatindra (Plates 31-33).13' 
The whole palace complex is now often known by 
its name. Although the gallery, razed in the 1934 
earthquake, is a reconstruction, the lower floors 
were spared, and with them imporltant wall paint- 
ings. In Rijasthlni style, the paintings depict the 
exploits of K~sna ,  arranged in horizontal registers 
imitative of scrolls. They are similar to the de- 
stroyed Kathmandu palace paintings, but the gilt 
captions are in Newari, rather than archaic Nepali, 
as in Kathmandu. Although damaged by time and 
weather when the building stood roofless, the 
paintings have been restored, and are open to the 
public. From Bhupatindra's reign are also paint- 
ings in the Bhairava- (SadHBiva-)chok, one of 
which is a life-size portrait image of the worship- 
ing ruler.'38 

Bhupatindra restored or rebuilt ,the Vasantapura 
Darbar, a pleasure pavilion King Jagajjyotir (ca. 
A.D. 1614-1637) had built for his queens west of the 
Bhandarkhal.'" Nothing of the pavilion remains 
except the seated guardian lions at the gateway, 
flanking images of Ugracandidevi (Durga) and 
Bhairava, each inscribed and dated N.S. 827 Vai- 
s'iikha (1707).140 Pedestrian stone carvings typical 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they 
are largely interesting because of a legend concern- 
ing them. Apocryphal though it is, it illustrates 
the rivalry among the late Malla kings in the 
beautification of their respective realms. Bhiipatin- 
dra, it is said, was so struck with the excellence of 
the Durga image that he ordered the right hand 
of the sculptor to be cut off to prevent his carving 
anything for a rival king. The  sculptor's skill was 
so great, however, that he carved the Bhairava 

Square, one of which is an architectural gem and out- 
standing monument of the square. T h e  donor has not been 
identified. 

I" K Paudel 1964a:18-20. 
13' For his political deeds, see B. Paudel 1g6ha. 
Is5  B. Paudel 1966b:24-26; Wright 1966:131-132. It had 

existed at least in the reign of his grandfather, Jagat- 
prakiia, two of whose inscriptions are within it (B. 
Paudel 19hh:~j-24) .  

'" B. Paudel r966b:25. 
'"Wright 1966:131. 

13RSingh rg68:coIor plate p. 205. This chok also dates 
from at least the sixteenth century, for the name SadiSiva 
is derived from the licentious and tyrranical Kathmandu 
king (A.D. 1575-1581) who, after his ouster by rebellious 
subjects, sought asylum in the Bhaktapur palace (D. Regmi 
196h:part 2, 44). His residence there is confirmed by an in 
situ inscription in which Jagatprakiia refers to SadiSiva's 
occupancy (B. Paudel 196654; D. Regmi 1gG6:part 4, 
inscr. 71b [ I ~ z ] ) .  

1 3 W r i g h t  1966:130. 
B. Paudel 1966b329. 
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with his left hand. Enraged, the king demanded 
that he forfeit that also. Still undaunted, the artist 
carved with his feet a third image of the same qual- 
ity, "now lost," it is said. 

T h e  most outstanding contribution that Bhupa- 
tindra made to the Darbar Square complex con- 
sists of the two celebrated temples of the Tau- 
madhi-to1 extension. One is Nyitapola, conse- 
crated in A.D. 1702.'~' One of two extant temples 
with five roofs, it is raised on a corresponding 
number of terraces to dominate the Bhaktapur 
skyline (Plates 99, 100). T h e  other Taumadhi-to1 
work is a restoration and enlargement of the Bhai- 
rava temple, carried out in A.D. 1717."~ Superbly 
proportioned, the temple is especially notable for 
the lavish use of gilt metal on the faqade (Plate 
366). In the Darbar Square proper, Bhupatindra's 
only certified works are the restoration of a temple 
and the construction of three very modest shrines 
(Figure 3:25). Together they comprise the Char 
D h i m  (cira dhiman),  Four Abodes, and were 
conceived as substitutes for four famous Indian 
tirthas, to which the king's subjects could more 
easily repair in their own city square. The  temple 
representing Badrinitha, one of the four tirthas, 
was previously known as Gopinitha-deva, and had 
been in existence since at least A.D. 1667 (N.s. 787 
ASvina).ld3 T h e  Garudadhvaja facing the door 
postdates Bhupatindra's restoration, having been 
offered in A.D. 1756 (N.s. 877). 

It  is probable that Bhu~at indra  raised the nearby 
votive pillar to Taleju, which bears his gilt portrait 
image. But it is undocumented, and tradition often 
assigns it to Ranajit, his son. There is a story about 
the pillar which, like the one respecting the D u r g i  
and Bhairava images, also bears repeating for the 
light it sheds on  the rivalry among the Three 
Kingdoms. Legend affirms that Bhu~at indra  
sought to equal or surpass the column of Kath- 
mandu, but had to seek the latter's help for the 
undertaking. Pretending graciously to supply the 
needed artisans, the Kathmandu king secretly in- 
structed them to break the pillar. This they did in 
obedience to their own lord, but at once, respond- 

141 N.S. 822 Asidha (B. Paudel 1966b:28). 
' I ? N . s .  837 VaiSikha (D. Regrni 1966:part 4, inscr. 123 

[263-2641). 
14%n ill situ tin~raparra. 

irlg to the rival king's distress, they skillfully re- 
paired the shattered pillar like new. In so doing 
they are alleged to have earned a noble recompense 
from both.'" The  legend is of further cultural in- 
terest because the workers were not stone masons 
but oil pressers (rclt-kara, tar la~dra) ,  a craft prerog- 
ative of the Minandhar subcaste. That  it was they 
who erected the stone pillars seems to be related 
to a similar role the Manandhars (now rarely 
pressers of oil) play in contemporary society. T h e  
traditional way of extracting oil is to press seeds be- 
tween huge beams, such as are used in the pressers' 
houses in Khokana village, where it is a specialty. 
Since a superior quality of wood is needed for 
these beams, the Manandhars are thought to be 
especially skillful in judging the quality of the 
growing tree. Thus, it is their task to procure and 
raise the lofty poles that play an important sym- 
bolical role in Indra-jitri, Bisket-jitri, and a num- 
ber of lesser festivals. That the Manandhars were 
employed to erect the Malla kings' stone pillars 
may also relate to the former custom of oiling 
them. An afterthought engraved on Pratipamalla's 
Degutale pillar, for example, recommends the an- 
nual oiling of it on Mahistami (the eighth day of 
Dasain), but the grithi established for the purpose 
must now be defunct, and the pillar is left unat- 
tended. 

With the death of Bhupatindra in A.D. 1722, there 
was little further activity directed toward the up- 
keep and embellishment of the palace. Perhaps it 
reflects the increasingly unsettled political situation 
and his successor's preoccupation in this regard. I n  
A.D. 1737, however, Ranajit replaced the small bell 
that his father had offered Taleju with a far larger 
one of his own.'" At the same time, he rededicated 
his grandfather's copper drums, which, together 
with the bell, were sounded daily in honor of the 
goddess. Ranajit's most magnificent offering to 
Taleju came a few years later, when in A.D. 1753 he 
consecrated to her the Golden Gate, the monumen- 
tal brick and gilt portal leading to her temple com- 
pound (Plate 33)"' Gilt, used with spectacular 
abandon, covers the copper roof, its elaborate ga- 

14' Larnshal 1966:54; B. Sharrna 1968a:7. 
'd5 D. Vajracharya 1962:rnain part, 195. 
' 4 e  N.S. 874 Pausa (A. Sharrna 1954). 
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jura, the image of the goddess on the lofty torana 
(Plate 524). and all but pours down the jambs and 
the studded doors swung between them. Artisti- 
cally largely successful as an ensemble, the portal's 
chief interest nevertheless lies in other spheres. It  
is an arresting example of the Malla kings' efforts 
to please the gods with costly offerings, the lion's 
share of which they directed to Taleju. But more 
particularly, the Golden Gate is a symbol of the 
astounding wealth these minor kings were able to 
amass in their strategic position athwart the north- 
south trade route-the wealth that beckoned the 
covetous hillmen from Gorkha and brought these 
three artistically splendid courts to their end. 

EPILOGUE : 
S H A H  PERIOD MANSIONS 

T h e  new kings from the hills did nothing very 
serious about palace building until the nineteenth 
century, simply because, as Hamilton observed, 
"the Parbatiyas do not, like the Newars, delight 
in towns and villages."147 By the mid-nineteenth 
century the Rana prime ministers had learned to 
share the Newar delight, and busily vied with each 
other in erecting sumptuous mansions imitative of 
Buckingham Palace (Plate 8 1 ) . ' ~ ~  One of the earli- 
est was Narayan Hit i  Darbar, built in A.D. 1847 by 
Jang Bahadur Rana for his brother Rana Uddip 
Singh, and destined to become at length the royal 
palace. Another was Thiipiithali, a rambling man- 
sion near the Bagmati at Kathmandu, apparently 
erected about the same time by Jang Bahadur for 
himself (Map 4).14' Parts of the mansion are still 

14' Hatnilton 1971 :210. 
l" IIIustrations and histories of a number of them will 

be found in Kath t~~ondu  Valley 1975:11, 112-125. 
" W h i l e  it is ofLen said that Jang Rahadur built 

Thipithali after his return from England, 6 February 
1851, it must have been built and occupied at least by the 
seventeenth of January 1849 when, after a hunting party, 
"the Minister reached Thapathali" (Pudma Rana 1974: 
103). Jang's own diary records that it was to Thipithali 
he returned after his overseas voyage (Pudma Rana 1974: 
152), and ten days later, on the sixteenth of February 
I R ~ I ,  his brother Ram visited him there (Oldfield 188o:1, 
388 and illustration of the mansion on the facing page). 

standing, used as a boarding school. Despite the 
European bric-a-brac it is known to have con- 
tained, the mansion also had rooms skillfully dec- 
orated with Rijasthini-style murals of religious 
themes. A number may be seen even now among 
the cot beds and desks of the present incumbents 
(Plate 512). 

A later palace, built in A.D. 1901 by Prime Minis- 
ter Chandra Shumshere Rana, is Singha Darbar. 
Until almost destroyed by a recent disastrous fire, 
the building housed in its thousand-odd rooms 
most of the offices of His Majesty's Government. 
It  was a stately mansion of European style, set 
amidst a vast park wifth formal gardens, pavilions, 
a theater, reflecting pools, and fountains. Its rooms, 
like those of other Rana mansions, were once filled 
with a "most curious medley of useful and orna- 
mental articles of English and French furniture. 
Steel fire-places, with marble mantlepieces; sofas, 
couches, easy chairs, billiard tables, and four-posted 
beds; candelabras, pianos, organs, glassware, vases, 
etc., are crowded together in  the most curious con- 
fusion"150 (Plates 78-80). Some of these furnishings 
may still be seen in halls spared by the fire. Singha 
Darbar also was once the subject of a long pane- 
gyric not unlike that which Siddhinarasimha's 
court poet had composed long before, respecting 
Patan and its royal palace.151 

Of special note among the latter-day palaces is 
Kaisher Mahal, once the home of Field Marshal 
Kaisher Shumshere Rana, which still houses his 
invaluable collection of books and manuscripts, 
the well-known Kaisher Library.'" T h e  Ranas, 
like so many other Nepali rulers before them, may 
have struggled remorselessly for temporal power, 

In any event, at the time of the Kot massacre, September 
A.II. 1846, and for some months thereafter, Jang Bahadur 
resided in Laghan-tol, Kathmandu (Landon rgzR:~, 127; 
Putl~na Rana 1974336). 

l"O1dficltl 1H8o:r, 107. Landon 1928:1, 186, 189 illus- 
trates the faqade of Singha Ilarbar ant1 the interior of the 
Darbar Hall. 

l" N. Pant 1963a:j-12. 
152 The  mansion was constructetl in A.D. 1895, but later 

acquired by Chantlra Shumshere, who deeded it to his 
son, Kaisher Shurnshere. At his death, and at his wish. 
his witlow gave his library to the nation. 
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but at the same time they courted the gods, and 
often had a sincere and lively interest in intellectual 
and artistic pursuits.lGS With the mansion's opu- 
lence, its superb and eclectic library, its stuffed ti- 
ger in the foyer, its life-size Rana portraits painted 
by royal Academicians, its formal gardens, foun- 
tains, fluting Pans, and tamed deer grazing the 
tree-shaded lawns, it would certainly be appropriate 
to preserve Kaisher Mahal in full. It is the perfect 
souvenir of a rather bizarre chapter in the history 
of Nepal Mandala, a chapter not without residual 
values nor altogether without charm, as Kaisher 
Mahal attests. 

159 Kaisher Shumshere's sincerity is amply demonstrated 
by the voluminous, wise, and fascinating personal mar- 

With this view of the palaces, palace squarcs, and 
somc of those who built and occupied thcm, we 
may now turn from the affairs of mortals and a n -  
sider those of the gods. In Nepal Mandala, how- 
ever, the stories of men are intertwined with the 
affairs of the gods. Thus, although the following 
pages belong to Siva and Vi$~)u, Durgi ,  Buddha 
S;ikyamuni, and their immortal companions, we 
shall often hear again of the kings and quecns, 
princes and nobles that we have come to know 
through the preceding chapters. But they now play 
only supporting roles. The  chief actors are divine. 

ginalia one so frequently coma upon in his well-thumbed 
books. 
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C H A P T E R  9 

NEPAL is the only geographic area of the world 
where Buddhism and Brahmanism (Hinduism)' 
have continuously coexisted into modern times. In 
India, Buddhism ceased to be a living religion in 
the twelfth century, and in much of Further India 
(Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam) it 
is only Buddhism that has survived; in Ceylon, 
where both faiths exist, it is difficult to demonstrate 
an unbroken continuity, and the two faiths are es- 
sentially practiced apart. But in Nepal, without in- 
terruption, Buddhism and Brahmanism have de- 
veloped and are practiced side by side. Today, as 
in the past, Nepali life continues to be dominated 
by the two systems: Sivaism, which refers to the 

Hinduism is not a religion but  a co~nplcx medley of 
faitlis, with hundreds of sects ant1 sub-sects, together with 
a body of traditional social observances of "Hindus," the 
majority of the people of India. With  reference to a 
religion practiced in Nepal, the term "Hinduism" is 
especially awkwartl. A better blanket term to cover the 
orthodox sects such as Sivaism a n d  Visnuism, to which 
tlie majority of Nepalese "Hindus" subscribe, is Brah- 
tnanism, the doctrine that emerged with the  rise of the 
Brahman priests, which posits an absolute Brahman (Su- 
prenie Spirit) and stresses ritualism and caste. 

Fewcr than 5 percent would claim to be Muslim. Jain. 
or of other fa~rhs ,  and those in the non-Newar sector 
(Gorkhali) would unirersally name themselves SivamHrgi. 

"rahman (Drihmana)  is the name of the highest of 
the four Hintlu castes. of the priests who  compose it, ant1 
of the one Self-existent i~npersonal essence (brahnlali) 

Brahmanical, or Hindu, faith as a whole; and Bud- 
dhism in its Mahayina or, more exactly, its Vajra- 
yina, aspect. T o  these are joined a third element, 
the indigenous folk beliefs and practices. 

When pressed to identify their faith, the Nepal- 
ese claim to be either Buddhamargi or Sivamirgi, 
that is, engaged in the way or path of the Buddha 
or of Siva.' Such a distinction has little to do with 
differences in beliefs and practices, or in the divini- 
ties they worship. In large measure the response on- 
ly indicates whether the family priest is a "bahrrn" 
or a "grrwaju," that is, a Brahman or a vajricirya,  
the Buddhist "master of the thunderbolt" or of 
"absolute p ~ w e r . " ~  And even so, there is the occa- 

from \vhicli, according to H indu  belief, all things are cre- 
ated. In contemporary Nepal relatively few Brahmans (or  
Brahmins) are practicing priests, but depend for their 
livelihood on the professions and government service, and 
Inany are farmers. There  are also class gradations within 
the Brahman caste. Upadhyaya ( the  higher class) and 
Joshi (or  Jaisi. the lower) are consideretl "proper Nepali" 
Brahmans; Kumai  (from K u ~ n a o n  district, India) Brah- 
mans are of high status, but are considered outsitlers; Jha  
Brahmans originated in Mithili. but are traditionally so 
closely associatetl with Newars that they are considered 
hle\var Brahmans. Hut whatever class, origin, or economic 
contlition, all Brallnians are ritually a t  the pinnacle ot  
Nepalese society. T h e  term vajr~curya. Anglicized to Vaj- 
racharya, is a caste and a family n a m e b o r n e  by persons 
who  are entitled to perform priestly functions in the Eud- 
dhist context, but  w h o  more  often than not do  not d o  so. 
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sional family that invites both priests, jointly or 
separately, to supervise its domestic rites.4 Although 
individuals may have a particular bias as a Sivaite 
(Hindu) or a Buddhist, in practice the Nepalese 
are essentially nonsectarian, and all are touched in 
greater or lesser degree by local religious practices 
that qualify as neither Buddhist nor Brahmanical. 

Particularly as practiced in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley, Buddhism and Brahmanism are not two distinct 
religious systems. Such differences in  philosophi- 
cal premises and doctrines as exist are modi- 
fied by the faiths' common origin in  ancient In- 
dian civilization, by the numerous features they 
share, and by more than two millennia of close 
proximity in the small Valley in which they have 
evolved together. Both Buddhism and Brahman- 
ism, for example, hold that the soul is successively 
reborn in an earthly form whose condition is de- 
termined by one's actions (karma) in the previous 
life. Both seek release from the endless chain of 
reincarnations in final extinction, called nirvana by 
one, moksa by the other. Both believe that there 
are many paths (mirgas) to this salvation, but that 
the principal one is faith or devotion (bhakti). 
Despite the Buddha's original teachings to the con- 
trary, Nepalese Buddhamirgi are firmly committed 
to the Brahmanical caste system, a hereditary 
priesthood, and belief in a Divine Being. Buddha- 
mi rg i  and Sivamirgi largely share a pantheon 
whose numerous gods and goddesses have the 
same conceptual basis, are given forms that are 
iconographically similar, employ a uniform canon 
of aesthetics, and are worshiped and invoked in 
much the same fashion. Both faiths emphasize 
ritual, and enjoin sacrifice as a feature of private 
and public worship. Both also are guided by spir- 
itual preceptors (gurus) who are often exalted to 
a semidivine status, and both revere holy men of 
all kinds (sadhus, yogis, mendicants, ascetics). In  
personal and social practices also, Buddhamzrgi 
and Sivamiirgi have similar attitudes. Both are in- 
creasingly tolerant toward intercaste unions (while 

observing rules respecting ritual pollution and 
interdining) and toward divorce, separation, and 
the remarriage of widows. Theoretically, they both 
abstain from alcohol, from eating beef, and from 
killing cows, which are revered as sacred. Both also 
participate in the irdddha ceremonies in honor of 
the family dead, and both mark the various stages 
of their life with the observance of a similar set of 
special sacraments (samskdras). 

Over the centuries, diverse gods and different- 
even opposed-aspects of Buddhist and Erahmani- 
cal ideologies have been influenced by mystical 
ideas and ritualistic practices that have come to be 
known as t a n t r i ~ m . ~  Unlike Sivaism, Visnuism, or 
Buddhism, the word tantrism does not designate 
a particular religious system or sect. It  is a Western 
derivation from "tantra," the name of a vast body 
of literature, including a mixture of religious spec- 
ulation, psychic exercises, mysticism, and more; it 
influences both the Brahmanical and Buddhist sys- 
t e m ~ . ~  

Tantrism introduced no fundamental philosoph- 
ical principles to Buddhism and Hinduism, but it 
radically altered the rituals, and offered a shortcut 
to redemption. Devotional practices ceded to the 
ritual of sddhani, psychosomatic exertions that, if 
exactly ~ e r f o r m e d ,  would force the gods to yield- 
rather than confer-their attributes to the devotee's 
welfare, spiritual and mundane. Instruction was 
imparted orally to the would-be adept by a pre- 
ceptor skilled in the tantric mode of worship. This 
featured the use of symbolic gestures (mudris),  
prescribed yogic postures (dsanas), controlled 
breathing, the repetition of magic formulae (man- 
tras), and the use of mystic diagrams (mandala, 
yantra). Typical also was the use of "intentional 
language" (sandhibhisd), that is, terms with 
double meanings.' Tantric worship often involved 
"left-handed" practices (u imic i ra  tantra) in which 
aphrodisiacs, real and ascriptive (hemp, meat, fish, 
parched kidney beans, and wine), and sexual inter- 
course played an important role. H e m p  excluded, 

In this text, the term vajrcicirya is used with reference to plexities of tantrism, proposes the substitute term "psycho- 
priests, the spelling Vajracharya with reference to caste experimental-speculation" (15) .  See also Rawson 1972:5-10 
and family. for a simplified exposition of tantrism. 

Rosser rgGG:7980. "awson 1972:7. 
Vharati 1965, a basic text for approaching the com- ' 13harati 1965:164-180. 
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these are the celebrated "five m's" (pa icama~dra) ,  
so named because in Sanskrit the five aspects begin 
with the letter m. 

T h e  various schools of Buddhism that incorpo- 
rated tantric ideas and practices are known collec- 
tively by the term Vajrayina. T h e  word vajra 
means both "thunderbolt" and "diamond" (and 
in sandhabhisd has still other meanings), thus 
Vajrayina is known as the Adamantine Way or the 
Way of the Thunderbolt. As the thunderbolt, the 
vajra symbolizes the flash of intuitive light of per- 
fection (siddhi); as a diamond it symbolizes the 
indestructible quality of the doctrine. The  vajra is 
also the most common attribute held in the hands 
of Vajrayina deities (Plates 465, 477) and of the 
Vedic rain god, Indra, from whom it was bor- 
rowed. In  either case, the vajra is often anthropo- 
morphized as Vajrapurusa, accompanying the deity 
or as an independent force (Plates 469, 470). T h e  
vajra is endlessly ~ a i n t e d ,  engraved, and carved, 
and is an essential element of Vajrayina ritual 
(Plates 155, 161, 169, 179, 223, 224, 493). Tantric 
Buddhism is also known by other names, such as 
Sahajayina, Tantrayina, and Mantrayina, terms 
sometimes used as synonyms, or to imply specific 
sects that emphasize particular ways of attaining 
salvation. 

Many of the tantric practices and ideas that in- 
volved occult, mystical, magic, ~sychic,  and psy- 
chedelic practices had, in fact, been known in In- 
dia for a long time. They began to crystallize into 
forms tha.t came to be codified and labeled as 
"tantra" about A.D. 300. But for obvious reasons, 
the acceptance of tantra by orthodox religious es- 
tablishments was slow. I n  popularization a leading 
role was played by a class of religious teachers 
known as Mahiisiddhas, Great Perfected Ones, who 
were instrumental in bringing xantra into the open 
around the late sixth or early seventh century. 

Central to the tantric mode of worship is the 
emphasis placed upon the supremacy of the female 
principle. This, in fact, is but a reassertion of much 
older cults of the Mother Goddess that prevailed 
all over India, and almost certainly in Nepal, from 
at least neolithic times. T h e  Hindu  tantras de- 
clare that this female principle is the manifestation 
of cosmic energy (iakti) that activates all matter. 
The  male is the passive agent who can be ener- 

gized only by the female. Siva without Sakti, claim 
Hindu tantrists, is a corpse. The  Huddhists also be- 
lieve that the universe is composed of an active and 
a passive agent, the union of which achieves abm- 
lute oneness and quiescence, but they assign the 
active role to the male symbol, the Means or Meth- 
od (Upiya), and the passive one, the female sym- 
bol, Wisdom (Prajiii). In both systems the meta- 
physical notion of the merging of the principles as 
a means of stabilizing the universe is concretized 
as a divine couple erotically entwined (Plates 477, 
478, 512, 564). Such representations are called 
guhya, that is, "secret," and originally were not to 
be revealed to those who were incapable of under- 
standing the underlying meaning. Today, how- 
ever, the images are familiar to all, and the differ- 
ences between Buddhist and Hindu tantric ideas 
and terminology have become largely obliterated. 
Thus the devotees and priests of either system in- 
discriminately apply the term iakti to all goddesses, 
Buddhist and Hindu, and to all the images in 
which the divinities are shown in sexual union. 

Tantric deities of either system have both fierce 
and pacific manifestations. Characteristically, they 
are also multiheaded and multilimbed, evidence of 
their omnipresence and varied functions or attri- 
butes. Tantric divinities are also very numerous 
and are, in effect, anthropomorphic realizations 
of complex metaphysical ideas. 

Nepalese nonsectarianism is clearly registered in 
the deities worshiped and in the way they are wor- 
shiped. For example, all Nepalese worship Siva 
Paiupati and his consort Bhagavati (Durgi) ,  the 
two paramount gods of Nepal. Similarly, the Bud- 
dhist deity Rito (Red) Matsyendranitha is the 
Valley's universally adored patron. Everyone solic- 
its the good will of Ganeia, Siva's elephant-headed 
son; of Hanuman, the monkey god and protector; 
of Indra, the Vedic rain god; and of numerous 
other divinities, some Buddhist, some Brahmani- 
cal, some Vedic, and some folk. Still other deities 
are the objects of universal worship, even though 
their worshipers conceive them as different deities. 
T h e  popular JalaSayana Niriiyana, the "Sleeping 
Visnu," at Budhanilkantha, for example (Plate 
376), is worshiped by Sivamirgis as Visnu but by 
many Buddhists as a form of Buddha. An eminent 
tantric goddess who dwells near PaSupati is wor- 
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shiped by Saivas as Guhyeivari (Guhyakili), a 
form of Durgi ,  while Buddhists believe her to be 
variously Prajiiipiramiti, Agni-yogini, or Nairit- 
ma. The  tantric Buddhist deity Mahikila is 
thought by many to be a form of Siva, and few 
Nepalis, whatever faith they avow, would pass his 
chief shrine in Kathmandu without saluting him 
(Plate 480). Even motorists who ply the adjacent 
busy road release the wheel long enough to press 
their hands together in a reverent namaste. T h e  
images of many other deities are misidentified by 
their devotees, and are therefore worshiped in vari- 
ous guises. For example, most multiarmed deities, 
male or female, are trustingly accepted as Bhaga- 
vat? because they broadly resemble the popular 
multiarmed goddess. A superb Kirttikeya en- 
shrined in Hadigaon is a case in point (Plates 418, 
qrg), but there are countless others. Various images, 
male and female, are worshiped as Sitali, the dread 
goddess of smallpox (Plates 382, 528), although 
the Buddhists may name the same images Hir i t i ,  
essentially an equivalent. 

The  Mother Goddesses (Mitrkas) are also ob- 
jects of universal adoration. Many bear the names 
of well-known sets of Brahmanical divinities, the 
Navadurgn (Nine Durgis)  and the Aslamitrkas 
(Eight Mothers); they are at once forms of D u r g i  
and the iaktis, energetic emanations, of Brahmani- 
cal and Vedic gods such as Siva, Visnu, Indra, and 
their companions. Others are Buddhist in origin- 
Vajrayogini or VidyiSvari, for example-and still 
others are local divinities, the mothers (mcii) and 
grandmothers (ajimi),  originating in the Newar 
community. But to all of them the Nepalese genu- 
flect with equal reverence, be it the Brahman civil 
servant hurrying to Singha Darbar secretariat, or 
the produce-laden Buddhist Jyapu trotting to the 
morning bazaar. 

All Nepalese also rely in  greater o r  lesser degree 
on gods and godlings that are neither Buddh' 1st nor 
Brahmanical, but indigenous folk manifestations. 
Essentially nature gods, such deities invest trees 
and stones, birds, serpents, and various animals, 
mountains and fire, and especially water. Often 
merged with the more sophisticated cults, the an- 

The Nepali Ghantakirna (Bell Ears) is a demon who, 
except in name, seems to have little relationship to the 

cicnt and animistic practices continue in the una- 
bashed worship of snakes, frogs, or crows; even 
the cur dog has his day. Demonolatry is perpetu- 
ated in the masked lakhe dancers (Plate 587), and 
through the faithful propitiation of ogres such as 
G u r u m i p i  (Plates 585, 586) and G h a n t a k i r ~ ~ a . ~  
Despite T A B C  inoculations and expanding hospi- 
tal and clinical services, there is an undiminished 
traffic to the shrines of the "curing gods" by per- 
sons in search of relief from earache, vertigo, paral- 
ysis, poxes, or other ills (Plate 553). There are, of 
course, certain significant differences between ani- 
mistic practices of Newars and Gorkhalis (who, 
for example, do not worship frogs but celebrate 
the crow, snake, and dog), between different eco- 
nomic and social sectors of the society, between 
rural and urban populations, and between the tra- 
dition-oriented aged and the Westernizing young. 
But with few exceptions, even among the most edu- 
cated and sophisticated the folk gods have a place. 
Few are the Nepalis who are not fully aware of, 
and take pains to circumvent, the malevolent ghosts, 
goblins, and witches (bhfitas, pretas, boksis, piii-  
cas) who lurk as an invisible but omnipresent host 
in the Kathmandu Valley. 

Every traditional Nepali house is filled with dei- 
ties who inhabit the courtyard, doorsills, rafters, 
beams, and almost every part and object within 
and without. As may be seen by the deities named 
in the Buddhist prayers read at the consecration 
of a house (Appendix V), these include gods and 
goddesses of every kind, Buddhist, Brahmanical, 
Vedic, and folk. Each household also has its chap- 
el, the pfiji kotha, igama,  or cigamachem-a room, 
some area, or occasionally a full-scale temple (Plate 
124)-set aside for the household gods and for the 
performance of domestic worship. T h e  household 
gods are worshiped daily, and in traditional homes 
by the elders in rites beginning long before dawn 
and lasting hours on  end. After the domestic cere- 
monies are concluded, visits are made to public 
shrines, first to the neighborhood Ganes'a, then to 
other temples or street-side images and, i f  one is 
Buddhamirgi, to one's .vihira (Plates 27, 43, 145, 
369, 399). O n  d e s s  regular basis, visits are made 

Saiva Ghan~akirna of the texts (see Chapter 12). 
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to the national or more distant shrines such as 
Paiupati, Changu Niriyana, Dak~inaki l i ,  and 
similarly important places (Plates 20, 44). 

T h e  mode of worship varies with the deity being 
worshiped. At home, the daily domestic rites are 
largely in the hands of the elders, but for special 
occasions the family priest (purohita) is called in, 
either a Brahman or a uajricirya. T h e  relationship 
of the priest with a particular family (known as 
his jcijman [jlijamanaJ), is usually of long stand- 
ing, and often generations of priest and client fam- 
ilies are linked in this way. At the temples and 
shrines worship is normally conducted by a priest, 
known as pzijciri, and less commonly a priestess, 
although these officiants are frequently absent from 
the less popular shrines. Depending on  the deity, 
the officiant would typically be a Brahman, a 
uajricirya, or a karmicrirya. T h e  latter, also 
known as icijzi, are Newar Hindus usually associ- 
ated with the worship of tantric divinities. Most 
temples also have guardian-servants attached to 
them, frequently lowtaste Pode or Cyame. T h e  
most common method of worship, private and 
public, is the p i j i  (honor, adoration, homage), an 
ancient mode of Indian worship in which the 
images of the gods are treated as if they were ani- 
mate beings (Plates 65, 376, 388, 399). The  divine 
force within them may be invoked with bell and 
conch, and welcomed; at times the image is un- 
dressed, bathed, oiled, dressed, and ornamented; 
then circumambulated, presented with offerings, 
supplicated (prcirthani), and finally bade farewell 
o r  put to bed. Deities in their passive, nonmilitant 
forms are offered foods (fruits, grains, spices, milk, 
honey, oil), vermilion powder, betel, flowers, and 
lighted lamps. But deities in their frightful forms 
(ghora, bhairaua, ugra), prefer blood and alcohol, 
the ualidina.@ In Newari, the gods who accept this 

O In Nepal the term ~al idana (bali, balidarr) usually sig- 
nifies animal sacrifice; tlre term n~ahit~al i ,  great sacrifice, 
refers to five different types of ritually acceptable animals. 

lo There are a few exceptions in which, for a special 
reason, usually explained by a legend, the sacrificial animal 
is presented to the deity alive but actually slaughtered 
elsewhere. Sacrifices to Sankhu Vajrayogini, for example, 
take place in front of GaneSa, halfway down the moun- 
tain side, while at the shrine of Pacali Bhairava blood sac- 
rifice is received by a vetdla, a goblin-like creature whose 

type of sacrifice are classified Irituridyo. Such racri- 
ficc is very common in Nepal, although in India 
it has now greatly declined in fashion. Thus, as the 
terrible Hhairava, Siva demands blood and alcohol, 
but shuns such offerings in hir passive forms. His 
consort requires different offerings in accc~rdancc 
with her manifestations as Durga or as I'irvati, 
the one fearful, the other benign. The Buddha 
and benign Ibdhisattvas reject blood and alcohol, 
but tantric Buddhist deities, such as Heruka or 
Vajrayogini, expect it. So also does GaneSa in all 
his forms. The sacrificial animal may be a ritually 
selected cock, a goat, on occasion a buffalo, or, as 
at the annual Dasai~i festival to I>urg;i, thousands 
of various acceptable animals. In most instances, 
the sacrificial animal is killed before the deity, 
whose image is sprayed with the warm blood.I0 
The  flesh can be consumed by thc donor i f  his 
caste or class does not proscribe the eating of meat 
or this kind of meat. Human sacrifice, a feature of 
blood sacrifice up to the very recent past, is almost 
certainly no longer practiced in Nepal. 

Another familiar type of sacrifice is the burnt 
offering (yajia, homa), a Vedic legacy. The  obla- 
tions to be consumed, usually grains, ghee, and 
yogurt, are placed in a sacrificial ladle and burned 
over a fire contained in a sanctified space, the 
yajia-kunda or yajia-mandala, previously described 
(Plates 383, 492, 493). Such a place is conceived 
as the mouth of Agni, the fire god, who carries 
the sacrifice heavenward to the designated deities. 
T h e  yajHa is in the hands of priests, and is no long- 
er on the grand scale of the past, when the koti- 
homa, kofyihuti (ten million burnt oblations) was 
a regular practice of nobility. T h e  tul idina sacri- 
fice ("scale gift"), popular even into Malla times, 
in which the donor offered his own weight in gold 
and gems to the deity, is no longer performed.11 

image is placed just outside the shrine (Plate 369). At 
other shrines where thc deities do not accept direct blood 
sacrifice, it is oflered to nhyaphadyo, an intermediary usu- 
ally in the form of a natural boulder. 

l l  A type of ~rtlidana was practiced even into the nine- 
teenth century, when Jang Bahadur Rana on at least two 
occasions had himself weighed against grains that werc 
then distributed to the Brahmans and the poor (Pudma 
Rana 1974:23R, 253). 
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T h e  inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley, 
whether they are Newar or Gorkhali, Sivamiirgi or 
Buddhamirgi, rural or urban, high or low caste, 
rich or poor, sophisticated or illi,terate, or whatever 
other way they may differ, find a common meet- 
ing ground not only in their gods but in their 
social behavior, attitudes, and customs. Like the 
religions to which these aspects are so intimately 
bound-for none is wholly secular-they are rooted 
in ancient Indian tradition. (The Newar commu- 
nity, in addition, observes many practices that are 
apparently indigenous, distinctively theirs, and on- 
ly a few of which are emulated by the Gorkhali 
sector.) 

One of the attitudes held in common by all 
Nepalese, for example, is veneration for one's an- 
cestors. N o  life is complete without issue, prefer- 
ably including at least one male, who can super- 
vise the disposal of deceased parents and care for 
their eternal spiritual welfare thereafter. T h e  
jriddha, a ceremony performed by all adult males 
(except ascetic mendicants [sannyasins]) in honor 
of and for the benefit of deceased ancestors, is uni- 
versally observed, and no Nepali would wittingly 
break a chain that without beginning or end links 
each individual to the remote past and the infinite 
future. By specific funeral practices, by simple daily 
offerings and more complex annual commemora- 
tive ceremonies, the living specifically unite them- 
selves to several sets of forbears.'' Ancestors are 
also venerated in the kuladevati, a lineage or fam- 
ily (@la) deity, with which an extensive patrilin- 
eal kin group (loosely, "clan") has special ties. 
Acquired at birth and immutable, the kuladevati 
bears the name of a deity in  the Hindu-Buddhist 
pantheon.13 (Both ethnic groups, Newar and 
Gorkhali, also share the concept of a personal god 
[ i~tadevat i ]  with whom the individual maintains 
intimate personal ties. Unlike the kuladevati, the 
i,ctadevati is self-chosen and can be rejected or 

'?On the Newar h i d d h a  see Nepali 1$65:141-143. 
'"he Newars worship a kin-group deity known as 

degu (degrili, deglturi, digu, deu ih) .  It is a very impor- 
tant god, and there is no religious or social function con- 
cerning the family, or its individual members, in which 
the d e p  would not be propitiated and its benevolence 
sought. I t  is not clear whether the Newar degu and &la- 
dcuati are actually synonymous, but with slight differences, 
they seem to be (Slusser and Vajracharya 1973a). 

changed at will.) Nepalese ancestor worship is 
concretized with no formal name and few art-his- 
torical monuments, save those temples and sculp- 
tures dedicated in the memory of the deceased that 
they may reach, not extinction as theory exacts, but 
heaven." Nonetheless, ancestor worship is a neces- 
sary part of Nepalese social and religious life, and 
a primary, integral institution of Valley-wide cul- 
ture. 

Another universal feature of Valley life is the 
observance of the samsairas (sacraments), the rites 
de passage, or threshold crossings, that mark the 
stages of the individual's life from conception to 
death, and hem it with rites and sanctions that are 
essentially religious, even when sometimes osten- 
sibly secular. In contemporary Nepal, ten principal 
sacraments are prescribed and although, again, 
there are differences in  interpretation and perform- 
ance in both ethnic and religious terms, in essence 
they are similar for all Nepalese. One  of the sam- 
skdras, for example, is rice-feeding, the Nepali 
anna-priiana, Newari maca junko, an important 
family ceremony in which the newborn baby re- 
ceives its first solid food. Others are ear-piercing, 
tonsure, rites associated with education, the attain- 
ment of puberty, investiture of the sacred thread 
(limited to Sivamlrgi of proper caste), rites con- 
cerning betrothal, marriage, and old age, funeral 
obsequies, and, finally, the i r iddha  (Plates 23, 412, 

487-489, 492). 
Although most pervasive among the Newars, 

the guthi, a common interest group with collective 
responsibilities and privileges, is another universal 
feature of the Kathmandu Valley. If one marvels 
at the apparently unbroken continuity of various 
cults and practices, it can be in part explained by 
this ancient and characteristic institution that has 
its roots in the g o s ~ h i  of ancient India and Licchavi 
Nepal. By means of the gosthilguthi, in conform- 
ance with dharma, kings and the affluent have 

'"The only perlnanent monuments specifically related 
to ancestor worship are the upright stone slabs scattered 
in various places, usually in groups, each slab of which is 
su~n~nari ly  decorated with a torana and pierced with a 
triangular opening. Such slabs symbolize the kulndeuati, 
and it is in front of them that the Newars perform their 
degupi j i ,  an annual event of great importance when all 
degus are worshiped. 
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donated lands in the name of a, particular temple, 
to a particular deity, or for the perpetuation of a 
particular type of worship. From the proceeds de- 
rived from the produce of the designated lands, it 
was possible to keep the temples in repair, to re- 
store an icon, or to perform a given ritual. As long 
as these donations were not revoked by a later 
hand (as they were occasionally), or the endow- 
ment did not fall into disuse for some other rea- 
son, the landed income functioned in perpetuity 
to maintain the continuity of temple, image, and 
worship. 

Although the Newars are far and away the most 
enthusiastic in celebrating sacred occasions by fes- 
tive observances, festivals are a prominent aspect 
of Valley life, in which all the inhabitants share. 
There are hundreds of such occasions, and it is 
probable that not a day passes without a public 
celebration somewhere of a sacred event. Many 
festivals, especially among the farming communi- 
ties, are concerned with the agricultural calendar- 
preparing the fields, ensuring their fertility, sow- 
ing, and reaping. Other festivals concern the 
~ h a s e s  of the moon, eclipses, the changing seasons, 
mythological events; and the births, deeds, and be- 
stowal of honor on the gods, godlings, and holy 
men. Still others celebrate parents and ancestors, 
the cow, dog, crow, frog, and snake. T h e  observ- 
ance of these occasions varies from fasting, penance, 
and vigils to great joyous fairs (mela) crowded 
with merrymakers. Festivals may be accompanied 
by sacrifices to the gods and offerings to the needy, 
the lighting of lamps, reading and listening to 
sacred texts, the taking of vows (vrata), ritual 
bathing, the erection of symbolic poles (dhvaja) 
and swings, chariot processions, the wearing of cos- 
tumes, masked dance performances, gambling, and 
the public display of special images and sacred 
objects. 

Nepalese catholicity of worship and tolerance for 
diverse faiths, practices, and deities is founded on 
antecedents that, respecting royalty, at least, may 
be traced to the beginning of written history in the 
Kathmandu Valley. Specific declaration of sect af- 

l 5  The Rana prime ministers were an exception in that 
they actively opposed, and at times persecuted, Buddhists, 
at least the casteless Tibetan ones who posed a threat to 
the i~nposition on Nepalese society of the Ranas' extreme 

filiation was apparently no concern of any king 
before hp iuvarman (seventh century A.D.). Mina- 
deva I (ca. A.D. 464.505) claimed no spcific cult, 
but was perhaps Vaitnava or perhaps, as his grand- 
father Vrsadeva is known to have been, a Hud- 
dhist. H e  selectcd the Buddhist Cutpv ih i ra  as a 
fitting site for penance, and made numcrous im- 
portant Buddhist donations. Yet he saw no con- 
flict in consecrating images of Visau or in raising 
a victory pillar to him (Plates 47, 3%). Similarly, 
his daughter Vijayavati found it fining to erect a 
Sivalihga in the memory of her father (Platc 332). 
Even Arpiuvarman, although avowing his primary 
devotion to Siva, extended his patronage to Visnu, 
other Brahmanical and Vedic divinities, and to the 
Buddhist deities and uihriror, one of which he 
founded. Similarly, Jayadeva I1  (ca. A.D. 71<-733), 
in offering a silver lotus to I'aiupati, at the sarnc 
time found it proper to salute the Hodhisattva 
Avalokiteivara. It is probable, because of the tena- 
ciousness of what must be in part indigenous folk 
beliefs, that the Licchavi kings also embraced local 
cults with the same expansive catholicism they 
evinced toward the formal Indian systems. 

Without distinction, as the documents again and 
again attest, Nepalese rulers in all timcs have of- 
fered their patronage in equal measure to all the 
gods.'' For example, in the fifteenth century Jyo- 
tirmalla, one of Yaksa's sons, saw fit to proclaim 
at Pajupatinitha his restoration of Svayambhii- 
nitha; and later, at Svayambh~,  the Saiva kings 
Ranajit of Bhaktapur and Prithvi Narayan of 
Gorkha jointly offered repairs. Worthy seven- 
teenthtentury kings such as S iddhinaras ida  or 
Pratipamalla not only ardently courted Taleju and 
Pajupati, but, without discrimination, built Brah- 
manical shrines and Buddhist vihirar, consecrated 
images for both, extended a matching bounty of 
gifts and endowments, and with equal devotion 
assisted at the rites and celebrations of all the gods, 
formal and folk. Even the representatives of Christ 
received hospitable welcome in the Valley, al- 
though their brief stay, cut short by Prithvi Na- 
rayan's distrust of foreigners-not their faith-pre- 

notions respecting caste See Rosscr 1966:8041, and espc- 
cially the account of a Buddhist monk who was subject to 
this persecution (Dhar~naloka ryjo). 
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cluded the possibility of His absorption into the 
all-embracing pantheon. 

This is not to say that the Kathmandu Valley 
has never been scarred with rel igio~~s discord. 
Buddhist theologians have often registered their 
scorn for Brahmanical gods by having them de- 
picted in sculptures and paintings trampled un- 
derfoot by the gods of their own choice. And there 
is the well-known example of the Hadigaon pillar 
inscription from the sixth century A.D. in which the 
Vaisnava Anuparama expresses unbridled scorn 
for the Buddhists. Legend and the later chronicles 
also echo sectarian dissension when they speak of 
the Buddhist tribulations purportedly engendered 
by S a i ~ k a r i c i r ~ a ,  the zealous ninth-century Indian 
Saiva reformer, and of the Buddhamirgi's merci- 
less revenge."' This state of affairs, for example, is 
commemorated by the Char Dhunge site at a 
crossroads in Naksal, Kathmandu (Map 4:15). A 
rectangular pit bounded by four stones (the cira 
dhurige) is claimed to have been filled to over- 
flowing with the Brahmanical janais (yajtiopavita, 
sacred thread) torn by the Buddhists from the bod- 
ies of the offending Sivamiirgis. Other accounts at- 
test the rivalry between the vajricirya and Brah- 
man icirya for supremacy in magic power; the 
one, for example, immobilizing Sankariicirya from 
mounting the steps of Vajrayogini's shrine at 
Sankhu, the other overturning a large stupa still 
seen in this undignified position at the top of the 
stairs. 

But all this seems to have been largely confined 
to the realm of the theologians, who registered it 
in the chronicles and local Puranas, Buddhist or 
Brahmanical. It must have little affected the every- 
day behavior of the people (or even the priests 
themselves) upon whom today, certainly, these the- 
ological distinctions simply do not register. When, 
for example, almost any multiarmed deity, male or 
female, is worshiped by both Buddhamiirgi and 
Sivamirgi, priests and people, as the adored Rhaga- 
vati, how much more sophistication is demanded to 
differentiate between such sectarian images as Hari- 

Ifl Wright 1~66:79-H1, 107-108; Hasrat 1r)70:38-40, 47-48, 
I t  is not wholly impossible that the renovation of the 
Licchavi caityas, in wliicli the finials were renloved ant1 
perhaps images also (as rliscussed in Chapter 7 ) ,  is a visi- 
ble sign of, nncl t l~e  only witness ro, some sectarian dis- 

Hari-Harivihanodbhavn-lokeivara and Garudi- 
sana V i s ~ ~ u ,  the one a Buddhist icon in which 
Lokeivara ,triumphantly rides Visnu, the other 
Vaisnava, in which Vis11u rides his mount Ga- 
ruda? In  the Kathmandu Valley, even gods whom 
the texts would have as antagonists stand harmoni- 
ously together receiving the same due in the same 
shrine. Over and over it is the same theme, the 
linga beside the stupa, Sambhu (Siva) in harmony 
with Svayambhu (Plates 331, 354,506). T o  the Ne- 
pali it is quite in order that a Buddhist monastery 
should be called PaSupati-vihiira, that a linga 
should be worshiped in a vihira courtyard or 
placed within a Buddhist shrine, and that even 
Lord Paiupati should annually wear a Buddhist 
crown and be worshiped as a Buddhist divinity. 
In the Valley, Buddha is at once Visnu and Siva, 
and with perfect logic Visnu in the form of Bud- 
dha can establish in Nepal (as he is said to have 
done at Piirvati's command) a Sivalinga by name 
Karunikeivara, a term half-Buddhist, half-Saiva.17 

As a specific, but purely random, example of 
contemporary Nepali nonsectarianism one may re- 
gard the hilltop shrine of Mhaipi-ajimi, an impor- 
tant goddess of Greater Kathmandu (Map 4:2). 
Mhaipi-ajimi is worshiped by Buddhists as Jnina- 
dnkini, by Hindus as Maheivari, or by either sim- 
ply as Ajimi,  a forbidding divinity much favored 
by boksis (witches) who, it is said, often fore- 
gather there. This goddess shares her shrine proper 
with "Singhini" and "Baghini," ubiquitous guar- 
dian figures of Buddhist derivation, with the Bod- 
hisattva Avalokite.Evara, with Siva, with D u r g i  
as U m i  (and in a number of separate manifes- 
tations, as the Navadurgi),  with Agni, Gaaes'a, a 
serpent king, and one or two "curing gods" and 
local godlings. Nearby in the courtyard are sub- 
sidiary shrines and images that include Kcsna, 
N i r i i y a ~ ~ a ,  Ganeia, again, the Five Tathigatas, and 
the shrine of a Jyapu family's kuladevati. 

T h e  catholicity of Nepali worship is equally well- 
illustrated by a painting of the game of chance 
known to Nepalis as nigapisa ("snake-dice") and 

sension about which we otherwise have no information. 
This aspect is discusser1 by Wiesncr 1980. 
" Ncpila-nzuhirl~~i~u, chap. I ,  vv. 57-66; chap. 12, \'v. 

r j .  
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often elsewhere as "snakes and ladders" (Plate 331). 
I3y means of dice, players move through the 
squares from the bottom to the top. There are sev- 
enty-two squares, each occupied by one or more 
deities, or an anthropomorphized philosophical 
concept or aspect of human behavior ( rn iv i ,  illu- 
sion, and lobha, greed, for example). As deter- 
mined by one's throw, the inauspicious black 
snakes lead from evil behavior to fierce gods; the 
auspicious red snakes, and one polycephalous 
white one, from good behavior to benign gods. 
The  object of the game is to arrive in Siva-, Visnu-, 
and Brahrniloka, the heaven of the chief Brahman- 
ical triad; the three are represented in the top center 
squares numbered 67-69, and repeated in larger for- 
mat at the top. Though the triad proclaims the 
Sivamargi bias of this particular painting, it by 
no means prevents the inclusion of deities from 
other sources. There are several Buddhist divini- 
ties, for example at  squares lo, 32, and 50; others 
are purely folk--for example, the Naga at number 
14, and Apana at 53-while many others cannot 
easily be categorized and may be local manifesta- 
tions.18 

Despite the tolerance the Nepalese show for each 
others' gods, it has long been fashionable and poli- 
tic to profess Sivamiirga, the premier religion of 
what is now hailed as the "only Hindu  kingdom 
in the world." T h e  popularity of Buddhism began 
to decline in the twelfth century, and the decline 
was accelerated with the advent of Sthitimalla, and 
again with the Gorkhali conquest. Even among the 
Newars, traditionally Buddhist adherents, Sivaism 
is emerging triumphant. By Oldfield's estimate, as 
recently as 1880 two-thirds of the Newars were 
Buddhists,'%ut at the 1971 census only 7.5 percent 

l q  As generously verified by Mahesh Raj Pant, reading 
left to right ant1 right to left from bottoln to top, the tlei- 
ties and concepts are identified by number and name as 
follows: I Utpatti, 2 M i y i ,  3 Krodha. 4 Lobha, 5 Bhava- 
loka, 6 Mohn, 7 Mada. 8 A icar~a ,  9 Kinla, l o  Tapa, 1 1  

Gandharva, 1 2  Asardhi, 1 3  Adideva(?),  14 Candra, Sirya, 
15  N iga ,  16 D o ~ a ,  17 Dayi ,  18  Harsa, 19  Karma, 20 Dina,  
21 Dharma, 2. Main-ti. 23 Indraloka, 34 Susanga, 25 Ku- 
sanga, 26 Soka, 27 Pratharna, 28 Sudharrna, 29 Adharma, 
30 Uttama, 31 Sparia, 32 Mahiloka, 33 Gandha. 34 Rasa, 
35 Nrpn, 36 Sabda, 37 Ji'anam, 38 Prina, 39 Sarnina, 40 
Dhyina, 41 Janaloka, 42 Antara, 43 Sitldhi, 44 Kuvitlyi, 
45 Suvidyi, 46 \'iveka, 47 Sarasvati, 48 Yamuni, 49  Gan- 

of all Nepali respondents claimed to be lhddhist,  
compared to 89.4 percent Hindu . 'Vut  these sta- 
tistics reflect, more than the attrition of Buddhist 
doctrine, the social milieu and the need to "pass" 
into Sivamarga if one is to get ahead in a Hindu 
kingdom. It corresponds to "climbing the ladder" 
(siri carnu) by means of intercaste marriage. More- 
over, the statistics tell nothing about the Buddhist 
deities, who for the most part continue to receive 
their immemorial due, even i f  some of their de- 
votees wish to call themselves Sivamirgi. All Nep- 
alese may adore Siva PaSupati, but so also do they 
Matsyendranitha. 

It is obvious that in the Kathmandu Valley, re- 
ligion is not a compartment to be entered once a 
week or in times of stress, but an all-pervasive 
force that continuously affects almost every action 
in each person's life, even those actions that are 
ostensibly secular and social. It is religion, also, that 
has endowed the Valley with untold numbers of 
shrines and  temple^,^' sculptures and paintings. 
And it is essentially religion that has inspired an 
immense body of legend and folklore, which in 
its way also has created "monuments" of the Kath- 
mandu Valley. 

As a fundamental part of the culture, therefore, 
religion in the Kathmandu Valley cannot be stud- 
ied in isolation, or by means of one or two disci- 
pllnes. For example, one cannot understand Nep- 
alese Buddhism through recourse to general texts 
on Buddhist philosophy. Nor can Nepalese Bud- 
dhism be grasped by studying only its sculptures 
and shrines as art-historical monuments, or the 
behavior of Nepalese Bilddhists as anthropological 
subjects. Nor can the status of Nepalese Buddhism 
today be understood without reference to its past. 

g i .  50 Tapaloka, 51 Prthvi, 52 Teja, 53 Apina, 54 Bhakti, 
55 Ahamkira. 56 AkiSa. 57 Vayu, 58 Agni, 59 Matyaloka, 
60 Subuddhi, 61 Durbuddhi, 62 Suruci, 63 Timasa, 64 
Prakrti, 65 Vaivasvaka, 66 Anandaloka, 67 Sivaloka, 68 
Visnuloka. 69 Brahrniloka, 7 Satvoguna, 71  Rajoguna, 
72 Tarnoguna. 

'Wldfieltl 188o:11, 132. 
20 The  remainder are Muslim and of other faiths, in- 

cluding slightly more than a hundred Jains. 
21 The  only intensive survey yet conducted of the monu- 

ments of the Kathmandu Valley estimates that there are 
clase to 10,ooo sacred shrines (Kathntandrr Valley 1975: 
I,  33).  a gross underestimate, in 111y opinion. 
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To  a certain extent, the understanding of Nepalese 
religion depends on a multiplicity of approaches 
and methods, flexible and varied to suit the mate- 
rial. Except in special instances, Brahmanism in 
the Kathmandu Valley-its doctrines, practices, 
and continued untroubled success--does not seem 
to be sufficiently different from that of India to 
merit particular attention. But the local aspects of 
Nepalese Buddhism, together with its evolution 
and dissolution through the years, demand just 
that. In the instance of indigenous cults, such as 
that of the all-important Red Matsyendraniitha, 
still another approach is required. For here the gen- 
esis, history, and the contemporary manifestations 
of his cult are aspects of primary concern. Or  
again, while Visnu's role in contemporary culture 
is less pervasive than that of Siva/Bhairava or the 
Mother Goddesses, in contrast to them his icons 
are manifold. Diverse, and including the most 
monumental and magnificent, Visnu icons permit 
an unparalleled documentation of the underlying 
philosophy of one of the most interesting deities 
in the Kathmandu Valley. Or, to take another ex- 
ample: the goddesses in their beneficent forms are 
merely beautiful creatures, to be admired but not 
feared and, frankly, they are not very interesting. 
They provide beautiful sculptures but legends of 
limited appeal, and with the exception of Laksmi, 
they take a back seat in Nepalese culture. These 
same goddesses in their maleficent forms provide 
compelling legends, if few noteworthy sculptures, 
and their worship is all-embracing and all-perva- 
sive. But in all instances, precisely because so little 
factual material has been gathered about the tem- 
ples, uihirar, stupas, and in situ sculptures, my pri- 
mary aim in this section is to focus on the monu- 
ments. In so doing, my purpose is to provide a 
more solid historical foundation upon which the 
physical remains may be viewed, to show how 
they shed light on the Valley's past, and what they 
signify in contemporary Nepalese society. 

While it is Buddhism and Brahmanism that 
have spawned most of the monuments that crowd 
the Valley, indigenous and folk religions also have 
their monuments. These are the web of legend and 

22 For the Fish of Asan-to1 see Slusser rg7za:g-12; Bheda- 
singa, worshiped as Bhairava, is a stone ram's head buried 
in a Kathmandu crossroads, a "curiosity" whose interest- 

what, for lack of a better term, may be labeled 
"curiosities." The Fish of Asan-tol, the head of 
Bheda-singa, or the Twelve-year Wellz2 are scarce- 
ly objects of aesthetic appreciation, but no less than 
the art monuments they eloquently reveal the do- 
main of the gods, which in the Kathmandu Valley 
is never very distant from that of the mortals. The 
rich legends and folk tales merge the history of 
earthly beings and that of the gods, and often 
propose to explain (and sometimes do) the divine 
manifestations in stone, wood, paint, and bronze. 
Studded with the names of prestigious kings and 
priests, gods and demigods who have trod the sa- 
cred Valley, the web of legend unites, and indeed 
confounds, the past and present and links the 
sacred sites one to another. The legends add an 
important dimension to in situ monuments, and 
often assist in unraveling their mysteries. For ex- 
ample, without recourse to folklore and anthropol- 
ogy, the nature of the "Jalaiayana Visnu" of Balaju, 
a seventh-century image long believed a seven- 
teenth-century work, could never have been re- 
vealed a millennium after its in~ta l la t ion .~~ 

The  headings of this section devoted to the sa- 
cred monuments and the gods are misleading, for 
they belie the fundamental aspect of Nepalese cul- 
ture that I have just described, in which doctrines 
and practices are largely syncretic, and the deities 
comprise a single pantheon worshiped by all. But 
in this context some division is required to unravel 
the complex nature of Nepalese religion in its his- 
torical, anthropological, and artistic ramifications. 
Thus, the section is somewhat arbitrarily divided 
into four chapters: the Brahmanical and Vedic 
gods, Buddhism, the female divinities, and folk 
and indigenous cults. I have brought a11 the god- 
desses together for several reasons. One is an at- 
tempt to simplify the chapters devoted to the gods; 
and another is the difficulty, both iconographic 
and philosophical, in categorizing the goddesses by 
cult. For example, often only the context allows us 
to identify with certainty such major goddesses of 
the two as the Brahmanical Pirvati and 
Laksmi and the Buddhist TiiA. Further, in their 
ferocious forms the goddesses are made one in 

ing history remains to be told; on  the Twelve-year Well, 
see Chapter 12. 

2 3 1 u s ~ e r  and Vajracharya 1973:89-125. 
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their common bond of tantrism and folk practice. 
The final chapter treats of a particular group of 
gods and demigods, voluptuous dryads and aus- 
tere saints, emaciated sages and yogis, and the mys- 
tery of water and the serpents who dwell within. 
These represent a fabulous potpourri of local and 
foreign personalities who, in sum, convey much of 
the unique flavor of the Kathmandu Valley. 

T H E  BRAHMANICAL G O D S  

The Cult of Siva 

Siva, one of the triad at the summit of the Brah- 
manical pantheon (with Brahml and Visnu), is 
the paramount god of Nepal (Plates 332-369). His 
origins are obscure, but he corresponds to the Vedic 
Rudra, metamorphosed over the years by the accre- 
tion of innumerable, and often seemingly conflict- 
ing, concepts.24 But by at least two cen,turies before 
the birth of Christ, the syncretic deity existed under 
the name Siva, Auspicious. 

Of diverse nature, Siva is at once pacific 
(saurnya, i in ta )  and fierce (ghora, ugra, bhairava). 
H e  personifies the disintegrative forces of the cos- 
mos, death and destruction, and the malignant 
forces of nature. H e  is also associated with creation 
and preservation, respectively the primary functions 
of Brahma and Visnu. Not  only is Siva auspicious, 
he is (the Great Lord (Maheivara), the Great God 
(Mahideva), Lord of the Universe (Jageivara), 
Lord of Animals (Paiupati) and, indeed, he has 
more than a thousand names that define his multi- 
ple aspects. At  times he is a benign god who plays 
an ordinary role of loving husband and doting 
father intent on  the pleasures of family life (Plates 
349-355). Yet he is at once Nataraja, the cosmic 
dancer, to whose thunderous rhythms the worlds 
tremble (Plates 196, 356, 357). H e  is also Yogei- 
vara, the arch yogi, ash-smeared and with matted 
locks. And, again, he is Demon Lord (Bhuteivara) 
or the Terrible One (Bhairava), gruesome and 
fearful to behold, a god to be placated with blood 

Z 4  The evidence is inconclusive respecting Siva's history. 
The muchdiscussed Mohenjo-daro seal, often supposed to 
represent a prototype of Siva Paiupati, has recently been 
shown to have nothing to do with the deity, and most 
probably to represent a divine bull-man (Srinivasan 

and alcohol rather than adored with flowers and 
vermilion (Plates 361 -369). 

Siva's cognizances (weapons, dress, ornaments, 
signs, and gestures) are many. Chief among them 
are his vertically positioned third eye and an erect 
penis (rirdhvalinga). The  former is the organ of 
destruction from which his terrible wrath blazes 
forth; the latter, a symbol of yogic self-control in 
which psycho-sexual energy is converted to spirit- 
ual benefit. Other important symbols of Siva are 
the trident (triirila), the double-headed drum 
(damaru), the ascetic's rosary (rudmtsa mild) and 
water pot (tamandalu, tumbi), and tiger-skin loin 
cloth and serpent ornaments, a complement that 
varies in accordance with a given manifestation. 
Siva's vehicle and omnipresent companion is Nan- 
di, the placid bull; his consort is Pirvati (and her 
innumerable aspects and names as Siva's iakt i ) ;  
and his children are Kirttikeya, the warrior god, 
and Ganeia, the elephant-headed maker and re- 
mover of trouble. Siva's principal abode is Mt. 
Kailisa in the Himalaya (Map I). 

The Abstract Siva: .fiualirigas 
Siva's generative role is testified by many of his 

names, such as Hiranya-retas (Having Golden 
Semen) or Gh~isheivara ("rubbing lord," Lord of 
Coition), and in some measure by the linga (phal- 
lus). But whatever t h e  linga, o r  Sivalinga, may 
have once signified-and does still in Nepali folk 
practice-in developed Sivaism it is of limited sig- 
nificance as a symbol of procreation. In either case, 
symbol of yogic control o r  procreation, the linga 
is the deity's abstract (niskala) form, his primary 
manifestation, and takes many shapes. T h e  natu- 
ralistic forms favored in pre-Gupta Indiaz5 are not 
familiar in Nepal, however, where for the most 
part lingas tend to be abstractions only vaguely 
reminiscent of an erect penis. An evocative boulder 
or other object (Plate 334) is also frequently wor- 
shiped as Siva's emblem, as is occasionally even a 
worn Licchavi caitya whose Buddhist origin has 
been forgotten. 

1976). Nonetheless, such a bull-man may have become one 
of the important strands of Siva's complex nature. 

25 The Gudimallam linga, for example (Banerjea 1956: 
pl. xxxi, 3) .  
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Typically, the Nepali linga is a shaft of carved 
stone, round in cross-section or in segments of dif- 
ferent shapes (Plates 49,332-334). These are square, 
octagonal, and round, three parts that symbolize 
among other things the Brahmanical triad. Some- 
times the shaft is elaborated with an engraved line 
(brahmdsitra) that demarcates the glans and then 
vividly recalls the symbol's origin as the male or- 
gan of copulation (Plate 333). Less common are 
"face lingas" (tnrikhalinga) which combine phallic 
and anthropomorphic components. This juxtaposi- 
tion alludes to the concept of raising transubstanti- 
ated semen to the highest psychic center, the head. 
Some midkhalirigas bear the deity's face carved in 
high relief on  one side of the shaft only, known 
then as a one-face linga (ekatnukhalinga) (Plates 
334-336), others bear four equidistant faces, and 
are called caturmukhalirigas (Plates 337-342). Each 
of the four is different, and they are generally held 
to characterize the basic aspects of Siva, pacific and 
terrific. Rut the four faces (together with an imag- 
ined fifth) are regarded otherwise by the Pis'u- 
patas, the Saiva sect most intimately associated 
with Nepal. They interpret the faces as the five 
elements, which signify Siva as the personification 
of the universe. 

In  Nepal some of the linga faces, pacific and ter- 
rific, are coiffed with tight curls such as are usually 
associated with Buddha images (Plates 337, 338). In  
most instances such lingas probably originated spe- 
cifically as Pis'upata cult objects, and the curly-head- 
ed aspect represents Lakulis'a, the revered systema- 
tizer of the PPs'upata sect.20 In the Indian tradition, 
LakuliSa often appropriates iconographic features 
of the Buddha, such as his short curls and his dhar- 
macaljra mudrd, Turning the Wheel of the Law. 
But a four-faced linga in Mrigasthali, unique to 
my knowledge, has two such heads carved on op- 
posite sides of the linga (Plate 337). They are both 

2TThis probably took place about thesecond century A.D., 

and since that time Lakuliia has been intimately associated 
with the develop~nent of the cult. 

?'Pal 1gj4:fig. 123. See also fig. 124 for a different view 
of the Mrigasthali linga. 

2R lt may be seen in Pal 1974:fig. 124, who also con- 
cluded that rhe Mrigasthali image bears the head of the 
Uuddlia (84-85). 

Local persons claim that the image was so named for 

of pacific mien, therefore excluding Aghora, the 
euphemistically named fierce aspect of Siva com- 
monly represented on caturmu~halingas, who is 
sometimes depicted with short curls.27 Given the 
syncretic religious climate of Nepal, where a lings 
such as Karunikes'vara bears a name half-Bud- 
dhist, half-~aiva, it is likely that one of the Mrigas- 
thali linga Faces does, in fact, represent the Bud- 
dha. One  of the two even has the usnisa, typically 
a laksana of the BuddhazR This  particular linga 
also bears one Ardhaniris'vara face-that is, one 
side male, the other female-a conjoint representa- 
tion of Siva and his consort U m i ,  often declared 
as residing in o r  near the linga. Such faces are fair- 
ly common on Nepalese caturmukhalingas, as may 
be observed on the linga known as TimreSvara 
(Copper Lord) ,  in Deopatan (Plate 340).~' O n  the 
right, Uma's side of the Tiimreivara face, the hair 
is brushed into elegant ringlets which, cascading co- 
quettishly over her brow, are restrained by a crested 
tiara. T h e  tiara is more elaborate on  Umi's side; in 
the helix of her ear she wears a jeweled half-moon 
stud, and in the lobe, a large disc. Siva's coiffure 
is altogether different; part of it is pulled up into 
his characteristic j a g  in which the symbolic half 
moon is stuck, the remainder flows behind his ear. 
H e  wears a serpent earring. A peculiarity of the 
androgynous Timres'vara (together with others oc- 
curring on  Nepali coturmtikhalingas) is that U m i  
is placed on  the right side. This  is contrary to ex- 
pectations; in theory female divinities belong on 
the left side of their consorts (Plates 349-355, 389, 
390, 397). This is Pzrvati's place in ordinary 
Ardhaniris'vara syncretisms, Laksmi's  lace when 
joined to Visnu (Plate 409),30 and even Visnu's 
place when joined with Siva (Plates 358, 359). 
Visnu's position in the traditional female place is 
determined by his role in  the Churning of the 
Ocean legend. H e  took the Form of the bewitching 

a copper sheath (koia, ~avaca)  that once embellished it, 
but which some impious person appropriated. One won- 
ders rather whether the nnlne may, in fact, derive fro111 
Tin~rakuctaiila, a reference point Jnyadeva I1 mentions in 
this general vicinity (D. Vajracharya r973:inscr. 149 [563- 

57'1 ). 
Except when Visnu is flanked by both of his chief 

companions, Laksmi and Garucla, when Laksmi occupies 
the place of honor on the right (Plate 383). 
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Mohini in order to cheat the asuras of their share 
of the immortalizing amrta. The  convention of 
placing the female on the right in the mukhalitiga 
syncretisms seems to be without precedent, and 
can apparently only be explained as another exam- 
ple of the Nepali penchant for innovation. This 
may also explain a peculiar linga-like sculpture in 
Bankali, Paiupatinatha; rather than bearing a face 
on one side, the linga itself terminates in a com- 
plete head, bearded and with an elaborate coif- 
f ~ r e . ~ '  Of indeterminate date, the personage's hair- 
style is reminiscent of some of the earliest known 
Nepali sculptures, such as the Makhan-to1 Garuda, 
Kathmandu, and others that are more difficult to 
place in time (Plate g g ~ ) . ~ '  The  bust may repre- 
sent a yogi, and could even mark the gravesite of 
a rannydsin, a class of persons who are interred 
rather than cremated. There are many such tombs 
in the Bankali-Mrigasthali area. T h e  bust may also 
represent Lord ~ i v a  himself. 

Beneath the faces sculptured on Nepalese mukha- 
lingas there is usually a pair of relief hands that 
display the water vessel and seed rosary (kaman- 
dalu or tumbi, and rudraksa m i l i ) ,  two charac- 
teristic yogic emblems common to Siva's iconog- 
raphy. These, in effect, make of the "faces" a bust. 
T h e  linga normally stands upright in a jalahiri, a 
rectangular or round base, grooved and spouted to 
drain the oblations. Although popularly believed 
to represent the female sex organ ( ~ o n i ) ,  the jala- 
hdri came to be interpreted in this way only as a 
comparatively late tradition, especially under the 
influence of vdtnicdri (left-hand) tantra. 

In  the Kathmandu Valley, lingas may bear spe- 
cific names, usually compounds of the donor's or 
some other distinctive name, and Is'vara (Lord, 
that is, Siva)-thus Ratneivara (from the name 
Ratnasai~gha), Nepileivara, Kiriteivara (Plate 
336), or Kumbheivara (literally, Lord Water Ves- 
sel) (Plates 341, 342)." A linga may be installed 
as the principal cult object of a temple (as is Pas'u- 
patinatha or Kurnbheivara), be placed in a simple 
shrine, or be set up  as an unnamed emblem open 

3' Discussed and illustrated by Pal r974:51-52, figs. 72, 

73. 
The Makhan-to1 Garuda may be seen in Pal 1974: 

figs. 99. 100. 
33 On this important linga see Chapter 12. 

to the skies. Lingas frequently commemorate the 
dead, and are sometimes established as part of the 
iriddha ceremonies. Others honor the living. One 
such, for example, provides the second datcd mon- 
ument in Nepal, Samvat JHR Jye~tha (A.D. 466).3' 
Although a linga may be established at any auspi- 
cious place-and thousands are scattercd through- 
out the Valley-a favored location is beside a river, 
particularly at its confluence (veni, dobhana). An 
even more favored place is in the environs of a 
prestigious Saiva tirtha (holy place, place of pil- 
grimage), foremost of which is Paiupatinitha. 

In his yogic and creative aspect symbolized by 
the linga, Siva accepts only the offerings proper to 
pacific dei t ie~.~ '  Chief among these is sanctified wa- 
ter (jala) with which the shaft is bathed and 
which, in shrines, often drips continuously from 
a vessel suspended overhead. Water may be sup- 
plemented by other acceptable foods-milk, honey, 
sugar, ghee, and yogurt (curd)-the "five ambro- 
sias" (paidmrta)-that drain via the jalahiri, 
often to waiting devotees who collect them as a 
sovereign sanctified gift from the god (prasida) . 

The  individual popularity of the lingas, which 
from at least A.D. 466 have been accumulating in 
the Kathmandu Valley, is variable. Some, like Pa- 
iupati (Plate 339), have enjoyed uninterrupted 
worship into modern times as the center of a na- 
tion-wide cult; others have been destroyed or aban- 
doned and their shrines allowed to decay, while 
still others are only worshiped sporadically, or by 
a few nearby persons. The  Mineivara linga is of 
the latter sort. A large, superbly cut, polished shaft 
that seems once to have adorned Minagcha palace 
in Hadigaon, Maneivara is now only worshiped 
locally as a subsidiary attraction to the Mother 
Goddess Mineivari, with whom he shares a tern- 
ple. An even more impressive Licchavi Period 
linga, now tilting crazily on the R~jarajeivari-ghat 
at Paiupati, is ignored (Plate 333). It may perhaps 
be identified as the once famous linga Anahavri- 
teivara that King Sailkaradeva (ca. A.D. 425) is 
said to have established here; it was to mitigate the 

3i D.  Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 3 (31-33). Both linga and 
shrine have disappeared, leaving only the inscribed jala- 
hir i .  

3"xcept the "hidden Siva," Luku-Mahideva, discussed 
below. 
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distressing effects of a nearby well that too faith- 
fully mirrored the future of those who gazed 
~ i t h i n . ~ Y E l s e w h e r e ,  the Licchavi AnantalingeS- 
vara, not far from Patan, is still important in the 
contemporary milieu while, conversely, what must 
have been a Sivalinga of great renown at Lem- 
ba~idrailga (now Lele village) is lost and forgot- 
ten. The  only reminder of it is a temple ruin sur- 
rounded by a vine-entangled cluster of lingas- 
some in Licchavi ivaranas-that once shared the 
sacred aura of the prestigious linga within (Plates 
245, 338) The  history of BrngireSvara is different 
still. It may be one of the most venerable lingas in 
the Valley, inasmuch as the Gopilarcija-uamiiuali, 
perhaps in deference to tradition, sees fit to intro- 
duce it as the primordial Nepalese deity, even be- 
fore Pas'upati. Established at Brngiregrima (now 
Sunaguthi village), the linga seems to have been 
in continuous worship although, unexplainably, 
its identity was lost for awhile. But in the time of 
the mahipi t ra  Visnusimha of Patan (ca. A.D. 1536- 
1556), its name was reestablished when, during the 
cleaning of a nearby well, copper votive vessels 
were recovered engraved with the name of Brh- 
g i reS~ara .~ '  

Of the many lingas in Nepal, none has played a 
more influential role than that which embodies 
Paiupatinatha, Lord of Animals (Plate 339). One 
of the innumerable manifestations of Siva, PaSu- 
pati is the supreme god of the PaSupatas, a sect of 
the ghora type, whose existence in  India can be 
traced to the second century B.c.~' T h e  Piiupatas 

:IG Hasrat 1970:40 spells the name Anahavriteivara. 
Wright 1966:82 gives an implausible spelling of Apansa- 
jati-smaranabirateswara. T h e  nalne tilay he Anantavratei- 
vara, Lord of the Serpent Vow (ananfa urata), a Vai~nava 
rite, to be sure, but in Nepal no less applicable as a linga 
name than is Karunikeivara (Lord Budtlha). 
" D. Vajracharya 1q6z:main part, 9-1 I.  
"The  name "Piiupata" has an esoteric meaning. P i iu ,  

or  pail,. means "beast" and "soul," piria, "fetters" (which 
bind the soul to mundane existcnce and, presumably, to 
bestiality). Pati means "lord," ant1 in the name "Paiupati- 
nitlla," is doubled by the atldirion of the suffix nitha, 
whicl~ also means "lortl." A number of sects developed 
from the Piiupatas, such as the Kip5likas; like the mother 
sect, they practice asocial behavior and achic\.etl consitler- 

either introduced their deity into Nepal at such an 
early date that even in India he often came to be 
thought of as a Nepali god, or the Nepali Paiupati 
in fact represents a local syncretism of Siva with 
an indigenous pastoral god, protector of 
This is suggested by the nature of his legends, 
which concern n gazelle and a marvelous cow, and 
by an allusion in the Mahibhirata, in which Siva 
assumed the guise of a Kirita,  an indigene of the 
Himalaya, to givc Arjuna a weapon named Pigu- 
pata. 

T o  the Nepalese, at least, there is no question re- 
specting PaSupati's origin in  the Valley and his 
long association with it. For, as the chroniclers 
aver, "first of all there was nothing in Nepnl ex- 
cept PaSupatinSth, whose beginning and end none 
can know or tell."" His  origin legend, as told in 
the Nepila-tnahatmya, also names the Kathmandu 
Valley as the locale of Siva's manifestation as Paiu- 
pati. Siva, tiring of the ceaseless adulation of the 
gods at Benares, thought to masquerade as a gazelle 
in the Slesmintaka wood of the Nepal Valley.41 
T h e  gods traced him thither, and after entreating 
him to no avail, at length forcibly seized their Lord 
by the horns, which promptly shattered. Bounding 
to the right bank of the Bagmati, his present tem- 
ple site (Map 6:22; Plates 343, 344), Siva declared, 
"since I have dwelt in the Slesmintaka wood in 
the form of a beast (paht),  therefore throughout 
the universe my name shall be Pas'upati." Visnu 
then erected a fragment of the broken horn as a 
linga, and all the gods, including Buddha, has- 
tened to offer obeisance. In  time, the god's temple 
crumbled, as temples are wont, and buried the di- 

able importance in Nepal (see Chapter 12; cf. Banerjea 
1956:450-452; Lorenzcn 1972; S. Dasgupta 1962). 

3%LCvi 1go5:1, 365-366 conjectured that the Piiupatas 
were responsible for substituting Paiupati for an indig- 
enous god. 

4 0  Hasrat 1970:23. 
Chap. I,  vv. 9-32 and in partial versions in the chron- 

icles (Gopilnrija-uari~iiuafi, fols. 17a, b;  Wright I@: 

53-54; Hasrat rg7o:jj;  N. Paudel 1963:~-3) .  The  Nepiln- 
iiiahdtriiya (Nepal the Noble, or Eminent) is a local 
Purana that was incorporatetl into the well-known Skari~in- 
purdna at an unknown dare, but most likely around the 
fifteenth century. It is describetl I)y Levi 1go5:1, 200-205. 
The  version I have consulted, Muktinatli Khanal 1971, 
gives the Sanskrit verses followccl by ;I Nepali translation. 
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vine linga. But at length, a sagacious cow, remem- 
bered by many names, sprinkled her milk over the 
spot, leading a curious herdsman to reveal anew 
the wondrous linga, Paiupatinatha. 

Venerable as the deity on the Bagmati is consid- 
ered in legend, and as he in fact appears to be, the 
first firm date at the site of his temple is A.D. 477 
(Sawvat 399 Asidha), inscribed on a linga named 
R a t n e i ~ a r a . ' ~  W e  must wait until a half-century 
later, A.D. 533 (Samvat 455 Caitra), for our first ref- 
erence to the deity himself, engraved on Bhasmei- 
vara, a linga established in "Lord Paiupati's realm 
(ksetra) " (Plate 49) .43 T h e  chronicles, however, 
credit the building, or sometimes rebuilding, of 
Paiupati's "beautiful temple" to Supuspa, alter- 
nately known as PaSuprekha (he who has seen 
Paiupati)." H e  was a Licchavi king who, accord- 
ing to the genealogy of Jayadeva 11, began a long 
series of kings that immediately preceded Jayadeva 
I-thus a very remote, or legendary, ruler. Further, 
the Gopdlarija-vamjdvali lists specific gifts ten- 
dered to Paiupati by Vrsadeva and Dharmadeva, 
the great-grandfather and father of Manadeva I, 
who ruled about A.D. 464 to 505'~ If the chronicle 
is correct, as it often is respecting even quite re- 
mote events of the Valley, these gifts would certify 
the temple's existence prior to A.D. 400. 

A date around the beginning of the fifth century 
would correspond to the style of the linga itself, 
a giant caturtnukhalinga carved with four heads 
in high relief (Plate 339). Although the original 
was broken by the Muslims in A.D. 1349 and was 
replaced a few years later by Jayasimha-rzmavard- 
dhana of the Bhotar;jya, the new linga was prob- 
ably closely modeled after the venerated original.'" 
Pal, who has studied the linga, affirms that the 

"?D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. ro (50-54). 
43  Ibid., inscr. 34 ( 1 5 5 - 1 9 ) .  
"' Gopilnrija-~arrzjiuali ,  fols. rgb, 2ob; Kirkpatrick 1969: 

188, 259; Wright 1966:75. 
4 5  Fols. Z O ~ ,  213. Hasrat 1970:40 names Sankaradeva, 

rather than Vrsadeva, as the donor of the colossal trident, 
named Manbegi. 

"(' There seems to be n popular impression in Nepal that 
the "original" linga stands by the western gate of the 
compound. I). Regmi 1960:68 n. 18 states that the linga 
"now lies (that is, stands] anlidst ruins of a temple near 
the Sanctuary of the Western gate," a statement o~nitted 
in the 1969 edition of the same work. J .  Regmi r97j:pl. 

faces are "reminiscent of the early Licchavi style," 
and compares them to a magnificent ekamu~halin-  
ga in the environs that he describes as "as close a 
copy of a Gupta sculpture as we are likely to en- 
counter in Nepal" (Plate 335)." 

There is a suggestion, perhaps far-fetched, that 
the Buddhists, traditionally the founders of Deo- 
patan, may have enjoyed primal rights over the site 
that became Paiupati's. They may have worshiped 
as Buddhist a local deity who was at length meta- 
morphosed to the Saiva god. This would compare 
to another famous Nepali deity, Ri to Matsyen- 
dranitha, in which a Bodhisattva w z  welded to 
a local god, a syncretism now revered by Bud- 
dhists as Buddhist, as a form of Siva by Hindus. 
T h e  Svayambhu-purrina, a Buddhist mahdtmya, 
equates Paiupati with Avalokitehara, and affirms 
that he "will receive homage from local Brahmans, 
Bhatta [South Indian] Brahmans, Ksatriyas, and 
even Sudras, and his name will be Paiupati."" 
The late chronicles, Buddhist and Brahmanical, 
each tell a tale suggestive of Buddhist occupation 
of the site and sectarian dissension over rights to 
it.'"pparently Buddhist priests had some influ- 
ence there into the sixteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~ "  Contempo- 
rary practice also suggests some identification of 
Pagupati with a Buddhist divinity. Annually, on 
the day known as mukhdstami, Kirtika-iukla- 
astami, the linga is adorned with a Bodhisattva 
crown. O n  that day Buddhists are permitted to 
worship PaSupati in the guise of Avalokiteivara, 
or, if they   refer, see in the crown and the four 
faces of the linga the five Tathigatas. That  Paiu- 
pati will soon assume undisputed possession of 
the site is evident, however, for the custom of cele- 
brating mrrkhdstami is declining. Today few Bud- 

~ , b  also refers to this western linga as the "original." 
According to Nepalis I have asked, however, and as i t  ap- 
pears in the plate, this linga is unbroken, so it could not 
be the original. 

"Pal 1974:83 The whole linga is illustrated by Singh 
r968:174. 

There are several rescensions of the Suayanlbl~ir- 
pirrina, but they can scarcely be dated previous to the six- 
teenth century. It may belong to a cycle of legends origi- 
nating in Khotan and transmitted to Nepal via Tibet 
(Brough 1948). 

"Wasrat 1970:10-21, 38-39. 
OD. Regnii 1966:part 2, 33. 
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dhists observe the ritual and Pas'upatils priests 
crown the linga (or claim they do)  behind closed 
doors. 

Why a Saiva deity should annually wear a Bud- 
dhist crown is unknown. But the custom of crown- 
ing the linga is popularly associated with a certain 
Saiva devotee known as Viripaksa ("diversely 
eyed," "having deformed eyes"), a name for various 
legendary personalities, demons, and deities, 
among whom is the three-eyed Siva (Plate 345). 
Unwittingly having cohabited with his mother, 
Vir ipiksa inquired of Siva in what way he could 
expiate the heinous crime. Siva recommended 
drinking molten metal. Enraged at the imposition 
of such an unreasonable penance, Virupiksa sought 
to destroy Siva, who fled in terror. Virupiiksa 
hunted Siva everywhere, smashing his emblems 
without restraint. But when he came to Pas'upati, 
the compassionate Buddha, or some say Avaloki- 
tes'vara, concealed the endangered linga under his 
own crown, not only saving the linga but causing 
the duped VirCpSksa to make obeisance to Siva in 
disguise.'l 

W e  do not know when Siva Pas'upati became the 
paramount deity of Nepal. Tha t  he had attained 
great prestige by the fifth century is suggested by the 
number of extant accessory lingas then already es- 
tablished within the aura of the Pas'upati asetra. By 
the time of Ams'uvarman, however, about A.D. 605- 
621-a king who proclaimed in all his prajastis to be 
"favored by the feet of Lord Pas'upati" (bhagauat- 
Paicipati-bhat~raka-pidit2ugrhitah)-the seems 
little doubt that Pas'upati was the most popular and 
influential deity in the Valley. It  is not improbable 
that this powerful ruler's public espousal of Pas'u- 
pati as the chief deity further elevated the already 
prestigious god. Pal surmises that Ams'uvarman's 
own rise may have been directly related to his suc- 
cessful courting of the powerful Brahmans who 
must have been associated with Pas'upati's 
In  any event, in declaring himself "favored by the 
feet of Lord Pas'upati," Ams'uvarman coined an ex- 

S1 Wright rgfi6:60-GI; Lkvi rgog:r, 361. 
5 z  Pal 1970:3; 1974a:G. Confirmation of the influential 

role PaSupati's priests once played in Nepalese politics is 
suggested by an edict of Yaksarnalla (ca. A.D. 1428-1482) 
in \\.Iiich he forbade local Brahmans to officiate at the 
temple, and staffed it with Hrah~nans from India, a cus- 

pression that, with few exceptions, was employed 
by all successor kings o l  the period, Abhira Gupta 
and Lic~havi . '~  Moreover, in a slightly differellt 
formula-"laden with the dust of Lord 1 ' a s ' ~ ~ a t i ' ~  
lotus feet" (Paitrpaticarana aamala dhrili dhriSa- 
rita)-this avowal was renewed at the beginning 
of the fourteenth century by Jyotirmalla, after 
whom it was employed by successor Malla kings 
without exception. 

As the recipient of the universal adoration of the 
Nepalese, Pas'upati's shrine is the kingdom's most 
holy beacon. It is by visiting the linga that pilgrims 
begin their circuit of the sacred places of Nepal 
Mandala, and Pas'upati is the lodestar that guides 
their return." Even worshipers from distant realms 
are attracted to Paiupati. In  the fourteenth century, 
the Khasas of western Nepal were his devotees, 
and their king, Ripumalla, once came to the Val- 
ley solely as a pilgrim. Even now, Indians, despite 
their general scorn for what they conceive as the 
rough unorthodoxy of the mountain people, still 
swarm to Paiupati. His temple is the goal of pil- 
grim and sadhu from all parts of the subcontinent, 
especially to celebrate Siva's Night (Siva-ritri), the 
deity's great annual festival. O n  this occasion, 
thousands of devotees pay their homage to Pas'u- 
pati. T h e  Tribhuvana Rajpath, the mountain road 
winding up  from India, is clogged with his fol- 
lowers. Many now come in trucks, but more are 
afoot; the dust rises in clouds above the meager 
bundles balanced on the pilgrims' heads, adding a 
new dimension of grey to the ash-smeared naked 
bodies of the holy men. And not unlike the medi- 
eval fairs of Europe, the pilgrims and ascetics are 
accompanied by fakirs and tricksters, with traders 
in bangles and seashells, miniature lingas, vessels 
to fill with sacred water from the Bagmati, and, 
above all, vast stores of red and yellow powders 
and unnumbered garlands and blossoms to bestow 
upon the god. Following the night-long vigil, clus- 
tered around campfires in  the winter chill, the de- 
voted first bathe in the ~ u r i f ~ i n g  Bagmati and 

tom still in vogue. Moreover, the Indian priests were for- 
bidden to marry locally and thus engender family ties that 
might have   re judicial reper.cussions In national politics. 

"Eschewed by only the puppet Licchavi kings. Dhruva- 
deva and Bhirn3rjunadeva. 
" Ncpi la -?~~a/~ i tn tya ,  chap. 29. 
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then, as .I living tide, flow through the eastern 
courtyard gateway (Plate 344), make their obei- 
sance and oblation to Paiupati, circumambulate 
the temple, and depart by another gate, assured of 
the divine Paiupati's good will for another year." 

Like most other famous tirthar, however, even 
Paiupatinitha has substitute shrines here and there 
that are more readily accessible to certain distant 
devotees. One such is at Gorkha, and another is in 
the Bhaktapur Darbar Square (Figure 3:19). This 
is the impressive Newar-style temple of Yak&- 
vara, a name that memorializes Yaksamalla, king 
of Nepal from A.D. 1428-1482." Legend atfirms that 
the king raised this substitute temple not from 
sloth but from devotion. Frequent summer flood- 
ings of the Manohara River, which lies between 
Bhaktapur and Deopatan, forced the royal devotee 
occasionally to miss his daily dariana, beholding 
of PaSupati. As a remedy, Paiupati himself sug- 
gested in a dream that his royal devotee construct 
a substitute shrine near his palace and thus insure 
the great god's uninterrupted daily worship. 

Nucleus of Deopatan, City of Gods, the home 
shrine of PaSupatinitha is surrounded by a vast 
religious complex oriented toward the sacred Bag- 
mati, which glides to the Ganges through its 
midst (Map 6). T h e  Paiupati complex proper, on 
the right bank, consists of a walled compound, 
pierced with several gateways through which 
passage is reserved to Hindus and Buddhists of 
accepted castes.57 Within the compound, the prin- 
cipal sanctum is a richly decorated, two-roofed 
Newar-style temple of square plan, a late Malla 
restoration. Four functional doors reveal to the 
circumambulating devotee the diverse faces of the 
linga. Separated into a number of adjoining court- 
yards, reminiscent of palace compounds, the Paiu- 
pati compound is filled with many other shrines 
and temples, diverse in  appearance, age, and en- 

5"e~pecting the festival, see Anderson 1971 :qr?-249. 
N O  record of the donation has been preserved, but 

the linga is named after the king. and it was either he 
who built it, or his widowed queen, Kirtilaksmi, shortly 
after his death. Her gifts to the temple certify its existence 
by A.D. 1487 (N.s. Go7 Asidha) (Paudel 1965:17-19). 

This was apparently not always so. and may have been 
a product of the Ranas' extremes respecting ritual purity. 
Certainly the description Oliphant 185':76-77 provides of 
Paiupatinitha sounds like an eye-witness one, as does 

shrined deities, with images, lingas, inscriptions, 
resthouses, priests' lodgings, ma!hus, and morc- 
the glorious and disorganized accrction of ccntu- 
ries. Or, as a jaundiced mid-nineteenth-century 
English visitor said after viewing the most holy 
place of Nepal, "Push-putty, is a very sacred place, 
a heap of odd, brass-covered, bell-surmounted, pic- 
turesque temples, inhabited by dirty fakeers, and 
almost as dirty but more amusing monkeys, both 
monkeys and fakeers as sacred as they are dirtyeW5" 

The  northern gateway gives egress to Kailisa, a 
grassy hill named for Siva's mountain abode, dotted 
with lingas and Licchavi architectural fragments, 
and a favorite spot for conducting iriddha cere- 
monies. The  eastern gateway leads directly down to 
Arya-ghat; access to this is also restricted. Arya- 
ghat is the preferred site for royal cremations, and 
is the most sacred of several burning and bathing 
ghats that border the river. There are also n num- 
ber of shrines and important images there (Plate 
345). Immediately upstream, below Kailisa and 
along the narrow and mysterious river gorge, lies 
SBrya-ghat with its numerous Licchavi lingas 
(Plate 332) ; downstream is Rijarijeivari-ghat, 
beaded with temples, lingas, and images, both 
Buddhist and Brahmanical (Plates 333, 343, 377). 
O n  the opposite bank, reached by a footbridge, lies 
Mrigasthali, the wooded Deer Grove, legendary 
Slesmiintaka where Siva once dwelt as a gazelle. 
Still part of Paiupati's domain (Paiupati ksetra), 
Mrigasthali is scattered with countless lingas by 
many names, icons of Siva in many forms, and 
innumerable shrines and images of other gods, 
both Buddhist and Brahrnanical (Plates 336, 352, 
558)- 

Of Paiupati's original shrine-raised by Supus- 
pa/Paiuprekha or another-there are no visible re- 
m a i n ~ , ~ ~  and even the sacred linga is a replacement. 
But as attested by chronicles and inscriptions, gift 

Kirkpatrick's (1969:188-189). A sketch by the Oldfieltls 
in April 1853 (H. and M. Oldfield 1975:pl. 12) indicates 
a vastly simpler complex, which does not appear to be 
walled. 

58 Egerton 1852:196. The description offered by Oliphant 
185':76-77 is scarcely more sympatl~etic. 

"So it has been reported to me, but 1 suspect. as may 
be observed in so many other temples, that beneath tlie 
elevation there may well be ancient foundations that have 
escaped notice. 
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after gift of  gold, silver, and jewels, costly sacri- 
fices, and land endowments have assured an un- 
broken cult and the continuous replacement, res- 
toration, and embellishment of linga and temple. 
T h e  earliest recorded gifts, if the chronicle is cor- 
rect, are V~sadeva's trident, flanking the northern 
door of the temple, and Dharmadeva's colossal 
stone bull (later gilt) that faces the western one. 
King Sivadeva I1 (ca. A.D. 694-705) offered a silver 
lotus; a similar gift was proferred by his son and 
successor, Jayadeva 11; and a silver lotus was again 
given in the twelfth century by another Sivadeva, 
who also "covered Pas'upati's temple with a golden 

With great regularity, such gifts continued to 
flow to Pas'upati. In A.D. 1297, for example, Anan- 
tamalla also "gave a gilt roof to the temple and 
erected a [metal] flag at  the four corners." Virama- 
devi, a Bhaktapur princess, sheathed with gilt cop- 
per the great bull Dharmadeva had given." Jaya- 
simha-rimavarddhana restored the linga, Sthiti- 
malla gave costly sacrifices, and his son, Jyotir, 
proffered a golden finial." O r  again, "the middle 
roof of the temple of Pashupati being in very bad 
repair, [Gangarini] caused it to be taken off, leav- 
ing the temple with two roofs. T h e  gold of the one 
taken off was made into a gajura and placed on  top 
of the temple, which was thoroughly repaired."03 
Pratiipamalla courted Paiupati with liberal gifts, 
and his daughter-in-law, Queen Rddhilaksmi (in- 
volved in the scandal with the rapacious cautivd, 
Laksmi Ni r iyana  Jos'i) completely restored the 
termite-ridden temple, an eight-month long opera- 
tion begun in the fall of A.D. 1696. A contemporary 
description of the event reveals what such an un- 
dertaking entailed, and graphically illustrates how 
Nepalese temples endure piecemeal from age to 
age. In  

817 Kir t ika krsna 13 sui t i  . . . this day the finial 

"" Gopilarija-~a?niriuali, fols. 2ob, 21a, 22b, 24a; D. Vaj- 
racharya 1973:inscr. 148 (548-562). 
" Gopilarija-ua~niiuali, fol. 27a. Viramadevi was also 

the donor of a renowned linga, Indreivara, which she 
established in Panauti village in A.D. 1294 in memory of 
her husband. It is enclosed in an impressive temple, in 
size second only to Changu Niriyana, which bears some 
of the finest wood carving in Nepal (Slusser 1979"). 
Situated at a triuet~i, where three streams come together 

on the top of the temple of Paiupatinitha was 
taken out and the temple structure was broken. 
. . . [In Pausa] . . . new construction began. Five 
days later on the day of ekridaii . . . the door 
frames were set up. Later in the month of 
Chaitva . . . Kotydhuti was begun with the light- 
ing of fire. O n  Vaiidkha jukla 11 . . . the finial 
was placed on the temple, a garland-like gold 
chain was offered, there was the great bath and 
also the great sacrifice (mahivali) flagstaffs came 
up, on \yestha iukla 9 . . . Kotyihuti was com- 
pleted, after four days both the king and the 
queen mother returned. Their coming back was 
~eremonia l .~ '  

In the nineteenth century, Rana Bahadur Shah 
donated a silver jalahliri to Pas'upati, and in his des- 
perate efforts to save Kintimati, his queen af- 
flicted with smallpox, he offered to the deity the 
Bhandarkhal (bhindirakhila),  extensive gardens 
lying at the western part of the complex. T h e  most 
astonishing gift of all, however, was that of King 
Rajendra Vikram Shah, who in A.D. 1829 ''collected 
a lakh and 25,000 oranges . . . and offered them to 
Pashupati-natha. T h e  whole temple was filled with 
them, only the head of Pashupatinatha being above 
them."65 

It is evident that centuries of munificence on the 
part of kings and their subjects should engender 
a vast temple treasure. One  of the most beautiful 
ekamukhalirigas in the Kathmandu Valley, a su- 
perb Licchavi work known as Bhindireivara, Lord 
of the Treasury, is considered to be the guardian 
of the deity's wealth. I n  active worship, but little 
known, the linga is enshrined on the banks of the 
Dhobi Khola, some distance west of Deopatan 
(Map 6:6) .  Because of Bhindireivara's role as 
guardian of PaSupati's treasure, it is incumbent 
upon newly arriving Bhatta Brahmans from India, 
Pa iu~a t i ' s  priests since the fifteenth century, to take 

(one, in fact, mythical), IndreHvara is a tirtha of great 
importance. Every twelve years it is the venue of a popu. 
lar religious fair (tnrla). 

O Z  D. Regmi 1966:part I ,  414. 
O3 Wright 196G:r43. Gaiigarini is usually identified as 

Pratipamalla's grandmother, although an unpublished 
thyisaplirr suggests this may not be so. 

D. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 151. 
6 W r i g h t  r966:182. 
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oath on the linga before assuming their duties at 
his temple. 

Mortals have not only been liberal in Palupati's 
regard, but, as frequent references to temple thieves 
attest, at times they have been covetous. One such 
thief, so the legend goes, was himself a divinity, 
a serpent, who taking advantage of the flooded 
Ragmati entered the temple and seized Siva's won- 
drous one-faced rudraksa seed."' Another may have 
been Jayaprakilamalla, one of the last Malla kings 
to reign in the Kathmandu Valley. T h e  chronicles 
assert that he robbed the temple:' and so does the 
Capuchin missionary, Father Giuseppe, who lived 
in Patan at the time of the alleged event. Indeed, 
the missionary's story is well worth repeating. 

They [have the] tradition, that at two or three 
places in Nepal, valuable treasures are concealed 
under ground. One of those places they believe 
is Tolu [Gvala, Deopatan]; but no one is per- 
mitted to make use of them except the king, and 
that only in  cases of necessity. Those treasures, 
they say, have been accumulated in this manner: 
-When any temple had become very rich from 
the offerings of the people, it was destroyed, and 
deep vaults d u g  under ground, one above an- 
other, in which the gold, silver, gilt copper, jew- 
els, and every thing of value were deposited. 
When  I was in Nepal, Gainprejas [Jayapra- 
ki ia] ,  king of Cat'hmandu, being in the utmost 
distress for money to pay his troops, in order to 
support himself against Prit'hwinarayan, ordered 
search to be made for the treasures of Tolu; and, 
having dug  to a considerable depth under 
ground, they came to the first vault; from which 
his people took to the value of a lac of rupees in 
gilt copper, with which Gainprejas paid his 
troops, exclusive of a number of small figures in 
gold, or gilt copper, which the people who had 
made the search had privately carried off; and 
this I know very well; because one evening as I 
was walking in the country alone, a poor man, 

whom I met on the road, made me an offer of 
a figure of an idol in gold, or copper gilt, which 
might be five or six sicca weight, and which he 
cautiously preserved under his arm; but I dc- 
clined accepting it. The  people of Gainpreja~ 
had not completcly emptied the first vault, when 
the army of Prit'hwinarayan arrived at Tolu, 
possessed themselves of the place where the treas- 
ure was deposited, and closed the door of the 
vault, having first replaced all the copper there 
had been on the outside."' 

If the account is even partly true, as is likely, 
since such testimony of the missionary's as can be 
checked is usually correct, we may well deduce 
why so few early metal images, and no Licchavi 
copperplate inscriptions, have survived. The  at- 
tempted sale of the image to a stranger, more- 
over, too faithfully reflects the contemporary scene 
in which sacred images "in gold, or copper gilt" 
are also often "cautiously preserved under [the 
seller's] arm." 

Although Taleju, one suspects, was often first in 
the hearts of the Malla kings, Palupati has had the 
most prolonged and intimate association with both 
king and commoner. As Nepiladhipati, Lord of 
Nepal, Paiupati has received royal obeisance, coins 
have been struck in his honor," it is probable that 
the institution of two new eras relates to him, he 
has been invoked as divine witness to treaties, 
pledges, and endowments recorded on countless 
copperplates, and his temple and courtyard have 
been preferred locales for establishing royal in- 
scriptions. In difficult times kings and their sub- 
jects have sought refuge with PaSu~ati,  and some 
have performed penance and sought remission 
from sin before him. Prat5pamalla, for example, 
expiated a heinous crime by residing at Paiupati 
for months, during which time he erected nurner- 
ous lingas and a temple, performed lavish sacri- 
fices, including kotyihtrti and tulidina, and gave 
gifts of all kinds to PaSupati. "He then p laced em- 

OaThe berry of Elaeocarpus Ganitrus, the rrrdrak~a face) berry, a crescent-shaped sport, is the most coveted. 
(Rudra-eyed), is a rough brown seed or nut, sacred to In 1969 an "ekmukhi" was said to have a market value 
Siva ant1 is employed in rosaries and garlands worn by his equivalent to some $~o,ooo. 
devotees. I t  is nornlally divided into twelve or fourtecn "Wright 1966:155; Hasrat 1970:go. 
sections or "faces," but the fewer the faces, the rarer and O S  Giuseppe 18o1:311-312. 
more potent the talisman. Extraordinarily rare--produced '3. Joshi r960:60-61, pl. 7, figs. 2-4. 
once in a century, say the Nepalese-an ekatnrrkha (one- 
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blems of Siva, with temples built over them, at 
intervals of a pace, all the way from Pashupati to 
Kantipur, and hung LIP a pataka (flag) of cloth, 
extending from the temple [of] Pashupati to the 
temple of Mahadeva in Mohan-chok in the durbar 
at Kantipur.""' In linking temple and palace, the 
king must have imitated Gangarini, his grand- 
mother, who also stretched a banner from Paiu- 
pati to the palace in order to sanctify the royal 
residence." 

Thus to Paiupati, century after century, have 
come his adorers, humbly, singly, and at times in 
pressing multitudes. Bestowing upon him costly 
treasure, they have gratefully borne away in return 
the certainty of his benevolence, externalized in 
the ti@, a vermilion daub on the hrow, and the 
prasdda, the sacred liquids in which he has bathed, 
or a flower petal or two hallowed by contact with 
him. Close to him in life, it is at his side at the 
ghats on the Bagmati that by preference his dev- 
otees come to him in death." And on these same 
ghats, until the custom was outlawed in 1920, thou- 
sands of satis have followed their lords on the pyres. 

In the Kathmandu Valley, Siva not only mani- 
fests himself in prestigious lingas such as Paiu- 
patinitha, but in the humble and curious lingas 
generically known as Luku-Mahideva, or -Ma- 
hadyo, the Hidden Siva. In  this form he enjoys 
no gilt-roofed temple, no priests, and no press- 
ing multitudes, but resides in the corner of the 
Newar household's open courtyard, secreted un- 
der a rubbish heap. Ignored throughout the year, 
on one day only his hiding place is revealed. 
For a few hours he is treated like an honored 
guest and adored as the god he is. His  auspicious 
day coincides with the opening of a popular three- 
day festival, which begins o n  the fourteenth day of 
the dark half of Philguna. Devoted to the Mother 
Goddesses, the festival is known as Piiica-catur- 

"' Wright 1966:146-147; see also Hasrat 1970:76. 
" L6vi 1go5:1, 360. According to L6vi and to Wright 

146:Rq-85, she too had a model in the sixthcentury king, 
Sivadeva I, but this is not verified by intcriptions or the 
early cllronicles. 

7 2  There are, of course, many other cremation sites, 2nd 
Buddhists would normally not be cre~natctl at PaSupati. 

daii, or Picare, literally "Goblin's Fourteenth." 
Bundled against the chill February dusk, the wor- 
shipful family, as a part of the evening's ceremo- 
nies, uncover the linga and welcome Luku-Mahi- 
deva to a feast prepared for the Mother Goddesses. 
Since the Mother Goddesses are maleficent forms 
to be placated, the feast includes meat, alcohol, 
garlic, onions, and other foods abhorrent to Siva 
in his pacific forms, but which Luku-Mahiideva 
uncomplainingly accepts. Honored further by a 
halo of lighted lamps, Luku-Mahiideva gives as 
his prasida the lamps' soot, which the women and 
children apply as auspicious eye-shadow in lieu of 
the traditional collyrium. At last, after the feast is 
over and the lamps gutted, Luku-Mahideva re- 
tires to his rubbish heap to await for another year 
his one day of honor. 

T h e  origin of Luku-Mahadeva and the folk cus- 
toms associated with him are clouded. But the prac- 
tice is said to have originated when Virupiksa, 
angered at Siva's recommended penance, tried to 
destroy the god.?' Fleeing in terror, Siva sought 
refuge in the interior of a domestic rubbish heap. 
H e  was undetected in  this unlikely spot, and the 
chase was at last terminated by the Buddha's clever 
intervention at Paiupati's shrine. Siva emerged, by 
chance, at the time of the domestic feast of Piiica- 
caturdaji in honor of the Mother Goddesses; the 
startled family invited the divine guest to share the 
meal, albeit one traditionally not to his taste. 

The  Anthropomorphic Siva: Icons 
Siva's most popular and primary manifestation is 

the abstract linga, his niskala form, but he is also 
embodied in anthropomorphic form (sakala), in 
aspects both pacific and ferocious. Anthropomor- 
phic forms are textually recommended for use on 
external temple walls, and in this way Siva icons 
frequently appear as decorative and symbolic ele- 
ments on Nepalese temples (Plates 346, 347).74 
But large icons, most frequently of stone, serve on 

Antlerson 197r:263-265 collectetl a variant story re- 
specting the origin of Luku-Mahideva. 
'-I Most Licchavi Period . stone plaques are now sep- 

arated from the temples they originally dccor:itetl (for ex- 
ample, Plates 346, 347), althcugh plaques still in place on 
the outsitle walls of a late Licchavi .tiklra~-a temple in the 
Paiupati conlpound illustrate their original use. 
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occasion as the chief cult object of the sanctum. and 
are common as free-standing sculptures in the 
fountains and beside the streets and paths (Plates 
24, 348-356, 358-360). Smaller icons, typically 
bronze, wood, or painted pictures, are often gath- 
ered in the sanctum as accessory images to a linjia 
or a cult image, and are also used in domestic 
worship. But despite the importance of Sivaism in 
Nepal Mandala, there are no major heroic sculp- 
tures on Saiva themes. 

Siva has many guises, as his mercurial nature 
demands. Sometimes he stands majestically alone, 
elsewhere he is accompanied by Pirvati as a scp- 
arate image or physically joined in a syncretic com- 
position, half-male, half-female. Known technically 
as Ardha~liiriivara (literally, "Lord Half-woman"), 
the latter image type is unknown among early 
Nepalese sculptures (other than Ardhaniriivara 
faces on lingas), but achieved considerable popu- 
larity in the late Malla Peri~d.~"Isewhere, in a 
composition known as Uma-Mahes'vara, one of the 
most characteristic representations of divinity in 
Nepal, Mahedvara (Siva) enjoys his royal ease (and 
sometimes dalliance) with Uma (Parvati), often in 
company with the faithful Nandi, his children 
Ganeia and Karttikeya, and his palace retainers 
(Plates 349-355). Sometimes Siva's yogic aspect is 
emphasized; elsewhere he is the cosmic dancer 
(Plates 196, 356, 357),7a or, again, he is combined 
with Visnu in a syncretism technically known as 
San.kara-Niriyana, Hari-Sankara, or Hari-Hara 
(Plates 358, 359). In  a unique instance, in a weath- 
ered sculpture dating from the third or fourth cen- 
tury A.D., Siva shares a catrrrtnu~ha-type shrine 
with Devi, Visnu, and Brahmii (Plate 360). There 
are occasional representations of the god in the 
guise of the deified Nitha,  Goraksanitha (Gora- 

- - 
"That i t  was known to the Licchavis, however, is evi- 

dent, since the Deopatan Sankara-Niriywa inscription 
compares the composite image of the two gods to the 
composite ArdhaniriSvara (D. Vajracharya t973:inscr. 50 
[I@-2031) ; P d  1 9 ~ : 1 3 0 ) .  

'O Siva Natarija, King of Dancers, of transcendent inl- 
portance in India, is an icon type of little significance in 
Nepal. As Nisadyo, the dancing god is the patron of tradi- 
tional Newar dance groups, who consider him a fierce form 
to be courted with animal sacrifice and alcohol. Most N i -  
sadyos are illconsequential images like that enshrined in 

khanatha), an important manifestation of Siva 
whose story 1 will defer until Chapter 1 2 . ' ~  

Given the magnificence and interest of many of 
the Siva icons-even amusement, when, for exam- 
ple, the sculptor of a FIari-Hara image has tried to 
divide the gods' mounts, and in so doing produced 
a grotesque, half bull, half bird (Plate 359)-it is 
difficult not to linger over each, telling its story 
both in terms of the history of Nepalese art and 
the role it plays (or sometimes un;~ccountably docs 
not) in Valley life. I3ut since a ni~mber of Nepa- 
lese Siva images have recently bee11 fullv treated 
in art-historical terms,'%nd bccause there are more 
pressing aspects of Siva's cult as practiccd in the 
Kathmandu Valley, it  will be necessary here to pass 
over most of his painted and sculptured representa- 
tions. But because they so well characterize the way 
Nepalese art illuminates the religious climate of 
the Valley, both now and in the past, I will pause 
briefly to discuss two images, both Umi-Mahei- 
vara compositions, and both inscribed and dated- 
one Licchavi, and one belonging to the period of 
the Three Kingdoms (Plates 351. 355). 

The  Licchavi Period image, in situ in Sikubahi 
locale, Patan (Map 8: b-to). provides the first incc!n- 
trovertible evidence of the antiquity of the U m i -  
Maheivara theme in Nepal Mandala,'" and dem- 
onstrates the long intimacv of Siva with the cult 
of the Mother Goddesses. I t  also provides a striking 
illustration of the continuum of culture that is so 
fundamental in Nepali history. Dated s.s. 4% (A.D. 

5 7 4 ,  the somewhat damaged, and disastrously re- 
paired, image shares a hypaethral shrine with a 
number of Mother Goddesses in aniconic form. 
According to the inscription on the base of the 
image, someone of the family of Prince Vairaratha, 
who "was out of the country toward the south," 

Hanuman Dhoka Nasalsl~ok, or they tlecorate the to- 

ranar of Siva temples (Plate r#). Therefore the dancing 
Siva illustrated in Plate 356 is of cxceptional internt. 

'7 Corakanitha is most usually worshiped in the form 
of symbolic footprints, but there are occasional anthro- 
pon~orphic representations (Slusser and Vajracharya 1974: 

figs. 33,351. 
7 B  Pal 1974:97-102. 
' 9  On the evolution of. the Umi-Maheivara image, see 

Krarnrisch 1964:39; Banerjee 1967; and Pal 1968a. 
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had erected terra-cotta images of the Mitrkas 
(Mothers), but "in the course of time . . . [they] 
had greatly deteriorated and had broken limbs. 
After seeing the statues damaged in this way, the 
very pious Babhruvarmii thought to repair them. 
But before he could carry out the work, Fate in- 
tervened, and reaping his just rewards, he went to 
heaven."" But his sister-in-law, an avowed Vais- 
navi, commissioned a new set of images, this time 
in stone, that Babhruvarmii might have "eternal 
rest in heaven and that greater religious merit 
might accrue to her mother, father, husband, and 
herself." 

With the exception of the inscribed Uma-MaheS- 
vara image, which was obviously an integral part 
of the sister-in-law's gift of Miitrka images, all of 
the stone images of the goddesses, like the terra- 
cottas they replaced, have disappeared. Nonethe- 
less, in still another metamorphosis, now as a row 
of common boulders, the goddesses' cult flourishes 
with undiminished vigor, as it did in  the time of 
Prince Vajraratha, Babhruvarmi, and his devoted 
sister-in-law. 

T h e  second image to be considered, carved in a 
singularly inappropriate mottled stone, is filled with 
the customary principals, Siva, U m i ,  Kirttikeya, 
Ganeia, and Nandi (Plate 355)." But, like other 
late Malla examples, it is also laden with accessory 
images and objects-Visnu, Brahmi, Sarasvati, 
Stirya, Candra, Gangs, sages, rocks, trees, water, 
birds, animals, and the customary sporting ganas, 
the mischievous retainers of Siva's court. T h e  ped- 
estal inscription informs us that "Jayantiki, wife of 
Mahendramalla [king of Kathmandu], to please 
Siva established a matha together with a n  image. 
Mahendramalla arranged a ration for Viraiaiva 
[which] his queen distributes to the yogis who live 
in  this matha. Established N.S. 699 Asndha [A.D. 

,882 
15791. . . . Thus  we learn that the image, now 
derelict and unworshiped in an open court near 
Hanuman Dhoka, was once an object of venera- 

RU D. Vajracllarya 1973:inscr. 53 (211.213). 
Discovered in  a cramped nook, the neglected, moss 

covered image, although artistically inconsequential, was 
obviously of great importance to Nepalese culture because 
of the content of the dated inscription. Even after I had 
cleaned it, however, the contrasting colors of the veined 
stone made it virtually impossible to get a clear photo- 

tion in a matha occupied by Viraiaivas, or Lii~gi. .  
yatas. They are Saiva sectarians of late advent in 
Nepal, especially familiar in seventeenth-century 
Bhaktapur. Since Lingiyatas consider only the 
linga as a suitable object for Siva worship, it is of 
more than passing interest in terms of Nepalese 
religious history that the queen would find it ap- 
propriate to offer-and the Lingiyatas to accept- 
an anthropomorphic representation of the god and 
his consort. Although it may have been only an 
accessory image, the inscription suggests that it was 
given as the cult image, together with the matha 
building. With this insight, we can no longer be 
certain that all of the anthropomorphic Siva images 
in the Kathmandu Valley must be assigned to the 
Piiiupatas, who encouraged the veneration of both 
iconic and aniconic objects of worship. T h e  P i iu -  
patas were established earlier and were more nu- 
merous than the Lingiyatas, however, and the 
great majority of Saiva monuments in :he Kath- 
mandu Valley doubtlessly pertained to them. 

As institutions, a few Pis'upata mathas exist 
even today. T h e  chief ones are the Pujiri-matha 
attached to the Dattitreya temple in Bhaktapur 
(now dislocated, following the restoration of the 
building); the matha of the Goraksanitha temple 
in Mrigasthali, Paiupatinitha; one near Balaju; one 
in  Kathmandu; and a couple in Patan. Each under 
the ministration of a mahanta, these mathas are 
composed oE Saiva ascetics (sannyisins). T h e  most 
thriving community is the Goraksaniitha matha, 
but it is peopled almost exclusively by Madheses, 
sannyisins from India and the Tarai. With the 
above-named exceptions, the rest of the Saiva com- 
munities are defunct and the buildings that housed 
them in ruins. An exception to physical ruin is the 
newly restored buildings of the Piijiiri-matha 
(Plates 180-183). T h e  remainder of the some thirty- 
five buildings that are known to have once shel- 
tered Saiva congregations now simply serve as or- 
dinary dwellings that house a Sivamirgi family, 

graph. Only by wetting the image--thus minimizing the 
color contrasts in the stone-was I able to secure a 
reasonably satisfactory reproduction. 

R 2  G. Vajracharya 1976: document 8 (197)  That Jayan- 
tiki was the wife of Mahendramalla is shown by M. Pant 
1977:85-86. 
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usually hereditary occupants who are descendants 
of former inmates (Plate 184).'~ If these ma~has 
function at all institutionally, the head of the 
family is considered the mahanta, and as chief 
priest is ministrant to a modest Saiva shrine in the 
nlatha courtyard. Physically and institutionally, the 
mathas parallel the history of the uihiras in the 
Kathmandu Valley." 

T h e  declining and almost defunct institution of 
the tnatha has deep roots in the antecedent Lic- 
chavi institution, the mandali. These were Saiva 
congregations, largely Pibupata, housed in their 
own permanent complexes, and charged with the 
care of it and of a particular Siva image or linga 
housed within. 'The mandali were given consider- 
able autonomy by the state. Local authority was 
often vested in them, as it was in the Buddhist 
samghas, and the religious community adminis- 
tered the secular population in lieu of other local 
or central government. A mandali sometimes con- 
trolled entire villages. For example, it was the 
Viisa-Pibupatas whom Sivadeva I1 (ca. A.D. 694- 
705) directed to collect taxes and levy the corvee 
from Vaidyagrama (Laghan-tol, Kathmandu) for 
the five porters required for the annual trip to 
Tibet." Numerous royal charters refer to mandali, 
name the installed deity-Vajrelvara and Sivade- 
vebvara, for example-recapitulate the rules gov- 
erning the mandali, exhort the community to fol- 
low them, and specify  endowment^.^' 

The Terrible Siua: Bhairava 
Siva as the Destroyer, in his cosmic role of 

stamping out ignorance and evil, assumes many 
terrifying forms under many different names. But 
a single fierce aspect, embodied in one destructive 
image type (samhiramlrt i ) ,  has captured the Ne- 
pali imagination and achieved a position of out- 

" It is interesting that the name "Jangam" is encoun- 
tered as a caste name among some of the Bhaktapur fanl- 
ilies living in the mafhas. It derives from jatigatna, the 
name coined in eleventhsentury India to distinguish the 
newly ordained priesthood of the Lingiyatas (Basham 

1967:337). 
A study of the mafha is long overdue. My own re- 

search has only touched on the buildings and the institu- 
tion in passing. But many of the mathas still house aged 
and knowledgeable informants who are a valuable, and 

standing importance in the art and culture of 
Nepal Mandala. This is Siva as Bhairava (Bhai- 
rab), or Hathudyo, as he is often known to Ne- 
wars (Plates 361-369). A god to be feared and 
placated with blood and alcohol, Bhairava is one 
of the paramount maleficent deities of the Valley. 
His vehicle is no longer the lovable Nandi, but a 
hideous dog, despised scavenger and familiar of 
the cremation grounds. Especially closely associ- 
ated with the Mother Goddesses (Matrkas), whose 
cult similarly permeates Nepalese life, Bhairava is 
equally at home in the uihiras and in the temples 
and shrines of all the deities, Buddhist and Brah- 
manical. H e  lurks in the home, in the fields, and 
at the cremation ghats, and even dwells in holes 
in the roadway or the wheels of vehicles. In short, 
wherever the Nepali is, physically or psychologi- 
cally, Bhairava is not far away. 

The  classical texts enumerate sixty-four different 
Bhairavas, grouped by eights with a leader. Each 
is the companion of a terrifying female counter- 
part, a yogini. The  names of some of the textual 
Bhairavas, such as Unmatta and Vatuka Bhairava, 
are familiar to the Nepalese. But for the most part, 
Nepalese Bhairavas conform in neither number 
nor kind to the texts; many, in fact, seem to be 
indigenous deities who were absorbed into Bhai- 
rava's cult. For example, one Bhairava type seems 
to have originated as the presiding deity of the 
Licchavi paficrili, whose members feasted together 
in the name of their particular deity." As a linger- 
ing tie, the custom is preserved in contemporary 
practice where the associations who care for cer- 
tain Bhairavas, and also feast in  his name, are 
known as pa6ci ggrithi. 

In  Nepal, Bhairava is worshiped equally com- 
fortably in iconic or aniconic form. H e  seems par- 
ticularly at home in natural stones of unusual form 

disappearing, resource for understanding the mafha. 
R5 D. Vajracharya 1967c. There are also occasional ref 

erences to Vedic and Vaisnava communities, but they do 
not seem to have been as common as the Saiva mandali 
(D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 28. 70 [138-140; 282-2891; 
rg67c:11q). 

@ED. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 139 (514518). 
s7D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 112, 125, 128, 139 (426- 

428, 472-473, 481-484. 514-5181. 
D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 107 (407-410). 
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or size, such as the immense boulder known as 
Tika Rhairava at a wild confluence near Lele vil- 
lage-a natural emblem made doubly potent by a 
fearful painted representation nearby (Plate 361). 
I3heda Singa (Ram's Horn) ,  a stone carved in the 
rough shape of a ram's head, scarcely visible at the 
bottom of a hole in a busy Kathmandu crossroads, 
is also worshiped as Bhairava; dangerously block- 
ing the principal vehicular route through Patan, it 
is another Bhairava with no tangible symbol be- 
yond that of his dwelling place in the deep pit in 
the roadway.@Vn one of his most important mani- 
festations, enshrined in a splendid Newar-style 
temple in Kirtipur village, Bhairava is worshiped 
in the form of a tongueless tiger known as VyZ- 
ghreivara (Lord Tiger),  or in common parlance, 
Bagh Bhairab (Tiger Rhairava). T h e  tiger image 
is said to commemorate an occasion when chil- 
dren, amusing themselves while caring for their 
flocks, innocently fashioned a clay tiger. Leaving it 
to seek a leaf for the tiger's tongue, the children 
returned to find that not only had Bhairava ap- 
propriated their toy as one of his dwelling places, 
but had also devoured their flocks. Tiger Bhairava 
is preserved in the Kirtipur temple, and the chil- 
dren and their charges are immortalized in a near- 
by shrine. T h e  "children" are embodied as the 
g o l h i l i  (herdsmen), in fact a third- or fourth- 
century sculpture of Siva, Piirvati, and Nandi  
(Plate 349); the devoured flock is symbolized by 
five adjacent Mother Goddesses of similar date 

(Plates 545547). 
13hairava also appears to be associated in some 

manner with large stones that have been carefully 
shaped into a sphere some two feet in diameter. 
Known to the Newars as gucca (ball), one such 
has given its name to a Deopatan neighborhood, 
Gucca-to], where it lies unattended by the road- 
side. I have seen such balls in two other locations, 
one abandoned in Tistung village (Licchavi Tes- 
tunga), west of the Valley, the other at Sathighar 

' T h e  Patan Rhairava's tlwclling place was no  menace 
to peclestrians, hut became a hazard with the increase of 
\~ehiculnr traffic. For a while the hole was railed to signal 
its existence, I)ut the railing was soon clemolishetl hy the 
cars. 13uring m y  time in Nepal, Rhairava on one occasion 
demonstratetl his tlispleasure with the United Christian 
Mission I)y clisastrously attracting one of its VWs into his 
l o t l g i n ~ .  It will be of great interest to see how long the 
I'alan lillairava will hold out in thc contemporary milieu. 

(Palanchok). T h e  Sathighar example is elevated 
on a platform and is worshiped as Mahiideva 
(Siva). It bears an inscription in Bhujir?mol char- 
acters (circa fourteenth century), "this is the work 
of Anantadevi."" A fourth ball is incorporated in- 
to a hypaethral Mother Goddess shrine, probably 
of Licchavi date, inside Pas'upati's compound 
(Plate 560). Contemporary practice throws no 
light on  these curiosities, but it is probable that 
they originated in ancient times, and may be iden- 
tified as the Bhairava- or Ari~?i-iilii, the "debt 
payer" stones mentioned in the late  chronicle^.'^ 

In the Kathmandu Valley, Bhairava also charac- 
teristically manifests himself in  a ferocious mask- 
like face with glaring eyes, bared fangs, and 
disheveled hair; he is decorated with skulls, ser- 
pents, and other forbidding and macabre orna- 
ments (Plates 361-364). In this abbreviated form, 
we meet Bhairava as the Aghora aspect of Siva on 
one side of early caturmu~halingas (Plate 339). 
Indeed, legend affirms that when the Palpa king, 
Mukunda Sena, invaded the Nepal Valley in the 
Malla Period, "the Aghora Murti (the south- 
ern face) of Pashupati showed its frightful teeth, 
and sent a goddess named Maha-mari (pestilence), 
who within a fortnight cleared the country of the 
troops of Mukunda-~ena." '~ Such faces are also 
molded, painted, or both, on the side of large jars 
used for storing beer, the tepa or kom, symbol of 
Bhairava and intimately associated with his cult 
(Plate 362). Bhairava's terrifying face may be paint- 
ed in n~anuscripts and on banners and walls (Plate 
361), or it may be carved of wood and hammered 
out in metal repoussC (Plates 363, 364). Among the 
latter, the largest, most horrendous, and of greatest 
cultural importance, is the White (Sveta) Bhai- 
rava (Seto Bhairab) (Plate 364). Affixed to an 
outside wall of Hanuman Dhoka, Sveta Bhairava 
was an offering of Rana Bahadur Shah in honor 
of Indra at his festival in A.D. 1795.'~ Usually con- 
cealed by a lattice shutter, the face is only fully 

" Unpublished, translatetl by G. Vajracharyn. 
" Hasrat 197o:?r; Wright r966:R3-84. What relation- 

ship, if any, these large balls may have with the rountled 
stones of all sizes often piled arountl Sival~ngas and an- 
thropomorphic icon$, I d o  not know. 
" Wright 1966:r 15.  
O3TI1e image is inccribed and dated V.S. 1852 Bhidra, 

now published by G. Vajracharya 197(;:document 77 (264). 
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revealed during the week-long annual celebration 
of Indra-jatri, a festival in which Bhairava plays 
an important role. O n  certain evenings of the fes- 
tival, a copper tube is placed in Sveta Bhairava's 
mouth, from which, supplied from a hidden res- 
ervoir, he dispenses beer into the upturned mouths 
of the pressing crowds, thereby conferring benefit 
throughout the year. Other lesser Bhairavas, even 
domestic images,04 perform this function during 
Indra-jatra, and it is during the same festival that 
Bhairava faces are displayed with abandon in the 
squares and along the public ways (Plate 362). 

Frequently, the face symbolizing Bhairava is 
even further reduced, and he is represented only 
by his fearsome eyes. In  this way, painted or carved 
on door jambs, he often guards the domiciles of 
men and gods (Plates 127, 141). In  sets of three, 
Bhairava's eyes glare from the wheels of the great 
wooden chariots (rathas) that serve the gods in 
their ceremonial outings (Plate 365). O n  the 
wheels of Matsyendranitha's chariot, the eyes sig- 
nal the dwelling place of four separately named 
Bhairavas associated with the deity's cult; else- 
where, they often signal his relation to locomotive 
force in general. Tha t  is another reason why he 
presides over the tongue of Mat~~endranatha 's  
chariot (Plate 363). 

Somewhat less commonly, Bhairava is also wor- 
shiped in fully anthropomorphic images that icon- 
ographically and functionally have much in com- 
mon with the Buddhist Samvara and Mahakila, 
the Great Black One (Plates 366-368, 479, 480). O f  
the famous Bhairavas, the smallest must be the 
gilded Bhairava upon which focuses all the radiant 
glory of his gilded Bhaktapur temple f a p d e  (Plate 
366); one of the largest and most awe-inspiring is 
without doubt the Black (Kala) Bhairava of the 

9 4  One such is in the Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art in which a Dhairava face, affixed to the pedestal of 
an image of Bhairava and his iakti ,  is pierced through to 
accon~modate the beerdispensing tube (Pal 1g75:pl. 65). 
This image provides a striking illustratio~~ of the ill-ipor- 
tance of contemporary practice in understanding the 
Nepalesc past. Without this insight, the mask at the bot- 
ton1 of the composition remains no more than an unex- 
plainable whimsy of the artist. 

"The Nepalese define this distinctive and ubiquitous 
gesture as ankrria rnudri (Buddhisagar Sharma rg6za:fig. 

Kathmandu Darbar Square (Plate 367). Of super- 
human size, Kilabhairava's body is painted black, 
his ornaments brilliant in red, white, and yel- 
low, and he is enveloped in blazing orange flames. 
H e  tramples underfoot a nude goblin (uctcilo), 
and with his many arms he drapes himself with 
a flayed human skin, grasps a clutch of severed 
human heads and the ritual skull cup, and bran- 
dishes a sword, shield, and trident. One hand is 
displayed in the typical gesture of Nepalese tantric 
deities, the atikuia mudr i  (elephant goad gesture), 
in which the ring finger and thumb are joined in 
a ~ i rc le .8~  

Of indeterminate date and unknown origin, 
Kilabhairava, like so many other important images 
of the Kathmandu Darbar Square, was introduced 
into it by Pratipamalla in the seventeenth century. 
One story has it that the king, hearing that there 
was a frightful image in a reservoir, had it dragged 
out and brought to the palace;sa another claims 
that workmen constructing a canal to link the 
pond of the Jalaiayana Nirayana of Budhanil- 
kantha to that of the palace NiirIyana, encountered 
an obstruction that proved to be the image of 
Kilabhairava. 

Tremendously popular in contemporary Nepal, 
Kalabhairava played an even more important role 
in the immediate past. Known also as the Adilata 
(Court) Bhairava, he was the chief witness before 
whom civil servants were sworn into office. Liti- 
gants also swore to the truth of their statements 
while touching Bhairava's foot, and he who bore 
false witness, it is alleged, vomited blood and died 
on the spot. W e  may also infer from Wright's re- 
marks that as late as the nineteenth century, Kala- 
bhairava was the occasional recipient of human sac- 
rifice. For in speaking of the "huge and hideous 

34). In Japanese Buddhist iconography this mudr i  is asso- 
ciated with special forms of Amitibha (Arnida), and is 
therefore known as Amida mrtdri  (Saunders rg60:72-75. 
fig. I I ~ ,  e, pl. v). In some works it is referred to as the 
vyikhyina rnrrdrri (Pal I ~ ~ o : I I ~ - I I ~ ) ,  a term synonymous 
with n'nn~irdrrj, usually defined as the gesture in which 
the thumb is joined to the index finger, rather than to 
the fourth, or ring, finger as in the Nepalese sculptures 
(Banerjea 19$:254-255; Rao 1968:r. 16-17, pl. 5, fig. 15). 

OC Wright 1966:146. 
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figures" of the Darbar Square, Wright affirms that 
"I have twice heard of people having committed 
suicide on the steps in front of one of these images. 
T h e  suicide always takes place at night, and the 
body is found in the morning, with its throat cut 
from ear to ear, and its limbs decorously arranged, 
lying on one of the steps!"" 

It  is tempting to tell the stories of the many 
Bhairavas who play an important role in Nepalese 
life-the Aki5a (Sky) Bhairava of Asan-to], Kath- 
mandu (worshiped as the remains of the Kirita 
king, Yalambar, eponym of Yala [Patan], be- 
headed in the Mahabhdrata war) ; the Sky Bhairava 
of Halchok village who, as a masked lakhe dancer, 
comes annually to Kathmandu to fight a buffalo 
to death at Indra-jitra;" and many more. But as 
the single most important Bhairava manifestation 
in Nepal Mandala, and one that most graphically 
illustrates the indigenous nature of Nepalese Bhai- 
rava worship and its permeation of Nepalese cul- 
ture, I shall confine myself to Pacali Bhairava of 
Kathmandu (Plate 369). 

Pacali Bhairava's principal shrine, or chief seat 
(pilha), lies well beyond the confines of the old 
city walls, surrounded by nonriverine cremation 
rnasGns; it is not far from the cremation and 
bathing ghats on  the Bagmati just above the con- 
fluence with the Vishnumati (Map 4:27). Reached 
by a web of cobblestone paths, the shrine is hypae- 
thral, canopied by the gnarled and drooping 
branches of a giant pipal tree. T h e  sanctum is a 
sunken quadrangle in which Bhairava in the form 
of a stone of modest size emerges from the brass 
plates flooring the shrine. Behind the stone is a 
minor gilt Bhairava image, itself apparently of 
little cult significance. A few feet away, in the 
raised forecourt, lies a copper repoussC wetila, the 
goblin-like "betal" who receives the copious blood 
sacrifices offered in Bhairava's name. Like the 

e7 Wright 1966:7 n. 4. 
T h e  barbaric rite was halted during the Rana regime, 

but there have been recent attempts to revive it. T h e  cus- 
tom may well originate in Licchavi times, since two in- 
scriptions mention the bullfight (goyuddha) festival cele- 
brated in Daksinakoligrima (southern Kathmandu) 
(D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. "5, 129 (433-437, 485-489). 

"There is much drinking during the festival-for one 
thing, it induces a trance-like condition in the impersona- 

Mother Goddesses, with whom the Bhairava cult 
is so i~ltimately intertwined, Pacali Bhairava also 
has a related shrine, a "lineage house," the deo- 
chem (Newari) or &la ghara (Nepali), inside the 
city. Unlike any of the other maleficent deities who 
enjoy paired shrines-pitha and deochem-Pacali 
Bhairava has twelve of the latter. This number is 
in keeping with the cycle of twelve common to 
all Nepalese religious affairs. T h e  deochem are not 
used at the same time, but are the private homes 
of twelve Jyapu (Dongal) families residing south 
of the Darbar Square. Annually, in rotation, they 
host the fearsome god. As host, they guard Bhai- 
rava in the form of a large beer jar (tepn, kom) 
elaborated on one side with the modeled face of 
the god. T h e  oldest male of the host household, 
the thakali, serves as the deity's priest and performs 
his daily worship (nitya ptrja). Once a year, Bhai- 
rava in the form of the jar of beer is carried from 
the lineage house; this coincides with Dasain, the 
national festival in honor of Durg i ,  Siva's consort 
in her militant form. T h e  old beer is emptied at 
a special place on the Bagmati (Paiicanadi, one of 
the nine auspicious places men bathe during Da- 
sain), and the jar is ritually cleansed and filled 
anew. O n  Paiicami, the fifth day of Dasain (or 
Paiicakorn, as it is known to Bhairava's intimates), 
the vessel is exposed for a day of ardent worship 
in Bhairava's pitha. Late at night the urn is re- 
turned to Kathmandu in a tumultuous procession 
whose goal is Hanuman D h ~ k a . ~ T r a d i t i o n a l l y ,  
Bhairava receives at the palace a sacrificial buffalo 
in the name of the king. This concludes the an- 
nual ceremony, and the urn is then installed anew 
in the next of the twelve appropriate Jyapu homes. 
Every twelfth year,   receding the god's installation 
in his deochem, a special dance is performed in 
the Darbar Square by the gtrthi in charge of Pacali 
Bhairava's affairs. This ceremony was traditionally 

tor of Bhairava's jakti so that he may perform his role in 
the festivities. T h e  drinking, together with the fact that 
the urn must be carried in a nonstop rush, has on at least 
two occasions ended in calamity, when the clay pot was 
dropped. Both sites, near Chikamugal-tol, are well remem- 
bered, and sacrifices are made there regularly in Pacali 
Bhairava's name. Sometime during the Rana period, the 
occasion of the last mishap, the urn was replaced with the 
gilt metal one now in use. 
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accompanied by a ritual exchange of courtesies 
with the king of Kathmandu (and later Nepal) at 
a modest hypaethral shrine in the roadway adja- 
cent to Kisthamandapa. 

T o  some extent, all Nepalese count themselves 
the devotees of Pacali Bhairava, and, as neutral 
ground, his pitha was a favorite venue for d,iplo- 
matic exchanges between the quarrelsome kings of 
Kathmandu and Patan. But he is most intimately 
associated with Jyapus and Manandhars, Newar 
farmers and (formerly) oil-pressers who inhabit 
the southern half of Kathmandu. It is the Jyapus 
who preempt Bhairava's cult, but both groups turn 
often to the deity in their affairs. Manandhars and 
Jyapu youths who live south of Hanuman Dhoka, 
for example, undergo one of their most important 
samskiras (sacraments) at Bhairava's pitha, a hair- 
cutting ceremony through which they pass to man- 
hood and are integrated into their caste. 

Pacali Bhairava may originally have been the 
deity of a Licchavi pa5ccili of Daksinakoligrima, 
from whence his name, rather than from five 
(pafica) lingas, as is frequently thought.loO But the 
first specific reference to the god occurs in a four- 
teenthtentury copperplate inscription afixed to 
Kisthamandapa (a site intimately associated with 
his contemporary rites), where as Lord Pacali 
(paficali bhahrahra) he is invoked as a treaty wit- 
ness.'"' But, as is true for so many deities in the 
Valley, his devotees have their own conception of 
his history. T o  them he is a reincarnated mortal 
(usually identified as a king of Pharping), who 
nightly consorted with a girl of the lowly butcher 
caste (Kasain) who resided outside the walls of 
southern Kathmandu. One night, doubting that 
her lover could really be Bhairava, as he claimed, 
the Kasaini implored him to reveal to her his im- 
mortal form. T o  this he agreed on the condition 
that, once satisfied, she would restore him to hu- 
man form by scattering over him some consecrated 

loo Nepali 1g65:303. 
lo' D. Regmi 1g66:part 3, app. A, inscr. 27 (18-21). N o  

image of any Bhairava has been recovered from Licchavi 
times, unless the Bhairava-Sili are of that date and were 
indeed worshiped in his name. The Vajrabhairava men- 
tioned in an inscription of Sivadeva I 1  (circa A.D. 694-705) 
is another name for the fierce Yamintaka, a Buddhist 
divinity (D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 141 [523-5261) The 

grains of ricc. But when Bhairava became manifest 
in all his terrible majesty, the terror-stricken girl 
forgot the magic rice clutched in her hand, and 
fled. Before the pursuing Bhairava could catch and 
calm her, the cock of dawn began to crow. Rhai- 
rava, by now near the cremation grounds, quickly 
concealed himself in a roll of straw matting that 
had served to carry a corpse to the ghats. His but- 
tocks were not quite hidden, however, and the first 
risers found him so. Thus, Bhairava's il lanccaled 
buttocks are still worshiped in the form of the 
stone that protrudes through the brass flooring of 
the pitha. Originally, the stone may have been 
reminiscent of human buttocks, and helped to en- 
gender the story. In any event, Pratipamalla al- 
legedly caused "the greater part of the emblem of 
Panchlinga Bhairava to be covered up, because peo- 
ple from the plains of India, seeing the jalhari, 
used to laugh at the Nepalese for sacrificing ani- 
mals to Mahadeva."loz The  fleeing Kasaini, say the 
Nepalese, was also turned into a stone, and is en- 
shrined near Bhairava's pitha, in a hypaethral 
shrine shared with other Mothers. In the form of 
a gilt skull cup (kapila),  she also has a place in 
the deochem beside Bhairava's beer jar. As his 
inkti she shares his worship and plays an impor- 
tant part in his annual festival.'0s 

The Cult of Visnu 

The  term Sivamargi, which the Nepalese apply to 
themselves if they are not Buddhists, is deceptive. 
For although the sectarian-sounding name in fact 
broadly signifies Hindu, and is understood to em- 
brace all of the Brahmanical and Vedic gods, it 
obscures the importance of Visnu, one of the most 
beloved gods of Nepal Mandala (Plates 370-412). 
Licchavi inscriptions, temple sites, and stone sculp- 
tures attest that the importance of Visnu equalled 
-perhaps even surpassed-Siva in ancient Nepal. 

earliest image yet identified as Bhairava is a small bronze 
dating from the Transitional Period, circa tenth century, 
now in a collection abroad (Pal 1974:fig. 151). 

loZ Wright 1966:145. 
lo3 See Anderson 1971:156-163 for a lively description of 

some of the Nepalese Bhairavas and the festival of Pacali 
Bhairava. 
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Despite continuous burgeoning of Siva in Nepali 
esteem, a process that appears to have begun with 
Amiuvarman's elevation of Paiupati in the early 
seventh century A.D., V i s ~ ~ u  has held his own into 
our time as one of the nation's paramount divini- 
ties. However, i t  would not be correct to speak 
now of Vaisnavas, or even really of a "cult" of 
Vis~ju in the sense of an exclusive sectarian system 
of beliefs and ritual. Rather, Visnu is merely one 
of the most important gods in the Valley to whom 
all Nepalese pay their homage-ven i f  the Bud- 
dhamiirgis sometimes disguise their allegiance by 
identifying his image as that of the Buddha or 
Avalokiteivara. 

Visnu, or Niiriyana, one of the deity's names in 
his supreme aspect, is a primary godhead of 
the Brahmanical trinity-which, with Brahmii's 
eclipse, is in effect now a duo. As Siva is the De- 
stroyer, Visnu is the Preserver and, further, largely 
preempts Brahmi's role as the Creator. H e  is a 
resplendent god, a benevolent savior to  be adored, 
not feared. Thus he is worshiped with fruits and 
flowers, and shuns blood and alcohol. His gentle 
nature is evidenced in his majestic and placid 
images, interrupted only occasionally by a fierce 
form that he sometimes assumed briefly in order 
to overcome evil and preserve the universe (Plate 
394). Even his tantric representations, so charac- 
teristic of Visnu images of Malla Nepal, are still 
predominantly placid, in no way comparable to the 
maleficent forms of Siva or the Miitrkas (Plate 
390). In contrast to Siva, whose anthropomorphic 
icons in Nepal are few compared to the abstract 
linga, Visnu icons are legion, his symbolic repre- 
sentations few. It  is decreed that Visnu "is to be 
always worshipped in his images; but when these 
are wanting, then alone other objects are to be used 
for this purp~se." '~'  Of these "other objects," the 
most common in the Kathmandu Valley is the 
irilagrinza (saligrarn), a fossil ammonite of black 
stone that occurs in the Kali Gandaki River of 
western Nepal, and is considered to be a celestial 
form of the g ~ d . ' ~ V u t  even this symbol is often 
anthropomorphized by adding a face in red and 

lo' Banerjea 1956:394, quoting from the Nirada Pafica- 
rlifra, a Vais~~ava text. 

lo5 Landon 1928:11, 14-15. 
' " T h e  study of Vaisnava iconology in Nepal is by no 

yellow paint. Normally, jdagrrimas are confined 
to domestic worship, or are piled as accessories to 
Visnu images (Plate 387), a practice reminiscent 
of the rounded stones often piled around Siva- 
lingas and Siva icons. Visnu may also be wor- 
shiped i l l  the form of his footprints (Visnupada), 
impressed to distinguish them from the relief prints 
that symbolize Goraksaniitha, a form of Siva. 

Because of Visnu's historical role and continuing 
importance in contemporary life, Visnu is one of 
the most rewarding deities for the student of Nep- 
alese culture. H e  is a divinity of profound philo- 
sophical interest, and a savior figure with whom 
it is easy for Westerners to empathize, as we can- 
not, for example, with Bhairava or the maleficent 
Miitrkas, who remain outside our ken. 

Immensely complex, Visnu is a deity of many 
origins, and composed of many strands of different 
ages and importance. Among them, however, three 
constituents predominate and help us to define his 
character: Aditya Visnu, a Vedic solar deity; N i -  
riyana, a cosmic deity; and a deified hero, Viisu- 
deva-Krsna. Like Siva, Visnu has many aspects, 
innumerable names, and several distinctive cults. 
His  concepts and legends have engendered an ex- 
ceedingly rich iconology, providing the Kathman- 
du  Valley with some of its most sublime, monu- 
mental, and heroic s c ~ l p t u r e s . ' ~ ~  

Visnu's cosmic nature is perhaps no better ex- 
pressed than by the god himself in the Mahabhi- 
rata, where in the guise of K r s ~ ~ a  he aids the Piin- 
davas in their epic struggle with the Kauravas. 
T h e  god expounds to Arjuna, one of the Pindavas, 
his universality, his immanence in all beings and 
objects, the diversity of his nature, and his variable 
manifestations. Arjuna longs to see such an all- 
encompassing divinity, and begs the god to reveal 
himself in the universal form (viivarzipa) of which 
he has spoken so vividly. Obligingly, in all his 
cosmic majesty, Visnu materializes before the awed 
Arjuna in a visitation known as Viivar~pa-dariana 
(Plates 370-373). With body both stalwart and re- 
splendent, with diverse heads, pacific and terrific, 
and with numerous arms. displaying a host of 

means exhausted, although a book and many papers have 
been devoted to it, particularly Pal 1963, 19677, 1970, 

1972b, 1974. 
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weapons and symbols, the god declares: "Gaze, 
then . . . I manifest for thee those hundred thou- 
sand shapes that clothe my Mystery."' As Pi11 has 
discussed, there is no more courageous and effective 
attempt to depict these events in plastic form than 
by some unknown sculptor of the Late Licchavi 
Period (Plates 371, 372).lo0 AS a theme of consider- 
able appeal in Nepal Mandala, Visnu ViSvarupa 
was attempted many times in the seemingly diffi- 
cult media of stone and bronze. Important paint- 
ings, if they existed, have not survived. 

One of these plastic works of the Universal Vis- 
nu, far less ambitious than the Changu Nirayana 
masterpiece, and considerably predating it, stands 
forgotten by the wayside in Chabahil village (Plate 
370)."~ Much damaged by the years, the image is 
mistakenly worshiped as Bhagavati (Durga) or as 
Dhcdigu, the fox-god, for its presumed relation- 
ship with a nearby fox-like image. Nonetheless, 
the Chabahil image is unmistakably Visnu in his 
cosmic manifestation astride the three worlds. Like 
the Changu example, Visnu is multiheaded, his 
several arms display a variety of weapons, and he 
is supported by Prthvi, a personification of earth, 
and a Nigari ja  (serpent king), symbol of the un- 
derworld. Identification of the remaining figures 
in this much-weathered composition is hazardous, 
but Laksmi, the god's chief consort, is almost cer- 
tainly one of them. 

Following by a millennium the execution of the 
Chabahil image, Pratipamalla commissioned a 
Visnu Viivarfipa to celebrate the Indra-jitr,? of 
A.D. 1657 (Plate 373).11" Executed in lost-wax cast- 
ing and repoussi, the Kathmandu image in its way 
vies with the Changu masterpiece on this same 
theme. T h e  later work, however, attempts to con- 
vey Visnu's cosmic nature through imposing size, 
heroic stance, and the physical incorporation of 
the "hundred thousand shapes that clothe [his] 
Mystery." N o  longer the staunchly immovable god 
of the earlier images, the Kathmandu Visnu as- 
sumes the vigorous pratyilidha stance, the "heroic 
diagonal." This, together with his forbidding prin- 
cipal face and rotund body, makes him altogether 

lo' Pal 1970:gr. 
'0° Pal 1967a:45-54; 1970:50-61; 1974:78-79. 
'""hortly after I left Nepal, my assistant G.  Vajra- 

charya, in continuing our search for early images, disco\- 

Ijhairavalike. The  many gods thc universal V i ~ n u  
incorporates are show11 as a nigu-canopied pyramid 
of diverse heads, comple~nented by multiple limbs. 
The Uhairavalike central facc is flanked by those 
of Indra and other well-known gods of Hinduism, 
and above is the Huddh;~; the rest of the forty4dd 
heads depict fantastic, theriomorphic deities com- 
mon to Nepali tantric imagery. The  diversity of 
the deities is further defined by the cognizances 
displayed in some of the many hands. Each of 
the thirty-two principal hands holds a separat- 
ly cast image, scarcely two inches high, each 
often jewel-inlaid and displaying in its tiny hands 
clearly identifiable attributes. In the deity's lower 
principal hands, for example, an unmistakable 
Bhimasena battles a daitya (demon). Innocative 
also is Visnu's rotund belly bearing the udarc- 
mukha (literally, "face belly") from whose mouth 
dangles another miniature cast figure. Normally, 
this technical tourde-force of seventeenthtentury 
metalwork is stored in the Hanuman Dhoka treas- 
ury. But it is annually displayed outdoors for the 
week of Indra-jitra and, quite unaccountably and 
quite unnoticed, is exposed once again in the near- 
by royal vihira, Liyku-bahil, on the occasion of 
Janai-pfirnimi. 

The  Vijavarupa theme must have had particular 
appeal to Prat i~amalla ,  who also had it executed 
in wood, a charming folk carving preserved over 
the Hanumin  gateway of the palace (Plate 141) .  
It is flanked by the worshiping images, also in 
wood, of this interesting ruler and one of his 
queens, and on the other side, by Krsna and the 
milkmaids. Miniature representations of Visnu 
ViSvarGpa are also sometimes encountered in man- 
uscripts prepared in the ~ e r i o d  of the Three King- 
doms, and the Viivarapa theme occurs in murals 
of that time. 

The  magnificent concept of godhead embodied 
in Visnu is apparent in his aspect as Nir iyaga 
afloat in the immense void of the cosmic ocean, 
symbol of the generative life force that is also Vis- 

ered the Chabahil Visnu. I a v  grateful to Catherine Dick 
for pho~ographing it for me. 

Dated by a dedicatory inscription engraved on the 
pedestal, N.S. 777 Srivana (Abhile~ha-samgraha 1961i). 
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nu himself (Plates 374-377). Technically known as 
Jalaiayana Niriyana (Niriyana-Lyingan-the-Wa- 
ter), Anantaiayin, or SesaBayana (Lying-on-the- 
Serpent Ananta, or &?a), in this form after each 
cyclical destruction of the universe Nir iyana 
drowses for untold eons in the infinite watery 
reaches. At length arousing himself, the godly as- 
pects issue from Visnu's navel, a concept symbol- 
ized by the divine lotus supporting Brahmi, the 
Creator (Plates 374, 375). The  recumbent deity is 
supported on the immense coils of the polycepha- 
lous serpent Ananta (Endless), or Sesa (Remain- 
der), a divine being who symbolizes the waters 
remaining after the cosmic ocean, in the endless 
cycle, is again transmuted into life. Moreover, 
ocean, serpent, and deity are one, for Niiriiyana is 
conceived as both the water and Ananta/Sesa up- 
on whose undulating coils he reclines. It is Visnu/ 
Ananta/Balariima (one of his avatars), symbol of 
cosmic waters and the netherworld, whom we see 
as the lowest image of the Changu Nirayana Vii- 
varfipa (Plate 371). 

During the infinite interim, between destruction 
and creation, Visnu, as conceived by a seventh-cen- 
tury Licchavi panegyrist, lolls on his serpent couch 
with Laksmi, his ocean-wet body thrilling to the 
touch of her breasts."' Like any mortal on a lazy 
afternoon, the god is pictured lying with half- 
closed eyes, drowsily stifling recurrent yawns, and 
with an idle finger languidly digging in his ears. 
Rather than for pleasure, this digging is an allusion 
to the terrible demons, Madhu and Kaitabha, who, 
like the godly aspects that issue from Visnu's navel, 
emerge from his ears (Plates 374, 375). Personify- 
ing violence and ignorance, the cause of evil, the 
demonic pair attempted to frustrate the creation of 
the universe, until Visnu thwarted them by reab- 

11' From the invocation of a joint inscription of Bhinar- 
junadeva and Ji~nugupta,  erected in Thankot village A.D. 

633 (ss. 57 Kirtikaf) ( D .  Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 115 1433- 

4371 ). 
' I 2  One of the most poetic explanations of the Jalaiayana 

Niriyana aspect, which has influenced m y  understanding 
and description, may be found in Zimrner 1g68:1, 12-14, 
I 65-1 66. 

' I 3  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 77 (320-335); Slusser and 
Vajracharya 1973:126, fig. 17. Detail photographs of the 
Budhanilkantha image and other Nepalese Jalaiayana 
images may be seen in Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:figs. I ,  

sorbing them into his body. But periodically, 
Madhu and Kaitabha emerge anew to entrain the 
endless cycles of universal disasters until, once 
more, they are reabsorbed into the divine essence 
that is Visnu. Thus Niriiyana's vast body, itself 
the cosmic waters, serpent, and divinity, is a divine 
essence that contains within it all aspects of the 
universe, godly and demonic. T h e  god is at once 
the Creator of the universe, for a time its Pre- 
server, and at last its Destroyer. H e  is also the 
epitome of miyi  (illusion), the eternal cosmic 
dream.'12 

Like the god's universal manifestation as ViB- 
varupa, such a cosmogony and lofty concept of 
divinity was bound to challenge Nepalese artists. 
There are no fewer than three monumental Jala- 
Bayana Nir iyana stone sculptures bequeathed by 
the Licchavis. One, in all likelihood Bhumbhuk- 
kiki,  mentioned as a recipient of Amluvarman's 
largesse, was taken to Hanuman Dhoka in the sev- 
enteenth century by Pratipamalla;1'3 a second was 
installed in a pool at Balaju between about A.D. 633 
and 643 by Visnugupta;l14 and a third, also com- 
missioned by Visnugupta, was established at Bu- 
dhanilkantha (Plate 376). T h e  Budhanilkantha 
image is the largest, and as an object of great im- 
portance in contemporary culture will be discussed 
below. 

Ja la ia~ana  imagery continued to capture the 
Nepalese imagination. T h e  fourteenth-century no- 
ble, Madanasimha-rimavarddhana of the Bhoya- 
riijya, commissioned a sculpture on this theme, 
now abandoned on a slope below the mountain 
town of Palanchok-a large but pedestrian com- 
position that clearly overtaxed the artist's skills."" 
Minor stone sculptures of late date, usually quite 
grotesque, dot the ghats of the Bagmati and Vish- 

2, 4, 5, 17, 18, where they are discussed in extenso, pp. 
84-127. 

"'Strictly speaking, the image is not a true Jalaiayana 
Niriyana but a composite of Siva and Visnu, an altogether 
unique image of unusual symbolisn~, long erroneously 
scorned as a seventeenthxentury reproduction of the 
Budhanilkantha image (Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 
89-125). 

115Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:127, fig. 18. In all 
likelihood it was in en~ulation of Visnugupta's gifts, as 1 
have proposed Slusser I n g a .  
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numati, the principal Valley streams, both associ- 
ated with V i ~ n u  (Plate 377)Fe In the Late Malla 
and the Shah Periods the recumbent Visnu was a 
popular theme in mural and manuscript paintings, 
and for paintings on multi-layered paper that 
served both a didactic purpose and as icons for 
domestic worship (Plates 374, 375).11' Oddly, con- 
sidering the immense attraction the JalaSayana 
Nir iyana had for Nepalis of all times, no bronze 
representation of the theme is known.''' Truly, as 
the Himavatkhanda declares, "Nepal is beautified 
by the presence of NiriyaneSvara who dwells in 
the water and is incessantly served by yaksas.""' 

In his role as universal savior, Visnu is envi- 
sioned as soaring about the skies, keeping close 
watch on the affairs of the three worlds--earth, 
heaven, and the nether regions. This is accom- 
plished seated majestically astride his faithful com- 
panion and vehicle (vihana), Garuda (Plates 378, 
379), a figure venerated in Nepal as a divinity in 
his own right (Plates 64, 240, 243). Known techni- 
cally as Garudisana Visnu (Visnu-Seated-on-Ga- 
ruda), it is this aspect that provided the cult image 
for Visnu's hilltop temple at Changu. Sequestered 
inside the shrine since at  least the fourth century 
A.D. (a dating discussed below), the famous Nari-  
yana provided the model for countless successor 
images of various dates, widely distributed 
throughout Nepal Mandala.lZ0 

The  many aspects of Niriyana/Visnu may be 
reduced to a fundamental five, from whence one 
of the names of his principal cult, the Piiicaritra. 
Flowering in India about the same time as the 
PlSupatas, the Piiicaritra is the only historically 

llG The Sanskrit name of the river, whence the popular 
name Bagmati, is Vigavati, and was derived from Vik, 
the Vedic goddess of speech, who is identified as Sarasvati, 
one of Visnu's consorts. 

117 Such an icon was included in the murals destroyed 
in the Hanuman Dhoka palace wing, discussed in Chapter 
G, and a manuscript illustration may be seen in Pal 1970: 
fig. I. 

11' A bronze exhibited recently at Asia House, New 
York, was mistakenly identified as a JalaSayana Nir iyma 
(Pal 1975:pl. 82). As the disposition of arms and legs and 
the broken tangs on the feet attest, it originally stood 
upright as part of the decoration of a temple tororla. 

significant Vai~nava cult in Nepal, and has deter- 
mined much of Nepal's Vaiv~ava imagery. Of the 
primary aspects conceived by the Piiicaritrins, on- 
l y  three need concern us: the god's supreme, ema- 
natory, and incarnatory aspects. 

In his supreme (para) form, Vispu is the Uni- 
versal Monarch and Creator who is, in essence, 
formless. Nonetheless, icons of the Supreme V i ~ n u  
(or more exactly, Para Visudeva) were formulated 
and are the most common form of representation 
of Visnu in the Kathmandu Valley (Plates 6 ,  
380-383). Among the most ancient and most recent, 
images of Visnu in his supreme aspect achieved 
great popularity from the tenth century onward. 
As befits a monarch, the Supreme Visnu is a1;vays 
depicted sternly erect, and displays in his four arms 
his chief cognizances: the wheel of life (catra) ,  
the club (gadi)  to dissipate illusion, the conch 
shell (ianijha) embodying the primordial sound of 
the cosmos, and, to signify his creativity, the lotus 
(padma), a fairly late addition to his symbology. 
The cakra and g a d i  also serve as his primary 
weapons, and are occasionally personified as Cakra- 
purusa and Gadinari, literally, "wheel man" and 
"club woman." Less frequently, the conch or lotus 
replaces the more familiar personifications; then 
they are known as Sankhapurusa and Padmapu- 
rusa (Plate 6 ) .  Generically, such personifications 
are known as Ayudhapurusa ("weapons men"). 
Sometime in the Transitional Period, the Para 
Visnu icon was elaborated to include minor flank- 
ing images of the god's chief consort Laksmi and 
his mount Garuda (Plate 383). Another popular 
Nepalese arrangement for icons of the Supreme 
Visnu is as a caturmukha, in which four identical 
images, alone or, later, flanked by Laksmi and 

There is one like it in situ over the northern door of the 
Changu Niriyana temple, and a similar image in stone 
is an accessory in the shrine of Satya Niriyana (Plate 381). 

llOChap. 70, v. 44 and Nepali translation p. 162. 
120 Such images are quite common in stone, but less 

familiar in bronzes and paintings. Two important in situ 
stone examples are illustrated by Slusser 19fl:fig. 8, and 
Pal 1972:fig. 4. The latter represents a subsequent develop- 
ment in which the god's consorts are introduced, either 
seated on Garuda's outstretched wings or standing nearby, 
as they occur, for example, in an unpublished eighteenth- 
nineteenth century image in the KumbheSvara temple 
courtyard, Patan. 
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Garud;l. are addorsed to a linga-like column (Pl:~tc 
385). Reminiscent both of the Buddhist catro- 
tnrikha shrines (Plates 273-275) and the catrrr- 
tnukhalirigas, which probably provided the Vais- 
navn model, it is obvious why the image is not 
regarded as sectarian, and why both Buddhamiirgi 
and Sivamirgi find it natural to \\lorship such an 
Image. 

I n  PXcariitra theosophy, there are twenty-four 
forms that emanate from the Supreme Visnu, each 
of which combines certain of his multiple aspects. 
Of these emanations (uyziha), four are primary, 
twenty secondary, and all have specific names 
(Sridhara, Kes'ava, Hari, for examples). They are 
known generically as cattlrvir?liatitntirti. Each 
of the four primary aspects (caturuytiha) (one of 
which is the Supreme Visnu [Para Vasudeva] 
himself) faces a specified quarter of the universe, 
and each displays two special objects to symbolize 
the particular aspects he embodies. Thus Samkar- 
sann (who is also Balariima, another form of Vis- 
nu)  faces south, holds the pestle and plow, and 
personifies the aspects time and death (Plate 386); 
Pradyumna faces west, and holds bow and arrows 
(yogic fire); Aniruddha north, with sword and 
shield (renunciation); and Visudeva east, with 
wheel and club (Plate 387). Thus, together with 
the lotus and conch, the two symbols all the ema- 
nations hold, Visudeva commands the chief sym- 
bols of Visnu. Casually regarded, individual icons 
of the emanatory forms look very much alike, and 
are rarely referred to in contemporary Nepal more 
specifically than as "Narain." This is understand- 
able, because the only differences among the images 
of the twenty sub-emanations (and in some in- 
stances among all twenty-four) is in the disposi- 
tion of the four chief symbols, each god displaying 
one of the possible twenty-four permutations. Four- 
teen of the caturuimiatimtirtis may be seen en- 
shrined one above the other in the median vertical 
border of the Bhaktapur Visnu-ma~~daln (Pla,te 
383). The  Supreme Visnu is most frequently rep- 
resented with the arrangement of symbols particu- 
lar to ~ r i d h a r a  (Plates 385, 387). 

lZ1 Datetl by an in situ inscription N.S .  686, but pub- 
lished as N.S. 684 by D.  Regmi 1g66:part 4, inscr. 18 (21- 
23).  

lZ2They were discovered by accident. Deceived by the 

Like the composition of four identical images of 
the Supreme Visnu (Plate 3H5), one of the most 
favored ways of representing the caturuytiha, the 
four primary emanations, is as a caturmrrkha. In 
Nepal such images are usually referred to as a 
catcrvrntirti or Char-Narayan (cira, four). A splen- 
did example is enshrined at Niiriiyana Hiti, Kath- 
mandu (Plates 386-388), and another, named in 
the dedicatory inscription "caturuytihittna~a-ViZ- 
IJU," was commissioned by the mahipitra Puran- 
darasimha (who received a singularly pedestrian 
image for his pains). This was to serve as the cult 
image of a Newar-style temple erected in the Patan 
Darbar Square in A.D. 1566."~ Today the latter is 
scarcely worshiped, while the former attracts a 
steady stream of devotees. T h e  four Niirayana 
Hiti  emanations have special priests exclusively de- 
voted to their care. They accord them an excep- 
tionally protracted daily worship (nitya ptiji) 
prior to the public's arrival at the shrine. T h e  gods 
are awakened at an early hour and stripped of 
their clothing, ornaments, and yesterday's faded 
flowers and withered fruits. While waiting for 
their baths, they are carefully protected by a tent- 
like garment concealing all but their eyes. After 
a thorough cleansing with water and washcloth, 
they are dried, dressed in white dhoti and brilliant 
outer garments, and the central column to which 
they are addorsed is crowned with silver and gilt 
nigas and a full-blown gilt metal lotus. The  prin- 
cipal Viisudeva aspect, which faces the main (east- 
ern) door, then receives further attention. His feet, 
club, and wheel are sheathed in silver, his eyes 
covered with silver foil, his lips painted, and a 
Vais~>ava sect mark applied to his forehead in 
brilliant colors. At last his gilt crown is adjusted 
and he is garlanded with gilt and silver chains 
(Plate 388). As a final touch, the god is almost 
buried beneath freshly gathered blossoms. Even 
the little faces painted on the i i lagrimas piled at 
the deities' feet are renewed in the course of the 
daily puji.  It is little wonder that the existence of 
four sublime early Visnu images under such splen- 
dor was previously u n ~ u s p e c t e d . ' ~ ~  Beyond its 

cult trappings, I hatl supposed the image was as recent as 
the j14hara temple in which it stood. This proved other- 
wise tluring an especially early-morning visit with my 
colleague G. Vajracharya to study the associatetl Garuda 
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style, the only clue to the history of the Nirayana 
Miti CaturvyGha is an entry in the Bhdfdvamia- 
vali; it states that "Dharmagatideva built a catur- 
rnu8ha Nir iyana west of his palace and made two 
fountains and a tirtha which became famous as 
Niriya~>a-dhirii."'~' Although Dharmagatideva is 
an alternate name for King Dharmadeva, who 
ruled about A.D. 450, the high Gupta quality of the 
images precludes identification of the donor as this 
king. They were almost certainly installed around 
the seventh century, a particularly fecund period 
in the history of Nepal Mandala. 

Less common by far than as four addorsed 
images-and in Nepal confined to the Late Malla 
Period-Visnu's four primary emanations are also 
crystallized in the form of a multiheaded deity. 
Technically, such images are referred to as Vai- 
kuntha, the name of Visnu's heavenly abode, or as 
Caturinana (four-headed).12' An exceptionally 
striking example, long out of worship, occupies a 
corner of an open porch in Nasal Chok, Hanuman 
Dhoka, and another in stone stands in the Changu 
Niiriyana courtyard (Plates 389, 390). Such images 
are usually endowed with four different faces: two 
human, one placid (Visudeva) and one fierce or 
female (Aniruddha); and two animal, a lion 
(Samkarsana) and a boar (Pradyumna). In  the 
Changu Nir iyana example, however, the deity has 
more than the usual number of heads, the Hanu- 
man Dhoka image fewer. In the latter, the demon- 
ic (or female) face that would be hidden from the 
worshiper was omitted. T h e  bronze was formerly 
enshrined facing Hanuman Dhoka, but when the 
temple was destroyed in the 1934 earthquake the 
deity was carried to the palace for safekeeping. At 
the time, an  amulet was recovered bearing the 
name Jagajjaya, the ruler of Kathmandu from A.D. 
1722 to 1734, who had consecrated the Visou tem- 
ple in the memory of his deceased son, R5jendra.'25 

image (which we suspected \\,as the Licchavi image 
Pratipanialla had brought to Hanuman Dhoka but later 
banished because it gave "much annoyance" [Slusser and 
Vajracharya 1973:135-137, fig. 251). The visit coincided 
with the deities' baths, when the images were revealed in 
all their seventh-century glory. 

'2". Paudel 1963:62. 
'?'The term Caturinana has been proposed as more 

apt than Vaikun!ha by Pal 1974b337. 

I n  the endless cycle of 1)estruction and Creation, 
each time evil gets out of hand and the universe 
goes awry, Visnu in his role as universal savior is 
called upon by his immortal companions, the de- 
vas, to set things right. T o  do so, Visnu adopts 
some special form-n fish, a tortoise, or boar, a 
dwarf, or even on one occasion the likeness of the 
Buddha. These are his incarnate (vibhava) forms, 
most commonly known as avatars (auatira). There 
have been many such incarnations of Visnu, but 
with the Gupta period they were codified to a 
stereotyped ten, the DaSivatira. These may be 
seen as the superior border of the Hhaktapur Vis~ju- 
mandala and in the painting of Visnu and Laksmi 
(Plates 383, 409). Each incarnation is conceived to 
have taken place on a special day, a birthday so 
to speak, and thus the Nepalese lunar calendar is 
studded with their jayanti, each now celebrated 
with differing degrees of enthusiasm. In the Val- 
ley, Visnu's incarnate forms are also accorded spe- 
cial worship as a group when, on each successive 
evening of the annual Indra-jitri, a tableau vivant 
of the DaZtvatira is enacted on the steps of one 
of the Visnu temples in the Kathmandu Darbar 
Square. Individually, some of the avatars have on- 
ly limited appeal to the Nepalese, and are rarely 
worshiped apart from the group. For example, the 
little island shrine of Macche-Narayan (Matsya- 
N; '~rayana) - at Macchegaon is the only exclusive 
souvenir in the entire Kathmandu Valley of Vis- 
nu's avatar in the form of a fish (rnat~ya).'~"et 
others-for example the Boar, Man-lion, and 
and Dwarf-have endlessly fascinated the Nepa- 
lese (Plates 391-396). Representations of these three 
have often been repeated in a variety of media 
since at least the fifth century A.D., their legends are 
the best known and the most often told, and they 
play a welldefined role in the cultural life of Ne- 

IZ5G. Vajracharya 1976:25; P. Sharma 1975:55-56. Pal 
I ~ ~ O : I I O ,  fig. 78 had supposed the image to date from 
Pratipamalla's reign. 

lZG It is possible that a bas-relief stone carving embedded 
in the busy crossroads of Asan-tol, Kathmandu, represents 
Visnu's Matsya-avatira, but if so, it is no longer associated 
with him and is now merely a folk godling known as 
the "Fish of Asan-tol" (~iusser rg7za:grz). 
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pal Mandala. The  Abhira G u p ~ a ,  Hhaumagupta 
(ca. A.D. 567-590), for example, appears to have 
chosen Visnu's avatar as the boar, Variiha, as the 
subject of a commission (Plate 392). As the savior 
of Earth, personified as the goddess Bhiidevi 
(Prthvi), the boar is depicted surging from the 
watery abyss with the goddess perched on an up- 
raised elbow, an image type emulated in many 
places and at many times in Nepal Mandala (Plate 
393).'27 Because of this association with Earth, 
Variiha is concevied as the god of earthquake; each 
time the earth shakes he is shifting his burden 
from one tusk to the other.lZB 111 this guise, as 
"Bhiikadyo" (from Sanskrit bhtitnikampa, earth- 
quake), one of his most distinguished representa- 
tions is at Bhaktapur. Formerly enshrined at Gah- 
hiti-to1 in the center of the town, Bhiikadyo is said 
to have been banished to the cremation ghats after 
having miserably failed his devotees in the 1934 
earthquake.''" 

Visnu as Narasimha, half man, half lion, is the 
only fierce nontantric representation of Visnu, a 
cunning form he devised in order to destroy evil 
embodied in the form of a demon (Plates 391,394). 
Although there are many representations of Nara- 
simha, early and late and in various media, none 
is more forceful or more culturally interesting than 
the image Pratiipamalla established in the Nasal- 
chok of Hanuman Dhoka (Plate 394). AS we have 
seen from the king's own words (Chapter 8), this 
was to mitigate the distressing possession by Nara- 
simha, whom he had personified in a dance drama 
in the palace courtyard. 

As the tortoise (&ma) avatar, Visnu is best 
known in paintings that recount the popular story 
of the gods and demons churning the ocean in the 
quest for amrta, the elixir of immortality. In this 
form, Visnu descended to the abyss and supported 
the mountainous churn. O n  rare occasions the 

lZ7 The  historical and cultural implications of the image, 
now worshiped as Viriihi, a form of Durgi ,  are explored 
by Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:131-135, fig. 22, and the 

art-historical ones by Pal 1970:26-28, figs. 4, 5; 1974:67- 
69, fig. 92. Pal 1974 also illustrates one of the several other 
Variha avatars, and compares them with Indian examples 

(figs. 93-95). 
Crooke 1896:1, 35. 

'3 Nepali 1965:330; Gutschow and Kijlver 1975:28, 32. 

Kiirma-avatiira is given plastic form, as may be 
seen beneath the Boar avatar on one of the tunalas 
of a Kathmandu sattal (Plate 391). 

During the churning of the ocean, many other 
marvels besides amrta were brought forth, among 
which were Laksmi and a fabled jewel, both of 
which fell to Visnu. Known as kaustubhamani or 
irivatsa, the jewel is depicted in Nepalese iconog- 
raphy in the center of Visnu's breast in the form of 
an endless knot composed of two intertwined 
hearts (Plates 383, 394, 409).130 It  is a mahipuruSa 
lakfana, one of the signs of an outstanding person- 
ality, and the chest of the Buddha (and in India 
the Jinas) is also so marked. 

The  incarnation of the incomparable monarch 
Visnu in the form of an insignificant dwarf (vd-  
mana) is especially popular in Nepal, where it has 
been illustrated time and again (Plates 391, 395, 
396, 434). T h e  story provides the theme for two of 
the earliest dated Nepali stone reliefs, both offered 
by King Miinadeva I in honor of his mother in 
A.D. 467 (s.s. 389 Vailiikha) (Plate 395).13' T h e  in- 
carnation was occasioned by the illusions of Bali, 
king of the demons (asuras) who, having con- 
quered the earth, thought to extend his realm over 
heaven, too. Besought by the frightened gods, 
Visnu in the form of a dwarfed Brahman mendi- 
cant appeared before Bali and his queen as they 
were about to perform the Vedic horse sacrifice, 
the aivamedha yajfia (Plates 395, 396, 434). AS a 
Brahman entitled to gifts at such times, the Dwarf 
was offered whatever he wished. His modest re- 
quest for that which he could cover in three steps 
was readily granted by Bali. But the boon once 
granted, Visnu became manifest as the cosmic god, 
and with two strides encompassed the universe. 
With the third step he returned the arrogant Bali 
to the underworld-in Minadeva's relief, the dis- 
comfited asura king is shown tumbling on his way, 

1301n a fourteenth-century Nepali painting of Visnu in 
a private collection, the ~atrsttrblran2ani is represented by 
a thin gold plaque fastened to the deity's breast under the 
paint, now revealed by deterioration of the painting. 

131 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 4, 5 (34-38). Whether 
one sculpture may in fact be a later copy is explored on 
art-historical grounds by Pal, who discusses the two in- 
scribed stone sculptures and two well-known ones of later 
tlnte (1970:30-44. figs. 7-10; 1974: 17-20, figs. 1-4). 
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above the sacrificial horse (Plate 395). This popular 
Visnu avatar is known alternately as Trivikrama 
(Visnu of the Three Strides), Visnuvikranta 
(Striding Visnu), or simply Vamana (Dwarf) .  
Minadeva, for example, referred to it as Visrju- 
vikranta, but another Licchavi donor funded a 
gosthi to serve Lord Vimana (bhagavan Vamanar- 
~ a m i ) . ' ~ ~  Colloquially, the avatar is usually known 
in modern Nepal as Baman- or even Bahun-avatar. 
T h e  latter name is thought especially suitable, since 
bahun not only signifies Brahman, but the number 
fifty-two, thus, as inches, a fitting size for a dwarf. 

It  is of considerable interest that one of Mina- 
deva's Visnuvikrinta donations was erected in 
Mrigasthali, at the confluence of an intermittent 
stream with the Bagmati (Map 6:13). Known as 
Tilganga, the Sesame Seed Ganges, the streamlet's 
name attests to a long association of Visnu with 
the site. Traditionally, sesame seed (tila), an im- 
portant aliment in Nepal, is believed to originate 
from Visnu's perspiration, and he is the crop's pro- 
tector. O n  Migha- or Tila-sankrinti, the winter 
solstice and the first day of the solar month of 
Migha, sesame seed and oil play an important rit- 
ual role, foods containing sesame are eaten and 
presented to family priests, and Visnu is an object 
of special worship. Even though it is mid-winter 
and considered the coldest day of the year, people 
bathe in the chilly waters of Visnu tirthas, and on 
that day certain Visnu images are especially ven- 
erated. One of these is Satya Niriyaga, who in 
Sthitimalla's time, at least, was known as Tilapila 
Visnu, Visnu Protector of the Sesame Seed (Plate 
3 8 1 ) . ' ~ ~  Another equally early image, said to have 
been self-generated from a merchant's store of seed, 
is the famous Bhaktapur Tilamadhava, Midhava 
of the Sesame Seed. O n  Tila-sankrinti the tem- 
ples of both the Hadigaon and Bhaktapur deities 
are open all day, the priests observe elaborate pci- 

1321n s.s. 460 Jyestha (A.D. 538); D. Vajracharya 1973: 
inscr. 37 (168-169). 

The Gopilarrija-uanziiuali, fols. 21b-22a records that 
Jivagupta (the Abhira ruler Jisnugupta) offered "Lord 
Tilapila Visnu of the temple below the hill of Nandala 
[Hadigaon] a golden chain for his beautification and 
donated a pilgrim's shelter, many fields, a garden, and a 
building [for his support]." 

Is' We know from the Anantalingeivara inscription of 
Narendradeva that Virnanadvidaii was celebrated in 

jar, and throngs come in honor of Visnu who, in 
the instance of Sacya Niriyana, is otherwise a 
much-neglected image. At the curious folk celc- 
bration of Bala-caturdaii, or Satbij (Seven Seeds), 
which earlier in the calendar round commemorates 
the demon-ghoul Bala's demise, sesame also fig- 
ures. Then sesame and other food grains are scat- 
tered at Tilganga and throughout Mrigasthali, in 
the belief that for each seed offered the gods on 
that day, the donor will not only acquire merit 
equal to a gram of gold, but will escape the cycle 
of rebirth. This is also the day the Niriyana of 
Changu makes one of his twice-yearly visits to 
Kathmandu (Plate 411). At Tilganga, a few per- 
sons come each year on the Dwarf's birthday, V i -  
mana's Twelfth (Bhidra-iukla-dvidai?), to pay 
homage to his image-as the Nepalese may well 
have each year since A.D. 467, when Minadeva 
erected the temple and image at this sacred Visnu 
tirtha.'" 

There are other incarnate aspects of Visnu which, 
despite being his avatars, are worshiped more as 
distinct deities in their own right. Such a deity is 
Rirna, or Rimacandra (Plate 397). AS the epic 
hero of the Rdmiyana, the hero-god's legend is 
well known, he has a number of temples and 
shrines, and his representations are common-al- 
though of these, few predate the Malla Period.'35 
Like other important gods, Rirna serves many 
families as a lineage deity ( k ~ l a d e v a t i ) . " ~  A con- 
tingent of Newars, for example, now worship as 
R i m a  with his twin sons, Lava and KuSa, the por- 
trait image of King Visnugupta and his sons; they 
are embodied in an icon of the Supreme Visnu 
with two personified emblems, Sankha- and Pad- 
mapurusa (Plate $). Compared to Rama's wor- 
ship in India, his cult in Nepal Mandala is mod- 
est. Bhaktapur is an exception, where R i m a  claims 
a considerable following Hnd has numerous shrines. 

Licchavi Nepal (D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 129 [485- 
489]), but there is the possibility that the Tilganga image 
is a copy of the Lazimpat companion, and if so we do not 
know when it was established at the site. 

135 Only one Licchavi Period image of Rirna is known, 
a circa seventhsentury A.D. relief at Paiupatinitha pub- 
lished by Goetz 1955a:fig. I as a fifthsentury work. 

13GTypically, Visnu in his various forms serves as 
kuladevati for the Newars, who do not seem to relate 
themselves to Siva. 
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Elsewhere, Rima is offered a rather lukewarm de- 
votion, and there is only minimal observance of 
his special jayanti, Rima-navami (Riima's Ninth). 
I n  fact, it is Riima's helper, the monkey-god, Ha-  
numiin, guardian and gatekeeper, who everywhere 
in the Valley outshines R i m a  in popularity (Plates 

394 399). 
Another significant avatar of Visnu, codified as 

his eighth, is Balariima (Plates 400, 401). H e  is at 
once Visnu's avatar; an incarnation'of the cosmic 
serpent ~nanta /Se$a  (who is also Visnu [Plate 
371 1) ; Krsna's elder brother, a Dionysian-like 
agrarian god; and a parallel emanatory form as 
Samkarsana, one of the caturuyihas (Plate 386). Be- 
cause his iconography so distinctly displays the wa- 
ter-symbolizing serpent, a creature of fundamental 
importance in Nepalese culture, one would expect 
Balarima to be one of the most popular deities of 
Nepal Mandala. In contemporary Nepal, however, 
his role is a very modest one. Though he is some- 
times worshiped in icons that have nothing to do 
with him (Plate 470), unexplainably his own 
images are out of worship. They cannot even be 
identified by those who proudly bear Balariima's 
name as their own. As suggested by a newly found 
Licchavi sculpture, it is probable that his cult was 
once of greater importance, as it was at Mathura. 
Moss and dirt-covered, the Licchavi Balariima re- 
lief (Plate 400) is sequestered in the same 
cramped court as the Liagiiyata Umi-Maheivara 
(Plate 355). It  conforms perfectly to early textual 
references, as embodied in more than a score of 
Kusina images of Balariima found at Mathura.13' 
Surrounded and canopied with serpents, the deity 
stands in graceful tribhanga (triple-curved) pose, 
his head markedly inclined and his right knee 
flexed, just as the texts recommend. H e  is four- 
armed, holds the grain-hulling pestle and the 
ploughshare (his primary cognizances, shared by 
Sanikarsana), clasps a wine cup to his chest, and 
throws his fourth arm upward in drunken aban- 
don. H e  wears a magnificent kirtimukha-adorned 
crown and the prescribed single earring. But, true 
to the Nepali penchant for innovation, his plough 
is decorated with an elegantly carved makara in- 
stead of the recommended lion. In  his representa- 
tion at the base of the Changu Niiriiyana Viiva- 

rupa, he also holds a makara-decorated plough 
(Plate 371). Other images of Balarima, of later 
date, also closely conform to the textual description 
of the multi-faceted Vaisnava deity (Plate 401). 

Since the Buddha is also conceived as an incar- 
nation ot' Visnu, it is little wonder that in the non- 
sectarian ambience of Nepal Mandala, Janirdana 
(a Visnu emanation) came in the form of Buddha 
to establish a linga named Karunikeivara;13' that 
the Jalaiayana Niiriiyana of Budhanilkantha is al- 
ternately worshiped as Buddha; or that Changu 
Niiriiyana is alternately worshiped as Avalokitei- 
vara. Both Visnu and Buddha are lofty personages 
and compassionate saviors and, in the caturmukha 
icons, they share iconic types, carved, without 
doubt, by the same artists. Even the rites associated 
with Visnu and Buddha are similar, as attested by 
modern practice and in the scenes of worship por- 
trayed at the bottom of their respective banner 
paintings (pata, paubhi) .  Indeed, the Piiicaritra 
view of Visnu incarnated as Buddha seems to have 
backfired in Nepal Mandala. T h e  Pificaritrins orig- 
inally incorporated the Buddha as the "arch de- 
luder," who by advocating false doctrines would 
sow confusion among the demons and thus de- 
stroy them. 

Krs11a (Black) is sometimes thought of as an 
avatar of Visnu (and in parts of India is substi- 
tuted for Buddha in the Daiivat i ra) ,  but he is 
more often considered an independent god with 
his own personal cult. A deity of ancient and com- 
plex origins, Krsna's cult did not burgeon until 
about the fifteenth century, at the time of the gener- 
al revival of Visnuism under the influence of the 
Bengali teacher Caitanya (A.D. 1485-1533) and his 
followers. In  Nepal, Krsna worship was given par- 
ticular impetus by the Maithili influx. 

Krsna's story is long and involved, filled with 
gods and kings, demons and monsters, cowherders 
and lovelorn maidens, together with an enormous 
cast of characters that tax the memory. Studded 
with violence and with amour, the Krs~>a legend 
is at once charming and joyous, unbecoming, and 
profoundly tragic. It  is told in minute detail in the 
Mahdbhdrata, Hariuamsa, Bhagauata Purdna, and 
other texts, and in Nepal is the subject of Pahiiri- 
style narrative paintings on walls, banners, multi- 

l" N. P. Joshi 1973:245-249. 138 Nrpila-t,~ahitmya, chap. I, vv.  57-65, 
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layered paper, and in manuscripts, of woodcarv- 
ings, bronzes, and stone sculptures (Plates 402- 

407). 
In brief, Kysna, like his elder brother, Ualarima, 

is created by Visnu to destroy the terrible tyrant 
Kamsa, half-brother of Krsna's mortal mother. 
Apprised that his sister's son is destined to de- 
stroy him, K a v s a  murders each of her offspring 
at birth. Through one of the countless miracles 
that stud the Krsna legend, the god-child escapes, 
to be raised incognito among the cowherds of 
Gokula and Vrindivana, near Mathura on the 
Yamuni  River. A delightful prankster kept out 
of mischief by being tied to the butter churns 
(Plate 402), K r s p  later fluctuates between satisfy- 
ing the passion of R i d h i  and her companion gopi- 
n i ~  (maddened with love by the strains of his 
flute), and vanquishing a succession of demons 
who seek to destroy him. T w o  such contests, for 
example, are depicted in a didactic painting used 
in household worship: one is Krsna destroying the 
cow-demon Vatsisura, the other the cranedemon 
Bakisura (Plate 402). Another contest concerns the 
monster dragon Ugrisura who in attempting to 
destroy Krsna, is, like the other demons, himself 
destroyed (Plate 403). After scores of such contests, 
right triumphs, and Krsna at last destroys Kamsa, 
as prophesied. But with this event, the saga of 
Krsna has only begun. There is still a struggle 
with Kamsa's avenging kinsmen and with various 
deities and demons; the Mahibhirata war and re- 
lated adventures; and at  last the deity's lonely 
death. 

As a hero and savior at Vrindivana, Krsna not 
only vanquished his own adversaries, but also those 
of his companion cowherds. One such was the 
fearful serpent Kiliya, whose presence in the Ya- 
m u n i  had sorely tried the herders (Plates 404- 
407). T h e  subjugation of Kiliya, a theme known 
as Kiliyadamana, is of uncommon interest in Ne- 
pal, and in contrast to other K r ~ n a  exploits, it has 
often been rendered in plastic form. Among the 

13VThe image has been variously dated between the 
fifth and seventh centuries. Pal has recently proposed the 
seventhxentury date first assigned by Kramrisch 196429, 
pl. 4 (Pal 1974:66-67, figs. 90, 91; 1970:8891, fig. 51) .  

'.Io A recently found unpublished inscription casts some 
doubt on the datiqg of the image, and perhaps identifies 

scvcral extant Kiliyadamana sculptures, foremost 
is the one Pratipamalla recovered from a Licchavi 
ruin and installed in Hanuman L)hoka (Plates 
404, 405). Of probable seventh-century date,'" the 
masterpiece is now ignored in a stagnant pool, 
sequestered in an interior courtyard closed to p u b  
lic view. There the divine child, at the apex of a 
monstrous pyramid of writhing serpentine coils, 
with a mere flick of a folded kerchief subjugates 
the astounded Kiliya. A supplicant nagini, per- 
haps Kiliya's queen, regards the conflict, and what 
may be a herdboy joyously clambers from amidst 
the constricting As Pal has observed re- 
specting this portrayal, "rarely has a Nepali sculp- 
tor-+~ for that matter his Indian counterpart- 
displayed such understanding of the psychology 
involved in the dramatic conflict between a child 
self-assured in his divinity and a monster arrogant 
in his self-del~sion."~" The  Hanuman Dhoka Ka- 
liyadamana must once have been much admired, 
and it probably provided the model for another 
Kiliyadamana executed in wood a millennium 
later in the adjacent courtyard (Plate 406). Else- 
where, in a small stone relief of the Malla Period, 
an adult K ~ s n a  subdues Kiliya with a club (Plate 
407). Other Kiliyadamana images may yet be 
found, since both Yoganarendramalla of Patan and 
Jitimitramalla of Bhaktapur are known to have 
commissioned such ~ o r k s . " ~  

It is probable that the Kiliyadamana theme owes 
its widespread appeal in Nepal to its association 
with the serpent, a creature of much significance 
there. Visnu is not only himself the cosmic ser- 
pent AnantaISesa, symbol of life-generating and 
life-sustaining water, but he is intimately associ- 
ated with the destruction of evil forces embodied 
in serpents or other creatures associated with water. 
For example, besides Kiliya there is Hiranyaksa 
(Golden Eye), ravisher of Earth in the Variha 
avatar; the marine demon conch, Paiicajana, and 
the griha, a rapacious aquatic monster of the 
Gajendramoksa legend (Plate 408). Gajendra, king 

the accessory figures as the deceased son and daughter-in- 
law of its donor. If the image is in fact a Licchavi work, 
as it seems, it is the unique representation of Krsna at that 
time, and his worship is supported by no epigraphs. 

Pal 1974:67. 
I iZAn unpublished thylcaphrc, and B. Paudel 196qa:15. 
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of the elephants, so the tale goes, while sporting 
in a pond with his companions, was seized by 
some denizen against whom all his elephantine 
force was of no At last, Gajendra pulled 
up some lotus blossoms and, holding them aloft 
as an offering, called upon the compassionate Vis- 
nu for aid. Vi$\lu, of course, responded to his 
entreaties, and hurrying thither on  Garuda, re- 
leased the suffering beast. Since both Gajendra 
and the monster were in fact former human beings 
whom misfortune had thus reduced to animal ad- 
versaries, the merciful Visnu restored them to their 
previous forms. In the Nepali painting (Plate 408), 
both are seen ascending from the pool on cloud 
vehicles (the tai borrowed from Chinese art), 
while a royal pair and a host of deities regard the 
scene from other cloud vehicles. 

In contemporary Nepal, countless men bear 
Kysna's name, but his most devoted followers are 
Gorkhali women. Although Krsna is popular 
everywhere, just as Bhaktapur is Rima's domain, 
so is Patan Krsna's. His shrines are encountered 
in most of the Patan tols, and two of the most 
imposing temples of the Darbar Square are con- 
secrated to him. One, erected in memory of Yoga- 
narendramalla in A.D. 1723 (N.s. 843 Migha) ,  is of 
octagonal plan, a type of temple unexplainably re- 
served exclusively to Krsna. T h e  other, of square 
plan and a donation of Siddhinarasimhamalla in 
A.D. 1637 (N.s. 757 Philguna), is the god's principal 
shrine in Nepal Mandala. It is much frequented 
at all times, and the god's great annual festival to 
commemorate his birth (janma) is held here: 
Krsnn's Eighth, or Janmiistami, on Bhidra-iukla- 
astami. After a day of fasting, Krsna's devotees 
crowd in and around the temple, wreathed in in- 
cense and the smoke from thousands of flickering 
oil lamps, to celebrate an all-night vigil commemo- 
rating the god's birth on the stroke of midnight. 
During the Patan celebration of Gai-jtitri, a com- 
mon masquerade and mime is of K ~ s n a  with his 
favorite wives, Rukmini and Satyabhimi. This 
trio was popular in the Late Malla Period as an 
image type known as Venudhara Krs~ja-fluting 

The event is alleged to have taken place at Sonepur, 
the confluence of the Gandak and Ganges (Dey 1971 :Go). 
"' N.S. 769 Philguna (D.  Regmi 1966:part 4, inscr. 50 

K y g a  flanked by his dancing consorts. In A.D. 

1649, when Pratipamalla lost Kupamati and Rija-  
mati, two of his favorite queens, he memorialized 
them in this way. Building a temple near the pal- 
ace, the Varpbagopiila, he placed within the sanc- 
tum a V e ~ u d h a r a  Krsna flanked by portrait 
images of his own deceased queens, "so that they 
might find a place in heaven.""' 

Visnu is frequently worshiped in company with 
Siva in a joint image known as Hari-Hara, Hari- 
Sailkara, or Sankara-Nirii~ana (Plates 358, 359); 
with Siva and Brahmii as a three-headed image 
known as Dattiitreya (a deity best represented in 
Bhaktapur); and on at least one occasion in an- 
cient Nepal, Visnu was combined with Ilrahmi, 
Siva, and Devi as a caturmu,+.ha shrine (Plates 
360, 431). But the most innovative way of wor- 
shiping him conjointly is with Laksmi in a com- 
posite image type known outside the Kathmandu 
Valley only textually, and in the Valley only from 
the Late Malla Period.'" T~echnically referred to 
as Laksmi-Viisudeva or Viisudeva-Kamalaji, the 
conjoint image parallels the Ardhaniriivara icon 
of the Saivas, with one side male, the other female 
(Plate 409). Each half of the image displays its 
own cognizances, and stands on its own vehicle, 
Visnu on Garuda, Laksmi on  the tortoise. Such 
images are paralleled by another popular late image 
type of Visnu and Laksmi worshiped as L a k ~ m i -  
Niiriyana. Usually highly tantricized, the Laksmi- 
Ni r iyana  image type depicts Visnu, normally seat- 
ed on Garuda, holding Laksmi, his iakti, as a 
diminutive figure on his lap. I t  is similar to the 
Changu Ni r iyana  Caturinana Visnu with Lak- 
$mi, except for the multiple heads of the latter 
composition (Plate 390). 

As Visnu's inseparable companion, his mount 
Garuda, or Suparna, half bird, half man, is a 
major accessory of Visnuism. In contrast to other 
uihanas, Garuda is frequently worshiped as an in- 
dependent deity in his own right. T h e  celebrated 
Changu Garuda (Plate 64), for example, is even 
the ,+.uladeuati of certain Newar Shresthas. How- 
ever, Garuda is never enshrined as a cult object 
but, in a conventional . half-kneeling pose with 

186-RR] ). 
'Ifi Pal 1963; D .  Bhattacharya 1966. 
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hands joined in the reverential namaskara mudri,  
faces an enshrined Visnu (Plates 240, 243). Al- 
though he sometimes kneels at ground level or 
on a low pedestal, Garuda is most frequently 
placed aloft on a tall pillar, the Garudadhvaja. 
Rooted in ancient Indian pillar worship, the Ga- 
ruda-crowned standard became in India a favorite 
Vaisnava way of honoring V i s ~ u ,  as it has con- 
tinued to be in Nepal into modern times. 

Garuda was originally himself a solar deity, the 
celestial sunbird, Garutmin. In  Indian iconog- 
raphy he began as the sunbird, and progres- 
sively became humanized. But in Nepal, the re- 
verse was true. From the Licchavi Period almost 
to the end of the Malla Period-and there are Ga- 
rudas from every age-most independent images 
of Garuda are represented in human form with 
the addition of cape-like wings."' Moreover, in 
such early images as the Garuda of Makhan-tol, 
Kathmandu,"' or of Changu Niirsyana (Plate 64), 
the moustached faces are so individualized that 
they appear to be portraits."' As such, they may 
probably be compared to the portrait images of the 
late Malla kings, who are similarly placed on tall 
pillars before the Taleju temples (Plates 32, 239). 
Even in strongly tantricized late Malla representa- 
tions, it is often only Garuda's wings and feet that 
are fully avian (Plates 379, 383, 390). Although 
there are some earlier examples, it is largely only 
from the eighteenth century that the Nepalese 
Garuda begins to reassume the bird form with 
which he began in the remote past."' This is espe- \ 
cially true when Garuda, grasping in his talons his 
adversaries the serpents, replaces the familiar &ti- 
mrrkha and strings of jewels at the apex of toranas 
(Plate 414). Even in much earlier images, however, 
when the humanized Garuda actually bears Visnu 
Garudisana, he has clawed feet (Plate 378). 

Garuda's traditional enmity with the serpents, 
his characteristic emplacement on a tall pillar, and 
his transfer from an independent solar deity to the 
mount of the solar Visnu is explained in a single 

1 4 0  Pal 1974:figs. 98-IOG; Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 
figs. 24, 26, 28; Vajracharya and Slusser 1974. 

14' Pal 1974:figs. 99-100; Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 
fig. 28. 

Pal 1974:73 also writes of this probability. 

legend. Garuda's rnothcr was enslaved by a co-wife, 
mother of the Nigas. Thc Nigas promised hcr 
freedom if  Garuda would bring them rhc elixir 
of immortality (amrtu). On his rcturn from hav- 
ing successfully wrested the coveted potion from 
the gods, Garuda cncountcred Vipgu, who mar- 
veled at thc messenger's abstincncc from tasting 
thc immortalizing nectar himself. To reward such 
sterling character, Visau conferred eternal life on 
Garuda, and granted him in perpetuity the right 
to be seated above hirnsclf; in rcturn, Garuda bc- 
came Vi~gu's  mount. Rut although Garuda duly 
delivered the amrta and won his mother's freedom, 
Indra craftily deprived the Nigas of their due, and 
thus generated the eternal quarrel between them 
and their half-brother, the celestial bird Garuda. 
It is this quarrel that Nepali woodcarvers so oftcn 
perpetuate at the apex of toranas (Plates 196, 199, 
4'4). 

Although in Nepal Mandala temples, shrines, 
tirthas, and images of Visnu abound, there is no 
place more sacred to him than the Hill of the 
Palanquin, in Newari, Changu (ririgum), in San- 
skrit, Dolidri, Doligiri, or Dolaiikhara. The  deity 
worshiped there is known as Changu Niriyaga, 
colloquially, Garuda Narain, and in Licchavi times 
as Dolaiikhara-svimin, Lord of the Hill of the 
Palanquin.ls0 In V i s ~ u  worship, the celebrated 
Nariyana of Changu is comparable to Pahipati- 
nitha in Siva worship. Crowning the hill, his tem- 
ple occupies the center of a walled courtyard at 
the top of a steep stairway ascending from Changu 
village (Plate 410). Now a hamlet, Changu is a 
cluster of Newar houses reached by winding flag- 
stone pilgrim paths from Bhaktapur and, from the 
opposite direction, by fording the Bagmati. Unlike 
Paiupatinitha, the temple compound is open to 
all, but only devotees are allowed to view the cult 
image.'" T h e  large paved courtyard is hemmed by 
dharrnaialis, whose open porches face the central 

14' Pal 1974:fig. 107. 
lS0 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 77, I 19 (320-335, 452- 

453). 
This was not always so. In Sylvain Uvi's efforu at 

the turn of the century to disinter and take rubbings of 
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temple, the largest of all in the Newar style, and 
a dazzling restoration of the eighteenth century. 
Around the temple are a number of subsidiary 
shrines to Krsna, Siva, Chinnamastii, and ocher 
Mitykas (Figure 15). T h e  courtyard is studded 
with images of Visnu in various aspects and of 
various dates, some broken and some on ruined 
temple foundations. There are also images of the 
Buddha and Avalokites'vara, folk gods, Sivalingas, 
and more. T o  these are added a number of in- 
scriptions, early and late, and the gilt portrait 
images of Bhipiilendramalla and Queen Rddhi- 
laksmi (Plate 69), protagonists in a political and 
social scandal of seventeenth-century Kathmandu, 
but nonetheless generous donors to Changu Nara- 
yana. Stored on the porches of the dharmaiilis are 
also several elaborate palanquins ( k h a ~ a s )  used for 
certain of the god's festive outings. 

T h e  first firm date that can be attached to this 
prestigious Vaisnava shrine is A.D. 464, the year 
Minadeva returned from his successes against the 
Mallapuri to raise his celebrated inscribed Garu- 
dadhvaja in front of the temple (Plates 47, 48). 
That  the shrine already existed is made clear by 
the text of the inscription that refers to the en- 
shrined image.'" Changu Nariyana may be quite 
old, as is suggested by the text of a newly reported 
inscription engraved on the gilt sheath (kavaca) 
that adorns the underlying cult image. Offered by 
Ams'uvarman in A.D. 607 (h1.s. 31 Miigha), the g i h  
was ordained because the previously donated 
sheath "had become dilapidated with the passage 
of time."'" Considering that the sheath is of metal, 
well-protected in a temple, and handled only by 
the deity's priests, it would seem that a consider- 
able "passage of time" would have transpired to 

necessitate Ams'uvarman's replacement of it at the 
beginning of the seventh century. Indeed, this in- 
formation suppo~ts  the chronicle's attribution of 
the temple's foundation to Haridattavarman. Al- 
~ h o u g h  he left no inscriptions, Haridatta apparently 
was a historical figure, a king who antedated Mina- 
deva by several generations. According to the chron- 
icle, Haridatta consecrated four hilltop temples to 
Niriiyana at the same time. Three are among the 
most celebrated temples in Nepal: Changu Nariiya- 
na, Ichangu (alternately, Is'ina [Western]) N i r i -  
yana, and Sikhara Niriyana.I5' T h e  fourth is Loka- 
pilasvimin, a temple now passed into oblivion, 
along with bustling Hamsagrhadranga, where it 
stood.'" T h e  chronicle's attribution receives indirect 
epigraphic support from two inscripoions concerning 
Ichangu Nariyana, one of the four related temples. 
One of the inscriptions, dated A.D. 1200, states that 
the Ichangu temple was built by Haridatta, thus 
confirming Haridatta's relationship with the Chan- 
gu  temple.15" T h e  other inscription, from the mid- 
seventh century, specifically associates Haridatta's 
son, King Vasurija, with the affairs of Ichangu 
temple.'57 If Haridatta is indeed the founder of 
the four temples, then the original shrine at 
Changu and the Garudisana image within would 
be dated roughly to the beginning of the fourth 
century A.D. Very likely Changu Nir iyana and 
Pas'upati are contemporaries. 

Changu Niriiyana also has a legendary origin, 
one version of which is recounted in the Nepila- 
r n a h ~ i t m ~ a . ' ~ ~  In one of his many contests against 
evil, Visnu beheaded a demon who, being also a 
Brahman, caused the god to commit one of the 
five most heinous crimes. Knowing himself to be 
cursed with like fate, Visnu on  Garuda wandered 

the now celebrated pillar inscription, the French savant 
had ro direct his Nepalese military escort to these ends 
from the distant gateway (Levi I ~ O R : I I I ,  1-2). A quarter- 
century later, Perceval Landon, whose investigations in 
the Valley were under Rana auspices, had to obtain 
special permission to visit the temple (Lantlon 1928:1, 
221). 

15ZD. Vajracharya 196z:main part, 73-74; D. Vajra- 
charya 1973:18. 

IUD. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 76 (317.319); Slusser 
1976:84-92. 
'" Gopilariia-vamiivali, £01. zoa; D. Vajracharya 1973: 

318.319, 416.417; Slusser 1976:95 n. 51. The Gopilarrijn- 

vamiivali, £01. 30b, followed by the BhZscivamiiuali (B. 
Paudel 1963:81), also ascribes Changu Niriyana and 
three related temples to King Visnugupta. However, this 
is a patent error, since there is considerable historical 
evidence that the temple long predates his time. An in- 
scription of Visnugupta himself speaks of repairs that he 
made at the temple site; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 119 

(452-453). 
I" Slusser 1976:95 n. 51. 

Abhilckha~amgraha 1963e. 
I5'D. Vajracharya r973:inscr. 109 ( 4 1 ~ - ~ 1 8 ) ,  and pp. 

318, 418  
'"Chap. 2, w. 1-69. 
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hither and thither until in time he came to the 
summit of Dol5dri. There, at length, unrecog- 
nized, he was beheaded by the hermit Sudariana. 
His crime expiated, but minus a head, Visnu de- 
clared: "Freed from this curse I shall stay here. 
Oh Sudariana! Worship me here. Persons who 
worship me on the twelfth day of the moon or on 
the day of the full moon, as well as Wednesday, 
will definitely reach heaven." 

This Nepalese tale reflects a peculiarity of 
Changu Niriyana's cult, and is almost certainly 
related to the legend of the headless Visnu re- 
corded in the Satapatha Brihtnana: annoyed by 
Visnu's popularity, the jealous gods had him be- 
headed. But then, distraught by the loss of the 
peerless deity, the malefactors begged the Aivinas, 
the heavenly physicians, to restore Visnu to life.15' 
In what may represent a daily reenactment of 
Visnu's murder and resuscitation, the upper por- 
tion of Nir iyal~a 's  gilt kavaca is removed as one 
of the rites of his nitya ptsji. T o  facilitate what ap- 
pears to be the ritual beheading, the kauaca-a 
unique example-is fashioned in two parts, each 
the gift of a different king, a millennium apart.''" 
The  lower inscribed portion, covering the god's 
torso and his mount, is Amiuvarman's gift, the 
head, Bhiipilendramalla's. T h e  Malla gift was 
made because in A.D. 1676 (N.s. 796 Pausa-iukla), 
"while performing the daily worship of Garuda 
Niriyana, when the priest removed the head, the 
neck and its ornaments broke off."161 Although 
ritual beheading seems to be the explanation for 
this daily removal, we do not know the original, or 
even contemporary, significance. Nor do we know 
the condition of the underlying image. Clarifica- 

'"So, at least, is the version recorded by Rao 1968:1, 75. 
But as Kranirisch 1975 elaborates in a paper that has 
significant bearing on an understanding of the Changu 
N i r i y q a  image and associated ritual, Visnu was decapi- 
tated by his own bow as a divine act of retribution for 
failing to honor a pledge entered into with his companion 
deities. 

leO Tlie only other known example of such a two-part 
kavaca is that of Tilamidhava Visnu of Bhaktapur, but 
the sheath is of late manufacture, and is very likely copied 
from the famous Changu N5rZyana example. 

lG1 l t  was not actually replaced until almost twenty 
years later, N.S. 814 (A.D. 1694) (G. Vajracharya 196725). 

tion must await further research at the temple 
site.''' 

Buddhists, who worship Changu Niriyana as 
the Rodhisattva Avalokitegvara, have a different 
version of the deity's origin.'"' After a heroic 
struggle with the serpent Taksaka, Garuda, Visnu's 
mount and arch enemy of the serpents, was about 
to emerge the victor. But the compassionate LokeS- 
vara intervened and, as a sign of reconciliation, 
draped the snake around ~ a r u d a ' s  neck. The  
humbled Visnu, seated on his snake-adorned . .  . 
mount, took Lokeivara on his own shoulders. thus 
creating the sectarian, and in Nepal, rare, Hari- 
Hari-Harivihanodbhava-Lokeivara icon. Just as 
the characters were so arranged, a griffon passed 
by and, seizing them as they were, installed them 
on Dolidri. Today, however, the griffon has de- 
parted, 2nd Avalokitegvara exists only as a pleasant 
stone sculpture behind the temple. There remains 
only Visnu on the snake-wreathed Garuda as the 
much-revered Garudisana Niriyana, the cult 
image of the temple sanctum. Copied in two ver- 
sions in the courtyard, one a ninth- or tenthten- 
tury masterpiece (Plate 37R), the other from about 
the thirteenth century, the Changu Garudisana 
provided the model for innumerable copies (and 
later variants) scattered throughout the Valley 
(Plate 379) 

Garuda, wreathed with Taksaka, also exists as . . . . 

a large independent image that kneels on the pav- 
ing in devotional attitude facing the shrine door 
(Plate 64).lo5 It  may be a portraift of Minadeva, 
and may once have crowned the king's Garuda 
standard that faced the door. Whether the Garuda 
fell from the pillar by natural causes, or was 

l G 2 T h e  enigma of the Changu Niriyana image is 
discussed in greater detail by Slusser 1976:9092. In this 
respect, it is unlikely to be mere coincidence that the most 
important Nepalese manifestation of the headless M i y k i l  
yogini, Chinnamasti (Plate 544), resides in an adjacent 
temple in the courtyard, a juxtaposition also noted by 
LCvi 1905:1, 367. 

lG3 LCvi 1go5:1, 367. 
IG4Pal  1974:75-78, fig. I I I :  Slusser 1976:fig. 8. 
l e5  For the full view and a discussion of the image, see 

Pal 1974:75-78, fig. 98, and Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 
130 n. 138. 
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brought low by the Muslim raiders, is of little con- 
cern to most Nepalis. The  less sophisticated point 
to a large split in Garuda's occiput, caused, they 
say, by the discus of his master who, despite his 
promise of long ago, would not tolerate the ele- 
vated position of his subordinate mount. Temple 
priests affirm that the Changu Garuda, because of 
his struggle with Taksaka, still annually perspires 
on Niga-paiicami, Serpents' Fifth, the day the 
Nepalese devote to serpent worship."' T h e  hand- 
kerchief with which the priests mop Garuda's brow 
was traditionally sent to the king at Kathmandu, 
for water in which even a thread of it has been 
steeped is held to be an infallible remedy for 
snakebite. 

Like PaSupati, Changu Nirayana has also pros- 
pered from the benefactions of Nepalese kings 
and their subjects. While offerings have been 
fewer than those to Paiupati, they have been no 
less continuous or sumptuous. One of great con- 
sequence, but by no means the first, was Mina-  
deva's victory pillar offered in A.D. 464. This gift 
was preceded or followed by the gilt sheath for 
the cult image. Changu Nir iyana was also the ob- 
ject of Amiuvarman's largesse. H e  not only re- 
stored Niriyana's golden kavaca "according to the 
old model," but the next year, A.D. 608 (MS. 32 
Asadha), he stipulated a cash donation of "pu- 
[r ina]  6, pa[na] 2" for Dolaiikharasvimin. This 
sum equaled that accorded Paiupatinatha, the only 
deity to precede Changu Nir iyana in the list of 
divine recipients. Vis~>ugupta also paid his homage 
to Changu Niriiyana. By repairing a fountain that 
his relative Bhogavarman had given, he again 
brought to the mountain-top shrine water pro- 
nounced "clean and sweet like the nectar of the 
gods (amrta) ."IG7 

Offerings to Changu Nir iyana have also in- 
cluded countless restorations of the temple, again 
and again reduced to ruin by time, earthquake, 
and fire. Counting only from the late sixteenth 
century, there have been several major restorations. 
Viivamalla of Rhaktapur is said to have raised a 
new temple over the ruins of a predecessor that 

lee The legend is solemnly told by the temple priests, 
and is recorded by Wright 1966:25. 

lG7 D. Vajracharya 197j:inscrs. 77, "9 (320-335, 452- 

453). 

"had fallen to the ground," only to have i t  in turn 
damaged by fire. A few years later, Gangarini of 
Kathmandu and the rebuilder of Paiupati's tem- 
ple, also repaired that of Changu Niriyana.loB Af- 
ter several decades, the temple again needed re- 
pairs and these were amended to by the Kathman- 
du  Queen Mother Rddhilaksmi in A.D. 1694 in the 
midst of her tumultuous regency.'" At the com- 
pletion of the work, she set up a golden torana, 
performed tul idina (offered the deity her own 
weight in gold and jewels), and gave to the Brah- 
mans an elephant, 108 horses, 108 cows, 108 female 
buffaloes, 108 goats, 108 sheep, ornaments, cloth, 
and food grains. It  was then also that the upper 
portion of Niriyana's kavaca was replaced in King 
Bhtipilendra's name. T h e  queen mother concluded 
these events by setting up in the coveted place fat- 
ing the main door of the temple (just behind the 
stub of Minadeva's Garudadhvaja) a gilt shrine 
containing gilded portrait images of herself and 
her son in devotional attitudes (Plate 69). But 
within twenty years the temple had been "gutted 
by fire" and needed rebuilding again. This was 
done by Bhiskaramalla, and the completion was 
a festive occasion marked by the presentation of 
gilt roof hangings to the temple by all the Valley 
 ruler^."^ 

Changu Ni r iyana  d,wells in an ancient-and 
as yet enigmatic-image of stone sheathed with 
Amiuvarman's and BhIipilendra's gold. But for 
certain travels he abandons his anthropomorphic 
form and his mount Garuda, and moves in spirit 
into a large silver water pot (kalaia). For not only 
does the populace toil up Dolidri to visit Niriiyana, 
but he returns the compliment by coming twice 
yearly to Kathmandu, once at the winter solstice, 
Migha-  or Tila-sankrinti (Pausa-iukla-p~irnimi), 
and again during the summer (Sravana-iukla- 
dvidaii).  Borne on foot by his priests, Nir iyana 
is accompanied by his consorts Laksmi and Sara- 
svati in smaller silver vessels (Plate 411). Arriving 
at the outskirts of Old Kathmandu at dusk, the 
deities are formally welcomed by a palace honor 
guard at a modest dharmai i l i  beside the Rani 

lBBD. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 564; Wright 1966:143. 
160 N.S. 814 Philguna (D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 148-149). 
liO D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 877. 
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Pokhari, just outside the former city gates. Then 
with pipe and drum and the crack of musket shots, 
the platoon escorts Nir iyana in a rush through the 
crowded bazaar. Today few persons take much no- 
notice of his passage, but the elderly greet him 
with devotion and toss coins into the outspread 
aprons of his bearer priests. Making directly for 
Hanuman Dhoka, the cortege stops at the palace 
gates for a short welcome ceremony presided over 
by D u r g i  as the living Kumiri.  Nir iyana then 
formally enters the palace for a rendezvous with 
Taleju and, traditionally, the king. After the ap- 
propriate ceremonies, Nir iyana and his company 
leave the palace and hurry headlong out of the 
sleeping city to make their way up the winding 
paths to Dolidri before dawn. 

There are two legends that purport to explain 
Niriyana's visits to the capital. One avers that a 
former Kathmandu king desired to visit Changu 
Niriiyana daily but was often thwarted by flooded 
rivers. Ni r iyana  solved the dilemma by advising 
the king to cancel the visits altogether, and prom- 
ised that he himself would visit the palace twice a 
year to receive the monarch's homage. T h e  other 
legend runs that once upon a time Visnu came to 
Hanuman Dhoka to announce his intention of 
leaving the Kathmandu Valley. T h e  king, how- 
ever, quickly instructed the populace to place 
broken water jars along the proposed route, since 
empty water jars are such an inauspicious sign that 
they would dissuade even an immortal from begin- 
ning a journey. As the king divined, seeing the 
broken pots, Niriiyana postponed his departure 
and returned to ~ o l i i d r i  to await a more propitious 
start. But to this day, since even now the broken 
water pots are carefully displayed along Niriyana's 
route through the city, the signs have augured ill 
for undertaking a journey. Thus Ni r iyana  always 
returns to his hilltop shrine and, while awaiting 
an auspicious day, continues to bestow his benevo- 
lent patronage on  the Valley and its p~pulace. '~'  

lil See Anderson 1971 : z z ~ - z ~ o .  
Slusser and Vajracharya 1973385-87. The Gopilarriia- 

oamirivali, fol. 21b, mentions the deity's "exceedingly 
beautiful dwelling place" (atisrrndara iocisa), but we  do 
not know whether this refers to the pool in which the 
image now lies open to the skies. Archaeological remains 

Second only to Changu Nir iyana in Nepali 
worship of Visnu is the Jalaiayana Nir iyana of 
Budhanilkantha village (Plate 376). G~nsecratcd 
by Visnugupta about A.D. 641, the Jalaiayana N3ri- 
yana is the largest sculpture in the Valley and 
one of its outstanding masterpieces. Carved from 
a single block of stone, dragged across the Valley 
by forced labor (v i r t i ) ,  the immense Visnu is sup- 
ported by the coiled mass of Ananta. Together 
they appear to float in the spring-fed pool sur- 
rounding them, a Visnu-tirtha once known as 
Nara~imha. '~ '  Cared for by a hereditary Brahman 
priesthood, only certain priests of whom may trav- 
erse his vast body, the image is the object of a 
protracted daily worship. Like a sentient being, 
the god is cleansed, annointed, perfumed, censed, 
fanned, ~ a i n t e d ,  and ornamented; his thousand 
names are chanted, and his praises hymned. Even 
the "sweatband" on his forehead is changed in re- 
sponse to the ardent mountain sun to which he 
lies exposed. During the priestly worship, and all 
day long, there is an everthanging coterie of dev- 
otees in attendance, respectfully bowing at Visnu's 
feet, tendering their garlands and bouquets to the 
priests to carry to his distant head, and taking in 
return a sip of the hallowed pool or a drifting 
flower petal as the god's prasida. 

But the special day of worship of Budhanilkantha 
Niriyana-and of all Visnus-is ckidaii, the elev- 
enth day of every lunar fortnight, three of which 
are particularly important. Visnu is believed to 
slumber during the four summer months (catur- 
masa), beginning on Hariiayani-ekidaii (literally, 
Visnu's-Lying-Down-Eleventh), a day celebrated 
with special worship. This observance is repeated 
two months later, on Hariparavartani-ekidaii, 
when it is thought that Visnu turns over in his 
sleep. But the greatest celebration of all is Hari- 
bodhini-ekidaii, when Visnu awakens in the fall 

and legend together suggest that the image may once have 
been canopied. According to Niriyana's priests, the four 
stone posts of indeterminate date placed at the image's 
head and feet once supported a roof. However, echoing 
the story of Aioka Gmeia (told further along) and of 
certain other deities in the Kathmandu Valley, after the 
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once again to care for his people. Then thc long, 
dusty road winding to his shrinc is glutted with 
devotees, most on foot and the rest packed in  open 
trucks or in whatever vehicle they can comman- 
deer. Laden with bright blossoms in bouquets and 
garlands, paddy, vermilion, and fruits, one by one 
throughout the long festive day, Niiriiyana's admir- 
ers, Siv;lm5rgi and Buddhamiirgi, descend to his 
pool to halt briefly before his recumbent form. Re- 
spectfully touching their brow to N3riiya1.n'~ ven- 
erable toe, each adds his tribute, until by day's end 
the divine image is blanketed with the vermilion 
and blossoms of his adorers, and his crystal pool 
awash with fruits and flowers."' 

It is a custom in Nepal Mandala to conceptual- 
ize certain divinities as having four chief manifes- 
tations, each one charged with the guardianship of 
a particular quarter of the Valley, and each indi- 
vidually designated by a name denoting location, 
imagined color, aspect, or distinguishing attribute. 
In keeping with the generally relaxed Nepali atti- 
tude toward specifics, the quartet is by no means 
immutable. Rut although individual selections may 
vary from person to person, each worshiper chooses 
four from among a slightly larger list of acceptable 
candidates. Thus, although three of the Four Ga- 
neias are firmly established, the fourth is variously 
named Kiirya Viniiyakn (near B ~ ~ n g a m a t i )  or 
Candra Ganeia of Chabahil. T h e  identification of 
the Four Varahis, the Four Yoginis, and other di- 
vine quartets is likewise variable. Niiriiyana, who 
also has four chief manifestations, is no exception. 
Like the Ganeias, three of the Niiriiyanas are fixed: 
Changu, Ichangu, and Sikhara Niiriiyana. T h e  
fourth was almost certainly Lokapiilasviimin of 
Hamsagyhadrailga. But because settlement and 
shrine have foundered since Licchavi times, and 
have long been forgotten, today the proposed sub- 
stitute for the fourth Niiriiyana is usually Viiiinkhu 
Niiriiya~>a, residing in the same general quartcr. 
Less frequently, either Macche Niiriiya1)a or the 
Jalaiayana Niriiyana of Budhanilkantha is named. 

As part of the festivities associated with Hari- 
bodhini-ekiidiii, it is incumbent upon Niiriyana's 

devotees to perform on the following day (Ki r -  
tika-i~~kla-dviidaii) what is known as the Char 
Narayan Jiitri, the festival or pilgrimage of the 
Four Niriyanas. T h e  I&-i consists of rendering 
homage to each of the quartet in a single day. De- 
pending on which deity is selected as the fourth, 
this represents a circuit of approximately forty-tour 
miles, and traditionally is accomplished on foot. 
Significantly, this rite is not performed at any time 
for any of the other quartets of deities. It suggests 
once again that, as the chronicles aver, there is a 
historical relationship among the four alleged 
foundations of Haridatta-Changu, Ichangu, 
Sikhara, and the defunct Lokapiilasviimin. More- 
over, it can hardly be fortuitous that Kiirtika- 
iukla-dviidaii, the day the pilgrimage is performed, 
is the very one upon which Lokapiilasviimin was 
consecrated, and which in Narendradeva's time 
(ca. A.D. 643-679) was still marked with an annual 
celebration.'" 

Presumably as Hamsagrhadranga fell into decay, 
so also did the prestigious Lokapiilasviimin shrine. 
Locatcd near the southern rim of the Valley, shrine 
and settlement alike were possibly buried by an 
avalanche. Legends respecting the Rudhanil- 
kantha image, adjacent to the eastern rim, certainly 
suggest that it was once so covered, and according 
to the late chronicles so was Ichangu Niiriyana. 
They report that "Ichangu Narayana was buried 
under a rock that fell from the Yamalaya moun- 
tain. Sivananda Brahman erected in its place an 
image, which had been carried thither by the 
stream of the Vishnumati.""That the chronicle 
may be essentially correct is suggested by the 
Ichangu cult image. For despite Haridatta's leg- 
endary foundation in the fourth century, and sev- 
enth- and thirteenth-century epigraphic evidence 
for the shrine's existence, the image in the temple 
sanctum is not an early work but a minor gilt ema- 
natory Visnu of late Malla times. 

T h e  curious grotto now sacred to Viiiinkhu N i -  
riyana, the deity who most often completes the 
quartet, is located in the same quarter of the Val- 
ley as the missing Lokapiilasvimin. Since the other 

roof fell into decay attempts to replace i t  were frustrated of Haribotll~i~~i-ekidaii. 
by the deity. Preferring the open sky, Niriyana obstructed li '  D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 129 (485-489). 
the work until i t  had to be abandoned. 17Wright 1966:129; Hasrat 1970:59 "so mentions the 

173 See Anderson 1971:175-182 for a lively description replacenlcnt image; Slusscr and Vajracharya 1 ~ 3 : 8 7  n. 54. 
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shrine could no longer be found, it is likely that 
in time the grotto became the substitute. But this 
could scarcely have predated the fifteenth century, 
for the Nepila-mahkmya, the pilgrim's guide that 
meticulously lists all of the i m p o r t a ~ ~ t  holy places 
of the Valley, makes no mention of the Viisnkhu 
Niriyana. Moreover, from the Nepdla-mahitmya 
one suspects that what became the shrine of Vi- 
i inkhu Niriya1)a was once sacred to a godling 
named Ganeia Rhirabhuteivara. For in the same 
location and in exactly the same way that one now 
visits Vii inkhu Nariyana, "one climbs a mountain 
to adore Ganeia who resides in a grotto accessible 
by a narrow slit; do not enter but only look at 
Bhirabhuteivara."'?' 

Despite the tradition that Sikhara, or alternately, 
Sekha or Sesa Niriyana, is one of the Four N i r i -  
yanas, and therefore an early Licchavi foundation, 
there are no artistic or historical data to support 
such a date. T h e  image is an indifferent one that 
certainly has nothing to do with Haridatta's time. 
It is sheltered in the small half temple imaginative- 
ly constructed against the mouth of a cave in a 
cliff side above a series of spring-fed pools. T h e  
oldest identifiable monument at the site is a relief 
of Visnu in the Dwarf incarnation, which may be 
dated to about the thirteenth century (Plate 
434).li7 It was at this time that Pharping was 
known as Sikharapuri, after the temple. As one of 
the Four Niriyanas, Sikhara Nir iyana is nonethe- 
less a highly venerated deity in contemporary Ne- 
pal, and was certainly so in the Malla Period. In  
the early fourteenth century, the Khasa king Adit- 
yamalla stayed near the shrine for twenty-two 
days, Srinivisa and his minister Bhigiritha Bhaiya 
of Patan together offered the deity the stone Ga- 
ruda facing the temple (a testimony to the techni- 
cal decline of stone carving by the seventeenth cen- 
tury), and Jayapraksia of Kathmandu endowed 

"Wepila-nrahitniya chap. 29, vv. 36-40. 
Pal 1974:19, fig. 4. 
Petech rggR:113; Pal 197o:fig. 95; and an in situ 

inscription. 
170 Traditionally, Newar adolescent girls are married to 

Niriyana in a ceremony known as yihi, in which the 
divine groom is symbolized by the wood apple (bcl fruit, 
Agcla rrrarr,ic-10s). By this custom, if a Newarni's future 
mortal husband should die, she is not considered a widow 
hecause she is still married to Niriyana. The Newar 

the temple with lands for the perpetual worship of 
the deity."' 

The cult of Vispu has left a fundamental mark 
on the Kathmandu Valley. Thousands of persons 
bear his names-Vishnu, Narayan, Ram, Krishna, 
Damodar, C;ovind;~, Cmpal, Hari, Ijalaram, 
Upendra, Rishikesh, and more; he is the sacred 
groom of every Newari girl (Plate 412) ; '~ '  his 
legends are on every tongue; his fcstivals are fer- 
vently celebrated; and there is no corner without 
a shrine, temple, tirtha, or image of Virau in one 
or more of his many aspects. In the Kathmandu 
Valley images of Visou are known from at least 
the third or fourth century A.D. (Plate jHo), and 
his aspects, incarnations, and legends have been 
continuously represented in every possible medium 
into modern times. H e  was clearly a profound 
force in Licchavi Nepal, when epigraphs were 
filled with Visnu's many names, and often deco- 
rated with his symbols (Plate SO), poems and pane- 
gyrics were inscribed in his honor, the most sub- 
lime and monumental images were undertaken, 
and his most important shrines were consecrated. 
While once great Vaisnava shrines such as Nu-  
punna and Hamsagyha have faded into oblivion, 
others such as the Niriyanas of Changu and Hu- 
dhanilkantha figure strongly in contemporary life. 
Such kings as Minadeva and the Abhira Guptas 
were especially attracted to Visnu; some bore his 
name, and Licchavis and Guptas consecrated some 
of his most glorious images. Indeed, if sectarianism 
ever existed in Nepal Mandala, these kings may 
have been Vaisnava. Even with Amiuvarman and 
the burgeoning of Sivaism as the state religion, 
Visnu's popularity remained undimmed. The  Mal- 
la and Shah kings considered themselves Visnu's 
mortal incarnation and filled their prajastis with 
his names. The  explosion of the Krsna cult found 
in the long-established Vaisoava atmosphere of the 

"widow" therefore undergoes none of the disagreeable 
sanctions imposed on widows in the Hindu tradition. In 
fact, Newar marriages are much niore egalitarian in all 
respects, and a wolnan is free to leave or divorce her 
husband, to remarry, and she scorns sati. The contrast he- 
tween the Newar and Gorkhali custon~s in this respect 
have often been a source of friction between the two ethnic 
groups. In India pseudo marriage with V i ~ n u  is per- 
formed with the basil ( t~t la~i)  plant sacred to him; there 
the be1 fruit is assigned to Siva (Crooke 1896:1, 110-1 12). 
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Kathmandu Valley a congenial climate. The  new 
imagery of tantric, or Sahajiy;i Visnuism-the pop- 
ular Visnu-mandala, for example (Plate 383)'"- 
met a similarly warm reception, and the sometimes 
outlandish forms, already familiar from Vajmyina 
Buddhism, were merely added to the well-known 
repertoire of Vaisnava images. If Bhaumagupta's 
sixth-century Dharani Variha (Plate 392) became 
transmuted to an emanatory Sow Goddess, Dhum-  
v;irihi, what matter?'" T h e  image stood stalwart 
as before, was tendered the same devotion, i f  dif- 
ferently conceptualized, and new ways of worship- 
ing were merely blended with the old. Indeed, i f  
Nepal is a Hindu kingdom, the nation has not 
only Siva and Sakti to thank for its so becoming, 
but also the splendid god Visnu. 

Other Brahmanical Godl 

Bhimasena 
Although in fact a Vaisnava deity, Bhimasena 

(Rhimsen) (Plates 413, 414) is such a specialized 
god in Nepal, and his cult so separate from Visnu's 
in concept and practice, that to include him in the 
cult of V i s ~ ~ u  would be both academic and mis- 
leading. Originating as one of the five Pindava 
brothers of Mahibhirata fame, Bhimasena became 
in India a deified hero, the guise in which he is 
still worshiped there and even further afield.'e2 But 
in Nepal, in an unexplained metamorphosis, Bhi- 
masena became a god of good fortune, whose twin 
tasks relate to commerce and love. T h e  latter may 
be influenced by Bhimasena's legendary compas- 
sion for Draupadi, the wife of the five Pindava 
brothers. T h e  genesis and process of his role as a 
god of commerce, a job that is Ganeia's in India, 
is not clear; but as such, Bhimasena became one of 
the most popular deities of Nepal Mandala. This 
would be natural, considering that the traditional 
raison d'&e of Valley culture was commerce. Nor 
is it surprising that today Bhimasena's most fervent 
devotees are merchants, and that his most cele- 
brated temples are in the city bazaars. 

lR"Tlie elaborate type of Nepali Visnu-mandala is un- 
known in India, although i t  may have once existed. Its 
sy~nbolism is essentially P.ii~caritra, but is strongly per- 
meated by rantrism. 

l R 1  SIusser and Vajmcharya 1973:134-135. 
'RZAccortli~ig to Crooke rRg6:1, 89-91, Dhi~nasena also 

Despite the prevalence of Bhimasena's cult- 
which led one early nineteenth-century observer 
to speculate that it predated Buddhism in the Kath- 
mandu Val ley '@~Bhimasena  as a Nepalese god of 
commerce appears to be a phenomenon of the Late 
Malla Period. T h e  earliest reference to him in the 
Kathmandu Valley (apart from general ones to 
the P i ~ ~ d a v a s )  is A.D. 1540,'~' all of his images are 
works of the Late Malla Period, and his standard 
dress of jacket and long skirt (@ma), usually 
pleated, reflects the Mughal dress affected at the 
courts of the Three Kingdoms. 

Bhimasena's cult is apparently relatively recent 
in the Kathmandu Valley, and its immediate 
source is Dolakha, a large Newar settlement in 
eastern Nepal. Even today in Dolakha, Bhimasena 
worship exceeds that of Siva and Sakti in popular- 
ity, and his annual festival is the chief event of the 
region."' According to his legend, which may 
well cloak the cult history, Bhimasena entered the 
Kathmandu Valley in the guise of a man-servant 
attached as dowry to a Dolakha bride. Her  groom, 
a Kathmandu resident and now Bhimasena's mas- 
ter, soon set the new servant to prepare his paddy 
fields west of the Vishnumati. After a few days the 
master went to inspect the fields, but found noth- 
ing done, and the unconcerned servant seated idly 
smoking his pipe in the shade. Upbraiding him, 
the owner was requested to shut his eyes a mo- 
ment. O n  opening them, he perceived a carpet of 
new green rice plants gently stirring in the wind. 
Knowing then that his servant was divine, the 
awed master fell at his feet had asked what he 
wished. Hhimasena demanded that a temple be 
built for him on a spot he could reach with three 
s t e p ~ b v i o u s l y  a reflection of the Dwarf's re- 
quest. T h e  boon granted, Bhimasena took three 
giant strides across the river and into the city, 
where his celebrated Kathmandu temple now 
stands. 

It is possible that the Bhimasena legend not only 
embroiders history, but provides a partial clue to 
his transformation as the god of commerce. H e  was 

served as a village guartlian, ant1 [lie prilnitive Gonds 
worshiped him as a rain god. 

IRWarnilton 1971:25. 
lR1 N.S. 660 (D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 612) .  
I N "  Nepali 1962:322. 
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perhaps first associated with the fields as a heroic 
guardian figure, and later, by extension, guardian 
of the granary and of trade. When, how, and in 
what form the Hhimasena cult became associated 
with Dolakha is unknown. In India, worship of 
Bhimasena in his manifestation as a hero figure 
was prevalent in Bihar and Mithili in medieval 
times. Perhaps in this form the cult spread to 
Dolakha, where at length the metamorphosis into 
the Nepali god of commerce took place. That  Mi- 
thili and Dolakha had some relations is clear, for 
it will be recalled that when the ill-fated Maithili 
ruler Harasirpha died in the Nepalese Tarai in 
A.D. 1324, he was actually en route to a refuge in 
Dolakha. 

Paradoxically, while conceptually the Nepalese 
Bhimasena has little to do with the Pindava warrior 
hero, his images have as little to do with commerce 
and trade, and certainly not with love. Bhimasena 
is always portrayed in a heroic or martial posture, 
standing erect with legs widespread and brandish- 
ing an enormous club, or sometimes sword and 
shield (Plates 413, 414). His jacket is usually of 
mail, and he is helmeted for battle, often with the 
curious "Grecian" helmet that in late Nepali works 
is emblematic of the asuras. Images of Bhimasena 
are commo~lly encountered out of doors, but they 
are also enshrined in major temples such as those 
in Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktapur (Plate 243). 
He shares with D u r g i  the lion as his vehicle, and 
a simhadhuaja usually faces his temples. Despite 
Bhimasena's legendary association with Kath- 
mandu, his chief temple is in Mangal Bazaar, Pa- 
tan. It is a Newar-style temple restored and en- 
larged by Srinivisamalla "with the advice" of his 
celebrated minister, Bhagiratha Bhaiyi, in A.D. 

1681, "when the three towns were in harmony as 
one."ls0 It  is at the Patan temple that a particularly 
boisterous and alcoholic nocturnal Bhirnasena-jit- 
r,? is annually celebrated. In keeping with temples 
consecrated to Bhairava and to Mitrka groups, 
Rhimasena's temples are always of rectangular 
plan, and like many Bhairavas and some M i t ~ k a s ,  
he is worshiped in a sanctum on the second floor. 

lRU In N.S. 801 Mirga (Abhilekha-sntiigvalia 1g62n). 
le7 Wright 1966:146; Hasrat 1970:75; Larnshal 1$6:87; 

D. Regmi 1966:part 2 ,  612. 

lss This without doubt represents a char111 necklace such 

This is not surprising, for Hhimasena's cult is a n -  
ceptually closely associated with Bhairava's, and 
many devotees worship him as a form of that god. 
That the merger of the two gods was already un- 
der way in the Malla Period is evident in namcs 
such as Hhima Hhairava, or as in a hymn ad- 
dressed to 13himasena by Pratipamalla, where hc 
is addressed as Sivariipa.'" 

Kirttikcya 
The fortunes of the sons of Siva and Pirvati have 

been not unlike the history of the brothers Bala- 
r ima and Krsna in the Kathmandu Valley: the 
cult of the older, Kirttikeya, waned, while that of 
the younger, Ganeia, waxed. Thus, Kirttikeya 
seems to have been a deity of some eminence in 
Licchavi Nepal and even into the Early Malla 
Period, when Ganeia apparently played a minor 
role. But with the Late Malla Period, and contin- 
uing into modern times, Kirttikeya's cult declined, 
and Ganeia emerged as a deity of first rank. 

Like so many deities of diverse origins, Kirttikeya 
has many names. But of the standard repertory only 
two, Kirtikkeya and Kumira, are familiar in the 
Kathmandu Valley. H e  is most often now known 
simply as Sithidyo (in effect, "the god who presides 
over the sixth day of Jyegtha-iukla"). Reminiscent of 
Vignu's incarnations to destroy evil, Kirttikeya was 
conceived in order to slay the demon Tiraka, in- 
vincible except at the hand of a son of Siva. In 
Nepalese imagery, however, while Kirttikeya's 
martial aspect is signified by his ever-present spear, 
he is generally shown in the guise of a child (Plates 
415-417). Thus, his pudgy little body is half nude 
and his hair arranged in the "crow's wing" (kaka- 
paksa) proper for youths, a coiffure shared by the 
child Krsna Kiliyadamana and the released herd- 
boy (Plates 404, 405). Kirttikeya usually wears 
bell-shaped earrings and, like the youthful Maii- 
juSri, a distinctive necklace of medallions often 
interspersed with tiger claws (Plates 416-419, 
475).lsS In childish form, Kirttikeya was one of 
the first accessory figures introduced into Nepali 
Umi-MaheSvara reliefs, where he remained as an 

as small Newari children wear, especially when threatened 
by disease. Typically, the necklaces are conlposed of coins, 
cla\rs, odd-shaped stones, beads, and a variety of objects 
believed useful in warding off evil. 
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almost constant companion through the most re- 
cent (Plates 350, 352-355). 111 such reliefs, he is usu- 
ally depicted, spear in hand, seated like a m;thout 
on Nandi's neck (Plate 4 ~ 5 ) ,  or astride his own 
mount, the ~eacock  (Plate 354). In this way, on 
the peacock and reminiscent of Garudisana V i s ~ ~ u ,  
K i r t t i k e ~ a  is also frequently depicted in independ- 
ent images (Plates 416, 421). Kiirttikeya is also de- 
picted in other ways, seated without the peacock, 
for example; or standing flanked by praying dev- 
otees, reminiscent of Buddhist iconography;"%r 
flanked by animals, particularly the cock, another 
of his symbols (Plate 417). 

Among the many legends respecting Kirtti-  
keya's unorthodox conception and birth, one be- 
gins with his abandonment in the Ganges. Amidst 
the reeds he is discovered by the Pleiades, personi- 
fied as six Matykas; they are known as the Krtti- 
kas, whence derives his name Kiirttikeya. Since 
each goddess wished to suckle him, in order to 
satisfy their maternal longings, Kirttikeya sprang 
five additional heads. H e  is shown with his six 
heads in a magnificent late Licchavi relief, and 
again, in Malla times, when he is seated with his 
brother GaneSa on Pirvati's lap (Plates 418-420). 

In the Licchavi relief, at Hadigaon, the Nepali 
artist has vividly recreated the dramatic moment 
when Kirttikeya, seated on Visnu's mount, ar- 
rayed with the weapons of his companion gods, 
and surrounded by Agni's flaming luster, sets forth 
to destroy Tirakiisura (Plates 418, 419).lg0 But 
symptomatic of the deity's decline, despite the un- 
ambiguous and magnificently told story in stone, 
today not even the most informed passerby can 
identify the image as Kirttikeya. Some understand 
him to be Harihara-half Visnu, half Siva-but 
most, bemused by the many arms, are content to 
worship him ardently as the beloved goddess Bha- 
gavati. Even his shrine is entirely devoted to her 
symbology. Other Kirttikeya images have fared 
no better. Because of the bells he wears as ear orna- 
ments, both of his important standing images, one 

'8'Slusser 1()72:103-104, pl. 55; Pal 1974:138, fig. 248. 
'"Slusser 1972:94, pl. 49; Pal 1974:139-140, fig. 249. 
'"Mallniann 1963:60-61; Slusser 1972:103-104. 
'" Rao 1g68:1r, 415. 
'"To ~ n y  great regret, I did not discover the Kath- 

mandu Sithi-dyo nor witness his celebration, the descrip- 

in K ; ~ t h m a n d i ~  (Plate 417) ad one in Patan, are 
identified as G h a ~ ~ t a k i r ~ ~ a  (Bell Ears). In the texts, 
Ghantaki i r~~a is :In eighteen-armed minor deity 
with quite different attributes, who is the some- 
time attendant of Kirttikeya, of Siva, or of other 
gods; in contemporary practice he is a scapegoat 
ogre (Chapter 12).1°' Finally, in icons where Kart- 
tikey:) is shown seated astride his peacock, he is 
universnlly acclaimed as "Garuda Narain." 

The  decline of Kirttikeva's fortune in Nenal 
since Licchavi times has been closely paralleled in 
post-Gupta northern India.'" But in the Kath- 
mandu Valley there is still a lingering trace of his 
cult as an honored deity. Kiirttikeya has a special 
calendar day reserved in his honor, known as 
Kumiira-sasthi or Sithi-nakha, the sixth day of the 
bright half of the lunar month of Jyestha, just pre- 
ceding the onset of the summer monsoon. Tradi- 
tionally, and apparently for practical reasons, the 
day is devoted to the cleaning and repair of build- 
ings and water sources, and it is also the day for 
concludinp; the annual ceremonies connected with - 
the huladevatis. It was also the day once conse- 
crated to the battle of stones between Yai~gala and 
Yarpbu, and it was on Jyesyha-Sukla-sasthi that 
Amiuvarman chose .to promulgate his charter re- 
specting old M a n a g ~ h a  palace (Chapter 5). Some 
of these customs associated with Kumira's Sixth, 
like the stoning, have already died out, and others 
are moribund. But of some significance, both as a 
cultural artifact and for the clues it provides toward 
localization of the site of Kailiisaktta-bhavana, one 
Kiirrtikeya image is still honored on  his day. This 
is the Sithi-dyo enshrined in Maiijuiri-tol, Kath- 
mandu (Map 7:m-6; Plate 421). 

Prior to Kumiira-sasthi, a contingent of Newars 
from Sanngaon (Thasi) village, south of Patan, 
come to ready the Kathmandu god for his annual 
celebration. They are the nikhzi, hereditary offici- 
ants, who bring with them two vessels of water 
from the Tekhu-dobhan, the auspicious confluence 
of the Hngmati and Vishnumati.'" These are 

tion of wl>ich was kindly communicated to me by letter 
by G. Vajracharya. H e  referred to the Thasi villagers as 
nyahtr, who must be heretlitary officiants (usually calletl 
r t i k h i ) ,  such as those similarly charged with preparing 
R.ito Matsyentlranitha for his great festival (Chapter 1 2 ) .  
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placed on a platform (dabali) near the Sithidyo 
shrine. After a day's fasting, the nikhri bring the 
enshrined Kirttikeya to the dabali, remove the cult 
garments and ornaments, and with the sanctified 
river water perform the deity's ritual bath, the 
tnahisnina or ubh-eka. Returned to the shrine to 
dry, the god is brought forth again the next day, 
is given his annual repainting, and is again en- 
shrined.'" At length, on the evening preceding 
the Sixth, Kirttikeya, arrayed in all his finery, is 
again brought outdoors, where a lengthy yajiia is 

by Brahman priests in his honor. In 
the morning, Kumiira's Sixth, the newly painted 
and gaily decorated Sithi-dyo, together with a 
priest attendant, is placed in a palanquin (khala) 
and borne toward Hanuman Dhoka. Along the 
route the cortege is met by a group of Newars 
from Halambu village, located at the western end 
of the Valley, who because they claim that the 
deity was stolen from them, bring to it special of- 
ferings. The  enlarged procession then proceeds 
along a traditional route to Hanuman Dhoka. At 
the palace they are received by Taleju's priests and, 
after a rest, return to Mafijuiri-tol. There, in 
charge of a priestess, the deity is enshrined for still 
another year in what may be the site of the ancient 
Sas!hidevakula of Kailisakuya-bhavana, where 
Amiuvarman and his successors may well have 
worshiped (Chapter 5). However, like Changu 
Niriyana's mysterious and altogether wonderful 
visits to the city, few persons outside the immedi- 
ate principals are remotely interested in these obvi- 
ously very ancient and significant proceedings. 

Ganeia 
Kirt,tikeya's younger brother, the roly-poly ele- 

phant-headed Ganeia (Ganesh), has an altogether 
different story in modern Nepal (Plates 422-430). 
Ganeia's name resounds on every tongue, and 
many bear it as their own;  he has a temple in 

'"G. Vajracharya, on seeing the enshrined image 
swathed in cult clothing, first believed it to be of stone 
and of Liccha\,i date. Exposed for his bath, the deity ap- 
peared to be of wood, and the photographs suggest a late 
Malla image. D. Reg~ni 1966:part 2, 658, refers to the 
image as "bronze but hollow." Thus, like Seto Matsyendra- 
nitha (Plate Goo), Sitliidyo may be painted repoussi 
copper rather than wood. 

every neighborhood and every square; his images 
are a t  the roadside, crossroads, and along the path- 
w:lys, by the rivers, in the forests and on the hills. 
beside the doors and gateways,"'"in the dhurma- 
i i l i s ,  and in the homes and courtyards; and al- 
most invariably Ga11eSa shares the shrines of all the 
other gods. In every public or domestic rite, Ga- 
neia's name is the first invoked; the salutation 
"Om Ganeia" opens the text of Nepalese manu- 
scripts, Saiva or Huddhist; his form commonly 
precedes all others in narrative paintings;"" his 
image watches over the flame of the ritual oil lamp 
( s u l ( ~ ~ n d a ) ;  and his name is hymned, his shrine 
visited, or his image circumambulated before com- 
mencing the worship of any other deity, even the 
most exalted. The thousands of persons who 
stream into the shrine of the Hudhanilkantha N i -  
riyana on Haribodhinitkidaii,  for example, enter 
and bow at N5riyana's feet only after first care- 
fully circumambulating the nearby Ganeia. 

Ganeia's popularity, not unlike that of Bhima- 
sena and Laksmi, gods of fortune and wealth, 
proceeds from characteristic human concern with 
fortune, good and bad. For in Nepal, Ganeia's fun- 
damental role is to crease-and to remove i f  it so 
pleases him-obstacles to success in human en- 
deavors. This role was assigned to him by his 
father, Siva, whose independent procreation of the 
boy had so enraged Pirvati, according to one of 
Ganeia's many origin legends, that she cursed 
Siva's child with a monstrous elephant head and 
pot belly. Nothing daunted at his splendid son's 
transformation, Siva pronounced: "thy names shall 
be Ganeia Viniyaka, Vighnarija, the son of Siva; 
thou shalt be the chief of the Viniiyakas and the 
ganas; success and disappointment shall ~ r o c e e d  
from thee; and great shall be thy influence amongst 
gods, and in sacrifices and all affairs. Therefore 
shalt thou be worshipped and invoked first on all 

IDS Although in Nepal Hanirnin is the chief door 
guardian and gatekeeper, GaneSa is also a guardian figure. 
Thus Ganeda images and shrines often provide one clue 
to the emplacement of now vanished city gates. 

l" In the Visnu-mandala (Plate 383), for example, an 
image of Ganeda in the upper~nost left-hand corner intro- 
duces the Dadivataras and all the other gods. 
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occasions, or otherwise the object and prayers of 
him who omits to do so, shall fail."'o' 

In his dual role, as a god both beneficent and 
maleficent, to be both loved and feared, Ganeia is 
worshiped in a manner proper to deities of both 
categories. Thus, he may be offered lighted lamps, 
blossoms, fruits, or-especially-laddu, a sweet of 
which the gourmand god is inordinately fond; or, 
as often, his image may be drenched with alcohol 
and the blood of a sacrificial cock or goat. 

Although there is an infinite number of legends 
that purport to explain Ga~leia's unusual form and 
attributes.'" his historical origin is obscure. His 
crystallization into an iconographic type seems to 
have occurred quite late in India, certainly not be- 
fore the Gupta Period. The  deity's roots are much 
more profound, however, and link him to various 
demigods and theriomorph.ic imps who figure 
among Siva's retinue, the ganar or ganeivaras, to 
whose leadership he was eventually promoted. In 
early Nepali imagery, elephantlike imps frequent- 
ly appear. One is engaged in Mara's assault on the 
meditating Buddha (Plate 422), another is among 
the ganas who make sport for the enthroned U m i  
and Maheivara (Plate 352). In later Umii-Mahei- 
vara reliefs, such elephantine imps become the 
evolved Ganeia who, befitting his role as the 
ganas' leader, occupies the central position among 
them (Plates 354, 355). But as in Gupta India, in 
Licchavi Nepal the iconographically developed 
GaneSa was also familiar. This is attested by an 
inscribed Licchavi iilripatra that bears an image of 
Devi seated between standing attendants, beneath 
which is GalleSa (Plate 423).'" Seated between tri- 
pods that support a conch and a bowl of offerings, 
Ga~?eia was apparently included to insure the suc- 
cess of the goddess's worship. Dev?, flame-haloed 
and bearing sword and shield, is strikingly like the 
Bhogini of Licchavi coins. However, the nearly 
effaced multiline inscription engraved in Gupta 
characters below the relief has so far resisted read- 
ing, preventing certain identification of the god- 
dess. Tha t  the lower image is Ganeia, and not 
merely an elephantine gana, is clear by the devel- 

I!" Rao r914:1, 41. 
'!Iu Rno 1968:1, 35-47. 
'"The provenience of the stele is unknown. It long 

stood olr the porch of the Bir Library, housed then at 

oped iconography. Mirroring the iconography of 
Malla Period Ganeias, he holds in his upper pair 
of hands a wreath and hatchet, and with his trunk 
he dips into the telltale bowl of laddu supported 
in one of the lower hands. T h e  fourth hand prob- 
ably holds his broken tusk, as it does in later 
images, in allusion to one of his most famous 
legends: one moonlit night, after a great feast of 
ladJu, GaneSa, or Lambodara (Big Belly), as he 
is often known, was wending his way homeward 
on his incongruous little overloaded rat. As for- 
tune would have it, a snake crossed their path, and 
the startled rat unseated his well-fed master, whose 
belly burst at the fall. Undaunted, Ganeia repacked 
his emptied stomach with the feast, and secured it 
with the very snake that had occasioned the rup- 
ture. Candra, the moon, burst out laughing at such 
a spectacle, and the aggrieved Ganeia hurled one 
of his own tusks at him, causing Candra to lose 
his luster. Adding still another name to his reper- 
tory, Ekadanta (One-tooth), the repentant Ga- 
neia later modified the curse so that the moon 
might wane, but would also wax again. T h e  story 
not only incidentally explains the phases of the 
moon, but accounts for Ganeia's broken tusk, ser- 
pent girdle, and the bowl of laddu usually shown 
in his icons. Ga~le ia  should also have a third eye, 
like his father Siva, and he often wears snakes as 
bracelets and anklets, and as his sacred thread 
(Plate 424). 

The  Licchavis and their successors through the 
Early Malla Period knew GaneSa, but apparently 
were more likely to worship his brother; by about 
the fifteenth century this situation was reversed. 
For it is about this time that images of Kirttikeya 
become infrequent, those of Ganeia numerous. In- 
scriptio~ial references to Gal& also rarely predate 
the fifteenth century.200 Reminiscent of his ances- 
try as ;i sporting gana, the ungainly Ganeia is fre- 
quently shown dancing, often with a girdle of 
bells or with a host of small bells attached to his 
legs (Plates 424-426). At other times he is seated, 
sagely enjoying his bowl of laddtl (Plate 427). But 
then he must be only resting for a moment, for he 

Triclinndra College, hut was later shiftetl to the National 
Museum, where i t  is labeled a fourteenth-century Durgi. 
""7. Reglni 1973:203. 
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still wears about his sturdy legs the tinkling bells 
his Newar devotees even now wear for their own 
dancing (Plate 428). By Pratipamalla's time, images 
of Ganeia are often strongly tantricized and, like 
companion gods of the period of the Three King- 
doms, Ganeia, too, sprouts multiple heads and 
limbs (Plate 429). As Mahiganeia, he also has a 
la@, and in late imagery is sometimes shown 
struggling to hold her on his belly-filled lap. Ga- 
neia is also worshiped everywhere in natural 
boulders that are vaguely elephantine in appear- 
ance (Plate 430). In this form he is enshrined in 
a full-scale temple in one of his celebrated mani- 
festations, Kohena Ganeia at Chobar on the Bag- 
mati. 

Ganeia is conceived to have four principal mani- 
festations in the Kathmandu Valley, although, like 
Nir iyana the proposed candidates vary. Most fre- 
quently, the Four GaneSas are identified as Sfirya 
Viniyaka (Rinayak) near Bhaktapur, Aioka Ga- 
neia of the Kathmandu Darbar Square, Candra 
G a ~ ~ e i a  of Chabahil village, and Kohena (Vighna) 
Ganes'a of Chobar gorge. Each supervises a differ- 
ent sector of the Valley, is thought to be of differ- 
ent color, and has his own myths and legends and 
his own specialty. ASoka Ganeia, for example, is 
held to be the deified incarnation of an oil presser 
(Manandhar), and S i rya  Viniyaka is widely con- 
sulted as a curing god by the deaf and dumb. 

Certainly the single most celebrated Ganeia 
shrine is that of ASoka G q e i a  in Kathmandu 
(Figure I :5). Belying its significance, the shrine is 
one of the smallest on the Darbar Square; in con- 
trast, the most imposing one (Plate 188) is virtu- 
ally ignored. T h e  As'oka Ganeia shrine, a one-roof 
Newar-style structure, has no finial (gajura). This 
is in deference to GaneSa's wish that he might con- 
tinue to regard the aioka tree, friendly canopy of 
his primitive hypaethral shrine. Gone now, the 
tree is reproduced in gilt metal repousse inside the 
shrine. Seated among its gilt leaves, Aioka GaneSa 
invests an image of stone. But he has four gilt 
metal sheaths (koia, kavaca) with which, in rota- 
tion, he is dressed every Tuesday, the special day 
of worship for all Ganeias. His special day is 
Ganeia's Fourth (Ga~~eia-caturthi) .  In  keeping 
with the Mitrkas and Bhairavas, with whom as a 
maleficent obstacle maker Ganeia has much in 

common, the little Darbar Square temple is his 
pitha, and he also enjoys a companion dcochrv. 
This is a nearby townhouse with gaily painted 
doorway and torana. The Nepalese royal family 
enjoys a special relationship with A b k a  Ganeia, 
and certain of their samshirar are performed under 
his watchful supervision. 

Brahmi 
In Epic-Puranic cosmogony, the summit of the 

pantheon is shared by three gods, Brahmi, Visnu, 
and Siva, respectively the Creator, Preserver, and 
Destroyer of the universe. But Brahmi failed to 
achieve a position equaling that of his companions, 
no sect ever evolved around him, and such per- 
sonal cult as did exist was of far less significance 
than that of Siva or Visnu. In later theology, his 
role as creator was essentially preempted by Visnu, 
and Brahmi was relegated to something of a 
grandfather figure (pitimiha), a kindly advisor 
to whom the gods could turn in distress, and who 
served as intermediary and messenger between 
them and Visnu. Brahmi is even sometimes pic- 
tured as a rather inane, helpless, and even dissolute 
god who easily becomes the tool of the asrrras. 

Brahmi characteristically has four (and in some 
traditions five) heads that have different symbolic 
meanings in different myrhologies (Plates 431-433). 
But the most widely accepted tradition is that the 
addorsed heads symbolize the four Vedas, an as- 
sociation further emphasized by frequently includ- 
ing a manuscript as one of Brahmii's symbols. A 
less lofty explanation of the polycephalous Brahmi 
avers that the god, while maintaining a dignified 
posture to avoid his sons' ridicule, grew the sup- 
plementary heads the better to regard lustfully his 
resplendent daughter, Sarasvati, in her respectfril 
circumambulation of him as her father. Brahma's 
ascetic nature is symbolized by his normal medita- 
tive pose, the rosary, water vessel, buckskin gar- 
ment, and yogic coiffure (Plate 433). Brhmi i  may 
have two or four arms, and in late imagery is 
bearded. The  deity's  res scribed vehicle is the 
hatnsa, the wild gander or swan, but in Nepal, as 
the "lotus-born" (kamalayoni), he is almost invari- 
ably borne on a lotus. 

In the Kathmandu Valley there are no temples 
of Brahmi, his images are few, and his role in 
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Nepalese affairs minor. There are fewer than a 
half-dozen important independent in situ stone 
tculptures of Brahma, and all predate the Malla 
Period.?"' However, Brahma is a familiar accessory 
figure of paintings and bronzes, either as he issues 
from Visnu's navel (Plates 374, 375); as he occurs 
in assemblies of all the gods (Plate 408); as with 
Indra he receives the Buddha at his birth, and on 
his descent from the Tusita heaven (Plates 446, 
460); or, as one of the unmistakable Hindu gods, 
he is trampled underfoot by Buddhist sectarian 
images. 

In contemporary Nepal, Brahmii has virtually no 
cult, and such independent images as exist are not 
worshiped; or if homage is rendered at all, it is 
usually in the name of other gods. A magnificent 
13rahmii in Chapagaon village, for example, a do- 
nation of two otherwise unknown Abhira Guptas, 
is frequently identified as Siva (Plate 43z).'02 Be- 
cause, as a relief work, Brahmi's rear head is not 
rendered, a few persons come closer to the mark 
when they identify the three-headed image as 
Dattiitreya, the conjoint representation of the Brah- 
manical trinity, Brahmii, Visnu, and Siva. 

Hut even the neglected Brahmi plays a minor 
role in contemporary Nepalese culture. For exam- 
ple, as a souvenir of his role as the priestly oficiant 
at the marriage of Siva and Piirvati, his image is 
painted on the clay vessels used in the symbolic 
marriage of Newar girls with Niiriiyana: and in 
the form of a broom, Brahmii is present on the 
Buddhist domestic altar at the celebration of pnii- 
cadina, when families tender their offerings to 
Buddhist priests and "monks." 

T H E  VEDIC T R A D I T I O N  

Certain of the gods who watched over the Vedic 
Aryans on the plains of Asia still watch over the 
affairs of men in the Kathmandu Valley. These 

Pal 1974:26, 135-136; figs. 11, 4 4 ,  245. 
2"2D. Vajracharyn 1g7j:inscr. 33 (153-154). 
'03 It is doubtful that the yipa was still used in thir- 

reenthsen~ury Nepal when the Sikhara Nlr iyana Dwarf 
incarnation was established (Plate 434, and Pal 1974:lig. 
4). It was most likely copied after the yipas made familiar 
by sculptures from the Licchavi Period. Obviously the 

are chiefly Siirya, Indra, and Agni, gods who in 
the Vedic theophany personified celestial, atmo- 
spheric, and terrestrial forces of nature. In the 
Hindu tradition, the Vedic gods gradually lost 
their preeminence as their concepts were modified 
and assimilated into new and more powerful di- 
vinities such as Siva and Visnu, or a host of new 
goddesses who began to emerge as equivalent and 
sometimes greater forces. But even as late as the 
Kathmandu Valley Licchavis, there lingered on 
an active Vedic tradi,tion. Not  only do Licchavi 
inscriptions extol1 the names of Siirya, Indra, Agni, 
and their lesser companions, but it seems apparent 
that there was actually a Vedic cult. There is the 
suggestive evidence of the name "Yiipagrima" 
(Licchavi Patan, discussed in Chapter 5), and 
given the exact and detailed rendering in sculp- 
tures of the yipa,  the Vedic sacrificial post, it is 
conceivable that it was a familiar object in con- 
temporary culture (Plate 434).'OR Moreover, the 
inscriptions leave no doubt that there were prac- 
ticing Vedic priests and adherents in Licchavi Ne- 
pal. For example, Miinadeva lauds his father as 
having been a performer of yajiia sacrifice, and in 
the early sixth century, we find Vedic priests (yij- 
Hika) and Brahmans cooperating to establish a 
gosthi for the care of a Vaisnava deity; the Abhira 
Guptas also took pride in their Vedic orientation.'04 
Even in the Malla Period, moreover, when tan- 
trism was in its heyday, Vedic rites were still per- 
formed on occasion.205 

Quite apart from Visnu, who absorbed many of 
the Vedic sun god Siirya's aspects, Siirya clearly 
enjoyed a flourishing cult in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley. There are frequent references to the deity in 
Licchavi inscriptions. One  of them is on the pedes- 
tal of a missing Siirya image consecrated in A.D. 

480 (s.s. 402 Asidha), where Siirya, in keeping 
with the Vedic tradition, is declared to be the same 
as Indra.''"The apogee of Siirya worship appears 
to have come much later, however, in the Transi- 

Licchavi posts also could have been rradi~ional renderings, 
but coupled with other evidence for an existing Vedic 
cult, it may be that the yipns were then copietl from life. 

2n'I.l .  Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 1, 21, IH (9-30, 61-109, 
138-140); 1967c:114. 

""al 1970:20. 
"'9. Vajracharya r973:inscr. 12 (59.60); Pal and 
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tional and Early Malla Periods. This is the time 
when almost all of the scores of Surya images, 
many of them inscribed and dated, were conse- 
crated, and temples and shrines must have been 
erected. Of the latter there now remains only a 
probable vestige, the foundations of a small ii- 
khara temple (now enshrining a linga), which is 
fitted with winged horses like those that pull the 
solar chariot (Plate 208). As suggested by an in- 
ordinately large number of Sirya images to be 
found in and around Panauti, one of the chief 
settlements of the Bhotarijya and an auspicious 
triveni, the village seems to have been a particu- 
larly active center of medieval Sirya worship. 

Sirya in his earliest representations in medieval 
Nepal stands majestically alone (Plate 435) or is 
flanked by small accessory figures. These are usu- 
ally his acolytes, the staff bearer Dandi and the 
scribe P i ~ i g a l a ; ~ ~ '  or the personified planets which, 
together with Sirya, comprise the Nine Planets 
(Navagraha) (Plate 436). Like Sirya images of 
northern India, the Nepalese Surya may be 
crowned, booted, and mailed (or wear a lapelled 
jacket) in the northern, or Scythian mode (udicya- 
veia); or he may be barefoot and in a dhoti, as in 
the south Indian tradition."' Later Sirya imagery 
in the Kathmandu Valley is usually narrative, and 
attempts to capture the daily drama of the resplen- 
dent god's passage through the heavens in his solar 
chariot drawn by seven winged horses (Plate 438). 
These representations are charged with accessory 
figures such as Sirya's charioteer, Aruna, his aco- 
lytes, the personified planets, and the goddesses 
Usi and Pratyisi.  T h e  latter are allegories of dawn 
who dispel the forces of darkness, often represented 
as demonic figures fleeing the oncoming sun char- 
iot. 

Candra, or Candramas, the personification of 
the moon, has an almost identical icon in the Kath- 
mandu Valley, except that his chariot is pulled by 
seven geese, a local peculiarity apparently derived 

Hhattacharyya rg69:G-7. The mandala at Paiupatinitha, 
previously iden~ified as a "ring encircling a solar disc" 
(Gnoli 1956:inscr. 87), is named in the inscription Pirthi- 
vaiili, and was in honor of the goddess Prthvi (D. Vajra- 
charya 1973:inscr. 29 [ I ~ I - r q z ] ) .  It is probable, however, 
that the 111uch-debated seated image at nearby Arya-ghat, 
today often worshiped as a Licchavi queen, is in fact an 

from tantric Huddhist In paintings, 
the deities are further distinguished by color, Sirya 
red and Candra white. Curiously, in Nepal there 
are no stone sculptures of Candra, but numerous 
mandala paintings; Sirya, who has so many stone 
sculptures, has no mandalas. About the time of the 
Three Kingdoms the practice of making independ- 
ent images of these astral divinities passed out of 
fashion, although paired representations of the two 
gods as accessory figures or as decorative and sym- 
bolic emblems remained common. Builders fre- 
quently employed the solar and lunar chariots as 
a motif for carving round windows, balanced like 
medallions on either side of the door or another 
larger window. The paired SiryaCandra motif is 
seen in paintings (Plate 383) and often serves as 
striking ear ornaments for other gods-Pratapamal- 
la's Vibvarupa, for example, although Candra has 
been lost (Plate 373). In aniconic form, as simple 
discs, or disc and crescent, Sirya and Candra are 
also included in many sculptures and paintings in 
all periods (Plates 357, 367, 368, 371), and Candra 
alone is a characteristic crescent embellishment to 
~ iva ' s  coiffure. Images of the Navagraha were also 
fashioned, not only as ensembles where eight are 
accessories to a dominant Sirya, but where all are 
of equal importance. Such a group, for example, 
was carved above a fourteenth-century jaladroni 
in Bhaktapur (Plate 233).2L0 

Considering the profound influence the planets 
are believed to exercise on human destiny in Nep- 
alese culture, it is not surprising that the astral di- 
vinities continued to be courted for so long. But in  
the contemporary environment their luster seems 
to be fading. Even Sirya's role is largely limited to 
ritual invocation in the morning prayer. But when 
devotees of Niriyana, Sirya's successor, conclude 
their night watch prior to the god's awakening on 
Haribodhini-ekidagi, it is in the name of Sirya- 
N5riyana that they greet the first rays ok the morn- 
ing sun. 

early Surya (Pal 1974:4&48, fig. 64). 
207 Pal 1974:figs. 28, 29. 
20s On the iconography of the Nepalese Surya, see Pal 

and Bhattacharyya 1969:9-20 and Pal 1974:142-145. 
2 0 T a l  and Bhattacharyya 196921-22. 
210 Pal 1974:figs. 256-257. 
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Agni's cult is centered on two shrines, one at 
Svayambh~nitha,  the other at Patan. At Svayam- 
bhu, Agni is worshiped in the form of a demonic 
folk image set in a hypaethral shrine known as 
Agnipura, the Mansion of Agni (Plate 439). In 
Patan he is worshiped in the form of a perpetual 
fire contained in a large yajfia kunda housed in a 
rectangular temple known as Agnis'ili. Through 
priestly intermediaries, Agni, the fire, is offered 
oblations of sandalwood, common wood, ghee, and 
cereals by his devotees in return for granting them 
longevity. Further, the scent of the burning sacri- 
fices is believed to purify the air, bring rain, and 
increase the harvest. The  Patan Agnii i l i  is essen- 
tially a local Newar institution, but on birthdays, 
a particularly appropriate time for worshiping Ag- 
ni, it is thought, people from other places and 
other ethnic groups come to the shrine or send a 
representative bearing offerings to Agni in their 
name. 

There are two other places in the Kathmandu 
Valley where perpetual fires are maintained, one 
at the shrine of Pacali Bhairava and the other, a 
bona fide yajfia kunda, at the Sankhu shrine of 
V a j r a y ~ g i n i . ~ ~ '  But how or  whether these sites are 
related to Agni worship is not clear. Agni is, of 
course, also invoked in contemporary Nepal at the 
time of the homa or  yajffa sacrifice performed in 
the fire pits in the vikiras and elsewhere. 

T h e  ultimate origin of the Patan Agnis'ili must 
be the Vedic fire altar, and there were antecedents 
in Licchavi Nepal. Amiuvarman informs us that 
there was an Agnil i l i  among the temples incor- 
porated into a compound of Miinagrha palace.'12 
Until a half-century ago, a perpetual fire was also 
maintained in Hanuman Dhoka palace, from 
which the townspeople were permitted to borrow 
flame. It is not impossible that the Hanuman 
Dhoka fire was the lineal descendant of the tradi- 
tional palace Agnilili ,  and is rooted in that of 

"' According to Kirkpatrick rgGg:rgr, in the early 
nineteenth century a perpetual fire was maintained at 
SvayambhCmitha; perhaps it was related to the shrine 
Agnipura. 

2'2 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 72 (301-308). 
? 1 3  The  chief priest is the oldest member (thirkili)  of 

the I'atan group which hereditarily serve the shrine. If his 
wife dies he must relinquish the post to the next oldest 

Kailisakita-bhavana. The  Patan cult of Agni prac- 
ticed today, however, is not purely Vedic, but is 
permeated with tantrism and Siva-Sakti worship. 
T h e  fire is tended by a Brahman and his wife who 
personify Siva and Sakti, and it is Siva's emblem, 
not Agni's, that is on the temple tor an^.^'^ 

This phase of Agni's cult may perhaps be traced 
to medieval Bengal. According to the Buddhist 
chronicle, a perpetual fire was formerly worshiped 
in a village known as J h u 1 , ~ e s c ~ f  Patan toward the 
Valley rim, by persons who had brought back the 
custom from Bengal.''' A t  Jhul, just as in contem- 
porary Patan, the worship was to be performed by 
Brahman couples in  the guise of Siva and Sakti. 
However, a particular devotee, having lost his wife 
but loath to lose Agni, took as a substitute a Brah- 
man widow, in the Hindu tradition a despised and 
inauspicious creature. Agni was so displeased that 
he blazed up and consumed the blasphemous 
Brahman together with the entire village. As a con- 
sequence, King Sankaradeva (ca. A.D. 1069-1083) 
reestablished the destroyed yajffa- or Agni-kunda 
in Patan.215 The  substitute widow, by name Y a b -  
dhari ,  escaped the conflagration and fled with her 
son to Patan, where she repaired a vihdra and had 
her son tonsured and made a monk. But to conceal 
this from her relatives, also Agnihotras, that is, 
those who sacrifice to Agni, she did not permit the 
hair-cutting ceremonies to be performed before the 
igama deities of the vihara, as was the custom. 
Despite the inconsistencies and bias of the tale, 
there there may be some historical truth to the 
story. Even now Yaiodhari's connection with a 
Patan vihira is well known at Bu-bahal, whose 
Sanskrit name is Vidh~iidhara-brHlimaw-sarpski- 
rita-Yas'odhari, roughly, "the Brahman winged 
celestial built by Yaiodhari." It  would be inter- 
esting to investigate whether the hair-cutting cere- 
monies (&a karma) ~ e r f o r m e d  there today as 
one of the samskCrar of Shakyas and Vajrachar~as 

person. When his own death is imminent, he is brought 
to Agniiali to expire ant1 is cremated in a traditional place 
on  the Nakhu Khola, a stream south of Pntan. According 
to the incumbent in 1970, the chosen priest is loath to 
assume the office since it is believed to presage an early 
death. 

214 Wright 1g66:106-107. 
? ' W r i g h t  1966:107; Hasrat 1g70:47. 
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does differ from that performed in the other 
vihiras. 

In contemporary Nepalese life, Agni's affairs 
have not only been largely usurped by Siva and 
Sakti, but by a mother goddess concerned with 
fire and flame. Known as Jvali-mii or Jvill- 
mukhi, Flame Mother or Flaming Face, the god- 
dess is worshiped, among other place5, in an im- 
pressive temple near Asan-tol, Kathmandu. 

Of all the Vedic gods in Nepal, the story of 
Indra, or Sakra, is perhaps the most interesting. 
Fundamentally a solar divinity, Indra was once a 
Creator, King of the Gods, and Lord of the At- 
mosphere. But whereas in India he has been re- 
duced to a dikpilaka leader, a figurehead charged 
with guardianship of the eastern quadrant of the 
universe,z16 in Nepal he is still an important and 
honored deity. Indra's name is familiar to every 
tongue, his images abound, and he is the center of 
an annual festival whose duration is exceeded only 
by that of the premier goddess, Durga. 

T h e  name of Indra is well known in Licchavi 
 epigraph^,^" but there are no extant Indra sculp- 
tures of Licchavi date. In  fact, as one more intrigu- 
ing anomaly of the Kathmandu Valley, whereas 
Indra has untold images in bronze, wood, and 
paint (Plates 440, 442-446, 471), he has not a single 
independent image in stone. Like that of Siirya, 
the rise of ~ndra ' scu l t  in Nepal seems to be a phe- 
nomenon of the Transitional Period. Of particular 
interest in the history of Indian religion, moreover, 
whereas in India Indra's cult seems to have sur- 
vived only to the tenth wntury,  it is exactly from 
then that images of Indra begin to be abundant in 
Nepal.'lR 

As befits his role as King of the Gods and Lord 
of the Atmosphere, one of Indra's most common 
Nepalese representations is as a king, crowned, 
richly bejeweled, and seated in royal ease (mahi-  
rijalili) (Plate 440). The  deity's chief cognizances 
are a third eye-horizontally positioned, in con- 
trast to Siva's vertical orb--and the thunderbolt 

21eOn Indra's decline in India, see especially Bhatta- 
charji 1970:24p283, also the chapters on Visnu and his 
Krsna avatar, who ended in assuming Indra's place. 

D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 7, 12, 70, 129, 145, 146, 
148, 149. 

Rao 1968:11, 517; Pal 1974:138. 

(vajra), symbol of his mastery of the atmosphere. 
The latter is usually grasped in one hand, but is 
sometimes anthropomorphized as Vajrapurusa 
(Plate 471). In Nepal, Indra may be recognized 
by a distinctive crested crown, worn usually by him 
but rarely by other gods. I know of fewer than a 
half-dozen such instances: three Nepali-an image 
of Maiijuiri and two of Avalokiteivara (Plates 
462, 463, 474)-and two foreign, one Gandhsran 
and one Kh~tanese.~'"t seems quite possible, de- 
spite the absence of Licchavi Period Indra images, 
that the single-crested crown perpetuates a type 
worn by Licchavi kings. This is suggested by terra- 
cotta figurines recovered from a Licchavi Period 
midden at Dhurnvarahi, Kathmandu (Plate 
+ + I ) . ~ ~ O  Some of these terra cottas also wear knee 
boots, and others the broad-lapelled coat, both 
characteristic elements of northern, or Scythian, 
dress as perpetuated in so many Siirya images in 
northern lndia and Nepal. It may be noted that 
the Khotanese "Iranian Bodhisattva" who wears 
this same type of crown also wears the same knee 
boots. Thus it is possible that not only the Kho- 
tanese legend cycle is reflected in Kathmandu Val- 
ley l e g e n d ~ ~ ~ ~ - w h i c h  may perhaps be earlier than 
heretofore supposed-but also Khotanese royal 
dress. But Indra's crown, still current in contem- 
porary icons, is the only survival to our time. 

Less well known than the regal Indra, but more 
typical of the deity's icons in worship in Nepal, is 
a "yogic" Indra. In this form, the god sits with 
crossed legs (padmcitana) and extends his arms 
stiffly from the shoulders with his palms turned 
toward the viewer (Plate 442). T h e  significance of 
this image type is not certain but, like the crowned 
king variety, is apparently peculiar to Nepal. None- 
theless, as for all things related to the gods, legend 
provides a ready explanation. 

Indra, it seems, once sought as a gift for his 
mother a unique blossom that grew only in the 
Kathmandu Valley.22z Thinking to steal down un- 
der cover of the first autumnal morning fog. Indra 

Lyon and Ingholt 1957:pl. 50'; Bussagli 1963:57. 
220 Others are illustrated by Thapa 1970:fig. 8. 
221 Brough 1948 
222  Although embroidered by the Nepalese and trans- 

ferred to a local setting, the Nepali legend is based on the 
Pirijita-harana (stealing of the heavenly flower) episode, 
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was nevertheless apprehended. Unrecognized, the 
god was pilloried like any conimon thief, his arms 
outstretched and tied to a pole. Indra's mother, 
observing her son's disgrace, hurried to identify 
him to his captors, who at once released the im- 
mortal thief and became his devotees. Thus, say 
the Nepalese, these curious images not only com- 
nleniorate Indra's inadvertent imprisonment but, 
in the extended arms and open hands, prove that 
he is not stealing anything. 

It is as the "pilloried thief" that images of Indra 
are most commonly displayed during the deity's 
annual eight-day harvest festival, the Indra-jitrii. 
At that time, the story of the god's quest, subse- 
quent imprisonment, and release is reenacted in 
rites that last for the duration of the festival. They 
begin with the deity's imprisonment at the foot 
of the tall ceremonial pole, the Indradhvaja, raised 
for the jiitri (Plate 443), a i d  end with his release 
on the final day. Throughout the festival, small 
wooden pavilions are erected before the houses and 
at the crossroads, where images of Indra, usually as 
the pilloried thief, are exposed. The  principal pavil- 
ion is erected near Hanuman Dhoka, at Maru-tol, 
the alleged site of the god's apprehension (Plates 
444, 445)."' Raised high on four carved posts, the 
pavilion is roofed and supported on four carved 
wooden elephants. These symbolize the guardians 
of the quarters as well as Indra's vehicle, the white 
elephant Airiivata, which became Indra's prize at 
the churning of the ocean. T h e  large gilt repoussC 
image of Indra seated within the pavilion is gaily 
adorned, and he is offered thousands of oil lamps 
by his devotees. They are placed on a lofty wooden 

sc;~ffold ilcross the way, or massed on the pavemrnl 
below the pnvilion.'" 

With respect ,to these curious images of Indra, 
:In cntry in the memoirs of Father d'Andrade, 
seventeenth-century Jesuit missionary, is of more 
than passing interest. When he wiis in Tibet, thc 
priest gave to some domiciled Newar goldsmiths 
a cross to copy. H e  was assured "that many of the 
same pattern were to be found in their native land, 
and that different sizes were made in wood and in 
various metals. They were usually placed in the 
temples, and for five days of the year they were 
planted on the public roads, where the people 
came in crowds to adore ,them, throw flowers and 
light up a great number of lamps. These crosses 
were named in their tongue 'Indor.' "'" 

As practiced in Nepal, the Indra-jstrii seems to 
be essentially a harvest festival over which Indra 
presides in his traditional role as the dispenser of 
summer rains and winter fogs, both essential to the 
year-round farming activity of the Kathmandu 
Valley. But other gods and demigods are now 
thought to be the chief rainmakers, and through 
the years the festival has been modified, now 
incorporating diverse aspects that seem to have lit- 
tle to do with Indra or an agrarian celebration. 
For  example, coinciding with Indra-jiitrii is the 
three-day festival of the living Durga, the Kumiiri- 
jiitri-a festival within a festival, so to speak-and 
it is during Indra-jiitrii that the Bhairava masks 
and images of various gods are on public display 
(Plates 362, 364, 373). At  this time also the ritual 
circumambulation (rrpiko vanegu) of some of the 
cities in commemoration of the dead takes place 

recorded in tlie Har.ivarl~ia, in which lndra  is discomfitetl 
by Krsna (I3hattacharji 1970:266). 
'" Sonme claim that the incident took place in Panauti, 

once apparently a center of Indra (and Silrya) worsliip, 
as was also ncarby Srikhandapur (Kh5dpu village) (Slus- 
ser ant1 Vajracharya 197~:r77-178). T h e  prestigious Siva 
temple is called Indreivara, one  of the rivers of the t r . iue~~i  
is named for Indra's consort, Saci (alternately Ind r in i ) ,  
and legends respecting Indra's association with the village 
abound. It is a t  Pnnauti, legend affirms, that Indra  setlucetl 
the beautiful Ahalyi,  wife of the tsi Gautania. Gautama 
revenged himself by turning Ahalyi into a stone, seen 
at tlie northeast corner of the temple co~npount l ,  and 
cursed lndra  to bear upon his body a thousand female 
genitalia. But following joint penance by Indra and 

Inclriini, Siva comnluted Intlra's curse ant1 turnetl the 
yorlis into eyes. Indrn's tliirtl eye is an allusion to thesc 
thousand eyes; it rnny be tli:~t his "yogic" form relates to 
his penance. More likely, tlie form is related to tlie 
Manichaean H o r ~ n u z d  of Central Asia (who  is Indra),  a 
p rob len~  to be explored elsewhere. 

T h e  annual raising of Indm's pavilion is an inter- 
esting illustration of how tradition Iioltls out  against 
progress. Even though in recenr years Maru-to1 has been 
macadamized, each year Intlra's git11iar.s doggedly exca- 
vate four holes in the paving to set u p  their pavilion as 
tradition demands, and around which wheeletl traffic 
struggles in tlie busy roadwqy as best it can. 

?'W. Regmi 1966:part 2, 1005-1006. 



(Chapter 5) and, for the same reason, the bereaved 
bathe in the Pond of Indra, Indra-daha. 

Although the first record of the celebration of 
Irldra-jatri in Nepal cannot be traced earlier than 
the fifteenth century, the custom is profoundly 
rooted in antiquity. T h e  Indradhvaja is related to 
Indra's role in the Rgvedic creation myth, and the 
custom of erecting such a pole is known in Epic 
and Puranic literature. It is identical to the god 
himself.220 

The  cult of Indra in Nepal Mandala encapsu- 
lates much that is characteristic of its cultural and 
religious like. T h e  distinctive local types of Indra 
images illustrate again the Nepalese penchant for 
innovation. They underscore the fact that the Nep- 
alese response to incoming currents from India has 

not been slavish provincialism, but local, fresh, and 
imaginative. This fact is also brought out by the 
Valley's indcpcndcnt action in maintaining Indra 
in his place of honor despite his declining fortunes 
in India. As a universal phenomenon in the Val- 
ley, intertwined with that of other gods, Indra's 
cult demonstrates again the nonsectarian nature of 
Nepalese worship, illustrates how legends perme- 
ate the cultural fabric, and how they and thc mon- 
uments together serve anthropology and history. 
Incorporated into Buddhism in two forms, a Brah- 
manical attendant of Sikyamuni Buddha and as 
the Hodhisattva Vajrap5ni, Indra provides a fitting 
deity to lead us from the matters we have just ex- 
plored to those that are about to come, the story 
of Buddhism in the Kathmandu Valley. 

2Za D. Reg~ni 1g66:part 2, 614; Banerjea 1956:45, 103 
n. 3; Kane 1968-:I[ (r968), 825826; Irwin 1g76:73g-740, 
745. 
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A h r o ~ ~  the many endowments with which Nepal 
Mandala is blessed, few are more significant than 
its Buddhist heritage. The  closely packed vihiras 
distinguish the townscapes, the glittering stupas 
add luster, and the glory of stone sculptures is 
everywhere. Bronzes, paintings, and manuscripts 
on Buddhist themes have spread the Valley's fame 
far afield. But it is perhaps of greatest significance, 
that here alone Mahiyina Buddhism has survived 
as a living tradition. Valley Buddhists have some- 
times been pressured, but scarcely persecuted; Bud- 
dhist monuments have been destroyed by nothing 
less benign than time and neglect.' T h e  Kath- 
mandu Valley is thus not only an immense mu- 
seum of Buddhist antiquities, but is a unique oasis 
of surviving Mahayinist Buddhist doctrines, cul- 
tural practices, and colorful festivals. 

T o  appreciate the wonder of Buddhist survivals 
in the Kathmandu Valley, one has only to com- 
pare it with Magadha or Kashmir. Magadha, cor- 
responding to Bihar state and part of Bengal, was 
for a millennium and a half the Buddhist holy 
land, and Kashmir was long a close rival. Yet in 
either area, the one now Hindu, the other profess- 
ing Islam, there is so little left of Buddhism in 
the cultural fabric-r even among physical re- 
mains-that one is hard pressed to imagine that 

The  only known exception is the Rana century, but 
even then persecution was limited and by no means ad- 
dressed to the whole Buddhist community, nor to the gods 

there ever was a Buddhist past. A study of Valley 
Buddhism is therefore all the more important to 
the study of medieval Buddhism in these areas, 
about which relatively little is known of its devel- 
opment, liturgy, iconography, and sociology. The 
stupas, vihiras, sculptures, and the Nepalese Bud- 
dhists themselves provide an unbroken link with 
the Buddhist past. Many of the monuments in 
worship today are Licchavi foundations; even a 
few monastic congregations lingered into the sev- 
enteenth century. And even now, despite seculari- 
zation of the vihiras and doctrinal modifications, 
there are hundreds of existing samghas with a cam- 
plex intra- and extramural social organization. 
There is also a sizable Buddhist community that, 
as of old, turns to the stupas, the vihiras, and the 
sacred images within, and as penitents and cele- 
brants observe the ancient and unbroken cycles of 
Buddhist ceremonies and festivals. 

Rut as this chapter will make clear, despite the 
unique survival of Mahiyina Buddhism in the 
Kathmandu Valley, Buddhism has been slowly de- 
clining since about the twelfth century. Today, the 
process has picked up  speed, and Buddhism is 
rapidly disappearing. But Nepali Buddhism as a 
living force has hardly been explored, and even 
its monuments await documentation. T h e  study of 

or shrines. But see Chapter 7 respecting the renovation 
of caityas and Chapter 9, especially note 16. 



Buddhist remains in the Kathmandu Valley, so- 
cial and physical, is urgent. 

In  this chapter I have set down what I could, 
both as a sort of twentieth-century complement to 
the useful nineteenth-century observations, and to 
provide a foundation, however shaky, for Buddhist 
studies to follow. These, if they are to be done at 
all, must not be too long delayed. 

T H E  LICCHAVI PERIOD 

T h e  first firm evidence for the existence of Bud- 
dhism in the Kathmandu Valley is provided by 
the Licchavis. However, it seems probable that the 
introduction of Buddhism long preceded the his- 
torical period, and that Buddhist history in the 
Valley is essentially as old as the doctrine itself. 
Siddhartha Gautama Buddha, a princely scion of 
the Sikya clan, was born about 563 B.C. at Lumbini, 
now just inside Nepal's frontier with Bihar state, 
India (Map I ) .  Miraculously stepping forth from 
Queen Mays's side, as she rested in the Lumbini 
grove (Plates 446, 447), the newborn infant took 
seven steps (saptapada) to symbolize his role as 
the universal monarch. Succeeding steps led the 
Buddha away from Nepal, the land of his birth, 
to which he would never return; but the remain- 
der of his mortal career was spent in nearby Ma- 
gadha, adjacent to the Nepalese Tarai. 

That  the doctrine of the Sikya Sage, Sikyamuni 
Buddha, soon flowed northward seems certain. 
Under the patronage and proselytization of A h k a ,  
the Mauryan emperor, Buddhism had reached even 
distant Ceylon by about the third century B.C. For 
Nepal, we have the accounts of the visit of the 
Buddha's chief disciple iinanda and, more prob- 
able, of the Buddhist monks from Srsvasti, who 
are said to have accompanied traders to the Valley 
entrepct.' T h e  reference to early immigration of 
Sikyas from Kapilavastu supports such inter- 
course, and is in turn given credence by the sub- 
sequent mention in Licchavi inscriptions of domi- 
ciled S ~ k ~ a s . ~  Other evidence for the early intro- 

See Chapter I. 

D. Vajracharya 1973:172-173, 456. 
' D. Vajracharya 1972b; G. Vajracharya 1966a:89. 

Pal 1974:4~41, fig. 54. Banerjea and Rijal 1968:37- 

duction of Buddhism in the Kathmandu Valley is 
provided by the monastery known as Gurp-vihira 
(The Monastery of the Wooded Hill). Located on 
a hilltop near Sankhu, the vihdra is now part of 
the domain of the popular goddess Vajrayogini. 
Minadeva I is supposed to have repaired here as 
a penitent, and Curp-vihira was the recipient of 
Awiuvarman's largesse, in this respect second only 
to Paiupati and Changu Niriyapa.' In contrast to 
all other vihiras, which are named in Sanskrit in 
Licchavi inscriptions, the Sankhu foundation is 
referred to by its popular indigenous name. Such 
usage suggests that in this instance the Licchavis 
perpetuated the local name of a preexisting monas- 
tery, as we know they did for some eighty percent 
of Nepalese place names. If so, the foundation of 
Gum-vihira, and probably other vihiras, may have 
long antedated the Licchavis. A mutilated image 
found at Hadigaon, to be dated about the second 
or third century A.D., most likely represents a 
Bodhisattva, and if so would also attest to a ven- 
erable history of Buddhism in the Kathmandu 
Val ley .The  Patan stupas, discussed further along, 
may also point in this direction. 

As in India, early Nepalese Buddhism un- 
doubtedly closely followed the teachings of Gau- 
tama Buddha. Known variously as Sr ivakay~na  
(Way of Disciples), Theravida (School of the El- 
ders), and by the once pejorative term, Hinay5na 
(Little Vehicle, Lesser Way),  early Buddhism was 
essentially a system of ethics concerned with per- 
sonal salvation. Buddha was considered mortal, 
and there were no deities; humanity was the in- 
strument of its own fate. The  primary goal was 
extinction of self (nirvana); it would be achieved 
by extinguishing desire, which bound one to re- 
birth and an eternal round of painful existence. 
As the means to this end the Buddha prescribed a 
disciplinary Eightfold Path to be followed in com- 
pany with other disciples (irivaka), men and, 
separately, women, gathered into celibate commu- 
nities (samgha). Housed in a monastery (v ihba) ,  
the monks and nuns devoted themselves to study- 
ing the sutras, the doctrinal texts considered to 

38, pl. 5, who first drew attention to this important sculp- 
ture, considered it to be a proto-Bodhisattva, and dated it 
to the second century A.D. 
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have emanated from the Buddha. Originally, since 
there were no divinities, there were no objects of 
worship; but in time the symbolic stupa filled this 
void and, at length, the image of the Buddha him- 
self. 

Concomitant with the doctrinal evolution of 
Buddhism in India in the first three centuries A.D., 

as new dogmas evolved and council succeeded 
council, the Theravida communities in the Kath- 
mandu Valley were very likely soon joined by ad- 
herents of Mahiyina (Great Vehicle) Buddhism. 
Reflecting the Buddha's own rejection of immedi- 
ate personal salvation after his hard-won Enlight- 
enment, Mahiyina doctrine espoused the theory 
of the Bodhisattva, an enlightened one who defers 
nirvana to aid others in its attainment. As a further 
departure from orthodoxy, the Mahiyinists pro- 
claimed the divinity of the Buddha, joined to him 
a divine host, and issued new canonical texts. Al- 
though one may suppose that the revised doctrine 
soon began to have Valley adherents, secure evi- 
dence for the existence of Mahiyina Buddhism in 
the Kathmandu Valley is not available before the 
middle of the sixth century. It  is then confirmed 
by Licchavi epigraphs and by  sculptures of the 
Buddha and Hodhisattvas, a tradition firmly estab- 
lished by the following century (Plates 276, 277, 

448-45') .6 

Incontestable evidence that tantric (Vajrayina, 
Sahajiyi) Buddhism was familiar in the Kath- 
mandu Valley at least by the seventh century A.D. 

is provided by two Licchavi epigraphs. One  of 
these, issued in the reign of A ~ s ' u v a r m a n ,  explic- 
itly refers to "Vajrayina" (Plate 52); the other, 
from Gorkha, west of the Valley, dated M.S. 122 

(A.D. 698), records the consecration of an image of 
Vajrabhairava (Yamantaka), a ferocious emana- 

T w o  images of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara were 
consecrated in the mid-sixth century. One, labeled 
valokiteivaranltha, dates from the reign of Rimadeva 
(ca. A.D. 545), and is still worshiped; the other, now 
missing, was established in A.D. 557 (s.s. 479) (D .  Vajra- 
charya 1g;rj:inscrs. 40, 43 [177-178, 185-1861). The extant 
image is discussed by Pal 1974:23-24; 1974a:9-10, who 
illustrates all of the most important sixlhcentury Nepa- 
lese images of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas (1974:figs. 8, 
166.168, 181; 1974a:figs. 37, 48-51, 54, 56, 57). TO these 
unequivocally sixthsentury works may be added others 
probably of the late sixth or early seventh century: an 

tion of the Bodhisattva M a ~ i j u i r i . ~  It is probable 
that Vajrayina Buddhism, or some of its cult as- 
pects, anctedate this time, however. T i r i n i t h a  as- 
serts that Vasubandhu, regarded as the leader of 
the Yogicira school that flourished in the fourth 
century, visited Nepal (where he eventually died), 
and initiated the Nepalese in the practice of man- 
t r a ~ . ~  T h e  Mafijujri-mlla-kalpa, redacted about the 
eighth century A.D., adds t h a t - ~ i n ~  Minadeva, pre- 
sumably the celebrated fifth-century ruler, was a 
mantra siddha." 

It  is only with the seventh century, however, that 
we begin to have ample evidence for the existence 
of the Vajrayina concept of the Five Tathigatas 
in the Kathmandu Valley. Formulated in  India as 
the fruit of a long evolutionary process, the notion 
of the Five Tathigatas, Jinas, or "Dhyini Bud- 
dhas," is of fundamental significance in the Vajra- 
yina pantheon and rituals. By name Vairocana, 
Aksobhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitibha (alternate- 
ly, Amitiyus), and Amoghasiddhi, these five ema- 
nate from the primordial Adibuddha, and are the 
authors of the five worlds (three past, the present, 
and a future). Each Tathigata is conceived as the 
spiritual father of a particular Bodhisattva who is 
incarnate in an earthly (Minusi) Buddha. Each 
Tathigata presides over a particular direction, and 
is associated with a particular element, one of the 
five senses, and other specific aspects. Each may 
be recognized by his particular color, symbol, 
mudrri, and vihana, and each has his own consort. 

Indisputable evidence for the existence of the 
Vajrayina pentad in Licchavi Nepal is provided 
by a caitya at Om-bahal, Patan, stylistically datable 
to about the seventh century (Plates 262-284);' 
Four of the Tathigatas, identified by their distinc- 
tive mudrris, are enshrined in niches facing the 

inscribed pedestal from another missing Avalokiteivara 
image, consecrated in Amiuvarman's reign, and the 
Tyagal-tol, Patan caitya inscribed with hytllns to the 
Buddha and various Bodhisattvas (D.  Vajracharya 1973: 
inscrs. 97, 98 [386-3881). 

D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 89, 141 (370.371, 523-526). 
Snellgrove 1957: 101. 

O Jayaswal 1936:zrr. 
l o  Pal 1974a:11 overlooked this lnonutnent in observing 

that there were no Licchavi caityas bearing representations 
of the Five Tathigatas. 



cardinal directions, and above them the fifth, Vairo- 
cana, is repeated in four other niches. The  Om-  
bahal caitya fully corroborates the observation of 
the Chinese envoy, Wang Hsiian-t'si?, that the Nep- 
alese adored "five celestial spirits" and carved them 
in stone." T h e  envoy's report of the sacrificial lamb 
tendered to these spirits, inconsistent with orthodox 
Mahiyina practice, also suggests tantric influence. 

That  tantrism was definitely in the air of seventh- 
century Nepal is apparent from other consid- 
erations. Images of the Brahmanical Mother 
Goddesses such as Sivaduti, Bhagavati, and Jaya- 
vigiivari point in this direction (Plates 537, 547) 
and more specifically, there is epigraphic evidence. 
Reflecting a characteristic tantric preoccupation, we 
hear of Piiupatas wearing "garlands of skulls," 
and even in Minadeva's day, the koruna pti j i  was 
performed, a mode of worship involving the typi- 
cal tantric oblation of alcoh01.'~ 

It is apparent from epigraphic, plastic, and lit- 
erary evidence that throughout much of the Lic- 
chavi Period the various Buddhist doctrines, and 
diverse sects within them, coexisted. In  Amiuvar- 
man's time, for example, when Vajrayina Bud- 
dhism was already a n  established fact, a MahHylna 
sa?,ngha of nuns belonging to the Citurvimia sect 
flourished in Patan (Plate 450); elsewhere there 
were apparently Midhyamika communities (as 
suggested by the name Madhyama-vihira, an object 
of Amiuvarman's largesse); and Mahisanghikas 
are known from Narendradeva's time (A.D. 643- 
679) .I3 There are also several carvings of the Wheel 
and Deer, symbolizing the Buddha's sermon in the 
Deer Park at Sarnath, a hallmark of Theravida 
Mfilasarvistivadins (Plates 52, 324).14 Adherents 
of differing doctrines may at times even have been 
members of a single community, housed in the 
same vihira but following their individual doc- 
trinal inclinations.15 

T h e  coexistence of the diverse doctrines is also 
borne out in the diversity of iconographic tradi- 

" Livi lgog:~ ,  164. 
12D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 14, 1 1 2  (6244, 426-428). 
' W .  Vnjracharya 1g7j:inscrs. 77, 95, 136 (320-335, 382- 

383, 508.510) That the name of the Midhyarnika's chief 
exponent, the Mahisiddha Nigirjuna, enjoys such a prom- 
inent place in Nepalese culture may also reflect a particular 
local intimacy with the sect. 

tions current at the same time. Coeval with the 
Om-bahal coitya, clearly a Vajrayina monument, 
other caityas are Mahiyinist or reflect a transi- 
tional hesitancy between the two. There are the 
well-known coityas of Dhvaka-bahal, Kathmandu, 
and Nag-bahal, Patan, seventh- and early eighth- 
century works that are primarily Mahiyinist in 
concept (Plates 273, 276, 277).ls SO also is the 
Lainchaur coityo (Plate 286) with two images of 
the Huddha displaying bhzimilporso mudri,  and 
two, somidhi mudri.  Others are more ambiguous. 
For example, the Tyagal-to1 coitya, essentially a 
Mahiyinist cult object, bears couplets addressed to 
Arnitibha and Akvbhya, significantly the two 
Tathigatas of the Vajrayina pentad to crystallize 
first. Samantabhadra, Vajrapigi, and Avalokitei- 
vara, three of the Bodhisattvas associated with the 
pentad, are also praised, although they are not 
paired with the Tathigatas they later invariably 
accompanied. A coitya at Alko-hiti, Patan, stylisti- 
cally a probable seventh-century monument, seems 
even more transitional. Carved into niches facing 
the four directions are Buddha images that display 
four different gestures, which agree with those of 
four of the Five Tathigatas. Three are seated with 
folded legs, one in somidhi mudri,  another in 
vorado mudri,  and the third in bhPmiiparsa 
mudri.  The  fourth image is seated with pendant 
legs in the so-called "European" manner (pralom- 
bapidisono), and makes the dhormoca(ra tnudri 
common to Vairocana. Rather than Vairocana, 
however, the image could represent Maitreya or 
Sikyamuni Buddha. In essence, the position re- 
flects Kusina royal practice, and in Buddhist ico- 
nography is typically the prerogative of Maitreya, 
less frequently of Sikyamuni Buddha, and rarely, 
Avaloki.teivara." In  any event, the Alko-hiti sculp- 
ture, whatever deity is intended, is a l m o ~  certainly 
the earliest Nepalese example of this type of image. 
Of further interest, one of the Alko-hiti meditating 
Buddha images is seated upon and canopied by a 

li Pal 1974:figs. 158, 162. 
l5 Snellgrove 1957:46-47. 
lG Pal 1974a:8-~0, figs. 13-32. 
l7 Pal 1974:114; 1974a:34 Mallmann 1948:257 and Au- 

boyer 1937:8pgo point out Avalokiteivara, in an unusual 
manifestation, seated this way at Ellora. 
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serpent, recalling an incident in the Buddha's life 
when the serpent Mucalinda sheltered him during 
torrential rains at Bodhgaya (Plate 281). Much later, 
the Mucalinda motif becomes associated in Nepal 
with the Tathigata Amoghasiddhi whose identify- 
ing gesture, rather than the earth-touching one at 
Alko-hiti, is absence of fear (abhaya mudr i ) .  Thus 
it may be that the Alko-hiti monument not only 
reflects a time of doctrinal transition, but graphi- 
cally confirms the thesis that the Tathigatas 
evolved from popular attitudes of the Buddha 
Sikyamuni.''' 

Further testimony respecting the doctrinal diver- 
sity of the Buddhists in Licchavi Nepal is provided 
by Hsiian-tsang, the Chinese pilgrim, and Tar i -  
nitha, the Tibetan historian. T h e  former heard in 
VaiSili that the monks of seventh-century Nepal 
studied both doctrines,'" and Tarinatha, writing 
of the following century, corroborates this obser- 
vation. "In the small country of Nepal [the Bud- 
dhist doctrine] was extremely active. . . . [there] 
the Mantrayina and the Mahayina were very 
strong, and though in general there were quite a 
large number of [Theravada] disciples (iriva- 
Flus), all the kings and the nobility honored the 
Mahiyina."*O 

Tarinitha's comments fully accord with the 
epigraphic and plastic evidence, which attests that 
while Vajrayina Buddhism was known in Licchavi 
Nepal, the earlier doctrines continued to have 
greater currency. It  is only in the tenth and elev- 
enth centuries that we begin to find significantly 
abundant sculptures and manuscripts relating to 
Vajrayana themes. In  Nepal, Vajrayina Buddhism 
did not reach its zenith until the Transitional and 
Malla Periods. 

W e  do not know how solidly Buddhism was en- 
trenched in Licchavi Nepal, either among the in- 
digenous population or their rulers. King V~sadeva 
(ca. A.D. 400) is identified as a Buddhist by a de- 
scendant, and the Buddhist chronicle claims Siva- 

In Binisti rg60:81-R5. Ijut there is also the view that the 
Tatll5~atac may he personifications of S5kyarnuni's various 
epithets as found in Mah5yiinist literature, such as Ami- 
tibha, Rountlless Light, Aksobhya, Imperturbable, and so 
on, to which were assigned different distinguishing 
tnrrdris. 

'Vjeal 1g69:rr, RI. 

deva I1 (A.D. 694-705) as a convert." But except for 
Amiuvarman's avowal of Sivaism, it is not clear 
what religious affiliation the Licchavi rulers pro- 
fessed. From diverse evidence we can conclude 
that whatever it was in name, they in fact mani- 
fested an all-embracing catholicity of worship, a 
nonsectarianism like that of their descendants. 
Hsiian-tsang was told that in Nepal the "sangha- 
r imas and Deva temples are closely j~ined." '~ 
Licchavi inscriptions make abundantly clear that 
temple and vihira were similarly close in the hearts 
of the people, o r  at least of royalty, for whom we 
have the principal evidence. T h e  early kings ap- 
pear to have consecrated as many stupas and vi- 
hiras as they did monuments to Siva and Visnu, 
and to have donated to all the gods with equal 
generosity. Even the avowed Saiva Ams'uvarman 
continued this tradition, as his inscriptions demon- 
strate. Moreover, as Pal surmises, these very in- 
scriptions may in fact be a clue to the official status 
of Buddhism prior to Ams'uvarman's tirne.'Vt 
may be that for assistance to the throne by a pow- 
erful PaSupati priesthood, Ams'uvarman in return 
proclaimed Sivaism as the official state religion. 
But, astute politician that he was, his continued 
concern with Buddhist establishments assured no 
spiritual or political trouble from that quarter. W e  
even hear of Buddhist monks extolling the virtues 
of the Saiva king.*' But even before Ams'uvarman, 
Brahmanism may have outweighed Buddhism in 
royal popularity. In the Licchavi corpus there are 
not only comparatively few inscriptions concerned 
with Buddhism, but fewer still are decorated with 
Buddhist symbols. Again and again the iiiipatras 
are embellished with the Vaisnava wheel and 
conch and, beginning with Amiuvarman, the 
Saiva reclining bull. 

In any event, Buddhism in its various manifes- 
tations was very much a part of the Licchavi scene. 
T o  judge by the number of references to vihiras, 
royal and "ordinary" (samanya), and to samghas 

20 Snellgrove rg57:101. 
'ID. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. r4R (54R-562); Wright 

1966:R6-R7. 
22  Heal 1gGg:11, 81. 

Pal 1974a:6. 
? '  D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 88 (368.369). 
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of monks and nuns, Buddhist communities must 
have been very n u m e r ~ u s . ' ~  T h e  2,000 Nepalese 
Buddhist clerics, Theravida and Mahiyina, re- 
ported by Hsiian-tsang can scarcely have been ex- 
aggerated.2"he Buddhist communities may have 
been organized primarily for ethical considerations 
but, as the inscriptional evidence makes clear, they 
were nonetheless very much concerned with tem- 
poral life. Like the Saiva communities, the Bud- 
dhist samghas enjoyed considerable autonomy and 
secular influence." T h e  Licchavi (and Abhira 
Gupta) rulers often granted whole villages to the 
jurisdiction of a samgha; Narendradeva, for exam- 
ple, gave one to the iryabhit(sus of Sivadeva-vi- 
hira." In such instances the samgha, rather than 
the ordinary secular offices, was entrusted with the 
administration of not only its own community, but 
of the attached village. It  was authorized to im- 
pose forced labor, to adjudicate disputes, to conduct 
trials, and to impose sentences. In  cases considered 
beyond its competence, such as those concerned 
with the commission of one of the five heinous 
crimes, the criminal was remanded to the king's 
court, but all of his goods and properties fell to the 
samgha. T h e  samgha also benefited from conces- 
sions given to it by the rulers in rent-free lands, 
and by the considerable royal taxes it was per- 
mitted to collect and keep in money and kind. 
Samghas also, of course, enjoyed the benefits of in- 
numerable gorlhi endowments given to them by 
king and commoner. 

Physically, the vihiras of the Licchavi Period 
were apparently not significantly different from 

251bid., inscrs. I ,  72, 88,. go, 95, 97, 122, 133-136. See 
also Pal 1974a:5-7. 

2"eal 1969:11, 81. 
'' D. Vajracharya 1 9 6 7 ~ ~  from which the discussion of 

the secular role of early colnmunities is largely drawn. 
2s D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 133, 134 (496-506). 
2 T h e r e  were apparently no caitya halls or cave monas- 

teries in the Valley, sucll as existed in India. The several 
rock-cut chambers at the Gum-vihira site, Sankhu, Ilave 
not yet been studied, nor those said to exist on the slopes 
of Nigirjuna near Kathmandu. But they may prove to be 
early local reflections of the Indian institutions. 

Gopilarijn-uat?sjrivali, €01. tob. The published trans- 
literations, beginning " R i j i  jri Viswndeua uava  loo," are 
inconlplete, but D. Vajracharya 1973:77 reads "ten krta 
Sinprc-uilrira-rairya-bha~~irika prafisthat sanspir t~a krtans," 

the numerous vihara buildings that still adorn the 
Kathmandu Valley, a presumption I have already 
d i s c u ~ s e d . ~ ~  Attached to them as one of the chief 
cult objects was the symbolic stupa, both in the 
form of impressive mounds and as numerous small 
stone caityas. It is probable that the large mounds 
were most often royal donations. Such are several 
extant stupas whose foundations antedate the early 
sixth century, although they have since been en- 
larged and renovated in conformity with changing 
doctrine. 

One of the earliest foundations is the stupa of 
Svayambhunitha, the Self-Existent Lord, whose 
continuously paramount role in the Buddhist 
milieu may be compared to Paiupatinitha in the 
Brahmanical one (Plates 2, 26, 27, 217, 223, 225, 
494, 495). Svayambhu stupa was almost certainly 
founded about the beginning of the fifth century 
by the Buddhist King Vrsadeva, the great-grand- 
father of Manadeva I. T h e  principal evidence for 
this ascription is provided by the Gopilarijo-vam- 
i iva l i ,  whose reliability in the cultural realm is 
now well established. According to the chronicle, 
King Vrsadeva consecrated the Singu-vihira-cai- 
t y a - b h a t ~ i r i t ( a . ~ ~  "Singu-vihira" is identified by the 
Bhis ivamiival i  as a previous name for Svayam- 
bhu-vihira, an identification made secure by the 
Newari name for Svayambhu hill, colloquially 
S i n g u ~ . ~ '  The  chronicle's assignment of the mon- 
ument to Vrsadeva is further supported by a frag- 
mentary inscription set up near the stupa by Vpa- 
deva's descendant, Manadeva." Commencing with 
the name of Vrsadeva, the incomplete iilipotra ap- 

thus: King Vrsadeva reigned too years. H e  consecrated 
Singu-vihira and cairya. 

31 According to Lienhard 1974:134 n. 2, the correct 
spelling, and the one recorded in the Suayambhi-purina, 
is si (cow) hycri (horn, tail) glr (hill), but Newars say 
Singum (D. Vajracharya 1973:77). The latter may per- 
petuate more closely the indigenous name of the hill, the 
former representing the Newari translation of Gopuccha 
(Cowtail) and Gosrnga (Cowhorn), Sanskrit equivalents 
also employed in the Sua)~ambhi-puritra. Gosrnga was the 
name of a celebrated hill and religious center in Khotan, 
and the name may have been transferred to Svayambhil 
Singum along with the cycle of Khotanese legends thought 
to have come to Nepal. On this transfer see Brough 1 ~ 8 .  

3 2 D .  Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 18 (74-78). The stele has 
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pears to be concerned with Minadeva's immediate 
ancestors and, particularly, to commemorate Vrsa- 
deva's i r iddha at the celebrated stupa he seems to 
have founded. Tha t  the stupa was an object of 
worship in Licchavi Nepal is evident from the Lic- 
chavi caityas and inscriptions in the environs, and 
because it is apparently named in one of Amiuvar- 
man's inscriptions (Plate 52).33 

W e  do not know whether the name Svayambhti, 
Self-Existent, was bestowed on  the stupa by the 
founder, whether it was subsequently derived from 
its similarity to an indigenous topographic name, 
Singu, Singum (or perhaps Sahyengu), or, indeed, 
whether some of the latter names derive from the 
former. In  referring to the stupa, the Gopilarija- 
uamiivali employs' only the Newari name-Sina- 
gu, Syengu, Sahmegu-r Yendericeta (the Kath- 
mandu ~ a i t y a ) . ~ ~  Other Newari-language sources 
d o  the same.35 However, the stupa was apparently 
called Svayambhti in Ams'uvarman's Gokarna in- 
scription, and the notion of self-existence seems al- 
ready to have been familiar in Vrsadeva's time.3G 
Thus, either explanation of the name seems plausi- 
ble. 

It is possible that we owe to the piety of Vrsadeva 
another extant stupa of the Kathmandu Valley, a 
monument in the village of Bandegaon, south of 
Patan. Of insignificant appearance, the little village 
stupa is nonetheless of considerable cultural im- 
portance. Complementing three of the oldest and 
most prestigious stupas in the Valley-Svayambhti, 
Bodhniitha, and Dharmadeva (Chabahi1)-the 

Handegaon stupn completes a set of four in con- 
formity with a familiar Valley pattern of relating 
four deities-the Four Ganeias or the Four Narn- 
yatps, for example. Although, in fact, two of the 
stupas were built by Vrsadeva's successors, he is 
traditionally credited with having founded the 
Handegaon stupa to round out the existing three. 
This was alleged to emulate the Brahmanical prac- 
tice respecting the divine q ~ a r t e t s . ~ '  

One of the set of four stupas, now simply called 
Chabahil like the village it dominates, was estab- 
lished about the middle of the fifth century by 
King Dharmadeva, whose name the stupa long 
bore (Plate 218). T h e  Gopilarija-vamiivali affirms 
that Dharmadeva built Dhanzode-caitya-bhamrika 
in R a j a - ~ i h a r a . ~ ~  Later chronicles also call the 
stupa by Dharmadeva's name, associate him with 
it either as the builder or renovator, and attest to 
the location of his foundation in Deopatan, north- 
west of Paiupatiniitha." Further, Manju-vihira, 
the derelict vihira whose courtyard the stupa once 
glorified, was formerly known as Dharmacita- 
vihira (Dharmadeva-caitya-vihira), and nearby 
Cirumati-vihara was named Mahiiriija- or Riija- 
vihira." Even Dharmadeva's name remained at- 
tached to the stupa until very recent times. Nearby 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century inscriptions, 
for example, explicitly name it the Dharmadeva- 
caitya, and, in corrupted form, the name lingered 
on as Dandeo, as Oldfield knew it, or Dhanade 
(Dhanado, Dhamado), an alternate name now in 
use by many N e w a r ~ . ~ l  

now disappeared, but the reading is based on an early 
rubbing. 
" D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 18, 96 (74-78, 384-385). 

Compared to the wealth of Licchavi remains at Paiupati- 
n'itha, it is of interest how few there are at SvayambhCi. 
D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 89 (370.371) deciphers the rel- 
evant portion of AmSuvarman's Gokarna inscription as 
[Soaya~n] bhticaitya-bha!ti[ra4a]. 

3 4  Fols. 2ob, 26b, 43. Variants of the name are manifold, 
both in modern and Old Newari. 

:;5 D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 155. An unpublished inscrip. 
tion on a sixteenth-century pata commemorating the res- 
toration of Svayambhunitha refers to it as "Syambu [or] 
Svayambhu" (Plate 495). 

"Pal 1974a:4 n. 3 explains that the term soaya?nbhci 
was known in India prior to A.D. 316. Snellgrove 1957:95 
believes that "the name 'selfxxistent' scarcely came to be 

applied to buddhahood much before the sixth century. It 
is cer~ainly a characteristic notion of the early tantras." 
P. R. Sharma 1973a:93 affirms that the notion of the Pri- 
mordial Buddha perhaps did not evolve before the tenth 
century. 

37 Hasrat 1966:37. 
38 Fo!. 219. 
3 T h e  Buddhist chronicle (Wright 1966:6r, 83) assigns 

the foundation to the legendary "Dharma Datta," no doubt 
the same as Dharmadeva, who is said to have subsequent- 
ly repaired the slupa. The Brahmanical chronicle (Hasrat 
1 ~ 7 0 : ~ 7 )  names the stupa Dhanadeva, but assigns its 
foundation to his grandfather, Vrsadeva. 

' O  As attested by unpublished in situ inscriptions at both 
vihiras. 

"1 One nearby inscription is dated N.S. 777 Ksrtika (A.D. 

1656), and records repairs to the "Dharmadcvacaitya" by 



l 'he name Chabahil, now applied to the stupa 
and to the part of Deopatan in which it is located, 
is of recent origin. Rather than deriving, as it is 
alleged, from Carumati, the name of a fictive 
daughter of the Emperor Ajoka, the name seems 
to have generated the daughter, and in fact to de- 
rive from a quite different source. It became a 
custom from about the middle of the seventeenth 
century, when trade relations with Tibet were in- 
tensified by Pratipamalla, for Newar traders to 
break their journey, going and coming, at Maha- 
raja-vihiira. O n  the outward journey the trader's 
family accompanied him as far as the vihira, where 
they spent the night with him. In the morning, be- 
fore separating, the trader fortified himself with 
the prasida of the vihira's famous Vajrayina deity, 
Gupteivari-yogini, and with auspicious foods of- 
fered by his family. Similarly, the homecoming 
traders were received here by their families, and 
after thanksgiving in the uihrira and an overnight 
rest, were escorted the rest of the way home. Since 
in Newari c i  means "night, overnight," the vihira 
began to be familiarly known as Ci-bahil, the 
"monastery of the overnight stop," a name at 
length applied to the stupa and the surrounding 
settlement.42 

Tha t  the site of Dharmadeva-caitya and the re- 
lated royal uihiras has been occupied since early 
Licchavi times is evident. There are several Licchavi 
iilipatras adjacent or attached to the stupa. One 
of them is considered by some scholars to antedate 
the Changu Nirayana pillar inscription; a hoard 
of clay seals found next to the stupa date from 
Narendradeva's time.43 There is also the testimony 
of sculptural remains and votive caityas. Near the 
stupa are images of the Buddha and a Bodhisattva 

that date, respectively, from the sixth and eighth 
centuries, and attached to the drum arc several re- 
lief plaques of probable seventh- or eighth-century 
date (Plate 453)." Numerous Licchavi ra i tya~  clus- 
ter around the prestigious monument (Plates 2 6 ,  

266 268) and others-some of early form and with 
original squat finial in place-are to be found at 
nearby Maharaja-vihira. 

The fourth stupa of the culturally related quar- 
tet is the celebrated mound north of Dcopatan, 
known variously as Bauddha, Bodhnitha, or 
Khisa (Khisti, Khisau) (Figure 25; Plates 215, 
216). Nepalese tradition and the chronicles credit 
its foundation to Licchavi royalty, the one ascribing 
it to Minadeva I as atonement for an unwitting 
parricide, the other to a successor, Sivadeva I (ca. 
A.D. 590&4)." Even the Tibetans, who have ap- 
propriated the site and claim it to be a Tibetan 
foundation, vaguely associate the stupa with the 
Licchavis. They a f i m  that the name Khisti com- 
memorates a Tibetan lama who was Minadeva 
incarnate.'" 

Given the conflicting traditions and the almost 
total absence of above-ground Licchavi remains in 
the environs-no Licchavi inscriptions, no unequiv- 
ocally early images, and few votive caityus-the 
history of the monument can now ~ r o b a b l ~  only be 
established by archaeological investigation. It  seems 
probable, however, that Minadeva was the builder, 
because of the persistent tradition that links his 
name to the stupa; and that Sivadeva, the chroni- 
cler's choice, was its restorer. The  Tibetan associa- 
ti0.n with the monument, and its virtual abandon- 
ment by Nepalese Buddhists, cannot be traced to 
much before the thirteenth century." Thus it is 
probable that sometime in the Transitional or Ear- 

Pratipamalla; another is dated N.S. 835 Pau~a-krsna (1714), 
and records Mahindrasill~ha's repairs to "Dharmadeva- 
caitya." Oldfield 1880:11, 258. 

4 2  Acllarya 1963:10 records thus the origin of the name, 
but it is also remembered by many persons, particularly 
old people and the priests attached to Marjrija-vihara. 

43D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. I, 121, 161, 166. Several 
of the clay seals were dug up just east of the stupa, and 
may formerly have been enclosed within a con~panion 
caitya. 

4 4  The Buddha and Bodhisattva images and several of 
the relief plaques are published by Pal 1974:103-105. figs. 
158-161, 166, 187. 

' T h e  legends are reported by L61.i 1905:11, 68; Wright 
1966:6667; Hasrat 1970:28-30; Kesar Lall 1966:15-16. The 
Gopilarija-uamiivafi, fol. 21b, affirms that Sivadeva 
founded "the big Khisau rail)~a." 

'O LCvi 1905:11, 7-8 n. I. The name Kh3sti probably re- 
lates to the Minusi Buddha Kiiyapa, whose relics are said 
to be enclosed in the stupa. Popularly, the name is held to 
mean "dew," the collection of which figures so promi- 
nently in the Nepalese legend of the stupa's origin (Snell- 
grove 1957:288 n. 22; rg61:g n. 3). For the Tibetan origin 
legend see Levi 1go5:11, 7 n. I ;  Landon 1pz8:r. 204; Snell- 
grove 1957:9899. 
" Snellgrove 1961 :94 n. j. 
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ly Malla Period the Tibetans enclosed the old and 
perhaps ruinous Licchavi stupa in the ambitious 
construction we see today. With its complex and 
elaborate vimiatikona plinth, Bodhni~tha may emu- 
late the great stupa of Gyangtse in western Tibet. 
Such a move would have been in keeping with the 
practice of enlarging a stupa by adding successive 
shells to the sacred core structure. One is frequent- 
ly surprised to glimpse at the rear of tunnel-like 
niches, or through chinks left for this purpose, en- 
tombed images attached to the earlier structure 
(Plates 452, 460). Thus, were it possible, a section 
through Bodhnitha would very likely reveal a core 
structure corresponding to one or more Licchavi 
works, in size and form perhaps not unlike the 
nearby Dharmadeva caitya in ChabahiL4' 

A second extant stupa, unrelated to the quartet, 
may also perhaps be assigned to Minadeva. Adja- 
cent to the Sankhu Vajrayogini temple, the stupa 
now fills a Newar-style temple dedicated to Mahii- 
miyuri, one of the Buddhist spells (dhiranis) 
anthropomorphized as a goddess. Both temples oc- 
cupy the site of ancient GLIITI-vihiira, a monastery 
and numerous sacred sites in the environs with 
which Miinadeva's name is intimately associated." 
Legend affirms that after unwittingly killing his 
father, Miinadeva repaired to Gum-vihiira to per- 
form penance; there, in further atonement, he 
undertook the construction of B ~ d h n i t h a . ~ '  Accord- 
ing to the Goprilarija-vami~vali, under the influ- 
ence of the king's penance "a large caitya rose up 
and remained."" Fantasy aside, this entry may 
well refer to the enshrined caitya, the only mon- 
umental stupa at the site. In any event, evidence 
for the stupa's ant~quity is provided by four Lic- 
chavi caityas gathered around it, all of simple un- 
decorated form characteristic of the oldest caityas, 

Snellgrove 1g61:94 also believes that Bodhnitha is an 
ancient foundation: "One can well imagine beneath the 
present splendid superstructure and revetment a simple 
dome similar to the present western caityn of Pitan." 

.'"All of the related sacred sites contain the common 
clement nlana in their names, variously construed as 
mina ,  derived from Minadeva, or man;, jewel. 

='One wonders if the legend in some way reflects the 
sudden death of King Dharmacleva, to which Minadeva 
refers in the Changu Niriyana pillar inscription. 

"' Fol. 2ob. 
6'Perl~aps this is the source of the strange locution 

and each still having in place the original squat 
finial. 

In addition to these five stupas, which may a]. 
most certainly be identified as foundations of the 
Licchavi kings, there are four others (plus a prob- 
able ruin) that because of their apparent antiquity 
must be discussed here. These are the so-called 
"Aioka" stupas, whose impressive mounds give 
the Patan periphery its cachet (Map 8; Figure 26; 
Plates 220, 221). 

There are four of these stupas, one on each side 
of the city, which are popularly, if gratuitously, 
attributed to the Emperor As'oka, thus dating to 
the third century B.C. T h e  stupas do not occupy the 
cardinal points of the compass, as consistently re- 
ported, nor are they equidistant from the present 
city center or any other point. From the Darbar 
Square crossroads, the East Stupa is almost a mile, 
the North Stupa less than a half-mile, and the dis- 
tance between the East and West Stupas is one- 
and-a-half miles, compared to less than a mile be- 
tween the North and South ones (Map 8). The  
stupas all have proper names corresponding to the 
general region in which they are located: Laghan 
(South); Yampi, Zimpi, Epi, Ipi (North) ;  Puco, 
Pulcho, Pulchok (West); and Tyeta, Teta, Trai- 
tas, Traita (East). These names are sometimes 
combined with thtlr, from Old Newari thtira 
(stupa) .62 

Except for the thoroughly renovated North 
Stupa, which received its cemented new look in 
this century,53 all are simple, grass-grown brick 
mounds to which the shrines of the directional 
Buddhas were later attached (Figure 26; Plates 
220, 221). For the most part, the finials have been 
considerably altered from those described or pic- 
tured by early  observer^.^' Three of the stupas rise 

taudu, used by both Oldfield and Landon respecting these 
stupas. Or, to echo Snellgrove's question (1g(i1:93 n. I ) ,  
"Is [tarrdu] Newari tah-dtt, 'big heap'?" 

="ee LCvi 1go5:1, 331 for its appearance at the turn of 
the century, and H. and M. Oldfield 1975:pl. 32 as 
sketchcd in 1855. 

54Ltvi  1go5:1, 263, 331; Wright 1$6:1o; Landon 1928: 
I ,  13, 16; Oldfield 1H80:1, 124. LCvi 1go5:1r, 2 writes that 
the wooden scaffolding formerly attached to the finials 
supported protective matting in the rainy season (cf. Plate 
217) and an umbrella of wood and cloth for one week of 
the dry season. 
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directly from the ground and closely compare in 
size: the North, East, and West Stupas, respec- 
tively, measure 78, 80, and 86 feet in diameter. The  
South Stupa is much larger than its companions, 
with a diameter of 159 feet, which makes it con- 
siderably broader than the Great Stupa of Sib- 
chi." Reminiscent of the latter's medhi and ele- 
vated circurnambulatory path, the South Stupa is 
erected on a circular platform. Of carefully laid 
brick masonry all but obscured by grass and gen- 
eral decay, the platform extends almost fifty feet 
beyond the stupa. It  is possible that, like the Mau- 
ryan stupas, this stupa also once had an enclosing 
rail. This is suggested by Landon's tantalizing 
reference: "I made a note in 1908 that a small piece 
of railing near the Laghan [South] stupa is quite 
unlike any other kind of stone I have seen in the 
Valley, and is strongly reminiscent of the typical 
double convex rails at Buddhgaya. I was not, how- 
ever, able to discover it in 1924."~~ Neither did 
intensive inspection in the course of more recent 
research disclose this or other vital companion 
fragments. 

There is a possibility that there was also a fifth 
mound closely related in  form and size to the 
well-known four. There are many references to a 
fifth and central stupa, which if identified at all 
is frequently considered to be the stupa at Pim- 
bahal (Plate ZZZ).~ '  Although it is true that the 
latter represents a restoration almost a decade after 
its destruction by S h a m s - ~ d d i n , ~ '  the stupa corre- 
sponds in neither size nor type to the other mounds, 
and rather than at the center of the city, it lies al- 
most at its western limit (Map 8: d-415). If there 
were a fifth stupa, there is a strong possibility that 

"Brown 1965:1, 14, pl. 12 gives the diameter of the 
Great Stupa as 120 feet without the ntedhi. Volwahsen 
1969:93 gives the diameter as 36.6 meters. The  diameter of 
the Patan stupa is 48.5 meters. 

Landon 1928:1, 209 n. 2. 

G7 Snellgrove 1957:94; Landon 1928:1, 18; D. Regmi 
1960:42; 1966:part 2, 866-867. Lkvi I905:11, I, 81 unex- 
plainably identified it with a small caitya in the Darbar 
Square. 

58 Petech 1958:118. 
Wright 1966:77. 
Lamshal 1965:2-3. Although it is not clear, the entry 

seems lo reler to two monuments. 
They might even have originated as pre-Buddhist 

it is the unexplored midden just northwest of the 
Darbar Square, today popularly identified as the 
ruin of a Kiriita palace. Closely hemmed by houses, 
and in the rainy season obscured by dense vegeta- 
tion, the midden cannot be thoroughly examined. 
However, it is terraced, brick-faced, and closely 
corresponds in size to the three smaller stupas, 
measuring eighty feet on one axis but reduced to 
sixtytight on the other, probably by the encroach- 
ment of the abutting houses (Figure 26). Surface 
bricks compare almost exactly in size with those 
that revet the West Stupa, but are smaller than 
those found in the platform of the South Stupa. 

The legend that the Emperor A h k a  erected the 
four stupas during a visit to Nepal, each "founded 
on the anniversary of the commencement of one 
of the four Yugas," is preserved, or originates, in 
the Buddhist chronicle edited by Wright." T h e  
Bhirivamjivali, a Brahrnanical rescension, attrib- 
utes the construction of at least one of the stupas 
(but not the expected four) to the piety of a 
wealthy merchant in the reign of Vcsadeva (ca. 
A.D. 400).~" Called sthulado caitya, the merchant's 
foundation is specified to be at Pulchok, the site 
of the West Stupa. T h e  early chroniclers, however, 
while recalling the founders of other important 
stupas, are silent about the imposing Patan monu- 
ments. Is it possible, given the universal tradition 
of the stupas' extreme antiquity, that they so long 
antedated the Licchavis that the chroniclers knew 
no tradition respecting the founders? If so, the 
stupas could well date from the early days of 
Buddhism?' That  the mounds could survive so 
long should occasion no surprise. With the excep- 
tion of the inconclusive central one, which is a 

funerary tunluli clustered at this benign halt on the trans- 
Himalayan trade route like those at the crossroads and 
along the trade routes of northern India (Irwin 1974: 
714.720). One cannot resist further speculation that, like 
the tuniuli of India, the Patan ones may have been asso- 
ciated with a pillar cult. Central Patan was known as 
Yala and Yijpagrima, the "Village of the Sacrificial Post." 
If not with reference to a Vedic community, the name 
might be derived from a sacred pillar or pillars associated 
with the tumuli, one of which, the "Kirita palace," lies 
almost at the crossroads within what was Yala village. 
Given the conservatism of tradition in the Valley, one 
could speculate (if not fantasize) still further that the 
Malla name for the Patan central crossroads, Hatapitala 
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ruin, the mounds lie outside the destructive pres- 
sure of city population, and three even today have 
fields around them. Moreover, they were sheltered 
both from the Muslim iconoclasm and Hindu in- 
difference that in India combined to destroy so 
many of the correspondingly ancient mounds. 

In the Kathmandu Valley, even when icons of 
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas began to be favored 
as objects of Buddhist worship, the stupa main- 
tained a preeminent place as a devotional object. 
Old stupas were often enlarged or modified to 
harmonize with doctrinal developments, and new 
stupas were constructed even in relatively late 
times. T h e  Thahiti stupa, Kathmandu, for exam- 
ple, was founded in A.D. 1482,~' and others are very 
likely more recent. But we have no information 
respecting the foundation of many of the large and 
important Valley stupas, including those in Yat- 
kha- and Sighah-bahal, in Kathmandu; the Ma- 
habauddha stupa of Kathmandu; the stupas at 
Guita-tol, Patan; or the impressive mound at Kir- 
tipur. Associated dates respecting guthis, donations, 
and restorations provide only a terminus a quo. 
H o w  many may actually be Licchavi, or even 
Kirnta, foundations only archaeological research 
is likely to reveal. 

It is evident in comparing the extant thousands 
of Licchavi caityas with the relatively few Bud- 
dhist sculptural remains that the stupa was the 
primary cult object of the Buddhists of Licchavi 
Nepal. But they also worshiped a limited reper- 
tory of images of the Buddha, and certain favored 
Hodhisattvas. Small bronzes (and probably wood 
carvings) must have been objects of domestic wor- 

(The Marketplace Ruin) recorded in an eighteenth-cen- 
tury tlr~~risuphu (D. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. 111, 51)  pre- 
servec some memory of the remnants of the cult objects. 

C 2  The  date A.D. 1524 provitled by Snellgrove 1961:99 is 
actually the date of a restoration by SGryarnalla; accortling 
to an in situ inscription, the stupa was establishetl in N.S. 

552 Vaiiikha in the time of the pntra Mahendrarija. 
" S o n ~ e  are still in uihiru  shrines, as at Dhathu- and 

Ciranl-bahil, Patan, while we know from inscriptions that 
others now exposed in rhe streets were once so installed: 
the triad at Chapat-to], for example (Plate 450). 
"9. Vajracharya 1973: inscr. I (1-8). The  inscription 

is next to the Dharmadeva stupa, antl may refer to the 
nearby royal uihdra buildings. 

""PI 1y74:figs. 162-165. 11 is not impossible that the 

ship, large stone sculptures were enshrined in the 
uihdras, and narrative stone reliefs were attached 
to the stupas (Plates 224, 453, 454).83 There were 
also painted representations, probably on cloth ban- 
ners (paubhi, pata) and in manuscripts, and cer- 
tainly on walls; from an inscription we know, for 
example, that as a painted mural the Kinnara 
l i taka once embellished a Deopatan ~ihrira . '~  
Sometimes representations of the Buddha were 
only symbolic. H e  might be shown in the form 
of a sacred water vessel, by the Wheel of the Law 
(a reference to his sermon in the Deer Park), by 
the uajra, and even, as in early Buddhism, by a 
pointedly empty space (Plates 52, 224, 270, 324, 
454).G5 In  anthropomorphic form, a standing 
cloaked figure was preferred, ponderous and in 
the Gupta tradition, although there are a number 
of seated Buddha images (Plates 448-451, 466).e8 
Narrative reliefs depict scenes of worship or refer 
to specific events of the Buddha's life-Mars's as- 
sault, for example, the serpent Mucalinda's inter- 
vention, the visit of King Prasenajit and his queen, 
or the offering of food by Sujata (Plates 281, 422, 

450, 455-457) .07 

T h e  most popular Bodhisattvas in the Licchavi 
Period appear to have been Avalokiteivara, Vajra- 
pini,  and somewhat less so, Maitreya. They are 
the Buddha's companions on several sarvatobhadra 
or c a t u r m u ~ h a  type caityas, and two of them, 
Avalokitelvara and Vajrapini, are frequently his 
attendants in reliefs (Plates 273, 275-277, 466, 

These Bodhisattvas were also objects of in- 
dependent worship, as attested by their individual 
sculptures in stone and bronze (Plate 464)." T o  

lotus throne of Plate 270 has been emptied of its occu- 
pant. 

"Pal 1974:figs. 166-168, 170.171, 177, 178, 181. 
"' On the identification of Prasenajit antl Sujiti ,  see Pal 

1974:109-) 10. 

"In some early reliefs, the iconography of Vajrapini 
is not specific, and the second Bodhisattva may bc Mahi- 
sthamapripra, one of the Buddha's characreristic compan- 
ions in early triads (Plates 450, 451; Pal 1974:fig. 178). 
That  one is Vajrapini is suggested, however, by the char- 
acteristic raitya colnplement, antl by later reliefs in which 
Vajrapjni is clearly to be identified as the second Rodhis- 
attva (for example, Plate 466, and Pal 1974:fig. 182). 

G T a l  1974:hgs. 8, 13, 14, 187, 202-204. 
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judge by the number of sculptures and epigraphic 
references," Avalokiteivara was, apparently the 
most beloved, and Licchavi Buddhists laid the 
foundation for a cult that flourishes into modern 
times. I shall discuss these Bodhisattvas in the 
context of the Transitional Period. 

T H E  TRANSITIONAL PERIOD 

The declining political fortunes of the Licchavis 
was not accompanied by a corresponding decline 
in Buddhism. Rather, Buddhism appears to have 
reached its zenith during the Transitional Period. 
Despite the uncontested triumph of Siva Paiupati, 
there were even occasional kings who apparently 
professed Buddhism-Simhadeva (ca. A.D. 1099- 
1122), for example--or who abdicated to enter 
Buddhist monkhood and end their days in a 
ui/tdra." So strong was Buddhism that in Tibet, 
Nepal was erroneously considered a Buddhist 
country. 

W e  do not know what changes came about in 
the organization of the Buddhist samghas at this 
time. One must suppose, however, that deprived 
of Licchavi royal patronage and privilege, in time 
the uihiras lost their secular power, and perhaps 
some of their wealth. But they apparently increased 
in numbers and were significant as a cultural force. 

It is not improbable that by the Transitional 
Period Patan, at least, with its interlocking web 
of uihiras, had become essentially a Buddhist uni- 
versity center not unlike the celebrated ones of 
Bengal and Bihar. From Odantapuri, Nalandi, 
Vikramaiila, and other Indian centers of Buddhist 
learning, knowledge and teachers streamed into 
the Nepalese uihiras. Nepalese Buddhists went to 
the Indian centers to study, and from them teach- 
ers such as Atiia and Ratnaraksita came to Nepal. 
Moreover, the Valley uihiras, no less than the In- 
dian ones, were centers to which the Tibetans grav- 

D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 43, 97, 172 (185-186, 386, 

591). 
ilPetech 1958:57; D. Regmi 1965:part 1 ,  160. Both 

Minadeva (ca. A.D. 1137-1140) and Rudradeva I1 (ca. A.D.  

1167-1174) are said to have abdicated in favor of Bud- 
dhist monastic life (Wright 1966:rog; Petech 195R:6o, 68). 

'Zit is evident that manuscript preparation continued 

itated for Buddhist instruction. In the eleventh 
century the Tibetan Drok-mi, for example, spent a 
year in Nepal studying Sanskrit, and later became 
the teacher of the great Tibetan yogin, Marpa. 

Mow many monks and lay followers clung to 
Theravida and Mahiyina doctrines cannot he said. 
But it is probable that, just as many of the early 
iconographic traditions persisted, so did the early 
doctrines in one form or another. But by the 
Transitional Period, Vajrayina Buddhism had 
come fully into its own;  it was the accepted doc- 
trine in both India and Nepal, and it passed from 
the Nepalese uihiras into those of Tibet. It  was 
the time of the siddhas and yogins, the Great Per- 
fected Ones, tantrics who through rigorous disci- 
pline and study possessed supernatural powers, and 
were assiduously sought out as teachers. Of them 
more will be said in Chapter 12. 

From the hands of the Nepalese monks there 
was a vast outpouring of manuscripts, except that 
now, rather than sutras, they were more com- 
monly t ~ n t r a s . ' ~  Most of the extant works of the 
Transitional Period date from the eleventh cen- 
tury on, are written in Sanskrit, employ diverse 
scripts, and are sometimes i l l~minated. '~  Prepared 
on strips of palm leaf and, finally, on thick home- 
made papers, cream-colored or frequently black or 
dark blue to accommodate texts exquisitely writ- 
ten in silver and gold, the manuscript leaves were 
bunched between solid covers of carved and 
painted wood, ivory, or metal repoussC (Plates 61, 
446949'). 

While the stupa seems to have lost none of its 
popularity as a Buddhist cult object, it was joined 
by an ever-increasing repertory of images. Carved, 
cast, and painted in the vihira workshops, Nepali 
creations by Nepali craftsmen, the icons included 
new forms, and they were more manifestly hieratic 
than Licchavi works. But like them, they were de- 
scendants of an ancient Indian tradition that, sim- 
ilarly, influenced the Pala style in nearby India.74 

an established tradition. From India there are surviving 
tantrar in Gupta script from the sixth and seventh cen- 
turies, and in Nepal in Licchavi script from the ninth 
century (Chattopadhyaya rg70:18-19; D. Vajracharya 
197j:inscr. 190 [599]). 

i3 Respecting the scripts, see Appendix 11. 
i 4  Notwithstanding the analysis of eleventh-century il- 
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With the unquestioned triumph of Vajrayina 
Buddhism by the tenth century, the earlier cults 
were joined, and some at length surpassed, by eso- 
teric ones revolving around such cosmic deities as 
Hevajm, Heruka, and similar beings of tantric 
Buddhism. As attested by the Gorkha Vajrabhai- 
rava image, it is evident that some of these deities 
and their cults go back to Licchavi times. But the 
proliferation and widespread popularity of these 
forms attended the Transitional and Malla Pe- 
riods. 

In keeping with the tantric declaration of the 
preeminence of the female principle in the cos- 
mos, Buddhist female divinities increasingly en- 
tered the scene in the Transitional Period. They 
comprise a vast pantheon as divinities in their own 
right, as consorts of the gods, as personified spells 
(dhiranis), and as special creatures such as the 
awe-inspiring ddkinis and yoginis. Most of these 
goddesses, despite certain local differences, are well 
known to the tantric Buddhist pantheons of India 
and Tibet, and some will be met in the following 
chapter. Among the most important in the Valley 
from this time onward were Tara, the Saviouress, 
and Prajiiapiramiti, the Goddess of Transcenden- 
tal Wisdom. Among other offices, they are the con- 
sorts, respectively, of Avalokiteivara and MaiijuSri, 
Bodhisattvas of supreme importance in Nepal. 
Very likely these goddesses were already familiar 
to the Licchavis, but this cannot be ascertained 
either by epigraphs or sculptures. It would cer- 
tainly seem that Prajiiapiramita, in the form of 
the original szitra that she personifies, must have 
been brought into Nepal with other MahiyHna 
manuscripts soon after the szitra's codification in 
India. In any event, from the eleventh century on- 
ward, there is a plethora of manuscripts of the 
Astasihasriki-Prajfiripdrami~, which were copied 
endlessly in the Valley vihdras. T o  these were 
joined personifications in  all mediums, in the form 
of the goddess. Usually seated, Prajiiipiramita has 
four arms, one of which displays as her chief cog- 
nizance the sacred text.'5 

luminated Nepalese manuscripts by Foucher 1900, who 
made this apparent, most students of Nepalese art have 
considered it to be strongly influenced by Pila art. Pal 
1974:164 has pointed out that, in fact, the similarities pro- 
ceed from the common reliance of Nepalese and Pila art 
on the same sources. 

Tara, the Saviouress, has many forms, both benef- 
icent and maleficent, but in Nepal one of her most 
popular manifestations is as the benign confeder- 
ate or, alternately, consort, of the beloved Avalo- 
k i t e i ~ a r a . ~ '  H e r  iconography as a lotus-bearing 
goddess is so simple that, out of context, she can 
be mistaken for the Brahmanical goddesses, Lak- 
smi or Devi (Plate 526). Thus it is possible that 
some images of the Licchavi period, generally iden- 
ified as Devi," could have actually been conse- 
crated in Tara's name, and that her cult is older 
in Nepal than can be demonstrated. This is par- 
ticularly probable given the many T i r i  images 
Hsiian-tsang reported for northern India, and the 
generally widespread popularity of her cult from 
the eighth century on. 

A third Buddhist goddess who came to have an 
important following in Nepal is Vasudhara (Ba- 
sundhara), the goddess of good fortune, wealth, 
and abundance (Plate 505). Although we have no 
evidence for her cult in the Licchavi Period, be- 
ginning with the Transitional Period her images 
are ubiquitous. In Nepal, Vasudhara is character- 
istically represented seated, and in her six hands 
she displays attributes that proclaim her special 
qualities, such as the vase of plenty and a sheaf of 
grain.78 Such a goddess does not appear in the 
standard early works devoted to Buddhist iconog- 
raphy, and is rarely, if ever, known to Indian 
Buddhist art.?' Considering Vasudhari's popular- 
ity in the Valley, both in iconic and textual form, 
it seems possible that this particular manifestation 
is a Nepalese creation. 

Despite the increasing ascendancy of the tantric 
pantheon, the familiar nontantric forms of Bud- 
dhist deities that had been favored by the Liccha- 
vis continued to prosper. As before, their images 
graced the ~ u b l i c  places and were installed as the 
principal cult objects in the vihdra shrines. T h e  
tantric divinities, because of their esoteric nature 
and appeal to privileged initiates, were more often 
consigned to the privacy of the domestic chapel or 
the secrecy of the vihdra dgamas. Commonly dis- 

75 Pal 1974:fig. 239; Mallmann 1975:305-307. 
7G On the iconography of T i r i ,  see Mall~iiann 1975:36H- 

379. 
T i  Pal 1974:fig. 218. 
7s Kramrisch 1964:fig. 15. 
'O Mallmann 1975:441-442. 



playing supernumerary heads and limbs, and often 
terrible to behold, they were more familiar in man- 
uscripts, bronzes, and in mandala paintings than 
in stone re1,iefs (Plate 465). 

As in the previous period, in the Transitional 
Period images of the Buddha Sikyarnuni contin- 
ued in popularity and, despite significant diffcr- 
ences in iconography, style, and detail, perpetuate 
the simple cloaked figure familiar to Licchavi dev- 
otees. As before, the Buddha was depicted as a 
solitary hieratic figure, or in narrative reliefs that 
portrayed some event in his life (Plates 165, 458- 
460)."' Representations of the Five Tathagatas al- 
so became increasingly familiar, but were for the 
most part worshiped with the stupa to which they 
were usually attached. 

In the Transitional Period, the same familiar 
Bodhisattvas were worshiped, among whom Ava- 
lokiteivara, the Luminous Lord of Infinite Com- 
passion, was the most popular. Known by many 
names-Padmapi~i (Lotus-bearer), Lokeivara 
and Lokanitha (Lord of the World), and as pre- 
ferred in Nepal, Karunimaya-Avalokiteivara be- 
came without question the foremost deity of Nep- 
alese Buddhism." 

Stylistically, the later nontantric images of the 
Bodhisattva are quite distinct from the known 
images of the Licchavi Period, but nonetheless per- 
petuate the earlier iconic type, particularly as seen 
at Dhvaka-bahal (Plates 461, 462, 466, 468).s2 T o  
satisfy an apparently insatiable demand, images of 
the beloved god must have poured out of the var- 
ious ateliers by the thousands, and in all media. 
Even today, in Kathmandu and Patan alone there 
are more than two score major in situ stone sculp- 
tures of the deity that date from the Transitional 
P e r i ~ d ; ' ~  evidence of his continued popularity, 
they are still in worship. In contrast to India, 
where after about the tenth century images of 
Avalokiteivara are usually seated, this is a rare 
form in Nepal, where the standing image has been 
universally preferred into modern times. Another 
distinguishing feature of the Nepalese Avalokitei- 

80 The Yatkha-bahal torana, a wood carving depicting 
the preaching Buddha (Plate 165), cannot be dated, but 
it is quite probably a survival fro111 the Transitional Pe- 
riod or, at the latest, the Early Malla Period. 

On Avalokiteivara, see particularly Mallmann 1948. 
82 Pal 1974:114-120, fig. 13. 

vara is the retcntion of thc diadem symbolizing 
the 'Three Jewels (Triratna), Buddha-Dharma- 
Samgha, a convention largely abandoned in post- 
Gupta India. As an alternate, the Nepali Avalo- 
kiteivara is sometimes given Indra's crown (Plates 
462,463). 

As the god of compassion, thc world savior, the 
succor of the dying, the protector of travelers,'" 
the giver of rain and fertility, i t  is not surprising 
that Avalokiteivara has been evcrywhcre extremc- 
ly popular with Mahiyiina Buddhists. Hsuan- 
tsang, for example, reported the number of images 
of the Bodhisattva he saw in his travels; they were 
particularly numerous in Magadha ( ~ i h a r  and 
Bengal). That  Avalokiteivara would be especially 
popular in Nepal may bc correlated in some mcas- 
ure with his confusion with Siva, a deity who 
shares many of the Bodhisattva's attributes, and 
who is also known as Lokeivara, Lord of the 
W ~ r l d . ' ~  More particularly, it is related to thc 
assimilation of ~valoki teivara into the cult of the 
deified NStha yogin, Matsyendra (Macchendra), 
a deity of prime importance to be discussed in the 
final chapter (Plates 593-600). This merger is so 
complete in contemporary Nepal that images of 
Avalokiteivara are frequently simply identified as 
"Macchendranath." 

Of perhaps equal popularity during the Transi- 
tional Period was the Bodhisattva Vajrapini, the 
Thunderbolt Bearer. H e  is the Buddhist equiva- 
lent of Indra, like him bears the symbolic uaira 
(frequently anthropomorphized as Vajrapurusa, a 
dwarf attendant), and is closely associated with 
the nligas who in Nepal traditionally help to con- 
trol the rain (Plates 464-467). Beginning about 
the eighth century, Vajrapini is familiar in Bud- 
dhist art and literature as the Buddha's guard- 
ian companion, a role he invariably shares with 
Avalokiteivara (Plate 466). Such office may be 
foreshadowed in the undifferentiated Bodhisattvas 
seen in early Nepalese reliefs (Plates 450, 451)." 
As the Buddha's guardian, Vajrapini occupies the 
left-hand post, Avalokiteivara the right-the rela- 

83 For some of these and supplementary examples of the 
Transitional Period works, see Pal 1974:figs. 50, 188-193. 

Respecting this role, see the legend of Simhasirtha 
Bahu, Chapter 12. 

Mallmann 1948:r I 1-1 15, 13z-133. 
Pal 1974:figS. 177, 178, 182. 
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tive positions they also usually occupy on the catur- 
mukha caityas. This arrangement is also preserved 
in wood carvings that most likely date to the 
Transitional or Early Malla Period (Plates 467, 
468). Now only remnant plaques arbitrarily ce- 
mented into the wall of a Patan shrine, the images 
may come from blind windows, and most likely 
once flanked an image of the Buddha. T h e  left- 
hand Bodhisattva represents Vajrapani with Vajra- 
purusa and a female companion, perhaps his con- 
sort; the right-hand one is Avalokiteivara engaged 
in dispensing the nectar of happiness to the thirsty 
spirits of the dead, the szicimukha ("narrow 
mouths"), n motif familiar in Gupta India. 

Even the anthr~pomorphized vajra seems to have 
had an independent cult in Nepal Mandala dur- 
ing the Licchavi and Transitional Periods. There 
are a number of portable bronzes of Vajrapurusa, 
which though they may once have accompanied 
larger separate images of the Bodhisattva, show no 
sign of previous physical attachment, and could 
have been made as independent objects of worship 
(Plate 469).R7 Support for an independent cult is 
provided, moreover, by a large in situ stone relief 
Vajrapurusa, which almost certainly was conse- 
crated independently (Plate 470). Known variously 
as Balabala, a Nepalese culture hero, or Balabha- 
dralBalarima, an avatar of Visnu, the image has 
today been transformed into a folk god who 
(through liberal oilings) is importuned by women 
seeking ease in childbirth." 

In all instances, either as an independent image 
or in company with the Bodhisattva, Vajrapurusa 
is typically represented as a rotund dwarf from 
whose skull protrudes part of the vajra (Plates 
464, 466, 467, 469, 470). H e  crosses his arms against 
his breast in the gesture of submission (vinaya- 
hasta), wears a dhoti overdraped with an animal 
skin, has a fluttering scarf or cape, and is adorned 
with serpents and various ornaments, often includ- 
ing unmatched earrings. 

T h e  concept of the iyudhapurusa, the general 

R7 Pal 1975:fig. 24. 

R e  The  image stands above a separate stone slab that 
bears a fragmentary inscription recording the establish- 
ment of ;I trust by one N5lavarmi, and dated Samvat lo9 
VaiSikha (A.o. 685) ; D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 137 (51 I) .  
The slab must have served as a random support, and can 

term by which all personified attributes are desig- 
nated, was particularly common in the Gupta Pe- 
riod, especially but by no means restricted to Vis- 
IJU'S weapons, and was known in Licchavi Nepal 
(Plate 65). Although the use of personified em- 
blems continued to be enjoined in later icono- 
graphic texts, with the exception of the Nepalese 
Vajrapurusa they are seldom encountered in the 
post-Gupta period. 

T h e  Bodhisattva Vajrapani both conceptually 
and iconographically has much in common with 
his Brahmanical counterpart, Indra or Sakra. This 
is not surprising when we consider that so many 
of the Mahayiina deities represent adaptations of 
preexisting deities.'"~ popular gods of long-es- 
tablished and highly respected standing, the Brah- 
manical deities were incorporated into the Mahi- 
yina pantheon, where under new names they often 
continued their former duties. Indra and Vajra- 
pani are therefore in essence one, primarily rain 
gods who bear the same chief symbol, the thunder- 
bolt. In both instances it may be in the form of 
Vajrapurusa (Plate 471). Indra is sometimes even 
called by the same epithet, Vajrapini. Only Indra, 
however, has the horizontal third eye and the em- 
blematic elephant, Airivata; in turn, only Vajra- 
pii~li bears the flywhisk. 

In  addition to the,ir office as rain makers, both 
deities also serve as general guardians of the world 
quarters, and as specific guardians of the Buddha. 
Both are said to have accompanied the Buddha on 
his return to Kapilavastu, and Indra is said to have 
been present at the Buddha's birth (Plate 446) and 
to have aided him in his flight from his father's pal- 
ace." With Brahmii, Indra also received the Bud- 
dha on his descent from the Tusita heaven where 
he had gone to preach to his mother, raising over 
his head the parasol of universal kingship (Plate 
460).!" Indra also performs this office for Dipan- 
kara Buddha (Plates 175, 483). 

In the Kathmandu Valley, as the cult of Indra 
waxed, that of Vajrapani waned, apparently during 

scarcely relate to tlie image that stylistically proclai~lis a 
much later date. 

Banerjea 1956:557-563. 
"Oetty 1962:50. 
" pal 1974:fig. 180. 



the Transitional Period. Beginning about the ele- 
venth century, Nepalese images of Vajrapiini be- 
come increasingly rare, and those of Indra increas- 
ingly common. 

Despite the popularity of the Bodhisattva Mai- 
treya in early Buddhist doctrine and art outside the 
Kathmandu Valley, there is little sign of it within. 
His golden diadem may well have been guarded 
by the nigas in a flaming pool near the Licchavi 
capital, as Wang Hsuan-t'st was informed, but, 
significantly, Maitreya is not named in tht: Tyagal- 
to1 caitya hymns," and his representations are rel- 
atively few. Although there are occasional inde- 
pendent images of Maitreya in situ and as bronzes 
abroad," he is more often depicted as one of a 
company. Standing, he occurs on Licchavi catur- 
mlrkf~a caityas (Plates 277, 4 7 ~ ) : ~  and seated, may 
occupy a niche on  the Patan Alko-hiti caitya. Al- 
though, as I have discussed, the image could rep- 
resent Vairocana, or Sikyamuni Buddha, or even 
Avalokites'vara, it is perhaps meant to denote Mai- 
treya in his role as the future Buddha. If so, it 
would be the earliest known plastic representation 
of the seated deity in Nepal. 

Just as there is a certain conceptual and icono- 
graphic interplay between Vajrapani and Indra, so 
is there between Maitreya and Brahmii. Like 
Brahmi, Maitreya is considered a kindly counselor 
and an ascetic. As a Bodhisattva, he carries Brah- 
mi's vase of immortality and seed rosary and, 
when garbed as an ascetic, wears the same black 
antelope skin and yogic chignon (into which a 
miniature stupa may be tucked). Indeed, the 
Brahmii attending the Buddha in the two Patan 
reliefs of the Descent (Plate 460)'"s remarkably 
similar to antecedent Maitreya images, illustrating 
once again the commingling of iconographic and 
conceptual ideas of Buddhamirgi and Sivamirgi. 

It may be mentioned here that in the Kathman- 
du  Valley, no cult of real importance ever seems 

" 2. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 167 (588); Pal 1974a:5. 
" Pal 1975:frontispiece; 1974:fig. 212; 1974a:figs. 71, 72; 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:fig. 12. 

='The tentative identification of the otherwise unex- 
plained second Buddha on the Dhvaka-bahal raityn as 
Maitreya (Pal 1974a:8-9, 34-35) seems confirmed by the 
constancy of the complement and the disposition of the 
four deities on two other raityur, Naga-bahal and Tapahiti. 
On both, Maitreya is addorsed to Buddha Sikyamuni, just 

to have developed a b u t  Maitreya. Thus it is 
of interest to point out two important shrines in 
Kathmandu where Maitreya is worshiped today, 
one at Jamala-vihira, the other at Musun-bahal. 
Each shrine is dominated by a large image of 
polychrome painted clay, modeled in situ over an 
armature, which depicts an enthroned Maitreya 
Buddha turning the Wheel of the Law (Plate 473). 
The interior of the Musun-bahal shrine simulates 
a rocky grotto, evidently an allusion to the Tusita 
heaven where Maitreya awaits the time to descend 
to earth and restore the "lost truths in all their 
purity." The  image is undated, but repairs effected 
in A.D. 1640 provide a terminus a q ~ r o . " ~  

The  companion Maitreya at Jarnala-vihira com- 
pares closely with the Musun-bahal image, except 
that there is less modeling, and the garments are 
composed of Nepalese handmade paper affixed to 
the image and polychrome painted. It was made 
in this century on the model of the Musun-bahal 
image. The  old vihira of Jamala village was care- 
lessly filled in with debris when the rest of the 
historic village, once the Licchavi settlement Ja- 
mayambi, was destroyed to make room for the 
palaces of Bir Shumshere Rana. But the monastery 
was later cleared and reconsecrated in the time of 
a successor, Chandra Shumshere (1901-1921)). Resi- 
dents of Musun-bahal recall the frequent visits of 
a person who came to "memorize" their image in 
order to duplicate it for the reestablished vihdra. 
These repeated study visits vividly bring to mind 
Hsuan-tsang's account of the colossal wooden Mai- 
treya at Dardu, north of the Punjab. It  was made 
by the Arhat Madhyintika who "by the power of 
divine locomotion . . . enabled an artist to ascend 
to the Tusita heaven and caused him to observe 
personally the characteristic marks (of Maitreya's 
body). After going there three times, the meritori- 
ous work was finished."" 

Like Maitreya, the Bodhisattva MafijuSri seems 

as at Dhvaka-bahal, and the two are flanked by corre- 
spondingly addorsed images of the guardian Bodhisattvas, 
Avalokiteivara and Vajrapini. 

95 Pal 1974:fig. 180; 1974a:35. 
In N.S. 760, as recorded in a manuscript in the pos- 

session of Hem Muni Vajracharya, a priest of Musun- 
bahal. 
" Beal 1914:66; 1969:1, 134. 
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to have had limited appeal to Nepalese Buddhists 
of the Licchavi and Transitional Periods. Tha t  
the theologians were aware of his importance in 
the pantheon is manifest by the couplets on the 
Tyagal-to1 caitya which, except in the instance of 
Maiijuiri, are otherwise each addressed to two or 
more divinities." But with the exception of the 
Vajrabhairava image established at Gorkha, a 
tantric manifestation of the Bodhisattva, there are 
no images of Maiijus'ri known to date from the 
Licchavi Period. Their absence may not be sig- 
nificant, however, since this is in keeping with 
Indian practice; there images of Mafijus'ri did not 
become familiar until the post-Gupta period.'' 

The  earliest plastic representation of Maiijus'ri 
in Nepal Mandala appears to be an image in- 
scribed as "Maiijunitha" consecrated in Kathman- 
d u  in A.D. 920 (Plates 474, 475).ln0 Typologically, 
the image conforms to a Nepalese convention of 
rendering Maiijuiri as a plump adolescent, a form 
textually recommended but not practiced else- 
where."' In this form Mafijuiri is conceived as a 
prince, manifest in the Kathmandu image with a 
splendid patterned dhoti, jeweled belt and orna- 
ments, and what may be the Licchavi royal crown. 
In Nepalese art this crown is usually the preroga- 
tive of Indra, king of the gods, but is occasionally 
also accorded Avalokites'vara (Plates 440, 445, 462, 
463). Like Kirtikkeya (Plate 419), with whom 
Maiijuiri has much in common conceptually and 
iconographically, Malijuniitha wears a distinctive 
talisman necklace, reminiscent of those still used 
on occasion by the Newars to divert evil from 
their children (Plate 475).lo2 

" R. Vajracliarya 1973:inscr. 167 (588); Pal 1g74a:5. 
" Mallmann rg6q:rH and n. 8. 
lnO The  inscription on the attached pedestal is in very 

early Newari script, still clearly transitional from a Lic- 
cliavi antecedent. According to G. Vajracharya, who has 
kindly cxunined tlie inscription for me, tlie abraded space 
for the year date between the expected salutation "Om" 
and the visible month date is so sniall that i t  could only 
acco~nmodate a single sign which, however, can render 
two digits such as 20, 30, 40. There are enough letters rc- 
maining of the ruler's name to reconstruct it as Sankara- 
deva [ I ] ,  whosc only known record is dated N.S. 40. Thus, 
the inscription is probably also dated N.S. 40 (A.D. 920). 
The  reading published by D. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, 

Maiijus'ri subsequently achieved considerable re- 
nown in the Kathmandu Valley as a culture hero 
believed to have come from China to fulfill the 
destiny of Svayambhu. In  later imagery, rather than 
as a plump prince, Mafijuiri is more commonly 
depicted as a resplendent god of transcendental 
wisdom and lord of speech (VagiSvara), a role 
symbolized by his emblems, a book and the sword 
with which he drives away ignoran~e . '~"  

T H E  MALLA PERIOD 

By the end of the twelfth century, a change had 
come about in Nepalese Buddhist practice that 
would at length mean the end of monasticism and 
entrain the decline and virtual dissolution of Bud- 
dhism in the Kathmandu Valley. With few excep- 
tions, the vihiras were by no means retreats, but 
stood in the cities and towns adjacent to Hindu 
temples, surrounded by the houses of the laity, both 
Buddhamirgi and Sivamirgi, and often of the 
monks' own families. Indeed, the vihiras were the 
very fabric of Patan and Kathmandu, and were 
totally integrated into the cityscape. This had been 
true since the Licchavi Period, when the vihiras 
were likewise an integral part of the urban scene 
and "sarighar~rnas and Deva temples [were] close- 
ly joined." In  the context of Theravada and Maha- 
yina Buddhism, the monks and nuns were appar- 
ently able to exist as islands of socially egalitarian, 
celibate communities, physically close but socially 
distinct from the surrounding society. T h e  latter, 
Hindu  and lay Buddhist, was slowly becoming a 

graphic evidence Regmi also assigns to it a date previous 
to ,\.I). 1000. 

lo' Pal 1974:123, figs. 207, 208. Today the Kva-bahal 
bronze in~age  of MaiijuSri is called Bliaisajya-LokcSvarn, 
undoubtedly a refercnce to Bliaisajyaguru, tlie Supreme 
Physician, a god popular in Tibet and one of tlie eight 
Medicine Buddhas. T h e  boss held in the Nepali Maijudri's 
right hand is identified as "lnedicine," thus the medicine 
plum (rityrobalatr) that is Bhaisajyaguru's cognizance. 

I u 2  MafijuSri also Iias certain affinities with Brahlni and 
even with Kysna, who as a child also wears the talisman 
necklace (Mallmann 1964:16-17, 33-35, 45-46). 

Mallmann 1g64:zj-68; Pal rw4:figs. 206, 214; 1975: 
fig. 22. 

inscr. z is less complete than Vajracharya's, but on paleo- 



single, caste-oriented community that conformed 
to Hindu social tradition.'"' 

Apparently, the principal catalyst that propelled 
the monks and nuns out of their samghas and back 
into the familiar and nearby secular milieu was the 
doctrine and practice of Vajrayina. The  conven- 
tual, celibate community ceased to have the same 
value it had as one of the Three Jewels, Dharma- 
Samgha-Buddha. Celibacy was nullified by the rit- 
ualistic practices associated with the female prin- 
ciple, prajiii; learned yogins and siddhas-and the 
disciples who sought them as teachers-were often 
solitary wanderers without a fixed base in a vihira. 

Moreover, within the vihira itself a profound 
change had taken place. In conformity with early 
Buddhist doctrine, the sar?~gha was traditionally 
composed of an egalitarian congregation. Such 
theoretical social stratification as existed--orhat, 
bh ik~u ,  irivaaa, and cailaka (defined by Hodgson 
as "adepts," "mendicants," "readers," and "scantily 
robed," that is, ascetics)-was based on  individual 
achievement.lo5 Upward mobility was in these 
terms. But at length a caste-like hierarchy had 
evolved inside the Nepalese vihiras that reflected 
the caste-structured society outside the walls. An 
anomalous kind of cleric had emerged known as 
vajricirya, "master of the thunderbolt," "master of 
absolute power.""'These religious masters appar- 
ently replaced the arhats, or similar heads of the 
samgha but unlike them, had become in effect 

lei There is sollie evidence that the Licchavi state was 
concerned to make it so. as attested by an inscription of 
Aniiuvarnian in which he enjoined the inhabitants of 
Bunganiati village t o .  toe the line respecting the observ- 
ance of ordained caste occupations; D. Vajracharya 1973: 
inscr. 71 (290-300). 

lo5 Hodgson 1971:part I ,  30, 63. 
'""The word ricdr:lja signifies one who has completetl 

his training in Sanskrit; vajra is the thunderbolt, symbol 
of the ultimate Buddhist value. Thus ~ ~ a j r i c i q ~ a  signifies 
one who has completed the study of tantric Buddhism 
through Sanskrit. 

lo7 According to Hodgson rg71:part I, 30, 51-52, 63-64, 
in the early nineteenth century there were four theoretical 
suldivisions of the anrrdya: wujrricriryu, SrilCya-bhiksu, 
bhiksrr (bhikhu), and Chiwa- (Chiwnko)barr. Oldfield 
188o:r, 181.181; 11, 138.139 listed nine occupational classes 
composing the warldya, among which appear the same 
four. The  "Chiva-bare" (Oldfield's Chiwarbharhi) were 

Buddhist priests. Socially they outranked the rest 
of the samgha composed of ordinary bhikju 
(monks) (Plate 476), or "Siikya-bhiksu," a name 
derived from Sikyamuni Buddha, the Sikya Sage, 
from whom the monks claimed common de- 
scent.ln7 That such an internal hierarchy had be- 
gun by at least the mid-twelfth century is evident 
from a number of Buddhist manuscripts copied by 
persons already using the distinguishing titles 
Vajricirya-bhiksu and Sikya-bhiksu.lon 

The  physical conditions and the doctrinal and 
social climate prevailing by the end of the Transi- 
tional Period provided almost irresistible condi- 
tions for channeling the monks and nuns back into 
the secular community. Like others around them, 
and notably the highly respected Brahman priests, 
vajricirya and Sikya-bhiksu began to marry. N o  
longer supported by the lay communitv, they 
turned into secular callings the skills they had ac- 
quired in the service of the faith. Previously out- 
side the caste structure, the one-time monks now, 
like others, had to find a place in the established 
social hierarchy. As highly respected persons in 
the community, these vandya (Sanskrit: "worthy 
one"; vernacular, bandya, banhra, bare) assumed, 
and were granted by society, an elevated hierarchi- 
cal position.loB The  vajrririryas, who commanded 
the highest rank in the religious community, con- 
tinued to occupy it in the secular context. Even 
vajriciryas who no longer chose to function as 

said to derive their name from the cairya (colloquially, 
chiwa), the inclusion of which distinguished their vihiras, 
or, alternately, from cailaka, the inferior division of the 
four groups that traditionally composed a mmgha. In 
nineteenthcentury practice, the divisions were fictional. 
But the existence of the names may reflect a period when 
all of the earlier monastic divisions--orhat, bhi&stc. j r i -  
waka, coilaka-rather than just the two we now know, had 
become castes or subcastes. But the lingering names pro- 
vide our only indication, and. if so, they certainly did not 
survive. 

log D. Regmi 1965:part I,  654. 
l o ~ c l ~ o l a r s  solnetimes write as i f  the wajricuryos were 

not also wandya (Petech 1958:186). But the term is collec- 
tive, as made clear by Hodgson 1971:part I, 30, 51-52; Old- 
field 1880:1, 180-181; 11, 77, 133; Wright 1966:125; and 
Snellgrove 1961:8, to whose authority may be added Iny 
own observations in modern Nepal. 
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priests automatically belonged to a religious aris- 
tocracy if they confirmed their status by the observ- 
ance of the proper initiation rites. Literally, they 
became "Buddhist Brahmans." Scaled a notch be- 
low these, the monks who were not vajriciryas 
retained the honorific title bhiksu or Sikya-bhiksu, 
even when they were in fact no longer monks. As 
part of the lay community, the "worthy ones" thus 
occupied an elevated standing comparable to the 
Brahmans and Kshatriyas, the upper divisions of 
the four Hindu varnas. Beneath the vandya came 
the rest of the Buddhist community: the Uray 
(Udas), the merchant-trader group, in essence 
Vaisya; the Jyapus as Sudras; and finally the low- 
caste occupational groups. Thus the Buddhist com- 
munity essentially became a formally caste-struc- 
tured counterpart of the Hindu  one. 

In  the case of the uajricirya and Sikya-bhiksu, 
their elevated position in the society was no longer 
earned through individual wisdom, religious en- 
deavor, or even magical skill, but was automati- 
cally conferred by heredity. T o  confirm one's right 
in either class, it was merely necessary for the in- 
dividual to submit in childhood-and indeed, of- 
ten in uncomprehending babyhood-to a symbolic 
rite of tonsure and mock acceptance of the monk's 
vows (Plates 487, 48R).110 If the one-time monks 
did not abandon the vihiras altogether, they as- 
sumed the property rights to those in which they 
had dwelt as part of a samgha, and held them in 
perpetuity for themselves and their descendants. 
T h e  uajricciryas monopolized the worship of the 
vihira deities, and gathered the attendant emolu- 
ments; for a fee they also ministered the domestic 
rites of the Buddhist laity, now including the 
Sikya-bhiksu (Plate 492). T h e  latter could not act 
in full priestly capacity, but only as assistants in 
sacerdotal affairs. Many uajric&yas at length for- 
sook any priestly functions at all, or adopted in 

ll0Apparently even in the nineteenth century, the 
vandya continued to keep their heads clean shaven after 
the ceremony of tonsure "ar a mark of distinction be- 
tween themselves and all other classes of society" (Oldfield 
188o:11, 77, 139). Hodgson 1g7r:part I,  31 also noted that 
there were only tonsured Buddhists dwelling in the vihlir- 
us. This is no longer the case, although Buddhists acting 
in priestly capacity are often, but not always, clean shaven 

addition secondary professions that became hered- 
itary. But in any event, the title was retained as a 
capitalized surname, Vajracharya."' T h e  Srikya- 
bhiksus, who similarly converted their title to a 
family name, Shakya (like Sikyamuni, from whom 
they claimed descent), largely followed the crafts 
they already knew. This was particularly gold- and 
silver-smithing and the fabrication of religious 
images; the vihiras served as their dwelling place, 
workshop, and foundry. Thus the vihiras corre- 
sponded loosely to guildhalls. They were occupied 
by families pursuing hereditary professions and en- 
joying high social esteem with all the rights and 
privileges this entails in a caste-structured soci- 
ety."' Rut at the same time, the sacred shrines and 
the images within were preserved, and the vihiras 
served as centers for the socio-religious affairs of 
the entire Buddhist community. 

Although it had begun before the close of the 
Transitional Period, the drift from samgha to secu- 
larization was a gradual process effected over the 
course of the whole Malla Period. In the initial 
Malla years, the then recent destruction of the 
Indian vihiras by the Muslims sent many a refugee 
from the shattered communities to the Nepalese 
vihiras, but the traditional and continuing ties with 
Indian Buddhism and its revitalizing contact were 
forever sundered. Alone, and affected by pressures 
from within and without, during the succeeding 
century perhaps the majority of Nepalese satnghas 
capitulated to their social environment and dis- 
solved. Even so, many must have long survived in 
one form or another. Dharmasvimin, the Tibetan 
monk who spent eight years in Sva~ambhfi-vihira 
in the early thirteenth century, observed that there 
were vihiras where monks were sheltered and fed, 
and a few samghas existed well into the seventeenth 
century. A t  that time, in the Patan kingdom alone, 
Siddhinarasimha located twenty-five communities 

(Plates 490, 492, 493, 600). In early paintings, the Nepali 
bhiksur are depicted with closely cropped hair (Plate 476). 

11' In Nepali spelling there is no difference between the 
name as applied to a family or to a priest. 

Hodgson 1971: part r, 30, 52, 63-64 pussim; Oldfield 
188o:11, 7680, 131-144; D. Regmi 1965:part r, 654-661; 
Snellgrove rg61 $ 3 ;  1g57:chap. 3; Rosser 1966:78ff., I 16- 
134; Fiirer-Haimendorf 1956; Nepali 1965:167. 



BUDDHISM 
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and turned over to them vihrira buildings that had 
been abandoned by their former inmates."= 

By A.D. 1382, when Sthitimalla oficially became 
the head of the Nepalese state, the secularization 
of the vihiras was well under way, and caste as it 
functioned in the Buddhist community was al- 
ready well established by social custom; it only re- 
mained to give it official sanction. Rut whereas the 
preceding centuries had witnessed the decline of 
monastic Buddhism, until this time there was no 
accompanying decline in the number of practicing 
Buddhists. T h e  Buddhamirgi community merely 
changed its structure and composition. But about 
the mid-fourteenth century, apparently under state 
coercion, the Buddhist community began to drift 
progressively into the Hindu fold. Official pressure 
to do so seems to have been applied initially by the 
zealously orthodox Sthitimalla, but in one way or 
another it continued throughout the rest of the 
Malla Period.l14 In  the Patan kingdom, for exam- 
ple, up to the time of Siddhinarasimha (A.D. 1619- 
1661), the vandya had apparently been permitted 
to neglect the performance of certain purification 
rites following a death in the family. But the Patan 
king undertook to remedy this unorthodoxy by in- 
stituting new regulations that affected not only the 
lay vandya, but also members of functioning 
sav7ghas who theoretically were not subject to the 
social regulations governing the laity. H e  also in- 
terfered with the internal organization of the vi- 
Airas, and even, to remedy a shortage o l  carpen- 
ters, directed the vandya to take up  the trade."' At 
the same time the ruler sanctioned no repression of 
the Buddhist faith. H e  himself built new vihciras, 
offered homage to Buddhist divinities, and was an 
ardent devotee of Avalokitejvara in the form of 
Rat0 Matsyendranitha. 

That  Buddhism survived in the Kathmandu 

l l W .  Regmi 1965:part I ,  561; Wright rg66:16r. 
114 Buddhist tradition asserts that it was forced on them 

by the Hindu reformer, Sankar5cirya (Wright 1966:r25- 
126). But not only is there no evidence for his interfer- 
ence in Nepal, but his career long predated the beginning 
of the Buddhist decline in the Kathmandu Valley. In 
Nepal, it should be emphasized, "official presure" may 
have been exerted respecting the avowed mrirga and re- 
lated custon~s, but not concerning the deities one wor- 

Valley evcn to thc end of the Malla Period is Iargc- 
ly due the benign influence of Tibetan Buddhism. 
For beginning in the sixtecnth century, the roles 
of purvcyor and receiver of the doctrine were re- 
versed. By the seventeenth century, Tibet in turn 
had become the Buddhist holy land. It was in the 
reign of Pratipamalla that the trade relations bc- 
tween the two countries became closer, and from 
that time the Newar traders began to travel r e p -  
larly to and from Lhasa, and to even settle there 
and in Kuti, the border trade town, on a semi- 
permanent basis. The majority belonged to the 
Uray caste group-Manandhars, Tamrakars, Tul- 
adhars, Chitrakars, and so on-who were tradition- 
ally lay Buddhists. They discovered Buddhist Tibet 
to have a very congenial social climate, in which 
they found themselves respected not only for their 
wealth and craftsmanship, but as repositories, how- 
ever imperfect, of ancient Indian traditions. T h e  
Urays, moreover, observed in Tibet a casteless Bud- 
dhism in which they could be initiated as monks, 
as they could no longer be in caste-structured Ne- 
pal, and thereby gain even greater status through 
their knowledge of Buddhist doctrine."' O n  their 
return to their homes, which were particularly in 
Kathmandu and Patan, they brought not only trade 
goods, but a revitalized doctrine and almost for- 
gotten ideas respecting casteless social organization 
and the Buddhist's respected role in society. This 
operated as a ~ o w e r f u l  brake and deterrent to the 
Buddhist drift into Hinduism. 

T h e  Uray also brought back to Nepal Buddhist 
paintings and bronzes made for them by Tibetan 
monks according to the latter's aesthetic concepts. 
T h e  paintings, except for stock inscriptions in Ne- 
wari, were ~ u r e l y  Tibetan, replete with Central 
Asiatic and Chinese influences that, with Nepalese 
contributions, had by now been fused into the Ti-  

shiped. Thus, Sthitirijanalla sanctioned the long overdue 
repairs to SvayanlbhG stupa, and evidenced considerable 
geniality respecting the consecration of Buddhist images, 
as attested by a copperplate inscription recording the in- 
stallation of an image in Lagan-bahal, Kathmandu (Raj- 
vamshi 1g65b). 

115 Wright 1966:15pr6r. 
'I6 Lokesh Chandra 1968. 
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betan style (Plate 583). And not only did the Urav 
travel to Tibet, but Tibetans came to Nepal. They 
came as traders in wool, salt, horses, and jewelry, 
and some to pass the winter at the stupa of Bodh- 
natha, removed from the rigorous Tibetan cold. T h e  
Tibetans also came to care for Bodhnitha and to 
take a hand with the decaying stupa of Svayam- 
bhuniitha; on more than one occasion, both funds 
and skills for restoration of these monuments 
emanated from Lhasa. T h e  Tibetans also estab- 
lished monastic communities to which the Nepa- 
lese were attracted, and which they sometimes 
joined. 

Thus, despite all that had transpired to efface 
Buddhism in Malla Nepal, it was by no means 
dead. As late as the fourteenth and fifteenth centu- 
ries, China, at least, still conceived of Nepal as a 
Buddhist country. For  this reason, the Ming em- 
perors took care to choose as their emissary to the 
Nepalese court a Buddhist monk who had already 
successfully treated with unruly Tibetan Buddhist 
sects. Tha t  the Chinese were not totally deceived 
in their estimate of the Nepalese religious climate, 
even though their embassy treated wi,th the wrong 
court, is evident by.the Buddhist texts and golden 
stupas Madana R i m a  sent the Chinese in return. 
(Buddhist Patan even sent a Buddhist image with 
the tribute to China by the Shahs at the end of the 
eighteenth century.) Throughout the Malla Period 
new vihiras and stupas were regularly constructed, 
and new Buddhist cults rose and flourished. Even 
Siddhinarasimha moved, rather than destroyed, a 
vihara in the path of his expanding palace. T h e  
strength of the Buddhist community in Malla Ne- 
pal, however, is best evidenced by its size as late 
as the nineteenth century, when it was estimated 
that two-thirds of the Newars were Buddhist.l17 
Under the stresses laid upon it since the twelfth 
century, however, the practice of Buddhism had 
become in many ways quite different from what 
it had been in earlier times. 

During the Malla Period, the majority of vandya 
had become secularized, and although they dwelt 
in the vihira  buildings, few were practicing monks. 
S e c ~ ~ r c  in their inherited places at the top of the 

11701dfieltl IXHO:II, 132, 277; Hodgson 1971:part I ,  64 
t n i t l  thcy %'ere the "\'act tnajoriry." 

' l R  Wright 1966:160. 
""The srory is well known in the vihira, i s  recounted 

Buddhist social hierarchy, the vandya ceased to 
study the doctrine of Buddhism; in the vihdras 
of the Malla Period there was little teaching and 
less learning. Leaders and followers together had 
become content with the ritualistic forms peculiar 
to tantrism. As a priest, the vajricirya fulfilled his 
expected role in the performance of the required 
pzijis of the enshrined images of the vihdras, the 
supervision of socio-religious affairs of his com- 
munity, and his attendance on the domestic rites 
of his client families. 

By the Malla Period, tantrism had become an 
all-pervasive force that colored alike Buddhist and 
Hindu  belief and practice. As previously discussed, 
the faiths may have had distinct names, Buddha- 
mirga and Sivam5rga, but in essence they had be- 
come one. In  the tantric climate then prevailing, 
respect for religious leaders was no longer based 
on their competence in doctrine and Sanskrit, but 
in their wonder-working powers as magicians. 
Nepalese folk history abounds with tales of the 
mystic-magical exploits of renowned vajriciryas 
like Jamana Guvaju or his Brahman counterpart, 
Lambakirna Bhatta. Such practitioners were be- 
lieved to be able to fly, to appear and disappear, 
to foretell the future, animate the inanimate, and, 
especially, through their special skills coerce the 
gods. Siddhinarasimha, it is said, was so impressed 
by one vajr ic irya  who had defeated some jugglers 
by his display of magic skills that he awarded him 
a landholding in his ~api ta1. l '~  Even now at Mu- 
sun-bahal, Kathmandu, one may still see the 
charred doorway of the house of another vajri-  
cdrya, testimony to the onetime owner's magical 
powers. This vajrricarya, so i,t is told in Musun- 
bahal, had gone on some mission to Tibet. About 
to drink a cup of tea in the sedate company of a 
renowned lama, the vajrdcdrya suddenly perceived 
that his house in Nepal was on fire. Quickly dash- 
ing the tea to the ground, the Nepali tantric's 
powers were such that the single cupful fell as a 
copious rain over distant Musun-bahal, quenching 
the fire and saving the house in which his descend- 
ants still dwell.1'" 

By the Malla Period, the familiar p n t h e o n  of 

in the Ilrahmanicnl chronicle (Hasrat 1970:81), and with 
the addition of picrurcsque details in "The Advent~~res of 
Surnt Rajrn" (Kesnr 1-all 19G6:41-4~) .  



Nepal Mandala had become enormously swollen 
wi,th the introduction of new Vajraysna deities and 
supplementary tantric manifestations of the old 
ones."" In a notion familiar to Hindus but elabo- 
rated by Buddhists, the tantric gods were charac- 
teristically imagined as having numerous heads, 
human and animal, and multiple limbs by which 
they could display as many symbols and gestures 
as their nature and activity demanded."' The gods' 
dual nature, benign and terrifying, was expressed 
in scores of images, particularly as complex bronzes 
or as occupants of elaborate cosmic paintings, often 
of mandala form (Plate zoo). When in a threaten- 
ing mood, the gods wore tormented expressions, 
with staring, blood-shot eyes and grimacing mouths 
from which might protrude forked tongues and 
tusks (Plates 357, 465, 478-480). Their hair on end 
and aureoled with flames, these fearful gods, famil- 
iars of the cremation grounds, wore terrible orna- 
ments of skulls and bones, severed heads and 
hands, and flayed skins, human and animal. Even 
relatively benign looking dakinis and yoginis could 
display with equanimity their own severed head, 
as from their gushing trunk they quenched their 
companions' thirst (Plate 544)122 Typically, the 
tantric gods carried a chopper poised above a hu- 
man skull cup imagined filled with human flesh 
or blood. In agitated postures, they stood upon 
their distinctive vehicles or ,trod beneath their 
dancing feet corpses that might be personifications 
of ignorance, often in the form of Hindu  gods. 
And hidden away on the upper floors of the vi- 
hiras or in the household chapels were the eroti- 
cally entwined guhya (secret) images symbolizing 
the metaphysical notion of the union of PrajEi 
and Upaya, but none the less graphic for all that 
(Plates 477, 478). In the considerable interchange 
between the Hindu and Buddhist pantheons, in 
general the Buddhists did the greatest borrowing, 

''O Extremely conlplex, the essential pantheon of tantric 
Buddhism is common to Nepal and Tibet, and can best be 
approached through sucli studies as Mallniann 1975, Getty 
1962, and Gordon 1967. Other deities, like the personified 
dhi~.aliis,  for example, appear to be local, and for the most 
part await iconographical studies. Some idea of the diver- 
sity of the Nepali Vajrayinr pantheon may be obtained 
fro111 the elaborate iconography of Chusya-bahal, Kath- 
mandu, recently analyzed by van Kooij 1977. See also, 
Uuddhisagar Sharnla 1962. 

but the iconographic influences more often seem 
to have flowed the other way. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in tantric imagery, and particu- 
larly in that depicting ritual copulation. Used with 
abandon in Buddhist iconography, copulating pairs 
entered the Hindu repertory very late, and with 
restraint, largely to represent the union of Siva and 
Sakti (Plate 512)  .I2" 

Reflecting the emphasis that the female principle 
had come to assume in tantrism, Vajrayina wor- 
ship included a host of female divinities. But in the 
syncretic religious atmosphere of Nepal Mandala, 
their concepts, cults, and manifestations became in- 
extricably tangled with that of the Brahmanical 
Mitrkas, the subject of the following chapter. So 
also were entangled the Hindu Bhairava and the 
Buddhist Mahakila. 

Mahakila, the Great Black One, began to com- 
mand a cult of considerable importance in Malla 
Nepal (Plates 479, 480). T o  Buddhists he is one of 
the Eight Terrible Ones, a Defender of the Law. 
Characteristically, he is a guardian of the vihara 
buildings and, opposite the anomalous Ganeia, is 
inevitably installed in a niche in the uihira entry 
vestibule. In his role as defender and guardian, 
Mahikrila is one of the chief protectors of all the 
other Valley gods, a task he shares with Sankata 
Bhairava of Te-bahal, Kathmandu. In the Kath- 
mandu Valley, representations of Mahikila rarely 
conform exactly to his textual description, and 
often incorporate aspects that are rightly those of 
other divinities: Samvara, Hevajra, and Heruka, 
emanations of Aksobhya. Conceptually related to 
Bhairava, from whom he probably derives, the 
Buddhist deity is teamed with Bhairava in prac- 
tice, shares aspects of his iconography, and the 
name Mah5kila, one of Bhairava's epithets. Like 
Bhairava, too, Nepalis conceive of Mahakila as a 
pitha devata', the temple of the Tundikhel Ma- 

Mallmann 1975:' 
1'' In these respects Nepali images are generally less ex- 

aggerated than their Tibetan counterparts. Even when 
loathson~e forms are demanded by the texts, Nepali artists 
seem particularly reluctant to show their goddesses thus, 
and while supplying them with gruesome symbols take 
care to keep the forms and faces attractive. The fierce 
Ugratsri, discussed in Chapter 11, is a case in point (Plate 

'99). 
' ? V a l  1974:101-'02. 
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hskila, Kathmandu, for example, representing his 
pithu, which is paired with a companion deochev 
inside the town. Thus it is often difficult, i f  not 
impossible, to distinguish the two deities. Icono- 
graphically, even the famous Kala Bhairava of the 
Kathmandu Darbar Square conforms as much to 
Samvara as to Bhairava (Plate 367). 

Like many other Vajrayana deities, Mahakiln's 
popul:irity developed in the Malla Period, the date 
of most of his known images. They are dotted here 
and there by the wayside and installed in every 
vihira; the one of greatest renown came to be the 
Mahiiklila enshrined on the Tundikhel, Kathman- 
du  (Plate 480). Hieratically posed on a prostrat: 
corpse, the obese and oil-blackened Great Black 
One is garlanded and crowned with skulls and ser- 
pents and carries his prescribed skull-emblazoned 
wand (khatuiriga) and gruesome chopper and 
skull cup. Twice a year he is further adorned with 
a girdle of human bones like that worn by many 
other fierce divinities, and at times by their priests 
(Plrrtes 478, 556, 562). Of indeterminate age, the 
image is probably a product of the Malla Period. 
It has a legendary origin instructive both with re- 
sprct to the Nepalese view of the oneness of the 
two MahSknlas, Saiva and Buddhist, and of the 
tantric climate in which the skill of the priest was 
pitted against the cunning of the gods. 

It  appears that a famous vajricirya-some say 
Jamana Guviju-was once grazing his goats on 
the Tundikhel. Chancing to see Mahiki la  cruising 
the sky road overhead, he thought it would be an 
excellent thing to get a god of such immense size 
and fearsome aspect to settle in  the Valley as a 
protector. Accordingly, he engaged an artisan to 
fashion an image in the likeness of the god he had 
seen, and through the power of his mantras forced 
the unwilling Mahakila to enter it. Mahikala pro- 
tested that it was wrong to imprison him by force 
because as Great Time, that is, Eternity (a second 
meaning of kala and applied to Siva), he must 
ceaselessly circle the earth. As an alternative, the 
deity proposed that every Saturday night he would 
inhabit the image, but otherwise be free to come 
and go as he chose. T h e  wise priest, well aware, 
as the Nepalese say, that "a one-eyed uncle is better 
than none," agreed to the god's proposal. Accord- 

ingly, even today, ~ i v a m ~ r g i s  or Huddhamirgis 
who want to be doubly certain that Mahakila hears 
their prayers make certain that their visits £211 on 
Saturday. The  choice of that day is very likely re- 
lated both to the conception of Mahakala as a 
pithu devati and to his presumed association with 
Sati~rn. traditionally a source of misfortune. Be- 
cause of his color, MahSkala is also often identified 
with Illihu, another of the Navagraha. For that 
reason also, black predominates as the color of 
offerings considered suitable to the Great Black 
One. 

In the Vajrayana context of Malla Nepal, the 
Buddhist pantheon was enormously enlarged, and 
new gods such as Mahakala came to swell i t .  Hut 
this did not diminish the luster of the familiar 
stupa, the Buddha Sikyamuni, the Five TathSga- 
tas, and the nontantric manifestations of the Bodhi- 
sattvas, of Vasudhara, Tars ,  and similar divinities 
(Plates 505,526). Traditional images of the Buddha 
Sikyamuni continued to be made and installed in 
the shrines, and the events of his mortal life pro- 
vided a common theme in Malla paintings and 
sculptures (Plates 481, 482). 

As a new development in the Malla Period, the 
c i~ l t  of the "Buddha of Fixed Light," Dipai~kara 
Buddha, achieved great popularity. Born on an 
island (duipa) to a miraculous display of lamps 
(dipa), Dipankara Buddha was one of the many 
predecessors of Gautama Buddha.12" In fact, it was 
he who foretold Gautama's coming. Once, in the 
course of Dipai~kara's worldwide progress to 
spread the Law, he encountered a Brahman 
youth who, unbinding his hair, spread it before 
Dipankara's feet. Treading upon it, Dipailkara 
announced the youth's destiny as Buddha Sakya- 
muni. But uniquely in Nepal and in the pe- 
riod of the Three Kingdoms, representations of 
this event invariably depict Dipankara standing 
not on the boy's hair but on the undulating body 
of a serpent, which vihuna-like appears to c x r y  
him along (Plates 175, 483). Tha t  this is indeed 
the intent is made clear by a legend,  reserved in 
manuscript, in which D i ~ a n k a r a  is referred to as 
"one who moves on a snake vehicle" (nigayina 
calumina) and "one who is carried by a snake" 
( a h i n i y ~ k a ) . ' ~ T h e  association of Dipankara I3ud- 

I ? '  Gctty 19Gz:rz-14. 125T11c manuscript, entitled Diparikara-uartr(-pafala, is 



dha with the nigas, demigods of great importance in 
Nepal Mandala, is explained in the following way. 
The  ncigas, it seems, had seized Prajiiipiramiti 
(Perfection of Wisdom, Knowledge) and selfishly 
held her in custody. But Dipahkara Huddha suc- 
cessfully wrested her away, and thus was able to 
spread the Buddhist doctrine to the world quarters. 

There are scores of Malla Period images of 
Dipankara Buddha in the Kathmandu Valley. 
Typically, the smaller images have wooden bodies 
with painted or cloth garments (or both), to 
which a gilt metal repoussC head and hands are 
affixed (Plate 484). Large images typically have 
head and hands fastened to a hollow basketry tor- 
so, concealed with clothing and ornaments, permit- 
ting its animation by a man within at the periodic 
reenactment of Dipankara's travels to spread the 
Law (Plates 500, 501). Traditionally, the donor of 
such an image was supposed to spend the day of 
cotlsecration inside the image. Afterwards he could 
keep the Dipailkara image at home or, preferably, 
install it in a vihara, often one he had expressly 
constructed to receive it. Such images figured 
among the most common offerings to the uihiras, 
some of which possess a dozen or more. Many are 
carried to Svayambhu for the yearly celebration of 
the Buddha's birthday (Plate 496). Their usual 
place is the vihira's side chapels but, exceptionally, 
Dipankara occupies the chief shrine, as in  Patan's 
Dipavati-vihira (Plates 485,486). T h e  Patan image 
may qualify as one of the earliest of the Nepalese 
Dipankaras, if an undated inscription said to be 
on the image permits us to assign it to the thir- 
teenth century."' 

T h e  cult of Dipankara Buddha achieved little 
popularity in India, except in Gandhara, whence it 
spread to Central Asia and China. Given the rela- 
tively late date of its prominence in Nepal, the 
Dipankara cult very likely came from this direc- 
tion. Since Dipankara Buddha is considered, 

an uncataloged work in the Nepalese Arch~ves, probably 
from the seventeenth century, but copied from an earlier 
version. Its existence, together with a translation of the 
revealing passage, was kindly comn~unicated to me by 
Deepak Bhattacharyya, Calcutta. 

lZG D. Regmi rgG6:part r ,  595. 615; part 3. inscr. 21 (rr- 
12). 

lZ i  Pal 1974:figs. 194-197. 

:among uthcr things, to he a protector of mer- 
chants, one can suppose he came into fashion in 
the pcriotl of the l'hree Kingdoms as the patron 
of Newar traders who then so diligently plied the 
Tibet trade. 

In thc Malla Period, thc cult of the Hodhisattva 
AvalokiteSvara flourished as before. Rv then. i f  not 
earlier, he had become the patron of Nepal Mandala 
in the form of Riito Matsyendranitha, a svncretic 
deity whose cult will be explored in a later chap- 
ter. T o  AvalokiteSvara's familiar forms, repre- 
sented in images typologically little removed from 
the Dhvaka-bahal relief,'" were added many that 
were previously unknown. One of these was 
~kadaiamukha'~valokitcSvara,  the compassionate 
god of eleven heads; others were AmoghapiSa 
(Plate 200) and Cintimani LokeSvara.lz* The  lat- 
ter seems to be a Nepali invention which, as a god 
of wealth, can probably be traced to the Uray, the 
Newar Buddhist merchant-trader caste. 

Hv the beginning of the Malla Period, the cult of 
Vajrapini, who once seems to have vied with 
Avalokiteivara in Valley favor, had begun to wane. 
But that of MaiijuSri waxed in its place. According 
to legends crystallized in the Svayambhu-purina, 
MafijuSri came to the Valley from China to fulfill 
the destiny of S ~ a v a m b h i j . ' ~ ~  H e  drained the lake, 
made Svayambhu-in-the-Form-of-Light (JyotirB- 
pa) approachable, and after the design of his val- 
iant sword Chandrahas, created and peopled in his 
own name, Maiiju (sweet), a great city (pauana), 
the Mafijupattana o t  legend, primordial Kathman- 
du. As such MaiijuSri became a Buddhist culture 
hero. His name is attached to many places, such as 
MaiijuSri-vihira, Kathmandu, where he is said to 
have rested from his labors of city-building, or 
Tham-bahil, his miraculous spontaneous creation. 
There are many images of Maiijuiri of Malla date, 
but his principal manifestation is in the form of 
his footprints near Svayambhunitha, where his 

lZS Pal 1975:figs. 16-20; 1966; 1967; ~ $ 8 .  
IZWitra  1971:247ff.; Hodgson 1971:part I ,  115.120. 

Mafijuiri is of Indian origin, but in the course of his in- 
troduction into China he seems to have been absorbed so 
completely into the cult of a local deity that even in India 
he was often considered a northern importation (Mall- 
mann 1g64:16-17; Livi rgog:~, 330.340; Cetty 1462:110- 
111; Rhattacharyya 1968:roo). 
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cult is merged with that of Sarasvati, his Brahman. 
ical alter ego. 

T H E  CONTEMPORARY S C E N E  

The  Kathmandu Valley of the twentieth century 
is rich with souvenirs of its once glorious Buddhist 
past. This is evident in the hundreds of stupas and 
vihiras,  the thousands of votive caityar, the untold 
numbers of Buddhist images in stone, metal, wood, 
and paint, a treasure of manuscripts, and in the 
customs and behavior of an important and color- 
ful segment of its people. In  Patan alone there are 
still to be found 155 sites called vihiras,  and there 
remain almost a hundred in rapidly modernizing 
Kathmandu (Maps 7, 8). There are even a few 
in Hinduized Bhaktapur, and one or more in 
many Newar villages.'30 In  Patan and to a lesser 
extent in Kathmandu, the v i h i r a s  are so numerous 
in relation ,to the adjacent houses that one feels as 
if they were the fundamental urban matrix, the 
houses and temple squares merely occupying the 
leftover space. In Patan, particularly, the v i h i r a s  
comprise a human warren, where by means of nar- 
row alleys and covered passageways one can pass 
among them, rarely having to leave the sacred 
domain. In the older, eastern part of the city there 
is often not a hundred feet between one v i h i r a  

and another, and sometimes two and three share 
common walls. One  can hardly imagine what Pa- 
tan and Kathmandu were like when their v i h i r a s  

were being constructed and kept in repair by the 
busy hives of monastic activity they enclosed. 

T h e  uihuras, whose physical remains I have 
described previously (Chapter 6; Plates 142-179) 

I 3 O  I inventoried the city vihiras in n site-by-site canvass 
in the summer of 1970. While twenty-two of the Patan 
vihiras are merely family shrines, as are a few of the 
ninety-three uihciras of Kathmandu, the vast majority are 
actual uihira quadrangles, some of which once served as 
bona fide monasteries. It is possible that vihciras were once 
equally numerous in Bhaktapur, but that a conscious Hin- 
duization of the old capital from the mid-fourteenth cen- 

' 

tury effaced all but a remnant, the twenty-three extant 
sites. 
'" The sociology of the vilriras is a subject far too corn- 

plex to treat in the present context, but see Allen 1973 for 

are no longer monasteries, but remain an impor- 
tant institution in contemporary Buddhist life. 
They are Buddhist centers where individual, fam- 
ily, and community events transpire and where, 
in effect, the preserved shrines serve as Buddhist 
temples. In Patan and Kathmandu, the v ih i ras  are 
organized into two main divisions: there are eight- 
een chief v i h i r a s  in each city, independent of each 
other, but to each of which is attached a varying 
number of the remaining v i h i r a s  as dependents. In 
the case of Patan, some of the dependencies are in 
nearby Chobar and Kirtipur villages, once part of 
the Patan Kingdom. If the Bhaktapur v i h i r a r  were 
similarly organized into chief and branch vihirar ,  

there is no apparent trace. Each Nepali u ih i ra ,  
chief or branch, has a particular membership, still 
called a s a m g h a ,  and within it a hierarchy of office, 
the privilege and duties of which depend on social 
rank-that is, whether one is a Vajracharya or a 
Shakya-age, and many other factors.1s1 

All of the v i h i r a s  have two names, a formal one 
in Sanskrit, often debased, combined with the 
word v i h i r a  or m a h i v i h i r a ,  and a popular one 
combined with the local equivalent, b a h i  or bahi  
(Nepali, b a h i l ,  bahil) .  T h e  Sanskrit names derive 
variously from location (for example, Daksina-vi- 
hira, the Southern Monastery), doctrinal associa- 
tions (Sukhavati- or Sthavirapitra-vihira), a par- 
ticular feature (Suvarna- [golderi] vihira),  famous 
Indian monasteries (VikramaSila), and especially 
a donor's name (Riijakrta- or Bhaskarakirti-vihi- 
ra).'32 Theoretically, but not in practice, the suffix 
v i h i r a  denotes a foundation dedicated in the name 
of an ordinary mortal, the suffix m a h i v i h i r a  
(great monastery) in the name of a Buddhist 
Llsaint.VlI39 

an introduction. As institutions, the vihiras and their 
sarlighas are in urgent need of study while there still re- 
main within them elders who can help reconstitute the 
fast-disappearing Buddhist past. 

In  this context, the recurrent Sanskrit word / ( J . ~ L I  

means "built by"; k i d ,  kirtarta (glory, fame, mentioning) 
has been employed since Licchavi times to designate col- 
lectively any foundation-dharntaiili, fountain, vihira, 
ant1 so on--offered for the benefit of others (D. Vajra- 
charya rg73:180-181, 209). 

I" Hodgson 197r:part I, 53. 
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Vihira nicknames are almost always short, of 
one or two syllables, either derived from the San- 
skrit name, the location, or from an event con- 
nected with the vihrirn. T h e  Karuniipura-vihira of 
Kathmandu, for example, for a reason that can no 
longer be explained, is familiarly known as Musya- 
bahal, the "monastery of baked soy beans." Simi- 
larly, Muktipura-vihiira becomes Mukum-bahal; 
Harsacaitya-vihira, Haku-bahal, and so on. Al- 
though I diligently tried to collect the formal 
names of all the vihiras, and append them to loca- 
tion maps 7-9, they must be taken with the pro- 
verbial grain of salt. There are relatively few vi- 
hiras about which there is full agreement respect- 
ing the Sanskrit name. Even the priest in charge 
of the shrine and the vihira's inhabitants often dis- 
agree among themselves, claim a name different 
from that appearing in inscriptions on  the prem- 
ises, or insist that the vihira has only a common 
name. This explains why the names in my lists 
may not agree with those published el~ewhere.'~' 

The  architectural differences between a bahi and 
a bahi cannot be satisfactorily correlated with insti- 
tutional differences, past or present. The  term bahi 
is variously claimed as the diminutive of bahi 
or as a derivative from bihira (Nepali, outside) 
because they were "outside" family life or, alter- 
natively, were those inhabited by hermits "outside" 
the cities.I3' Hodgson seems to distinguish the bahi 
and bahi as "great and common vihiras," that is, 

134 Shakya 1956a; Snellgrove 1961 :I  16-120. 
135 Rosser 1966:126; Wright 1$6:16r. 

Hodgson 1971:part I,  53n. The  entry is by no means 
clear; he may also mean to say that the bahi encloses a 
caitya, a bahi a kutigir ,  that is, a shrine normally dedi- 
cated to divinities other than the Five Tathigatas (Dhyini 
Buddhas); see also Hodgson 1971:part I ,  30. 

'"Rosser 1966:126; Hodgson 1971:part I ,  5 2 n  This 
view is supported by the observation of Allen 19754 that 
Shakyas living in bahils were regarded as slightly inferior 
to those who dwelt in bahils. 

'38 So I have heard from informants, and so reports 
Kath7natidu Valley 1975:1, 51. I was not able to secure a 
satisfactory definition for the expression gatidlircri- or 
gandhirli-dyo. Presumably it derives from Sanskrit gim-  
dhili-deva, a term encountered from time to time in 
Nepali sources. According to Monier-Williams 18gg:s.v., 
grin2 is the accusative form of go, cow; dhil i ,  powder or 
dust. There is no entry for gcirndhili, but godhili is de- 

mahavihrira and vihira.'" Rosser assigned the 
bahi to the bhikubare, a class which, i f  it ever 
existed as a separate entity, was socially inferior to 
Sikya-bhiksus.'a7 Some Nepalese Buddhists hold 
that the bahi werc schools lor novices; others claim 
them ;IS vihrirar in which a bahi-dyo (Dipahkara 
Buddha) is installed; still others define them as 
vihdras consecrated to gandhuri-dyo.'" To add to 
the confusion, Rosser suggests that they may bc a 
recent institution, while those who inhabit them 
frequently assert that they are the more ancient."' 
Finally, there is no agreement concerning whether 
the all-important rite of tonsure may be performed 
in the bahi. 

The  definitons of a bahi are for the most part 
contradictory, and some are patently erroneous. 
Traditionally, at least, all vihirar, bahi and bahi, 
were similarly "outside" family life, and few of 
either type lay "outside" the cities. There is no 
contemporary evidence to support any special con- 
nection of the bahi with Dipankara Buddha, 
images of which are to be found as accessories in 
almost all vihiras; likewise, gandhuri-dyo is found 
in both types of vihira. Nor is there anything to 
suggest that one is an older institution than the 
other; both types are represented among vihiras 
that may qualify as Licchavi foundations-Ca- 
bahil and Uku-bahal, for example. T h e  only thing 
that may now be said with certainty is that the 
bahi and bahi are architecturally very distinct, and 

fined as "earthdust," that is, haze, with the general con- 
notation of a pale, unrisen, or setting sun. How the idea 
relates to the Nepali g i n ~ d h i l i  deity, if at all, I cannot 
say. We know from an inscription, I~owe\rer, that in N.S. 

508 Jye$!ha (A.D. 1388), a g i n ~ d h i r l i b h a ~ ~ i r a ~ a  was in- 
stalled in Lagan-bahal, Kathmandu (Rajvarnshi 1965b), 
thus exploding the theory that such deities werc exclusive 
to bahils. Another inscription, said to be in thc courtyard 
of Guita-bahil, Patan, informs us that Siddhinarasimha 
installed a gandhiclibhattiraka in a "newly constructcd 
tenlple" (D. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 275). It cannot have 
referred to the bahil shrine itself, which long predates 
Siddhinarasimha and enshrines Dipankara Buddha (Plates 
485, 486). The king's gimdhil ibhat( ira~a is identified as 
Maitreya; the one in Lagan-bahal appears to be an image 
of the Buddha. 

139Arnong whom is Sudarshan, a well-informed and 
highly literate monk of Gaoa-bahal, Kathmandu. 
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that no bahi qualifies as a chief vihira; as an edu- 
cated guess, the bahi may well have been a school 
for novices. 

The  vihiras are the prescribed venue for the per- 
formance of the rite of tonsure, a sarnskdra by 
which Vajracharya and Shnkya youths symboli- 
cally accept the rites and duties of monkhood (and 
for the former, priesthood), and thus confirm their 
caste status. The  rites must be performed in a 
chief vihdra, and specifically the one in which these 
same rites were performed for one's ancestors. This 
is true no matter in what vihira the youth or his 
family now reside or worship, or how far they may 
live from the prescribed vihira, even i f  in a distant 
bazaar.'" 

For Shakyas the hair-cutting rite is known as 
bare-chuyegrr (Sanskrit, cudd-karma) and for Vaj- 
racharyas, kih-luyegu,  from dciryibhiseka, a tra- 
ditional rite of tantric yogins. In part, the two 
ceremonies correspond. T h e  rite may be performed 
for a solitary child but, for economic reasons, it is 
usually a group celebration. Ranging in age from 
mere babies to little boys, the fasting candidates 
are assembled in the vihira courtyard. There they 
are stripped, given a purificatory bath, and the head 
is ceremonially shaved (Plate 487). Each newly 
tonsured child is then garbed with a monk's yel- 
low robe, invested with a stafl and begging bowl, 
whispered a secret mantra, and exhorted to observe 
celibacy and strict monastic discipline (Plate 488). 
This he does for four days, even symbolically beg- 
ging his meals, albeit sometimes in his mother's 
arms. Finally the "monk" returns to the vihira, 
announces that he does not find monkhood con- 
genial, and requests, and receives, release from his 
vows. H e  then returns permanently to secular life. 

For  a Vajracharya youth, further rites are neces- 
sary by which he is initiated into the rights and 
duties of the priesthood (which very likely he will 
never follow). At  that time he is invested with 
the vajra and ghanti (bell), one the symbol of 
absolute power and the male principle, the other 
the symbol of impermanence and the female prin- 
ciple. Until he completes this stage of his initiation, 
he holds only the rank of a bhiksu. If he fails to 

Some Buddhists maintain that the rite can be per- 
formed in  a tahi,  none of which qualify as a chief uihira. 

con~plete it, he remains one permanently, irrevoca- 
bly forfeiting not only his own status as a vajrz- 
cirya, but that of his descendants. 

Theoretically, in the belief that vajriciryar de- 
scended from Urahmans, the latter can become 
vajriccivyas, and anyone who submits to tonsure 
and takes the monk's vows can become a bhiksu. 
Rut whereas even into the nineteenth century there 
were many instances of Brahmans being inducted 
as vajriciryas, this is an unheard-of practice today, 
and for centuries there have been no bona fide 
admissions to the "monkhood." In effect, the 
vandya is a completely closed caste. T h e  vajri- 
c i r ~ ~ a ' s  only mobility is downward into the bhiksus, 
and the latter are essentially without mobility in 
either direction. 

T h e  ceremony of tonsure is one of the most pic- 
turesque, and touching, of Nepalese rites to ob- 
serve, as little boys cheerfully submit to a host of 
indignities heaped upon them by their elders. But 
that these elders have no understanding of the 
mockery they make of Buddhism, once the glory 
of the Kathmandu Valley, is saddening. Justifica- 
tion for the mime is said to be provided by the 
sacred texts: this is apparent in an account of an 
alleged renunciation of monkhood by King ~ i v a -  
deva 11, the probable founder of Uku-bahal. 

Sivadeva-barma . . . became a bhikshu. Four days 
after becoming a bhikshu, the Raja told his Guru 
that it was impossible for a man, who had en- 
joyed the comforts and luxuries of a king, to lead 
that kind of life. H e  therefore begged him to 
show him some means, by which he could live 
comfortably in this world, and yet obtain salva- 
tion in the next. "It is written," replied the Guru, 
"in the Dharma-sastra, that a bhikshu can return 
to the Grihastha mode of life, and is then called 
a Bajradhrik or Rajracharya. Also, that those who 
are descendents of Sakya Muni, are after the ten 
sanskaras or ceremonies, Bandyas or Bhikshus, 
and they can also worship Kulieswara, and still 
lead a grihastha life." Having said this, the Guru 
took off the ochre-dyed cloth from the Raja's 

I f  so, these uandya may be descendants of the disaffected 
sector reported by Rosser 1966. 



body, and performed the ceremony of Acharya- 
bhisheka."' 

In this context it may be noted that many Siv;l- 
mi rg i  boys go through a very similar ceremony re- 
lated to the first of the four diramas, or ideal stages 
of life, the vratabandha (colloquially, bartaman), 
literally, "tying into the regulations" (Plate 489). 
Traditionally, this was the time when the Brih- 
macirin should live with a teacher and learn the 
Vedas. But more practically, in modern Nepal this 
stage of life is compressed illto a day. After cere- 
monial preparation, including partial tonsure, the 
candidate is "taught" the Vedas in an hour and, if of 
accepted caste, is invested with three of the six 
threads composing the sacred cord (yajfiopavita). 
Then, shouldering a deerskin and bundle on a 
stick, the youth symbolically begs for his keep, re- 
turns to his guru, becomes a graduate, listens to 
the convocational address in Sanskrit (of which 
neither guru nor disciple may understand a word), 
acquires the final three sacred threads, resumes 
ordinary dress, and goes home. 

Despite the secularization of the vihiras as resi- 
dences and workshops for the vandya and their 
families, the vihiras are still of fundamental im- 
portance as religious institutions. Each has con- 
served its shrines and, if one by one accessory 
images have decayed or slipped away into foreign 
collections, the principal images are still in place. 
In all except the most derelict vihiras, the main 
ground-floor shrine is opened for worship at least 
for a while every morning.14' T h e  ceremonial pu j i  
of the principal deity, usually a Buddha or a 
Bodhisattva, is performed by a vajrddrya selected 
on a rotational basis from qualified members of 
the vihira's samgha. Known colloquially as guwa- 
ju (guviju, gubhaju, guru-ju), the vajrdcdrya also 
serves as priestly intermediary for persons of the 
locale who come to tender offerings and secure the 
deity's blessing (Plate 490). Rich and important 
vihiras like Hiranyavarna-mahivihira (Kva-ba- 

141 Wright 1966:8687. 1 was not able to find an ex- 
planation for the name Kulieswara. 

l d 2 1  was not able to gather trustworthy information 
respecting the worship of the esoteric deity enshrined in 
the overhead igama. 

Even a century ago, Bendall 1974:s observed that 
the priests were ignorant of Sanskrit and used the manu- 

hal), I'atan, hnvc more than one daily worship, 
and thc oficiating vajracdrya even enjoys thc serv- 
ice of acolytes. I n  poor and decadcnt viharas like 
Naksal-bahal, Kathmandu, the vajracdrya (in this 
instance appointed by the state, but no longer paid 
by it) merely comes each morning out of devotion 
to care for the deity, since there are almost no wor- 
shipers and no signihcant offerings or other emolu- 
ments of office. But even there and in similarly 
abandoned and decaying viharas, at least one dcv- 
otec somehow daily contrives to render thc deity 
a fresh flower or a thimbleful of rice. 

There are no longer to be found in the Nel>aIesc 
vihiras monks whose mastery of doctrine and 
Sanskrit can vie, as in the past, with that of Indian 
scholars, like those who were once eagerly sought 
ac teachers by the Tibetans. Their replacements, 
the vandya caste, secure in their inherited position, 
have no need to read the sacred texts and arc no 
longer able to. Their grasp of Buddhist doctrine is 
minimal, at best. Manuscripts that were once the 
glory of Nepal are ritually thumbed, and have been 
transposed into cult objects of even less significance 
than the mute vajra or tinkling g h a n , ~  (Plates 491, 
493).li3 Some texts, like the magnificent volumes 
of blue paper lettered in silver and gold at Tham- 
bahil, Kathmandu, are ceremonially opened only 
during the yearly exposition of vihira relics, when 
they are reluctantly and briefly exposed to the gaze 
of the pious, or curious, in return for cash. Others 
are not only sealed by the priests' inability to com- 
prehend them, but are physically sealed, because 
they are considered of such potency that, like Pan- 
dora's box, they must not be opened. Scholar Hem 
Raj Shakya, for example, devoted many months 
to convincing his own caste brethren to open a 
palm-leaf manuscript to enable him to study the 
c~lophon. '~ '  

Knowledge of Buddhist doctrines has ceded to 
ritualism. The  highest values are placed on the 
vajricdrya's mitre, the bhiksu's red cap, or the twin 

scripts only as objects of worship, an opinion supported 
by Hodgson's remark (1971:part I ,  14) that persons who 
possessed manuscripts, or parts of them, as heirlooms 
"were content to offer to sealed volumes the silent homage 
of their puji (worship)." 

14" Shakya and Vaidya 197o:colophon 8 (15). 
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staffs of priestly office, vajra and ghantd, held in 
hands that repeat mudris  that have for the most 
part long lost meaning (Plates 492, 493). Such 
manuscripts as are read at all serve primarily as 
guides to ritual and, like other symbols of office, 
help set the priest apart from and above the lay 
community. As a disillusioned priest spoke of his 
peers a century ago, "the Tantras and Dhiiranis, 
which ought to be rend for their own salvation, 
they read only for the increase of their stipend and 
from a greedy desire of money."145 But this harsh 
judgment should not imply that the priests are 
venal. It  is merely that today most are ignorant, 
and being a priest or his assistant is much a job 
like any other. Few engage in it as a full-time pro- 
fession, but turn to a variety of occupations, pref- 
erably but by no means exclusively white-collar or 
skilled artisanry. It should be borne in mind that 
many persons named Vajracharya and Shakya, 
among whom are to be found brilliant scholars, 
serve in no sacerdotal capacity at all. 

T h e  condition of the Buddhist doctrine in  mod- 
ern Nepal is perhaps best revealed by the responses 
of the above-quoted priest to Hodgson's twenty- 
point questionnaire on Buddhist phil~sophy. '~'  
Even more succinctly, it is summed up in the an- 
swer to the question, "what is the difference be- 
tween Mahiylna and Vajrayiina Buddhism?" that 
I once put to a Shakya reputed for his learning. 
"The only difference," he observed, "is that Ma- 
hiiyinists can eat before doing their puji while the 
latter must fast until afterward." 

Among the myriad of cult objects now familiar 
to Buddhists in the Kathmandu Valley, none com- 
pares in cultural importance with Svayambhi, the 
Self-Created or Self-Existent (Figure 27; Plates 2, 
26,27,2:7,223,225,494,495). Like Pas'upati among 
Brahmanical sites, Svayambhii is not only one of the 
most venerable Buddhist sites, but the most sacred. 
Although its worshipers know nothing of King 
V~sadeva and his pious deed of long ago, they are 

Hodgson 1971:part I, 52. 
1 4 0  lbid., 41-53. 
14' It is to be speculated whether the flame on the water 

part of the legend may have any connection with the 

aware from the familiar legends of the S v a y a m b h ~ -  
plrrdna how exceedingly ancient and miraculous in 
nature is the stupa. For Svayambhi chose to malli- 
fest himself in the midst of Kilihrad, or Nigavisa, 
the lake that filled the Valley before man, or even 
Pas'upati, dwelt therein. Of flame,''' or alternately 
an image of crystal "one cubit high," Svayambhi- 
in-the-Form-of-Light (Jyotiripa) emanated from 
a resplendent lotus "as large as the wheel of a char- 
iot. It had ten thousand golden petals. It ha.d dia- 
monds above, pearls below, and rubies in the mid- 
dle. Its pollen consisted of jewels. Its seed lobes 
were gold, and stalks lapis-lazuli." In time, how- 
ever, the compassionate Bodhisattva MafijuSri, find- 
ing the lake "full of monstrous aquatic animals 
and the temple of Svayambhi almost inaccessible, 
opened with his sword the . . . valleys" and drained 
the lake. Then the Bodhisattva Vajrasattva, "fear- 
ing that wicked men in the Kiliyuga, would steal 
away the jewels of Svayambhi and destroy his 
image, concealed him under a slab of stone." At 
last there came to the celebrated holy site the king- 
turned-bhiksu, Santairi or S a n t i k a r i ~ i r ~ a ,  who 
raised over the hidden Svayambhii a stupa 
"studded with gems, and having a golden wheel 
a t ta~hed.""~ 

T h e  legendary stupa of Santikaricirya, alas, is no 
longer to be seen, or that of V~sadeva-for the 
Svayambhii of today, no less than the temple of 
Paiupati or of Changu Nir iyana,  is but the end 
product of a long succession of stupas that have 
crowned the hill. Suffering the ravages of time and 
storm, fire and quake, war and neglect, Svayambhi 
with each significant repair has been modified to 
conform to the then existing doctrinal develop- 
ment. In each instance, however, in accordance 
with stupa building everywhere, the primitive 
monument must not have been replaced, but mere- 
ly encased. 

Although certain repairs and perhaps enlarge. 
ments must have been carried out in Licchavi 
times, the first certain account of such a restoration 
occurs in A.D. 1129, as recorded in an inscription 
adjacent to the stupa.14' Probably the most exten- 

flaming pond that so entranced the Chinese travelers 
Wang Hsiian-t's; and Hsiian-tsang. 

Suayambhi-purri?~a (Mitra 1971 246-252). 
Shakya and Vaidya 197o:inscr. I (55-56) (who, 



sive renovation took place in 1372 when, with the 
permission of King Arjunadeva and his aspirant 
successor, Sthitimalla, the mahipiztra of Kathman- 
du  repaired the stupa almost a quarter-century af- 
ter its sack by the mu slim^."^ It  may be that the 
stupa's basic form as we know it today, with direc- 
tional chapels and towering finial, was fixed at 
that time.'" But many renovations and repairs 
followed this major restoration, each of which 
must have occasioned certain further modifications 
or elaborations. T h e  distinctive prayer wheels and 
broad ambulatory, for example, were Tibetan in- 
novations of the present century. 

One of the most frequent repairs has been either 
to replace the central wooden shaft, the yasti, or to 
repair the elaborate finial attached to it. Jyotir- 
malla inscribed himself as bowed beneath the 
weight of the fame he had gained in restoring the 
top of Svayambhu, and we know from an in- 
scribed pata that his son, Yaksamalla, did the 
same.'" From another inscribed pala, we learn 
that the finial, or a part of it, was replaced in A.D. 

1565 by the mahipatras Nara-, Udhava-, and Pu- 
randarasimha of Patan (Plates 26, 495); thirty 
years later Sivasimha, while making "bounteous 
offerings" to the Brahmans, repaired the stupa 
again, and replaced the central beam.lS3 After an- 
other fifteen years, the top of the stupa was struck 
by lightning which once more necessitated Siva- 
simha's intervention.15' I n  the reign of his succes- 
sor, Laksminarasimha, "Syamarpa Lama came 
from Bhot [Tibet], and renewed the garbhakath 
[yasti] of Swayambhu . . . and gilt the images of 

the deities."l5" quarter-ccntury afterward, Laks- 
minarasirpha's son, Pratsparnalla, had to again rc- 
pair the stupa.'" In 1680, a diarist records that a 
"mad man" scaled the stupa at night and dir- 
mantled a part of thc harmiki,167 which was rc- 
placed only to be struck down by a storm a few 
years later.IEn In 1751, again a Tibetan lama came 
to supervise repairs to Svayarnbhi, the cost to be 
met by JayaprakH6amalla, and the great central 
beam to be supplied by Prithvi Narayan Shah."' 
These repairs consumed thirty-nine kilograms of 
gold, 3,500 of copper, and for the consecration cerc- 
monies, a large quantity of musk. Another in- 
scribed pafa records repairs or a donation to Sva- 
yambhii stupa in 1808,'" but in 1816, 

during a violent storm, its central beam was 
snapped in two . . . and the whole spire fell to 
the ground. . . . Some years elapsed before a new 
spire was built. At length, in 1825-26, great ef- 
forts having been made to collect the necessary 
funds, which were raised by a general subscrip- 
tion . . . assisted by contributions from Lhassa, 
a new beam was prepared from a tree felled in 
a forest to the north of Mount Sheopuri, and was 
brought by great labor to the summit of the 
Sambhunath hill. The  hemisphere was cut into; 
the central chamber or garbh was opened; the 
remains of the old beam were taken out; the 
new one was firmly fixed in its place; the cham- 
ber was again permanently closed; the hemi- 
sphere rebricked up, and a new spire-the 
present one-erected. During the last thirty 
years, no extensive repairs have been required.'" 

however, overlooked the date, Nepal Samvat 249, re- 
corded at the top of the inscription). According to a 
communication from G. Vajracharya, an unpublished 
seventeenth-century t h y i ~ a p h r c  refers to an even earlier 
restoration in the reign of Harsadeva (ca. A.D. 1085-1099). 

I 5 O  D. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, inscr. 29 (21-24). 
15' That  chapels of some sort had already been affixed 

by at least the seventh century is suggested by the votive 
caityar of that period on which chapels con~monly appear. 

152D. Regmi 1965:part I,  422; Kramrisch 1964:151, 
plate 97. 

lS3 D. Vajracharya 196z:main part, 15; Wright lg66:143; 
D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 53. 
'" D. Vajracharya 1g6z:main part, 15. 
'" Wright 1966:146. 

15sKran1risch 1964:pI. 97. The p a p  was painted in 
Pratipalnalla's reign, but also records the earlier repairs 
of Yaksan~alla. 

Is' In N.S. 800 Philguna (D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 114). 

158 In N.S. 819 Vaii5kha (1699) (D. Regmi 1g66:part 2,  

'55). 
15' Ltvi 1go5:11, 5-6. 

Ic0 In the collection of the Asian Art Museum of San 
Francisco (Avery Brundage Collection), acc. no. B.6r.D. 
lo+. 

lG' Oldfield 188o:11, 222-223. A golden opportunity was 
lost to examine the cross section of the stupa, and par- 
ticularly the enclosed relics, which certainly would have 
further clarified the history of the monument. A similar 
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Nonetheless, Lac-Ion describes the state of decay 
he observed in 1908, when the stupa was in no 
better condition than when Oldfield had sketched 
i t  years before. Twenty years later it had been re- 
stored; together with subsequent repairs, this 
b r o ~ ~ g h t  the stupa to the nearly mint condition in 
which one finds it today.'"' 

T h e  imposing white mound of Svayambhi, 
aglitter with gilt, eyes beamed to the four corners 
of the Valley, crowns and dominates Singum 
or Sihyetigu, Cowtail Hill. Vysadeva's subjects 
must have leveled the summit to Facilitate the stupa 
construction-perhaps in pursuit of merit or per- 
haps ns ui5ti (forced labor). But at that time, and 
for long after, when it was a forest fort (vana- 
durga), the summit, except for the immediate 
stupa area, was wooded. It may well be Singum 
that W a n g  Hsiian-t'sf describes as an "isolated 
mountain covered with an extraordinary vegeta- 
tion; [with] temples . . . disposed there in num- 
erous storeys which one would take for a crown of 

But one by one, as the fame of Svayarn- 
bhu waxed, the trees have ceded to accessory 
gods, caityas, temples, vihriras and, of late, Tibetan 
gonpas (monasteries). Indeed, with the disappear- 
ance of the last tree in the early part of the cen- 
tury,'"' man and the gods have totally preempted 
the summit platform. For Svayambhi may perhaps 
be self-created, but it is no longer self-existent, an 
island unto itself as the origin legend would have 
it. Diverse deities jostle the stupa, crowd the great 
hilltop platform, everywhere dot the slopes below, 
and spread over its twin summit to the west. 

Curiously, and in surprising contrast to Pas'u- 
pati, only a few of the gods seem to have come 
to the hill in Licchavi times, unless we assume that 
the Muslim sack was so thorough as to destroy 
earlier manifestations. But this seems unlikely. In 
any event, with the exception of one or two minor 
images and some caityas, at Svayambhi there 
are no visible images of assured Licchavi date. 
Those of the Transitional Period are equally 
scarce. T h e  great majority of sculptures in bronze 

opportunity was lost when Dharrnadeva stupa, Chabahil, 
was opened in 1845 (Oldfield r880:11, 259). 

'"Landon 1928:1, 198; 11, 213 n. I ;  Oldfield 1880:11, 
plate lacing p. 219. 

Io3 Jayaswal 3936.242-243. 

and stone date from the Malla Period. Here at 
Svayambhi, as at so many places in the environs 
of Kathmandu. Pratipamalla's hand is particularly 
evident. It was as a prince, in company with his 
father, that he established the multipart colossal 
image of Aksobhya s t  the foot of the eastern stair- 
way-a sculptural technique emulated even less 
successfully by Prithvi Bir Rikram Shah in three 
similar images set further up the slope.'05 As king, 
Pratipamalla placed at the head of the stairs the 
enormous uajra-dhathu-mandala, an impressive gilt 
vajr-a borne on a stone mandala (Plate 223). T o  
Pratipamalla are also to be assigned the two tall 
iikharas flanking the vajra, named Pratipapura 
and Anantapura after himself and a consort, 
Ananta Priya, and dedicated to esoteric Vajrayina 
deities. 

Around the periphery of the platform are dhar- 
maiilris, secular habitations, the Tibetan gonpas, 
a balzil, and five special shrines, or "mansions" 
(pura) (Figure 27). T h e  foundation date of the 
five shrines is unknown, but they are very likely 
associated with the concept of the Vajrayana pen- 
tad, and are most likely products of the Transi- 
tional Period. They are claimed as the works of 
the legendary Santikaricirya, a figure intimately 
associated with S v a ~ a m b h u  legend. Three of the 
shrines are dedicated in the names of Vedic nature 
gods: wind, earth, and fire (Viyupura, Vasupura, 
and Agnipura [Plate 439]),lG6 and two to serpents. 
Of these, one is Niigapura, the other the mysterious 
Sintipura, a cave related to a heroic deed of Prati- 
pamalla to which I shall return in the final chapter. 
Near the western side of the stupa, and vying with 
it in popular appeal, is the temple of Hiirili (Plate 
225). Dedicated to the goddess of smallpox-Hi- 
riti to Buddhists, Sitali to Hindus-the deity at- 
tracts a never-ending stream of worshipers from 
far and wide. For  although there are many shrines 
to this dread goddess, she of Cowtail Hill  is by far 
the most revered. 

Still closer to the ancient flame or crystal image 
thought to be enclosed within the immense white 

lG4Landon 1928:1, 200. 

lG%. Vajracharya 1964b: 17-18. 
lG0The  deities bear the names of Vedic gods, but today, 

at least, are godlings who are worshiped accordingly. 
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rrnfla of the caitya are the Five Tath;?gatas, e:tch 
enshrined in a gilded niche spaced around the stupa 
together with their respective consorts and guardian 
animals (Plate 223). Moreover, in a most unusual 
occurrence, Vairocana, rather than imagined pres- 
ent in the center of the stupa, also enjoys a shrine 
adjacent to Aksobhya on ,the eastern side. But de- 
spite Akwbhya's popularity with the Nepalese, at 
Svayarnbhu the greatest devotion is tendered 
Amitibha, Boundless Light, the Buddha of the 
Present World who governs the western quarter. 
Even the beguiling monkeys who freely enjoy 
Svayambhu's domain wisely frequent the western 
side of the stupa, where they Fare well on the 
bountiful offerings bestowed on the two favorite 
gods, Hiriti/Sitali and Amitibha. Not unlike 
Brahmi, Svayambhu, the Self-Existent, is too lofty 
a concept to count much in the ordinary affairs of 
men. By contrast, Hiriti ,  Amitibha, and the other 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas whose images are scat- 
tered nearby are infinitely more approachable, and 
therefore the natural objects of devotion. 

Tolling up the narrow stairway to the white and 
gold stupa of Svayambhu have come the humble 
and the famous, priest and penitent, king and sub- 
ject, and a host of exalted siddhas and common 
monks from other lands. Among the siddhas, Va- 
subandhu, said to have come to Nepal in the 
fourth century, may have been one of the first. Of 
his successors we know little until the eleventh 
century, when history records that the Indian Ma- 
hisiddha Atila passed a year in the Kathmandu 
Valley, visited Svayambhij, and with royal assist- 
ance founded a monastery. W e  may also be certain 
that in the same century the Tibetan Drok-mi fre- 
quently visited the sacred site during the year he 
spent studying Sanskrit in Nepal Mandala. Sva- 
yambhu must always have been a favorite stop on 
the itinerary of the monks and yogins, Tibetan and 
Indian, as they passed to and from the monas- 
teries of Bengal and Bihar and those of the high 
plateaus to the north. 

lo7 They apparently missed the "considerable pieces of 
gold" that Father Ciuseppe r8or:jrq-315 reported that the 
troops of Prithvi Narayan Shah found around the "ton~bs" 
[stupas ?]  when digging fortifications on the sacred hill. 
lGR Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:121-122. A motor road 

now reaches to within a few hundred feet of the summit, 

Not all, however, have come to Svayarnbhu with 
devotion. The Khasas in their frequent incursions 
into the Valley seized Svayamhhu's wooded slopes, 
not from affection but to profit by its strategic locn- 
tion vis-A-vis I'atan, I)eopatan, and Kathmandu. 
The uoya (Maithili) must also have done so in 
the course of their long harassment of the Valley. 
The  army of Shams-ud-din swarmed over the sa- 
cred hill bent on loot and destruction, leaving the 
stupa a smoking ruin in their w~ke.''' I h t  even 
from this disaster, in time Svayambhh rose again 
to assert its premier place in Valley Buddhism. 

The people of Nepal, and more particularly, per- 
haps, the work-worn feet of the Jyapu, have most 
often climbed the formidable eastern stairway. 
Swinging baskets balanced at the ends of their no!, 
the Jyapu have come laden with offerings to the 
many Buddhist gods, bestowing on each a measure 
of hard-won rice, a fruit, or a flower, and beseeching 
divine protection in return (Plate 27). Indeed, with 
the possible exception of Svayambh6's occasional 
occupation by hostile forces, one would suspect that 
not a day had passed without the reverential cir- 
cumambulation of the stupa by pious worshipers. 
Moreover, for those aged and infirm who cannot 
undertake the arduous climb, there is a substitute 
tirtha, in keeping with the long-established tradi- 
tion in Nepal.lBR The  large stupa of Sighah-bahal, 
Kathmandu, doubles for the celebrated stupa; ad- 
jacent to it is a second Hir i t i  temple, a Santipura 
cave and related "mansions," a vihira, dharmaialis, 
dwelling units, and all the other significant fea- 
tures of Svayambhij conveniently brought to the 
capital city (Figure 28). 

If at all possible, however, it is to the real Svayam- 
bhij that the Nepalese go in joy and in sorrow. 
Here they assemble in joyous crowds to celebrate 
the arrival of spring, and here they feast to mark 
the closing of the Buddhist penitential month. At 
the stupa Buddha's birthday is celebrated year af- 
ter year,''' and every twelfth year the samyuk (al- 
ternately, samek, assembly), when images, paint- 

but even so one must still climb a steep stairway to reach 
the stupa itself. 

lG9 In his account of Rana persecution of Tibetan monks 
and would-be Nepalese followers, Dharmaloka 1950:Ir 
says that the birthday celebration, forbidden by the Ranas, 
was renewed about 1940. 
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ings, and other sacred objects are brought from all 
the vihiras to spend a day near the prestigious 
stupa (Plate 496). For the twelve-year ramyak cel- 
ebration, Vajracharyas and Shakyas converge on 
Svayambhi and its green slopes to participate in 
the traditional feast offered to them by the patron 
of the sumyak. For this &ti, the patron not only 
earns great merit, but the right a h w a r d s  to bear 
"Snmyak" as a title. Finally, when the Buddhist's 
life is done, it is most often to the foot of Singum 
that the funeral cortege winds. For there one may 
be assured that the smoke of the funeral pyre will 
mingle in its ascent to heaven with the incense 
incessantly tendered to the long-venerated stupa of 
Svayambhinitha. 

T o  Valley Buddhists, the event of greatest im- 
portance is the celebration of their sacred month, 
known in the Newari calendar as GClla or GClla- 
dharma.170 T h e  month is calculated from the first 
day of the waxing moon of Srlvana to the last day 
of the waning moon of Bhadra, a period normally 
corresponding to mid-July/mid-August. Buddhists 
devote the entire month to special ceremonies at 
home, in the vihiras, and at all the sacred sites of 
Buddhism in the Valley and beyond. Traditionally, 
each day begins with fasting and prayer, while the 
vandya and certain other caste groups are ex- 
pected to pay daily homage to Svayambhu (Plate 
497). This is usually done by groups, often gtrthi 
associations who, rushing on foot to the accompa- 
nying clash of cymbals and the thump of drums, 
complete their devotions before engaging in their 
day's work. Meanwhile, Buddhist women and 
girls fashion enormous numbers of clay votive 
images, inserting a grain of paddy in each as the 
soul ( i tman),  and striving to complete a hundred 
thousand by the end of the month. T h e  Buddhist 
priests make daily visits to the homes of their 

l i 0  Slusser 197za:6-9. 
lT1 Some infortnants claim that this occurs in the late 

evening of the same day, others the following morning. 
Of interest in terms of the historical division of Kath- 
rnandu into Yambu and Yangala, this right is vested in 
the priestly families of two uiliiras, one from Lagan-bahal, 
which 11as undisputed rights to the remaining offerings 
of all the southern half (kuane)  of Kathmandu, the other 
from Itum-bahal, which enjoys similar rights from Hanu- 

client families to officiate at special domestic rites 
and to collect their special dues. They also sit in 
the neighborhood pritis or the phalaca of the vihli- 
ras, reciting from memory or stumbling through 
the sacred texts and participating with others in 
the singing of devotional songs (bhajana). The 
month is also the traditional period for penitential 
fasting in the uihiras, a grueling rite especially ob- 
served by women. 

One  of the first important community ceremon- 
ies of the month is the celebration of Panch-dan 
(pificadina), the "Five Offerings" given to the 
vandya by lay Buddhists. Initiated at Patan, the 
ceremony is held later on in Kathmandu, Bhakta- 
pur, Deopatan, and, curiously, at Pulchok, a set- 
tlement on the very edge of Patan. Each Buddhist 
householder ritually prepares his home, setting up 
in it a temporary altar upon which are exposed the 
household images (together with Brahmi as a 
broom and the nigas as a twist of rope) (Plate 
499). In front of the altar are placed baskets or 
mounds of the five offerings: four cereal grains and 
salt. All day long the vandya of the city file through 
the pious Buddhist homes collecting their share of 
the offered alms. Most wear ordinary dress, but the 
vajr idryas sometimes wear their sacerdotal gowns 
and miter. Traditionally, a special vajricirya 
known as phu-bare (the last vandya) or kaya-bare 
(the last gift vandya), is the last to come. Sound- 
ing his symbolic bell to announce the end of 
Panch-dan, he touches the remaining consecrated 
food with his vajra and takes control over it.'" 

In  B h a k t a ~ u r ,  the Panch-dan ceremony is fur- 
ther enhanced by a procession of images of Di- 
pankara Buddha, each animated by a stalwart 
devotee within (Plates 500, 501). It  is said that for- 
merly scores of these images were taken out in 
procession in Bhaktapur, but today fewer than a 
half-dozen make their spectacular rounds in com- 
pany with the alms-seeking ~ a n d y a . ~ ' ~  

man Dhoka north ( thane ) .  Some say there is also a third 
family from Nhu-bahal, which also has rights to a part 
of the northern sector of the city. 

172  On the occasions I witnessed the procession there 
were only five, related perhaps to the concept of the 
Vajrayina pentad, and very likely engendering the view 
common in Bhaktapur that they represent the five Pin?aifa 
brothers of the Mahibhirata. Although I was not aware 
of it, Gutschow and Kolver 1975:44 n. I observetl that the 
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Celebrants often claim that the custom of ob- 
serving the Five Offerings commemorates an inci- 
dent when Brahmii divested himself of his fifth 
head to offer it to Lord Buddha. Patan Buddhists 
say it is in remembrance of the time when the 
Buddha himself sought alms in Patan. O n  that 
occasion, between the modest offerings of Guita- 
naki, the old woman of Guita-tol, and the muni- 
ficent ones of a king, the Buddha chose to accept 
the former first as the more meritorious. Indeed, in 
Guita-tol, where the crone lived, people still tender 
their pificadina in her name (Plate 502). Few, to 
be sure, recognize in the tale the well-known Ja- 
taka now recast in local setting.li3 

The  practice of transferring Jitaka and other 
classic tales to Nepal and peopling them with Ne- 
palis is by no means peculiar to Patan, however. 
In a later chapter we will see a similar meta- 
morphosis in which Avalokites'vara's rescue of the 
shipwrecked Buddha and his companions becomes 
a tale concerned with Newar traders from Kath- 
mandu. Another is the Vyighri ]titaka, the story 
of the Buddha and the starving tigress. In the 
original Jataka, the Buddha, incarnate as Prince 
Mahiisattva of the Paficalas, a people of northern 
India, gave his own body to feed a starving tigress. 
By so doing he earned such merit that his next 
incarnation was in devaloka, the realm of the gods. 
In the Nepali version, the locale of the story is 
shifted to Panauti, east of the Valley, and Prince 
Mahiisattva becomes the Panauti ruler's son. As 
told by Nepalis, the prince and his brothe~s ask and 
receive permission from the king to go hunting 
(Plate 503).li4 O n  the way they encounter the 
starving tigress, and though Mahiisattva offers her 
his own body, she refuses to take it. T h e  Panauti 
prince, twice compassionate, therefore strips and 
feeds himself to her by his own hand. The  griev- 
ing family, gathering the dead prince's remains, 

enclose them in a stupa, the origin, say the Nepalis, 
of Namobuddhi/Namara, one of the most fa- 
mous Buddhist tirthas in Nepal (Map 3) .  Located 
in the hilly terrain south of Panauti, the chief 
shrine, a northern style chorten, is believed to con- 
tain the prince's relics (Plate 504), while on a 
nearby peak a smaller stupa marks the site where 
the sacrifice took ~1ace . l '~  In connection with the 
Nepali story, it is of interest to note that the fourth- 
century pilgrim, FB-hien, noted a place near Taxila 
where a stupa also marked the place where "the 
Bodhisattva threw down his body to feed a starv- 
ing tigress."17" 

T o  return to the celebration of Giila, another 
event of the sacred month is the display and com- 
munity worship of sacred relics in the vihiras, a 
remarkable event called "Looking-at-the-Gods-in- 
the-Viharas," the bahi-dyo-boyegu. Although tradi- 
tionally observed for ten successive days, commenc- 
ing with the twelfth day of the waxing moon, 
today the festival begins according to the whim 
of each samgha-if they do not ignore it altogether 
-and rarely lasts more than a day or two. O n  
display is a jumble of images in bronze or wood, 
manuscripts, carved wooden chariots (or parts of 
them), palanquins, pedestals and thrones, secular 
and sacerdotal garments, ritual vessels, and paint- 
ings on cloth (Plates 502, 505508). These include 
not only the well-known patas of rectangular for- 
mat, but long, scroll-like banners that are stretched 
around one or more sides of the vihira courtyard 
(Plate 508). Among other subjects, such banners 
recall the vihira's origin legend or history, illus- 
trate a Jataka in local dress, or chart the sacred 
sites of the Kathmandu Valley. 

T h e  display of scrolls in the Nepalese vihiras 
continues a tradition known even in Mauryan In- 
dia, when itinerant showmen (iaubhika) carried 
scrolls known as patacitra, yamapata, from place to 

Dipahkara procession pursued a counterclockwise pradak- 
Finti of the city. It may be noted that alms can be dis- 
tributed to the uandya under the patronage of individuals 
at any time of the year. Today such offerings are infre- 
quent and on a reduced scale, but even a century ago, 
according to the graphic description of Oldfield 1880:11, 
303.312, they were offered to thousands of uandya. 

l i3 The legend is current in Patan and is told by Wright 
1066:57-58 

l i4The  tale is only briefly mentioned in the Buddhist 
chronicle (Wright 1$6:73-74), but Mahisarfua-jiuani (the 
life of Prince Mihisattva) is one of the most popular and 
widely told stories in Nepal Mandala. 

l i5The  suggestion of Brough 1948:336-337 that the 
Namobuddhi legend comes to Nepal by way of Khotan 
seems to be supported by the style of the monument re- 
lated to the legend. 

liG Legge 1965:32. 
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place to entertain the p ~ b 1 i c . l ~ ~  Such a display is 
described centuries later by Bina in the Harsaca- 
rita: "Entering the bazaar street he saw a yama- 
pat i ta  surrounded by a number of eager and ex- 
cited boys and explaining (to them) the fruits of 
the other world from a painted picture scroll with 
Yama on a terrible buffalo in it suspended from 
[the] top [of a ]  rod held in his left hand, by 
pointing with a cane held in his other hand."17' 
Viewing the vihira scrolls year after year, the 
sanlgha elders, like the poet's yamapatita, know by 
heart the pictured thles (though few can decipher 
the captions), and willingly impart the age-old 
stories to "a number of eager and excited boys" 
and other auditors.170 

The  Patan vihiras boast the richest treasure at 
bahi-dyo-boyegu, but a greater number of Kath- 
mandu vihiras-fifteen in 197-still display the 
sacred relics. Even in Bhaktapur the tradition sur- 
vives in a few vihiras (Plate 507). But each year 
the participating uihriras are fewer in number and, 
sadly, as time and thievery take their toll, so are 
the objects displayed. So too are the alms-bearing 
worshipers who, like the disappearing cult objects, 
slip one by one from the Buddhist fold. 

In mid-month, beginning with GGla-purnimi, 
the day of the full moon, Buddhamirgi engage in 
three consecutive days of celebration, in part over- 
lapping the Brahmanical thread-tying (Janai- 
ptirne) and the nationally celebrated Cow Festival 
(Gai-jitri).  T h e  first day is devoted to the wor- 
ship of the Patan East Stupa and the second, Cow's 
First (Newari, saparu), to that of the four "Ashok" 
stupas. Beginning at the North Stupa at dawn, a 
procession of men and boys rushes barefoot 
through the hushed and sometimes rain-washed 
streets to circumambulate the four tumuli, perhaps 

Ii7 R. Das Gupta 196Ra:54. 
'78 Sivaramaniurti 1970:96. 
IiV There are still such itinerant showmen in the Kath- 

mandu Valley. Thcy especially congregate in the Patan 
Darhar Square for the celebration of Krsna's birthday, 
when, placing their scroll on an easel, they recount the 
god's exploits to the admiring crowd. T h e  l~orizontal 
scrolls, as superimposed registers, are conlpressed as poly- 
chrome murals in the Malla palace roonls. Both the 
paintetl caves at Ajanta and [llr citraiilris of ancient 
Intlian palaces provitlc venerable antecedents to the Nepa- 
lese practice (Sivaramamurti 1934; 1970:92). T h e  scroll- 

in harmony with a tradition their ancestors initi- 
ated two millennia ago. Wearing the traditional 
leg bells (ghungru) that rhythmically sound to 
their hurrying feet, the men go in pairs dragging 
between them a rolling object--even a Coca-cola 
can will do--symbolizing the Buddhist Wheel of 
the Law eternally revolving to destroy sin. 

It is on the third day, however, that the chief 
event, the remarkable Festival of Lights (mata- 
ya), takes place. This is particularly a Patan cele- 
bration, and takes its name mata-ya from the 
lighted tapers most participants carry. It is re- 
stricted to men, who rush by the hundreds in a 
breathless procession from dawn to dark, paving 
their respects and leaving token offerings at all the 
important Buddhist sites of the city (Plate 428).lR0 
Most participants wear elaborate or amusing cos- 
tumes-a clown, a mendicant Siva in a tiger skin, 
a group masked and dressed like women, another 
group gowned as the Five Tathigatas, and often 
an entire guthi  association identically costumed. A 
number of men who have suffered a death in the 
family during the year perform a special penance 
by undertaking the day-long ceremony fasting and 
naked except for a loin cloth and a cummerbund. 
At each of the scores of sacred sites they prostrate 
themselves in the dust, until by sundown they can 
barely rise to continue the final sites. 

M a t a - ~ a  also is a socially significant occasion for 
the entire community, Buddhamirgi and Siva- 
mirgi ,  for under the protective anonymity of the 
masks it ~ r o v i d e s  the occasion for untempered and 
uncensored social comment. Local and national af- 
fairs and even the conduct of individuals can be 
publicly criticized with immunity. Especially 
towards the end of the long day, crowds of spec- 
tators are entertained (and sometimes chastened) 

likc members [hat crown the cerenlonial gateways (lo- 

ranas) at Siiichi and elsewhere are also thought to repre- 
sent scrolls, the central portion displayetl for the edifica- 
tion of persons passing through the gate. ant1 [lie surplus 
rolled at either end. 

Ifio Some say that it is essentially a caitya psi;, ant1 that 
only the indivitlual stupas and the vih2ras that enclose a 
cailya are visited. But since scarcely a vihirn  tloes not 
have an associatetl raitya of  some sort, this means the 
monasteries alone account for some 150 stops, to which 
must be added all the isolatctl stupas, a prodigious pil- 
grimage for a hot August day. 



by the pungent commentary delivered incognito. 
Like so many things in the Kathmandu Valley, 

there is little agreement respecting the underlying 
rationale of mata-ya. T h e  Jyapus, at least, are firm 
in their belief that it is a memorial for the dead, 
similar to Gai-jitri, a festival it follows and with 
which it may be popularly confounded. Many 
vandva claim that the masked participants repre- 
sent the minions of Miiri, who on this day seek 
atonement for having tried to prevent the medi- 
tating Buddha from attaining Enlightenment. 

The  Kathmandu equivalent of the Patan mata- 
ya is the Worship of the Vihiras (bahi-puj i ) ,  but 
it may be observed at any time of the year, and is 
initiated by any Buddhist prepared to meet the 
considerable expense it entails. In the first of the 
two stages of the rite, the donor and his family 
priest "count" the vihiras, that is they visit them, 
make a token offering, and announce the forth- 
coming event. T h e  second stage takes place a 
month later, when the donor and priest, accom- 
panied by as many persons as wish to participate, 
again make the rounds of all the vihiras, but this 
time with a substantial offering (Plate 509). While 
the bahi-pcji is said once to have been a common 
sight in Kathmandu, today it is rarely performed. 

T h e  sacred Buddhist month concludes on the last 
day of the waxing moon (aunsi), when proces- 
sions of holiday-clad women wind to the rivers 
and ceremonially dispose of the thousands of vo- 
tive images they have made during the month. T h e  
following day, the first of the new moon, the 
prayers and penance of the month are officially 
closed for another year by picnicking and merry- 
making on the green and tree-clad slopes of the 
foremost of Buddhist beacons, Sva~arnbhuniitha. 

T h e  crowds of celebrants at saparu or mata-ya 
do not imply, of course, that Buddhism in the 
Kathmandu Valley is alive and well. From a ma- 
jority in the nineteenth century, professed Bud- 
dhamiirgis no longer compose even ten percent of 
the Valley population.'R' For in the "only Hindu 
kingdom in the world," as the Nepalese ~roclaim,  
it is as a Hindu that one gets ahead best. This is 

lsl In the 1971 census, 7.5 percent of respondents clai~ned 
Buddhism. That even this many still exist indicates a 
greater resiliency than Oldfield's gloomy prognostication 
(18Ao:rr, 72) that "before another century shall have 

known even to traditionally Buddhist communities 
that live outside the Valley; for example, the Tha- 
ki l i  of western Nepal have now almost wholly 
changed over to Hinduism. In the broadest sense 
one cannot "become" a Hindu but must be born 
one, but it is nonetheless possible for Buddhists to 
pass into the Hindu milieu by effacing the past. In 
a place as small as the Kathmandu Valley, where 
it is not easy to lose one's identity, it is difficult to 
complete the transition in one generation, but it 
can be effected in two. T h e  process is largely con- 
fined to the Jyapu, and is accomplished by two 
simple expedients: changing one's family name to 
Shrestha, which signifies one's religious preference 
as a Hindu, and by replacing the family vajri- 
cirya with a Brahman.''' 

Some Buddhists are aware of the state of affairs, 
and to remedy it, like the Nepalese of old setting 
out for Nalandi or Vikramaiila, send their sons 
to study in Sri Lanka. So far, however, the difkr- 
ences not only of the unfamiliar Srivakayina doc- 
trine, but of food and climate, has produced more 
homesick little boys than finished monks eager to 
revitalize their atrophied faith. More effective have 
been the communities of Tibetan monks who, con- 
tinuing their role as teachers begun in the sixteenth 
century, and armed with ,the familiar Mahiyinist 
doctrine, have established congregations here and 
there in the Kathmandu Valley. But with the Chi- 
nese suffocation of Tibetan Buddhism, even this 
life-giving stream has virtually ceased to flow. 

Between the two doctrines, S r i v a k a ~ i n a  and 
Mahiiyina, there were altogether in 1970 almost a 
dozen monastic congregations in the Kathmandu 
Valley, two of which were composed of nuns. 
Some, like Kind01 samgha on the slopes near 
Svayambhuniitha, are composed of Tibetan lamas; 
others, like Gana-bahal or Sighah-bahal, both in 
Kathmandu, house Newars. In  the latter two, the 
monks are yellow-robed Sr ivaka~inas  whose learn- 
ing is once again perhaps approaching that of the 
learned bhiksus of the Nepali Buddhist past. What 
this may augur is difficult to guess when one con- 

passed away, the religion of Buddha . . . will have died a 
natural death, from the effects of its own internal corrup- 
tion and decay." 

ls2 Rosser 1966:gz-104. 
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siders that the few learned monks and nuns (ex- continue to practice familiar customs and to be 
actly twenty-seven Newars in 1970) are pitted surrounded by the immortal host they have always 
against not only a sea of Buddhist ignorance, but known. With none are they more closely ac- 
one which, like the Valley's lake of yore, is steadily quainted than with the Mother Goddesses, beings 
draining away to the brighter realm of Hinduism. of universal Nepali reverence whom we are about 

In this realm, however, immigrant Buddhists to meet. 
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MOTHERS AND GRANDMOTHERS: 

THE ABUNDANT and varied female divinities who 
dwell in the Kathmandu Valley are omnipresent 
and all-pervading in Nepalese culture. Most are 
syncretisms, and are worshiped equally by Siva- 
margi and Buddhamiirgi. In name, the Valley god- 
desses frequently appear to be the well-known dei- 
ties of the Hindu-Buddhist pantheon; in fact, they 
are commonly understood quite differently in Ne- 
pal than in India or Tibet. They are worshiped in 
different ways or in ways that died out centuries 
ago in India, and they cannot be wholly explained 
in terms that hold good for India, Tibet, or any 
other country. More often than not, the imported 
Buddhist and Brahmanical goddesses have been 
grafted onto ancient indigenous "root" divinities, 
the ubiquitous "mothers" and "grandmothers," 
nl i i s  and ajirncis, whose cult practices and legends 
reinforce aspects of the goddesses that in ancient 
India had already contributed to the formation of 
the dcveloped Hindu-Buddhist pantheon. 

Because of their syncretic nature, few goddesses 
worshiped in the Kathmandu Valley today can be 
safely identified as Buddhist, Brahmanical, or folk, 
the essential strands in their composition. The  
same goddess is often worshiped under different 
names in both Buddhist and Brahrnanical guise, 
and at the same time may he designated as a spe- 
cific lnai or aj i tn i .  Like the gods, even those god- 
desses who can be categorized by sect are nonethe- 

less objects o i  universal worship: "Buddhist" and 
"Brahmanical" goddesses often fraternize in the 
same festivals, are worshiped in the same rites, and 
even coalesce in certain manifestations (Plate 544). 
Finally, the female divinities of the Kathmandu 
Valley are unified by the common bond of tan- 
trism. 

A basic concept that links, and confounds, all 
the Valley goddesses is that of lakti .  The  word 
iak t i  literally means "energy." But in India it ac- 
quired a particular religious significance when 
iak t i  came to denote the cosmic force that ener- 
gizes the universe and all its manifestations, in- 
cluding the gods themselves. In the course of time 
the abstract concept became transformed as a per- 
sonalized Sakti, a supreme female divinity con- 
ceived as the embodiment of cosmic energy. She 
was equated with Durg,?, a syncretic deity known 
by scores of names, including Uma, Parvati, and 
Devi, who emerged as the consort of Siva. By at 
least the fourth century A.D., iaktism had given 
rise to a distinct sect of Hinduism known as Srikta. 
Its adherents, also called Sakta, worship Sakti 
(Durga) as the supreme deity? 

In a broader sense, laktisrn represents the cult 
of the female divinities in general, and seems to be 
a reassertio~~ of much older cults of the Mother 
Goddess that prevailed widely in prehistoric times. 
In India, Sakta was most developed in the north- 

' Sircar 1967:r4-15: Ranerjen rc)G6:113-114, 118. 
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east, the area now corresponding to Assam and 
Bengal, which may have influenced the corre- 
sponding development in Nepal; there are marked 
similarities evident today between practices sur- 
rounding the cults of the goddesses in the two 
regions. 

Although iaktkm was articulated philosophical- 
ly, and evolved into a significant cult in the Hindu 
context (that is, Sakta), the ideas that gave rise to 
it were broadly adaptable to Buddhism. In time, 
Buddhist theologians embraced them in essence, 
but they did not employ the term iakti or consider 
energy to be embodied in the female principle. 
Moreover, the Buddhists soon devised an iconic 
type to express these cosmic notions: the separate 
governing forces, male and female, made one 
through the act of divine copulation (Plates 477, 
478,564). Much later, the Hindus in turn borrowed 
the Buddhist iconic type, but used it sparingly, 
and chiefly to represent the union of Siva and 
Sakti (Plate 512). In Vais~java iconography it was 
not used at all. Visnu's romantic Krsna-Ridhi as- 
pect was stressed, and his consort was typically 
placed beside him or on his lap (Plates 383, 389, 
390). Although the vast majority of images de- 
picting ritual copulation are Buddhist, in Nepal it 
is thc Hindu term iakt i  that is indiscriminately 
applied to all of them. Sakti is also the term Ne- 
palis apply to all tantric or tantricized female 
divinities, regardless of origin. 

T h e  Nepalese goddesses, like their masculine 
counterparts, have dual natures, pacific and ter- 
rific, and countless manifestations in each cate- 
gory. With few exccptions-Tarii and Vasudhara, 
Laksmi and Sarasvati-the goddesses in their pas- 
sive, beneficent guises have little appeal to the Nep- 
alese. Reyond providing the themes for magnificent 
sculptures and paintings (Plates 513-515, 526, 529), 
they play a minimal role in Nepalese culture. In 
their dynamic and terrible aspects, however-mriis 
and ujimis, dalcinis and yoginir, Matrkas and oth- 
er crcaturcs propitiated with blood and alcohol- 
the goddesses have come to dominate the socio- 
religious life of the Kathmandu Valley. T h c  bene- 
ficient goddesses, and the gods in all their guises, 
arc worshiped, to be sure. But it is the dynamic 
and  terrible goddesses, and their inevitable com- 

2M. Chandra 1973:r-16; Sircar 1967; Bhattacharji 1970: 

panion Bhairava, who are essential to the Nepa- 
lese religious experience. 

DURGA, T H E  UNIVERSAL M O T H E R  

T h e  goddess conceived as Siva's consort is the most 
influential, all-pervading deity worshiped in Nepal 
Mandala. Indian literary and archaeological evi- 
dence suggests that she represents a synthesis of 
innumerable local, and even foreign, divinities 
who in time coalesced as the supreme g o d d e s ~ . ~  
As she evolved, the goddess absorbed distinctive 
traits of these regionally diverse divinities. Some 
were fierce goddesses presiding over destruc- 
tion and death, others benign and motherly bene- 
factors. Another personified virginity, still another 
embodied lofty philosophical ideas. Each compo- 
nent made a specific contribution to the ritual, 
myth, and complex personality of the developed 
goddess Durg,?. These diverse origins are reflected 
in her many conflicting manifestations and in her 
many names. Like the names of Siva with whom 
she came to be paired, they seem endless. 

In her pacific aspect, this Great Goddess is usu- 
ally referred to in the Kathmandu Valley as Par- 
vati, Uma, Gauri, Bhaviini, or simply Devi, a 
generic term meaning Goddess. In the guise of 
Piirvati and U m i ,  she is typically represented as 
Siva's lovely companion and the mother of his 
children (Plates 348--355, 420). Sometimes she is 
fused with Siva's body, or on the linga, with his 
face, in the Ardhaniiriivara syncretism (Plate 
340). O n  at least one occasion in the Kathmandu 
Valley she shares a caturn2zikha shrine with the 
Brahmanical trinity, Rrahmii, Siva, and Visnu 
(Plate 431). Frequently the Great Goddess is rep- 
resented in independent images-in Nepal then 
often known as Gauri-in which she appears as 
n statuesque woman or a resplendent maiden, 
opulently clothed and ornamented (Plates 513- 
515). But on these occasions, unless she is identi- 
fied by an inscription or displays special cogni- 
znnces such :is the mirror (darpana) or trident 
(triii la),  she cannot be distinguished from other 
lotus-hearing, boon-bestowing goddesses such as 
Lnksmi or Tar: (Plate 516). Hut quintessentially, 
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they themselves are corollary manifestations of 
Durga. Thus, whoever they may be, as the God- 
dess they are also Devi. 

In  her dynamic and terrific aspects, the Nepalese 
usually refer to Durga by the endearing term 
"Bhagwati" (Bhagavati: Divine, Illustrious, Ador- 
able) or, less frequently, as Durga (Unconquer- 
able). Durga also has many popular secondary 
manifestations in the Valley, such as the virgin 
Kumiri ,  Taleju, and the fearful Kali/Camunda. 
She is also widely worshiped in collective aspects 
known variously as M a t ~ k 5  (Mothers), Nava- 
durga (Nine Durgas), and the Daiamahavidya 
(Ten  Great Knowledges) . 

D u r g i  MahiMsura-mardini 

Durga in one of her fierce and militant aspects is 
a destroyer of demons (asuras), the perennial ad- 
versaries of the gods (deuas) in the cosmic strug- 
gle between good and evil. In this role she is ac- 
corded universal reverence in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley as the slayer of Mahisa, a demon who assumed, 
among other guises, the form of a giant water buf- 
falo (Plates 346, 517-520, 531). D ~ r g a  alone among 
the divinities was capable of defeating the hitherto 
invincible Mahisasura. Accompanied only by her 
lion mount, the goddess set forth against him. 
"Pervading the cosmos with her light, causing the 
earth to bow at the touch of her feet, grazing the 
firmament with her crest, shaking the underworld 
with the playful twang of her bowstring, and fill- 
ing the sky with her numerous arms,"3 the goddess 
engaged Mahisasura in terrible combat and de- 
stroyed him. In so doing she set the cosmos to 
right once more, and earned the epithet Durga 
Mahisasura-mardini, the Unconquerable Goddess 
Crushing the Buffalo Demon. 

Images of Durga Mahisasura-mardini, identified 
simply as Bhagwati by the Nepalese, are widely 
encountered in the Kathmandu Valley-stone 
sculptures by the wayside or splendidly enshrined, 
bronzes, metal repousse and wood carving on the 

temple toranas, and paintings in manuscripts, on 
multi-layered paper, and on walls. Typologically 
similar to one another, the images depict a re- 
splendent young woman performing the divine 
act of retribution with studied ease. Aureoled with 
beweaponed arms, the goddess typically strides to 
her left (pratyilidha), the archer's energetic pose, 
triumphantly placing one foot on the defeated 
Mahisa, the other on her lion mount. In most 
works the buffalo literally stands on his head, or 
severed neck, at her side (Plates 346, 517, 518). As 
a later convention, the asura is shown being slain 
as he issues in human form from the decapitated 
buffalo (Plates 518, 519). 

The  Mahisisura-mardini theme is one of 
Durga's earliest and most important myths. In In- 
dia it was given iconic form at least by the Gupta 
Period.' It apparently also entered Nepal at an 
early date, as suggested by an inscribed pedestal 
in the courtyard of the Bhagavati temple of Palan- 
chok. Dated s.s. 425 Magha (A.D. 503), the derelict 
pedestal proclaims the consecration of an image of 
"Devi Bhagavati Vijayeivari."' The  pedestal must 
have been relegated to the courtyard when, for 
some reason, the original enshrined image had to 
be replaced-according to tradition, by King Jagaj- 
jyotir of Bhaktapur (A.D. 1614-1637)." T h e  name of 
the earlier image recorded on the pedestal, and the 
fact that its replacement is Durga Mahisasura- 
mardini, leaves little doubt respecting the theme 
of the sixth-century original. 

The Palanchok Durga Mahisisura-mardini is 
one of a quartet, in keeping with the Nepalese 
practice of relating four manifestations of a given 
deity. Another image is in the village of Nala, and 
the remaining two are in Kathmandu, one Sobha 
(Beautiful) Bhagavati west of the city, the other 
at Naksal, an eastern suburb (Map 4:3, 13; Plate 

5'7). 
A popular legend (told also about other sets of 

images) claims the quartet as the work of the 
same sculptor, despite drastic efforts to prevent 
him from duplicating the original. First came the 

Z~mmer  1968:1, 98. landed householder; D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 16 (67-70). 
Banerjea 19563497-498. 'This attribution was provided by the incumbent priest, 

"he image was not offered by one of Minadeva's a ninth-generation attendant of the image, and seems to be 
queens, a universally accepted attribution in Nepal, but confirmed by the late Malla style of the image itself. 
in M.inadeva3s reign by one Vijayasvimini, the wife of a 
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Palanchok Bhagavati, a work so excellent, it is said, 
that it caused the artist to be deprived of two fin- 
gers as a precaution against his making a counter- 
part. Undaunted, he created a second image, the 
Bhagavati of Nala, for which he lost his right 
hand, then Sobhi Bhagavati, for which he lost the 
left. Again commissioned by one of Minadeva's 
queens, the crippled sculptor miraculously pro- 
duced as the fourth and final work the Bhagavati 
of Navasagara (Naksal) (Plate 517). For this feat 
the "queen regent was much pleased with him 
and gave him so much wealth as rendered him 
quite independent."' 

Notwithstanding the legend, the images are not 
coeval. The  Naksal Rhagavati is almost certainly 
a work of the twelfth or thirteenth century, while 
the Palanchok and Sobhi Bhagavati images are 
both products of the period of the Three King- 
doms. The  Nala image is undatable, since the 
image proper has almost completely weathered 
away and is now worshiped in the form of an im- 
pressionistic polychrome sketch on the weathered 
stele. In size and form, the latter closely compares 
to the Naksal stele, and thus might be of similar 
date. 

Among the Four Bhagavatis, the Sobha Bhaga- 
vati plays the premier role today, and is assidu- 
ously courted at her riverside shrine. T h e  Naksal 
Bhagavati, probably one of the oldest extant images 
on the Mahisisura-mardini theme in the Kath- 
mandu Valley, is also of considerable importance 
as a cult object. Like certain other sculptures, it is 
possible that the image was hidden for a time by 
some calamity, most likely an earthquake, later 
to be rediscovered and reconsecrated. T h e  chroni- 
cles aver, however, that the concealment was inten- 
tional because the image was considered so terri- 
fying that "no one would pass that way [and] the 
people therefore buried it, and covered the place 
with stones."' In another account, the arrogance of 

' Hasrat 197o:jo. 
Wright 1966:108. 

W a s r a t  1970:31. T h e  "unquenchable fire" is reminiscent 
of the Banling pond reported in seventh-century Nepal. 
The  presence of subaqueous gases is a natural phenomenon 
still apparent in well-drilling operations, when these gases 
issue by the most convenient route. As recently as 1969 

a particular king so provoked the wrath of the 
Navasagara Rhagavati that she "caused an un- 
quenchable fire to appear from a well which was 
before her temple."' T h e  fire not only consumed 
the offending king but many of his subjects as 
well, and desolated the surrounding legendary city 
of Visalanagara. 

Durgii Mahisiisura-mardini is immensely popu- 
lar in the Ka,thmandu Valley. She is worshiped 
not only in the legion images that are consecrated 
in her name, but in many others rightfu.lly be- 
longing to other divinities. "Bhagwati" is the name 
most commonly invoked to identify any image 
that is iconographically puzzling to the Nepalese, 
particularly multiarmed gods or goddesses that re- 
mind them of the familiar multiarmed Durgi.  
Thus  the number of images worshiped in Durga's 
name far exceeds the number of her bona fide 
icons, plentiful as they are. 

It  is to Bhagavati that Dasain, or D ~ r g i - ~ i j i ,  
the chief national festival of Nepal, is dedicated. 
Lasting for ten ritually filled days, the celebration 
draws near its close on the Great Ninth day, Ma- 
hinavami, when thousands of buffaloes, innocent 
bearers of Mahisa's guise, together with sheep, 
goats, and lesser creatures are slaughtered in her 
name. Private sacrifice is made in the home (if 
only a pumpkin in lieu of a living creature), at 
special temples, and particularly in the historic 
military headquarters, the Kot (kvatha, fort) of 
Kathmandu. There the royal family, government 
officials, and others witness a grisly, if colorful- 
and to the Nepalese joyous-ceremony in which 
an unbelievable bloodletting takes place in Durgii's 
name.'' 

T h e  sacrifice of the buffalo is understood and 
ennobled as a reenactment of divine retribution. 
But the roots of this practice penetrate remote an- 
tiquity, and long antedate the developed Mahisi- 
sura-mardini theme. Behind it we perceive a sav- 

American technicians of the USAID Mission to Nepal, 
deepening an artesian well not far from Svayambhi- 
ni tha in the Tahachal locality, found that the Nepali 
warning not to use a blowtorch at the site was quite 
correct. Flames enveloped the operation and work hat1 lo 
be suspended until they could be quenchetl. 

l o  On the Dasain festival see Anderson 1971:142-155. 
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age huntress in search of blood, particularly that 
of the male buffalo, symbol of Yama and death." 
From ancient times the Great Goddess has also de- 
manded flesh, human and animal, as part of her 
ritual, both as Mahisisura-mardini and in her col- 
lective M i t r k i  form, discussed below. 

Kumiri ,  Durgi 's Virgin Aspect 

One of the most intriguing manifestations of 
D u r g i  in the Kathmandu Valley is in her virgin 
(tzrtniri) aspect in which, as the personification 
of maiden virginity, she invests the body of a liv- 
ing virgin girl (Plates 521-523). There are a num- 
ber of these "Living Goddess" Kumiris in the 
towns and villages, popularly known as "Deo- 
miju" (Goddess-mother), who during their office 
are worshiped exactly as if they were the divine 
D u r g i  herself.'* T h e  Kumir i  institution is of spe- 
cial interest because it typifies survivals that thrive 
in the Kathmandu Valley although moribund or 
obsolete elsewhere, and because it underscores the 
remarkable religious syncretism characterizing the 
Valley. Durgi ,  this Brahrnanical goddess par ex- 
cellence, is worshiped in the body of a Buddhist 
girl whose shrine is in a vihira. 

T h e  principal Kumiri,  the Rij-Kumiri (state or 
royal Kumiri)  (Plate 5 2 1 ) ~  is a goddess of con- 
siderable importance in Nepal Mandala. Her  shrine 
and dwelling place is Rijilaksmikula-vihira, fa- 
miliarly known as Kumiri-bahal, Kumiri-chem, 
or K u m i r i  Ghar (house), one of the principal 
buildings of the Kathmandu Darbar Square (Fig- 
ure 1 :I$. Except for the explicit Mahisisura-mar- 
dini and related D u r g i  iconography everywhere 
evident in the opulent wood carving, the Kumsri- 
bahal conforms to the type of a three-story vihira. 
But in this instance the Kumiri's personal shrine 

l1 Bhattacharji 1970:166-168. 
12There are four Kumiris in Kathmandu, three in 

Bhaktapur, two in Patan, and at least one each in several 
villages like Tokha, Bunganlati, Kirtipur, and Chabahil. 
Allen 1975:6-7 identified eleven specific manifestations. 
There are also transitory bands of Kumiris, such as the 
Kumiri-gana and Piiica-Kumiri, discussed below. I was 
not able to verify the statenlent of Nepali 1965:312 that 
there is a Kumiri in every uihiro. As discussed further 
along, some Kumiris also incorporate Vajrayina deities, 

on the top floor supplements the expected shrines 
-the principal one on the ground floor, here dc- 
voted to the Five Tathigatas," and the cigarnu 
above it. Lesser KumSris, such as those of Kva- 
bahal (Kathmandu), Haka-bahal (Patan), and 
Caturvarna-mahavihira (Bhaktapur), are also as- 
sociated with specific vihiras, but need not be per- 
manent residents of them." 

There are a number of legends, varying in time, 
place, and cast of characters, that purport to ex- 
plain both the institution of the Kumiri  in the 
Kathmandu Valley and the apparent paradox of 
a Buddhist embodying a Brahmanical divinity. 
The most familiar account holds that during the 
reign of JayaprakiSamalla (A.D. 1735-1768), a vir- 
gin girl from a Shakya family claimed to be pos- 
sessed by Bhagavati. The king, considering the 
girl an impostor, banished her, whereupon his 
queen became seized with convulsions. Taking 
this as a divine sign of his error, the monarch re- 
called the girl and decreed that she should be wor- 
shiped as the goddess Durga she professed to be. 
A variant tale claims that a Shakya virgin girl died 
as the result of an unseemly sexual assault by the 
king, who established the cult of the virgin god- 
dess in atonement. Still another story avers that 
Durgi ,  in exchange for an annual chariot proces- 
sion and a special temple devoted to her in her 
virgin aspect, recompensed the king by prolonging 
for another twelve years the doomed Malla dy- 
nasty. O r  again, the institution is credited to 
Trailokyamalla of Bhaktapur (A.D. 1561-1610) 
who, having forfeited the right to see D u r g i  in 
person, obtained permission to worship her hence- 
forth in the body of a Buddhist girl." 

The  connection of Jayaprakiiamalla with the 
Kumir i  institution is certain, for in A.D. 1757'' he 
did indeed construct the Kumir i  Ghar for the 

but even so they are not disassociated from Durgi. 
l3 Allen 1975:12 erroneously identifies the ground floor 

deity as Sikyamuni Buddha. 
14According to Allen 1975:37, the Mu-bahal Kurniri, 

Kathmandu, is an exception, and is expected to live in 
special quarters in the vihira. 

l 5  Hasrat 1970:59-60. Allen 1975:21 cites a similar story 
respecting the Patan Haka-bahal Kumiri. 

1GAccording to an unpublished fhyisaphrr, the uihira 
was completed in N.S. 877 Philguna. 
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state Kumiri,  and instituted, or perhaps only re- 
suscitated or elaborated, her annual chariot proces- 
sion. But the rest of the legends resepecting the 
king and the K u m i r i  must be apocryphal, inas- 
much as the Kumir i  institution in the Kathmandu 
Valley long antedates his reign. A diarist recorded 
the attendance of Kurniri at the Dasain sacrifice 
held in the Mul-chok of Hanuman Dhoka in A.D. 

1638," and she was familiar centuries before that. 
There are at least two late thirteenth-century rnan- 
uscripts, dated, respectively, A.D. 1280 and 1285, 
concerned with choosing, ornamenting, and wor- 
shiping Kumiri.'' 

W e  cannot trace the K u m i r i  institution in the 
Kathmandu Valley with certainty before the thir- 
teenth century. But the chronicles, illuminated by 
contemporary practice, suggest that it antedates 
this time. T h e  Wright chronicle tells us that Guna- 
kamadeva, most likely the twelfth-century ruler, 
instituted the Indra-jitrii by erecting images of 
Kumaris." Considering the intimacy of the Indra- 
and Kumiri- j i t r i  in modern Nepal, the allusion 
is suggestive. It is made doubly so by a subsequent 
entry in the same chronicle. Laksmikirnadeva 
(A.D. 1192-1197), "thinking that his grandfather 
[allegedly Gunakamadeva] had acquired so much 
wealth and conquered the four quarters of the 
world through the aid of the Kumaris, resolved 
to do the same." H e  therefore worshiped Kum5ri 
in the form of a Buddhist girl dwelling in a "bihar 
near the [Patan] Durbar, known by the name of 
Lakshmi-barman, . . . erected an image of Kumari 
and established the Kumari puja."" T h e  vihira 
is modern Haka-bahal (Laksmi [kiimadeval-sam- 
skiirita-ratnakara-mahivihira), removed to its pres- 
ent site in  the seventeenth century in the course 

" N.S. 758 Aivina, from an unpublished thyisaphu. 
N.S. 400 Vaiiikha and N.S. 406 Mirga (Petech 1958: 

95, colophon 3; n, colophon 12). Allen r975:3-4 also noted 
these early references, but although hc had not examined 
the texts, he inexplicably stated that "it is evident that 
the King [Anantamalla] himself performed both pujas." 
Moaven 1974:169 errs in considering the Kumir i  institu- 
tion no older than the eighteenth century. 

l 3  Wright 1966:roq. But what is meant by Kumiiri 
' 6 .  ~magcs" is not clear. 

20 lbid., p. 105. 
21 Allen 1975:3 thought the uamiiuafi entry might pro- 

vide "a clue to the possible origin of the unique practice 

of enlarging the palace. That  the vihara was tradi- 
tionally the seat of a Kurniri dating back to its 
foundation by Laksmikimadeva seems to be sub- 
stantiated by the fact that the chief (and formerly 
royal) Patan K u m i r i  is exclusively associated with 
this vihara, from whose membership she continues 
to be chosen." 

T o  my knowledge, the Licchavi records are silent 
about Kumiiri worship. However, the late chroni- 
cles assert that Sivadeva I (A.D. 590-604) placed 
Four Kumiris  at the crossroads of "Naubali" or 
"Navatol" (Deopatan) when he established the 
city, and that Visudeva, an undocumented suc- 
cessor, placed "Kumiri  Gana and Naudurga" near 
Jaya~iigis'vari.~' Considering that there is, in fact, 
a very ancient M i t r k i  shrine attached to JayavigiS- 
vari temple, itself unquestionably a Licchavi foun- 
dation (Plates 537, 548, 549), the chronicles may be 
correct, and reveal a previously unimagined antiq- 
uity for the K u m l r i  institution in Nepal Mandala. 

T h e  practice of worshiping Durga in her virgin 
aspect is not an indigenous institution of the Kath- 
mandu Valley, but has ~ r o f o u n d  roots in India and 
many parallels with virgin goddesses elsewhere.'" 
T h e  concept of Kanyikumiri ,  the Virgin Damsel, 
was familiar to Vedic philosophers; at the begin- 
ning of the Christian era Greek mariners reported 
her to enjoy a flourishing cult at "Cormori," the 
southern tip of India, whence the name Cape Cor- 
m ~ r i n . ~ ~  In  time, as with so many other local god- 
desses, K u m i r i  was absorbed by Durga, and 
emerged as one of the many manifestations of the 
Supreme Goddess. 

It is not clear whether in ancient India Kumiri  
was worshiped in the body of a living girl, as in 
Nepal. But contemporary practice suggests that 

of worshipping young girls as living Kumaris." Rather 
than the origin, which we know is far more remote, the 
entry seems to point only to an earlier instance of the 
institution in the Kathmandu Valley than can be un- 
eq~~i\focal ly documented. More particularly, it suggests an 
early association of the Kumiiri with Buddhist castes. It 
may be noted that the Wright chronicle only identified 
the girl as bandya, which could be Shakya or  Vajracharya. 
Today the membership of Haka-bahal is exclusively Vajra- 
charya. 

22 Hasrat 1970:41-42; Wright 1966:84. 
23 Bhattacharji 1970:164. 
2'Banerjea rg66:rrg-116; Rhattacllarji 1970:158. 
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such was the case. As in so many instances, the 
Nepalese institution is almost certainly a survival 
that allows us to deduce a past that is otherwisc 
lost or almost lost in I n d i a . - ~ n d  in this instance, 
even in India, the link with ancient practice is not 
quite broken. T h e  worship of a living Kumiri  is 
now practiced at Cormorin; in the 19205, at least, 
it flourished in the far north in Kangra Valley, in 
the Panjab;25 and it occurs in Bengal. The  Bengali 
Kumir i  is most frequently a Brahman girl who 
briefly impersonates t h e  goddess ~arasvati." But 
at the Calcutta Durgi-pujs, still enthusiastically 
celebrated-and in ways paralleling Valley prac- 
tices-a virgin girl is briefly placed on a pedestal 
as a representative of Durgi ,  and receives the 
offerings made in her name.27 It is doubtful if in 
India the goddess was ever worshiped in the body 
of a Buddhist girl; this aspect seeks to be a local 
innovation, not unlike the annual investment of 
Paiupati with a Bodhisattva's crown. 

In Nepal, the office of the state Kumir i  is al- 
ways held by a Shakya girl belonging to a family 
with membership in one of the Kathmandu ui- 
hdras (bahals only, not bahils) .  Other Kumiris are 
variously drawn irom ~ a j r a c h a r ~ a  or Shakya farn- 
ilies, and an occasional Kumir i  is selected from 
other castes, such as the Jyapu girls of Kilagal-tol, 
Kathmandu, Sulihma-tol, Patan, or Tokha village. - 

In any event, when chosen, a Kumir i  is normally 
a little girl of three or four, theoretically without 
blemish and, optimally, exhibiting thirty-two spe- 
cial signs of her d i ~ i n i t y . ~ '  Unless removed from 
office by death or some other calamity, particularly 
the loss of a tooth or a wound accompanied by 

2 V l l e n  1 9 7 5 : ~ ~  61 n. 2. 

=Vhara t i  1965:136, 160 n. 95. 
*' Monier-Williams 1899:292 s.v. 
2 R  AS an anomaly, the Bhaktapur Tibukche-to1 Kumiri  

is a tiny baby, annually replaced. A rough list of the 
thirty-two prescribed signs is given by Moaven 1974:186- 
187, and another by Allen 1975:63-64 n. 8. 

2Turiously,  the Bhaktapur chief K u ~ n i r i  is said to be 
in demand as a marriage partner; so are the Shakya 
youths, who as Ganeia and Bhairava serve as the stale 
Kumiri's processional attendants. Allen I975:30 reports 
that the chief Patan Kumir i  also experiences no difficulty 
in finding a husband, and discusses (p. 12) the niarriage 
prospects of others. The  potential for psychological studies 

bleeding, she retains her divine status until the ap- 
proach of puberty disqualifies her and returns her 
to the secular milieu. She often does not marry, 
for there is a widespread notion that husbands of 
former Kumiris court premature death.*" 

Successors to Kumiris are chosen in various 
ways, depending on their importance and locale. 
Usually several qualified candidates-girls of prop- 
er age and condition: Shakyas From Kathmandu 
bahils for the Rij-Kumiri, Vajracharyas from 
Haka-bahal for the chief Patan Kumiiri, Mikha- 
bahal area Jyapunis for the Patan Sulihrna-to1 
Kumiri,  and so on-are interviewed by a se- 
lection committee consisting of various officers. 
For the state Kumiri  these include such per- 
sons as the Bada Guruju (a Gorkhali tlrahman 
and chief royal priest), the Rij-guviju (a uajrri- 
c i r ya ) ,  and various other Buddhist and Hindu of- 
ficials; for lesser Kumiris the officials are corre- 
spondingly less illustrious. The  committee narrows 
the field to the most promising candidate, whom 
they designate Kumiri.  Lottery is also used to de- 
termine the final selection of some Kumiris.J0 
Certain candidates, notably the Rij-Kumari, the 
chief Bhaktapur Kumiri,  and formerly the Patan 
royal Kumiri,  are put through rather arduous 
tests to ascertain that they are worthy to host the 
fearless goddess Durgi ,  the Unconquerable. Such 
tests normally take place at Dasain, and consist in 
exposing the child to the gruesome buffalo heads 
garnered from the oblations offered in Durgi's 

There is considerable variation in the installa- 
tion rites of Kumiris, ranging from lengthy, com- 

on Kumiris and deposed Kumlris staggers the imagina- 
tion. 

30 For details consult Allen 1975:R-10, 22-23, 32-33, 37, 

402 42, 47. 
I have been told by many Nepalis that formerly all 

of the prospective candidates were herded into a room 
filled with the heads, and the children's behavior ob- 
served from wirhout. Moaven 1974:173-174. 182 reports 
that only the outgoing and incoming state Kumiri  are 
subjected to such testing, while the chief Bhaktapur 
Kumiri  annually has to undergo a series of similar tests. 
Allen r975:1o, 32-33, 35 d ~ c r i b e s  the current way of 
testing the newly chosen state Kum.iri and colnnients on 
the Bhaktapur tests. 
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plex ptijis to simple c e r e m o n i e ~ . ~ ~  T h e  state Ku- 
miri,  once installed in office, takes up residence in 
the Kumir i  Ghar, which serves both as her home 
and temple until she leaves ofice. Except for the 
Mu-bahal Kumiri ,  other Kumiiris live at home; 
they occupy a simple Kumiri-chew on occasion, 
receive their devotees in a special uihira shrine, or 
in the instance of the Kva-bahal and Kilagal-to1 
Kumiris of Kathmandu and the Jyapu K u m i r i  
of Patan, are enshrined in their clients' igama as 
occasion demands. The  state K u m i r i  has her own 
special hereditary attendant family and an exalted 
priesthood, Hindu  and Buddhist. Newar Siva- 
rnirgi priests ( tarmic i rya ,  i c i j u )  are in charge of 
her installation, conduct her Dasain activities, and 
offer nityu ptiji; uajriciryas also worship her daily 
and play the leading role in her chariot festival. 
Except on special ritual occasions, most lesser Ku- 
miris are attended by family members, who also 
double as priests and perform the daily worship. 
For the most part, worship consists of the same 
rituals and offerings one presents to any deity of 
placid nature.33 Kumiris,  however, may receive 
meat and even alcohol, but not blood sacrifice. 

T h e  life style of Kumiris  varies in accordance 
with their importance, the number and kind of 
restrictions increasing as status rises. While the 
Kilagal-to1 Kurnir i  leads a life not greatly different 
from other little Jyapu girls in the quarter, the 
state Kumiri's behavior is hedged with many pro- 
scriptions. For example, while the former may 
play barefoot in  the street with her companions, 
the latter's feet must not be polluted by contact 
with the ground, and she is thus normally carried 
by her attendants. In fact, she rarely leaves the 
uihira confines except for ritual purposes such as 
those of Dasain or the reception of Changu N5ra- 
yana on his annual visits to Hanuman Dhoka 
(Plate 521) .  All Kumiris  are believed to be orn- 
niscient, and thus are traditonally unschooled. All 
are expected to coif their hair in a topknot, exhibit 
a third eye painted on their forehead, thickly ring 
their eyes with collyrium, redden their toes, and 

32  See Allen rg75:10-11, 22-23, 32-33, 37, 40. 
33 See Allen 1975:11-15, 23-25, 32-33, 36, 40. 
3.1 Wright 1966:157; Levi rgo5:11, 54. 
35 These attendants are alleged to have been added to 

the processional by JayaprakHlamalla. I t  is possible that 

wear red clothing and special ornaments. The  de- 
gree of observance of these regulations is again 
dependent on the importance of each Kumiri,  and 
whether she is actually under worship. 

One of the most important events respecting the 
Rij-Kumiri  is her annual procession, the Kumiri- 
or Ratha-jstra. Coinciding with Indra-jitri, the 
Kumiri-jitrii is less protracted, and lasts only three 
days. O n  the opening day, the king comes to Hanu- 
man Dhoka to receive Kumiri's blessings and her 
divine renewal of his mandate to rule. A symbolic 
rite of some significance, Kumiri's blessing was, 
according to tradition, appropriated by Prithvi 
Narayan Shah when he and his troops invested 
the city during the combined celebration of Indra- 
and Kumiri- j i t r i3"  Each year after this consecra- 
tion rite, in front of massed worshipers and spec- 
tators, the solemn little goddess is installed in her 
waiting temple-like chariot. Kurniri's attendants, 
two Shakya youths representing Bhairava and 
Ganes'a, are placed in separate smaller chariots, and 
all three vehicles, creaking and swaying, are labori- 
ously dragged by the goddess' devotees over the 
rough roadways.35 Each day the chariots visit a 
particular quarter of Old Kathmandu, rigorously 
following a   re scribed route along which Kumir i  
is worshiped by the populace. 

Subsidiary Kumaris do not play such a signifi- 
cant role in Valley affairs, nor enjoy a spectacular 
chariot procession. But all are worshiped as divine 
repositories of Durg i ,  and fulfill many specific re- 
ligious functions in their respective communities. 
A few, notably the Vajracharya Kumiris of Kva- 
and Mu-bahal, Kathmandu, are somewhat anorna- 
lous  figure^.^' They at once embody D u r g i  and 
various Vajrayina divinities, for the most part as 
nonspecific as "Vajradevi." As the latter, they are 
involved in special Buddhist rituals; as the former 
they discharge various duties respecting Dasain or 
other essentially Hindu  rites. Their dual nature, 
Hindu  and Buddhist, is made evident by the Mu- 
bahal Kurniri. She may be conceptualized by 
Buddhists as "Vajradevi" but, traditionally, if ill- 

the Ratha-jitri had already existed, and the king's em- 
broidery of it by this and other additions engendered 
the belief that he created it. On the jifrli see Anderson 
1971 :134-135. 
" Allen 1975:36-40. 
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ness or death interferes with the function of the 
Rij-Kumiri-for in the Kathmandu Valley small- 
pox has not respected KumirisBT-the Kumiri  of 
Mu-bahal serves as her accepted substitute. Like 
the Kva-bahal and Kilagal-to1 Kumiris, whose 
chief concern is with the igama deities and kula- 
devatis of their Buddhist clients,as even the state 
Kumir i  plays a definite role in relation to the 
igama deity of the vihira in which she dwells. 

In addition to the various permanent Kumiris 
installed in the towns and villages, there are many 
temporary Kumiris. Such are the Kumiri-gana, 
eight or more little girls (and occasionally a little 
boy or two) who serve as the followers or at- 
tendants (gana) of the permanent KumHris. Nor- 
mally, the gana are only assembled for a few hours 
during Dasain, when they play a particular ritual 
function in the ~ e l & r a t i o n . ~ W n e  of the most im- 
portant of these troops is the Bhaktapur Kumiri- 
gana, eight little girls recruited from Thimi village, 
who for a period at  Dasain come to Bhaktapur to 
serve as host to Durgi's collective manifestation as 
the M i t ~ k a . ~ '  Another assembly is the Piiica-Ku- 
m k i ,  five little girls whose chief function seems 
to be that of serving as an occasional welcoming 
committee to local and foreign dignitaries. They 
are the embodiment of a fivefold manifestation of 
D u r g i  known by the same namee41 

T h e  explanation of why these Kathmandu Val- 
ley Kumiris are embodied in Buddhist children 
seems to lie in the abrogation of caste differences 
recommended by vimicari ("left-handed," anti-no- 
minian) tantrism. Commingling of diverse castes, 
impossible in secular affairs, ensured dividends 
from such ritual. According to Hindu  tantra every 
religious ~er formance  should be prefaced with the 
worship of Gaoeja and Kumiri." But to be effec- 

s7 Hasrat r970:83. The Kumiri from Haka-bahal, who 
served as the chief Patan Kumiri when I lived in Kath- 
mandu, had recovered from smallpox, but her face re- 
corded the past affliction. Despite the proscription against 
blemishes, these scars apparently did not invalidate her 
position as the Kumiri. Neither, apparently, did the onset 
of puberty, since the same girl was in her late teens when 
Moaven 1974 and Allen 1975 studied the institution. 

38These are Pradhans, a Newar caste group that is 
normally Sivamirgi. The Pradhans of Tham-bahil, who 
claim to have originated in Mithili, told me that they 
had adopted Buddhism "three or four hundred years ago." 

tive, the caste relationships should be topsy-turvy, 
Brahmans worshiping a low-caste Kumiri, and 
low-caste persons worshiping a Brahman Kumiri.  
The Patan Sulihma-to1 Dco-Brahmans, Ncwar 
Sivamiirgis, appear to have knowingly conformed 
to this injunction in choosing a Jyapuni as their 
Kumiri. Moreover, to a Hindu, a Buddhist Jyapu 
would be even more debased, and thus be a still 
more effective instrument. 

That this is the rationale behind choosing Bud- 
dhists rather than Hindus as Kumiris seems ap- 
parent in the Patan legend respecting Durgi's 
incarnation as a living child. The goddess is made 
to state explicitly that she would "enter into the 
body of a young girl whose parents were of de- 
graded and low profe~sion."'~ N o  matter that the 
parents were apparently high-status Buddhists, 
Vajracharyas of Haka-bahal, next to the palace; 
they were nonetheless Buddhists, and to an ortho- 
dox Hindu therefore degraded. Further, these par- 
ticular Vajracharyas lived by scavenging gold from 
worn-out images and other gilt objects-glorified 
4" junk men," as it were, a low-status profession of- 
ten still practiced by the members of Haka-bahal. 

Why, in conformance with the practice of the 
Sulihma-to1 Deo-Brahmans and the Kilagal-to1 
Pradhans, Jyapus at the bottom of the Buddhist 
scale were not more often chosen instead of Vajra- 
charyas and Shakyas at the top, may also be made 
clear by Allen's research. Hindus apparently found 
it difficult enough to 'bow down before even the 
high-status Buddhists, let alone the low. It  is said, 
for example, that one of the Bhaktapur kings re- 
belled at worshiping Kumir i  in the form of a 
Shakya girl, and substituted a Deo-Brahman girl 
in her place." But the latter, by crying at the sight 
of the buffalo heads displayed at her installation 

Apparently this is also true of the Pradhans of the Iturn- 
bahalIKilagal-to1 area. Sec Allen 1975:38-42 for more on 
these Kathmandu Pradhans. 

38Allen rg75:20, 28, 31-32, 4 describes a number of 
these transitory groups. 

'O Auer and Gutschow 1g74:1g, lower fig. 
4' The confusion between Kurniri and Kaumiri, to- 

gether with the latter's special manifestations, Pihca- 
kaumiri and Bilakaurniri, is discussed below. 

4 2  Allen 1975:43. 
" Allen 1975:21, 63 n. 6. 

Allen 1975:33. 
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ceremony, revealed her unsuitability to be Llurgii's 
vehicle. The  rebellious king, remanding his order, 
willy-nilly continued to respect the tradition of 
worshiping Kumir i  in the form of a Buddhist girl. 

Talejzi, the Royal Tutelary 

Another manifestation of Durgii in the Kathman- 
du  Valley is Taleju, known by many alternate 
names, such as Tulja, Turja, Tava, Tamva, Tala- 
monde, Tales'vari, and Mines'vari (Plate 524). A 
deity of limited influence today, Taleju was long 
of widespread significance in Nepal Mandala. A 
somewhat mysterious figure of clouded and com- 
plex origins, Taleju is conceived as a form of 
Durgi ,  particularly in her Mahisisura-mardini as- 
pect. This identification is certified by the alternate 
names with which she is addressed in Malla Pe- 
riod inscriptions such as Kil iki ,  Candiki,  Parame{- 
vari, and Bhaviini; by her iconography; and by 
ritual practices associated with her. These inscrip- 
tions also make clear that Mines'vari is an alter- 
nate name for Taleju, and that both signify 
D ~ r g i . ' ~  As a tantric manifestation, Taleju is wor- 
shiped esoterically in aniconic form as a mystic 
diagram (yantra, mandala) but almost all of the 
accessory iconography related to her and her tem- 
ples is that of Durgii, usually as Mahisisura-mar- 
din?. Moreover, even today Durgi 's principal sac- 
rifice is rendered to Taleju at Dasain. This takes 
place in front of Taleju's accessory temples in the 
Mul-choks of the three palaces (and at the old 
Shah palace at Gorkha), whither she is brought 
from her companion main temples to receive it. 

In Kathmandu Valley practice and mythology, 
Taleju is also equated with Kumiiri. Since both 
are manifestations of Durg i ,  this fusion is not al- 
together surprising. But it seems paradoxical that 
Kumiiri, a placid child-goddess who cschews blood 
sacrifice, should also be conceptualized as the 
bloodthirsty, demon-destroying Taleju. Tha t  this 
is so is nonetheless apparent in the legends that 
purport to explain the institution of worshiping 
D u r g i  in the form of a virgin girl. In all of these 

4VH Paudel rg(igb:45, 48 notes. 
'"' Hacrnt 1970:59-60. 
"Allen 1975:10, 2H. 34-35 That Taleju's priests in 

Patan are Deo-Brahmans is apparently a rcccnt innovation 

accounts, for one infraction or another, a king for- 
feits his traditional right to communicate with 
Taleju in visible form. Trnilokyamalla of Bhakta- 
pur (A.D. 1561-1613) was S U C ~  a king, it is said. 
In return for establishing Taleju's symbol clandes- 
tinely and allowing no female to see it, the god- 
dess promiscd to visit the ruler in person. The 
king therefore secretly installed a diamond-studded 
yantra in her honor. But one day his daughter in- 
truded on his devotions and accidentally saw it .  
Revoking her boon, Taleju announced, however, 
that she would incarnate herself as a high-caste 
girl; "accordingly the Rajah caused a Bandya girl 
to be worshipped by the name of Kumiri ,  or vir- 
g i n . " ' T h e  same legend is told in Kathmandu, 
where the king becomes Ratnamalla and the fe- 
male intruder his sister Gangi .  Patan also has its 
own special version. 

T h e  current essential identity of Kumir i  and 
Taleju in the Kathmandu Valley is especially ap- 
parent in their common involvement in the cele- 
bration of Dasain. Although it may be primarily 
Taleju's affair when she receives her annual obla- 
tion of blood, K u m i r i  also plays a leading role. In- 
deed, many of Kumiri's most important activities 
focus on Dasain. Most Kumiris are selected at this 
time, the fitness of the chief Kumiris  as Durgi's 
vehicle is tested by exposure to Taleju's bloody 
oblations, and installation of the chief Kumiiris 
takes place in the Mul-choks of the three palaces, 
the traditional seat of Taleju's temples, into the 
very sanctums of which the Kumiiris are some- 
times introduced. These chief Kumiris  also share 
Taleju's own priests, the karmicirya, who preside 
over the Kumiris' selection, installation, and many 
subsequent rituals of the cult."' 

T h e  intimacy between these two seemingly dis- 
similar deities, Taleju and Kumiri ,  is also evident 
in the custom of consecr;iting a white stallion to 
each of the two Talejus of Rhaktapur and Kath- 
mandu. Rut opinion is divided as to whether the 
stallions belong to Taleju or Kumiri .  The  dichot- 
omy is apparent in the celebration of the national 
Horse Festival (Ghoda-jiitrii), which in Kathman- 

occasioned by some irregul:~rity on the part of the tradi- 
tional karmicrjrya priests thst causecl them to lose office 
(Allcn 1975:64 n. 10). 
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du closes the celebratio11 of Piiica-caturdaii. For- 
mcrly, a principal feature of the event was the 
king's visit to the shrine of Bhadrak?ili, a form of 
Durgi ,  in which he was accompanied by Kumiri  
on horseback." T h e  visit, like so many other reli- 
gious aspects of the now secularized Ghoda-jitri. 
has been dropped, and today the stallion, like Ku- 
miri,  is merely brought along to the festival as ;I 

nonparticipating observer. The  Bhaktapur and 
Kathmandu stallions also play a minor role at 
Dasain, a time sacred to both goddesses. Kath- 
mandu legend asserts that the custom originated 
with Pratiipamalla, when he gave a stallion to 
Taleju to facilitate her journeys to and from the 
palace to play at dice with him. 

The  nature and antiquity of Taleju as mani- 
fested in the Kathmandu Valley is not easy to de- 
fine. Related to the Indian goddess Taleju or 
Turja,"!' the Nepali Taleju appears to be a local 
amalgam ,that, like DurgP herself, is derived from 
various sources. Suffixed with -ju, -monde, -mon- 
(lebhira, -eivari and other variables encountered 
in Malla records, the root tala may derive from 
the tantric designation for genitalia. As such, it 
would define the predominant aspect of Taleju's 
evolved personality, similar to GuhyeSvari, dis- 
cussed below. T h e  word also corresponds to one 
of the names of Siva, Tala or Tala, with whom in 
his symbolic linga form the goddess has certain 
associations. These are apparent in the intimate re- 
lationship Taleju once had with the Sivariitri cele- 
bration at Paiupati," and continue in her associa- 
tion with the MiineSvara linga. Less likely, the root 
word tala of her name might be related to the same 
term, which meant "field" or "hamlet" in ancient 
India and Nepal, thus a grdmadevati  or village 
tutelary. 

But the most intriguing aspect of the Nepali 
Taleju, to my knowledge hitherto unperceived, is 
her total absorption of the ancient MineSvari, a 
goddess who appears to have played a role in rela- 
tion to Licchavi royalty very like Taleju's in rela- 

'!'Anderson 1971:266; Allen 1975:17. 
'W. Regnli 1966:part 2, 593; Sircar 1948:14; Allen 

1975348-49, 63 n. 5. 
" G. Vajracharya 1967:24. 
" Fols. lob-z~a. 
52My informant specifically used the term is!adcoati 

tion to the Malla kings. MineSvari seems to have 
been intimately connected with Minadcv;i I ,  the 
illustrious Licchavi king. In name shc shares with 
him the vocable mina ,  as did also Minagrha, the 
palace he probably huilt, and the Miineivara linga 
he must have established by its door. 'l'he Gopa- 
lurdju-uat.nidvali specifically credits Min;~deva with 
establishing her cult," though the name Miine5- 
vari does not appear in his or other Licchavi in- 
scriptions. Hut it seems certain that she was the 
king's chosen personal goddess, his is~adcvuta,  
with whom successor Licchavis maintained a sim- 
ilar rapport. It seems most likely that MineSvari 
is the unspecified I>evi who heads the list of 
Minagrha deities, the objects of Arpiuvarman's 
largesse in appeasing the Licchavis he had dispos- 
sessed of their throne. That Mineivari was the per- 
sonal deity of the then Licchavi kings, their self- 
elected isfudrvati ,  rather than their lineage deity, 
the krrladeuati, is made clear by the same inscrip- 
tion, which specifies a separate allotment to the 
palace kuladeuatd. The  worship of MineSvari, pre- 
sumably a form of Durga, must always have been 
closely linked to that of Maneivara, and whatever 
the vicissitudes of kings and palaces during the 
decline of both, the deities' cult endured at the 
Mina-maneSvari temple in Hadigaon. In this con: 
nection, it hardly seems fortuitous that in modern 
Nepal this Mineivari is the istadevati of certain 
Newar Shresthas known as the laylava. The  term 
apparently derives from l iyk t i ,  the Newari word 
for palace, and signifies royal descent." Except for 
the karmicirya  who  resides over her worship, no 
one but the l iylava has the right to see the goddess. 

One must at least speculate as to whether the 
white horse associated with Taleju/Kumari, an 
aspect of her cult that otherwise remains unex- 
plained, also has the same ancient source. W e  
know that a sanctified horse was required in an- 
cient Indian coronation ritual, as it was in ancient 
Nepal, and is in the coronation of the kings of 
Nepal today." Since the white stallions, one each 

to define ManeSvari's relationship to the liylava. Rut the 
terms isfa- and ~uladeuati are employed loosely in modern 
Nepal, so her exact relationship with this group is still to 

be determined. 
53 D. Vajracharya 1973:305. 
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in the Bhaktapur palace and Hanuman Dhoka. 
pertain to the cult of Taleju/Kumiri,  one suspects 
that this has long been so, and that they are thr 
living reminders of the rapport that once existed 
between the "coronation horse" and the Devi of 
Minagrhn, for each of which AmSuvarman pro- 
vided "3 pu, I pa." 

Be that as it may, the first u~lequivocal docu- 
mentation of Mines'vari is provided by a manu- 
script colophon dated N.S. 344 Kiirtika (A.D. 1 2 2 4 ) . ~ ~  
But the Gopdlarrija-wam~dwali preserves an inter- 
esting piece of gossip about King Bhiskaradeva 
(ca. A.D. 1045-1048), a king the chroniclers remem- 
ber for his short reign and the infamy of having 
"sold his father's crown and devastated the golden 
image of M i i n e s ' ~ a r i . " ~ T h e  V K  records the same 
shocking crime, but names the goddess "Mana- 
hara.""j This is apparently a variant form of the 
goddess' name and, again varied, is applied to 
the Valley's third largest river, the Manohara. T h e  
Bhaskaradeva episode, if true, would provide 
the earliest record of MineSvari by name. 

That  Taleju's cult in the Kathmandu Valley 
antedated Harasimha, the Tirhutia king widely 
held to have introduced it about A.D. 1324, is docu- 
mented history. As we know from a previous 
chapter, Harasimha died a broken refugee in the 
pestilential Tarai, and had nothing to do directly 
with bringing the goddess from Mithili. But Tale- 
ju appears to have been held in high regard in 
that country, and it is not improbable that she was 
the tutelary of Niinyadeva's dynasty. She was al- 
most certainly well-known to Harasimha's queen, 
the omnipotent Bhaktapur refugee, Devaladevi. It 
is abundantly evident that Taleju was favored by 
Sthitirijamalla, and with his subsequent irruption 
into the affairs of Nepal Mandala, the goddess was 
apparently raised to an eminence she had previ- 
ously not enjoyed in Nepal. As we know, on 
Sthitimalla's visit to Patan, the fractious nobles 
made haste to please the new Valley strong man 

" The colophon of this manuscript publishetl by Petech 
r958:86, no. 7, omits the first line, in which Maneivari is 
clearly named: Sreyostullsvasti bhramarakridiketubliat- 
tiraka-pidinuhirnityaradhamini bhagavati Srim5neivari- 
pidapankajallRijidhirija parameivara paramabhattiraka 
raghuvansa iri~nadabhayamalladevasya vijayarijyell. 
" Fol. 23b. 

by restoring a run-down temple of Taleju. Nepali 
tradition points to Mithili, and ultimately prob- 
ably the Karnita country, as Taleju's source. Tula- 
japur, an old center of Taleju worship in India, 
lies on the K a r ~ ~ i i t a  border in Maharashtra statc, 
west of Poona. It  is to "Nayardeia" in the Karnita 
to which the Brahmanical chronicle explicitly 
traces her. Among the troops of Ninyadeva, the 
Karn.?taka conqueror of Mithili, so declares the 
chronicle, "was a caste called Dwini ju [Dwimiju 1 
Newars who had kulndevatis or family gods called 
Dwini ju  with them. [With their aid] Ninyadeva 
conquered the country and took possession of Bhat- 
gaon."" T h e  gods called Dwimi ju  sound suspi- 
ciously like what appears to be a Nepali colloquial 
name for Taleju, that is, Do-, Du-, or Dui-miju, 
the Mother Goddess of the Doya (Maithili)." By 
involving Taleju in the Ramdyana, the Buddhist 
chronicle also claims Maithili origin for her by way 
of south India. Ravished from "Amarpur" by Ra- 
vana, Taleju was at length rescued by ~ i m a  and 
installed in his capital at Ayodhyi-"secretly [so] 

. . 

no mention is made of it in the RamavanaU- 
whence she was brought to Simraongarh, Ninya- 
deva's capital (Map I ) . ~ '  Tha t  many of the Ne- 
wars associated with Taleiu's cult claim Maithili 
descent is also suggestive of the deity's ties with 
M i t h i h G O  

With the burgeoning of Taleju's cult in the Val- 
ley from the mid-fourteenth century onward, what 
had until ,then apparently been two relatively dis- 
tinct manifestations, MineSvari and Taleju, became 
one--conceptually, in the interchange of names, 
and in cult. Indeed, if Mines'vari was the tradi- 
tional tutelary of the kings of Nepal, her absorp- 
tion into the new tutelary, Taleju, could hardly 
have been otherwise. From this time on there is 
no Taleju or MineSvari, only an inseparable syn- 
cretism, Taleju/Mineivari, called by either name, 
as one chose. This syncretic divinity, in essence 
Durgii, was the intimate associate of Malla roy- 

SG VK (3) .  
57Hasrat 1970:50, 53. On page 50 the spelling is 

Dwiniju, but on page 53, Dwirniju, which seems correct. 
" G .  Vajracharya 1976:152-155 believes that Duimiju 

should be identified as Laksmi. 
5 V r i g h t  1966:118-1zr 

Allen rg75:38-39. 
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alty. In the combined manifestation, Taleju/ 
Mlneivari's most ancient and prestigious royal 
temple is in the Bhaktapur palate, Tripura. Even 
in the period of the Three Kingdoms, when each 
capital had its own royal Taleju temple, Srinivisa 
of Patan, as a mark of special favor, was allowed 
to visit )the eminent Bhaktapur Taleju to receive 
her personal blessing.'" 

Today, except for a brief annual resuscitation at 
Dasain, the Taleju/Mineivari temples are closed, 
and her cult is virtually extinct. But for more than 
a millennium, first as Mineivari, then as Taleju, 
she vied even with Paiupati in popularity among 
the rulers of Nepal Mandala. In the Malla Period, 
Taleju/Mineivari filled essentially the same role 
as the most usual personal deity for the royal dy- 
nasties that Minegvari seems to have filled for the 
Licchavis. She was, as well, the ordained lineage 
deity of the Malla kings. 

In each of the Three Kingdoms, in addition to 
her principal and Mul-chok temples, Taleju en- 
joyed a third royal temple. It was consecrated to 
Degutale, that is, the degu (t(uladevard, lineage 
deity) Taleju. Although the names Taleju and 
Degutale are sometimes cited in inscriptions as if 
they were distinct deities,02 the pillar inscriptions 
in front of, respectively, the Taleju and Degutale 
temples of Kathmandu make clear their corre- 
spondence. In  one the goddess is referred to as 
Taleju, and in the other as Parameivari-degutale- 
maju, but both inscriptions also name her KilikS 
and Bhaviini, alternate names of Durgi .  Finally, 
the Degutale pillar inscription alludes to her role 
as the slayer of demons, and elsewhere Taleju is 
specifically named as' kuladeui, the Malla lineage 
deity." 

It  was apparently the right of each successor 
Malla king to receive from his predecessor the 
esoteric mantra for the control of Taleju. Accord- 

" D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 298. 
O 2  See, for exan~ple, the inscription published by Tewari 

et al. 1964:Gr-62. 
O3 Sanis&rfa-sandejn vol. 2, nos. 4-6; D. Regmi 1966: 

part 4, inscrs. 64, 71b (129-131, 152). 
'W. Regmi 1966: part 2, 6465. Laksminarasimha ap- 

parently died around A.D. 1657, but the exact date has not 
been verified. His last inscription is dated N.S. 761 A ~ i d l i a  
(1641). the year of his confinement. An inscription of 
Pratipamalla, dated N.S. 778 Migha (A.D. 1658) describes 

ing to the chronicles, Pratipamalla was deprived 
of this right through court intrigue, which played 
off the dcposed, insane, and incarcerated Laksmi- 
narasimha against his son. As the former's death 
approached, thc dying father is supposed to have 
withheld the mantra from his son, who in any 
event was too distrus~iul of his father to go and 
receive it." Indeed, some say that as there was no 
one to receive the mantra, Taleju was about to 
abandon Nepal, but the clever intervention of an 
attending tantrist forced her to stay."' Others at- 
test that Siddhinarasimha of Patan observed the 
lost mantra ascending into the sky as a blaze of 
fire. H e  therefore had a search conducted for some- 
one who knew the mystery of the mantra of 
Taleju. 

Accordingly a Brahman named Viivanith Upi-  
dhiya, an inhabitant of Boulimatole in Patan was 
found, who was made Guru to Siddhinarasimha 
to instruct him in the mantra whilst a temple 
was built for the goddess. When Siddhinarasim- 
ha was performing the prinapratirthd or vivifi- 
cation of the image of Tulja [which had been 
secretly brought from Kathmandu by his 
mother] . . . a pure blaze of fire was discerned 
to enter the temple?' 

Not only did most Malla kings proclaim them- 
selves to be favored by the feet of Paiupati, but 
from the time of Sthitimalla most of them (and 
the Rimavarddhanas) also proclaimed themselves 
to be favored by M i n e i ~ a r i . ~ '  Among other deities, 
Maneivari was most frequently invoked as wit- 
ness to pacts arranged among the Malla kings. 

Although the principal Taleju temples are at- 
tached to the palaces of the former Malla king- 
doms, there were others as well. One at Nawakot 
is still functional, and Taleju temples are to be 
found in Panauti, Kirtipur, and other villages. The  

him as deceased, thus probably confirming the Wright 
chronicle's date, N.S. 777 Bhidra (D. Regrni 1966:part 4, 
inscr. Go; Wright 1966:148). 

65The Wright chronicle (1966:144) asserts that the 
mantra was lost. 

OG Hasrat 1970:6667. 
"' D. Regrni 1g65:part I ,  360-3651. The notable exceptions 

are the late Patan kings, who after Yoganarendra were not 
direct Malla descendants. 
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residents of a small court in Brahma-tol, Kath- 
mandu, the Liykii-nani (Royal Palace Court) 
(Map 7: 0-6/7), claim that the "original" Taleju 
was formerly installed there. According to them, it 
is still required that the first Dasain sacrifice be 
made in this court. Similarly, residents of Tachapal- 
to], Hhaktapur, maintain a shrine and an igama 
for the worship of Waneliykfi Taleju. This  epithet 
commemorates the time when Taleju dwelt in the 
eastern neighborhood before being "taken away to - 
the darbar" (wane-la'ykS). 

It is more than probable that the small temple 
known as Tina-deota or Tina-dvo-aiimi. next to 

long been a mystery, but it now seems probable 
that she is in fact Maheivari, a form of Durg5. By 
the late Malla Period, certain of the collective 
forms of Durgi ,  known as the Matcka, superceded 
the Vedic protectors of the directions. Alternately, 
these successors were known by the Newari names 
of the eight directions over which they presided, 
Maheivari being conceived as the protector of the 
north (yant2) (Plate S34)?l 

D u r g i  the Beneficent: 
Lakstni and  Sarasuati 

- - - - -  , ,  , 
the Kathmandu Taleju temple, is also a venerable T w o  of the most familiar and popular goddesses 
Taleju temple (Figure 1:53). It  seems already to of Nepal Mandala are Laksmi and Sarasvati, be- 
have been old when Ratnamalla built his Taleiu nevolent divinities worshiped in their own right as 
temple next to it in A.D. 1501." Traditionally, 
Tina-deota was installed by King Sankaradeva I1 
(ca. A.D. 1069-1083) as his kuladevatri, and all were 
forbidden to erect a higher temple." T h e  Newars 
who worship Tinadeota  consider her to be the 
elder sister of the nearby Taleju, and offer her 
year round the same blood sacrifices that the 
younger sister enjoys only at Dasain. Tanadeota 
is the kuladeuati of Newar Shresthas known 
as thakulauata, like the ldylaua, a group loosely re- 
lated to Malla royalty. T h e  rights of entry into the 
temple are theirs alone. Given these clues, one 
must wonder whether this "elder sister" may not 
be, in fact, the earlier Mineivari. 

In  the Malla Period, it may be noted, Taleju was 
long worshiped in close association with a deity 
known as Yantimonde and later Yantiju. Their 
temples stood side by side, and when gifts were 
offered to one they were offered in equal measure 
to the other. O n  more than one occasion the Gopi-  
larrija-uamiiuali records simultaneous gifts of flags 
to Talamonde and Yapyimonde, and Srinivisa 
constructed a gilt shrine to Yantiju, his is~adeuatri, 
in the middle of the Mul-chok near the temple of 
Taleju (Plate 1 2 8 ) . ~ O  T h e  identity oE Yantiju has 

G n  Wright 1966:137. 
'"ivi 1905:11, 196. 
7 O  Fols. 47a, 51"; Abhilckha-samgraha rg6n-n. 
1' At least that is the direction over which she presides 

in a yoni-rakra depicted in a lnanuscript dated N.S. 861 
(A.D. 1 7 4 1 ) ~  and north is the direction in which her various 
Kathmandu shrines may now be found (Gutschow and 

- 
independent goddesses quite distinct from the il- 
lustrious Bhagavati. Like her, they have remote 
origins, are many-stranded, and have convoluted 
histories. But quintessentially both goddesses are 
manifestations of the Great Goddess, and in one 
way or another are ultimately identified with her. 
While recognizing their independent cultural role, 
it will not be out of place to treat Laksmi and 
Sarasvati in relation to Durg i .  

Laksmi, or Sri-Laksmi as she is also known, is 
the goddess of plenty, the patroness of fertility, and 
the resplendent benefactress w h o  bestows upon her 
votaries numerous offspring, health, longevity, suc- 
cess, and prosperity. She is in essence an Indian 
Ceres, the Latin corn goddess whose name derives 
from the same root as Sri, one of Laksmi's names. 
Ultimately, L a k ~ m i  is the evolved form of the 
chthonic fertility aspect of the Universal Mother, 
D ~ r g i . ~ '  

Laksmi is conceived as a beautiful young woman 
who, like the beneficent Pirvati and T i r i ,  charac- 
teristically holds a lotus in one hand and extends 
the other in the boon-bestowing gesture (uarada 
mudra') (Plates 336, 525). Unless identified by an 
inscription, by a more specific cognizance, or by 

Bajracharya 1977:fig. I ) .  In Bhaktapur her principal shrine 
today lies in the southeast (Map 9) .  I am indebted to 
G.  Vajracharya for deciphering the names on the yotri- 
cakra. 

72Bhattacharji 1g70:1gg-163, 172; Zirnrner 1946:9096; 
M. Chandra rg7j:r-16. 
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context, Laksmi therefore cannot be distinguished 
iconographically from a number of other god- 
desses in their benevolent aspects (Plates 516, 526). 
Like Vasudhira, the Buddhist goddess of abun- 
dance, Laksmi may carry a sheaf of grain and the 
vase of plenty (Plates 336, 505). The  lotus, symbol 
of beauty and fertility, is especially associated with 
Laksmi. T w o  of her alternate names, Kamali and 
Padmi, mean "lotus," and she is known by diverse 
epithets that emphasize this relationship." Unac- 
countably, this characteristic symbol is omitted in 
the Patan painting (Plate 525). In Nepal, Laksmi's 
vcihana is the tortoise, an element that causes her 
to be confused with the tortoisehorne Yamuni, 
personification of the River Jumna (Plate 129). 
Thus the images of Yamuna and her companion, 
the makara-borne Gahga (River Ganges), placed 
in conformance with Indian tradition beside Nep- 
alese temple doors, are now often worshiped as 
Sri and Laksmi. So is the Pasupatinitha Pirvati 
"Laksmi" (Plate 513), because chance has placed 
the image upon an outsized tortoise, once probably 
a pillar  upp port.^' 

In Laksmi's developed mythology, she is per- 
ceived as Durgi's daughter. She was also one of 
the marvels that the Churning of the Ocean 
brought forth, a prize that fell to Visnu. As Vis- 
nu's consort, Laksmi shares his cult and is a famil- 
iar inclusion in numerous Vaisnava icons (Plates 
359, 374, 375, 383, 389, 390, 409). Laksmi also has 
a tantric manifestation in which her aspect as 
Visnu's iakti is emphasized. In this way she is 
metamorphosed to Vaisnavi, an emanation of 
Durga and one of her collective manifestations as 
the Miitykis. 

In contemporary Nepali practice, the principal 
appeal of Laksmi is as a beloved domestic divinity 
who presides over the family's fortunes. As such, 
one of the most important national festivals, Lak- 
smi-piijii or Tihir ,  is celebrated in her honor.75 But 

73 Zimmer 194G:gr. 
7 4  Pal 1974:fig. 216 illustrates the complete image and 

tortoise. 
75  On her festival, see Anderson 1971 :164-174. 

Like a group of stylistically related early goddesses 
(Slusser 197r), Caja-Lak~111i also wears the heavy "dough- 
nut" anklets that may be felt under the water. Despite at- 
tempts to clear the fountain drain, 1 was only able to lower 
the level, not drain the water completely. 

Laksmi has no independent temples consecrated 
to her, and insofar as they can be identified, no im- 
portant sculptures are worshiped in her name. 
Paradoxically, the one outstanding stone sculpture 
in the Kathmandu Valley that is unmistakably 
Laksrni is worshiped as Sitali, the goddess of 
smallpox. Partly submerged in a clogged Patan 
fountain, the sculpture depicts the well-known lus- 
tration of Laksmi by elephants, a theme familiar 
in early Huddhist art in India and known ns Gaja- 
Laksmi (Plates 527, 528). The  somewhat matronly 
goddess holds a full-blown pink lotus and raises 
one hand in assurance (abhaya mudri) .  At her 
sides, supported on tall blue lotuses, elephants 
bathe her from upturned vases of plenty, as ador- 
ing votaries (one now destroyed) regard the 
scene.7o 

Sarasvati, another familiar of Nepal Mandala, is 
somewhat like Laksmi. She too is pictured as a 
beautiful young woman who is Durga's daughter 
and one of Visnu's consorts (Plates 529, 530).~' In 
fact, she is the kurniri aspect of D u r g i  herself.'" 
As the latter's emanatory form she may display a 
third eye. Sarasvati also incorporates the Vedic 
goddess Vak, personified speech, origin of her al- 
ternate names Vigdevi and Vigiivari, whence the 
name of the Bagmati (Vagavati). Sarasvati is the 
goddess of learning and culture, a role symbolized 
by her chief attributes, the book and lute ( v m a ) ;  
her vehicle is the swan, an allusion to an early 
association with Brahma as daughter or consort. 

In the Kathmandu Valley, the cult of Sarasvati 
has become confused with that of the Bodhisattva 
MaiijuSri, also a deity of learning. Buddhists con- 
sider them consorts. The  two are further confused 
because of the correspondence of one of Mafijuiri's 
names, Dharmadhatu-viigiivara, with Sarasvati's 
alternate, Viigiivari. Because the former is wor- 
shiped as the symbol of a stupa, and in paintings 
is often represented within it, the stupa also be- 

77 The image illustrated in Plate 529 is now enshrined 
under lock and key in the Hadigaon main square (Map 
5:zo), but according to the townspeople, until a few 
years ago it was enshrined below the bluff not far from 
Satya Niriyana and the river. Stolen, the image was re- 
covered in Chetrapati, Kathmandu, and installed in a 
safer place. 

70 Bhattacharji 1970:164. 
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came a symbol of Sarasvati. '~arasvati 's most fa- 
mous shrine near Svayarnbhcnitha is, in fact, con- 
secrated to Maiijuiri. But the Nepalese flock there 
to celebrate Sarasvati's annual festival, Vasanta- or 
Sr~-~af icami ,  the first day of spring, when all seek 
her blessings in cultural and intellectual endeav- 
ors.'" 

One encounters many stone sculptures of Sara- 
svati in the Kathmandu Valley, for the most part 
dating from the late Transitional through the Mal- 
la Period. In  some she stands and displays in her 
four hands the rosaiy and book, water vessel and 
varada m u d r i  (Plate 530); in others she is seated, 
plays the vini, and displays the rosary and book. 

Durga's Collective Manifestations 

D u r g i  not only has innumerable individual mani- 
festations, terrific and ~acif ic ,  but collective ones, 
groups of personified aspects, each one of which 
is perceived as a distinct deity with a different 
name. Such groups originated in India as a corol- 
lary of iaktism, and the cults and practices associ- 
ated with them now bear an indelible tantric im- 
print. Three such collectives have profoundly af- 
fected the religious climate of the Kathmandu 
Valley: the Matrki  (Mothers), Navadurgi (Nine 
Durgas), and, to a lesser extent, the DaSamahi- 
vidya (Ten Great Knowledges). In both India 
and Nepal the composition of each group is in- 
constant, the complement varying in name and 
number, and characterized by considerable over- 
lapping and interchange among all. In Nepal these 
Durgas of various name and aspect are often 
blended with indigenous deities, the mi i s  and 
ajimis, and many, though in essence Durg i ,  are 
worshiped as important deities in their own right. 

In  contrast to India, where the classic number of 

' V t  is also a Nepalese tradition to represent the goddess 
Usnisavijayi inside a stupa. In paintings this gotldess, 
whose color is white, is often the one depicted, although 
the accompanying inscription is likely to name her "Dhar- 
n~adllatu-vigiivara," that is, MaiijuSri. 

Anderson 1971 :230-2jz. 
HITl le  Nepalese prefer the locutions Bralimiyani and 

Indrsyani, and in pronunciation they do not distinguish 
between Kaumiri, a Mitrki, and Kumiri,  Durgi's virgin 

Matykis is seven, the Saptamitrki,  in Nepal they 
are thought to number eight, the so-called Asta- 
mi t rk i .  In  practice, the Nepali number of Mitrkis  
varies, as does the complement. But the most com- 
mon constituents are Brahmini, MaheSvari, Kau- 
mzri, Vaisnavi, Vir ihi ,  Indrini,  C imundi ,  and 
Mahilaksmi (Plates 531, 534).'l T w o  of them, 
C i m u n d i  and Mahilaksmi, have especially com- 
plex origins; the others are related to well-known 
gods: Brahmi, Siva, Kumira,  Visnu, and -1ndra. 
As their iat(tis they personify the energy residing 
within their masculine counterparts, bear their 
names, display their emblems, and employ their 
vihanas. Although in India a number of these 
same manifestations are considered pacific," in 
Nepal all are classed as hitvidyo, somewhat fierce 
or forbidding deities who expect blood sacrifice. 
Propitiation is the dominant aspect of their wor- 
ship. 

T h e  Navadurgi (Naudurgi) ,  the nine forms of 
Durgi ,  is a very fluid group that even in India 
varies enormously in its components." In Nepal 
the group is also unstable, and except for sharing 
K i l i  and Harasiddhi, is totally different from any 
of the diverse Indian lists. I n  addition to these twb 
goddesses, the Nepalese Navadurgi include favor- 
ite deities such as Vatsaladevi, JayavigiSvari, and 
Guhyes'vari, with the remainder of the comple- 
ment filled out with obscure divinities according 
to personal preferen~e. '~  In  practice, however, the 
Nepalese Naudurgi  are synonymous with the 
Astmitrki ,  to which a variable ninth manifesta- 
tion is joined to complete the set. Thus, when the 
Nepalese speak of the Naudurgi ,  they in fact refer 
to the A ~ ~ a r n a t r k i . ~ "  

T h e  Daiamahividyi,  the Ten Great Knowl- 
edges, is also an unstable set of D u r g i  manifesta- 
tions that has much in common with Vajrayina 

aspect. In the following discussion I shall reserve the terms 
Mitrki and Mothers to refer specifically to these collective 
manifestations of Durgi ,  ant1 o~herwise use the Inore gen- 
eral term "mother gotldesses." 
" 1l)anerjea 1966:126. 
" hnerjea 195(i:qgo n. r, 500 n. I .  

R 4  Livi rgog:~,  377-378 records onc such list. 
@"ee, for example, the list of Navadurgi gathered 

from a Patan vajr.iri~.ya by Allen r975:49 
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divinities." In Nepal, the only Mahavidya forms 
of consequence today are Bhairavi and Kil i ;  the 
latter is the paramount figure from whom the 
other nine unfold, and is a member of the Nava- 
durga/Astamatrki. But others, such as Chinna- 
masti, Bagalamukhi, or Tar5 (here a name for 
Durg i )  are well known. The  Nepalese also some- 
times assign Annapirna and Durga Mahisamar- 
dini to the group, and substitute other personal or 
local favorites at 

In the Kathmandu Valley, the various collective 
manifestations of Durga are worshiped both as 
groups and as individuals. In popular conception, 
the goddesses who compose the collectives are per- 
ceived more as independent divinities, rather than 
as DurgH herself; each has a distinct origin and 
personality, her own shrines and temples, and a 
personal following of dedicated votaries. T h e  cults 
and practices associated with the collective D u r g i  
are inextricably mingled with that of the cults of 
other goddesses of diverse origins-the indigenous 
m i i s  and ajimis,  the terrifying manifestations of 
the Buddhist THri, the personification of smallpox 
as Sitali/Hiriti, and the various yoginis and di- 
kitiis. Like them, the collective D u r g i  is also fused 
with the Bhairava cult. Some of the Durga aspects, 
moreover, like Virahi, Guhyeivari, or Chinna- 
mast:, are worshiped in multiple forms, some of 
whom are aspects of the collective Durga, others 
distinct entities of the Vajrayana pantheon. In  the 
ways, places, and forms in which she is worshiped, 
the collective D u r g i  is indistinguishable from her 
Valley companions, her many sisters, mothers, and 
grandmothers. It  will therefore be well to consider 
all these goddesses together as the indivisible body 
they are in Nepalese concept and practice. 

T H E  C U L T  OF T H E  M O T H E R  

Aspect and Abode 

Tantric and tantricized goddesses invest a variety 

8"Banerjea r956:gGo n. I ;  Rawson 1972:53-54 briefly de- 
scribes the Mahividyi. 

8i D. Regmi 1gG6:part 2 ,  581-583. A typical Nepali con- 
ception of the group's components may be found in 
Kolver 1976:76. 

" 0 1 1  the evidence of a brief undated dedicatory in- 

of objects and are worshiped in many forms. One 
of their most characteristic realizations is as a nat- 
ural boulder, but they are as apt to select the form 
of a mystic diagram (yantru, mandala, yoni-cakra), 
a triangular orifice in stele or temple wall, or to 
occupy the auspicious vessel of abundance, filled or 
imagined as filled with water and burgeoning veg- 
etation ( p c m a  kalaia, -ghata, -4umbha) (Plates 
4 1  I ,  454, 533536).  But these same goddesses do not 
altogether eschew iconic form. Thus in one place 
and time they may manifest, for example, as a 
boulder; in another, they may take anthropomor- 
phic or theriomorphic form in painting or sculp- 
ture. At times icons are major sculptures, and serve 
as the principal cult object, or objects, of temple and 
shrine (Plates 537,545551,558,560,56r,566,567).~' 
Elsewhere, images may be only minor accessories, 
back-ups, as it were, to the principal aniconic 
forms. In this way they may on occasion occupy 
the sanctum proper (Plates 532, 542),  but more 
typically crowd the surrounding precincts of tem- 
ple and shrine. Thus, images of the goddesses ap- 
pear on toranas, among the wood carvings and 
metal repoussC of temple doorways, windows, and 
fa~ades, and ,they are especially in evidence as carved 
roof brackets (Plates 199, 538, 539, 556, 557, 559).  
Even goddesses who are worshiped exclusively in 
emblematic form, appear as accessory images at 
their  laces of worship (Plate 524).  In  both forms, 
the tantric and tantricized goddesses are installed 
in domestic chapels, vihira igamas,  and in their 
"lineage houses" (kula ghara, deochem).  Typi- 
cally, it is in the form of   or table icons that they 
are carried about in their various comings and 
goings (Plate 539). T h e  goddesses seem no less at 
home in, or more loath to occupy, one kind of 
image or another. When commissioned from the 
meager purses of the poor, they are as often the 
folkish products of artisan and carpenter as they 
are the more familiar masterworks that steadily 
drift from the shrines to private and museum col- 
lections (Plates 540, 541) .  

scription on the pedestal of the image of Jayavigiivari ib 
lustrated in Plate 537, D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 156 
(5g3) assigns it to Arniuvarman's time; G.  i'ajracharya 
1973:inscr. 3 ( r q )   laces it in the late fifth or early sixth 
century. 



DRAMATIS PERSONAE: T H E  IMMORTALS 

In addition to boulders, mystic symbols, vessels, 
and the usual kinds of icons, the Navadurga/As- 
tamiitrkii and the DaSamahividyi take still other 
forms. When collectively enshrined in the rectan- 
gular temples proper to them, they are typic'llly 
manifest in lifesize manikins of wood or other 
material. Garbed in clothing and ornaments that 
mirror those of the women who worship them. 
they stand or sit along the rear and side walls of 
the sanctum. Accompanying them as other mani- 
kins are GaneSa and Rhairava, and frequently Siva 
in other manifestations. Thus there are usually as 
many as a dozen or more deities in the assembly. 
Such groups are very common-for example, in 
the temple of Macali-ajimii (Martyeivari), Kath- 
mandu, or that of Riijarajeivari, Pajupatinatha 
(Maps 4:30, 6:14). They are especially numerous 
in Rhaktapur, but, interestingly, rare in Patan. Oc- 
casionally, like the individual Durga who becomes 
Kumiiri, the collective Nine or Eight manifest 
themselves as Kumiri-gana. O r  again, Bhairava- 
like, they are worshiped in the form of masks. 
Many of the latter are of metal repoussi, copper, 
silver, or gilt, and their normal place is in the deo- 
chern, whence they are brought as ritual demands 
(Plate 542). Other masks, o l  polychrome painted 
papier m i c h i  and metal ornament, are part of an 
ensemble. They are worn on special occasions by 
persons privileged to impersonate the goddesses as 
members of sacred dance groups (Plate 543). 

Textually, the goddesses in tantric or tantricized 
manifestations are often imagined as the antithesis 
of the placid ornamental young women they are 
conceived to be in their beneficent aspects. When 
terrifying, their mien, activity, dress, and ornament 
should be metamorphosed to all that is fearful 
and hideous. As repositories of energy, their active 
nature is elucidated in the postures of the dance 
or of the hunting stance, the "heroic diagonal" of 
the archer's pose known as pratyilidha (Plates 512, 
524, 538, 544). Bhairava-like, their stiff and bristly 
hair should rise as flames above a grotesque face 
with bulging bloodshot eyes and grimacing mouth, 
from which a forked tongue and fangs protrude. 
Thcy may be corpulent and nude. Their pre- 
scribed ornaments are skulls and severed heads, 
flayed skins and twining serpents, and they delight 

Getty 1962:125-126; Malllnann r975:161-164. 

to the rattle of aprons of human bones (Plates 478, 
524, 538, 544, 556, 557). They bear grisly attributes, 
such as the death's head staff ({ha~vi t i~a) ,  the 
chopper (kartri) with which to flay and hack up 
human bodies, and the human skull cup (kapila) 
From which to eat and drink the flesh and blood 
they crave (Plate 544). In images dating from the 
period of the Three Kingdoms, tantric goddesses 
typically bear two little flags in their coiffure and 
display the arikuia mudri ,  in which the thumb and 
ring finger form a circle (Plates 524, 562). 

I n  practice, however, Valley artists have been re- 
luctant to depict even the terrifying goddesses in 
the macabre forms the texts exact. Except when 
portraying K,?li/Carnu~~dii, they cling for the most 
part to the beneficent goddess type, merely dec- 
orating a beautiful maiden with some of the ex- 
pected gruesome ornaments and attributes (Plate 
544). T h e  Terrible Tara, UgratiralEkajati ,  may 
be selected as a case in point. H e r  sidhana depicts 
her as one of the most terrifying manifestations of 
the Vajrayana pantheon. Dwarfed and obese, she 
should stride upon corpses and, eyes red and round, 
should laugh obscenely to reveal buck teeth and 
protruding tongue. H e r  garment is a tiger skin 
and her ornaments snakes and a wreath of skulls 
( t n u n d a m i l i ) . 8 V u t  as encountered in Nepal 
Mandala, Ferocious Tar5 is depicted as an attrac- 
tive girl of pleasant mien; properly wearing her 
skull wreath and serpents and wielding the pre- 
scribed weapons and attributes, she treads her 
corpses in an abstracted manner, and does not 
terrify at all (Plate 199). 

Very likely, the most venerable goddesses of the 
Kathmandu Valley are embodied in the boulders 
that serve even now as the primary manifestation 
of so many. But the oldest representations that are 
iconographically datable are stone sculptures carved 
between about the third and the seventh century 
(Plates 545-551). Some of these sculptures are iso- 
lated, and the deity often unidentifiable; others are 
in groups that almost certainly represent sets, or 
partial sets, of the Mitrkzs, Durgi 's collective 
manifestation. Such a group is enshrined near the 
VyiigeSvara (Bagh Bhairava) temple of Kirtipur, 
while others are encountered among the r ~ ~ i n s  in 
the Sntya Niiriiyana compound, Hadigaon; at Nai- 
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kop; at Kamaladi Ganeia, Kathmandu; at Paiu- 
patinitha; and at the temple of Jayavigiivari, Deo- 
patan (Plates 545-549, 560, 561). One of the Kirti- 
pur goddesses, by reason of her lotus seat, a char- 
acteristic cognizance of Brahmi, could be Nrah- 
man? (Plate 546); her animal-headed companion 
holding a fish is Vir ihi ,  if the head is that of a 
boar rather than a jackal (Plate 547). If a jackal, 
the image would represent Sivaduti, another mani- 
festation of Durgi ,  who is also assigned the fish 
as an attribute. 

Among the numerous isolated early images of 
the mother goddesses there is an occasional en- 
counter that may be clearly recognized as a Mi t rk i  
(Plate 550). T h e  majority of independent images, 
however, cannot be identified in terms of their 
iconography, and are now worshiped in various 
guises, the most common of which is Sitali/Hiriti, 
the goddess of smallpox (Plate 551)."' Others are 
merely defined as Mii ,  Ajimi, Ajimi-mi?, or 
named as some specific local godling. The  Kirtipur 
Mitrkis,  for example, are worshiped as exotic 
figures in the Bagh Bhairava legend, mentioned 
in a previous chapter, while in Kathmandu an 
inscribed image corresponding to the Kirtipur 
Virihi/Sivaduti (Plate 547) is variously identified 
by its votaries." Some worship the image as Dak- 
sa, beheaded at that very place by Siva, his in- 
sulted son-in-law, who then considerately replaced 
the severed head with that of a goat; others iden- 
tify the image as DhGcvale, the "Goat of Heaven" 
(literally, the "fox-like nannygoat"), an important 
figure of Newar legend, the benefactress of or- 
phans and helpless children. 

The  preferred abodes of the mother goddesses 
are as diverse as their aspects. Typically, the terrific 
goddesses prefer the ghats and cremation grounds 
(Sanskrit, imai ina ;  Nepali, masin), which lie be- 
yond the confines of the towns and cities. Some, 
like Kanga-ajimi (Kankeivari, C imundi ) ,  Luti- 
ajimi (Indriini), or Maiti-devi (Kaumnri) of 
Kathmandu have their ~r inc ipa l  temples at such 
places (Plate 552). Another, Vajravirihi (a  Bud- 
dhist Qit ini  merged with the M i t r k i  Vi r ih i ) ,  
lives near the masin in a sacred forest near Chapa- 

"Slusser rg72:97-104, pls. LI, L I I ;  Pal 1974:fig. 59 
errs in locating the itnage at Kva-bahal, Patan. 

"D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 154 (582); G. Vajracharya 

gaon. An occasional goddess, like Gupteivari, 
dwells in a cave; others live in a hole (Plate 553). 
Still other goddesses prefer hilltops. One of these 
is Mhaipi-ajimi, a goddess identified by some as 
Mahejvari, by others as Jiiinejvari (Jiiinadikini) 
enshrined in company with Yogimbara, hcr con- 
sort. Hilltops are also the preferred dwelling places 
for most yoginis, and for the prirnitve miis and 
ujitnis who arc especially thinly veneered as Hud- 
dhist or Brahmanical divinities. Among the latter 
are, for example, Pulchoki-mii and Champadevi, 
each of whom has preempted one of the peaks that 
overlook the Valley. The chief hilltop yoginir are 
the Sankhu Vajrayogini (in fact Ekaji!a/Ugra- 
t i r i )  ; the Pharping Vajrayogini; Akajayogini 
(Pulchok, Patan); and Akaiayogini (Vidyijvari) 
near Svayambhinitha. Other goddesses, like Dak- 
sinakili or Sundarijal-mii, dwell by secluded (or 
once secluded) streams or waterfalls, while still 
others-Annapirna, Luchubhalu-ajimi (Cimun- 
d i ) ,  or Mahilaksmi of Thankot-prefer the bustle 
of town or village. They also indiscriminately fre- 
quent temple, vihira, house, and courtyard (Ap- 
pendix V).  

Some goddesses dwell within well-appointed 
temples not significantly different from those of 
Pajupati or Changu Narayana (Plate 189). Many 
others have only hypaethral shrines (Plate 533). 
Still others have had temples built over what were 
obviously once typical hypaethral shrines. Charac- 
teristically, the sanctums of such latter-day enclo- 
sures are very open, the temple's multiple doorways 
or colonnades permitting an unobstructed view, 
and the sanctum itself often sunken well below 
the present ground level (Plates 187, 532, 552, 
554). These sunken and airy sanctums have much 
to say about the antiquity of many of these god- 
desses and their ultimate chthonic origins. Symbols 
of such divinities should be open to the skies and 
woe to the misguided votary who closes them in.'? 
Indeed, there are occasions when the divinities 
themselves take steps to rectify the ill-advised no- 
tions of their too-solicitous devotees. Vajravirihi 
of the Chapagaon grove, for example, frustrated 
all attempts to install the finial, the final act in the 

1973:inscr. I (122). 
"This is also true of the cult of the mother goddesses 

in India (Kosambi 1960:27). 
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building of her temple, it is claimed, simply be- 
cause the offended goddess herself nightly saw to 
its removal. Bowing at last to the goddess' desire, 
the final building stage was omitted. Her  temple 
stands thus today. In the same way, as we have 
seen, the shrine of As'oka Ganeia is open to the 
skies. and even the lack of shelter for the Budhanil- 
kantha Niriiyana, well outside the tantric fold, 
is said to be that god's desire. 

Not all goddesses exact an airy, ground-floor 
sanctum. A number, prefer the second floor of a 
temple, just as do Bhimasena and some Bhairavas. 
Among them are, for example, Sikiili-devi (Maha- 
laksmi) of Khokana, Harasiddhi of Harasiddhi 
village, and Balakaumiri of Sunaguthi. There are 
many others. 

T h e  numerous temples and shrines where Dur-  
ga is worshiped in her collective form are, of 
course, ultimately consecrated to her. But usually 
one of the number, such as Vaisnavi or Indrini,  
is selected as the mistress of a particular temple, 
even though she shares it with the rest of the col- 
lective. T h e  temple is known by her name; hers is 
the chief symbol or icon in the sanctum and the 
central image on the toranas; and she provides the 
motif for the "forehead image" (lalatabimbha) 
installed in the lintel over the doors (Plates 538, 

559). 
T h e  almost universal companions o i  the various 

mother goddesses are Bhairava and Ganesa, to- 
gether with two curious guardian figures known 
as Singhini and Baghini (Plates 199, 562). Usually 
explained as "Lion Son" and "Tiger Daughter," 
they are in fact the lion-headed Sirphavaktri and 
her tiger-headed companion, Vyighravaktri,  Bud- 
dhist dikinis who are the fearful psycho-sexual 
partners of yogins. But their identities have been 
long forgotten in the Kathmandu Valley, and they 
are worshiped simply as guardians or children of 
the goddesses. It is as the latter that they accom- 
pany the Sankhu Vajryayogini as major images in 
her shrine; as guardians they are teamed with 
many other deities (Plate 357). 

In addition to these ubiquitous four-Bhairava, 
Ganeia, Singhini, and Baghini-many other gods 
and godlings and divinities of the Hindu-Buddhist 
pantheon are worshiped in and around the tem- 
ples and shrines of the mother goddesses. It is, for 

example, a perfectly acceptable place for the con- 
secration of Buddhist images or for the establish- 
ment of stupas (Plates 346, 552). Similarly, the 
mother goddesses are often installed in the pre- 
cincts of illustrious gods, such as Kumbhelvara, 
the locale of an important Das'amahividyii shrine, 
or Paiupatiniitha, which harbors one to the Matr- 
kiis (Plate 560). These goddesses even invade the 
sanctuaries of V i s ~ ~ u ,  a god who remains resolutely 
aloof from their cult. Vakupati Nir iyana of Bhak- 
tapur, for example, is willy-nilly a neighbor of the 
Navadurgi, and Changu Ni r iyana  of the Das'a- 
mahiividya (Figure 15). 

Picha-deuati~ and Sakti-pithas 

All of the collective manifestations of Durga (As- 
tamiitrkii, Navadurgii, Daiamahiividyi), a number 
of other goddesses, the associated Bhairavas, and 
certain other deities are known in Nepal Mandala 
as pitha-deuatis (Nepali) or piganadyo (Newari), 
literally "gods having a picha," that is, a place, 
seat, or altar. These pithas (pronounced "peet") 
are the principal shrines of this class of divinity, 
are normally hypaethral, and most commonly lie 
outside the walls (or former walls) that delimited 
the old cities and towns. W e  have already encoun- 
tered one of the most famous pithas, that of Pacali 
Bhairava (Plate 369). Others are those of Vaisnavi, 
Mahikiili, and Ciimupda (Plates 532,542,552). T h e  
pithas are normally paired with a related shrine in- 
side the town, usually a house-like temple known as 
the "lineage house," the kula ghara (Nepali) or 
"god house," dyochem or deochem (Newari) 
(Plate 555). T h e  deochem serves as a special resi- 
dence for the pitha-deuatis, a shrine for their icons, 
a storehouse for their treasure or special accoutre- 
ments, and together with the pitha is the focus for 
various ceremonies connected with them. Thus, 
while Kan.keivari's pitha, her principal shrine, is 
a t  one of the cremation ghats on the Vishnumati 
(Plate 552), her related deochem is well inside Old 
Kathmandu near Yatkha-bahal (Map 7: h-3, h-7). 
Similarly, Tunal-devi's pitha is in the open fields, 
her deochem in the center of Hadigaon (Map 5:1, 
18). In Bhaktapur, most of the pickas of the Nava- 
durg:? lie a t  various points around the city outside 
the line of the former city walls, while their deo- 
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chems lie well within (Map 9). Hut sometimes 
both pitha and deochem are inside the town, and 
from time to time, side by side. Tripura-sundari of 
Bhaktapur provides an example, as do Naradevi, 
Annapirna, and Aioka GaneSa, all of Kathmandu. 

The Valley pitha-dewatis are related to the con- 
cept of the iakti-pitha, a corollary of iaktisrn and 
D u r g i  worship." According to Indian tradition, 
D u r g i  in her particular manifestation as Sati im- 
molated herself over an insult Daksa, her father, 
offered Siva, her husband. Maddened with grief at 
Sati's death, Siva wandered hither and yon bearing 
her corpse on his shoulder. Finally, piece by piece, 
it dropped away (or, alternatively, was cut away by 
Visnu's cakra).  Wherever a fragment fell it be- 
came a iakti-pitha, a place sacred to Durgi .  In the 
form of Bhairava, Siva established himself near 
every one, so that he might keep eternal watch 
over his beloved's body. Thus everywhere Bhai- 
rava's shrines complement those of Sakti. 

The  association of the limbs of D u r g i  with the 
Sikta tirthas may be related to a particular tantric 
ritual known as pithanyira, and it has other con- 
notations especially associated with the linga." T h e  
concept of the paired shrines, jakti-pitha and Bhai- 
rava/Siva, was already entrenched in India by at 
least the seventh century, as we know from that 
attentive chronicler, Hsiian-tsang. H e  particularly 
noted one pair of shrines in Gandhira, a mountain- 
top jakti-pitha, below which was a ~ i v a  temple es- 
pecially sacred to the P i i u p a t a ~ . ~ "  

The  accepted number of the jakti-pithas varies 
from four to more than a hundred, but the most 
generally agreed-upon n u m b e r  is fifty-one. They 
are largely scattered in Bengal, but a few spill into 
Nepal and the Himalaya." Few of the iakti-pithas 
traditionally located in Nepal can be identified, and 
they appear to be now of limited significance. But 
Nepalese mythology adds to the traditional ac- 
counting a iakti-pitha that is of profound impor- 
tance in the Valley. This, they say, is the place 
where Sati's anus or, alternatively, her pudendum 
fell, g ~ i h y a  (Sanskrit and Nepali, to be concealed, 
private parts). Thus Guhyeivari is at once the 

" Sircar 19411. 
" Sircar 194R:7. 
" Ele~eal 1969:1, 113.114; Banerjea 1966:124. 
!Ic Sircar 1948:17 ff., lo-roo. 

Mysterious Supreme One, the Secret, Hidden, 
Anus or Pudendum Goddess. Her  pitha, paired 
with the majestic Paiupatinatha, lies on the op- 
posite side of the Hagmati in Mrigasthali (Map 
6:29). Now walled around to limit access to ac- 
cepted castes, and sheltered by a gilt baldaquin, a 
gift of Pratipamalla,07 Guhyeivari's shrine is hy- 
paethral. She is manifest as a water-filled pothole 
surrounded with the carved stone petals of a lotus. 
Thus at her pitha the celebrated goddess appears 
little different from a minor locality godling such 
as Bhaktapur's Khana-devata (Plate 553). Like all 
pitha-dewatis, however, GuhyeSvari also manifests 
herself in images." Their normal locale is in the 
deochem or private igatnas, from which on occa- 
sion they are taken to the Mrigasthali pitha or 
other places, as ritual demands. 

GuhyeSvari is one of the chief national divinities, 
and is ardently worshiped by all Nepalese. But 
they conceive of her in different ways. T o  Siva- 
mirgis she is Guhyakili (Durga) and jutt i  of 
Paiupatinitha, the nearby complementary Siva 
shrine. Buddhamirgis claim her as Prajiiipira- 
miti, but worship her variously as Nairatma, the 
fearful consort of Heruka, or as Fire Yogini 
(Agniyogini) named for the subaqueous fire that 
is said once to have emanated from the pothole.8' 
As Agniyogini, Guhyeivari completes the comple- 
ment of the Valley's Four Yoginis. Her  compan- 
ions are usually identified as VidyiSvari (Kath- 
mandu) and the two famous Vajrayoginis, one of 
Sankhu, the other of Pharping. 

As with all the pithas where the deities are wor- 
shiped in natural, undatable objects, we have no 
way of determining the antiquity of Guhyeivari's 
cult. Nor, in the particular Valley circumstances, 
can we be sure whether Guhyeivari was first a 
local, a Hindu, or a Vajrayina divinity. The  chron- 
icles assign her discovery to Pratipamalla, but a 
colophon entry establishes her existence under this 
name by at least A.D. 1405. '~~ Buddhists claim that 
she was discovered by Maiijuiri when he drained 
the Kilihrada. At this place, they say, was rooted 
the lotus that supported Svayambhi Jyotiripa, and 

97  D. Regmi 1966:part 2,594; Wright 1966:148. 
"Pal 1975:figs. 71-72. 
"Wright 1966:148. 
loo N.S. 525 Asidha (D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 595). 
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the flower's recumbent stalk (looking to the mod- 
ern eye very like a rocky ridge) still joins the two 
deities."" The  Buddhist assessment may not be too 
far wide of the mark, for whatever the origins of 
the evolved Guhyeivari, she was very likely grafted 
to an indigenous nzii  or ujinti  long worshiped at 
the site of the phenomenal subaqiieous fire that 
once glowed in Guhyes'vari's piyha. 

As a corollary of the role Bhairava plays in 
i a t t i sm ,  the cult of Hhairava and that of the terri- 
ble mother goddesses are inextricably mingled. 
Hhairava is at once companion to the Sixty-four 
Yoginis, to ~ a k t i ,  and to all the collective forms 
of Durgii. Thus the Miitrkas are always paired 
with a specific Bhairava manifestation, who is con- 
ceived as their special consort, and shares in their 
rites. In Bhaktapur, for example, seat of an ardent 
Miitrki cult, there is a special Bhairava group, the 
Astabhairava, an important assembly that comple- 
ments the Astamitrki  group. Ganes'a, too, plays 
some role in their cult, and frequently associates 
with them. Bhaktapur, for example, even has a 
complementary set of Astaganeia. 

Purveyors of Disease 
Sitali  and H i r i t i  

Despite the beneficent Laksmi and Sarasvati, Tar5 
and Vasudhari, the majority of the Valley god- 
desses are imagined to be malevolently disposed 
toward man. They cherish no affection for mortals 
except as purveyors of the delicacies they prefer, 
blood and alcohol. T h e  mother goddesses are 
particularly feared as the source of disease and 
death, legitimate concerns in any society, and aug- 
mented in the Kathmandu Valley by the spiritual 
proximity to ancient agrarian societies with like 
preoccupations. T h e  Nepalese seek out diverse gods 
and godlings for relief of various ills, but in the 
case of epidemic disease they turn specifically to 
the mother goddesses. They are considered at once 
personifications of the disease itself, the causes of 
it, and, i f  properly propitiated, the ones to take i t  
away. T h e  Hhairavi of Nawakot, for example, one 

l" lHodgson 1971:part I ,  I I G  ant1 n. 
'02 Olclficld 1880:1r, 298. 
'OWallmann 1975:179 does not mention this aspcct of 

Hiri t i ;  Ijanerjca 1~56:380-384. 

of the Daiamahividyi,  is believed annually to dis- 
seminate awul (malaria) in the Trisuli Valley low- 
lands, sparing only those who adequately appease 
her. But she always graciously grants a brief respite 
on the occasion of her annual fest i~al . '~ '  Another 
is Bagalamukhi of Patan who, with the terrible 
13hairav;l that shares her shrine at K~~mbheivnra,  
is the source of cholera. Even the chains that fetter 
the Bhairava do not prevent her dread messenger 
from walking abroad from time to time. Another 
fearful goddess is Sikali-devi (Siddhikiili, Mahii- 
Iaksmi) of Khokana village, a divinity widely pro- 
pitiated to ward off various poxes. 

I3ut the most terrible being, and therefore the 
most ardently worshiped, is the goddess of small- 
pox. Known variously as Sitalii her Brahmanical 
name, Hiiriti (her Buddhist equivalent),lo3 or by 
indigenous names such as Ajimii, Mii ,  Mahsmii,  
Ajimi-rniii, Ajimii-miiju, she is considered respon- 
sible for the smallpox epidemics that have 
scourged the Kathmandu Valley with unremitting 
regularity until most recent times. So identified is 
Sitali with epidemic disease that even the early 
Catholic missionaries understood her name to be 
synonymous with the disease itself, reporting that 
Nepal was "subject year round to epidemics of 
smnllpox or measles, in the language of the coun- 
try, Sizi1i."l0' 

Perhaps more than any other calamity, the dev- 
astation of pestilential smallpox is the tragic leit- 
motif of the historical documents. As observed in 
Chapter 4, along with fire and quake, drought and 
famine, such visitations are constantly mentioned 
in the early chronicles. It  is a theme repeated by 
their successors. In the reign of Bhiskaramalla of 
Patan, A.D. 1717-1722, for example, it is said that the 
pestilence raged for two years, during which be- 
tween thirty and a hundred or more persons died 
daily. It became so destructive that even the Kath- 
mandu K u m i r i  died, the "two dreadful teeth be- 
came visible in the mouth of Palupatiniith and the 
. . . nine planets upset then~selves." '~~ There was a 
particularly devastating epidemic at  the end of the 
eighteenth century, in which King Rana Bahadur 

lo '  LGvi 1905:1, 122. 
l o w a s r a t  197o:Rj. In the Kathmanclu Valley the Ninc 

Planets are also equated with the Ninc Durgis,  as dis- 
cussed below. 
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Shah's favorite queen also died, a personal tragedy 
that occasioned his well-known excesses against the 
heedless g o d d e s s e ~ . ' ~ ~  Maddened with grieE, Rana 
I3ahadur had the heartless Svayambhi Hariti and 
other goddesses whom he had entreated in vain 
dragged from their shrines, vilified with excre- 
ment, and destroyed.'" In a desperate ploy to keep 
Girvan Yuddha, his son, safe, the king also attempt- 
ed to expel all the stricken children from the Valley. 
This event is remembered in a tragic Newar song 
that describes the exodus and suffering that accom- 
panied it.IoR Finally, in A.D. 1816, "smallpox be- 
came so virulent in the country that hundreds and 
thousands of men, women and children, old and 
young, were swept away. The  rivers, tanks, and 
canals were crowded with dead and dying; and in 
the streets a man had scarcely room to walk and 
the dogs dragged away the neglected and putre- 
fied corpses and vultures died with surfeit of hu- 
man flesh.""" 

It is little wonder, therefore, that the Nepalese 
have considered the propitiation of the goddess of 
smallpox one of their chief concerns. But paradoxi- 
cally, despite the cult offered the deity in every 
byway, hamlet, and town, not even a half-dozen 
images may be identified as Hiriti ,  and, icono- 
graphically, there is none of Sitali. I encountered 
only four bona fide Hariti images in the Kath- 
mandu Valley: a nineteenth-century replacement 
of the smashed Hi r i t i  sculpture at Svayambhii; 
another at Kathelimbhii (the Svayambhi substi- 
tute tirtha in Kathmandu); a seventh or eighth 
century work in a private courtyard at Chapat-tol, 
Patan; and a late bronze installed in the vestibule 
of Uku-bahal, Patan."' With these exceptions, 
SitalilHiriti  is worshiped either in the guise of 
other deities, male or female, or in undifferentiated 
mother-goddess images that are often stone sculp- 
tures of considerable antiquity. Cases in point are 

lo6 Slusser 1972:98 11. 30. 
'Oi Common people have also apparently been driven to 

these lengths. From time to time one sees images wor- 
shiped as Sitali that have been mutilated, one is told, by 
parents from whom Sital5, heedless of their pleas, has ex- 
acted all their children. 

Io8 Lienhard 1974:232-234, song 96. 
l0Wasrat rg70:97. Vultures are considered inauspi- 

cious. Thus, when Rana Bahadur sought every means to 
save his queen, he ordered all vultures to be caught and 

two early Visnu imagcs, the C;aj;~-Laksmi of Pa- 
tan, and several unidentifiable female images scat- 
tered in various places throughout the Valley 
(Plates 382, 527, 528, 551).'11 Despite the implicit 
iconography of Gaja-Laksmi and the obvious male- 
ness of one of the Vis~>us (at Kumbheivara, Patan), 
both images figure prominently in the Sitalr?/Hi- 
riti cult. A serious pziji in the dread goddess' name 
ideally should begin with thc "Sitalii" of Naihiti 
(Gaja-Laksmi), proceed to the Kumbheivara "51- 
tala" (Visnu), and terminate at her shrine of 
shrines, the Hir i t i  temple at Svayambhi. 

All this suggests that in the Kathmandu Valley 
the cult of the smallpox goddess, still often called 
simply Ajimi or Ma?, represents an indigenous cult 
subsequently fused with Hindu-Buddhist concepts 
from India andcloaked with borrowed names. That  
this should be so is not surprising, since the Indian 
counterparts undoubtedly had similar backgrounds. 
Hiiriti was initially an ogress who fed on succulent 
children. But on the Rudha's command that she 
be nourished in the uihiras, Hiri t i  was transformed 
into a protectress of children and symbol of fertil- 
ity, as she is depicted in her images in Nepal. The  
reformed Hi r i t i  not only ate in the uihiras, but 
moved into them as a guardian figure, a fact that 
  rob ably explains her presence at Svayambhi, and 
certainly explains her presence in the phalaci of 
Uku-bahal. In the Nepalese uihiras, Hiriti's 
guardian role was at length usurped by Ganeia, 
and she apparently began to slip back into her old 
habits. But rather than becoming an overt canni- 
bal as before, she ~rof i t s  more subtly from the pox 
she sows. 

T h e  Death Dealers: 
Klili and Cimunda' 

Just as the mother goddesses preside over epidemic 

killed, offering a prize as incentive. Masses of \,ultures 
were burned at Jawalakhel, Patan, a site afterward con- 
sidered as an inauspicious m a i n .  Its evil influence had to 
be counteracted by erecting there an image of Sarasvati 
(Banda 1962:41). Wright 1966:rBo describes the ravages of 
the epidemic in terms similar to those of the Brahrnanical 
chronicle, and adds that Sitali "entered the durbar" and 
claimed King Girvan Yuddha. 

"O Slusser rg?z:pls. LIII, LV. 

"I Slusser 1973:roz, PIS. .LI, LII. 
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disease, so also is death their domain. T h e  central 
figures are C i m u n d i  and Kili, hideous manifesta- 
tions of Durga, symbols of the inexorable passage 
of Time and ministrants of death and destruction 
(Plates 542, 556-562, 565567) Theoretically differ- 
ent manifestations-Cimu&i a Mitrks ,  and KiI i  
chief of the Mahividyi-the goddesses are essen- 
tially one, as their origin legend makes clear. 

Durgi ,  it is said, had to vanquish not only the 
terrible astrra Mahisa, but also a pair of villainous 
demons known as Sumbha and NiSumbha. For  
this purpose, she produced from herself the god- 
dess Ambiki.  ~ e a r i ' n g  of Ambiki's great beauty, 
Sumbhn resolved to possess her. T o  that effect he 
sent his generals Canda and Munda at the head of 
a vast army. But from Ambiki's brow, furrowed 
with rage, there sprang forth a tertiary manifesta- 
tion of Durga known as Kili ,  the Black One. 
"Black and scowling, with drawn sword and lasso, 
holding a [death's head] mace . . . wearing a neck- 
lace of skulls, clothed in a tiger-skin, grim with 
emaciation, mouth hideously distorted and the 
tongue protruding. . . . H e r  eyes were red and 
sunken and she started a terrible uproar that filled 
the  quarter^.""^ Consuming horses with their war- 
rior-filled chariots and elephants with their riders, 
Kali quickly dispatched the audacious Canda and 
Munda. Victoriously returning to Ambikii with 
the generals' severed heads, K i l i  was given the 
name C i m u n d i  to memorialize her feat. It  is these 
vanquished generals who often appear as acces- 
sories in Durga Mahisasura-mardini icons (Plate 

5 ' 8 ) .  
In the Kathmandu Valley, Kali and C i m u n d i  

are not distinguished conceptually or iconographi- 
cally. Expected features of Cimundi 's  iconography 
-her owl uihana, for example-are absent, as are 
Kali's protruding tongue and ear ornaments of 
severed human hands. T h e  goddess of death is rep- 
resented by what is essentially a single image type 
named interchangeably K51i or Cimunda,  hence 
best considered Kali /Camu~>di  or simply K d i ,  the 
term most frequently employed by her votaries. 

K d i ,  Death personified, is conceived as a hide- 
ously emaciated, almost naked crone with sunken 
face and fleshless bones (Plates 556-561, 565-567). 

H e r  bristly hair rises as flames, and fangs protrude 
from a distorted mouth. Her  breasts are sagging 
and dessicated, and her body is adorned with fear- 
ful ornaments. Skulls and severed heads compose 
at once her diadem and garlands, serpents are her 
necklace, flayed skins her cloak, and human bones 
her apron. Aureoled in flames, she squats, stands, 
or dances in a frenzy on a prostrate corpse (iaua) 
or on two naked crawling figures representing 
Canda and Munda (Plates 558, 559, 562). More 
rarely she sits on or beside a pile of human skulls 
(Plates 560, 561). Often with many arms-usually 
eight-she wields sword and shield, carries the 
double-headed drum (damaru) and death's head 
scepter, a halved human skull, a chopping knife, 
and a severed human head. In  later imagery, like 
Bhairava and all Nepalese mother goddesses of 
terrific nature, she displays one hand in the typical 
"elephant goad" gesture (arikuia mudr i )  in which 
thumb and ring finger join; and as in the case of 
her companion goddesses, two little flags are stuck 
in her hair (Plates 559, 562). 

K51i ~iaturally frequents the cremation grounds, 
and her temples and shrines are often conveniently 
nearby. H e r  association with the masins is fre- 
quently alluded to in paintings, and sometimes in 
sculptures (Plates 562, 564, 565). In  paintings rep- 
resenting the copulating gods, Ki l i  is usually a 
prominent habituCe of the surrounding cremation 
grounds (Plates 564, 565). Among the tantric 
images that line the royal bath of the Patan palace, 
there are a number of small stone sculptures rep- 
resenting Ki l i  at the masin. In one, for example, 
we encounter the Supreme Kili ,  in this instance 
well fed on cadavers and placidly standing on one 
of them (Plate 562). She is flanked by wildly danc- 
ing Tiger Head  and Lion Head, the dikinis 
Simha- and Vyighravaktri.  T h e  three are encir- 
cled by the flames of the burning pyres, among 
which, in another register, unfolds a scene of noc- 
turnal revelry. Observed by various animals, sev- 
eral goblins and godlings, chopper and skull cup 
in hand, cavort among the pyres. Respectfully dis- 
tant, in still another register, a scavenger pig, jack- 
als, and a vulture ring the scene. They await an 
end of revelry to profit by the unburned remains 
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of the dead. With typical Nepali eclecticism, a row 
of alternating Sivalingas and caityas comprise the 
lowest register. 

T h e  dread Ki l i  is a figure of extraordinary pop- 
ularity in the Kathmandu Valley. Her  principal 
manifestation as a deity of national importance is 
Daksinakali, "Kili  of the South" (Plate 566). Pre- 
siding from within her shrine near Pharping, 
which she shares with other Mii t~kis ,  the grinning 
Kali squats on a prostrate corpse. With her prin- 
cipal hands she clutches between inelegantly spread 
knees the ubiquitous kapila,  and in supplementary 
hands displays other terrifying emblems. As with 
many mother goddesses, Saturday is the preferred 
day for the worship of Daksinakili, when Nepa- 
lese from all walks assiduously court her with lav- 
ish animal sacrifice. Daksinakjli's popularity may 
be a recent phenomenon, since she is barely men- 
tioned in the chronicles, and few legends attach to 
her. H e r  once secluded riverside shrine suggests, 
however, that fundamentally she is an indigenous 
ajirni. 

In Kathmandu, Kiili/Camu~~da has five major 
manifestations: Bhadrakiili (Lumarhi-ajima), the 
most important; Kankebvari (Kanga-ajimii); Sve- 
takili (Naradevi) ; Luchubhalu-ajimi; and Rakta- 
k- a11 -.I13 Bhaktapur and Patan are also well en- 

dowed with Ki l i  shrines, and there is virtually no 
village or hamlet that does not have one or more 
dedicated to her (Plate 5 9 ) .  H e r  immense popu- 
larity is further attested when she is worshiped as 
part of Navadurgi or Matrkii ensembles, for it is 
invariably Ki l i  to whom accrues the lion's share 
of clothing, ornaments, and offerings. Although 
she is characteristically, worshiped in the form of 
a boulder, Kil i /Cimundi  is also widely encoun- 
tered in iconic form, in masks, stone sculptures, as 

113 If, as Auer and Gutschow 1 9 7 4 : ~ ~  write, there is a 
formal group of Eight Kilis in Kathmandu, i t  is essen- 
~ially a theoretical pattern that is not reflected in the cul- 
tural practices associated with these more popular Kilis. 
Even Raktakili, who has a rather wellendowed temple, 
is of lin~ited significance in Kili worship today. 
"' Uhattasali 19q:205-~06.  Mall~nann 1975:91  says the 

Black T i r i  is almost the same (ci pcrr prPs pareille) as 
Black Ekajati; Getty 1962:125-126 speaks of the "Blue" 
T i r i  as identical to Ekajati or Ugratjri. 

115 Bharati 1965:60-61 affirms that Hindus worship her 

carved and repoussi insignia on her temples, as 
roof brackets, in paintings, and on ritual objects. 

Ki l i  has a parallel manifestation in the Kath- 
mandu Valley in the black form of Ugratiiri, the 
Buddhist Ferocious Ti ra ,  or Ekajati, an analo- 
gous form.l14 Her most important manifestation is 
at Gum-vihira, Sankhu, where she is referred to 
in late Malla inscriptions as Ugratiri  Vajrayogini, 
a name now shortened to V a j r a y ~ g i n i . ' ~ V u t  
while the Sankhu goddess is certainly not Vajra- 
yogini, nor Nilasarasvati, as some say, neither does 
she exactly fit the textual description of any form 
of Ugratar5.'" Her  principal image, of imposing 
size, is almost hidden by clothing and ornaments. 
But rather than the expected blue or black of 
Ugratiri  or Ekajat5, her Face and hands are red, 
in keeping with a form of Vajrayogini. She has 
only two arms, one holding up a sword (whence 
one of her alternate names, Khadgayogini), the 
other a blue lotus. She is flanked by smaller images 
identified as "Lion Son" and "Tiger Daughter" 
(the ubiquitous dikinis  Simha- and Vyighravak- 
tra). A trio in a nearby shrine is identical, except 
that they are gilt, perhaps a reference to one of 
the golden or yellow forms of Vajrayogini.'" As 
depicted on the torana of her temple, the deity 
compares more closely with the Black T i r a  or 
Ekajata in her symbols and ornaments, but she is 
by no means the dwarfed and grisly creature the 
texts call for (Plate 199). The  Black T i r a  should 
tread on corpses, but the typically innovative Nepa- 
lese have preferred to give her the same two crawl- 
ing figures, the vanquished Canda and Munda, 
that usually accompany Nepalese images of Kali/ 
Camunda. 

Apart from the indigenous ajirncis and m i i s  who 
must have preceded her, the cult of the goddess of 

as Sa~nkari, Siva's consort, an identification that, if true, 
escaped me. 

llG B. Bhattacharya 1968:248-249 accepts the image as 
Ugratiri. According to tradition, it was brought to Nepal 
by Bengali priests from Dacca district about A.D. 1350 On 
the shrine and legends, see Slusser 197za:rj-q. At other 
Vajrayogini sites, such as Kathmandu's Vidyiivari or Pa- 
tan's Akiiayogini, there is an attempt to depict a form of 
yogini with one leg thrown up into the air, a convention 
apparently absent at Sankhu. 

lli Mallmann 1975:432. 
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death apparently has a long history in the Kath- 
mandu Valley. In an unfinished Licchavi relief 
depicting the Buddha's Temptation by Mar,?, she 
appears as an emaciated figure with pendant 
breasts, her bristling hair caught in a skull-em- 
blazoned fillet, and holding aloft an unfinished 
object, apparently intended as a corpse (Plate 422). 
An unequivocal K5li/Cimuadi occurs in various 
extant early Mityk.? assemblies, and would certainly 
have been included among the terra-cotta M a t ~ k i s  
mentioned in the Sikubahi inscription (Plates 351, 
560, 561). It  seems hardly fortuitous that the most 
important Camundi  temple of Patan should be 
just next to this ancient seat of M i t r k i  worship 
(Map 8:  b-10). As K5li of the Forest, Vanakili  
(Bankali), the goddess is represented in another 
early and culturally important image (Plate 
55X).11' Aureoled in flames, and again by her own 
arms with their fearful emblems, K i l i  is eating 
flesh from a skull, and stamping out with her 
dancing feet on a corpse the rhythm of relentless 
destruction she embodies. Honored to near obliv- 
ion with colored powders and paints, her image is 
kept drenched and her shrine awash with the 
blood of her daily o b I a t i o n ~ . ~ ' ~ n d e e d ,  Vanakili  
provides a striking visual realization of the Bloody 
Cr?mundi's own description of herself. "I shall kill 
the asuras . . . and eat them up; then my teeth, 
hair, body and weapons will all become red with 
their blood and for that reason they will call me  in 
the world as Rakta -Chi im~nda ." '~~  Like the Nak- 
sal Bhagavati and certain other deities, Vanakili  
may have been hidden for a time. According to the 
chronicles, Sivadeva I caused the image to be un- 
covered, because "in the reign of Raja Dharma- 
datta [she] had eaten up the army and concealed 
her(self1 in a wood. T h e  flesh of the human bod- 
ies was still sticking to her teeth.""' 

T h e  extraordinary popularity of Kali/C:mundi 
in the Kathmandu Valley (and of her counterpart, 
Ugratiira) graphically illustrates what appears to 

l lR  The image bears on the pedestal an undecipherable 
mantra in Liccliavi script that on paleographic evidence 
dates i t  to the late eighth or early ninth cenutry; D. Vaj- 
racharya 1973:inscr. 187 (597); G. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 
10 (131). Stylistically, the image is proble~natically as- 
signed to the tenth century by Pal 1974:fig. 284. 

" T o r  a view of Kil i  as she nornlally appears, see I'al 

be A Nepali preoccupation with the i~leluctabl~ 
passagc of time and ultimate destruction and death. 
It is rooted in age-old concepts related to the "neg- 
ative elementary character," the "dark half of the 
black and white cosn~ic egg,"'" the terrifying as- 
pect of the primordial mother goddess as expressed 
in such fearful chthonic deities as Nirrti. But Ne- 
pali enthusiasm for Kili ,  the death dealer, is also 
related to the more recent necrophilic notions ex- 
pounded by tantrism. 

Imagery of the cremation ground is an important 
aspect of tantrism and operates on many levels, 
real and symbolic. T h e  aspiring sidhaka, for ex- 
ample, was enjoined to perform his meditations at 
the imaiinas, if possible seated upon a corpse or 
its remains, and in company with unclean scav- 
enger pigs, dogs, and vultures. Such a one, wrapped 
in meditation, may be seen in the cemetery de- 
picted in Plate 564. T h e  sidhaka thus confronted 
death in its most gruesome form, and compre- 
hended i t  as the consummation of life. As his skills 
improved, the tantrist's association with the dead 
and their flaming pyres might become metaphori- 
cal. But it was no less a real and basic aspect of his 
route to spiritual success.'23 This is the rationale 
behind the cremation ground scenes that the Ne- 
pali artist almost invariably included in tantric 
paintings, and occasionally even sculptures (Plates 
477, 512, 562-565). At the masin, in the gloom of 
a night illuminated by the lurid flicker of the fune- 
ral pyres, surrounded by rotting corpses, bleached 
bones, repulsive scavengers, cavorting demons, and 
dakinis in frenzied dance, the sidhaka-yogins, 
siddhas, and striving monks-serenely pursue their 
individual paths to salvation. T h e  Nepali crema- 
tion ground formula undoubtedly influenced Ti- 
betan iconography in the same direction.''' 

A perusal of a Nepali version of the Vetrilapafi- 
cauimiati, the "Twenty-five Stories of the Vetala," 
is especially instructive respecting Nepali necro- 
philic obsession. T h e  tales are told by a uetrila, a 

1 9 7 ~ : t i ~ .  284. 
lZ0 Rao 1968:1, 333. 
lZ1 Wright 1966:R4; Hasrat r97o:qr. 

Neumann 1972:147-149. 
12" Rawson r972:47, 52-53, 57. 
12' Pal r977:97, figs. r, 2, cover. 
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goblin-like creature who appropriates corpses as ;i ceptions of h e r . I 2 V t  some levels she must be 
dwelling place. In general, the Nepali version close- quite like the primordial Nirrti, a terrible arhitress 
l y  follows the Sanskrit text, until it comes to ;I of de;~th ro be held at hay as long as possible. O n  
scene that takes place in the cremation grounds. other planes, Kili  perhaps essentially represents 
Then the translators pull out all the stops on cre- Fate, and her gruesome forms are only an expres- 
mation ground imagery. sion of alldestroying Time. And, then again, al- 

When [the king) arrived at the burning ground, 
he saw that it was filled with ghosts and spirits, 
and the foul odor of smoke, and the howling of 
the biras [spirits]. It was as terrible as the cloud 
of destruction unlit by lightning. It was filled 
with vulturcs and other birds of prey sitting on 
branches wrapped in entrails that made them 
look like festival flags. T h e  wind blew through 
hundreds of thousands of impure bones, making 
a sound like the anklets of dancing yoginis. 
Thousands of white bones filled the burning 
ground like countless stars in the sky. Jackals 
shrieked on every side. . . . Shrieks horrible to 
hear were heard as i f  made by mad wild dogs and 
others who had satiated themselves on blood. . . . 
In every direction were cruel eyes of ghosts and 
demons. . . . It  was filled with the terrifying 
thunder of clouds. . . . It  was like a house of 
woe, giving pleasure to ghosts, spirits, and de- 
mons. Filled with deceit, its flames reached the 
clouds. It was filled with crores [tens of millions] 
of ghosts, spirits, corpses and the like, filled with 
flesh-eating animals, but because of the flames, 
nowhere was there a tree remaining. . . . It was 
a dancing hall for drunken female demons who 
had tremendous buttocks and breasts as big as 
large pots. Vultures, jackals, crows, hawks, and 
other obscene birds lived there. It  was filled with 
vetalas who beat out rhythm for crowds of naked 
dancing yoginis, dikinis, iikinis, and piiiicis. It 
rang with their laughter. It  was like the fear of 
Fear, the illusion of Illusion, and the death of 
the king of Death.''' 

It is uncommonly difficult for a Westerner to 
come to terms with the gruesome Kali. Consider- 
able research would be necessary, moreover, even 
to begin to understand the various Nepalese con- 

12' Riccardi I ~ ~ I : I I ,  122. 
12G One of the most rewarding, yet neglected, fields of 

cultural research in  Nepal lies in  the domain of the mother 
goddesses. Particularly useful would be a study of Kili 

though Kil i  destroys mortals in the flesh, she is 
the same goddess who as Pirvati or U m i  tentlcrly 
loves them. Thus Kali, too, is partly an object of 
affection. This is evident in the endearing epithets 
addressed to her, such as Kaliki, "Little" or "Ilear 
KAi," and i g  particularly illustrated in the irn~gery 
of an eighteenth-century Newar song. 

O h  Kiili, little child of the mountain, you are 
the deliverance of the world! 

The garment on your body is like blue clouds. 
Your belt is of tiger-skin. There are skeletons in 
your diadem (made of) skulls. O n  (their) heads 
is the glitter of pearls. 

Round your neck (hang) the skulls of men. 
O n  your thighs there is a garland of bones (shin- 
ing) like precious pearls. In your four hands you 
hold the sword, the skull, the spear and the 
drum. 

In  cutting into pieces the heart (of the Daitya) 
[demon], you pull out his intestines (and) kick 
(him) with your feet. You are red with blood 
through the hlooddrops of the youthful body of 
your enemy, the Daitya.12' 

The  tantric concepts related to Ki l i  and other 
terrible goddesses have also apparently served to 
fortify Nepali attitudes respecting various classes 
of disease- and death-dealing witches, ghosts, and 
goblins, the ubiquitous botsis, bhcitas, pretas, and 
piidcas. These terrible creatures, like the divinities 
themselves, are most often manifested in female 
form. 

One of these is the widely feared botri,  a hu- 
man witch who deals in calamity, destruction, and 
death. Widows are particularly suspect as bol(sis, 
since to master the craft one should sacrifice one's 
husband, or at least one's eldest son. Boksis are 
thought to frequent the shrines of the pitha-deva- 

and, perhaps even more useful, one of the institution of 
the Navadurgi. 

'':Lienhard 1974:144-145. A similar song in praise of 

Kili (Candiki) is published by Wright 1966:211-212. 
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ti.< and to congregate by night at certain mother 
goddess shrines. T w o  of the most notorious gather- 
ing places are the shrines of Sobhi Bhagavati and 
Mhaipi-ajimi (Map 4:z, 3) .  Boksis also haunt cre- 
mation grounds where, like dikinis of old, they 
dance naked. T o  carry out their nefarious work, 
they are believed to possess their victims. Such was 
a case described to me  by a Buddhist school teacher 
and sometime priest whose grandmother was pos- 
sessed and destroyed by a boksi: bedridden, the 
grandmother had already reached the ripe age of 
eighty-five when a boksi, masquerading as a kind- 
ly neighbor, offered her a dish of sweetmeats. Un- 
willingly eating some of the delicacies at the neigh- 
bor's insistence, the old woman soon became senile. 
But resisting the boksi's powers, the grandmother 
lingered for five more years, until the witch's will 
had its full effect and the old lady died. In these 
events, in my friend's view, natural causes simply 
had no place. 

A different example of boksi possession concerns 
the father of another acquaintance. In  this case the 
boksi came and went, using the father's body to 
effect her nefarious undertakings. Each time she 
invested the man, her presence became manifest in 
a trembling of his thumbs, which soon spread 
through his whole body. Thus possessed, the father 
was incredibly strong, for example once eating an 
entire feast prepared for more than twenty persons. 
Fortunately, one day he was able to  vomit up the 
boksi's powerful agent, a large areca nut. Unable 
to destroy it, the family threw it into a latrine, thus 
breaking the boksi's spell and ending the father's 
periodic seizures. 

A further threat is Crossroads-ajimi (Chvisa- 
ajimi),  a dangerous female spirit who is to be 
found in every locality. Disposed toward evil of 
every kind, Crossroads-ajimi is constantly propiti- 
ated. All ritually unclean things are consigned to 
her at the crossroads, the place she frequents.IzR 
Similarly, the khya is a domestic female spirit that 
invests every Newar home. In  her white form she 
may be likened to the good fairy, but in her black 
one she is malignant and calamity incarnate. 

lZ8 On the Indian mothers at the crossroads see Kosa~nbi 
I 960. 

12"lusser 1972a:45-47. 
130 This is particularly evident in Allen 1971 :49-Go. The 

Pijividhi Jiagrani depicting the correspondence of the 

Particularly dangerous to all men is the ~ I C / I -  
kinni, an evil spirit disguised as a beautiful woman, 
except that her feet turn backward. She lurks about 
trying to tempt men into a carnal relationship in 
which, i f  she is successful, she is able vampire-like 
to sap their strength and so destroy them. The 
story of Pratipamalla's encounter with a kichkinni, 
which almost cost him his life, is perfectly believ- 
able in twentieth-century Nepal."' 

Truo Puzzling Goddesses: 
Piiica- and  Bilakautnari 

T h e  resemblance between the names of two dis- 
tinct manifestations of Durg i ,  Kumiiri and Kau- 
mir i ,  is the source of considerable confusion in 
Valley cult. K u m i r i  is Durga in her virgin aspect, 
Kaumir i  is a M i t r k i ;  their only theoretical corre- 
spondence is that both are Durg i .  But the fact that 
the Nepalese do not distinguish the names of the 
two, calling both Kumiri ,  has led to a certain in- 
tertwining of their cults and confusion in the mind 
of devotee and scholar a1ike.130 

Kaumir i  personifies the energy (iakti) residing 
in Kumira  (Kirttikeya), the war god. As his fem- 
inine counterpart, Kaumir i  bears his name, rides 
his mount, the peacock (whose feathers she often 
displays in her hand) ,  and may carry Kumira's 
emblems, the lance ( jut t i )  and cock (kukkula). 
She also shares his color association, red (yellow, 
saffron), related, as is the peacock, to Kumira's 
mythological association with Sirya.13' As a Mitc- 
k i  (and in Nepal one of the Navadurgi),  Kau- 
m i r i  is a distinct personality with a specific role in 
local cult practice. She has no direct association 
with Kumiiri, the virgin Durg i ,  except as one of 
the Matrkas, all of whom figure in Kumiri's cult. 

In  contemporary Nepal, there is considerable 
overlap in the perception of these theoretically dis- 
tinct goddesses. This is particularly evident with 
respect to two special manifestations of Kaumiiri, 
Piiiica- and Bilakaumiri,  known respectively as 
Piiich K u m i r i  (Five Kumiris),  and Bi1 Kumari 
(Child Kumir i ) .  Rut despite these colloquial 

Navadurgi ant1 Navagraha is revealing in this respect (Pal 
ant1 Bhattacharyya 1969:39). There are two "Komari," one 
identified with Ketu, the other with Mercury. 

'" Rao 1968:11, 430.444. 
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names, fundamentally they are part of the cult not 
of K u m k i ,  but of the M i t r k i  Kaumiri. 

With respect to PHiicakaumiri, this identification 
is substantiated by an investigation of one of her 
most famous manifestations. This is the Kath- 
mandu goddess familiarly known as Maiti-devi or, 
alternately, Maiti-ajimi or GyaneSvari (Jfiinei- 
vari). Like other Mitrkis,  Maiti-devi has paired 
shrines, a pitha in the Gyaneswar suburb of Kath- 
mandu (Map 4:18) and a dcochcm in nearby 
Maligaon (Map 5 : ~ 7 ) . ' ~ ~  She also has a companion 
Bhairava in Unmatta Bhairava, whose pifha lies 
not far from her own. As the principal emblem of 
her Gyaneswar temple torana, Maitidevi rides a 
peacock, is flanked by Kumira and Ganela, and is 
surrounded by representations of companion Mitr- 
kis. H e r  preferred oblation is blood, tendered on 
Tuesday and especially Saturday, when she comes 
to her pitha in iconic form. Thus, the ensemble of 
the twin shrines, companion Bhairava, type of sac- 
rifice, and explicit Kaumiri  iconography estab- 
lish Maiti-devi as Kaumiri,  a M i t r k i  and pitha- 
dcvati, not Kumiri ,  the virgin maiden. Tha t  
Maitidevi's chief festival is celebrated in Tihir ,  
rather than Dasain, also further distinguishes her 
from Kumiri .  

H o w  Kaumiri  came to be associated with the 
concept of a five-fold manifestation is unclear, and 
has yet to be investigated. Apparently unknown in 
India, Piiicakaumiri may be a Nepalese innova- 
tion. At her pitha, the goddess is represented by 
five stones, an assembly variously identified as five 
specific personalities. If the latter, one stone is in- 
variably deemed Maitidevi herself, another Dhan- 
bhaju, Hiriti's thieving son immobilized at the 
site,133 while the remaining three are identified as 
various other important goddesses, such as Daksina- 
k i l i  or Manaklmana. Piiicakaumiri's name and 
symbolic pentad of stones also apparently evokes 
a conceptual association with Pacali Bhairava, a 
god whose name is often, if erroneously, supposed 

132 Informanu also claim Chetrapati, Kathmandu, as the 
seat of her deochem, a point of conflict 1 failed to resolve 
in my field research. This may be correct, and the Mali- 
gaon shrine in fact belong to a different Kaumiri mani- 
festation, since she and Maitidevi are sometimes listed as 
two of the Four Kaumiris. 

133 Hiriti's attempted theft of flowers from Maitidevi 
is alleged to be the source of the implacable enmity be- 

to derive from pdRca. Significantly, only thesc two 
receive blood sacrificc indirectly through the mc- 
dium of a vctlila that lies at the threshold of their 
sanctums (Plate 369). One thing is clear. There 
is 110 single conception respecting the identity and 
nature of this pentamerous goddess. 

Although there is little doubt that today Piiica- 
kaumiri is essentially the Mi t rk i  Kaumiri, it 
seems more than probable that she evolved from 
the Buddhist Paiicaraksi, five goddesses personify- 
ing protective charms (dhdronis). In Nepal, and 
elsewhere, the most important of the five is Mahi- 
miyuri, Great Peacock, protector from snake- 
bite."' Like Kaumiri, this spell goddess rides a 
peacock, symbolizing the Buddhist divinity's 
"Golden Peacock" mantra, and displays peacock 
feathers in her hand. The  identification of Piii- 
cakaumiri with the Paiicaraksi, and in particular 
with Mahimiyuri, seems even more probable 
when we consider that the site of Piiicakaumiri's 
most famous shrine is known as "Miyuri-tirtha," 
whence the name Maiti- or Mayatadcvi.''' The  
tirtha is now some distance from the Dhobi Khola, 
but the stream must have once coursed nearby, as 
confirmed by tradition as well as by the ruins of 
ghats and the site's continuing importance as a 
madn.  A previous Buddhist occupation of the site 
may also explain both the anomaly of vajr icrya 
priests ministering the shrine of a Hindu Mityki, 
and the presence of numerous caityas and Buddhist 
remains in the environs of her temple. 

It seems possible that when the Matyki were set 
up as protective rings around the cities (as dis- 
cussed below), this Buddhist tirtha, long an im- 
portant feature of the sacred geography, accommo- 
dated the eastern guardian.''' The  peacock associ- 
ation of Mahimiyuri,  the most prominent mem- 
bet of the previously installed divine pentad, made 
the peacock-riding Kaumiri,  customary guardian 
of the southeastern compass point, the logical 
choice to share her predecessor's shrine. In time, 

tween the two goddesses. 
1S4Mallmann 1975:289 and n. 2; Getty 1962:136-139. 
lS5 Narallarinath 1g66:ror. 
130 In this connection, it is interesting that the Deopatan 

rrpako oanrgu, after crossing the river, makes a special 
detour to circumunbulate the isolated shrine of Maitidevi 

(Map 6 ) .  
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the memory of the Paficaraksi and Mahimiiyiiri 
dimmed, but the five stones representing them en- 
dured. They were explained as the Five-times 11- 
lustrious Kaumiri  (~ri-pif ica K[a]umiiri-devi), as 
she is referred to in inscriptions at the site. Finally 
the goddess was imagined to be a special five-fold 
form, Pificakaumiri or, more often, Pilich Ku- 
m.iri, the Five Kumiris.  In any event, Maiti-devi's 
close association in legend and cult with Hir i t i ,  
and her reputation as the special tutelary of 
witches,I3? suggests that this was not the first meta- 
morphosis of the goddess. Maiti-devi is almost cer- 
tainly a riverine tn i i  or ajitni, fundamentally a 
chthonic divinity who long predated both Mahi-  
miyiiri and Kaumiiri. 

N o  less difficult to assess is Bil  Kumiri ,  a deity 
of considerable importance in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley. Like Pi~icakaumiri ,  Bilakaumiri is, in fact, 
Kaumiri  who, while playing her proper role as a 
Mityki,  is often simultaneously perceived as Ku- 
,.,.,iri.~3n T o  my knowledge, the form is not famil- 

iar in India, and like Psficakaumiri may be a Val- 
ley innovation. 

In addition to numerous shrines and temples, 
Biilakaum2ri has four chief manifestations.'" One, 
the most important, resides at Thimi;  and a sec- 
ond, the Kvachem (fortress) Bilakaumiri,  near 
Sankhamul, Patan (Plates 539, 554). But interest- 
ingly, the other two "Bilakaumiris" correspond to 
Maiti-devi and a Kaumir i  of nearby Maligaon. 
T h e  latter is variously identified as a distinct mani- 
festation, or simply Maiti-devi, as represented at 
her deochem. This teaming suggests that despite 
the difference in names, Nepalis essentially per- 
ceive P i k a -  and Hilakaumiri as one. 

T h e  prefix bila attached to Kaumiri's name 
means "child." It apparently derives from her prin- 
cipal role as a fertility goddess and protector of 
children. Farmers look to her for rain and relief 
from famine and drought,14" women seek her aid 

'"Tradition holds that aspiring boksis who sacrifice 
sevcn consecutive days to Maiti-devi obtain her aid in 
their nefarious endeavors. Women without such aspira- 
tions, cven if  fervent devotees, therefore arrange a break 
in their daily tlevotions, taking care never to worship more 
than six Jays in a row. 

I" See Allen 1971 :51-54. 
'"Wright 1966:70. 

in conception, and parents turn most often to her 
when their children sicken. T h e  coconut, symbol 
of fertility, is required as an offering to Bilakau- 
miri,  2nd by the scores they garland her Thimi 
~ a n c t u m . ~ "  In contemporary Nepal, however, the 
inherent meaning of the name Bilakaumsri, "Kau- 
mari of Children" or the "Child's Kaumiri," has 
been quite altered. It is now construed as the 
"Child Kumari," the redundant bila and kunziri 
determining the conception of the goddess herself 
as a little girl. 

But that Bilaknumiri is, in fact, the Matyki, 
and quite distinct from K u m i r i  is made clear by 
her iconography and cult. Consistent with Kumi-  
ra's feminine counterpart, Bilakaurniri rides the 
peacock (Plates 416, 539), acognizance that usu- 
ally adorns a tall standard near her shrines. As a 
Matrki,  she expects blood sacrifice (as Kumiri  
does not), is clearly a pitha-devati, and plays in 
every way a Mityki's role. Finally, that she is 
Kaumir i  is made clear at Bhaktapur, where Dur- 
g.5'~ Kaumir i  aspect is named Bilak[a]umiri.  But 
even at Bhaktapur, where there is no doubt that 
she is the Mitrkz Kaumiri,  the misconception 
about her maturity is evident. In  the dance ensem- 
ble representing the Navadurgi,  whereas all the 
other Durg is  are danced by adults, she alone is 
danced by a youth. 

Like Pificakaumiri, the manifestation of Kau- 
m i r i  as Bi l ikaumir i  has yet to be investigated. 
H e r  genesis may have been in part dictated by her 
association with Kumira,  in principle a war god 
but more often conceived in ~ o u t h f u l  guise (Plates 
415-417), and himself a protector of children. As 
Bilasv;?min, one of his many names, Kumara 
would easily engender Bilakaumiri,  a logical fem- 
inine counterpart. It  is also  roba able that Bilakau- 
m i r i  in fact represents an amalgam of Kaumiri  
with a predecessor m i i  or ajimi, a primitive ogress 
who, like Hir i t i ,  in time metamorphosed into a 

Wright 1966:170. 
""Crooke 1896:106 writes that the rationale of the co- 

conut as an o f f c r i ~ i ~  related to fertility is its reseniblance 
to a human head, making of it a suitable substitute for 
human sacrifice. In India and Nepal a can also 
be substituted for blood sacrifice and, when necessary, even 
for the substitute coconut. 
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beneficent protector of children. At Thimi, "Hi I  
Kumiri" is the town's tutelary deity, and her 
shrine dominates the principal town square. Ulti- 
mately, she may have been the grrimadevati who, 
despite manifold changes and accretions, has con- 
trived to maintain a premier place into modern 
times. 

Propitiation : 
Animal and Human Sacrifice 

The  roles of the malevolent mother goddesses and 
their votaries are clearly defined, the one intent on 
doing evil, the other concerned with circumventing 
it. But the fruits and flowers that please Laksmi 
or Sarasvati, the Buddha or Vignu, are to no avail 
in propitiating this class of deity. There is a variety 
of foods acceptable to them; some foods are proper 
for one occasion but not for another, and some, 
like duck eggs, are agreeable to one deity, abhor- 
rent to another. But these goddesses are hitwidyo, 
and the principal offering to all is flesh and blood 
-a custom now particularly Nepali as it falls into 
disuse in India. 

T h e  sacrificial animals are chiefly male water 
buffaloes, goats, and cocks, to which may be added 
two other selected creatures, normally rams and 
drakes, to complete the especially acceptable "five- 
animal sacrifice," pificavali. Newar sacrifice is per- 
formed by disengaging the animal's jugular vein 
by a slit in the neck, and severing it in front of 
the divinity, whose image is sprayed and at length 
encrusted with the hot blood pumped out by the 
victim itself (Plates 451, 542, 548, 549).14' Satisfied 
with this part of the sacrifice, the deity returns the 
flesh to the donor. Frequently the horns of the 
sacrificial animal are fastened to the temple faqade 
as a tally. Blood sacrifice may be made at any aus- 
picious time, but the preferred occasions are Tues- 
day and Saturday. The  weekly bloodletting at the 
shrine of Daksinakili is second only to the Dasain 
sacrifice to Bhagavati. 

At a few shrines, the living animal is presented 

to the deity but sacrificed elsewhere, a custom that 
the offerants themselves cannot satisfactorily ex- 
plain. For example, the vctila in the forecourt of 
Pacali Hhairava's pifha receives the blood conse- 
crated to Hhairava (I'late jhg), a custom paralleled 
at the pifha of Maitidevi (Kaurniri). There is a 
similar custom at the temple of Vajrayogini/Ugra- 
tiri/Ekajati  at Sankhu. Tradition holds that when 
Sankaric2rya allegedly reestablished orthodox 
Brahmanism in the Kathmandu Valley, he at- 
tempted to extirpate this popular Buddhist god- 
dess. Since he was not able to do so, i t  was decided 
that the two mirgar should have equal access to 
the goddess, and that blood sacrifice could be of- 
fered to her.'13 But the actual sacrifice is not per- 
formed at the temple itself. T h e  living creature is 
only shown to the goddess, and is slaughtered far 
down the hillside at the joint shrine of Rhairava 
and Ganeia. This suggests that the long association 
of the site with Gum-vihiira cxercised a restraining 
influence or, alternatively, that some chthonic ajimd 
underlies the present Vajrayina manifestation. I n  
contemporary Indian practice, primitive mother 
goddesses who have been Rrahmanized into loftier 
concepts receive their oblations in this manner. T h e  
sacrificial animal is shown to them alive, and 
slaughtered at some distance from their shrine.''' 

It is quite evident that the malevolently disposed 
goddesses, together with Bhairava, were not al- 
ways content with animals, but demanded human 
sacrifice (naravali). This is testified by the chroni- 
cles, by the reports of nineteenth-century observers, 
by oral traditions, and by contemporary practices. 

The  late chronicles take naravali for granted in 
the Malla Period, and consider it an accepted Lic- 
chavi custom. They aver, for example, that AmSu- 
varman caused human flesh to be burned in the 
form of incense before a special Bhairava, and that 
humans were sacrificed to Vatsaladevi, a manifes- 
tation of D ~ r g i . " ~  Sivadeva I is said to have insti- 
tuted the latter custom and recommended it to his 
successors. T h e  sacrifice was to be tendered on 
Caitra-krsnadvidaii, initiating a threeday festi- 

'"For details, see Oldfield 188o:rr, 346.350. It may be Otherwise, the animal is presumed unwilling, and there- 
noted that the sacrificial animal is not perceived as "vic- fore unsuitable, and is released. 
timized," since it is given the chance to refuse the role. 'I3 Hasrat 1970:39. 
A few drops of water are sprinkled in the ear in~mediately 'I4 Kosambi 1960:26, 138. 
before the sacrifice. Shaking it out signifies acquiescence. " 5  Hasrat 1970:41-43; Wright 1966:84-85. 
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val. O n  the following day youths and virgins were 
feasted, and on the third day (corresponding to 
the celebration of Pis'ica-caturdaii, discussed be- 
low) the goddesses were taken in procession. How-  
ever, one Visudeva "discontinued the human sacri- 
fice which was established by his great grandfather, 
and in lieu of it enjoined the sacrifice of a goat."'lG 
T h e  Wright chronicle identifies the reforming king 
as "Viswadeva-barma." Perhaps both names signify 
Visnugupta. T h e  entry suggests, moreover, as many 
in the chronicles do, that though customs may be 
"a piece of cruelty," even kings do not meddle 
lightly with those respecting the gods. T h e  accus- 
tomed human sacrifice suppressed, "Nara-siva 
made a great noise. T h e  Raja went to see what was 
the matter, and the Narasiva came to seize him."'47 
Wright's pandit identifies Narasiva as a man- 
jackal ( n a r a - h i ) ,  and Wright questions whether 
it may have been the sacrificial priest. More likely 
it was a l ikhe  dancer, whose special role this seems 
to have been (Plate 587). 

T h e  late chronicles offer several descriptions of 
human sacrifices that seem too specific and too 
graphic to be mere fantasy. One  such sacrifice, 
which entrained others, is alleged to have taken 
place in Patan in the late eighteenth century. T h e  
event coincided with one of the occasions when 
the Kathmandu ruler, JayaprakiSamalla, briefly 
occupied the Patan throne. According to the ac- 
count, one Sodhan, a resident of Bu-bahal, went 
with his companions to perform his customary 
early morning worship at the Vaisnavi pitha. 
There the company surprised "a Sannyasi Gosain 
sitting on the body of a man, whom he had sacri- 
ficed, and performing anjanasadhan [ajkina ? 
sidhanal.  T h e  Sannyasi, seeing these men enter 
the temple, ran away before he had completed the 
sadhan. Sodhan occupied his seat [on the corpse], 
completed the ceremony, and gave the anjan to his 
companions." By accepting the "anjan," the com- 
panions came into Sodhan's power, took up resi- 
dencc with him, and assumed the name and char- 

1 4 0  Hasrat 1970:42. 
147 Wright 1966:87 n. 121. 

14R Wright 1966:170-171. 
""right 1g66:18o. 
'"Wright 1966:7 n. 4; Hamilton 1971:35-36, 211; Levi 

1905:1, 378. 
'" She is considered a goddess in Harasiddhi village, 

acter of the pitha-devati assigned to each. Sodhan 
then instructed people not to go to the temples, 
"but to come to his house, where, he said, every 
god was to be found. H e  even sent men to fetch 
to [it the belongings of the gods, and] people 
brought many offerings, and Sodhan and his com- 
panions ate and drank freely. Jaya-prakasa heard 
of this, and sent men to arrest them. Many escaped, 
but all those who were caught were sacrificed. each 
to the Pitha-devata whom he had [imlp;rson- 
ated."'48 

N o  less revealing of tantric practices involving 
human sacrifice is an account pertaining to the 
reign of Girvan Yuddha Shah, A.D. 1806-1817. AS- ... 
suming the form of the horse Kalki, an avatar of 
Visnu, an "insane Brahman" sacrificed to GuhyeS- 
vari a horse, a Kusle (descendant of the Kinpha t i  
and allegedly the class of persons most commonly 
victimized for this purpose), and, unparalleled 
abomination, a Brahman woman.14" 

Several Western observers also mentioned the 
practice of sacrificing humans in the Kathmandu 
Valley in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Wright rather graphically described the "suicides" 
at Kala Bhairava's shrine, Francis Hamilton was 
told of such sacrifice, and LCvi reported that Kan- 
kes'vari claimed human victims.150 

T h e  oral tradition which affirms that until very 
recent times certain goddesses were given human 
sacrifice, at least occasionally, is so widespread that 
it cannot be lightly dismissed. T w o  of the most 
rapacious were Sikali-devi (Mahilaksmi) of Kho- 
kana and Harasiddhi Bhaviini-tris'akti (Jantala- 
devi) of Harasiddhi (Jala) village. Harasiddhi, in 
Nepal a somewhat anomalous deity who is in es- 
sence D u r g i  but sometimes considered male (Plate 
538),ln is said to have been particularly demand- 
ing. All agree on her insatiable appetite and the 
extreme fear she inspired because of it: most also 
agree that the custom of appeasing her with nara- 
vnli was in vogue up to a half-century ago.'" Even 
now there are many Nepalis who feel uneasy about 

but at her temple in Dhulikhel, although the image on 
the torana depicts a goddess, she is worshiped as a god. 
Wright 1966:88 n. 126 also notes the bisexual nature of 
the Nepalese Harasiddhi. 

'"Instructive i n  this respcct is the legend about the 
Mnrasicldlii dancers told by Kesar La11 1966:36. 
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the safety of their children with respect to this vora- 
cious goddess. For it is widely held that at least at 
the close of every twelve-year cycle, Harasiddhi's 
hierophants abduct a child, preferably a little girl, 
to gratify their goddess. T h e  future victim, so it is 
declared, is kept in seclusion and trained for the 
honor of serving the goddess in this way. Imme- 
diately prior to her sacrifice she is adorned with 
fine clothing and ornaments, feasted, and drugged 
with alcohol or bhati (hemp). Reminiscent of the 
human-flesh incense Amiuvarman allegedly of- 
fered Bhairava, the body of the sacrificed child is 
said to be dried and powdered.lS3 Known as the 
"supreme incense" (rnahri dhtipa), the powder 
commands a high price as a powerful agent of 
sorcery and a potent protective charm. 

T h e  goddess Naradevi (Neta-ajimi, Camundi)  
of Kathmandu has a similarly unsavory reputation. 
People claim that she was such a notorious eater 
of men (nara, whence her name Naradevi), that 
she was at last entreated to desist. She agreed to 
forego her daily naravali, but warned that she 
would henceforth consume the same number at 
one time. Thus the heavy loss of life occasioned by 
the 1934 earthquake is commonly laid at Naradevi's 
door. 

Perhaps the most unimpeachable testimony re- 
specting the offering of human sacrifice to the 
mother goddesses comes from the traditions re- 
specting two famous Matrkis of Kathmandu, 
Kanga-ajimi (Kankeivari, Camundi)  and Luti- 
ajimi (Indrini)  (Map 4:5, 6). Kanga-ajimi is par- 
ticularly notorious for her appetite for human flesh. 
Amaramalla thought it prudent to discontinue her 
annual dance festival because on one occasion she 
took the opportunity to eat one of the dancers 
while he was in animal disguise.154 Both she and 
Luti-ajimi reaped an annual sacrifice on the occa- 
sion of the celebration of Sithi-nakha.""or sev- 
eral evenings, but especially on  the sixth and last 

153 Allen 1 9 7 5 : ~ ~ .  
'"Naraharinath rg66:40-41; Wright 1966:139; Hasrat 

I 970:62. 
15= See Chapters 5 and 9. 
'"Wright 1966:105 n. 167, 154; Hasrat 1970:17, 94; 

Hamilton 1971 :43-45. 
IS' Ltvi 1go5:1, 378. 
lSH Hasrat 1970:47 n 2, an observer in Nepal in 1966, 

night (sasthi, sifhi) the inhabitants of the northern 
half of the city (formerly Yarpbu) and the south- 
ern half (Yangala) assembled in the dry bed of the 
Vishnurnati to fight and often kill one another in 
a battle of stones. Prisoners seized from the Yam- 
bu faction were forthwith sacrificed to Kankei- 
vari, whose shrine lay in Yangala, and Yahgala pris- 
oners to Luti-ajimi, in Yambu territory (Map 7). 

Traditionally, the custom is said to have been 
instituted by King Gunakimadeva, the legendary 
founder of Kathmandu, in response to a command 
of the war god, Kirttikeya. In the mid-eighteenth 
century, Jayaprakiiamalla ordered an end to these 
bizarre rites, but a supernatural noise heard soon 
afterward caused him to remand his order and re- 
spect the ancient tradition. T h e  battles continued 
with great earnestness into the early nineteenth 
century, with many contestants seriously wounded 
or killed. By that time, however, the prisoners were 
no longer dragged off and killed with buffalo 
bones, but were released after a night's captivity. 
But according to Wright the sacrifices were not 
discontinued until the mid-nineteenth century, 
when Jang Bahadur Rana abolished the institution 
"on the occasion of the British Resident, Colvin, 
being struck by a stone whilst looking on." T h e  
slaughter at the temple of Luti-ajimi of a number 
of priests whom Rana Bahadur Shah suspected of 
sorcery in the death of his father suggests, given 
the goddess' reputation, that human sacrifices none- 
theless continued to be made to the awful god- 
dess.15' Even at the turn of the century, Livi af- 
firmed that her companion, Kankeivari, still 
claimed a n  annual human ~acrifice.'~' Today the 
battles and sacrifices have ceased. Moreover, quite 
inexplicably, considering how strong tradition is in 
Nepal Mandala, the custom appears to be alto- 
gether forgotten by the Nepalese.15" 

Some contemporary practices may also echo a 
time when it was an accepted custom to appease 

reported that the Newars still hold mock battles in which 
they pelt each other with stones and other objects every 
evening during the celebration of Sichinakha. But during 
my years in Kathmandu (1965-1971) 1 saw no evidence of 
the continuation of the tradition in folk behavior, nor 
could I find anyone who recalled the tradition. Such fight- 
ing does take place between Upper and Lower Bhaktapur 
on the occasio~l of Biskct-jitri. 
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the goddesses with the sacrifice of human flesh. 
even one's own. T h e  most widely known exanlple 
of such sacrifice in modern Nepal takes place in 
Bode village on the occasion of the New Year cel- 
ebrl~tion. Then, as an offering to Mahilaksmi, rit- 
i~ally prepared men run spikes or needles through 
their outstretched tongues. Afterward, bearing 
clusters of lamps on their 1ie;lds and disp1;lying 
their outstretched, needle-filled tongues, they pass 
through the village in procession, returning at 
length to Mahilaksmi. There they extract the 
needles and plug the holes with mud scraped from 
the floor of the goddess' shrine.lS9 

Like the practice of affixing burning lamps to 
one's body-as is done nlso in nearby villages like 
Thimi and Nakadesh-the Rode tongue-boring rite 
is clearly associated with tantric sacrifici;il prac- 
tices, and has remote antecedents in India and fur. 
ther afield. For example, in the Pallava and early 
Chola Periods in seventh- and eighth-century south 
India, Durga was offered navakandam, that is. 
flesh cut from nine parts of the body; we learn 
from the Hursacaritu of similar practices in north- 
ern India.lG" In order to avert the king's death 
"nobles were burning themselves with lamps to 
propitiate the Mothers. . . . In  another place a 
group of relatives was intent on  an oblatio~i of 
their own flesh, which they severed with keen 
knives. Elsewhere, again, young courtiers were 
openly resorting to the sale of human flesh.""" In 
modern India, as in the Kathmandu Valley, the 
echo of such self-sacrifice to the gods also per- 
sists.''' 

Another contemporary practice in the Kathman- 
d u  V;~lley almost certainly reflects the onetime sac- 
rifice of h u n ~ a n s  to the goddesses. This concerns 
the "catching fish" (nu lzljhegrr) rite of masked 
dancers who impersonate the Navadurgi in Rhak- 
tapur. As part of their performance, the dancing 
divinities pretend to seize little children who, half 
in terror, half in fun, scramble wildly to elude 

l" For a tlescription of the tongue-boring rite, see An- 
derson 1971 :47-49. 
'" Sircar rq67:27; Bhattacharji rg70:16A. 
l" Lorenzen 197:: 17. 

Sarkar 1972:103-105. 
lKi G~utscllou~ and Kiilver 1975:44. 
1" IHasrat 1970:61. Since animal sacrifice seems always 

them.'":' Despite the apparent good fun s u r r o ~ ~ n d -  
ing "catching fish" today, the rite must once have 
been more somber. Originally it probably provided 
;I means lor the random seizure of sacrificial vic- 
tims. Very likely this was one of the methods by 
which the Harasiddhi Navadurgi d:~ncers ob- 
tained their sacrificial victim. In other dance per- 
formarlces also, masked dancers pretend to seize 
people, and sometimes have to be literally dragged 
away from their "victims" by the d;lncing divin- 
ity's attendants. Perhaps that was what the "man- 
jackal" Naraiivi had in mind when, protesting the 
deprivation of Vatsaladevi's customilry sacrifice, he 
"made a great noise" and tried to seize the king. 

It seems likely that the transition from human 
to ;~nimal  sacrifice often involved an intermediary 
step iu which a hum;ln effigy was offered, perhaps 
in company with a substitute animal. This  is sug- 
gested by an a c c o u ~ ~ t  respecting Ra~>ajitmalla's dif- 
ficulty in performing kotyahtiti correctly, to rectify 
which he was advised to offer human sacrifice. In-  
ste;~d, at the instigation of a concubine, the ofiici- 
ating priest made an image of the king's son, but 
"no sooner had the [priest] committed the image 
to the flames than the Rajah's son and heir . . . 
died."'"l 

Caretakers and Priest; 

T h e  goddesses who dwell in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley are courted by all, but in their terrific forms it 
is the Newars who dominate the cult. Most of the 
shrines and pi~has of this class 06 goddess are in 
charge of the Newar untouchable castes. They 
function as caretakers, not as priests, known as 
dyo-, deopilu, or deola, and have the right to the 
offerings tendered at the shrine. T h e  majority are 
Pode, but some are Kasain, Cyime, or Kusle- 
sweepers, butchers, former public executioners, su- 
pervisors of cremations, and holders o l  siniilar un- 
pleasant occupations. It is baffling how such castes 
came to control these shrines, but it is very likely 

to have been approvet1 in [lie Karli~nnntlu Valley, it is 
dificult to understand tlic copper plaques rl~at arc said to 
be substitute sacrifices (R;~wson 1972: figs. 6 9 ) .  l'crhaps 
they wcrc used in the Iiouscholtl shrines, where it would 
Ilave I)een awkward to pcrfor~n real blocxl sncrificc of 
large :lnimals likc thosc tlcpictcd on 111c plaqr~es. I never 
encoun~cretl then1 in Ncpnl. 
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a corollary of tmtric practices in which caste dis- 
tinctions were purposely abrogated, a "left-handed" 
turn intensifying their effectiveness.'"" 

N o  less puzzling is that the hereditary priests 
who serve the goddesses, predominantly aspects of 
Durgii, are so often vajr ic ir )~as  rather th;m Ifindu 
priests, that is, Brahmans or the Newar korn~ri- 
d r y u s .  Cases in point are Maiti-devi (Kaumiri)  
and Naradevi (Ciimu~?da) in Kathmandu, and 
Hrahmiini in Bhaktapur, a11 Mitrkis  served by 
vajriciryus.  Even the goddesses' cult associate 
Uhairava is somctimes tended by a vojrdcdryu-for 
example, the Kathmandu Akii6;i Bhairava. Still 
other goddesses, such as Mhaipi-ajimi (who con- 
ceptually is both Jiiinadakini and Maheivari) and 
Vajr;lviirihi (in Nepal at once a Buddhist d ik in i  
and the Matrk5 Viirahi) are ministered solely by 
a ua j r id rya .  Similarly, the priest of Tundikhel 
Mahakiila, worshiped in both Buddhist and Brah- 
manical guise, is a uajricirya.  

Certain priests, such as those of Harasiddhi or 
Sikili-devi of Khokana, are of special interest, since 
they cling to ancient traditions of coiffure and 
dress, wearing their long hair in a bun, and on 
ceremonial occasions donning a turban, shirt, and 
ankle-length pleated skirt. Their garb bears cer- 
tain affinities with female dress, and perhaps re- 
flects a time when priestesses played a role in the 
affairs of these deities. 

There is considerable variation respecting the 
approachability of these goddesses by their votaries. 
Most can be worshiped directly without recourse to 
a priestly intermediary, but some are conceived to 
be extraordi~larily dangerous, and the wise eschew 
direct contact. As an extra precaution, such deities 
may be shielded from view by a curtain. Even the 
safety of a stranger is feared for in the presence of 
these dread goddesses. In my wanderings, children 
often warned me away with a concerned "she'll 
get you if you don't watch out!"'fio 

'R3D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 576-577 also suspects that this 
is the reason. 

'""The welcon~e of strangers at tlie shrines of the 
mother goddesses varies. For example, in Kathuiiandu I 
could study at leisure the Mitrkis enshrined with Macali- 
ajirn3, but was denietl by the discomfited terliple guardian 
more than a glin~pse of tlie same assernbly at Wotu-tol. 
Again, although one of the priests of Changu Niriyana 

Soctul Orgdntzution ond (,.e/cbrutionr 

The relationship of the ~nothcr  goddesscs and their 
ndvoc;rtcs is ;In intcnscly person;~l onc. Paiupati 
may have Ix~rcd his f ; ~ r ~ ~ s t t o  intimidate M u k u ~ i d ; ~  
Scnn, the Pa1pd i~~v;lclcr, or C h a ~ ~ g u  Nir iyana m;ly 
hnvc spokel~ froni within his shuttered shrinc. but 
;~Iways i t  ~ ; L F  I>ec~i the mother goddesses who have 
bccn the most ;~rticul;lte and who havc cntcrtained 
thc closest l)rrso1131 relationship with mortals. 
Their vot:lries most often intercede with thcm di- 
rectly, and the goddesscs are often veritable "moth- 
ers," personally rewarding or p u n i s h i ~ ~ g  their "chil- 
dre~i"  as occasion demands. Jayaviigiivari, for ex- 
ample, c111ce ~iailed a thief to his tracks, and Ku- 
~niiri  presented to a favored suppliant a golden buf- 
falo head "with thc value lo[ which] he made a 
suit of silver armour set with precious stones."'"' 
The  poddcsses served as chiel advisors to kings, 
discoursed with them, and gave their divine per- 
missio~i in royal undertakings. Harasiddhi, for ex- 
ample, perso~ially directed Ratnamalla to take con- 
trol of Kt~thmnndu; and so that the destitute J;~ya- 
prakiiiamalla might regain his throne, Guhye4vari 
created a fearful army visible to the enemy alone. 
Displeased. Tnleju refused to dice ally longer with 
her lustful votary, Pratiipamalla, and Harasiddhi 
c;iused the licentious king to "vomit b lwd from 
the mouth" and die.'"" 

All the divinities are conceived to have human 
needs, and their images are bathed, fed, oiled, and 
clothed as animate beings. But the mother god- 
desses even more faithfully reflect human society 
together with its vanities and follies. T h e  god- 
desses may be imn~ortals, but they arc part of an 
interlocking kinship system in which they are also 
mothers and daughters, wives and sisters, and pro- 
create sons and daughters. Some are poor, some 
rich, some weak, and some powerful, and no less 
than mortals the goddesses are beset with petty 

became a \\,arm friend, he took care to see that I never 
glimpsed the headless Chinnunasti and her co~ilpanio~ls 
in the courtyard temple. Yet, paradoxically, I received an 
unsolicited invitation to visit the bloody upstairs sanctuary 
of the fearful Sikilidevi of Khoknna. 
'" Hasrat 1970:57; Wright 1966:r36. 
l0%asrat 19;0:79. 
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quarrels and jealousies. So, too, they are intent on 
the pleasures of social life with its frequent outings 
and visits, feasts and festivals. 

T h e  mother goddesses are often conceived of as 
sisters. In Thecho village, for example, where both 
R5lakaumiri and Hrahnlii~ji have important tem- 
ples, Eiilakaumiri is considered to be the latter's 
younger ~ i s te r .~"  A more complex situation exists 
in larger settlements such as Kathmandu, where 
a large number of goddesses are held to be sistcrs. 
Among the Kathmandu sisters, the four most im- 
portant are Lum~rhi -a j imi  (Bhadrakili), Kailga- 
ajim: (Ciimundii), Luti-ajim;? ( I n d r i ~ j i ) ,  and 
Luchubhalu-ajimii (C3mun<li).  Although cloaked 
with alternate Mat lk i  names, each has clearly pre- 
served a distinct personality that may be a legacy 
from their ultimate source as indigenous mothers 
or grandmothers. Among the four sisters, Bhadra- 
ki l i  is held to be the eldest and KailkeSvari the 
youngest. While the latter's name must derive 
from one of Ciimu~ldi 's epithets, Kankil i  (Flesh- 
less One) ,  popularly it suggests the local kinship 
term @nci (youngest sister), and has thus appar- 
ently determined her kinship position. 

Another sister, Luti-ajimi ( I n d r i ~ l i ) ,  was tradi- 
tionally the poorest of them all, and burdened with 
many children, as well. In a tale all too reminiscent 
of human folly, Luti-ajimii, because O F  her ragged 
appearance, was slighted at family feast given by 
the elder sister, Bhadrakili. But later Luti-ajimii 
repaired her fortunes through a miraculous acqui- 
sition of gold ( lu t i ,  "liquid gold") that came from 
the blood of one of her brood injured :rt the feast. 
Or,  as another account has it, the gold was dis- 
tilled from a pot of nettles she prepared in lieu of 
the feast of which they were deprived. Hut because 
she had been despised when poor, Luti-ajima chose 
henceforth to celebrate her annual festival ap:rrt 
from that of her sisters. Thus  while all the others 
convene on Goblin's Fourteenth (PiSica-caturdnii, 
Pacire), Luti-ajims alone celebrates on Bala's Four- 
teenth, a day sacred to the memory of the demon 
Ijal:~. Similarly, two other "sisters," Hiiriti :rnd 
Maiti-dcvi (Kaumiiri) are engaged in an implacn- 
blc feud over the theft of some flowers. Their an- 

' 0 0  Thcre are four celehratecl manifes~ations of A\,aloki- 
tcdvara, rhc Four Lokc<var,~s (Red ant1 White Mnlsyen- 
dranitha, Adinitha of Chobar, and Knrunimayn of Nala), 

tagonism dictates, moreover, that those who war- 
ship the one must forgo worship of the other. 

Sometimes the goddesses are perceived as chil- 
dren. Almost everywhere the two guardian fig~lres 
Singhini and 13aghini are identified as the son and 
daughter of the principi~l deity. O r  again, when 
worshipers are questioned about the identity of 
the smaller boulders that usunlly flank that of the 
principal deity-for example, the twelve with Kah- 
keivari-the stones are most often identified as her 
children. Yet the iconography of the prabhimnn- 
dala surrounding each boulder declares them to be 
related Mitykas, Ga~>eSa, Rhairava, Sirpha-, and 
Vysghravaktrii. 

Like humans, the goddesses also have ancestral 
homes (Nepali. nzaiti ghara; Newari, thacltet?t : 
"mother's house") that they must leave on the oc- 
casion of their marriage. Thus, in the Newar vil- 
lages :I given goddess' pitha outside the town is 
equated with the rnaiti ghara where the "mother" 
still dwells, although her "daughter" has moved to 
the deochem in the town. At Lubhu, for example, 
Mahiilaksmi, the "mother," dwells at the pitlta in 
the distant fields, while Mahiilaksmi, the "daugh- 
ter," lives in town. Similarly, at Sunaguthi, "Moth- 
er BZlakaumiiri" is to be found outside the town, 
"Daughter Bilakaumiri" within. 

Just as humans are sometimes nostalgic for the 
family home, so also are the goddesses, who there- 

',' fore occasionally return to it. Such a one is the 
Nakwa Bhagavati, according to tradition a god- 
dess brought from Nawakot by Prithvi Narayan 
Shah and installed in the Karna-chok, Hanuman 
Dhoka (Figure I :27). Annually, on Caitra-pur- 
nimi,  she is permitted a nine-day leave of absence, 
much of which is spent on the winding footpaths 
between the capital city and her tnuiti ghnrn in 
Nawakot. On arrival, Bhagavati is offered the tra- 
ditional pa'n'cauali, five-animal sacrifice, and cere- 
monially conducted into the town to spend the 
coveted one or two nights at home before return- 
ing to Kathmandu. Then, at the shrine of Ajimi 
in Ikdaju, she is received again with pdficuuali, and 
escorted back to her tcmple in Hanuman Dhoka. 

T h e  goddesses, no less than those who worship 

who are orten licld to be sisters. On the "four hrorhcrs" 
see Wylic 1970:14 11. 20. 
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them, enjoy outings of various kinds. Sometimes 
they are impromptu calls, such as the time Vatsala- 
devi was discovered sitting in Luti-ajimi's shrine."" 
At other times they are more formal occasions sur- 
rounded with much pomp and ceremony. One 
such formal outing is that of the Kathmandu Ku- 
m.iri; another is that of Bhadrakili (Vaisnavi) of 
Bhaktapur when, on Bisket-jiitri, she is pulled 
abroad in a towering chariot."' During her rounds 
she meets, quarrels or mates, runs away, is placated 
with the gift of a new blouse, and makes up with 
her consort Bhairava, who is similarly pulled about 
in an even grander chariot of his 

T h e  principal outing for the Kathmandu sisters, 
Luti-ajimi excepted, is during Piiiica-caturdaii 
(Pacire), Goblin's (Ghost's, Demon's) Fourteenth, 
when they jointly celebrate a threeday festival."" 
In iconic form, the goddesses are carried by their 
followers in gaily decorated palanquins (khatas) 
that, transferred from shoulder to shoulder, are 
rushed about the town in ceaseless motion for the 
duration of the festival. Honored beneath a red 
umbrella, and accompa~lied by the traditional in- 
strumental groups and a tumultuous crowd of 
partisans, each goddess whirls through the narrow 
streets of the old city, carefully avoiding some sisters 
and meeting in prescribed ways and places other sis- 
ters out celebrating in the same way. For even the 
friendly sisters must carefully observe the ritually 
prescribed relationships that operate to channel the 
affairs of human society.17' These same icons, 
stored meanwhile in the deochem of each, are also 
given an outing every Saturday when, in common 
with many other terri.fic mother goddesses, they 
are taken to their pithas to spend the day (Plates 
539, 542). Other images are brought from the 

"O Hasrat 1970:82. 
lil Legends tliat purport to explain tlie festival suggest 

tliat originally i t  was for the goddess alone, and that the 
Bhairava aspect, which now overshadows that of tlie god- 
dess, was a later addition. The exact identity of the goddess 
honored at Bisket-jitri is puzzling. At her pitha at Yah- 
sinikliel (Field of tlie Linga), where the chief and final 
events of the festival take place, she is Vaisnavi, one of 
tlie NavadurgilAstaniBtrki; but for the purpose of tlie 
festival she is called BhadrakBIi. As Vais~lavi her Bhairava 
consort is Krodlia Bliaira\,a (Terrible Bliairava), whose 
picha lies nearby; as Bhadrakili it is the Bhairava of tlie 

homes of various outcastes such as the Po&, who 
claim to be unafraid to house thesc dread god- 
desses in their own homes. 

Except to the goddesses' Newar partisans, Piiica- 
caturdaii is of limited religious importance in the 
calendar round of festivals celebrated in the Kath- 
mandu Valley today. Now its salient aspect is 
Ghoda-jitri, a national celebration best compared 
to a fun-filled sports rally. Increasingly secularized, 
Ghoda-jitri's metamorphosis is typified by the ves- 
tigial role that Kumir i  and the white stallion now 
play, and the elimination of Rhadrakili's once 
paramount role. Hut there are many indications 
that PiSica-caturdaii was once a celebration of fun- 
damental religious significance, designed perhaps 
to minimize the ill effects of an inauspicious plane- 
tary conjunction. As such it was particularly con- 
cerned with the chthonic forces and the indige- 
nous "root" manifestations of deity in the Valley. 
This is clear in the number and kind of rites de- 
voted to this class of deity during this same three- 
day period, the last two days of the dark half of 
Philguna and the first day of Caitra. Each rite 
may be in itself of minor or purely local signifi- 
cance, but taken together they are very suggestive. 
For not only is it a time of complex rituals involv- 
ing the mother goddesses, it is also a time when 
various other gods, and more particularly, god- 
lings, have their day. It is on Goblin's Fourteenth, 
for example-significantly the one day in the year 
-that Luku-Mahideva, the enigmatic Hidden 
Siva, is worshiped. It is then, too, that the men of 
Itum-bahal, Kathmandu, shoulder their nols, and 
through the dark and sleeping streets carry their 
promised annual feast to the reformed cannibal. 
Gurumipa, now safely installed in the open Tun-  

Taumadl~i-to1 temple. Gutschow anrl Kolver 1975:46 n. 2 
also pondered this dicliotoniy, but were not able to ex- 
plain it. On Riskct-jitri see Anderson 1971:41-49: Gut- 
scl~ow and Kolver rgj5:pls. 9 1 0 ,  46-48; Auer and Cut- 
schow rg7q:rq-16. 

lT2 The forceful collision of the cl~ariots at one point in 
the procession is variously interpreted as the deities fight- 
ing or mating. 

On the festival of Luti-ajimi, see Anderson 1971: 
194-197. 

174For a lively description of some of thesc outings, 
see Anderson 1971:268-271. 
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dikhel beyond the city w a l l ~ . ~ ' ~ n  that same place 
lives the chastened demon Tundi, run under- 
ground, it is said, by the galloping horses that still 
course the field for that purpose on Ghoda-jiitrii."" 

Not only is i t  clear that Goblin's Fourteenth was 
related to the worship of chthonic divinities-the 
mother goddesses in their fearful aspects, various 
godlings, demons, and ogres-but there are many 
clues to suggest that it was a special time for ap- 
peasing them with human sacrifice. T h e  lore as- 
sociated with Gurumipa and Tundi ,  for example, 
suggest that both were accustomed to eating human 
flesh, especially in the form of succulent children 
(Plate 585). This delicacy was at length denied 
G u r u m i p i  by the simple expedient of negotiating 
a substitute feast. T h e  less fortunate Tundi ,  how- 
ever, similarly denied his accustomed food, was 
left to his own devices. Thus it is held that even 
now at least one child inexplicably disappears at 
Ghoda-jitrii. Further, it hardly seems fortuitous 
that it was just prior to Piiica-caturdaii that Siva- 
deva is alleged to have ordered human sacrifice to 
be given Vatsaladevi.17' T h e  feasting of "unmar- 
ried boys and virgins," rather than a pleasurable 
event, has a sinister overtone when we consider 
"catching fish" and the traditions concerning the 
feasting of Harasiddhi's intended victims. "Un- 
married boys and virgins," moreover, sounds sus- 
piciously like the Kumiiri-gana. I t  suggests that 
more profound investigation of this institution, as 
well as the myriad manifestations of Piiiica-catur- 
daii, might lead us down some very intriguing 
pathways into the Valley's-and man's-past. 

The Mutrkas as Regents of Space 

A fundamental role of the mother goddesses is as 
guardian protectors of Nepal Mandala, a task specif- 

1 7 W n  Gurumipa see Chapter 12 and Slusser 1972a:3-4. 
';" Anderson 1971 :266-267. 
17? Wright 1966:84. The  date given in the chronicle is 

the "12th of Chait Radi" (Caitra-Sukla-dvidaii), thus the 
fortnigh[ following Philguna-krsna. But the third day 
after is specifically defined as PiSica-caturdaST, hence we 
must assume the date meant was Philguna-krsna-dvidaSi. 

17s This is also true in India (Rao 1968:11, 356). 
1 7 U R U h ~  originally represented the demon of the 

eclipse, and Ketu a cleification of cornets and meteors 
(Mallmann 1963:81). 

ically devolving on the Matrkis, the collective mani- 
festation of Durga. Charged with the guardianship 
of encompassing space, the Mitrkas have usurped 
the traditional dikpila role of such venerable gods 
as Agni, Indra, and others. One  of the most com- 
mon types of worship accorded them, the disi pu- 
12, is concerned with this role. Each goddess is as- 
signed a special direction, the four cardinal and 
four intermediate points of the compass and its 
center."' These positions are not immutable, as 
were those of their Vedic predecessors, but may 
vary from place to place and time to time. For 
example, the directions assigned the Mitrkiis in an 
eighteenth-century Nepali manuscript do not corre- 
spond to those over which the same goddesses pre- 
side in contemporary Bhaktapur (Map 9; Plate 

534). 
Not  only do the Mitrkas guard the compass 

points, but they are also regarded as regents of the 
sky. As the Navadurgii they are equated with the 
Navagraha, male personifications of the so-called 
Nine Planets, that is, five planets (Saturn, Venus, 
Mars, Jupiter, Mercury), the sun, the moon, and 
the moon's ascending and descending nodes 
( R i h u  and K e t u ) . " V n  Nepali dogma, each 
Matrka has a definite associaiion; for example, 
Cimunda with Saturn, Indr5ni with Venus, and 
Vaisnavi with Surya, the sun.'R0 Each also presides 
over specific days of the lunar calendar. In Hindu-  
~ u d d h i s t  thought the astral bodies are conceived 
as exercising a direct influence on human affairs. 
They can "possess" individuals-hence their collec- 
tive name, "Seizers"-and when angered they 
cause wars, epidemics, and other baleful visita- 
tions.'"' Thus the Navagraha are regularly propiti- 
ated to render them favorable, and are worshiped 
with special rites in time of danger. Givcn the sim- 
ilarity of name and the correspondence of number 

la' Pal and Bhattacharyya 1969:3q-43. Neither the Ne- 
pali complement nor the association agrees with the 
Inclian conception (Hanerjea 1956:4911 11. 1). In this connec- 
tion it is interesting to note that the Navagraha are inte- 
grated into the tantric Rutldhist pantheon, and that, fur- 
ther, in Nepal the Budtlhist Dhiranis known as the Seven 
Days (Saptavira), counterparts of the M.itrkis, are also 
associated with the   la nets (Malllllann 1975:~76;  van Kooij 
1977:60-G6). 

I n '  Banerjea 19563429; Mallmann 1963:81; 1975:276; 
Wright 1g66:181. 
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and malevolent disposition, it is little wonder that 
the Navagraha and Navadurgi came to be identi- 
fied as one manifestation.ln2 

As guardian protectors, the images and symbols, 
shrines and temples of the Mothers are everywhere 
in the Kathmandu Valley. In this role they at 
times invade even the vihiras (Plate 163). All the 
towns and many villages have one or more large 
rectangular temple in which the group is wor- 
shiped as an ensemble in iconic form. Almost in- 
variably the Eight Mothers are accompanied by 
G a ~ ~ e i a  and Bhairava, sometimes Siva in other 
forms, and often Baghini, Singhini, and other dei- 
ties. Oddly, Virabhadra, the inevitable companion 
of the Indian Saptamiitrki, is absent. Overshadow- 
ing these temples in religious significance is the 
ensemble of paired Navadurgi shrines, the deo- 
chem with its icon, the pitha with its boulder. 
Roughly corresponding to the compass points over 
which each goddess is believed to preside, the 
pithas are situated around the towns, the cities, 
the Valley, and even beyond in ever-widening cir- 
cles of divine protection. There is practically no 
city and few villages that are not ringed by the 
 mother^."^ Patan appears to be an exception, where 
the Dalamahividyi are the most important 
collective. But even in Patan one encounters mem- 
bers of the Eight or Nine, such as Bilakaumiri 
and the ubiquitous Cimundi .  

It is the set of Navadurgi at Bhaktapur that best 
illustrates the traditional role of the Mi t rk i s  as 
guardians of Nepal Mandala. In  this city, the Nine 
Durgas are of particular importance in contempo- 
rary practice. They are the primary cultural theme 
to which all Bhaktapur is tuned. T h e  collective 
consists of the traditional Eight Mothers comple- 
ment, to which Tripura-sundari, a form of Durga, 

le2One wonders whether the transition from male per- 
sonalities to female ones was facilitated by the concept of 
dikkattyci, a quarter of the sky identified with a young 
virgin. 

I q 3  See Gutschow and Bajracharya 1977 on those encir- 
cling Kathtnandu. Similar sets may be traced out at Thimi 
and many other settlements. 

ls4 Auer and Gutschow r974:22 mistakenly took Taleju 
to be the ninth manifestation; Kolver 197G:69 correctly de- 
fined it as Tripura-sundari. The Navadurgi complement as 
defined by Bhaktapur votaries varies greatly. Deities are 
often held to be identical-for example, Indrini and Bila- 

is added to complete the Nine I I ~ r ~ a s . ' ~ '  These 
nine goddesses are the city's chief guardians, and 
when Hhakta~ur  was a city-state, they were par- 
ticularly cherished in times of war. As manifesta- 
tions of the Navagraha, they must also have been 
propitiated when Sitalii stalked abroad, or when 
Hhhkadyo shook the earth, bringing even palaces 
and temples low. Each of the Nine IIurgas is 
charged with superintending the particular section 
of space over which, at Bhaktapur, she is conceived 
to preside (Map g).'" Eight of the pithar ring the 
city in a protective enclosure, seven (or possibly 
only six) of which lie just outside the former 
course of the city walls. T h e  ninth Durgi ,  Tri-  
pura-sundari, presides over the Tripura palace area, 
once the mystic i f  not geographic center of the 
Bhaktapur state. 

In conformity with the dictum that each iakti-  
pitha is to have a companion Bhairava, each of the 
Bhaktapur Navadurgi is so endowed. Although 
there are many Bhairavas in and around the city, 
these companion Bhairavas are formalized as a 
special group, the Astabhairava. Each of the Na- 
vadurga also has a deochem within the town 
(Plate 555); together they share an impressive 
temple at Gache-tol, at the eastern end of the city 
(Map g:  c-10) ; and they enjoy numerous secondary 
temples dedicated to their collective worship. 

Among the many concentric rings of divine pro- 
tection around the city, the Navadurgi are inter- 
mediate between smaller spiritual circles within the 
walls and larger ones in the Valley, on its rim, and 
beyond. T h e  inner circles are the collective shrines of 
the Nine Durgis '  companion Bhairavas, Ganeias, 
and the DaSamahividyi; the outer circles chiefly 
repeat manifestations of the Navadurgi set, their 
Bhairavas, and other mother goddesses.lRO Together, 

kaurniiri-while others such as Bhairava, Gal~eSa, Singhini, 
Baghini, and other divinities associated with them are of- 
ten named Durgis. From some informants I have col- 
lected the names of as many as eighteen "Nine" Durgis. 

lss I differ from Auer and Gutschow 1974:'~ in the lo- 
cation of the Kaumiri pifha and deochmt. I identified the 
Kaumiri (Bilakaumiri) pifha and deochem as lying be- 
tween those of Mahiilaksmi and Rrlhmani, but Auer and 
Gutschow locate the K[a]umiri pithn and deochem be- 
tween Vaisnavi and Maheivari. 
'"6. Paudel 1963:3r-32; Gutschow arid Kolver 1975: 

22; Auer and Gutschow r974:38 
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the pithas of the Navadurgl in effect comprise 
a mystic diagram, a yantra, yoni-cakra, mandala, 
or dikmandala (directional mandala) (cf. Plate 
534). Tripura-sundari as "Sovereign of the Man- 
dala" (mandaleia), occupies the central sanctum; 
the Astamatrki occupy the peripheral gallery (pat- 
t i t i ) .  In fact, the city becomes a fully developed 
mandala composed of concentric galleries-circles 
or squares-the intermediary ones occupied by the 
Rhairavas, Ganes'as, and Mahavidyas, the periph- 
eral gallery by the M i t ~ k i s ,  and, beyond, the cre- 
mation grounds. T h e  one-time city wall compares 
broadly to the p r ~ ( i r a ,  the enclosing "wall" of the 
mandala, and the city gates to the toranas, the gate- 
ways to the s a n c t ~ m . ' ~ '  By extending the mandala 
perimeter to the rim of the Valley and beyond 
with other divine ensembles, Bhaktapur and Tri-  
pura-sundari, its "Sovereign," lie at the center of a 
Great Mandala (mahimandala).  Some of Bhakta- 
pur's shrines also serve again as segments of inter- 
secting galleries that enclose other distant sanctums 
-Kathmandu, for example.lU8 In  sum, Bhaktapur 
may be a city where mortals dwell, but effectively 
they are born, develop their lives, and die in the 
midst of a mandala filled with immortals, a poly- 
chrome pi ta  comparable to those in the shrines 
they frequent.lse T h e  town is nothing more or less 
than a "mandala to walk on, a spiritual instru- 
ment to  overcome the manifested 

T h e  mandala scheme of Bhaktapur (like others 
in the Kathmandu Valley) is geometrically imper- 
fect because in all likelihood the tantric concepts 
that inspired it postdate the evolved city and a 
preexisting sacred geography. As we know, Rhnk- 
tapur was not a planned city, but gradually co- 

ls7 One o l  the rnost concise descriptionc of a mandala 
may be found in Mallmann 1975:41-42; see also Monod- 
Bruhl 1971. 

le8 Gutscllow and Bajracliarya 1977. 
lU0 Niels Gutschow, in collal~oration with others (Auer 

and Gutschow 1974; Gutschow and Kiilver 1975; Gut- 
scl~ow and Uajracharya 1977, and various forthcoming 
works) has done the most original and ex~ensive work 
pertaining to the concepts of ordered space in the Kath- 
mandu Valley, with particular reference to Bhaktapur. Re- 
specting the conception of Bhaktapur as a mandala, see 
especially the Bhakta~urako-naksa (Map of B h a k t a ~ u r ) ,  
an eighteenth- or  nineteenthsentury Nepali painting re- 
produced by Auer and Gutschow 1974:38 and Kijlver 

alesced from diverse settlements beading one of the 
highways to Tibet. Village gods, the gra 'madeuat~~,  
the shrines of miis  and ajimds, endured, and these 
preexisting sanctuaries, sanctified by long traffic, 
were the core to which, over time, the various en- 
sembles needed for realizing the mandala were 
joined.'" T h e  employment of such shrines, scat- 
tered at random in and around the ancient settle- 
ments, thus dictated the irregular pattern of the 
pitha ensembles, and with them the geometrically 
imperfect mandala.lo2 T h e  use of ancient shrines 
also plausibly explains the anomaly of Mahilak- 
smi's pitha, which alone of the pithas of the Eight 
Mothers once clearly lay within the city walls.lO" 
T h e  sanctity of the old shrine forbade moving it 
to an optimal location outside the wall; engineer- 
ing or other considerations dictated the latter's 
course, thus enclosing the pitha within the city. 

T h e  choice of Tripura-sundari as the ninth 
D u r g i  and Sovereign of the Mandala is of consid- 
erable interest. It  may ~ r o v i d e  the terminur a qzro 
for the institution of the Navadurgii mandala in 
Bhaktapur, and therefore perhaps elsewhere in the 
Kathmandu Valley. T h e  exclusion of Taleiu as the 
mandaleia suggests that the Navadurgi complex 
predates the burgeoning of her cult in fourteenth- 
century Nepal; the installation of Tripura-sundari 
in the mandala's inner sanctum, a place corre- 
sponding to the location of the Tripura palace com- 
plex and seat of Tripura lineage, suggests a possi- 
ble twelfth-century date. This accords with the 
traditional view that on the instruction of the Nava- 
d u r g i  themselves, Anandamalla (that is, Anan- 
dadeva I, A.D. 1147-1166) set up  the images "to 
ensure the security and protection of the town inter- 

1976, which illustrates the conscious Nepali conceptualiza- 
tion of the city as a mandala. 

loo Pieper 1975:62. 
lDIThis  is also the view of Gutschow and Kolver 

1975:43. 
lo2 This will be best appreciated by the schema clrawn 

up in Auer and Gutschow 1 9 7 4 : ~ ~ .  
' o~Ri lakaumir i ' s  pitha lies outsitle the pradak-ni pathn, 

but may lie within the former walls, the emplacement of 
which 1 was not able to determine in that quarter of 
Bhaktapur. The  pitha of Tripura-sundari is also inside the 
town, but she is the chosen ninth at Bhaktapur and acces- 
sory to the Eight Mothers. 
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nally and externally." Legend also proclaims the 
role of a Mother and her related GaneSa in this 
king's westward conquest. In this connection, i f  
we accept Gunakimadeva of Kathmandu fame as 
the twelfth-century ruler by that name, other 
chronicle entries may also support the flowering 
of the Navadurgi's cult a t  this time. For it is writ- 
ten that Gunakiimadeva "revived the worship of 
the two sets of Nava-Durgas, the one inside, the 
other outside" Kathmandu."' 

At Bhaktapur, despite the central schematic po- 
sition of Tripura-sundari, the goddess now seems 
to be peripheral to the cult. When asked to specify 
the Nine Durgis, informants invariably have the 
nos t  difficulty in recalling her name, if they do 
at all. Tripura-sundari's current low profile, cou- 
pled with limited traffic to a shoddy shrine amid 
the rubble of the old palace, explains why Auer 
and Gutschow supposed the nearby, magnificently 
enshrined, Taleju to be the ninth and central god- 
dess.lU5 

Everywhere in the Kathmandu Valley, the Na- 
vadurgi are danced in the bodies of masked men, 
who are then perceived as the divinities them- 
selves. Rut in contemporary Nepal, the Bhaktapur 
ensemble commands the premier place, is danced 
with the greatest frequency, and is the most influ- 
ential in community affairs. T h e  origin of the in- 
stitution in Bhaktapur is unknown. But a son of 
Rayamalla (A.D. 1482-1504) is alleged to have in- 
troduced the custom of dancing the Navadurgi 
because he "heard that they had been seen dancing 
at night."100 

The  masks representing the Bhaktapur Nava- 
durg i  are domiciled in the main Gache-to1 Nava- 
durgii temple, in custody of a woman known as 

lD4 Wright rg66:1oj-104, I 10; Hasrat 197o:dG. 
lo5 Auer and Gutschow 1 9 7 4 : ~  

Wright r ~ h 6 : 1 q .  
l u7  Niels Gutschow, who closely followed the Nava- 

durgi  during his residence in Bhaktapur, explains that 
they actually only dance in twenty-one tols, omitting oth- 
ers at the far western part of the town. These are pre- 
sumably "new" fols, created after the dance tradition was 
firmly established, which would confirm both of our the- 
ories of Bhaktapur's later western development (see 
Gutschow and Kolver 1975:16-18, 44). 

'"The fact that a young boy dances Bilakaumiri re- 
veals the Nepali conceptualization of this goddess as a 

gdthini. She is, in effect, a priestess of the Gath i  
(alternatively, Banmili),  a Jyapu subcaste that in- 
habits the eastern tols and dominates the Hhakta- 
pur Navadurgi affairs. Members of the dance 
group are always Githa, but the individual offices 
are not hereditary (as with many dance groups), 
and change annually before Dasain. T h e  Nava- 
durg i  are danced on approximately forty occa- 
sions a year, including a prescribed display in 
each of the some two-dozen !ols of Bhaktapur, 
appearances in some of the nearby villages, and 
special command performances that sometimes 
take them far afield.'" Costumed in elaborate dress 
and ornaments, each dancer wears a special mask, 
annually made anew and painted with the god- 
desses' prescribed color and other iconographic de- 
tails (Plate 543). The  goddesses are accompanied 
by several supplementary dancers representing two 
Bhairavas, White and Black (Sveta and Kala), 
Ganeia (who carries a mask of Siva at his belt), 
and Singhini and Baghini, the ubiquitous drikinis. 
T h e  dikinis and Bal Kumiiri, the M i t r k i  Bila- 
kaumiri,  are danced by young boys.lg" 

In a typical performance, such as that which pre- 
cedes the celebration of Siva-ritri, the costumed 
dancers assemble in the late evening at the place 
they are to perform. After some preliminary danc- 
ing, they themselves worship the mask of Mahi- 
laksmi, a Matrka considered to be the "mother" 
of all; she is never danced, but her mask is carried 
in  a kha ta . '@The  dancers then sacrifice a few pig- 
lets, after which they confide their masks to the 
M i t r k i  pitha of the quarter. Then, together with 
a crowd of men and boys they noisily rush by 
torchlight through the fields outside the former 
city walls in  search of more sacrificial piglets.200 

little girl, a krcmiri. 
'88My impression is that only seven of the nine Durgis 

are danced, and that Tripura-sundari is also excluded. 
Z O O I  was informed that the search through the fields 

for piglets only occurred on three special occasions each 
year. The occasion I am describing took place below the 
Indrini pilha near Khauma-tol. Given what we know of 
the Navadurgi institution, the piglets may be substitutes 
for human children. The claims of Hamilton's assistant, a 
"Got" (Githi) ,  respecting human sacrifice by the Nava- 
durgi  dancers, of which he was one, also seems to support 
this surmise (Hamilton r971:34-36). 
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Once caught, the piglets are taken to a Hhairava 
shrine near the dance site, there to be disembow- 
elled by the hands of KiilS Bhairava who, as a god, 
himself consumes the hot b10od."'~ After a feast 
2nd a night's rest together, the group, as the deities 
they impersonate, pass much of the following day 
dancing and being worshiped by the residents of 
the quarter. It is then that they attempt to seize 
the children in the "catching fish" rite. 

The  Bhaktapur Navadurgii dancers seem to be 
a vivid relic of what must have once been a thriv- 
ing and widespread custom in the Kathmandu 
Valley. Oldfield described two such performances, 
one by a dance group attached to "Neta Devi" 
(Naradevi) of Kathmandu, the other by a group 
associated with the Nawakot Bhairavi, and he said 
that the goddesses were also danced in Patan, 
Bhaktapur, Kirtipur, and Thimi.'02 Today dance 
groups other than the Bhaktapur group perform 
only on special occasions-the Halchok Bhairava at 
Indra-jitri ,  for example-r in celebration of a 
twelve-year cycle, such as the Pacali Bhairava 
dancers. 

T h e  Harasiddhi dancers now also perform spo- 
radically, but once they were the most famous and 
sought-after in Nepal Mandala. They were invited 
regularly to the capital cities to appear before royal- 
ty. It was after one such performance that Pratapa- 
malla is said to have found Yoganarendra, thought 
to be an incarnation of Harasiddhi, peacefully asleep 
in his bedchamber. There was his alter ego, the 
goddess "Harasiddhi with sword in her hand and 
the blood of a demon which she had already de- 
voured streaming out of her mouth." And it was on 
the occasion of one of Harasiddhi's dance perform- 
ances in Kathmandu that Pratiiparnalla laid lascivi- 
ous hands on  the goddess, who punished him with 
death. T h e  late chronicles are full of references to 
the Harasiddhi group. They consign it to hoary 
antiquity, attributing its origin to the legendary 
Vikramajit, a ruler who in Nepali legend is gen- 
erally synonymous with Minadeva I. Curiously, 
the chronicles also reveal a puzzling history of al- 
ternating cessation and rejuvenation of the Hara- 

'"' Niels Gutscliow~ informs Ine that somctimec all the 
clancers partake of the blotnl sprayetl clirectly inlo their 
rnoutht fro111 a sacrificial buffalo. This was also the way 
it was tlescribed by Oldfield 1880:1r, 296-297. 

siddhi dance group, a pattern that has yet to be 
explained. Perhaps it had to do with their excesses 
in respect to human sacrifice.20" 

It  seems evident that the ubiquitous shrines of 
Nisadyo, a terrific godling of the dance now iden- 
tified with Siva Natarija, also reflects the former 
importance of impersonating divini,ties in the form 
of masked dancers. Shrines of Nasadyo seem to be 
especially numerous in Bhaktapur, where, like 
Gane4a shrines, each locality has its own. 

As attested by the archaeological evidence, the 
roots of the cult of the mother goddesses in the 
Kathmandu Valley are profound (Plates 545-551). 
Certain goddesses may be relative newcomers, im. 
portations that accompanied burgeoning tantrism, 
as their origin legends suggest. Harasiddhi, for ex- 
ample, is said to have been sought in Central India; 
Annapurna was imported from Benares to be set- 
tled in Bhaktapur "in a fortunate But 
the legends of many goddesses confirm the archae- 
ological evidence, and seem to point to far more 
remote origins in the indigenous Valley past. Those 
concerning Lumarhi-ajimii (Bhadrakili) and a 
sister Luchubhalu- (Luchumaru-, Luchuphu-) 
ajirni (Camundi)  are instructive in this respect. 

Lumarhi-ajimi is worshiped in aniconic form in 
a hypaethral shrine, her pitha, east of Old Kath- 
mandu (Map 4 : q )  T h e  shrine is encircled by 
paved roads, and through it hundreds of civil 
servants pass daily between the old city and Singha 
Darbar secretariat. But once upon a time the 
ajimti's shrine lay in the midst of paddy fields. One 
day-as a popular version of her origin has it-a 
Newar farmer discovered a little girl crying in his 
fields, and to pacify her gave her his lunch. Sud- 
denly disappearing without a trace, the child left 
the farmer's rough fare on the ground in the form 
of golden bread (Newari, lumarhi). T h e  amazed 
farmer, realizing that the child was divine, memo- 
rialized her manifestation in his fields with a shrine 
that became famous as the Grandmother of the 
Golden Bread, L ~ m a r h i - a j i m i i . ~ ~ ~  

202 Oldfield 1880:1r, 295-297. 
'03 Hasrat 1970:27, 46, 61, 70, 79; Wright 1966:139. 
?O" Hasrat 1970:qg. 
20" more elahorate version is toltl in the Wright chron- 
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One of Lumarhi-ajimi's sisters, Luchubhalu- 
ajimii, became manifest in an even more curious 
way. She originated as a golden'dish that Lumarhi- 
ajimi had wished to bestow upon a favored dev- 
otee. But the latter was too afraid to accept the ter- 
rible ajirnci's gift, and so ran away to the town. 
The  pursuing ajimci at length tired, and set the 
dish down near Kel-to1 where, as a stone, it was 
worshiped as Luchubhalu-ajimi until a half-cen- 
tury ago. But then a temple to Camundi  was 
erected over the old hypaethral shrine; in a most 
unusual occurrence, a permanent icon of that 
Mitrki ,  in the form of a small metal image, was 

installed within. Such a legend, in part incorpo- 
rating history, must recapitulate a frequent meta- 
morphosis in the Kathmandu Valley, where ven- 
erable ajimris and miis  have taken on new names 
and a suitable iconography to conform with deities 
of the Hindu-Buddhist pantheon. 

Surmise as we may, the exact history of the Nep- 
alese mothers and grandmothers is now obscured. 
But two things seem certain: that an incredibly 
rich area of anthropological research has been yet 
barely tapped, and that the mother goddesses have 
achieved a cult of unparalleled significance in the 
beautiful Valley of Kathmandu. 

icle, which also says that she was brought from Kimarupa (Assam) (1966:92, 104). 



C H A P T E R  1 2  

NEPAL MANDALA is by no means the exclusive dwell- 
ing place of such illustrious divinities as the Bud- 
dhas and Bodhisattvas, Siva and Visnu, Durga and 
the mothers and grandmothers. Crowding among 
them are myriad other sacred beings. In the be- 
nign Valley, close to the mystic Himalaya, congre- 
gate sages and sorcerers, genii, and ogres. There, 
too, are the Siddhas and Nithas, the Great Magi- 
cians, Perfected Ones and Lords, who in some 
places and at some times have challenged the su- 
premacy of Siva and Sakti. Divine water and the 
sacred serpents who dwell within are everywhere. 
N o  less than Pas'upatinatha and Changu Nara- 
yana, Bhagavati or Avalokiteivara, these beings, 
gods and demigods, are a vital force in Nepali life. 
Without their stories that of the immense "man- 
dala to walk on" would be incomplete. 

T H E  D I V I N E  W A T E R S  

Water is everywhere venerated in Nepal Man- 
dala. This is in harmony with Indian cosmology, 
in which water is a divine, life-giving, and life- 
maintaining substance, the counterpart on earth 
of amrta, the immortalizing elixir of the gods.' 
From the chalice of the moon the celestial waters 
issue to circulate as rain, as the sap of vegetation, 

as nourishing milk, as blood, as generative semen. 
Boundless and imperishable, water is essential to 
mortal life. Water is one with the symbolic Cosn~ic 
Serpent, Ananta/~esa,  and with Visnu, whose 
prime materialization of cosmic energy it is. It is 
divine itself, and also at specific times and places 
it harbors the essence of other divinities. The  gift 
of water by establishing a fountain or creating a 
tank is considered an act of religious merit, and 
water (who may tender it, who may receive it) is 
a fundamental symbolic substance in the definition 
of Nepalese caste relationships. Even in death the 
communion with water is unbroken, for by choice 
the dying and dead are bathed in it. If possible, 
one's last hours are spent by the riverside, prefer- 
ably the Bagmati, partially immersed at the Pas'u- 
pati ghats. After cremation, the ash is swept into 
the stream to reintegrate with the vast circulating 
network of earthly and celestial waters. 

T h e  Nepalese attitude toward this sacred sub- 
stance is especially crystallized in innumerable 
tirthns, places of holy pilgrimage preferably located 
near water--on the banks and at the confluence of 
rivers and streams (dobhina, veni),  at ponds and 
pools, at springs, and even at seemingly mundane 
wells. Pilgrimage to these places and bathing in 
their waters is to the Nepalese one of the most 
compelling religious activities. Tirthas are associ- 

O n  Indian water cosmology, see Zim~ner 1946:27-53, 
59-63; 1968:r, 165.168. O n  the role of water in Indian 

folk culture, see Crooke 1896:1, 35-60. 



nted with various gods and goddesses, and they 
vary widely in prestige and in the purposes for 
which they are visited. At one, for example, the 
pilgrim seeks offspring, at another a cure, and at 
a third good fortune. At others he asks no more 
than the blessing of the presiding deity. 

Foremost among the Valley's sacred waters is 
the Ragmati. Its banks, from its hallowed source 
at Bagdwar (Bagmati-dvara, door, gateway) on 
the flanks of Shivapuri to its juncture with the 
river of rivers, the Ganges, is studded with holy 
places and tirthas (Plates 343, 344, 568370) Of 
miraculous origin-which miracle i t  was depends 
on one's Saiva or Buddhist bias-the Bagmati (Va- 
gavati) bears the name of deity. Buddhist legend 
understands it as VigiSvara, a name of Maiijuiri; 
to Sivamargis i t  is Vak, the Vedic goddess of 
speech who, merged with Sarasvati, entered the 
Vaisnava cult. Likewise, the Vishnumati, the Val- 
ley's second river, bears a deity's name, is beaded 
with celebrated tirthas, and has its own wondrous 
legends, Buddhist and Rrahmanical. As the Vish- 
nupadi, an alternate name, it issues from Visnu's 
foot (pada), as Vaisnavas declare the Ganges is 
also born; as the Keshavati it proceeds from the 
tonsured hair (keia) of the first Nepali monks 
ordained by Krakucchanda, the Buddha of the 
First World. Sister streams, the Manohara and 
Hanumante, also are named for illustrious deities, 
and are no less endowed with holy places. Indeed, 
it is a mean rivulet that does not have its divine 
association and beckoning t i r t h a ~ . ~  Of similar re- 
nown are springs and fountains and the waters 
that collect as pools and ponds, o r  are stored in 
tanks and reservoirs. Of these, many are in the 
Valley proper, but many occupy pockets of the sur- 
rounding slopes or nestle among the towering 
peaks beyond. 

One of the most distant Nepali beacons where 
bathing is meritorious is Muktinitha, a Saiva tirtha 
perched among the dizzying ramparts of the An- 
napurna range (Map 2). One  hundred eight ma- 
kara spouts channel into the temple compound 
the chill waters provided by the bounteous god- 
dess, Annapirna. It  is the same goddess of plenty 

See LCvi rgog:~, 325-330 for a list of some of the most 
important Nepali tirthar and their legends. Clark 1957: 
174-175 provides another list, and various r~zahtirmyos and 

who from her little temple in Asan-tr~l prcsidcs 
over the Kathmandu grain market. Morc celc- 
hrated still is the Fountain, or Pool, of Siva, Go- 
sainkund-~nc of its many names. Several days' 
climb north of the Valley, Gosainkund is one of 
a chain of sacred lakes, the penultimate source of 
the l'risuli River (Map 2; Plate 572). The  Tri-  
suli's ultimate source, however, is a rocky crevasse, 
cleft by Siva's trident (triii la) as he plunged into 
Gosainkund. For at the Churning of the Ocean, 
so it is said, the asuras and dcvas not only brought 
forth the coveted amrta, the elixir of immortality, 
hut a deadly poison. From it not even the dcvas 
were immune-that is, none save Siva. T o  protect 
his companions, the Great God took the awful po- 
tion into his own mouth. Badly burned-whence 
the sobriquet, Nilakantha, "Blue Throatw-Siva 
sought relief in an icy pool fed by the Himalaya's 
eternal snows (Plate 573). Plunging into its depths, 
the deity rested some thousand years or more, and 
at length went on his way. Rut his passage sancti- 
fied the pool, and some see there even now the 
recumbent god himself. It is a "Jalaiayana Siva" 
formed by two rocks submerged in the crystal 
depths of Gosainkund. Indeed, to the Nepalis. 
Gosainkund is perhaps even more esteemed than 
the famous Manasarowar, the "most excellent lake 
of the mind" (manas). In Indian sacred cosmog- 
raphy, the lake is regarded as the holiest of pil- 
grimage sites. Its broad reaches mirror the very 
abode of Siva, the majestic Kailisa that towers over 
its shores (Map I ) .  There, too, is the mystical Mt. 
Meru, Cosmic Pillar and axis mrtndi. 

Tirthas of all kinds may be visited according to 
personal whim--or the dictates of snow-filled passes 
--but pilgrimage is preferably an annual affair at 
prescribed times of the lunar calendar. Thus  at 
Siva-ratri thousands come to bathe at Arva-ghat in 
the shadow of PaSupatinatha (Plate 344). Father's 
Day, in turn, exacts a visit to Gokarna Mahideva 
(Plate 56R), and Mother's Day to the spring-fed 
tank near Thankot known as Mitatirtha (Map 3: 
37). Indra's Pool (Indra-daha) is visited on a par- 
ticular day of Indra-jitri, while those who cannot 
make the arduous trip for bathing at  Gosainkund 

prtrrinar provide still others. Sec, for example, Mitra 1971: 
249250. 
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under the August full moon visit Kun~bheSvara, 
Patan, a more accessible substitute for the moun- 
tain pool (Plates 342, 576). 

In water cosmography, all of the tirthas are con- 
ceived ns linked by way of a vast network of chan- 
nels, terrestrial, celestial, and mystic. In this way 
not only are the Valley's various waters intercon- 
nected, but they join the most sacred waters of 
India. This is made abundantly clear by the ad- 
ventures of a Patan duck and an Indian yogi. T h e  
former, last observed swimming in the temple 
pond at Kumbhes'vara, was recovered when the 
owner chanced to go to Gosainkund; the latter, 
losing his staff and bowl when bathing at the 
South Indian Godavari River, found them again at 
another Godavari, the spring-fed pool on  the Val- 
ley's south rim."ecause of these subterranean wa- 
terways, the renown of certain tirthas is aug- 
mented by the mingling of famous streams. One  
such is Indra- or Saci- (Indriini) tirtha at Panauti, 
a distinguished site at the confluence (ueni) of two 
affluents of the Sun Kosi. T h e  confluence is in fact 
a triueni by virtue of a third affluent, the Lilavati, 
a mystic stream visible only to sages. In  the same 
way, the confluence of the Bagmati and Vishnu- 
mati becomes the "Five-rivers Tirtha" (Paiicanadi, 
-nari). For  at that point the illustrious Nepali riv- 
ers are joined, so some say, by the three most sacred 
rivers of Hinduism, Gahgii, Yamuni ,  and Sara- 
svati. 

O n  one historic occasion the waters of various 
tirthas were mingled in quite another way. When 
the Rani Pokhri was built just outside the Kath- 
mandu city gates, Pratiipamalla had brought to it 
by canal and container water from fifty-one of the 
most revered tirthas of Nepal and India.* In  this 
particular instance, however, despite the intermin- 
gling of such waters, the pond fell into ill repute. 
It became a gathering place of ghosts, and when it 
was not used for suicide it was shunned by the 
public a l t ~ g e t h e r . ~  

One  of the most ubiquitous objects of Nepali 
culture is the water vessel, known usually as kalaia, 
ghata, or kumbha. Empty, such a vesesl is inauspi- 
cious, but filled (pzirna)-or in art, imagined filled 
-with water and the vegetation water nourishes, 

Wright 1966: 167; LCvi 1905:1, 328. 
Clark 1957. 

it becomes sanctified and auspicious. The  pzirncr 
kalaia is at once the productive womb and inex- 
haustible cornucopia. It crowns the dwelling5 
the gods, lines the processional way of mortal and 
immortal, and, real or symbolic, often flanks the 
doorways of temple and shrine, palacc and farm- 
house (Plates 26, 109, 141, 175). From its auspicious 
bowl, burgeoning with plants, spring strong c01- 
umns and pillars, and under its sign buildings en- 
dure (Plates 198, 242, 298-301, 303-305). T h e  pirna 
kalaia signifies the generosity of the gods, and 
often sanctifies and seals the words of kings (Plates 
50, 56, 173, 336). From the inexhaustible depths of 
paired vessels, water issues to nourish the fountains 
and reservoirs, and from them is poured the divine 
substance for the abhi!eka of gods and kings 
(Plates 229, 230, 342, 447, 492, 528). A vessel of 
water is also required during the worship of the 
gods (Plates 65,339,429,492,498). 

T h e  pzirna kalaia is a potent symbol of divinity. 
In early Nepali reliefs, such vessels symbolize the 
Buddha (Plates 224, 454), but later become a sign 
of the mother goddesses (Plates 535, 536). It is in 
this form we see the goddess Annapiirna at Asan- 
tol. One of the most sacred days of the ritual-filled 
Nepali calendar is "Ghata-sthiipana," when a vege- 
tation-filled vessel is arranged to symbolize the 
presence of Durga and ceremonially to announce 
the beginning of her festival,. Dasain. From the 
depths of the pzirna kalaia, the womb, new gods 
are sometimes spawned. Such a one was the Vedic 
Lord of Waters, Varuna. Another is the sage 
Agastya, and in Patan there is the celebrated Siva 
known as Lord of the Water Pot, Kumbhes'vara 
(Plates 341, 342, 576, 5 9 ) .  T h e  miraculous origin 
of deities such as these is often remembered by 
such epithets as kumbhayoni or ktrmbhasam- 
bhava, "born of the water pot." T h e  water-filled 
vessel is also ordained as the temporary dwelling 
place of gods. For  example, when an image is re- 
painted or repaired, the deity's essence or soul 
( i tman) is transferred to a vessel for safekeeping. 
It is also in this manner that the gods sometimes 
journey. In such a vessel Mats~endrani tha was 
brought to the Valley from distant Kiimariipa, 
and even now Changu Niirayana and his consorts 



come thus to Kathmandu on their twice yearly 
visits to Hanuman Dhoka (Platc 41 I ) .  

The  divine waters arc also contained in smaller 
vessels conveniently carried in one hand. Known 
as {anta!ldalu or turnbi, such vessels are the partic- 
ular insignia of the yogin, mortal and divine. In 
them mortal yogis are wont to transport the waters 
of renowned tirthas over long distances, thus pro- 
longing their contact with them (Plate $9). T h e  
Supreme Yogi Siva, Visnu in his yogic aspect, 
Brahmii, and Maitreya all carry as a primary cog- 
nizance the {amandalu or tumbi (Plates 337-341, 
,348, 355, 433, 472). SO too, on occasion, do the an- 
thropomorphized Sesa/Ananta, the serpent king 
Nigaraja, the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara, and 
many other divinities (Plates 371, 505). When car- 
ried by the gods, the vessels are conceived to he 
filled with atnrta, heavenly counterpart of terres- 
trial waters. 

As in India, the mythology of Nepal embodies 
water in anthropomorphic, zoomorphic, and vege- 
tal forms. T h e  two most sacred rivers of Hinduism, 
the Ganges and Jumna, are conceived as goddesses, 
Yamuna and Gangi. Paired, their auspicious 
images are commonly guardians of temple doors 
(Plate 129). In late Umi-Maheivara reliefs, an 
anthropomorphic and acrobatic Gangi  is often seen 
above Siva's head, a reference to the legend of her 
tumultuous descent, stayed by the Great God's 
matted locks (Plates 354, 355). T h e  celebrated 
tirtha of Gosainkund is anthropomorphized in a 
complex "Jalas'ayana Harihara," a seventh-century 
image installed in a pool at Balaju.' Waterdwell- 
ing plants such as the lotus, and amphibious crea- 
tures, real and imaginary, signify water, and many 
are conceived to exercise control over it (Plate 237). 
One such is the frog, which for this reason has a 
day consecrated to its worship during the critical 
rice-planting season.' Another is the makara, a 
creature of fantasy both reptilian and elephantine. 
Ubiquitous in gem-spouting pairs on the toranas, 
the ma{ara is conceived as the proper vehicle for 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:11g-124. 
D. Regmi 1g66:part 2, 663-664; Nepali 1965:327-328. 
LCvi 1go5:1, 54, 320. 

O Nepalese beliefs respecting serpents mirror and perhaps 
even magnify those of India. The similarity of thought 
and practice hetween the two countries is abundantly 

dispensing watcr at thc fountains (1'l;ltcs 170, IW. 
233-236, 258, 259, 265, 320, 482, 483). I3ut in water 
symbolism, all thcsc varied symbols pale before the 
arch symhol and rnatcrialization of wntcr, the ser- 
pent. 

THE SACRE11 SEKPENIS 

It is little wonder that the Tibetans thought of 
Ncpa1 3s the "Land o f  Serpents," and understood 
the name Khopva (Bhaktapur), onc of its most 
important cities, to mean "l'alace of the Serpent."' 
T h e  serpcnt is of transcendent significance in 
Nepali culture. It is a primary symbol of water, 
a subject of prolound veneration, plays a promi- 
nent role in legend and cult, and is one of the most 
ubiquitous motifs in Nepali art." 

According to Nepalese mythology, there are nine 
chief nigas who dwell in the Kathmandu Valley. 
Each is a specific personality with his own name, 
color association, preferred dwelling place, and per- 
sonal legends. The  Nagarija, their king, is K i r -  
kotaka, ruler of Pitala- or Nigaloka, the serpent 
underworld. Originally, the nine nigas, together, 
with their serpent retinues, dwelt together in the 
immense lake known as Kalihrada (Kali's Pond) 
or Nigavisa (Dwelling Place of the Serpents). 
When Maiijuiri (or alternately, Visnu) drained 
Nigavasa, some of the nine glided away with the 
discharging waters, although they later returned. 
But Kirkotaka, his queen Kili-nigini, and his 
court moved to the small pool known as Taudah, 
near Chobar. There, from an underwater palace, 
Kirkotaka has reigned continuously to our time. 

T h e  returned nigas, chief among them Visuki 
and Tiiksaka, all preside over famous riverine 
tirthas. T h e  pairs, tirtha and niga, are identified in  
the Svayambhu-purina, a number of which are 
pictured in the Cleveland Tirtha-mahitmya 
(Plates 569571).1° In  the painting the nigas are in 
human form, canopied with multiple serpent 

evident in the literature, e.g.. Fergusson 1R73; Crooke 
1896:11, 1 2 1 ,  134-136; 1 4 3 - 1 4 ;  Zirnmer 1gq6:j 7-38. 59-1 21: 

1968:4867. 
1°Mitra 1971:249-250. The Cleveland painting is more 

fully discussed by Slusser 1979. 
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heads, each distinguished by color. Each sits at the 
tirtha over which he presides, both n i g a  and tirtha 
identified by Newari captions. Lesser serpents re- 
side at other riverine tirthas, in the ponds, foun- 
tains, and wells, and in the moist subterranean 
depths, the Pitalaloka or Nigaloka that underlies 
the Valley. T h e  subterranean dwelling place of the 
nigas  is a real concern when selecting a building 
site. In principle, if the priest's examination of the 
soil reveals their presence, and it is believed that 
they would be disturbed, another site must be 
sought. 

One would suppose in the monsoon climate of 
Nepal that drought would be infrequent. But there 
is apparently sufficient irregularity in the rains as 
to interfere with the requirements of wet rice cul- 
ture. For example, in 1969 the monsoon rains ar- 
rived on schedule, but were scant. T h e  paddies of 
many farmers could not be planted until so late 
that the still unripened grains were lost to the au- 
tumn frosts. Such conditions, rather than no rain 
at all, may account for the recurrent drought and 
subsequent famine that Nepali history records. But 
whatever its nature, drought is a real concern in 
the Kathmandu Valley, and the quest for rain is 
an incessant preoccupation." As symbol, the mate- 
rialization, and the chief controller of rain, the 
serpent looms large in Nepali culture. Notwith- 
standing the complementary roles of other rain 
givers such as Indra, Matsyendranitha, and Biila- 
kaumari, it is the nigas  upon whom the Nepalis 
most depend for the annual, timely, and copious 
dispensation of rain. This dependence is made 
clear by a number of legends and practices respect- 
ing the nigas' role in this critical area of Valley 
life. Instructive in this respect is the history of the 
Twelve-year Well, the Bihra-barsa I n i r  of Musun- 
bahal, Kathmandu (Map 7: 0-6). 

Once upon a time, so runs the legend, not a ray 
of misfortune touched the subjects of King Guna-  
kiimadeva. Rut i t  occurred to the monarch that at 
some future time misery might descend upon his 
~ x o p l e  in the form of drought and famine. Think-  
ing to forest:ill this calamity, Gunakiimadeva 
sought the counsel of a famous vajr ic irya ,  Sinti- 
kara-guviiju, or as hc is also known, S i n t i k a r i ~ i i r ~ a .  
This Siintikar:~ was by no means an ordinary 
vihiru pricst. H e  lived in a cave in the shadow of 

" I.ie~lliard 1974:" points out that Inany ostensibly 

Svayambhu, and was famous for his prodigious 
feats of magic. Through his powerful mantras, he 
was able to coerce not only the commoner ghosts 
and goblins, but even the most powerful gods. 
Devoting his talents to implementing the king's 
kind intentions toward his subjects, Sintikara 
advised the monarch to woo Kirkotaka, the king 
of the snakes, the ultimate controller of rain. 
Gu~jakimadeva agreed, and choosing an nuspi- 
cious day, the king, Sintikara, and selected work- 
men assembled at Musun-bahal. There, to t h e  in- 
cessant recitation of hymns in praise of the snake 
king, they began to dig a well leading toward his 
realm. For twelve years the excavations and the 
panegyric continued, until at last the pit opened 
directly into the underworld. O n  the day of con- 
secration, Kiirkotaka came to the bottom of the 
well and Sintikara and Gunakimadeva intoned 
108 hymns of extravagant praise in his honor. Much 
pleased by this, the Nlgariija granted them the 
coveted boon: "If a drought should ever befall 
Nepal Mandala, come to the portals of my realm, 
sing the same 108 hymns you did today and I 
promise that abundant rain will fall." With this 
he glided away to his subterranean palace. Sinti- 
kara then sealed the bottom of the well with a 
great rock, closed over the top, and set down in 
golden letters a record of all that had been done, 
together with the texts of the laudatory hymns. 

Now it came to pass that some years later a 
drought did indeed fall upon Kathmandu, just as 
King Gunakimadeva had feared. T h e  well was 
opened and ceremonially emptied of its waters. 
However, try as they would, the workers could 
not budge the stone blocking the entrance to N i -  
galok;~. Siintikara realized at once that the root of 
the trouble lay with a serpent of Chobar tirtha, 
who resented the praise that had been showered 
upon the serpent king. By means of irresistible 
mantras, [he tantrist forced the Chobar snake to 
manifest himself in ;I vessel of water set up in the 
adjacent vihira .  Disposing of the malefactor, Sin- 
tikara again inscribed, this time with the serpent's 
blood, the 108 hymns dedicated to Kiirkotaka. 
Then,  reading out the hymns from the blood-in- 
scribed manuscript, Sintikara caused rain to fall 
over the arid land, to the immense joy of the peo- 
ple. In the event of another drought the prayers 

ordinary Newar songs in fact originated as rain charms. 
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should be read from the same tantra, Sintikara 
declared, and stored it safely away in his cave at 
Svayambhijnitha. This cave is Sintipura, one of 
the five "mansions" surrounding the stupa (Figure 
27) . I 2  

There is another version of this popular rainmak- 
ing tale, which dispenses altogether with the episode 
of the Twelve-year Well. In one variant it is pre- 
served in the Svayambhii-purina,13 illustrated in the 
Cleveland Tirtha-rnahittnya (Plates 569571).  In  
general the variant accounts agree that King Guna- 
kimadeva, in despair over the drought-ridden con- 
dition of the kingdom, addressed Sintikara-guviju 
for relief. In order to bring rain, Sintikara prepared 
a dikmandala and invited the nine chief serpents to 
occupy their appointed places within. Varuna cheer- 
fully seated himself at the center, and one by one the 
others followed suit, taking their places around 
him. Kirkotaka, however, abstained from coming, 
thereby vitiating the mandala. But Gunakimadeva, 
aided by Sintikara's charms, brought him by force 
(Plate 571).  Even so, the rain did not fall. At 
length the nigas  confessed that Sintikara's paint- 
ings of them on the mandala had no power. They 
must be drawn in the serpents' own blood. The  
nine offered blood for this purpose, enabling Sin-  
tikara successfully to perform n i g a  szdhana. At  
once the sky darkened and the rain fell in abun- 
dance. In recognition of the nigas' service to the 
kingdom, King Gunakimadeva established in their 
honor a shrine at Svayambhijnitha. It  is Nigapura, 
or VaSiga, one of the five "mansions." It lies just 
in front of the stupa's northern chapel, in which the 
Tathigatn Amoghasiddhi sits enthroned on a nz- 
ga;  i t  is not far from Sintipura, the cave where 
Siintikara then dwelt and, say some, yet dwells. 
The  story closes with G u ~ ~ a k i m a d e v a  relinquish- 
ing the throne in favor of monkhood, and Naren- 
dradeva taking his place. It is the latter's corona- 
tion abhiseka with which the Cleveland painter 
concludes the legend. 

Hut there is another chapter. In  Narendradeva's 
reign an even longer drought ensues. T h e  nigas  

This legend is told in the c,ihrir.a, and in similar form 
is publishetl by Sijapati r969:29-33. Some Musun-bahal 
residents claim an alternate origin for the well. In recog- 
nition of meclical advice tendered by a frog \\rho tlwelt 
in a mudtly pond near the oihi~.a,  Gunak.imade\.a ordered 
the pond converted to a \\,ell, sanctifietl i t ,  and established 

are helpless because they are immobilized under 
the meditating Natha, Goraksa. This occasions the 
quest for Matsyendranitha, another rainmaker, 
whose story we will take up in a while. T h e  nigas 
were eventually freed and the drought brought to 
an end. That  they continued to be wooed with the 
niga  sidhana until quite recently seems clear. W e  
learn from the Buddhist chronicle that Visnumalla, 
the Patan ruler between A.D. 1729 and 1745, sent a 
vajricirya from Mahabauddha-vihira to the 
Kviche Bilakaurniri, herself a rain-giver, "to per- 
form purascharana and nag-sadhana, after which 
the rain fell."" 

There is considerable faith in the rainmaking 
power of the tantra said to have been written in 
the Chobar niga's blood and preserved in Sinti- 
pura. It  is history that once in time of drought 
Pratipamalla actually entered the forbidding 
shrine in search of it. This courageous deed is 
recorded in detail-and with the braggadocio one 
associates with the king's records-n a jilipatra 
standing beside the doorway (Plate 574).15 T h e  
king's remarkable quest is also recorded in a paint- 
ing (Plates 67, 575). In it we follow the king's 
progress past subterranean pools and through vari- 
ous chambers to the recovery of the tantra, and his 
safe return. 

T h e  rainmaking tantra, the Twelve-year Well, 
and Kirkotaka's boon are not confined to legend. 
The  Twelve-year Well exists; it is opposite the 
shrine of the Musun-bahal Maitreya (Plate 473). 
As in the days of Gunakimadeva and Sintikara, 
it is still regarded as the instrument of salvation in 
time of severe drought. At such a time, with the 
king's permission, the vihira grrthiars make the 
necessary ritual preparations. T h e  well is opened, 
and to the sound of music thought to inhibit a 
miasma, four ritually qualified men begin dipping 
out the water. With it they lustrate the surround- 
ing crowd. When at  last the well is emptied, the 
stone closing the portal to Nigaloka is lifted. In  
accordance with the Nigarija's promise of long 
ago, the panegyric of 108 hymns is recited into the 

a gti!hi for its maintenance. 
l 3  Hasrat 1970:21-22; Wright r966:56; Ltvi 1905: I .  322- 

323. 
'-'Wright 1966:170. 
l5 G.  Vajracharya 19653; and Slusser 1979. 
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well, and in return, rain, so it is said, falls in abun- 
dance. Not only are there occasional openings of 
the well for the propitiation of Kirkoraka, but the 
well undergoes a special cleaning every twelfth 
year. The  year 1969 marked .the close of such a 
cycle. With the permission and at the expense of 
His Majesty the King of Nepal, the well was 
cleaned according to tradition. Very likely it has 
been for centuries past and-the gods willing-may 
be for centuries to come. 

The  legends and practices respecting Kumbhei- 
vara, the distinguished Patan ~ iva l inga  (Plate 341), 
are no less illustrative of the Nepali concern with 
rain and its purveyors, the nigas. T h e  elegant tem- 
ple we know today was apparently erected in A.D. 

1392, but the number of roofs were perhaps in- 
creased in the seventeenth century (Plates 56, 
rH5).IC Tha t  there were still earlier temples is al- 
most certain. T h e  site is clearly a very old religious 
center, as certified by inscriptions and stone sculp- 
tures from the Licchavi and Transitional Periods 
(Plate 577).17 T h e  linga is known hy two principal 
names: one, Sarveivara, Lord Arrow-wielder, a 
name of R u d r a l ~ i v a ;  the other, Kumbheivara, 
Lord of the Water Pot. T h e  provocative name 
Kumbheivara is said to derive from the linga's 
miraculous origin. It  "appeared to Sarbapadacharya 
from a jar of water, when he was worshipping."" 
In legend, Kumbheivara is also linked with an- 
other krrmbhayoni, the sage Agastya, likewise 
spawned from a water pot (Plate 590). 

T h c  location in the midst of Patan notwith- 
standing, Kumbheivara presides over a water 
tirtha. Distant Gosainkund, so it is held, wells 
forth as the spring beside his temple. Visiting the 
spring or the tank it  feeds in the courtyard is thus 
akin to visiting the inconveniently remote Pool of 
Siva. Indced, on Srava1ja- iukla-~~r1j im5,  the pre- 
ferred day for bathing at Gosainkund, thousi~nds 
swarm to the Kumbheivara tank instead. Rather 
than the recumbent "Jalaiayana Siva" of Gosain- 
kund, in the tank of Kumbheivara they encounter 

lCD. Regmi 1966:part 3, app. A, inscr. 35 (33-35); 
Wright 1966:167 credits the five roofs to ~rinivisa, and 
we know from a n  unpublislled inscription dated N.S.  793 
Mirga (A.D. 1672) that hc ditl gild the rools. While there 
is llris doubt about the roofs, the organic harmony of the 
temple suggests  hat the five roofs are i n  fact part of the 

the Great God in quite another form. During the 
month preceding the August full moon, Kum- 
bheivara wears a special gilt sheath (koia, kauaca) 
of spiraled serpents crowned with a pt7rna kalaia 
(Plate 342). At  midnight preceding the full moon, 
the sheath is removed and the regular sheath re- 
stored to the linga (Plate 341). T h e  alternate is 
carried from the temple with pomp and ceremony, 
and installed in a special pavilion newly erected in 
the nearby tank (Plate 576). With the tank's 
springfed waters, the first bathers hegin at once 
to drench the serpent-entwined linga, the priests, 
crowding worshipers, and themselves. Such water 
play continues for twenty-four hours, until the 
linga is retired the following midnight, ending the 
festival. T h e  serpent linga is then stored away for 
eleven months, and will not be seen again until 
the next year. 

T h e  bathing coincides with Janai-purnirnii/Rak- 
sa-bandhana, the day for the ritual renewal of the 
sacred thread (yajt7opavita, janai) for those of 
high caste, the receipt of a protective thread bracc- 
let for others.'Vut this aspect seems coincidental. It 
almost certainly represents a merging of Rrahman- 
ical custom with far more primitive antecedents. 
Corresponding to the end of the rice-planting 
season, the festival coincides with two other annual 
rain-related rites. One is Serpent's Fifth (Naga- 
paficami), when the serpent is worshiped and its 
image p s t e d  on every Nepali's door. T h e  other is 
the day when Jyapus accord the frogs in their 
fields an oblation of rice. T h e  frogs have earned it 
as purveyors of the water by which the rice was 
nourished. Like these overtly rain-related rites, the 
Kumbheivara mela is also intrinsically agrarian 
and rooted in the worship of serpents as the ulti- 
mate source of rain. This is attested by the festi- 
val's emphasis on water-the communal lustration 
of gods and mortals in the form of the hilarious 
water play of the bathers. T h e  practice of sheathing 
a linga with serpents is apparently unique to Kum- 
bheivara. Like the festival itself, it almost certainly 

fourteenth-cenlury construction. 
I7D. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 157 (583); ADhilekn- 

san7graha 1g61j; Pal 1974:figs. 56, 57, 67, 68, 143. 
I R  Wright 196677. 
losee Anderson 1071:94-98 for a lively description of 

Janai-pilrnirni at Kun~bheivara. 
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signifies a conjunction of diverse concepts. T h e  
sheath can hardly be other than the serpent who 
once presided over the sacred spring; the linga it 
covers is the respectable Brahmanical replacement. 
The  shift from one to the other is perfectly appar- 
ent in the linga's legendary origin; it emerged 
from the vessel of water which, until that porten- 
tous moment, had been Sarbapada's primary object 
of worship. Hut once a year, at the time when rain 
is the critical factor determining famine or feast, 
the serpent is recalled to his honored place. Inno- 
cently pressing forward to worship the linga, the 
water-drenched crowds have no idea upon whom 
they in fact bestow their homage. But, Nigarija,  
King of the Serpents, has no overt place in this 
annual reassertion of the serpents' primordial 
rights. Captured a millennium and a half ago in a 
magnificent stone sculpture, the dirt-encrusted 
Nigari ja  is today abandoned in a villainous cul- 
de-sac in the temple courtyard (Plate 577). Yet 
when Nigari ja  reigned supreme by the welling 
spring, it must have been this same benign and 
resplendent image toward whom the multitudes 
pressed, beseeching rain. From the brilliant jewel 
in his forehead, now gone like his votaries, he 
surely beamed an eternal promise. 

As symbol, associate; purveyor, and materializa- 
tion of water, the serpent is conceived to be present 
wherever there is water. Real serpents are thought 
to dwell in water and moist places, and representa- 
tions of them abound at the fountains and ponds. 
Serpents of carved stone provide encircling balus- 
trades, and stone and metal serpents are incorpo- 
rated among the symbolic ornament (Plates 130, 
226, 229, 579). Formerly, at the consecration of a 
new reservoir it was mandatory to establish in the 
middle a nigakistha, a "serpent timber."" In effect 
a serpent standard (nigadhvaja), the emblem con- 
sists of a wooden pole surmounted by a gilt copper 
repoussC serpent's head (Plate 226). Its function 
was, presumably, to ensure an ever-full pond. The  
fashion has passed, however, and few complete 
nigakistltas have survived.21 For  the most part, 

z0 A custom shared with India (Bl~attasali r929:216). 
2 1  From the Vasantapurn pavilions of Hanurnan Dhoka 

one luay look down on a fine example in the adjacent 
NRga Pokhri. It is said to have been snatched in time of 
war by Pratipamalla from the Tawa Pokhri in Bhaktapur 

only the stub of a rotted timber, etched with the 
telltale scales, remains at the center of old ponds as 
a rcminder of the custom. 

Serpents are closely associated with another ter- 
restrial treasure, the jewcls and precious metals 
stored within their subterranean realm. They share 
its custodianship with the yaksas, beneficent earth 
genii in anthropomorphic form. The  nagas thcm- 
selves carry a jewel embedded in their heads, and 
jewels are displayed on their expanded hoods 
(Plates 173, 404, 407, 577-580). Hy means of them 
the serpents' murky haunts are brightened. T h e  wa- 
ters of the Rani Pokhri, wrote Pratipamalla, were 
"illuminated by the jewels of the hooded ~erpents." '~ 
As custodians of earth's treasures, the nigas' wealth 
is limitless. Kirkotaka, king of the serpents, en- 
jovs a vast treasure which, at the draining of 
Kalihrada, Maiijujri duly moved to the little pond 
of Taudah. There Kirkotaka constructed an opu- 
lent darbar. "The walls of the palace were of gold, 
the windows of diamond, the rafters and beams of 
sapphires, the pillars of topaz adorned with rubies. 
The  darkness of the subterranean place was dis- 
pelled by the light emanating from large jewels in 
the heads of the Nags. . . . [Kirkotaka's queen 
sat] on a throne studded with jewels of several 
sorts, shaded with three umbrellas of white dia- 
monds, one above the other."23 Indeed, KSrko- 
taka's wealth was considered of such significance 
that "during [Surendra Bikram Shah's] reign an 
unsuccessful attempt was made to draw off the 
water [from Taudahl, with the view of getting the 
wealth supposed to be sunk in it."" 

Custodian of the earth's treasures-water, gems, 
and precious metals-the serpent is the fitting 
guardian of gods, kings, and common men, their 
dwellings, and the treasures, contained within. As 
guardian (pratihara, dvirapila),  the serpent typi- 
cally watches over the comings and goings through 
windows, doors, or any opening through which the 
unwanted might otherwise pass (Plates 39, 4, 137, 
140, 174, 252, 316, 317, 553). Often as semi-anthro- 
pomorphized pairs, a niga and nagini guard a 

(D.  Reglni 1gG6:part 2, 75-76; B. Pauclel I ~ ~ + I : I I - I ~ ) .  
2' G. Vajracharyn ancl M. Pant 1961. 
?' Wright 1966:121. 

Wright 1966:120 n. 191. 
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doorway, and within the coils of their intertwined 
bodies protectively encircle an entire building or 
the sanctum within it (Plates 143, 213, 580). T h e  
ordinary house is guarded from year to year with 
paper prints of serpents, pasted anew to the door 
at the annual celebration of Niiga-paiicami. To 
secure the houses of his subjects from robbery and 
to dispel their fears, King Gunakimadeva even 
"invented a trumpet in the shape of a serpent and 
it I sounded] when blown: rutmasha, tuttnasha- 
the meaning of which [was] very m y ~ t e r i o u s . " ~ ~  
Serpents also coil protectively around the pillars 
crowned (or once crowned) with the images of 
kings, and spread their polycephalous canopy over- 
head so that the kings may safely reign (Plates 

30-33, 47, 75, 384). 
T h e  serpent is specifically the guardian of treas- 

ure. T h e  Fire Niga ,  for example, was long charged 
with the care of Maitreya's diadem, once stored in 
A-ki-po-li, the flaming pool east of P'ouo-lo-tou. 
Enclosed in a golden chest, the diadem rose to the 
surface on command, but sank out of sight if any- 
one tried to seize it.'' AS the guardian of Paiu- 
pati's treasure, Visuki, one of the nine chief ndgas, 
has his own much-trafficked temple next door. It  
is said that Viisuki once rendered the deity a signal 
service in this respect. One of the trouble-making 
Chobar serpents, blocking the Bagmati so as to 
flood the Great Lord's temple, insinuated himself 
into the treasury and made off with the precious 
ekatnukha rudraksa (one-faced rudraksa seed). 
But the theft was observed by the alert Visuki, 
who retrieved the coveted object and restored it 
to the treasury." Viisuki is also the custodian of 
King Gunakimadeva's treasure, secreted in neigh- 
boring Kailisa. This  service is perhaps rendered 
in recognition of the king's having roofed his tem- 
ple with gilt copper." According to the chronicles, 
the worship of Visuki may have had a brief 
eclipse. Hut King Jayakiimadeva, "in order to put 
a stop to theft and snake bites, revived the worship 

?" Hasrat  1970:47. 
?"Levi r gog :~ ,  157.158 
27 Hasrat 1970:77; LCvi 1905:1, 323-324. 
2 R  Wr igh t  1966:104-105. 
'!' Wrigh t  1966:105. 
"'See Appendix V. 

Hasrat 1970:64, 77; Wr igh t  rgG6:148. Respecting 

of Ualasi~ki Nag, and made offerings to him of  
musical instruments. From that day no cases of 
robbery or snake-bite took place in the city."2!' 

Serpents are the intimate associates of commoner 
and king and, themselves divine, are the elect com- 
panions of the gods. Theoretically, towns and cities 
are sometimes laid out in a mandala "such as a 
serpent would make by bringing head and tail to- 
gether" (Plate 89). Perhaps this was the plan used 
by the ndgar themselves in founding their own 
city, Nigadeia, now less romantically known as 
Nakdesh (Map 3). (Similarly, Kathmandu's 
House of the Naga, Nagai i l i ,  is now suburban 
Naksal.) T h e  serpent supports the house, one of 
the main beams is sacred to it,'" and in its custo- 
dial role, a serpent is imagined coiled in the family 
strongbox. A home is especially blessed if a serpent 
takes up residence within. It  is honored as a special 
household god, and its death is thought to presage 
calamity for the host family. T h e  serpent's attend- 
ance at domestic ceremonies is desirable, and its 
presence is often signified by a twist of rope. By 
means of the serpent one is also led through life's 
maze to the heavenly dwelling place of the gods 
(Plate 331). 

As companion to the gods, serpents are ubiqui- 
tous ornaments on  the temple toranas. They are 
typically grasped as  pairs in  the talons of their 
adversary, the celestial sunbird, Garuda, or in the 
maw of the ever-ravenous Kirtimukha (Plates 140, 
151, 196, 199, 414). AS the primary symbol of wa- 
ter, it is the nigas' prerogative to lustrate the gods 
(Plate 447). Quartets of serpents in silver and gilt, 
arranged as a baldachin, symbolically lustrate stupa 
and image. Both Paiupati and Guhyeivari, for ex- 
ample, have such baldachins, gifts, respectively, of 
the Kathmandu kings Mahendra and Pratipamal- 
la.31 O n  one occasion, the serpents of Matsyendra- 
nitha's baldachin took charge of his abhiseka when 
the officiating pujdris fled before the attacking King 
Mukunda Sena of Palpa." 

Guhyeivari,  the chronicles mention only "iron beams in 
the shape of a jantra" o r  "wrought iron beams." But an 
old photograph of Guhyeivari pill10 (whcrc  photography 
is now prohibited) revcals a rooflcss temple s t ruc~ure  
su r~noun ted  by the serpent baldachin. 
" Hasrat  1970:51. 
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The  serpent, like other divinities, has two tem- 
peraments. In his beneficent form he is associated 
with similar divinities-Visnu, the Buddha, or 
Laksmi, for example. As the intimate of Visnu, 
who is ultimately one with the Cosmic Serpent 
Ananta/Sesa, the serpent is in one way or another 
commonly incorporated into Vaisnava images 
(Plates 374-377, 392, 400, 401). AS the succoring 
Mucalinda, the serpent is paired with the Huddha 
(Plates 281, 455-457); a serpent provides the cano- 
pied throne of the Tathiigata Amoghasiddhi (an 
image type apparently inspired by the Mucalinda 
theme); and a serpent is the willing vehicle of 
Dipai~kara (Plates 175, 483). Although in Nepal 
it is the tortoise that is Laksmi's familiar, on occa- 
sion she too may be placed under the serpent's 
guard (Plate 525). 

In his sinister aspect, the serpent is sometimes 
adversary of the gods (Plates 404-407), and man 
fears him for the harm he may do. T h e  serpent and 
its poisonous bite is one of the Eight Great Perils 
(astatnahibhaya) that travelers fear, and from 
which they beseech protection from Avalokitei- 
vara, T i r i ,  and Dipankara. One of the most im- 
portant dhiranis (spells) is for protection from 
snakebite. It  is personified as Mahimayfir?, Great 
Peacock, a goddess who once claimed considerable 
standing in the Nepali pantheon. At Gum-vihira/ 
Vajrayogini, for example, she has her own very 
substantial temple. It encloses what appears to be 
Minadava's stupa. Next to the temple, and extend- 
ing into the sanctum, is a rock outcrop, walled 
around as a companion shrine. The  outcrop is re- 
vered as V.isuki-naga. Mahiimiyfiri with her sister 
spell goddesses, together known as the Paficaraksi 
(Five Protections), apparently once also had nu- 
merous lesser shrines. Some, as we have seen, have 
drifted into the possession of Piiicakaumzri, others 
perhaps have fallen to the nigas from whose ma- 
levolence Mahamiyfiri protects. There is, for exam- 
ple, an underground shrine at Laghan-khel, Patan, 
known as Jamatung. Within are five stones that 
Pratipamalla is said to have brought from the hill- 
top shrine of Pulchoki-mai; in time of drought 
Buddhist priests enter Jamatung and worship the 
five mothers until rains begin.33 

Just as the serpent's beneficent nature is empha- 

sized in relation to the deities in pacific form, its 
maleficence is exploited in relation to them in 
terrific form. Durga uses serpents as fearful weap- 
ons to destroy the demon emissaries Canda and 
Mu~jda,  and the baleful serpent is thought fitting 
companion to the repulsive carrion eaters of the 
cremation grounds (Plates 518, 562, 563). Like the 
ubiquitous death's head, the serpent signifies the 
terrific nature of the gods. The  ghora faces incor- 
porated into images that are otherwise pacific arc 
not only denoted by a wrathful countenance, but 
by the two most terrible symbols, skull and serpent 
(Plates 372, 419). With the mothers and grand- 
mothers, Hhairava, Ganeia, Mahiikila, and many 
other deities, serpents are everywhere. Replacing 
the jeweled ornaments of the placid gods, they in- 
sinuate themselves as ear ornaments, twine around 
the neck, waist, and limbs, and even compose the 
Rrahmanical sacred thread (Plates 340, 355, 366- 
3689 424-4271 4641 465, 469-4719 479, 480, 536, 558). 
O n  one occasion even the placid Visnu is made to 
wear the forbidding serpent ornaments. But in this 
instance the artist has obviously been influenced 
by the familiar Bhairava/Mahikala image type, 
and has simply arrayed Variha in the same, if  er- 
roneous, way (Plate 393). 

In Nepal Mandala, serpents are often imagined in 
human form, and are thought to behave similarly. 
For example, Sithi-nakha, the principal day of 
degu worship, is chosen as the annual day for 
cleaning wells and fountains. It is supposed that 
the nigas also have lineage deities, and thus will 
have vacated their homes on that day to attend 
their ancestral shrines. That  serpents suffer the 
same misfortunes as mortals and attempt to rectify 
them in .the same way is taken for granted. T h e  
serpent Tuchak (Tiksaka) ,  afflicted with leprosy, 
sought relief by performing penance at Gokarna- 
tirtha on the Bagmati; the affected eyes of Kirko- 
taka's queen were treated by a mortal p h y ~ i c i a n . ~ ~  

The  ability of serpents to assume human shape 
and of humans to become serpents is an accepted 
fact of Valley lore. Once Pratapamalla, in company 
with his favorite tantric practitioners, the Brahman 
Lambakarna Bhatta and the Buddhist Jamana- 
guvaju, observed some serpents performing p i j i  
at the Mother Goddess shrines. Apparently to test 

34 Hasrat 1970:13; Wright 1966:120-121. 
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the efficacy of  their magic powers, the three over- 
powered the ndgas and prevented them from re- 
turning to their homes. Rut on the following day 
the king and his priestly counselors discovered that 
the nigas were actually women, "some . . . from 
respectable families," who had merely assumed the 
form of snakes. Thus the three withdrew the power 
of their mantras, and allowed the women to pro- 
ceed to their homes.35 

T o  this day the citizens of Thimi village shun 
the waters of the.Siddha Pokhri OF nhaktapur be- 
cause of a particular serpent-human interchange. 
It  seems that a Thimi woman doubted the ability 
of her husband, a Siddha renowned for his magi- 
cal skills, to transform himself into a serpent. Like 
Pacali Bhairava and his Kasaini mistress, the Sid- 
dha prefaced his transformation with instructions 
to his wife to scatter over him a handful of conse- 
crated rice that he might resume his human form. 
Too frightened to do as bidden, the woman fled, 
pursued by the imploring Siddha in serpen.t form. 
At length finding his case hopeless, the Siddha slid 
into the pond at Rhaktapur, where he has dwelt 
in serpent Form ever since.3e 

In the Cleveland Tirtha-tnahitmya, in a reversal 
of roles, i t  is the serpent Visuki-like Kiirkotaka, 
also caught hy Gunakimadeva-who transforms 
himself into a Siddha (Plate 569, lower left). Kar- 
kotaka frequently assumes human form, as he does 
for purposes of discourse with Sintikara in the 
Cleveland painting. O n  another celebrated occa- 
sion, when his queen, Kili-nigini, was afflicted 
with a malady of the eyes, Kiirkotaka took the form 
of a Brahman. In this guise he begged a "Baid" 
(vaidya, physician) to attend his stricken wife. T h e  
uaidya agreed, and accompanied his client until at 
length they arrived at the pond of Taudah. "It was 
shaded by trees, large fish played in it, and it was 
covered with waterfowl." T h e  Brahman then 
asked the vaidya to close his eyes for an instant, 
and forthwith leapt with him into the waters. Af- 
ter entering the resplendent underwater palace 
where the nrigini waited upon her jeweled throne, 
Kiirkotak:~ resumed his serpent form, "took the 
Baid by the hand, and gave him a seat near the 
throne. H e  himself mounted the throne, and 

" W a s r a t  rr)70:7R. 
" Kcsar Lall 1966:37-38 records a \.ariation of the tale. 
37 Wright rg66:120-121. 

showed the patient to the Baid. T h e  Haid, having 
examined her eyes, ,took out a drug from a bag he 
carried at his waist, and having rubbed it on a 
clean stone, applied it to the eyes, which were in- 
stantly cured. Karkotak gave the Baid a handsome 
present and a dress of honour, and having expressed 
his gratitude made him a promise that his descend- 
ants would be good curers of eye- disease^."^' Of 
Kiirkotaka and the dress of honor we hive not 
heard the last. 

It is obvious that the nrigas are perfectly capable 
of human discourse. It  is often said that when the 
Buddha began to teach his doctrine, he soon real- 
ized that humanity was not yet capable of under- 
standing its fundamental tenets, much less accept- 
ing them. H e  thus taught men what he could (the 
Srivakayina doctrine), but confided the doctrinal 
profundities to the nrigas. They were instructed to 
hold his teachings in trust until mankind should 
be prepared to accept them. It  was not until cen- 
turies later that the serpents revealed the funda- 
mental concepts of Buddha's philosophy to the 
great Siddha, Niigarjuna, Arjuna of the Serpents. 
Nigarjuna then taught mankind the Great Way 
of Mahiiyana Bi~ddhism.~'  In  Nepali belief, the 
nagas had first to be subdued by Dipahkara Bud- 
dha, that this long-guarded knowledge might be 
disseminated. But Nepalis hold, with the Tibetans, 
that Nigarjuna received the Mahiiyiina tenets in 
the form of Prajiiripriramiti, a transfer that may 
have taken place in the deep caves of the very 
Valley slope that bears the Siddha's name. T h e  text, 
in "sixteen volumes written in gold from the river 
of golden sands on paper of lapis la~uli,"~%ere 
given to Tham-bahil in Kathmandu. Even now at 
bahi-dye-boyegu, for a few coins viAira officials 
permit a fleeting glance at a page or two of the 
enormous texts, meticulously lettered in gold on 
deep blue paper. 

Finally, it is the Nepali awe of the ser- 
pent rather than of Visnu that accounts for the 
three remarkable scu lp t~~res  of Ja la ia~ana  Niirii- 
yal,a and the Kiliyadamana, glory of the Kath- 
mandu Valley (Plates 376, 404).'*' In these four 
superb masterworks of the Licchavi Period, the 
serpcnt is a dominant element, not merely an sc- 

" Rirnmer rg46:6H. 
" 3Wylie 1970:14-15 n.  21. 
' O  Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:figs I ,  2, 4, 5, 17. 
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cessory to the god. Perhaps the serpent was per- 
ceived in a very special way because i t  had been the 
Licchavi's tutelary at Vaiiili. 

Conceptually, the nigas overlap another order of 
demigods, the yaflsas. They, together with their 
female counterparts, the yak* or yaksinis, are 
primarily benevolent divinities related to the 
earth's fecundity. T h e  yaksa chief is Kubera, a god 
of many strands. In the Satapatha Brihmana he is 
classed as a demon (rriksasa), the lord of robbers 
and evildoers.41 Elevated later to the status of a 
yaksa, Kubera was at length incorporated into the 
Brahmanical, and finally the Buddhist, pantheon." 
In the former, he is one of the Four Dikpilas, the 
Guardians of the Quarters, and is known as Dha-  
nada or Vais'rivana. In the latter, he performs the 
same guardian role, but is known as a Lokapila, 
one of the Caturmahirija,  Four Great Kings. In 
the Buddhist tradition, Jambhala is another of his 
preferred names, although not one commonly 
heard in Nepal. Kubera's spouse is Rddhi, or ac- 
cording to some traditions, Hariti, also a divinity 
of checkered career; she enjoyed a period as a can- 
nibal ogress before being reformed by the Buddha. 
Together, Kubera and his queen reign over Alaka, 
a splendid court on Mt. Kailisa. Kubera's follow- 
ers are known as ganas or guhyakas, whence one 
of his titles, Ganadipa, Lord of the Ganas. 

Kubera has attained great popularity in Nepal 
Mandala in his dual role as guardian and dispenser 
of wealth. As one of the set of Dikpilas or Loka- 
pilas, he characteristically helps guard temples or 
vihiras and the deities within (Plate 581). Bud- 
dhists favor him above the other Four Kings. Thus 
he is a ubiquitous figure in the vihiras, where he 
frequently serves as a dvirapila (Plate 173). His 
chief cognizance is the mongoose or, alternatively, 
a money bag, from which Row endless streams of 
jewels and riches (Plates 581, 582). In at least one 

41 Coomaraswamy 1928-1g31:part I ,  5. 
4 2  Ganela and Kumira were both once yakjas. 
4s There are several other unpublished early images of 

Kubera, for example at Palupatinitha and Bu-bahal, Patan, 
that also wear southern dress. The charming Satya 
Niriyana Kubera, completely mantled in moss, lay among 

instance, however, a Nepali artist has substituted a 
smiling, jewel-bearing niga as the symbol of 
abundance, and in lieu of the usual symbols has 
placed a stupa in Kubera's hand (Plate 173). As in 
Indian custom (except in Gandhira),  early Nepali 
images of Kubera wear southern dress (Plate 
582):'" Almost all Kubera images from the  mall;^ 
Period, however, are dressed in the northern style 
(udicyuveia), the Scythian or Khotanese mode, 
consisting of tunic, trousers, and boots, such as 
Surya often wears (Plates 173, 435-437, 441, 581). 
Such dress may be influenced by Kubcra's role as 
regent of the north; along with other influences. 
it is likely to have entered Nepal relatively late 
from Khotan. 

One of the principal functions of Kubera's host, 
the ganas or guhyakas, is as caryatids that support 
buildings and their parts, fountain spouts, and the 
yakyis. Licchavi craftsmen seem to have delighted 
in these gana caryatids, carving them with aban- 
don at the base of columns, on foundations and 
doorsills, and under the heavy stone rnakara spouts 
(Plates 241, 242, 298, 306, 307). With their remark- 
able portrait-like individuality and skillful carving, 
these early ganas provide one of the most intimate 
glimpses into this period of artistic greatness. Gana 
caryatids continued to be used in Malla Period 
architecture (Plate jog). In the Early Malla Period 
the contorted little gnomes remained stylistically 
very close to Licchavi prototypes. Typically, they 
were carved at the bases of roof brackets, and upon 
them stood tall, slender vaksis, resplendent derni- 
goddesses of fertility. Such bracket carvings, with 
their contrasting forms, provide some of the finest 
sculptures in the Valley (Plates 162, 207, 308). T h e  
early bracket pairs-gana and yaksi-undoubtedly 
perpetuate a Licchavi prototype, but none has been 
found in Licchavi remains. 

DEMONS, GHOSTS, A N D  GOBLINS 

There dwells in Nepal Mandala another category 

the rubble of broken images in the former Mitrki shrine 
in the temple compound. It was discovered by Pratapaditya 
Pal when we visited the site together. Later, in company 
with a Nepali assistant, I removed the moss to facilitate 
photographing the important image. On Kubera in Gand- 
hira and northwestern India, see Pal 1g78a. 
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of supernatural beings whose character, in contrast 
to the nligas and yaksas, is basically n~alevolent. 
These are the demons ( r i k~asas ,  rlikjasis) and the 
ghosts and goblins (bhutas, pretas, piiicas). Such 
creatures are considered to lurk in the home and 
the fields, and everywhere are ready to seize an 
opportunity to bring misfortune to mortal lives. 
They can be contained only by vigilance, coupled 
with propitiation. This means blood and alcohol. 
Man is particularly vulnerable at life's crises-for 
example, birth, marriage, a journey, illness, or 
death. At these times heroic protective measures 
must be taken. It is therefore customary when re- 
turning from a cremation, when introducing a 
new bride into the household, or at a similarly 
critical time, to make special offerings to such crea- 
tures. It is certain that they will have joined the 
mourners or celebrants. T o  keep them from enter- 
ing the house, a feast is laid out on the mandala 
before the door. If they are kept busy devouring 
the food, they will be too occupied to follow into 
the house. 

Many of the ordinary ghosts are the restless spir- 
its of the dead. Normally their disquietude is en- 
gendered by violent death-an accident, murder, 
suicide, or childbirth. Other unhappy spirits may 
be those for whom there is no one to perform the 
i r iddka,  or for whom the living have failed to per- 
form this vital and obligatory service. T h e  spirits 
of suicides are particularly feared. It  is said that 
those of the drowned have only mucus for their 
food, while those of the hanged eat only the re- 
mains that cling to hairs pulled out of food. An- 
other disturbing ghost is that of a deceased child, 
the bilakha piiica. It is well known that despite the 
beauty of the Rani Pokhri, whose sanctified waters 
were "illuminated by the jewels of the hooded ser- 
pents," its unpopularity was first caused by a resi- 
dent brilakha piiica. This, according to legend, was 
the brutally murdered offspring of Pratipamalla 
and a t ichkinni ,  a sort of succubus. After a famous 
tantrist had destroyed the kicltkinni and laid the 

4 4  S ~ U S S ~ C  19723 :44-47. 
4"here is no acceptable English equivalent for the 

term uetila, although both "va~npire" and "goblin" have 
been employed. As Riccardi 1971:13 points out, the fo r~ner  
is not at all applicable, while the word "goblin" fails to 
explain what a vetiln is. 

child ghost to rest, the public timidly returned to 
the pond. But soon, as other troublesome ghosts 
began to roam the ill-starred precincts, the public 
drifted away for good. T h e  pond's most frequent 
visitors had become those intent on suicide. Even 
the several fences put up in Rana times could not 
deflect them. Soon their many restless souls took 
the place of the quieted bilakha piiica.'" 

Another supernatural being tha.t must be dealt 
with in the Kathmandu Valley is the betil, baitcil 
( ve t i la ) .  Loosely, a vetlila is a goblin, but specifi- 
cally a spirit who takes possession of a corpse.4' 
Despite this peculiarity, the vetila is essentially of 
benevolent character. It may elect to become one's 
servant in the manner of a responsive genie. This 
aspect of its nature is well illustrated by the vetila 
protagonist of the Vetilapaffcavimiati ,  Twenty-five 
Stories of the Vetila. Nonetheless, the vetcila is 
exceptionally clever, eminently capable of trickery, 
an obstacle maker, and can securely bind the un- 
wary in its spell. As the occupant and animator of 
cadavers, a resident of the cremation grounds, and 
close associate of the bhutas, pretas, and piiicas, 
the vetlila, despite its ultimate good intentions, is 
more feared than loved in Nepal Mandala. The 
threshold of the Newar house is identified as the 
vetila, and into it a nail is driven annually to keep 
this frightening creature at bay. At shrines and 
temples, the vetila is frequently represented in the 
form of a nude corpse, his dwelling p l a ~ e . ~ y u c h  is 
the vetila at Pacali Bhairava's pitha (Plate 369). 
In Nepal Mandala, the corpses upon which deities 
like Bhairava or Kiili/C5mundii stand are not sim- 
ply Sava, but are considered to be uetilas. 

A number of demons (rikjasas) still lurk in the 
Kathmandu Valley, and like other baleful crea- 
tures have to be reckoned with. A case in point is 
Jiitaka-ajimi. She is a rzksasi from Tibet (or, vari- 
ously, Ceylon) who enjoys her own shrine at- 
tached to Tham-bahil, Kathmandu. H e r  story is 
woven into a garbled version of one of the Eight 
Miracles of Avalokiteivara, in which as the mirac- 

4 G  Riccnrdi 1971:7 n. 31 observes that the vetiln is gen- 
erally depicted as "a small creature of horrific countenance 
and generally wears a yellow skirt or tlress." I have not 
been aware of this form in the Kathmandu Vallcy, where 
the uetila seems to be universally represented as a naked 
corpsc. 
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ulous horse Hal5ha the compassionate Hodhisattva 
rescues the merchant Simhala (Gautama Iluddha) 
and his shipwrecked  companion^.'^ T h e  Jiitaka oc- 
curs in its more or less original form in Nepali 
Buddhist literature, and there are many manuscript 
versions (Plate 583)'' It  is best known today in 
modified dress, as heard at Tham-bahil and illus- 
trated in a banner painting displayed in the court- 
yard for bahi-dyo-boyegu (Plate 584). 

Jitaka-ajimi, so says the Nepali version of the 
miracle, had been the foreign mistress of a Kath- 
mandu merchant known variously as Sinhala-, 
Sinlhasirtha Bahu, or Simhasirtha Aju.'"imha- 
sirtha had gone trading to Tibet (or, alternately, 
Ceylon) with five hundred companions, each of 
whom unwittingly took a demoness for a mistress. 
Warned by the compassionate Avalokiteivara, the 
traders abandoned the mistresses and fled on the 
back of a magic horse. But one by one, except for 
the steadfast leader, they forgot the proscription 
against looking back, and were destroyed by the 
pursuing dernonesses (Plate 584). T h e  one unfed 
riksasi, posing as a lovely woman, followed Simha- 
sirtha to Kathmandu. There, despite the trader's 
warnings, the king took the beauty into his harem. 
The  demoness soon destroyed him, and the trader 
inherited the throne. Having no need for his for- 
mer house, Simhasirtha pulled it down and in its 
place built a uihira. "In consideration of the Rak- 
shasi . . . having been his mistress," and appar- 
ently in gratitude for the good fortune that came 

4' As told in the Kiratidouytiha. It is of considerable 
interest that in India the Miracles of Avalokiteivara are 
apparently familiar only in the very restricted time and 
place of the sixth- and seventh~entury caves of western 
Intlia (Mallmann 1948:136-141). But in Nepal, the miracles 
and the eight (or   no re) perils, the a;rrribltaj~a, ntnhri~ri- 
bhaya, with which they are concerned are well known 
and often illustrated. An image of T5r i  near Dharmadeva 
stupa, for example, is surrounded with vignettes illustrat- 
ing the Eight Miracles, and they are the subject of the roof 
brackets of Mafijunitha's shrine, Mahjuiri-tol, Kathmandu. 

Mitra 1971:9397. 
" T h e  name derives from the Sanskril s ir t l~auiha 

which means trader, merchant, or caravaneer, and is used 
in Licchavi inscriptions; D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 10, 12 

(50-54, 59-60]. 
"Wright 1966:56-57; Kesar Lall 1966:~s-30. An un- 

of it, S i ~ h a s s r t h a  "raised n temple for her worship 
and assigned land for its support."" T o  this day, 
the people of Kathmandu worship Jitaka-njimi in 
her shrine by the uihira doorway, the celebrated 
Tham-bahil. They are grateful for her part in 
foilnding the uihira, but would be less uneasy i f  
she had returned to far-away Tibet. 

Tha t  demonolatry must have once played an irn- 
portant role in the Kathmandu Valley is made 
clear by legend and contemporary practice. Nepali 
legends, much concerned with demons,"' Suggest 
that many were formerly local godlings or gr ima-  
dewatis. Less fortunate than many companions, ab- 
sorbed into the more sophisticated Hindu-Buddhist 
pantheon, they were demoted and their worship 
outlawed. Such a transformation is evident in the 
instance of Balinanda, who became the terrible de- 
mon Balisura, feeding on both the living and the 
dead. At length destroyed by trickery. Balisura is 
nonetheless propitiated annually at the festival 
known as Bala's Fourteenth (Rala-~aturdai i ) .~ '  
More notable is Gathemuga or Ghantakirna (Bell 
Ears). Like Balasura, this ogre once terrorized the 
Kathmandu Valley, but was destroyed by trickery. 
Ghantakiirna is still feared, nonetheless. Year after 
year, at the close of the rice-planting season, he 'is 
again destroyed in effigy.53 Despite Ghantakirna's 
apparently indigenous character, he is perhaps ulti- 
mately Ghantakirna of the Brahrnanical pantheon, 
a minor divinity and follower of Kirttikeya. But 
this Ghantakarna is beneficently disposed, taking 

history of Tham-bahil and its occupancy by BtrddhrJt 
Pradhans. My guess is that the r ihira  complex, well north 
of Old Kathmandu, with its peculiar choks and adjacent 
stupa-crowned Kumir i  igamarhe?t, represents an ancient, 
semi-independent seat of some noble family, like the 
Abhira Guptas or the so-called Vaisya Thakuris, rivals to 
the established throne at Hanuman Dhoka or its prede- 
cessor. In this respect the chronicle's reference to the 
foundation of the "village named Thamhahil" by Guna- 
kimadeva is of interest (Wright 1966:104). Allen 1971:38 
also thought that the Tham-bahil "gardens and cloisters 
. . . suggest something of a palace environnlent." 

51 See, for example, Kesar Lall 1966, Sijapati 1969, K. 
Vaidya 1961, and similar collections of Nepali folk tales. 

5 2  Concerning Bala and his festival see Anderson 1971: 
201.207. 

63 Anderson 1971:;~-76; D. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 660-662. 
tapped reservoir lies in this legend with respect to the 
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11po11 himself the twin tasks of protecting cattle and  
warding off smallpox." According to the texts, he 
should wear garlands, bells in his ears, and display 
eighteen arms. But no corresponding images have 
been identified in Nepal or India. In Nepal, images 
of Kirttikeya, conceptually Ghantakiirna's over- 
lord, are often identified as Bell Ears himself. This 
is because of the bells that Kiirttikeya likes to wear 
in his ears (Plates 417, 419). 

Like Kubera and Hiiriti, under the influence of 
Buddhism a number of demons have been re- 
formed. Such is the case of the cannibal ogre, Guru-  
map;?. His story is intimately related to Itum-bahal, 
Kathmandu, and its alleged founder, a gambler 
named KeBcandra. At bahi-dyo-boyegu it may be 
followed in a banner painting displayed in the 
courtyard. In return for helping KeBcandra, Gu- 
rumapa was given the right to eat all disobedient 
children (Plate 585). But soon overstepping these 
bounds, like Hi r i t i  he became an insatiable canni- 
bal, seizing all children, good and bad. Finally he 
was induced to forego cannibalism in return for 
a yearly feast of rice and buffalo meat tendered 
outside the city walls (Plate 586). T h e  bargain 
with Gurumapa is honored to this day, when 
every year the men of Itum-bahal carry the prom- 
ised feast to the reformed demon on the Tundi-  
khel." Copper plaques in the uihira courtyard de- 
pict Gurumiipi in both guises, as a cannibal en- 
gaged in eating a child, and as a harmless convert 
docilely consuming his feast of rice and meat. But 
a frightful mask of Gurumipa,  the demon, is af- 
fixed to the nearby wall and parents still invoke 
his name as the bogeyman. 

Probably no reflection of demonolatry in Nepal 
Mandala is more intriguing than that provided by 
the curious godlings known as Rhiitbhatini or Mo- 
patadyo. A minstrel couple (bhit,  bard; bhatini, 
bard's wife), Bhitbhatini, together with their 
child, Hhilla, are among the most popular divinities 
in the Kathmandu Valley. Enshrined in Visalna- 
gar, Kathmandu (Map 4:1 I ) ,  the bard and his wife 
are represented by life-size images that hang on 
the sanctum wall. They are swathed in clothes and 

6 4  Mall~nann 196360-62, but N. Bhattacharyya 1971 :30A 
refers to the Indian Ghantakirna as a demon. 

5"lusser 1972a:3-4; Anderson 1971:255-257. 
" Boner 1962:89. 

ornaments, from which peek only the 
faces, one yellow, the other red, and their dangling 
gilt feet. T h e  couple's swaddled child, clutched i n  
the claws of a crude, vulture-like bird, dangles 
from the ceiling in front of them. 

The  identification of this odd trio is by no means 
easy. T h e  torana insignia proclaims that the temple 
belongs to Brahman?. Locally she is considered to 
be the daughter of the nearby Tunil-devi (Vais- 
navi), with whom she celebrates a yearly festival. 
I3ut Hrihmani does not occupy the sanctum, and 
i f  the trio is to be associated with any Rrahmanica] 
divinity at all, it is with Visnu. Indeed, from the 
origin legends one suspects that the godlings are 
related to the story of King Tr i la i~khu ,  who was 
cursed by Vis~ lu  to hang forever in midair." 

T h e  Bhatbhatini origin legends are numerous, 
but they disagree. T h e  godlings are at once the 
primary Hindu gods themselves, divinized mor- 
tals, cursed mortals, and reformed cannibal de- 
mons. For  example, in one tradition Rhatbha- 
~ i n i  are considered to be the founders of the leg- 
endary city of Visalnagar, later destroyed by the 
wrath of the terrible Navasagara (Naksal) Bhaga- 
vati. In  this guise they are either demigods or 
Brahma, Vis~lu, and Siva." Some persons worship 
the tableau as an immortalized couple so beloved 
by Visnu that he incarnated himself as their child, 
but was at length carried away by Garuda." In  one 
of the most popular identifications, Hhstbhatini 
are the cursed parents of the child, Rhilla, whom 
they raised from the ill-gotten proceeds of a be- 
trayed trust. As punishment they were banished 
from earth, but condemned to remain suspended 
above it as an object lesson to those who \ Y O L I ~ ~  

also think to betray a t r u ~ t . ~ "  In  the course of the 
convoluted legend, the child was ravished by a 
vulture, a circumstance that explains why the 
child dangles near the suspended pair. There is 
still another tradition, which explains neither the 
presence of the bhat nor the curious  enda ant posi- 
tion of the pair. I t  claims that Bhatini, like Hariti, 
had a taste for human flesh. But Visnu, by means 
of Garuda, seized one of Bhatini's own beloved 

"Hasrat rg70:27; Wright 1966:107-108; N. Paudel 
r 963:36-37. 
" Nararahinath 1966:64-65; Munalnkar~ni 1966:47-50. 
" Sijapati 196g:xg-22. 
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brood, restoring it only on the ogress' promise 10 

forswear human flesh and to become instead a pro- 
tector of children."O It is apparently in this role that 
the blessing of Bhitbhatini is invoked by parents 
of children thought to be bewitched or to be suffer- 
ing from mental or physical disease. I'ersons afflict- 
ed with paralysis believe it to be the result of dis- 
pleasing these deities," and witches of all kinds are 
especially devoted to them. Blood and alcohol are 
the preferred offerings to Rhitbhatini; Saturday 
and Tuesday are the most auspicious days to tender 
them. Then streams of people of all kinds and 
conditions pay their respects to the uncommonly 
potent demigods of Visalnagar. Each apparently 
sees in them the divinities of the tale he most be- 
lieves. 

SAGES A N D  SORCERERS 

As the preferred abode of Siva, the archetypal 
yogin, the Himalaya has long attracted various 
kinds of ascetics, mortal and immortal (Plate 573). 
Among the mountain pools and caves, Brahmii 
has been wont to fix himself near Siva, meditating 
among his acolytes (Plate 589); and Visnu, who 
also has a yogic aspect (Plpte 379)," has especially 
favored the mountain-girt fastness of the Valley. 
The  sage Agastya, generated from a water pot, is 
no less a familiar of Nepal, as are countless yogins 
and rishis (rsis, sages) of unknown name or con- 
viction (Plates 590, 591). Themselves created to 
create gods and men, the rishis are the ultimate 
ancestors of all Nepalis.03 Thus, just as one per- 
forms jriddha for the ancestral dead, one tenders 
a libation of water to the rishis. It  is a specific 
and frequent rite of worship known as rishi-tar- 
pana. High-caste Nepalis trace their origin to one 
of the well-known rishis, such as Rharadhvija or 
Niirada, who is the eponym of their g ~ t r a . ~ '  T h e  
sacred thread they wear, the yajiiopavita or, in 

D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 603-604. 
Wright 1966:64 n. 67. 

G 2  Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:fig. 14. 
On the rishis see Monier-Williams 1899:226-227. 

O4 The Hindu gotra is a n  extensive kin group composed 
of numerous t l ~ a r ,  loosely, "clans." 

65 Bennett 1976:189. 

Nepali usage, janai, is emblematic of this descent. 
In it the ancestral rishi is conceived to dwell."' 
The  day on which it is annually renewed is cele- 
brated as Rishi-tarpana or Janai-pfir~limi. 

Rishis without number, anchorites, and brethren 
religious disciplinarians have swarmed to Nepal 
Mandala and the snowclad ramparts beyond. Hut 
none has had greater cultural impact than the N i -  
thas and Siddhas, the Great Magicians, the Perfected 
Ones."" They arc an elect group oc yogins, tantric 
masters who flourished particularly from the sev- 
enth to the eleventh century. They originated in 
the most varied backgrounds-Rrahmans, kings, 
scribes, hunters, weavers, Buddhist monks, arid 
even abbots."' Each abandoned his ordained rank 
and caste for the life of a wandering ascetic. Choos- 
ing a master renowned for his supernatural pow- 
er, each sought through him to acquire such power 
for himself. Buddhist or Saiva, the yogins were 
united by the common bond of tantrism. Through 
the mastery of its esoterica, they acquired siddhi, 
or supernormal powers. Elevated far above the 
common practitioners, the Nathas and Siddhas, 
like the gods themselves, were revered for their 
miraculous powers. Such a one was the Buddhist 
yogin Ratnaraksita, a thirteenth-century refugee in 
Nepal. H e  "had encountered many yi-darns (tute- 
lary divinities) face to face, Samvara, Kilacakra, 
Yamantaka and others. O n  one occasion he heard 
the sounds of the sixteen aspects of the Void ex- 
pressed in the music with which the Nigas and 
Asuras honour Avalokiteivara on  his holy moun- 
tain (Potala). H e  could impart knowledge through 
consecration and the dikinis came in person to re- 
ceive the sacrificial cakes. H e  petrified a mad ele- 
phant by fixing his eyes in the appropriate 
glan~e."~ '  Even a somewhat ordinary lama was "in 
possession of the six essential attributes; viz., the 
power of flying in the air; of hearing sounds from 
the distance of thousands of miles; of seeing for 
thousands of miles; the knowledge of what is in 

Oe The two terms are commonly considered to be 
synonymous. But strictly speaking, Siddhas are a lesser 
category of Nithas. Buddhist Siddhas may be further 
identified as Siddhacaryas. 

O7 Snellgrove 1957236. 
O8 Snellgrove rg57:105-106. 
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the minds of others; the knowledge of all past 
events; and freedom from sensual and worldly de- 
sires. Besides these, he possessed power to live and 
die at his own pleasure, and to be reborn when he 
pleased. H e  could also ,tell the events of present, 
past, and future times. These powers he had ac- 
quired by conducting himself according to the 
rules, and performing the penances imposed on 
him by Sakya Sinha Buddha."09 

T h e  most exalted of this select company are the 
Eighty-four Siddhas, or Mahasiddhas, and Nine 
Nathas, conventional but fluctuating sets of yogins 
revered by Vajrayana Buddhist and Saiva alike.70 
T h e  names of only a few of the canonical number 
are very familiar in Nepal. Three are well known: 
Padmasambhava, Goraksanatha, and Matsyendra- 
r~iitha.~'  But whereas in Tibet Padmasambhava is 
a major figure, in Nepal he is of relatively little 
significance. Whatever fame he has is confined to 
Buddhists. Goraksanitha and Matsyendranitha- 
more familiar to Nepalis as Gorakhnith and Mac- 
chendraniith-more than compensate for the slight 
importance of their companion Siddhas and N i -  
thas. Both appear to have been real people. They 
belonged to the Nathas (lord, patron, Siva), a 
Saiva cult whose origins and history are o b ~ c u r e . ' ~  
Variously considered to be of Buddhist o r  Brah- 
manical origin, the Natha tradition in fact seems 
to incorporate esoteric elements from both. Spirit- 
ual descendants of the Piiupatas, an ancient sect 
of Saiva as~etics,~Qhe N i t h a  cult represents a 
particular phase of the Siddha cult of India. Its 
principal emphasis is tantric and yogic. Today the 
Nathas are most frequently known as Kiinphata 
("slit-ear") yogis, a name derived from their cus- 
tom of slitting the ear pinna to accommodate heavy 
disc earrings, the sacred badge of initiation." Fa- 
miliar and numerous in the Kathmandu Valley of 
Sthitimalla and his immediate des~endants,~"he 
Kiinphata are now very few. Their numbers are 

O8 Wright 1966:77. 
S. Dasgupta 1962:20~-210. 

71 Snellgrove 1957:151; D.  Regmi 1965:part I ,  577. 
72 S. Dasgupta 1962:191-195. 
73  Lorenzen 1972:13, 173.192; Ran 1968:11, 3-4; Banerjea 

1956:451-45r See also Chapter 9. 
7' Briggs 1973:3, 6-11; K. Chattopadhyay 1923:483. 
75 Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:210-21 I .  

intermittently augmented by itinerants from the 
Nepalese Tarai and Indian plains. They are almost 
certainly descendants of other Saiva tantric ascetics 
known as the K i i p a l i k a ~ . ~ ~  Literally, "skull men," 
a name earned from the practice of wearing gar- 
lands of human skulls and using a skull for an 
alms bowl, the Kapilikas were an extremist sub- 
sect of the Pabupatas. Now almost extinct, the 
Kapilikas and their doctrinal practices are known 
largely from literary sources,77 among them the 
account of the pilgrim Hsiian-tsang." T h e  Kapili- 
kas not only ornamented themselves with human 
bones, but smeared themselves with ashes, fre- 
quented the cremation grounds, and cultivated 
bizarre behavior (Plate 592) .  One early, and un- 
doubtedly prejudiced, Indian dramatist has a Ka- 
piilika describe himself thus: 

My necklace and ornaments consist of human 
bones; I live in the ashes of the dead and eat my 
food in human skulls. I look with my eyes made 
keen with the ointment of yoga. . . . Listen to 
our rites: after fasting we drink liquor from the 
skulls of Brahmanas; our sacrificial fires are kept 
up with the brains and lungs of men which are 
mixed up with their flesh, and the offerings by 
which we appease our terrific God are human 
victims covered with gushing blood from the 
horrible cut on their throats." 

T h e  Kapilikas were certainly' a familiar sight 
not only in ancient India, but also in the Kath- 
mandu Valley. This seems clear from a Licchavi 
reference to "teachers garlanded with skulls."s0 
Moreover, though the yogis themselves are virtu- 
ally extinct in both countries, they persist in a modi- 
fied way in the Kathmandu Valley. N o  longer 
ascetic wanderers, but family heads, they are a 
Newar u n c l e a ~ ~  caste known as Kusale, Kusle, or 
Jogi." They often bear the surname Kapalika. For 
the most part, the Kusale occupy themselves with 

'OLorenzen 1972:1-95; Ran 1968:11, 25-32; Banerjea 
1956:451-452. 

77 Lorenzen 1972:xi-xii. 
Beal 1969:1, 55, 76. 
Rao 1968:11, 26-27. 
D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 112 (426-428). 

R1 Nepali 1965:150, 177, 319; 321. 
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menial, caste-ordained tasks. Among these, fitting- 
ly, is the performance of ritual functions at Newar 
funeral ceremonies. Nonetheless, for a few days 
every year certain Kusale don their grisly bone 
ornaments, and with skull cup and Siva's double- 
headed drum in hand, go silently begging through 
the winter streets. It is a brief resumption of their 
ancestral role as Kipilikas. 

T h e  yogin Gorakha- or Goraksanitha was the 
most renowned of the Natha sect, and is generally 
believed to have lived around A.D. 1 2 0 0 . ~ ~  It is tra- 
ditionally held that he was the pupil of Matsyen- 
dranitha, who may have flourished in the tenth 
century. If so, the thirteenth-century date would 
be incorrect. Be that as it may, at some time he be- 
came deified and identified with Siva. According 
to Nepali legend, Gorakhanitha was a miraculous 
creation of Siva (or A v a l o k i t e l ~ a r a ) ; ~ ~  some con- 
sider him an avatar of Siva, and his superior. As 
affirmed by numerous inscriptions, the apogee of 
Gorakhanitha's popularity in the Kathmandu 
Valley was about A.D. 1367 to 1482, a period coin- 
ciding with the rise of Sthitimalla, and the reigns 
of his sons and famous grandson, Yaksa." T h e  
cult thereafter declined in Nepal Mandala, until 
it was revived by the arrival of the Gorkhalis; 
Gorakhanitha had been their patron at  Gorkha. 
Today it is chiefly the Gorkhalis, the Kusale, and 
Gorakhanitha's chosen followers, the Kinphita  
yogis, who maintain the cult. T h e  Kusale regard 
the linga of Palupatinitha as Gorakhanitha, and 
in recognition of their claims to rights at the shrine 
receive from it a special benefice at every full 
moon.85 

One of Gorakhanitha's chief shrines in ,the Kath- 
mandu Valley is on the ground floor of the old 
sattal, Kisthamandapa. His  sanctum dates from 
A.D. 1379, when Sthitimalla demonstrated his devo- 
tion by turning over the historic building to him 
fa- a temple and a lodging for his Ni tha  disci- 
p l e ~ . ~ ~  Their descendants, numerous Kusale squat- 
ters still lived there in 1966, when they were 
evicted so that the building could be restored. 

82Lorenzen 1g72:44; Briggs 1973:250. Walker 1968: 
402 writes that he flourished A.D. 1120. 

83 Ltvi 1905:1, 351-352; Locke 1973:42-43. 
84 Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:210-211. 

D. Regrni 1g65:part I, 557-558. 

Gorakhanitha also has a number of lesser shrines 
and temples. One of the most important is in 
Mrigasthali, adjacent to the Kinphita  matha. An- 
other is a cave near the Pharping temple of Vajra- 
yogini, a goddess with whom Gorakhanitha has 
an unexplained affinity. It is from his shrine on the 
hilltop above Panauti that the mystic Lilavati, visi- 
ble only to the rishis, issues to make of the cele- 
brated tirtha a triveni. 

Images of Gorakhanitha are extremely rare.87 
H e  is usually worshiped in symbolic form, most 
often the pdduki or imprints of his feet. Gorakha- 
nitha is the central figure of an annual festival, 
the Hari-Sankara jitri ,  observed almost exclusively 
by the Kinphatis.  As part of their ceremonies they 
conduct the deity and his pupil, Bhairavanitha 
(the one as an icon, the other as sacramental 
bread) to the distant pool of Gosainkund, so that 
they may bathe under the August full moon.88 
With most Nepalese, and Buddhist Newars in par- 
ticular, the fame of Gorakhanitha endures princi- 
pally as the instrument by which his teacher, 
Matsyendranitha, was introduced into the Kath- 
mandu Valley. This teacher became one of the 
chief figures of the Nepali pantheon. It is fitting 
that our story of Nepal Mandala should conclude 
with him. 

T h e  genesis and history of the illustrious Nepali 
deity known as Matsyendranitha (Plate 593) is not 
clear. In the Tibetan tradition, the N i t h a  Matsyen- 
dra is identified with another Siddha, Lui- or Luyi- 
pi .  Lui-pi is apparently an authentic figure of his- 
tory. H e  belongs to the late tenth or early eleventh 
century, and is generally honored as the first Bud- 
dhist Siddha." If so, Matsyendranatha's date would 
not accord with the accepted date of about . 4 . ~ .  1200 

for Gorakhanitha, his alleged pupil. T h e  discrep- 
ancy between their dates might be accounted for 
by the many Nithas named Matsyendra. In tantric 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:210-21 I. 
87Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:figs. 33,35. 

Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:123-124. 
89 S. Dasgupta 196x79, 386. 
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symbolism, the word tnatsya (fish) stands for 
senses; the title Matsyendranitha, Lord of the Fish, 
that is, Master of the Senses, collld be conferred on 
any exceptionally skilled yogin." Thus we cannot 
declare which of the many Matsyendranathas is 
connected with Nepal. Nonetheless, it seems likely 
that it  is the Great Siddha of the conventional set 
of eighty-four. If so, and if he is indeed Lui-pa, 
the best we can say is that Gorakhaniitha's date is 
in fact earlier than the accepted A.D. 1200, and that 
both N.?thas flourished from the late tenth to the 
early eleventh century. Whatever their dates, it 
seems almost certain that they were companions, 
and perhaps teacher and disciple. 

H o w  and when Matsyendra, the Great Magi- 
cian. evolved into one of the most renowned divin- 
ities of the Nepali pantheon is not clear?' In some 
form he must have been a denizen of the Kath- 
mandu Valley by at least the fourteenth century; 
if he is one with Lui-pi, by tradition linked to the 
founding of Kis~hamandapa,  then at least by the 
mid-twelfth century." But while Gorakhanitha's 
cult was firmly entrenched in Nepal Mandala by 
Sthitimalla's time-and perhaps by his invitation- 
Matsyendra's cult does not appear to have blossomed 
until the eighteenth century. By then, the Great 
Magician had been quite transformed. In  effect, 
only his name endured, to label two quite distinct 
deities, one red and one white, Riito and Sveta 
(Seto) Macchendranatha. T h e  latter is essentially 
the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara, the former a com- 
plex deity of many strands. T h e  longest strand 
links him to a village deity named Bungadyo. 

Reflecting his history, the god Bunga-, Buga-, 
Bugma-, Vugma-dyo (and more), now has many 
names. Chief among them are Bungamati LokeS- 
vara, AvalokiteSvara, Karunamaya, Lokanatha, 
and Ri to  Macchendranatha. But as Bungadyo he 
is clearly a very ancient deity. His  shrine lay near 

" Tucci 1969:62, 73. 
O' Snellgrove 1957:113. Certain legends suggest that 

Matsyendranitha once almost forfeited this distinction by 
renouncing for a time his asceticism, but was brought 
back into the path of righteousness by his disciple C;ora- 
khanitha (Lgvi rgog:r, 355). 
" Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:208-209. 
" 3. Vajracharya 197j:inscr. 71 (290-300). 
" Fol. z3a. D. Vajracharya's thesis (Banda 1962:82 n.) 

the Ragmati, south of Patan in a village known 
to the Licchavis as B~1giiyumigr5rna."~ It is modern 
Bungamati, sometimes named Amarapurn in the 
chronicles. Either the village developed around the 
shrine and became known by the same name, or 
as a grimadeuuti, the deity earned his name from 
the village in which he dwelt. At any rate, we 
know from the above inscription that I3ugay~mi 
village existed in AmSuvarman's time, and from 
the Gopilarija-uamiiuali that the deity existed i n  
the reign of Narendradeva, in the first half of the 
seventh century.g4 By then, Bungadyo had already 
begun his transformation. 

In his first metamorphosis, the indigenous Bun- 
gadyo became identified with Avalokiteivara, a 
syncretic form he would keep for a millennium 
or  more. This paralleled the transformation of cer- 
tain local miis, ajimis, and similar godlings into 
divinities of more respectable international stand- 
ing, Buddhist o r  Brahmanical. It  was also in keep- 
ing with a pan-Asian tendency to identify non- 
Buddhist deities as the popular Avalokiteivara, and 
thus incorporate them into the fold. W e  know that 
the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara was worshiped in 
Nepal at least by the mid-sixth c e n t ~ r y ? ~  That 
Hungadyo had begun to be worshiped in this guise 
at least by the next century seems probable. The 
Gopilarija-uamiiuali affirms that King Narendra- 
deva and his teacher Bandhudatta, two figures in- 
timately linked to the deity's legend, "regulated the 
jitra of Vugma-Lokeivara."OG T h e  use of the term 
"regulated" rather than "established" suggests that 
both the deity's metamorphosis and his festival an- 
tedated Narendradeva's time. In any event, when- 
ever the transformation from village god to Bo- 
dhisattva took place, the curious little godling of 
Rugiiyumi-Bungamati for many centuries played 
a dual role as Bunga-Lokeivara. This may have 
been his name when King  Bil~rjunadeva bestowed 

that a poetic reference to Karunimaya in the PaSupnti 
inscription of Jayadeva I1 (A.D. 733) also proves the exist- 
ence of the Bungamati god's cult at that time seems un- 
tenable. We know from extant sculptures that there were 
other Avalokiteivaras, and the reference therefore need 
not have been a specific allusion to the Bunga~nati deity. 
" See Chapter 10. 
" Fol. 23a. 



his own crown on "Vugma-I~keivara" in the 
ninth century.u7 A painting of "Nepilc Vugama- 
Lokeivarah" in a manuscript completed in A.D. 

I ~ I  unequivocally establishes the syncretism by 
the eleventh century (Plate gg4).DR 

Until almost the end of the Malla Period, the 
renowned deity of Bungamati seems to have been 
widely known as the "Avalokiteivara of 13unga- 
mati." Dharmasviimin, the Tibetan monk who 
lived in Nepal for a time in the early thirteenth 
century, refers to the deity as Arya Bu-kham 
(Aryivalokiteivara of Bungamati).'' T h e  histori- 
ans of the GopdlarZja-uamiciuali invariably refer to 
him as Vugama-Lokeivara or a variant thereof.'"" 
From their time until the mid-eighteenth century, 
all sources identify the deity as Avalokiteivara by 
such names as Bunga-Lokeivara, Lokan~tha,"" 
Aryivalokiteivara, Karunirnaya, or Padrnapani. 
But suddenly, with a Patan inscription of A.D. 

1748, the deity is named "Sri-tin Macchendra- 
nitha," Thrice Illustrious Matsyendranitha.lo2 
Following the Gorkhali conquest, the new name 
for the Bungamati deity became increasingly 
common. It  is regularly employed in the Brah- 
manical versions of the nineteenth~entury chron- 
icles. T h e  older name, Bungadyo, endured among 
those persons most intimately associated with his 
cult-the Newars of Bungamati and Patan-and 
in Buddhist recensions of the chronicles. 

The  seemingly sudden mutation into the Siddha 
Matsyendranitha of a venerable deity who for at 
least a millennium had been worshiped in the 
guise of Avalokiteivara raises a perplexing ques- 
tion. A satisfactory answer cannot n o w - o r  perhaps 

$' GopiIarija-wat!tiiuo[i fol. 23a. But the fourteenth- 
century historians may only have applied the current 
name in retrospect. 

The paintings could have slightly postdated the colo- 
phon, but were certainly completed before the end of the 
century (Foucher 1900:27, 33, pl. IV, I).  

9n D. Regmi 1965:1, 560. 
loo Fols. 26a, qoa, 43a. 
l" Like Lokeivara, Lokanitha means "Lord of the 

World," and is applied not only to Avalokiteivara but to 
Siva and many other deities. 

lo2Shakya and Vaidya r97o:inscr. 68 (227-230). h c k e  
1973:80 erroneously states that the deity is called by a 
form of Matsyendranitha in a Patan inscription of 1746 

ever--be provided.'"' Given thc apparently lare 
date of the transformation and the ~x~pular i ty  of 
Matsyendra's cr,ml)anion Cmrakhanithn n t  Gorkha, 
one cannot hclp but suspect Gorkhali influence. 
This influence, as we know, had begun to penetrate 
the Kathmandu Valley long hefore the actual con- 
quest. The  Gorkhalis, and particularly the yogin 
dcvotees of Gorakhanitha, may have preferred to 
see in this popular, potent, physically nondescript 
--but unfortunately Buddhist--deity, a different 
Lord of the World, namcly Siva Lokeivara. Just as 
the Kusale still assert that Paiupati is Cmrakha- 
nitha, newcomers perhaps once claimed the Hun- 
gamati deity to be Matsyendranitha. By force of 
repetition, those farthest from the cult may soon 
have adopted the new identification; those at its 
center gradually admitted the additional name, but 
not the identification of the deity with the yogin. 
To the Buddhists, at least, the Bungamati "Lord 
of the Fish," is still no other than Avalokiteivara. 
According to their legend, the Bodhisattva earned 
this name in memory of his having assumed the 
form of a fish to eavesdrop on the private seashore 
discourse of Siva and Pirvati.lo4 

In  any event, Nepal Mandala, in the shadow of 
the yogin Siva's Himalayan haunts, unquestionably 
exerted a powerful attraction on the Nsthas. It  still 
does. They and their patron Gorakhanitha took 
over Kishamandapa, one of the most prestigious 
buildings of Nepal. Their influence seems to have 
extended to other important places, as well. Pos- 
sibly because of it, the name ndtha (lord) was at- 
tached to eminent deities such as Paiupati and 
S~ayambhu. '"~ If so, the Niithas perhaps had a 

(cf. Shakya and Vaidya 197o:inscr. 67:zq-226). There 
may be an inscriptional reference to Macchcndranitha 
dated 1672, but as Locke 1973:70 n. 24 points out, it is 
doubtful. 

lo3Cf. Locke rg73:96-IIO for a summary of various 
theories. 

lo' Wright 1966394. 
lo5 Snellgrove r957:114. T o  my knowledge, the date at 

which the names of these and other sites began to be 
suffured with nitho has not been established. Certainly 
the practice is very old, as we know from the dedicatory 
inscription of the earliest known image of Avalokiteivara, 
ca. A.D. 545. H e  is identified as Aryiival6kiteSvaranitha; 
D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 40 (177-178). 
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hand in the Chobar Avalokiteivara's name, 
Adinatha. It  signifies two very distinct deities, Vaj- 
rasattva and the primeval Siva. With similar equa- 
nimity, the Nathas may have renamed the Avalo- 
kiteivara of Bungamati, just across the river, 
Matsyendraniitha. For as Snellgrove points out 
with reference to Adi-Buddha and Siva's title, 
Adinitha, "primeval buddha or primeval lord, it is 
all the same to ordinary lay-folk and to vagrant 
yogins." '"The names Lokanitha and Lokes'vara, 
Lord of the World, may be applied with equal 
propriety to Siva and Avalokites'vara; this may 
have influenced the, transformation of the one into 
the other.'"' For, again quoting Snellgrove, "Palu- 
pati may be Siva and Matsyendra may be Avalo- 
kites'vnra, but both are one in Lokelvara, the Lord. 
of the World, whose favourite abode is the snow- 
peaks of the Himilaya."'oB 

T h e  legends related to the introduction of 
MatsyendranStha into the Kathmandu Valley 
make their first appearance with the late uamii- 
~ a l i s . ' ~ ~  Buddhist or Brahmanical, the chronicles 
concur that Gorakhanatha was instrumental in in- 
troducing Matsyendranitha (as he is always named 
in the Brahmanical chronicles) or Avalokites'vara 
(as he is identified in the Buddhist chronicles). 
Either in anger at the nigas, in a pique because 
he was refused alms, or from lazi~less that engen- 
dered a plan to bring his teacher to him, Gora- 
khanitha immobilized the nine chief nigas."" 

lnG Snellgrove 1957:r 14. 
ln7 LCvi 1go5:1, 356-357 also postulated something of 

this nature in speculating that immigrant Hindus recog- 
nized in the little god OF Bungamati the petite image of 
the famous Lokeivara of Mt. Kapota described by Hsijan- 
tsang. LCvi also proposed that the yogis would have in- 
stalled Matsyendraniitha in the Kathmandu Valley at the 
same time that they installed Gorakhanatha in the neigh- 
boring kingdo111 OF Gorkha. 

'""nellgrove 1957:r 13-114. 
' " W i t h  one exception, all are written in Nepali. T h e  

most important among the Buddhist recensions is the 
legend published by Wright 1966:93-1oz, su~nmarized by 
Livi 1go5:1, 348-351. It is not incorporated into the Bud- 
dhist Padmagiri chronicle, as Locke 1973:55-56 writes. 
T h e  principal Brahmanical accounts of the legend are to 
be found in t l ~ c  Bliisciuamiauafi (Larnshal rg66:4-17), in 
related chronicles such as the Rcijauatiliiuafi (H. Sharma 
1968:rr-13), and in the chronicle published by Hasrat 

Seating himself up011 them to meditate,"' Gorn- 
khanitha reasoned that to deprive the Valley of 
its rainmakers would cause a severe drought. This 
was merely from spite or, as most accounts agree, 
to cause the compassionate AvalokiteSvara/Ma- 
tsyendranatha to come to the Valley's relief, and 
thus come also to the presence of GorakhanithaFz 

As Gorakhanatha stubbornly continued his medi- 
tation seated upon the immobilized nzgas, the 
drought worsened. By the end of twelve years- 
the expected mystical Nepali time span-the 'situ- 
ation had become unbearable. King Narendradeva 
(or sometimes an ulldocumented son, Varadeva) 
then learned from the powerful uajracdrya Ban- 
dhudatta of Te-bahal, Kathmandu, where the 
trouble lay and how to remedy it-to seek Avalo- 
kites'vara/Matsyendra in distant Kimarupa (As- 
sam), and bring him to Nepal. Out  of compassion 
he would end the drought; or, as most tales agree, 
the disciple Gorakhanitha would be forced to rise 
respectfully in the presence of his master. The  
nigas, thus released, would resume their inter- 
rupted duties and the drought would end. 

Accordingly, Narendradeva, Bandhudatta, and a 
Jyapu servant or two set off in search of Avalokitel- 
vara/Matsyendranitha. In most accounts they were 
joined by Kirkoyaka,"' whom Handhudatta freed 
from Gorakhanatha through the power of his 
mantras or, variously, with the help of Yogimbara- 
jfiinadikini (who curiously, even in the Buddhist 

1970:44-45. T h e  story is also told with many additions and 
divergences in the one chronicle that is written in Newari. 
Published as the Maciratna-nlcili (A. Vajracharya 1966: 
2-24), it is summarized in English by Locke 1973:41-49. 
T h e  chronicle originates in Bungamati, ant1 purports to 
date from the early thirteenth century; on internal evi- 
dence this date must be considered spurious (Locke 1973: 
41-42 n. 8). All of the principal tales are summarized by 
Locke 1973:39-60, who also compares and contrasts their 
features. 

ll"Locke rg73:43; Hasrat 1970:44; Lamshal 1966:4; 
LCvi 1go5:1, 348; Wright 1966:94. 

"'In one Brahmanical recension, Gorakhan5tha im- 
prisons the clouds for the same purpose (LCvi 1905: I,  

352). 
112 Levi Ig05:1, 352; Locke 1973:43. 
ll"n the Newari chronicle, Kirkotaka in human form 

first impeded them, but was subdued by mantras. 
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;lccounts, soon became a hindrance). Rut the Nep- 
alese party succeeded in carrying off the deity. This 
was a voluntary departure in the form of a black 
bee securely enclosed within a sacred water vessel. 
In due time, all returned to Nepal. There, because 
of AvalokiteSvara/Matsyendranitha's beneficent 
presence in the Valley, the rains fell immediately; 
or, alternately, Gorakhanitha rose to greet his gu- 
ru, thus releasing the nigos.  For "no sooner had 
he got up from his seat than the nine Nigas crept 
away and the rains began to fall in abundance.""' 

There then ensued a dispute among the party as 
to where the deity should be enshrined or, vari- 
ously, where his chariot festival should be per- 
formed. T h e  possible alternatives were Rhaktapur 
(the king's residence), Kathmandu (Bandhudat- 
ta's residence), Patan (the Jyapu servant's resi- 
dence), or Amarapura (Bungamati), which had 
been miraculously signaled as the birthplace of the 
god. Patan was chosen, but by unfair means. In 
some accounts, the deity was installed in Bunga- 
mati, but Patan was selected as the place for his 
chariot festival. According to Randhudatta's decree, 
the deity was to divide his time between the cities, 
spending the summer in Bungamari and the winter 
in Patan. 

Despite the divergence of emphasis between 
Buddhist and Brahmanical rescensions, all of the 
legends I )  agree that the introduction of the rain- 
giver AvalokiteSvara/Matsyendranitha followed a 
terrible drought and famine occasioned by Gora- 
khanitha; 2) point to Kamariipa (or Mt. Kotpala 
by way of Kiimarfipa) as the deity's homeland; 
3) credit King Narendradeva and the vajrricirya 
Bandhudatta with secu-ng the deity for Nepal; 
4) record the opposition to his abduction; and 5) 
indicate the internal dispute over where the deity 
should be enshrined and his chariot festival be 
performed. T h e  contradictions of the stories are 
obvious. Even the Buddhist chronicle loses sight of 
the compassionate nature of Avalokiteivara, and 
imputes his coming "to prove that he . . . possessed 
much power."l15 But the legends may well reflect 

114 Hasrat 1970:44. 
" 5  Wright 1966:96. 
ll6 Petech 1958:108, 146; D. Regmi 1966:part 3. app. A, 

inscr. 56 (58.61). 
117 Gopilarija.ua~njivaIi fols. qoa, 43a Jitiri also paid 

some actual event. They may be concerned with 
the introduction of the original Bungadyo, a par- 
ticularly renowned Avalokiteivara, or, less likely, 
the yogin Matsyendranitha. The  abduction of an- 
other's gods is not unknown in Nepal, as legend 
and custom repeatedly attest. W e  havc already met 
one such stolen god, the Sithidyo (Ksrttikeya) of 
MaiijuSri-tol, Kathmandu, and in Sveta Matsyen- 
drinatha will shortly meet another. Certainly the 
relationship of the Licchavi king, Narendradeva, 
with Rugama-Lokes'vara seems authentic. T h e  cul- 
turally authoritative Goprilorriju-vamiavali express- 
ly assigns the regulation of the deity's festival to 
that king. Unfortunately, we can now only specu- 
late. The real history of all these events, if they 
were indeed historical, has been thoroughly dis- 
persed in the mists of time. 

Whatever the origins of the celebrated god of 
Bungamati and Patan, he has long enjoyed a pre- 
eminent place in the pantheon of Nepal Mandala. 
T h e  gift to him of a king's own crown is suggestive 
of the god's importance in the Transitional Period. 
So also is the fact that "Vugama-Lokeivarah is 
included in the Hlirp-vihara manuscript; he is con- 
ceived as one of fewer than three dozen of the most 
famous gods and tirthar in the entire eleventh-cen- 
tury realm of Buddhism (Plate 594). In his long 
residence in the Valley, Dharmasvimin must have 
observed countless festivals; significantly, he re- 
ported only that of "Arya Bu-kham." Early Malla 
kings and nobles-Sthitiraja and Yaksamalla, Jaya- 
sirpha Rimavarddhana and Rudramalla-publicly 
claimed their allegiance to Pas'upati and Mineivari, 
but attended the BungamatiIPatan god."' Buga- 
ma-Lokeivara's renown was not limited to Nepal 
Mandala. Before paying his respects to Paiupati, 
the Khasa king Jitiirimalla "presented treasure to 
the temple of Bugama," and Ripumalla also came 
to present treasure and to witness Bungadyo's an- 
nual bath.''' Even the attacking Mukunda Sena of 
Palpa, so it is said, halted to bestow upon the fa- 
mous deity a golden garland."' Dharrnasvimin 
claimed the image to be "very famous throughout 

an earlier visit to Vugama-LokeSvara, in N.S. 408 Pausa 
(A.D. 1288) (fol. 26a). 

"'Hasrat rgp:51; Wright 1966:115; Petech 1958: 193- 

194. 
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Ind ia , " l lhnd  certainly the Tibetans knew him 
well. By the nineteenth century, at least, they con- 
sidered him one of the "four brothers," the most 
esteemed manifestations of Avalokitebvara among 
the thousands known in Tibet and Nepal.lZ0 

Within the Patan kingdom, Bugama-Lokebvara 
had no peer. T h e  annals of the Patan kingdom are 
filled with his name. T h e  Patan kings regul;lrly 
attended the god, intimately concerned themselves 
with his affairs,121 made innumerable donations to 
his Bungamati and Patan shrines, and funded the 
preparation of his great chariot (Plates 68, 595). 
The  Patan kings even reverelltially accompanied 
the ratha on foot-and sometimes helped to draw 
it-in its slow progress through the capital city. 
Kings assisted in the same way every twelfth year 
in the chariot's even slower progress between 
Bungamati and Patan. At least one Patan king, 
Srinivisa, seems even to have overtly elevated 
Bunga-Lokebvara above Paiupati. H e  declared in 
his praiasti to be "favored by the dust of Loka- 
natha's feet." Patan coins were regularly struck in 
the name of Karuniimaya or Lokaniitha, and the 
height of the god's chariot long determined the 
permissible height of buildings in the Darbar 
Square. T h e  occasional king who omitted the re- 
spect conceived due the Patan-Bungamati deity was 
roundly censured in the records of his subjects.122 
Deceived by Matsyendra's popularity, Hamilton, 
writing in the early nineteenth century, pronounced 
the deity to have the "chief superintendence over 
the affairs of the world. Under him are a great 
many Devatas, or spirits of vast power, among 
whom Brahma the creator, Vishnu the preserver, 
and Siva the destroyer of this earth, do not bear a 
very distinguished rank."lz3 Amusing as Hamil- 
ton's remarks are, in Patan and Bungamati they 
d o  not seem excessively wide of the mark. For  a 
Patan painter once saw fit to supply Bugama- 
LokeSvara with the vehicles of all three of these 
great gods (Plate 68). 

In Patan and Bungamati, it was the behavior of 

"9. Regmi 1965:part I, 560. 
lZ0 Wylie rg70:14-16 n. 20. 
121 Wright 1966:167-169; D. Reg~ni rg66:part 2, 183.284, 

286-287, 303, 329; Abhilek/ia-samgraha 1963f; Locke 1973: 
66-77. 

122D. Regmi 1965:part r, 570; 1966:part 2, 283-284, 

Hugama-LokeSvara that, more than a11 other signs, 
presaged the future. In A.D. 1680, for example, "the 
paint over the face of the Buga deity came out 
. . . this very day Kathmandu's king Nrpendra- 
malla died." I n  1817, when the paint similarly 
wrinkled and cracked, a calamitous earthquake 
followed. T o  the eye of King Vibvajitmalla, at- 
tending the chariot festival, the deity appeared to 
turn its back to him. Taken ill and complaining 
of giddiness, the king returned to the palace, only 
to be murdered in cold blood on  the same day. 
T h e  successful course of the chariot festival was 
particularly portentous. Years in which the shaft 
or axles broke frequently, the wheels became mired 
or other mishaps occurred, always held a high 
quota of misfortune. For example, at a time when 
King Rddhinarasilpha assisted in pulling the cart, 
the axles broke no fewer than thirty-one times, and 
the king "died soon after the evil omens had ap- 
peared." Similarly, in Yoganarendra's last year of 
life the twelve-year chariot festival was fraught 
with ill omens. T h e  ratha's axles "had broken sev- 
eral times . . . [and because of the delay] jitrrir 
scheduled for particular days were not . . . 
observed." Frequently, after a succession of misfor- 
tunes with breaking axles or sticking wheels, ani- 
mal sacrifices were performed at the chariot's halt- 
ing place; they were even made at  Svayambhi. 
Essentially, they were to propitiate the Bhairavas 
who reside in the wheels."' 

Bunga-Lokeivara, no less than other deities, 
wept on some occasions, and spoke his mind on 
others. H e  was annoyed that Siddhinarasimha, in 
contravention of the accepted rule, had built a 
temple higher than his own cart. H e  therefore 
possessed the body of a child to declare: "Come 
Raja Siddhi-Narasimha I am not at all pleased at 
thy building this high temple." When the king 
made no response, the god departed, exclaiming 
"I will never come to speak anymore."12" 

T h e  luster of the ancient god of Bungamati 
seems undiminished with the passing years. As 
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Kito Matsyendranitha, all Nepalis come to his 
feet. T h e  people of Patan and Rungamati adore 
him as Bungadyo or Karunamaya. Among the 
Buddhist Newars of the two towns, he is wor- 
shiped more than any other. In Bungamati, the 
socio-religious life of the whole community re- 
volves around his H c  still occupies the two 
important shrines decreed by Randhudatta. One is 
a Newar-style temple in the midst of the grassy 
enclosure of Tah-bahal, Patan; the other, a com- 
manding jikhara around which Bungamati nes- 
tles (Plates ro, 146).12' 

T h e  chariot festival of Bungadyo/Avalokitei- 
vara/Matsyendranitha remains an annual event of 
national concern, which royalty attends. The  im- 
posing chariot is usually assembled at Patan, but 
every twelfth year at Bungamati. From Bungamati 
it makes its ponderous way to Patan and back, 
powered by the devoted, eager to serve the great 
god (Plates 597, 598).12' At the end of the festival 
the chariot is normally dismantled, and its parts 
stored for the following year. As an exception, on 
the twelfth year the whole chariot is destroyed. 
Only the metal repoussC work and the ghami ,  the 
great curved timber shah, are spared. T h e  shaft is 
an auspicious and coveted object that usually falls 
to a gtithi association. It is placed in some local 
square in front of a vihdra or a community build- 
ing, where it serves generation after generation as 
a convenient seat. These tremendous wooden shafts 
are scattered throughout Patan. A tally, multiplied 
by the twelve-year interval, would reveal the long 
ancestry of the ratha-jdtrd. But for this there are 
better indices. 

Strictly speaking, the ratha is the ambulatory 
temple of Matsyendranitha, but he does not travel 
alone. T h e  four Bhairavas who helped carry the 
purna t(alaja from Kimarupa dwell, one each, in 
the huge wooden wheels, and Bhairava presides at 

lZ6Cf.  LOcke 1973:8, 11-16; D. Regmi 1965:part I ,  668, 
671.673; Nepali 1965:36p375. 

12' It was aln~ost certainly preceded by a Newar-style 
temple, many of whose remnant wood carvings have been 
incorporated into the stone iikhava. The extremely large 
courtyard, almost like a city square, is partly dirt and 
partly paved with brick; above ground, at least, one 
searches in vain for the magnificent courtyard Father 
Giuseppe 1801:313 described: "I obtained a sight of the 

the tip of the great curvcd shaft (I'late ~ 0 3 ) .  The  
shaft is K;irko!aka, various ndgas occupy the dan- 
gling ropes and the strcamers that dcpcnd from thc 
~~innaclc ,  the original Jyapu porter is lodged be- 
neath the god's sent, and Randhudatta and Narcn- 
dradcva dwell, one each, in Matsyendranitha's gilt 
feet. At the tip of the chariot's spire is Vajrasattva, 
Matsyendmnitha's guru, together with his spiritual 
father, Amitibha. A second Padmapini Lokeivara 
serves as rear guard, and underneath the sanctum 
is to be found Chaksu-kamuni, the ya&a Kubera. 
Stirya, Rrahmi, Siva, Visnu, and Garuda are also 
symbolically present. 

T h e  quintessence of Matsyendranitha's ratha- 
jdtrd is perhaps best conveyed in the words of 
Percy Brown, who witnessed it at the beginning 
of the century. 

The  car is n huge, unwieldy structure, with mas- 
sive wheels, on the solid spokes of which are 
painted in distinctive colours the eyes of Bhairab 
or Shiva. Surmounting this is the chamber con- 
taining the deity, built up in the form of a col- 
umn . . . and between 60 and 70 feet high. . . . 
The  scene [of the chariot's progression] is a wild 
and barbaric one. Through the narrow streets 
overhung by wooden balconies crammed with 
excited groups of onlookers . . . the car, dragged 
by over a hundred willing devotees, makes its 
triumphal tour. . . . T h e  superstructure of the 
car . . . sways until it almost overturns as the 
groaning wheels bump over the uneven pave- 
ment of the city, or sink deep into the soft soil 
of the roadway outside. . . . Like a great ship 
staggering through a heavy sea-its curved prow 
terminating in a gilt figurehead of Bhairab, and 
apparently forcing its way through the seething 
mass of humans who like billows surround it 
in one capacity and another-the great god 

temple, and then passed by the great court which was in 
front; it is entirely marble, almost blue. but interspersed 
with large flowers of bronze well-disposed, to form the 
pavement of the great courtyard, the magnificence of 
which astonished me; and I do not believe there is another 
equal to it in Etrrope." 

lZ8 On the architectural aspect of the ratha, see Chap- 
ter 6. 
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Matsyendra in his car, with strain and cry makes 
his annual journey. O n  a staging somewhat re- 
sembling a deck the officiating priests take their 
stand, and, like sailors, cling valiantly to the 
oscillating structure. A procession naturally ac- 
companies the car . . . elephants . . . bands . . . 
while bevies of girls carrying garlands of flowers 
enliven the proceedings with song and dance. 
Other attendants bear great bells on poles, golden 
umbrellas, incense burners, fly-whisks, hanners, 
and all the insignia of the great deity to whom 
they are doing h ~ n o u r . ' ~ '  

Except for the absence of elephants, Matsyen- 
dra's procession is essentially unchanged since Percy 
Brown described it. It requires .the barest imagina- 
tion on thc part of a modern witness to stand buf- 
feted at the side of the English observer as "the 
great god Matsyendra in his car, with strain and 
cry makes his annual journey." Hardly more imag- 
ination is needed to join the pilgrim FB-hien at the 
Ruddhist chariot festivals he watched in fourth- 
century Khotan and Magadha. In  Khotan he saw a 
"four-wheeled image car, more than thirty cubits 
high, which looked like the great hall (of a mon- 
astery) moving along . . . with silken streamers 
and canopies hanging 311 around. T h e  (chief) 
image stood in the middle of the car." In Magadha, 
the chariots were accompanied by "singers and 
skilful musicians [while the populace paid] their 
devotions with flowers and incense."13" In the same 
way, it would take a singularly prosaic mind not 
to visualize the eighth-century Nepali ratha re- 
ferred to by Jayadeva, the last Licchavi king of 
eminence. H e  speaks of a "terraced chariot" (pr i-  
s ida ratha), and stipulates thc sums to be paid for 
mounting the superior section (rathottolana), the 

12Wrown 1912:107-109. For a tletailed tlessription of 
the temples, the chariot, the festival, and the social role 
of  the deity, see Locke 1973:1-38. Oldfieltl 18Ro:r1, 325-338 
provicles an account of the festival as witnessed in his 
lime, and a popular account of the festival may be found 
in Anderson 1971:  53-61. 

130 1,egge 1965: 18-19, 79. 
':I1 11. Vajracl~arya 1973:inscr. 149 (563572); LCvi 

I ~ O R : I I I ,  149-150. 
132 Nepali 1965:371. 
'"Tl~c name Minanitha also signifies Lortl of the 

Fish, is a synonynl lor Matsyendranitha, and often re- 

installation of the upper terrace (prisridasams- 
&a), for painting (ritrana), and for the "rela- 
kara," aparently the one to clothe the images borne 
in the chariot.13' Although there were many rathas 
in Licchavi Nepal, it seems very likely that King 
Jayadeva in fact refers to that of Bunga-LokeSvara. 
According to tradition, his grandfather Narendra- 
deva "regulated the j i t r i  of Vugma-Lokes'vara," 
and is the king intimately concerned with his 
legends. It would not be surprising if his judicial- 
minded grandson would have further "regulated 
the jitriW--down to the last pana given to the god's 
tailor. This would be in keeping with subsequent 
practice, in which the kings of Nepal Mandala, 
and at length of the Kingdom of Nepal, always 
expressed benevolent concern for the chariot pro- 
cession of the god of Bungamati. 

From legend and contemporary practice, one 
must deduce that the job of the primitive Bun- 
gadyo was to provide rain. As Bungadyo/Avalo- 
kites'vara/Matsyendranitha, he is the raingiver still. 
His year's schedule of activities begin in April, just 
a few weeks prior to the normal onset of the mon- 
soon rains, which marks the end of his six-month 
sojourn in Patan. At that time he is taken from the 
vihrira, ritually bathed, and repainted in readiness 
for the chariot festival. Except on the cyclical 
twelfth year, this begins at Pulchok near the West 
Stupa. Here his chariot is met by the smaller one 
of Minanitha, a deity identified in many different 
ways. H e  is at once said to be Matsyendranatha's 
son, his daughter, a younger brother, or "Chaku- 
wadyo," so named from Cakra-vihlra, one of the 
names of his residence, or, as some say, derived 
from the sweets he receives from Matsyendra- 
r~iitha.''~ In  fact, MinanZtha is the deity himself 
under a different name."3 For  the first stage of the 

places his name in various lists of  Siddhas (Tucci 1969:73; 
Livi 1 9 0 5 : ~  355). It seems possible that the Tibetans 
recognized the overlapping personalities in referring to the 
two manifestations with the single rubric, A-kam-hu-kam 
(Wylic 1970:14.16 n. 21). There is some question con- 
cerning the antiquity of the Minanitha aspect of the 
festival; i t  may he argucd as a late accretion or as one 
that predates Matsyendranitha (D. Regnli 1966:part 2, 

657; Locke 1973:36-37) Some legends affirm that Mina- 
nitha (together with another deity, Pirnacandi) entered 
the Valley as a companion of Matsyentlranitha (Hasrat 
1970:44). Suggestive of Minanitha's priority, however, is 
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deities' several weeks' passage of the city, Mina- 
ni tha is the leader. H e  soon becomes the follower, 
as they slowly progress through the city. They fol- 
low a ceremonially prescribed rdute with wellde- 
fined halting places, receiving the constant homage 
of the Patan people. At  length the chariots are 
brought to a halt at Jawalakhel, west of the city, 
not far from Pulchok. 

It is at this stage that the divinity's role as the 
raingiver is most apparent. With uncanny regular- 
ity the climactic events of his j i t r i  do indeed coin- 
cide with the first onset of the rains. Even Euro- 
pean observers have attested to this. Landon, for 
example, remarked that he set out for the day's 
events on a parched, cloudless day in I924 no dif- 
ferent from all the preceding ones. But when the 
image was "shown to the seething multitude . . . a 
spot of rain struck me at this moment, and in 
twenty seconds we were hastily putting up the 
top of the car against a driving downpour of huge 
drops that continued for nearly an hour, and 
was repeated twice or thrice before nightfall."134 I 
myself can attest to a similar experience. 

T h e  climax of the deity's long annual celebra- 
tion precedes the dismantling of the chariot and 
his return to Bungamati by palanquin. It is the pub- 
lic display of one of his garments. Known as bhoto 
(Newari, shirt), the garment is a doll-sized piece of 
black clothing alleged to'be studded with jewels. 
This cannot be verified by layfolk, who only glimpse 
the bhoto as it is briefly held up for inspection, once 
on each side of the high chariot (Plate 599). At its 
display, a murmur of religious ecstasy surges 
through the enthralled crowds. At  this moment the 
first raindrops should fall. T h e  showing of the shirt 
is only one of many specific acts in the drama of the 
Matsyendra festival. But it is conceived of such im- 
portance to Valley society at large that the entire 
festival is commonly referred to as the Bhoto-jitri, 
the Festival of the Shirt. 

One would suppose that the display of the bhoro 

is a fundamental, and perhaps central, aspect of 
Matsyendra's rites. But i t  is apparently a recent 
and wholly fortuitous addition. In none of the 
legends respecting Matsyendranitha is there any 
mention of his miraculous rainmaking shirt. Nor 
may a single reference be traced to it in thyosaphus 
or inscriptions. Indeed, the first notice of the bhoro 
is provided by Western  observer^.'^^ There are a 
number of Nepali legends that purport to explain 
it, which borrow heavily from the tale concerning 
Nigari ja  Kirkotaka's suffering queen.'30 They 
suggest that the incorporation of the bhoto element 
into the Matsyendranstha festival was a happen- 
stance. 

T h e  jewel-studded bhoto, according to one pop- 
ular version of the tale, once belonged to a Jyapu. 
H e  had earned this unusual dress of honor from 
Kirkotaka for having cured the ailing nigini's 
eyes. Proud of his resplendent garment, the Jyapu 
even wore it into the paddy fields.One day, however, 
laying it by in the course of his strenuous labors, 
the garment was stolen. Sometime later, among the 
crowds attending the final day of Matsyendra's 
chariot festival, the Jyapu spotted the thief decked 
out in his own lost vest. A struggle ensued, in which 
even Kiirkotaka in human guise was unable to 
wrest away the precious garment. At last it was 
decided to settle the dispute by donating the cov- 
eted shirt to Matsyendranitha. His continued pos- 
session of it should be annually reconfirmed by its 
display at the close of the festival. 

T h e  display of a precious and saintly relic for 
its wonder-working powers is, of course, common- 
place. FS-hien observed such a phenomenon near 
Peshawar. The  Buddha's own monastic gown had 
been preserved in a vihira and, said the pilgrim, 
"it is a custom of the country when there is a 
great drought, for the people to collect in crowds, 
bring out the robe, pay worship to it, and make 
offerings, on which there is immediately a great 
rain from the sky."'" Hence, that the showing of 

the fact that most legends concur that several other chariot 13501dfield 1880:11, 333-334; Brown I ~ I Z : I O ~ ;  Landon 
festivals once perforlned in Patan were suppressed at the 1928:1, 212; Wright 1966:24. 
institution of the Matsyendra ratha-jztrd, but not that of I3"Many are published in Nepalese folktale collections, 
Minnnitha. Even the chariot festival of Chobar was dis- references and summaries to some of which may be con- 
continued at that time (Locke 1973:47-48; Wright 1966: sulted in Lodce 1973:58-59. 
roo; Hasrat 1970:45). 13' Legge 1965:39. 

I" Landon 1928:1, 212.214. 
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the bhofo s h d d  be an ancient and integral part 
of Matsyendra's festival would not be surprising. 
It would accord with all the other rain-associated 
symbolism incorporated into the festival. But for 
the moment, we simply do not know the history 
of the practice.13' 

The  role of Bungadyo/Avalokiteivara/Matsyen- 
dranitha as a rain god is reaffirmed at every turn. 
Rain is denied by interference with the rain-mak- 
ing activities of the nigas (or, alternately, of the 
clouds). A niga assists in the the abductior~ of the 
god, and is symbolically present in the shaft, 
streamers, and ropes of the chariot. T h e  god is 
transported in a water vessel in  which he dwells 
until an image can be made for him. And finally, 
the name tnatsya links him, in popular imagina- 
tion, at least, to aquatic creatures. For  although to 
the Siddhas the esoteric meaning of the word 
matsya may have been fully understood, to ordi- 
nary layfolk it is the fish that has triumphed. Not  
only do the Buddhists have their explanation of 
the name of the fish-incarnation of Avalokiteivara, 
but the Sivamirgis have theirs. T o  them Matsyen- 
dranitha was born from a fish that had eaten 
Siva's ~ e m e n ' ~ % r ,  alternately, he originated as a 
Brahman foundling swallowed by a fish but re- 
covered by S i ~ a . ' ~ '  Matsyendra's own role as a 
rain god is not forgotten either, when as a yogin 
with veta'la instincts he temporarily occupied the 
corpse of a recently deceased king. For  at that time 
fortune smiled on the kingdom, the "clouds dis- 
tributed rain at the proper time, and the grains 
produced inestimable  harvest^."'^' 

T h e  devotion of Sivamiirgis to Matsyendranitha 
notwithstanding, they have not always been pleased 
to concede that his rain-making powers exceed 
those of Siva Paiupati. In Brahmanical legend, 

'" Snellgrove's hypothesis (1957:117) that thr  shirt may 
indeed have been a relic of the yogin Malsyendranjtha 
seems untenable on two counts. One is the apparently 
recent appearance of the shirt, and the other its small size. 
The  shirt cannot measure more than a foot in either 
direction, and is appropriate only for a little child or  for 
the image of Matsyentlranitha. A large reliquary garment 
could conceivably have been tailored to fit the small image, 
of course. In this respect, an examination of the fabric by 
a textile historian might be rewarding. 

lm Lanishal 1966:5-7. In passing it may be noted that 
just as Matsyendranitha is popularly believed to have 

Matsyendra hesitates about returning to Nepal 
with King Narendradeva and Bandhudatta, re- 
minding them that they already have the para- 
mount rain god. All that was required to obtain 
sufficient rain, he informed his Nepali suppliants, 
was to lustrate Paiupati with water from the Bag- 
mati for the month of VaiSikha (April-May), 
which precedes the onset of the rains. Thus, ac- 
cording to Matsyendranitha's instructions, the 
"Rajah established the annual Jalayitrl [Water 
Festival] of Paiupati, which takes place in the 
month of Vaiiikha.""' 

Another curious facet of the Matsyendranitha 
story is his intimate but unexplained association 
with the divinities Yogimbara (the esoteric Adi- 
Buddha) and his prajfia, the dikini,  JiiineSvari 
(Digimbara). It  is this dikini,  her name unac- 
countably prefaced with that of her spouse, who 
appears as an accessory figure in the Buddhist re- 
censions, first as Bandhudatta's helper, then as an 
obstruction. At the outset of the journey, Naren- 
dradeva and Bandhudatta halted outside the Patan 
city wall at Lagankhel, where Bandhudatta sum- 
moned "Jogambara-gyanadakini." After a puras- 
carana in which he recited her mantra roo,ooo times, 
"(counting each one as a thousand), the goddess 
was pleased, and promised her assistance. The  
Acharya, having gained this additional power, was 
now able to rescue Karkotak N a g  from the grasp 
of Gorakh-natha, and started on his j~urney .""~  
O n  arriving at their destination, Bandhudatta 
summoned Avalokiteivara, who, "after giving him 
much insight into his secrets . . . went to reside 
with a Yakshini, whom he called his mother, and 
who was named Gyana-dakini." When Randhudat- 
ta summoned the deity again by means of the 
mantras Avalokiteivara had provided, his mother 

originated as a fish, the genesis of Gorakhanitha, perhaps 
conditioned by the vocable go (cow), is attributed to 
cow dung. In more than one legend he is born from a 
miraculous pot of it (Locke 1973:42-43; Ltvi 19o5:1, 3 5 1 ) ~  
and elsewhere he sprang from the cow dung Visnu used 
to cleanse his hands of Siva's selnen, which spawned 
Matsyendranitha in the belly of a fish (Lunshal 1966:6). 

140 Anderson 1971 :54. 
14' Ltvi 1905:1, 355. 
l" Hasrat 1970:45. 
' I" Wright 1966:95. 
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opposed his departure. She did not succeed. In or- 
der to recover her son, then came "Gyanadakini, 
with numerous gods, yakshas and devils . . . to 
attack Bandhudatta." At length an uneasy truce 
was concluded, and both companies traveled toward 
Nepal. Before crossing the Valley rim, Bandhu- 
datta propitiated the "gods, daityas, gandharbas, 
yaksas, rakshasas, etc., who had come from the 
Kamrup mountain [and] sent them back.""' 
Nonetheless, as the victorious party reached Lag- 
hankhel, Bandhudatta realized that Avalokitei- 
vara's mother was hiding in the top of a tree to 
snatch her son away. H e  cast a spell that bound her 
to the spot; there, as most agree, she  remain^."^ 
Indeed, the tree in which the dikini  hid and the 
spot in which she was transfixed play a vital role 
in Matsyendra's annual rites. For it is exactly be- 
neath the tree, at some distance from his Tah-bahal 
temple, that his bath must be performed."' Later, 
when the chariot reaches Laghankhel, it must cir- 
cumambulate the dikini's shrine beneath the tree. 
She is known popularly as Dola- or Dolana-miju, 
"Mother One-thousand," ostensibly an allusion to 
her numerous offspring.147 T h e  dikini's shrine is 
furnished with a stone replica of a vajricirya's 
crown, said 'to belong to her consort Yogimbara. 
Nearby is a lotus mandala, its nucleus a hole 
through which many affirm that Matsyendra's 
rikjasi mother at last returned to Kimarupa. 

T h e  association of Bunga-LokeSvara with 
Jfianeivari is further illustrated by his intimate 
connection with her chief shrine near Balaju, the 
popular Mhaipi-ajimi. T h e  Maniratna-milri, alone 

I d W r i g h t  1966:96-97. 
145  The  Newari Chronicle (Maniratnn-tncili), Locke 

1973 :46-47. 
14GEvery twelfth year it is performed at Bungamati. In 

connection with these rites, it is interesting to note that 
by the nineteenth century. at least. AmSuvarman's first 
edict, promulgated in the village in A.D. Go5 (M.s. 29) (D. 
Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 71 [zgo-300]), had come to play 
a role in the god's affairs. Writing in 1880, Bhagwanlal 
Indraji complained that he "found considerable difficulty 
in obtaining n sight of the stone, though [he] had an 
order froni the Nepalese Government." This was because 
the inscription "lies ordinarily burled in a field to the east 
of the village, and is taken out every twelve years on the 
occasion of n great festi\ral (rathayatrci) of A\ralbkitSSvara 
at Rungamati" (Bhagwanlal Indraji and Buhler 1880:169). 

:imong the recensions, brings into the Matsyendra- 
nitha legend the famous Siddha Sintikara-guviiu 
as the ,teacher of Handhudatta. In the service of the 
"goddess Yagusvon Sri Yogambar, at a place called 
Mhayapi," Santikara had once sacrificed his own 
son (in reality Karunimaya); this was on the 
promise that one day a statue would be made of 
the child's bones, which would become the center 
of a great chariot festival in honor of Lokanitha."' 
T h e  statue in question is clearly the curious little 
image of Rito Matsyendranitha (Plate 593). Meas- 
uring scarcely three feet, the image, according to 
some, is made of ground bones.'" Others say it is 
of wood (sandalwood, said Dharrnasvimin); still 
others claim that it is of gold covered with clay, or, 
alternatively, mud covered with silver; and, again, 
that it is at once light enough to be easily carried 
by one person and heavy enough to be difficult for 
four.'" Since normally nothing is to be seen by 
laymen amid the god's clothing and ornaments 
except his vermilion face and gilt feet, there is lit- 
tle more to be said. Watching his transfer from 
chariot to palanquin, my impression was that two 
men had all they could do to manage. Father 
Locke observed that the "legs are clearly made 
up of a plastered frame."161 Perhaps the image is 
of clay over an armature, such as the Maitreya of 
Musun-bahal or the Buddha of Buddha-bari (Plates 
473, 481). The  written and oral legends concur in 
one respect about the nature of the image. All 
agree that following Matsyendranitha's abhiseka 
at the shrine of Dolana-miju, the necessary clays 
for subsequent refurbishing, either of the coating 

The inscription, as far as the text reveals, has nothing to 
do with the deity. I t  is not known when or  under what 
circumstances it began to be incorporated into his affairs, 
or when it was dropped froni them. As Bhagwanlal re- 
marked a century ago. "the reason of this custom is not 
known." 

"'Rather than from dochi (Newari, one thousand), 
the goddess' name may derive from the Doya, and be the 
same as Doya-miju, that is, Taleju (or, alternatively, 
Laksmi) . 

L0cke 1973:44. 
l d T h e  Newan' Chronicle (Afaniratna-mili), Lockc 

1973:ix, 47. 
IsOD. Regnii 1965:part I,  560; Landon 192831, 212 n; 

Bhagwanlal Indraji and Buhler 1880:169 n. 21. 

lS1 Locke 1973:ix 
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or painting, shall be procured from the distant hill 
of Mhaipi. Legend affirms that the same hill fur- 
nished the material for the corlstruction of Sva- 
yambhii stupa.lS2 

T o  the persons most intimately related to 
Matsyendra's cult, the event of greatest significance 
in the annual celebration is his abhbeka, the Sniin- 
jitri .  For them it equals and perhaps surpasses the 
showing of the bhoto. In this respect it is note- 
worthy that Dharmasvimin, while making no 
mention of the bhoto, described the bath as the 
festival's salient aspect. Through the ablutions of 
the "miraculous image," he wrote, "made of san- 
dal wood, of red colour, in the aspect of a five-year 
old boy . . . the bright vermilion red paint (of the 
image) is washed away. Then  . . . young Tintrics 
called han-du [panju], holding in their hands fly 
wisk, and musical instruments invite the image 
back to the temple amidst a great spectacle. O n  the 
eighth day (of the month) they again paint the 
image with red dye."15' 

T h e  refurbishing of Matsyendra's image after the 
bath is vested in the hands of a special hereditary 
group known as Nikhii.15* Sivamirgi and possibly 
renegade Buddhists, they are the only persons who 
are not Vajracharya or Shakya to deal intimately 
with the image. But they are considered to handle 
only the husk of the image, as it were, for during 
the ten days given over to the renovation, the god 
within is returned, as of old, to the sacred water 
pot. Tha t  the Nikhii may not always have enjoyed 
exclusive right to refurbishing the image is sug- 
gested by an observation in the Buddhist chronicle. 
In A.D. 1654, "the painters of Bhatgaon did not 
come to the Snan-jatra of Machchhindranatha; the 
image was taken out by Gangaram of Kobahal and 
two others, and the deity was bathed by two instead 
of four persons." This, to be sure, was interpreted 
as an ill omen, further borne out by the untoward 
difficulty experienced with the chariot throughout 
the festival.lS6 

Ri to  Matsyendranitha is linked in a tangled 
web of relations with many other deities and sa- 
cred sites. His  legend involves Gorakhanitha, Kar- 

lS2 Wright r96G:g9-100. 
lS3 D. Regrni rg65:part 1, 560. 
I s4  Locke rg73:rg; Oldfield 1880:1r, 328-329; D. Regmi 

1g65:part I ,  668. They are the same hereditary group that 
care for Sithidyo (Plate 421). 

kofaka and the chief ncigas, the Siddha Sintikara, 
Mhaipi-ajimi, Yogimbara, Jiiinadikini, and Do- 
lann-miiju. Bhairava, Kubera, and a host of deities 
accompany him in his chariot. Ganes'a once played 
a mischievous role as obstacle maker in his story.lJO 
The  Patan K u m i r i  attends him, the vehicles of 
Siva, Brahmi, and Visnu are made to serve him, 
and Bhairava adores him (Plates 68, 595). The  
Mhaipi hill furnishes his clays, and the Kathmandu 
vihira Te-bahal takes pride in its former resident 
vajricirya Bandhudatta. T h e  people of Pore-tol, 
Patan, point to the spot where the Patan headman 
was swallowed after unfairly judging where the 
chariot procession should be held. Yampi-vihira 
(I-bahil), one of the Patan foundations of the leg- 
endary (or perhaps historic) Sunayas'ri Misra, is 
connected with him. In the Buddhist vamhivali, 
soon after Matsyendranitha had been brought to 
the Valley, the party "went to the bihar in which 
Sunayasi Misra once lived as a Bhikshu; and as 
they considered it a very sacred spot, they per- 
formed a purascharana . . . then taking possession 
of one-third of the bihar . . . they caused an image 
to be made of Aryavalokiteswara-Machchhindra- 
natha."15' Various observers have remarked that 
in consequence the uihira had become a repository 
of Matsyendranitha's goods and chattels.15' Even 
today certain of his effects are said to be stored in 
the melancholy and crumbling vihdra (Plate 508). 

T h e  principal treasure of Matsyendranitha, how- 
ever, is kept by his side, and follows the god in his 
twice-yearly progress between Patan and Bunga- 
mati. Gilt images, lamps, vessels, and jars, carried 
on the heads or in the hands, and some f i f t y  copper 
chests and caskets laden with ornaments and coins, 
bending the shoulder poles of his hiero~hants ,  are 
borne by a joyous and noisy retinue that accom- 
panies the beloved and beneficent deity. Today all 
these goods are carefully logged in and out at the 
beginning and end of the three-mile course so that 
nothing of the god's chattels may stray. Perhaps 
among them may still be found Mukunda Sena's 
golden garland, or the jeweled ornament  resented 
by his admirer, King Srinivisa. For  once upon a 

155 Wright r966:164-165. 
150 Locke 1g73:43. 
15' Wright 1966:78, 99. 
'5' Oldfield 188o:11, 326; Landon 1928:1, 214. 
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time, a ruby, along with part of an earring and 
the beaks of an ornamental Garuda and a parrot, 
were lost from the bhoto during the passage from 
Patan to Bungamati-a circumstance of special i l l  
omen. T h e  ruby was recovered, however, and King 
Srinivisa had it "mounted with twelve diamonds 
round it, and presented it to the deity."15' 

Unanimous in their worship of the celebrated 
god of Bungamati, the Nepalis are divided about 
who it is they worship. H e  is at once Siva Lokei- 
vara, Niriyana,lB0 AvalokiteSvara, Matsyendra- 
nitha, and Bungadyo. H e  is also androgynous. At  
the time of his Snina-jatri, when the priests re- 
enact the deity's life-cycle initiation ceremonies, the 
daiat(arma or samst(irus, they perform two sets of 
sacraments-ne, those undergone by men, the 
other, by women.'" Moreover, when the god sets 
out for Bungamati after the half year spent in 
Patan, he is said to return to his thachem (Nepali, 
maiti ghara), a term normally applied exclusively 
to a woman's ancestral home. T h e  identity of the 
Bungamati-Patan god vis-a-vis his adorers is per- 
haps best summed up by the nineteenth century 
pandit, Sundarananda Banda: "As for Sri Matsy- 
endranitha some worship him as Visnu, some 
Saivas name him Siva. Some Siktas call him Ki l i  
or T i r i .  Some call him Niriyaga, some A d i t ~ a ,  
some Brahmi and some Matsyendranitha. Some 
call him Lokeivara. Some. name him Karunamaya 
Bungadeva. In this way, one by one, all sing his 
praises."laZ 

S V E T A  M A T S Y E N D R A N A T H A  

There lives in the Kathmandu Valley, in a uihira 
beside the old arterial road through Kathmandu, 

Wright 1966:165-166. 
loo Locke 1973:41-44. 
lel Locke 1973:23; Nepali 1g65:370. 
le2 Banda 1962:138-139, v. 73. 
les Probably influenced by the color, LCvi 1905:1r, 59 

identifies the image as Samantabhadra. 
lG4 Wright 1966:128. 
lG5 Wright 1966:144. Even in modern times, it seems, 

stolen deities have rebelled in the same way at leaving 
Nepal. It is widely held that recently Bilakaumiri of 
Patan, a small gilt image, was rescued at the airport when 
through her own powers she caused her export crate to 
become so heavy as to arouse the suspicions of the cus- 
toms officials. The legend respecting the abduction of 

another Matsyendranitha. It is Seto (Svcta) Ma- 
tsyendra, his white manifestation (Plate 600). Re- 
ferred to also as Sino, Sinu, "little," to distinguish 
the deity from "big," that is, Rito, Matsyendra- 
nitha, Sveta Matsyendra is also worshiped as Ava- 
l~ki teivara. '~ '  According to legend, his image was 
commissioned by King Gunakimadcva,"' but was 
subsequently ravished in war and carried off to the 
west. Having become unaccountably burdensome, 
the stolen image was at length abandoned in the 
Gandaki River by the homeward-bound king. As 
a consequence, the monarch soon became afflicted 
with an incurable skin disease and other maladies, 
a visitation that continued to the sixth generation. 
At last the cause of the royal disease was traced to 
the abandoned Kathmandu god who, recovered 
from the river, was secretly dispatched to Kath- 
mandu and buried. Later, in the reign of Yaksa- 
malla, potters digging for clay unearthed the im- 
age, and it was duly enshrined by the king.''' 

According to tradition, the site of the find was 
Jamala, a village known to the Licchavis as Jama- 
yambigrama (Map 4:20). If so, it was apparently 
enshrined near the place it was found. A parallel 
is provided in contemporary Patan, where Ga-bahal 
was built to house an image accidentally unearthed 
at the site. Tradition holds that the transfer of 
Sveta Matsyendranatha to its present location in 
Old Kathmandu took place in the late nineteenth 
century, when Jamala was destroyed to make way 
for the palaces of Prime Minister Bir Shumshere 
Rana ( I  885-1901) ."" Jana- (Jamala) or Macchen- 
dra-bahal (Kanakacaitya-mahivihira) is said to 
have been built expressly to receive the displaced 
deity.16' Such a late transfer date is untenable, 
however. The  vihira itself is one of the eighteen 

Matsyendra might possibly be associated with the tradition 
of a second Jobo Ja-ma-li, as the Tibetans refer to Sveta 
Matsyendranitha. One of the "four brothers," the deity 
is assigned by Tibetans to two places, Yambu (northern 
Kathmandu), and the monastery of Kojarnath (Wylie 
1gp:14-15 n. 20). 

laaClark 1957:175-rfi In the course of this work, the 
vihi ra  was carelessly filled in with debris and abandoned, 
but was later restored by Chandra Shumshere. It is in 
Jamala-vihira that the clay image of Maitreya, copied from 
Musun-bahal, is installed. 

la' Snellgrove 1$1:ro6 n. 2 also thought Jana-bahal was 
'%uilt just as an imposing shrine for the god." 
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chief ~ i h a r a s  of the city, related to many depcnd- 
ent uihiras. an unimaginable position for a late 
nineteenth-century foundation. Moreover, its exist- 
ence and association with Jamala village and with 
the irnage apparently found there long predates 
the nineteenth century. This is amply demon- 
strated by a manuscript colophon dated N.S. 590 
Srivana (A.D. I ~ o ) ,  written at Jamalaga~jthi-vihira 
in Koligrima.'" Koligrima, as we know, signifies 
the northern sector of Old Kathmandu, the loca- 
tion of Jana-bahal. A pre-nineteenth century date 
for the bahal and the presence of the image within 
is further assured by other inscriptional evidence. 
In .4.o. 1765, for fear of the Gorkhalis poised out- 
side the town, the water for Matsyendranitha's 
annual bath had to be br0ugh.t secretly from the 
Vishnumati; the part of the ceremony normally 
observed at the riverside was conducted that year 
at Macchendra-bahal.lfi9 

A close relationship of Sveta Matsyendraniitha 
with Jamala village is evident. T h e  village name 
serves as one of the popular appellations of the 
Kathmandu uihira, and the deity is often referred 
to as JamaleSvara, Lord of Jamala. It is the "Ja- 
mahmi," as the Jyapus of Jamala area are known, 
who are most intimately associated with the deity's 
ceremonial affairs. These particularly concern his 
annual lustration and his chariot festival. T h e  
god's own degu shrine, next to the Sanskrit college, 
lies in what was a part of Jamala, and it is exactly 
here, the alleged site of the potters' find, that 
Matsyendraniitha's chariot is assembled each spring. 

T h e  image of Sveta Matsyendran5tha tells little 
of its ancestry (Plate 600). In  size and mien akin 
to Kito Matsyendranitha, Sveta Matsyendra's 
physical makeup is likewise anomalous. With the 
exception of its stark face and gilt feet, the image 
is normally swathed in clothing and ornaments. 
When they are removed for his annual abhiseka 
and repainted, the image is still covered by suc- 
cessive layers of paint. There is much to suggest 
that it is made of copper repoussC, but the god's 
attendants affirm that it is of wood. 

Whatever the deity's exact history, there seems 
little doubt that it long postdates its prestigious 

I e R  Rajvanlshi rg66a:rg. 
'On 1). Vajracharya rghBb:94 n. 3. 
170 Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:215. 

See Anderson 1971 : Z I ~ - Z Z Z  for a popular account of 

coullterpurt of Patan and Bungamati, and was de- 
vised in emulation of it. This was not an uncom- 
mon practice in the Kathmandu Valley, as we 
know. Yaksamalla, the king whose name is inti- 
mately linked with the establishment of Sveta 
Matsyendranitha, founded his own temple of 
PaSupati at Uhaktilpur, and modeled an impressive 
Bhaktapur suttal after historic Kiis~hamandapa.170 
T h e  imitative behavior of his Three Kingdom suc- 
cessors is proverbial. It is almost certainly this 
practice that ilccounts for the similarity in physical 
appearance and cult practices of the two Matsyen- 
dranithas. 

T h e  chief events of the year for Sveta Matsyen- 
dranitha are his bath and chariot festival. But they 
are separated by some three months, the bath and 
renovation performed in Pausa (Dccember-Janu- 
ary), the ratha-jitri  in Caitra (March-April). Both 
affairs are of shorter duration than those of the 
Patan-Bungamati deity, are far simpler, and attract 
a relatively moderate concurrence, largely local in 
origin."' T h e  chariot aspect seems to have been 
instituted by Pratipamalla, although legend as- 
signs i t  to King G u ~ > a k i r n a d e v a . ' ~ ~  T h e  ratha of 
the White Matsyendranitha is far smaller than the 
Patan-Bungamati chariot, but like it links two 
sites. These are Jamala village and Kathmandu. 
Assembled and dismantled at Jamala, the car re- 
ceives the god from a palanquin (khata) carried 
to the site. Chariot and image are then pulled into 
the city for the prescribed three-day traverse. In 
contrast to Hiito Matsyendran3tha, there seems to 
be little association of the Kathmandu deity or his 
festival with fertility or raingiving."" 

T h e  identification of the Kathmandu Avalokitei- 
vara as Matsyendranitha would be no less puz- 
zling than the identification of Bugama-LokeSvara 
in  that guise, except that it is probably merely imi- 
tative. T h e  apparent connection of the Kathmandu 
irnage with Yaksamalla suggests that the creation 
of the second M a t ~ ~ e n d r a n i t h a  transpired in his 
reign. This coincided with the height of the popu- 
larity of the Niitha cults in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley, the century presided over by Sthitirija and 
Yaksamalla. 

the Kathmandu celebration. 
Wright r966:144; Hasrnt 1970:46. 

1 7 "  Anderson I ~ ~ I : ~ ~ o - z z I .  



APPENDIX I 

CALENDARS A N D  ERAS 

ALL OF THE SYSTEMS of reckoning time in Nepal de- 
rive from Indian astrono~nical systems. Four prin- 
cipal eras (sa,nvats) have been employed. T w o  are 
of Indian origin, the Vikrama and Saka Samvat, 
respectively beginning 57 B.C. and A.D. 78; two are 
local eras, the Minadeva (alternately known as 
A ~ i u v a r m a n )  and Nepal Samvat, respectively be- 
ginning A.D. 575 (possibly 576) and 879. T h e  Saka 
and Minadeva eras were used successively in the 
Licchavi Period, the Nepal era followed through 
the Transitional and Malla Periods (with occasion- 
al concurrent use of Saka and other eras toward the 
close of the period), and the Vikrama (Bikram) 
Samvat serves modern Nepal. T h e  diverse eras are 
complemented by two separate calendar systems, 
one lunar (itself with varied reckonings) and one 
solar. The  lunar system was employed from the 
Licchavi through the Malla Period. T h e  solar cal- 
endar was used sporadically in conjunction with 
the lunar calendar from the mid-seventeenth cen- 
tury, and regularly with it in the Shah Period. Both 
calendars are used in contemporary Nepal. T h e  
lunar calendar governs religious and ceremonial 
life; the solar calendar, chiefly the conduct o t  com- 
merce, government, and "practical" matters, al- 
though it is also not without significance in reli- 
gious affairs. 

T H E  L U N A R  CALENDAR 

T h e  lunar calendar normally consists of twelve 
lunar months, each corresponding to a complete 
revolution of the moon. In written records prior to 

D. Regrni 1965:part I,  50. The Newari month Tachali 
occurs in the manuscript Svayanlbhricai~~~a-+rtioddhirawar- 

the Shah Period, the months usually bear Sanskrit 
names. These forms are preserved in literary Ne- 
pali, but simplified in colloquial usc. A scparate 
set of names occurs in Newari (Table 1 - 1 ) .  These 
appear occasionally in the chronicles and thyisa- 
phus, but were almost never employcd in dating 
colophons or inscriptions;' their chief use today is 
confined to the yearly almanac. 

The  lunar year can begin either in the spring or 
fall. If in the spring, i t  is known as caitridi or 
caitridi purniminta, that is, the year begins after 
the full moon of Caitra, normally about mid-April 
in Western reckoning. If the lunar year begins in 
the fall it is known as krirttikadi or kirttikidi 
atninta, that is, beginning after the new moon of 
the month of Kirtika, normally about mid-Octo- 
ber. As discussed below, the kirttikidi year seems 
to have been used continuously from the beginning 
of the Licchavi Period through the Malla Period. 
In the seventeenth century, the caitridi system was 
i~sed with dates reckoned in the $aka and the Vi- 
krama eras, and is used with them in contempo- 
rary Nepal. Table 1-1 lists the names of the months 
of the lunar year in accordance with caitridi reck- 
oning (Sanskrit and Nepali) and kirttikidi (Ne- 
wari). The  first month listed in the Newari col- 
umn, Bachali, is the seventh in the (drttikadi 
reckoning employed in traditional Newar culture; 
Bachali also begins a fortnight later (explained 
below), corresponding to the last half of Vaiiikha 
and the first half of Jyestha. 

T o  adjust the discrepancies between the lunar 
and solar cycles one must intercalate six lunar 
months in every cycle of nineteen solar years. Thus 

tiana ( Vrhntsticipatram, part 7, 133). 
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TABLE 1-1. T h e  Names of the Months in Sanskrit, 
Nepali, and Newari 

(Left and Middle Columns Arranged in 
Accordance with Caitridi Reckoning, the Right 

Column, with KirttikPdi) 

Sanskrit and 
literary Nepali 

Colloquial 
Nepali 
[ a ]  = silent Newari 

I Vaiiikha 

2 Jye~tha 
3 As~dha 
4 Srivana 
5 Bhidrapadal 

Bhidra 
6 Aivina 
7 Kirttika/ 

Kirtika 
8 MirgaSirsa/ 

Mirga 
9 Pau~a 

10 Migha 
11 Philguna 
12 Caitra 

BaiiikhCa] 

Jeth[al 
Asir [a] 
Siun [a] 
Bhadau 

Asoj [a] 
Kittik[a] 
or Kirtik[a] 
Mangs~r [a] 

PUs[a] 

Migh [a] 
Phigun[a] 

Cait[a] 

7 BachalP 
8 Tachali 
9 Dilli 

10 GiiIP 

I I Ral i  
12 Kauli 

I KachalP 

2 Thilli 
3 Poheli 

4 Sill5 
5 Cilli 
6 Cauln 

periodically the lunar year has thirteen months. 
T h e  intercalary is known as adhimisa or  adhika- 
misa, literally "additional month." In the lunar 
calendar of the Licchavi Period and on  through 
the fifteenth century .4.0., the intercalary was al- 
ways a duplicated month of Asadha or of Pausa; 
this was ordained by the Vedariga lyotisa (and the 
Bhiiradvija system based on it) then in use.' By 
the early sixteenth century, other intercalary 
months began to appear, reflecting a change in the 
astronomical system followed. Today the intercal- 
ary month customarily falls in the months from 
Caitra to Aivina, although on very rare occasions 
in Kiirtika, Mirga, or Phalguna.' In  Licchavi in- 
scriptions the name of the "true" month and its 
intercalary are prefixed by "first" and "second," viz. 

* N. Pant 1964a:13; 1976b; Petech 1958:15-23; 1961:229- 
230; D. Regrni 1966:part 2,799. 

3 N. Pant 1964a:r3. 
4 As Basharn 1967:494 explains, i t  is possible to have 

prathumipidha and dvi t iy i~idha. '  In Nepali the 
true month is i~sually prefixed by iuddha (true, 
correct), the intercalary, or duplicated month, by 
adhika (additional). Thus  in the thirteen-month 
year of Vikrama Samvat 2026 (A.D. 1969/1970), in 
which Asadha was a duplicated month, there was 
a Suddhasidha and Adhik5sadha. In  the Newari 
series the intercalary has a distinct name, Anala. 

T h e  lunar month consists of approximately thirty 
lunar days known as tithis, equivalent to about 
twenty-nine-and-a-half solar days. T h e  month is 
divided into two halves (paksas) of fifteen tithis 
each.' T h e  fortnight of the waning moon, begin. 
ning the day after the full moon, is called the dark 
half, krsna paksa, or in its abbreviated form, bad! 
(from Skt. bahuladivasa). T h e  fortnight of the 
waxing moon is called iukla paksa, the bright 
half, or judi (from Skt. iukladivasa). For the Ne- 
wari months the dark half is suffixed -g i ,  the bright 
half, -thva. 

In  contemporary Nepal two types of lunar 
months are used simultaneously, based on the or- 
der of succession of the dark and bright halves. 
One, pzirniminta, the official Nepali system fol- 
lowed by Hindus, begins with the dark half and 
ends with the full moon. T h e  other, aminta, 
the traditional Newari reckoning followed by 
the Buddhist community, is the reverse, begin- 
ning with the bright half and ending with the 
dark. In  either case, because most ancient astro- 
nomical treatises follow the amdnta system, the 
last day of the bright half is called the fifteenth day 
of the lunar month and the last day of the dark 
half the thirtieth. 

T h e  first fourteen tithis of each paksa are named 
alike, and essentially in  accordance with Sanskrit 
ordinal numbers: pratipad, pratipadd (first), dvi- 
t i y i  (second), trtiyci, cauturthi, paricami, Justhi, 
saptami, asfami, nauami, daiami, ekiidaii, dv ida6 ,  
trayodaii, and caturdaji. T h e  fifteenth and final 
day of krsna paksa, the day   receding the new 
moon, is called amiucisyi, the final day of iukla 
paksa, the day of the full moon, pzirnimd. In con- 
temporary usage these tithi names vary according 

fewer or more than fifteen tithis in  one pak~a. Further 
details about the nature of the tithi can be found in D. 
Regmi 1966:part 2, 793-796. 
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to caste and class, education, and ethnic group of 
the speaker. For example, pratiplad, the first tithi, 
will be encountered as commonly parcvi, and a 
Newari version, piru,  sometimes occurs even in 
the colloquial speech of non-Newars. Amdvisya is 
frequently simplified to aCsi and prirnima to 
pcirnc. Some tithis are improperly modified to 
sound like neighbors in the series, thus cauthi 
(caturthi) becomes cauthiyd, or rusthi, ~a$tami. 
Sasthi is frequently heard as khasthi, following a 
common modification of !a to kha. If Newari had 
a distinct series of tithi names, only a few have 
survived in common use; for the rest, Newari 
speakers employ the Nepali, or modified Nepali, 
terms. 

Each tithi is considered to have its own master; 
for example: Agni of pratipad, GaneSa of caturthi, 
and the serpent of paiicami. T h e  names of master 
and tithi are often combined, for example, GaneSa- 
cauthi (Ganeia's Fourth) or Niga-paiicami (Ser- 
pents' Fifth). In the same way, the names of other 
deities whose annual celebration falls on a certain 
tithi are combined with it and provide the name 
of the festival, viz. Krsoa-astami or Rimanavami. 
Some religious celebrations are known simply by 
the name of the tithi on which they fall. Examples 
are Mahistam? and Navami, "Great Eighth" and 
"Ninth," the culminating days of Dasain, the ten- 
day national celebration in honor of Durgi .  

In  each paksa, the middle days, the fifth through 
the tenth, are th0ugh.t to be ordinary ones with no 
special significance. Ten in each half are critical, 
five auspicious and five inauspicious. T h e  dark half 
begins with auspicious days and closes with inaus- 
picious ones, a pattern reversed for the bright half.' 
While astami is recommended as a fast day, partic- 
ularly for women, the most commonly observed one 
is ekidaii. N o  butchering may be done then or on 
amivcisyi, the day before the appearance of the 
new moon. There are two auspicious "elevenths" 
of particular importance, HariSayani-ekidali in 
Asidha-Sukla, when Visnu retires to sleep, and 
Haribodhini-ekidaii in Kirtika-Sukla, when he 
awakens and returns. T h e  four intervening 

While in general the Nepalese practice conforms to 
this pattern, as set down in the astrological treatise 
Muhrirtacintdn~ani, the question of lucky and unlucky 

months, equivalent to the period from mid-July to 
mid-November, are called the caturmasa. They are 
considered especially sacred, and the majority of 
important Nepalese religious festivals fall within 
that period. 

T H E  SOLAR CALENDAR 

In the Indian tradition of solar reckoning, used 
in Nepal, the days of the months are numbered con- 
secutively as in the Western calendar, and the weeks 
(hapt i)  are divided into seven days each (vrira, 
roiu). The  first day of the solar month is known 
as sunkranti, and the last one masanta (Skt., m i -  
sinta).  The  names of the months are the same as 
those used in the lunar calendar. The  weekdays 
correspond to the presiding planets in accordance 
with the Greco-Roman system; they bear Sanskrit 
names, preserved in literary Nepali, but modified 
in colloquial use (Table 1-2). 

TABLE 1-2. T h e  Names of the Weekdays 
Employed in Solar Reckoning 

Colloquial Colloquial 
Sanskrit and Nepali Nepali 
literary Nepali written spoken 

Ravivira or 
Adityavira 

Sornavira 
Mafigalavira 
Budhavira 
Byhaspativira 
Sukrav~ra 
Sanivira 

Atavira Aitabrs 
Sornavira Sornbir 
Mangalavira Mangalbir 
Budhavira Budhabr 
Bihivira Bihi- or Bibir 
Sukravira Sukrabr  
hnivira Sani- or 

Sancarbir 

NOTE: a. In casual speech the ending -bit is frequently 
omitted altogether. 

days is much more complicated than this simple scheme 
suggests. An insight into these further complications may 
be had from D. Regrni 1g66:part 2, 807809. 
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In  Nepal Mandala, regular dating by means of 
the solar month did not begin until the Shah Pe- 
r i o d . 9 ~ 1 t  solar reckoning was familiar in previous 
centuries. This is attested by the inclusion of a solar 
weekday in two Licchavi documents, one a gilt 
sheath dedicated to Visnu in A.D. Go7 (M.s. 31), the 
other a manuscript colophon in A.D. 877 ( h f . ~ .  ~ o I ) . ?  
T h e  use of the solar weekday is encountered again 
in the late ,tenth century, and from time to time 
thereafter.' 

In  modern Nepal, the two calendrical systems are 
used side by side. .Essentially, the lunar one gov- 
erns ceremonial life, the solar one, secular. How-  
ever, certain solar days are also of considerable 
ceremonial significance; the Sailkranti, the first 
day of the solar month, is an example. Farmers, 
priests, temple guardians, and all those persons pri- 
marily oriented toward traditional Nepali culture 
would tend to cite a lunar date; the less traditional 
sector, the solar one. T h e  solar calendar provides 
a common time reference for persons who each 
follow a different system of lunar reckoning, pzir- 
nirninta or aminta. T h e  masthead of Gorthapatra, 
the leading Nepali-language daily newspaper, 
prints three dates: Nepali solar, pzirniminta lunar, 
and a corresponding Western date. One  example 
will illustrate the complexity of the multiple reck- 
oning used in Nepal. T h e  date Wednesday, 14 Jan- 
uary 1970, is reckoned by the lunar calendar in 
official use as Pausa-iukla-saptami,' and in the tra- 
ditional Newar amin ta  system as Pohelithva-sap- 
tami. By the Nepali solar calendar, the sample day 
is Vikrama Samvat (v.s.) 2026 Magha I ,  Budha- 
vira, frequently written as zoz6/10/1/4, that is, the 
year (sila), the month (mahina), date (gate), and 
day of the week (vira, roja). O n  the sample day 
chosen, the lunar month is lagging behind the 
solar one, so that two month names, Pausa and 
Migha,  are involved. 

N. Pant 1966:83. 
' D.  Vajracharya r97j:inscrs. 76, 190 (317-319, 599); D. 

Regmi 1969:208-209. The use of the solar weekday appears 
in Indian inscriptions as early as the fifth century A.D. (N. 
Pant 1 9 6 ~ a : l ) .  

Abhilekha-sa?zgraha 1 9 6 3 ~ ;  N .  Pant 1966333; 1967:273; 
D. Pant 1975a:209-21 I .  

If the sample day had fallen in the dark half of 
Pausa, it would be necessary to cite two lunar dates. The 
anzinta reckoning begins a fortnight later than pirni- 
minta reckoning and reverses the order of the paksar. 

An almanac that shows the parallel cycles of lu- 
nar and solar dates and Westcrn equivalents is 
indispensable in determining festival dates, fast and 
feast days, and for ascertaining the corresponding 
dates of the various systems. It is known as pitro 
(almanac) or paridriga (five parts), for the five 
astronomical essentials on which the almanac is 
computed: tithi, vira, naksatra, yoga, and tarana.'o 
Almanacs are cheap newsprint leaflets of some two 
dozen stapled pages, quasi astrological, and au- 
thored by different pandits; they appear annually 
before Vais'ikha (April-May), the beginning of 
the official Nepali year. But despite the almanacs' 
cheapness and ready availability, few households 
have their own. Instead, in conformance with tra- 
dition, people tend to consult the pandits, priests, 
or older traditionariented neighbors. Table 1-3, 
abridged from one of the paficirigas for V.S. 2026 
(13  April 1969 to 13 April 1970),11 provides con- 
crete illustration of the meshing of the various 
solar and lunar cycles. 

THE ERAS 

T h e  four principal eras (samvats) used through- 
out the history of Nepal Mandala are, in chrono- 
logical order, Saka, Minadeva (Ams'uvarman), 
Nepal, and currently Vikrama. Saka was used again 
intermittently and concurrently with the Nepal and 
Vikrama eras between the sixteenth and early twen- 
tieth century A.D.; it serves even now as supplemen- 
tary reckoning in the casting of horoscopes. The  Vi- 
krama Samvat, abbreviated v.s. (and from Bikram, 
often B.s.), begins with an epoch year correspond- 
ing to 57/56 B.C. It  is of Indian origin, probably 
founded by one of the early Saka kings, but as- 
signed to Vikramiditya, perhaps a legendary rul- 
er." Vikrama Samvat was the common but not 

Hence a prirniminta date of Pausa-krsna-saptami corre- 
sponds to an amrlnta date in the dark half of the preceding 
month, viz. Mirga-krsna-saptami. This is readily under- 
standable from an examination of Table 1.3, which shows 
comparative reckonings. 

lo  Simply defined, lunar day, weekday, lunar mansion, 
conjunction, division of the day. For expanded definitions 
see Monier-Williams 1899:s~ .  

l1 N. Sharma 1969. 
12Scholars such as Basham 1967:495 consider Vikrami- 

dityn to be a legendary figure; others, for example N.  Pant 
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TABLE 1-3. Comparative 

-- 
Cregorian 
calendar 
equivalents 
1969-1970 

I 969 
April 12 

'3 

May 2 

3 
73 
74 
16 

'7 
31 

June I 

'4 
'5 
29 
30 

July '4 
'5 
16 
29 
30 

Aug. 13 
74 
I 6 
'7 
27 
28 

Reckonings for the Year V.S. 2026 

L u n a r  - S o l a r  
Oflcial Nepa- 
lese calendar 
V.S. 2026~ 
[a] = silent 

2025 
Cait[a] 30 
2026 
Vaiifkh[a] I 

5 

20 

21 

3' 
J N a I  I 

3 

4 
I 8 
'9 
32 

Asfr[a] I 

'5 
I 6 
30 
3' 

Siun[a]  I 

'4 
'5 
29 
30 
32 

Bhadau I 

I I 

12 

Almanac (pitro, 

Nepali 

Vaiiikha-krsna-ekida8i 

-dvidaSi 
-trayoda8i 
-caturdaSi 
-amPvisyL 

..................................... 

-Sukla-pratipad 
-dvitiyl 
-Qtiyi 
-caturthi 
-paiicami 
-sasthib 
-saptami 
-as!am'i 
-navami 
-daSami 

-ekidaSi 
-dvidaii 
-trayodaSi 
saturdaii  
-pirnimi 

Jyestha-krsna-pratipad etc. 

- a f iv i sy i  
..................................... 

-6ukla-pratipad etc. 

Suddhisidha-kysna 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Adhibsidha-Sukla 

Adhikisidha-krgna 
...................................... 

Suddhisidha-Sukla 

Srivana-kpna 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

-8ukla 

Bhidrapada-krsna 

386 

paiicfbga) 

Newari 

Caulngi 

Bachalithva 

Bachallgi 

Tachalithva 

Tachalngi 

Analithva 

Analigi 

Dillfthva 

Dillfga 

Girlfthva 

GirIiigi 
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TABLE 1-3. Continued 

NOTES: a. Published by the Ministry of Information b. In Vaiiikha-iukla of v.s., 2026 f q t h i  was duplicated, 
and Broadcasting, His Majesty's Government, Kathrnan- and the paksa thus actually had sixteen tithis. 
du. There PCsa is spelled Pu~a. 

387 

Gregorian 
calendar 

Sept. 1 1  

12 

16 
'7 
25 
26 

Oct. 11 

12 

I 6 
'7 
25 
26 

Nov. 9 
10 

'5 
16 
23 
24 

Dec. 9 
10 

'5 
I 6 
23 
24 

'970 
Jan. 7 

8 

'3 
'4 
22 

23 
Feb. 6 

7 
I I 

12 

21 

22 

March 7 
8 
'3 
14 
23 
24 

April 6 
7 
'3 

Oficial 
Nepalese 

26 
27 
3' 

Asoj[a] I 

9 
10 

25 
26 
30 

Kimk[a ]  I 

9 
10 

24 
25 
30 

Ma~igsir[a] I 

8 
9 
24 
25 
30 

POs[a] I 

8 
9 

23 
24 
29 

MPgh[a] I 

9 
10 

24 
25 
29 

Phigun[a] I 

I 0  

I I 

24 
25 
30 

Cait[a] I 

I 0  

I I 

24 
25 
3' 

Nepali 

........................................ 
Bhidrapada-iukla 

~ iv ina -k r sna  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

-6ukla 

Krt ika-kqna 
........................................ 

-iukla 

MirgaSirsa-krsna 
....................................... 

-6ukla 

Pausi-kpna 

...................................... 
-Sukla 

Migha-krsna 
...................................... 

-iukla 

Philguna-kpna 
....................................... 

-Sukla 

Caitra-kpna 
....................................... 

-iukla 

Ncwari 

Ralhthva 

Ra l ig i  
- 

Kaulithva 

KaulPgi 

Kachalithva 

Kachaligi 

Thillithva 

Thi l l ig i  

Pohelithva 

Pohelrgn 

Sillithva 

Sil l igi  

Cilithva 

C i l i g i  

Caulithva 
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through two complementary Licchavi inscriptions, 
both of which have only recently come to light.'" 
Both are dated (Minadeva) Samvat 31. One in- 
cluded all intercalary (permitting a reconstruction 
of the number of tithis in the  ear), the other the 
weekday, an element almost never included in 
Licchavi dating, but vital to the verification of it in 
terms of other eras. 

Whatever the new era's epoch year might have 
proven to be, most scholars considered that it must 
have been founded, or at least put into circulation, 
by Amiuvarman. This was because as far as the 
inscriptions reveal, it was first used in his reign. 
However, with an established epoch year corre- 
sponding to A.D. 5751576, the beginning of the era 
antedates Amiuvarman's initiation of it by more 
than a quarter century." Petech explained this dis- 
crepancy by concluding that the era's year one 
corresponded to Amiuvarman's then undeclared 
assumption of power.2J H e  therefore assigned it to 
him, calling it the Amiuvarman Samvat. But the 
new era, it now appears, was not founded by this 
illustrious king but rather, as the Strmatitanlra af- 
firms, by a King Miinadeva whom historians label 
the second." Miinadeva I1 left no inscriptions, and 
in any event his reign must have been overshad- 
owed by the powerful Bhaumagupta. Petech the- 
orized that this Minadeva was a puppet installed 

by Amiuvarmnn." Thus  it seems strange that such 
;In apparently minor figure as Minadeva I1 would 
establish a new era, or i f  so, that his successors 
would honor it. T h e  explanation, hitherto over- 
looked as far as I am aware, is provided by the 
chronicle to which Kirkpatrick had access. Accord- 
ing to it, Nepal was afflicted for three years running 
with 3 severe drought that ceased on this Miina- 
devn's "propitiating the god Pusputty by an obla- 
tion of all his r i~hes . "~ '  

If the era established to commemorate this sig- 
nificant event was used at all in its first twenty- 
eight years, there is no evidence for the fact. The  
first known successor of Minadeva I1 is Sivadeva 
I, who left almost a score of inscriptions between 
A.D. 590 and 604. By clinging to the Saka Samvat 
in all of them, it seems evident that Sivadeva chose 
to ignore the new era decreed by his forbear. But 
at Sivadeva's death or demise, when Amiuvarman 
became sole ruler, despite the delay of twenty- 
eight years he immediately put into effect the new 
era. Given Amiuvarman's devotion to Siva Paiu- 
pati, it seems likely that this was the reason that 
led him formally to institute the era in retrospect. 
By commemorating the miracle wrought by Siva 
P a i u ~ a t i ,  it would have been one more mark of 
the ~ r o f o u n d  esteem he ~ o i n t e d l y  showed for this 
deity in so many other ways. At  the time the new 

Sumafituntra, clearly derived from it his conclusions re- 
specting the epoch year of both eras. It is Petech's paper, 
however, that most clearly spells out the role of the Szt- 
nzof i tont~~a (and the corresponding Tibetan tradition) in 
solving the epoch year of the two eras. One edition of the 
Srtmatitantra is in Kathmandu, one in London, respec- 
tively dated by D. Regrni 1969:107 to N.S. 476 Pausa-krsna 
and 587 Vaiiikha ( A . D .  1355 and I&). N.  Pant 1976:50- 
51 reads the former as N.S. 495 Pausa-krsna (A.D. 1373); 
Jayaswal rg36:rgq gives the latter as N.S. 476. The Kath- 
mandu lnar~uscript was first brought to the attention of 
scholars in the 1930s by Hernraj Pandit (Sharma), a rela- 
tive of the then royal priest, who supposed, however, that 
the Miinadeva Salnvat related to Minadeva I (jayaswal 
1936:18p196; N. Pant 1976:42). The relevant portion of 
the two Srrrnatifantm editions is described by Jayaswal 
1936:189-196; Petech 1961:228-229; D. Regmi rg69:rdi- 
r g ;  and D. Pant 1977 Nepal 1$2:49-G3; Rajvamshi 1973; 
and N. Pant 1976 discuss the Kathmandu manuscript. The 
latter, edited by N. Pant in collaboration with Devi Prasad 

Bhandari and Dinesh Raj Pant, is forthcoming with intro- 
duction, reconstructed text, Sanskrit commentary, and 
Nepali translation. 

23 D. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 75, 76 (315-319). 
Z I T h e  initial date was long thought to be Samvat 30 

(A.D. 606) (D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 72 [jar-3081). Rut 
N. Pant 1965:4 has now shown that the date of the Bun- 
garnati inscription is to be read as 29. It had been read 
previously as 34 (Bhagwanlal Indraji and Buhler 1880: 
inscr. 6; Gnoli 1956:inscr. 39). Thus Salnvat 29 is the first 
known use of the new era, corresponding to Amiuvar- 
man's first dated inscription as sole ruler. 

25 Petech 1961 :230. 
2 W e p a l  1962:43-49; D. Pant 1977. According to D. Pant 

1977:271 n. 3, the Minadeva era notation, though all but 
illegible, is incorporated into the main body of the text, 
not merely in the gloss as Petech 1g61:228-229 writes. 

27 Petech 1961:230. 
Z R  Kirkpatrick 1969:260. 
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era was current, A.D. 605 to at least 877," one won- 
ders whether it was in fact called after the obscure 
Minadeva 11, the name Nepali scholars prefer.'" 
The  Tibetans, at least, knew it as the Amiuvarman 

and since that king seems clearly to be the 
one to resuscitate and give the era currency, the 
name Amiuvarman Sarpvat is perhaps, after all, 
a more appropriate one. But the king himself, I 
think, would have preferred PaSupati Samvat. 

T h e  Nepal Saqvat  (sometimes referred to as the 
Newari Samvat), abbreviated N.s., succeeded the 
Minadeva Samvat in A.D. 879. It is also of local 
origin, and like the Minadeva era apparently also 
originated with some celebrated event related to 
Paiupati. T h e  Kaisher Vamiivali (VK)  names it 
hi-Paiupatibhat@rat(a samvatsara, and credits its 
foundation to an otherwise unknown King Ragha- 
vadeva." Legend prefers to assign the Nepali Sam- 
vat to a Kathmandu merchant, in commemoration 
of his meritorious act of having liquidated the na- 
tional debt.33 There are no known records dated 
in Nepal Samvat (or any other era) for more than 
a quarter century after its epoch year. It  is first 
encountered in two manuscripts, one dated N.S. 28 
Kirtika, the other N.S. 40 13hadra.3' Thereafter the 
Nepal Samvat is used to date virtually all subse- 
quent documents to the end of the Malla Period. 

In addition to these four chief eras, many others 
are familiar in Nepal Mandala; no fewer than nine 
are listed on the cover of the v.s. 2026 almanac. 
These range from remote times, like the Srstitoga- 
tabdah (Elapsed Years from Creation), whose epoch 
year is 1,955,833,101 B.c., to the Tribhuvana era of 
A.D. 1950. Although these eras are sometimes fanci- 

2 T h i s  is the last known date in the era (D. Vajracharya 
1973:inscr. 190 [599]) but presumably it ran to 20 October 
879, the epoch day of the succeeding era. 

30D. Regmi I ~ ~ ~ : I I I - I I Z  writes that a chronology of 
eras listed in a seventeenthxentury manuscript refers to 
the era by the name Minadeva. If so, it provides the only 
evidence other than the Sun~atitantra, as far as I know, 
that the era was known after Minadeva 11. 

31 Petech rg6r:z28. 
32 Petech 1958:13-15, app. v, 213 (VK [ I ] ) .  For an early 

study of the Nepal Samvat see Keilhorn 1888. 
33Kesar Lall 1966:31-33; LCvi 19o5:11, 179.180. Accord- 

ing to LCvi ( I D  n. I ) ,  on occasion the merchant's n a n e  
Sakhvi, Sanskritized as Sankhadhara, has been known to 

ful and largcly unimportant to the study of Nepa- 
lese history, they occur with some frequency. In 
the vamiavalis, for example, one often encounters 
the legendary Kaligata (Kaliyuga, Yudi$!hira) era, 
whose epoch year corresponds to 3102 B.c."" At 
times it is employed alone, at others, combined 
with a series of complementary datcs in other eras. 
T h e  Bhaktapur kingdom often used an era known 
as the Laksmana Sena Sarpvat, an importation 
from Mithili favored by Maithili pandits." A 
recent Nepali publication provides the Buddha 
Samvat as its only date.aT Given thc number of 
possible eras to which any Nepali date might refer, 
the necessity of prefacing all dates with the era 
designation will be readily understood. 

Inasmuch as any Nepali calendar year, lunar or 
solar, past or present, does not correspond t o  the 
Gregorian calendar year, the former straddles parts 
of two of the latter. Thus conversion of one set of 
dates to another is not an automatic process. For 
the two eras whose reckoning is firmly established 
as either caitridi or kirtit(kadi, namely Vikramaan 
and the Nepal Samvat, the method of conversion 
is simple. Since the caitridi Vikrama year begins 
with Vaiiakha, corresponding to about mid-April, 
most of the Vikrama year corresponds to the Gre- 
gorian year in which it began, namely, 57 B.c.; 
approximately three and a half months, P a u p -  
iukla through Caitra, carry over into the following 
Gregorian year, 56 B.C. (Table 1-4). In the Nepal 
Samvat, which uses the kirttikidi year beginning 
about mid-October, we find just the opposite. Only 

modify the era name, viz. "Sankhadhara Nepal Samvat." 
34 The former occurs in the colophon of Lclnkrivafara 

(National Archives 1.1647)~ but N. Pant 1965:4 n. I ap- 
parently doubts the validity of the ascription; the other 
manuscript is in a private collection (Abhilekha-ramgraha 
1963:15 n. I). 

3 3 e e ,  for example, Naraharinath 1966. 
36 Bendall 1974:13. 
37 H. Shakya 1956a. 
"At its inception, the Vikrama era began with Kirtika, 

but by the medieval period, after which time the era was 
used in Nepal, it had become caitrridi (Basham 1967: 

496). 
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TABLE 1-4. Comparative Calendar Years and Method of Era Conversion 

Nepali solar Vitrarna s a k d  Minadeua" Nepal kirttikidi 
and cnitridi begins begins begins begins arninta 

Gregorion Year ~Grnirninta yr. 57 B.C. A.D. 78 A D .  575 A.D. 879 lunar year 

First year 
April-May 
May-June 
June-July 
July-Aug. 
Aug.-Sept. 
Sept.-Oct. 
0ct.-Nov. 
Nov.-Dec. 
to Dec. 31 

Vaiiikha 
Jyestha 
Asidha 
Srivana 
Bhidrapada 
ASvina 
Kirtika 
Mirgaiirsa 
Pau~a-kpna 
, . , . , . . . . . . . . 

Pausa-Sukla 
Migha 
Philguna 
Caitra 

Second year 
to Jan. 14 

Jan. 15-Feb. 
Feb.-March 
March- April 

. . .  

NOTES: 
a. Solid frame = probable Licchavi reckoning; dotted c. This represents a schematic dividing line; the Pausa 

frame = Indian and Shah Period reckoning. dates would rarely correspond exactly to the Gregorian 
b. Solid frame = probable Licchavi reckoning; dotted months as shown in the table. 

frame = possible alternative. 

April-May 
May-June 
June-July 
July-Aug. 
Aug.-Sept. 
Sept.-Oct. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

two and a half months fall in the Gregorian year 
in which it began, A.D. 879, the remainder, from 
Pausa-Sukla through Alvina in the next Gregorian 
year, A.D. 880. If the month-and in the case of 
Pausa, the pakja-is known, Vikrama and Nepal 
era dates can be converted to Christian era dates 
by the proper choice of -57 or -56, and +879 or 
+88o, as shown in Table 1-4. When the month 
(and in the case of Pausa, the paksa) is not known, 
the conversion number to be employed for any 
Vikrama date is -57, for any Nepal Samvat date, 
+880. These numbers relate the given Nepali year 
to the Gregorian year in which the greatest num- 
ber of the former's months correspond, so, such 

Kirtika 
Mirgajirsa 
Pau~a-kysna 

. . . . . . , . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . 

Pausa-Sukla 
Migha 
Philguna 
Caitra 
Vaiiikha 
Jyestha 
Asidha 
Srivana 
BhZdrapada 
ASvina 

conversions have the greatest probability of being 
correct. It  is evident that when a Nepali date is 
converted without taking the month into consid- 
eration (or in the case of Pausa, the paksa), the 
corresponding Christian era date may be miscal- 
culated by a year. A two-year error is also theoreti- 
cally possible if the original Nepali date had actu- 
ally been rendered as a current, rather than as an 
expired or,e, the latter being normal practice. But 
the danger is not great, since rendering dates as 
current is u n ~ o m m o n . ~ "  

T h e  conversion of dates in the Saka and Mina-  
deva eras is less straightforward because we do not 
know with absolute certainty whether Licchavi 
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reckoning followed the caitridi or kdrttikadi sys- 
tem. Circumstantial evidence clearly argues in 
favor of the latter. For the Saka Sarpvat, we have 
the evidence from two inscriptions, both dated in 
the Saka year 427. In one, dated in the month of 
Kirtika, Minadeva I is referred to as the "reigning 
king," in the other, dated Asidha, he appears to 
be deceased." Since this information places Kar- 
tika before Asadha, the order ordained in kirtti- 
k i d i  reckoning, it seems evident that as used by 
the Licchavis the Saka era was reckoned by the 
kirttikidi system. However, as used in India at 
this time, the Saka era was caitradi, as it was in 
the late Malla and Shah Periods." If it is agreed 
that the Licchavi Saka era is klrttikddi, as it seems, 
dates so rendered would be converted exactly the 
same way as described for the Nepal Samvat, sub- 
stituting of course, +78 and +79 for the latter's 
+879 and 4-880. Late Malla and Shah Period dates 
reckoned in Saka, then caitridi, would be con- 
verted like Vikrama dates, replacing -57 and -56 
with +78 and +79. 

Licchavi inscriptional evidence also appears to 
confirm that the Minadeva Sawvat was reckoned 
by the kdrtikkadi system. A proclamation dated 
sometime between Minadeva Samvat 80 and 89 
contains, among other things, a list of recom- 
mended annual religious  obligation^.'^ The  fact 
that the list begins with a celebration in Kirtika 
and progresses through others in the karttikridi or- 
der of months clearly points to the use of the kart- 
t ikidi  s y ~ t e m . ' ~  T h e  fact that both eras employed 
by the Licchavis were directly succeeded by an era 
that we know used kirttikidi reckoning, viz. the 

'OD. Vajracharya 1973:inscrs. 19, 20 (7987). Although 
the use of the past tense may be poetic license, and alone 
does not signify that the king is dead, the tenor of the 
inscription, coupled with the fact that Vasantadeva is on 
the throne a few months later, suggests that he was 
(D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr. 22 191-109)). See also 
D. Vajracharya 1957. 

Petech 1958:14; 1961:229 also supposed that Licchavi 
dates would be the same, and made his reckonings and 
his assumptions accordingly. 
42D. Vajracharya 1973:innr. 129 (485-489). Only the 

first cligit, an eight, can be read. 

Nepal Sarpvat, also supports the spcculation that 
the preceding years were reckoned in the same 
way. 

Until scholars are in full agreement about the 
nature of the Licchavi calendar year, the judicious 
approach seems to call for conversions as if thc 
months were not known, a practice I have followed 
in this text. Thus, all Saka years are converted to 
a Christian era date by adding 78 years. This is the 
conventional number in universal use because 
scholars have naturally supposed that the Licchavi 
year was also caitridi, as in India. Hy this reckon- 
ing, the celebrated Changu Nir iyana pillar, which 
bears the date [Saka] Sarpvat 386 Jyestha is 386-t 
78 = A.D. 464; i f  the year is really kirtikkddi, then 
Jyestha falls in the last half of the year, and the 
corrected reckoning is 386+79 = A.D. 465. By mean 
reckoning, the Minadeva Sarpvat is converted to 
a Christian era date by adding 576 years, the num- 
ber which, if the year is kirttikddi, offers the 
greater chance of being correct. In either case, dates 
converted by the use of a mean number, 4-78 or 
+576, can only be off by a year (or possibly two 
if the original date was current, rather than an 
expired one). Considering that until very recently 
the epoch year of neither era used by the Licchavis 
was known, and conversions were wide of the 
mark by decades and worse, such possible error 
does not seem unduly grave. If scholars accept the 
Licchavi reckoning as kirttikidi, which seems cer- 
tain, then the month included in Licchavi dates 
should be considered, and any date converted in 
the same pattern established for the Nepal Samvat. 

'W. Vajracharya 1973:8d1 is apparently the first to 
explicitly declare that the Minadeva Sarpvat should be 
reckoned as kirttikidi.  But sincc 1961, the year in which 
the critical inscription was first published (Abhilckh& 
samgraha ~ + r b ) ,  this has been implicit in the papers of 
the scholars of the Samkodhana-mandala. N. Pant made 
this apparent when he Listed MS. 67 Pausa-Sukla before 
N.S. 67 Bhidrapada, the kir t t ik idi  order ( 1 9 6 5 ~ : ~ ) .  D. 
Vajracharya followed the same order in a later citing of 
these same dates (1968c:184). Rajvamshi 1977 expressly 
reckons the era as kcirttikidi, but is clearly by no means 
the first to do  so (see N. Pant 1978a:102 n. I ) .  
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LANGUAGE A N D  WRITING 

THREE PRINCIPAL LANGUAGES, Sanskrit, Newari, and 
Nepali, have been and are used in Nepal Mandala. 
and with them a variety of related scripts. Sanskrit, 
an Indo-Aryan language, was the exclusive lan- 
guage of Licchavi inscriptions, although most place 
names and many administrative terms were bor- 
rowed from the indigenous and chief spoken lan- 
guage, Kiriti  or proto-Newari. Sanskrit-related 
Prakrits were also probably spoken. Licchavi Pe- 
riod Sanskrit is impeccable, and attests to a high 
degree of literacy among the ruling class.' Inscrip- 
tions are not only couched in pure grammar, but 
reveal an easy familiarity with Sanskrit literature. 
Sanskrit continued as the only written language 
almost to the end of the Transitional Period, when 
Newari hesitantly joined it .  Sanskrit was the ex- 
clusive language of the manuscripts that poured 
out of the Nepali uihiras and mathas, and it was 
perceived as the only language of religion. Until 
about the twelfth or thirteenth century, when the 
Tibetans still sought and found teachers of San- 
skrit in Valley vihcivas, the quality of Sanskrit 
was on the whole acceptable. Thereafter it de- 
clined progressively. By the time of the Three 
Kingdoms, although Sanskrit endured as the chief 
literary and sacred language, it had become very 
d e b a ~ e d . ~  Its undiminished luster as the prestige 
language of literature and religion persisted into 
the Shah Period, and endures into modern times. 

LCvi 19o5:11, 111-112. 
D. Regmi rg66:part 2, 823-825, 830.833. 

% century ago, Rendall 1 9 7 4 : ~  complained that "even 
the chief priest [of SvayambhOnitha] to whom I ad- 
dressed some simple Sanskrit phrases, did not so milch as 
attempt to answer me in the classical language--a point 
of honor with every decent pandit in the plains of India." 

But capable Sanskrit scholars are today very few.3 
Maithili, the language of Mithili, is another 

prestige language that for a time exercised a con- 
siderable influence at the Malla courts.' It is de- 
rived from Sanskrit and closely affined to Bengali. 
Its popularity dates from the time of Sthitimalla 
(A.D. 1167-1395), whose own roots were apparently 
in Mithili. Its role as a celebrated literary language 
caused Maithili to become influential in early sev- 
enteenth-century court circles. At that time it be- 
came especially fashionable for kings and pandits to 
compose songs and dramas in the language and the 
style of Mithili, and to have them performed pub- 
licly at the courts .Waithi l i  apparently had rela- 
tively little further impact, and except as a school 
elective is neither spoken nor written in the Kath- 
mandu Valley today. In its homeland, the Nepal 
Tarai and adjoining Bihar state, it claims large 
numbers of speakers. According to the official 1961 
census reports, some twelve percent of Nepali na- 
tionals speak Maithili as a mother tongue, making 
it the second largest language group in the King- 
dom."~ a nationwide language, however, Newari 
occupies second place. 

Newari, the mother tongue of the Newars, is a 
Tibeto-Burman language. It is the indigenous lan- 
guage of the Kathmandu Valley, and appears to 
have a close affinity with Kiriti.' Except for lend- 
ing some vocabulary to inscriptions in Sanskrit, it 

S. Jha 1958:28-29; Grierson rgo9:part I ,  xiii ff. 
D. Regmi rg66:part 2, 215.216, 233, 844-846, 849-852. 

GMalla 1973a:105, 115, 117; Gaige rg75:115-119. 
' D. Vajracharya 1968a; G. Vajracharya 1964. Brian 

Hoclgson, writing in the late nineteenth century, was ap- 
parently the first to give serious consideration to Newari 
(1971:3-9); a particularly important early contribution is 
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does not appear in written form until the twelfth 
century. The  first certain use is in A.D. 1173 (N.s. 
2 g ) ,  when it was chosen as the language of a 
brief dedicatory inscription.' For some time there- 
after it was used sporadically in inscriptions and 
colophons, sometimes alone, but often summariz- 
ing a corresponding Sanskrit text. In more regu- 
lar use by the early fourteenth century, Newari 
did not move boldly out of the shadows to becomc 
a literary language in its own right until about 
the time of Sthitimalla, the mid-fourteenth cen- 
tury. Apart from its continuing use in epigraphy, 
Newari's principal literary thrust throughout the 
Malla Period was in the translation of Sanskrit 
texts and the writing of c~mmentar ies .~  Newari 
was also used to paraphrase the classical works 
freely, giving rise to a distinctive literary genre 
known as utkrstas or rrddhrtas (adaptations). Ne- 
wari, mixed with corrupt Sanskrit, was employed 
in writing the dynastic histories (varniivalis) and 
Newari was the language used in the journals and 
diaries (~hydsaphus). As the language of trade and 
commerce, it was the language in which the palm- 
leaf land transfers were couched. A typical use of 
Newari was the recording of stanzaic poetry-sa- 
cred and secular songs sung in honor of the gods 
and for pleasure, characteristically as alternate re- 
frains between groups of men and women en- 
gaged in fieldwork.'' Until the seventeenth cen- 
tury, Newari was simply called bhikhd or bha@ 
(language), that is, vernacular, to distinguish it 
from Sanskrit, Maithili, or other imports. Then, as 
Nepali began to gain acceptance as a common 
tongue in the Kathmandu Valley, Newari began 
to be further distinguished as "Dela-" or "Nep5li- 
bhisi," the language of the country." 

T h e  early Shah kings were patrons of Ne- 
wari language and literature. Since Newari was 

familiar to the Tibetans as :I trade language, it 
remained in usc [or somc time in that capacity, 
and was even used for diplomacy with Tibct, 
servi~ig [or example, to frame the Nepal-Lhtsa 
treaty of A.D. 1775." Under the Ranas (A.D. 1846- 
1 9 5 1 ) ~  the use of Ncwari was, at best, discouraged 
and, at worst, prohibited.I3 Hut the vitality of thc 
language was little impaired. It  remained ;~ctive as 
a spoken language, and from the 1920s there was 
an "underground" rise of a crcative Newari litera- 
ture that from 1946 on was permitted to appear in 
print." Now there are societies devotcd to the 
preservation and propagation of Newari, and a 
daily newspaper, magazines, pmse works, and 1)o- 

etry are published in it. It is also taught as an 
elective subject in the schools. 

The  long association of Newari with Sanskrit 
and related Prakrits has thoroughly Sanskritized 
it, bringing about profound changes in grammar, 
phonology, and vocabulary. From the late Malla 
Period, it has been further affected by Maithili, 
Persian, Arabic, and Nepali.'' Mughal influence 
on the language was in part transmitted through 
Nepali, which was similarly influenced, but in 
part was direct. A number of the later Malla kings 
evidenced a lively interest in Persian and Urdu, 
and a number of lexicons and dictionaries of these 
languages date from the period of the Three 
Kingdoms.'" The  natural drift evident in any liv- 
ing language. reinforced by a decline in the use 
of, and eventual rupture with, the traditional writ- 
ten language, has caused modern Newari to be 
very different from the language used in the 
Malla Period. T h e  latter, in its archaic scripts, is 
usually referred to as "Old" or "Classical" Ne-  
wari, and is largely the domain of specialists. 

Nepali, an Indo-Aryan language closely related 
to Sanskrit, is the national language of modern 

the Newari-English dictionary prepared by Jprgensen in 

1936. 
Occasional Reports of the l n s f i t ~ f e  01 Nepalese Sfrtd- 

ies, 1:3-4. Until this find, the earliest use of written Newari 
was thought to be the dedication of a jaladroni in N.S. 353 
Kirtika (A.D. 1232) (Abhilekha-mmgraha 1961d). Hriday 
1971 :z reports a Newari-language colophon dated N.S. zq 
(A.D. I I O ~ ) ,  but there is some uncertainty about the ascrip- 
tion. 
9. Regmi !&:part I ,  368, 638640; 1966:part 2, 835- 

839, 841, 844; Licnhard 1974:12-14; Malla 197ja:roz-103. 
l o  Lienhard 1974:16-27 describes these, and follows with 

translations of a hundred typical songs. 
l1 Clark 1957:186-187. 
l2 Banda 1gGr:z73-276. 
l3  Lienhard 1974:15; Malla 1973a:l lo. 
'+ Malla 1973a:110. 
15G. Vajracharya 1964a; D. Regrni r965:part r ,  16; 

1g66:part 2, 823424, 830. 
la D. Regmi 1966:part 2, 844. 
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Nepal. It is the exclusive language of government, 
administration, primary and secondary education, 
the radio, and official press. According to the 1961 
census, it serves more than half the nation as a 
mother tongue, and for the remainder is the cou~l -  
trywide lingua franca. As the "language of the 
Khasn," a people who since the middle ages have 
drifted steadily eastward through Nepal, Nepali 
was long known as Khas-kuri or Khas-bhisi." 
In use as a common language in Nepal Mandala 
for well over a century before the Shah ~onques t , '~  
Nepali came to be called Parbate or Parbatiyi 
(Parvatiyi), that, is, "mountain" language, to dis- 
tinguish it from "valley" language, D e b -  or Ne- 
palnbhii$i (Newari). It is by some version of this 
name, "mountain language," that nineteenth-cen- 
tury English writers usually designate Nepali. Be- 
cause Nepali was also the "language of Gorkha," 
a third alternate name is Gorkhali. In  Nepal, the 
latter was used regularly into the 192os, when it 
was superseded by the modern appellation Nepali. 

T h e  earliest examples of written Nepali occur in 
the epigraphs of the Western Mallas, the old 
Khasa kingdom. T h e  ruler Punyamalla provides 
the first example with a copperplate dated Saka 
Samvat 1259 (A.D. 1337).1° Thereafter, written Ne- 
pali was used sparingly and only for epigraphic 
purposes until the late seventeenth century, after 
which it became more common.z0 From the mid- 
seventeenth century, concomitant with the grow- 
ing popularity of Nepali as a Valley vernacular, 
Nepali-language inscriptions were occasionally is- 
sued in the Kathmandu Valley." T h e  earliest is a 
iildpatra erected in the Kathmandu Darbar Square 
by Laksminarasimhamalla in A.D. 1641 (N.s. 761 
Asadha)." A Nepali-language copperplate inscrip- 
tion has also been found as far east as Panauti, 
dated Saka Samvat 1634 Srivana (A.D. 1 7 1 2 ) . ~ ~  T h e  
following year, A.D. 1713, marks the earliest known 
use of Nepali as a literary l a n g ~ a g e . ~ '  

Nepali is based on Sanskrit, but bears lexical im- 

1' Clark 1963:vii-viii; Turner 193r:xii-xix; Hodgson 
1971 :I-2. 

l8 Clark 1957:185. 
lo Pokharel 1963:3, 51-52. 
20 Malla 1973a:111. 

D. Vajracharya rg62:80-89. 
22  D. Regrni 1966:part 4, inscr. 43 (72-73). 

prints from several neighboring languages.':' In 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it under- 
went a certain Mughalization of vocabulary. More 
recently it has felt the impact of Hindi,  from 
which it has in many ways become indistinguish- 
able, and with which it shares more than eighty- 
five percent of its v~cabulary.~ '  Very recently re- 
course has been made to Sanskrit roots to construct 
scientific and technical words, and Sanskrit vo- 
cabulary is often self-consciously employed in a 
literary context. Currently the language seesaws 
between opposing opinions respecting the preser- 
vation of its indigenous character, and its further 
Sanskritization." 

From the Licchavi Period to modern times, all 
of the traditional scripts used in Nepal Mandala 
derive from one parent script known as Brihmi 
(and sometimes Brihma).2B It was perfected by 
Indian phoneticians to serve Sanskrit, but modified 
in various ways, Briihmi came to serve all the 
chief languages of northern India (Urdu ex- 
cepted), many of Further India, and those of Ne- 
pal. One of the derivative scripts was employed in 
the Gupta Empire, and through the Licchavis 
passed into Nepal to become the exclusive form of 
writing used in their inscriptions. By about the 
sixth century A.D., the Gupta script entered a new 
stylistic phase. It acquired a cursive character 
whence it became known to scholars as Kutili  
(curved). Until 1960 both names, Gupta and Ku- 
tili, were applied to the two phases as they were 
manifest in Licchavi inscriptions. Since then the 
official Nepali preference has been Licchavi, di- 
vided into two phases, early (ptSrva) and late (ut- 
tara). T h e  early seventh century, corresponding to 
Amiuvarman's reign, is the dividing line. The  oc- 
casional Nepali misuse of the prefixes "pre-" or 
"pro-" and "post-" to translate into English the 
terms ptSrva and uttara, though simply a mistake, 

23 Rajvamshi 1g67a:140-143. 
24Malla 1973a:111. 
25 Turner 1931:xiii-xiv, xvi. 
2G Malla rg73a:rrj. 
27 Malla rg73a:r11-115; Gurung 1g70:zo n. 4. 
28 Basham 1g67:3g(j-400; Monier-Williarns 18gg:xxiii- 

xxviii. 
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can be misleading. 'The numbers found in Lic- 
chavi inscriptions have been a subject of special 
study by a number of Nepali scholars by means of 
which earlier readings have often been improved.'O 

Gupta script in its developed cursive form (Ku-  
tila, late Licchavi) breathes its last in late ninth- 
century  manuscript^.^^ During the tenth century, 
it evolved into what is known as "Nepal Valley 
writing," Nepilikhala (Skt., Nepilaksara), or 
more commonly as "Old Newari," like the 
language it tran~cribed.~' Beginning about the 
eleventh century, the manuscript copyists began 
to elaborate Old Newari into a number of ornate 
scripts. Epigraphers distinguish them by special 
names according to the treatment of the letters' 
superscript horizontal bar, the "head" (mola, Ne- 
wari, diko, Nepali). T h e  most popular styles are 
known as Bhujimmola (fly-headed), Golamola 
(round-headed), Kummola (point-headed), and 
Picurnola (even-headed), but there are others. 
These fanciful systems were used into the late 
fourteenth century. T h e  Gopilarrija-vamia'Yali, for 
example, is written in Bhujimmola. Such scripts 
died out during and immediately following the 
reign of Sthitimalla, a time of cultural ferment. 

29 H. Shakya 1963. 
Pant 1965; 1g65a; 1g65b; 1965~; 1g67a; M. Pant 

1963; 1964; D. Vajracharya 1g68c; 19%; Rajvamshi 
1964b. 

31D. Vajracharya 1973:inscr.  go (599) Petech 1958: 
25 n. 3. 

320n Transitional and Malla Period scripts see: 
H. Shakya 1956; 1g60; 1963; 1973; Rajvamshi 1960; 1 9 6 ~  
1974; Lienhard 1974:'~;  Malla 1973a:102-103. 

33 Rajvamshi 1g74:11g-120. Arabic writing had sornc 

An exception is Raiijana, an extrcmcly beautiful 
script used on occasion for sacred purposes by the 
Buddhist community, Tibetan and Newari, into 
modern times. T h e  script employed after the four- 
teenth century, now designated simply as "Ne- 
wari," is closely relatcd to the writing of Mithili, 
another instance of that country's cultural impact 
on Nepal Mandala." With little further rnodifica- 
tion, the Newari script endured in use to A.D. 

1909.~' In modern Nepal, Licchavi (Cupta) script 
and all the Newari varieties evolved from it are 
"dead," and lor the most part are rcad only by 
paleographers. 

T h e  script used in modern Nepal for writing 
and printing Newari, Nepali, Sanskrit, or any 
other language is Devan5gari or Nigari." It also 
serves many languages in modern India. Dcvani- 
gari descends from Brihmi. Its various cvolution- 
ary stages can be traced from the early fifth to the 
eleventh century A.D., when it essentially achieved 
its present In  broad terms, the Devanigari 
alphabet employs some fifty characters. But more 
than five hundred distinct signs are needed to ren- 
der all the possible consonantal combinations. 

small voguc at the latc Malla courts, particularly as an 
exotic coin device (S. Joshi 1962:80; Petcch 1g58:103-104; 
D. Regrni 1g65:part I ,  312-313; 1966:part 2, 88-89). 

3' Malla 1973a:r 10. 
35Tibetan script, itself rooted in Brihmi is familiar to 

northern border comrnunitia. The only other native script 
in the Kingdom of ~ e ~ a l ' i s  Lirnbu, now a historic artifact 
(Riccardi 1975:54-55 n. 30a). 

36 Monier-Williams 1899:xxviii n. I ;  Turner 1931 :Cx; 
Clark 1963:348 
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE RULERS OF NEPAL MANDALA 

THE FOLLOWING TABLES are meant to provide a ready 
time reference for the many rulers mentioned in 
the text. It  is as complete and accurate as the 
source materials now generally available permit it 
to be. T h e  dates given are primarily those verified 
by the research of the Samiodhana-mandala, as 
published in such works as Abhilekha-samgrul~a, 
Itihisa-samjodhanako pramina-prameya, and Ptir- 
nimd, and in D. Vajracharya's compendium, Lic- 
chauikilaka-abhilekha. They are supplemented 
where necessary by other sources cited in the text 
and listed in the bibliography. 

The  dates in this chronology will often vary 
from those published elsewhere. In  some instances 
the difference lies in a previous neglect of primary 
sources, particularly of inscriptions. At times 
dates rendered in the classical sources have been 
amended with materials then unknown. Other 

dates have been corrected through improved read- 
ing of scripts, particularly in the matter of Licchavi 
numbers (see especially M. Pant 1963; 1964; 
N. Pant 1965; 1 g e a ;  1965b; 1965~;  19671; D. Vajra- 
charya 1968~;  1 9 6 9 ~ ;  Rajvamshi 1964b). Single 
year differences may often be accounted for by the 
manner in which era conversion was made, by 
round number or with the month also considered, 
as explained in Appendix I. 

For all periods, the dates are rendered in the 
eras in which they occur in the original docu- 
ments; they are followed by the corresponding 
date of the Christian era. Persons who reckon by 
the Vikrama era may easily convert from the orig- 
inal dates (see conversion chart, Appendix I) .  Ro- 
man numerals are used to distinguish rulers of the 
same name, but they do not appear in the docu- 
ments themselves. 
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TABLE 111-1. The Rulers of the Licchavi Period, c. A.D. 300-5. 879 
- 

Verified Dates from Inscriptions, 
Rulers $aka and Minadeua rras 

[Haridattavarrnan] 
[Vasurija] 
[Vlsadeva] 
[Sankaradeva] 
[Dharrnadeva] 
Miinadeva I S.S. 386-427 
[Mahideva] Rule of a few months but no available inscriptions; 

cited as Minadeva's successor in Jayadeva I1 stele 
Vasantadeva S.S. 428-454 
Manudeva One undated inscription; probable chronology 
Virnanadeva S.S. 460 
Rirnadeva S.S. 467 
Ganadeva S.S. 482-487 
Gangideva S.S. 489 
[Bhaurnagupta] 
[Minadeva 11] No inscriptions; name recorded in ~ost-facto sources as 

founder of new era beginning 5751576 
Sivadeva I S.S. 512526 
Amiuvarrnan N.S. 29-45 
Udayadeva M.S. 45 
Dhruvadevaf 

Jisnugupta h1.s. 48-49 
Bhirnirjunadevaf 

Jisnugupta hf.S- 5557 
Jisnugupta 
Visnugupta h3.s. 57 
Bhirniirjunadeva+ 

Visnugupta N.S. 64-65 - - 
[Visnugupta] 
Narendradeva 
Sivadeva I1 
Jayndeva I1 
Minadeva 111 
Balirija 
Baladeva 
Minadeva IV 

A n .  Conversion 

C. A S .  400 
C. A.D. 425 
C. A.D. 450 
A.D. 464505 

A.D. 506-532 

A.D. 538 

A.D. 545 
A.D. 5-65 
A.D. 567 
C. A.D. 567590 

C. A.D. 575 
A.D. 590-604 
A.D. 605621 
A.D. 62 I 

hf.S. 67-103 A.D. 643-679 
1r.s. 118-129 A D .  694705 
h1.S. 137-157 A.D. 7I3733 
M.S. 180 A.D. 756 
M.S. 250 A.D. 826 
h r . ~ .  271 A.D. 847 
M.S. 301 A.D. 877 
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TABLE 111-2. The Rulers of the Transitional Period, c. A.D. 879-1200 

Rulers and 
probable rulers 

Dates from all documents A.D. Reign or 
in Nepal Samvat con version approximate reign 

[Rudradeva] 
[Bilirjunadeva] 
[Righavadeva] 879 
Sankaradeva I 40 Bhidra 920 
Gunakiirnadeva I IT Migha-IIO 987390 
Narendradeva I + 

Udayadeva I 19 Mirga 998 
Udayadeva 124 Caitra I 004 
Nirbhayadeva 125 Caitra I 005 
Nirbhayadeva + 

Rudradeva I 128 Philguna I 008 
Bhojadeva 131 Jyestha 1011 

Rudradeva I + 
Bhojadeva 132 Asidha 1012 

Bhojadeva + 
Rudradeva I + 
Laksrnikimadeva I 135 Caitra 1015 

Laksrnikimadeva I 
[Jay adeva] 144 Srivana-15~ Vaiiikha 1024-1039 

Bhiskaradeva 165 Srivana-167 Aivina I 045-1047 I 045-1 048 
Baladeva 172 Migha-180 Migha I 052-1 060 I 048-1 060 
Pradyurnnakirnadeva 183 Jyestha-186 Migha I 063-1 066 1060-1066 
Nigirjunadeva I 88 I 068 I 066-1 069 
Sankaradeva I1 189 Asidha-202 Caitra I 069-1 082 IO+I 083 
Vimadeva 204 Bhidra I 084 1083-1085 
Harsadeva 210 Jyegha-217 Philguna I 090-1 09 1085-1 099 
Simhadevan 231 Aivina-z4z Bhidra 1111-1122 1099-1 122 

Sivadeva" 240 Asiidha-z43 Jyestha I 120-1 123 1091126 
Indradeva 247 Asidha-256 Karttika I 127-1 135 1126-1137 
Minadeva 258 Pausa-259 Bhidra 1138-1139 1137-1140 
Narendradeva I1 254 Philguna-264 Kirttika I 134-1143 I 140-1 146 
Anandadeva I 267 Asidha-287 Karttika I 147-1166 1147-1166 
Rudradeva I1 288 Philguna-295 Mirga I I 68-1 174 I I 67-1 174 
Arnrtadeva 295 Vaiiikha-298 Migha 1175-1178 1174-1 178 
Sorneivaradeva 299 Mirga-301 Kirtzika 1178-1180 1178-1183 
Gunakirnadeva IIb 306315 Migha 1186-1195 I I 85-11 95 
Laksrnikimadeva IIb 313 Kirttika-317 Srivana 1192-1 197 1192-1 197 
Vijayakiirnadevab 312 Vaiiikha-po Migha I I 92-1 200 I I 92-1 200 

NOTES: 
a. There is a difference of opinion as to whether these b. The overlapping dates of these three rulers implies 

are the same persons or joint rulers. joint rule. 
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TABLE 111-3. The Rulers of the Early Malla Period, A.D. 1200-1482 

Ruler: birth, 
death dates 

A-D dynastic Dates from all documents A.D. con- Probable 
line (after Petcch)t in Nepal Samvat version reign 

Arirnalla I 
b. 274 Mirga [1153- ] 

Abhayarnalla 
b. 303 
d. 375 Asidha 
["83-1255 1 

RanaiGradevaa 

Jayadevabr 

Bhirnadeva 

321 Kirttika-336 Jycstha 

337 Jyegha -3~  Caitra 

j42 Mirga 

377 Mirga-377 Bhidra 
378 Caitra-386 Kirttika 
391 Aivina Sihamalla 

b. 349 Vaiiikha 
d. 408 Mirga 
[1229-12871 

Anantamalla 
b. 366 VaiSikha 
d. 428 Srivana 
[1z4&1308] 

Anandadeva I1 

Arirnalla 11' 
b. 396 Migha 
d. 464 Aivina 
[ 7276-1 344 1 

Rijadeva 
b. 437 Philguna [1317- 

395 Caitra-428 Philguna 

431 Vaiiikha-438 Srivana 

440 Caitra-464 Aivina 

467 S r i~ana -~81  Migha 

481 Vaii ikhajor Mirga Arjunadeva 
b. 458 Migha 
d. 502 Migha 
[ 1338-13821 

Sthi,tirnalla 
d. 515 Bhidra [ -13951 

Dharrnamalla + 
Jyotir + Kirti 
b. 487 Asidha 
[1367- I 

Jyotirrnalla 
b. 493 Vaiiikha [1373- 

Yaksarnalla 
b. 528 
d. 602 Migha 
[ I  408-1q82] 

487 Jyesthaj15 Migha 

516 Jyesthajz8 Migha 

529 Aivinaj48 Bhidra 

s.s. 1350 Mirgajgg MPgha 

NOTES: 
a. His records overlap those of Abhayamalla, and we  do sources. 

not know their relationship. Crowned at Deopatan. 
b. Jayadeva's birth and death dates are unknown, al- t b = Banepa origin; y = Yuthunihman line. 

though they are erroneously given in some historical 



TABLE 111-4. The Rulers of the Independent Kingdom of Ijhaktapur, A.D. 1482-1769 

Malla dynasty 

First and last ascertained Reign or 
dates from all documents in A.D. approxi- 
Nepal Sam vat con version mate reign 

Riya, Ratna, Rana, Bhirna 
Vira 
Bhuvana 
Rana, Vira, Jita 
Rana, Bhirna, Vira, Jita 
Prina alone, with Jita, or with 

Jita and Vira 
Viiva 
Trailokya alone, with 

Tribhuvana, or with 
Tribhuvana and Gangadevi 

Jagajjyotir 
Nareia 
Jagatprakiia 
Jitirnitra alone or with Ugra 

Bhupatindra 
Ranajit 

607 A ~ i d h a - 6 2 ~  
624 VaiSikha 
625 Philguna-d. 639 Migha 
642 
643 Vaiiikha 

644 Bhidra-668 Bhidra 
672 Pausa+4 Kirttika 

681 Magha730 VaiSikha 
734 e s idha755  Srivana 
757 Aivina-d. 763 ASvina 
765-d. 793 Mirga 
794 Pausa-krsna-816 Philguna 

d. 829 Miirga 
cor. 816 Bhidra-d. 842 Vaiiikha 
cor. 842 Vaiiikha-890 Kgrttika 

d. 891 Jyesrha 

TABLE 111-5. The  Rulers of the Independent Kingdom of Kathmandu, A.D. 1482-1768 

First and last ascertained Reign or 
dares from all documents in A .D. approxi- 

Malla dynasty Nepal Samvat conversion mate reign 

Ratna alone or with h i  
Surya 
Amara = Narendra 
Mahendra 
SadSivan 
Sivasimhas 

(with Ranajitsimha) 
Lak~minarasimha 

Pratiipa 
Nrpendra 
Parthivendra 
Bhupilendra 
Bhiskara = Mahindrasimha 
Jagajjaya 
Ja yaprakiia 

(but with legal reign 
interrupted by the reign of 
an infan,t son, Jyotiprakiia) 

604 VaiBikha-d. 640 Rhiidra 
6444. 650 Kirttika 
658 M a g h a 4 0  VaiSikha 
682 Migha-d. 694 Bhidra 
696 Caitra701 
698 Jyestha-737 Pausa 
703 Migha 
741 Miigha-761 Asidha 

prob. d. 777 Bhidra 
761-d. 794 Caitra 
cor. 794 Asidha-d. 800 Jyestha 
cor. 800 As idhad .  807 Asidha 
cor. 807 Asidha-d. 821 Kirttika 
821-d. 842 Bhiidra 
842-854 Philguna 
856 Kiirttika-888 Bhidra 

d. 890 Mirga 

866-872 Philguna 

NOTE: a. The overlapping dates of these two rulers apparently reflects a period of parallel rule. 



CHRONOLOGY O F  RULERS 

TABLE 111-6. T h e  Rulers of the Independent Kingdom of Patan, A.D. 1482-1768 

Malla dynasty, First and lost asccrtainrd Reign or 
rnahipatras, and dates from all documcnts in A.D. approxi- 
onc Shah king Ncpal Samvat ronuersion marc reign 

Kiya Malla, his brothers, 
and a nephew in varying 
combinations 

Visnusimha, the pradhina 
mahripatra by 

and ruling Patan independ- 
ently of Mallas by 

Purandarasirpha, alone or with 
his brothers 

Malla rule reestablished 
through annexation by 
Sivasimha 

Siddhinarasirpha 
Srinivisa 

Yoganarendra 
Lokaprakiia 
Indra 
Mahindra 

(Viranarasimha, a rival, ruled 
briefly) 

Rddhinarasirpha 
Bhiskara = Mahindrasirpha 
Yogaprakisa 
Visnu 
Rijyaprakiia 
V,iivajit 
Jayaprakiia of Kathmandu 
Ranajit of Bhaktapur 
Jayaprakiia (again) 
Dalmardana Shah 
Tej narasimhamalla 

656 Vaiiikha 

666 Asidha-677 Mirga 

718 K i r t t i k a q n  P a u ~ a  
739 Migha-781 Caitra 
778 S r i v a n a d g  Pausa 

d. 807 Migha 
cor. 805 Pausad .  826 Kirttika 
cor. 826 K i r t t i k a d .  826 Aivina 
cor. 826 Aiv inad .  829 Caitra 
cor. 829 Cai trad.  835 Pausa 

829 VaiiHkha 
cor. 835 Pausad .  837 Jyes &a 
cor. 837 A s i d h a d .  842 Bhidra 
cor. 842 B h i d r a 4 .  849 BhZdra 
849-d. 865 Srivana 

svlna 8654.  878 A' ' 

cor. 878 ASvinad. 880 Srivana 
cor. 880 BhZdra-882 
cor. 882 Jyestha-883 

883 
cor. 884 MHgha-885 
cor. 885 Vaiiikha-888 ASvina 



A P P E N D I X  111 

TABLE 111-7. The  Shah Dynasty Rulers of Unified Nepal, A.D. 1769 to present 

Birth and death 
dates A.D. 

Regnal dates Some prime 
A.D. ministersa 

Dates of 
ofice 

Prithvi Narayan 
'722-1775 
ascended the throne of Gorkha 1743 
conquered Kathmandu and Patan 1768 
conquered Bhaktapur 1769 

Pratap Singh 
1751-1777 

Rana Bahadur 
I 775-1 806 
abdicated 1799 

Girvan Yuddha Bikrarn 
179-1816 

Rajendra Bikrarn 
1813-1881 
dethroned 1847 

Surendra Bikrarn 
182~1881 

Prithvi Bir Bikrarn 
1875-1911 

Tribhuvana Bir Bikram 
19061955 

Mahendra Bir Bikram 
1920-1972 

Birendra Bir Bikrarn 
I945 

1799-1816 Bhirnsen Thapa 1806-1837 

1816-1847 Mathbar Singh Thapa 1843-1845 
Jang Bahadur Rana I 8461 856 
Barn Bahadur Rana I 8561 857 
Jang Bahadur Rana I 857-1 877 

I 847-1881 Rana Uddip Singh I 877-1 885 

1881-1911 Bir Shurnshere 1885-1901 
Dev Shurnshere 1901 
Chandra Shurnshere 1901-1929 

1911-1955 Bhirn Shurnshere '929-1932 
Juddha Shurnshere '932-1945 
Padrna Shurnshere 1945-1948 
Mohan Shurnshere 1948-1951 

955-'972 

NOTE: a. The complete list of prime ministers may be found in Fisher and Rose 1959. 



APPENDIX IV 

A A A 
AbS 
AN 
AP 
AS 
Bendall 
ESR 
GAS 
Gnoli 
Indraji 
IP  
ISPP 
J AOS 
Joshi 
Kailash 
KSC 
Livi 
M N  
NKMA 
TCAS 
SS 
# 

##  

I N V E N T O R Y  OF LICCHAVI INSCRIPTIONS 
ABBREVIATIONS 

Archives of Asian Art (Pal 1972) 
Abhilekha-samkalana (M. P. Khanal 1971) 
Ancient Nepal, 3rd ed. (D.  Regrni 1969) 
Abhilekha-prakiia (H. Shakya rg6ga) 
Abhilekha-samgraha (Abhilekha-sawgraha and Sawbdhana-rnasdala 1961-1964) 
A journey of Literarv and Archaeological Research . . . (Bendall 194)  
Epigraphic Survey Report (D. Vajracharya and J. C. Regrni 1972) 

Gorakhiko aitihisika sdmagri (T. R. Vaidya and D. Vajracharya 1972) 
Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters (Gnoli 1956) 
Inscriptions from Nepal (Bhagwanlal Indraji and G. Buhler 1880) 
Itihrisa-prakiia (Naraharinath 1955; 1956) 
Itihdsa-samiodhanat(o pramdna-prameya (main part) (D. Vajracharya 1g62) 
Iournal of the American Oriental Society (T.  Ball.inger 1958) 
Nepdlako pracina abhilekha ( H .  R. Joshi r q j )  
Kailash (G. Vajracharya 1973) 
Kantipura-iililekha-szci (S. Rajvamshi 190)  
Le NPpal, vol. 3 (Livi 1 9 8 )  
Medieval Nepal (D. Regrni 1965; 1966) 
Nepdakci kehi Mallakalina abhilekha (M. P. Khanal192) 
Tistung-Chitaliribhekako aitihisika sdmagri ( H .  Rana and D. Vajracharya 1972) 
Samskrta-sandeia 
Original image missing 
Original image existing but moved 



APPENDIX IV-1 Inventory of Licchavi Inscriptions 

I'ajra- $aka or Mina- 
charya Ruler deva Samvat A.D. Location 0 bject Also Published 

- 
I - - - Chabahil Pedestal of AS 9, p. 18 

stupa compound image* Joshi 22 

2 Minadeva I- 386 Jyestha 464 Changu Niriyana Pillar Indraji I 

G v i  I 
SS I :6, 40-43 
Gnoli I,  2 

ISPP, pp. 102-105 
Joshi 2 ,3  

3 Minadeva 388 Jye8tha 466 Lazimpat, Sivalihga Gnoli 4 
Kathmandu Joshi 4 

4 Minadeva 389 Vaiiikha 467 Lazimpat, Visnu image Livi 2 

Kathmandu Joshi 6 

5 Minadeva 389 Vaiiikha 467 Tilganga, Visnu image SS I :lo-12, 2 

Paiupati Gnoli 3 
Joshi 5 

6 Minadeva 390 Jyestha 468 Lazimpat, Sivalinga 1s  9 
Kathmandu East and West 8 :2, 

= 92 
Joshi 7 

7 [Minadeva] 13196 Pratham- 474 Visnupaduka, Sivalinga Ptirnimi 4:3, 330 
isidha Budhanilkantha Joshi 9 

- Visnupaduka, Pillar Ptirnimi 4 :3, 331 
Budhanilkantha Joshi 10 

9 - 397 Jyestha 475 Tunaldevi, Pedestal of IP 19p.57 
Visalnagar imagef Gnoli 5 

Joshi 11 

10 Manadeva 399 Asidha 477 Deopatan S;ivalinga Gnoli 6 
Katneivara ISPP, p. 264 

Joshi 12 

1 1  Minadeva 402 Jye~rha 

12 Minadeva 402 Asidha 

480 Deopatan ~ivalihga Gnoli 10 

PrabhukeSvara Joshi 13 

480 Te-bahal, Surya pedestal* IRvi 3 
Kathmandu SS I :9, 29 

Gnoli 7 
Joshi 14 



APPENDIX IV-1 Continued 
-- ~ 

Vajra- $alp or Mina- 
choryo Rulcr deva Somvot A.D. Location 0 bjrct Also publi~hrd 

13 - 488 Piiicadcval, Sivalihga AS 1, p. 23 
410 Migha Paiupati Joshi 15 

14 Minadeva 413 Jyegtha 491 Paiupati SivalinKa Indraji 2 

Jaycivara SS I :% 15 
Gnoli A 
1 s  47, p. 6 
Joshi 16 

15 Minadeva 419 Jyestha 497 Lazimpat, SivalinRa 1 s  479 P. 7 
Kathmandu Joshi 18 

16 Minadeva 425 Migha 50.3 Palanchok Hhagavati Himavatsamskrti 
pedestalb ]:I, 4 

1s 47, P. 9 
Joshi 19 

17 Minadeva - - Kel-tol, Stele 

Kathmandu 

- Svayambhij Stele 

Purnimi 3:1,2 
Joshi 8 

Purnima 3:1, 2-3 
Joshi I 

19 Minadeva 427 Kirtika 505 Changu N i r i y a ~ l a  Pedestal of Gnoli 9 
image* ISPP, p. I& 

Joshi 21 

20 - 427 Asidha 505 Siirya-ghat, Sivalihga AS I, pp. 23-14 
Paiupati Joshi 20 

- Chattracandeivara, Slab 

PaSupati compound 

22 [Vasantadeva] 428 Mirga 506 Thankot Stele 

23 Vasantadeva 434 512 Tistung Stele 

24 [Vasa] ntadeva 435 Dvitiy5 513 Bahalukha-tol, Stele 
Pausa Patan 

AS 5, p. 6 
Joshi 17 

Gnoli 12 
Plrnimo q:~, 
125-127 

Joshi 24 

A P  4 
TCAS p. 14 
Joshi 26 

AS 5, p. 7 
Joshi 28 



APPENDIX IV-1 Continued 

Vajra- Suka or Mana- 
charya Ruler deva Samvat A.D. Location 0 b ject Also published 

25 Vasantadeva 435 Aivina 513 Jaisideval, Stele 
Kathmandu 

Indraji 3 
SS r :9, 48-49 
Gnoli 13 
Joshi 27 

26 Vasantadeva 

27 - 

- Sitapaila Stele 

Stele 

Pzirnima 3: I ,  4 
Joshi 25 

527 Kisipidi LCvi 6 
Gnoli 14 
Joshi 29 

28 Vasantadeva 

29 - 

AS I ,  p. 25 
Joshi 31 

530 Khapirnche-to], Slab above 
Patan jaladroni 

530 Aryaghat, Pirthivaiili  
Paiupati 

Gnoli 87 
Ptirnimi 5 '4,277 
Joshi 30 

- Khadyam, Stele 

Balarnbu 
Ptirnimd 2:1, 71 
Joshi 35 

30 - 

31 Vasantadeva 

32 Vasantadeva 

532 Chaukitar Stele Gnoli 15 
Joshi 33 

532 Pasirnkhya, Stele 
Balarnbu 

JAOS 78:4, no. 96 
AS 5, p. '3 
Joshi 32 

- Yaku-tol, Brahrni pedestal 

Chapagaon 
AS 9, p. 20 

Joshi 36 
- 

455 Caitra 

- 

5 3  Paiupati Sivalinga 
Bhasrneivara 

AS I ,  p. 26 
Joshi 37 

- Hadigaon Pillar U v i  4 
SS 2:1-3, 9-12 
Gnoli I I 

Joshi 23 

- Gairigaon, Sivalinga 
Budhanilkantha 

36 Manudeva 

37 Viirnanadeva 

Pzirnimd 4:4,444 
Joshi 39 

538 Dugahiti, Virnanasvirni 
Sankhu pedestal* 

AS I ,  p. 27 
Joshi 38 



APPENDIX 1V-1 Continued 
--- -- -- - -- . - - -- - -. - .- . . . -. . -- 

Vajra- Srrkcr or Mana- 
charya Ruler dcua Samuat A D .  Location 0 bjcct Alro Published 

Paiupati Sivali hga SS 2:1-3, I 
( Anupararna) Gnoli 16 

Joshi qo 

39 Rfirnadeva Mrigasthali Sivalinga SS I :7, 48 
SS 2 3 - j , 2  

Gnoli 17 
Joshi 41 

Gana-bahal dh i r i ,  
Kathmandu 

Ary~valokiteivara SS I :9, 16 
pcdestal"* Gnoli 18 

Joshi q 

40 [Rirnadeva] 

472 Philguna 550 Hadigaon Water spout AS I,  p. 28 
Ramjham j:2,24 
Joshi 43 

Kotal-tol, 
Pharping 

Stele AS 9, pp. 19-20 

Joshi e, 
42 [Ganadeva] 

Aryiivalokiteivara AS I ,  p. 29 
pedestal* Joshi 45 

Brahrna-tol, 
Kathmandu 

43 - 

44 Ganadeva Stele Gnoli 19 
Joshi 47 

Chaukitar 

Stele Joshi qg 482 Srivana 560 

[482] S r i v a ~ a  560 

Balarnbu 

Balambu 

45 Ganadeva 

46 Ganadeva Stele Ptirnimi j:2, 3-4 
Joshi 48 

Stele Livi 7 
Joshi 50 

47 Ganadeva Kisipidi 

Stele Joshi 51 Kulache-tol, 
Kisipidi 

48 Ganadeva 

Stele Joshi 52 Deunani, 
Satungal 

49 Ganadeva 

Sahkara-Niriyana SS I :H, 17-18 
pedestal* Gnoli 20 

Joshi 53 

50 Ganadeva 487 Pratham- 565 
asidha 

Gachanani, 
Deopatan 

Stele LCvi 8 
Gnoli 21 

Joshi 54 

51 Gangideva 489 Srivana 567 



APPENDIX IV-1 Continued 
- . -- -- - 

Vajra- 6 4 a  or Mdna- 
charya Ruler deua Samvat A .D.  Locution 0 bject Also Pzrblbhed 

52 A 492 Vaijikha 570 Mangal Bazaar, Slab beneath AP 3 
Patan water spout Joshi 55 

53 - 495 573 Sikubahi, Urni-Mahelvara Purnimi 5:1,76 
Patan pedestal Joshi 56 

54 Sivadeva I 512 Jyesrha 590 Visnupaduka, Stele 
Budhanilkantha 

55 Sivadeva I - Vaiiikha - Chapagaon Stele 

515 Philguna 593 Ch~asal-to], Stele 
Patan 

Prirnimd 4 '3, 

331-332 
Joshi 57 

Gnoli 32 
Joshi 58 

Gnoli 22 

Joshi 59 

57 - - - Kuhrnale-to], Stele AS 5, pp. 910 

Bhaktapur Joshi 60 

58 Sivadeva I - - Changu NirZyana Stele Gnoli 34 
Joshi 61 

59 Sivadeva I - SrHvana - Bane pa Stele Gnoli 33 
Joshi 62 

60 Sivadeva I 516 VaiiHkha 594 Mangal Bazaar, Stele 
Patan 

61 Sivadeva I 516 Jyescha 

62 Sivadeva 1 516 

594 Golrnadhi-tol, 
Bhaktapur 

594 Tulache-tol, 
Rhaktapur 

63 Sivadeva I 517 Pratham- 595 Dharmasthali 
asadha 

Stele 

Stele 

Stele 

IP 1, pp. 55-56 
Gnoli 23 
Pzirnimi 5 :z, 

102-103 
Joshi 63 

13endall I 

Gnoli 24 
Prirnimi 5 :z, 103 
Joshi 64 

LCvi 9 
Gnoli 25,26 
Joshi 65 

Purnima 5 :2, 104 

Joshi 66 



APPENDIX 1V-1 Continued 
-- -- .- - - ... - - -- - 

Vajra- $aka or Mina- 
charya Ruler deua Samuat A.D. Location 0 b ject Also published 

64 Sivadeva I 517 Pratham- 
asidha 

Budhanilkantha Stele lndraji 5 
Gnoli 27 
Plirnimi 5 :z, 105 
Joshi 67 

65 Sivadeva 1 519 Prathama 
Pausa 

Satungal 

Tokha 

Stele 

Stele 

Gnoli 28 
Joshi 68 

66 [Sivadeva I] 519 U v i  10 

Gnoli 29 
Joshi 69 

67 [Sivadeva I ]  520 Magha Dharmapur Stele LRvi 1 1 

Gnoli 30 
Joshi 70 

68 Sivadeva I 520 Caitra Khopasi Stele IRvi 12 

Gnoli 31 
Joshi 71 

69 Sivadeva I 526 Vaiiikha 

70 Sivadeva I 526 Aivina 

71 Amiuvarman 29 Jyestha 

Dhapasi 

Lele 

Bungamati 

Stele 

Stele 

Stele 

Plirnima 3:3, 1-2 

Joshi 72 

AS I ,  pp. 29-31 
Joshi 73 

lndraji 6 
Gnoli 39 
Joshi 74 

IRvi 13 
Gnoli 35 
Joshi 75 

72 Amiuvarrnan 30 Jyestha Hadigaon Stele 

AP 7 
TCAS pp. 16-17 
Joshi 77 

73 Amiuvarman 31 Prathama 607 Bhatuval, 
[Pausa] Tistung 

Stele 

Stele 74 Amiuvarrnan - - Tistung A P  5 
TCAS pp. 15-16 
Joshi 76 

Sarniksi V.S. 2030 
Vaiiakha 

Kailash I :2, inscr. 4 

31 Dvitiyi 607 Inay-tol, 
Pausa Bhaktapur 

Stele 



APPENDIX IV-1 Continued 

Vajra- Suku or Mo'na- 
charva Ruler deva Samvat A.D. Location 0 b ject Also published 

76 Arpiuvarman 31 MBgha 

77 Amiuvarrnan 32 Asidha 

Changu Nariyana 

Hadigaon 

Gilt kavaca 

Stele 

Stele 

Stele 

Joshi 78 

IRvi 14 
Gnoli 36 
Ptirnimo' 4:2, 123 

LCvi 15 
Gnoli 37 
Ptirnimi 2:3, 9-10 
Joshi 80 

Sanga 

Sundhara, 
Patan 

Bendall 2 

Gnoli 38 
Joshi 81 

79 Amiuvarrnan 34 Pratharna 
Pausa 

Stele 

Stele 

Indraji 4 
Gnoli 40 
Joshi 83 

J ya-bahal, 
Kathmandu 

JAOS 78:4, inscr. 92 
AS 5, p. '4 
Joshi 82 

Na-bahil, 
Patan 

Stele 

Stele 

Taukhel, 
Tistung 

TCAS pp. 17-18 
Joshi 84 

Vatu-tol, 
Kathmandu 

SS I :8, 42-43 
Gnoli 43 
Joshi 87 

SS I :9, 35-36 
Gnoli 42 
Joshi 88 

Gaihridhiri, 
Naksal 

Stele 84 Arpiuvarman - 

Stele Indraji 7 
ss 2:I-3, 3 
Gnoli 41 
Joshi 89 

Deopatan 

86 Arpiuvarrnan - 

87 A ~ i u v a r m a n  - 

88 Arpiuvarrnan - 

- Kisipidi Stele Gnoli 44 
Joshi 90 

Roof of Sivalinga 
shrine 

Gnoli 46 
Joshi 91 

- Bankali, 
PaSupati 

AS 9, p. 21 

Joshi 85 
- Pharping Stele 



APPENDIX IV-1 Contrnued 
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Vajra- $aka or Mano- 
charya Ruler deva Samvat A.D. Location 0 blect Also Publrshed 

89 Aviuvarrnan Gokarna Stele KSC p. 12 

NKMA pp. w o  
Joshi cy 

Pharping Stele PIsrnimi 3 :I, 5 
Joshi 93 

9' - 
92 Aviuvarrnan 

Hanuman Dhoka Foundation stone 

Stele 

Kailosh I :z, inscr. 5 

Durnja, 
East No. 2 

AbS P- 3 
Joshi 96 

Tundikhel, 
Kathmandu 

Indraji 8 
Gnoli 48 
Joshi 97 

KStheiimbhii, 
Kathmandu 

Slab AS 1, p. 32 
Joshi 121 

Buddhist relief AS 5, P. 8 
Joshi 34 

Svayarnbhii Pedestal of 
imagem 

AS 1, p. 34 
Joshi 135 

Bandahiti, 
Kathmandu 

Avalokiteivara 
pedestal+ 

AS 1, p. 33 
Joshi 129 

Tyagal-to], 
Patan 

Caitya Pirniml 2 :I, 73 
Joshi 86 

Mangal Bazaar, 
Patan 

Stele Gnoli 45 
Joshi 94 

Bahili-to], 
Patan 

Slab above 
jaladroni 

Gnoli 47 
Joshi 95 

Thimi LCvi 5 
Gnoli 49 
Joshi 98 

Dhungedhirii, 
Naksal 

Ptirnima 3:1, 6 
Joshi I I O  

Ptirnima 2 : I ,  72 
Joshi 99 

Bhelbu, 
Balambu 

Stele 



APPENDIX IV-1 Continued 

Vajra- $aka or Mrina- 
charya Ruler deua Samuat A.D. Location 0 bject Also Published 

104 Udayadeva 45 [Alsidha 621 Chitlang Stele A P  6 
T C A S  p. 19 
Joshi 101 

105 Dhruvadeva 48 Kirtika 624 Chinnamasti, Stele 
Jisnugupta Patan 

106 Dhruvadeva 49 [Mi lgha  625 Maltar 
[Jisnuguptal 

107 Dhruvadeva - 
Jisnugupta 

108 Dhruvadeva - 
Jisnugupta 

Stele 

- Mina-niiriyana, Stele 

Kathmandu 

Indraji 9 
Gnoli 50 
Ptirnima 6:1, 12-13 
Joshi 102 

109 Dhruvadeva - - 
Jisnugupta 

- Adeivara Stele Gnoli 53 

Joshi 106 

I I I  Bhim5rjuna- - 
deva 

Jisnugupta 

I 12 Jisnugupta - 

Gnoli 51 
Joshi 103 

Indraji 10 

Gnoli 52 
Ptirnimi 6:1, 13-14 
Joshi 104 

Kebalpur Stele 

[ l o  BhTmHrjuna- 55 ASvina 631 Halambu Stele 
deva 

Jisnugupta 

I I Jisnugupta - 

I 1 4  Jisnugupta - 

- Yangal-hiti, Stele 

Kathmandu 

IP, 1, P. 58 
Gnoli 54 
Joshi 19 

Gnoli 55 
Joshi 108 

Gnoli 58 
Joshi I I I  

- Paiupati Pillar Indraji 11 

compound Gnoli 59 
Purnin~d 4 12, 

124-125 
Joshi 112 

- Paiupati Chattracandeivara Gnoli 60 
compound pedestal Joshi I 13 

- NilavirHhi, Stele 

Bode 
Ptirnitnd 4:1, 7 
Joshi 114 



APPENDIX IV-1 Contjnucd 
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Vajru- Sa4u or Minu- 
rhar~w Ruler deua San~uat A.D. Location Objcct Also published 

I 15 Bhimirjuna- 57 Kirti[ka] 633 Narayan-tol, Stele 16 
deva Thankot Gnoli 56 

Jisnugupta Plrnirna 2 :4, I -3 
Joshi rog 

116 [Visnugupta] 57 Philguna 633 Maligaon 

1 17 Hhimirjuna- 64 Philguna 640 Yangal-hiti, 
deva Kathmandu 

Visnugupta 

Stele 

Stele 

1, p. 94 
Gnoli 57 
Ptirnirna 4 :4, 

356-357 
Joshi 115 

Gnoli 61 
Plirnirna 4:4, 

357-358 
Joshi 116 

r 18 Bhirnirjuna- 65 P h ~ l g u n a  641 Bhrngireivara, Stele Gnoli 62 
deva Sunaguthi Ptirnirni 4 :4, 

Visnugupta 358-359 
Joshi 117 

119 Visnugupta - - Changu Nir iyana Stele Joshi I I 8 

120 - - - Te-bahal, Ialadroni SS Z:I-3, I 

Kathmandu Joshi 119 

121 - - - Chabahil Mandala Purnirni 6:4,336 
stupa compound Joshi 146 

122 - - - Yampi-bahil, laladroni Gnoli 64 

Patan Joshi 120 

123 Narendradeva 67 Pausa 643 Bhansarthok, Stele 
Patan palace 

124 Narendradeva 67 Bhidra 643 Yangal-hiti, Stele 
Kathmandu 

SS 2 :I -3, 6-7 
Gnoli 67 
Joshi 123 

Gnoli 66 
PrSrnirna 5 :2,  

107-109 
Joshi 122 

125 Narendrndeva 69 Jyestha 645 Deopatan Sivalinga Gnoli 65 
Joshi 124 
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126 Narendradeva 71 K5rtika 647 Kasain-tol, Stele Gnoli 68 
Deopatan Purnimti 22,  I 1-12 

Joshi 125 

127 Narendradeva 78 Klrtika 654 Bhagavati-bahal, Ialadroni SS 2:1-3, 5 
Naksal Gnoli 69 

Joshi 126 

128 Narendradeva 83 BhHdra 659 Gaihridhsri, Stele 
Patan 

129 Narendradeva 8- 

Hendall 3 
Gnoli 70 
Purnimti 4 :2, 

I 15-116 
Joshi 130 

G -  Anantalingejvara Stele AS 1 ,  pp. 35-38 
Joshi 128 

89 665 Vatukabhairava, Stele 
Patan 

90 Vaiiikha 666 Balambu Stele 

Gnoli 71 
Joshi 131 

JAOS 78:4, inscr. 95 
Joshi 132 

132 I Narendra- 95 Pausa I Chyasal-tol, Stele Gnoli 72 
deva] Patan Joshi 134 

133 Narendradeva [ I O ] ~  Jyestha 679 Yag-bahal, Stele 
Patan 

134 Narendradeva 103 Jyestha 679 Hajraghar, 
Deopatan 

Stele 

- Musun-bahal, Stele 

Kathmandu 

- - Sankhu Stele 

Gnoli 74 
LCvi 20 

Plirnimd 4 :2, 

I 17-1 18 
Joshi 136 

Indraji 13 
Gnoli 73 
Plirnirnci 42,  

119-121 
Joshi 137 

AS 9, p. 22 

Joshi 127 

Livi 17 
Gnoli 75 
Joshi 139 

109 Vaiiikha 685 Macchendranath- Slab under AS 5, p. 10  

bahal, Patan Vajrapurusa Joshi 138 
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138 Sivadeva I1 

139 Sivadeva I1 

118 Jyes~ha 

119 Philguna 

Lagan-tol, 
Nala 

Ialadroni 

Stele 

AS 5, p. I 1 

joshi 140 

Lagan-tol, 
Kathmandu 

Indraji 12 

Gnoli 77 
Ptirnirna 4:2, 122 

joshi 141 

Bhrngireivara, 
Sunaguthi 

Stele 

Stele 

Stele 

Gnoli 78 
Joshi 142 

140 Sivadeva I1 

141 Sivadeva I1 

142 - 

Gorkha IP 1, p. 39 
Joshi 143 

LRvi 19 
Gnoli F2 
joshi 144 

Thimi 

143 Sivadeva I1 

144 Sivadeva I1 

145 Jayadeva I1 

Balambu Stele 

Stele 

Stele 

Gnoli 76 
joshi 145 

29 

- Pausa 

137 Jye&a 

Narayan Chaur, 
Naksal 

Gnoli 84 
Joshi 148 

Chyasal-tol, 
Patan 

lkv i  18 
Gnoli 79 
joshi 150 

Stele 

/aladroni 

Indraji 14 
Gnoli 80 
Joshi 152 

148 Pausa Minanitha, 
Patan 

Hendall 4 
Gnoli Addenda A, 2 

joshi 153 

jaisideval, 
Kathmandu 

Stele Indraji 15 
SS I :I, 1-7 
Gnoli 81 
joshi 155 

157 Kir t ika Paiupati 
compound 

148 Jayadeva I1 

LCvi 21 

Gnoli 83 
Ptirnirni 4 :4, 

360-364 
Joshi 156 

Narayan Chaur, 
Naksal 

Stele 
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150 - - - Gyaneswar, Stele 
Kathmandu 

JAOS 78 :4, inscr. 93 
AS 5, p. 16  
Joshi 154 

- Gorkha Stele 151 Jayadeva 11 - 

152 Jayadeva I1 - 

GAS pp. 13-14 
Joshi 157 

- Minanitha, Stele 

Patan 
Gnoli 85 
Joshi 149 

- Mrigasthali Urni-Maheivarn 

pedestal 
Kailash I :2, inscr. 2 

- Mahabauddha, Sivaduti/Viirihi 

Kathmandu image 
Kailash I :z, inscr. I 

532 Halambu Stele 

- Deopatan Jayavigiivari 

pedestal 
Kailash I :2, inscr. 3 

- Kumbheivara, Slab 

Patan 
Gnoli 88 
Joshi 159 

- Phutungaon, Stele 

Ralaju 

- Tusalgaon, Stele 

Hudhanilkantha 

Pulcho-bahil, Mandala 
Patan 

A P  I 
Joshi 46 

- Chabahil Mandala 

stupa compound 
Kailash r :2, inscr. 6 

- Dvitiyisiidha - Galla-bahal dharii, Slab 

Kathmandu 
Kailash r :2, inscr. 7 

- - Gana-bahal, Pedestal of 

Kathmandu imager 
A P  2 

Joshi loo 

- - Ihngamati-bahal, Stele 

Bungamati 
Joshi 147 
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Alro publirhed churyu Ruler deua Samuat A.L). Location 

- Dhvaka-bahal, Caitya <;noli Addenda A, I 

Josh1 1.33 Kathmandu 

- Chabahil 
stupa compound 

Clay seal 

- Ty agal-tol, 

Patan 
Caitya Joshi 163 - - 

Sivadeva I1 - 

Ganadeva - 

- 170 Kirtika 

- [NS.?] I72 

Minadeva I11 180 Migha 

- Sakhona, 

Lazimpat 
Stele 

- Ga-bahal, 

Patan 
ESR, p. 3 
Joshi 164 

746 Mangal Bazaar, 
Patan 

Water spout 

AAA 25. pp. MI 
Joshi 162 

756 Y angu-bahal, 
Patan 

Avalokiteivara 
pedestalC 

MN pt. 3, app. A, I 

AP 9 
Joshi 167 

Minadeva I11 - A$idha 

- 182 Agdha 

- 187 Migha 

- '94 

- 207 &idha 

- z p  Caitra 

- Tana-bahal, 

Kathmandu 
Visnu pedestal KSC p. 36 

Joshi 1% 

Kailash 1 :2, inscr. H 758 Su-bahal hiti, 
Patan 

Caitya 

Gnoli Addenda A,3 
Joshi 169 

770 Sitapaila Hock 

AS 5, p. rz 
Joshi 172 

783 Hanuman Dhoka 

818 Bhimanani, 
Hadigaon 

Pedestal ot 
image* 

Kailash 1 :z, inscr. 9 

Joshi 173 179 Raliraja 250 Pratham- 
asadha 

826 Dattedol, 
Motitar 
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180 b l a d e v a  271 Vaiiikha 847 Changu N i r i y a ~ a  Kirttikeya Gnoli Hg 

pedestal* Joshi 161 

- Bahili-tol, Jaladroni Gnoli 86 
Patan Joshi 158 

- Bhuvaneivara, Column of linga A P  8 
PaSupati shrine Joshi 170 

720 Mangal Bazaar, Stele 
Patan 

IP I ,  11.56 
Joshi 151 

- Mangal Bazaar, Ialadroni A P  1 1  

Patan Joshi 175 

- Paiupati Stele 

compound 
KSC p. 36 
Joshi 166 

186 - - - Sitapaila Rock Joshi 174 

- Bankali, Vanakili  Kailash I :2, inscr. 10 

Deopatan ( C i m u n d i )  

- Piiicadevala, Sivalinga 

Paiupati 

- Jumla Miniature clay A P  10 

caitya Joshi 171 

190 Manadeva IV 301 Vaiiikha 877 Kaisher Library Palm leaf ms. Himini  3 :2,21 
A N  p. 208 

Addcnda Published Era A . D .  Location 0 bject Notes 

191 M. P.  Khanal 1973: - - Chobar 

inscr. 37 

192 H. R. Joshi 1973: - - Stele 
inscr. 105 

193 <;. Vajracharya 19763: - - New York Bronze Buddha Stylistically 7th c. 

~nscr .  I (Slusser 1976) 

G. Vajracharya r g q a :  513 691 Cleveland Hronze Buddha Slusser 1976 
I Y 4  inscr. 2 



~ 
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'95 D. Vajracharya and 
Shrestha 1976: 
document I 

196 Manandhar 1977: 
86-87 

Hadigaon bricks Inscribed "M- 
m a h i i s a m i i n ~ ~ i u u a r m a ~  



APPENDIX V 

STHIROBH AVA-VAKYA 
(Prayers Read at the Consecration of a House) 

LITERALLY, "May-this-house-e~ldure sentences," the 
Stliirobhaua-udkya is a text of prayers, exhorta- 
tions, and injunctions to be recited by the priest 
for his client ( j i jamina)  at the consecration cere- 
mony (pankfha) of a newly built house. T h e  text 
has recently been published in pamphlet form in 
Newari by Shakya 1971 from a manuscript in the 
possession of Tirtha Raj, Rhimche-bahal, Patan. I 
am indebted to Messrs Boyd Michailovsky and 
G. Vajracharya for translating it. T h e  work is of 
considerable significance in illuminating the im- 
portance of divinity in the construction and main- 
tenance of a traditional Newar house. But it is 
equ;~lly rcvealing respecting the catholicity of wor- 
ship in Nepal Mandala. For  although the text is 
purl.'ortedly Buddhist, the Brahmanical, Vedic, 
and folk gods are fully as evident. 

T h e  initial third of the text is devoted to a repe- 
tition of the section of the Suayatn6hzi-purina that 
treats of the manifestation in the Kathmandu Val- 
ley of S v a y a m b h ~ ,  the Primordial Buddha, and of 
the 13odhisattva MaiijuBri's role as a Nepalese cul- 
ture hero (see Chapter 10). After noting that for 
the establishment of Kathmandu, MaiijuBri "cre- 
ated carpenters, bricklayers, masons, plasterers, 
roofers, wood-carvers, and other incarnations of 
ViSvakarma," and that "wood, bricks, clay, stone, 
and plaster also were provided," the text then pro- 
ceeds to the business at hand, the consecration of 
the newly constructed Newar house. 

"0 well-born son! Any man in Nepal, whether 
he be a philanthropist or not, should build a house 
as follows: assemble carpenters and brickmakers 
and other incarnations of ViBvakarm,? as neces- 

sary. Then, choosing an auspicious time, prepare 
and bake bricks. Have the auspiciously ordained 
foundation laying ceremony and lay the founda- 
tion, putting in a fish, a turtle, an elephant, a horse 
[that is, models thereof], and a golden lotus. Then 
build a magnificent house with the proper auspi- 
cious marks and proportions. If a man does this, 
I call him great. 

"Thus if anyone builds the following [here is a 
detailed list of structures that are essentiallyl: mon- 
astery, temple, palace, chariot for the gods, house, 
rest house, fountain, pond or well, or i f  anyone 
makes a pavement of brick or stone, or makes a 
caitya of brick, stone, clay, or the mixture of eight 
metals, or makes an image of one of the various 
gods, then when it is finished, at the time of the 
ceremony of infusing life, the homa sacrifice and 
the ten ceremonies should be performed. [Then 
follow two rather inapposite Sanskrit verses.] 

"0 my client! You have built a house to live in; 
your house is finished. I call you great. 0 client, 
may your construction always remain firm. May 
all the gods protect it for as long as the gods live 
on  Mount Meru, as long as the Ganges flows on 
this earth, and as long as the sun and the moon 
rise in the sky! 

"0 client, many lucky signs must be present and 
many rules of proportion must be observed when 
a house is built. I will tell you how many lucky 
signs have to be present when a house is built. 
First, the smoke of the brick-kiln goes up to heav- 
en and the 330 million gods smell it and ask 
where it came from; the king of gods, Indra, tells 
them that it is the smell of smoke made on earth 
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by an ambitious man who is firing bricks to build 
a house to stay in; and the gods, hearing him, 
immediately give their blessing: 'Fortunate and 
upright man! May this house be well-favored; 
may it be durable; may it be without flaw; may 
it be a dwelling place of Laksmi; may the builder 
live long; may his heart's desire be fulfilled!' 0 
client, that is why I call one who can build a 
house one who has accomplished a worthy goal, 
0 well-born. 

"Now, 0 well-born, I will recite the auspicious 
marks of the house. First, I regard the [nature of 
the] foundation as if the Serpent King, Sesa, sup- 
ported it. T h e  basement stones must be like bulls; 
the main pillars are Siva; the capitals of the pillars 
are Pirvati; the sleepers on the top of the walls 
are the Eight Bhairavas; the ceiling joists are the 
Eight Mother Goddesses. T h e  threshold is the 
veldla; the right-hand side of the doorframe is Sim- 
ghini, the left is Byaghini [the dikinis Simhavak- 
tra and Vyighravaktri]; the lintel is Candarnahi- 
rosana; the two door leaves are Siva-Sakti. The  
key to unlatch the door is GaneSa; the bolt is Kar- 
malekha; the peg in the latch is Kiimegvara, the 
latch chain is Vidhati, the socket for the latch is 
Dharmalaksmi, the lock Sthiralaksmi, the key Mok- 
salaksmi. . . . T h e  stairs are the Seven Sages, the 
trap doors over the stairs are Jay: and Vijayi. If 
there are three windows under the eaves they :ire 
Buddha, Dharma, and Samgha. If there are five 
windows under the eaves they are the Five Tatha- 
gatas. T h e  grille window [ t i k i j h ~ i ]  is Vidhihari- 
hara. T h e  ridge of the roof is Vajrasattva. The  
ridge pole is Vairocana. T h e  rafters are the Sixty- 
four Yoginis. T h e  struts supporting the eaves are 
Garuda. T h e  beam supporting the rafters is a 
Niigarija; the [ ? ]  is his queen. The  [ ? I  are the 
twenty-eight lunar mansions and the [ ? I  are the 
twelve signs of the zodiac. T h e  laths laid over the 
rafters under the tiles are clouds, the mud mortar 
is the sky, and the bricks are stars. T h e  sleepers un- 

der the left-hand door jamb are Candra, those un- 
der the right-hand jamb, Sfirya. The  roof is the 
umbrella of the house. The  ground floor is the un- 
derworld, the middle story is the world of mortals, 
the top story is heaven, and the igama is moksu 
[deliverance] for those who practice religion. 

"0 well-born! May your construction be durable 
with the concurrence of so many gods. Now I will 
tell you about establishing Grhalaksmi in your 
house. The  broom is Hriihrnani, the winnowing 
basket is MaheSvari, the grindstone is Kaumiri  
and its stone roller, Vaisnavi; the pestle is Varihi, 
the mortar is Tndrani, the big earthern water pot 
is Camunda; the long-necked drinking water ves- 
sel is Mahalaksmi, the strong-room is Vasundhara- 
laksmi, the pint measure is a yakla, the gallon 
measure is Kubera, the cooking stove is Vajra- 
yogini, the roasting pan is Musinadevatii, the stor- 
age pot is Kilika, the rice-cooking pot is Maha- 
kala, the pulse cooking pot is Kumira, and the 
scale is Dharmarija. 

"These are the forms of Grhalaksmi. T o  make 
your house durable you must follow the traditions 
and develop religious thoughts, improve your 
character, and perform the customary rites of the 
householder. 

"If you want to know how long your house, 
with all the proper signs and proportions, should 
last, let it last as long as the sun rises in the east 
and sets in the west, as long as seeds sprout in the 
earth, as long as water flows downward, and as 
long as stars twinkle in the sky. 

"0 well-born, may the merit of your good deed 
help you to attain the four goals of life, the seven 
kinds of well-being, the eight kinds of property, 
and rid you of the eight terrors. May you develop 
truly religious thoughts and may your mind be 
elevated to all the truths. May you have good for- 
tune and happiness in all ten directions and at all 
three times [past, present, and future]. Good luck 
to the whole world." 





BIBLIOGRAPHY 

THERE ARE many Nepalese periodicals devoted ex- 
clusively to national history and culture. Many 
others of more general scope publish articles on 
these subjects. Most of those published between 
about 1950 and 1965 are in Nepali. A few include 
contributions in Sanskrit and English. Beginning 
about 1965, a number of English or multilanguage 
periodicals began to appear, including Iorcrnal of 
Tribhuvan University (1965), Ancient Nepul 
( I  967), Nepal Review (196R), Kailash (1972), 
Contributions to Ncpalcse Studies (1974), and 
lournu1 of the Nepal Research Centre (1977). 
Only a few of these journals are familiar outside 
the country. Many of the earlier Nepali-language 
ones were short-lived; their issues tended to be 
sporadic, and publication discontinuous. Yet it is 
particularly these obscure periodicals of the fifties 
and sixties that contain the bulk of important re- 
search respecting the nation's past. They are sup- 
plemented by important contributions to Corkha- 
patru, the leading Nepali-language newspaper, and 
by numerous paperbound leaflets published by di- 
verse committees, groups, concerns, and private 
persons. T o  facilitate using the following bibliog- 
raphy a descriptive list of the most important pe- 
riodicals follows. It is preceded by a list of some 
of the groups by which they were published. 

PUBLISHERS 

Dharmidaya sabh5 (Committee for the Develop- 
ment of Religion) 

Himavatsamskrti-saiicilaka-samiti (Committee for 
the Diffusion of Himalayan Culture) 

Itihasa-prak54a-mandala (History Publication 
Circle) 

Itihisa-prakiSa-samgha (History Publication Corn- 
munity) 

Jagadambi prakiiana (Jagadambi Publications) 
Nepali bhisiprakiiini samiti (Committee for 

Nepali Language Publication) 
Nepila-itihisa-vikisa-samiti (Committee for the 

Development of Nepalese History) 
Nepila-samskrtika-parisad (Institute of Ncpalesc 

Culture) 
Ratna Pustak Hhandar (The  Jewel Bookstore) 
Samiodhana-mandala (The  Correction Circle) 
Yogapracirini (Committee for Yoga Publicity) 

PERIODICALS 

Abhilekha-samgraha (Collected Inscriptions). A 
Nepali-language quarterly devoted to the publi- 
cation of hitherto unpublished Nepalese inscrip- 
tions. Published in Kathmandu by Sambdhana-  
mandala in twelve parts, from v.s. 2018 Vaiiikha 
through 2020 Magha (April [+I-January 1964). 
Parts I,  2, 5-12 are edited by eight members of 
the Samjodhana-mandala; Part 3 by Gautam- 
vajra Vajracharya and Mahesh Raj Pant; Part 4 
by Nayanath Paudel. Most of the entries are 
collectively authored, and are listed in the bibli- 
ography under the name of the journal. 

Aitihisika-patrasamgraha (Collected Historical 
Papers). A collection of historical documents to- 
gether with analysis and commentary. Published 
in Nepali in Kathmandu by the Nepila-sam- 
skrtika-parisad. Part I ,  v.s. 2014 (1957), edited by 
Dhanavajra Vajracharya and Gyanmani Nepal, 
consists of letters from the Shah Period, dating 
from Prithvi Narayan to Girvan Yuddha; it also 
doubles as numbers 4 and 5 of Nepdla-samskrtika 
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pari!ad-patriiji. Part 2, V.S. 2021 (1964), edited by 
Ramji Tewari and others, is devoted primarily 
to treaties and other documents of the Malla 
period. 

Ancient Nepal (Pricina Nepal). Journal of the 
Department of Archaeology of His Majesty's 
Government, Kathmandu. It  is a quarterly be- 
ginning October 1967 and is numbered serially 
without volume numbers. It  is largely in Nepali, 
but contains a few contributions in English. 

Contributions to Nepalese Studies. A quarterly that 
began with volume I ,  number r in 1974. It  is 
published at Kictipur by Tribhuvan University. 
Contributions are in Nepali and English. 

Himini  (Snowdrift). A Nepali-language quarterly 
published by Nepili  siihitya samsthina in Kath- 
mandu beginning v.s. 2019 to about 2027 (1961- 
1968). Its editors were La.in Singh Bangdel, 
Chudanath Bhattaraya, Satya Mohan Joshi, and 
Kedarman Vyathit. 

Himauatsams~rti (Himalayan Culture). A bilin- 
gual (largely Nepali, some Sanskrit) quarterly 
devoted to Himalayan culture and history. Pub- 
lished in Kathmandu by Himavatsamskrti-safi- 
ciilaka-samiti, its editors were Buddhisagar Para- 
juli and others. Publication ran from v.s. 2016 
Aivina through 2016 Philguna (September 
1959-February 1960), but it ceased to appear af- 
ter three issues. 

Itihrisa-samiodhana (History Correction). Nepali- 
language pamphlets published in Kathmandu 
by Sams'odhana-mandala. T h e  series is chiefly 
devoted to the rectification of errors in the in- 
terpretation of Nepalese history by means of 
sound research supported by documentary proof. 
T h e  pamphlets were issued irregularly from v.s. 
2017 As'vina through 2025 Pausa (September 
1960-January 1969), and numbered serially from 
51 through 68. T h e  series represents a continua- 
tion of the first fifty papers, which were collected 
with other materials in book form, Itihisa-sam- 
iodhanako pramina-prameya, edited by D. Vaj- 
racharya 1962, and often referred to as ISPP. 

layanti (Birthday Anniversary). A Nepali-lan- 
guage monthly digest concerned with Nepalese 
language and literature, published by Kamala 
Pathika in Kathmandu since v.s. 2027 Jyestha 
(May-June 1970). 

Iorrrnal of Tribhuvan University. A quarterly of 
general interest that began with volume I,  num- 
ber I in 1965. Published by Tribhuvan Univer- 
sity at Kathmandu and Kirtipur (the new cam- 
pus). Contributions are in English and Nepali. 

Iournal of the Nepal Research Centre. Publication 
began in 1977 with volume I,  number r at Kath- 
mandu under the editorship of Wolfgang 
Voight. Contributions are in English, Nepali, 
and other languages. 

Kailash. A quarterly devoted to Himalayan studies 
published by Ribliotheca Himalayica under the 
editorship of H. Kulgy beginning 1972 with vol- 
ume I ,  number I. Contributions are in English, 
Nepali, and Tibetan. 

Madhuparka (Offering). A general digest in Ne- 
pali, beginning about 1969. 

Maryidi  (Social Customs). A general digest in 
Nepali, numbered serially, beginning about 

7975. 
Nepal Review. A n  English-language monthly pub- 

lished at Kathmandu by Voice of Nepal, edited 
by Tirtha Bahadur Shrestha. It  began in 1968 
with volume I ,  number I. Publication was sus- 
pended about 1970. 

Nepal-samsrj.rtika pari!ad-patriki (Journal of the 
Institute of Nepalese Culture). A quarterly de- 
voted to the publication of articles on Nepalese 
and Indian culture. It  was published in Kath- 
mandu under the editorship of Ishwar Raral in 
two volumes of five numbers from V.S. 2009 to 
2010 (1952-1953). V o ~ u m e  I contains number I ;  

volume 2, numbers 2-5, of which the last two 
parts double as Part I of Aithisika-patrasam- 

G u ~ h i .  
Nepil i .  A cluarterly concerning Nepalese culture, 

serially numbered and ~ubl i shed  from v.s. 2016 
Kirtika (1959) in Patan by Madan Purskar 
Guthi. 

Pragati (Progress). A monthly literary journal 
edited by Narayan Baskota appearing irregular- 
ly in Kathmandu since the ~ublicat ion of vol- 
ume I in v.s. 2010 (1953). 

Prupita (Waterfall). Publication began with vol- 
ume I ,  v.s. 2027 (1971). 

Purnimi (Full Moon). A Nepali-language quar- 
terly of impeccable scholarship devoted exclu- 
sively to publishing the historical and cultural 
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research OF Samiodhana-mandala. It has been on subjects of political, economic, cultural, and 
published continuously in Kathmandu beginning general intellectual interest. 
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INDEX 

In lieu of a glossary, this index lists, in English alphabet- 
ical order, one or more occurrences that explain or define 
all the Nepali, Newari, and Sanskrit terms used in  the text. 

Abhayamalla, ruler ca. A.D. 1216-1255, 73 
Abhilekhesamgraha, 396 
Abhira Guptas, 20, 26-30, 39, 78, 87, 107, 109, 176, 264, 

275, 3631150. See d r o  Bhaumagupta; Jisnugupta; 
Visnugupta 

Abhira peoples, 27 
Abhiri, 381-1145 
abhi~cka, 59n50,261,355,358,377,378,380 
ricih-luyegu (ricciryribhbeka) ,296 
ricijti, see k a r m i c i y a  
ic irya,  287n106 
Acharya, Baburam, 13n75,385 
Adilata (Court) Bhairava, see Kilabhairava 
Adamantine Way, see Buddhism, Vajrayina 
adhinlrira, adhii[anzrira, 382 
Adibuddha, 153,272, 370 
Adinitha, 370 
Adityagupta, 29n87 
Adityamalla, Khasa king, 257 
Adityasena of Magadha, 32 
Aditya Visnu, 240 
Aducnturcs of Surat Bajra, 29on119 
rigarna, iganrachefn ( p i @  kotha), 133, 135, 138, 193, 202, 

216, 282 
riganras, ~ a i v a  texts, I 17 

Agastya, 352, 356, 365 
Agela marn~clos (be1 fruit, wood apple), 257n179 
Agency for International Development, United States 

(AID Mission), xi, 5, 31ong 
aghora ?,zirrti, 236 
Agni. 121, 217, 260, 264, 266-267, 344, 383 
Agnihotras, 266 
Agnipura, 266, 300 
AgniiHli, 121, 266 
Agniyogini, 216, 327 
agriculture, 5, 7, 12, 17, 37, 219. See d s o  rice culture 

ahiniyaka, 292 
AID Mission, U.S., see Agency for International 

Development 
Aihole, 184 
Airivata, 268, 284 
Ajanta, 50,153n78,184,185,304n179 
ajimis (grandmothers), 216,307-349 passim. See also 

mother goddesses; Mother Goddesses 
A-kam-bu-kam, 374n1 33 
Akiia (Sky) Bhairava, 238,341 
Akiiayogini, Pulchok, Patan, 325 
A-ki.po-li, 358 
Aksobhya, 272, 273,291,300 
Alaki, 361 
'Ali ud-din Khalji, 68 
alcohol, in tantric worship, 217, 232, 233, 235, 238, 262, 

273,308, 3'4. 339 
Alko-hiti, Patan: caitya, 273-274, 285; gateway, 100 

Allahabad pillar inscription, 9, 21, 31nro5 
almanac, see paticiriga 
imalaka, 148, 172, 173, 179, 180, 185, 186 
an~inta,  lunar month, 382, 384 
Amarakoia, 90 
Amaramalla, Kathmandu ruler, 339 
Amarapura, 368, 371. See also Bungamati 
Amarivati, 175 
anlivisyi ,  382, 383 
Ambiki, 330 
ambulatory temples, see khafa; ratha 
Amitibha (Amitiyus), z37n95, 272, 273, 301, 373 
ammonites, fossil, see iilagrinras 
Amoghapiia Lokeivara, 145, 293 
Amoghasiddhi, 272, 274, 355, 359 
a?n!.ta, 225, 246, 251, 350, 351, 353 
Amrtadc\.a, ruler ca. A.D. I 174-1178, 125 
Amiuvarman ( ~ m S u v a r m i ) ,  ruler ca. A.D. 605-621, 25-27; 

and Rhrukuti, 33; Buddhist nlonks extol, 274; 
Bungamati inscription of, 114, 368,377n146~388n24: 
capital city of, 87, 107; and Changu Nirlyana, 252-251; 
character of, 26; fame of, 27; as Goxi ,  33; Hadigaon 
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An~iuvarn~an  (AmSuvarmi) (con:.) 
inscriptions of, 114, 116-118, 121, 123; ignored in 
folklore and legend, 45; and Kailisakuta-bhavana, 31, 
108, 162, 261; Licchavi palaces restored by, 122; lineage 
of, 25, 30; and Minadeva Samvat, 26-27, 388-389; and 
Minagrha, 116-117, 260, 317, 318; memorial shrine to, 
169.170; mentioned, 29,32,34, 191,337; and Nepal 
reference, 9; nonsectarianism of, 26, 219, 242, 252-254, 
274; and Paiupatinitha devotion, see Paiupatinitha; 
pious donations of, 26, 164, 165, 166, 168, 242, 252-254; 
and Sanskrit, 26, 27; script modified in reign of, 394; 
as Srikilah5bhimini, 26-27, 39, 75, 169, 191; titles of, 

25,26 
Amiuvarman Samvat, see Mlnadeva Samvat 
Anahavrateivara, 225-226 
Ananda, disciple, 13, 271 
Anandadeva I, ruler ca. A.D. 1147-1166, 44, 54n18, 101, 

104, 124,204,346 
Anandadeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 1308-1320,55 
Ananta (Sesa), Cosmic Serpent, 242, 248, 249, 255, 350, 

3537 359. 422 
Anantalirigeivara, 86n17,226,247n134 
Anantamalla, ruler ca. A.D. 1274-1307, 52112, 55, 73, 230 
Ananta Priya, Malla queen, 300 
Anantapura temple, 300 
Anantaiayin, see jalaiayana Niriyana 
ananta urata, 205,226n36 
ancestor veneration, 218. See also irriddha 
anda (garbha, kuntbha), 151-153 
d'Andrade, Father, 268 
androgyny, 224, 250,338 and n151,342n169,379. 

See also Laksmi-Visudeva; Siva, Ardhaniriivara 
Aneka-rimavarddhana, 56,58,61 
Angkor, Cambodia, 186 
Aniko (Arniko), 71, 75 
AnikoIArniko Raj Marg (Kodari Road), 4n6, 14 
animals, sacrificial, see buffalo, water; cock; goat; pig; 

sacrifice, animal 
animism, 216 
Aniruddha, 244, 245 
inkhijhyi, 140, I R Z  
Annals of thc T a n g  Dynasty, 32, 36 
anna-priiana, 21 8 
Annapirna: goddess, 323, 325,327, 348, 351, 352; 

mountain, 156, 351; temple of, Kathmandu, 144 
anti-nominianism, 315, 340-341. See also urimicrira / 

Anuparama, 28, 38n145, 176.177, 220 

Anuradhapura, Ceylon, 186 

Arabic, 69, 193, 3939 395n33 
arcl)aeology, surface and subsurface, xii, 8, 18, 39, 86n17, 

88nzz,92, 9697,99, 101, 104,106, 113, 118,161,163, 

architecture, 127-187; continuum of type, 127, 160, 161, 
182.184; correspondence of, Licchavi and Malla, 179.187; 
documentation of early, 161-169; effect of exclusion 
policy on, 127; Licchavi Period, 38-39, 127, 161.187; 
Malla Period, 75-76, 127-160, 161-178 passin], 179-1 87, 
188-208 parsisn; Malla Period, Ea,rly, 137, 161, 163-165 
167, 168, 174; manuals of, 94, 129-130; merit seeking, 
effect on, 12, 129, 153.155, 203-204, 218-219, 229-230; 
monastic, 136-141, 165-167; motifs of, on caityas, 
172-173, 179-182, 185; Newar-style, 130-147; nonsectarian 
aspect of, 128, 148; "pagoda style," 129; post-and-lintel 
(trabeate), 129, 173, 180, 186; revised dating of extant, 
51, 75-76, 184; ritual aspects of, 129, 13ong, 133-134, 
191, 192, 196, 202, 230, 354, 421-422; sacred and secular 
sharing of monuments, 128, 138, 159; of Shah Period, 
78-79, 127, 208-209 (see also palaces, Shah and Ra.na; 
Rana oligarchy, mansions of the); shared with India, 
129-130, 179-180, 184-187; Transitional Period, 48, 50.51, 
148, 161-187 passim. See also caityas; dharmairilis; 
domed temples; n~alhas; Newar house; Newar-style 
architecture; Newar-style temple; palaces; pillars; 
platforms; ratna derrl; jikhara temples; stupas; temples; 
uihrirar; water-related monuments; and specific 
architectural terms and names of monuments 

archives, palace, destruction of, 198, 202 

Ardhaniriivara, see Siva, Ardhaniriivara 
ardharijya/duairrijya, 44 
arhat, 287 
Arimalla I, ruler ca. A.D. 1200-1216, 53, 54, 73-74 
Arimalla 11, ruler ca. A.D. 1320-1344, 55, 56, 114 
Arimalla, son of Yaksamalla, 57, 61-62 
Arini-Sili, see Bhairava-iili 
Arjuna, Pindava prince, 9, 240 
Arjunadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1361-1381, 58, 125, 299 
Arniko, see Aniko 
art / the arts, see architecture; dance /dance dramas; 

drama; language; literature; metallurgical arts; music; 
painting; poetry; scripts; sculpture: typological, 
stylistic, and iconographic considerations; stone 
carving; wood carving 

Arthaiistra, 5n12, 9 
artisan culture, 127n1 
Aruna, 265 
Arun River, 10 

riryabhi&srr, 275 
Arya Bu-kham, 369, 371 
Arya-ghat, 229, 351 
Aryivalokiteivara, 369 
Aryivalokiteivaranitha, 36911105 
riryauati, I 54 
isanas, 214, 267, 273 
Ashok caityas, sec caityas 
Ashok stupas, sce Agokan stupas, Patan 



Aioka, Mauryan emperor, 13,96, 104, 150, 271, 277-279 
ASoka Ganeia, 25511x72, 263, 326, 327 
AIokan pillars, 13 
Aiokan slupas, Patan, 13, 96, 149-153, 174, 175, 278-280, 

304 
aioka tree, 263 
airamas, 297 
Assam, 10,308, 370 
Astabhairava, 328, 345, 422 
Astaganeia, 328 
astamahibhaya, 359 
asfamangala, 145, 146 
Astamitrkis (Eight Mothers), see Mother Goddesses 
Aflarillasri~i-PrajriipOrami~, 282 
astral bodies, 344-345. See also Navagraha 

asuras, 225,259,263,309,330,332, 351,363 
aiuamedha yajria, 246-247 
Aivinas, 253 
AtiSa, 45, 281, 301 
i tman,  302, 352 
aul, see malaria 
aunsi, 305 
Aurangzeb, 203 
auspicious days, 383 
Avalokiteivara (Karunimaya, Lokanitha, Lokeivara, 

Padmapini): 280, 283; absorption of other deities, 
368-369; association with Five Tathigatas, 273; 
attendant of Gautama Buddha, 280,283-284; as Changu 
Nir iyana,  253; as creator of Gorakhanitha, 367; cult of, 
39, 49, 219, 220; diadem of, 283, 286; early images, 
272n6; Eight Miracles of, 362-363; EkadaSamukha, 293; 
emergence of new forms 05 293; as a fish, 369,376; as 
Four Brothers, 342n169,372, 37911165; fusion with 
Paiupatinitha, 227; fusion with Siva, 283; and 
Jitaka-ajimi, 362-363; Luminous Lord of Infinite 
Compassion, 283,359; and Ma~tsyendranitha, 283,368- 
369, 370-380 pass in^; mentioned, 252, 285, 353; 
popularity, 280-281, 283; pralambapidi~ana, 273; shrines 
proper to, 137, 138; as Sin~hasir tha Bahu, 2831184; 
stylistic considerations, 283; and sicimukha, 284; 
T i rd  as consort and confederate, 282 

iuarana, 169.170, 177, 186, 226 
avatar (auatira), 245. See also V i ~ n u ,  avatars 
arual, see malaria 
axis mrrndi, I 57, I 58, 351 

iyigapata, 154, 175 
Ayodhyi, 318 
Ayudhapurusa, 243, 284 

Bada Guruju, 313 
Badami, 184 
Badrinitha ( ~ o ~ i n i t h a d e v a )  temple, Bhaktapur, 207 
Bagalamukhi, 323, 328 

Ijagtlwar (Dagmaridvira), 351 
Hagh Bhairab (Vyighreivara), 236, 325 
Haghini, sre Singhini and naghini 
Bagmati, 3, 6, Bnq ,  85, 88, 229, 232, ~ ~ 4 3 ,  350-352 
bahi (bahal), see uihiras 
bahi-bahi, type of vihira, 137-139. See alro vihiras 
bahi-pLi@, 305 
bahi (bahil) ,  sre vihiras 
bahidyo-boyequ, 303-304,360, 363,364 
Bihra-barsa Inir ,  set Twelve-year Wcll 
bahun, see Brahmans 
baiga, r 33 
baij ,  68 
Bajracharya, see Vajracharya 
Bikisura, 249 
Bala (Balisura), 247, 363 
Balabala (Balabhadra), 284 
Ralasaturdaii (Bala's Fourteenth, Satbij), 247, 342, 363 
Baladeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1048-1060, 23, 31, 44, 106 
Baliiha, 363 
Balaju, 156, 353; ajimi, 342 

Bilakaumiri, 315n41,326,334-337,342,345,348,379n765 
bilakha piiica, 362 
Balambu village, 86, 108n134, 120.122, 261 
Balarima, q 2 ,  244, 248, 249, 259, 284 
Bilirjunadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 9th cent., 41, 44 
Bala's Fourteenth, see Balacaturdaii 
Bilasvimin, 336. See also Kirttikeya 
bali, bdidan, d i n a ,  volidina, 217. See d ~ o  sacrifice, animal 
Bali, demon king, 3 6  
Balirija, ruler ca. A.D. 826, 23, 31, 44, 123 
Bilkumiri,  see Bilakaumiri 
Bal-yul, 341-1123 
Bina, 9,38, 121, 304 
Banda, Sundarananda, 196 
Bandegaon stupa, 276 
Bandhudatta, 368, 370-378 p k n z  
Banepa: 7, 1 1 ,  44, 61, 61. 85, 179; nobles of, 54-56, 59, 

60, 61, 124, 126; Sivalinga shrine of, 170 
Banepa Kingdom, see Bhotarijya 
Banerjee, N. R., I70 
Bangala pavilion, Hanuman Dhoka, 197 
Bangdel, Lain Singh, 79 
Bankali mtrkhalitiga, 225 
Banmili,  see G i t h i  
banner paintings, see painting, banner 
banners, linking temple and palace, 232 
Barbacho Dhoka, Bhaktapur, 102 

bare (bandya, banhra), see Buddhism, carte luandya 
bare-chuyegu (czidi-karma), 266, 296. See also tonsure 
Basantapur, see Vasantapura 
Basarh, 21. See also Vaiiili 
basil (tulasi),  257n179 
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Basundhara, see Vasudhir i  
Bauddha, see Bodhnitha 
beams, beam ends, 132-135 
bet fruit, 257n17g 
bell ( g h a n f i ) ,  in Vajrayina Buddhism, 296-298,302 
bells: dancers', 262-263, 304; as earrings, 259, 260; in 

Taleju worship, 76, 198, 203, 207 
Benares (Varanasi), 65, 77, 199, 201, 203, 226, 348 
Bendall, Cecil, 19 
Bcndall, Vamiivali,  see Gopilarija-uamjivali 
Bengal, 46, 93, 120, 248, 266, 270, 281, 283, 301, 308, 313, 

327. See also Magadha 
Bengali, 392 
Bernier, Ronald, 186nrog 
Bhid-, Bhitgaon, 102. See also Bhaktapur 
Bhadradhivisa-bhavana, 108, 1 9 ,  123 
Bhadrakili, 101, 317, 331,342, 343. See also Lumarhi- 

ajirni; Mother Goddesses 
Bhagadatta lineage, 32, 33 
Bhagauata Purina, 197, 248 
Bhagavati (Bhagwati), 216, 241, 260, 273,309; other 

deities worshiped as, 216, 241, 260; of Paslanchok, 121, 
309; set of four, 309-310. See also Durg2 

Bhigir ima Pradhininga,  63, 205, 206 
Bhagiratha, sage, 156 
Bhagiratha Bhaiyi, 63, 203, 257, 259 
Bhagvanlal Indraji, 176 
Bhaideval (Viivanitha,) temple, Patan, 203 
bhairaua, 223 
Bhairava, 235-239; abodes of, 235-236; aghora aspect of 

caturtnukhalingas, 236; antiquity of in Valley, 239; as 
attendant of state Kumiri ,  313nzg, 314; as Bheda-singa, 
236; cult of, 235-239; in cult of Mi t rk i s  / mother 

goddesses, 235, 236, 238, 308, 323, 324, 326, 328, 335, 
337,341,343,345,347-348; display of images, 268; 
as divine witness, 237; fusion with Bhimasena, 259; 
fusion with Buddhist Mahiki la ,  291-292; ghora aspect 
of Siva, 223; iconic and aniconic forms, 235-237; in 
Matsyendranitha cult, 372, 373; pervasiveness of, 222, 
235; as pitha devari, 326-348 passim; sanctums and 
temples appropriate to, 142, 259, 326; serpents associated 
with, 236,359; shrines paired with Sakti, 327; symbol 
of locomotive force, 235, 237, 372, 373; Taumadhi-to1 
temple, Bhaktapur, 207; and wetila, 362. See also 
Kila Bhairava; Pacali Hhairava; Sveta Bhairava'; 
Vyighreivara (Bagh Bhairab) 

Bhairava- (Sadaiiva-) chok, Bhaktapur palace, 206 
Bhairavanitha, 367 
Bhairava- (Arini-) iili ,  236, 23911101 
Bhairavi, 323, 328, 348 
Bhai~ajyaguru (Bhaisajya-Lokeivara), 28611101 
bhajana, 138, 302 

bhikhi ,  bhir i ,  393. See a l ~ o  Newari language and 
literature 

bhakra, 102 

Bhaktagrima, 102 

Bhaktapur (Bhadgaon, Bhatgaon), 100-1 04, I 24-126,204- 
208; Buddhism in, 16, 294, 302; as capital city, 44, 54, 
87, 1.73, 124-126; as city-state, 62, 63-76 passim, 204-208; 
conservatism of, 104; contemporary aspects of, 14-17 
passim, 104; described, 100-104; duality 02 101, 103, 
339n158; extent of, 102; fragmentary architectural 
remains in, 178; Hindu character of, 16, 103; history of, 
100-104; Kumir i  institution, 311-316 parsinz; Lingiyata 
sect in, 234; as mandala to wa'lk on, 346; mafhas in, 
103, 136, 141, 234-235; names of, 100-102; and 
Navadurgi, 340, 344-348; as Palace of the Serpent, 353; 
piricadina ceremony in, 302; population of, 83; R ima  
worship in, 247. 250; Shah conquest and occupation, 
77; walls and gateways of, 102-103, 326-327, 345-348 
passim. See also Tripura, palace and dynasty 

bhaati, 214 
bhaativada, 67, 75 
bhin (hemp), 214, 339 
bhindaniyaka, 162,163n7 
Bhindireivara, 230-231 
bhandarkhal (bhindarakhila), 135, 199, 200, 202,230 
Bhanubhakta, 79 
Bharadhvija: astronomical system, 382; the rishi, 365 
Bhiravi, 168 
Bharhut, 164 
BhiZvamjiuali,  19, 245. See also vamiiualis 
Bhiskaradeva, ruler c a  A.D. 1045-1048, 41, 44,318 
Bhiskaramalla, Kathmandu ruler, 195, 254, 328 
Bhasrneivara, 227 
Bhitbhatini (Mopatadyo), 364-365 
bharta, I I I nr 66 
Bhattacharyya, Deepak, 29211125 
bhaytidhikirana, 38 
bhat&raaa, honorific of Paiupatinitha, 116 
Bhaumagupta (Bhirma-, Bhirmi-), 28-30, 176, 246,258, 

388. See also Abhira Guptas 
bhauvijhyi (cat window), 131, 135 
Bhavini, 308,316,319. See also D u r g i  
bharuans (bhavana), 84. See also Rana oligarchy, mansions 
Bheda-singa, 222, 236 
bhikju, 287. See also Buddhism, monastic communities 
Bhimarnalla, 70 
bhinzaratha, 143 
Bhimirjunadeva, Licchavi puppet ruler, 28, 29, 30, 33, 39, 

40, 108, 109, 2281153 
Bhimasena, 142, 158, 177, 241, 258-259, 326 
"Bhinisen's Folly" (Dharah i r i ) ,  78 
Bhogadevi, sister of Amiuvarman, 32 
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Bhogavarman, nephew of Amiuvarman, 30,32, 254 
Bhogini, Licchavi queen 1 name of coin, 262 
Bhota (Bhot, Bhotah, Bhotta, Bhauttah), 34-35. See also 

Banepa; Bhofarijya; Tibet / Tibetans 
Bhotarijya (Kingdom of Banepa), 34-35,54, 5p61. 63. 

See also Banepa; Rimavarddhanas 

Bhote, 9n36,34 
bhoto, 375,378, 379 
Bhoto-jitri, 375 
Bhrngi, 179 
Bhrukuti (Bhrikuti, Brbtsun, Khricuna), Nepali princess, 

33-35 
Bhiidevi, see Prthvi 
Bhujimmola (Bhujinmol), 174, 193, 236. 395 
Bhlkadyo, 246,345. See also Vi~nu,  Variha avatar 
bhukti, 86 
Bhiimagupta, sec Bhaumagupta 
Bhumara, 184 
Bhumbhukkiki, 242 
Bhimigupta, see Bhaumagupta 
bhtitnikampa, 246 
bhrimis, I 53 
Bhumivarman, undocumented ruler, 107 
Bhipilendramalla, Kathmandu ruler, 176, 195, 252-254 
Bhipatindramalla, Bhaktapur ruler, 157, 204-207 
Bhutan, Newars in, 11 

bhitas, 216,333,362 
Bhiteivara, 223 
Bhuvanalaksmeivara (Kig-, Kikeivara Mahideva) 

temple, Kathmandu, 195 
Bhuvanalaksmi, Malla queen, 195 
bhvanta, 124, 126 
Bihar state, India, 8, 46, 153n79, 270, 271, 281, 283, 301, 

392. Sec also Magadha 
Bikram Samvat (B.s.), see Vikrama S q v a t  (v.s.) 
Bisket-jitri, 97, 103, 33911158, 343 
Black Death, 14n81,7jn148 
Blacksmith's Queen, 73 
blood sacrifice, see sacrifice 
Blue Antlais, 90 

boar, 245,246, 325 
Boar avatar, see Visnu, Variha avatar 
Bode village, 340 
Bodhgayi, 48,148, 279 
Bodhisattvas, sec Buddhism, Bodhisattvas. See also 

Avalokiteivara; Maitreya; Mafijuiri; Vajrapini 
Bodhnitha (Khisi ,  Khisau, Khisti, Bauddha): 

architecture of, 149, 152, 154, 171, 175; history of, 38, 
150, 167, 174, 277-278; reliquary of K5iyapa Buddha, 
151; in set of four stupas, 276; Tibetan association, 71, 

I757 290 
bol<sis (witches), 216, 220, 333-334, 336, 365 

boulders, as objects of worship, 216, 2171110, 223, 234-236. 
238-2409 263, 323, 324, 331 

bracket capitals, 173, 180, 183, 185 
Brahmi, 142, 3 0 ,  242, 250, 263-264, 284, 285, 2E6n102, 

302,303, 322,353,364,365, 373 
Brihmacirin, 297 
Brihn~ani, 147, 322,325, 341, 342, 364,422 
Brahmanism / Hinduism, 38-39, 49, 5960, 6669, 72-74, 

95, IOtIOj, 213, 214, 222-264, 274, 284, 230. See d o  
Durgi;  Mother Goddesses; nonsectarianism; 
Paiupatinitha; Sikta; Siva; Vedic tradition; Visnu 

Brahmans (Brihmana, Brahmins, bahun), 8, 46,66,69, 
213, 227, 228, 230, 247, 255, 287-288, 296, 297, 305, 341 

brahmisitra, 224 
Brihmi (Brihmi) script, 394,395 
Brahmins, see Brahmans 
Brahmor kingdom, 185 
Brbtsun, see Bhrukuc 
bridges, 4 
British East India Company, 77 
Brngiregrima, 226 
Brngireivara, 179, 226 
bronze casting, sec metallurgical arts 
Brown, Percy, 373-374 
Bu-bahal, Patan, 266 
Buckingham Palace, 208 
Buddha, Gautarna (Sikyamuni, Siddhirtha, Tathigata) : 

270-306 passim; attendants of, 280, 283-284; birth I death, 
13, 150, 271, 284; Brahmi and Indra associated with, 
264, 284, 285; continued popularity in Vajrayina 
context, 292; crowns Paiupatinitha lingq 232; descent 
from Tusita heaven, 284; Dipankara Buddha foretells 
coming, 292; divinity proclaimed, 272; fusion with 
Visnu, 248; and iconography of Lakuliia, 224; Miri's 
assault on, 262, 280; and Mucalinda, 273-274,280, 359; 
on mukhaliriga, 224; obeisance to Paiupatinitha, 226; 
pralanibapidirana, 273; and Prasenajit, 280; as Prince 
Siddhirtha, 271, 284; representations of, 252, 272, 273, 
280, 283, 285, 292; Sikyamuni (Sikya sage), 287; seven 
steps of, 271; as Simhala, 363; and irivatsa, 246; and 
Sujiti,  280; symbols of, 150, 151, 273, 280, 352; 
Tathigatas, borrowed attitudes / personified epithets 
of, 274; teachings confided to the nigas, 360; Universal 
Monarch, 153, 271,284; as Visnu avatar, 245, 248 

Buddha-bari image, 377 
Buddha-Dharma-Samgha, 422 
Buddha-jayanti (birthday), jot 
Buddhamirgi, defined, 213 
Buddha S q v a t ,  389 
Buddhism: 270-306; adherents, numbers of, 221, 275, 

289, 290, 305; in Bhaktapur, 16, 294, 302; Bodhisattvas, 
271-274, 280-281, 301; and Buddhist centers of India, 8, 
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Huddhism (cont.) 
48, 281, 288, 301; caste / uandya in, 68, 71, 214, 286.290, 
294-297, 302.305, 3 H -3 16 passirn (see also vajriciryac) ; 
in Ceylon, 213, 271, 305; and China, 37, 290, 293; 
coexistence / parallels with Hinduism, 213, 214, 276, 
284. 290-291. 307-308, 31 1.316 passim; conte~nporary, 
1jGn30, 270-271, 285, 294-306; decline / drift into 
Hinduism, 6648, 72, 221, 270, 286, 289, 305-306; 
Deopatan / PaSupatinitha associations, 104, 232; India, 
influence of, 13-14, 271, 288; in Kashmir, 270; in 
Kathmandu, 16,95, 102, 103, 136, 286, 2.94; and 
Kumiri  institution, 31 1-316; in Licchavi Period, 38-39, 
271-281; in Magadha, 270; Mahiyina, 39, 213, 270, 
272-274, 281-284, i86, 298, 305-306, 360; in the Malla 
Period, 274, 282, 286-294; monastic con~munities 
(samghas), monks and nuns, 39,48, 137, 270, 271, 
273-275, 281, 286-290, 294, 296, 305-306; pantheon of, 
214, 278, 280, 282-286, 290-294, 307-308, 322-329, 
335-337. 34411180, 359, 361 (see also Bodhisattvas; 
Buddha, Gautama; Tathigatas, Five); in Patan, 16, 48, 
95,96,98, 100, 102, 103, 136, 281, 286, 294; Rana 
persecution of, 2191115, 27on1; sacred month of, 302-305; 
serpent association with, 292-293, 302; Tathigatas, Five 
(Vajrayina   en tad), s.v.; Theravida (Sr ivaka~ina ,  
Hinayina), 39, 271-272, 274, 281, 286,305-306, 360; 
and Tibet / Tibetans, 33-36, 46, 48, 49, 70-72, 175, 
277-278, 281,288-290,299, 30o,301,305; in the Transi- 
tional Period, 48-49, 274,281-288; Vajrayina (tantric), 39, 
48-49, 144n50, 213, 215, 258, 272.273, 281-283, 287, 290- 
294,307-308; uihiras, s.v. 

Budhanilkantha Niriyana, see JalaSayana Niriyann 
Budhanilkantha village, 85 
buffalo, water: in Licchavi economy, 53; fighting of, 238; 

sacrifice of, 217, 238, 309-311, 337; symbolism of, 311 
Buga-LokeSvara, see Matsyendranitha, Rito 
Bugiyumigrima, 86, 368. See also Bungamati village 
bull fighting, 122, 2381198 
Bunga-dyo, 49. See also Matsyendranitha, Rito 
Bungamati: inscription of AmSuvarman, 377n146,388n24; 

LokeSvara, 368; village, 86, 31 11112, 368-379 passim 
burnt offerings, see sacrifice, burnt offerings 
busidhana p i j i ,  48 

Ci-bahil, see Cirumati-vihira; Chabahil village 
cailaka, 287 
Caitanya, 248 
caitridi, caitridi p i r t~ imin ta ,  381, 382, 385, 389-391 
caitya grha, see cave monasteries 
caitya pi@, 304n180 
caityas, 38-39, 150.151, 161, 166, 167, 170-174, 177-182, 

184.185, 2001116, 223, 244, 273-274, 277, 278, 280, 285, 
294. See also names of specific caityas; stupas 

caitya window motif, see q a u i k p  

Cakravartin, see Universal Monarch 
calamities, natural, 58, 73, 75-76, 256, 328-329, 354-355. 

See also drought; earthquakes; famine; fire; malaria; 
pestilence; smallpox 

Calcutta Durgi  p i j i ,  313 
calendar: lunar, 381-384,389-391; solar, 383-384, 389-391 
calendar year of Licchavi Period, 385, 390-391 
Cilukya dynasty, 46, 53, 186 
citnaradhira, 47 
Cimundi,  322, 325, 326, 329-333, 345, 422. See alro 

Kil i  / Cimundi  

Candra (Candramas), 262,265,422 
Candra GaneSa, 256, 263 
Canclragupta I / 11, Indian rulers, 21, 3111105 
Candra Sekharasirpha, 205 
Cingum (Hill of the Palanquin), see Changu, hill 
capita (capida, capira, capda) , I 47 
capital cities: 107.1 26; Bhaktapur, 123-126; Deopatan, 

112-114; Early Malla Period, 87, 123-126; Hadigaon, 
I 14-1 19; Kathmandu, I 19-123, 126; Kirita, 87, 107, 126; 
legendary, 107; Licchavi Period, 107-123; Patan, 109-112, 
123-124, 126; Prithvi Narayan's dream, 76,78, 197; 
Three Kingdoms, 16, 126; Transitional Period, 87, 123 

Capuchins, see Catholic missionaries 
Ci ra  Niriyana (Char Narayan) : images, see Visnu, 

supreme; jitrri, 256-257; temple, Pamtan, 143, 199, 244 
caretakers, of pitha deuatis, 217, 340, 341, 343 
Cirumati: legendary princess, 13, 277; river. 131-179 
Cirumati- (Ri ja ,  Mahiraja-) vihira (Ci-bahil), 105, 184, 

276, 277,295 
caryatids, ganar and yaksis, 139, 156, 175, 177, 178, 181, 

I 84, 361. See also ganas; yaksas / yakjis 

caste, 8, 11, 14, 16-17, 38, 42n6, 59, 6768, 71, 93,94,99, 
104, 133,134n16, 214,217,218,221,229,239,327, 
340-341, 350, 356, 366-367. See also Buddhism, 
caste / uandya; outcastes (untouchables) ; sacred thread 

"catching fish" (nu likhegu), 340,344, 348 
Catholic missionaries, 4-5, 9, 74, 77, 99, 103, 219-220, 328. 

See also d'Andrade; Georgi; Giuseppe; Griiber 
Caturinana Visnu, 245, 250 
Caturmahirija (Four Great Kings), 361 
caturmisa, 383 
Caturmukha, -mJrti Visnu, 243-245 
caturmukhalingas, I 71, 244 
caturmu&ha (caumukha) shrines, 171, 174, 244, 280, 285 
caturtnirti, 244 
Caturvarna-rnahivihira, Bhaktapur, 311 
Caturvimia sect, 273 



Caturvycha Visnu, 243-zq5 
cat windows (bhauvijhyi), 131, 135 
Caubisi Rijya (Twenty-four Kingdoms), 64-65,69,77 
Caucasoid, 8 
Caukot (Caukota, Caukvitha) Darbar, Patan, 134, 136, 

199-204 
Caukot (Minigalbhatta, Minikeiava, Lumjhyi) 

quadrangle, Patan palace, 199-200, 202 

Cautiri Luq~minrirriyafla, 631178 
routiris, 63, 188, 194, 195, 203, 205, 206. See d m  

Bhigirima Pradhininga; Bhagiratha Bhaiyi; Candra 
Sekharasimha; Cikuu; Jd i ,  Laksmi Niriyma 

cave monasteries (coilya grha, rock temples), 150, 173, 

183,275n29 
cell;, I 32, 133, 135, 138 
Central Asia, 14, 37, 71, 293 
Ceres, 320 
Ceylon (Sri Lanka), 13, 21n19,153n78,163, 213, 271,305, 

362,363 
Chabahil: stupa, see Dharrnadeva stupa; village, 105, 241, 

277, 31 r nr 2. See also Deopatan 
Chakandyo, 91 
Chaksu-kamuni, 373. See also Kubera 
Chalukya, see Cilukya dynasty 
Chamba, wooden temples of, 184-186 
Cham~adevi,  325 
Chandragiri Pass, G 
Cha,ndrahas, 87, 293 
Changu: hill (Cingum, Dolidri, Doligiri, Doldikhara), 

38, 251, 253-255; village, 251 
Changu Niriyana: deity, 38,49, 4 3 ,  247, 248, 251-256, 

261, 352-353; pillar, 22-24, 176, 180, 252, 391 (see 
also Garudadhvajas; pillars, sacred); temple 1 temple 
compound, 144, 241, 245, 251-252, 254, 326 

Chapagaon Brahmi, 264 
Chapat-to1 Hiriti, 329 
Char Dhirn (cira dhriman), 207 
Char Dhunge, 220 

chariot 219, 311, 312, 314, 374, 380 
charm necklaces, 259n188, 286 
Char Narayan, see Cira Niriyma 
Charumati, see Cirumati 
chattraka temple, 142 
Chetris, 8, 69, 83, I 13 
chimera, 172, 182 
China, 36-37,72; Buddhist pilgrims from, 37; cultural 

influences from, 14,71nr36, 72, 181,206, 293; Ming 
dynasty, 60, 72, 98, 101, 125-1 26, 206, 290; political 
relations, 36-37, 60, 72, 77; and Rimavarddhanas, 60, 72; 
T'ang dynasty, 5, 9, 32, 33, 36; and Tibetan Buddhism, 
33, 36, 37, 305; tribute to, 36-37, 72,77, 290; war of A.D. 

1792, Gnrg, 72, 77. See also FB-hien; Hsuan-tsang; 
Wang-hsuan-t'si 

Chinnanasti, 252,323, ~ 1 n r 6 6  
Chitlang Valley. 85 
Chitrakars, 2Bg. Sce dso Uriy 
chiva, chiva-bare, 287n1 g 
Chobar: Adinitha (Avalokitcivara), 370,37411133; Gorge, 

8n29; serpent, 354.358; village, 294,353 
chok (coka, c u ~ a ) ,  see quadrangle 
Chola dynasty, 340 
cholera, 328 
chortrn, I 50, 303 
Christians, rcc Catholic missionariu 
Chronicle of the Gopila Kings, see Gopdarija-vamiivdi 
chronicles, see vamiivcllis 
chronology of rulers, 36-402 
Chumbi Valley, Sikkim, 61119, 77 
Churning of the Ocean legend, 158, 246, 268,321, 351 
cibri, I 50 
ciki appi (tclii), 106, 135, 197 
Cikuti, 63, 195 
Cilandya, 150, 280 
Cintimani Lokdvara, 293 
Ciram- (Guitasidhangu-) bahil, 28on6j 
cities, see Bhaktapur; capital citia; Deopatan; Hadigaon; 

Kathmandu; Patan; town planning 
citrcricilis, 304 n I 79 
clay: images, 236, 285, 292, 302, 305; ritual use of, 108, 

377-378; seals, 19, 277. Sce dm terracottas 
Clay-pot village, 106. See also Hadigmn 
cloud vehicle ( t i ) ,  72, 250 
cock: sacrificial, 217, 262, 337; symbolic, 260, 334 
coconut, in sacrifice, 336 and n141 
coins: of Amiuvarman, 25, 30; of Anantamalla, 68; with 

Arabic script, 69; Bhogini, 262; dating of in Shah Period, 
385; at Dolakha, 601156; guninha, 45,47; as historical 
source, 18; in honor of Karunimaya I M a n i t h a ,  372; 
in honor of Pajupatinitha, 231; Indian as models, 37; 
of Jisnugupta, 29; kirsipana, 37,47, 116, 121; in 
Licchavi Period, 5, 21, 25, 29-31, 37, 39, 45, 47. 231, 
262; of Mahendramalla, 68; the mahcndramdli, 70; of 
Malla Period, 52,68,70; rninivika, 47; in middens, 106, 
179; purina, 37, 116, 121; in relations with Tibet, 70; 
iivakirika / suki, 41111, 47; in the Transitional 
Period, 47 

coition, divine and ritual, 214-215, 291, 308, 326, 330. 
See olro iakti; SivaSakti; Upiya-Prajfii 

collyrium, 232, 314 
colophons, 18 
columns / pilasters, 177-180, 185 
Colvin, British resident, 339 
commerce, see trade and commerce 
conversion of dates, 389391 
Cooch Behar, India, 65, 193 
copper / iron, in trade, 5 
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copperplates (timraputra), 18, 21, 25, 231. See also 
inscriptions; suuarnapatra 

coronation rites, 591-50 
cosmic energy, see iakfi 
cosmic ocean, 241-242 
Cosmic Pillar (axis mundi), 157. 158, 351 
Cosmic Serpent, see Ananta 
cosmography of water bodies, 352 
corn, 133 
courts of the Three Kingdoms, 188-208 
cow: dung, generates Gorakhanitha, 37611139; festival 

(Gai-jitri), 250,304, 305; in Paiu~atinitha legend, 
226, 227; veneration of, 14, 38, 214, 219 

Cowhorn, -tail Hill, see Singum 
Cow's First (Saparu), 304, 305 
cremation grounds / ghats: 92, 94, 154, 229, 232, 335, 346, 

350; and pitha deuatis, 235, 238, 325, 326, 330-331, 334, 
362; tantric imagery of, 291, 330-333, 359 

crossroads, 189, 199, 200,279n61, 334 
Crossroads- (Chvisa-) ajirni, 334 
crown: of AvalokiteSvara, 283, 286; of Indra, 267,283, 

286; of Licchavi kings, 267,286; of Maitreya, 285 
crow's wing coiffure, 259 
crow worship, 216, 219 
crutch capitals, 132 
rid;-karma, see bare~huyegu 
cults, history of, rise / decline, 248, 257, 259-265, 267, 

269, 280-285, 292-294, 334-337. See also traders, influence 
in cult development 

Cumi GaneSa, Bhaktapur, 101,347 
curing gods, 216, 263 

Cyime, 93, 217,340 
Cyisingdevala, Patan, 148, 203 

dabali, dabu, see platforms 
daha, see reservoirs 
daityar, 241 
dikinis, 282, 291, 308, 323,325,326,330,332-334, 341, 

376-377 
Daksa, 325, 327 
Daksinakoligrima, 86, 8895 passim, 118-123, 2381198, 

239, 325, 331, 335, 337. See also Kathmandu; Yangala 
Daksinipatha, 6 
Daksinarijakula, 121-122, 163 
Dak~ina-tol, 89 
Da~nai, 8 
damarrr, 223 
dance / dance dramas / dance ensembles, sacred, 74, 147, 

159, 188, 191-192, 196, 201, 219, 233n76,238-239,246, 
324, 336, 339, 340, 345-348 See also drama; Harasiddhi 
dancers; Iikhe dancers 

Dandi and Pingala, 265 

darbar (darbir) ,  76, 84, 188 
Darbar Square, 16, 188 
darpano, 308 
dariana, 229 
Dasain festival (Durgi pkji), 238, 310, 312, 313, 316, 320, 

337,352,383 
daiakarma, see samskiras 
DaSamahividyi (Ten Great Knowledge), 309, 322-324, 

326, 328, 330, 345. See also Mother Goddesses 
DaSivatira, 245, 248 
Daiivatira temple, Deogarh, 185 
Daiivatira (Trailokya Mohan) temple, Kathmandu, 195 
dates, paired, explanation of, xix 
Dattitreya, 250, 264 
dauudrika, I I 5, I I 6 
debt payer stones, see Bhairava-iili 
deer, Banepa sculptures of, 179 
deer and Wheel of the Law motif, 172, 178, 273 
Deer Park, Sarnath, 273, 280 
degu (deguli, deghuri, digu, deuili), "7, 2181-113, 

z18n1q,j1g, 359, 380. See also &uladeuatd 
Degutale, 319. See d s o  Taleju 
Degutale temples: 319; Hanurnan Dhoka, 191, 193, 201; 

Patan Darbar Square, rgg, 200, 201 

dernonolatry, 216, 362-365 
dentils, 172, 173, 185 
Deo, Shantaram B., 186 
Deo-Brahmans, 66, 315,316n47 
deochenl (dyochem, &ula ghara, lineage house), 238, 

323,324, 326-327, 345-347. See d s o  pitha and deochem 
Deogarh, 184, 185 
Deo-miju, 31 I 
deopdla (deola, dyopila), 340, 341, 343 
Deopatan (Gvala), 55, 56, 85, 86, 104-106, 112-114,177-178 
deia, 86, 87 
Deiabhi~i ,  393,394 See also Newari language and 

literature 
deia gumne, see upa&o uanegu 
devq  royal suffix, 53, 54 
devokula, I 2 I ,  I 64 
Devalxclevi, Maithili queen, 42n6, 55-58, 61, 124, 318 
Devagriima, -pattana, -pura, see Deopatan 
deudli, see degu 
Devanigari, Nsgari, xvii, 193, 395 
dcuos, 245. 309, 351 
Devi: 250, 262, 282, 307, 308; Bhagavati Vijayeivari, 

309; of Minaglha, 317.318. See also Durgi 
Dhanada, see Kubera 
Dhanade, Dhanado, Dhamado, see Dharmadeva stupa 
Dharahiri ("Bhimsen's Folly"), 78 
Dharani (Dhumvarahi) Variha, 246, 258 
dhiranis, 278, 282, 291n120, 298, 335,344n180, 359 
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Dharmadeva (Dharmadatta, Dharmagatadeva), ruler 
ca. A.D. 450, 22-24, 38, 166, 167, 227, 230, 245, 276-277, 
278n50, 332 

Dharmadeva stupa, Chabahil, 149.154, 174-175,276-277, 
278, 2ggn161 

Dharrnadhatu-vigiivara, 322-323. See also Mafijuiri 
Dharmamalla, son of Sthitimalla, 57, 61 
dharmaiil~is, 89,146-147, 159,167, 179. See also 

Ki~thamandapa 
Dharmasvimin, 70, 288, 369, 371, 377, 378 
Dhathu-bahil (Guita-dhathu-bahil), Patan, 179, 180, 

184, 280n63 
Dhavalasrota, 461-130 
Dhobi Khola, 85, 115 
Dh6cvale (Goat of Heaven), 325 
D h d i g u  (Fox God), 241 
Dhruvadeva, Licchavi puppet, 29,30,39, ~ o g ,  2281153 
Dhulikhel village, 46, 3381-1151 
Dhurnvirihi, Sow Goddess, 258 
Dhumvarahi midden, 175 
Dhurnvarahi (Dharani) Variha, 246,258 
dhungedhiri, I 56 
dhuaja, dhuajastambha, see pillars, sacred 
Dhvaka-bahal coitya, Kathmandu, 171-174, 180,182,184, 

185, 273, 283, 293 
dhvika dune / pine, 92,99 
Dhyini Buddhas, 152n75. See also Tathigatas, Five 
Dick, Catherine, 241n1q 
Digimbara, 376 
dig& 147 
dikkanyi, 345n182 
diknzandala, 346, 355 
Dikpilas, Four, 361 
dikpilas, Vedic, 344 
Dioclctian, palace of, IIG, 118 
Dionysus, 248 
dipa, 292 
D i ~ a n k a r a  Buddha: 284, 292-293, 295,359,360; procession 

of, 103, 302 
Dipan kara-vast u-patalo, 292111 25 
Dipavati- (padmocairi-) vihira, 293 
disi-piji, 344 
divided rule, see ardhariiya / duoircijya; joint rule 
divorce and remarriage, attitudes towwd, 214, 257n179 
diuya tcpadeja, 7611158 
dobhdna, 225. See also river confluences 
dog: Bhairava's vehicle, 235; as scavenger, 134, 235, 329, 

332; venerated, 216, 219 
Dola-, Dolana-miju, 377 
Dolidri, Doligiri, Dolaiikhara, see Changu, hill 
Do-1n5ju (Du-, Dui-) (Mother Goddess of the Doya), 

67, 202, 318, 37711147. See also Taleju 

Dolakha: and Bhaktapur kingdom, 63; and Bhimasena 
cult, 258-259; as Licchavi settlement, 85; and Mithili, 
55n24; Newars in, 11; trade center, 60n56 

Dolaiikhara-svimin, see Changu Niriyana 
domed temples, 68,78, 148-149 
domes, of stupas, see anda 
Dongal Jyapu, 238 
door opening festival, 108, 1 21 

doors, doorways, Newar-style: house, 132, 133; palace, 
135; temple, 145; uihira, 137.140 

Doya, see Mithili 
drama, 38,68,74, 191. See also dance dramas 
drangas, 8588, 97, 101 

Draupadi, 258 
Drok-mi, 281, 301 
drought, 328,336, 354-355, 370-371,375, 388 
drums (nigari) ,  for Taleju worship, 76, 198,205, 207 
dual sovereignty, see mdharijya / duoirijya; joint rule 
Dullu, 56 
Dumja, 85 
dune, see dhuika dune / pine 
Durgi:  307-323, 324-349 passim; attributes of, 308; 

collectives of, 315, 320, 322-325 porsim, 344-348; 
components, 308; daughters of, 321; festival of, see 
Dasain; as Guhyakfili I Guhyeivari, 216; as Kili / 
Cirnundi, 329-333; as Kaurniri, 334-337; as kumiri 
(virgin aspect), 311-316, 321; in Licchavi Period, 38; 
Mahi~isura-mardini aspect, 309-311,316, 323, 330; 
as Mineivari, 317; manifestations, 216,308-323, 324-349 
passim; as Sakti, 307, 308; and serpent weapons, 359; 
symbolized by p i rna  kdaia, 352; as Taleju / Mineivari, 
~IG-320; as Tripura-sundari, 125, 327, 345-347 passim; 
universal worship of, 215, 308; variant names of, 216, 
307-39  See also Bhagavati; Bhairavi; Bhavini; Devi; 
Do-miju; Gauri; Mother Goddesses; Pirvati; Sakd; 
Siva; Umi ;  Umi-Maheivara 

Durgi-pi j i ,  see Dasain 
di taka:  28, 30; omission from Hadigaon inscription, 118, 

1 23 
duairiiya / ardharijya, 44 
dvirapilas (pratihiras), I 69, 177, 192, 200, 202, 205-206, 

237,248 
duipa, 292 
dwarf (uinznna), 246, 284. See also ganor 
Dwarf Avatar, see V i ~ n u ,  Vikranta 
dyochem, see deorhem 

ear-piercing, rite of, 218 
earrings, unmatched, 248, 284 
Earth personified, see Prthvi 
earthquake, god of, 246,345 
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earthquakes, 73, 94, roo, 135, 149, 195, 201-206 passinr, 

254, 339 
East India Company, 77 
East Stup* Patan, 304. See also Aiokan stupas, Patan 
economic blockade, 6 
Eightfold Path of Buddhism, 271 
Eight Great Perils (us&mahibhaya), 359 
Eight Kilis of Kathmandu, 33111113 
Eight Mothers, see Mother Goddesses 
Eight Terrible Ones, 291 
Eighty-four Siddhas, 366, 367 
Ekadanta, name of Ganeia, 262 
Ekadaiamukha Avalokiteivara, 293 
ekidaii, 255,383 
Ekajati (Ugra,  Black-, Blue-, T i r i ) ,  324, 331, 332. 

See also Vajrayogini / Ekajoti of Gum-vihira 
ekanrukha r~rdrak:a, 2311766,358 
Elaeocarpus Ganitrus (rudraksa), 2311166 
elephant: in coronation rites, 116, 162; as duirapila, 

201, 268; in foundation-laying ritual, 421; in Gaja- 
Laksmi iconography, 321; in Gajendra-moksa legend, 
249-250; in gana imagery, 262; in Ganeia legend, 261; 
goad, gesture of tantric deities, 237; Indra's vehicle, 
268, 284; and Kicaprngrima / Kisipidi, 86; as pillar 
emblem, 169; as precious gift, 201 

Ellora, 184, 185, 2731117 
emanatory forms of Vivnu, 244-245 
epidemics, see malaria; pestilence; smallpox 
equestrian statues of Ranas, 79 
Eran, India, 185 
eras (samuats), 231, 381, 384-385, 388-391. See also 

Minadeva Sargvat; Nepal Samvat; Saka S-vat; 
Vikrama Sargvat 

erotica: in temple architecture, 144; in uihira architecture, 

139, 144 
Eta- (Kumiri-) chok, Bhaktapur palace, 205 
ethnic composition of Nepal, 8 
European posture (pralambapidisana), 273 
exclusion policy, effect on traditional architecture, 127 
exports, trade and tribute, 5, 37, 72 
extended family, 12, 15, 84. Seealso kinship 
eyes: in Bhairava symbolism, 237; evil-eye window, 140; 

Golden Eye (Hiranyakpa), 249; Rudra-eyed (rudraksa), 
2311166; on stupa / cuikya finials, 153, 167; three of 
Gmeia, 262; of Indra, 223, 267, 284; of Kumiri, 314; 
of Sarasvati, 321; of Siva, 223, 228; of Virupak~a, 228 

Fi-hien, 21n19, 159, 163, 165, 184, 303.374, 375 
fairs (nrelas), 219, 356 
famine, 73, 336, 354-355 
Father's Day, bathing on, 351 
female divinities, see mother goddesses; Mother Goddesses 
female-male forces, polarity of, 215 

female principle, In Buddhist tantrism, 215, 282, 287, 291, 
296. See also jakti 

Festival of Lights (Mata~ya), 304-305 
festivals (tirrris), 12, 219. See also specific names 
feudatories, 52-53. See also nrahipitras; nrahisinrantas; 

ributtas 
Fifty-five Window Darbar, see Tripura palace 
Fifty-five Window quadrangle, Bhaktapur, 206 
finials, caityas and stupas, 151, I 53, 167, 173-174, 200ri16, 

263,277, 278 
fire: destruction of monuments by, 58, 94, 135, 200, 201, 

208, 254; perpetual, 266. See also Agni; Jvili-mii 
fish (matsya): of Asaa-tol, 95, 222, 24511126; as attribute, 

325; avatar of Vi$nu, 245; catching, rite of, 340, 344, 
348; in foundation-laying ritual, 421; Lord of the, 368, 
369, 37411133; sacred, 164n22; in tantric symbolism, 

367-368,376 
Five-faced H a n i m i n  (Paficamukhi H a n i m i n )  temple, 

Hanuman Dhoka, 193 
five m's (paricamakira), 215 
Five Tathigatas, see Tathigatas, Five 
flags, paired, in coiffure, 324,330 
flaming water / subaqueous fires, 298, 310,327-328 
"flying ribbons," 36 
fly whisk, 5, 284 
foliated scroll, see patralati motif 
folk aspects of religion, 128, 213, 215, 216, 221-222, 232, 

239, 284, 286, 307-349 passim 
footprints, sy~nbolic: Goraksanitha, 2331-177, 240, 367; 

Mafijuiri, 293; Visnu, 240 
forced labor (vigi), 34-35, 37, 255, 275, 300 
forts, fortifications, 63, 6gn120, 85, 136. See also walls 

and gateways, of cities 
fortunes, changing, of deities, see cults, history of, 

rise / decline 
Foucher, A., 281 n74 
fountains, 155-156, 175. See also jaladroni; water-related 

monuments 
Four Bilakaumiris, 336 
Four Bhagavatis, 309-310 
Four Brothers (Avalokiteivara), 342n169,372, 37911165 
Foursornered Fort, see Caukot Daabar 
Four Dikpilas, 361 
Four Ganeias, 263, 276 
Four Great Kings (Caturmahirija), 361 
Four Kaumiris, 33511132 
Four Kurniris, 312 
Four Lokeivaras, 34211169 
four manifestations, sets of, 252, 256-257, 263, 276, 309. 

310, 312, 327, 335n132, 336, 342n169, 372, 379n165 
Four Niriyanas: images of, 252; set of, 256-257, 276 
Four Stupas, 276 
Four Virihis, 256 
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Four Yoginis, 327 
Fox God ( D h d i g u ) ,  241 
free-standing and incorporated temples, compared, 146 
frog, venerated as raingiver, 216, 219, 353, 356 
funerary mounds (tumuli), 13,96, 971-179, 150,279n61 
Further India, 186, 213, 394 

Ga-bahal, Patan, 379 
Cache-to1 Navadurgi temple, Bhaktapur, 345, 347 
g a d 4  243 
Gadiniri, 243 
Gaddi Darbar, 197 
gaihridhiri, gihifi, 155-156, I 75 
Gai-jitri (Cow Festival), 250, 304, 305 
Gaja-Lak~mi, 321, 329 
Gajendramoksa legend, 249-250 
gcijhyi, 132 
gajura, 138 
Galija, Kirita king, 22 

galleries of mandala, 346 
gall;, I 5 
gdn~dhili-deua (grandhuridyo), 295 
Gana-bahal samgha, Kathmandu, 305 
Ganadeva, ruler c a  A.D. 560.565, 28-29 
Ganadipa, epithet of Kubera, 361 
ganu ,  ganeiuaras, guhyakor, 172, 175, 177, 178, 181,184, 

234,261,315,324,344,361 
Gandaki River, 379 
gandhakcifi, 164 
Gandhira, 153n78, 267, 293,327,361 
gandharua-rnuhha, 172, 173, 179, 182-184 
gandhuridyo (gimdhrilideua) , 295 
GaneSa, 261-263; attendant of state Kumiri, 313n29, 314; 

burgeoning of cult, 120, 259, 261, 262; as duirapila, 
138, 200, 261nrg5, 329; elephant association, 261-262; 
Five-faced (pan'camu~hi), zoo; and ganas, 262; 
iconography of, 262-263; intermediary recipient of 
blood sacrifice, 2r7nro; in Licchavi Period, 262; in 
mother goddess cult, 263,324,326,328,335,337,345. 
348; in Newar house, 422; as pirho deuati, 263; 
popularity of, 261; priority of worship, 216, 315; 
sanctum appropriate for, 142; serpent association, 262, 
359; set of four, 256; son of Siva,, 223, 261; third eye of, 
262; in Umi-Mahffvara reliefs, 233, 262; universality 
of worship, 215; as uihira protector, 138,329; Viniyaka, 
261 ; as yakja, 3611142 

GaneSa's Fourth (Ganeiaxauthi), 263, 383 
Gang% 202,321,352,353 
Gaigideva, ruler ca. A.D. 567, 28-29 
Gangirini, Malla queen, 230, 232, 254 
Ganges River, 3, 156, 229, 260, 321, 351, 352, 353, 421 
Gangula-paltana, 89 
Ginsul, 97 

gantha&ta, gandhakir/;, 164 
garbha, sce anda 
garbha, grha, 142 
GaruJa (Suparna): 250-251; in Bhitbhalini legends, 364; 

of Changu N i r i y q a ,  157, 158, 176, 250, 251,253-254; 
enmity with serpents, 251, 253,358; of Hadigaon pillar, 
1fl;  in human portraiture, 158, 251, 253; as independent 
deity, 243. 250; of Kathmandu Darbar Square, 195; of 
Makhan-tol, Kathmandu, 158, 251; of Ni r iyma Hiti, 
Kathmandu, 194; and Newar house, 422; in RPto 
Matsyendranitha's cult, 373; at Sikhara Niriyana, 257; 
and Visnu, 243,244,250,251 

Garudadhvajas, 24, 157-159, 166, 169, 180, 201, zg, 251, 
252. Scc also Changu Niriyana pillar; Hadigaon, pillar; 
pillars, sacred 

Garudisana Visnu, scc Visnu 
Garutman, alternate name of Garuda, 251 
gate (solar date), 384 
gateways, city, see walls and gateways, of cities 
Gi th i ,  Githini, 347 
Gathemuga, scc Ghantakirna 
Gauchar airport, 14 
Gauri, name of Durgi, 308 
gauikja ( c d y a  window) motif, 169, 173, 179, 185, 186 
gazelle, 226, 229 
geese, of lunar chariot, 265. See also h m s a  
Georgi, Father, 4n5 
gestures, symbolic, see mrtdris 
ghlzdi, 76 

11 1,143,373 
ghanpi (bell) of ~ a j r a ~ i n a ~ u d d h i s m ,  296-298, 302 
Ghantakirna: deity, 260,363-364; epithet of Kirttikeya, 

120; the ogre Ga!hemuga, 216,260,363-364 
Gharasthipana, 352 
ghau (gh ie ) ,  154. See d o  cremation grounds 1 ghats 
Ghiyis-uddin Tughlug, 56 
Ghoda-jitri (Horse Festival), 316-317, 343, 344 
ghora, 223 
ghora sects, 226 
Ghrisheivara, epithet of Siva, 223 
ghungru (dancers' bells), 262-263, 304 
Giuseppe [da Rovato], Father, 4-5,6, 10, gz, 99, 231 
Gnoli, Raniero, xiii, 20 

goat, in sacrifice, 217, 262,310,337,338 
Goat of Heaven ( D h k v d e ) ,  325 
Goblins' Fourteenth, see Piiicaxaturdaii 
Godavari: Indian river, 352; tirtha, 156, 352 
Goddess, the Great, see Devi; Durgi  
goddesses, sec mother goddesses; Mother Goddesses 
Goetz, Hermann, 185-186 
Gokarna village and tirtha, 96, 359 
Gokula, India, 249 
Golamola script, 395 
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Golden Gate. Bhaktapur, 207-208 
Golden Peacock mantra, 335 
Gonii, Gomin, 27, 29, 30. See also Abhira Guptas 

goose, wild gander, see hamso 
Gopilacandra, from Benares, 65 
GopHla dynasty, 10, 27-28, 107 
Gopilorija-uornjiunli (Chronicle of the Gopilo Kings, 

Bendall Vamiiuali),  19-20, 275, 395. See also uarniiua/is 
gopinis (milkmaids), 241, 249 
Gopuccha, Gosinga, 275n3I 
Goraklia-, Goraksanitha, 48,147. 233. 240, 355,366-371, 

376n139 
Gorkha: 7, 8, 64-65, 70, 76-77, 85, 127, 229, 385; and 

Gorakhanitha cult, 367,369,370n107 
Gorkhali, see Nepali language and literature 
Gorkhalis, 9, 12, 17, 78-79, 98, 99, 127, 231, 367, 369, 380, 

385. See also Shah dynasty; Shash Period 
Gorkhapatra, 384, 423 
Gosainkund, 156,357,352,353,356,367 
g o ~ l h i ,  38, 47. 72. See also gcithi 
gothdli, 236 
gotra, 58n42,365 
goyuddha festival, 238n98 
griha, 249 
grintadeuati, 39, 121, 368 
grinzas, 85-86, 87, 88, 97, I O I  

grandmothers, see ajirnris 
Great Black One, see A4ahikila 
Great Britain, war with, 77 
Greater Kathmandu, see Kathmandu 
Great Peacock, see MahimiyGri 
Great Perfected Ones, see Mahisiddhas 
"Grecian" helmet, 259 
Greek mariners, 312 
Gregorian calendar, 389-391 
grhasutras, r 33 
Gruber, Father, 4n5 
gucca / Gucca-tol, 236 
Gudiniallam linga, 223nz5 
Guge, Tibet, 56 
guhya, 215 
guhya, images, 291 
guhyakas, of Kubera, 361. See also ganas 
GuhyeSvari ( G u h ~ a k i l i ) ,  216, 317, 322, 323, 327-328, 338, 

341, 358 See also Durgi  
Guitaxidhangu-bahil (Ciram-bahil), 280n63 
Guita-dhathu-bahil (Dhathu-bahil), see Dhathu-bahil 

Guita-to1 slupas, Patan, 149, 152, 153, 171, 280 
Gila,  GCiladharma, 302-305 

Guallatangagri~na, 86, 97 
G u m - v i h h ,  Sankhu, 72, 150, 165, 166, 167, 183, 219, 

271, 2751-129, 278, 331. See also Mahimiyl r i  stupa: 
Vajrayogini I Ekajati 

Gunakiniadeva, undocumented Licchavi Period ruler, 

44-45 47 
Gunakimadeva I, ruler ca. A.D. 987990, probable king of 

legend and folklore, 43-45, 87-88, 189, 312, 339, 347, 

354-3559 358,360,363n50, 3799 380 
Gunakimadeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 1185.1195, 45 
g u a i ~ k a ,  45,47 
Gunapo, Gupo, Gutha, 189. See also Hanuman Dhoka 
Gupta dynasty, India, 21, 23, 24, 31, 85, 165; aesthetic and 

cultural tradition, 25, 32, 40, 50, 75, 147-148, 172-187 
pass in^, 262, 281n72, 284, 394-395. See also Allaliabad 
pillar inscription; India 

Guptas, Abhira, see Abhira Guptas 
Gupteivari-yogini, 277, 325 
Gurukas, 70 
Gururnipi, 216, 343, 344,364 
Gurungs, 8 
githi ,  12, 47, 182, 21 8-219. See also gonhi 
Gutschow, Niels, 871118, 346n189,348n201 
guuiju, guwiju,  g~rbhiju,  see uajricirya 
Gvala, see Deopatan 
gvala, gla, gara, I I 0-1 I I 

Gyangtse (Gyantse) stupa, Tibet, 71, 152, 175,278 

Hadigaon (Marigaon), 26, 44, 84-88, 94, 105-107, 114-119, 
121, 168, 176, 180, 220, 247, 260, 271; pillar, 176, 180, 220 

Haka- (HHtko) bahal, Patan, 200, 311-313, 315 
hikinla, 69 
Halchok Akiia Bhaira8va, 238, 348 
half-unit construction, Newar-style architecture, 131, 134 
Hamilton, Francis, 190, 208 
hamsa, kalaharnsa (swan /goose / wild gander), 172, 

184, 185,263, 321 
Hamsagrhadranga, 86, 104, 252,256, 257 
Haniimin, 76,189, 192,206,215,248,261n195 
Hanuman Dhoka, 76, "5, 135, 163, 189.199, 231-232, 241, 

242, 245, 255, 266, 312, 314; pivotal point in ritual 
affairs, 238, 254-255, 261, 302n171 

Hanumante River, 351 
hnpri (solar week), 383 
Harasitldlii Bhavini-triiakti (Jantala-devi), 326, 338-3.39, 

341, 344 
Harasiddhi dancers, 78, 159, 192, 322, 340, 348 
Harasiddhi (jala) village, 142, 338 
Hara-, Harisimha, of  Mithili, xii, xiii, 55, 58, 66, 67, 259, 

318 
Hari, epithet of Visnu, 244 
Haribodhini-ekidaii, 48, 255-256, 261, 265, 383 
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Haritlattavar~nan, undocumenled Licchavi ruler, 22, 
861117, 252,256, 257 

Harigaon, see Hadigaon 
Hari-Hara, see Sankara-Niriyana 
Hari-Hari-Harivihanodbhava-Lokcivara, 220,253 
Hariparavartani-ekidaii, 255 
Haripura, see Hadigaon 
Hari-Sankara, see S m k a r ~ N i r i y m a  
Hari-Sankara jitri,  367 
Hariiayani-ekidaii, 255, 383 
Hariicandra, of Benares, 55, 57,65 
Harisfiha, see Harasimha 
Hiriti,  1381139, 216, 328-329, 335-336, 342, 361, 364. 

See also Sitali I Hiri t i  
Hariuarnsa, 248 
harmiki, 153 
Harsacarita, 304, 340 
Harsadeva, Indian ruler, 32 
Harsavardhana of Kanauj, 5,31,36, 121 

Hastinapura, 86 
Hatapitala / hatapritda, 200, 279n61 
Hathudyo, see Bhairava 
Hitko-bahal, see Haka-bahal 
heroic diagonal, see prayifidha 
Heruka, 138, 217,282, 291, 327 
Hevajra, 282, 291 
Hiji-khusi, I 15 
hill tribes and occupational castes, 8, 10 

Himavatkhanda, 243 
Hinayina, see Buddhism, Theravida 
Hindi, 394 
Hinduism, see Brahmanism / Hinduism 
Hiranyakaiipu, 192 
Hiranyaksa, 249 
Hiranya-retas, epithet of Siva, 223 
history, sources for Nepalese, 18-21, 41-42, 52 
H i s t o ~ y  of Nepal ( T h e  Wright Chronicle), 19. See also 

uan~iiuafis 
h i f ~ i d ) ~ ~ ,  217, 322, 337 
Hiuen-tch'ao, Buddhist pilgrim, 37 
Hiuen-tsang, -tsiang, see Hsuan-tsang 
Hlim-vihira: architecture of, 50, 166; manuscript from, 

166,167, 169, 183,371 
Hlugal-devi, 122 

Hodgson, Brian, 152n75, 295 
Holi festival (Phigun), 197n59 
homa, see sacrifice, burnt offerings 
hookah, 69 
horoscopes, 384 
horse / horses: Baliha, 363; in coronation rites, 116, 162, 

317-318; festival of (Ghoda-jitri), 316-317, 343, 344; 
Kalki, 338; magical, 363; as precious gift, 201; in ritual 
aspects of architecture, 421; sacrifice, 246-z47, 338; 

of solar chariot, 265; in Taleju / Kumiri worship, 
316.317.343; in Tibet trade, q o ;  Visnu avaur, 330 

Iiouse, Ncwar, see Newar house 
houses of the Licchavi Period, 162 
Hsuan-uang, 5, 21, 27,36, 39, 274-275, 282, 285.327, 

366.3701-119 
Hui ,  Vietnam, 206 
human sacrifice, see sacrifice, human 
hypacthral shriner, 128, IQ, 154, 156, 236, 238, 325, 327 

lchangu (Iiina, Western) Niriyana, 252, 256 
iconography, see metallurgical arts, sculptures (bronzes); 

sculpture, typological, stylistic, and iconographic 
considerations; stone carving, art of, sculptura 

Iksviku, 22, 23 
illuminations, manuscript, see painting, manuscript 

illuminations 
inira, I 55 
inauspicious days, 383 
incarnations, sce Visnu, avatars 
India, 12-14, 31-32, 46-47, 65-(9; architectural influences 

from, 129-130, 147-149, 179-180, 184.187; astronomical 
systems of, 381-391 pusrim; Avalokiteivara in, 283; 
Bal, Pahca-kawniri, unknown in, 335-336; be1 fruit, 
symbolism in, 257n179; Bh-nasena in, 258,259; Brahman 
priests from, 46, 227, 228, 230; cave monasteries 
(coirya grha) in, 150, 173, 183, 275n29; chariot 
processions in ancient, 374; coinage, 31, 37; copperplate 
(timrapatra) in, 21, 25; cultural influcnces from, 12-14, 
31-32, 218; Dipanka~a in, 293; erotica in architecture, 
144; Gaja-Lakgrni in, 321; Ganeia in, 258, 262; 
Garudadhvaja in, 251; gosthi in, 12; Hiriti in, 329; 
immigrants / refugees from, 8, 288; Indra's cult in, 
267; intercourse with ancient, 233; Kirttikeya cult in, 
260; Kumiri  worship in, 312-313; Malla confederation 
in, 52, 531113; malla title in, 53-54; Mafijuiri in, 286; 
matrimonial alliances with, 32, 65, 193; Mother 
Goddess / Goddesses in, 215, 322, 325ngz,334n128, 
345; Piiupata sect in, 226; pillars in, 13,97n79, 157-159, 
176, 279n6t; political relations with, Licchavi Period, 
24, 31-32; Rima worship in, 247; sacred rivers of, 352; 
sacrifice in, 337, 340; Sikta (iaktisnt) in, jg-308;  
iikfi-pithar of, 327; sannyin'ns from, 234; serpent in. 
353n9; Sivalingas in preCupta, 223; stupas of, 13.96, 
150, 154, 175, 279; Slrya iconography in, 265, 267; 
tilapatra land transfers, rare in, 19nq; Taleju / Turja 
cult in, 67,317,318; T i r i  in, 282; Tathigatas, theory of 
the Five, 272; and Tibetan Buddhism, 46; towns / town 
planning / administration, 85, 93-94? 97,-98n82; t u l ~ ;  
in, 257nr79; turnuli worship in, 971179, 150, 279n61; 
Vasudhiri in, 282; uihirar in, 136, 166, 183,281; and 
Visnu-mandala, 25811180; whitewashing of monuments 
in, 163. See also Cilukya dynasty; Gandhira; Gupta 
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India (con't.) 
dynasty; Kuslnas; Magadha.; Mathuri; Maurya dynasty; 
Mithili; Mughal Empire; Musli~ns; Nllandi;  Pala 
dynasty; Pallava dynasty; Sifichi; Sarnath; Sena dynasty 

Intlo-Aryan, 8, 392 
Indra (Sakra), 215, 223, 264, 267-269,283, 284, 322, 344, 

354.421 
Indrachok, Kathmandu, 881122 
Indra-daha, 269, 351 
Indradhvaja, 193. 207, 268, 269 
Indragrha, 901139 
Indra~j i t r i ,  76, 93, 97, 198, zjG-238, 241, 245. 268-269, 

3'2. 314,348 
Indrini  (Saci), 322,325,326, 339,422 
lndrapura temple, Kathmandu, 193 
lndra / Indrini  (Saci) tirtha, Panauti, 352 
Indreivara Mahideva, Panauti, 60, 144, 165, 168, 183, 193, 

204,230n61 
inscriptions: 7n25, 10, 18, 20-21, 23, 25, 28, 30, 42-44, 108, 

156,174, 252, 262, 264,272, 274,275, 277; inventory of 
Licchavi, 403-420. See also Allahabad pillar inscription; 
Amiuvarman, Bungamati and Hadigaon inscriptions of; 
Changu Niriyana, pillar; copperplates; Hadigaon, 
pillar; Jayadeva 11, important inscriptions 

intercalary month, 381-382 
iron / copper, in trade, 5 
irrigation canals, 168, 176, 179 
Islam, see Mughal Empire; Muslims 
isfadeuati, 218, 317, 319 
Iivara, name of Siva, 225 
Itihisa-samjodhanaro pramina-prameya, 396 
I-tsing, 166 
Itum-bahal, Kathmandu, 180, 183, 184, 302n171,34j, 364 

jackals, 325, 330, 338,340 
jag, 131 
Jagaccandra, 205 
Jagajjayamalla, Kathmandu ruler, 192, 245 
Jagajjyotirmalla, Bhaktapur ruler, 155, 206, 309 
Jagannitha temple: Kathmandu Darbar Square, 148, 

189n5, 190; of Rana Bahadur Shah, 149 
Jagatasimha, of Mithili, 55, 57, 58, 65 
Jagatprakiiamalla, Bhaktapur ruler, 62, 159,205, 20611138 
JageSvara, name of Siva, 223 
jahrb, see jaladroni 
Jain sect, 38, 1521175, 171, 213n2, 221n20, 246 
Jaisi (Joshi) Brahmans, 2131-13 
Jaisideval (Joii t e ~ n ~ l e ) ,  Kathmandu, 120, 122, 143 
jajan~una (jajtnan), 217, 421 
jaladroni, iilidroni, jahrli, lutedhird (reservoir fountain), 

155, 168, 175, 182, 186 
jaluhiri, 225 
"jalaiayana Harihara," 353 

Jalaiayana NHrPyana (Anantaiayin, Se$aSyana, 
Visnu / Nsriyana Lyingan-the-Water): 241, 243, 360- 
361; of Balaju, 222, 242, 353; of Bhandarkhal, Hanuman 
Dhoka, 194; of Budhanilkantha, 48, 194, 215, 237, 242, 
248, 255-257,326; of Palanchok, 242 

"Jalaiayana Siva," 351, 356 
jinla, 258 
Jamala-tol, Kathmandu, 86 
Jamala-vihira Maitreya, 285 
Jamala village, 86, 379-380 
Jamana-guvlju, 74, 290, 291, 359 
Jamatung, shrine of, 359 
Jamayambigrima, 86,285,379 
Jambhala, see Kubera 
Jana- (Macchendra-) bahal, Kathmandu, 90, 379-380 
janai, see sacred thread 
Janai-purnimi (Raksa-bandhana, Rishi-tarpana), 241, 304, 

356, 365 
Janakpur, 65n9o 
jinapada, 7 
Janirdana, emanation of Visnu, 248 
Jangam / jariganla, 235n83 
janma, 250 
Jan~nistami (Krsna's Eighth), 250, 383 
Japtikhu River, 115 
jati, 224 
Jltaka-ajimi, 362-363 
Jitakas, 39, 362-363 
Jayadeva I, ruler ca. 2nd cent. A.D., 23 
Jayadeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 713-733, 31, 32, 35, 41-44, 88, 

109, 219, 230, 374; important inscriptions, 22-23, 
114-115, 162 

Jayadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1256-1258, r 13-114 

jayanti, 245, 247, 248 
Jayantiki, Malla queen, 1911112, 234 
JayaprakiSamalla, Kathmandu ruler, 65, 70, 74,7511156, 

77, 91, 195-1969 231, 257, 299, 311-312,338, 339, 341 
Jayasihamalla, ruler ca. A.D. 1271-1274, 73 
Jayasimha Rimavarddhana, 58, 59,67,74, 230, 371 
Jayasthitimalla, see Sthitimalla 
Jayavigiivari, 11311177, 273, 322,323n88,341; Deopatan 

temple, 178, 182, 312 
JDRjrd  Fund, xiii, xiv 
jewelry and ornaments, 39-40, 290. See also meta~llurgica~l 

arts, of the goldsmith 
jewels, associated with serpents, 357, 361 
jewel te~nple (ratna deul) ,  148 
Jha Brahmans, 213113 
Jhul, historic / legendary village, 266 
Jinas: of Buddhism, see Tathig-atas; of Jain sect, 246 
Jisnugupta, ruler ca. A.D. 624-633, 29-30, 31, 108n134, 

122, 168 
Jitimitrarnalla, Bhaktapur ruler, 63, 136, 202, 204-206, 249 
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Jitirinialla, Khasa ruler, 57, 371 
JiiinaJikini (Jiiineivari), 325, 370,376-377, 378 
Jobo ]a-ma-li, 37911165 
jodhipafi, 54 
joint family, rcr extended family; kinship 
joint rule / dual sovereignty, 29, 45, 59,61, 62. See also 

ardharijyalduairijya 
Joiijondingrima, 86, 88, 168 
Joshi, Hari Ram, 21 

Joshi (Jaisi) Brahmans, 21 3n3 
JoSi, L&$mi Niriyana, 63, 122, 143n45, 195, 230 
journals (thyisaphw), 18 
Jumla, 56, 85 
Jumna (Yamuni) River, India, 249, 321, 352, 353 
Jupiter, 344 
Jvili-mii, -mukhi, 267 
Jyapu (Jyipu), 12, 15, 16,95,97,238-239,288,301,305, 

313-315, 347, 370, 3779 3739 375,380 
Jystha-iukla-sasthi, 91, 117, 120, 260 
Jyotiprakiiamalla, Kathmandu ruler, 195 
Jyoti-rimavarddhana, 61 
lyotirrnalla, ruler A.D. 1396-1~28, 57.61~73, 123-124, 219, 

228, 230, 299 

Kidambari, 9, 121 

Kig-, KlkeSvara Mahideva temple (BhuvanalaksrneJvara), 
Kathmandu, 195 

Kailisa, mountain /palace, 26, 112, 162, 177, 223, 229, 351, 

361 
Kailisaktilta-bhavana, 25-26, 29-31, 39, 108.109, I 12-1 13, 

I 18-123, 162-163, 189, 260, 261, 266 
KailHsakGta dynasty, I 19-120, 122 

Kailisakti!a-jitri, 108, 121 

Kaisher Mahal and Library, 208-209 
Kaitabha and Madhu, 242 

kikapukza, 259 
Kila  (Adilata) Bhairava, 194, 237-238, 292, 347 
Kilacakra, 365 
kalahamsa, see hamsa 
Kilamocana temple, Kathmandu, 149 
kalah, see prirna kalaia 
Kili,  322, 323, 329-333. See &so Durg i  
Kil i  / Cimundi ,  309.324, 329-333,362. See also Durg i  
Kalidisa, 38 
Kali Gandaki River, 24, 240 
Kaligata (Kaliyuga) Sawvat, 389 
Kilihrada (Nigavisa), 87,298, 327,353,357 
Kaliki, 316, 319, 333, 422. See also Dur@ 
Kili-nsgini, 353, 360 
Kiliyadamana, 194, 249, 259-361 
Kalki, 338 
Kamali, name of L a k ~ m i ,  321 
kamalayoni, 263 

kumondalu, 223,353 
Kimaripa (Prigyolisa), 9, lo,31, 32, 370,373,377 
Kami, 8 
Kamsa, 249 
Kanauj, India, 5, 31, 32, 3G 
kinci, 342 
Kangaajimi, rre Kankuvari 
Kangra, India, 7511156, 313 
Kaniska, 385 
Kankili, epithet of Cimundi ,  342 
Kankdvari (Kanga-ajirni), 325,326, 331,338,339, 342 
KinphaG yogis, 338,366367 
Kintimati hi, Shah queen, 198, 230 
Kintipur (Kinripura), 8991 
Kanyakumiri, 31 2 

kapila, 239,324 
Kipilikas, 2261138, 366 
Kapilavistu, 88, 271, 284 

Kirandauyriha, 363n47 
Kirkotaka, 353-357,359~360~370~ 373~375~376,378 
karnra, 214 
k a r m i c i y a  (icijri),  217, 314,316, 317 
Karnali River basin, 3. 56, 148 
Karnita, India, 46, 581147~65, 193, 318 
Karnel- (Karna-, Kundel-, Masan-) chok, Hanuman 

Dhoka, 192 

kartri, 324 
kirttikidi, kirttikidi oman@ 381, 384 385, 389-391 
Kirttikeya (Kumira), 1 7 ,  120-121, 216, 223, 233, 259-260, 

262, 286,322,334-336,339,361n4zY363, 364,422 
Src  also Sithidyo 

Karunimaya, epithet of Avalokitejvara, 368 
Karunikeivara, 220, 224,2261136, 248 
Kirya Vinsyaka, 256 
Kasain (Kasiin), 93, 239, 340 
Kashmir, 35-36, 270 
K i s t h m ~ d a p a ,  xi, 50, 8991 parrim, 120, 144, 147, 167, 

I 80, 182-1 84, 204, 367, 368, 369, 380 
Kiiyapa Buddha, 151,277n46 
Kitheiimbhti, 301, 329 
Kathmandu: 84, 8795, I 19-123, I 88-199; Buddhist 

character of, 16, 95, 102, 103, 136, 286, 294; as city-state, 
6162, 63-76 porsim, 91, 126, 188-196; contemporary 

aspects, 14-17,84,9495,99, 294; duality of, 8991, 339 (see 
also Dakpinakoligrimar; Koligrima; Yambu; Yangala); 
Greater / Old, discussed, 84; history of, 8795; as 
Licchavi capital / seat of Kailisaktita, 26, 87, I 19-123, 
126; names of, 8990; pitrar in, 91; plan of, 87-88, 94; 
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Katlimanclu (ronr.) 
population, 83, 92; Shah conquest and capital, 76-79, 
84, 98, r 20, I 88, 189-190, 196.199, 208-209; in 
Transitional Period, 44, 87, 123; walls and gateways of, 
9293. Ser also Hanuman Dhoka. 

Kath~nandu Valley, 3-17 P O J S ~ ~ ~ ,  345-346 
Kauniiri, 315n41, 322, 325, 334-337, 422 
Kauravas, 9, 240 

kauindra, 74 
Kavindra, see Pratipa~nalla 
Kavindrapura, Kathmandu, 193-194 
kozi, 70 
Kel~alpur, 85 
Kedumbita, 11, 168 
Kelichem / Keliy-chok, r 20-1 22, 189 
Keiasa, name of Visnu, 244 
Keia\'amalla, ruler ca. A.D. 1530, 62 
Keicandra, 364 
Keshavati, alternate name of Vishnumati, 351 

Ketu, 344 
Khadgayogini, 331 
Khajurika-vihira, 165 
Khina-devati, 327 
khandaco~a,  164 
Khasa (Khas, Khasiya, Western Mallas), 3, 8, 53, 56, 69, 

99n90jr48, 228,301,385, 394 
Khisi ,  Khisau, Khisti, see Bodhnitha 
Khas-kuri, Khs-bh is i ,  394. See also Nepali language 

and literature 

khaca, 143, 165, 182, 252, 261, 343, 347 
khafa-jifrii, I 65 
khitaka, 168, 175 
khatviliga, 292, 324 
Khokana village, 142, 328. See also Sikilidevi 
Khopah, see Khvapa 
Khopasi village, 85, 86, 108, 122. See also Kurppisi 
Khoprn / Khopriigrima, 85, 86, roo, 103 
Khotan, 46,r65,227n48,267,275n31,361,374 
Khricuna, see Bhrukuti 
Khrprmbrumi, IOI  

Khvapa (Khopah), roo-1or,126 

kl'ya, 334 
khyabare, 91 
Kicaprngrima, 85, 86 
kichkinni, 334, 362 
Kilagal-to1 Kumiri ,  Kathmandu, 313-315 
kilisa, I 31 

Kingclom of Nepal, 3, 77 
kinnara, 172, 173, 179, 181, 184 
Kinna1.a l i faku,  280 
kinship, mortal ant1 immortal, 581142, 84, "7, 218, 341-343, 

365. See also extended family; lineage; nuclear family 
Kirinchem, 96, 279 
Kiranti (Limbu, Rai), 8, 10, 96 
Kiranti language, ro 
Kirant Pradesh, 10 

Kiritas, 9-1 I ,  22, 24, 83, 87, 96, 107, 126, 226 
Kiriteivara, I I ,  225 
Kiriti language (proto-Newari), ro, 38, 392 
Kirkpatrick, Colonel, 19 
kirti, kirtana, 129, 169, 170, 294n132 
Kirtilaksmi, Malla queen, 2291156 
Kirtimzlla, ruler A.D. 1396.1408, 57, 61 
Kirtimukha, 358 
kirfimukha torana, 172, 173, 178, 179, 251 
Kirtipur: stupa (Cilandya), 149, 152; village, 236, 294, 

311n12, 319 
kisi, 86 
Kisipidi village, 86 
kochujhyi, 132 
kodili (kri) ,  17 
Kodari Pass, see Kuti-Kodari Pass 
Kodari Road (AnikoIArniko Raj Marg), 4n5, 14 
Kohena (Vighna) Ganeia, 263 
Koligrima, 8891 passim, 380. See also Yambu 
Koliyas, 8, 88, 106 

4om (repa) ,  236, 238 
K'o-pan, 102nro1, 126 

401,198 
koja, see kauara 
Kot I Kot massacre, 78, 310 
korihoma, see sacrifice, burnt offerings 
Kocilinga temple, Paiupatinitha, 142 
Kotilingelvara Mahideva temple, Kathmandu, 190 
Kotpala Mountain, 371 

kotta, 85 
Kotwal (Kotvar, Kotwaldar), 81129 
{otyihuti ,  kotyihuti yajfia, see sacrifice, burnt offerings 
Krakucchanda Buddha, 351 
Kramalila, 28 
Kriyi-sarngr.aha-patijiki, 130, 152, 153, 167, 171, 173 
Krodha Bhairava, 343n171 
Krsna, 8, 67, 75, 240, 248-250, 252, 257, 259, 286n102; 

-Ridhi ,  308; temples, 142, 201, 250 
Krsna-astami (Krsna's Eighth), 250, 383 
krsna paksa (bad;) ,  of lunar month, 382 
krta, 294n132 
Krttikis, 260 
Kshatriyas, 8, 288. See also Chetris Kindol samgha, Kathmandu, 305 
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k i  (kod i l i ) ,  17 
Kubera (Dhanada, Jarnbhala, ViSrivana), 361,364, 373, 

422 
Kubilai Khan, 71, 75 
ku'jhyi, 132 

kukkura, 334 
kula, see lineage 
kuladevarri, 117, 121, 218, 247,160,315, 317,319, 320. 

See also degu 
&la ghara, see deochenl 
kulaketu, see lineage 
Kulieivara, 296 
Kulinism, 66 
Kumai Brahmans, 
Kumaon, India, 213n3 
Kumira, sec Kirttikeya; Sithidyo 
Kumiradevi, Licchavi princess, 21, 221131 
Kumira-~agthi (Kurnira's Sixth), see Sithi-nakha 
Kumiri :  76, 255, 309, 3 ~ - 3 1 8 ,  328. 334-337,341, 343; 

gana ,  3~11x2, 315, 3 q ,  344; Ghar, 196, 311-312,314; 
-jitri,  196, 268, 312,314. See alro Durgi  

kumbha (water pot), see apda; ptirna krrlllin 
kum bhasam bhava, 352 
kumbhayoni, 352,356 
KumbheSvara (Sarvdvara), 179, 180, 225,326, 329, 352, 

356-357 
Kummola script, 395 

ku*p5, '3' 
krrnda, see pools 
Kunu Sharma, 99 
Kunwar, Jang Bahadur, see Rana oligarchy, Jang Bahadur 
krirma, see tortoise 
Klrrna avatar, 246 
Kurppisi / Kurppisigrima, 86, 108, 121. See also 

Khopasi village 
Kusale (Kusle, Jogi), 338, 340, 366-367,369 
Kusinas, 31~32 ,  40,185-187, 249,273,305 
hcitagcira, 142 
Kuti (Nyalam Dzong), 4n5,6,70, 289 
Kuti-Kodari Pass, 4, 6, 60 
Kutili script, 394-395 
Kutu-bahal, Deopatan, 178 
Kva-bahrl, Kathmandu, 311, 314 
Kva-bahal (Golden Temple), Patan, 140-141, 183 
kuriclrem, 136 
Kvichem, see Tripura palace 
K v i c h e y  / Kviche Balakaumiri, Patan, 336,355 
Kvichem-tol, Bhaktapur, 204 

Kyirong (sKid-grong), 6, 37, 70 
Kyirong-Ratua Garhi Pass, 6, 33, 36 

Iaddu, 262 
Ldi la ,  epithcr of Siva, g8n81 
Laditagrima, gSn81 
Lagan-bahal, Karhmandu, 295n138, 3ozn171 
Lahore gatc, Delhi, India, 118 
Lainchaur roilyo, Kathmandu, 173, 273 
Fkhc dancers, 216, 238, 338 
lakhu, I 13 
laksana, 224,246, 313 
Laksmana Sena S-vat, 389 
Laksrni, 221, 2 q ,  q1-243, 246, 250, 254, fi2,3&, 

318n58,320-321, 328, 359, 377n147,422; - N i r i y q a ,  250; 
- p i p  (Tihar), 321, 335; -Visudeva, 250 

Laksrnikimadcva 11, rulcr ca. A.D. 1192-1 197, zoo, 312 
Laksnlinarasirnha Malla, Kathmandu ruler, xi, 70, 191, 

2999 3'9, 394 
Laksrnivilisa, Hanuman Dhoka, 197 
Lakuliia, 224 
Lilamati, Malla quccn, ~ d ,  

Idatabimbha, 185, 326 
Lal Baithak, Bhaktapur pdulacc, 205 
Lalita, name of Patan, 9798 
Lalitpur I Lalitpura, sce Patan 
Lambakirna Bhatm, 74, 193, 290,359 
Lambodara, name of Ganda,  262 
Lamjugvala, I 22 

Larnjung, 64 
lamps, used in worship, 217, 232, 340 
land grants, to Khasa and Magars, 69 
Land of Serpents, name for -Nepal, 353 
Landon, Perceval, 5, 204, 251n151, 279, 375 
land tenure, 37, 69, 83-84 
land transfer rccords, sec t i lapara 
language, 8, 10, I I,  38, 392-394. Sce &o names of 

languages, especially Nepali; Newari; Sanskrit 
Laskhu Dhoka / Laskhu Dhoka tol, Bhaktapur, 1oz,136 
Lava and Kuia, 247 
l i y k i ,  76, 113, 188, 200 

Liyki-bahil, Kathmandu, 241 
Liykii-nani, Brahrna-tol, Kathmandu, 320 
Iiylauu, 317, 320 
Lazirnpat Visnu Vikranta, q7n134 
leaf-shaped pendants, 179, 181 
left-hand tantra, 225 
Lekhnath, 79 
Lele village, 85, 86 
Lernbatidranga, 86, 104, 169, 170,226. See oh0 

Lele village 
letters, as historical source, 18, 52 
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Levi, Sylvain, xii, 19, 176, 25111151 
Lhasa, 36. 37, 46, 70, 71, 289, 290 
Liang-hoai-King, Ambassador, 36n136 
Licchar/ikrila~riubhiIekha, 71125, 20.21, 396 
Licchavi Period, 18-40; calendar, 38, 381-382, 384-385, 

388.391; chronology of rulers, table of, 397; cultural 
aspects, 5, 8, 37-40, 54, 72, 95, 103, 104, 161-187, 219, 
233-234, 239-240, 257, 259, 262, 267, 271-281, 287n104, 
300, 363n49, 392, 394-395 (see also architecture; 
(lance / dance dramas; drama; language; literature; 
meta,llurgical arts; music; painting; poetry; scripts; 
sculpture, typological, stylistic, and iconographic 
considerations; stone carving; wood carving); history 
and sources for, 18-37; inscriptions, inventory of, 
403-420; settlements and capital cities, 83-89, 9697, 
roo-101, 104.123. See also Abhira Guptas; Amiuvarrnan; 
Minadeva I; other rulers from Table 111, 397; palaces, 
Licchavi Period 

Licchavis, in India, 8, 21-22 

life-stages, see samskdras 
Lilavati, mystic stream, 352, 367 
Lirnbu (Kiranti), 8, 10, 96, 395n35 
lineage (kula, kulakefu, uamiaja) : 21-22, I 16, I 19, 218; 

deities, see degu, kuladeuati; house, see deochem; of 
Kaililakuta, 119-120, 122; of Tra'nsitional Period 
rulers, 43-44; of Tripura, I 19. See also kinship 

linga (linga), see Sivalingas 
Lingiyata (Viraiaiva) sect, 234 
lingual, 85n6 
lion / lions: conjoint, 172, 178, 182, 184; as form of 

S-karqana, 245; a6 guardian / durirapila, 91, 135, 
137-139, 144-145, 206; in rocky caves, 178; on standards 
(simhadhuaja), I 58, 177, I 80, 203, 259; as throne 
(simhLana), 162, 163, 193; as vehicle of Bhirnasena 
and Durgi, 158, 203, 259, 309 

Lion Gateway, Bhaktapur palace, 206 
Lion Gateway (Singha Dhoka), of Hadigaon, 107 
Lion-head dikini, see Singhini and Baghini 
literature, 38, 74, 79, 392-395 passim. See also drama; 

Maithili; Nepali; Newari; Sanskrit; poetry 
literature, foreign, as source for history, 18, 21 

Living Goddess, see Kumiri  
lGhi!i, I 56 
Lohom- (Stone-) chok, Hanuman Dhoka, 196 
Lokanitha, see LokeSvara 
Lokapilas, 153, 361 
Lokapilasvimin, 252, 256-257 
Lokaprakiia Malla, Patan ruler, 671-1107 
Lokeivara / Loknnitha (Lord of the World), 283, 368, 

369, 370, 372. See also Avalokiteivara; Rito 
Matsyendranitha; Siva 

Lokeivara of Mt. Kapota, 37011107 
Lord of the Fish, 368, 369, 3741-1133 

lost W a l ,  241 
lotus (padnla): as attribute, 243, 282, 283, 308, 320, 353; 

as Brahrni's vehicle, 263, 325 
Lower Town (kuane), of Bhaktapur, 101, 103 
Lubhu village, 9, 142, 342 
Luchubhalu- (Luchumaru, Luchuphu-) a j i n ~ i ,  325,331, 

342, 348-349 
Lui-, Luyi-pi, 367-368 
Luku-Mahideva, -Mahidyo, 134, 2251135, 232,343 
Lumarhi-ajimi (Bhadrakili), 331, 342, 348-349 
Lurnbini (Rummindti), 13, 271 
I u n z  hiti, I 56 
Lumjhyishok, Patan palace, 202 

lunar dynasty (Somava&a), 25, 27 
lunar mansion (nak~mtra), 129,384 
Luti-ajirni (Indrini), 325, 342, 343 

maca junko, 218 
Macali-ajirni (MartyeSvari), 324. 34111166 
Macchegaon village, 83, 245 
Macche Niriyana., 256 
Macchendranith, -nitha, see Matsyendranitha 
Madanasimha-rimava,rddhana, 60, 242, 290 

Madheses, 9n36,69,95, 234 
Madhu and Kaitabha, 242 
Madhyalakhu, 107, I 13, 114 
Madhyarna-vihira, 165, 273 
Madhyamika sect, 273 
Magadha, 32, 36, 65ng0, 270, 271, 283,374. See also 

Bengal; Bihar state 
Migal / Maligaon, 89n26, I 18, 335 
Magars, 8, 69 
Migha-sankrinti, 247, 254 
Mahibauddha: stupa, Kathmandu, 280; temple, Pamtan, 148 
Mahibhrirafa, 9, 60, 148, 226, 238, 240, 248, 249, 258, 

3ozn17z 
Mahideva, name of Siva, 223 
Mahideva Pokhari, 156 
mahi  dhripa, 339 
Mahiganeia, 263 
Mahikila: Buddhist deity, 138, 216, 237, 291-292, 341, 

359,422; epithet of Siva / Bhairava, 216, 291, 292 
Mahikila  temple caitya, Kathmandu, 172-173 
Mahikili,  326, 330 
Mahilaksmi, 322, 325, 326, 328, 340, 342, 346, 347, 422 
Mahimii, -mari, epithet of Sitali / Hiriti,  236, 328 
Mahimiyuri, 278,335-336,359 
Mahimiyhri stupa, Sankhu, 150, 174-175, 278 
Mahinavami (Great Ninth), 190, 309, 383 
Mahinirvininantla (~aramananirguninanda),  Svimi, 

198-199 
mahanfa, 141, 234, 235 
mahipifrns, pitras, 60, 61, 62, go, 91, I 12, 125, 199, 203 
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r~zal~apr.atihiras, pratihirar, 28, 47 
mahipurura lakrone, 246 
naaharijalilii, 267 
~nahisimantar, rimantas, 24, 25n47,28,47,6on57, 124 
Mahisanghika sect, 273 
Mahisattva-jiuani, 303 
Mahisiddhas, Siddhas (Great Perfected, Perfected Ones), 

48, 215, 281, 287, 301) 332, 350,360, 365-368, 
369-379 pafsim 

mahisfrina, see abhi~eka 
mah2sfibhaya, 363n47 
Mahistanii (Great Eight), 383 
Mahisthamapripta, 280 
mahitha, 54, 56, 58, 60 
nzahitmya, 18, 87, 227 
mahiuali, 217n9, 230. See also sacrifice, animal 
nzahiuil~iras, see uihiras 
Mahiyana, see Buddhism, Mahiyina 
Mahendramalla, Kathmandu ruler, 68, 69, 189n5, 190-191, 

2349 358 
mahendran~alli, 70 
Mahendrasaras (Madanasaras), 168 
Mahendreivara temple, Kathmandu, 190 
Maheivara, epithet of Siva, 223 
MaheSvari, 320, 322, 325, 422 
Mahideva, ruler A.D. 6th cent., 25 
n~ahina (solar month), 384 
Mahindrarnalla, Patan ruler, 651184 
Mahindrasilnha Malla, Kathmandu ruler, 69 
Mahipatindra Malla, Kathmandu prince, 192, 195 
Mahisa, Mahivisura, jog, 330 
Mahisapila dynasty, 10, 107 
Mahi$isura-rnardini, see Durgi  
miis  (mothers), 216, 307-349 parsim. See also mother 

goddesses; Mother Goddesses 
Maithili, see Mithili 
Maithili language and literature, 68, 74, 392, 393 
maithrina couple, see coition, divine and ritual 
Maitidevi, -ajimi (GyineSvari, Jiineivari. Kaumiri, 

Mayarta-devi), 325, 335-337, 341, 342 
moil; ghara ( t h u h e m ) ,  342,379 
Maitreya, 273, 280, 285-286, 29511138, 353, 355,358; 

at Dardu, India, 285; of Musun-bahal, 285,377,379n166 
Miju-deval, Kathmandu, 143, 144, I95 
Majurndar, Ranesh Chandra, 385n15 
makarar 1 makara fountains, 145, 156-157, '72,173, 175. 

178, 181,182, 248,353 
Matkhan-to1 Garuda, 158, 225 
Makwanpur, 63,64,65,76 
malaria (awal, artl), 4-5, 15, 37, 328 
Malati- (Jiswa-) chok, Bhaktapur pdace, 206 
male-female forces, ~o la r i ty  of, 215 
Maligaon village, see Migal I Maligaon 

Malla, maNa, definition of, 52-54 
malla~ara, 53 
Malla Period: 52-76; capital cities of, 123-126; chronology 

of rulers, table of, 399.401; cultural aspects, 72-76, 
286.294 (see olro architecture; dance I dance dramas; 
drama: language; literature; metallurgical arts; music; 
painting; poetry; scripts; sculpture, typological, 
stylistic, and iconographic considerations; stone carving; 
wood carving); history, political, and sources for, 18-20, 
51-72; name and title Malla I mdla  discussed, 5254; 
Three Kingdoms, 61-65, 76, 1 8 8 . ~ 8  parrim. See d r o  
palaces, Malla Period; Pratipamalla and other rulers 
from Table 111, 400.401 

Mallapuri, q, 52-53, 56, 252 
mallerne, 53 
mina, mini ,  rniniki (measure), 47 
mana 24-25,108, 115 
Minadwa I, ruler ca. A.D. 464-505: Changu Niriyana 

pillar of, 22, 23, 24, 176, 180, 252, 391; coins of, 47, 108; 
Gum-vihira association, 167, 278; inscriptions of, 24; 
Licchavi lineage of, 22; and Minagrha, q, 108; and 
Mineivari, 317.318; as mantra siddha, 272; memorial 
to, 170; mentioned, 264, 309n5. 310; name, significance 
of, 24-25; personality and reign, 23-25, 32; pious 
donations of, 24, 166, 246-247, 277; portrait image of, 
24, 253; religion of, 39, 219; as Vikramiditya 1 
Vikramajit, 26n52,348,384nr2 

Minadeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 575, 26, 388-389 
Minadeva 111, 31, 44, 123 
Minadeva IV, 23, 31, el 
Minadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1137-1140, 4, 2811171 
Minadeva (Amiuvarman) Smvar ,  26, 38,43,381,384, 

385. 388-391 
Minagrha, 24, 26, 29,3o, 1gn128,108, 109-112, 114-1 18, 

I 19, 121, 162, 225, 260,266, 317 
Minagupta Gomi, 168 
Manakimana, 335 
Minamineivari temple, Hadigaon, I I 5, I 18, 317 
Manandhars, 207, 239, 289. Sce also Uriy 
mininka,  47, 108 
manar, 351 
Minasari, 130 
Manasarowar, 351 
Mina-vihira, iri-, 108, 165, 166 
Manbegi trident, 2271-145 
mandala (administrative unit, country), 85-86 
mandala (yantra, mystic diagram): 94, 102, 128, 141, 142, 

145-146, 155, 159,175, 191,214,264n206,316,323, 
344-348, 362; yonirahra, 32on71, 323,346 

Mandala of Amoghapiia, 145 
mandaleja (Sovereign of the ~ a n d d a ) ,  346 
mandaii, 39, 167, 235. See also m a t h a  
mandapa (madrc), 146-147, 159, 179. See also platforms 
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Minesvara: linga, 115, 116, 118, 225, 317; -rPjanganali, 
115; village, 88, 118 

Mineivari, 42,67, 108, "5, 121. 225, 316-320, 371. 
Sre also Taleju 

Mangal Bazaar / -bhatta / -hiti, Patan, 111, 112 

mini, m i n i t i ,  47 
Manicuthan, 156 
Manidhiiri, 168, 199 
Minigalbhatta, Patan pa'lace, 202 

Manigal-rijya, I 12 

maniglidhipati, 62, I 12 

Minigvala, 98, 109, 110-112 

Minikeiava, Patan palace, 202 

Manikeivara, 111, 112 
manikins, wooden, 324 
Mini-, Manilakhu, 113 
Magimandapa, Patan, I I I,  112,146, 203 
Maniratna-ntcili, 37on1og 
Maijunitha: image, 120, 286; shrine, 363n47 
Maijupattana, -pattana, 87, 293 
Maijuiri, 8, 87, 272, 282, 285-286, 293-294, 298, 321-322, 

327, 351,3533 3579 421 
A4atijuiri-mrila-taipa, 291185, 33, 272 
Maijuirinaka-vihara, Kathmandu, 87 
Manju-vihira, Chabahil, 276 
Man-lion avatar, see V i ~ n u ,  Narasimha avatar 
Manohara River, 63, 318,351 
mansions (pura), of Svayambhii, 300 
mantras, 214, 319, 335 
Mantrayina, 215. See also Buddhism, Vajrayina 
Manu, 22, 23 
Manudeva, ruler A.D. Gth cent., 25 
manuscripts, 18, 19, 41, 43, 49-50, 74, 123, 130, 166-167, 

169, 183, 281, 282, 287, 290, 297-298, 360, 371, 392. 
See also painting, matnuscript illuminations 

Minusi Buddhas, 272, 277n46 
n ~ a p c o ~ o ,  85n6 
M i r i ,  Temptation of, 262, 280, 305, 332 
mirga, 21 4 
Marpa, 4, 2R1 

marriage, synlbolic, 264 
Mars, 344 
maian (inlaicina), 154. See also cremation grounds / ghats 
Masan- (Karnel-) chok, Hanurnm Dhoka, 192 
tnasanta, 383 
masks, 304; of Bhairava, 236-237; of mother goddesses, 

324, 347-348 
masoliry, Newar, 131, 132, 135 
Master of the Thuntlerbolt, of Absolute Power, see 

uajricirya 
masters of tithis, 383 
m i t i ,  132, 133 
Mitatirtha, 351 

Mata-ya (Festival of Lights), 304.305 
n,afhas, 103, I 36, 141, 234-235, 367. See also rnandnli 
M a ~ h u r i ,  211119, 184, 248, 249 
Matingrima, 97, 164 
Mitrkis, see Mother Goddesses 
matsyo, see fish 
Matsya avatar / Matsya Niriyana (Macche Narayan), 245 
Matsyendra, the yogin, 48, 283, 366-371,376 
Matsyendra-, Macchendranitha, Rito (Red): 367-379; 

abhi~eka, 358,377-378; androgynous aspects, 379; 
as Brahrnanical deity, 369-370, 376, 379; chariot /.chariot 
procession, 74, 143, 368, 373-376; fish association, 
367-368, 376; image of, 377-378; n~entioned; 32, 39, 55, 
73, 222, 237; popularity of, 67, 74, 215, 371-372; in 
portents and omens, 372; as raingiver, 354, 355, 374-376; 
relations with deities and sites, 373, 376-377, 378; 
syncretic nature of, 227, 368-369, 379; travels in prirna 
talaia, 352; treasure of, 378-379 

MatsyendranHtha, Sveta (Seto, White), go, 368, 371, 

379-380 
Maukharis of Kanauj, 32,33 
Maurya dynasty, 13, 85, 303 
miyi ,  242 
Miyi ,  Queen, 271 
Miyuri-tirtha, 335 
medhi, 151 
medhi and plinth, of Licchavi Period caityas, 171-173 
Medicine Buddhas, eight, 286nro1 
medicine plum (myrobalan), 28611101 
Meghapila, 124 
melar (fairs), 219, 356 
mercenaries, in Mala armies, 69, 751-1156, 195-196 

Mercury, 344 
Meru, Mt., 158, 351, 421 
metallurgical arts: in architecture, 6, 39, 75, 135, 138-141, 

143-145, 153-154, 162-163, 165, 173, 19t205 passim, 
207-208, 230, 254, 323; artisans of the, 16-17, 50, 71, 
288; of  the goldsmith, 37, 39-40, 50, 71, 73, 75, 244, 
281; and makara water spouts, 156-157, 162-164, 168, 
205; sculptures (bronzes), cast and repoussi, mentioned 
or cliscussed, 6, 21, 33n19, 37, 39, 50, 68, 71-73, 75, 79, 
981181, 157.159, 173, 176, 190, 200, 202, 230, 236-238, 
23911101, 241, 243, 245, 248, 252-254, 256, 261n194, 
263-265, 280, 283, 285, 291, 293, 300, 309, 324, 329, 
331, 356, 357, 380; skills in and decline of, 39-40, 50, 
71,75,7g, 236-237, 241 ; TibetcrChinese influence, 72, 
289; trade and tribute of, 37, 50, 72, 79, 236-237, 241. 
See also Gupta dynasty, aesthetic and cultural tradition; 
kauaca; portrait images; sculpture, typological, stylistic, 
ancl iconographic considerations 

Mewar, palace of, 791-1171 
Mhaipi-ajima (Jfiinadikini, MaheSvaai), 220, 325, 334, 341, 

377-378 
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Michailovsky, Boyd, 421 
middens, 175, 179 
milestones, national, 198 
military culture, 127 
Minanitha, 374-375 
Ming dynasty, see China 
mingnzing bird, 5 
missionaries, see Catholic missionaries 
missions, foreign economic and diplomatic, 5, 15, 310119 
mita, 65 
Mithili (Tirabhukti, Tirhuc, Videha), xii, xiii, 46-47, 56, 

58, 65-68, 248, 259, 301, 315n38, 318, 389, 395. See also 
Maithili language and literature 

mlecchas, 14, 33, 385 
Mohan-chok, Hanuman Dhoka, 192-193, 194, 198, 232 
Mohenjo-daro, 223n24 
Mohini, 224-225 
moksa, 214,422 
monasteries / monastic communities, see Buddhism, 

monastic communities; mmdali; mathas; vihiras 
Mongoloid, I I 
mongoose, 361 
monks, Buddhist, see Buddhism, monastic communities 
nlonsoon climate, 354 
months, naines of, 382 
moon, as ornament of Siva, 224. See also Candra; lunar 

dynasty 
Mopatadyo (Bhitbhayini), 364-365 
mother goddess /Mother Goddess, terms defined, 3221181 
Mother Goddess, cult of the, 215,307 
mother goddesses / female divinities I mothers and 

grandmothers (ni i is ,  apnzcis), 222, 224, 233, 250, 264, 
267, 277, 282, 291, 292,307-308, 322n81,323-326,341- 
344, 352-353. See also personal names 01; female 
principle in Buddhist tantrism; iakti 

Mother Goddesses (Mitrkis, Avtarnitrkis, Daiamahividyi, 
Navadurgi), r3gn43, 142, 144, 216,222, 232-236,238, 

252, 259, 260, 273, 291,308, 309, 311, 312, 315, 321, 
322-341 passim, 342-348, 364,422. See also personal 
Iianics of 

mothers, grandmothers (mi i s ,  ajimris), see two  preceding 
entries 

Mother's Day, bathing on, 351 
Motira~n Bhatta, 79 
Mrigasthali (Deer Grove): Paiupatinitha, 229, 247; 

caturmukhalitiga, 224; e~atncrkhaliriga, 227 
Mu-bahal, Kathmandu, Kumiri  of, 311n14, 314 
Mucalinda, 273-274, 280, 359 
niudris (symbolic gestures): 214, 272, 298; abhaya, 274, 

321; Amida, 237n95; atikrria, 237, 324, 330; bhimiiparsa, 

Mugha1 Empire, cultural influences from the, 68+, 149, 
196-197, 258, 393, 394. See also Muslims 

Muhtirtorintimani, 383115 
mukhalirigar, ree Siualirigar 
rnukh&tami, 227-228 
Muktinitha, 156, 351 
Mukundasena, of Palpa, 56-57, 236, 341,358,371, 378 
Mtila-sarul t iuadi-uinayar~graha,  131172 
Milasarvistivadin sect, 273 
MtilaviGki, 97 
Mul-chok: of Bhaktapur palace, 136, 204, 205; of 

Kathmandu palace, 190; of Patan palace, 201; Taleju 
temples, see Talcju, tunplcs of 

mundamdi  (garland of skulls), 273,324 
mural painting, sec painting, mural 
music: 38,74, 138, 188, 1g6, 302; serpents and, 355, 

358,365 
musk, in trade and ritual, 5,45, 299 
Muslims: conquer Mithili, 47, 48, 55, 56; ~ ~ I t u r a l  

influence of, 48,6869; destruction of Valley 
monuments, 124, 227, 299, 300; and Indiam Buddhism, 
68, 280, 288; number of contemporary, 213n2, 221n20; 
raid, 57-58, 68, 253-254; refugees from the, 8,48,288; 
in trade and commerce, 69,95. See also Mughal Empire 

Musun-bahal, Kathmandu: 290, 354; Maitreya of, 285,377, 

379n166 
myrobolon (medicine plum), 286n1or 
mystic diagram, see mandala 

Nigadeia, 358 
nigakqtha (nigadhuaja), 158,194,357 
Nigaloka (Piralaloka), 353-355 
Niga-paiicami (Serpents' Fifth), 254, 356, 358,383 
n i g a p l a  (Snakes and Ladders), 220-221 

Niga Pokhari, Hanuman Dhoka, 357I-121 
Nigapura (Vaiiga), Svayambhijnitha, 300,355 
nigari,  see drums 
Nigarija: of Kumbheivara, 357; in Newar house, 422; 

of Paiupatinitha jamb, 181, 185; as prah'hira, 177; 
in Irisnu icons, 241. See also Kirkotaka 

Nigari, Devanigari, xvii, 395 
Nigirjunn: 27jn13,360; mountain of, 275, 360 
Nigirjunakonda, 175 
nigas, naginis, see serpents. See also Arnoghasiddhi; 

Kirkotaka; Mucalinda; Tiksaka; Visuki 
niga sidhana, 355 
Nigaii l i ,  358 
Nignv.isa, see Kilihrada 
nigayina calamina, 292 
Nag-bahal caitya, Patan, 273 
nigini, see serpents 
Nairitmi, 216, 327 
Nakadesh (Nakdesh), 340,358 
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Nakhu Khola, 266 
Naksal, 86, 88, 358 
Naksal-bahal, Kathmandu, 297 
Naksal (Navasagara) Bhagavati, 309-310, 332, 364 
n a t p f r a  (lunar mansion), 129, 384 
Nakwa (Nawakot) Bhagavati, 342 
Nala: Bhagavati, 309-31 0; village, 85, 142 
nu Irikhegu (catching fish), 340, 344, 348 
Nilandi, 48, 166, 184-185, 281,305 
Namobuddhi (Namma), 71, 150, 152, 303 
Namoyiti, 3411123 
Nandala, name of Hadigaon, 106 
Nandi, 26, 223, 230, 233, 274 
nani, 120, 137 
Ninyadeva, 46, 551124, 58,66,318 
Nara, name of Hadigaon, 106 
Nirada, 365 
Nirada PaAcaritra, 240111 04 
Naradevi (Svetakili, Neta-+mi), 327, 331, 339, 341, 348 
Narasimhq see Visnu, Narasimha avatar 
Narasimha tirfha, 255 
naraiiua 1 Naraiiva, 338, 340 
naravali, see sacrifice, human 
Narayan Chaur edict, 114-115 
Narayan Hiti palace, 15, I 14, 115, 190, 208 
Niriyana: cosmic deity, 240; as royal epithet, 58,67. 

See also Jalaiayana Niriyana; Visnu, Niriyana aspect 
Niriyana Hiti, Kathmandu: Caturvyiiha Visnu image, 

244-245; fountain, 245; Garuda, 244nrzz 
Niriyana temple: of Hamsagrhadratiga, 861117; of 

Srinivisa, Patan, 203 
Narendradeva, ruler ca. A.D. 643679: abhiteka of, 355; 

aids Wang Hsuan-t'sP, 36; and Bhadradhivisa-bhavan 
109; and Bhrukic, 33; chancery of, 109, 110; court of, 
described by Wang Hsuan-t'sO, 162; criticizes 
Bhaumagupta, 291184; and cult of Buga Lokeivara / 
Matsyendranitha, 32, jg, 368, 370-376 passim; 
donations of, 165; and embassies to China, 36-37; and 
Hamsa-grhadranga, 10811134; inscriptions, various, 48, 
I I I ,  168, 256; and Kailisakita-bhavana, 30, 162-163; 
longevity of, 31, 109; as Na-ling ti-po, 32; ornaments 
of, 40; restored to throne, 30; and samgha, 275; and 

Tibet! 29, 32, 34, 35 
Nisadyo / Natarija, 147, 192, 223, 233, 348 
Nasalshok, Hanuman Dhoka, 192, 196, 245 
nrifha, suffix, 369 
Nithas, 136n30, 350, 365-370, 380. See also Kinphati 

yogis; K.ipilikas; Kusale 
Nativity of the Buddha relief, 178 
Nautale, 5c.e Vassntapura, Hanuman Dhoka 
Navadurgi (Naudurgi, Nine Durgis), see Mother 

Goddesses 
Navagraha (Nine Planets), 168, 265, 292, 328, 344-345 

Navagrha, name of Deopatan, 105, 113 
navakandarn, 340 
Na.vami, see Mahinavami 
Navasagara Bhagavati, see Naksal Bhagavati 
Nawakot, 7,6o, 63,65,77,124,196,319,342 
Niyakadevi, Malla queen, 55, 57, 65 
Nayardeia, 318 
necrophilia, see cremation grounds / ghats, tantric 

imagery of 
Neolithic, 8, 12, 215 
Nepal, Kingdom of, 3, 77 
Nepal (Nepila, Nepilarnmdala), 7, g 
Nepi l ibhi~i ,  393, 394. See also Newari language and 

literature 
Nepilikhala, 395. See also Newari language and 

literature, Old 
Neprila-mahifmya, 226n41, 257 
Nepileivara, 225 
Nepali language and literature, 11, 69, 74, 79,94, 95, 

98, 197, 393-394 
Nepal-Lhasa treaty, A.D. 1775, 393 
Nepal (Newari) Samvat (N.s.), 23, 381, 384, 389-391 
Newar house, 16, 130-134, 183-184, 421-422 
Newari language and literature: 10, 50, 70, 74, 79, 94, 

104, 206, 329, 333, 392.393; Old (Classical, 
Nepilikhala), 10, 19n12, 20, 43, 68, 110, I I  I, 393,395. 
See also Kiriti language 

Newars (Nevar, Nevira), 8-12, 15-17, 64, 68, 83, 84, 94, 

95, 104,257n179,258,289-290, 293,329,333,354n11, 
393,395 

Newar-style architecture, 130-147, 179-184, 186-187, 
196-199 passim. See also dharmajrilrir; mathas; Newar 

1% house; Newar-style temple; palaces, Malla Period; 
uihiras 

Newar-style temple: 141-146; evidence for in the 
Licchavi Period, 164-165, 179, 182-183; free-st~nding 
and incorporated compared, 146; as mandala, 142, 
145.146; morphology with dharmdilLr, 147; relation 
to Gupta Period temples, 185-186; types appropriate to 
particular divinities, 142, 259, 324-326 

New Road, Kathmandu, 94, 95, 104, 190 
Nhu-bahal, Kathmandu, 302n171 
nhyaphadyo, 2171110 
niches, of Licchavi Period caityas, 171-173, 220n16 
Nigali Sagar, pillar of, 13 
nikhi  / Nikhu, 260, 378 
Nilakantha, epithet of Siva, 351 
Nilasarasvati, 331 
Niliiili fountain, 182 
Nimistinkaravarmi, 22 

Nine Durgis, see Mother Goddesses 
Nine Nithas, 366 
Nine Planets, see Navagraha 
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Ni-po-lo, T a n g  transcription of Nepal, 9, 107 
Nirrti, 332, 333 
nirvana, 214, 271, 272 
nirkala, 223 
nifya p i j i ,  216, 244 
nobles, hereditary, 54, 59, 60, 61, 77 
nol, 12, 301,343 
nonsectarianism, aspects of, 26, 39, 49, 73, 74, 13on9, 

214-221 passim, 242, 244, 245, 248, 252-254, 256, 259, 
269, 274, 283-~86,291,302n172, 303, 307-308,311-317 

pusim, 321-323, 326-329, 331, 335-337,367-379, 421-422. 
See also sculpture, typological, stylistic, and 
iconographic considerations; sectarianism 

Nor monastery (Ngor Evan Chos Idan), Tibet, 71 
North Stupa, Patan, 150, 174, 304 
novices, school for Buddhist, 295-296 
Nrpendrarnalla, Kathmandu ruler, 65, 372 
nuclear family, 15, 84 
nucleated rosette motif, 172, 182, 185 
nuns, Buddhist, see Buddhism, monastic communities 
Nupunnadranga, 86, 257 
Nyalarn Dzong, see Kuti 
nyitapola, 200 

Nyitapola temple, Taumadhi-tol, Bhaktapur, 206,207 

occupational castes, 8 
occupations, as town specialties, 16-17 
Odantapuri, 48, 281 
ogres, 260, 343, 344. See also Bala; Bhitbhahni; 

Ghantakirna; Gurumipi;  Jitaka-ajimi 
Oldfield, Henry, 190, 204, 276 
Old (Classical) Newari, see Newari language and 

literature 
Om-bahal ccu'tya, Patan, 172, 173, 272-273 
ornament: of Licchavi Period caityu, 172-173, 180-182, 

184-186; shared tradition, Indian and Nepali, 184-185; 
shared tradition, Licchavi' and Malla, 180-182 

outcastes (untouchables), 17, 93, 94, 99, 217, 229, 239, 
251, 340, 343. See also caste; Cyime; Kasain; 
Kusale; Pode 

owl, as uihana, 330 

Pacali Bhairava, 91, 238-239, 266,326, 335, 337, 348, 360, 

362 
Picare, see Piiicasaturdaii 
Picurnola script, 395 

padu, 93,117 
padn~a, see lotus 
Padmi, name of Laksmi, 321 
Padmapini, see AvalokiteSvara 
Padmapurusa, 243, 247 
Padmasambhava, 366 
padmisonu, 267 

Padmulla-, Padumaladevi, Malla queen. 55, 57, 65 
piduki, 367 
painting: banner (pafa, paubhi), zon13, 50,71, 145,165, 

167, 205, 236, 245, 248, 280, 299, 303-304, 308, 346, 
353-355, 360, 363, 364; Gupta and Pila traditions, 50, 75, 
79; mandala, 145, 244, 245, 258,Arn196,265, 283, 291; 
manuscript illuminations, 36, 41, 50, 75, 165-167, 169, 
183,236,241,243,248,280, ZEI, 283,309, 371; mentioned, 
246, 322n79, 330, 331; on multi-layered paper, 75, 2-13? 
245, 248-250, 264, 309, 321,332; mural, 39,75,79, 132, 
135, 141, 145, 162, 194, 196-198, 205, 206, 208, 236, 
241, 243, 248, 249, 264, 280, 304n179, 309; in palaces 
of the Three Kingdoms, 190-206 passim; portrait, 196, 
206, 209; Rijasthini and Pahiri styles, 68, 75, 79, 197- 
198, 206, 208; stylistic considerations, 75, 79; Tibeto- 
Chinese influence, 72, 75, 250, 289-290 

paired shrines, see pitha and deochem; pifha deuat t ;  
iakfi pifhas 

pikhijhyi, 132 
pakras, of lunar month, 382383 
Pal, Prattpaditya, 1531177, 170, 174,281n74~361n43 
Palace of the Serpent (Bhaktapur), 353 
palaces: Indian, 121, 163, 3041-1179; Licchavi Period, 39, 

107-19, 162-163 (see also Kailisaktita-bhavana; 
Minagrha; rijakula); Malla Period, 134-136, 188-208, 
304n179 (see also Caukot Darbar; Hanuman Dhoka; 
rajakula; Tripura; V a r n t h u n i h m ~ ;  Yuthunihmam); 
Shah and Rana, 76, 78, 134. 189-190, 196-199, 208-209 
(see also Narayan Hiri; Rana oligarchy) ; Transitional 
Period, 163-164, 1% 

Pila dynasty, 31, 46, 48, 49, 50,68,75,281n174 
Palanchok, 7, 54, 58.61, 85, 236 
Palanchok Bhagavati, 121, 309-310 
Palanquin, Hill of the (Cingum), see Changu hill 
Pallava dynasty, 53, 340 
~ a l m  leaf manuscripts, see manuscripts 
Palpa, 56. See also Mukundasena; Sena dynasty, Nepal 
pilungo, pnlinga (spinach), in trade, 5n16 
Panauti, 11, 54, 85, 179, 265, 303~319.367~394 
piricadina (Panchdan, Five Offerings), 91,264, 302-303 
Paicajana, 249 
Piiica-kaumiri, 315n41, 334-336; -kumiri, 31 1n12 
Paticakom, 238 
paticifi, paridlika, 37, 47, 48, 72, "6, 235, 239 
paricali bhahrihra, 239 
paticamakira, 215 
Pahcami, 238 
paticimrta, 225 
Paficamukhi (~ive-faced) Hanuman temple, Hanuman 

Dhoka, 193 
Paficanadi, -nari rirfha, 238. 352 
paridnga (pirro, almanac), 384,386-387 
Paicaraksi, 33536,359 
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Pificaritra l Pificaritrins, 243, 244,248, 25811180 
p i i c a ~ d i ,  337. See also sacrifice, animal 
pat~capain, 47 
paiciyatana shrine, 148, 149 
pain' grithi, 235 
Pinda'vas, 240, 258, 259, 302n172 
Pandey family, 77 
pani~tha, 421 
pitti)~akaniirintika, 162 
panjrr, 378 
Pant, Dinesh Raj, 385 
Pant, Mahesh Raj, 871-119, 221nr8 

Para, 243 
Paramananirguninand (Mahkirvinlnanda), Svimi, 

198-199 
Paramebvari-degutale-miju, 316, 319. See also Durgi 
Para Visucleva, Para Vi~nu, see Visnu, Supreme 
Pirijita-harana, 26711222 
Parthivaiili, 264n206 
Parthivendra Malla, Kathmandu ruler, 65, 194-195 
Pirvati, 223, 224, 233, 261, 264, 307, 308, 320, 333, 369, 

422. See also Durgi 
Parvatiyi (Parbate, Parbatiyi), 91136, 12, 17, 83, 104-105, 

394 
passes, mountain, 4, 6, 33, 36, Go 
passing, into higher caste, 221, 305. See also caste 
paiu, 226 
Piiupita: sect, 224, 226, 234, 235, 243, 273, 327, 366; 

weapon of Arjuna, g, 226 
Paiupati: name of Deopatan, 105; of Siva, 223 
Paiupatinitha,: 226-232; Aghora aspect of, 236, 328; 

AmSuvarman and cult of, 26, 39, 108, 112, 228, 274, 
388-389; antiquity of, 38, 170, 227,298; and Balambu 
villagers, ro8n134; bhaf&raka, not iribha!f2raka, r 16; 
Buddhist association with, 49, 220, 227-228; as divine 
witness, 231 ; domain (k,retra) of, 77, I 14, 170, 177-178, 
227, 229, 232, 350; ekamukha rudrakja of, 231, 358; 
foreign devotees of, 228-229, 371; as Gorakhanitha, 
367, 369; Guhyebvari, paired with, 327; Kusale 
association with, 367; linga of, 60-61, 227; tntdkhi$fami 
celebration at, 227-228; Musli~n looting of, 57; as 
Nepiladhipati, 231; and new eras, 231, 388-389; 
offerings to, 55, 73, 227, 229-230, 254; origin legend 
of, 22(i-227; in praiartis, 26,39, 73-74, 228; preeminence 
of cult of, 221, 225, 228-229, 281, 369; priests of, 66, 
228n52, 274; as rain god and miracle worker, 376,388- 
389; routes Mukundasena, 236; and substitute tirthas 
for, 204, 229; temple / temple complex of, 108, 227, 
229, 232; measure of, 230-231, 358; treasure of robbed, 
59, 195, 231, 358; and untouchables, 229, 251; worship 
of, 73, 215, 228-229. See also Siva 

Piiupafi-ptrrina, r r 
Pabuprrkha, 227, 229 

pata, see painting, banner 
patacitra (yatnapata), 303-304 
Pitaliputra, 21, 163 
Pitaloka (Nigaloka), 353,354,355 
Patan: 95-100, 109-1 12, rgg-204; Agniiili temple of, 266; 

archaeological remains in, 179; as assumed capital city, 
541118, 87, 109-112. 123-124; Buddhist character of, 
16, 48, 95, 96, 98. roo, 102, 103, 136, 281, 286, 294; 
as city-state, 62, 63-76 passim, 99, 199-204; contempo- 
rary aspects of, 14-17 passim, g6,g8-100, rgg; and 
Daiamahividyi, 345; decline of, 9899; extent of, roo; 
history of, 95-100; influence of, 124; and Kirita 
tradition, 96; Krsna worship in, roo, 250; Kumiri 
institution of, 31 1-316 passim; as Licchavi settlement, 
96-97; mahipitras of, 6062, 112, 124, 125, 199, 203; 
Mairhili raids on, 56; as Minigvala, 110-112; mathas, 
141; names of, 9798; palace, see Caukof Darbar; 
population, 83; Rito MatsyendranHtha cult in, 369-379 
passim; Shah conquest and occupation, 77,98,99; 
walls and gateways of, 99-100 

Patan Archaeological Garden, 199 
Patan Dlioka, too 
piti (phalaci, phale), 146, 147 
Patna, India, 21 

patralati motif, 172, 178, 179, 181-182, 184, 185 
pitras, see mnhipitras 
pitro, see pa?idtiga 
pattibhijeka, puspa, pusyiabhiseka, 591-150 
pattana, pattuna, 981182, 109, I 10 

Patuka, 96 
paubhi, see painting, banner 
paura, 7 
pavilions of Indra, 268 
Peacock, Golden, mantra, 335 
Peacock, Great, see Mahimiyuri 
peacock wihana, 158,260,334,335,336 
periodicals, Nepali, of culture and history, 423-425 
perpetual fires, 266 
Persian language, 69, 393 
Peshawar, 375 
pestilence, 73, 236, 328-329. See also Black Death; 

malaria; smallpox 
Petecli, Luciano, 19, 385 
Phigun (Holi festival), 1971-159 
phalaci (phale, piti), 146, 147 
p/zalaci (vestibule), 133, 135, 138 See also pladorms 
Pharping, 54, 60,62,63, 83, 1243 257 
phubar.e (kayabarr), 91,302 
pig: as scavenger, 134, 330, 332; as vdmicara sacrifice, 

347-348 
piganadyo, see pitha-deuafl 
pilasters, sre columns 
pillars, sacred (dhuaja, dhvajasfarnbha, iilitranlbha. 
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statnbha), 13, 97, 157-159, 166, 168-169, 176.177, 180, 
193, 194-195, 203, 207, 251, 268, 269, 279n61. See also 
Changu NirHyana pillar; columns; Garudadhvajas; 
Hadigaon, pillar; India, pillars in; Indradhvaja; 
nigikastha; portrait images; simhadhuaja 

Pim-bahal stupa, Patan, 124, 152, 279 
Pimche-bahal, Kathmandu, 130, 139n43 
pine, see dhuika dune / pine 
Piiicasaturdaki (Picare, Goblins' Fourteenth), 232, 317, 

338, 342-44 
piiicas, 216, 333, 362 
pitimahi, 263 
pirho, 238, 326-327, 345-347 
pitha and deochem, 263, 291-29~,326-327,335,342,345 
pitha deuatlir (piganadyo), 291, 292,326-328, 333-336,338 
pithanyasa, 327 
planets, see Navagraha 
plans: of c d y a s ,  179; of Newar-style temple, 142 
plants, herbs, 5, 37, 72, 257n179 
platforms, ceremonial (dabali, dabu), 159, 163,168, 182, 

192, 261 
Pleiades, 260 
Pleistocene period, 8 
plinth, of stupa, 151-152 
plinth and medhi, of ci tyas,  171-173 
Pode (Pore), 93,217.340~343 
poetry, 68,70,74-75,188, 191, 329, 333, 393 
pokhari, see reservoirs 
~ o l e s ,  symbolic (dhuaja), 207, 219. See also Garudadhvajas; 

pillars, sacred 
pollution, ritual, 215 
Polunarawa, Ceylon, 186 
polyglot inscription of Pratipamalla, 193 
pools (krinda), 156, 350-352. See also Gosainkund; 

reservoirs 
population, of towns and cities, 83.92 
Pore, see Pode 
porters, sent to Tibet, 34-35 
portrait images, 67n101, 68, 76, 157-159, 176, 177, 180, 

1933 195, 203, 2079 247, 250-254 
post-and-lintel, see architecture, post-and-lintel 
post-Licchavi, the term, 42 
pot and foliage motif, see ptirna kalda 
P'ouo-lo-tou, 107, I 14. 358 
prabhti thakrrra, 42 
pradaksini: 129; of Dipankara Buddhas, 3ozn172; 

patha, 93, 102-105 
pradhina, 59 
Pradhans. 315n38,363n50 
Pradyunlna, 244, 245 
Pradyumnaki~nadeva, ruler ca. A.D. ro60-1o66,44 
Pradyumnaprina, shrine of, 170, 177 
Pragiyotisa, see KBmarfipa 

I'rajipati (Purusa), 153 
Prajtiipiramiti, 282, 360 
Prajiiipiramiri, 216, 282, q j ,  327 
Prajii-Upiya, 215. 291 
pri t ira,  I 45 
Prakrils, 8, 392, 393 
prlambapidiwna, 273 
primana, 59 
pranilis, r 68 
Prananialla, Bhak~apur ruler, 125 
prirthani, 217 
prasida, I 28, 225, 232 
prisida ratha, 374 
praiattis, 21-22, 67. See also titles and epithets 
Prasenajit, King, 280 
Pratipamalla, 191-194; commissions Visnu Visvarlpa 

images, 241; covers emblem of Pacali Bhairava, 239; 
defeats Dambara Shah, 64; expiates sins at 
Paiupatinitha, 231-232; foreign wives of, 65; and 
Harasiddhi, 341, 348; installs Licchavi Period 
sculptures in Hanuman Dhoka, 242, 249; and 
kichkinni, 334; letters of to Senas, 52113; memorializes 
queens as Krsna's consorts, 250; and name Kantipura, 
89; and Narasimha image, 246; nonsectarianism of, 
219; offerings of, 157, 158, 230, 231, 300, 327,358; 
overpowers nigas, 359; personality and deeds, 63, 
191-194; as poet, 74; and Rani Pokhari, 352, 362; 
recovers Kilabhairava image, 237; repairs 
Svayambhlnitha, 299; and Sintipura, 355; sons of, 195; 
and Sveta Matsyendranitha, 380; and Taleju, 317, 319, 
341; Tibetan conquests of, 70; t i t la  of, 74-75; trade 
with Tibet, 70, 277 

Pratipapura temple, Svayambhlnitha, 300 
pratihiras, mahipratihiras, 28, 47 
pratihiras, see duirapdos 
pratyilidha (heroic diagonal), 4 1 ,  309, 324 
prek~atiamandapi, 162, 168 
pretu, 216,333,362 
priestesses, 120, 121, 217, 341, 347 
priests, 1jqn16, 214, 217, 220, 238, 290, 292, 313, 314 

341. See also Brahmans; karmicirya; uajriciryas 
~ r i n t i n g  press, 79 
Prithvi Narayan Shah, see Shah, Prithvi Narnyan 
pm,  85,87,101 
proto-Newari, sce Kiriti language 
Prthvi (Bhldevi, Earth), 241, 246, 249,2641-1206 
psycho~xperimental-speculation, 214n5 
p i j i ,  15, 217. See also worship, modes and aspects of 
Pujiri-matha, Bhaktapur, 141, 234 
pukhti, see reservoirs 
Pulchoki-mii, 325, 359 

substitute sacrifice, 310,336n141 
Punarvasu, 129 



Punya~nalla, Kllasa king, 394 
prtra, 164 
purina, coin, 37, I 16, 121 

prtrcinnr / Pur.anar, 10, 18, 38, 220 

Purandarasimha, 62n76, 164,199, 203, 244, 293 
prtrarcharana, 355 
prima kalaja (-ghqa,  -krrmbha), 172, 179-181, I 84, 185. 

255. 3239 352-354, 371,378 
piirnimi, 382 
Piirnimi, journal, 396 
piirniminta lunar month, 382, 384 
purohita, 217 
Purusa (Prajipati), 153 

quadrangle / quadrangles (chok, colja, cuka) : accretive, 
131; aggregates of in Malla Period palaces, 134-136; 
unitary, 131, 134; of vihirac, 136-141 

ributtar, 60n57, 83, 124 
Ridh i ,  249 
Righavadeva, ninthcentury ruler, 389 
Raghuvamia, 9 
Rihu,  292,344 
Rai, 10. See also Kiranti 
raids, foreign, 46-47, 54, 56-58, 75-76 
rain, quest for, 354-357 
Rijabhogamili,  19. See also vamiiudis  
Rijadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1347-1361, 56, 58 
rijadhini, I 17 
rijaljula, 101, I 19-120, 124 
rijakula prririda, 188 
rijakulo, 176 
Rijalladevi, Malla queen, 55-59 
Rijamati, Malla queen, 193, 250 
Rijapattana (Lazimpat), 122 

Rijarijelvari: 324; -ghat, 157, 177, 225, 229 
raja!-., 201 

rijar$icarita, 24 
Rijasthini style, see painting, Rijasthani and Pahiri styles 
Rijavamiivali, 19. See also vamjiudis  
rijavasa, of Tripura dynasty, 125 
Raja-vihira, lri-, 165-166 
Rajendrapila, I 25 
Rij-guviju, 313 
Rij-Kumiri, 31 1-316 passim 
rijottoma, 23 
Rijputs, 8, 68, 69, 791-1171 
Rijyasnati, Licchavi queen, 32 
Rajyavati, Licchavi queen, 24, 32,3811145 
Raksa-bandhana, see Janai-pirnimi 
rak$acakra, 145 
rikjasar, rciksaris, 361-363 
Raktakili, 331 

Ral-pasan, of Tibet, 46 
Rima, hem prince, 318 
Rima, Rilnacandra, Visnu as, 247-248 
Rimadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 545, 25, 31, 272n6 
Rima-nnvami (Rima's Ninth), 248, 383 
Rimavarddhanas (Rimas) ,  56, 58-61,67, 72, 74, 230, 242, 

290, 3x9, 371. See also Banepa; Bhotarijya 
Rimayana, 148, 191, 205, 247,318 
r i n i ,  78 
Ranajit Malla, Bhaktapur ruler, 63, 65, 6911119, 76n158, 

77,136, 1571-192, 204, 205,207-208, 219,340 
Ranamalla, ruler of Bhaktapur and Banepa, 57,61,62 
Rana oligarchy: art and architecture of the period of the, 

15, 78-79, 84, 148-149, 208-209; Bir Shumshere, 285, 
379; Chandra Shumshere, 208, 285, 37911166; exclusion 
policy of, 14; and expansion of Kathmandu, 84; and 
Hanuman Dhoka, 196; Hindu orthodoxy of, 2191115, 
zz9n57.301; rang Bahadur, 71nx36,79n172,91.149, 
155,208, 217n11,339; Juddha Shumshere, 94; Kaisher 
Shumshere, 208,209n153; and Kisipidi, 86; mansions 
of the, 15, 78-79, 84,99, 127, 208-209; Newari language 
under the, 393; period of, 18; Rana Uddip Singh, 
19on6, 208; sari outlawed under the, 232; social change 
after the, 84; some prime ministers and dates of office, 
402. See afso Shah dynasty; Shah Period 

Rani Pokhari, Kathmandu, 149, 155, 157, 254-255, 352, 

3579 362 
Raiijana script, 395 
Rasuwa Garhi-Kyirong Pass, 6, 33, 36 
ratha, processional chariot, 143, 165, I 82, 237, 374 
ratha-jitri, 165. See also Bisket-jgtri; Kumiri- j i t r i ;  

Matsyendranitha, Rito, chariot procession of; 
Matsyendranitha, Sveta 

rathar, of iiljhara temples, 148 
ratna deul (jewel temple), 148 
Ratnarnalla, Kathmandu ruler, 57,6162,69n119, 91, 189, 

190, 316, 320, 341 
Ratnaraksita, 281, 365 
Ratnasambhava, 272 
Ratnelvara, 225, 227 
Ri to  Matsyendramitha, see Matsyendranitha, Rito 
rat vihana, 262 
Ravana, 318 
Ravigupta, 28 
Riyamalla, Rhaktapur ruler, 57, 61, 62, 347 
Rddhi, 361 
Rddhilaksmi, Malla queen, 143n45, 176, 195, 230, 252, 254 
Rddhinarasimha Malla, Patan ruler, 202, 372 
regents of space, Mi t rk i s  as, 335-336, 344-348 
religion, varied approaches to study of, 221-222. See also 

Brahmanism / Hinduism; Buddhism; mother goddesses; 
Mother Goddesses; nonsectarianism; sectarianism; and 
names of divinities 
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repair of buildings, spccial day for, 117 
repouss6, art of, srr  kauaca; metallurgical arts, sculpture 
reservoir fountains, see ;aldroni 
reservoirs (daha, khitoka, pokhari, pond, pukhri), 155, 

168, 175-176, 351-352, 356 See also A-ki-po-li; Godavari 
tirtha; Gosainkund; Indra-daha; kundo; Matatirtha; 
Rani Pokhari; Taudah 

resident observer, British, 77, 339 
rest house, see dharmaiilis; K i s tham~dapa ;  piti; slutat' 
resurrected deities / reconsecrated images, 48, 226-227, 

256, 310, 332 
Rgvedq 269 
rice culture, 353, 354, 356-357 
rice-feeding ceremony, 218 
rinds,  I 51 n69 
Ripumalla, 56, 228, 371 
rishis (~Zir), 581142, 365 
Rishi-tarpana, see Janai-purnimi 
rites of passage, sec samskiras 
river confluences (dobhina, veni, triveni), sanctity of, 

225, 230,260,265, 350,352 
rivers, named for deities, 351, 352. SCC also Bagrnati; 

Vishnumati 
rock temples, see cave monasteries 
Rogamicau, I I 

roja (vira, solar weekday), 383,384 
roof construction, Newar-style, 131, 141-142 
root divinities, 307, 343 
routes, pilgrim and trade, 4-6, 13-15, 35-37,45, 60, 77, 

88,89,94n63,95,97n79,101,106,228,279n61 
rjis (rishis), 58n42, 365 
Rudra, 223,356 
Rudradeva, ruler ca. A.D. 9th cent., 34, 44 
Rudradeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 1167-1174~44, 125, 166,281n71 
Rudra-eyed (rudrak~a),  2311166 
rudrak~a / rudrakp niilii, 223, 231,358 
Rudrarnalla, Bhaktapur noble, 55, 57, 58,61,67, 1 4 ,  125, 

136, 164, 165,371 
Rudramati, commissions Cyisingdevila, 203 
ruins, at Patan crossroads, 200 

Rukmini, 250 
rulers, chronology of, 396-402 
Rurnmindei (Lumbini), 13, q r  
Ripamati, Malla queen, 193, 250 

Saci, see Indrini 
Saci (Indrini) tirtha, Panauti, 352 
sacraments, see satnskirar 
sacred thread (yajlopavifa, janm), 218, 220, 297, 304. 

356, 359, 365. See also Janai-pirnimi 
sacrifice: 337-340; animal (niahivdi, paficavali, validina), 

103, 217,238,273,309-311 p&m, 322,331,336,337, 
342, 347-348,372; antinominian, vamikira, 347-348; 

b l c d  and alcollol, 217, 223, 233, 235, fi2, 3to, 3t8, 
332,362,365; burnt offerings (homo, ~ o ~ h o m o ,  
kotyihuti, yojrio), 74, 121, 159, 191, W I ,  m3, W ,  217, 

230, 231, z61, 264, dh, 340,421; al Dasain, 31% 313, 316, 
320. 337; human (naravdi), 217, 237-1311, 337.340~344; 
novakandom, 340; substitutcr for blood, 310,336nr41, 
340, 347n200; through interrnuliatiu, 217n10, 238,335; 
tu ld ina ,  74, 217,231, 254; Vedic horu  (osuamedLo), 
246, 247. Scc d ro  worship, mod= and atpats of 

sacrificial pmt (yripa), 97, 264 
Sadiiiva Malla, Kathmandu ruler, 191, zobn138 
sdhaka,  332 
sdhon i ,  214. 324 
sages and sorcerors, 365-367 
Siha, sec Shah 
rohara (sohor, city), 80. 87 
Sahajayina, 215. Sce dso Buddhism, Vajrayina 
Sahajiyi Visnuirm, 258 
Sihyengu, 275njr,276 
Sainipatya (Scnipati), I 17. Sce also Kirttikeya 
sijhyi, 132 
Saka kings, 384, 385 
sakola, 232 
Saka (Sake) Samvat (s.s.), 38, 381, 3E4-385, 388-391 
Sikhoni, 178 
Sakhvi, Kathmandu merchant, 3891133 
Sikta (ioktism), 307-308,322, 327,328 
Sikta-tirthas, 327 
iakti, iaktis, 215, 216, 239, 263, 307-308, 321, 322, 3 y ,  

334. See also female principle, in Buddhist tantrisrn 
Sakti, I 15, 215, 258, 266-267, q r ,  jg-308,328, 42 r  

Scc also Durgi 
jakri, lance of Kirttikcya, 334 
iakti-pifhar, 327, 345 
Saktisimha-rimavarddhana, 61 
Sikya-bhiksus, 287-288, 295. See dso Buddhism, monastic 

communities; Shakya 
Sikyamuni Buddha, see Buddha, Gautarna 
Sikya people, 3,8,88,271 
sila (solar year), 384 
iilagrirnar, 4 0 ,  244 
Silivihana, Saka king, 385 
Salivihana Saka Samvat, sec Saka Samvat 
salt, in trade, 45, 290 
Samantabhadra, qj 

Sambhu, epithet of Siva, 220 

sa?zgha~, see Buddhism, monastic communities 
sum hirarnrirti, 235 
Sarpkari, 33InIrg 
Sarpkaasana, 244, 45,248 
samskirar (daiakormo, sacraments, rites of passage), 

64, 214, 218, 239, 263, 266,289, 296-297,379. SCC dso 
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anna-priiana; bhintaratha; ear-~iercing; jriddha; 
tonsure; yihi 

Saniiodhma-mandala, xii, xiii, xiv, 42, 423-425 
Samudragupta, Indian ruler, 21, j1n105 
Sarnvara, 291, 292, 365 
satnuats (eras), 23, 26, 38, 231, 381, 384-385, 388-391 
sotnyak (samek), 301-302 
Sanagaon (Thasi) village, 120-122, 260 
Siichi: 1531779, 175, 184, 185, 30411179; Great Stupa of, 

149,169, 279 
sanctum (cella, garbha grha), wpes of, 142 
sandhibhi.Y, 214,215 
Sanga / Singag'rima, 85,86 
Sankara (Sankaricirya), 49,220,289n114,337 
Sankaradeva, ruler ca. A.D. 425, 22, 23, 225, 2271145 
Sankaradeva I, ruler ca. A.D. 920, 43 
Sankaradeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 1069-1083, 190, 266, 320 
Sankara-Niriyana (Hari-Hara, Harisaaikara): 233, 250, 

260; image, Deopatan, 121; temple, Patan, 203 
Sankata Bhairava, Te-bahal, Kathmandu, 291 
iarikha, 243 
Sankhadhara Nepal Samvat, 3891133. See also Nepal 

Samvat 
Sankhapurusa, 243, 247 
Sankhu temples, 183. See also Gum-vihira; Vajrayogini / 

Ekajati 
saikrinti, 247, 254, 383, 384 
sannyisi, sannyisins, 191, 198,218, 225, 234,338 
Sanskrit language and literature, 8, 10, 20, 26, 31, 38, 

509 68, 70, 72, 74, 799 271, 281, 290, 297, 301, 392-395 
jinta, 223 
Sintikara-icirya, -guviju, SantaSri, 298, 300, 354-355, 

360, 377,378 
Sintipura, 300.301~~55 
Saparu (Cow's First), 304, 305 
sapta(utu?1zbaja, 62, I 24 
Saptamitrkis, 322, 345 
saptapada, 271 
Saptavara, 344n18o 
Sarasvati (Vigdevi, Vigidvari, Vik),  24311116, 254, 263, 

294,308,3r3,320-322,328,329n10~), 351 
Sarasvati Kund, 156, 169, 170 
Sarki, 8 
Sirnith, 184 
sirtha~viha, 363n49 
soruadandaniya~a, 28 
saruatobhadra, 171, 174, 185, 280 
SarveSvara, see KumbheSvara 
Sasthi, I 20-1 21 

Sasthidevakula, 121-123, 261 
iisfras, 38, 93, 94, 123 
Satapatha, Brihmana, 253, 361 

Satbij, see Balasaturdaii 
iafha, 24 
Sati, 327 
sati, 24,38,68, 195, 205, 232, 257n179 
satiurafa, 38111 45 
sattal, 89, 146.147. See also Ki~thamandapa 
Saturday / Tuesday, for propitiation of fierce deities, 

292, 331, 3351 3371 365 
Saturn, 292, 344 
Satyabhimi, 250 
Satya Niriyana (Tilapila V i~nu) ,  Hadigaon, 106, I 14, 

176,247 
iaubhika, 303 
sarrnzya, 223 
iaua, 330 
Sava, 362 
scavenger animals / birds, 134, 235, 329,330, 332, 333 
scripts, 31, 38, 43, 50, 68, 69, 2811172, 28611100, 394-395 
sculpture: typological, stylistic, and iconographic 

considerations, 40, 50, 75, 183, 233-235, 243,245, 248, 
249n140, 250, 251, 257-260, 262-265, 267, 269, 272-274, 
280-286, 291-2939 308, 309, 320-322, 324-325, 329, 330, 332, 
334-337,352,359,361; innovativeness / independence 
of Nepali artists, 224-225, 248, 250, 265, 267, 269, 282-284, 
292, 293, 331, 361; nonsectarian aspects, 214, 222, 224, 
244, 282-285, 291-292, 308-309, 320-321. See also Gupta 
dynasty, aesthetic and cultural tradition; Ku~Pnas; 
metallurgical arts, sculpture (bronzes); Pila: dynasty; 
stone carving, sculptures 

Scythian / Khotanese dress, 265, 267, 361 
seals, clay, 19, 277 
sectarianism, 220, 227, 264, 291 
seed / seed rosary (rtrdrak~a, rudrakp mi l i ) ,  223, 231 
seeds, sesamum (tila), 247 
Seizers, 344 
self-existence, notion of, 276 
Self-Existent, see Svayambhinitha 
Sepji ,  56 
Sena dynasty, India, 49, 50 
Sena dynasty, Nepal: 5x13; Mani Mukunda, 57. See also 

Mukundasena 
serpents (nigas, ?tiginis) : 353-361; adversaries of Garuda, 

251, 253; anthropomorphized, 117,359-360; cosmic 
serpent, 242, 248 (see also Annnta); custodians of 
knowledge and precious things, 285, 293,357-358; 
as Dipaiikara Buddha vehicle, 292-293; duality of 
nature, 359; guardians, 158, 200; intimacy with other 
deities, 223, 224, 236, 241, 248, 262, 274, 283, 285, 355, 
358; jewel association, 357, 361; as Licchavi tutelary 
at Vaiiili, 361; in Matsyendra legend, 370-371, 373,376; 
music association, 355, 358, 365; nigakwtha, 158, 194, 
357; Niga-paficami, 254, 356, 358, 383; in Nepali 
culture, 129, 249, 302, 353-361; nine chief, 353-355; a6 
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rain-makers, 283, 370.371; as repositories of Gautama 
Buddha's teachings, 360; robber of Padupatinitha 
treasure, 231; in snakes and ladders game, 220-221; 
underworld (nigaloka), 353-355; water symbolism, 
242, 353-357; worship of, 216, 219. See dso 
Amoghasiddhi; Ananta; Kirkotaka; Mucalinda; 
Nigarija; Tiksaka; Vkuki 

Serpents' Fifth (Niga-paficami), 254, 356, 358, 383 
Sera, see Ananta 
sesamunz, 247 
Sera Niriyana, see Sikhara Nir iyma 
Sesaiayana, see Jaladayana Niriyana 
Set Mahet, 5n1 I.  See &o Srivasti 
Seto-Macchendranitha, -Matsyendranitha, see 

Matsyendranitha, Sveta 
sets of four, see four manifestations, sets of 
settlement pattern, contemporary, 3, 11-12, 17, 83, 84 
settlements, history of selected, 83-107 
Shah, Prithvi Narayan: annexes Kirant Pradesh, 10; 

arrogates Kumiri's consecration, 76, 314; assesses Nepal's 
political situation, 3; brcaches Nyetapacho gateway, 92; 
as builder of Vasantapura, Hanuman Dhoka, 196-197; 
conquers Valley, 65, 76-77, 136; considered Valley as a 
fort, 92; covets Valley, 6; distrust of foreigners, 77,78, 
219-220; dream capital / palace of, 76, 78, 197; exclusion 
policy of, 14; first sees the Valley, 76; headquarters at 
Nawakot, 65, 196; imposes economic blockade, 6; installs 
Nawakot Bhagavati in Hanuman Dhoka, 192,342; 
loses trans-Himalayan trade, 77; nonsectarianism of, 
219-220; patron of N e w  culture, 78, 127; and 
Svayambhinitha restoration, 74, 299; treaty with 
Kathmandu, 70 

Shah dynasty: Bahadur, 198; Birendra Bir Bikram, 190; 
Dalmardana, 65; Dambar, 193; Dravya, 8,64; Girvan 
Yuddha, 198, 199n66,329, 338; Prithvi Bir Bikram, 
300; Prihvi Narayan, s.u.; Prithvipati, 64,65; Rajendra 
Bir Bikram, 192, 230; Rima, 64; Rana Bahadur, 149, 
198.199, 230, 236, 328-329, 339; Surendra Bikram, 357; 
Tribhuvana Bikram, 78. See also Gorkha; Corkhalis 

Shah Period, 75, 76-79, 243,402. See d o  architecture; 
Gorkha; Gorkhalis; metallurgical arts; painting; 
palaces, Shah and Rana; Rana oligarchy; Shah dynasty 

Shakya, Hem Raj, 43nr5,96n7r9 171n64, 297 
Shakya subcaste / family / surname, 266,288, 294,296, 

298, 302, 311-316 pass in^, 378 See also Sikya 
Shallis uddin Ilyas, 57, 279, 301 
Sharma, Kunu, 200, 204 
Sherpas, 4n4 
Shivapuri mountain, 351 
Shrestha, Laxnian, 79 
Shrestha subcaste, 305, 317, 320 
Siddha Pokhari, Bhaktapur, 155,360 
Siddhas, see Mahisiddhas 

siddhi, 215, 365 
Siddhikili, see Sikilidcvi 
Siddliilaksmi mnple, Bhaktapur, 205-zo6 
Siddhinarasi~nha, Palan ruler, 63, 64, zoo-wr, 203, 219, 

250, 288,+89,29o, 1g5n138,319,372 
Sighah-bahal, Kathmandu: 183, 301; j e g h a  of, 305; 

siupa of, 280 
Sikilidevi (Siddhikili), 326, 328, 338, 341 
Sikarjoong (Seldkar-rdson), 70 
Sikhara (Sera, Sckh) Niriyma, 252,256, 257 
jikhara temples, 137, 143, 147.148, 164, 170, 186, 265, 300 
Sikkim, 6n19, I I, n 
Sikubahi: Mitykis, 332; Urni-Mahcivara, 2jj-234 
iilidroni, see jdadroni 
iilipofra, 18, 20, 25. See also inscriptions 
Simarimapura (Simraongarh), 46,66, 318 
Simbhi (Svayambhinitha), 90 
Simhadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1099-1122; z81 
simhadhua;~ (lion standard), 158, 177, 180, 203, 259 
simhisana (lion throne), 162,163, 193 
Simha- (Sinhala-) sirtha Bahu, 363 
Simhavaktri, see Singhini and Baghini 
Simraongarh (Slmarimapura), 46,66, 318 
Sindrira, 11 

Singha Darbar, 208 
Singhini ( S i ~ g h i n i )  and Baghini (Ilyighini) 

(Simhavaktri, Vyighravaktri, Lion- and Tiger-head 
d ik in i~ ) ,  326,33oP331,34z, 345,348,422 

Singum (Sihyengu, Gosrnga, Gopuccha, Cowhorn, -tail 
Hill), hill of Svayambhinitha, 275, 276, 300. 302 

Singu-vihira and cuifyo, 166, 275 
Sino-Nepalese War, A.D. 1792, 77 
siri carnu, 221 

Sitali, 73, 195, 198, 216, 321,328-329, 345 
Sitali / Hkit i  (MahimSi,-rnari), 236, 300, 301, 323, 325, 

328, 329 
Sititikidraiiga, 86 
Sithi (Sixth), name of $a&? and Erttikeya, 121 

Sithidyo, 120-122, 259.261, 371, 3781-1154. See also 
Kirttikeya 

Sithi-nakha (Kumira~asthi ,  Kumira's Sixth, Sa$\hi, 
Sithi, Sifhi-kharthi), 91, 117, 120, 121, 260, 261, 339, 359 

Si-tu Pan Chen, 72 
h a ,  222-239; abode and court, 223, 234 (see dso  

Kailisa); Adinitha, 370; anthropomorphic icons, 232- 
235; Ardhanirilvara, 224-225, 233, 250, 308; attributes, 
functions, personality, 223, 233, 265; be1 fruit associarion 
(in India), 257n179; as Bhairava, s.u.; Bhi\bhatini 
association, 364; bull v2hana (Nandi), 26, 223, 230, 233, 
274; Chapagaon Brahmi as, 264; consort and family, 
223, 233 (see also Durgi; Gmeia; Kirttikeya); cult 
and popularity of, 221-239; Dattitreya syncredsm, 250. 
264; festival (Sivaritri), 228-229, 317, 347, 351; and 



Sivi ( C O N I . )  

Ganges, 353; as Gor,aksanitha, 133,367; hidden 
(Luku-Mahideva), 134, 2251135, 232,343; legends, 
261-262, j25, j27, j51;  lingas, see Sivalingas; as 
Lokanitha / Lokeivara, 283, 369; Mahikila, 216, 291, 
292; marriage of, 264; Matsyendranitha association, 
373, 3@; Mithilii, influence on cult of, 66-67; and 
Mother Goddess cult, 233-234, 324; names of, 98n81, 
220, 223, 225, 228, 317; Natarija (Nisadyo), 147, 192, 
223, 233. 348; origins, 223; as Paiupati, 226 (see also 
Paiupatinitha); as prafihira, 179; Rudra aspect, 223 
(see also Bhairava) ; and iakti Maheivari, 322; Sakti, 
115, 2 1 ~ , ' 2 ~ 8 ,  266-267, 291, 307.308, 327, 350, 422; and 
Sari, 327; serpent ornaments, 223, 224, 236; syncretisms 
with Visnu, 121, 224-225, 233, 242n114, 250, 260; third 
eye of, 223, 228; in trinity, 223, 250, 364; with U m i  in 
icons, 224-225; Urdhvafiriga, symbolisnl of, 223; worship 
of, 117,223,225,232,233n76; as yogi, 223,225,233,353, 
365 

Sivadeva I, ruler ca. A.D. 590604, 21-22, 25, 29, 34, 107, 
113,167, 232n71,277,312,332,337,344,388 

Sivdeva 11, ruler ca. A.D. 694-705, 31, 32, 34-35, 89, 
108n134, 109, I 10, 166, 230, 235, 23911101, 274, 296-297 

Sivadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1099.1126, 41n1, 168 
Sivadeveivara, 235 
Sivaduti, 273, 325 
Sivaism, see Brahmanism / Hinduism. See also 

Amiuvarman, Paiupatinitha devotion; Lingiyata sect; 
Nithas; Piiupata sect; Paiupatinitha; Siva; Sivamirga, 
-mHrgi 

.iiva.+Znka, 41n1,47 
Sivalingas: 169.170, 223-232; androgynous, 224-225; 

anthropomorphized, 224; Banepa shrine for, 170; 
caturmukha, ekanrukha, pa6camukha, 224-232 passim; 
earliest dated, 225; forms of, 223-225; in Lingiyata 
worship, 234; as memorials, 169.170, 225; names of, 
225; in pre-Gupta India, 223; shrines (ivarana), 
169.170; significance of, 223; stone balls association, 
236n91. See also Indreivara Mahideva; Kumbheivara; 
Mineivara linga; Paiupatinitha 

Sivamirga / Sivamirgi, 213,221 
Siva-Pirvati temple, Kathmandu, 198 
Sivaritri, 228-229, 317,347, 351 
Sivasimha Malla, Kathmandu ruler, 62, 66, 191, 199-200, 

299 
Siva-vihira, 37 
Sixty-four Yoginis, 328, 422 
Skanda-purina, 226n41 
sKid-grong (Kyirong), 6, 36, 70 
Slesmintaka, 226, 229 
smallpox, 73, 195, 198, 1ggn66, 315, 328-329, 364. See also 

pestilence; Sitali; Sitali / Hir i t i  
jmuiina (mas in) ,  154. See also cremation grounds 1 ghats 

Smithsonian Institution, xi, xii 
snakes and latlders, 220-221 

Snin-jirri,  378 
Sneha-mandapa, 159 
Sobha Bhagavati, 309-310, 334 
social commentary, at Mata-ya, 304-305 
society, Nepali, shared attitudes, customs, 217-219. See 

also nonscctarianism 
sohra kritfa, 140, 147, 179 
solar d y n . ~ s t y  (SCryavamSa), 22, 27, 28 
Somav;una:i (lunar dynasty), 25, 27 
Soulrivara, of Cilukya dynasty, 46, 53 
Sonieivaradeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1178-1183, 46, 51, 165, 167 
Sonepur, India, 250n143 
Song-tsen Gampo (Srong-brtsan-sgarn-po), 33, 35, 36 
sources for Nepalese history, 18-21, 41-42, 52 
South Stupa, railing of, 175, 279 
Sovereign of the Mandala, 142, 145 
space: organization of, 94; Mother Goddesses as regents 

of, 344-348. See also town planning 
spell goddesses, 278, 335-336. See also dhiranis 
spinach, in trade, 5n16 
Split, Yugoslavia, 116, 118 
iriddha, 214, 218, 225, 229, 275-276, 362, 365 
irivaka, 271, 287 
Srivakayina, see Buddhism, Theravida 
Srivasti, 5, 13, 96, 271 
iri, honorific, 25, 28, 29, 166 
Sri, name of Laksmi, 320 
iribhat&aka, I 16 
Sridharagupta, 30 
Sridhara, Visnu, 244 
Srikalahibhimini, see AmSuvarman 
Sri-Laksmi, see Laksmi 
Sri Lanka, see Ceylon 
Srinivisa Malla, Patan ruler, 63, 74, 99, 201-203, 257, 259, 

319-320, 372, 378-379 
Sri-paficami, 322 
iriuatsa, 246 
Srong-brtsan-sgam-po, 33, 35, 36 
Srstitogatibdih Samvat, 389 
sta~nbha, jilistambha, see pillars, sacred 
stanzaic poetry, Newar, 329, 333, 354nI I 
Sthapit, Sthapati, sthapati, 130 
Sthirobhava-uakya, 421-422 
Sthitimalla (Sthitirija-, Jayasthiti-): 56, 58-60; chosen 

as groom, 56; effect on social system and Buddhist 
decline, 67-68, 221, 289; effect on town planning, 94; 
gifts to Paiupatinitha, 230; Gorakhanitha cult in 
time of, 366-368; had uamjiualis prepared, 20; and 
Hinduization, 67-68, 103; knocks on Patan gates, 99; 
language and scripts in time of, 392, 393, 395; 
mentioned, xiii, 42, 44, 299; Nitha cults in time of, 



366-368, 380; c~cupies Y u t h u n i h m ~ ,  then Tripura, 
124, 125; origins and career, 5861,65; religion of, 67, 
371; sends gifts to Kelichem, 120,122, 123; sons of, 
61; ant1 Taleju, 67, 199, 318; variable names of, 561130; 
as Visnu incarnate, 67; welcoined in Patan, 67 

rt hulado coif yo, 279 
stone carving, art of: in architecture, 154, 169-170, 177- 

182, 232, 277, 280; on caityac, 39, 171-174, 179-182, 244, 
278, 285; n~akara  water spouts, 156, 175; sculptures, 
mentioned I discussed, 16, 21, 40, 156-157, 175. 176, 178, 
I 83, 190-208 passinr, 21 5-380 pacsim (sec also nanlcr o j  
specific scu1ptur.e~); skill in and decline of, 40, 50,75, 
79, 174, 192, 206, 242, 257,361; Tibeto-Chinese influence 
on, 72, 181. See also Gupta dynasty, aesthetic and 
cultural tradition; K u ~ i n a s ;  portrait images; sculpture, 
typological, stylistic, and iconographic considerations 

string course (cornice, molding), 131, 134, 145 
stupas, 149-154, 174-175; antiquity in Nepal, 149; 

architecture of, 151-154; "Aiokan," see "Aiokan" stupas, 
Patan; and cailyac, terms defined, 150; dating problems, 
151; documentary evidence for, 167; engaged chapels, 
152-153; erected over water, 151 ; exclusively Buddhist, 
149; eyes on finial, 153; Gyangtse, Tibet, 71, 152,175, 
278; history of principal, 275-278; Licchavi Period, 
38-39, 174-175, 275-280; location I numbers, 149-150, 270, 
294; in Maitreya's coiffure, 285; Mauryan, 13,96,279; 
names of extant large, 149; as object of worship, 151, 
272, 280, 281, 283, 292; railings of ancient, 175, 279; 
relation to funerary mound, 150; relief plaques on, 
175, 277, 280; as reliquaries, 151, 152, 303; renovation 
of, 151, 174, 278, 280; as royal foundations, 174; and 
Sarasvati, 321-322; sets of four, 276; stylistic evolution 
of, 151; symbolism of, 150, 151; whitewashing of, 152. 
See also Bodhnitha; caityas; Dharmadeva stupa; 
Svayambhlnitha 

Su-bahal caitya, Patan, 174, 180 
substi,tute tirthar, see tirthas, substitutes for 
sticimrrkhu, 284 
SudarSana I Sudarshan, 253, 29511139 
Sudras, 288 
suicide, 24, 352, 362 
Sujiti,  280 
suki, 40n I 
iuklam!.ttiki, r 08 
h k l n  pnksa (srtdi) of lunar month, 382 
Sukul Dhoka, Bhaktapur, 102, 136, 204 
sukunda, 261 
Sulihma-tol, Patan, Kumir? of, 313, 314,315 
sumati, 205 
Suntatitantra, 385n22, 388 
Su~nbha  and Niiumbha, 330 
Sunaguthi village, 142, 179, 341 
SunayaSri Misra, 378 

sunbird, cclertial, 251 
Sundarananda Band2 379 
Sundarichok: Hanuman Dhoka, 193; Pam palace, r j q ,  

200 

Sundarijal-mii, 325 
sundhiri ,  156 
Sundhari, Hhaktapur palace, 205; Patan, 156; -aattal, 147 
Sun Kmi, 7, 352 
Suparna, see Garuda 
Supreme Virnu, see V i ~ n u ,  Suprane 
Supuspa, 227,229 
Slrasena, Maukhari dynasty, 32 
surface archaeology, sec archamlogy 

Slrya, 264-2659 267, 334, 373, 422 
Slrya-Cantlra motif, 265 
Slrya-ghat, 229 
Slryamalla, Kathmandu ruler, 28on62 
Slrya-Nirjyana, 265 
S l r y a v q i a  (solar dynasty), 22, 27, 28 
SGrya Viniyaka, 263 
Suirutu-ramhiti (suhotrara-tantra), 23n36 
stitras, 271, 281, 282 
suvarnupatra, 18 
Suvarna-prmili-nagara, go 
suamdeia, go, 91 
Svarthani-urata-hathi, I 1 I n16o 
Svayambhirnitha: 298-302; Adibuddha, 151; architectural 

aspects, 149, 150, 152-154, 167, 175; celebrations and 
s a m s ~ i r a c  at, 276, 293,301, 302, 305, 322; and Chinese 
architects, 711-1136; confused with Yambu, go; of flame 
or crystal, 151, 298; Hiri t i  temple at, 329; history of, 
23, 38, 167, 174, 275-276, 298-300; homage to, jot ,  302; 
Jyotirlpa (in-the-Formof-Light), 87, 293,298, 327; 
Licchavi associations, 275-276, 300; MaijuSri association, 
286, 293-294; Mhaipi association, 378; Muslims damage, 
57-58; name, and name of hill, 275,276; ni tha suflix, 
369; restorations of, 59, 71,74,90, 298-300; and 
Sintikaricirya, 354-355; Self-Existent, 275, 276,298; 
in sets of four stupas, 276; as Singu-vihiraruityu, 275; 
sustitute tirthu for, 329; Tibetan association, 71, 290; 
as vanadurga, 300 

Svayambhi-purina, 87, 227,275n31, 293,298,353,355,421 
Sveta (Seto, Whiw) Bhairava, Hanuman Dhoka, 198, 

236-237, 347 
Sveta Matsyendranicha, see Maayendranitha, Sveta 
swan /goose I wild gander, see hamw 

Tacha~al-tol, Bhaktapur, 101, 103 
tidapatra, see tilapafro 
Tah-bahal, Patan, 373 
t i  (cloud vehicle), 72, 250 
Tiksaka, 253.254,353,359 
tda,  85,317 



I N D E X  

Tala / Tila ,  epithet of Siva, 317 
Talamonde, 320. See d s o  Taleju 
tufapati, talasvinti, 47 
tilapatra (fidapatra): land transfers, 19, 52, 393; palm 

leaf manuscripts, 18. See also ~nanuscripts 
Taleju (Minelvari, Talamonde, Taleivari, Tamva, Tava, 

Tulja, Turja), 316-320; antiquity of cult in Nepal, 204; 
drums and bells in worship of, 76, 198, 203, 205, 207; 
excluded from Bhaktapur mandala, 346; excluded 
from some prairrstis, 6711108; and Harasimha, xii, xiii, 
67,318; in India, 67,317, 318; Maithili influence on cult 
of, 67; mantra of, 319; mentioned, 309, 341; pillars 
dedicated to, 157; in praiaztis, 67; receives Changu 
Niriyana, 255; syl~cretism with MIneSvari, 115, 318-319, 
320; temples of, 76, 143, 145, 190-191, 193, 202, 204, 206, 
316, 319, 320; tutelary and favorite of Malla royalty, 67, 
I 89.208 pussinz, 219. See also Durg i ;  MineSvari 

Tamang (Tamang), 8, 10,83 
Tamrakars, 289. See also Uriy  
TirnrakuttaSili, 224nt9 
timrapatra, see copperplates 
TSmreivara, 224 
Tamur  River (Tamakosi), 10 

T inadeo ta  / devali (Tinadyo-aj imi) ,  rgo, 320 
TanahC, 64,65 
T'ang dynasty, see China 
tantras, 214, 281, 298, 354-355 
Tantrayina, 215. See also Buddhism, Vajrayina 
tantric Buddhism, see Buddhism, Vajrayina 
tantrism, 38, 48-49, 73. 214-215, 220, 282-283, 290-292, 

365-367. See also Huddhism, Vajrayina 
Tao-fang, Buddhist pilgrim, 37 
T i r i ,  33, 282, 292, 308, 320, 323,328,331,359, 363n47. 

See also EkajaG 
T i r i ,  epithet of Durgi .  323 
Tarai, jn r ,  5, 6, 12-14, 37, 271, 392 
T i r a k a  (T i rak i sura ) ,  117, 259, 260 
Taranitha, 272, 274 
tars, 83 
Tashilunpo, Tibet, 70, 71 
Tathigacas, Five (Dhyini  Buddhas, ] i n s ,  Vajrayina 

pentad), 138, 151-153, 172, 227, 272-274, 283, 292, 
zggnrj6, 300, 301, 302n172, 304, 3", 422 

Taudah, 353,357,360 
Taumadhi-tol, Bhaktapur, 101-103 
Tawa Pokhari, Bhaktapur, 155> 357n21 
taxes, 30, 37, 70, 85, 122 

Taxila, 303 
Te-bahal, Kathmandu: 291, 370, 378; stupa of, 149 
tejirata / Tejaratchok, Hanuman Dhoka, 196 
Tejnarasimha Malla, Patan ruler, 77 
Tckhudobhan,  260 
telekara, tailakara, 207 

teliri (nki u p p i ) ,  I 06. 135, 197 
temples: 127-130, 137, r q ~ - l q g ,  164-165, 179, 182-183, 230. 

See also cave monasteries; domed temples; $hala; 
Newar-style temple; ratha; ratnu deul; iikhara; 
vihiras; and narjtes of  specific tett~ples 

temples and shrines, appropriate to particular divinities, 
142, 259, 324-326 

T e n  Great Knowledges, see DaSm~ahHvidyi 
tepa ( k o m ) ,  236, 238 
terraces, for agriculture, 17 
terrasottas, 106, 148, 175, 179, 196, 234, 267. See also clay 
Testunga / Tistung, 85, 86, 236 
thmhenz (tnaiti ghara), 342, 379 
Thahiti, fountain / stupa, Kathmandu, go, 280 
th i ( i l i ,  12, 238, 2661-1213, 305 
thakulavata, 320 
Thakur, caste / class, 421-16 
thakuri / Thakuri, 25,42, 52,56 
Thakur i  Period, see Transitional Period 
Tharn-bahil (Vikramaiila-vihira), Kathmandu, 87, 297, 

360,362-363 
Thamb6,97  
thine,  91, 101,103 
Thankot  Bhimarjunadeva-Jisnugupta inscription, 30, 

122, 242 
Thankot  village, 85, 86,108n134, 122 

Thanthu Darbar, Bhaktapur palace, 205 
Thapa, Rhimsen, 77-78, 149, 155, 158, 198 
Thapa family, 77, 78 
Thapathali mansion, 208 
thar, 581142,3651164 
Tharu,  4n4 
Thasi, see Sanagaon 
Thecho village, 342 
Theravida, see Buddhism, Theravida 
Thimi village. 315, 340, 360 
Three Jewels, 287 
Three Kingdoms, see Malla Period and names of specific 

rulers of, Table 111, 400.401 
thunderbolt, see vajra 
t h i r  / tAira, 278 
ih)~isaphtr, 18, 19, 52, 393 
Tibet / Tibetans: 32-36, 45-46, 69-72; assessment of Nepal, 

6, 281, 353; Buddhism in, 33-34, 46, 70-72, 289, 290; 
cultural influence of, 14,71-72, 75, 154, 289.290; and 
jitaka-ajimi, 362-363; Licchavi porters sent to, 89; 
and Nepali Buddhis~n,  35, 36, 46, 48, 49, 281; and 
Nepali Buddhist shrines, 71, 175, 277-278, 299, 300; 
Nepali cultural influence on, 35, 36, 70-71; Newari, 
language of trade and diplomacy with, 393; 
Pat l~nasa~nbhava in, 366; political relations, 31, 32-36, 
45, 69-70, 77; queens canonized as Tir5,  33; and Ri to  



I N D E X  --- 

Matsyentlran3tha, 372; script of, 3951-135; and 1"ang 
ilynasty, 33; trade with, 11, 35, 45, 50, 70, 75, 19% 277, 
289, 290, 393; traditions repecting Nepali eras, 385, 

388, 389 
Tibeto-Burman language, 8, 392 
Tibbae, I 25 
Tigawa, 1 85 
tiger I tiger skin, 223, 236, 324, 333 
Tiger-head dikini ,  see Singhini and Baghini 
Tigress, Story of the Starving, 303 
Tilrir (Laksmi-plji), 321, 335 
iikci, 232 
Tika Bhairava, 236 
tikijhyi, I 32 
tila (sesamum), 247 
Tilamidhava Visnu, 102, 1571195% 158-159, 247, ~53n160 
tilotnaka, 168, 176. 179 
Tilapila Visnu, see Satys Niriyana 
Tila- (Migha-) sankrinti, 247, 254 
Tilganga, 247 
time reckoning, calendars and eras, 381-391 
Tirabhukti, Tirhut, Tirhutii,  see Mithili 
Tirthn-mahitmya, Cleveland Museum of Art, 353355,360 
tirthas: 350-354; substitutes for, 193, 195, 203, 204, 207, 

301,329, 351-3529 356 
Tistung / Testunga, 85, 86,236 
tithis, of lunar month, 382-384 
titles and epithets, royal, 25, 58, 62, 67, 75, "6, 188-189, 

191,205 
Ti-yung-t'a, 126 
Tokha village, 31 1n12, 313 
fol, 16, 86 
Tolu (Deopatan), 231 
tombs, near Paiu~atini tha,  225 
tongue-boring rite, 340 
tonsure, 218, 139, 266, 288, 295, 296-297, 351 
torarza: ceremonial gateway, 153; tympanum, 135, 139, 

140, '45 
tortoise ( k i r t n a ) ,  158, 245, 246, 250, 321, 359, 421 
tourists, numbers of, xiii, 14-15 
town planning, 15-17, 83, 84, 87-88, 9395, 346 
trabeate, see architmture, post-and-lintel 
trade and commerce, 56, 11, 1632 ,  35,37,45, 50, 70,75, -- , ,, 95. 192, 208, 258, 277, 289. 290, 393. See also routes, 

pilgrim and trade; Tibet, trade with 
traders, influence in cult development, 258,289-290, 293 
Trailokyanlalla, Bhaktapur ruler, 3") 316 
Transitional Period: 41-51, 123-125; chronology of rulers, 

table of, 398; cultural aspects, 47-51, 161-187 pasim, 
239n101, 243,267. 281-286 (see also architecture; 
dance / dance dralnas; drama; language; literature; 
metallurgical arts;  nus sic; painting; poetry; scripts; 

sculpture, t y p l o g u l ,  stylistic, and iconographic 
considerations; stone carving; wood carving) 

treasuries, underground, palase / temple, 193, 231. Sct 
d s o  Bhandarkhal 

tribhanga, 248 
tribhoya chctn, y~ 
Tribhuvana Samvac, 389 
tribute, to China anil Tibet, 34-37,72, n, 290 
Tripura, mytlrological, I 25 
Tripura (Tripula, Tipura.): name of Bhaktapur, 102, 112, 

125-126; palace and dynasty of Bhaktapur, 44,541118, 
56,102, 119, ~ r q - t b ,  135, 136,164, m 4 - d ,  319,345,396 

Tripura-sundari, sce Durgi  
Tripureivara temple, Kathmandu, 199 
triraha, 171 
Triratno-saundarya-gdha, 196 
Triiankhu, 364 
triirila, 223, 308 
Trisuli, Trisuli Gandaki R i v a  / valley, 156, 328, 351 
Triiilidabali, Hanuman Dhoka, 1% 
triveni, 230. Sce also river con0ucncer 
Trivikranra, see Visnu, Vikranta 
Tuesday, for propitiation, see Saturday / T u a d a y  
Tukan-bal~al stupa, Kathmandu, 149, 154, 183 
Tukucha Khola, 178 
tulodino, see sacrifice 
Tuladhars, 289. Sce also Uriy 
Tulajapur, India, 318 
tulasi, 257111 79 
tumbi, 223, 353 
tumuli, see funerary mounds 
tun (trrna), 155 
tundas, 131, 134, 139-140, 144-145 
Tunaldevi, 326, 364 
Tundi / Tundikhel, 344, 364 
Tundikhel Mahikila, 291-292 
Tungamalla 57 
Turkestan. 36 
Tusahiti, Patan palace, 200 

Tusita heaven, 284. 285 
turedhiri,  see jaladroni 
twelve-year cycle, 238, 339, 348. 354,356, 370 
Twelve-year Well (Bihra-barsa ln i r ) ,  157, 222, 354-356 
twen~ieth century. impact of, 14-15 
twenty-four forms of Visnu (cafuruimiufirnrirti), 244-245 
Twenty-four Kingdoms (Caubisi Rijya), 77 
Twenty-two Kingdoms (Baisi E j y a ) ,  77 
Tyagal-to1 cuityrrr, Patan, 174, 273, 285, 286 
tympanum, see torana 

rrbhaya-rijakrrla, r 24 
rrdarett~trkho, z q ~  
Udiis, see Uriy 
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Udayalcva, ruler ca. A.D. 621, 26, ag, 30, 35, 108-109 

Ugrasura, 249 
Ugratiri,  see Ekajati 
Ujjain, 6 
Uku-bahal, Patan, 166, 180, 182-184, 295, 296, 329 
Umi:  307, 308, 333; on  Sivalingas, 224-225 
Umi-Mahedvara, 170, 191,233-234,236, 259, 262, 353 
untluoo, 69 
United Christian Mission, 2361189 
Uni\.ersal Monarch (Cakravartin): Gautama Buddha, 153, 

271, 284; Visnu, 243 
Unmatta Bhairava, 235, 335 
untouchables, see outcastes 
Upadhyaya Brahmans, 213113 
upiko uanegu (deiaguntne) ,  93,99, 105, 106, 113, 118, 

268,335n136 
Upiya-Prajtia, 215, 291 
Upper Town, Bhaktapur, 101, 103 
Uriy (Udis), 70, 72, 288, 289-290, 293. See also traders, 

influence in cult development 
tirdhual~riga, 223 

Urdu, 393,394 
Usi and Pratytisi, 265 

Usnisavijayi, 151, 322t-179 
ufl(r$fds (uddrtas), 393 
Uttaripatha, 6, 13, 97n79 

VL, V2, V3, VBd, Bendall Vamirivati, see Gopilarija- 
uamiiuali 

uidcja, go 
Vigavati, 2431-11 IG. See also Bagmati 
VigiSvara, 286, 351. Sce also Mafijudri 
Vigiivari (Vig-devi, Vik) ,  321-322. See also Sarasvati 
uihana, 157. See also ttan~es of sperific ones 
waidya, 360 
Vaitlyagrima, 88, 89, 91, 235 
Vaikuntha, 245 
Vaikuntha Visnu, see Visnu, Supreme 
Vairocana, 272, 273, 285, 301, 422 
Vaiiili, 5, 1 1 ,  21, 22, 27, 39, 96, 261, 274 
Vaisnava Hinduism, see Visnu 
Vaisnavi, 321, 322, 326, 343, 422 
VaiSrivalia, sce Kubera 
Vaisya, 288 
Vaisya Thakuris, go, 363n50 
uajra (thunderbolt, diamond), 141, 215,283, 284, 296 

uajra and ghanti, 296, 297, 298, 302 
Vajrabhairava (Yamantaka(), 23gn101, 272, 282,286 
uajricirya / Vajracharya, defined, 213 
uajricriryas (guuijus, guwijus, gubhijus), 213, 287-288, 

290, 297-298, 302, 335, 341 
Vajracharya, Dhanavajra, 20, 37n143, 871119, 169n59 
Vajracharya, Gautamvajra, 871119, 119n201, 120n207, 

1571188, r8gn2, 241n1og, 244n122,286n100, 2gSnrqg, 421 
Vajracharya caste / family / surname, 266, 288, 294, 296, 

298,302,311-316 passim, 378 
Vajradevi, 314 

Vajrapini: 269, 273, 280, 283-285,293; epithet of Indra, 284 
Vajrapurusa, 215, 267, 283, 284 
Vajrasattva, 298, 370, 373, 422 
Vajravirihi, of Chapagaon, 325-326, 341 
Vajrayina Buddhism, see Buddhism, Vajrayina 
Vajrayina pentad, see Tathigatas, Five 
Vajrayogini: 216, 217, 422; of Pharping, 325, 327,367 
Vajrayogini / Ekajati of Gum-vihira, Sankhu, 72, 2171110, 

220, 266, 271, 278, 324-327, 331, 337 
Vajreivasra, 167, 235 
Vik, 24311116, 321, 351. See also Sarasvati 
uakila, 69 
Vikupati Niriyana, Bhaktapur, 102, 157"95,326 
ualidina (balidina), 217. See also sacrifice, animal 

uimana, see Visnu, Vikranta 
Vimanadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 538, 25 
Vimana's Twelfth (~ lmana-dvada i i ) ,  247 
Vamiagopila temple, Ka'thmandu, 193, 250 
uamiaja, see lineage 
uarniiualis (chronicles, dynastic histories, genealogies), 

10, 18-21, 23, 245, 275, 393, 395 
Vamthunihrnarp, I 12,164,199 
uanadurga, 6911120 
Vanakili (Bankili), 332 
uandya (bandya, banhra, bare), defined, 287. See also 

Buddhism, caste / uandya; Sikya-bhiksus; uajricriryas 
uira (solar weekday), 383, 384 
Varadeva, undocumented Licchavi ruler, 107, 109, 123, 370 
Variha, see Visnu, Variha avatar 
Virihi ,  24611127, 322, 323, 325, 422. See also Vajravirihi 
Virahis, Four, 256 
Varanaai, see Renares 
Varapila, 124 
uamas, four Hindu, 288 

uir f fa ,  47 
Varuna, 352 
Vasantadeva, ruler ca. A.n. 506.532, 25, 28, 108 
Vasantadeva, undocumented Transitional Period ruler, 34 
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Vasantapura, Bhaktapur palace, 136n28, 206 
Vasantapura (Nautale), Hanuman Dhoka, 136,144, 

196-197 
Visa-PiSupata sect, 235 
Vaiiga (Nigapura), 300, 355 
virtu cakra, I 92 

Vasubandhu, 272,301 
Visudeva, undocumented Licchavi Period king, 312, 388 
Visudeva, Visnu emanation, 244, 245 
Visudeva-Kamalaji, 250 
Visudeva-Krsna, 240 
Vasudhiri (Basundhara), 282, 292,308, 321, 328 
Visuki, 353, 358-360 
Vasupura, 300 
Vasurija, undocumented Licchavi Period ruler, 252 
Vatsadevi, Licchavi queen, 32, 3811145 
Vatsaladevi, 205n132, 322, 337,340, 343, 344 
Vatsisura, 249 
Vatuka Bhairava, 235 
Viyupura, 300 
Vedanga ]yoti<a, 382 
Vedas, 263, 269, 297 
Vedic: deities, 215, 216, 240, 300, 320, 321, 351, 352; 

tradition, 38, 97, 217,2351185, 264-269,279n61, 312 
vediki, vedi (platform, bench), 133, 138, 159. See also 

platforms 
vegetable exports, 5. See also plants, herbs 
veni, 225. See also river confluences 
Venutlhara Krsna, 250 

Venus, 344 
uetila, 134, 237, 238, 332-3339 335, 337,362, 376,422 
Vetdapaticavimiati, 362 
vibhauar, sre Visnu, avatars 
Videha, see Mithili 
Vidiia, India, 6 
vidyidhara, 181, 183, 184, 185 
VidyiSvari, 216, 325, 327 
Viennot, Odette, 169 
uihirac (nzahivihiras, bahil, bahil, bahi-bahi), 136-141, 

286-289, 294-298; architecture, 136-141, 146, 149, 183-184; 
bahi-bahi, 137, 139; bahil (bahi), 139, 295-296,379-380; 
contemporary aspects, 136, 294-298,302306 passim; 
"family," 136.137; guardians of, 137, 138, 291, 329; 
in Licchavi Period, 39,165-166, 183-184, 274-275, 295; 
names and nicknames, 294-295; numbers extant, 270, 
294; "residential courtyard," 137; secularization of, 270, 
286-289, 297; terms defined, 136-138; in towns and 
town plan, 16, 95, 103, 136, 286, 294; in the Transitional 
Period, 48, 281. See also Buddhism, caste / vandya; 
Buddhism, monastic communities 

-- 

Vijayakimadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 1192-1200, 53, 358 
Vijayapur, 64 
Vijayasvimini, 309n5 
Vijayavati, Licchavi princess, 170,219 
Vikramiditya (Vikramajit), 26, 348, 384 and nxz, 385 
Vikrama (Bikram) Samvat, v.s., 381, 384-385, 389-391 
Vikramkila-vihira: Tham-bahil, Kathmandu, 87, 297, 360, 

362-363; of India, 45,48, 281, 305 
Vikranta, see Visnu, Vikranta 
Vikuksi, 22 

Vilisamandira, Hanuman Dhoka, rg6, 197 
vimiatikona, 152, 171 
uini, 321, 322 
Viniyakas, 261 
Virabhadra, absence of, 345 
Viramadevi, Bhaktapur princess, 230 
Viraiaiva (Lingiyata) sect, 234 
Virocanagupta, 28 
VirGpak5a, name and devotee of Siva, 228, 232 
Viiila, 2a 
Visalnagar, demigods of, 364-365 
ViSinkhu Niriyana, 256-257 
visaya, 85-86 
Vishnumati, 3, 85, 88, 242-243, 351, 352 
Vishnupadi, alternate name of Vishnumati, 351 
Visnu, 239-258; abode of, 245; ananta vrau  rite, 2261136; 

annual sleep of, 255-256, 383; attributes, functions, 
personality, 240-241, 243-245, 248-250, 263, 264, 284; 
avatars (incarnations, vibhauar), 242, 245-248; basil in 
worship of, 25711179; and Bhitbhafini, 364; Bhimasena 
in cult of, 258; Caturinana (Vaikuntha), 245, 250; 
caturmukha, raturvimiatimirti, ccrturvyiha, 243-245, 
248, 250; consorts of, 320-322; cult of (Visnuism), 222, 
2351185, 239-240, 248, 257-258, 264 (Pificaritra, 243, 
Sahajiyi, 258); drains Nigavisa, 353; establishes 
Pa iu~at in i tha  linga, 226; Garudisana, 243, 252-253.260; 
as groom of mortals, 257, 264; headless, 252-253; 
incarnate in Nepali rulers, 67, 257; influence of Mithili 
on cult of, 67; as Krsna, 248.250; in Licchavi Period, 
239.240; as Mohini, 224-225; and Mother Goddess cult, 
326; Narasimha avatar, 76, 192, 199, 200, 206, 245, 246; 
N i r i y m a  aspect, 240, 241-242 (see d s o  JalaSayana 
Niriyana);  as Newar kuladevati, 24711136; iakti of, 
322; and Sati, 327; serpent association, 241-242, 244, 
350, 359; and sesamum, 247; Supreme (Para Visnu, 
Para Visudeva, Caturv+ha), 142, 243-245, 247; symbols 
of, 240, 25711179, 274; syncretisms, 224-225, 242n114, 
250; tantric representations, 240, 241, 359; in trinity, 
240; Variha avatar, 245, 246, 249,359; Vikranta 
(Dwarf, Trivikrama, Vimana), 245-247, 257, 258; 
ViSvarGpa, 240-242, 248, 265; and wasters, 241-243, 350, 
351; worship proper to, 240; worshiped as other deities, 
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Visnu (cont . )  

240, 329; yogic aspect. 353, 365. Sre also Changu 
Niriyana; Gnruda; JnlaSayana Niriyana 

Vis~~ugupta,  ruler ca. A.D. 633.641, 29-31, 33, 40, 67n101, 
158. 242. 247, 252n154, 254,255,338 

Visnuism. see Viylu, cult of 
Vi$numa.lla, Patan ruler, 67n108, 203, 355 
Visnu-mandala from Bhakta~ur ,  205, 244, 245, 258 
Visnupada, zqo 
Visnusimlla, Patan mahipitra, 62, 112, 124, 226 
uisfi, see forced labor 
Viivadeva, see Vrsadeva 
ViSvajitmalla, Patan ruler, 136, 372 
Visvakarniii (-karman), 87, 130, 421 
ViSvamalla. Bhaktapur ruler, 254 
ViSvanitha temple: Benares, 203; Bhaideval, Patan, 203; 

ViiveSvara, Patan, 201 

ViSvarGpa, see Visnu, ViivarGpa 
ViivarupaJarSana, 240 
V K  (Vamiiuali jroni the Kaisher Library), 19. See also 

uamiiuatis 
voti\re images, clay, 302, 305 
vrota, 219 
urarabandha, 297 
Vrindivana (Brindaban), India, 249 
Vrjikarathya, 86, 88, 106, 117 
Vrjis, 8, 88, 106 
Vrsadeva, ruler ca. A.D. 400, 22, 23, 31, 39, 167, 227, 230, 

274-276, 298 
vultures, a scavengers, 329 and nrog, 330, 332 
VyighreSvara (Bagh Bhairab), 236, 325 
Vyighri-jitaka, I 50, 303 

walls and gateways, of cities, 15, 9293, 99-100, 105, 106, 

117,26rn195,346 
Waneliyku Taleju, Bhaktapur, 320 
Wang Hsiian-t' si,  5, 21, 35, 36, 38-40, 95, 107, 122, 162, 

164, 273,285,300 
water, divine nature of, 154, 156, 350-353, 354-361 pacsim 
water-related monuments, 17, 154-157, 168, 175-176, 186, 

I 89-206 passim 
way of the dead, 104 
weekday, in Licchavi Period dates, 388 
wells ( inira,  tuna) ,  155, 350,359 
Western Mallas, see Khasa 
Wheel of the Law, 280, 285,304; and deer, 172, 178, 273 
whitewashing, of sacred structures, 153, 163 
widows, attitudes toward, 68, 214, 257n179, 266, 333. 

See also sati ; sativrata 
Wiesner, Ulrich, 172, 186n1og 
windows, in Newar-style architecture, 132, 134-135, 

witches, sce boksis 
wood apple, 25711179 
wood carving, mentioned or discussed, 16, 37, 39. 50-51, 

68, 72, 753 '31-132, 134-1359 139-1419 143-145, 154, 1659 
173, 180-182, 190, 197, 205-206, 236, 241, 246, 249, 
2831180, 284,292,309,311,323,324,361 

wool / woolen blankets, in trade, 5, 13, 45, 290 
worship, modes and aspects of, 15, 16, 128-129, 214, 

215-221 p l l ~ ~ ~ l l l ,  223, 225, 228-229, 232, 240, 243, 244, 247, 
250, 255, 256, 261-262, 297, 301, 307, 310, 314, 344. 
See also sacrifice 

Worship of the Vihiras (bahi-pt i j i ) ,  305 
Wotu-to1 Navadurgi, Kathmandu, jq1n166 
Wright, Daniel, 19 
Wright Chronicle, see History of Nepal and uamiriualis 
writing, see scripts 

yajea, 159, 264. See also sacrifice, burnt offerings 
yajfia kunda, -mandala, 141, 159-160. 192, 201, 203, 217, 

266 
yajGika, 264 
yajtiopauita, see sacred ,thread 
Yaksamalla, ruler A.D. 1428-1482, 57, GI, 66, 69-70, 102, 125, 

148,204,228n52, 229,299,367,371,379,380 
~ a k r a r  / yak~is  cisyak~inis), 139, 185,243,357,361,422; 

yaksi on n~ai(ara motif, 185. See also caryatids, g e a s  
and yakjis 

Yakseivara temple, Bhaktapur, 143, 204, 229 
yaks' tails, in trade, 5, 45 
yala, yalasin, 97 
Yala / YGpagriima, name of Patan, 86, 88,9698,119, 

264, 279 
Yalarnbara (Yellung), Kiriita ruler, 96,97, 238 
Yam, Yambu, 8991 passim, 260,302n171,339. See also 

Koligriinla 
Yama, 304,31 I 
Yamintaka (Vajrabhairava), 239n101,365 

yamapata, 303-304 
Yampi-vihira (I-bahil), Patan, 378 
Yamuni / Yamuni (Jumna) River, 202, 249, 321, 352, 353 
Yangala, 8991 passim, I 19, 120, 147, 260, 30211171, 339. 

See also Dak~inakoligrima; Kathmandu 
Yangal-hiti / Yangal-hiti tol, 88, go 
Yankidaha, 10711128 
Yantiju (Yantamonde), 202, 320 
yantra, see mandala 
Yiprngrima, I 22 

YaSodhara, legend of, 266-267 
Y ~ S C ~ ,  152, 153, 299 
Yatkha-bahal: stupa of, 183, 280; torana of, 181, 283n80 
Yellung, see ~ a l a m i a r a  
Yemkulivarman, 112, 124 
yi-dam, 365 
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yihi, 257n179, 5 4  
Yodyam temple, 51, 165 
yoga, planetary conjunction, 384 
Yogicira school, 272 
Yoginlbara, 325,370,3f6,379 
Yoganarendra Malla, Patan ruler, 63,651184, 74, 157, 159, 

203, 249, 35'3, 348, 372 
YogeSvara, 223 
yoginis, 235, 282, 291,308, 323, 325,333 
Yoginis, Four, 256 

yogini, yogis, mor~al and irnrnord, 48, 223, 225, 133, d3, 
281, 285, 287, 296, 332, 353, 365-367, 370. 376 

yon;, 225 
yonirakra, 3zon71,323,346. See alro mandala 
Yudisrhira S q v a t ,  389 

Y G P ~ ,  97,264 
Yipagrirna, set Yala I Yipagrirna 
Yuthunihrnam, 55, rq, 125, 164 

zoolatry, 216, WI 
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